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nhenyoufirstpurchasedyour sport-utility, you no doubt

thoughtyou'dbrought home a tame, fun-loving creature.

But it didn 't takeyou long to discover the true nature ofthe

beast Its savage ride. Its unquenchable thirstfor gas.

ANENTIRELYNEW SPECIES.

As an alternative, allow us to propose a completely

different animal the All-WheelDrive Subaru Outback

(c. outbackius subarum), the world'sfirst sport-utility wagon.

Through some rather nifty breeding,

Subaru engineersfounda way to

civilize the brutish ride and

suppress the appetiteforfuel,

without caging the rugged, freewheeling spirit ofthe wild.

The result is an All-WheelDrive vehicle that rides assmoothly

'?^S^^.

77if original

hybrid was [be

/onpiis, which

combined the best

qualities oftno different

species. Nor unlike the Outback.

Trotiuctcomparisonsbtisedon I996n]ndcl )<.\tr. ijrouiijilcurdnce comparison i t ij



as a passenger sedan, but still has the ground clearance of

j
a Ford Explorer, holds a tighter turn

than a Cheiy Blazer, and gets better

gas mileage than a Jeep Grand

Cherokee. Soyou get the creature

comforts ofa car, plus the pure animal instincts ofa

sport-utility vehicle, all in one wildly attractive package.

COMPARE THE SUBARU OUTBACK*
Subaru
Oulback

FhfdL\phrcf Chevrolet JecpCranJ

\U Blazer LS Cherokee

EPA Fuel Economy
(city/highway est. (2l]27 lS/20 16/22 15/20

Ground Clearance

(in.) 7.3 6.7 S.J IS

Front Legroom/
Headroom 40.2/43.3 39.9/424 39.S/424 3IS/4I.4

Pr,d„s $23,790 S27.3S0 $26,373 S27.S40

trustworthy even in the most difficult weather.

SAFETY:ANINHERHED TRAIT

Ofcourse, as a member ofthe Subaru

family, the Outback has been bredfor

protection as well There's an array of

standard safetyfeatures like dual air bags,^ side-impact

panels, crumple zones andfour-channelABS. Plus, you

BEAUTYOVER BEAST

Unlike the sport-utility beasts, this beauty offers the

Subaru All-WheelDriving System. A unique combination

get the ultimate safetyfeature: Subaru AII-WheelDrive.

Which constantly monitors changing road conditions and

transfers powerfrom

The New 1997

OUTBACK
\

:^- of traits that includes the

superior stability ofa 2. 5-liter

horizontally opposed engine,

the cushion ofan optimally

tuned suspension and the sure-

footed traction offull-time A II-

WheelDrive. All ofwhich allows

the Outback to respond in

the passing lane, ride

smooth over ruaaed

the wheels that slip to

the wheels that grip.

Puttingyour mind at

ease on those perilous

journeys through the

asphaltjungle.

Tofind out more.

T

MWONDERIF

mEBLOKBINTV

COMMERCL\liUSETW

PRODUaDV'REAlLIFE?

WILL, THISONI DOES,

AND MY OUTBACK

HAS LIVED UPTO ITS

BllING. IN MYHUMBLE

OPINION, ITS ONE

RIPPER CAR, THAT

MEANS TERRIFIC,

INCASEYADIDNT

KNOW.

-PIOIHOSM

seeyour local Subaru dealer, visit our website at

http://www.subaru.com or call 1-SOO-WANT-AWD.

The All-WheelDrive Subaru Outback. It's half-car,

half-sport-utility and a whole new species.

terrain, andsiay TheBeau^ofAll-WheelDrive.
fcATand Vd MSh?fnr mmparably cquippi-^ (ompcfitm vehicles. Price not includitifj inland (ransportaiion, laxa, license and Title fees. Dealer \ actual price may vary. M Iways wear scat hells.
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Special Report

36 Road Kill in Cameroon
In Cameroon's tropical forests, the timber

roads promote traffic not only in trees but also

in the carcasses of gorillas and other animals

bound for local meat markets. The killing

leaves behind orphaned chimps and gorillas

and an altered forest ecology.

Michael McRae Photographs by Karl Ammatin

48 The Work of Nature
How many species can an ecosystem lose

before its vital processes begin to falter?

Answering this question becomes urgent as

global changes in land use and climate threaten

to accelerate extinction rates. Yvonne Baskin

Illustrations by Deborah Ross

Discovery

54 South Georgian Kings
Hundreds of thousands of king penguins

breed on the mountainous, subantarctic

island of South Georgia. Findmg what,

where, when, and how much they ate solved

the mystery of some seemmgly paradoxical

mating behaviors. Olof Olsson

Photographs byJohnnyJohnson

Cover: Two chimpanzees,

orphaned when their

parents were slaughtered for

meat, face a grim future.

Story on page 36.

Photograph by Karl Anunann.
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So,weVe made
our new Squafl™Jacket

ten times
more water resistant

You never know when
you're going to be

dumped on.

In the morning, the

weather forecast calls for

windy and cold. And by
mid-afternoon, you're

caught in a downpour.
Well, if you must get

caught, it better be in our
improved Lands' End- Squall Jacket.

Because after a dozen years of making the Squall

better and better, we've now made it drier, too.

Not just a fair-weather friend.

Its outer shell - a rugged, 3-ply Supplex" nylon -

sheds water like never before.

You see, we've had it treated with MPX"' - a new
microporous coating (meaning, a coating with tiny

pores that let body moisture out, but keep rain from
getting in).

In an ordinary Supplex jacket without this treat-

ment, you could walk in a steady downpour for maybe
2fXJ yards before the wet started to seep through, hi

our new Squall, you can walk a rrule.

The outer shell also happens to be 100% windproof.

Yet, it's still very breathable - very comfortable - no
matter what outdoorsy thing you're up to.

If at first we succeed, we try again.

Of course, this new improvement follows on the

heels of lots of old improvements.

One year (1987, it was) we began tf) make the inner

lining of Polartec'-' 300 fleece - a man-made fleece

twice as warm as natural fibers.

year, too. We put l(X)-gram

Thinsulate^" insulation in the

sleeves. It keeps you warm -
but because ifs so thin, there's

less bulk to get in your way.

And way back in '84, we
added a storm flap behind
the zipper - our first line of

defense against the wind.

Seems that's our way at Lands' End: we just can't

leave well enough alone.

Will it be crummy again tomorrow?

Into each life, not only rain but snow and sleet and
much else must fall.

So, in our Lands' End catalog, we feature page after

page of other outerwear. And every stitch is as well

made, and thoughtfully designed, as our Squall.

If you'd like to see a copy of our catalog,

just say the word.

"Squall," for example.

© 1997 Lands' End, Inc.

For our free catalog, call any time,

1-800-356-4444 Please mention ad [w]

Name_

, Apt.

Stale. Zip.

I'hone

Mail to: 1 lands' End Lane. Dodgeville. WI 53595

http://www.landsend.coni/catalogs-rj

Day/Night (circle one}
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These days "eco" is as ubiquitous as "cyber," and almost as tiresome to hear.

But before there was ecobusiness, ecofriendly, ecolit, ecomarket, ecopackage,

ecothreat, ecocatastrophe, ecofreak, and ecocide, there was simply ecology. The

word was coined in 1866 (firom the Greek oikos, house, and logos, discourse) by

German zoologist (and avid Darwinian) Ernst Haeckel and means the study of

the relations between living organisms and their environment—their ecosys-

tem. A simple concept with great implications, hi her essay, "The Work of Na-

ture" (page 48), Yvonne Baskin sho-ws how even seemingly simple ecosystems

have subtleties and complexities that are not so easily revealed. And with far

more ecosystems than ecologists in the world, can we understand all these

ecologies before their irrevocable alteration or disappearance?

The relationships between organisms and their environment can change

quickly these days. Writer Michael McRae ("Road Kill in Cameroon," page

36) found out on a hard road in Africa that when international logging compa-

nies come into a forest, their logging trails become roads for hunters trafficking

in the meat of forest animals. The loss of the animals, like the loss of trees,

changes the ecology of the forest.

Researcher Olof Olsson observed a far more pristine ecosystem from his

field station on South Georgia Island ("South Georgian Kings," page 54).

There he could investigate the intricacies of the birds' breeding strategies in an

environment relatively free of human disturbance.

With so much ecostuffin circulation these days, the original "ecology" and

the larger idea it represents ought not to be devalued or forgotten.

—
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To the

Editor

Tlie cover photograph for

December/January—a pair of

gray wobes in Bavaria—was

incorrectly credited on that issue's

table of contents. Tlie sliot it'as

taken /ly G. Marcoaldi and

supplied by Panda Photo.

Potosi Polluters

Marguerite Holloway's

November article on Bolivian

copper mining ("I Am Rich

Potosi . . .") focused on the

workers and then- ways but

failed to mention the

enviromnental effects of the

area's mining operations.

Potosi is in the headwaters of

the Rio Pilcomayo, a major

tributary of the Rio Paraguay,

which runs along the

Argentina—Paraguay border for

much of its length. The

dumping of taihngs and

untreated wastes has been

catastrophic for the Pilcomayo,

whose sediments contain high

levels ot lead and arsemc.

Last August saw an acute

disaster when a holding dam

at a COMSUR-owned nnne

burst, releasing 230,000 metric

tons of sludo-e into the Rio

Pilaya (which feeds into the

Pilcomayo). Local reports have

described this accident as the

worst Latin American

environmental disaster of the

century, and yet for the rest of

the world, the story seems not

to exist.

Daniel W. Fronnn

Cherry Hill, NewJersey

Beyond the Horizon

Neil de Grasse Tyson's

"Outward Bound" article

("Universe," November 1996)

got me thinking about

Hubble's constant and what

appears to be a paradox. Since

relativity forbids speeds faster

than the speed of light, what

happens when an object is so

far away that its velocity (based

on the Hubble formulation)

exceeds that forbidden speed?

FredJ. Abraiiams

New York, New York

Neil de Grasse Tyson

REPLIES: Ifwe indeed hve in

an open universe, then there is

a horizon beyond which

galaxies are receding fi"om us

taster than the speed ot light.

But these galaxies cannot be

seen, because their light would

have lost energy before

reaching us. The horizon falls

anywhere from between 12

and 1 5 billion light-years away

and can rightly be termed the

"edge of the universe."

Einstein's theory is not

violated because, in everyday

terms, it simply declares that

we will never see or measure

anything faster than the speed

of light.

A Trickster Tricked

David Oestreicher's article

"Unraveling the Walam

Olum" (October 1996)

generated intense interest at

the Library of the Museum of

the American Indian, where a

video of Lucy Parks Blalock

teaching Delaware vocabulary

is playing at the entrance of

the resource room.

A search for more

information about Rafmesque

revealed that the hoaxer had

himself been hoaxed by

another famous naturalist. In

1818, Rafmesque visited

Lexington, Kentucky, before

settling there to teach botany

at Transylvania University the

following year. He paid a call

on John James Audubon, who,

as a prank, sketched several

wholly imaginary birds and

fishes for his guUible visitor to

identify. Rafmesque, eager to

claim credit for the discovery

ofnew species, subsequently

published Audubon's

drawings, unaware that they

had been done in jest.

Ruth Rosenberg

Brooklyn, New York

Natural History's E-mail address

is: nhmag@amnh.org

In the coining issues of

Special Report

The Shaman's World

For anthropologists, the shamanic experience—from drug-

induced visions to drum-induced trances—is a challenging one

to study. This special report follows the scientists into

the field—from the Amazon to Siberia—and the shamans into

the spirit world.

Discovery

Cretaceous Castaways
Dinosaur bones spill from the red soil of Madagascar hiUsides.

An expedition uncovers new associations between the beasts

and the birds.

Findings

A ChiH Reception
A desert plant has found a way to attract birds that can stand

the heat of its seeds and help disperse them.
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Radio lo\'ers! Luxurious listening is back! And

the radio that made Grundig famous in the 50's is

better than ever and available once again— while

supplies last! The same exact dimensions, same

European stj'ling, same legendary Gmndig sound,

same AW¥W Shortwave

versatility... enhanced with

solid-state technolog>'.

Available now— exclusively

from Willabee & Ward—
at a tenific price.

Collector's Edition!

Collectors prize the original

model 960 from the 1950s.

TTie Grundig Classic is

updated and improved with

two 3" side speakers added

to the 5" center speaker for room-filling sound.

Stereo inputs for CD, tape, VCR or TV sound.

The culmination of 50 years of Grundig

precision engineering.

At the touch of an ivory-colored pushbutton,

you can switch from local FM stereo, news or

talk radio to international shortwave. Listen to

BBC news direa from London. A concert from

Cologne. English-language broadcasts from

Prague, Peking, Vienna, Moscow and more.

Hand-made wooden cabinet!

Gmndig craftsmen take hours to handcraft, stain

and lacquer each cabinet

from wood one of the

secrets to Grundig's velvety

tone. The gold-tone

illuminated dial and knobs

are accented with real brass.

The speakers are covered

with thick, top-quality

fabric. There's nothing like it

anywhere ... at any price.

Ilandjlnishcd, all-wood cabinet

produces incredibly rich sound.

25-year guarantee!

The Grundig Classic comes

with Cm.n&s;s 25-year limited warranty. It

is available in Nori;h America exclusively from

Willabee & Ward. The price is a remarkable $249

(plus $15 shipping/handling) payable in eight

monthly installments of $33. If not delighted,

return the radio within 30 days for a prompt

refund of your purchase price. Don't wait! Get

yours now while supplies last! Call today!

^,„ shown smalleri...
* '" actual size of
15W wide X 11 "high x 6%" deep.

TO ORDER, CALL US TOLL-FREE:
1-800-650-9494 . Ext. 692-570

RESERVATION APPLICATION

Willabee & Ward i^a^ Satisfaction

47 Richards Avenue (^PIR) Guaranteed

Norwallf.CT 06857

GRUNDIG CLASSIC
50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION

FM Stereo/AM/Worldwide Shortwave

TO ORDER, CALL US TOLL-FREE:

1-800-650-9494 • Ext. 692-570

Outside U.S.: 1-203-866-0101 • Ext.3300

Please send me Gmndig Classicfs). For each radio.

charge eight installments of $33" to my credit card:

DVISA DMasterCard DDiscover DAm. Ex.

Exp. Date

Pl,?at,? print clearly.

Address _

City_

Zip.

Signature
(Orders lubjoel to acceptance.)

D I prefer to pay by check. Enclosed is my check for

$249 plus $15 shipping/handling, a total of $264*

for each radio.

'/try applicable sales lax will be billed Willi sblpment.
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rhe controversy surrounding the antiquity of humans in the New World has always intrigued

Douglas Preston ("Fossils and the Folsoin Cowboy"). The George Mcjunkin story particularly

fascinated him because it reveals "how prejudice and the emotions of scientists often determine the

course of scientific discovery." Preston wrote a regular column for Natural History in the 1980s, as well

as Dinosaurs ill the Attic, a history of the American Museum of Natural History. His recent nonfiction

books Talking to the Ground and Cities of Gold focus on the history and culture of the Southwest.

After five years immersed in the world of

butterfly wings, Sean Carroll ("Genetics on the

Wing") has not forgotten the creature that

inspired much of his work—the fruit fly

—

which he says has "given us a passport to the

enchanted world of butterfly wings, while

molecular genetics and powerful microscopes

have provided a whole new way to view the

scenery." Carroll is an assistant investigator with

the Howard Hughes Medical Institute and a

professor of molecular biology and genetics at

the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Writer Michael McRae ("Road KiU in Cameroon") has traveled from Outer Mongolia to Tierra del

Fuego for his work as a journalist, fulfilling a wish to "live a life of adventure and somehow manage to

make a living." Since 1984, he has visited and intermittently lived in central and West Africa, writing

frequently on great apes and the primatologists who study them. McRae (left) is

also the author of Continental Drifter: Dispatchesfrom the Uttermost Parts of the Earth

(Lyons & Buiibrd, 1993), a collection of travel and natural history articles and

essays. He is currently at work on the sequel. Continental Drifter II. A Swss

expatriate living in Kenya, Karl Ammann (right) has published three books on

African predators and one on gorillas. Ammann's crusade against the slaughter of

apes and other animals for the bushmeat trade began in 1988, after he and his wife adopted an

orphaned chimp, which continues to hve with them in Kenya.

For a 1994 article in Science

magazine, writer Yvonne Baskin

("The Work of Nature") covered

a meeting of ecologists worried

about the effect of species loss on

the ecological processes that

make the earth livable. Baskin

(right) developed the article into

a book, T7te Work ofNature: How the Diversity of Life Sustains

Us (the basis for the current Natural History article), which

will be released this month by Island Press. Over the last

decade, wildhfe illustrator Deborah Ross has traveled to

Africa many times to paint baboons and other animals of

Kenya. Her article "A Kenya Sketchbook," accompanied by

her watercolors, appeared in the December 1996/January

1997 issue of Natural History.

When Olof Olsson ("South Georgian

Kings") undertook his doctoral work on

the island of South Georgia in 1991, the

king penguins there had not been

scrutinized scientifically since the 1950s.

With logistic support from the British

Antarctic Survey, Olsson (left) spent four

sununers on the island getting to kno\\'

the individuals in one small breedins:

colony. He is now a consultant biologist

with the Swedish Biodiversity Centre

and Uppsala University. Photographer

Johnny Johnson specializes in Africa,

Antarctica, and Alaska and has a

preference for "the cold, ragged edges

of the earth." He has traveled to South

Georgia Island three times and says he

would go every year if he could.

Photographer Franklin J. Viola ("Mights' Mouth") holds a B.S. degree in both marine science and

marine transportation. (He is licensed by the Coast Guard to captain 1,600-ton vessels.) A scuba

instructor and a leader of undersea wildhfe tours, Viola was named a BBC Wildlife Photographer ot

the Year in 1994. For months Viola repeatedly attempted to photograph a yellow-headed jawfish

holding its eggs off" Little Cayman Island, in the British West Indies. He remained thirty feet

underwater for about an hour to produce the close-up portrait in this month's "Natural Moment."

Viola used a Nikon F4 with a 105 mm macro lens and two Ikelite substrobes.
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Race and Human Evolution: A Fatal At-

traction, by Milford Wolpoffand Rachel Cas-

par!. Simon and Schuster, $25; 448 pp., ilhis.

By Ian Tattersall

Review Its title notwithstanding,

this book isn't really about

"race"' as such. Rather, it is an attempt

by two leading advocates of "multire-

gional continuity" to establish re-

spectable historical antecedents for their

theory, currently one of the two major

competing models of later human evo-

lution. Multiregional continuity holds

that the roots of our species run very

deep in time in various regions ot the

Old World. The competing notion is

that Homo sapiens arose only within the

last 200,000 years, migrating out of

Africa to replace more primitive human

relatives that had already populated Eu-

rope and Asia.

Paleoanthropologists Milford Wolpoff

and Rachel Caspari, of the University of

Michigan, argue that Homo sapiens did

not make a recent appearance on the

evolutionary stage but instead showed

up almost two miUion years ago in the

guise of what they used to call Homo

erectus: a big-faced, technologically

primitive hominid of only modest brain

size, whose principal resemblance to us

was a body of reasonably modern pro-

portions. Now, however, Wolpoff and

Caspari prefer to regard this highly ar-

chaic form as a variant of Homo sapiens,

taking the view that all of the many dra-

matic anatomical and behavioral devel-

opments in human evolution during the

last two million years took place within

a single species—our own. The rationale

for this claim is that the invention of

human culture allowed the suspension

of various normal patterns of evolution-

ary change, most notably the budding

E Pluribus
off of new species from old ones. Quite

simply, Wolpoff and Caspari beUeve that

humans have been able to play the evo-

lutionary game under a new set of rules.

The authors delve deeply into the his-

tories of physical anthropology and evo-

lutionary biology in search of an intel-

lectual genealogy for their viewpoint.

They exhume a great deal of fascinating

material, especially about the monoge-

nist/polygenist debates of the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries (concerning

single or multiple origins for modern

human "races") and turn-of-the-cen-

tury German evolutionary and genetic

thinking. Only in the 1930s and 1940s,

however, do they find a true progenitor

for their views: German anatomist Franz

Weidenreich, the foremost student of

Peking man Homo erectus fossils. Like

Wolpoff and Caspari, Weidenreich re-

garded these early humans as a form of

Homo sapiens and saw evidence for the

persistence, over vast spans of time, of

separate but interlinked human lineages

in different parts of the world.

The heart of their argument, how-

ever, lies m their perception that various

continuities in skeletal anatomy charac-

terize the human

fossil records in

particular regions

ot the world.

Wolpoff and Cas-

pari do not dwell

much on the de-

tails, but early in

the book, for in-

stance, they re-

count how, many

years ago, Wol-

poff was amazed

by how closely his

reconstruction of

the million-year-

old Saneiran 17

cranium from Java resembled those of

the 10,000-year-old modern humans

from Austraha's Kow Swamp. The latter,

he felt, could have been derived from

the former purely by a reduction in ro-

bustness and an increase in brain size

—

seemingly inexorable trends operating

elsewhere in the world at the same time.

The problem, however, is that even

after reconstruction, the face of Sangiran

17 remains massively distorted. For ex-

ample, the unfortunate individual could

not have breathed through the nose with

which it is currently endowed. None-

theless, we are told that the ancient Ja-

vans are the precursors of the modern

Australians, and we are provided with

"proof" in the form of a drawing of

these two skulls in which they are com-

pared from the angle most advantageous

to the authors' point of view.

Similarly, Wolpoff and Caspari see

continuity in European fossils, with Ne-

anderthals as an intermediate Unk in the

chain that led to modern Europeans.

They believe that because they had fairly

bulky brow ridges over the tops of their

eye sockets and (very occasionally)

braincases that bulged at the back, some

Family Album
From Lucy to Language, by Donald Jo-

hanson and Blake Edgar A Peter N.

Nevraumont Book/Simon and Schuster Edi-

tions, $50; 272 pp., ilhis.

In their new book, Ulustrated with pho-

tographer David Brill's superb, full-size

color portraits of hominid fossil skulls,

paleoanthropologist Donald Johanson

and science writer Blake Edgar guide

readers through a fresh "encounter with

the evidence" for human origins. Homo neanderthalens

I
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acrually few) of the earliest modern Eu-

ropeans were descended from the Nean-

derthals. But such a gestalt assessment of

-anatomy is not adequate. In all modern

people, the brow ridges, if any, are

formed drfferendy from those of Nean-

derthals, and any protruding at the rear

ofthe skuU bears none of the anatomical

hallmarks of the Neanderthals.

To their credit, Wolpoff and Caspari

are careful to disa\'ow any implication

that the various extant human races have

existed as discrete entities throughout

the past t\vo million years; rather, during

this time '"humans have been a single wide-

spread polytypic species [that is, a species

with distinctive regional variants], with

multiple, constantly evolving, interlinked

populations, continually dividing and merg-

ing" (italics theirs). They are thus em-

phatic that the continuities they see in

some physical features do not mean the

long-term persistence of discrete, recog-

nizable human populations.

StiU, that two such thoughtful, eru-

dite, and influential scholars could claim

that the extraordinary diversity of

anatomies seen among the fossil ho-

minids of the past two million years

'mo erj^asler Homo sapiens

should be brushed under the rug ot a

single species is as much proof as one

could ever wish of the extreme insular-

ity of the science of paleoanthropology.

Unlike other branches of paleontology,

paleoanthropology is descended from

human, not comparative, anatomy—an

inheritance that has brought with it an

exquisite sensitivity to variation among

individuals within species. To recognize

such variation is a salutary thing, but

postwar paleoanthropologists have too

often fallen prey to the notion that indi-

vidual variation is almost the only kind

of variation that we see in the human

fossil record.

As a result, the literature of paleoan-

thropology is cluttered with references

to various "archaic" forms ofHomo sapi-

ens that other paleontologists would as-

sign to distinct species. Not that paleon-

tologists working with other tossil

animal groups ignore individual varia-

tion, but they are also concerned with

the patterns of diversity that signal the

presence of discrete species. And if we

use normal paleontological criteria, we

find that extinct humans present a rou-

tine example of such diversity. Modern

human beings are

the only surviving

twig on a great,

branching bush of

evolutionary ex-

perimentation.

No surprise,

then, that the

theory of multire-

gional continuity

represents only a

sectarian reading

of the human fos-

sil record. But at-

tack is the best

form of defense,

and along the way

Wolpoff and Caspari take Hberal swipes

at viewpoints other than their own. A
particular target is the "African Eve" hy-

pothesis preached by many molecular

biologists, who trace an unbroken line

of descent among all living humans to a

female, probably a Homo sapiens, who
lived in Africa about 100,000 to

200,000 years ago. (Despite the implica-

tions of the name, this Eve was nothing

more than one member of the popula-

tion that gave rise to us all.) This notion

has been widely debated, and Wolpoff

and Caspari score some significant hits.

Nonetheless, the ultimate repository of

our evolutionary history is our fossil

record, and despite Wolpoff and Cas-

pari's assertions to the contrary, right

now the fossil evidence suggests a rela-

tively recent origin for Homo sapiens

(perhaps 120,000 to 150,000 years ago),

most likely in Africa.

This new species spread rapidly and,

as successful species normally do, devel-

oped regional variants during the cH-

matic vicissitudes of the last ice age.

More recently, in contrast, the predomi-

nant (and equally normal) process has

been one of fusion among those vari-

ants, which is why no modern systema-

tist would attempt the hopeless task of

classifying them. Here is where Wolpoff

and Caspari join the mainstream ot pale-

ontological thinking, for they recognize,

as clearly as anyone, that intraspecific

variants are ephemera: diversifying,

combining, and disappearing in an end-

less, braided stream. Hence, possibly, the

Fatal Attraction of their books subtide,

which echoes the human misery that a

fixation on the fictitious purity of race

has brought in its wake.

Ian Ihttcrsall is cliainuaii oj itic Dcparliucnt

ofAnthropology al the American Museum of

Natural History.
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Intelli2:ence"and "Race"
By C Loving Brace

Adapted from "A Four-Letter Word Called

'Race,' "
ill Race and Other Misadven-

tures: Essays in Honor of Ashley Mon-
tagu in His Ninetieth Year, edited by

Larry T. Reynolds and Leonard Liebeniian.

Copyright 1996 by General Hall, Inc.

Excerpt Professionals involved in

the testing of intelligence

often assume that racial differences are

there to be discovered. The pitfalls in

such research include not only the elu-

sive definition of "intelligence" but also

the lack ot a biological measure tor

"race" that is independent of ethnic

identity. Despite repeated efforts at mak-

northerly climes, where survival was said

to depend more on ingenuity and disci-

pUned effort. Presumably these different

hfe styles would have led to racial differ-

ences in intelligence.

Aside from the lesser chance of freez-

ing to death, however, gaining a living

by gleaning from the land in the Tropics

is no easier than it is in the temperate

portions of the world. The knowledge

of what is edible and what is not, what

ripens where at which time of the year,

and the habits of potential prey animals

is every bit as difficult to come by at the

equator as it is in the north. In the pre-

literate world ot the hunter-gatherer, the

penalty for stupidity is starvation.

Take the elderly Aborigine who led

cycle sung at totemic ceremonies and

depicting the legendary wanderings of

"ancestral beings." The trek led on

through a sequence of more than fifty

water holes, with the only additional

clues to the route being occasional

marks left by earlier movements of peo-

ples. The little band finally emerged at

Mandora Station, on the coast ot West-

ern Australia, more than 360 miles from

where they had started. (The saga was

recorded at Mandora Station by anthro-

pologist N. B. Tindale in 1953.) Evi-

dently the myths that made up those

ceremonies represented the transmitted

knowledge ofprevious generations. One
would be hard put to come up with an-

other instance in the literate world in

Now relegated to the dustbin, an outmoded inuentoiy of lacial types onic foinitd the basis of an exhibit at the American Museum ofNatuial

History. Anthropologists could not agree on whether there wereJive races of humans or three hundred.

ing intelligence tests culture-free, bias

remains inevitable. Nonetheless, people

seem to have difficulty giving up on this

enterprise.

The geographic determinists of two

or three generations ago were fonci of

contrasting the supposedly indolent life

m the Tropics—where goodies were

available for the plucking from fruiting

trees and bushes—with what was pur-

ported to be the bracing rigor of more

his group on a six-month trek to escape

the consequences of the drought of

1 943 in the outback of Western Aus-

tralia. His first goal was a water hole at

the e.xtreme northwestern corner of the

tribal territory, which he had visited

only once in his youth, more than half a

century earlier. When the resources

there started to fail, he led them west-

ward again, through territory known to

him only through the verses of a song

which survival was so dependent upon

such a feat of human memory.

The ingenuity necessary to extract

sustenance in the most unlikely areas

and by the most unlikely means was an

essential element in the human success

story. That ingenuity was certainly taxed

by the need to maintain a network of

supportive relationships and deal with

potential competitors. A combination of

these factors must have constituted the
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selective process that led to the expan-

sion of the human brain starting at the

beginning of the Pleistocene. These cir-

cumstances were a constant for humans

pursuing a hunting and gathering mode

of subsistence. This is why human intel-

ligence, although an important adaptive

trait, should not be expected to differ

significandy among groups.

A fallback; position for those intent on

finding a hnk between race and intelli-

gence is the view that inteUigence is the

ability to adapt to civHization and that

races differ in "intellectual ability" de-

pending on the civilizations with which

they are associated. One recent advocate

of this view feels that the Stanford-Bmet

IQ test measures the inherent ability to

adapt to Western civilization.

Even a relatively simple adaptive trait

such as skin color, however, shows only

minimal response to changes in selective

pressure over periods of 10,000 to

15,000 years. Our vaunted Western civ-

ilization has existed for only a small frac-

tion of that span, and most of those who

now reap its benefits are descended from

people untrained in the niceties of read-

ing and writing.

Westerners tend to look down on

peoples without long, written traditions,

considering them innately iU-equipped.

But it probably requires more in the way

of basic smarts to survive in a world

where one cannot go and look up the

answers to crucial questions in a book. If

anything, then, perhaps those whose an-

cestry has the longest continuous tie

with literate civilization are the recipi-

ents of a heritage in which selection for

intelligence ha.s been least stringent.

C, Loring Brace is a professor of anthropol-

ogy at the University of Michigan. Among

his hooks are The Stages of Human Evo-

lution (fifth edition, 1995) and, with Ash-

ley Montagu, Human Evolution (second

edition, 1977).

The Animal World of the Pharaohs
By Patrick F. Houlihan (Tlhimes and Hudson, Inc., 1996, $35.95, illns.)

Paintings and reliefs on tomb walls, drawings on papyri, and stone sculptures

docun^ent the importance of animals in ancient Egypt—as religious symbols,

sources of food, labor in the field, hunting companions, and pets.

Polar Bears
By Nikita Ovsyanikov (Voyageur Press, 1996, $29.95, ilhis.)

In the Arctic s Wrangel Island, polar bears congregate to feed on seals and wal-

ruses and to breed. Wildlife biologist Ovsyanikov 's writes about the social inter-

actions among these normally sohtary animals.

Yellow Fever, Black Goddess
By Christopher Wills (Addison-WesJey/Helix Books, 1996, $24, illus.)

In exploring the nature of viruses and bacteria, biologist-geneticist Wills, of the

University of California, San Diego, examines the processes that make these mi-

croorganisms so potentially deadly to our species.

Women of Mongolia
By Martha Avery (Uniuersity of Washington Press, 1996, $19.95, illus.)

They sweep the streets, herd camels, put up gers (portable dwellings), and trans-

port iTulk. In this book, Mongohan women, in their own words, give a vivid

picture of their lives in this vast, remote, and rapidly modernizing land.

Our Children's Toxic Legacy
Byfohn Wargo (Yale University Press, 1996, $30, illus.)

In this sobering account of the effects of pesticides, Wargo, of Yale's School of

Forestry and Environmental Studies, proposes sweeping reforms in environmen-

tal science and law.

An Inordinate Fondness for Beetles
By Arthur V Emus and Charles L. Bellamy (Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 1996,

$40, illus.)

Coleopterists (and "coleopterophiles") Evans and BeDamy, with photographer

Lisa Charles Watson, portray the myriad aspects of beeries, the largest group of

insects, with some 350,000 variations.

Where Masks Still Dance
By Chris Rainier (Bulfinch Press /Little, Brown

and Company, 1996, $60, illus.)

For ten years, Rainier has documented, in

startling black-and-white images, the aborigi-

nal tribes ofNew Guinea.

The books mentioned in "Natural Selections" are available by mail from the

Museum Shop of the American Museum of Natural History, (212) 769-5150.
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Earthscapes In Time

Rondonia ill 1975 and 1986

Earthscapes In Time: The See-Through

SateUite Atlas. Now WItat Softume; (800)

843-9497, Macintosh and Windows com-

patible.

By Howard Topoff

^"C 0"-TrOTW" Accurate maps of the

earth's surface have long

been sought after, whether for explo-

ration, resource evaluation, or border

disputes. In the 1960s, the first manned

space flights ushered in the age of satel-

lite imagery of our planet. In addition to

taking traditional photographs, modern

instruments were able to record electro-

magnetic and thermal radiation emitted

and reflected h"om Earth. Not surpris-

ingly, however, the national security re-

connaissance community had control

over most of the early satellites in space

and wanted to keep it that way. Scien-

tists, of course, have always wanted

Earth-monitoring satellites to be under

civilian authority. Now the recently de-

classified sateUite data have made pos-

sible CD-ROMs, such as "Earthscapes

In Time," which offer breathtaking

views of Earth's surface and details about

its vegetation, water clarity, land forms,

and urban development.

"The Earthscape Gallei-y"—the core

of this program—merits a serious and

prolonged visit. For example, moving

over the Brazilian rain forest, I focused

on the area of Rondonia. A 1 975 map

reveals a uniformly green image, but the

1986 map unveils a far more sobering

picture: a network of roads radiating

throughout the rain forest. Consulting

the Earthscape "Encyclopedia," I dis-

covered that these two maps show what

often happens when a road is built

through a primary rain forest habitat.

The road makes it easy for people to log,

mine, ranch, and farm m a formerly in-

accessible area. The first wave of new-

comers snaps up all the land alongside

the road; later arrivals fan out and de-

velop even larger areas.

In 1981, using money from the World

Bank, the Brazilian government paved

the dirt tracks into Rondonia, then ad-

vertised the area as free for resettlement.

Before long, hundreds of thousands of

would-be farmers—five times as many

as had been anticipated—poured into

Rondonia. The lines clearly visible in

the 1986 satellite map represent areas of

rain forest that were cleared by cutting

and burning, as well as an extensive net-

work of roads. Soon after, disillusioned

farmers learned what scientists had long

known: most rain forest soils are almost

worthless for agriculture.

Allowing users to travel from the

Philippines to Saudi Arabia to the

Florida Everglades, "Earthscapes In

Time" is a veritable textbook on geog-

raphy and conservation.

Howard Topoff is a professor of psychology at

Hunter College and a research associate in

the Mnsenni's Department of Entomology.

Top of

the World
By Robert Anderson

nature.net For those living in re-

gions where Febru-

ary may seem intolerably cold, a visit

above the Arctic Circle (via the Internet,

of course) might help you appreciate the

weather you have to contend with. To

explore how prehistoric humans

adapted to the extreme climatic condi-

tions of the far north, there are a num-

ber of good sites to check out.

One maintained by the University of

Waterloo's anthropology department

(http://www.arts.uwaterloo.ca: 80

/ANTHRO/rwpark/ArcticArchStuff

/Arcticlntro.html) provides an overview

of some of the ongoing research at field

sites in the Canadian High Arctic. Sci-

entists at the University of Calgary (http:

//www.ucalgary.ca/UofC/faculties/SS

/ARKY/show/slideshow.html) have

created a slide show of their excavation

of a Dorset culture village more than

800 years old. As the images change

automatically, the dig proceeds—de-

spite grizzly bear attacks and mid-Au-

gust snowstorms.

At the top of the world, a number of

battles are heating up over mineral and

wildlife resources. In the United States,

for instance, leaders in the newly elected

Congress are optimistic about finally

opening up the Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge for oil production. Three lead-

ing pohticians in Alaska (http://www.

alaskan.com/anwr/) make their case for

development, while other groups, one

at (http://www.igc.apc.org/refuge/),

argue for preserving the wilderness in its

pristine condition.

Robert Anderson, a former editor at Natural

History, is a freelance writer specializing in

earth science.
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Knowledge
Is Its Own
Rew\rd.
There is no substitute for learning, nor for the personal satisfaction and enrichment
that education offers. With eight separate interdisciplinary courses of study, the

Liberal Studies Master of Arts Program at Columbia University encourages learning

for its own sake.

Students avoid narrow specialization while developing their understanding of an area,

culture, or historical period through study in the arts, humanities, and social sciences.

You may attend full-time or part-time during the autumn, spring or summer terms.

American Studies

Ancient Studies

East Asian Studies

Islamic Studies

Jewish Studies

Medieval Studies

Modern European Studies

A South Asian Studies

For more information and a brochure,

call 212-854-9383
Liberal Studies M.A. Programs

109A Low Memorial Library

Mail Code 4307

Columbia University

New York, NY 10027-7017

http:www columbia.edu/cu/

_: gsas/liberalstudies/lsma html
Fax:(212)854-4912

, ¥(rr inf(jrmation concerning
'~

other Graduate Schiiol M.A.
H jnoirrams , call 21 2-854-8 / 20.

LIBERAL STUDIES

Columbia University
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Coliimhia University is up ;iffirmHtivc ncti(in/e'c|iial opportiiniry institution
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By Douglas Preston

In
September 1908, a cowboy

named George Mcjunkin, fore-

man of the Crowfoot Ranch m
eastern New Mexico, encoun-

tered a fencing problem. A
month before, a huge cloud-

burst had dropped thirteen inches ot

rain on nearby Johnson Mesa. The re-

sultant flash flood tore a ten-foot gully

in the bottom of Wild Horse Arroyo,

leaving a gap under a barbed-wire fence.

(The same flash flood had swept through

the nearby town of Folsom, kiUing sev-

enteen people.) While pondering how

to fix the fence, Mcjunkin noticed some

freshly e.xposed bones at the bottom of

the trench.

He climbed down into the arroyo

and, using his pliers, dug out a couple of

bones, which he tied behind his saddle

and brought back to the ranch house.

He placed them in his room on a man-

telpiece "museum," where they took up

residence next to rocks, minerals, ar-

rowheads, and an ancient Indian skuU.

Later, when Mcjunkin passed by Wild

Horse Arroyo, he would sometimes dig

out some more bones or a skuU and add

them to his collection.

Mcjunkin was not a typical cowboy.

An avid reader of scientific books, he

knew enough to realize that the bones

came from an extinct animal. Although

they resembled those of a bison, they

were much larger. He figured the bones

must be very^ old, because they were al-

most thirteen feet below the surface and

partly mineralized. He felt that the

"bone pit," as he called it, was important

and should be reported.

Mcjunkin wrote to a man in Las

Vegas, New Mexico, who knew about

bones, but could not persuade him to

visit the site. He gave detailed directions

to the bone pit to Carl Schwachheim, a

blacksmith in the town of Raton, who
collected bones. Schwachheim was in-

terested but never had the time to make

the two-day horseback ride to the re-

mote site, thirty miles away. Mcjunkin

also described the bone pit

to Fred Howarth, the local

banker who had once dug

up a woolly mammoth.

But Howarth was also

averse to the idea of a rwo-

day trip. The bone pit

continued to slumber in

obscurity.

We know very little

about George Mcjunkin.

Although a skillful cow-

boy, he was not captivated

by the cattle business. His

great interest was science.

His saddle was rigged with

two scabbards: in the lett,

he carried his rifle; in the

right, his telescope, with

which he kept track of cat-

tle by day and studied the

heavens by night. In his

room at the ranch were a

small but treasured library

of encyclopedias, books about geology

and surveying, and a tattered Bible. He

was a man out of place in his world.

Mcjunkin had another reason to feel

out of place: he was an African Ameri-

can, born a slave on a ranch in Midway,

Texas, in 1851. His name then was, sim-

ply, George. His father—whom we

know only by the nickname Shoeboy

—

had bought his own freedom and was

saving up to buy the freedom of his son

when Union soldiers arrived at the

ranch to tell them the slaves were free.

George spent three more years on the

ranch. At seventeen, he got a job on a

catde drive to Dodge City, Kansas, and

adopted the surname of his former

owner, John Mcjunkin. He worked cat-

de for various outfits, finally ending up

in the valley of the Dry Cimarron River

in northeastern New Mexico. He fell in

love with the Cimarron valley. New
Mexico had sided with the Union, and

because of its racially mixed population

of Hispanics, Anglos, and Indians, a

black man was more readily accepted.

The Cimarron valley seems to have

taken on an almost religious significance

George Mcjunkin was just over seventy and living in the

Folsom Hotel, above, when he died in January 1922.

to him; he often referred to it as "my

promised land."

One of the ranchers he worked for

asked Mcjunkin to train his two sons to

ride and rope. In exchange, the boys

taught Mcjunkin how to read from their

schoolbooks, and he became a voracious

reader. By the time Mcjunkin became

foreman of the nearby Crowfoot Ranch,

he was considered to be one of the top

cowboys in the county, and in his new

position he had a number of white and

Hispanic cowboys working under him.

He was particularly noted for his ability

to castrate catde as cleanly as a surgeon,

without causing excessive blood loss and

infections—a skill he had learned from a

doctor he once worked for. Mcjunkin

also taught himself to use a compass

transit. White ranch owners called on

him to survey and mediate boundary

disputes and submitted to his judgment.

When horse races took place, his hon-

esty was held in such high repute that he

was asked to hold the betting pool. Be-

cause lie could speak Spanish, he some-

times acted as a bridge between the

Anglo and Hispanic communities.
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Mcjunkin reckoned
When Mcjunkin encountered Jim

Crow laws and prejudice, his cowboy

friends backed him up. One time he and

a white cowboy named Gay Mellon de-

cided to have a fancy lunch at the Ek-

lund Hotel in Clayton, New Mexico.

When they were told that the hotel did

not serve Negroes, Mellon removed his

long-barreled Colt .45 from its holster

and pointed it at the manager's heart.

"Your policy has just been changed," he

said quietly.

Nothing came of Mcjunkin's letters

and conversations reportmg the fossil

bones. The years passed, Mcjunkin grew

old, and the Crowfoot Ranch was sold.

He moved from the main ranch house

to an isolated line camp on the ranch.

His cabin was struck by lightnmg and

burned to the ground, and Mcjunkin

the bones werefrom
lost everything: the fossils, his telescope,

scientific books, and Indian skulls. He

became ill and moved into a room at the

Folsom Hotel. Eventually, he could not

get out of bed and sustained himself on

raw bootleg whiskey. His friends rigged

up some rubber tubing that allowed him

to sip the bottle from his bed.

Near the end, Mcjunkin's friends

took turns sitting at his bedside, telling

stories and reading him passages from

the Old Testament. One man recalled

that every one ofthem had been "taught

about horses and cattle, about roping,

about reading brands, by Mcjunkin."

On January 21, 1922, Mcjunkin asked

to hear the passage from Deuteronomy

about the Promised Land. Then he said,

"I'm going where all good niggers go"

and died.

Some tour months after

Mcjunkin's death, Carl

Schwachheim and Fred

Howarth decided to visit

the Mcjunkin bone pit.

Howarth, the banker, had

purchased one of the first

motorcars in Raton, and

suddenly the arduous

horseback trip became an

easy, afternoon's drive.

Schwachheim and How-
arth found the bones just

where Mcjunkin said they

would be and fiUed a feed

bag with them. That

evening, the two men
went through several

books trying to figure out

what kind of animal the

Today the Folsoiu Miiseuiii.

top, features Mcjiiiikiii's

"bone pit" discoveries and

perpetuates his legacy.

Bottom: Mcjunkin's home on

the Crowfoot Ranch.

an extinct animal.
bones were from. They decided they

were from an extinct elk or bison, but as

Raton was hundreds of miles from the

nearest museum or university, four years

passed before they had an opportunity

to show the bones to a scientist.

In
January 1926, Howarth had

to deliver some cattle to a

stockyard in Denver. He hired

Schwachheim to look after the

cattle on the train trip, and in

Denver the two men carried

the sack of bones over to the Colorado

Museum of Natural History (now the

Denver Museum of Natural History).

They were ushered into the office of

Jesse D. Figgins, the museum's director,

and unwittingly stepped into the center

of one of the most controversial scien-

tific questions of the day: the antiquity

of human beings in the New World.

At the time. Ales Hrdlicka, curator of

the Smithsonian's Division of Physical

Anthropology, dominated the field of

anthropology. In the nineteenth century,

many unsupported claims had been ad-

vanced "proving" the Indians had been

in the New World for tens and even

hundreds of thousands of years. But by

Hrdlicka's time, a powerful reaction

against such claims had developed.

Hrdlicka became the leader of the skep-

tics, undertaking a crusade to debunk

what he considered bad science. His

view, based on skull morphology, was

that Indians had arrived in the New
World no earher than 1,000 B.C. When
any unfortunate archeologist made an

assertion to the contrary, Hrdlicka re-

acted so vigorously that he sometimes

ruined the career of his target. By 1925,

the atmosphere was such that most

archeologists were too intimidated to

make a report. The subject of early hu-

mans in America was effectively taboo.

In the process, Hrdlicka made some

bitter enemies. One of them was Fig-

gins, who had undergone a scathing at-

tack from Hrdlicka over a site Figgins
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alppostadil for injection
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After Mcjunkin's death, the ^^bone pik
had excavated in Texas, (Figgins later

wrote in a letter that he was "suffering"

to prove Hrdhcka wrong,)

Figgins was deeply interested in the

fossils that Schwachheim and Howarth

dumped on his desk. He recognized

them as being an extinct Pleistocene

bison (now called Bison bison antiquus).

He suspected the bone pit might be a

prehistoric kiU site—and might offer just

the proof he had been looking for to

take down the arrogant Hrdlicka, Fig-

gins organized an excavation of the pit,

hiring his son, Frank Figgins, and Carl

Schwachheim to direct the work. They

uncovered skeleton after skeleton

—

mostly intact, all from a species of giant

bison that had been extinct for 10,000

years. They also unearthed beautifully

knapped spearpoints, with a unique bi-

facial fluting, loose in the matrix.

Figgins suggested that these prehis-

toric bison had been killed by human

hunters, Hrdlicka responded with deri-

sion: the artifacts had not been found ;'/)

situ; they could have rolled into the dig

from the surface or washed into the site

at a later time. On July 14, 1926, Frank

Figgins found the "long-sought" spear-

point in situ, removed it still embedded

in matrix, and sent the block to the Col-

orado Museum for further analysis, Fig-

gins published the historic discovery in

Natural History magazine in 1927, and

even paid Hrdlicka a courtesy call to dis-

cuss the evidence with him personally,

Hrdlicka was not satisfied. He criticized

Figgins for not inviting other scientists

to the site to see the point in the

ground—the subtle implication being

that fraud could have taken place.

On August 29, 1927,

Carl Schwachheim

found one of the

distinctive Folsom

points embedded

in matrix between

the ribs of a bison skeleton. Still smart-

ing from Hrdlicka's criticism, Figgins

ordered the find covered up and the

Tlie grartdniece of one of Mcjnnkin's

employers donated the tombstone in memory

of the man who, she said, had been like a

secondfather to het

next day fired off telegrams to various

colleagues around the country. Three

preeminent scientists made the arduous

trip to the site. They were Barnum

Brown, the great paleontologist at the

American Museum of Natural History;

Frank H. H, Roberts, Jr,, a brilliant

archeologist from the Smithsonian Insti-

tution; and Alfred Vincent Kidder, who
had established the entire cultural se-

quence of the Anasazi Indians, The cov-

ering was removed, and Brown carefully

cleared the matrix firom one side of the

point without dislodging it. It was a

fluted point just like the others. Here, fi-

nally, was convincing evidence that

human beings had been in the New
World for at least 10,000 years. These

early bison hunters were named the Fol-

som people, after the nearby town.

So entrenched was the opposition,

however, that when Brown, Roberts,

and Kidder reported on the discovery at

the next American Anthropological As-

sociation meeting, they were greeted



as excavated.
with an uneasy skepticism. Not even the

editors of Scientific Ameyicaii were im-

mune to the climate of intmiidation that

Hrdlicka had fostered. In the summer of

1928, when Harold J. Cook, a curator at

the Colorado Museum of Natural His-

tory, pubUshed a report on the Folsom

discovery in Scientific American, the mag-

azine printed a boxed statement at the

beginning of the article stating that "the

editor disclaims all responsibility" for

"claims concerning the proot ot the an-

tiquity ofman in America."

Further painstaking excavations by a

joint American Museum of Natural His-

tory-Colorado Museum expedition at

the bone pit finally convinced the world

that this mass of bison skeletons was a

prehistoric kill site. The Folsom hunters

had evidently driven a bison herd to the

head of a boxed valley, where the ani-

mals milled about in confusion. The

hunters then heaved a bunch of spears

into the herd and backed off, waiting to

see which animals died. There were

more than twenty-seven skeletons—an

unusually large Folsom kill—and most

were still intact. The hunters left behind

many of their spearpoints stiU embedded

in the bisons' flesh.

Mcjunkin's bone pit was one of the

most important archeological discover-

ies made in America, and it caused a

permanent shift in the prevailing para-

digm. All of a sudden, archeologists had

another 7,000 years of human history to

account for. The find also made the

search for early Americans respectable

again, and it provided a time span that

was sufficient to explain the bewildering

diversity of languages and customs of

Native American tribes.

Once such a shift occurs, a flood of

new discoveries and a recvaluation of

older ones often follow. In the two

decades after the Folsom find, dozens of

Palco-Indian sites came to light, and pa-

pers came pouring out of museums and

universities across the country. The

fluted Folsom points had been turning

up for years—only nobody had recog-
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Spearpoints in the matrix suggested human hunters.
nized them for what they were. The

Folsom find led directly to the discovery

of an even older culture, the Clovis

mammoth hunters, who were the im-

mediate ancestors of the Folsom people.

Hrdlicka found himself increasingly iso-

lated, and yet the grumpy old warlord of

physical anthropology would not admit

his error. When the association of

human artifacts with Pleistocene mam-
moths, horses, camels, and bison could

no longer be denied, Hrdlicka suggested

that these animals had become extinct

far more recently than was supposed.

Like the Swiss zoologist and geologist

Louis Amssiz, who went to his deathbed

denying DarAin's theory of evolution,

Hrdlicka ncA ci accepted the antiquity of

human beings in the New World.

Today, Folsom and its Clovis prede-

cessor remain the oldest generally ac-

cepted cultural complexes in the New
World. Claims of older sites have been

advanced, but these are controversial or

have been discredited. Now, any report

of a pre-Clovis site is likely to be greeted

with skepticism and even hostility—

a

situation not unlike that which existed

prior to 1927. (One archeologist told

me that he hoped to God he wouldn't

stumble on a pre-Clovis site, saying it

could easily "ruin" his career.) It 'would

Left: The

spearpoint

embedded in a

10,000-year-old

bison, right, is on

display at the

American Museum

ofNatu ra 1 His to ry.

Below right: The

"bone pit " today.

seem that if human beings reached the

New World before Clovis, there were

mighty few of thenr.

Not one scientific publication about

the Folsom discovery mentioned

Mcjunkin. Natural History and Scientific

American both gave Howarth and

Schwachheim full credit for discovering

the bone pit. Although Mcjunkin's leg-

end did not die, by the 1960s many

archeologists assumed that the persistent

story of the ex-slave turned cowboy-sci-

entist was no more than a colorful myth.

Then, George Agogino, a Paleo-In-

dian archeologist at Eastern New Mex-

ico University, became curious about

the persistent tale. He went to Folsom

and, through interviews with local

ranchers, cowboys, and townspeople,

pieced together the Mcjunkin story. In-

deed, he found that one of the largest

gravestones in the Folsom cemetery was

Mcjunkin's. Half a century after his

death, Mcjunkin was still held in high

regard by the citizens of Folsom, who,

while knowing little about the scientific

revolution he had caused, remembered

with great affection the remarkable

black cowboy with the telescope, bones,

and scientific books. D
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As the Worm Turns
How can you evolve a vertebrate from an invertebrate? Invert it.

By Stephen Jay Gould

When Hamlet, in the most celebrated

soliloquy of English literature, weighs

the relative values of life and death, he

describes suicide ("not to be") as an es-

cape from active insults, including "the

oppressor's wrong, the proud man's con-

tumely." But writers and intellectuals

worry far more about an opposite fate

on life's potential "sea of troubles"

—

erasure and oblivion, the pain of being

simply ignored. Sainuel Johnson, as

recorded by Boswell, expressed this

silent arrow of outrageous fortune in a

famous aphorism: "I would rather be at-

tacked than unnoticed. For the worst

thing you can do to an author is to be

silent as to his works."

I therefore felt a special poignancy

when I recently read an anecdote about

the last years of a great Enghsh physiolo-

gist, Walter H. Gaskell (1847-1914).

After a distinguished career of solid ex-

perimental work on the function of the

heart and nervous system, Gaskell

switched gears and devoted the entire

second half of his professional life (from

1888 on) to promoting and defending

his idiosyncratic theory for the origin of

vertebrates. The last paragraph of Gerald

L. Geison's long article on Gaskell in the

Dictionary of Scientific Biography reads:

Hisfinal years were clouded . . . by a

feeling that his deeply loved theory of the

origin of vertebrates was not receiving a

fair hearing. Even at Cambridge, where

Gaskell lectured on the topic until his

death, his audience decreased over the

years until, near the end, the poignant

scene is drawn of Gaskell closing his

course by shaking hands with a lone

remaining auditor

We may grieve for Gaskell's personal

fate as an intellectual pariah, but, truth

to tell, he had been pushing a pretty

nutty theory for the origin of verte-

brates. Gaskell believed with all his soul,

and with a striking absence of critical

questioning, that the evolution of ani-

mal life must follow a single pathway of

progressive advance mediated by an in-

creasing elaboration of the brain and

nervous system. Gaskell wrote in his

major work of 1908, The Origin of Verte-

brates (the source of all quotes from

Gaskell in this essay):

We can trace without a break, always

following out the same laii', the evolution

ofuumfrom the mammal, the mammal

from the reptile, the reptilefom the

amphibian, the amphibian from the fish,

thefish from the arthropod [insects and

their allies], the arthropodfrom the

annelid [segmented worms], and we may

be hopeful that the same law will enable

us to arrange in orderly sequence all the

groups in the animal kingdom.

Gaskell identified this controlling

principle of linear advance as the "law of

the paramount importance of the devel-

opment of the central nervous system

for all upward progress." In a rhetorical

flourish, he then inverted the preacher's

famous argument (Ecclesiastes 9:11) for

randomness and aimless change without

direction: "The law of progress is this

—

The race is not to the swift, nor to the

strong, but to the wise."

Advocates for a single line of progress

encounter their greatest stumbling block

when they try to find a smooth link be-

tween the apparently disparate designs of

invertebrates and vertebrates. In address-

ing this old problem, Gaskell adopted

the standard strategy of linear progress

theorists from time immemorial: iden-

tify the most complex invertebrate and

attempt to forge a link with the simplest

vertebrate. Gaskell, again following tra-

dition, selected arthropods as the inver-

tebrate pillar for his bridge, and then

tried to buUd the span under his law of

neurological complexification:

Tliis consideration points directly to the

origin of vertebratesfrom the most highly

organized invertebrate group—the

Arthropoda—for amottg all the groups of

animals living on the earth in the present

day they alone possess a central nervous

system closely comparable in design with

that of vertebrates.

So far, so conventional. Gaskell's the-

ory becomes idiosyncratic and a bit

bizarre in his chosen mode for forging

the improbable hnk of arthropod to ver-

tebrate. Among the plethora of promi-

nent differences between these phyla,

one central contrast has always served as

a focus for discussion and a chief imped-

iment to any linear scheme. Arthropods

and vertebrates share some broad fea-

tures of general organization—elon-

gated, bilaterally symmetrical bodies

with sensory organs up front, excretory

structures in the back, and some form of

segmentation along the major axis. But

the geometry ot major internal organs

could hardly be more different, thus

posing the classical problem that has

motivated several hundred years of dis-

pute and despair among zoologists.

Arthropods concentrate their nervous

system on their ventral (belly) side as

two major cords running along the bot-

tom surface of the animal. The mouth

also opens on the ventral side, with the
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esophagus passing between the two

nerve cords and the stomach and re-

mainder of the digestive tube running

along the body above the nerve cords.

In vertebrates, and with maximal con-

trast, the central nervous system runs

along the dorsal (top) surface as a single

tube culminating in a bulbous brain at

the front end. The entire digestive sys-

tem then runs along the body axis below

the nerve cord. But could evolution (or

a sensible, divine Creator, for that mat-

ter) turn an arthropod with belly above

nerve cords into a superior vertebrate

with brains on top and a gut below?

I have always loved the

boldness of Geoffiroy's

theory that lobsters and

humans could be generated

from the same blueprint,

but I never dreamed that he

might be right.

Gaskell proposed a pretty wild

scheme for such a transformation, and

his loss of respect (and students) fol-

lowed his inability to construct a cogent

defense. Gaskell argued that the dorsal

gut of arthropods evolved into the ver-

tebrate brain and spinal cord as a prolif-

eration of nervous tissue fueled the up-

ward march of progress. This new
nervous tissue began to surround the old

gut, eventually choking off all digestive

function like a strangler fig around a

host tree or an anaconda squeezing the

lifeblood from a pig. The modern verte-

brate brain surrounds the old arthropod

stomach, thus explaining the ventri-

cles—the interior spaces between the

tolds of the brain—as remnants of an an-

cestral digestive space. Siinilarly, the

central canal of the spinal cord repre-

sents the old arthropod intestine, now

surrounded by nervous tissue.

But this putative solution only engen-

dered an even more troubling problem:

if the arthropod gut became the verte-

brate nervous system, then what organ

can serve as a precursor for the verte-

brate gut? When this problem stymied

Gaskell, he opted for a dens ex machina

that eventually satisfied no one but him-

self (and perhaps his one last auditor):

the vertebrate digestive tube simply

arose de novo, to suit an obvious need.

(Ya gotta eat, after all.) He concluded:

Vertebrates arosefrom ancientforms of

arthropods by the formation of a new

ahmentary canal, and the enclosure

of the old canal by the growing central

nervous system.

Can we extract any message from

Gaskell's failed theory beyond a stodgy,

if appropriate, warning about the virtues

of caution and sobriety? I certainly think

so, for I have long held, and expressed as

a mainstay of these monthly essays, that

when fine scientists strongly espouse

theories later judged as nutty or crazy,

interesting and instructive reasons always

underlie the paradoxical advocacy. This

principle certainly applies in GaskeU's

case because we can identify both a gen-

erally constraining bias and a personally

compelling reason that drove Gaskell to

the odd idea of stomachs turning into

brains and new guts arising from noth-

ing but inchoate potentiality.

Gaskell's dubious but unquestioned

conviction about linear progress served

as the general bias that led him to pro-

pose an almost alchemical scheme of

transmutation from arthropod to verte-

brate. But an understanding of the his-

tory of this subject also reveals a particu-

lar reason that interacted with his

general conviction about progress to

lead him down a path of increasing ir-

relevance and loneliness. In short,

Gaskell proposed his own nutty theory

because he couldn't abide the older and

standard account, also judged by history

as a prime case of nuttiness, for linking

arthropods and vertebrates.

Think about the basic contrast and

the most obvious way to produce align-

ment. Arthropods have ventral nerve



cords with the gut above; vertebrates de-

velop with a dorsal nerve tube and a gut

below. Presto turiw—and one becomes

the other. Why not just invert a seg-

mented w^orm or an insect to produce

the vertebrate pattern? Turn a bug on its

back (as Kafka did, come to thmk of it,

when he changed his protagomst into a

roach in Tlie Metamoypliosis, and the in-

ternal geometry of a vertebrate

emerges—nerves above guts).

I don't mean to be frivolous or cava-

lier about complex and serious matters.

I and all participants in the history of

this debate know perfectly vi'ell that an

inverted worm or insect doesn't become

a vertebrate, tout simple and aU nice and

clean. More than a few knotty problems

and inconsistencies remain. To cite the

dilemma most widely discussed in the

literature, the esophagus of an inverted

bug runs upward through the nervous

system (right in the area that wQl be-

come the vertebrate brain) to emerge at

a mouth on top of the head. Clearly this

wiU not do (and has not done in any real

vertebrate). So the inversion theory for

deriving vertebrates from arthropods

must argue that the old brain-piercing

mouth atrophied and closed up, while a

new ventral mouth developed at the

front end of the vertebrate gut. Forming

a new mouth at the end of an old tube

may not be quite so bold or improbable

as making an entirely new gut from no

preexisting structure (as GaskeU's theory

required), but no evidence for such a

scenario exists either, and the whole tale

smacks of fatuous special pleading to

save an otherwise intriguing idea.

In any case, I am not spinning an ab-

stract fairy tale as a hypothetical alterna-

tive to Gaskell's solution. The inversion

theory has a long and fascinating history

in the discussion of vertebrate origins.

The founding version dates to the early

nineteenth century and became the cen-

terpiece of a movement that may be

caUed transcendental biology, or the at-

tempt to reduce organic diversity to one

or a very few archetypal building blocks

that could then generate all actual

anatomies as products of rational laws of

transformation. Some of Europe's great-

est thinkers participated in this grand, it

flawed, enterprise. Goethe, Germany's

preeminent poet-scientist, tried to ex-

plain the varied parts of plants as differ-

ent manifestations of an archetypal leaf.

In France, Etienne Geoffroy Saint-Hi-

laire attempted to portray the skeleton

of vertebrates as a set of modifications

upon an archetypal vertebra.

In the 1820s, Geoffroy extended his

ambitious program to include annelids

and arthropods under the same rubric.

With boldness verging on a mania too

sweeping to be entirely right but also

(Please turn to page 68)
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Geneti
on theWin
Or how the butterfly got its spots

By Sean Carroll

A few years ago, while visiting Duke

University to deliver a talk on the genet-

ics of fi-uit fly bristle patterns, I took a

stroll across campus wdth butterfly expert

Fred Nijhout. He asked me whether the

sorts of genetic rules my colleagues and I

were fmding could perhaps explain the

spectacularly diverse patterns found on

butterfly wings. Intrigued by the question

(but knowing next to nothing about but-

terflies), I read all I could over the next

few months, including Nijhout's own

outstanding book, Tlie Development and

Evolution of Butterfly Wing Patterns, which

appeared soon after our encounter.

When I saw the beauty and diversity of

these animals through his eyes, I was de-

termined to try to answer Fred's question.

With his help, my colleagues and I set up

a colony of buckeyes—handsome brown

Nymphalid butterflies with prominent

eyespots on both fore and hind wings.

For the last five years, I have been explor-

ing the genetic "toolbox" of this and

other species and, m the process, learning

much about how evolution tinkers (to

use molecular biologist Francois Jacobs

evocative term), assembling new patterns

from existing genetic materials.

Accustomed as I was to the colorless,

drab wings of fruit flies, butterfly wing

patterns seemed chaotic to me at first.

They may have big spots, small spots, lots

of stripes or no stripes, friUy borders, and

different colors running in all directions.

Fore- and hind-wing patterns frequently

differ, as do top and bottom surfaces. As I

became more familiar with them, how-

ever, I came to think of the wing mark-

ings as intricately detailed pointillist

paintings. Tens ofthousands of tiny scales,

each one a single color and the product of

a single cell, are the individual brush

strokes that, w^hen viewed at a distance,

blend together in the whole design.

Earlier this century, scientists recog-

nized that each butterfly wing pattern is a

variation on a common theme. Every de-

sign is a composite of several discrete ele-

ments—spots, stripes, and borders

—

whose relative positions on the wing

remain largely constant, even though the

size, shape, color, and number of these el-

ements vary independently of one an-

other. Some of the thousands of living

butterfly species—swallowtails, for ex-

ample—sport a rich assortment of design

elements on their wings. Others—such as

the sulphurs—have just a few. Butterfly

wing markings have many functions,

such as camouflage, mimicry, and perhaps

attracting a mate. The role of eyespots ap-

pears to be to deceive predators: any bird

about to snap up a juicy morsel is likely to

Left: Butterfly wing

scales (here stained

green) lengthen as

theyform in the

chrysalis. Facing

page: On the wings

of adult butterflies,

such as this

swallowtailfrom

Neiv Guinea, tens

of thousands of

scales blend together

to make an overall

pattern.

pause \\ hen confronted by a startling flash

of big "eyes" or at least to be confiised

and focus its attack on the wings, where

damage is less serious than a direct hit on

the soft body.

Every butterfly wing starts out as a flat

disk of cells in the caterpillar. The disk

grows during the caterpillar stage, and by
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Before a caterpillar encloses Use

the time the larva encloses itself in the

chrysalis a blueprint of the future wmg

pattern has been drafted. Color develop-

ment, however, takes place in the

chrysahs. Fifteen years ago, Nijhout

showed in an elegant series of micro-

surgery experiments that the position of

eyespots in the buckeye is decided just

before the caterpillar forms a chrysalis,

while the colored rings around the eye-

spot are painted many days later, just be-

fore the adult emerges.

My hope was to identify some of the

genes responsible for the eyespots and to

catch them in action in the growing

caterpillar wing disk. Many researchers,

in my laboratory and elsewhere, have

been involved in this work. One of our

most important "partners" has been the

tiny fruit fly. For the past eighty years or

so, Drosophila has been the geneticist's

workhorse, helping to solve universal

questions about heredity and gene struc-

ture. (Fruit fly inspired work on animal

development garnered a 1995 Nobel

Prize for three pioneering geneticists.)

Since these flies are distantly related to

butterflies, my colleagues and I figured

that some of the now well-known rules

guiding wing formation in flies would

also apply to butterflies and, if we were

lucky, might lead us to genes responsible

for the development of the colorful as-

pects of butterfly wings.

Using a collection of fi-uit fly genes as

bait, my colleagues Jim Williams, Jane

Selegue, JuUe Gates, David Keys, and

Grace Panganiban fished out correspond-

ing genes from the thousands of genes in

butterfly DNA. (Radioactively labeled fly

genes can be used to locate and isolate

their counterparts from butterfly DNA.)

Finding a gene, however, is not the same

as demonstrating its fimction. Using mol-

ecular probes marked with fluorescent

chemicals and a high-powered micro-

scope, we next looked to see which cells

glowed when the probes stuck to the

disks, revealing where genes were

"turned on," or activated. Genes are acti-

vated in patterns: "on" in some cells;

Ifin a chrysalis, a blueprint of its future wing pattern—which m\

Elements ofwitig

design can be

detected inside tlie

caterpillar. Marked

withfluorescent

chemicals, cells

containing activated

Distal-less genes

glow at the site of

fldture wing

development

(right). Tliese small

dotsforecast the

location and

number of eyespots

in aduh butterfly

u/ings (far right).

Twoforms of

Bicyclus anynana

exist in Malawi.

Seasonal climatic

change affects

development in the

chrysalis and

determines whether

this buttefly emerges

with large eyespots or

small ones.



rhide spots, stripes, and borders—has been drafted. Colors develop within the cocoon.

"off" in others. These patterns of gene

activity are the earliest sign in animal tis-

sue of fhture morphological changes. If

any of our candidate genes had a role in

detennining butterfly wing patterns, we
hoped this technique would enable us to

catch them red-handed.

Under the microscope, we saw that

. iic protiinent

: -cspots on the

^igs of the

ciickeye butterfly

iihiy convince

predators to look

elseivherefor a meal

or at leastfool them

into attacking the

edge of a wing

rather than the body

itself

many of our suspect genes were indeed

turned on in regions of the developing

butterfly wing that corresponded nicely

to the fruit fly model: genes that marked

the front and back, top and bottom, and

edge and middle of the butterfly wing

marked out the same territories in fly

wings. Finding this common design was

gratifying, but not entirely surprising,

since the fossil record tells us that all

winged insects are descended from a

common winged ancestor. We also saw,

however, patterns of gene activity that

had no counterpart in flies. In the buck-

eye, for example, we found two such

spots of gene activity on both the fore

wing and hind wing disks in the same po-

sition Nijhout had shown to be the orga-

nizing centers for the eyespots that form a

week later. Exhilarated by our discovery,

we watched how those spots grew from

small dots in the mature caterpillar into

large rings of cells in the chrysalis.

Learning the identity of the eyespot

gene made the story even more interest-

ing. As it turned out, the gene, known as

Distal-less, was one that we (and other

laboratories) had been studying for other

reasons: mutations in the fly version of

this gene eliminate the distal (or farthest)

parts of antennae, legs, and other ap-

pendages. Until our discovery, the only

known frinction of Distal-less had been

to regulate the expression of other genes

during the process of Hmb formation. It

plays this regulatory role in many insects

(including butterflies), crustaceans, and

even vertebrates. The presence of Distal-

less in so many different kinds of ammals

suggests that it is an ancient gene, perhaps

more than 550 million years old.

How did an ancient gene for limb for-

mation vidnd up doing something alto-

gether different in butterfly wings? We
can't reconstruct the exact sequence of

events that put Distal-less in the eyespot,

but its role in eyespot development is a

great illustration of the way nature in-

vents. The appearance ofpatterns on but-

terfly wings is a matter of teaching an old

gene a new trick. Since the butterfly still

needs Distal-less for the formation of its

antennae and legs, however, the trick is

not to change the gene so that it does

something entirely different but to turn it

on in an additional place, where it can

regulate a different set of genes and thus

control a new process—in this case, the

development of the eyespots.

All species of butterflies possess the

Distal-less gene, but only a fraction of

them have eyespots. Furthermore, among

species that have them, eyespots vary in

number, size, and color. When we look

at the wing disks of caterpillars of various

species, we find that the number and lo-
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The same gene controls the development of a butterfly's legs, antennae, and eyespots.

cation of Distal-less spots forecasts pre-

cisely the number and location of eye-

spots in the adult butterfly.

Other major features of butterfly wing

patterns are also under the control of an-

cient regulatory genes. We have found a

gene that is turned on only in cells on the

upper surface of developing wings, mak-

ing patterns there different from those on

the underside. Similarly, we have found

the gene that differentiates hind-wing

patterns from those on fore wings.

Such regulatory genes create the po-

tential for diversity. The degree to which

this potential is exploited depends on the

course of evolution. The role of natural

selection is vividly illustrated by species

that exhibit different patterns at different

times of the year. In the forests ofMalawi,

for example, two forms of the satyrine

butterfly Bicydus anynana have strikingly

different patterns on the undersides of

their hind wings. Individuals that develop

in the warm, wet season have large eye-

spots; those that develop in the long, cool

dry season have tiny ones. {Bicydus holds

its wings up when at rest, so these under-

wing surfaces are often very visible.)

Why the difference? When Paul

Brakefield and Nico Reitsma, of the

University of Leiden (Netherlands), re-

leased butterflies with big eyespots during

the dry season, they found that these

were much easier prey for birds and

browsing lizards than were the cryptic,

dry season Bicydus. Rather than providing

protection, these eyespots seemed to act

like bull's-eyes, attracting predators to

them. Apparently, during the dry sea-

son—when the butterflies are largely in-

active, resting quietly on the dead, brown

leaf litter—the best line ofdefense is to be

as close to invisible as possible.

Adult butterflies, of course, can't

change their wing patterns. The crucial

factor, as David Keys recently confirmed

when he looked at Distal-less spots in

wet- and dry-season Bicydus, is how
warm or cool the chrysalis is; tempera-

ture regulates gene activity during devel-

opment and thus controls wing pattern.

To test what might happen under vari-

ous selection pressures, Brakefield, Fanja

Kesbeke, Antonia Monteiro, Pieter

Wijngaarden, and Vernon French began

experiments in the laboratory, breeding

Bicydus at a constant temperature and se-

lecting for two different lines, one with

large eyespots and another with small

ones. After fewer than twenty genera-

tions, the butterflies lost the ability to de-

velop alternative forms: one made only

large eyespots; the other tiny ones, re-

gardless of the temperature. The differ-

ences between these divergent Unes must

now be attributed to genetic differences

selected for out of the variation present in

the starting population. Brakefield and his

co-workers found that just a handfiil of

genes were responsible for the dramatic

differences between the large- and small-

spotted lines. These experiments demon-

strate how rapidly natural selection could

act on butterfly populations under chang-

ing environmental conditions.

Each scale in a t

buckeye butterfly's

eyespot is a single

color and the product

of a single cell.

Cuticle secreted by the

cell hardens to fronr

the scale; once the

scale is complete, the

cell dies.

The ability to simulate natural selec-

tion in the laboratory and to track the de-

velopment of ecologically important pat-

terns at the genetic level is yielding new

insights into morphological evolution.

Our discoveries would have been wel-

come news to nineteenth-century ex-

plorer and naturalist Henry Walter Bates.

Writing about the butterflies he encoun-

tered on a voyage through the Amazon

more than 130 years ago. Bates remarked

that "on these expanded membranes na-

ture writes, as in a tablet, the story of the

modifications of species." To generations

of biologists since Bates, butterfly wing

patterns have presented a wonderftd mys-

tery. With inost insect wings so drab,

how did this group acquire such spectac-

ular and diverse patterns? The discovery

of some of the genetic tools used in in-

scribing Bates's tablets offers an even

greater appreciation for the beauty of

butterfly wings and a new means of un-

derstandint: their origins and diversity. D
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The Sea of Cortez

Aprn 8 -April 15, 1997

From $1,930 to $2,700

Untamed Wonders of the Amazon

April 11 - 22, 1997

From $3,775 to $6,855

Polynesia Under Sail

May 8 -25, 1997

From $7,980 to $11,980

Expedition to the Australian Outback:

The Kimberley

May 9 -23, 1997

From $5,280 to $6,780

Crossroads of Civilization

May 20 -June 1,1997

From $4,995 to $6,495

Impressions of a Swedish Summer
June 3 - 12, 1997

$3,180

Barging In France

May 23 - June 1, 1997

June 20 -29, 1997

$4,350

Norwegian Coastal Voyage

June 24 - July 5, 1997

$5,060

The Yenisei River Through Siberia

June 26 -July 10, 1997

$4,990

Cruising the Dalmatian Coast

July 19 - 29, 1997

$4,395 -$5,995

Exploring Alaska's Coastal Wilderness

July 27 -August 3, 1997

From $2,990 to $4,290

Romantic Waterways: The Danube &
iVIain Rivers

September 19 - 30, 1997

From $3,970 to $5,512

Undiscovered Greek Islands

September 1 - 13, 1997

$4,395 to $5,495

Transatlantic aboard the QEII

October 11 -20, 1997

From $5,900 including the Concorde

Egypt and The Nile

October 12-26,1997

$5,440

Discovery Tours

Ancient Civilizations: Israel, Jordan,

Egypt, Syria and Greece

October 15 - 29 , 1997

From $5,995

Under Sail In the Western Mediterranean

October 18 - November 1,1997

From $6,950 to $110,570

Lost Islands of the

South Atlantic

October 27 - November 28, 1997

From $3,995 to $14,995

Arabia: From Agaba to Muscat

November 1-22, 1997

From $8,790 to $13,780

Antarctica

Januaiy 26 - Februar}' 10, 1998

From $6,975 to $12,775

Easter Island

Januarj' 22 - Februaiy 4, 1998

$4,990"

TRAIN TRIPS
Aboard our privately-chartered trains, trav-

elers are able to explore remote regions often

inaccessible by other modes of transporta-

tion. We traverse some of the world's most

legendary rail routes, frequently along

ancient routes, aboard trains equipped with

very comfortable, often luxurious, facilities.

The Silk Road: Through

China and Central Asia

Aprai8-May9, 1997

From $8,990 to $12,970

National Parks of the West

May 27 -June 5, 1997

From $4,290 to $7,250

AmericanMusemil



Beijing to Moscow by Private Train:

China, IVIongolia & Siberia

August 28 - September 13, 1997

From $7,450 to $9,750

Trans-Canada Rail Journey

September 1 - 9, 1997

From $4,990 to $7,890

Festivals of India Aboard Palace on

Wheels

October 27 - November 15,1997

From $6,450

LAND PROGRAMS
Far from the standard tourist routes, our

land tours are designed to provide a small

group of travelers with a thorough and

enriching experience. Group size is limited to

maximize both the destination experience

and the important learning contact and

interaction with the study leader.

Belize: Rainforest, Reefs & Maya Ruins

March 6 -15, 1997

$3,410

Trinidad and Tobago

March 16 -25, 1997

$2,775

In the Heart of the Amazon

March 17 -25, 1997

$3,084

Syria, Jordan & Israel

April 2 -15, 1997

$3,995

China & the Yangtze

April 9 -26, 1997

$5,025

Big Bend National Park

April 12 - 19, 1997

$2,245

Turkey: The Cradle of Civilization

May 2 -17, 1997

$3,990

Southwest Weaving

May 19 - 25, 1997

$1,450

John Muir's Alaska

June 21 -July 1,1997

$3,990

Africa's Last Frontier: Botswana and

Namibia

August 29 - September 14, 1997

$8,995

Borneo

October 9 - 25, 1997

Estimated from $5,225 including airfare

fi'om Los Angeles

Australia Air Safari

October 17 - November 4, 1997

$8,990

Ethiopia

October 18 - November 2, 1997

Estimated from $4,990

Vietnam & Cambodia

October 20 - November 5, 1997

Estimated from $5,990

Digging for Dinosaur Fossils

July 5 -12, 1997

$1,195

FAMILY PROGRAMS
A select number of our programs are specifi-

cally designed to meet the diverse needs of

families. In addition to the comprehensive

educational program for adults, we plan spe-

cial projects and activities for children to

ensure that the whole family has a fulfilling

and enjoyable experience. These trips can

pro\'ide a lifetime of memories, inspire chil-

dren to develop an interest in the sciences

and give travelers of all ages new insights

into the world of natural history.

Alaska Wilderness & Glacier Expedition:

June 25 - July 7, 1997

$3,390 to $5,850

Wildlife of the Galapagos:

July 1-11, 1997

$2,820 -$4,590

Holidays In Kenya

December 20 - Januaiy 3,

$4,200

1997

of Natural History
For a complete list of destinations, contact the Discovery Tours Office.
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Road Kill in
Along with timber, logging trucks

in West-central Africa carry the

smoked carcasses of monkeys and
apes to market.

By Michael McRae

Red dust coated everything in

Otoumoukad: the thatch-roofed huts,

the drying laundry, the neatly tended

plots of cassava and maize, the jungle

greenery crowding in on all sides. The

little roadside settlement lay deep in the

tropical forest of southeastern

Cameroon, near the frontier with the

Central African Repubhc. By 9:00

A.M., the air was already heavy with

humidity. Each time another logging

truck rumbled past, clouds of dust as

fme as talcum boiled up from the road

and drifted over the village.

Swiss photographer Karl Ammann
and I had driven to Otoumoukad that

morning after hearing rumors that someone in the vil-

lage had a baby gorilla. Along with us were Reinhard

Behrend, of the German rain forest group Rettet den

Regenwald (Save the Rain Forest); our translator, Ce-

lestin Bitongolo Nkou; and Alfired, our lead-footed

driver, who sped off in search of the car's grill, which

had shaken loose on the rough roads.

The rumors proved correct. We found the infant

gorilla cowering in the corner of a dark, one-room

mud hut, grinding its teeth and straining against its

tether. The owner explained in French that its parents

had been shot two weeks earlier by a village hunter.

The male had been wounded as it charged in self-de-

fense but had managed to flee. The female died clutch-

ing her baby. She was then field dressed, packed out of

the bush, cooked, and eaten. Her baby was being kept

as a pet or possibly for sale to a passing trucker.

Photographs by Karl Ammann

Right: A hunter treks

through theforest with

his kill of white-nosed

guenons. Rarely, a

hunter will use a

mask, above, in hopes

that primates will

react to it as they

would to a leopard.

The apes' warning

calls allow the hunter

to pinpoint them.
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Ainniann and I had arrived in Cameroon a week

earlier Co attend an upcoming conference on the grow-

ing commerce in "bushmeat," as game meat is called,

and the role that the logging industry plays in facilitat-

ing the trade. The conference was to be held in a

week's time in Bertoua, the capital ofCameroon's east-

ern province. With time on our hands, we had planned

a foray to the frontline of the bushmeat business. After

meeting Behrend in Yaounde, the country's capital, we

had taken the night train to Bertoua and the next day

hired Alfred to take us south and east to Yokadouma to

visit a logging concession. It was there we had heard

about the orphan in Otoumoukad.

The traumatized eighteen-month-old baby was

obviously close to death. "11 est mediant," the owner

cautioned us: "He's mean." Not surprisingly, the baby

had nipped him several times. Behrend and I took a

step back, leery that gorillas, hke chimpanzees, might

harbor the Ebola virus. Two months earlier, thirteen

villagers in Gabon had succumbed to Ebola after feast-

ing on a dead chimp they had discovered in the forest.

Investigators later found two dead gorillas near the vil-

lage and were warning people in Gabon not to touch

any dead animals or to shoot any game animal that was

behaving strangely. The isolated outbreak had oc-

curred less than 200 miles from where we were.

Ammann reached down to stroke the terrified in-

fant, uttering a series of throaty pacifying vocaHza-

tions
—

"eh, eh, eh." The baby bared its teeth but in-

stead of attacking hid its face behind upraised arms.

"That is one of the most distressing sights," said

Ammann, emerging firom the windowless hut into the

For hunters, a smoked gorilla is worth

about $40, whereas a chimp might

earn $20 and a monkey, $5.

blinding equatorial sun. The scene was all too familiar

to him but still profoundly disturbing. In eight years of

documenting the bushmeat trade in central and West

Afi-ica, he had encountered scores of orphan apes in

similar straits: the unfortunates who had survived a

hunter's shotgun blast and hadn't ended up in the pot

themselves. Some he had managed to deliver to animal

orphanages; most were doomed to live as pets—at least

until they perished from malnourishment, disease, or

depression. Freeing an animal into the wild is not an

option, as an orphan cannot fend for itself.

"This one will live only a few more days," Am-
mann said, wiping the sweat and dust firom his face.

"Chimpanzees have the will to live if they're separated

Meat is displayed

outside aforest

hunting camp. Hie

camp's average take

used to be two gorillas

a week, but the apes

are becoming harder

for the hunters to find.

fi^om their family, but gorillas fall into a depressive state

and just give up on Ufe." The baby's only chance of

survival lay in transporting it to an animal sanctuary.

Next to chimpanzees, gorillas are our closest rela-

tives. But the kinship of apes and humans did not, by

itself, explain the depth of Ammann 's anguish. In

1988, he and his wife, who live in the Kenyan high-

lands, had acquired a chimpanzee from a riverboat

trader in Zaire. The once sickly bushmeat orphan had

blossomed into a robust, animated, playful adolescent,

and Ammann dotes on him as he would an only child.

As a surrogate parent, Ammann has gained insights

into the nature of apes—and a compassion for them

—

that only someone who lives with animals can.

Adopting a chimpanzee changed the course of

Ammann's life. A photographer whose work has re-

sulted in three books on African predators and one on

great apes, he undertook a crusade "to get the public

riled up" about the growing commerce in bushmeat

—

specifically the meat of western lowland gorOlas and

chimpanzees, but also of such protected species as ele-

phants, giant pangoUns, and mandrills, rare baboons

with vivid scarlet-and-blue facial markings. After eight

years of trekking through West and central Africa,



For young apes, the

ahemative to being

eaten is often a short

Ufe as a "pet," below.

At a fetish stand

outside the Yaounde

railway station,

l)yproducts of the

hushnieat trade,

thought to hai'e

healing or mystical

properties, are soldfor

use in traditional

medicine.

often enduring miserable conditions, he considers

himself to be the world authority on bushmeat.

"There are people who are experts in then- own coun-

tries," he asserts, "but as far as range, no one has done

the kind of investigating that I have."

He is utterly consumed by his cause. Blunt, impa-

tient, and obstmate, he confesses to being a "loose can-

non" among wildhfe conservationists. He has been de-

clared persona non grata by a logging concessionnaire in

northern Congo, was once held at gunpoint in

Cameroon, and has bluffed his way out of scrapes with

authorities from Zaire to Gabon. In 1994, the mihtant

London-based World Society for the Protection of

Animals (WSPA) embraced his crusade, launching its

own bushmeat campaign and naming Ammann an ad-

visory director. The unsalaried position allows him the

fi-eedom to lambaste anyone he feels is not doing the

right thing at the right speed, including the strategists

at WSPA. He has hectored government officials, tim-

ber tycoons, conservation bureaucrats, and even the

Ukes of primatologist Jane GoodaU, the patron saint of

chimpanzee conservation, for failing to deal with what

he calls "the fundamental issue" affecting the future ot

great apes in Africa.

"Maybe I've become too extreme," confesses Am-
mann. "But let me take my message to the pubHc: we

are treating our closest relatives like pieces of protein."

GorOla and chimpanzee meats have long been es-

teemed in many central and West African cultures for

their flavor and spiritual and nutritional value. But in

remote forests where indigenous people used to hunt

and trap sustainably, market hunters are now snaring

and shooting every creature that walks, crawls, or flies.

"I have seen them seUing fish eagles, bats, palm

grubs, turtles, crocodiles, monitor lizards—anything

that is protein," says Anunann. "In a hunting camp, I

was once offered grilled African gray parrots to eat."

The demand for bushmeat is driven by numerous

economic and cultural forces, but the supply, according

to Ammann and other investigators, depends on one

key factor: logging. Were it not for the expanding net-

work of logging roads, hunters would not have such

easy access to virgin hunting grounds or a convenient

way to get their meat to market. Game that they pre-

serve by smoking is picked up regularly by traders, or it

moves on the steady stream of trucks hauling timber

for export. Some of this meat is sold locally to loggers

and villagers, but the engine of the bushmeat business

is the urban consumer. Indeed, supply lines are so well

established that in Yaounde, Cameroon's capital,

people can dine out on gorilla or elephant or, accord-

ing to Ammann, order it for special occasions and re-
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ceive home delivery, just like Christmas turkey.

Notwithstanding his obsession with the subject, I

found—after three weeks of traveling among

Cameroon's major cities, villages, hunting camps, and

jungle outposts like Otoumoukad—that very little of

what Ammann told me was overstated.

For his part, Behrend had joined us to get a first-

hand look at the bushmeat trade. But he was also look-

ing for an issue to ignite public opinion against unsus-

tainable logging—the "Chernobyl of the tropical

timber trade," as Ammann put it. Behrend thought

that bushmeat—or more precisely the plight of orphan

apes—might be just the issue. After seeing the baby

gorilla in the hut, I had little doubt that he was right.

When we met Behrend in Yaounde, he had struck

me as a character straight out of a Joseph Conrad novel.

He was wearing a food-stained shirt, trousers with

ragged cuffs, and a three-day stubble. But he was warm

and articulate—and as passionate an advocate for the

rain forest as Ammann was for apes. The three of us

roUed out of the Yaounde train depot at 5:00 P.M. in a

first-class club car so thick with cigarette smoke that

you could almost carve your initials in the air.

It was after midnight when we arrived in the town

of Belabo, which was pitch black except for the hghts

of the pohce station. We went straight there to report

being robbed. A washed-out bridge halfway to Belabo

had forced us to disembark from the tram and walk a

mile to the opposite side of the break, where a second

train awaited us. It was on this trek—swept along by a

tide ofjostling, shoving, yelling passengers—that light-

fingered thieves had lifted a Nikon F4 firom Ammann's

camera case and our train tickets from my shoulder

bag. It looked as though our trip was going to be a

rough one, which was just Ammann's style.

The duty officer at the station was brusque and ir-

ritated. His pistol and a scattering of bullets lay con-

spicuously atop his desk. As Ammann explained about

needing a copy of the robbery report for an insurance

claim, you could hear the wheels turning in the police-

man's head. Rather than taking a statement, he an-

nounced that he was fining us 5,000 francs, or about

$10, for travehng without tickets.

"Are you crazy?" yeDed Ammann in French. The

constable jumped to his feet. "Who are you calling

crazy?" he barked back menacingly. My gaze drifted

firom the bullets on the constable's desk to the door of

the jail behind him. An aphorism on the rust-streaked

portal read La souffmnce est iiii aviscil (Take counsel

fi"om your suffering). Behind that door, 1 imagined.

Roadbuilding by

logging concessions

brings traffic, hunters,

settlers, and a quick

routefor supplying

urban consumers with

forest game. Many

prized tropical

hardwoods, below, are

harvestedfor markets

outside Africa.

was a dingy cell crowded with prisoners—the ones

who hadn't paid the 5,000-franc "fine."

Ammann was not about to submit. Sometime

around 1:00 A.M., the constable saw that it was hope-

less. He suddenly remembered some urgent business

and swept out of the station, directing his assistant to

take a statement.

On the sixty-mile bush taxi ride to Bertoua, I was

fiUed with relief but also foreboding. Nothing ever

seemed easy for Ammann. He was supremely well or-

Librevil



ganized and as efficient as a S\viss trainmaster, but he

seemed to chafe against the inertia of Africa. Butting

heads with pett\- bureaucrats or hagghng over a hotel

bill, he could grow suddenly harsh and miperious, and

he absolutely refused to be cowed or pushed around.

Stooping to briber)', the lubricant of everyday transac-

tions in Cameroon, was tantamount to defeat.

This gutsy, aggressive style has served Ammann
well, but it has also resulted in tense moments. In

Cameroon last year, with two television crews in tow

iM*imus

West-central Africa is

rich in rivers and rain

forests, left. Native

people of the region

have long huntedfor

subsistence, but with

the incursion of roads

into remote areas,

hunting has grown

into a business.

(from the BBC and Britain's Channel 4), he asked the

Ministry of Environment and Forests to seize an or-

phaned chimpanzee pet and deliver it to the Limbe

Zoo and Wildlife Reserve Center on Cameroon's

coast. Ammann and armed rangers from the ministry

descended on an amusement park near Yaounde to

confiscate the chimp. But the influential park owner

alerted a highly placed—and armed—friend that a for-

eigner had stolen his chimp and was trying to smuggle

it out of the country.

Ammann was sitting alone in back of a car with the

chimpanzee when the armed man accosted him.

When Ammann refused to release the animal, the man

drew his pistol and threatened to shoot them both.

The expanding network of logging

roads gives hunters a convenient way to

get their meat to market.

The day was saved when the rangers, cocking their ri-

fles, came charging out of the ministry building and

chased the man off

"That was something I don't want to go through

again," says Ammann. "But the incident gave us credi-

bility as people of action, rather than some guys sitting

in their office making promises that are never kept." It

also persuaded the amusement park owner that WSPA
was well intentioned. He has since offered to donate

land for an ape sanctuary provided that WSPA builds

the facilities, which it is considering.

Ammann's main purpose for traveling to Bertoua

and beyond was not to confiscate apes but to speak at

the bushmeat conference, which WSPA was cospon-

soring with a Cameroonian group called Enviro-Pro-

tect. Every major logging operator had been invited to

the conference, along with national and provincial of-

ficials, conservationists, nongovernmental organiza-

tions, and law enforcement authorities. The confer-

ence was a milestone, for it marked the first time that

the connections between the bushmeat trade and the

logging industry would be addressed in such a public

forum in Africa.

For Ammann and WSPA, the seminar was evi-

dence of their campaign's effectiveness. At a presenta-

tion to a European Parliament committee in Decem-

ber 1995, he and WSPA's directors distributed a

graphic sixteen-page brochure entided "Slaughter of

the Apes: How the Tropical Timber Industry Is De-

vouring Africa's Great Apes." Illustrated by some of

Ammann's most disturbing photographs, it depicted

severed gorilla heads on the forest floor, chimpanzee
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arms blackened and contorted from smoking, and one

heart-rending image of a half-dead orphan gorilla lying

in a filthy suitcase for transport.

At a subsequent meeting of Afro-Caribbean-Pa-

cific nations and the European Union, 140 delegates

Most bushmeat orphans live as pets

until they perishfrom malnourishment

or disease.

passed a resolution urging action, a move that report-

edly embarrassed Cameroon's highest leadership. The

Bertoua conference was approved not long afterward.

But whether the government was genuinely con-

cerned or just paying lip service remained to be seen.

I was just dozing off in the taxi's back seat when a

sudden thud jarred nue awake; We'd hit something.

The driver braked to a stop, backed up, and we all

spilled out. It was a civet cat, a big one, with a thick,

beautiful brown pelt and ringed tail, lying dead in the

middle of the road. The driver wrapped the limp car-

cass in a plastic tarp and tossed the bundle into the

trunk. "It win make a fine meal," he explained as we

sped away toward Bertoua. Welcome to bushmeat

country, I thought.

The region we were entering was once among the

largest expanses of rain forest in central and West

Africa. To the south and east of Bertoua lay a great

basin of forest and swamp drained by the Sangha and

Ubangui Rivers, which feed the mighty Zaire. My
well-worn Michehn map indicated that the area abut-

ting the Sangha was mostly wilderness. It appeared as a

broad field of green uncluttered by roads and place

names and was enticingly labeled Pygmees.

But the map was dated. In the eighteen years since

its publication, the contiguous forests of Cameroon,

Congo, Gabon, and the Central African Republic have

increasingly come under siege by battalions oi chasseurs,

or "hunters," and chainsaw-wielding abatteiirs, a word

that translates as either "tree fellers" or "slaughterers."

Hundreds of tiny settlements have sprouted up since

1978, established villages have doubled or tripled in

size, and a network of bulldozer tracks had penetrated

the green void on my map.

Still, the region's extreme isolation has afforded it

some protection. The expense of building roads and

transporting logs to market dictates that only the most

valuable hardwoods can be profitably exploited, species

Only afew apes

orphaned by the

bushmeat trade are

fortunate enough to be

rescued. Two

sanctuaries in the area

are considered full,

and the chimp at the

inunediate right was

accepted by one

sanctuary only after ti

film crew coumiitted

njoney for its upkeep.

with such lyrical names as ayous, moabi, sapeUi, and

wengwe. Such selective logging of the most desirable

trees is not automatically detrimental to wildlife. Re-

search in Zaire and the Central Afi-ican Republic sug-

gests that gorillas may actually find more of their fa-

vored foods in moderately disturbed forests than in

virgin ones. Similarly, in Uganda, blue monkeys and

black-and-white colobuses thrive in selectively logged

forests, because the fi^uiting trees that they prefer tend

to colonize a regenerating habitat.

Where logging is heavy, animal populations fall

into steep decline. But in the remotest jungles of West

Africa, habitat loss is less of a concern than is hunting

pressure. That is the conclusion of a 1991 report on the

Sangha region of Congo, just across the border firom

where we were heading. There researchers discovered

that the population of primates in one selectively

logged concession was "exceedingly low."

"We believe this is not a direct consequence of

canopy reduction," wrote principal author David S.

Wilkie, of Tufts University, "but results firom the ex-

tremely intensive market hunting that coincides with

timber surveying and extraction." The study predicted

that the combined effect of logging, market hunting,

and an ever-growing demand for bushmeat by urban

dwellers would have "grave consequences" for the re-

gion's wildlife.

That, in turn, wrU limit the forest's capacity to re-

generate, because the most highly prized prey ani-

mals—gorillas, chimpanzees, monkeys, and elephants

(which are still being hunted for their ivorv as well as



for their meat)—are among the most important agents

ofseed dispersal.

"If you took out all the elephants and primates,

you'd see a dechne in lots of trees and a die-off of cer-

tain important species," says Purdue University anthro-

pologist Melissa Reniis, who has studied gorUla ecol-

ogy in the Central Afirican Republic. "Gorillas have

large guts and can swallow seeds three to five inches

long. If it weren't for them and for elephants, trees like

nwabi might not exist." The moabi is a valuable source

of finjit, cooking oU, and medicinal bark; its wood is so

coveted in Europe for fine fiirniture that the tree has

been all but wiped out in certain parts of Cameroon.

Large animals affect the forest's structure as well.

"GoriUas are the gardeners of the rain forest," says

Remis. "They actively prune trees when they're forag-

ing, which shapes the habitat in ways that aren't fully

known." Belgian agroforester Pauwel De Wachter,

who studies hunting and shifting agriculture m
Cameroon's Dja Faunal Reserve, explains that ele-

phants play a similar role. Because of the amount of

food they eat and the distances they range, their re-

moval, says De Wachter, "would have a huge impact

on biodiversity."

The Dja reserve contams an estimated 2,000 goril-

las and 1,000 elephants. Those and other endangered

populations could crash within the decade, De

Wachter beHeves, unless income-producing alternatives

to market hunting are introduced. These might include

initiating agricultural and ecotourism projects, paying

the villagers to surs'ey animal populations, and giving

l.iidcarin^i iiiJaiU

dumps that survive to

adolescence become

strong and difficult to

handle. Reluming

them to the wild is a

certain death sentence;

being orphaned, they

iiuniotjendfor

themselves.

the hunters jobs as antipoaching game wardens.

"Hunting need not be a negative force," says De

Wachter. "Subsistence hunting will always exist, but if

it is done sustainably it is not harmful."

Gaugmg the impact of market hunting on particu-

lar species is an imprecise science, a matter of compar-

ing estimates of population size to estimates of the

numbers of animals kiUed. Consider the western low-

land gorOla, a species so cryptic that MeHssa Remis

went three years without ever getting closer than sLxty-

five feet to her study group when they were on the

ground. An extrapolation of a 1985 census in Gabon

puts the total western lowland gorilla population at

100,000 (outnumbering the mountain gorilla by a fac-

tor of 100). Btit Remis challenges the figure. "Many of

us think it's too high because of deforestation and agri-

culture," she says. "I think 50,000 is a safer figure."

If gorilla population statistics are open to debate,

those on hunting pressure are downright vague. Am-
mann believes that the number of lowland gorillas

killed "must be measured in the thousands." After his

1995 reconnaissance of southeastern Cameroon's

Kika-Moulundu-Mabelele triangle, he estimated that

800 gorillas were being killed annually in the 6,000-

square-mile area. But his calculations involve much

guesswork and extrapolation; they're based on hearsay

about hunting success rates and on shotguns in use.

To trace the flow of meat leaving one concession in

the Sangha region, David WUkie's team went to a tract

being logged by the Societe Forestiere Algero-Congo-

laise. The daily routine began at dawn. Leaving for

work, the loggers picked up a BaNgombe hunter and

gave him a shotgun and three cartridges. The arrange-

ment was that if the hunter bagged three animals, he

could keep one. The man hunted all day and in the

evening was driven to a village where his kills were

smoked for shipment. A Societe truck making the

rounds to villages collected the meat, which was taken

by pirogue across the river to Cameroon or down-

stream to Ouesso, the commercial nexus of northern

Congo. From there, bags of bushmeat were loaded on

commercial flights to Brazzaville or, in Cameroon,

transported on logging trucks. In addition, loggers re-

turning home to cities would bring bushmeat to fami-

lies and friends nostalgic for the country life and the

evocative flavor of game.

Two years ago in Ouesso, an observer for the Wild-

life Conservation Society documented an average of

12,500 pounds of bushmeat moving through the city's

markets each week, Duiker was the most prevalent, but

also on sale were seven species of monkeys, eight other

species of antelope, chimpanzees, elephants, and goril-
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las (an average of 1.6 per week). A market survey in

Gabon put urban consumption of bushmeat at four

million pounds a year and about the same in rural

areas. Two gorillas and three chimps were openly dis-

played that year in one of the markets monitored, but

more meat was likely being sold under the counter, as

both species are technically contraband.

The notion of finding gorilla or chimpanzee on

sale was macabre but fascinating to me, and I had re-

solved to conduct my own informal market surveys as

we moved across Cameroon. In Yaounde, with the

train service interrupted, the pickings had been slim at

the bushmeat market near the depot: only a few

smoked monkeys, a live baby crocodile, a turtle, and a

primate of some sort, charred black and cut length-

wise, with halt its tace Irozen in a hideous grimace.

We got warmer up the street at the tetish market,

where an ancient woman had arranged on the sidewalk

four gorilla skulls, surrounded by shriveled chimpanzee

heads, monkey tails, snakeskins, hornbill beaks, feath-

ers, and bottled potions.

But not until Bertoua did I tmd what I was looking

for. Strolling the aisles of the bushmeat section in the

city's sprawling bazaar one morning, 1 came across a

vendor selling smoked goriUa meat and doing a brisk

business. "The animal came from around Yokadouma,"

she explained, whisking away the flies. The meat was

butchered and unrecognizable as gorilla, but it smeUed

appetizing, something like smoked Iamb or beef, and

was very lean. A mound of chunks weighing five

ounces cost 250 francs (about 50 cents).

The price was the same as for porcupine, python,

giant pangolin, and monkey available in nearby stalls. 1

found that puzzling. It gorilla was such a delicacy, why

wasn't it priced accordingly? (In Yaounde, Ammann
had told me, it was twice the price of beef.)

"My customers don't express a preference for go-

rilla," the woman explained. "They buy whatever I

have to otfer. To them it's all just meat."

With three of us to share transportation costs, Am-
mann, to my relief, decided against traveling beyond

Bertoua by bush taxi. Instead, we hired Altred and his

Toyota. The moment we set out, I noticed that the

car's dashboard bore the same aphorism as the jail door

in Belabo: La soiiffmnce est uii lotiscil.

The drive to Yokadouma took seven miserable

hours. Dust poured in through every crevice. The seat

springs prodded my backside. (For relief, I tried sitting

on crushed plastic water bottles, to little avail.) We were

stopped at police checkpoints in every village. And Al-

In the village of

Otoumoukad, Karl

Ammann observes an

ailing eighteen-

month-old gorilla

whose parents were

victims of commercial

hunting.

Orphaned apes, like

the gorilla and chimp

above, stand a chance

ofsurvival in a

sanctuary, but some

still perish. Chimps

tend to fare better than

gorillas in captivity.



fred drove as if he had a rendezvous with destiny.

Below Bertoua, we entered a lush, logged-out sec-

ondarv^ forest that pressed against the one-lane dirt

track. Rocketing do\\Ti the tunnel of greenery, the for-

est a blur, we felt as ifwe were slipping into another di-

mension. We encountered a group of hunters. The

oldest, a man of seventy, was happily crocked. He car-

ried a homemade shotgun with a removable barrel

held to the stock with a length of inner tube and

bragged about having shot fifty goriUas with it.

"And what do you do with the babies?" Animann

asked him.

"We take them home and eat them, because the

government harasses us," rephed the hunter. "We're

supposed to have permits to keep them now. So we

just give them to our wives to cook."

We took this as positive news: at least someone was

attempting to enforce the law. It also appeared that

WSPAs campaign was being felt out on the frontier.

The hunter confessed that he hadn't been hunting go-

rUla lately because chevrotine cartridges were not avail-

able. With their tremendous stoppmg power, these

lethal nine-ball shotgun shells are used only on large,

protected species. They were being manufactured at an

Ammann's crusade to

call attention to the

bushmeat trade and its

orphans began after he

and his wife adopted

an orphaned

chimpanzeefrom a

trader in Zaire. The

chimp, whose

portraits, left, adorn

the Ammanns' home

in Kenya, is now

eight years old.

ammunition factory in Pointe Noire, Congo, but after

Ammann's presentation to the European Parliament

committee, the manufacturer bowed to pressure and

agreed to halt production.

Bone weary and caked with dust, we rattled into

Yokadouma at sunset. The crowded, dusty streets were

lined with immense Renault trucks loaded with logs

for the mght run to the coast. We spent the night with

the chain-smoking manager of a local logging conces-

sion. Pierre (not his real name) had befriended Am-
mann on an earlier trip, but he was unaware of our

present investigative mission. We set out for the front

hne ot the concession, driving into the stiU-misty jun-

gle as the sun rose.

"All these roads 1 built," Pierre said proudly. "Two

years ago, we began logging near Yokadouma; now we

One observer documented an average

of 12,500 pounds of bushmeat

moving through the markets of

Ouesso, Congo, each week.

are working thirty miles from town." Pierre assigned us

a guide and a translator. With a gaggle of children as

porters and a platoon of abatteurs, we set off on a fresh

bulldozer track that ended abruptly at a wall of vegeta-

tion. Here the villagers scaled the plowed-up berm ot

red dirt and tree debris and shpped through an opening

m the jungle wall. The bulldozer track had stopped at

the trail to their village.

A mile farther on, we came into a clearing with a

half dozen low, wigwamhke huts surrounding a palm-

thatched meeting paviHon. "Qiif est le chef du village?"

asked Ammann. A vigorous, elderly gentleman not

more than four and a half feet taU stepped forward.

Ammann ceremoniously presented him with a photo

vest, which the chief modeled for the villagers. We

were welcome, he said.

We erected our tent and rigged a jungle hammock

for Behrend. By then the abatteurs had located two

colossal obeche trees barely fifty feet from the village.

The head tree feller's chain saw bit deeply into the but-

tressed trunk of the first, sending up a spray of sawdust.

Five minutes later, the giant toppled to earth with a

tremendous crash.

In the silence that followed, I noticed that the

whole village had gathered to watch the event. I won-

dered if they grasped the implications of what had just

happened. The skidders would soon come crashing

down the footpath to drag the trees back to the stock-
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yard. And with that, the twentieth century would have

arrived at their very doorstep, never to retreat.

An infant gorilla,

below, for sale at a

trading post in

southern Cameroon.

The skull of the

mother was outside

the hut where the

baby was kept. Tlie

infant was eventually

taken to the Liinbe

Zoo, where it died.

We had not slowed down since arriving in

Cameroon. Ammann's pace and stamina were super-

human. He led us on a fifteen-mile forced march

through the jungle to see an orphan chimp in a village

just outside the logging tract, only to find that the ani-

mal had died the week before. And until we learned

about the orphan gorilla ofOtoumoukad from Pierre's

men, he had been insistent about going off on another

trek to find a band of hunters who had recently

speared an elephant.

"Karl," Behrend told him in a steady voice, "you

have to set your priorities. You can't do everything in

one life."

When we reached Otoumoukad and saw the pa-

thetic baby goriUa in the dark hut, Ammann quickly

put aside his own distress. He ran outside, loaded his

cameras, and plunged into the hut again. The infant

was stiH grinding its teeth and hiding its face, but it was

now slumped on its side. It appeared to have suffered a

dislocated hip or broken leg. The only hope was to try

to get it to the Limbe Zoo, which was 400 miles away.

Alfred, our driver, returned just then, beaming

about having located the car's missing griU undamaged.

We all jammed into the car, with Behrend in the back

"Let me take my message to the public:

we are treating our closest relatives like

pieces ofprotein.

"

seat cradling the gorilla, and drove off in a swirl of dust.

Back at our canrp, we fed the baby condensed milk and

bananas, zipped him into the hammock, and with aU

the village children following us, repaired to the nearby Right: A chimpanzee

river for a swim. It was the first time we had relaxed in being kept as a pet.

two weeks. As soon as a pet ape

That night, the villagers staged a joyous celebration begins to bite, steal

ofsong and dance. The revelry went on until 2:00 a.m. food, or climb trees, it

In the morning we trekked back to the stockyard with

the gorilla, whom we had named Boumba after the

river. Pierre agreed to keep him until someone could

fly out from the Liinbe Zoo.

Boumba seemed much improved, and the villagers

were treating him with tender solicitousness. That was

a remarkable change for them. "If I had seen that ani-

mal a week ago," our guide confessed sheepishly, "I

would have killed and eaten it." Now he was hand-

tends to end up in the

cooking pot.



feeding Boumba like his own baby, carefully blowing

on bits of boiled cassava to cool it. We left Boumba

zipped in his hammock, bright-eyed and gnawing on a

baguette and a banana amid the pandemonium of

rumbling skidders and screaming chain saws.

During our three days in the logging concession,

we had seen little evidence of commercial hunting

—

no hunting camps and only one hunter carrying four

white-nosed guenons that he hoped to sell to a bush

restaurant. Even the locals were not having much luck

finding prey because of the racket caused by the log-

ging operation.

The situation at our next stop, the market hunters'

camp, was markedly different. It had taken another ten

torturous hours of driving to get there. Ammann and I

parted company with Behrend at the camp, sending

him on to Yaounde with Alfred, who would return for

us in two days.

We were now about three hours south of Bertoua,

deep in a logging concession run by the giant French

concern Societe d'Exploitation des Bois du

Cameroun. Eight mud-and-wattle shacks flanked an

abandoned logging track, chickens scratched m the

dust, and dogs sniffed piles of garbage. Twenty people

lived there. The chief hunter was a thirty-seven-year-

old named Joseph Melloh, who spoke Enghsh so

rapidly 1 could barely understand him. He had tried to

earn a hving as a storekeeper and a gasoline smuggler,

but poverty had forced him back to the bush to hunt.

"In school I read the diaries of Mungo Park and

Hie Adventures of Huckleberry Finn," he explained. "I

thought if these men can have their adventures, I can

have mine too, so I came here." Hunting was a pure

life (he neither smoked nor drank) but not an easy

hvelihood. When he first came to the concession in

1984, he was the only hunter; a dozen years later, more

than 200 men were competing for his turf. In a good

week, hunting hard, he might earn 50,000 francs, or

about $100.

We had just missed the weekly meat pickup, which

had included three gorillas. The skuU of one, a female,

had been boiled clean and was for sale, but Ammann

declined, explaining that he had no export permit.

The only other animals in evidence were several mon-

keys in the smokehouse, but Joseph promised to take

us out in the morning.

"Today we will go to the forest for our adventure!"

he said brightly in the morning. We set out with an

.ipprentice hunter, Jean-Riche, who carried a hand-

(Plcase turn to page 74)
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TheWork
By Yvonne Baskin

Thirty years ago, probing the pattern of

life among the intertidal rocks along the

coast of Washington State, ecologist

Robert Paine found that one species of

seastar (starfish) preyed so skillfully on

mussels that it effectively kept these aggressive creatures

from monopohzmg space on the rocks. When Paine

removed the seastars from sections of the shoreline, the

mussels began to multiply, crowding out limpets, bar-

nacles, and other marme organisms from the rock sur-

faces. The total number of species Uving on the rocks

dropped by half.

Paine s work was among the earliest to suggest that

a single species might hold the key to both the diversity

and the stability of its commumty. Since then, other

researchers have also shown that, ecologically, not all

species are created equal. The most abundant organ-

isms, the ones that dominate space and resources or de-

fine the very character of a community, usually also

contribute most to controlling the lushness of plant

growth, the fertHity of the soil, and other processes.

Often these species are highly visible: redwood trees

How many species can an

ecosystem lose before its vital

processes begin to falter? As

global changes in land use,

atmospheric gases, and climate

threaten to accelerate

extinction rates, ecologists '

around the world are

asking a crucial question

Can we spot the species

most vital to protect?

define a redwood forest; kelp, a kelp bed. Sometimes,

however, highly influential species are less conspicii-

ous; they may even be rare. For these unexpectedly

powerful creatures, from fig trees to seastars, Paine

coined the label "keystone."

Like the keystone in an arch—the wedge-shaped

stone at the pinnacle that stabilizes the span—these or-

ganisms hold a community together. Their power is

disproportionate, and their removal creates ripple ef-

fects that can not only change the terms of Ufe for all

others in a community but also alter the nature and vi-

tality of ecological processes.

Despite their importance, our knowledge of key-

stone species worldwide is still limited. Until recently,

relatively few researchers attempted to identify specific

microbes, plants, and animals that play vital roles in

sustaining our "life support systems," as the pioneering

ecologists—and brothers—Eugene P. and Howard T.

Odum called the self-renewing, life-sustaining natural

processes that make our planet uniquely habitable.

Over the past three decades, a growing number of

ecologists have studied these large-scale processes that

generate and revitalize soils, refi-esh the air, cleanse the

waters, moderate regional weather, pollinate crops, and
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keep most potential pests and disease agents in check.

But few have addressed whether eliminating this crea-

ture or that might alter ecological processes and thus

degrade living conditions on the earth.

As global changes in land use, atmospheric gases,

and climate threaten to accelerate the loss of species,

the question of who is doing what has taken on m-

creasing importance. With a sense of urgency, ecolo-

gists around the world have been assessing what is

known about the role of biological diversity in sustain-

ing our ecological life supports. And they are asking

some crucial questions: What else do we lose when we

lose species? How great a loss can any given ecosystem

suffer before vital processes begin to falter? Can we

spot the species most vital to protect?

Ecologists have a long way to go before they can

spot keystone species from general principles rather

than through painstaking observations such as Robert

Paine's. And their task is made more difficult by in-

creasing evidence that a creature's ecological impor-

tance is not fixed. The seastar, for instance, is not a

keystone in areas where sand routinely washes over the

rocky shoreline, burying mussels and keeping their

population in check.
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Like the keystone in an arch, one species of

starfish with an appetitefor mussels holds its

intertidal community together.

Like physical setting, historical events may affect a

creature's status. Take the case of two islands along the

west coast of South Africa. Lobsters abound in the wa-

ters around Malgas Island, where they are keystone

predators, holding down populations of mussels and

most whelks. Nearby Marcus Island looked much like

Malgas untU the 1960s, when for unknown reasons, its

lobsters disappeared. Amos Barkai, of the University of

Cape Town, and Christopher McQuaid, of Rhodes

University, wondered why lobsters hadn't recolonized.

They got a rather unexpected answer when they took

a thousand lobsters from Malgas and turned them loose

at Marcus. The whelks immediately turned the tables

on the returning, would-be keystones, attaching them-

selves by the hundreds to each lobster, weighing down

and devouring the much larger creatures. Within a

week, not a single Hve lobster could be found. Freed

from the lobsters' dominance, the whelks had bur-

geoned to invincible numbers that prevented a shift

back to the old order.

Although predators, such as lobsters and seastars,

stiU dominate the keystone roster, the ehte list now in-

cludes creatures that exert their power in any number

of ways, from controlling the supply ofkey resources to

altering the flow of water across the landscape. They

include snails in Israel's Negev Desert, which grind

rock into soil as they feed; fig trees in the rain forests of

Amazonia, which supply critical food resources in

times of scarcity; elephants, which prevent shrubs and

trees from dominating the African savanna; and tsetse

flies, which carry sleeping sickness and so keep hu-

mans, catde, and many wild mammal populations low

in infested areas.

A number ofkeystones have been found among or-

ganisms known as ecosystem engineers, creatures that

physically shape the landscape by burrowing, pecking

holes, felling trees, and other activities. These include

hippopotamuses, which stomp trails and gouge out

mud wallows; porcupines, which girdle and kill trees;

and pocket gophers, badgers, aardvarks, rabbits, crabs,

and ants, which tunnel and churn the soil.

Certainly none of these creatures can rival humans

as earth shapers. Geomorphologist Roger Hooke, of
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the University of Minnesota, calculates that humans

move forty billion tons of rock and earth worldwide

each year—churnmg it up directly during mining op-

erations and road and home construction and eroding

it indirectly by plowing croplands and clear-cutting

forests—a feat that surpasses the work of glaciers,

winds, or even sea-floor volcanoes.

Yet there is a critical difference between our work

and that of other species or physical forces: We may

sculpt the earth more dramatically, but we seldom

make it more ecologically complex. In contrast, nat-

ural physical disturbances, such as floods and fires, are

critical to maintaining patchmess and diversity in the

landscape. And as ecologists have begun to recognize,

many animals (and plants) routinely foster a more het-

erogeneous and dynamic landscape than the forces of

chmate or geology—or human activities—alone could

create. A world without elephants, prairie dogs, and

living coral reefs would not be just an emptier version

of the same scenery.

Consider, for instance, the work of a key architect

of the boreal forest, the moose. In a classic northern

forest succession, hardwood trees such as aspens and

willows spring up after fires and blowdowns and are

then overtaken and eventually shaded out by conifers

such as spruces and balsam firs. The voracious and se-

lective appetites of moose accelerate this process.

Moose feed heavily on tender hardwood twigs and

shoots—about thirty-five pounds a day, or roughly six

tons a year, per moose—suppressing hardwood growth

enough to speed the takeover of conifers.

Their foraging also sets in motion a significant

slowdown in the cycling of nitrogen, reducing the

availability of this key plant nutrient. Less growth of

deciduous hardwood trees means fewer quick-rotting,

nitrogen-rich leaves wind up on the forest floor, which

is increasingly carpeted with slow-rotting conifer nee-

dles (neither the microbes in a moose's gut nor those

on the forest floor find conifer needles, fiUed with

lignin and resin, easy to digest).

The moose's unwitting efforts are coun-

tered somewhat by another powerful

landscape engineer, the beaver. Al-

though beavers, too, use aspens and wil-

lows for food and building materials,

they prefer to cut large-diameter trees, which encour-

ages stumps and roots to sprout and generates dense

stands of suckers and stump-sprouted hardwoods

around beaver ponds.

When John Pastor, of the University ofMinnesota,

and his colleagues tested the soils at various sites on Isle

Royale, Michigan, they found that the amount of ni-

trogen available to plants was highest in areas where

beaver cutting encouraged hardwood sprouting and

lowest where moose browsed heavily. Hardwoods re-

quire more nitrogen for growth than do conifers, so

the decline in soil fertility in areas where moose

browse reinforces the advance of the spruces and firs.

But spruces cannot dominate the boreal forest for

long. Mature spruce forests with their thick carpet of

dry needles and trees loaded with flammable resins and

dead branches are more combustible than hardwood

A key architect of the boreal forest, the moose prefers

tender shoots of iinllow and aspen, which often ^row

abundantlyfrom beaver-cut stumps.



stands; they also burn hotter. So the more spruces

there are, the greater the probability of forest fire.

Eventually, fire, high winds, attacks of spruce bud-

worm, or even a greatly diminished nitrogen supply

will combine to destroy expanses of spruces, allowing

hardwoods to recolonize in the nutrient-rich ash and

thus restarting the successional cycle.

As the forest goes, so go the moose. Although

moose take shelter under the spruce trees, they cannot

eat them, so the end result of the moose's labors is a

drastic crash in its own population. Other boreal and

tundra species, such as lemmings, voles, hares, and

hTixes, are also legendary for their boom-and-bust

population cycles. Pastor and his colleagues believe

the oscillations are part of a unique dynamic that

makes northern ecosystems qualitatively different

from others. They contend that human attempts to

damp these swings by stabilizing moose numbers or

suppressing fires will interfere with the integrity and

frmctioning of these ecosystems.

Some of the hardest workers to appreciate, or even

identify, live in the soil, yet changes in the under-

ground community can alter the landscape as dramat-

ically as shifts in the work of moose or beavers.

A comparison of two of the many clear-cuts that

scar Washington's Olympic Peninsula illustrates the

power of the soil community. Douglas fir seedhngs re-

planted in one of these clear-cuts already tower over

most of the researchers who monitor their progress. In

another clearing just across the road, only a few scrag-

gly, three-foot-high trees dot an expanse ofweeds and

stumps. Yet the two plots were logged and replanted

only a year apart, in 1987 and 1988. One plot repre-

sents a forest comeback; the other, a strugghng failure.

One key difference is evident. The fungal mats that

once covered nearly a third of the forest floor, often

looking hke campfire ash or shredded orange peel,

have disappeared from the failed clearing. The mats are

formed by truffle-bearing root symbionts, known as

mycorrhizal fungi, on which virtually all conifers rely.

Indeed, 90 percent of all plant species form mutually

beneficial relationships with these fungi, which can ei-

ther grow around plant roots like a sheath or else pen-

etrate the cells of the roots. The fungi tap into the

plant's sugar stocks for energy. In exchange, roots use

the hyphal filaments of the fringi to extend their own

reach, absorbing more phosphorus and, in some cases,

other nutrients and water as well.

The absence of mycorrhizae is a telltale

sign that the subsoil landscape has been

as severely altered as the treeless clearing

above. In laboratory culture dishes and

under microscopes, the evidence clearly

shows that loggers destroyed something more than

trees on the failed plot. Within the first year after the

clear-cut, Elaine Ingham, of Oregon State University,

and her fellow researchers found that 90 percent of the

fungi in the soil had vanished; bacteria and nematodes

also dropped dramatically; springtaUs and mites had

grown scarce; and a large pulse of nitrogen, apparently

released by the decay of all those dead organisms, had

leached into the groundwater. (Just why the soil com-

munity suffered so much more in one

Hippopotamuses,

porcupines, aardvarks,

ants, and snails—all

shape the landscape,

whether by gouging out

mud wallows, killing trees,

burrowing in the ground,

churning the soil,

or grinding rocks in

the desert.

clearing than in the other is hard to

know—perhaps heavy equipment com-

pacted the soil too much, debris fires

burned too hot, or fumigant or herbicide

applications prior to replanting proved too

harsh.)

Without these tiny organisms, this

patch of soil has forgotten how to support

a forest. Three-fourths of the fir seedlings

planted died in the first year, more than

90 percent within five years. Today, the

site hosts a bacteria-dominated soil com-

munity more typical of grasslands than of

conifer forests. (Once bacteria begin to

dominate, they slowly turn the soil alka-

line, rendering it more suitable for grass or

crops than trees.) i

In a healthy ecosystem, plants are not

just takers but also givers. They shelter the
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soil from the harsh actions of wind, sun, and rain and

supply it with htter and detritus, replenishing its carbon

and nutrient stocks. In addition, anywhere from 10 to

more than 50 percent of the sugar that plants make in

their leaves through photosynthesis eventually moves

from their roots and from mycorrhizal hyphae out into

the soil. There it feeds the microbes and other organ-

isms that convert the plants' detritus back into reusable

nutrients. Organisms dependent on direct subsidies

from plants—particularly symbionts such as my-

corrhizae and nitrogen-fixing bacteria—are seldom

equipped to survive without them. Unless the plant

community rebounds after a clear-cut, a fire, or other

disturbance, the balance will shift, favoring microbes

that live on rotting organic matter. And once the

soil-plant partnership deteriorates, restoring the origi-

nal plant community may not be possible.

Farmers in southwestern Australia have also learned

the hard way what can happen when you disrupt the

synergy between native plants and their environment.

When would-be farmers setded this semiarid frontier at

the turn of the century, they certainly must have ex-

pected water problems, but never the kind their grand-

children face today. The ancient expanse of roUing sand

plains and uplands was then covered by a mosaic of

heath scrub and eucalyptus woodlands, one of the rich-

est plant communities outside the Tropics. Today 90

percent of it has been converted to wheat fields and

sheep pastures, and after less than a century of cultiva-

tion, more than half the arable land in the region suf-

fers, ironically, from too much water:

waterlogging, flooding, erosion, and

salt "scalding."

Why did the water cycle change so

dramatically as the eucalypts, banksias,

hakeas, and saltbush were replaced by

wheat fields? Part of the answer, ecol-

ogists have found, lies in what plants

do with the rain that falls on their

leaves. Eucalypts, it turns out, route 25

percent of the rain they capture to

"stemflow," channeling it down

branches, stems, and trunks and into

the soil at the base of the bole. There,

it gets drawn up by the roots and used

for growth or transpired back to the

atmosphere through stomatal pores in

the leaves. Australian acacias divert 40

percent to stemflow. Communities of

evergreen banksia shrubs and grass-

trees, topped with yuccahke arrays of

spiked leaves, can capture and redirect

up to 70 percent of the rainfall that reaches them.

Another factor that makes Australia's native vegeta-

tion successfijl is a diversity of root systems, which ex-

ploit moisture from every level of the soil. Finally, the

native plants are mostly perennial and often evergreen,

using water year-round. Over eons, this community

has evolved mechanisms for capturing, drawing in, and

breathing out virtually all the moisture that falls

throughout the seasons.

Contrast those talents with the meager abilities of

wheat and pasture crops. Crops are annuals, using

water only during the growing season. Even at the

height of their growth, these uniformly shallow-rooted

plants cannot make use of all the rain. Some of it pools

and runs off the soggy ground, carrying away topsoU;

some fdters deep into the plowed earth beyond the

reach of crop roots, slowly raising the water table and

floating up salt deposits.

T
1 oday, the diverse talents of plants are fi-

'nally gaining recognition. Current

strategies for restoring these Australian

fields to health and sustainable produc-

tivity include replanting buffer belts of

thirsty, salt-tolerant native trees and shrubs. And in

South Africa, one of the earhest economic analyses

ever to put a dollar value on the work of nature re-

cently focused on detrimental shifts in the water cycle

that might foUow the loss of native plant communities.

A number of emerging or

resurgent diseases—encephalitis,

malaria, hemorrhagic fever, Lyme
disease, schistosomiasis—are linked to

land-use changes that eHminate natural

controls on disease agents and also

bring them into increasing

contact with people.

Ill a disturbed ecosystem off the coast of South Africa

whelks turned the tables on spiny lobsters, which

went from keystone predator to prey.

-ssSf



Brian van Wilgen, of the CSIR Division of Forest

Science and Technology; Richard Cowhng, of the

University of Cape Town; and Chris Burgers, of Cape

Nature Conservation, tackled a complex question:

Can the ongomg expense of keeping alien trees from

taking over the treeless native fynbos (shrubland) com-

munities in the mountainous watersheds of the Cape

region be justified economically in a nation faced with

an overwhelming backlog of htmian needs?

' The basic problem is that proteas and other shrubs

of the fynbos—^with 8,574 species, perhaps the most

biologically diverse of the earth s six recognized plant

kingdoms—are being crowded out in many places by

dense groves of Mediterranean pines, Australian aca-

cias, and other exotic trees and shrubs imported long

ago by European setders. The tree invasion has a rec-

ognized economic cost: trees use more water than

shrubs and so reduce water supplies in the region. But

removing them from the slopes is expensive, requiring

a continuing regimen of hand pulling and chopping,

combined \\dth weU-rimed burns. Does the amount of

water saved balance the expense of keeping the fynbos

system intact and flmctioning?

The ecologists found that it does: An 80 percent

replacement of shrubs by trees would mean a 30 per-

cent loss in water supply. Even with ongoing expenses

of tree control, the unit cost of water from a protected

fynbos watershed would be 14 percent lower.

Losses of native diversity can not only create costly

changes in water or nutrient cycKng, fire regimes, rain-

fall, or soil vitaUty but can also threaten human health.

A number of emerging or resurgent diseases world-

wide—encephalitis, malaria, hemorrhagic fever, Lyme

disease, snailborne schistosomiasis—are hnked to land-

use changes that eliminate natural controls on disease

agents and also bring them into increasing contact with

people. Throughout the Tropics, for example, artificial

water impoundments, such as dams, irrigation works,

and rice paddies, provide extra breeding sites for mos-

quitoes, aquatic snails, and other disease vectors. More

than 30,000 farmers and field workers contract Japan-

ese encephalitis each season in the flooded rice fields of

Asia. In the Argentine pampas, conversion of range-

lands to maize fields has led to the spread of a formerly

rare mouse that is both host and vector of Argentine

hemorrhagic fever. More than 20,000 people have

been infected since the virus was identified in 1958,

and a third of these have died.

Realizations like these are not conclusions but

starting points for a new field of study. Fortunately, a

growing number of ecologists are committed to the

complex, long-term studies needed to understand the

vital work of plants, animals, and microbes in sustain-

ing healthy ecological processes. Their task is enor-

mous, and the stakes are high. As the Odums reahzed,

these processes are the life-support systems for space-

ship Earth, and we degrade them at our peril. D

Adaptedfrom The Work of Nature: How the Diversify

of Life Sustains Us (Island Press, 1996).
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South Georgian

Ashore, these penguins play an

avian version ofbeat the clock.
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At the tip of South America, the Andes

Mountains turn east and plunge into the

southern Atlantic. After about a thou-

sand miles, they reemerge as the snow-

clad peaks, some of them ten thousand

feet high, that form the island of South

Georgia. In 1775, during his second

voyage around the then-unknown

"southern continent," Captain James

Cook landed on the island and named it

for his sponsor, George III of England.

In a written account. Cook character-

ized the land as "savage and horrible";

the mountain summits were "lost in the

clouds" and the valleys "buried in ever-

lasting snow."

Having spent four austral summers on

South Georgia, I find Cook's dramatic

description insufficient. On the north-

east, leeward coast, which is protected

from the prevailing winds, the summer

is comparatively mild, with tempera-

tures ranging from around freezing to

60° F. The island is an outstanding desti-

nation for naturalists, hosting millions of

Antarctic fur seals, hundreds of thou-

sands of southern elephant seals, and

probably the world's highest concentra-

tions of seabirds—including penguins,

albatrosses, petrels, and skuas.

I first came to South Georgia in Janu-

ary 1991 to study king penguins, hun-

dreds ofthousands ofwhich breed there.

I lived at an improvised field station set

up by the British Antarctic Survey in the

defunct Norwegian whaling station in

Husvik. Although research conducted m
the 1950s indicated that the penguins

had a most unusual breeding cycle, no

long-term investigations had been un-

dertaken since then on South Georgia. I

focused on a relatively small king pen-

guin colony of two hundred birds lo-

cated two miles from the field station.

About thirty inches tall and weighing

from twenty to forty pounds, kings are

the second largest of the eighteen spe-

cies of penguins, outweighed only by

emperor penguins of Antarctica. Unlike

emperors, which prefer ice, king pen-

guins breed on subantarctic islands,

where the waters are ice-free all year.

Over the course of the tour summers

I spent observing the individuals in the

colony, the dynamics of the king pen-

guin breeding cycle, from courtship to

independent chick, became clearer, as

did the role of timing in the birds' re-

productive cycle. From the minute the

penguins reach the colony on South

Georgia, the clock is ticking.

King penguins incubate a single egg

for fifty-four days. Once emerged, the

hatchling is fed about twice a week by

each parent. After fishing offshore for

thousands of minute lantern fishes, the

parent returns to feed the chick a regur-

gitated porridge of the tiny fish. For the

young penguins in their heavy coats of

brown down, laying down fat from these

meals is essential. While the young of

other species of penguins go to sea late

in the season, king penguin chicks spend

their entire first winter huddled in the

colony where they hatched. Standing in

tightly packed groups, they use one an-

other for warmth and shelter. Parents

may come ashore intermittently to feed

the chicks, which endure frequent bliz-

zards and freezing temperatures. But for

the most part, the chicks are dependent

on their reserves of fat. Many will perish

during the winter.

The breeding season of king pen-

guins, which return to the island in Oc-

tober, is marked by two peaks two to
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three months apart. Pairs whose egg did

not hatch—or whose chick died the

previous summer or failed to survive the

winter—will court, mate, and in early

December lay an egg. But before any of

this, they must undergo molt—the an-

nual shedduig and replacement of feath-

ers. (Here again, king penguins depart

from the usual pattern: most birds, in-

cluding all other penguin species, molt

Pairs tend their single egg in a small

piece of ground in the crowded colony,

above. Hiefather takes thefirst

incubation shift, while the iiiothcr goes to

sea fin about three weeks to replenish her

fat. During changes cf shift, eggs can be

dislodged. Middle: a parent tucks an

errant egg between itsfeet and the warm

skin of its brood patch. Left: The

amorous postures ofcourtship are a brief

prelude to the lengthy chores of

incubation and chick rearing.

after breeding. King penguins do so be-

fore. Other birds also tend to molt

batches of feathers over time, but king

penguins molt all their feathers simulta-

neously and for three to four weeks are

not able to do anything but stand around

on the island.)

Chickless pairs, which take the first

breeding shift, have a head start over the

birds who return to chicks that have sur-

vived the winter. Hungry yearlings must

be fed and refattened by their parents for

a couple of months before they shed

their down and enter the sea as indepen-

dent young adults. But the lengthy care

they require more than a fuU year after

hatching cuts into the time the parents

have to court, mate, and produce a

chick in the current season. By late De-

cember, with the austral summer weU

underway, these parents, too, have to

molt and refatten again at sea before

they can breed again.

Once molted, most penguin pairs in

my colony launched into a late attempt

to breed. This took place from late Janu-

ary to early April, with a flurry of egg

laying in mid-February. AH of these at-

tempts failed. At the end of the austral

summer, the time for getting the young

off to a fat start is limited, foraging con-

ditions deteriorate, and feeding is less

and less frequent. In some cases, parents

in my colony abandoned the egg and in

others, the chick starved to death or dis-

appeared by the beginning of the next

season. The odds are against a slender

chick, which receives only occasional

sustenance, surviving blizzards from

May to October.

Why do the penguins try to squeeze

in another breeding attempt that is apt

to fail? The only reasonable answer is

that they must be successful often

enough to justify the small effort in-

volved. The birds in my colony saw no

payback in surviving offspring. But in

general, the penguins have little to lose

and something to gain should their

chick survive against the odds. iVly work

indicates that while the birds breed each

season, they effectively raise only one

young every other year.

King penguins seldom undertake the

arduous task of raising offspring with the

same mate from year to year. Unlike

other long-lived bird species in which

both parents care for the young, king

penguins do not share strong and lasting

pair bonds. A king penguin will readily

court and reunite with a former, tried

and true mate, but only if it arrives on

the island on time. A mate that arrives a

little late is summarily divorced. In my
study, a fuU 80 percent of pairs split up

the next breeding season. On average,

females took just two days, and males

four, to find a partner for the season. Of
previously mated pairs whose members

I



The Sea Side of King Penguins

The king penguins of South Georgia,

like those that breed on other islands

circling Antarctica, feed mainly on

small lanternfish weighing a fraction

ofan ounce. Until recently we did not

know where the penguins caught the

fish, or indeed what their time at

sea—w^here they spend a considerable

part of their life—was like. My col-

leagues and I suspected that the pen-

guins swam to the edge of the conti-

nental shelf, about thirty miles from

the South Georgia coast. But new

electronic, computer, and satellite

techniques have allowed us to peer

into the mysterious pelagic lives of

king penguins.

We attached a sateUite device to the

back of four penguins and proceeded

to monitor their foraging trips. To our

surprise, all four swam to the Antarc-

tic Polar Front Zone, an area some

240 miles north of South Georgia,

where cool Antarctic waters meet

warmer water from the north, causing

a mighty vertical circulation of nutri-

ents in the sea and thus more food for

fish and penguins. We found that dur-

ing a single foraging trip, which lasted

two to three weeks, a bird could cover

a distance of weU over 900 miles.

The penguins were also outfitted

with smaU computerized depth

recorders, which told us when, and

how deep, they were diving. During

the daytime they normally reached

depths of 600 to 900 feet; the deepest

dive was made by a male that plunged

to 1,062 feet. Deep dives usually lasted

five to seven minutes, and the birds

needed a recovery period at the surface

as brief as one minute between dives.

Night dives were much shallower and

shorter—about 60 to 90 feet and about

two minutes long—probably because

visibility was limited and because the

prey tend to be closer to the surface at

night. Although the deep daytime

dives demand much more energy, we

found that the birds dive more often

during the day than

they do at night,

suggesting that at

great depths they

catch proportion-

ately more fish.

For its size, the

king penguin is one

of the most power-

ful divers known.

Despite our array of

modern devices, the

penguins still have

their secrets: our

current knowledge

of physiology can-

not account for

their ability to regu-

late oxygen use dur-

ing their frequent

and intense dives.

— O. O,

arrived on the island more than two

weeks apart, none reunited. The more

synchronous the arrival, the greater the

probability that the birds would remate.

While tardiness is definitely grounds

for divorce, it is not the only criterion. If

a penguin, male or female, was dissatis-

fied with its fornier partner—if the part-

ner was young and inexperienced, for

example—it can, and most hkely wiU,

find a more suitable mate the next sea-

son. The lack of nests to defend, as well

as the abundance of divorced (and thus

available) penguins in a crowded colony,

makes mate switching relatively easy.

StiU, rampant divorce can stir up con-

siderable strife in the colony. If a bird ar-

rives to find itself divorced, it wiU chal-

lenge the new mate, by all appearances

with the approval of the bird who initi-

ated the divorce. Old and new mates

bludgeon each other with their flippers,

display their plumage by raising their

heads, and adopt a funny walk worthy of

a John Cleese routine. Both the rancor

and the display may serve to show which

is the healthier or keener partner. If only

a few days have gone by between the ar-

rival of the members of the original pair,

they will often reunite.

Once paired, the king penguins keep

close together for one to two weeks

until the single egg is laid. Afterward,

the female goes to sea to replenish her

body reserves. About three weeks later,

she wiU return to reheve the incubating

male. Because the male takes the first in-

cubation shift, he normally spends more

than a month ashore fasting.

When ashore, penguins are totally de-

pendent on fat, and to an extent on pro-

tein, built up during their lengthy forag-

ing trips in the sea. To discover how the

penguins used these energy reserves and

how this use affected both their divorce

rate and breeding schedules, I needed

first to determine how much body mass

they lost on land. Repeatedly catching

and weighing individual penguins

would be too stressful for both me and

the birds, so I opted for marking all two

hundred birds in my colony with
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transponders that send and receive radio

signals. I then placed a fence around the

colony and installed a weighbridge and

transponder reader at a gate in the fence.

The birds were thus automatically

weighed and identified whenever they

left or entered the colony.

I found that females departing for the

sea after egg laying are relatively close to

depleting their energy reserves. Males,

which undertake the first incubation

shift, have more body fat at the started

of breeding, but they, too, are close to

depletion when the females finally re-

turn to reheve them, weighing a third

less than during courtship. Some males I

observed abandoned the egg when their

partners were delayed at sea. These

males had probably depleted their fat

stores and begun to use muscle protein

to fuel their metabolism.

At first it looked as though king pen-

guins were quick to divorce and to rush

into a new courtship because their en-

ergy reserves would be taxed down the

road. After molting, the penguins forage

again and therefore could start courtship

at the same weight as when they start to

molt (about eight pounds heavier and

with a higher proportion of fat than

prior to molt, when proteins are needed

for feather growth) . They could then af-

ford to await the return of their former

mate—and still have enough fat to sus-

tain them through the incubation pe-

riod. But my data indicate that the birds

store less than the maximum supply ot

fat. Apparently, the cost of obtaining,

storing, and carrying fat is greater than

the benefit of breeding with the same

partner from one year to the next.

During shore leaves, king penguins

rush to molt, mate, incubate the egg,

and rear the chick—the biological de-

mands of being a bird. But they remain,

above all, creatures of the open sea. D

If a matefrom the previous year is

late coming ashore, a replacement is

easy to find. The divorce rate

among king penguins is high—up

to 80 percent change mates each

breeding season. Below left: a just-

hatched chick shelters beneath a

parent that is helping to remove

some of the remaining shell. Fed

regurgitated fish, chicks quickly put

on weight and grow a thick coat of

down. King penguin chicks do not

go to sea at the end of the breeding

season but spend theirfirst unnter

on land, huddled together against

the elements. Only thefollowing

summer will the surviving yearlings,

right, become independent.
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La ke L u s te rs

By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Thousands of lakes of all sizes

dot the Upper Peninsula of

Michigan. Some are quite

muddy; others are fairly clear,

with an organic bottom built

up from the remains of plants

and animals. The clearest

lakes, however, have a sandy

bottom. Among these is Wolf

Lake, which hes in the heart

of Hiawatha National Forest.

An important feature of this

Wolf Lake—there are other

Wolf Lakes in Michigan—is

the presence of various plant species typical of the Atlantic

Coastal Plain of the United States.

I visited Wolf Lake in early August, when I knew most of the

plants would be flowering or fruiting (grasses, sedges, and rushes

are otherwise hard to identify). Forest Road 2696, the closest

access to the lake, was a narrow cut through a forest ofjack

Vegetation encroaches as Wolf Lake's water level recedes in late June.

pines, scattered red pines, and

such broad-leaved trees as red

maple, quaking aspen, and

white birch. Through the

trees, I could see water

gleaming in the middle of a

thirty-acre opening.

The forest was bordered

with shrubs, including two

species of Spiraea—one with

pink clusters of flowers, called

steeplebush or hardback, and a

white one known as

meadowsweet. Beyond this

transitional zone, the terrain

sloped imperceptibly toward

the lake, hi the early sprmg, as a result of snowmelt and heavy

precipitation, water nearly covers the open area. As the weeks

pass, the water gradually recedes, and the lake is ringed with

vegetation. At the outer margins, where the soil is first exposed,

tall grasses, sedges, and wUdflowers predominate. Smaller plants

that flower and fi-uit more rapidly lay claim to the inner circles.

The outer zone[around the

lake consists mostly of a green

swath dominated by Euthamia

remota, a grass-leaved

goldenrod. Named for their

very narrow leaves, most

grass-leaved goldenrods grow

in moister areas than other

goldenrods, and their clusters

of flowers are usually flat

topped rather than elongated.

Other plants include a pinkish

flowered mint known as water

hyssop; a tiny white-flowered

mint called water horehound;

and a small, round-fruited

grass called Tuckerman's panic

grass. The twig rush that rings

this green swath is actually not

a rush but a sedge, Cladiimi

mariscoides.

iwd lily

The inner zone receives its

orange-red color from the

fruit crowding the stems of

bulblet rush. This is one way

the rush propagates. But many

Slender water milfoil

of this plant's flowers, instead

of tbrming pollen grains and

ovules (immature seeds),

develop into tufts of tightly

rolled plant tissue, called

bulblets, which tall to the

ground and sprout directly

into new plants. Among the

small plants growing

inconspicuously alongside the



I first passed through a zone of twig rush, two-foot-tall plants

with reddish brovxTi clusters of flowers. I then entered a green

hand, perhaps twenty feet wide, containing a mixture of plants

six to twenty-four inches high. Panging the lake next was a

bright orange-red swath about fifteen feet wide, with plants no

more than six inches tall. The soil was very soggy, covered here

and there wath a fdm of water. The orange-red color was due to

an abundance of fruit-bearing bulblet rush. At the edge of the

lake, where perhaps an inch of water covered the sand, grew a

carpet of hatpins, two-mch-tall plants aptly named for their tiny

spherical heads of white flowers. Farther in, the lake was still

shallow enough for me to wade across. Peering through the clear

water, I could see submerged plants growing in the sand.

Some biologists term Wolf Lake a coastal plain lake because

the plants growing in and around it include species mainly found

in the Adantic Coastal Flam east of the Appalachians. Examples

are twig rush, water hyssop, Tuckerman's panic grass, and

hatpins. Naturalist-writer Donald Culross Peattie called attention

to such coastal plants m the Great Lakes region in 1922.

Subsequent studies found coastal plants most prominent in the

southeastern Georgian Bay region of Ontario, in the sandy plains

near Lake Michigan in southwestern Michigan and northern

Indiana, and m sand deposits in Wisconsin. Lesser concentrations

appear near Lake Erie, m north-central Illinois, and in the Upper

Peninsula of Michigan, where Wolf Lake is located.

Botanist Anton Reznicek has found that the coastal plain

plants Hve primarily in sandy, soft-water ponds and small lakes

with fluctuating water levels. The plants are common during

years when the water level is low. When the level remains high,

they survive primarily as seeds in the soil under water.

Peattie suggested that the coastal plain plants gradually spread

to the Great Lakes along the shores of lakes and streams that

formed when the last ice-age glaciers melted, about 10,000 years

ago. These would not have

provided an uninterrupted

path for migration, however.

Another suggestion has been

that the plants spread by

random, long-distance

dispersal, probably by birds.

AH the plants have succeeded

in migrating to the same far-

inland areas, however, a

coincidence that is hard to

explain if they were dispersed

randomly. Reznicek takes an

intermediate view, suggesting

that the coastal plants migrated

into the Great Lakes regions

along postglacial drainages,

taking short to medium jumps to suitable habitats along the way,

probably with the aid of birds.

Robert H. Mohleiibwck, professor emeritus oj plant biology at Southern

Illinois University, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

highlights of United States national forests and other parklands.

Tall buttercup
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bulblet rush

bulblet rush is a delicate

buttercup, called creeping

buttercup, and slender water

milfoil, a plant that bears litdc

resemblance to the water

milfoils popularly used in

aquariums. Most water

milfoils have leaves divided

into many threadlike

segments, and rather obscure

flowers and fruits. Slender

water milfoil consists of erect

stems nearly devoid of leaves;

near the top of each stem a

few four-petaled, purple

flowers appear, which

eventually give rise to small

nuriets. Slender water milfoil

may grow submerged or

stranded on land.

S^V*^' Hiawatha V.

ue ^ National |

IH!<-J.I.HMmI plants include

spiny quillwort, which

reproduces by microscopic

spores that form in swollen

pockets at the base of the

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Hiawatha National Forest

2727 N. Lincoln Road

Escanaba, Michigan 49829

(906) 786-4062

plant. Another is shoregrass, a

dwarf member of the plantain

family. The plantain family

includes several familiar coarse

lawn weeds, but the shoregrass

5 Miles

I

is a diminutive succulent with

short stems and tiny, urn-

shaped flowers. Hatpins grow

at the edge of the lake, where

the water is only an inch deep.
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By Joe Rao

On August 13, 1596, the Dutch

astronomer David Fabricius saw a

third-magnitude star in the eastern

extremity of the constellation Cetus

(the Whale). He had not noticed the

star before, nor did he find it

recorded on any chart. As the

celestial intruder gradually faded in

the following weeks, Fabricius

naturally supposed that it had been a

nova—a faint star that suddenly

explodes and then returns to its

previous state. The strange star shone

again in 1603, as Johann Bayer was

mapping the constellations, and in

1638, when it was noted by the

Dutch observer Johan Holwarda. As

astronomers became aware of the star's unusual fluctuations (a

nova would not be expected to reappear), they honored it with

the name it now bears, Mira (the Wonderful).

A variable star, Mira readies its maximum this inontli.

Mira was the first "variable" star

to be discovered, but we now know

of about 30,000 others. Most

fluctuate because of changes in their

atmosphere or pulsations in size.

Others are periodically eclipsed by

companion stars. Some pulsating stars

brighten and fade in only a few

hours. Others vary so slowly that

years may elapse between times of

greatest briUiancy. Mira's cycles last

approximately 332 days. Mira is

expected to reach its maximum on or

about February 12, when it wiU be

visible in the southwest during the

first half of the night. Its brightness is

unpredictable; it often reaches third

magnitude and rarely, second

magnitude. Once, in 1799, it almost

equaled the first-magnitude brightness of Aldebaran!

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the American Museum—Hayden Planetarium.

The Sky in February

L'iiatHiitaii; easier to observe

than either Venus or Jupiter as

the month begins. On the

morning of February 6, it will

be about 5° to the right of a

very thin crescent Moon and a

similar distance above, and to

the right of Venus and Jupiter.

By the 12th, Mercury wiH

be about a degree below, and

to the right of, Jupiter. A
week later, it wiH disappear

into the twilight.

continues to dip into

the ever-brightening dawn

and is effectively lost to view

by months end. You need an

accurately pointed telescope to

pick it out when it is closely

paired with a dimmer Jupiter

on the morning of the 5th. A
crescent Moon will hover 4°

directly above them on the

following morning.

IfltlH doubles in brightness

this month, from magnitude

-0.2 to -1.0, as its distance

fi"om Earth decreases. Look for

it rising out of the east about

four hours after sunset on the

1st and an hour later at

month's end. On the evening

of the 24th, a brilliant,

orange-yellow Mars hovers

about 4° above, and to the left

of, the nearly full Moon.

scarcely moves out

of the bright morning twilight

during February, rising only

about a half hour before the

Sun at the start of the month

and only one and a half hours

before sunup by the 28th. On
the morning of the 16th,

Jupiter passes only ten arc-

minutes (one-third the

apparent width of the Moon)

to the north of the greenish,

sixth-magnitude planet

Uranus. This is their closest

approach since June 1955, and

they win not come this close

again until February 2038.

**"*"*""*
IS the yellowish,

first-magnitude "star" sitting

alone in the southwest as

darkness falls. Throughout the

month. It will seem to lie

almost exactly opposite of

Mars, setting below the

western horizon as Mars

comes up in the east. On the

evening of the 1 0th, look for

Saturn below, and to the right

of, a slender crescent Moon.

JFlrirrnl is new on

February 7 at 10:06 A.M.,

EST; reaches first quarter on

the 14th at 3:57 A.M., EST;

and is full on the 22d at 5:26

A.M., EST. It wiU make its

closest approach to Earth

—

221,850 miles—this year at

4:00 P.M., EST, on the 7th.

This is less than six hours after

new Moon, so the highest

spring tides of the year will

occur on about this date.
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Road Kill in Cameroon pa<ie 36

To really understand apes, you must

see them in their natural habitat, says

Michael McRae. Apart from Jane

Goodall's study group of chimpanzees

at Gombe, one of the largest and best-

habituated populations is in Tanzania's

Mahale Mountams National Park.

Gorilla \'iewing in the vvilds of

Rwanda and Zaire is not safe at this

time because of political instability.

However, the Ugandan government

permits regulated visits of small groups to a little-studied,

recently habituated population of mountain gorUlas in Bwindi

National Park. Some ecologically oriented institutions—such as

the Wildlife Conservation Society and World WildUfe Fund

—

offer tours to see the Bwindi gorillas.

A number of sanctuaries, says McRae, care for gorUla and

chimpanzee infants orphaned by the bushmeat trade. Each rehes

on contributions and, if open to visitors, on gate receipts. Jane

Goodall Institute sanctuaries have been estabhshed in Kiaioma,

Mountain gorillas survive on theforested slopes of

central Africa's Virunga volcanoes.

Tanzania, near Gombe Stream

National Park, where Goodall began

her research on wild chimps more

than thirty years ago. Other

sanctuaries exist in Uganda, Burundi,

Congo (the Tchimpounga sanctuary),

and in Kenya (Sweetwaters). Among
the oldest and best-run sanctuaries,

home to about sixty chimpanzees, is

the Chimfunshi wUdhfe orphanage,

operated by Sheila and David Biddle

on their farm in Zambia. British

gambling mogul, zookeeper, and

conservationist John AspinaU runs the Brazzaville gorilla

orphanage in Congo.

If gorilla viewing in Africa is not a vacation option, you

might consider a future visit to the six-and-one-half acre Congo

GoriUa Forest, now being constructed in New York's Bronx

Zoo/Wildhfe Conservation Park.

You might also want to check out the websites of the

Bushmeat Project (http://goIdray.com/bushmeat/) and the

Gorilla Foundation (http://www.gorilla.org).

Fossils and the Folsom
Cowboy pafie 16

It you drive northeast toward

Folsom from the town of

Raton, on Highway 72, you

may notice a highway marker

•.' ith information on the

Folsom Man discovery." The

site of George McJunkin's

t^'one pit, however, bears no

idence of the excavation,

1 the bison bones and

arpoints found there now

ose in the Denver Museum
.Natural History. Stop at the

I olsom Museum, though, to

a photographic display of

ir: discovery: the excavation,

11] extinct bison skeleton and

onstructed model, and the

i olsom point embedded in

the matrix between two ribs.

The museum is open daily

from Memorial Day weekend

through Labor Day weekend.

You might also take a look

at the Folsom Hotel, where

Mcjunkin died, and the

Folsom cemetery, where he is

buried. Folsom Falls, four

miles northeast of the town, is

a favorite fishing hole and

picnic ground.

If you approach Folsom by

way of Highway 87, turning

north on Highway 325, you'll

come to Mount Capulin, an

extinct volcano. A walking

trail takes you into the 41 5-

foot-deep crater.

For more information

about the Folsom area, call the

Raton Chamber of

Commerce, (505) 445-3689.

South Georgian Kings

page 54

With four penguin species

breeding there, says Olof

Olsson, South Georgia may

have the highest concentration

of penguins in the world.

Although the South Adantic

island is not accessible to

individual travelers, several

Antarctic cruise ships stop

there for two or three days,

weather permitting, during

the austral summer.

If the ship reaches South

Georgia shores in late spring

(November to December),

you have a chance to see both

overwintering king penguin

chicks and courting adults.

From October on, harems of

elephant and southern fur seals

also crowd the beaches.

Nesting on the grassy slopes of

a small offshore island are four

species of albatross. The

expedition may also include a

visit to the ruins of a whahng

station; Ernest Shackleton, the

explorer, is buried in a small

cemetery there.

More about the island's

history, geography, and natural

history can be found in The

Island of South Georgia, by

Robert Headland (Cambridge

University Press, 1984).

Edited byJeanne Flagf^
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Art

ORIGINAL DAVID ROBERTS PRINTS, Superb, large

colored lithographs (1840's) of Egypt, Holy Lai\ds.

Catalog $1.50. Lawrence Goodhue, Box 417, Canton,

CT 06019. (860) 693-9200.

Books/Publications

DO YOU HAVE A BOOK TO PUBLISH? Contact es-

tablished co-operative publisher with offices in USA
and Europe. Call Pentland Press, Inc. 1-800-948-2786.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED, ALL TYPES. PubUsher

with 75-year tradition. "Author's Guide to Subsidy

Publishing." 1-800-695-9599.

NEWAUTHORS
PUBLISH YOUR WORK

All subjects considered:

Fiction, Biography, Poetry. Religion, Childrens

AUTHORS WORLDWIDE INVITED
write, or send vour manuscript tO:

MINERVA PRESS
2 OLD BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON SW7 3DD, ENGLAND

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology, Archaeology

Natural History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

PUBLISH WITH RUTLEDGE Become a pubHshed

writer with Rutledge Books. We offer a complete pub-

lishing plan. Let our proffessional staff work with

you to create and market an attractive, high-quality

book. Personalized service. Send for our free

brochure today. Rutledge Books, Dept. NHN, Box

315, Bethel, CT 06801.

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 51 years experi-

ence win help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation.

Rivercross Publishing Inc. Dept. NH, 127 East 59th

Street, New York, NY 10022.

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente,

CA 92674-3253 (714) 492-2976.

China, Crystal, Silver

WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER of discontinued &
active china, flatware & collectibles. 3,500,000 pieces,

65,000 patterns. FREE listing of pieces in vour pat-

terns. ToU-free, Sam to 10pm EST: 1-800 REPLACE (1-

800-737-5223). Replacements, Ltd., RO. Box 26029,

Greensboro, NC 27420. Dept NL.

Computer

computer algebra 1 tutor. ibm 3.5hd. tou

Free Licer^ed Teacher 30 day Money Back guarantee.

$19.95. MASKS, Box 191, Wetiriore, MI 49895 (800)

732-4979

TRAVELERS! Caphire your adventures as a CD-ROM
program. Convert your photographs and story to a

multimedia presentation for personal, business, con-

ference, teaching and advertising use. Very reasonably

priced. Manna Technologies Inc. (908) 479-4917

Education

BERMUDA NATURE WRITING April 14-18th. Bill

Sargent, 7 Lawnwood Place Charlestovm, MA 02129.

GROW GOURMET AND MEDICINAL Mushrooms.
Oyster Shiitake, morels, and much more. Seminars on
cultivation. Free brochure. Call 800-780-9126. Fungi

Perfecti, RO. Box 7634-NHM, Olympia, WA. 98507.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/Forestry/Ecology
Careers. Professional level home study for concerned

individuals. Exciting careers in the outdoors. Free lit-

erature. RC.D.l, Atlanta, Georgia. (800) 362-7070

Dept. NNB124.

Employment Opportunities

Al JOBS, $100-$1000 daUy, Overseas. Now Hiring.

Zink's 118, Box 587, Marshall, MI 49068-0587.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toU free 1-800467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITES-Monthly bul-

letin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details. EOV, RO. Box 4379, Areata, CA
95518 (707) 826-1909.

Environmental Careers
Environmental & natural resource vacancies from non-

profit, private. & government employers.Two issues

each month list opportunities nationwide. A 6 issue trial

subscription is only $1 9.50. SubscritM today!

The Job Seeker
Dept NH, 28672 Cty EW, Wan-ens, Wl 54666

14 PROVEN HOME-BASED Opportunities, $0

Down! Easy, Excellent Potential! $4: Veitch, R4, Box

349N, SummerviUe, GA. 30747

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 each. Send

name, address: Calco Publishing (Dept. C-960), 22

North Plains, Wallingford, CT 06492.

LOOKING FOR EXTRA INCOME? Assemble simple

crafts at home in your spare time. Call: 1-800-377-

6000, ex8800. Program Guaranteed!

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL Options

employment! Send SASE to MWE0-4R, 4872 S.

Forest HiU, Evergreen, CO 80439, 1(303) 670-5996.

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small

business. Grants/loans to $800,000.00 Free recorded

message: (707) 449-8600.(LAl)

Maps

antique maps & sea charts. u.s. &
Worldwide. All originals. 16th-19th century. Free list-

ings. Specify regions of interest. Grace Galleries Inc.

RR5, Box 2488, Brunswick, ME, 04011. (207) 729-1329.

Miscellaneous

READ/LEARN About Yourself! Basic Personality &
Character Analysis $49.95, Deluxe $79.95. Send Date,

Tmae & Place of Birth to AstroPsyche Consulting, P.O.

Box 628, E. Hanover, N] 07936

SINGLE SCIENCE/NATURE ENTHUSIASTS are

meeting through a nationwide network. Contact us

for info: Science Connection, 304 Newbury St. #307,

Boston, MA 02155; http://www.sciconnect.com/;

1-800-667-5179.

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Aligrunent performed on our

U.S. Navy collimator Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon
Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St.,

West Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610.

Real Estate

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or exist-

ing home. Over 100 different programs available.

Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8LA1)

Tours/Trips

ACA AIR COURIERS SAVE UP TO 80% on
International Travel. Fly as onboard courier for the

"big name" freight companies escorting time-sensi-

tive business documents. 700 round-trip flights

weekly to Europe, Asia, Pacific Rim, Cenfral/South

America. Free information enrollment kit call Aii

Courier Associafion 1-303-215-9000.

Earth's Greatest Wilderness

INTERNATIONAL world leader in n.^ture travel

EXPEDITIONS"* ?:.,E?v,?o?s \.f.^.,l,:.*.l,l*

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris

in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe & South

Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon! Cruise,

camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness. Fantastic

flora & famia. Galapagos! Swim, sail and snorkel

Danvin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts, Machu
Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expeditions alive

with dazzling birds and fropical wildlife. Small groups,

expert guides, guaranteed departures. Free brochures!

Special Interest Tours. Call (800) 525-6772.

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,

Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia. Kilimanjaro climbs,

gorilla tracking, more. Also, unique tours in Egypt,

Israel, Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs.

Himalayan Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: wildlife sa-

faris to East and Southern Africa. Also, India, Burma,

Vietnam, Aroimd the Worid trips, etc. Our 14th year.

CaU Wanderiust Adventures at (800) 572-1592.

AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box

49, Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 1-800-724-1221

ALASKA: On remote Cross Soimd. Superb wildlife

viewing, spectacular scenery. Custom guided natural

history adventures. Shearwater Lodge, Elfin Cove,

AK 99825 Phone/Fax (907) 239-2223

COSTA MCA
Wildlife Sanctuary of The Americas

INTERNATIONAL world leader in nature TRAVEL

EXPEDITIONS"!* o^,;.?.9o° :.?.^».?.;.*.^r..1
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^^^alap^rTn<;^^4lagos ^3
18 Yean Expedience

The Finest Yachts and Naturalist Guides

Wilderness Travel • 1-800-368-2794 x770

ALASiCA, SIBERIA: Truly unique 7-17 day small

group joumevs, from ^\'Tldemess kayaking, dog sled-

ding, and ratting, to lodge based sight seeing tours.

Ad\-enture Alaska, color brochure (800) 365-7()57.

.A.\LAZOXIA EXPEDinOXS. The .Amazon's leading

companv for expedition traxel, since 1981. Individual

attention. Regional references a\ailable. (SOO) 262-9669.

ALASKA
Natural History Safaris
^^ For Free Brochure

\^^'Mh 800-334-8730
^^^LDLAND

.y)\x.vaRES
Box389, Girdwood.AK 99S87

.AUSTRAUA/.XEW ZEALAND VVALKABOLTS —
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and

camping safaris, lodge sta\'s, and island resorts in

N'ew Zealand's scenic National Parks and MUford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.

AMAZON&ANDES
EXPLORATIONS (800)446-9660

Premier adventures of discovery!

Rainforest Treetop Canopy Walkway!

Scholar Escorted Jungle Safaris! Amazon
Riverboat Cruises! Machu Picchu & Cuzco!

BECAUSE TRAVELING IS NOT ONLY ABOUT
busing a trip... it is culture, birds, glamour, mammals,
learning, it is receiving and feeling enriched. Come to

Ecuador Visit the Galapagos Islands; a rainforest

lodge with more than just forest; see our people and

histor}'. Come share with us imique consen-ation pro-

jects. Email Neblina Forest at /mrivaden at pi.pro.ec/

or fax f593-2) 567 828; or in USA 1-800-790-3088.

Experience the Wild Heart of Sundaland

INTERNATIONAL ^^oRI-d leader in nature travel

EXPEDiTioNisi'* ,^ ;,?,?.?. ;,?, \^.:*.^,fJ

CANADA, Tours of Newfoundland feahiring: World

Qass Bird Sanctuaries; Whales - Caribou - Moose;

Majestic Icebergs; Spectacular Seascapes; Indian,

Dorset Eskimo & Viking Sites; UNESCO World

Heritage Sites; National Parks; Guaranteed Small

Groups; Amazing Advenhjres Inc, 17 Dawe Crescent,

Grand Falls, NF Canada A2A 2T2; Tel/Fax:(709) 489-

47>4 http://virtualnorth.com/adventure/

CA.\OE CANADA'S ARCTIC. Wolves, muskoxen,
caribou, moose, grizzlies, birds. Wildlife biologist

guide. Operating 23 years in Canada's Northwest

Territories, Brochure. Canoe Arctic Inc, Box 130C,

Fort Smith, NWT, XOE OPO, Canada, (403) 872-2308.

COPPER CANYON, MEXICO, by train. Indian cul-

ture, nature \\'a]ks, birding, spectacular views. S & S

Tours. 1 (800) 499-5685.

COSTA RICA, KENYA, Tanzania, Ecuador,

Galapagos, Italy, England, India, Ethiopia, Albania,

Indonesia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey,

South Africa, Vietnam, and many more. Small group

holidays to many countries. Suitable for all ages. Call

for full color brochure. Adventures Abroad 1-800-

665-3998.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dotes. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550
1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

COSTA RICA PARADISE—Extensn-e Naturalists'

Library—Corcovado Pri\'ate Beach, Birding,

Dolphins, Sorkeling, Kayaking, Incredible Wildlife.

Virgin Jungle/ River/ Botanical Tours. (503) 690-7750.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

1140 for free newsletter

GALARAGOS AFRICA
•^ -J' W T Oxir, .J . Wffi I

mERS
1-800-633-0299

http:7/vvww.gorp.com/voyagers. htm

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland

Ecuador/Peru /Bolivia options. Joseph CoUey, LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone, RandaUstown, MD 21133 (410) 922-

3116.

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led, natural histor}' and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly deparhjres/16 passen-

ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, P.O. Box 1220, San Juan

Bautista, CA 95045. 1-800-969-9014.

A Naturalist's Quest & The Maya Heartland

INTERNATIONAL 'i'°'"'J> j:^^°^<'J\'-'"'"'} """^i
EXPEDITIONS'NC ^ ",? ? ° ;,?. I,?,".*. 7.^,,*

GREAT TRIP^Belize, Costa Rica, Honduras, Yucatan

Peninsula. Exceptional, customized adventtires. (800)

552-3419, (218) 847-4441

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET TH.AILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife,

overland advenhtres. Huge selection. Affordable rates.

Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect St.,

Stamford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-2380, 24 hours.

Heart of East Africa
Distinctive Journeys to Asia, Africa,

the Americas, Europe, & Antarctica

GEOGRAPHIC EXPEDITIONS,„
(800)777-8183

InnerAsia Travel Croup isnumMi-iii

:.,Walkina
Safaris!

Zambia, Zimbabwe, & Tanzania

with the Africa Experts

Wilderness Travel .1-800-368-2794 x771

HORSES TAKE YOU WHERE WILDLIFE LIVES,

deep into backcountry seen only by hikers.

Advenhjrers all ages, skills. Brand new guidebook,

S17.95 includes postage. Saddle Up! (800) 982-6861,

(505)982-6861.

Costa Rica- Belize -AMca- Galapagos

Natural History

TRIPS Worldwide

Since 1982

P.O. BOK 3656-C13

SONORA. CA 95370

GEO

800351-

EXPEDITIONS
Fulfill Your Dreams

ofAdventure

SAIL THE \TRGINS: Virgin Gorda Lhvarf Geckos, the

smallest lizards in the Virgin Islands, the world.

Crewed Charters (800) 522-3077.

Indonesia
Also trips to:Thailand,

Malaysia, Philippines, Burma,

Vieinam, Cambodia, Laos.

Papua New Guinea, Nepal

Asia

Transpacifif Journeys

800
642
2742

WWW. Sout/ieostAsio.com

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Ch'erland & nat-

ural histor}' tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-800-

225-2380.

GALAPAGOS
Darwin's Enchanted Isles

INTERNATIONAL i'°''L''i"°"„"l'~'""''f l,''*,''^^

EXPEDITIONS'^ j^,,",?, ?c?s :.t^J,,:*.l,f.*

Vacation Rentals

HAWAII, Private beach front vacation home on

Kauai's North Shore. (800) 367-5025 Rice.

HEAVEN: secluded, modern, lakeside log cottage;

fireplace; canoe; paddleboat; sleeps seven; rates

$400/wk. For two. Brochure: Santa Claus Lake,

Temple, Maine 04984 or 207/778-6961.

Rates and Style Information

$4.20 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified

is $455 per inch. Advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not struchired for agency or cash discounts.

Ads are accepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discre-

tion. Send check or money order to: The

Market/NATURAL HISTORY Magazine, Central

Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024. Direct any

written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe or Jean-

Christophe Fradet at the above address.
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too ingenious to be completely wrong,

he argued that arthropods also buUt their

bodies on a vertebral plan, but with one

central difference. Vertebrates support

their soft parts with an internal skeleton,

but insects, with their external skele-

tons, must live within their own verte-

brae (a reality, not a metaphor, for Geof-

froy). This comparison led to other

strange consequences, including the

claim that a vertebrate rib must repre-

sent the same organ as an arthropod

leg—and that insects inust therefore

walk on their own ribs!

GeofFroy also recognized that the op-

posite orientation of gut and nervous

system posed a problem for his claim

that insects and vertebrates represent dif-

ferent versions of the same archetypal

animal—and he proposed the first ac-

count of the inversion theory to resolve

this threat to unification. GeofFroy 's ini-

tial version of 1822 makes much more

sense than the later evolutionary scenar-

ios of linear transformation that so en-

raged Gaskell. Geoffroy was an early

evolutionist in these decades before

Darwin, but he did not devise the inver-

sion theory as a genealogical proposi-

tion—that is, he did not argue that an

arthropod ancestor evolved directly into

a primitive vertebrate by turning over.

Geoffroy pursued the quite different aim

of establishing a "unity of type" that

could generate both arthropods and ver-

tebrates from the same basic blueprint.

He then argued, quite cogently

withm his own framework, that this

grand Platonic blueprint paid scant at-

tention to such "insignificant" questions

of nitty-gritty daily reality as which side

of a universal design happened to point

toward the sun. The one grand design

has a gut in the middle and the main

nerve cords at a periphery. Arthropods

orient this periphery down and away

from the sun—so we call their nerve

cords ventral. But vertebrates orient

their spinal cord up and toward the

sun—so we call the same structure dor-

sal in our own kin. One common design

in two orientations, insignificantly in-

verted with respect to an external axis of

sunlight and gravity.

But later evolutionary theorists of lin-

ear progress had to advance the overtly

physical and historical claim that an an-

cestral lineage of arthropods actually

turned over to become the first verte-

brates (for the classic statement of the

inversion theory in this genealogical

form, see William Patten, The Grand

Strategy of Evolution, 1920). Gaskell

could not abide this indecorous version

of his beloved linear progress theory. He

Could evolution turn an

arthropod with belly above

nerve cords into a superior

vertebrate with brains on
top and a gut below?

could not bear to imagine that the grand

march from jellyfish to human, orches-

trated by an ever increasing mass of ner-

vous tissue yearning for consciousness,

once paused in a stately and orderly pro-

gression toward a human pinnacle in

order to execute a fancy little flip, a

clever jig of inversion, just at the sublime

and definitive moment of entrance into

the vertebral home stretch.

Gaskell therefore had to keep his

stately soldiers upright and uniformly

oriented throughout their journey to-

ward the human pinnacle—and he ful-

filled this need by crafting the vertebral

brain and spinal cord from an arthropod

digestive tube, while forming a com-

pletely new gut below. By this device,

he could keep tops on top and bottoms

at the bottom throughout the linear his-

tory of animal life, while placing nerves

below gut in arthropods, but above guts

in vertebrates. Gaskell thought that his

move would rescue the theory of linear

progress, with its necessary transition of

arthropod into vertebrate, from the ab-

surdities of the old inversion theory.

"Ho'w is it then," he wrote, "that this

theory has been discredited and lost

ground? Simply, 1 imagine, because it

was thought to necessitate the turning

over of the animal." GaskeU therefore

invented his peculiar alternative as a

refutation of the venerable inversion

theoiy He wrote of the first vertebrate:

"If the animal is regarded as not having

been turned over . . . then the ventricles

of the vertebrate brain represent the

original stomach, and the central canal

of the spinal cord the straight intestine

of the arthropod ancestor."

How ironic. In order to avoid the

"nutty" theory of inversion, Gaskell in-

vented the even nuttier notion of stom-

achs turning to brains with new guts

forming below. No wonder then that

subsequent theory cast a plague on both

speculative houses and opted instead for

the obvious alternative: arthropods and

vertebrates do not share the same

anatomical plan at all, but rather repre-

sent two separate evolutionary develop-

ments of similar complexity from a

much simpler common ancestor that

grew neither a discrete gut nor a central

nerve cord. After all, we now know that

arthropods and vertebrates have been

separated for more than 500 million

years, and that "simpler" arthropods did

not turn into "complex" vertebrates at

some halfway point on a march to a

single evolutionary apex.

Furthermore, this sensible idea of in-

dependent derivation meshed beauti-

fully with the triumph, from the 1930s

on, of a strict version of Darwinism

based on the near ubiquity of adaptive

design built by natural selection, with

little constraint imposed by strictures of

a common anatomic ground plan like

Goethe's leaf or GeofFroy 's vertebra. If

adaptation and natural selection wield

such unimpeded power over the fate of

each evolutionary sequence, why should

we search for deeper commonalities in

lineages long separate? Arthropods and

vertebrates do share several features of

functional design. But these similarities^
I

only reflect the power of natural selec-

tion to craft optimal structures indepen-

dently in a world of limited biomechan-



ical solutions to common functional

problems—an evolutionary phenome-

non called convergence.

After all, if you want to fly you have

to develop wings of some sort because

nothing else can work. Bats, birds, and

pterosaurs (flying reptiles ot dinosaur

times) all evolved wings independently

because natural selection knows no

other solution and has the capacity to

build such intricate convergences as in-

dependent illustrations ot its predomi-

nant power. Therefore, if both arthro-

pods and vertebrates evolved guts and

nerves in reversed orientations, why
worry about different expressions of a

common constraint? The two phyla

have been separate for half a biUion years

and undoubtedly evolved their digestive

and neurological organs along separate

pathways of adaptation.

This new consensus seemed so com-

pelling that Ernst Mayr, the dean of

modern Darwinians, opened the ashcan

of history' for a deposit of Geoffroy's

ideas about anatomical unity. We now

appreciate the immense po^ver ofnatural

selection to buOd and rebuild every fea-

ture; to change, and then to alter again,

nearly every nucleotide of every gene in

the interest of better adaptation. Lin-

eages that have been separate for 500

million years cannot possibly retain

enough genetic identity to encode any

important common constraint of design.

In his epochal book of 1963, Animal

Species and Evolution, Mayr wrote:

In the early days ofMendelism there was

much search for homologous genes that

would aaountfor such similarities. Much

that has been learned about gene

physiology makes it evident that the

searchfor homologous genes is quitefutile

except in very close relatives.

The verdict of history had descended.

Gaskcll had proposed a weirder theory

to reject Geoffroy's union of arthropods

and vertebrates by inversion. But Geof-

froy's theory turned out to be quite

weird enough all by itself Evolutionary

studies \vould finally abandon such ro-

mantic nonsense and move into the Ught

of unimpeded natural selection.

Except for one small matter. Darwin

himself told us in his last book, Tlie For-

mation of Vegetable Mould Tlirough the Ac-

tion of Worms, that we should never un-

derestimate the collective power of

worms on the move. Our general cul-

ture also recognizes two primary

metaphors, one inorganic and one or-

ganic, for the reversal of received opin-

ion. Well may traditionalists fear the

turning of these two objects: tables and

worms. The inversion of the humble

worm, especially when disturbed, may

bring down empires. Shakespeare told

us that "the smallest worm wiU turn

being trodden on." And Cervantes

wrote in his author's preface to Don

Quixote that "even a worm when trod

upon, wiU turn again."

How wonderfully symbolic and real

in the double meaning. Geoflroy pro-

posed a theory to unite the architecture

of comple.x animals by comparing verte-

brates with segmented worms and

arthropods turned over. This theory for

the archetype of complex animals be-

came, instead, the archetype of nutty

ideas in biology—so nutty that Gaskell

felt driven to invent an even crazier the-

ory for the origin of vertebrates, explic-

itly to avoid the bizarre concept of his

own kin as inverted worms. But turning

worms also serve as our cuitiirnj

metaphor for upheaval of accepted ways

and thoughts.

I have always loved the boldness of

Geoffroy's theory, but I never dreamed

that he might be right—even though I

have long embraced, as a centerpiece of

my own career, his larger view about the

importance of inherited architectural

pathways as constraints upon the opti-

mizing power of natural selection. Well,

the worm has turned twice during the

past year—in both actual and symbohc

styles. Geof&oy, it seems, was correct

after all—not in every detail, of course,

French zoologist

Geoffroy Saint-

Hilaire embellished

his 1822 treatise with

this drawing of a

lobster's anatomy. Tire

arthropod is depicted

on its back to

illustrate how closely

its structure resembles

that ofan inverted

vertebrate.

but surely in basic vision and theoretical

meaning. And the triumph of this sur-

prise, the inversion of nuttiness to ap-

parent truth, stands as a premier example

of the most exciting general develop-

ment in evolutionary theory during our

times.

1 published my first technical book,

Ontogeny and Phytogeny, in 1977. I took

pride in this long work on the relation-

ship between embryology and evolu-

tion, but I also became quite frustrated

because we then knew so preciously lit-

tle about the potential key to a resolu-

tion: the genetic basis of development.

How does the genetic code help to or-

chestrate this greatest miracle of every-

day biology—the regular and usually

unerring production of adult complex-

ity from the apparent formlessness of the

tiny fertilized egg? We knew practically

nothing, but we assumed (as docu-
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mented above) that the major animal

phyla, all evolutionarily separate for at

least 500 million years, could share no

constraining common plan or genetic

architecture. Pure Darwmism reigned

triumphant and natural selection had

built each basic anatomy for its own

adaptive utility.

But we can now determine, easily and

relatively cheaply, the detailed chemical

architecture of genes; and we can trace

the products of these genes (enzymes

and proteins) as they influence the

course of embryology. In so doing, we

have made the astounding discovery that

Tins platefrom Geqffroy's

treatise is dominated by a

lobster segment with a pair

of legs extended, meant to

emphasize its supposed

structural affitiity with a

vertebra with attached ribs.

brothers (or homologs)—and not mere

analogs—ofworms and insects.

Examples of this prmiary reversal of

standard theory have been accumulating

for the past fifteen years. I have written

three previous essays on earlier cases. In

1995, for only the second time in his-

tory, the Nobel Prize honored an evolu-

tionary study—as my colleagues Edward

Lewis, Christiane Niisslein-Volhard, and

Eric Wieschaus won the award for their

work on unraveling the developmental

genetics of the fruit fly Drosophila and

discovering homologs of the same genes

in vertebrates.

all complex animal phyla—arthropods

and vertebrates in particular—have re-

tained, despite their half billion years of

evolutionary independence, an exten-

sive set of conmion genetic blueprints

for the building of bodies.

Many similarities of basic design

among animal phyla, once so confidently

attributed to convergence and viewed as

a testimony to the power of natural se-

lection to craft exquisite adaptation, de-

mand the opposite interpretation that

Mayr labeled as inconceivable: the simi-

lar features are homologies, or products

ofthe same genes, inherited from a com-

mon ancestor and never altered enough

by subsequent evolution to erase their

comparable structure and function. The

similarities record the constraining

power of history, not the building skills

of natural selection independently pur-

suing an optimal design in separate hn-

eages. Vertebrates are, m a sense, true

In the first, path breaking case, the

homeotic genes of insects, responsible

for specifying the separate identities of

segments along the main body axis (by

orchestrating the growth of antennae,

mouthparts, legs, and so on in their

proper places), were also discovered, in

minimally altered form, in vertebrates.

(The homeotic genes were first recog-

nized in oddball mutants with body

parts in the wrong places—legs growing

out of the head where antennae should

be, for example. In Drosophila, the

homeotic genes occur in two arrays on a

single chromosome. Interestingly, in

vertebrates, these same arrays exist in

multiple copies as four sequences on

four separate chromosomes.) These ver-

tebrate homologs do not control the

basic segmentation of the vertebral col-

umn (so insect segments are not simple

homologs of vertebrae, as Geoflroy had

originally proposed). But the homeotic

genes of vertebrae do regulate the em-

bryonic segmentation of the mid- and

hind-brain, and they do strongly influ-

ence other important repetitive struc-

tures, including the positioning of cra-

nial nerves along the body axis.

A second case then seriously compro-

mised the classic textbook example of

convergence—the paired eyes of three

great phyla: vertebrates, arthropods

(with the multiple-faceted eye of flies as

a primary example), and mollusks (par-

ticularly the complex lens eye of squids,

so similar in function to our own, but

built of different tissues). We had always

assumed that eyes in the three phyla

must have completely independent evo-

lutionary origins because they differ

substantially in basic anatomy. And we

viewed this supposed convergence as a

premier example of natural selection's

power to produce organs of similar and

optimal function, but built from differ-

ent materials and evolved from entirely

separate starting points.

But we now know that eyes in all

three phyla share an inherited embry-

ological pathway largely orchestrated by

a gene (called Pax- 6 in its vertebrate

form) retained in all these phyla from a

common ancestor—and remaining sir

ilar enough to work interchangeably (for

the fly version will induce the formation

of eyes in vertebrates, and vice versa).

The end results vary substantially (the

multificeted fly eye is not homologous

with our single-lens eye), but the em-

bryological blueprints share a common
ancestry, and the eyes of difl:erent phyla

can no longer be viewed as a case ot

pure convergence.

The reversal of opinion during the

past decade has been astonishing. Mayr

argued that we shouldn't even bother to

look for genetic homology and shared

embryological pathways between dis-

tinct phyla. We have now moved to the

opposite pole of being surprised when

we identify a basic gene of developmen-

tal architecture in Drosophila and then do

not find a homolog in vertebrates.

Charles B. Kimmel began a recent paper
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on this subject {Trends in Genetics, Sep-

tember 1996) by writing: "We have

come to find it more remarkable to

learn that a homolog of our favorite reg-

ulatory gene in a mouse is not, in fact,

present in Drosophila than if it is, given

the large degree of evolutionary conser-

vation in developmentally acting genes."

Still, I guess I haven't fuUy adjusted to

the change—even though it so suits my
hopes and fuels my theoretical preju-

dices—for I never dreamed that my all-

time favorite theory of interphyletic

union, Geoffroy's hypothesis of inver-

sion, could possibly be right as well. The

basic structuring from front end to back?

Fine. Eyes? Why not. But the arthropod

belly as the vertebrate back? Kind of

silly, however intriguing.

Except that Geoffroy's inversion the-

ory, appropriately reexpressed in the

language of modern genetics and devel-

opmental biology, turns out to be true.

In several papers published during the

past two years—and based on work

done primarily in the laboratory of

Eddy M. De Robertis at UCLA—all es-

sentials of Geoffroy's theory have been

strikingly affirmed in contemporary

terms (see especially S. A. HoUey, P. D.

Jackson, Y. Sasai, B. Lu, E. M. De
Robertis, F. M. Hoffmann, and E. L.

Ferguson, "A Conserved System for

Dorsal-Ventral Patterning in hisects and

Vertebrates Involving Sog and Chordin,"

Nature, vol. 376, 1995; and E. M. De
Robertis, and Y. Sasai, "A Common
Plan for Dorsoventral Patterning in Bila-

teria" Nature, vol. 380, 1996).

Geoffroy's vindication began with the

sequencing of a vertebrate gene called

chordin. In the toad Xenopus (but work-

ing, so far as we know, in a similar man-

ner in all vertebrates), the chordin gene

codes for a protein that patterns the dor-

sal (top) side of the developing embryo

and plays an important role in formation

of the dorsal nerve cord. When these

scientists searched for a corresponding

gene in Drosophila, they discovered, to

their surprise, that chordin shares suffi-

cient similarity with soq to make a confi-

dent claim for common ancestry and

genetic homology. But sog is expressed

on the ventral (bottom) side of

Drosophila larvae, where it acts to induce

the formation of ventral nerve cords.

Thus, the same gene by evolutionary

ancestry builds both the dorsal nerve

tube in vertebrates and the ventral nerve

cords of Drosophila—in conformity with

Geoffroy's old claim that vertebrate

backs are arthropods' bellies, and that

the two phyla can be brought into struc-

tural correspondence by inversion.

This intriguing fact cannot affirm Ge-

offroy's mversion theory by itself, but

The major gene that

specifies fiuit flies' backs is

the same one that patterns

frogs' bellies.

De Robertis and colleagues then sealed

the case with two additional discoveries.

First, they found that a major gene re-

sponsible for specifying the dorsal side of

flies (and called decapentaplegic, or dpp)

has a vertebrate homolog (called Bmp-4)

that patterns the ventral side of

Xenopus—another reversal consistent

with Geoffroy's hypothesis. Moreover,

the entire system seems to work in the

same way—but inverted—in the two

phyla. That is, dpp, diffusing from the

top to the bottom, can antagonize sog

and suppress the formation of the ven-

tral nerve cords in Drosophila—while

Bnip-4 (the homolog of dpp), diffusing

from the bottom to the top, can antago-

nize chordin (the homolog of sog) and

suppress the formation of the dorsal

nerve cord in vertebrates.

Second, these scientists also found

that the fly gene can work in humans,

and vice versa. Vertebrate chordin can in-

duce the formation of ventral nerve tis-

sue in flies, while fly sog can induce dor-

sal nerve tissue in vertebrates. I regard

these three discoveries as forming a tight

and well-documented case for Geof-

froy's old theory of inversion.

J



DIVIDE AND CONQUER
.Vloreover, current results vindicate

Geoi&oy's version, not the later scenar-

ios of linear evolution. These data do

not support the silly notion that, at a

defining moment in the march of evolu-

nonar\- progress, an arthropod literally

flipped over to become the tirst verte-

brate. Rather, as GeofFroy argued nearly

r^^"o centuries ago, the two phyla share a

common architecture, but m reversed

arrangement. In evolving separately

from conimon ancestry, vertebrates ori-

ented the shared design in one manner,

innehds and arthropods m the opposite

direction.

Evolution displays enormous ingenu-

ity and versatility in iterating a set of

common genes and developmental

pathways along so many various routes

of ecology and modes of life. But our

brotherhood and sharing, Hke the still

waters oflegend, run far deeper than we

had dared to imagine. A substantial blast

from the past underlies the signs of new

designs.

To end on an admittedly fatuous note,

devotees of B-movies will remember

one of the aU-time classics—the original

version of The Fly (not that dreadful re-

make with Jeff Goldblum as our hybrid

hero). Focus on the unforgettable last

scene: the fly with the man's head lies

ensnared in a spider's web, as ugly Ms.

Eight Legs moves in for the gruesome

kill. In a shrill voice of fear, the fly keeps

shouting, "Please help me." Finally, and

mercifully (for the fly's head on the

man's body has died, so the two crea-

tures cannot be unmixed and properly

reconstituted), another character throws

a rock at the web, putting fly-man out of

hi.s misery. Perhaps at this crucial mo-

ment in the next remake, the rock-

wielding mercy killer can offer some zo-

ological advice instead: "Turn over and

be a man."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history ofscience at Harvard Univer-

sity. He is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary

Curator in Invertebrates at ihe American

Museum ofNatural History.
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some, French-made 12-gauge shotgun,

one of two that Joseph leased for about

S5 a week. Joseph carried just three car-

tridges, two ofthem chevrotines. "Today

we will find gorilla," he said.

GoriUas are by far the preferred prey

because of their weight. Smoked, each is

worth about S40, whereas a chimp

might earn $20, and a monkey, about $5.

"People hke gorilla very much," Joseph

explained. "It tastes sweet like elephant

and monkey. At Christmas, my cus-

tomers want gorilla so much."

Apart from its festiveness, gorilla

meat is reputed to have potent spiritual

qualities. "If you and your wife eat it

from the time that she becomes preg-

nant," Joseph continued, "the baby will

be smart enough to go to university.

Some people will dry the gorilla's hand,

grind it up into powder, and put it in the

baby's bathwater. Then the child will

grow up to be strong."

A mile down the logging track, we

turned into the forest. Joseph cautioned

us to stop talking. "There are many go-

rillas and elephants here," he whispered.

Jean-Riche went ahead with the shot-

gun, quickly disappearing into the damp,

enveloping bush. Moments later, a ter-

rific crash echoed through the trees.

Jean-Riche materialized as if out of

nowhere, shaking his head: It was a

monkey, but he had missed.

We followed a path for two miles,

three, four. Jean-Riche stopped at one

point and made a popping sound by

clapping his palm over his pursed lips to

lure a gordla. Again no luck. Trooping

deeper into the forest, I gave up any

thought of seeing gorillas. There were

no signs ofthem anywhere.

Suddenly, Joseph froze. A commo-

tion of chattering drew his attention. He

motioned tor us to stay put. He and

Jean-Riche slipped ofl their shoes and

waded into the bush. Moments later, an-

other boom, then silence. When the pair

returned, Jean-Riche proudly showed

his kill: a gray-cheeked mangabey, shot

dead between the eyes.

I kept my distance as we trekked back

to camp, watching the blood drip from

the monkey's wounds onto Jean-Riche's

badly scratched legs. Sooty mangabeys

are a reservoir of a retrovirus called SIV

sm, which is related to HIV-2 and which

was probably transmitted to humans

through blood exposures of the sort that

occur when hunters butcher meat—or

carry dead mangabeys. (A strain of HIV-

1 called Type O, first seen in Cameroon,

may have emerged in a similar fashion

but from chimpanzees.)

Joseph's ankles were badly swoUen

when we reached camp. Some days he

walks thirty miles, then hunts by night as

well, spothghting prey with an impro-

vised headlamp. Ammann estimates that

the camp has claimed 200 gorillas in the

past three years. It also runs three

traphnes that catch everything from pan-

goHn to duiker to leopard. One leased

shotgun reportedly was used by several

hunters to kill eleven elephants. But on

this day, Joseph's and Jean-Riche's return

for six hours of walking was one

mangabey, worth perhaps $5.

I was greatly relieved to leave the des-

perate atmosphere of camp and return to

Bertoua for the bushmeat conference.

The meeting was well attended, except

by loggers, who boycotted it. Ammann
and the WSPA came under fire for the

"Slaughter of the Apes" brochure.

"When Europeans read this, I would not

be surprised if Cameroon's timber is

banned," said Dieudonne Nguele, the

provincial representative of the Ministry

of Environment and Forests. "The tim-

ber industry is a key source ofincome at

this stage in our development. If there is

a ban, what will replace this industry?"

After two days of speechmaking and

debate, the delegates drafted a long list of

high-minded resolutions—to enforce

laws, license weapons, ban the chevro-

tine, police logging concessions, instill a

conservation ethic in villagers. The mea-

sures were encouraging, but would they

be enforced? And if they were, could



laws change the attitudes of people

struggling to survive?

"If we ban bushnieat. we will help

the animals but harm people who have

no alternative" said Nguele, voicing a

prevalent opinion. "Sometimes a gov-

ernment must close one eye." He had

showed the WSPA brochure to his fa-

ther, who responded, "What the hell am

I going to eat? What about the people?"

That was Joseph Melloh s question,

too. Ammann had invited him to

Bertoua to discuss "Project Joseph," a

plan to start a gorOla ecotourism outfit,

with him as head tracker. Joseph was in-

terested. "As soon as I have another way

to make a li\ing," he said, "I will forget

about bushmeat and hunting. I have no

future now."

After mulling over the plan, how-

ver, Joseph turned cynical. His worry

was for eating today, not conserving

wildHfe for tomorrow. "People teU me,

'Don't hunt goriUa, chimpanzee, pan-

golin.' " he said. "Why should I not

shoot these animals? They're meat.

They're plentifiil. In Cameroon, there

are a milhon gorillas. Three weeks ago, I

saw sLxty in one day. I shot three and

then stopped. When I wound a gorilla

and he runs away, I feel ver\' sad—sad for

me. Why should I feel bad for a gorilla?

He is just a stupid animal."

We phoned from our hotel in

Bertoua to try to arrange Boumba's

transfer to the Limbe Zoo. The tele-

phone lines to Limbe and Yokadouma

were down. Ammann left messages for

:he zoo director, but he could not reach

Pierre, who was to have met us at the

onference. By the final day, Pierre stiU

had not arrived.

As we were checking out of our

hotel, Ammann's call to Yokadouma

went through. Remarkably, Pierre was at

home. He had skipped work to care for

Boumba, who had stopped eating, de-

veloped severe diarrhea, and grown list-

ess. Pierre had summoned his personal

ohysician, but it was too late. Boumba
oad died that morning, an hour before

3ur call. D
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Using curved space as a

lens, asti-ophysicists take the

measure ofunseen matter.

By Neil de Grasse Tyson

One of the most niind-bending discov-

eries of twentieth-century astro-

physics—predicted in 1911 by Albert

Einstein and incorporated into his gen-

eral theory of relativity in 1915—is that

inatter curves the fabric of space. More

recently, the phenomenon has proved to

have applications that are indispensable

for probmg dark matter in the universe.

But why should anybody believe that

matter curves space? Support for the

idea does not come from wishful think-

ing but from experiment. In what is

now considered a classic test of general

relativity, one can take advantage of a

total solar echpse to prove that starlight

is bent in the curved space of the Sun's

gravity. This measurement can be made

only during an eclipse because, of

course, stars are not otherwise visible

from Earth during the daytime.

Contrary to popular belief, total solar

eclipses are not rare. On average, one

takes place somewhere on Earth's sur-

face every one and a half years, although

a particular location can go several hun-

dred years without one. The perceived

paucity derives from the narrowness of

the eclipse path across Earth's surface.

Opportunities to test Einstein's idea

came immediately with the solar eclipses

of 1916 and 1918, but both of these

were unfavorable for several reasons, in-

cluding a dearth of bright stars near the

Sun's edge during totality. In addition,

the First World War was raging, hinder-

ing the dissemination and digestion of

general relativity, and making a safe and

reliable eclipse expedition unfeasible.

By 1919, however, all was quiet, and

the EngUsh astrophysicist Arthur Stanley

Eddington mounted well-publicized

dual e.xpeditions (as a hedge against bad

weather) to view the May 29 total solar

eclipse from South America and from

Africa. Eddington's goal was simple: to

map the precise positions of stars in the

vicinity of the Sun. The complete ex-

periment, however, required that he

map the same star field six months later,

when Earth was on the other side of its

orbit and the Sun's gravity safely out of

the way. Only when the two images

were compared could he reliably deduce

whether the stellar positions had indeed

changed.

To the world's astonishment, Edding-

ton found a shift in stellar positions that

agreed with Einstein's prediction of 1.75

arc seconds to within experimental ac-

curacy. (The shift is an angle smaller

than the thickness of a dime when

viewed over the fuU length of a football

field.) Einstein became an immediate

celebrity. Actually, with hindsight we

could have predicted that a light path

would bend in response to gravity, using

simple Newtonian laws and the equiva-

lence of mass and energy. Isaac Newton

himself had suspected such a thing. At

the end of the second edition (1717) of

his seminal treatise on optics, Newton

presents the reader with some unsolved

mysteries:

/ shall conclude witli proposing only some

Queries, [for] a further search to be made

by others.

Query 1 . Do not bodies act upon light at

a distance, and by their action bend its

rays; and is not this action strongest at the

least distance?
'

But Newton's equations alone w^ill

give you the wrong answer—only half

of what was predicted by Einstein's

equations. Why? In relativity theory,

where space and time are conjoined,

time itself can also be thought of as

bending m the presence of gravity—

a

concept for which there is no analogue

in pre-twentieth-century physics. Light



Seen through the

gravitational lens

ofa duster of

galaxies, a blue

background

galaxy is split

several times

and distorted

into arcs.

:herefore takes slightly longer to pass the

Sun than it otherwise would, which

serves to increase the angle of deflection.

We should thus speak not of the curva-

njre of space but of the curvature of

ipace-time.

The geometric ingredients are simple:

all you need is an observer, a distant

iource of light, and a massive object that

faUs somewhere along, or close to, the

observer's line of sight. In 1936, Einstein

imagined a case in which two stars were

perfectly aligned, with the background

star ser\'ing as the light source and the

foreground star serving as the source of

curvature. In this layout, light paths can

bend not only around to one side but

also around to the other side. They can

also bend above and below. Indeed,

since space-time is curved everywhere

in the foreground star's vicinity, perfect

alignment will force the light to fan out

into a complete "Einstein ring."

Perfect alignments on the sky are rare,

but the varieties of light sources and

gravity sources that produce v;sible

bending are practically limitless. Becau.se

the action of curved space-time upon

Ught gready resembles the action of or-

dinary optical lenses, the phenomenon is

known as gravitational lensing. A col-

league of mine has even forged a career

in mathematics by exploring the abstract

theory of gravitational lenses—an ele-

gant field in which one seeks to describe

all possible lenses, alone and in combi-

nation, regardless of whether an ex-

ample in the real universe is known or

wiU ever be found. But there's no need

to be jealous. Even if we tally only the

more common lens configurations, we

retain a veritable fun house of images.

The action of a gravitational lens is

not restricted to visible hght. If light

takes the shortest distance through

space-time between two points (which

it does), and ifspace-time itself is curved

(which it is), then the path of light will

curve along with it, regardless of

whether the light is composed of

gamma rays, X-rays, ultraviolet, infra-

red, microwaves, or radio waves. And,

most importantly, the cosmic stuff that

causes the bending can be made of ab-

solutely anything, as long as it contains

enough mass to curve space-time mea-

surably in its vicinity.

Apart from the Sun, the first bona

fide gravitational lens was discovered in

1979, when a suspicious-looking double

quasar was found. Its two images were

much, much closer together over the

41,253 square degrees of the sky than

we would expect as a result of mere

chance. Quasars are extremely distant:

ever since the first quasar was discovered

in the early 1960s, the farthest known

objects in the universe have always been

quasars (although today, the farthest

known galaxies are more distant than

the nearest quasars). They are also ex-

tremely luminous: many are hundreds of

times the luminosity of all hundred bil-

lion stars of our Milky Way galaxy. And

finally, they are extremely small, gener-

ating nearly all their energy in a region

no bigger than our solar system. But

apart from these properties, quasars have

httle in common.

An analysis of their hght, spread into

us component colors, shows quasars to

be as individual as fingerprints, yet the

two images of the suspicious-looking

double quasar were identical. The

choice was clear. Either they were two

separate, identical quasars that happened

to be insanely close to each other on the

sky and in space or they were a single

quasar whose light was spht into two

images by the gravity of a faint object in

the foreground. The lens explanation

won handily. And several dozen other

gravitationally lensed quasars have been

discovered since.

The theory of gravitational lenses tells

us that an odd number of images is al-

ways formed—the single image that

passes straight through the center of the

lens, plus spht images falling elsewhere.

The only exception is the case of perfect

alignment, which produces the Einstein

ring. Usually, however, the lens contains

a blob of gaseous matter that absorbs

light from the central image, rendering

It barely visible. The fun part comes

when, depending on the shape ot the

lens, the background source of hght in-

creases in size, magnifies in brightness,

inverts, and gets all bent out of shape.

Quasars are, of course, excellent

image candidates because their extreme

distances grant them the best chance of

having something fall between us and

them—commonly a foreground galaxy

whose curved space-time can be quite

complicated: often there is a black hole

in its nucleus, a dense central bulge of a

few billion stars, a disk, and a halo of

dark matter that extends well beyond

the visible region of the galaxy. In this

layout, image pairs can show up almost

anywhere.

A famous example is Huchra's lens,

named forJohn Huchra, the Harvard as-

trophysicist who discovered the first

quartet of identical quasar images that

were formed in the gravity field of a

foreground gala.xy. (A fifth, central
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quasar image, as expected, is hidden be-

hind the tensing galaxy.) More generaUy

known as Einstein's crosses, the few

known examples of quasar quartets have

all been imaged by the orbitmg Hubble

Space Telescope. These lens antics are

not just intellectual curiosities—their

exact locations allow us to probe the dis-

tribution of matter in the intervening

galaxy. The spHt among the images is so

tiny, however, that an ordinai-y ground-

based telescope looking through Earth's

atmosphere will see one fused blob.

As carpenters know well, what you

really want in life is a useful tool. A
clever use of geometry allows us to use

lensed quasars as a tool to derive the fa-

mous Hubble constant, and thus the ex-

pansion rate of the universe {see "Uni-

verse," Natural History, November 1996).

If the quasar happens to flare abruptly (as

many quasars do on occasion), and if the

pathways for each image differ slightly

from one another in length, then the

brightening will reach Earth at different

times. Knowing the speed of light and

the time delay among the images, we

can use the geometry ot the lens (in-

ferred from a model of the mass that

does the bending) to derive the Hubble

constant. Recent estimates made with

this approach fall right in the range de-

termined using other methods.

Another application uses a low-mass

star or a Jupiter-size planet as a lens to a

background star. At great distances, both

low-mass stars and Jupiter-size planets

are much too taint to be detected. How
can we know if these galactic vagabonds

are out there? And if they are, do they

dominate the mass of the galaxy? Such a

feeble lens would produce so narrow a

spHt that multiple images would be im-

perceptible, a phenomenon known as

"microlensing. " Because we can't resolve

them, these multiple images appear as a

single blob. Sounds hopeless. But in

1986, Bohdan Paczynski, a Princeton

astrophysicist, noticed that the random

motions of objects in our galaxy allows

you to watch the brightness of a back-

ground star increase dramatically and

then, as a foreground lens passes by, de-

crease back to its original level over a

week or two.

Sounds simple. But to catch such an

event in our galaxy, you would have to

watch a given star for a quarter million

years. Nobody reaUy wants to wait that

long, so we do the next best thing. We
simultaneously monitor the brightnesses

of a million stars every night of the year.

Every twelve months we can capture

anywhere from two to six events, pro-i

vided we are not confused by the tens oi

thousands of "variable" stars, stars that

naturally and continuously oscillate in

brightness {see "Celestial Events," page

64). Following up on Paczynski 's predic

tion, several groups—including one led

by Paczynski himself—launched major

surveys of our galaxy to detect these mi-

crolensing events. Paczynski's group

looked through the galactic plane to-

ward the bulge and found lenses in just

the numbers expected. They also found

cases in which the lens passed across an

unresolved double star, which gave two

brightenings in rapid succession with no

activity either before or afterward.

The total number of recorded mi

crolensing events is still meager. As the

numbers improve, however, we may be

able to classify these invisible lenses and

thus ask questions about dark matter in

our galaxy: How many isolated Jupiter-

size planets are out there traveling

among the stars? How many stars are too

faint to see? How many dead stars are

there? How about black holes? Might

there be more mass locked up in dark

objects than in luminous objects? An

swers are forthcoming.

In another microlensing survey of oui

galaxy, a team based at Berkeley and

Canberra, Australia, has probed the

spherical halo of our galaxy (known by

other methods to contain large quanti-

ties of dark matter) by looking for tens-

ing events against the individual stars ol

the Large Magellanic Cloud, a "back

ground" galaxy that is close enough to

the Milky Way for many of its individual

stars to be seen. Preliminary, though
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Dntroversial, results suggest that much

f the dark matter in our halo (and by

Ktrapolarion, other galaxs' halos) may

e composed of white dwarfs—ex-

emely dim stellar corpses.

All stars, and nearly all quasars, are so

nail on the sky that when pho-

jgraphed from Earth, lensed or other-

rise, they appear as simple points of

ght, which lend themselves well to

licrolensing and simple spUt quasar im-

jes. But for sheer visual splendor, the

ombmation of a background galaxy

?nsed by a foreground cluster of galax-

:s wns all contests. Each one of the

undreds of galaxies in a massive cluster

m act as a lens, as can the collective

ravin- of the entire cluster—dark mat-

;r and aU. In the end, what you get are

lany pathways, some of them rather

xotic. Typically, the background

alaxys images are curved into arcs that

re each concentric with the cluster's

nter of mass. Sometimes these titanic

osmic mirages prove to be galaxies that

ould have gone undetected without

le magnifying effect of the curved

3ace-time in the foreground cluster. In-

eed, we have discovered a peephole to

le distant universe.

The brightnesses, shapes, and loca-

ons of the multiple images ofthe back-

round galaxy can actually be used to

alve the lens problem in reverse: What

lust be the structure of matter in the

;nsing cluster to have created the ob-

:rved assortment of lensed images?

ounds complicated. It is. And it espe-

ially excites my aforementioned col-

;ague, the lens mathematician. As al-

eady suspected, more than 90 percent

f the mass in galaxy clusters is invisible

nd remains unknown. The triumph of

'ur understanding of curved space has

rought us face to face with a gaping

rea of cosmic ignorance. Looks like we

leed more tools.

\eil de Grasse Tyson is the Frederick P.

lose Director of New York City's Hayden

Hanetariwn. He also leaches astrophysics at

'rinceton I'niversity.
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Raising itself a few inches above the sandy ocean bottom, a

male yellowhead jawfish carries its precious cargo, a

mouthful of developing eggs. Although the tiny embryos are

only a few days old, their eyes are plainly visible. Jawfish are

oral brooders, characterized by big heads and very large

mouths, with which they also snap up planktonic organisms.

Yellowhead jawfish, usually only about four inches long,

Caribbean. Females and males construct separate burrows,

from which they rarely stray; these refuges often have several

entrances. Individuals hover vertically above their domiciles

or remain partly hidden with only their heads exposed.

When threatened, they quickly retreat inside. Before retiring

for the night, they block their burrow entrances with small

shells or bits of coral. Yellowheads generally dig in close to

others of their species, but sometimes live in mixed colonies

with other jawfish. Such communities resemble miniature

prairie-dog towns.

In spring and late autumn, yellowheads may roam short

distances from their burrows in search of mates. A pair may
spend three or four days in courtship, then enter the male's

burrow to spawn. Once the eggs are laid and fertihzed, the

the sticky ball of eggs for four or five days, setting it down in

the burrow only during brief feeding forays. He also

periodically aerates the egg mass by expelling and retrieving

it before it falls. If a male is disturbed and drops his eggs, he

will pick them up again. "Other mouth brooders, such as

cichlids, will have nothing to do with their eggs once they

drop them," says James Atz, curator emeritus of ichthyology

at the American Museum of Natural History, "but the

yellowhead will retrieve his eggs if given a chance."

Once the youngsters hatch, the male never takes them

back into his mouth or ^ives them any further care. The ^^

go down to the sandy bottom, where they soon dig their

own tiny burrows.^R(c/7fl/-(/ Milner
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By NinaJ. Root

Tuskegee Institute was founded in 1881 by former slave Booker T. Washington as

a "normal" school and industrial institute where "colored" people

with little or no formal schooling could be trained as teach-

ers and skilled workers. Washington sought, as he wrote

m Tuskegee and Its People (1905), "to hold up the fu

ture of the American Negro in its most- attractive

aspect and to emphasize the virile philosophy that

there is a positive dignity in working with the

hands when that labor is fortified by a devel-

oped brain and a consecrated heart." His ideas

were challenged from the start, with opponents

arguing that Washington's industrial schools

limited the developrtient of true higher, educa-

tion for blacks.

In 1905 and 1906, photographer JuHan Di-

mock (see "Legacy of a Reluctant 'Camera

Man,' " Natural History, August 1996) and his

father—New York banker and writer An-

thony W. Dimock—traveled throughout the

South taking photographs. The trip included a

visit to Tuskegee. Illustrated with pho-

tographs by Julian Dimock, Washington's J'

1906 article in T7ie World's Work (a current

events monthly) reviewed the successes of

Tuskegee's tv^'enty-five years.

A year later, the Metropolitan Magazine

published a series on the "new South'' that

emerged from the Reconstruction Era. Julian's

Portrait of Washington (at right) appeared in his

father's contribution, "The South and its prob

lems." Anthony Dimock wrote of Tuskegee's di

rector: "No man of feeUng can look upon

and apprehend the work, wonderful

when measured by any human
standard, moral or physical.

,,.../•'«

Poitraits cp
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Please send me information on gifts that provide lifetime income, tax savings and other

benefits, while enriching the lives of others:

Name ^

Address

Phone: Home: Office:

Tax and other financial benefits may depend on age. My (our) age(s):

Your reply is confidential and implies no obligation.
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of Booker T. Washington without emo-

tion coupled with admiration for the

earnestness, devotion and prescience

that has deservedly placed his name so

high on the scroU of fame of his race."

Tuskegeeans were sympathetically

portrayed by Julian Dimock. These por-

traits, along with his pictures of many

other groups—from European immi-

grants and Florida Seminoles to

Gloucester fishermen and Canadian log-

gers—are in the Julian Dimock Collec-

tion of the American Museum of Nat-

ural History Research Library. This

archive of nearly 6,000 images (includ-

ing glass-plate negatives and photogra-

pher's proofs) is a valuable record of

people and places in America at the be-

ginning of this century.

Nina J. Root is director of library services at

the American Museum of Natural History.

At ii'ork ill

Tuskegee's library

February Events
February 3 multimedia presentation, "The Physics

Programmed cell death in human

aging will be the subject of a talk enti-

tled "Sex and the Origin of Death," by

UCLA immunologist and cell biologist

William R. Clark at 7:00 P.M. in the

Kaufinann Theater. Tickets are |10. February 24

of Star Trek" on applications of mod-

ern physics. The program begins at

7:00 P.M. in the Main Auditorium.

Tickets are $17.

February 4 and 1

1

Using simulations ot a volcanic erup-

tion and a geological map of the

moon, Sidney Horenstein, coordinator

of the Museum's environmental public

programs, will demonstrate several

principles and processes in geology in

two hands-on sessions. The work-

shops, from 6:30 to 8:30 RM. in the

Blum Lecture Room, are open to fam-

ily/dual and higher-level members

only. Tickets are $40.

February 6
Anthony Tyson, of BeU Laborato-

ries/Lucent Technologies, will present

an illustrated talk, "Probing Dark Mat-

ter with Cosmic Mirages." The lec-

ture, part of the Hayden Planetarium's

"Frontiers in Astrophysics" series, will

begin at 7:30 RM. in the IMAX The-

ater. Tickets are $8.

February 13
Lawrence Krauss, chairman of Case

Western Reserve's Department of

Physics and Astronomy, will give a

Theologian Robert Eisenman, of Cal-

ifornia State University at Long Beach,

will lecture on James, a contemporary

of Jesus and an important, if over-

looked, leader in the movement that

would come to be called Christianity.

Drawing on research from his new

book, James, the Brother ofJesus, Eisen-

man will speak at 7:00 P.M. in the

Kaufrnann Theater. Tickets are $10.

Throughout February
A series of talks, films, and lecture

demonstrations at the Museum will

mark Black History Month. Family

programs will take place on the first

three weekends in February, from 1 :00

to 5:00 P.M. in the Leonhardt People

Center. For a schedule, please call

(212) 769-5315.

The American Museum of Natural

History is located at Central Park West

and 79th Street in New York City.

Some programs offer discounted tick-

ets for members. For tickets and infor-

mation about events, call (212) 769-

5200. For hours and admission fees,

caU (212) 769-5100.
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lo some^ they re for hiking into, climbing up,

standing on top of, conquering.

lo others, they re for watching from afar.

itising out of the forests,

through the clouds, into the sky.

JL big picture kind of thing.

Ihere are lots of mountains here.

h/njoy them as you will.

n thi southern part of ihe Hate, you'lljtni the Snowy Kangt and the I^ramies. Out west, the Tetons, the Cms Ventres and the Wind Rivers. "\ » T"-^?*^-* yr -pxT/"*
fo the north, the Big Horns and the Ahsarokas. The mountain ranges oj Wyoming. Readyfor your hiking, concjuering or viewing pleasure.

~oraJm copy ofour Vacation Guide, call VJl-m-im, Dept. 735. Or write: The Wyoming Division oJTourism, Cheyenne, WY 82002.
Like no nil.e no place on ea;rtk
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George Schaller on the Tibetan plateau at 17,000 feet.

Chang Tang—the name means northern

plain in Tibetan— is high, austere, and

largely unexplored. Rolling away to the <<\T7 L. 4-1% V» 4-

horizon, its immensity is broken only VVC HdVt^ lllv^ CllallCc lU
by snowcapped ranges Vegetation saVC OHC of tHc laSt UnSpoilcd
is scant, with neither shrubs nor ,

1 4- ^ ^

trees to break the expanse. Just a few CCOSyStCmS Oil OUr plailCt.

nomadic herdsmen inhabit the fringes.

Wolves still prowl the plains and snow

leopards stalk their prey among the crags;

wild yaks forage on the hillsides and herds

of Tibetan antelopes migrate over unknown
paths. This is a landscape untouched by

civilization, virtually the same today as

it was over a hundred years ago.

George Schaller, science director

George Schaller

rugged places, studying wildlife, and

fighting for its survival. And now
Schaller and his Chinese and Tibetan

colleagues have helped estab-

lish a huge reserve the size

of Arizona in the Chang Tang.

There, Tibet's last great herds

can roam free and the nomads can

maintain their traditional culture.

Schaller explains, "If we don't

protect the Chang Tang now,

the magnificent species found

here could soon vanish forever."

Under such harsh and remote

conditions, the right equipment is not

only important, it's imperative. Which
is why George Schaller wears a rugged

Oyster Perpetual timepiece . ^ t »

ROLEX
Roiex Oyster Perpetual Explorer in stain/ess steel with matching Oyster bracelet.

Write for brochure. Rolex Watch USA., Inc.. DepL 4 9, Rolex Building. 665 Fifth Avenue . New York. NY. 10022-5383.

Rolex. W, Oyster Perpetual, Explorer and Oyster are trademarks.

Site of the Chang Tang Reserve in the

Tibet Autonomous Region.

of International Programs

for the Wildlife Conser-

vation Society, has spent

four decades in wild and
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Vver the pastyear, the Subaru Outback®

has taken on some ofthe biggest names

in the automotive industry- And to

the surprise ofmany, The World's First

Sport-utihty Wagon" has proven a

worthy competitorfor the world's leading

made quick work ofAmerica 's number

one sport-utility vehicle, finishing afull

m f^'i ii> .

Subaru Outback (0-60 mph in 10. 03 sec.

)

'

Ford Explorer (0-60 mph in II. OS sec.
)

'

second ahead of itsfiercest competitor.

Wheel Driving System, which allows the

Outback to constantly monitor chang-

ing road conditions and transfer power

from the wheels that slip to the wheels that

grip. You'llfind plenty ofother safety

features, too. Includingfour-channelABS,

sport-utility vehicles, besting the Blazer

on turning stability

and conquering the

Grand Cherokee on

gas mileage. So this

time, we set our

sights on a brand-new challenge: beating

the Ford Explorer and its standard V6 on

zero-to-sixty acceleration. Now atfirst

glance, our 2. 5-liter boxer engine may

have appeared to

be no matchfor

such aformidable opponent. But

thanks to the added traction of

full-time Subaru All-Whee

Drive, the feisty

Outbac k

COMPARE THE SUBARU OUTBACK*
Subaru
Outback

EPA Fuel Econom v

(ciiy/bi(}hway est. ) [21] 27

Ford Evp/oft'r

XLT

K/20

Clicvrokt jeep Grand

Blazer LS Cherotee

16/22 lS/20

Ground Clearance

(in.) 7.3 6.7 8.3 7.8

From Lcoraom/
Headroom (in.) 40.2/43.3 3<>.9/42.4 39.5/424 318/414

Prirmg $23,790 S27.3SO $26,373 $27,840

!
The Nen- 1997

OUTBACK

Ofcourse, speed isn 't the only reason

the Subaru Outback

is off to such a

fast start with car

buyers. Its unique

hybrid design com-

bines the smooth ride andfuel economy

ofa passenger sedan with the rugged

capabilities ofa sport-utility for a driving

adventure like no other There's also the

added security of the Subaru All-

side-impact beams, crumple zones

and standard dual air bags!

So seeyour Subaru dealer

for a test-drive, visit our website

at http://www.subaru.com

or make a quick call to

our toll-free number:

l-800-WANT-AWD. But

you d better step on it. Because these

babies really are goingfast.

J TheBeautyofAllWheelDrive:

'i:ompclitivccain!>ariioiisbu-.Ldi}ii Vbiwnlclic.jr.Oulthukfiiiiin-.hti'.cJoii '^7 model vfor ('.muii.Ulcmma-compcjnMnUi'.cdnn iiMiuftiaur.v pub! h J p P jh J n "07 t/fflPTuft n Oi thack -IHTond "^b MSRPj r on ; It \ju>pi\-J .ompctitiw Kbida, not includ-

ing inland cran<portalion.la\a. /;ctiiji'j/n/li(/i;/ita.iXij/iridiiurj/pni.i' niu) un. Turning xubihtj c/iiim ii. B/ii/tT6u.iiJuri (Ji,IC-LtTrr/;iJJn /jftrj/jLiTt/iTUfion (ill. O-tO mph occdcralion vi. t>:phrcrHiihs!anJardy6cngini:b<isidon US.iL-L.:riijti:JiciCing. fAlwayi wearscat belts.
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Shamans:
The Next Generation
In an old photograph from the Museum's archives, a Koryak shaman beats her

drum and chants herselfmto a trance, preparing to confront the spirits that have

stolen her patient's soul. Eighteenth-century travelers to Siberia brought back

descriptions ofsuch shamans, who entered into frenzied trance states at will and

claimed extraordinary powers through intimate knowledge of the spirits. Euro-

peans in the Age of ErJightenment reacted to these accounts with disgust and

fascination. These two contradictory responses are still with us as anthropolo-

gists describe the activities of shamans all over the world, in places as diverse as

Chinese market towns and the Amazon rain forest.

Governments spanning the pohtical spectrum have condemned shamanic

practices as irrational and dangerous, obstacles to progress and enlightenment.

Romantics have sought out shamans as guides to a primal rehgious experience,

while nationalists have celebrated them as the bearers of ancient cultural knowl-

edge. In Siberia, where shamans were suppressed during the Soviet period,

they are now reemerging as rallying points of ethnic identity.

Shadowy figures in old ethnographies, shamans have become a vivid pres-

ence in our own popular culture, even appearing as pivotal characters in ro-

mantic tiction and murder mysteries. Workshops in shamanic techniques are

part of the contemporary urban scene in North America and Western Europe.

Shamans and would-be

shamans perform for

tourists at cultural festivals

from Santiago, Chile, to

Seoul, Korea, sometimes

incorporating media-m-

spired theatrics into their

own rituals, while local

guardians of cultural au-

thenticity fulminate that

all of the "real" shamans

are dying out.

We anthropologists have

shifted our focus from

who shamans are—schizophrenics? charlatans?—to what they do. Those who
see shamans as primordial relics may be surprised by the social and political

contexts that give meaning to their practices today. Indeed, the very fluidity of

their visions permits shamans (and their spirits) to comment on such current

problems as ecological degradation, ethnic politics, and the uncertainties of the

marketplace. In modern Korean cities, for example, struggling entrepreneurs

turn to shamans for assistance—giving new meaning to "the spirit of capital-

ism." Shamans in China and South Korea, who traditionally called up the spir-

its of ancient warriors, now also evoke the shades ofMao Zedong and General

Douglas MacArthur.

The articles in this issue's special section, "Worlds of the Shaman," testify to

the variety and vitality of shamans in the world today and to the range of ques-

tions that anthropologists ask when they observe and write about them.
—Laurel Kendall, American Museum of Natural History

Female Koryak shaman, Siberia, circa 1900
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To the

Editor
Unsettling Settlement

Your year-end story "The

Settlement" (December/

January) seemed a poor choice

for the brief season that urges

"Peace on Earth, Good WiH

Toward Men." While these

settlers have a right to their

vision (as do their Palestinian

neighbors), should so many

pages of the holiday issue be

devoted to the views of those

whose messianic hopes

stipulate, among other things,

that Arabs are not welcome?

James E. Tubman

Flemingtoii, Newjersey

Untutored Guard Dogs

In "The Return of // Lupo"

(November), researcher Luigi

Boitani is quoted as saying that

Italian shepherds need to be

taught "to train guard dogs" to

fend off wolves. But the

Maremmai are not trained to

guard sheep; their behavior is

instinctive—the product of

more than two thousand years

ofvery harsh selective

breeding.

We raise sheep and goats in

the northern California

foothills, where coyotes and

cougars are plentiful, but our

greatest problem is packs of

dogs. My Maremmas repel

every threat (including birds of

prey), and I have yet to lose a

single animal.

Anne Lewis

Orovilk, California

Memories of Clipperton

Your story "Almost AtoU"

(December/January) really

touched me because I served

in the Navy on the LST-563

that carried Army personnel

down to Clipperton Island in

1944 to put up the weather

station on the beach. The LST

was damaged on the rocks,

and we were stranded on

.4;; Italian \iiipiuui null /i;s Mareniina slictpdog

Clipperton for a month before

being picked up by another

ship. When we left, we left

everything behind, including

the LST and the munitions

that the author saw on the

island.

There weren't a lot of

nesting birds there then, and I

didn't see any crabs, but that

may have been because of the

feral pigs I did see around

Clipperton rock.

Ernest Tiiyman

Washington, D.C.

Beyond Snail Mail

Robb Walsh's "A Ruthenian

Christmas" (December/

January) resonated so strongly

with my wife's memories of

her childhood (she is of PoUsh

descent) that we tried to

contact your magazine for

more information. 1 searched

your masthead but found no

E-mail address, no Web site,

not even a telephone

number—-just snail mail.

Ifyou have an editorial E-

mail address, why not pubHsh

it? And if your contributors

don't mind having their E-

mail addresses in print, why

not include them in the

thumbnail biographies?

Philip R. Wolff

San Jose, Cahfornia

You can reach us and our

contributors at (nhmag@

amnh.org). Our new Web site

is in the works.

—

Ed.

Hoboken Redux

David Oestreicher, responding

in the December/January

"Letters" column to questions

stimulated by his October

article, "Unravehng the Walam

Ohmi," suggested that the

town of Hoboken, New

Jersey, got its name from a

Lenape word meaning

"tobacco pipe." Maybe so, but

there is a town ofHoboken

south ofAntwerp (in the

Dutch-speaking part of

Belgium), and I suggest that

Dutch-speaking colonists

brought the name with them.

Robert Leopold

Livingston, Newjersey

David Oestreicher replies:

The earhest-known speUing of

this New Jersey city was not

Hoboken, but "Hobocan-

Hacking" (1630), firmly

establishing the word's Lenape

origins. Hobocan-Hacking is

a Lenape phrase meaning

"land of the tobacco pipe."

Later the "hacking" part of

the name was dropped. That

the name now resembles its

European counterpart is

unremarkable: the Dutch, like

other colonists, transcribed

Lenape names in ways that

conformed with their own

language.

Steady-state Die-hard

Neil de Grasse Tyson's article

defending the big bang theory

("Universe," December/

January) was curious, in that

any defense at all was needed.

I'd have assumed that since

Fred Hoyle recanted, the

matter was closed.

As to the predictions made

possible by the theory, they

are, as Tyson explains,

counterintuitive. He doesn't

explain how they are derived

except to state that the

mathematics are difficult and

beyond lay comprehension. I'l

buy that. I'U also buy steady-

state cosmology.

Ira D. Stein

Key Largo, Florida
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^inc€ 1869, the American

Museum ofNatural History

iias sponsored thousands of

icientific expeditions
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unravel the world's

ireatest mysteries. It is this
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understand that inspires

Discovery Tours, the
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'^rticipants in the

liscovery Tours travel
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vorld with Museum
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Barging in France
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From $7,450 to $9,750

Trans-Canada Rail Journey

September 1 - 9, 1997

From $4,990 to $7,890

Festivals of India Aboard the

Palace on Wheels

October 27 -November 15, 1997

Estimated from $6,450

LAND PROGRAMS

John Muir's Alaska

June 21 -July 1,1997

$3,990

Digging for Dinosaur Fossils

July 5 -12, 1997

$1,195

Botswana and Namibia

August 29 -September 14, 1997

$8,995

Borneo

October 9 -25. 1997

$4,686

Australia Air Safari

October 17 - November 4, 1997

$8,990

Ethiopia

October 1 8 - November 2, 1 997

Estimated from $4,990

Vietnam and Cambodia

October 20 - November 5, 1997

$5,890

M Discovery Tours

AmericanMuseum of Natural History
:entra] Park West at 79th .St., New York, NY 10024

SOOj 462-8687 or (21 2j 769-.5700

4onday-Friday 9am-5pm EST
"all for additional information on these trips or a
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Anthropologist Piers Vitebsky ("Dialogues with the Dead," "What Is a Shaman?" ) has carried out fieldwork in India, Sri

Lanka, and Siberia. He is head of social sciences at the Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge, England.

Marjorie Mandelstam Balzer ("Soviet Superpowers"), a research professor at Georgetown University, is also the coordinator of

social, regional, and ethnic studies at the Center for Eurasian, Russian, and East European Studies. She became interested in

Siberian shamans more than twenty years ago, when she was first permitted to do fieldwork in the Soviet Union. She has

worked mainly with the Khanty-Mansiski Okrug of western Siberia and the Sakha of far eastern Siberia.

Laurel Kendall ("The Shaman's Apprentice," "Shainans: The Next Generation") witnessed her first

Korean shamanic ritual during her Peace Corps service. There—against a background of a

patriarchal society—she saw female shamans in satin robes become manifestations of the gods,

while female cHents argued with the divinities on behalf of their families. The men hovered on the

sidelines until an angry "ancestor" dragged the master of the house forward by the ear and gave

him a tongue-lashing. "I can study this," Kendall thought. Kendall is now the curator of the Asian

ethnographic collections at the American Museum of Natural History.

Allen Wardwell ("Objects of Power") first became interested in Northwest Coast Indian art in 1964, whUe doing research

for an exhibition at the Art Institute of Chicago, where he was curator of primitive art. Haunting museum storerooms and

archives, Wardwell works as an independent curator of the arts of native peoples and as a senior consultant on tribal

and American Indian art at Christie's International. One of his interests is to identify the creators of unattributed nineteenth-

century Northwest Coast artifacts.

Kenneth Good ("Amazon Grace," "New Spirits for Old") witnessed the initiation

of shamans during twelve years of fieldwork among the Yanomami of Venezuela.

Sometimes, when he suffered bouts of malaria, shamans were called on to heal

him. A previous Natural History article by Kenneth Good, "The Yanomami Keep

on Trekking" (April 1995), describes the role of hunting and gathering m the

group's hfe style. Good teaches anthropology at Jersey City State College.

Author Mark Ritchie ("New Spirits for Old") became interested in the Yanomami Indians through his contacts with

Venezuelan anthropologist Pablo Anduce, who introduced him to Gary Dawson (Kaleewa), the jungle-raised son of

American missionaries. In September 1996, after publication of his book Spirit of the Rain Forest, Ritchie brought Dawson

and the former shaman known as Shoefoot to the American Museum of Natural History to meet with Kenneth Good,

Museum anthropologists, and the editors of this magazine.

For a study of healing in contemporary Navajo society, Thomas J. Csordas ("On the Peyote Road") has collected information

on participants in traditional Navajo medicine and Navajo Christian faith healing, as well as the peyote religion. Mike Klyaanl

was one of more than one hundred healers interviewed by Csordas and his team. A professor of anthropology at Case

Western Reserve University, Csordas is currently a visiting scholar at the RusseU Sage Foundation in New York City.

Before devoting himself full-time to studying, teaching, and practicing shamanism,

Michael Harner ("A Different Drummer") taught anthropology at the University of

Cahfornia, Columbia University, the New School for Social Research, and Yale. In 1979

he founded the Center for Shamanic Studies in Norwalk, Connecticut, and later the

Foundation for Shamanic Studies, ofwhich he is president, in MiU Valley, California.

Australian anthropologist Diane Bell

("Desperately Seeking Redemption") is

Henry R. Luce Professor of Religion,

Economic Development, and Social

Justice at the College of the Holy Cross

in Worcester, Massachusetts. Formerly an

instructor at Deakin University, BeU is

involved in social and legal issues

concerning indigenous peoples in both

Australia and North America. She is

now writing a book about a contested

Aboriginal women's sacred site.
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After three seasons of fieldwork in Madagascar, Scott D. Sampson (left), David W. Krause

(right), and Catherine A. Forster ("Madagascar's Buried Treasure") have quadrupled the

number of Cretaceous vertebrate species known from the island. This summer, they plan

to search for the remains of related creatures in Africa. Sampson is an assistant professor of

anatomy at the New York College of Osteopathic Medicine in Old Westbury. Krause is a

professor and Forster is an assistant professor in the Department of Anatomical Sciences at

the State University ofNew York at Stony Brook.

In contrast to most migratory creatures, Peter J. Marchand ("Between Ice and Hard Times") forsakes his warm desert home
each winter for the cold of northern latitudes. Always fascinated by life at the extremes, he moves nomadically with the

seasons, teaching and conducting research in both desert ecology and winter field biology at Colorado College and other

institutions. The third edition of his book, Life in the Cold, has just been released by University Press ofNew England.

Jolin Cancalosi ("Lean, Mean, Green") turned his childhood hobby of photography into a full-time profession in 1989,

leaving behind his relatively safe career as a teacher. For a portfolio on "cactus critters," he dodged rattlesnakes, lightning

storms, and "kissing bug" attacks. Kissing bugs are hemipterans that suck the blood of their human prey, leaving behind itchy

welts. "I've exacted my revenge on the hemipterans," he says; he photographed one being devoured by a green lynx spider

for this month's "Natural Moment" usms a Nikon N90 and a 200 mm Micro Nikkor lens.
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In the coming issues of

April Special Issue

Journeys of Discovery
The Search for China's Snub-nosed Monkeys

Traveling in the mountainous northwest corner of China's Yunnan

Province, a researcher and a photographer discover the wild life of a rare monkey.

World Music

Home Is Where the Music Is

In Sweden, the folk music played by fiddlers was once forbidden, and the fiddle was

considered the instrument of the devil. An annual festival in Bingsjo celebrates this

now revered music and a fiddler who has devoted his life to it. That fiddler's

grandnephew, American photographer Torsten Kjellstrand, returns to Sweden to

record the folklife of his childhood home.
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Mappin!

the Planets
The NASA Atlas of the Solar System, by

Ronald Greeley and Raymond A. Batsoii.

Cambridge Univ. Press, $150, 380 pp., ilhis.

ByJohn S. Lains

Review The choicest scientific

legacy of the last decade of

this millennium is the unambiguous dis-

covery of planets orbiting other stars. At

this writing, the total stands at eight

—

not just eight new planets, but eight new

stellar systems alongside our own solar

system. Even this tiny sample has re-

vealed new planetary tricks that we had

never anticipated, such as giant planets

orbiting almost within the central fires

of their system, roasting at temperatures

of 1,000 kelvin and higher. The lesson is

clear: Our solar system, however wide a

range of planets we see in it, is but a

parochial sample of natures handiwork.

In the 1960s, the study ofEarth intro-

duced us to the idea of a planet as a dy-

namic, complex, evolving entity and

helped us take on the task of under-

standing the fifteen other planet-sized

bodies m the solar system. Since then,

geology has given way to comparative

planetology, a discipline combining as-

tronomy, geology, meteorology, chem-

istry, and physics. In turn, planetary re-

search aided strongly in changing the

descriptive discipline of geology into the

quantitative sciences of geochemistry

and geophysics.

Today, after three decades of planeto-

logical study of the solar system, we
must step out of our little backyard and

A Magellan radar image of afive-mile-high

volcano on Venus. Visible in theforeground

are geologically young lava flows (bright

areas) and tectonicallyfractured terrain.



come face to face with the galaxy at

large—with the genesis and ecology of

other systems, some of which we know
to be wildly unlike our own. The
touchstone for this challenge is the solar

system. What knowledge and wisdom

can we extract from the e.xploration of

the sun's domain to help us in this vastly

larger effort?

Jlie NASA Atlas of the Solar System

provides an overview of a part of this

knowledge, the surface geology of solid

solar system bodies. The name "Atlas" is

entirely accurate: the book contains

more than one hundred large-format

pages (12 by 18 inches), from photomo-

saics to highly interpreted, airbrushed

renderings of spacecraft optical imaging

and (in the case of perpetually cloud-

covered Venus) radar wavelength data.

Planets, satellites, and even Ida and

Gaspra from the asteroid belt are repre-

sented. The only obvious oversight is

the absence of the stunning radar images

of near-Earth asteroids made by plane-

tary scientist Steve Ostro and his co-

workers at NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-

ratory. Also, enthusiasts of lunar polar

ice will not find it mentioned; this work

vi^as already in press when the discovery

was announced.

But this is not a book of "gosh, gee-

whiz" pictures. Its strength, its claim to

authority, is its presentation of surface

geology. Only 0.003 percent of the

planetary system is made up of solid

crusts. But the other 99.997 percent is

interesting, too. The reader seeking an

introduction to modern planetology is

advised to look at a book on that sub-

ject. Like a classical descriptive geology

text, the NASA Atlas makes extensive

use of geological terminology, but it

makes only weak and infrequent allu-

sions to the underlying physics and

chemistry.

'When such gestures in the direction

of quantitative and fundamental science

are made, they tend to be inaccurate. A
rare explanatory diagram of differential

movements on faults that yield horsts

(uplifted blocks) and grabens (down-

dropped blocks) shows a horst arising

fi-om a force geometry that would have

precisely the opposite effect. The atmos-

phere of Jupiter, we are told, contains

phosphine, described as an "oxide of

phosphorus." Finally, we are told that

the moon derived from Earth via a colli-

sion, whereas impact modelers say that

It derived from the mantle of the im-

pactor when it was disrupted after hit-

ting Earth with a glancing blow. But the

NASA Atlas should not be used to learn

basic science.

One cannot describe this book with-

out a mention of its high production

values. It IS beautifully laid out, typeset,

and printed (aside from three typos I

found: KUiper for Kuiper, lapetas for

lapetus, and Sakagaki for Sakigake).

There does seem to be a slight problem

about what audience the book ad-

dresses. The astute and useful geological

discussions are dense with technical jar-

gon. The potential reader, intrigued by

the maps but uncomfortable with the

technical language, would be well ad-

vised to persevere and use the glossary at

the back of the book.

The most important role of planetary

studies is to liberate us from our terres-

trial preconceptions and chauvinism.

Only in the broader context of compar-

ative planetology have we learned to dis-

cern to some degree which of Earth's

traits reflect the general properties of

rocky planets and which are idiosyn-

cratic to Earth. We have, after decades of

study, achieved a partial appreciation

both of Earth's uniqueness and its rela-

tionship to its siblings; we have come to

know what manner of planet we live on.

Extending our knowledge to other

planetary systems takes us at once to a

higher plane of complexity and, one

hopes, eventually to a higher level of

understanding.

John S. Lewis, the author of Rain of Iron

and Ice a^rf Mining the Sky, is professor of

planetary sciences and codirector of the Space

Engitieering Research Center at the Univer-

sity ofArizona.
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The Moon s Bi
"In the middle of the twentieth century,"

-J

writes Timothy Ferris, of the University of I

CaUfornia, Berkeley, "the slumbering science z

of geology was awakened by the theory of «

plate tectonics, based on the realization that |

heat frotn Earth's core pushes the continents f

around. " Such evolutionary perspectives on t

the formation of planetary bodies injorm the |

new field of comparative planetology, one oj |

the various sciences that investigate the solar I

system. Tltese are some of the subjects Ferris |

treats in his neiv book, which explores cos-

ntology and the universe(s) beyond Earth.

Excerpted from The Whole Shebang;

A State-of-the-Universe(s) Report.

© 1997 by Timothy Ferris. To be published

by Simon and Schuster.

Excerpt Earth's moon is a mystery.

The moon is too big: It's

more than a quarter of the diameter ot

Earth. Only Pluto has a sateUite so large

in relation to itself. The distinction is

sufficiently striking that planetologists

classify Earth-Moon and Pluto-Charon

as "double planets." Moreover, the moon
is made of the wrong stuff. While Earth

has a inassive iron core, the moon con-

tains virtually no iron. Its density, about

3.3 grams per cubic centimeter, resem-

bles that of Earth's mantle but not

Earth's core. Nor does the moon have

much in the way of volatiles—like

water—with which Earth is well en-

dowed. And yet, to further confuse mat-

ters, there are similarities between the

two objects: Many minerals are found

on both, and their relative abundances of

various isotopes, such as those of oxygen

(which in the moon is bound up in

rock), are much the same. Finally, the

moon's orbit is all wrong. Every other

major satellite in the solar system orbits

above its planet's equator. This is true

even for the satellites of tipped-over

Uranus. But while Earth's axis is tipped

relative to the plane of its orbit by 27 de-

grees, the moon orbits along Earth's or-

bital plane, not its equator.

Taken together, these considerations

seem to rule out two otherwise promis-

ing theories of how the Earth-Moon

system originated.The first of these pro-

posed that they formed together, from

an eddy in the vast disk of material that

surrounded the newborn sun. But were

this the case, both bodies would have

about the same chemical composition,

so that the moon would have, say, as

much iron as Earth does.Yet the moon is

poor in iron. The other theory held that

the moon formed elsewhere in the solar

system and was subsequently captured

by Earth. But studies of orbital dynamics

shov/ that such a capture would have re-

quired the intervention of a third plane-

tary body. This is a long-odds proposi-

tion, and anyway no such object has

been found. And capture theory fails to

account for the similarities in composi-

tion between Earth and the moon re-

vealed in their isotopic ratios.

Recently a new account, dubbed the

"big splash," has provided possible an-

swers to the riddle of where the moon

came from. It is based on modeling

planetesimals (objects massive enough to

attract one another gravitationaly rather



)plash
than meeting by chance). According to

this account, the young earth, stUl red-

hot beneath its thin new crust, was

struck by a massive, contending planet

approximately the size of Mars. Most of

the material of the wrecked invading

planet was incorporated into the hque-

fied earth, adding to the mass of our

home planet. But vapor generated by

the intense heat that resulted from the

coUision of the two objects was squirted

out into space in a matter of minutes.

There it settled into orbit and con-

densed as the moon. Because this mate-

rial came mostly from Earth's crust

rather than its core, the moon today

lacks iron and so is lower in density than

Earth. But because the two objects

shared a commingled origm, some

chemical similarities survived.

Computer simulations suggest that

the infant earth was indeed hit by at least

one planet as big as Mars and also by

two or three lesser, but still hefty, plan-

etesimals. A smaller planet hitting Mer-

'cur\- could have vaporized much of its

rocky crust, leaving behind only the

core of what had been a larger planet

—

and, perhaps, one farther from the sun,

the crash having knocked Mercury

down into its current orbit. Plenty of

work remains to be done before these

questions are fuUy resolved. Meanwhile

it is salutary to keep in mind, as we talk

knowingly of the origin of the universe

and the far-flung galaxies, that we re-

main uncertain about the origin of the

nearest object to our home planet. The

iplump, romantic moon, as it climbs in

the cast tonight and "releases/Twig by

twig the night-entangled trees," as

Archibald MacLeish put it, still wears its

tattered old cloak of mystery.

Bookshelf

The Once and Future Moon
By Paul D. Sptidis (Smithsonian Institution Press, 1996, $29.95, illus.)

The discovery of ice on the moon and the "big whack" theory of its origin are

part of extensive information on our closest neighbor provided by Spudis, of

Houston's Lunar and Planetary Institute.

Venus Revealed
By David H. Grinspoon (Addison-Wesky/Helix Books, 1997, $27.50, illus.)

When the 1990 Magellan space probe peeled back the clouds that shrouded

Venus's surface, the differences between Earth and its planetary "twin" were

shown to be vast.

Shadow of a Star
By Alfred K. Mann (W. H. Freeman and Company, Publishers, 1997, $22.95, illus.)

Physicist Mann, of the University of Pennsylvania, chronicles his team's efforts to

detect and analyze the neutrinos and other elementary particles released in the

breakup of a dying star, Supernova 1987A.

The Planet Mars
By William Sheehan (University ofArizona Press, 1996, $45, illus.)

Mars has been a hot topic since the discovery of possible life in rock ALH84001,

and astronomer-writer Sheehan has thoroughly documented what we know

about the red planet.

Comet of the Century
By Fred Scliaaf (Springer- Verlag/Copernicus, 1997, $29, illus.)

Everybody's Comet
By Alan Hale (High-Lonesome Books, 1996, $12.95, illus.)

From these two books about comets, including one by the codiscoverer of

Comet Hale-Bopp, sky watchers will gain a new appreciation of comets and be

better informed when "the comet of the century" approaches to within 100

million miles of Earth in March.

The Life of the Cosmos
By Lee Smolin (Oxford University Press, 1997, $27.50, illus.)

Theoretical physicist Smolin explores the burgeoning science of cosmology,

from the particulars of string theory to questions such as the ecology of galaxies.

Cosmology and Controversy
By Helge Kragh (Princeton University Press, 1996, $35, illus.)

Scientific interest in cosmology, originally sparked by Einstein's work, generated

the development of the big bang and steady-state theories of the universe and

stimulated debate and controversy along the way, from Hubble's observation of

receding galaxies to the discovery of cosmic microwave background radiation.

The books in "Natural Selections" are available by mail order from the Museum

Shop of the American Museum of Natural History, (212) 769-5150.
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Lost in Space
The Planets: The Ultimate Astronomy

CD-ROM, Byron Preiss Miiltiiuedia

Company, Inc. Distributed by Simon and

Schnster Interactive, (800) 945-3155.

Available in Macintosh and Windows.

By David H. Grinspoon

CD-ROM ^^^ '^"^'' ^'^^^^ decades of

planetary exploration have

produced a trove of images that put our

planet in its place in a way that Coperni-

cus could scarcely have imagined. CD-
ROMs, which can display thousands of

images, seem an excellent way to spread

the news. This is clearly what the pro-

ducers of The Planets: Tlie Ultimate As-

tronomy CD-ROM had m mind, and it's

a great idea. Unfortunately, the execu-

tion is wanting.

The first screen contains lively graph-

ics and enticing sound effects, which

beckon us into four areas. Behind each

door, however, disappointment lurks.

The "Planetary Museum" displays some

riveting animations, but other graphics

are inexcusably poor or mislabeled.

Some highlighted links lead nowhere.

We are not told which movies are made

from actual data and which are merely

cartoons.

Another area lets us design solar sys-

tems and watch them evolve. The orbit

simulator is credible, but the biology

section is confusing and tedious. We
learn that Earth is apparently uninhabit-

able by vertebrate life. It is unclear

whether this is a vision of the past or the

future. The help function is no help.

Occasionally Donald Goldsmith, a pro-

fessional astronomer and science writer,

pops up in a corner and makes some

good points about orbital dynamics or

planetary climate. He comes across as

friendly and authoritative, but the pro-

gram makes us wait while he repeats the

same information over and over again.

Also, the role of "the expert" could have

Uranus, its rings, and part of the canyon

system of its moon Miranda

been shared among a diverse group of

scientists, helping to dispel, rather than

reinforce, stereotypes.

Ultimately, the whole package seems

slapped together, with numerous mis-

takes and great inconsistencies in pre-

sentation level. If it had been tested on a

roomful of ten-year-olds or graduate

students (or whomever it is intended

for), it could have been turned into a

worthwhile educational product.

While we await the true "ultimate"

planetary CD-ROM, we can satisfy

ourselves with some excellent planetary

Web sites: NASA's Planetary Photojour-

nal (http://w-ww-pdsimage.jpi.nasa.gov

/PIA/PIA.html) has great images and

information; Students for the Explo-

ration and Development of Space

(http://www.seds.org/seds/seds.html)

also has stellar images and links to many

other sites; and another extensive site

(http://bang.lanl.gov/solarsys/home

page, htm) includes planetary images and

animations. These sites will lead you on-

ward and outward into an expanding

cosmos of online planetary resources.

David H. Grinspoon is an assistant professor

ofplanetary science at the University of Col-

orado, Boulder, and the author of Venus

Revealed.
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Missions

Possible
By Robert Anderson

'nature. net After several decades

of solar system explo-

ration, some people may have become

inured to the steady flow of remarkable

discoveries. Nevertheless, a new genera-

tion of spacecraft is now reveahng our

celestial neighborhood in unprece-

dented detail, and the Internet is the

place to see what's new. The Web site of

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (http://

ww\v.jpi .nasa.gov/mip/planet .html) will

guide you to the home pages of past,

present, and fiiture planetary missions:

you can check on Galileo, now on its

eleven-orbit sweep of the Jupiter system,

or get an update on the Mars mission,

which plans to drop a vehicle on the

planet's surface to investigate its geology.

If you're following Mars up close, you

might want to call up "The Daily Mar-

tian Weather Report" (http://nova

.stanford.edu/projects/mgs/dmwr.html),

which provides regular updates on the

red planet's climate.

The Jet Propulsion Lab has many

other sites worth looking into. Two I

like are the calendar of space-related

events (http://newproductsjpl.nasa.gov

/calendar/) and the Near-Earth Aster-

oid Tracking System (http://hueyjpl

.nasa.gov/~spravdo/neat.html), the gov-

ernment's automated search for objects

that might pose a threat to civilization.

Check out the near inisses.

In recent years, a number of space-

craft have been launched to study the

sun, which is only now getting the at-

tention it deserves, given that it consti-

tutes most of the mass of the solar sys-

tem and makes life on Earth possible. A
Virtual Tour of the Sun (http://www

.astro .uva.nl/michielb/od95/) is a nice

primer on our star—with lots ofmovies,

if you have the patience to download

them. For the latest discoveries about

how the sun works, look at the Solar

and Heliospheric Observatory page

(http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/).

The data from this project are helping

scientists to understand the origins of

the solar wind, as well as answering the

old mystery of the sunspots and the

magnetic cycle, which wiU be nearing a

maximum in the year 2000. Be sure to

check out the spectacular gallery of solar

images.

Robert Anderson, aformer editor at Natural

History, is a freelance writer specializing in

earth science.
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Nonoverlappin
Magisteria

Science and religion are not in conflict, for their teachings occupy distinctly different domains

By StephenJay Gould

Incongruous places often inspire anom-

alous stories. In early 1984, I spent sev-

eral nights at the Vatican housed , in a

hotel built for itinerant priests. While

pondering over such puzzling issues as

the intended function of the bidets in

each bathroom, and hungering for

something other than plum jam. on my
breakfast rolls (why did the basket only

contain hundreds of identical plum

packets and not a one of, say, straw-

berry?), I encountered yet another

among the innumerable issues of con-

trasting cultures that can make life so in-

teresting. Our crowd (present in Rome
for a meeting on nuclear winter spon-

sored by the Pontifical Academy of Sci-

ences) shared the hotel with a group of

French and Italian Jesuit priests who
were also professional scientists.

At lunch, the priests called me over to

their table to pose a problem that had

been troubling them. What, they wanted

to know, was going on in America with

all this talk about "scientific creationism"?

One asked me: "Is evolution reaUy in

some kind of trouble; and if so, what

could such trouble be? I have always been

taught that no doctrinal conflict exists be-

tween evolution and Catholic faith, and

the evidence for evolution seems both en-

tirely satisfactory and utterly overwhehii-

ing. Have I missed something?"

A lively pastiche of French, Italian,

and English conversation then ensued

for half an hour or so, but the priests all

seemed reassured by my general answer:

Evolution has encountered no intellec-

tual trouble; no new arguments have

been offered. Creationism is a home-

grown phenomenon ofAmerican socio-

cultural history—a splinter movement

(unfortunately rather more of a beam

these days) of Protestant fundamentalists

who believe that every word of the

Bible must be literally true, whatever

such a claim might mean. We all left sat-

isfied, but I certainly felt bemused by

the anomaly of my role as a Jewish ag-

nostic, trying to reassure a group of

Catholic priests that evolution remained

both true and entirely consistent with

religious behef.

Another story in the same mold: I am
often asked whether I ever encounter

creationism as a live issue among my
Harvard undergraduate students. I reply

that only once, in nearly thirty years of

teaching, did I experience such an inci-

dent. A very sincere and serious fresh-

man student came to my office hours

with the following question that had

clearly been troubling him deeply: "I am

a devout Christian and have never had

any reason to doubt evolution, an idea

that seems both exciting and particularly

well documented. But my roommate, a

proselytizing Evangelical, has been in-

sisting with enormous vigor that I can-

not be both a real Christian and an evo-

lutionist. So tell me, can a person be-

lieve both in God and evolution?"

Again, I gulped hard, did my intellectual

duty, and reassured him that evolution

was both true and entirely compatible

with Christian belief^—a position I hold

sincerely, but still an odd situation for a

Jewish agnostic.

These two stories illustrate a cardinal

point, frequently unrecognized but ab-

solutely central to any understanding ot

the status and mipact of the politically

potent, fijndamentalist doctrine known

by its self-proclaimed oxymoron as "sci-

entific creationism"—the claim that the

Bible is literally true, that all organisms

were created during sLx days of twenty-

four hours, that the earth is only a few

thousand years old, and that evolution

must therefore be false. Creationism does

not pit science against religion (as my
opening stories indicate), for no such

conflict exists. Creationism does not raise

any unsetded intellectual issues about the

nature of biology or the history of Hfe.

Creationism is a local and parochial

movement, powerful only in the United

States among Western nations, and

prevalent only among the few sectors of

American Protestantism that choose to

read the Bible as an inerrant document,

Hterally true in every jot and tittle.

I do not doubt that one could find an
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occasional nun who would prefer to

teach creationism in her parochial

school biology class, or an occasional or-

thodox rabbi who does the same in his

yeshiva, but creationism based on bibli-

cal literalism makes little sense in either

Catholicism or Judaism, for neither reli-

gion maintains any extensive tradition

for reading the Bible as literal truth

rather than illuminating literature, based

partly on metaphor and allegory (essen-

tial components of aD good writing) and

demanding interpretation for proper

understanding. Most Protestant groups,

of course, take the same position—the

fundamentalist fringe notwithstanding.

The position that I have just outlined

by personal stories and general state-

ments represents the standard attitude of

all major Western religions (and of

Western science) today. (I cannot,

through ignorance, speak of Eastern re-

hgions, although I suspect that the same

position would prevail in most cases.)

The lack of conflict between science

and religion arises from a lack of overlap

between their respective domains of

professional expertise—science in the

empirical constitution of the universe,

and religion in the search for proper

ethical values and the spiritual meaning

of our lives. The attainment of wisdom

in a full life requires extensive attention

to both domains—for a great book tells

us that the truth can make us free and

that we will live in optimal harmony

with our fellows when we learn to do

justly, love mercy, and walk humbly.

In the context of this standard posi-

tion, I was enormously puzzled by a

statement issued by Pope John Paul II on

October 22, 1996, to the Pontifical

Academy of Sciences, the same body

that had sponsored my earlier trip to the

Vatican. In this document, entitled

"Truth Cannot Contradict Truth," the

pope defended both the evidence for

evolution and the consistency of the

theory with Catholic religious doctrine.

Newspapers throughout the world re-

sponded with front-page headlines, as in

the New York Times for October 25:

"Pope Bolsters Church's Support for

Scientific View of Evolution."

Now I know about "slow news days,"

and I do admit that nothing else was

strongly competing for headlines at that

particular moment. (The Times could

muster nothing more exciting for a lead

story than Ross Perot's refusal to take

Bob Dole's advice and quit the presiden-

In his 1996 statement, John

Paul II defends both the

evidence for evolution and

the theory's consistency

with Catholic teachings.

tial race.) Still, I couldn't help feeling

immensely puzzled by all the attention

paid to the pope's statement (while

being wryly pleased, of course, for we

need all the good press we can get, espe-

cially from respected outside sources).

The Catholic Church had never op-

posed evolution and had no reason to do

so. Why had the pope issued such a

statement at all? And why had the press

responded with an orgy of worldwide,

front-page coverage?

I could only conclude at first, and

wrongly as I soon learned, that journal-

ists throughout the world must deeply

misunderstand the relationship between

science and religion, and must therefore

be elevating a minor papal comment to

unwarranted notice. Perhaps most

people really do think that a war exists

between science and religion, and that

(to cite a particularly newsworthy case)

evolution must be intrinsically opposed

to Christianity. In such a context, a

papal admission of evolution's legitiinate

status might be regarded as major news

indeed—a sort ofmodern equivalent for

a story that never happened, but would

have made the biggest journalistic splash

of 1640: Pope Urban VIII releases his

most famous prisoner from house arrest

and humbly apologizes, "Sorry, Signer

Galileo . . . the sun, er, is central."

But I then discovered that the promi-

nent coverage of papal satisfaction with

evolution had not been an error of non-

Catholic Anglophone journalists. The

Vatican itself had issued the statement as

a major news release. And Italian news-

papers had featured, ' if anything, even

bigger headlines and longer stories. The

conservative // Gioriiale, for example,

shouted from its masthead: "Pope Says

We May Descend from Monkeys."

Clearly, I was out to lunch. Some-

thing novel or surprising must lurk

within the papal statement, but what

could it be?—especially given the accu-

racy ofmy primary impression (as I later

verified) that the Catholic Church val-

ues scientific study, views science as no

threat to religion in general or Catholic

doctrine in particular, and has long ac-

cepted both the legitimacy of evolution

as a field of study and the potential har-

mony of evolutionary conclusions with

Cathohc faith.

As a former constituent of Tip

O'Neill's, I certainly know that "all pol-

itics is local"—and that the Vatican un-

doubtedly has its own internal reasons,

quite opaque to me, for announcing

papal support of evolution in a major

statement. Still, I knew that I was miss-

ing some important key, and I felt frus-

trated. I then remembered the primary

rule of intellectual life: when puzzled, it

never hurts to read the primary docu-

ments—a rather simple and self-evident

principle that has, nonetheless, com-
\

pletely disappeared from large sectors of

the American experience.

I knew that Pope Pius XII (not one of

my favorite figures in twentieth-century

history, to say the least) had made the

primary statement in a 1950 encyclical

entitled Humani Generis. I knew the

main thrust of his message: CathoHcs

could believe whatever science deter-

mined about the evolution of the

human body, so long as they accepted

that, at some time of his choosing, God

had infused the soul into such a creature.

I also knew that I had no problem with

this statement, for whatever my private

beliefs about souls, science cannot touch



such a subject and therefore cannot be

threatened by any theological position

on such a legitimately and intrinsically

religious issue. Pope Pius XII, in other

words, had properly ack;no^vledged and

respected the separate domains of sci-

ence and theology. Thus, I found myself

in total agreement with Hiimani

Generis—^but I had never read the docu-

ment in fliU (not much of an impedi-

ment to stating an opinion these days)

.

I quickly got the relevant writings

from, of all places, the Internet. (The

pope is prominently on-Une, but a Lud-

dite like me is not. So I got a computer-

literate associate to dredge up the docu-

ments. I do love the fracture ot

stereotypes imphed by finding religion

so hep and a scientist so square.) Having

ncvi' read in fiill both Pope Pius's Hii-

mani Generis of 1950 and Pope John

Paul's proclamation of October 1996, I

finally understand why the recent state-

ment seems so new, revealing, and wor-

thy of all those headlines. And the mes-

sage could not be more welcome for

evolutionists and friends of both science

and rehgion.

The text of Hiimani Generis focuses

on the magisterium (or teaching author-

ity) of the Church—a word derived not

from any concept of majesty or awe but

from the different notion of teaching,

for magister is Latin for "teacher." We
may, I think, adopt this word and con-

cept to express the central point of this

essay and the principled resolution of

supposed "conflict" or "warfare" be-

tween science and religion. No such

conflict should exist because each sub-

ject has a legitimate magisterium, or do-

main of teaching authority—and these

magi.steria do not overlap (the principle

that I would like to designate as

NOMA, or "nonoverlapping magiste-

ria"). The net of science covers the em-

pirical universe: what is it made of (fact)

and why does it work this way (theory).

The net of religion extends over ques-

tions of moral meaning and value. These

two magistcria do not overlap, nor do

they encompass all inquiry (consider, for
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starters, the magisterium of art and the

meaning of beauty). To cite the arch

cliches, we get the age of rocks, and re-

ligion retains the rock of ages; we study

how the heavens go, and they determine

how to go to heaven.

The Catholic Church had

never opposed evolution.

Why had the pope issued

such a statement at all?

This resolution might remain all neat

and clean if the nonoverlapping magiste-

ria (NOMA) of science and religion

were separated by an extensive no man's

land. But, in fact, the two magisteria

bump right up against each other, inter-

digitating in wondrously complex ways

along their joint border. Many of our

deepest questions call upon aspects ot

both for different parts of a full answer

—

and the sorting of legitimate domains

can become quite complex and difficult.

To cite just two broad questions involv-

ing both evolutionary facts and moral

arguments: Since evolution made us the

only earthly creatures with advanced

consciousness, what responsibihties are

so entailed for our relations with other

species? What do our genealogical ties

with other organisms imply about the

meaning of human life?

Pius XIFs Humani Generis is a highly

traditionalist document by a deeply con-

servative man forced to face all the

"isms" and cynicisms that rode the wake

ofWorld War II and informed the strug-

gle to rebuild human decency from the

ashes of the Holocaust. The encyclical,

subtitled "Concerning some false opin-

ions which threaten to undermine the

foundations of Catholic doctrine," be-

gins with a statement of embattlement:

Disai^rcciiieiit and crwr among men on

moral and religious matters have always

been a cause ofprofound sorrow to all

good men, but above all to the true and

loyal sons of the Church, especially today,



when we see the principles of Christian

adture being attacked on all sides.

Pius lashes out. in turn, at various ex-

:ernal enemies of the Church; panthe-

ism, existentialism, dialectical material-

ism, historicism, and ot course and

areeminently, communism. He then

aotes with sadness that some weU-

aieaning folks within the Church have

"alien into a dangerous relativism
—

"a

ieological pacifism and egalitarianism,

:n which all points of view become

qually valid"—in order to include

Deople of wavering faith who yearn for

-he embrace of Christian reUgion but do

lot wish to accept the particularly

Catholic magisterium.

What is this world coming to when

iiese noxious novelties can so discom-

Dobulate a revealed and estabUshed

Drder? Speaking as a conser\'ative's con-

;ervative, Pius laments:

Novelties of this kind have already borne

their deadlyfniit in almost all braiuhes of

theology. . . . Some question whether

angels are personal beings, and whether

matter and spirit differ essentially. . . .

Some even say that the doctrine of

Transubstantiation, based on an

antiquated philosophic notion of

substance, should be so modified that the

Real Presence of Christ in the Holy

Eucharist be reduced to a kind of

symbolism.

Pius first mentions evolution to decry

13 misuse by overextension often promul-

igated by zealous supporters of the

imathematized "isms":

Some imprudently and indiscreetly hold

that evolution . . . explains the origin of

all things .... Communists gladly

subscribe to this opinion so that, when the

souls ofmen have been deprived of every

idea ofa personal God, they may the

more efficaciously defend and propagate

their dialectical materialism.

Pius's major statement on evolution
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occurs near the end of the encycHcal in

paragraphs 35 through 37. He accepts

the standard model of NOMA and be-

gins by acknowledging that evolution

lies in a difficult area where the domains

press hard against each other. "It remains

for US now to speak about those ques-

tions which, although they pertain to

the positive sciences, are nevertheless

more or less connected with the truths

of the Christian faith."

Pius then writes the well-known

words that permit Catholics to entertain

the evolution of the human body (a fac-

tual issue under the magisterium of sci-

ence), so long as they accept the divine

Creation and infusion of the soul (a the-

ological notion under the magisterium

of rehgion).

Tlie Teacliing Autlwrity of the Church

does notforbid that, in conformity with

the present state ofhuman sciences and

sacred tlieology, research and discussions,

on the part of men experienced in both

fields, take place with regard to the

doctrine of evohition , in as far as it.

inquires into the origin ofttie human

body as comingfrom pre-existent and

living matter—for the Catholicfaith

obliges us to hold that souls are

immediately created by God.

I had, up to here, found nothing sur-

prising in Humani Generis, and nothing

to relieve my puzzlement about the

novelty of Pope John Paul's recent state-

ment. But I read further and realized

that Pope Pius had said more about evo-

lution, something I had never seen

quoted, and that made John Paul's state-

ment most interesting indeed, hi short,

Pius forcefully proclaimed that while

evolution may be legitimate in prin-

ciple, the theory, in fact, had not been

proven and might well be entirely

wrong. One gets the strong impression,

moreover, that Pius was rooting pretty

hard for a verdict of falsity.

In 1950, Pius forcefully

proclaimed that while

evolution may be

legitimate, the theory had

not been entirely proven.

One gets the strong

impression that he was

rooting pretty hard for a

verdict offalsity.

Continuing directly from the last

quotation, Pius advises us about the

proper study of evolution:

However, this must be done in such a way

that the reasons for both opinions, tliat is,

those favorable and those unfavorable to

evohition, be weighed and judged with

the necessary seriousness, moderation and

measure. . . . Sotne, hoivever, rashly

transgress this liberty of discussion, when

they act as if the origin of the human

body from pre-existing and living matter

were already completely certain and

proved by the facts which have been

discovered up to now and by reasoning on

those facts, and as if there were nothing in

the sources of divine revelation which

demands the greatest moderation and

caution in tliis question.

To summarize, Pius generally accepts

the NOMA principle of nonoverlapping

magisteria in permitting Catholics to

entertain the hypothesis of evolution for

the human body so long as they accept

the divine infusion of the soul. But he

then offers some (holy) fatherly advice

to scientists about the status of evolution

as a scientific concept: the idea is not yet

proven, and you all need to be especially

cautious because evolution raises many

troubling issues right on the border of

my magisterium. One may read this sec-

ond theme in two different ways: either

as a gratuitous incursion into a different

magisterium or as a helpful perspective

from an intelligent and concerned out-

sider. As a man of good will, and in the

interest of conciliation, I am happy to

embrace the latter reading.

In any case, this rarely quoted second

claim (that evolution renrains both un-

proven and a bit dangerous)—and not

the familiar first argument for the

NOMA principle (that Catholics may

accept the evolution of the body so Ions

as they embrace the creation of the

soul)—defines the novelty and the inter-

est ofJohn Paul's recent statement.

John Paul begins by summarizing

Pius's older encyclical of 1950, and par-

ticularly by reaffirming the NOMA
principle—nothing new here, and no

cause for extended publicity:

In his encyclical "Hinnani Generis"

(1950), my predecessor Pius XII had

already stated that there ivas no

opposition between evolution and the

doctrine of thejaith about man and his

vocation.

To emphasize the power of NOMA,
John Paul poses a potential problem anc

a sound resolution: Hovi? can we recon-

cile science's claim for physical continu-

ity in human evolution with Catholi-

cism's insistence that the soul must entei

at a moment of divine infusion:

(Please turn to page 60

Interestingly, the main thrust of these paragraphs does not address evolution in general but lies in refuting a doctrine that Pius calls "polygenism," or thi

notion of human ancestry from multiple parents—for he regards such an idea as incompatible with the doctrine of origmal sin, "which proceeds from a sii

actually committed by an individual Adam and which, through generation, is passed on to all and is in everyone as his own." In this one instance, Pius ma;

be transgressing the NOMA principle—but I cannot judge, for I do not understand the details of Cathohc theology and therefore do not know how sym

bolicaUy such a statement may be read. If Pius is arguing that we cannot entertain a theory about derivation of aU modern humans from an ancestral pop

ulation rather than through an ancestral individual (a potential fact) because such an idea would question the doctrine or original sin (a theological con

struct), then I would declare him out of line for letting the magisterium of religion dictate a conclusion within the magisterium of science.
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Newlyfound fossils of early birds (above), dinosaurs, and other vertebrates provide insights into evolution on a southern supercontinent

Dinosaur fossils spill from the

hills around the tiny village

of Berivotra m northwest-

ern Madagascar. The bones

are exquisitely preserved, giving the im-

pression that the beasts died within the

past few months instead of 75 million

years ago in the Late Cretaceous. Unfor-

tunately, the thick grass covering much

of the terrain tends to thwart the efforts

of fossil hunters like us. So at one

promising hill, we dug a fire trench and

stood back to watch Retsieva, a Berivo-

tra resident, set fire to a small area of

waist-high grass. As a dark plume of

smoke arose, even the most positive

thinkers among us never imagined that

this nondescript hillside would become

the most important paleontological site

ever discovered in Madagascar and one

of the most significant found anywhere

in the world in recent years.

Known as the Great Red Island for its

size and the color of its iron-rich soils.

Madagascar sits like an immense ruby in

the southern Indian Ocean. Once part

of the southern supercontinent of

Gondwana, Madagascar became an is-

land almost 90 million years ago. This

long isolation has contributed to the re-

markable number of endeinic species on

the island: 85 percent of its living plants

and animals are found nowhere else.

Until recently, however, little was

known of the island's extinct fauna, in-

cludina; dinosaurs.



While dinosaurs were (and still are, in

the guise of birds) a global phenome-

non, the best known are from the

Northern Hemisphere. These include

such renowned creatures as Tyranno-

saurus and Triceratops from western

North America and Velociraptor from the

Gobi Desert of central Asia. Our scant

knowledge of ancient life south of the

equator has been due not to a \ac\/of

fossils but to a collecting bias. Until re-

cently, few paleontological expeditions

had explored southern regions. To rem-

edy this situation, expeditions have been

undertaken in the past few years in Ar-

gentina, Brazil, Morocco, Malawi,

Niger, South Africa, India, Australia,

and Antarctica. The abundant dinosaur

and other vertebrate remains found in

these new sites include many previously

unknown animals. These fossils are pro-

viding clues to ancient continental con-

nections, as well as to the relationships

ot creatures inhabiting lands that once

made up Gondwana.

In the austral winters of 1993, 1995,

and 1996, we traveled to Madagascar as

members ofjoint expeditions sponsored

by the State University of New York at

Stony Brook and the University of An-

tananarivo, in the capital of the island

country. Prior to 1993, several French,

Malagasy, and Japanese expeditions had

visited the Berivotra area, known for-

mally as the Mahajanga Basin, and had

established the presence of at least two

kinds of dinosaurs and a variety of other

vertebrates. These isolated and predom-

inantly fragmentary specimens had re-

ceived minimal attention. Yet, for us,

they held great promise for future dis-

coveries and indicated where we should

begin the search.

Our 1993 visit to Madagascar was

mainly a reconnaissance trip to evaluate

the potential of the area not just for di-

nosaur remains but for all vertebrate fos-

sils. The most common fossils in the

Berivotra area are isolated teeth of a

large, poorly known carnivorous di-

nosaur, dubbed Majimgasaitrus many

years earlier by French paleontologists.

In addition to finding more tantalizing

bits o( Majimgasaurus, including a beauti-

fully preserved bone from the upper jaw,

we found four skeletons of a small,

gracile crocodile, Amripesuchus, other-

wise known only from South America

and northern Africa, and a single, partial

tooth of a mammal.

Although visually unspectacular, the

mammal specimen is extremely impor-

tant. It represents the first documented

record of mammals from Madagascar

prior to 26,000 years ago and the first

occurrence of a Gondwanan mammal

outside of South America and India

from the 32 million years that make up

the Late Cretaceous. But these finds

were only the beginning. In addition to

specimens of other theropods (swift,

bipedal, meat-eating dinosaurs) and

crocodiles, we unearthed remains of

sauropods (large, quadrupedal, herbivo-

rous dinosaurs), turtles, snakes, lizards,

frogs, bony fishes, sharks, and rays.

In total, we discovered more than one

hundred fossil-bearing localities. Each

was given a number and its precise geo-

graphic location was recorded with the

help of a satellite-assisted Global Posi-

tioning System (GPS). On one hillside,

several vertebrae of a sauropod and the

toe bones and tail vertebrae of a thero-

pod offered the enticing possibility of at

least two skeletons to be investigated on

our next expedition.

In 1995, we returned to Madagascar.

We soon discovered and began un-

earthing the nearly complete skeleton of

a previously unknown large crocodile.

This time, however, our sights were set

on bringing home dinosaurs. So it hap-

pened that on a pristine July morning,

Retsieva touched a torch to the dry

grass on the promising hiUside discov-

ered in 1993. Once the smoke had

cleared, we soon found several spots

where whitish dinosaur bones protruded

from the now blackened surface.

We began by "chasing" the tail verte-

brae of a large, carnivorous dinosaur,

perhaps the elusive Majungasanms, into

the hillside. Unfortunately, everywhere

we dug, the trail of fossils quickly van-

ished. We then shifted our attention to a

few sauropod ribs and vertebrae nearby,

and after a day of digging, we knew that

the quest for dinosaurs had not been in

vain. Our ten-person crew of North

American and Malagasy paleontologists

devoted most of their energy to this site

for the remainder of the season.

The hillside proved to be a paleonto-

logical treasure trove. The ribs and ver-

tebrae were part of a single, jumbled
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skeleton of a long-necked, barrel-

chested sauropod. Truly giants among

giants, some sauropods were more than

one hundred feet in length and weighed

as much as one hundred tons. Perhaps

fortunately, given the daunting nature of

excavating such a beast, this particular

sauropod was not fully grown and must

be considered a relative lightweight,

with a body about the size of a young

elephant. Tossed in for good measure

were several isolated bones from an even

smaller juvenile sauropod.

Subadult or not, the skeleton

took three weeks to unearth. We
had before us by far the most

complete titanosaur sauropod ever

found. Titanosaurs, "titan lizards,"

were widespread around the globe

but are found most commonly in

Cretaceous rocks of southern

continents. The great majority ot

specimens recovered, however

typically consist of a few fragmen-

tary bones. This new titanosaur is

about 80 percent complete and

even includes a few skull bones.

The heads of sauropods are tiny

relative to their gargantuan body

sizes, and, perhaps because of theii

lightweight construction, are ex-

tremely rare finds. Nonetheless,

paleontologists have uncovered

enough sauropod skuUs to deter-

mine the configuration of the

head in most groups. Yet even

partial skulls were unknown

among titanosaurs. We were

therefore excited to hnd several

beautifully preserved skull bones

in the quarry, although a coniplete ti-

tanosaur skuU remained elusive.

As so often happens in paleontology,

our greatest treasures surfaced inciden-

tally. While digging trenches around the

sauropod skeleton, we periodically came

across bones of other, smaller dinosaurs.

Some of these—including jaws, limb

bones, and vertebrae—belong to a pre-

viously unknown carnivorous dinosaur.

At about seven feet in length, this meat

eater was much smaller than Majini-

gasmmis and more the size of Velociraptor.

Then there were other bones—even

smaller and extremely thin walled—that

kept cropping up during the excavation.

We considered the possibility that these

more delicate fossils were bird bones but

knew this was unlikely. Aside from two

notable sites in Argentina, next to noth-

ing IS known of birds that inhabited

Gondwana during the Age of Dino-

saurs. Fossilized bones of Mesozoic birds

were unknown from landmasses border-

Titanosaur bones are jacketed in plaster before removal.

mg the Indian Ocean—namely, India,

Africa, and Madagascar.

Our 1995 expedition changed all

that: not one but four species of birds

rose phoenixhke from the ashes of that

hillside near Berivotra. The first three

consist only of a few limb bones that

have several distinctive avian features.

The other, based on more than half a

skeleton—including limbs, shoulder and

hip elements, and numerous vertebrae

—

was truly the gem of our treasure trove.

This bird, the size of a large hawk, is ex-

tremely primitive, close to the first

branch of the avian family tree.

In recent years, evidence has demon-

strated that birds are almost certainly the

direct descendants of a group of thero-

pod dinosaurs. In addition to several ap-

parent bird characteristics—including

bony bumps on the forearm for the at-

tachment of flight feathers—this new

Malagasy animal has a long, robust tail

and unfused bones in the upper portion

of the foot, characteristics typi-

cally associated with dinosaurs.

Most remarkable of all is a large,

retractable, sicklelike claw on the

second toe of its hind foot, a

smaller but identical replica of the

killing claws wielded by certain

theropods such as Deinonychus and

Velociraptor. Although geologically

much younger than the famous

Archacopteryx, this bird can simi-

larly be regarded as a missing hnk

between dinosaurs and birds, pro-

viding further evidence that mod-

ern avians evolved from small

theropods.

On our third trip, in 1996, we

zeroed in on three new sites that

showed promise for additional ti-

tanosaur material. Although none

of these quarries surpassed the

1995 site in terms of titanosaur

skeletons, one of them held yet

another gem, one that all of us had

secretly (and not so secretly)

hoped for, but dared not expect.

A series of theropod tail vertebrae

led us to an exquisitely preserved

lower jawbone of Majiingasaiirus, com-

plete with thirteen gleaming, serrated

teeth. Exclamations of tsara be (Malagasy

for "big good") erupted as one skuU

bone after another was exposed to Hght

for the first time in 75 million years. We
eventually unearthed the complete skuU

of this enigmatic beast. Meanwhile, on

the other side of the same hill, another

prize was exhumed—the skuU of a sec-

ond, larger species of titanosaur, the first

reasonably coiiaplete titanosaur skull
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Gondwana 160 million years ago

he fourth

largest island

on earth, Mada-

gascar is separated

from Africa by

the Mozambique j

Channel, 2401

miles across at its
°

narrowest point

and more than a

mile deep in most

places. Some 160

miUion years ago,

Antarctica. South

America, Africa,

India, Australia,

and Madagascar

werejoined together, forming the great

southern supercontinent of Gondwana.

Over millions of years, this superconti-

nent fragmented into the continental

blocks we recognize today. According

to recent geophysical models, Mada-

gascar, India, Antarctica, and AustraHa

split off from eastern Africa as a single

tectonic unit sometime between 160 to

150 million years ago. Approximately

30 million years later, Madagascar and

India separated as a unit from Antarc-

tica and AustraHa. FinaDy, about 90 to

85 miUion years ago, the Indian sub-

continent broke away from Madagascar

and began its glacially paced journey

northward toward Asia. Madagascar has

existed in virtual isolation ever since

that time.

Given this ancient oceanic gulf, it is

not surprising that many plants and an-

imals now living in Madagascar are

found nowhere else. Among the en-

demic Malagasy fauna are a diverse

iroup of primates, known as lemurs,

and a relatively primitive group of in-

Island Castaways
80 million years ago

sect-eating mammals, the tenrecs.

Other endemic aniinals have become

extinct only recently; dwarf hippopota-

muses, gorilla-sized lemurs, and giant,

flightless elephantbirds are thought to

have lived into historic times.

Ho'w and when the ancestors of

these animals arrived on the island con-

stitutes one of the greatest mysteries of

natural history. While many living

groups may be descendants of animals

present before Madagascar broke off

from other landmasses, others un-

doubtedly arrived later by swimming,

flying, and rafting, perhaps using islands

such as the Comoros as convenient lay-

overs. Unfortunately, no terrestrial fos-

sil record is preserved on the island for

most of the 65 million years since the

extinction of nonavian dinosaurs, so

paleontologists must look back to the

fossil-rich sediments from the Age of

Dinosaurs to address these questions.

Just as uncertain are the biogeo-

graphic origins of the dinosaurs and

their contemporaries on Madagascar.

The dinosaurs

preserved near

Berivotra lived at

least ten million

years after Mada-

gascar severed its

last ties with the

Indian subconti-

nent. Do they

trace their ances-

try to dinosaurs

already present

on Madagascar

when it became

an island? Or
could they have

landed subse-

quently, dispersing in some way across

an oceanic barrier? Discovering and

comparing fossils from the various

lands that made up ancient Gondwana

is the best and perhaps the only way to

find the clues necessary to solve these

mysteries.

The recent fossil discoveries from

Madagascar are already beginning to

supply such clues. For example, the

upper jawbone of the large theropod

dinosaur Majtiiigasaiiriis resembles the

same bone from Indosiichus, a large

theropod from India, suggesting that

these animals are close relatives. If so,

these two ancient carnivores may well

be derived from a common ancestor

that lived on "Indo-Madagascar" be-

fore it fragmented into two landmasses.

Similarly, two recently discovered

mammal teeth from the Madagascar

collection represent an extinct group of

mammals known previously only from

South America, suggesting a geo-

graphic link, perhaps via Antarctica,

between these two landmasses.

known. In a matter of days, we had

found the first two dinosaur skulls

known from Madagascar, both of which

are now back in the laboratory, being

extracted from the entombing rock.

All told, our three expeditions have

more than quadrupled the total number

of species known from the Late Creta-

ceous of Madagascar. The tally of dino-

saurs and birds so far includes eight dif-

ferent kinds, six of which were

previously unknown and the remaining

two of which were very poorly known.

Perhaps most e.xciting is the vast, still

untapped potential of the field area; nu-

merous other sites with high concentra-

tions of fossilized bone fragments are

scattered throughout the hills around

Berivotra. We eagerly anticipate return-

ing and combing those grassy hills for

more signs of ancient treasure. D
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For the tiny Afiican

antelopes known as

dik-diks, monogamy is a

matter ofboundaries.

By Petr E. Komers

"What do you research?" asked the

woman who sold mangoes and passion

fruit in the dusty marketplace town of

Voi just outside of my study site in

Kenya's Tsavo East National Park. "I

study dik-diks," I answered. The laugh-

ter that greeted my response didn't sur-

prise me. It was as if I had said "I study

beef jerky," for locals associate dik-diks

with cheap dried meat from poachers

—

not with the dainty, swift, shy antelopes

that live in the shelter of thick, bush-

country undergrowth. When the laugh-

ter died down, the market woman
asked, "Why dik-diks?" I thought I de-

tected genuine interest. "Because they

live in pairs—you know, like husband

and wife." She giggled.

Kirk's dik-diks are one of three spe-

cies of dik-diks that live in East and

Southwest Africa. Often called dwarf

antelopes because of their dainty appear-

ance—about fifteen inches high and

eleven pounds light—dik-diks live in

dry bush country, where trees are scat-

tered, the undergrowth is thick, and

water is scarce. Remarkably, these ani-

mals seem able to live for months with-

out water except for dew and the mois-

ture from the acacias and herbs they

browse upon. To keep cool, dik-diks

pant rather than sweat. Their elongated

snout is a part of a circulatory system

that conserves some of the water other-

wise lost during panting.

The notion that dik-diks spend a life-

time with a single partner—or take an-

other mate only after the first dies—can

be traced back at least to the British zo-

ologist R. E. Drake-Brockman, a fellow

of the Zoological Society, who studied



dik-diks in southern Somalia early in

this century. He reported that after a fe-

male was shot, her male partner lived

alone despite the plentiful supply of po-

tential mates in the area. Hubert Hen-

drichs, of the University of Bielefeld and

the Serengeti Research Institute, pub-

lished his observations on dik-dik ecol-

ogy and behavior in the Serengeti re-

gion in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

He, too, found evidence of monogamy,

reporting on two pairs that had re-

mained together for at least four years.

But do most dik-diks spend a lifetime

with a single partner? Monogamy

among mammals is the exception, not

the rule: less than 5 percent of mam-

malian species maintain monogamous

partnerships from year to year. (Because

genetic evidence based on DNA finger-

printing is difficult to carry out in the

field, raonogamy in mammals is usually

understood as a social commitment to

the same mating partner.)

Male dik-diks are strongly territorial,

marking the boundaries of their five-

acre domains with large piles of dung. I

found (much to the amusement of my

guide and assistant, Jonathan Mwanzia)

that by examining the shape and size of

dung pellets, I could obtain a kind of

fingerprint that distinguished individuals

and determined the number of dik-diks

in my study area. I also used ra-

diotelemetry to find out where they

went and how they used the territory.

To catch the animals and attach radio

collars, I worked at night. I relied on

local methods—a strong flashlight, a

battery-powered horn to mask the

sound of footsteps, and a chase.

Jonathan's quick manipulations attached

the collars.

With these techniques, I was able to

study dik-dik family values. Almost im-

mediately I observed that males barely

set a hoof outside of their land—not

even if a female is available next door.

Females, on the other hand, seem to

lack a strict sense of boundaries. An un-
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attached young female cruises widely in

search of suitable males, but when she

encounters a resident female, she (and

the resident) will shift ranges to avoid

contact. If the resident female occasion-

ally ventures beyond her spouse's terri-

tory to avoid another female or to see

whether the browse is greener on the

other side, the male wiU make use of his

horns to keep her within the proper

boundaries. He appears more "devoted"

to maintaining the pair bond than she.

Female—female avoidance is, 1 suspect,

another very important factor in main-

taining monogamy.

For male dik-diks, monitoring a ter-

ritory seems to override aO other con-

siderations. On one occasion, from

about thirty feet away, I watched a fe-

male defecate and leave. While the male

sniffed the deposit and scratched dirt

over it with his front legs, I slowly

moved toward him. Normally, he would'

have run away, but he completed his

scratching and defecated on top of the

little pile of dirt. By the time he had fin-

ished, I was less than fifteen feet firom^

him. His urge to properly cover the

scent of his female and to advertise his

territorial ownership was so strong that

he tolerated the approach of a potential

predator. By depositing his dung over

the female's and concealing her scent,
|



Aboi'e: A Giinther's dik-dik browses on

tcnib. Tlie species, one of three in

Africa, isfound in semiarid regionsjrom

northern Uganda to Somalia.

Left: Ttie male dik-dik, a hare-sized

animal, patrols his territory vigilantly to

prevent rivalsfrom gaining access to his

mate; but when disturbed, he will

bound off in great leaps.

the male keeps other males from know-

ing when his mate is in estrus. (Note

that in primates, monogamy is also asso-

ciated with concealed estrus.) He also

marks his territory's borders with scent

from large glands under his eyes to warn

and ward off males that may be on the

lookout for vacancies.

Such rivals are never far off. Once a

male is ousted or dies (dik-diks live

about seven years), new males invade the

territory within two days. Two or three

of them then compete for ownership,

making use of their almost-needle-sharp

little horns. Sometimes it takes several

days of repeated encounters between

competing males to settle disputes. The

winner claims the rights of the previous

male not only to the territory but also to

the resident female.

When a female dies, however, the

male sticks to his territory—sometimes

a month or longer—waiting for a female

to fmd him. (Both radiotelemetry and

my dung-tmgerprinting techniques en-

able me to identify new arrangements in

partners.) When a new female moves in

to a male's domain, he behaves just as he

did with his previous mate. Although

devotion does not last past the death of

the partner, the pair bond is an impres-

sive one and appears to last throughout

the partner's lifetime.

The female ultimately calls the shots.

If the male is healthy and fit enough to

keep his female in line and competitors

away, he then has the privilege ofmating

with her.

Almost six months after mating, a sin-

gle calf is born. At first the calf is well

hidden under a bush, where the mother

comes to nurse it. Within about two or

three weeks, however, it begins to fol-

low its father or mother through the

bush. Although the father occasionally

grooms the calf, his main role (accord-

ing to the research on paternal roles by

Peter Brotherton, of Cambridge Uni-

versity) is to be on the alert for the many

predators that take dik-diks, including

eagles, jackals, and leopards. (Unlike

some male animals that destroy unre-

lated offspring, a dik-dik father that

takes over a territory is tolerant of a calf

that is not his own. One male I observed

sometimes guided a new calf through

the territory even when its mother was

not there.) Within six months, young

females leave to seek their own mates.

Young males stay closer to the parents,

often settling in unclaimed territory

until strong enough to challenge a resi-

dent male.

Monogamy—resulting in the steady

reproduction of a single young twice a

year in normal circumstances—means a

healthy population in Tsavo. A pair in

each five-acre plot, plus young and a few

dispersing animals waiting for a home,

add up to about 300 dik-diks in each

square mile. That means that in an area

of six by seven miles of dry bush coun-

try, the population includes about 4,000

pairs producing 8,000 young every year.

Unfortunately, however, dik-diks are

easy prey and have much to fear from

human exploitation outside national

parks. Local education programs on

wildHfe protection are needed to insure

the dik-dik's future.

Petr E. Komers, a postdoctoral researcher at

Sweden's University of Uppsala, studies the

conservation biology of ungulates, with a spe-

cialJocns on fallow deer

Poacher Threats
In areas outside of Tsavo, dik-diks

are preyed upon not just by raptors

and other predators but also by

poachers, who find them an easy-

to-get source of meat. As early as

1930, Drake-Brockman reported

that yearly exports of dik-dik skins

from Africa's east coast were "run-

ning well into six figures." Today,

poachers are stiU operating, work-

ing in the same way that Jonathan

and I did—at night, with strong

flashlights and battery-powered

horns—except that they kill the an-

imals with one swift blow of a club.

On ranches surrounding the park,

Kenyan Wildlife Service rangers

have occasionally arrested poachers

carrying as many as thirteen dik-

diks. The meat of one dik-dik is

worth about one dollar, which is al-

most as much as many manual

workers earn in one day.

—

P. E. K.
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What Is a

Shaman?
By Piers Vitebsky

Flying above the earth to the spirit world or descend-

ing into the underworld; being stripped to a skeleton,

reassembled, and reborn; fighting evil spirits and sor-

cerers; and protecting their people from famine and

disease—these are po'wers commonly claimed by

shamans throughout the world. The word shaman,

sometimes erroneously used interchangeably with sor-

cerer or medicine man, comes from the language of

the Evenk, a small group of Tungus-speaking hunters

and reindeer herders in Siberia. In the strictest sense, it

refers to a practitioner who can will his or her spirit to

leave the body and journey to upper or lower worlds.

Shamanic beliefs do not constitute a single religion

or doctrinal system, although world-

wide shamanic traditions approach real-

ity and human experience in similar

ways. In shamanic thinking, every ele-

ment of the world around us, whether

human, animal, tree, or rock, is imbued

with spirits. Spirits are conscious, often

anthropomorphic, and can also be in-

terpreted as representing the essences

that underlie surface appearances.

Events in the spirit world are believed to be inti-

mately connected to everyday occurrences, particularly

in the realm of human health and fertility. By entering

a trance state and allowing his or her soul to venture

into other worlds, the shaman can seek out the under-

lying causes ofmundane events, and then fight, beg, or

cajole the spirits to intervene m the affairs of the living.

A shaman's soul-journeys are thought to take place

within a layered cosmology, with the earth at the cen-

ter of various upper and lower worlds. Illness is often

ascribed to the kidnapping of a patient's soul by spirits.

When a fisherman in the Peruvian Amazon is seduced

by a freshwater mermaid, his soul must be rescued by a

mestizo shaman whose soul travels along the river bot-

tom. In Sulawesi, Indonesia, when a patient's soul

wanders off into the sky, the Wana shaman pursues it in

a spirit canoe that can traverse the heavens. Many tra-

ditional Inuit communities believed that the supply of

marine mammals was controDed by a female water

spirit who punished people for moral lapses by with-

holding the animals. One of the most daunting tests of

a great shaman was to travel down to the sea floor to

persuade the spirit to release the seals and whales into

the hunters' path again.

Shamanic power is usually acquired through diffi-

cult initiations, ordeals beheved to be imposed by the

spirits. The accomplished shaman generally acquires

"spirit helpers," with whom he is thought to associate.

These may be gods or ancestors but are commonly the

spirits of powerful, agile, or cunning animals. Often

they enable the shaman to turn into one of these crea-

tures or take on its attributes—flying into the sky in

the form of a hawk or diving into the water as a fish.

Such powers remain elusive

and—as the need for spirit helpers

suggests—always partly outside

the range of the shaman's unaided

abilities. Acquired with difficulty,

shamanic powers can be lost again

in battles with spirit enemies or

through failure to perform the rit-

uals properly.

During a trance, the shaman's

soul travels to other worlds,

seeking the underlying causes of

events. There the shaman fights,

begs, or cajoles the spirits to

intervene for his clients.

Shamanic religion may date

from the time of the earliest

known Paleolithic drawings,

which were made some 30,000

years ago by our hunting ances-

tors. Although many of these cave

and rock paintings are of animals,

some show humans wearing ani-

mal masks and other motifs sug-

gestive of shamanic practices.

Even today, belief in shamans

seems strongest in societies that

rely on hunting and gathering. In

the absence of a priestly class, in-

dividuals believe they can com-

municate directly with gods and

spirits. Agricultural societies seem

somewhat inimical to shamans

because of their more institution-

alized forms of relieion. In our

A



own times, shamans have been widely persecuted and

their acri\'ities suppressed by secular governments and

by the major established religions. Yet, because

shamanic thinking is flexible and adaptable, it often

persists even in complex urban societies.

Although outside observers have called them mad-

men or charlatans, within their own cultures shamans

are viewed as a combination of priest, doctor, social

worker, and mystic. Eighteenth-century anthropolo-

gists and travelers encountered shamans in the Arctic

and subarctic; throughout Siberia, Lapland, Tibet, and

MongoUa; and among the Inuit of North America.

Shamanic cultures are also widespread among rain for-

est tribes of South America, particularly m Amazonia,

and throughout Southeast Asia.

Since he or she must often deal with illness, malev-

olence, and death, the shaman is often concerned with

matters that are dark and dangerous. A youngster may

dread being called by the spirits to follow the shamanic

path, and some strenuously resist at first. Rather than

seeing them as mad, their chents beHeve that shamans

have extraordinary insight into the cosmic processes

governing health, food supply, and fertility. After

painfi-il initiations, a shaman is entrusted with looking

over the edge of the abyss without falling in, and re-

turning with help for the people of this world. D

Opposite page: A

Peruvian shaman.

Below: Tamu

shamans in Nepal

attempt to placate a

restless spirit. On

seeing this photo,

one exclaimed, "This

is exactly what the

god, the witches, and

the ancestors look

like. It must be a very

good camera."
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Dialogues

with the

Dead
story and photographs by Piers Vitebsky

Almost every day among the Sora, a jungle tribe in

eastern India, the livmg conduct dialogues with the

dead. A shaman, usually a woman, serves as an interme-

diary between the two worlds. During a trance, her

soul is said to climb down terrifying precipices to the

underworld, leaving her body for the dead to use as

their vehicle for communication. One by one the spir-

its speak through her mouth. Mourners crowd around

the shaman, arguing vehemently with the dead, laugh-

ing at their jokes, or weeping at their accusations.

To prepare her for the important position of inter-

mediary, a future shaman is visited in childhood dreams

by helper spirits, who are said to turn her soul into a

monkey to enable her to clamber down to the under-

world. Later, the Sora believe,

she learns to make this journey

at will during a trance. She

marries a helper spirit, bears

spirit children, and makes a sec-

ond home in the underworld,

which she visits every time she

dreams or goes into a trance.

According to Sora thinking,

death is not the end of exis-

tence, but merely another phase. After death one be-

comes a powerful spirit 'with contradictory motives. On
the one hand, the dead nourish their living descendants

by infusing their growing crops with their own "soul

force." In aggressive moods, however, they may "eat"

their relatives' souls and cause in them the same illness

to which the deceased succumbed.

At funerals and in divinations to diagnose the cause

of illness, people stage dialogues to interrogate the dead

about where they are—the landscape, the sky, or the

underworld. A spirit that is trying to harm the living is

presumed to be in a bad place. The relatives will then

try to persuade it to move or offer a sacrificial animal as

a substitute for the sick person under attack.

My research has revealed several stages of emotional

involvement between living Sora and their dead. Those

who died recently are considered the most dangerous

because they strU retain an intense attachment—often

expressed as hostility—to the living. When speaking

with the recently dead, people can become extremely

distressed, as pity for the dead is mixed with fear for

their own safety. Someone who has been dead for some

time—a second stage of detachment—is no longer so

threatening or aggressive. People who have been dead

for many years arouse no strong feelings and (speaking

through a shaman) bestow their names on their descen-

dants' children.

Finally, the deceased dies a second death in the un-

derworld and becomes a butterfly, bereft of human

memories. As the dead drift inexorably away from the

living toward butterfly-

hood, they become in-

creasingly inaccessible

and unknowable. In that

form, souls are believed

to become characterless

and beyond the reach of

dialogue.

Sora shamans appear

to heal physical illness by

helping the bereaved to

manage painful and

Among the Sora of India,

mourners converse with

deceased relatives through a

woman shaman. They argue with

the dead, laugh at their jokes,

and weep at their accusations.

guilty memories about

the dead. Healing is

thought to occur only

through dialogue, not

merely ffom the passage

of time. While the

shaman goes on her soul

journey to the under-

world, the bereaved or

ailing client also makes

an inner journey of dis-

covery. The mourners

heal themselves by ex-

ploring and modifying

the deceased's pain and

hostility.



Emphasis on a "talking cure" seems similar to many

Western therapies, but with a crucial difference. We
mav speak to our dead in one-sided conversations, but

the Sora expect responses. Without the shaman's inter-

vention, there could be no dialogue and thus no heal-

ing. Both systems, I beheve, are based on the same in-

sight: that intense emotional attachment gives rise to

memories that have the power to cause illness. In West-

ern therapies, however, the memories of a grieving pa-

tient are considered isolated and subjective, while Sora

memories of the dead are made "objective" by social

dialogue. The whole Sora community moves toward a

consensus as it traces the dead persons shifting states of

mmd on a shared psychic landscape.

While the traditional Sora religion met certain psy-

chological and social needs very well, it is proving inad-

equate for a younger generation that is being exposed

to rapid social change. Many ot today's youngsters—the

first generation to attend school—have joined the Bap-

tist church, believing that the affiliation will help them

gain access to mainstream society.

The older Sora know that after they die, their Bap-

tist children wiU not talk to them or feed them with

sacrifices. While some young Baptists extoll the bene-

fits of their new religion, others confess to a gnawing

uncertainty. "Maybe my father is with Jesus, or maybe

he's in the underworld," said one, "but we can't know

because we don't speak with hiin anymore." D

Sitting on the

cremation grounds,

elderly women

shamans, opposite

page and below, allow

the dead to speak

through them with

living relatives. The

shamans wear

necklaces and cloths

that belonged to

the deceased.
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Soviet

Superpowers
By Marjorie Mandelstam Balzer

In the Siberian Far East, a story told by the Sakha

(Yakut) people recounts how some of their shamans es-

caped Soviet jails; they simply turned into birds and

flew away. The Sakha elder Somogotto recalled that

one revered curer, Nikon, was arrested as part of the

Soviet persecution of shamanic practitioners. Hand-

cuffed to a policeman, the unprotesting shaman was

led to the courthouse. But when they got there, in-

stead of an old shaman, there was just a piece of tree

branch handcuffed to the pohceman, whom the mag-

istrate accused of being drunk.

For the past ten years, I have collected many such

tales of the powers of shamans, their prowess as curers

and wiliness in the face of state-led persecution. These

tales have not only helped to keep shamanic traditions

alive in the Sakha RepubHc (Yakutia), they have also

become a vital source of ethnic identity and resistance

to absorption by the dominant Russian culture. De-

spite centuries of suppression and ridicule by church

and state, some ancient worldviews are being reinte-

grated into the chaotic post-Soviet debates.

The shaman Konstantin of the Abyi region and

two others captured by local officials reportedly were

released after they made an entire roomful of Party

functionaries believe they saw wild bears and snow in-

side a Young Communist League hall.

The legendary woman shaman Alykhardaakh is

said to have bested Sakha Soviet authorities, whom she

invited to her cabin for a seance. After dancing and

drumming herself into a trance, she called forth water,

and the men's ankles were submerged. Then she called

forth a large fish, which she caught in her hands. Fi-

nally, she asked the officials to remove their pants and

hold their male organs. The men, caught in this em-

barrassing position when she emerged from her trance,

vowed never to bother her again.

The thrust of many of these popular stories is that

even when shamans were jailed, at least some of them

were spiritually more powerful than their captors and

could transcend victimization. Such exuberant tales

can lead a listener to romanticize the Soviet period, but

the reaUty of ideology-driven repression was bleak. By

the 1930s, most shamans were barely able to function.

Soviet propaganda against "kulak-shamans" played to

villagers' mixture of fear, distrust, and admiration ot

shamans. Practitioners were accused of political sub-

version and of being frauds who conned people out of

goods, savings, animals, and even their daughters. Vil-

lagers who were converts to Communism collected

shamans' drums for puUic burning, and shamans were

pressed to donate their cloaks and paraphernaUa to

museums. One gray-bearded villager told me that

when he was a boy, a local Communist activist invited

the schoolchildren to help him burn nine drums he

had seized. The large, white drum of Tokoyeu, the

most powerful local shaman, "jumped out of the fire

three times" and had to be replaced each time. The

drum burner died a horrible death soon after—but not

before begging Tokoyeu for help and forgiveness.

Going into trance without a drum was difficult, but

not impossible, for the few shamans who continued to

practice. The elderly Marfa Zamorshikova recalled a

desperate situation from her childhood, when her

younger brother was ill and screaming in pain. Her

mother summoned Matrena, an old woman "known

for doing things that the shamans had done." To make

a proper diagnosis, Matrena took up a frying pan in

lieu of a drum and beat it with a wooden spoon. While

in a trance, she announced that someone in the family

had killed a big animal, whose spirit had entered the

sick child. Four days later, after the boy had died, his

father returned from a successful hunt. The family ac-

cepted the spirit possession interpretation of the child's

illness and were resigned to his fate (d'ylkha), which

derived from forces larger than themselves.

Like Matrena, some women in remote villages

were able to cure in secret, while men with high-pro-

file reputations went to jail. Authorities sometimes re-

sorted to various pretexts for arrest, when a curer's true

"crime" was shamanic practice. StiU more insidious

was the post-World War II Soviet poUcy of having

shamans diagnosed as insane. Labeled as "schizophren-

ics," they were institutionalized and kept in a twilight

of sedation. Fear of such treatment, perhaps even more

than of jaU, kept some from practicing. One black-

leather-jacketed, motorcycle-driving young man,

grandson of Tokoyeu, tearfuUy told me of the drugs he

was given to silence the spirit voices he had heard from

childhood. Recently, he has turned to traditional cur-

ers who may help him heed those voices and become a

shaman himself.

Many Sakhas perceive modern medicine as being

cold and bureaucratic, while shamans practice in a set-

dng of intense, personal concern for the individual pa-

tient. Shamanic cures of cancer, gallstones, diabetes,



infertiliu'. and other common ailments are widely ac-

cepted. One popular stors' making the rounds is that

of a young male shaman from the ViUuisk region, a

protege of Nikon, who cured a Soviet-trained Rus-

sian woman doctor of cancer. With a distrust of Soviet

hospitals born of first-hand experience, the woman is

said to have commissioned secret seances and post-

poned a risky operation. Later she was gratified to

learn her tumor had disappeared.

' A successfiil symbol of a revitaHzed merging of the

old and new is a Moscow-trained surgeon, Aleksandra

Chirkova, daughter of the shaman Konstantin. As

head doctor of the huge Ab^d region, she has incorpo-

rated aspects of shamanic seances, human X-ray vi-

sion, dream analysis, individual therapy, and herbal

medicine into her hospital programs.

Some Sakha intellectuals are warv of the current

swing toward folk medicine, teartul ot a new wave ot

charlantry among those who call themselves "ex-

trasenses," mixing Russian and Sakha curing traditions.

i Most Sakhas consider only five shamans, from different

I indigenous groups, to be genuine, and even their au-

thenticity is hotly debated. Few patients have com-

pletely forsaken modern medicine. But many Sakhas

are finding a new cultural pride and confidence in the

emergence of shamans from the underground.

Shamanic fimctions have been reinforced and rein-

terpreted in new contexts. One female shaman reput-

edly used spirit power to fix a broken bus on the way

to a meeting with Native American visitors. Another

has buOt a reputation for finding stolen cars, and others

have helped poUce find missing persons. One environ-

mental activist is also a healer, building on a shamanic

theme of harmony with nature gained through telepa-

thy, meditation, and spirit propitiation.

A Sakha cultural revival movement called Kut-Sur

(Heart-Soul-Mind-Reason) has drawn upon ancient

shamanic concepts and rites. Kut-Sur members re-

joiced in 1990 when, at their urging, the major Sakha

midsummer shamamc celebration of renewal and ter-

tility, yhyakh, became a republic holiday. Members

stress a renewed respect for the power of spirits, the

power of certain words, and the curative bene-

fits ot prayer.

Some healers have joined in private practices

or in an Association of Folk Medicine, founded

in 1990 and headed by the shaman-historian-

extrasense Vladimir Kondakov. Although past

Sakha shamans rarely worked together, his

teams of curers are welcomed in many villages.

A Darhaad shaman

from Mongolia,

opposite page, beats

his trance-inducing

dnjm. Left: The cover

of a Soviet antishaman

tract, published before

the breakup of the

USSR, depicts a

Siberian shaman

being worshiped by

village folk.

I

Among the Sakha people, tales of shamans'

prowess as curers and of their wiliness

during governmental persecutions have

revitalized cultural pride.

Kondakov exhorts spiritual seekers and patients

to climb a hUl at sunrise and "let the first rays of

the sun and the first songs of birds give you

strength and energy. ... As the sun rises, so shall

you fly higher."

Another team of folk healers, led by Klavdia

Maksimova and Petr Sleptsov, has organized

group seances, using drumming and a jaw harp

(kliomus) to produce cures, stimulate artistic cre-

ativity, and open the "shamanic third eye" of in-

tuition and spirit power. In 1995, I watched

twenty patients as they danced and went into

trances in a field to the resonating twang of the khoimis.

Some of the participants, who had appeared incapaci-

tated during earlier sessions, now moved joyously, with

animal and bird movements. A few rolled on the

ground. They laughed and feasted and prayed to the

fire spirit, closing with the drawing of solar energies

toward their chests. "I am well," they chanted, "I am

Sakha. I am here, in and with this land." D
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The

Shaman's
Apprentice

story and photographs by Laurel Kendall

Uijongbu, Republic of Korea, September 1989: Chini's

dank little rented room and her pale, emaciated figure

reflect the hardship suffered by someone who is des-

tined to serve the spirits. The gods and ancestors wiU

torment Chini until she becomes a shaman. Today, ex-

perienced shamans will dress her in the costumes of

various spirits and coach her until she bursts into in-

spired words and actions. When Chini's "gates of

speech" are finally opened, when she can give divina-

tions in the spirits' own words, cHents wiU seek her out

and she will be able to earn a living as a shaman.

Although held in low esteem, the work of a

shaman may oifer the only hope for thirty-two-year-

old Chini, who has so far failed at everything she has

tried. Raised in poverty and married to an abusive

drunk, she fled her marriage and was forced to leave

her two small children behind. Drifting from one me-

nial job to another, she began to hear the spirits'

voices, urging her to leave her tasks and run outdoors.

"But of course, once I got outside, there wasn't anyone

there," she says with a faint smile. Her bizarre behavior

earned her two visits to a mental hospital.

Whenever Chini had her fortune told, the shamans

insisted that she was destined to be a shaman, that she

must accept her fate and be initiated into the profes-

sion. Chini's mother and sister were appalled at first,

but eventually they supported Chini's apprenticeship

and went deep into debt to pay for her initiation kut.

A kut is a ceremony in which shamans—clothed as

gods and ancestors and inspired by dancing to loud,

percussive music—^become hosts to the spirits. In an

initiation kut, the apprentice shaman does this for the

first time. Early in her ceremony, Chini must balance

on an earthen water jar and deliver an oracle. Speaking

through Chini, the god known as the Buddhist Sage

announces that an intrusive spirit is blocking the way.

Then Chini says no more.

The shamans first cajole the spirits, then coach and

finally scold their apprentice, berating her for letting

her thoughts wander. In mounting desperation, they

tell her that the spirits will not move her tongue for

her, that performing inspired speech, "whether or not

the spirits have made you into a shaman," is more con-

structive than her stage fright and stony silence.

As the shamans see it, Chini's gates of inspired

speech are blocked by an obstinate spirit, but at an-

other level they recognize that Chini is blocked be-

cause she cannot clear her mind, opening herself to

feelings and losing herself in performance. She does

not heed the impulse to clothe herself in a particular

spirit's costume, a vehicle of that spirit's presence and

power. She does not weep or shout insults, but resists

the emotional release and surrender that would bring

on the force of the spirits.

Kim Pongsun, the "spirit mother" in charge of

Chini's initiation, tries to identify the

troublesome spirit. She divines that the

culprit is Chini's dead sister, a pock-

marked maiden who took her own hfe at

age nineteen. Kim Pongsun now claims

that the dead sister was herself a destined

shaman. Once installed in Chini's shrine

as Princess Hogu, the sister will assist

Chini as a potent guardian spirit.

But even when she is clothed m the

robes of this new spirit, Chini can't find

inspiration. As a last resort, the shamans

dress Chini in the gold satin robe of the

Heavenly King, since no intrusive spirit

would dare to block the high king's path.

Swaying on her feet, eyes vacant, a smile

on her lips, Chini proclaims the presence

of the Heavenly King, then lapses again

into silence.

Kim Pongsun castigates the spirits

whose painted images hang above Chini's

altar, calling them heartless for insisting

on a kut and then faUing to uphold their

part of the bargain. She threatens to tear fcl /•,

;

them off the wall and burn them up.

At last, the apprentice seems ready to

speak for Princess Hogu. Kim Pongsun

urges Chini on, using a now-famihar for-

mula: "If there's a costume the spirit

wants to wear, then put it on! Jump and

keep shouting out the spirit's coinmands.

That's what we mean by the true words of

the spirits—shout out what the spirits

have to tell us. That's what it's all about."

The shamans pound cymbals, drum, and

gong as Chini reaches for Princess Hogu's



robe. Kim Pongsun shouts, "You must cry your heart

out. Then everythuig will burst out!"

Sobbing convulsively, Chini covers her tear-

streaked face \A'ith Princess Hogu's fan and—m the

person ofthe dead sister—laments her pitiful situation,

forced to become a shaman. The dead girl calls for her

mother and pours out wrenching words that could be

Chini s own:

Mother! Mother! I wanted so much to be beautiful,

Mother . . . I'll lielp my Uttle sister as a sliaiiiaii.

Mother, I want your blessing, but you don't respond.

Mother, how many times I've called you! . . . Wlien my

mother raised me she wasn't able to give us decentfood.

I'mfull ofpityfor Chini. How can it be helped.

Mother? . . . Tliat's why I've come.

Tears trickle down the mother's wrinkled face.

Chini's sister and sister-in-law are weeping in the cor-

ner. The shamans wipe away their own tears. Chini

gives a round of divinations, staggers drunkenly

through her performance of Princess Hogu's praise

song, and collapses in a bow in front of her altar.

Although the apprentice has made progress, the

outcome of the hit is stOl uncertain. But for the brief,

cathartic encounter with her dead sister, Chini's per-

formance has been hmited, her divinations common-

place and unremarkable.

The next day—after much coaxing, encourage-

ment, and scolding—Chini undertakes the most diffi-

cult ordeal of her kut. She chmbs six feet to the top of

a makeshift edifice and balances on the blades of a fod-

der-chopper. There she proclaims the presence of the

Knife-Riding General, who is one of the most power-

ful spirits in her pantheon. But she gives no divina-

tions, and when she descends from the blades, she

speaks no more.

Chini ends her kut deep in debt and not yet em-

powered to work as a shaman. She has failed, the

shamans acknowledge, because she is too self-con-

scious and inhibited.

As the shamans see it, Chini's gates of inspired

speech may be blocl^ed by an obstinate spirit.

But they also recognize that she is not able

to clear her own mind and lose herself completely

in an emotional performance.

Discouraged, Chini breaks off the apprenticeship

with her spirit mother and disappears. Her unsuccess-

ful initiation and failed apprenticeship are common in

the world of Korean shamans. Although disappointed

by Chini's defection, Kim Pongsun is philosophical:

Look at it this way. It isn't as ifanyone can become a

successful shaman right when they get the calling. They

must make a great effort and change completely. If it

happened automatically, then wouldn't everyone be

making their living as a shaman? Everyone has their

moment, and all things happen in their season. If this

time the spirits vacillated, then by and by the time can

come ivhen they will make her into a successfd sliaman.

Adapted from "Initiating Performance: The Story of Chini, a Ko-

rean Shaman," in The PerformaiKC of Hailii% edited by Carol La-

derman and Marina Roseman (New York: Roudedge, 1996), and

from "An Initiation Kut for a Korean Shaman," a video produced

by Diana S. Lee and Laurel Kendall, distributed by University of

Hawaii Press (1996).

r/ie renowned Korean

stiaman Kim Kumhwa

dances vigorously, left,

manifesting t/ie

presence of a spirit. To

be successful, an

apprentice shaman

must be able to give in

to sucti inspiration.

Facing page: Ttie

"spirit mottier" Kim

Pongsun (left) with a

promising apprentice.
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Objects of

Power
By Allen Wardwell

Beset by European-American culture and law, the

Northwest Coast tradition of shamanism died out early

this century, but not before being recorded by such lin-

guists, anthropologists, and collectors as Franz Boas,

John Swanton, George Hunt, and George T. Emmons.

Among the Thngit, Tsimshian, Haida, and other peo-

ples, shamans could be men or women. They often

hved the hfe of ascetics, away from villages and every-

day affairs, and their hair was long and uncut. Accom-

panied by tales of encounters with helpful and malevo-

lent spirits, journeys to the land ot the dead,

acquisition of animal languages, and flights to the

moon and stars, shamans were fantastic figures. But

they were also remembered as human beings, and the

masks, rattles, and other objects they used are a re-

minder of the vital ritual role they played in the life of

their people.

From Tangible Visions: Northwest Coast Indian Shamanism and

Its Art (New York: Vie Moiiacelli Press. 1996)

A beaver and

other animals are

featured on a

Tsimshian shaman's

rattle, right. Carved

from a whale tooth, a

Tlingit amulet, above left,

depicts a bear and two human

figures riding a water spirit.

AMNH; Phologfaph courtesy Seattle Art Musei
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A Bella Coola mask, below,

evoked a powerful spirit that

induced novices to become

shamans. Left: Small figures

adorn a Tlingit rattle fashioned in

the shape of an oystercatcher.

One is an otter, which uses a

rope to tie a witch spirit.

Death of a Shaman

In about 1890, the Tlingit shaman Tek-'ic felt it was time to die. His

brother had recently passed away, and Tek-'ic realized no one would

succeed him as shaman or care for his remains. According to his niece's

account, Tek-'ic decided to have himself photographed on the steps of

his house in Yakutat Bay, above. He then called in the members of his

clan, who sang spirit songs. Afterward they took him out to the clean

sand beach to cut his long hair. He died that same day, and following

the custom for shamans, his remains were placed in a grave house

above ground. About ten years later, the desiccated body was buried in

the ground by a Tlingit convert to Christianity who did not want its

spirit powers to cause someone else to become a shaman.
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Amazon
Grace
story and photographs by Kenneth Good

Among the Yanomami of the Amazon forest of

Venezuela and Brazil, the normal chatter in the com-

munal house is pierced almost every afternoon by the

bellows of the village shaman beginning his chant. It is

an aU-in-one sermon about the world, a lecture on

life's meaning, an explanation of cultural and social

origins. As small children dart playfuUy between the

support posts, and men and women roast plantains,

weave cotton, repair arrows, or lie back in their ham-

mocks talkmg, the melodious chanting of the man

who is a leader, curer, and defender

against evil spirits is a reassuring

sound. It engenders a feeling that

all is well, that this most important

man is in good humor and in con-

trol of the all-pervading spirits.

At other times, the sound of the

shaman brings village life almost to

a standstill. This is when he chants

to cure the sick or dying, to make

whole a child whose soul has es-

caped the body and left him or her

vulnerable to dangerous forces.

Then women weep or sometimes

wail, and everyone feels a combina-

tion of anger and sorrow.

As an adolescent, Rinawe spent

innumerable afternoons sitting in the semicircle of

Yanomami elders, participating in shamanic sessions.

To experience the supernatural world, he took ebene,

hallucinogenic snuff made from psychoactive plants

and blown through three-foot-long bamboo tubes into

each nostril. When he was no more than fifteen, he felt

the calling to become a shaman himself and began to

practice chants, rhythms, and struts, at first on his own

and later with a few other young men as an audience.

Eventually, he was taken seriously by the senior

shamans, who guided his chanting.

Now the crucial time has come for Rinawe to be

initiated. For this he must present himself as a worthy

host to the spirits. Day after day he sits on the ground

in the communal house, his legs extended in front of

the headman's section, taking large doses ot eheiic and

repeating the phrases chanted by the master shaman.

As the spirits, summoned and encouraged by the mas-

ter, approach Rinawe, the youth is overcome and falls

prostrate on his back. A village mate props him up and

holds him steady as the shaman blows more drugs into

him and continues with his instruction.

After five days of taking ebene, and almost no food

or water, Rinawe is emaciated and covered with dried

mucus, ebene, and soU. He is so weak that he appears

barely conscious, and his repetitions of the shaman's

phrases are almost inaudible. WiU the spirits come?

Will they accept him? Or will they flee, depriving him

of his hopes of becoming a shaman? Some women

begin to cry in fear for Rinawe 's life and from compas-

sion for his ordeal. Even one of the men sitting close to

the participants begins to sob.

Rinawe survives the ordeal, and on the seventh

morning the shamans decide the time has come for the

crucial rite. They leave for the forest, where they cut a

young tree to make a seven-foot ceremonial pole. Dec-

orated along its length with feathers, the pole is called

the rock, or rock outcrop; it is the place where the

spirits live. The spirits that swarm around it must be

gviided to the new shaman.

With great ceremony and thunderous shouts, two

shamans decorated with feathers carry the pole into

the viUage clearing. As the entire community watches,

they move toward the initiate, crouching and swinging

their arms to drive off the malevolent spirits that seek

to interfere. Finally they plant the pole in the ground

between Rinawe 's legs. Pei!
—

"It is done!" The master

shaman grasps Rinawe's head and tilts it forward to

touch the ceremonial mast, the rock, the dwelling of

the spirits; and thus Rinawe enters the venerable realm

of the shaman.



After five days of

taking liallucinogenic

snuff, Rinawe

appears barely

conscious. Will the

spirits come? Will

they accept him?

Or will they flee,

depriving him of his

hopes of becoming

a shaman?

At R'mawe's initiation,

one senior Yanomami

shaman tal<es ebene,

above left, wt)ile

another, above, seeks

to attract the spirits.

At left and opposite

page: The shamans

instruct Rinawe in

chanting. Below: A

ceremonial pole guides

the forest spirits to the

initiate.
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New Spirits

for Old
By Shoefoot (Bautista Cajicuwa), as told to

Kenneth Good and Mark Ritchie

Until their first contact with outsiders, about fifty years ago,

the Yanomanii Indians of Venezuela led an isolated existence

in the Amazon rain forest. Once these Indians became

known to the outside world, anthropologists wanted to study

them, and missionaries sought to win their minds and souls

Within a few decades, the Yanomanii have been exposed not

only to new technologies hut also to new "spirits.

"

Although communal life in the jungle can be pleasant—
replete with laughter, friendship, and family—
there is also a full measure ofparanoia, sickness,

and violence. Malaria remains rampant, food is

often scarce, and vengeance raids are a fact oj

life. Shamans often tell their people that the

cause of a relative's illness or death is a malevo-

lent spirit sent by someone in a neighboring vil-

lage. Wars of retaliation are commonly carried

out with clubs and bows and arrows. During

such tension-filled times, people are afraid to

venture out of their villages alone, even to hunt

or draw waterfrom the river

In the early 1960s, a Yanomanii shaman

and village leader known as Shoefoot, tired oj

living in fear and seeing people killed, felt be-

trayed by his spirits. Then he metfoe Dawson

and his family, independent Evangelical mis-

sionaries from the United States, who convinced

him to follow a foreign spirit that would help

him find peace. In September 1996, Shoefoot,

then sixty-five years old, visited the American

Museum of Natural History, along with foe

Dawson's son Gary (Keleewa) and writer Mark

Ritchie, who had told Shoefoot's story in his

book Spirit of the Rain Forest. Kenneth Good, an anthro-

pologist who speaks fluent Yanomanii, attended as an inde-

pcndciU observer for this magazine. During the interview.

Good was convinced of the sincerity oj Shoefoot's conversion,

although it is imique in his twelve years' experience oj living

with the Yanomanii. The following is Shoefoot's statement:

When I was a little boy, I used to sit in my hammock

across fi^om the communal dwelling and listen to the

village shamans chant, calling out to the spirits. Every-

one held these men in awe: they guided the commu-

nity, controDed the spirits, and understood all things in

life. I watched them blow ebene powder into each

other's nostrils through long, hollow reeds. This potent

drug is made from several jungle plants; it makes strong

men's heads snap backward, but then it helps them talk

to spirits. One day, I thought, I will become one of the

village shamans, as the liekura [forest spirits] were al-

ready speaking to me.

When I was about fifteen, my father, a shaman

himself, called on me to carry on this solemn service to

the community. He said the vUlage needed more pow-

erful shamans, because it had so many enemies. Fol-

lowing him and his older brothers, I began to inhale

ebene and chant. After several years of training, I was

publicly initiated into the world of the hekura. Various

spirits came to make a home within my chest.

Many sick and dying people were brought to my

hearth to be healed. I inhaled the drug, called up the

spirits, and tried to drive away those who came to do

harm. Some of the sick recovered, but many died, be-
j

cause the spirits of the forest are powerful. When

;

someone died, their relatives would cremate the body
i

and drink the ashes. And they would ask me who was
[

the evil shaman from another vUlage who had caused

their misfortune. Sometimes I would understand who

it was who had done this, so I would call the men to

;

take up clubs and arrows and raid the viUage where the 5



evil shaman lived. We would kill as many men as we

could, rape the women, and take some back to our vil-

lage. Then we knew we might be raided ourselves, so I

would advise everv'one to move out into the forest on

a trek ofmany days to escape the dangers. When a soul

was stolen. I would trv' to send my spirits to retrieve it,

but usually wthout success. I took great amounts of

cbciie so I could see the spirits and magically travel to

f.ir places and fmd them.

When I began my own family, I planted a garden

and hunted to feed my children. Many times others

would bring sick children, and I would take my drug

and chant to cure them. At some times, very many got

sick at once, and I was chanting and taking the drug all

day and night. But young and old died anyway, and I

doubled my efforts to heal until I was exhausted.

When food was scarce m the village, I led trekking

parties into the forest in search of fruits and berries. I

was strong and re-

spected as one

who guided his

community, and 1

received the larg-

est portions of

meat after a hunt.

As the years

went on, the re-

sponsibilities of a

shaman weighed

heavier and heav-

ier upon me. I wa.s tired. So many sick and dying. I

could not cure them, no matter how hard I tried. So

1 many threats to my village. People were raiding and

!
killing one another. I could not protect them. Often

there were food crises. I took more and more ebene to

get assi.stance from the spirits, but my mind began to

play tricks. Instead of help, my spirits left me with

nothing but worry and fear. Sometimes I was so con-

fiiscd I wanted to escape into the forest, but I never ran

off. Some men got lost in the spirit world when they

took the drug; many ran into the jungle and were

never heard from again. Now and then, one of them

was found dead. I was strong, but I was thinking I was-

n't strong enough to go on like this.

A visitor from another village told me about for-

eign people, nahas, who had come to live on the river.

One older couple had a son called Keleewa, who talks

and hunts just like us, because he grew up in a Yano-

mami village. We call him "the white Yanomami."

Keleewa and his father told me of a big spirit that

could help us, one that was friendly and not desiring

death and destruction. I began to think about this

peaceful new spirit, and pretty soon after, my spirits

got jealous and gave me bad dreams. They said they

were afraid I would abandon them and that they vi'ould

kill me if I tried. When I stopped taking ebene and

turned to the spirit of the iiabas, 1 was happy to see that

it was stronger than my forest spirits. They became

afraid and went away. They didn't tell me to kiU people

or lead raids anymore. Instead, the new spirit told me

to stop fights whenever I could.

I became calm in my mind and my fear went away.

I no longer hated anyone or

wanted to cause their death.

My old spirits were happy

whenever someone died,

and they kept telling the

shamans to stir up more vio-

lence. We thought we had

power over these spirits, but

they really had the power

over us—causing our own

people to die. Even when

we shamans were chanting

and taking ebene and looking content, there was tur-

moil inside, for our spirits kept telling us to kill. Some

men lost all control when they took the drug, some-

times even killing their own wives and children.

Today I no longer live in fear and I'm a friend to

everyone. We have ended our feuds and stopped the

killing. Now that we are living in a bigger, more secure

village, we are able to devote ourselves to growing

more food; we have some cattle, and we have better

homes to protect ourselves from the mosquitoes. The

nabas told us that malaria comes from mosquitoes, noi

from evil shamans, and we have changed our belief.

Some of us have learned to look at blood slides under

Keleewa's microscope and tell what kind of malaria

someone has. Our population at Honey Village is

growing, while many others are decreasing. The new

spirit freed me from the fear I had all the time. Today

my people are better off and at peace. D

"People were raiding and

kiiling. Many were siclt. I

could not cure tliem. When i

tliought about tlie new spirit,

tlie forest spirits got jealous.

They said if i abandoned

them, they would kill me."

i

Shoefoot tells his story

during a visit to the

American Museum of

Natural History in

September 1996. With

him is his good friend

Gary Dawson

(Keleewa), an

American missionary's

son, who was raised

among the Yanomami

people in the

Venezuelan rain forest.

il
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On the

Peyote Road
By Mike Kiyaani, as told to Thomas J. Csordas

Most Americans know peyote only as a cacttis containing an

illegal psychotropic substance, but to some 250,000 Ameri-

can Indian adherents of the peyote religion, it is a sacrament

and a spirit. To live according to its inspiration is tofollow the

peyote road ofpersonal dignity and respectJor nature and for

other people. Tliose recognized as having the ability to lead

others along this path are known as "road men. " Mike

Kiyaani, who underwent his own long apprenticeship, is such

a road man. Now seventy-seven, Kiyaani is a Navajo who

first used peyote in the late 1940s, after returning to his na-

tive Arizona as an honored veteran of military service. He

had served in an elite Marine unit, along with other Navajos

who used their complex native language to comminiicate sen-

sitive information—a code that defied penetration.

The peyote religion, formally institutionalized as the Na-

tive American Church, was introduced to the Navajos in the

1930s by members ofseveral Plains Indian tribes. Its practices

and spirituality dijj'er from those of the traditional Navajo re-

ligion, although both are fundainentally concerned with heal-

ing. Traditional Navajo ntedicine men—Kiyaani's ownfather

was one—lead ceremonies known as chants Lasting as long

as nine consecutive nights, chants involve prayers in theform

of songs, specific acts by the healer and patient, and the cre-

ation ofpotent visual symbols such as sand paintings. A pey-

ote ceremony, in contrast, is a prayer meeting during which

peyote is eaten by participants under the leadership of a road

man. Combining singing, drumming, and prayers, the cere-

mony typically lasts one night, from dusk to dawn.

Assembled in a tepee orhogan, the participantsfocus their

prayers on an altar orfire place. In the style learned by Mike

Kiyaani, the centerpiece of the fire place is a crescent of

heaped-up earth on which rests a special cactus button known

as the chiefpeyote. Tlie road man cherishes his chiefpeyote

and may pass it down through several generations. Kiyaani

concentrates on his chiej peyote and the fire place to facilitate

his dialogue with nature. He says that whereas white people

talk directly to God, the humble prefer going through the in-

termediary of nature—the air and the sunshine, which are

God's creations. Kiyaani is not a shaman who takes spirit

flights to other worlds but a healer who prays through the ele-

ments of nature in which, for him, God already resides.

Mike Kiyaani's mentor u'as Truman Dailey, an Oto In-

dian who instructed him not to imitate Plains Indian ways

but to take the medicine home and adapt its use to the Navajo

culture and way of life. For Dailey, the elements of the altar

represent parts of the eagle, which is sacred to his clan.

Kiyaani stresses the Navajo understanding of corn as a sym-

bol ofgrowth and life. He peforms the traditional corn pollen

blessing, sprinkling some grains to make a path that corre-

sponds to the peyote road. He also uses a song learnedfrom

his father that metaphorically comiects the prayer meeting to

the growth of the life-giving corn plant.

Navajo adherents of the peyote religion orKefaced opposi-

tionfrom their own tribal government, which decreed the reli-

gion illegal in 1940 and did not move for tolerance until

1966. Only in 1994 did thefederal government adopt a law

that guarantees the right of American Indians to practice the

peyote religion. Mike Kiyaani remains deeply concerned that,

against the background of a long struggle forfreedom of reli-

gion, the use ofpeyote be protectedfor its importance in heal-

ing, spirituality, and identity. He has traveled widely to de-

scribe his work to audiences of health care professionals, and

on the reservation his reputation as a road man keeps him in

great demand by Navajos who travel considerable distances to

seek his assistance.— T. f. C

I'm a Navajo veteran—World War II, Navajo Code

Talker, wounded in action. My clan is Salt Clan. I got

my name from Kiyaani; that's my grandfather's clan.

When I came back from the war, I was a sick man.

There was something wrong with my mind, some-

thing wrong all over my body. No pain, but I felt kind

of lousy. My father had died in 1944, and I guess that's

what got into me. One man I got acquainted with

took me to Oklahoma. I met this man Truman Dailey

there, and he noticed my condition. He said, "You

take this peyote," and gave me a twenty-five-pound

flour sack fJled with Mexican dry peyote. I took that

back home.

During that time I was way up there where nobody

Hves, herding sheep, and I used peyote. Just a little bit

during the day, every day. It seemed like it went all

through my system. Then one particular day I felt Uke

eating, and I had fifiy buttons. In about another hour

and a half, I ate another fifty buttons—maybe four

times, fifty buttons. At midnight everything started

coming. My life seemed to be coming to an end.

That's the way the medicine showed me, but I still kept

on eating until morning. Everything began coming

out different. There was a lot of sagebrush out there,

and everything was too beautiful. But every time I

looked to the peyote, it wasn't pleasant to look at.

Then toward noon I looked for that peyote, and

now I saw it was real pure, real white. It kind of talked

to me, "Your body is like that, your body is pure. Now



you don't need treatment, you're a well man. You

wanted to get well, now you're well." I understood it

to be that way. At that time I sure cried. I was all right

then. After that I was pretty much on the go most ot

the time performing ceremonies for sick people. I kind

ofexperimented \\ath the peyote eating, how it works,

how it can heal.

At the start of the ceremony, I don't know what's

ailing the patient, but when you take some peyote into

your system, the peyote affects you, and then you kind

of know. A lot of people just say, "I'm sick," that's all.

They don't know exactly what's bothering them. But

peyote does wonderfiil things. My patient eats peyote.

He has peyote in his system. Peyote is in my system,

too. He's talking; then I kind of know. I kind of see

things, what's wTong in that way. It's the peyote that

shows me things. It's my patient talking his mind—the

, he talks, the way he expresses himself It might be

.';i. action in there that's kind of unusual; that tells me.

But 1 don't watch him directly, I keep my eyes on the

fire all the time.

I say, "You come to me, and I want you to help

yourself; whatever it is that's bothering your mind,

whatever it is you think that's bothering your health,

get your mind off of it. You get on to this medicine,

this fire place, this singing that you hear, the prayers

that you are hearing in here, which are all for you. The

people sitting here, they're talking for you. They're

singing for you. Everybody wants you to get well.

Whatever'^ bothering you—maybe it's an evil, maybe

that lightning struck near you, maybe something

Ise. Get your mind off of it." He might have a hard

time [from nausea] through the peyote effect, but that's

going to help him. That's the time he's going to figure

out what's wrong, why he's sick.

I go outside for a special ceremony at midnight. I

get my bone whistle out. Some medicine men take

their flashlight out there or maybe take somebody with

them out there. I don't do those things. I'd rather be in

the dark, praying by myself. A lot of Navajos, while

they're out there, they see something, visualize some-

thing. I don't look for those things. But I might be

hearing that the patient's mind is bothered by witch-

craft or maybe some Ughtning struck that might be af-

fecting his body, his mind.

Peyote. You eat it and it goes through your body,

your blood veins, your flesh, your bone, your brain,

and we talk to this peyote. And this peyote goes

through all the patient's blood veins, goes to his brain,

brain vessel; it seems like we talk to the peyote

Uke that. Talking with nature; that's all it is.

Whatever you do, peyote knows it, nature

knows it. Whatever is wrong inside here, na-

ture knows It. The Almighty knows it, so

The spirit peyote found its way liere, and so

you see it iias some kind of power. It found

its way into tiie Navajo people, into the

Navajo hogan, into the heart.

there's no way you can get away from this

peyote, from this Almighty, from nature. It at

some place you get oft' the road, then you no-

tice it. Then you come back and pray. You go

back to the Almighty, back to peyote. You get

back on the road.

The spirit peyote came up among the

Navajo people on a very hard road. But pey-

ote found Its way here, and so you see it has some kind

of power. It found its way into the Navajo people, into

the Navajo hogan, into the heart. Where the heart is,

this peyote goes in there. So I want this thing to go on,

this peyote religion, peyote worship. It's something tor

Indians who are humble. Just Uke in the Bible—it says

the meek shall inherit the earth.

Now I'm worried the white man is going to go for

it. That's what they usually do. That's what we don't

want to happen. I don't think it's for the white people.

This natural herb peyote is used by Native Americans

with more sincerity. Indian people are more serious in

their mind, in their heart, in the way they worship. Just

let the Indians have it, let the Indians use it the way

they want it, just natural. Our identity is there. D

Healer Mike Kiyaani,

above and left, is

one of the Navajo

Code Talker veterans

of World War II.

Opposite page:

Kiyaani's chief

peyote button, with

a bone whistle and

eagle-feather fan.
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A Different

Drummer
By Michael Harner

While on an anthropological expedition to the Peru-

vian Amazon for the American Museum of Natural

History in 1960—61, 1 lived for the better part of a year

in a village of Conibo Indians on a remote lake near

the lower Rio Tamaya. Alter 1 had spent months in a

relatively futUe effort to learn about their spiritual be-

Uefs, the Conibo finally advised me that there was only

one way to learn, and that was to take ayahnasca, the

consciousness-changing brew their shamans used to

reach the hidden worlds of the spirits. Ayahuasca is a

boiled mixture that contains a particular species of

Banisteriopsis vine, along with one or more other com-

ponents, such as Psychotria leaves or the leaves of an-

other species of Banisteriopsis.

At the time I first took the brew, 1 was unac-

quainted with psychedelics. Timothy Leary was only

just having his first psychedelic experience, and

knowledge ofLSD was not yet a part of American cul-

ture. 1 also believed myself to be an atheist. I was sim-

ply taking the ayahuasca potion in the interests of an-

thropology because participant observation is one of

the cornerstones ot serious research.

The Conibo were right, for when I finally drank

the potion one night, the results astonished me. Not

only did I enter amazingly real, unknown worlds, but

in later describing them to a Conibo shaman, I discov-

ered he was already familiar with them, even volun-

teering details I had not yet had a chance to tell him, I

realized anthropology had underestimated the serious-

ness of shamanic knowledge and that I had entered a

reahry far deeper than human culture.

The same shaman encouraged me to continue to

work with ayalinasca so that I could become initiated

into full-fledged shamanic practice. As we worked

night after night in an altered state of consciousness, 1

learned much more about the nonordinary worlds of

the shaman, especially that in them one can find and

merge with compassionate spiritual powers to help

heal the sick and suffering of our ordinary world. I also

learned techniques of shamanic divination, methods of

obtaining spiritual anwers to diftlcult questions.

Following this experience, I received similar initia-

tions into Amazonian shamanism from the Untsuri

Shuar (Jivaro) people of eastern Ecuador, with whom I

had previously lived for a year as an ethnographer. I

also started to search the cross-cultural literature, ex-

pecting to find evidence of the use of indigenous psy-

chedelics in shamanism worldwide. I eventually con-

cluded, however, that the Amazonians" use of

psychedehcs was a minority practice. The much more

common method to enter the shaman's altered state of

consciousness was monotonous percussive sound,

achieved especially through drumming.

With experimentation, I learned what the shamans

already knew: monotonous drumming, in a frequency

of four to seven beats per second, was another valid

doorway to the other reality. This "sonic driving" is in

approximately the same frequency range as the brain's

own theta waves, and its effectiveness is probably partly

due to its stimulation of the brain in that range. Com-
pared with drugs, such drumming was also safe, and its

effects were short term.

My research among the Inuit of the Canadian Arc-

tic and the peoples of the Northwest Coast of North

America reinforced my conclusion that most of the

world's shamans use drums or other percussion instru-

ments as "horses" or "canoes" that transport them into

the hidden reality of the spirits. Among the Sami



(Lapps) of northern Scandinavia, who retained

shamanism longer than any other culture in Europe, a

few households srill have what they call the magic

drum. Doing research in the Soviet Union, I learned

that the truly professional Siberian shamans generally

employed only the drum, even when the psychedelic

mushroom Amanita muscaria was locally available and

was being used by others.

With the shaman s drum, I was able to contmue my

practice of shamanism in the United States. I lectured

on the subject, in and outside of my university teach-

ing, and ine\'itably, others asked me to introduce them

to the practice of shamanism. Thus I began to teach

shamanic heahng and divination work, first to one or

tw^o people at a time, and then, by the mid-1970s, m
workshops for groups of smdents at New Age learning

centers such as California's Esalen Institute.

Continuing cross-cultural research, fieldwork, and

personal experimentation led me to the fundamental

principles of shamanic practice, which I found to be

basically the same among indigenous peoples, whether

in Siberia, Australia, southern Africa, or North and

South America. This "core shamanism," as I call it, is

what I taught. Instead of imitating the practices ot

some ethnic group, my smdents were able to build on

At a workshop in

Wildhaus, Switzerland,

novice sliamans

practice the

nnonotonous drumming

used to enter an

aitered state of

consciousness.

these bare bones of practical shamanic knowledge to fit

their own culture. With this basis, the spirits became

their teachers—the classic way for shamans to acquire

most of their knowledge.

Shamans probably played an important role in Eu-

ropean societies from at least the Upper Paleolithic, but

this heritage was virtually destroyed in the Middle Ages

and early Renaissance by the Church and the Inquisi-

tion. Such persecution was common in most of the

major civilizations, East and West, because the

shamans' ongoing journeys to the gods tended to un-

dermine the authority of state religions. With this in

mind, I gave up my university career in 1987 and

founded the Foundation for Shamamc Studies, whose

purpose is to help Westerners recover this lost

shamanic heritage and to help indigenous peoples re-

vive and preserve their own shamanic practices.

Recently, for example, a team from the foundation

traveled to the central Asian repubhc of Tuva (part of

the Russian Federation) at the invitation of its presi-

dent, to help revive shamanism, which had been out-

lawed there—with the death penalty for practition-

ers—during the period of Conmiunist domination. In

cooperation with the remaimng Tuvan shamans, the

team performed numerous public healings, demon-

strating that shamanism and shamanic healing were val-

ued in America and compatible with modern Hfe. At

the conclusion of our visit, the president announced

that thereafter shamanism would be respected on a par

with Buddhism and Christianity.

In the United States, Europe, and elsewhere, more

and more people are learning the practice of shaman-

I first entered the spirit worids of tlie sliamans in

pursuit of antliropological researcli. i came away

with a new mission-restoring shamanism to the

Western world.

ism, including health care professionals seeking a more

holistic approach. Shamanism has always been done in

conjunction with the application of plant remedies,

bone setting, and other healing practices. It is not an

"alternative" method but a complementary one that

looks after the spiritual side of healing.

Much has happened since the shamans introduced

me to hidden spirit worlds thirty-six years ago. For me,

entering these worlds has transformed my understand-

ing of reality and added great meaning to existence. To

the question you often hear today, "Is this all there is?"

I can answer with assurance, "No, there is far more

than one can even imagine."
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^£%
Desperately

Seeking

Redemption
By Diane Bell

Writing for the Lakota Times in 1991, Avis Little

Eagle summed up the growmg anger of many indige-

nous peoples concerning the practices of self-styled

New Age shamans. Throughout the 1980s, the Amer-

ican Indian Movement had protested, picketed, and

passed resolutions condemning those individuals and

institutions that packaged Indian sweat lodges, vision

quests, shamamc healing, and sun dances for the spiri-

tually hungry. Two years later, at the Parliament of the

World's Religions in Chicago, the Dakota, Lakota,

and Nakota Nations issued a Declaration of War

Against Exploiters of Lakota Spirituality.

This theme has been developed by a number of

Native American writers and activists. Ward

Churchill, in Fantasies of the Master Race (1992), calls

the exploiters "plastic medicine men" and cites them

as evidence of the continuing genocidal colonization

of Native Americans. Poet-anthropologist Wendy

Rose writes of "white shamanism" as a form of cul-

tural imperialism, and feminist Andrea Smith, in her

article "For All Those Who Were Indian in a Former

Life," calls these "wannabes" to account. Echoing the

defiant stand taken in the nineteenth century by the

Lakota and Cheyenne over the Black Hills, these ac-

tivists insist that their "spirituality is not for sale."

Lynn V. Andrews, the Los Angeles-based author of

the highly successful Medicine Woman trilogy says, "I

write ofmy own experience. I am not an anthropolo-

gist." The books, workshops, and promotional tours

of this self-proclaimed shaman, however, have been

cited as a prime example of the appropriation and

commercialization of indigenous peoples' spirituality.

According to Andrews, the teachings of her Canadian

spiritual guide, a "Native American medicine

woman" named Agnes Whistling Elk, include Lakota,

Cree, and Hopi terms and concepts. Such eclecticism

deeply troubles many Native Americans, who see the

mixing and matching of different traditions from dif-

ferent tribes as an assault on the integrity of the ex-

tremely personal and specific ties of kin and country

that underpin their beliefs and practices. In addition,

Andrews writes of being introduced into the Sister-

hood of the Shields, a secret organization of forty-four

women from different Native American tribes. An-

drews's loyal readers, however, are not deterred. Over

and over, as I research the appeal of these texts, I hear,

"I don't care if it's not true; it speaks to me."

In Mutant Message Down Under, Mario Morgan—

a

self-described alternative health care provider from

Kansas City—describes her 2,000-mile trek across the

burning deserts of Australia with a hitherto unknown

tribe of Aborigines she calls the Real People. She

claims she must keep the location of their "opal cave"

secret for fear that the government might imprison

them or blow up their sacred site. Australian Aborig-

ines have protested that her book is, at best, nonsense

and, at worst, a violation of their law. HarperCollins

lists her book as fiction, but Morgan continues to lec-

ture on the Real People as though they were real. Al-

though exposes have appeared in the American and

Australian media, this best-seller has reached millions

of readers, many ofwhom report, "It changed my hfe."

In both Morgan's book and Andrews's Crystal

Woman, Aboriginal life is simple. Neither author (un-

like ethnographers whose careful work rarely reaches a

general audience) finds the need to grapple with the

intricacies of kinship and land-based relations among

Aboriginal groups. Both authors avoid the complexi-

ties of local languages, and the books' spiritual folks

frequently commumcate by telepathy or by giggling

and winking their way through the stories. Andrews's

There is a bitter irony in turning to

indigenous peoples to solve the

problems of affluent urbanites.

meeting with the Sisterhood of the Shields takes place

in a native "village" near a brook in the middle of the

arid Australian desert. At this unlikely site, she meets

with her Native American Sisters, as well as with fe-

male Aborigines. In reality, no group of people could

travel for a thousand miles through Australia without

having to negotiate access through the territories of

many other groups. (But how convenient for govern-

ment authorities if this were true! Relocation policies

would be perfectly acceptable because one piece of

land would be as good as the next to the Aborigines.)

Enraged that a gullible public was consuming these

misrepresentations—and that yet again exotic stereo-

types of Aborigines were obscuring the gritty realities
|

of the lives ofmany of these peoples—Robert Egging-



ton, coordinator of the Dumbartung Aboriginal Cor-

poration (Western Australia), led a group ofAboriginal

elders to Los Angeles in January 1996 to protest Mor-

gans book and a planned filni. Morgan responded to

the protest in a radio interview reported in the Week-

end Ansualian. "I'm terribly sorry," she said, "and my

sincere apologies to any AustraUan Aboriginal person if

I have offended them in any way . . . please read this

book . . . with an open mind and see if there is any-

thing, anything at all that is derogatory."

Morgans and Andrews's readers often tell me that

these books offer a vision of a world in which aU life

forms coexist in physical and spiritual harmony; where

one person's journey can undo centuries of abuse;

where women are wise; where, despite differences in

language, history, geography, economic status, and per-

sonal skills, we are all one. Here is community, mean-

ing, belonging—all the connectedness for which the

self-absorbed, postindustrial, fragmented individual

yearns. I certainly agree that we should be open to wis-

dom from a range of sources, but must we suspend aU

critical faculties in the process? It matters that the be-

liefs and practices of Native Americans and Austrahan

Aborigines have been put through a cultural blender. It

matters that the stones of those engaged in ongoing

struggles for their very Hves are marginalized, and that

these representations of indigenous peoples are roman-

tic and ahistorical. Morgan and Andrews shroud their

"native teachers" in mystery while telling us that they

hold the keys to true and authentic ways of knowing.

Marketers of neo-shamanic books and workshops

claim that indigenous wisdom is part of our common

human heritage. By sharing such knowledge, the argu-

ment goes, together we can save the planet. But is this

sharing or a further appropriation? There is a bitter

irony in turning to indigenous peoples to solve prob-

lems of affluent urbanites. In the midst of the wealth of

first-world nations, most native peoples endure ap-

paUing health problems, underemployment, and grind-

ing poverty. A philosophy of reverence for the earth

rings hollow m the reahty of toxic waste dumps and

nuclear testing on native lands. As Ines Talamantez, of

the University of Cahfornia, Santa Barbara, says: "If

the impulse is for respect and sharing, then come stand

with us in our struggles for religious freedoms and the

return of skeletal remains and against hydroelectric

dams and logging roads."

We anthropologists, too, have been part of the

problem. Too often our power to define "the other"

has displaced and silenced indigenous voices. Here, I

am not speaking /or indigenous peoples; rather I am

turning the anthropological gaze on Western cultures

so that we may understand why so many individuals

seek healing, meaning, and spiritual answers in the lives

of peoples whose lands and lives have been so devas-

tated by Western colonialism.

A shaman of the Hull

tribe in Papua New

Guinea (opposite

page) communes

with forest spirits.

Below: Rick Two

Dogs, a Pine Ridge

Lakota healer, holds

a dream catcher

made with sacred

eagle feathers.
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By Pcta-J. Marchand

The snow lay deep in the wake of the

coastal "nor'easter." Dark clouds still

churned overhead as they trailed after

the storm front slowly moving toward

the Maritime Provinces. But the worst

was over, and now a cold yellow light

wedged under the heavy sky, diffusing

energy off a trillion new snow crystals.

And with that radiant glow, life was

beginning to stir again in the winter-

subdued forest along the Vermont-

Canada border.

In an otherwise unbroken snow

cover, the fresh tracks of a river otter

captured my attention. I followed them,

skirting obstacles too difficult for my
clumsy snowshoes, ducking under

dense, snow-laden branches, and suffer-

ing uncountable avalanches on the back

of my neck, all the while straining for a

glimpse of my quarry. That I never

caught up with it did not surprise me,

but what the otter led me to did. Its

tracks took me to a sizable beaver pond,

and there, as I stood on the bank and

followed the trail with my eyes to the far

side of the smooth, flat clearing, my
chase ended m a black hole.

Curious, 1 started out across the ice,

nervously alert to every sound my steps

created. As I approached the hole, I saw

that the ice at its edge was barely three

inches thick. I could also see mud in the

otters tracks where it had come back

out of the water to sit in the snow, and

there appeared to be spots of blood here

and there. If the otter had brought mud
up from the bottom, I reasoned, the

water couldn't be too deep, and it appar-

ently had found something to eat. Thin

ice notwithstanding, I had to look in

that hole.

Peering in through the reflection of

sky on the water's surface, I saw that a

Residents of a wiiiler pond, such as

suiifish and salamanders, and t'isilors,

such as an otter in search of a meal, must

adapt to cold. Inn stable, temperatures and

limited amonnts of oxyc^en.

n
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Spring at the bottom of the shallow

pond was keeping the ice open, its

sUghtly warmer water constantly rising

to the surface. There, under a window

ofhght and in the comfort ofwater only

a few degrees warmer than the rest of

the pond, a mass of salamanders—adult

red-spotted newts—had gathered amid

the pond weeds, weaving themselves

into a loose tapestry of legs, tails, and

sparsely flecked bodies. As I watched in-

credulously, individuals constantly left

and returned to the mass, swimming

quickly to the surface and diving back

again, darting off to the sides, out of,

and back into, my view. Hastily clicking

off photos, I searched my memory for

anything like this that I had seen or

heard of before. I drew a blank (al-

though I have since uncovered a 1932

report of similar observations)—and as I

reluctantly left to race the fading hght

honre, questions overwhelmed me.

Was the activity that I had observed

normal for overwintering newts? Would

it have made any difference if that "win-

dow" had not been there to let in light

and oxygen? And what of the otter, de-

pendent as it is on aquatic resources?

Was it just lucky that day to find a hole

in the ice? How does it cope with a nor-

mally impassable barrier? Captivated by

my "discovery," I delved into the htera-

ture and began a systematic study of the

pond in winter to parallel my ongoing

investigations of life under the snow-

pack, {see "The Underside of Winter,"

Natural History, February 1993).

For half the year or more in northern

climes, ice complicates life in the pond.

Acting as a lid on the aquatic ecosystem,

the ice hmits the amount of nutrients,

energy, and oxygen that enter the sys-

tem. The pond becomes a world unto

itself. It IS a world of extremely stable

temperatures, however, with bottom

waters never exceeding 39° F and upper

waters in contact with surface ice always

at 32° F. (Water reaches its maximum

density at 39° F, so water that is warmer

or cooler than this rises to the surface.

As winter progresses, water temperature

at the bottom of a shallow, ice-covered

pond may gradually fall below 39° F, but

it is never higher.) This physical quirk of

water—the closeness of its freezing

point and temperature of maximum

density—sets narrow temperature limits

within which all aquatic plants and ani-

mals must operate during winter.

For an ectothermic animal—one

whose body temperature remains basi-

cally in equilibrium with its surround-

ings—the water temperature is of little

consequence. Since these animals have

no stable body temperature to maintain,

the effects of cold water show up mainly

m a slowed metabolism: a drop in tem-

perature causes chemical reaction rates

to go down, which leads to a decline in

metabolic rates; as a result, the animal

becomes sluggish. A number of fishes,

such as the bluegiU and the sunfish, are

quite lethargic during winter, remaining

responsive to physical stimuli but hardly

able to get out of their own way. Some,

like the American eel, appear to play an

active role in depressing their metabo-

hsm even more than dictated by the cold

alone. Many organisms go through win-

ter this way, conserving energy and oxy-

gen in a state sometimes referred to as

semihibernation.

The salamanders that I observed that

winter afternoon, however, were not

lethargic by any means. And as ice fish-

ermen know well, some fish species

—

lake trout, for example—also remain ac-

tive throughout winter, pulling hard

when caught under the ice. In fact, a

number of aquatic organisms respond to

the winter cold bv adjusting their meta-

bolic rates upward. They usually accom-

plish this through increased enzyme

production, which catalyzes more

chemical reaction. These organisms

benefit by remaining active at a time

when competition from other species is

reduced; the drawback is that they con-

tinue to consume ox-ygenjust when it is

in shorter supply.

For semiaquatic mammals, which

must maintain a relatively high, constant

body temperature independent of their

environment, immersion in cold water

has whoUy different implications. Water

siphons heat from a warm body much

faster than does air, even considerably
j

colder air. And every time a mammal i

dives under the ice, the water presses the

animal's coat against its body, displacing

much of the air trapped by its fur and

significantly reducing the coat's insula-

tive value.

A number of aquatic

organisms respond to the

winter cold by adjusting

their metabohc rates

upward. They benefit by
remaining active when
competition from other

species is reduced.

As potentially dangerous as cold water

may be, these mammals have no choice.

Muskrats, for instance, are active all

winter long but typically do not store

food and, therefore, must forage under

the ice many times every day. (On rare
i

occasions, muskrats will cache food. In

the 1950s, P. L. Errington reported

muskrats in Iowa stockpiling ear corn

from a nearby field, and Robert

MacArthur, of the University of Mani-



:oba, recently observed muskrats hoard-

ng cattail rhizomes.) To counteract the

•epeated wetting of their fiir, muskrats

ronstantly groom themselves with oily

lecretions from the Hardarian gland,

vhich is located in the eye socket and

iischarges into the nasal passages and

;orner of the eye, and from sebaceous

glands situated at the opening of hair

'ollicles. These water-repelling oils re-

duce water-to-skin contact, thus mam-

aining some ot the insulative integrity

:>( the muskrats dense undertur v^hile

:he animal is underwater.

Grooming does not do much for a

laked tail, however. The tail of a

Tiuskrat or beaver, with its bare and dis-

Droportionately large surface area, prob-

ibly helps dissipate excess heat in the

lummertime, but this "radiator" func-

ion would be disabling in winter were

t not for a heat-shuntmg mechanism

:hat keeps the tail from becoming a seri-

ous liability. When the animal enters

old water, its surface vessels constrict,

forcing blood into deeper capillary beds

ind cooling the skin, thereby reducing

neat loss through conduction. Within

:he tails of muskrats and beavers (as well

M in the beavers' feet), the deeper capil-

aries form a dense network (a rete

mirabile, or "marvelous net") in which

'•ns and arteries are in sufficient con-

that arterial blood flowing outward,

I) Its way to the extremities, gives up

iMJ h of its heat to the colder blood re-

iriiing fron) the tail in adjacent veins,

liis countercurrent heat exchange pre-

' heat from draining away from the

body without compromising the deliv-

ery of oxygen to the tail.

Both muskrats and beavers employ yet

another wintertime survival tactic. Mac-

Arthur discovered that before diving

into cold water, muskrats sometimes

pause at the edge of a plunge hole and,

while sitting quietly, elevate their body

temperature by about 2° F (how they

accomplish this is stiU unknown). Mac-

Arthur calculated that this seemingly

modest increase would add nine minutes

to the time a muskrat can stay under the

ice before its body temperature drops

back to normal. This might seem a

moot advantage, since a muskrats maxi-

mum aerobic endurance—ho'w long it

can hold its breath—is only one minute,

but MacArthur has also demonstrated

that muskrats scavenge oxygen from air

bubbles trapped under the ice, thus pro-

longing their stay underwater consider-

ably. Beavers also raise their temperature

before a dive, only about half as much as

muskrats, but because of their larger

mass, they derive about the same bene-

fit. When muskrats and beavers do be-

come chilled, they can return to their

dens, huddling with nestmates or gener-

ating heat by burning up their energy-

rich brown fat.

These tactics work well for muskrats

and beavers, whose food, although

under ice, is never far away, and whose

communal social habits keep them dry

and well groomed much of the time in

lodges often many degrees warmer than

their surroundings. The river otter is not

so fortunate. Facing uncertain access to

water and a scarcity of many of its usual

food items, such as insects and amphib-

ians, the otter ranges over a large forag-

ing territory in winter, exposed to cold

air temperatures as well as icy water.

Generally .solitary hunters in winter, ot-

ters tend to utilize many different shel-

ters rather than a single den. Alone and

carrying only modest amounts of body

fat (sacrificing reserve energy and the

insulative benefits of fat for increased

agility), the river otter relies heavily

upon the superior quality ot its winter

pelage to survive the cold. Its fiar is four

times as dense as the muskrat 's, and the

underfur is crimped to entrap more air.

In addition, the outer guard hairs, them-

selves partly hollow and good insulators,

are equipped with scales that interlock

with those of adjacent hairs to protect

the underfur v/hile diving. The otter's

tail, apparently lacking an effective

countercurrent heat-exchange mecha-

nism, is particularly well insulated.

But it is not by fur alone that river ot-

ters survive winter. Unequipped to cut

their own holes in the ice, indeed un-

equipped to excavate their own burrows

for shelter, north country otters depend

heavily on beavers for both. In a recent

study in the boreal forests of Alberta, a

group of researchers at the University of

Calgary found that in winter, otters al-

most invariably sought lakes with beaver

lodges, or bog ponds with steep banks

containing old beaver dens through

which they could enter the water.

Sometimes otters deliberately rifted

dams on beaver-impounded streams,

lowering water levels and thereby gain-

ing access to food and shelter beneath

the ice. So dependent on beavers were

the otters that the northern hmit to their

range coincided with that of beavers,

even though otter prey could be found

farther north.

Although many questions remain, the

otter in search of food that stormy day

and the salamanders it found among the

pond weed told much of the story, as we

know it, of the aquatic ecosystem in

winter For coldblooded species adapted

to the low temperatures and oftentimes

low ox-ygen levels in the winter pond,

life may not be so bad. For the semi-

aquatic mammals, however, a long win-

ter can bring grave hardship. The one

difficulty these mammals cannot endure

is getting frozen out of their shallow

ponds or marshes. In times of low snow

cover and extended cold, when water

threatens to freeze to the bottom, these

animals sometimes find themselves

caught in a squeeze between the ice and

hard times.

il
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ACA AIR COURIERS SAVE UP TO 80% on

International Travel. Fly as onboard courier for the

"big name" freight companies escorting time-sensi-

tive business documents. 700 round-trip flights

weekly to Europe, Asia, Pacific Rim, Central/South

America. Free information enrollment kit call Air

Courier Association 1-303-215-9000.

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!

Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and

snorkel Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free brochures! Special Interest Tours. CaU (800) 525-

6772.

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA &

camping safaris in Kenya,

The Hubcap Man, Pabnetto, Florida
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Israel, Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs.

Flimalayan Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.
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GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Mochu Picchu option. Free brochure.

IncjFIojts 510-4201550
131 1-N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: -ivildlife

safaris to East and Southern Africa. Also, India,

Burma, Vietnam, Around the World trips, etc. Our

14th vear. Call Wanderlust Adventures at (800) 572-
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group journeys, from wilderness kayaking, dog sled-

ding, and rafting, to lodge based sight seeing tours.

Adventure Alaska, color brochure (800) 365-7057.

ALPS OF SWTIZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise."

Moderate optional length Day hiking. Free brochure.

(216) 867-3771. Alpine Advenhire Trails Tours, 783P

Cliffside Drive, Akron OH 44313-5609.

AMAZON & ANDES EXPLORATIONS. Escorted,

small group, educational adventures! Rainforest

Safaris & River Cruises! Cuzco & Machu Picchu! Call

Explorations, Inc. (800) 446-9660.

AMAZONL\ EXPEDmONS. The Amazon's leading

company for expedihon travel, since 1981. Individual
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9669.

AUSTRALL^/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS —
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and

camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,
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18 Years Experience
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rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112
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hours.

MISSIONS OF CALIFORNIA and Baja, Mexico:

Tours that combine fantastic Natural History with

Historic Spanish Missions. (800) 350-3053.

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: CK'eriand & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean

trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-800-
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Discovery Tours

From Aqaba to Muscat

Aboard the Caledonian Star

November 1 -22, 1997

The Arabian Peninsula, inhabited

for at least 5,000 years, has seen the

rise and fall of great kingdoms, the

expansion of vast trade routes and

the spread of Islam throughout the

region. More recently, the oil boom of

the last several decades has brought

monumental changes, transforming

small villages and ancient towns into

sleek, modern cities. Yet despite

Arabia's profound influence on
history, science and philosophy, many
of the Arabian Gulf states remain

virtually unknown to outsiders. Join

the American Museum of Natural

History this fall aboard the Caledonian

Star as we cruise along the Saudi

Coast, through the Red Sea, to the

Dahlak Islands, the coast of Yemen,

and the Gulf of Oman exploring the

ancient cities, thriving new metropo-

lises and fascinating cultures of this

little-known region.

f^ Discovery Tours

AmericanMuseum
of Natural History
Central Park West at 79tli St., New York, NY 10024

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700

Call for a complete Ust of destinations.
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(Continued from page 22)

With man, then, wefind ourselves in the

presence ofan ontological difference, an

ontological leap, one could say. However,

does not the posing ofsuch ontological

discontinuity run counter to that physical

continuity which seems to be the main

thread of research into evolution in the

field ofphysics and chemistry?

Consideration of the method used in the

various branches ofknowledge makes it

possible to reconcile two points of view

which would seem irreconcilable. The

sciences of observation describe and

measure the multiple manifestations of life
^'

with increasing precision and correlate

them with the time line. Ttic moment of

transition to the spiritual cannot be the

object of this kind of observation

.

]

The novelty and news value of John

Paul's statement lies, rather, in his pro-

tbund revision of Pius's second and

rarely quoted claim that evolution,

while conceivable in principle and rec-

oncilable with religion, can cite little

persuasive evidence, and may well be

false. John Paul states—and I can only

say amen, and thanks for noticing—that

the half century between Pius's survey-

mg the ruins of World War II and his

own pontificate heralding the dawn of a

new miUenmum has witnessed such a

growth of data, and such a refinement of

theory, that evolution can no longer be

doubted by people of good will:

Pius XII added . . . that this opinion

[evolution] should not be adopted as

though it were a certain, proven doctrine.

. . . Today, almost half a century after the

publication of the encyclical, new

knowledge has led to the recognition of

more than one hypothesis in the theory of

evolution. It is indeed remarkable that

this theory has been progressively accepted

by researchers, following a series of

discoveries in various fields of knowledge.

Tlie convergence, neither sought nor

fabricated, of the results of work that was

conducted independently is in itself a

significant argument in favor of the theory.



In conclusion, Pius had grudgingly

idmitted evolution as a legitimate hy-

jothesis that he regarded as only tenta-

dvely supported and potentially (as I

inspect he hoped) untrue. John Paul,

learly fifty years later, reaffirms the le-

gitimacy ofevolution under the NOMA
principle—no news here—but then

idds that additional data and theory have

rhe net ofscience covers

-he empirical universe:

what is it made of (feet) and

vvhy does it work this way

[theory). The net of

religion extends over

questions ofmoral meaning

ind value.

jlaced the factuality of evolution be-

,'ond reasonable doubt. Sincere Chris-

ians must now accept evolution not

nerely as a plausible possibility but also

IS an effectively proven fact. In other

•vords, official Catholic opinion on evo-

ution has moved firom "say it ain't so,

)ut we can deal with it if we have to"

Pius's grudging view of 1950) to John

^aul's entirely welcoming "it has been

)roven true; we always celebrate nature's

actuality, and we look forward to inter-

:sting discussions of theological implica-

ions." I happily endorse this turn of

events as gospel—literally good news. I

nay represent the magisterium of sci-

ence, but I welcome the support of a

jrimary leader from the other major

Tiagisterium of our complex lives. And I

'ecaU the wisdom of King Solomon: "As

:old waters to a thirsty soul, so is good

lews from a far country" (Prov. 25:25).

Just as religion must bear the cross of

:t5 hard-liners, I have some scientific

:olleagues, including a few prominent

mough to wield influence by their writ-

ings, who view this rapprochement of

:he separate magisteria with dismay. To

:olleagues like me—agnostic scientists

ivho welcome and celebrate the rap-

prochement, especially the pope's latest

statement —they say: "C'mon, be hon-

est; you know that religion is addle-

pated, superstitious, old-fashioned b.s.;

you're only making those welcoming

noises because reUgion is so powerful,

and we need to be diplomatic in order

to assure public support and funding for

science." I do not think that this attitude

is common among scientists, but such a

position fills me with dismay—and 1

therefore end this essay with a personal

statement about rehgion, as a testimony

to what I regard as a virtual consensus

among thoughtful scientists (who sup-

port the NOMA principle as firmly as

the pope does).

I am not, personally, a behever or a

religious man in any sense of institu-

tional commitment or practice. But 1

have enormous respect for religion, and

the subject has always fascinated me, be-

yond almost all others (with a few ex-

ceptions, like evolution, paleontology,

and baseball). Much of this fascination

lies in the historical paradox that

throughout Western history organized

religion has fostered both the most un-

speakable horrors and the most heart-

rending examples of human goodness in

the face of personal danger. (The evil, I

believe, lies in the occasional confluence

of religion with secular power. The

Catholic Church has sponsored its share

of horrors, from Inquisitions to liquida-

tions—but only because this institution

held such secular power during so much

of Western history. When my folks held

similar power more briefly in Old Testa-

ment times, they committed just as

many atrocities with many of the same

rationales.)

I believe, with all my heart, in a re-

spectful, even loving concordat between

our magisteria—the NOMA solution.

NOMA represents a principled position

on moral and intellectual grounds, not a

mere diplomatic stance. NOMA also

cuts both ways. If rehgion can no longer

dictate the nature of factual conclusions

properly under the magisterium of sci-

ence, then scientists cannot claim higher
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insight into moral truth from any supe-

rior knowledge of the world's empirical

constitution. This mutual humility has

important practical consequences in a

world of such diverse passions.

Religion is too important to too

many people for any dismissal or deni-

gration of the comfort still sought by

many folks from theology. I may, for ex-

ample, privately suspect that papal insis-

tence on divine infusion of the soul rep-

resents a sop to our fears, a device for

maintaining a belief in human superior-

ity within an evolutionary world offer-

ing no privileged position to any crea-

ture. But I also know that souls represent

Ifreligion can no longer

dictate the nature offactual

conclusions, then scientists

cannot claim moral truth

from any superior

knowledge ofthe world's

constitution.

a subject outside the magisterium of sci-

ence. My world cannot prove or dis-

prove such a notion, and the concept of

souls cannot threaten or impact my do-

main. Moreover, while I cannot person-

ally accept the Catholic view of souls, 1

surely honor the metaphorical value of

such a concept both for grounding

moral discussion and for expressing what

we most value about human potential-

ity: our decency, care, and all the ethical

and intellectual struggles that the evolu-

tion of consciousness imposed upon us.

As a moral position (and therefore not

as a deduction from my knowledge of

nature's factuality), I prefer the "cold

bath" theory that nature can be truly

"cruel" and "indifferent"—in the ut-

terly inappropriate terms of our ethical

discourse—because nature was not con-

structed as our eventual abode, didn't

know we were coming (we are, after all,

interlopers of the latest geological mi-

crosecond), and doesn't give a damn

about us (speaking metaphorically). I re-

gard such a position as liberating, not

depressing, because we then become

free to conduct moral discourse—and

nothing could be more important—in

our own terms, spared from the delusion

that we might read moral truth passively

from nature's factuality.

But I recognize that such a position

frightens many people, and that a more

spiritual view of nature retains broad ap-

peal (acknowledging the factuality of

evolution and other phenomena, but

still seeking some intrinsic meaning in

human terms, and from the magisterium

of religion). 1 do appreciate, for ex-

ample, the struggles of a man who wrote

to the New York Times on November 3,

1996, to state both his pain and his en-

dorsement ofJohn Paul's statement:

PopeJohn Paul II's acceptance of

evolution touches the doubt in my heart.

The problem oj pain and suffering in a

world created by a God who is all love

and light is hard enough to bear, even if

one is a creationist. But at least a

creationist can say that the original

creation, comingfrom the hand of God

was good, harmonious, innocent and

gentle. WItat can one say about evolution,

even a spiritual theory of evolution? Pain

and suffering, mindless cruelty and terror

are its means of creation. Evolution's

engine is the grinding ofpredatory teeth

upon the screaming, livingflesh and bones

ofprey. . . . If evolution be true, myfaith

has rougher seas to sail.

I don't agree with this man, but we

could have a wonderful argument. I

would push the "cold bath" theory; he

would (presumably) advocate the theme

of inherent spiritual meaning in nature,

however opaque the signal. But we

would both be enlightened and fdled

with better understanding of these deep

and ultimately unanswerable issues.

Here, I believe, lies the greatest strength

and necessity of NOMA, the nonover-

lapping magisteria of science and reli-

gion. NOMA permits—indeed en-

joins—the prospect of respectful dis-

course, of constant input from both

magisteria toward the common goal of

wisdom. If human beings are anything

special, we are the creatures that must

ponder and talk. Pope John Paul II

would surely point out to me that his

magisterium has always recognized this

distinction, for in principio erat verbum-

"In the beginning was the Word."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history ofscience at Harvard Univer-

sity. He is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary

Curator in Invertebrates at the American

Museum ofNatural History.

Postscript
Carl Sagan organized and attended the Vat-

ican meeting that introduces this essay; h

also shared my concern forfruitful cooperatioi

between the different but vital realms of sci

ence and religion. Carl was also one of w
dearest friends. I learned of his untinul)

death on the same day that I read the proof

for this essay. I could only recall Nehru's ob

servations on Gandhi's death—that the ligh

had gone out, and darkness reigned every

where. But I then contemplated what Car

had done in his short sixty-two years and re

memberedJohn Dryden's odefor Henry Pur

cell, a great musician who died even younger

"He long ere this had tuned the jarrini

spheres, and left no hell below.

"

Tire days I spent with Carl in Rome wer

the best of our friendship. We delighted i

walking around the Eternal City, feasting oi

its history and architecture—and its food

Carl took special delight in the anonymit

that he still enjoyed in a nation that had nc

yet aired Cosmos, the greatest media wor<

hi popular science of all time.

I dedicate this essay to his memory. Cat

also shared my personal suspicion about th

nonexistence of souls—but I cannot think c

a better reason for hoping uv are wrong tha

the prospect of spending eternity roaming th

cosinos in friendship and conversation wli

this woudcifnl soul.
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the southern end of the forest, which harbors plants that thrive

in brackish water and others that do not tolerate it {see "This

Land," April 1995). Pocosins, which are usually flat, occur at

elevations slightly higher than the surrounding land. The black,

nutrient-poor, acidic sod of the pocosins supports eleven

different kinds of carnivorous plants {see "This Land," June 1985).

And one of the prettiest places is a dense forest made up of

hardwood trees, shrubs, and wildflowers that are found regularly

in the Appalachian Mountains but rarely on the Adantic

Coastal Plain.

The Coastal Plain consists mostly of flat, sandy terrain that is

subjected to the salt spray that blows in from the Atlantic Ocean.

It supports plants that grow in relatively open areas; even where

forest grows, the trees are spaced far enough apart to create an

open canopy. In contrast, the mountainous Appalachian

landscape, with its clear streams and deep coves, is optimal for

the dense growth of shade-loving species.

Situated seven miles southwest of New Bern and bordered by

Island Creek, Long Branch, and Highway 1004, the Appalachian

enclave has been set aside for special management. With the

assistance of the Trent Woods Garden Club of New Bern, the

U.S. Forest Service has developed an interpretive trail providing

access to a cross section of vegetation. The circular trail begins

and ends at a small roadside parking area.

The sHghtly more elevated, drier areas near the trailhead are

dominated by species of oak, walnut, hickory, and ash that are Alivig Island Creek, a moist forest ofAmerican beech and other harai

Bcaiitybcrry

HSiEEajconsists of white

oak, northern red oak,

southern red oak, black

walnut, shagbark hickory,

v^hite ash, and basswood.

These trees tower above a

midlayer of hop hornbeam,

flowering dogwood, red

mulberry, witch hazel, and

beautyberry (with its bright

magenta berries). An

abundance of wildflowers and

ferns, such as bloodroot,

meadow parsley, alum root,

May apple, wOd sage, heart-

leaved aster, and Christmas

fern, are in the understory.

BJEBiaai is dominated by

the stately American beech,

but tall, straight tulip poplars;

sugar maples; umbrella

magnolias with their giant

leaves; black gum; and the

evergreen American hoUy are

also quite common. Spicebush

and American hornbeam, or

musclewood, are abundant

woody plants in the midlayer.

The ground level plants

include rattlesnake fern, broad

beech fern, creeping partridge

berry, and a dazzhng array ot

wildflowers: false Solomon s-

seal; wood betony, or

lousewort; wild ginger;

hepatica; and rattlesnake

plantain orchid and spotted

wintergreen, two species

whose mottled green-and-

white leaves are more

conspicuous than their

flowers.

Bottomland forest is made

up of bald cypress, red maple,

American elm, sweet gum,

and overcup oak, all species

that can withstand periodic

inundation. The understory ir

this community is sparse, but

an occasional sensitive fern



nn enclave in a region of dry pineland

major components of hardwood forests from the Appalachians to

the Mississippi. As the trail descends and eventually follows a

terrace above Island Creek, these species give way to beech and

other trees that require a richer, moister soil.

Below the terrace and adjacent to the creek is a bottomland

that IS subject to occasional minor flooding. Fed by drainage

from several pocosins, the water in the creek is stained dark

brown by minerals picked up from the soil. Several large bald

cypress trees grow in the bottomland. (According to the Forest

Service, the largest and oldest cypresses were removed in the past,

but otherwise the forest has not been logged.)

The long wisps of Spanish moss that hang from many of the

trees are a reminder that this is stiU the Coastal Plain, since this

plant does not usually appear in the Appalachians. Another clue

is the scattering of shortleaf and loblolly pines among the

hardwoods. These were probably the dominant species in this

area until 500 years ago. The growing conditions may have been

altered gradually by the influence of the nearby Trent and Neuse

rivers, which created a milder and more temperate chmate.

Other major rivers that traverse the Coastal Plain probably had

similar effects, but the forests that grew near them were not

spared from logging.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeritus ofplant biology at Southern

Illinois University, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

jits of United States national forests and other parklands.
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Celestial Events

A Tale of Two Shadows
By Joe Rao

About once every year and a

half, the Moon comes

between the Sun and Earth,

and its oval shadow

temporarily turns day into

night along a small strip of our

planet. This grand spectacle, a

total solar eclipse, may be best

witnessed this month about

thirty miles north of

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, at

8:48 A.M. local time on March

9. The Moon's shadow travels

in a narrow track called the

path of totality. Any one spot

on the earth will fall into the

path about once every 350

years. This time, the path sweeps east—northeast across northern

Mongoha mto northeastern China and eastern Siberia. It ends

over the Arctic Ocean, roughly 700 miles north ofBarrow,

Alaska, where residents will see a 60 to 80 percent echpse. In

Canada, in places west ot a Hne running from Vancouver Island,

D. On>en Stephens's depiction of

Andes. The seivn-niinute cdipsc

British Columbia, to the

Amundsen Gulf, the Moon
can be seen encroaching upon

the Sun just before sunset on

March 8.

Lunar ecHpses—when

Earth blocks the full Moon
from the Sun's light—occur

less frequently than solar

eclipses but are visible to a

larger audience. Beginning at

9:58 P.M. on March 23, a

partial lunar eclipse can be

seen in the Western

Hemisphere. At 11:39 P.M. the

eclipse reaches its maximum;

92.4 percent of the Moon's

disk is in Earth's umbral

shadow. With so much of the

Moon eclipsed, it may have a dull, red-orange glow—

a

phenomenon usually seen only durmg a total ecHpse and caused

by the bending of light as it passes through Earth's atmosphere.

The Moon moves out of the shadow on the 24th at 1:22 A.M.

(Times for lunar eclipses are given in Eastern Standard Time.)

a 1937 solar eclipse as seenjrom the

was the longest in 1,200 years.

m^s^sa^sK

The Sky in March

CQBSOSlis behind the Sun

and is not visible this month.

I!^^9 Uke Mercury is at

superior conjunction and

cannot be seen.

liirifl is unusually prominent.

On March 17, It will be 180

degrees firom the Sun and will

rise when the Sun sets,

reaching its highest point in

the sky at midnight. On the

20th, at 1 1:50 A.M., Mars is

61,293,600 miles away, the

closest this year. Look for its

steady yellow-orange luster

and brilliant —1 .3 magnitude

in westernmost Virgo. On

March 22-23, the nearly full

Moon appears to pursue Mars

across the night sky.

WBITBHI in the constellation

Capricornus, rises about one

and a half hours before the

Sun and is low in the

southeast at sunrise. A slender

crescent Moon rides well

above Jupiter in the dawn

hours ofMarch 6.

^yMniiB may be observed

early in the month as a

yellowish, first-magnitude

"star." Low in the west, it sets

less than two hours after

sunset, and by inidmonth it is

too deeply immersed in

evening twilight to be seen.

iii:«fiiiiiii« undergoes a

partial eclipse on the night of

March 23-24 (see above). It is

at last quarter on the 2d at

4:37 RM., EST, is new on the

8th at 8:14 P.M., EST, and

reaches first quarter on the

15th at 7:06 P.M., EST. It is

full on the 23d at 11:45 P.M.,

EST, and is again at last

quarter on the 31st at 2:38

RM., EST.

Comet Hale-Bopp moves

through the northern

constellations of Cygnus,

Lacerta, and Andromeda.

Visible in the morning and

evening sky, it rises out ot the

north-northeast a few hours

before the Sun and appears in

the north-northwest just after

sundown. The comet passes

closest to Earth—132 miUion

miles away—on March 22.

Hale-Bopp is expected to be

an eye-catching sight, but a

note of caution: comets are

notoriously unpredictable. Its

tail length and relative

brightness cannot be

estimated.

The vernal equinox falls on

March 20 at 8:54 a.m., EST.

Spring begins in the Northern

Hemisphere, autumn in the

Southern.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the

American Museum-Hayden

Planetarium.
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Travel and Reading
Worlds of the Shaman pace 32

A la\-ishlv illustrated introduction to shamanism around the

world is Hie Shaman, by Piers Vitebsky (MacmiUan, m
association with Duncan Baird Publishers, 1995). Mircea Ehade's

Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy (Pantheon, 1964) is a

classic in the field, although some have challenged its basic

premises. Readers wishing to learn more about specific cultures

described in this issue can consult other works by our authors:

Dialogues with the Dead: Tlie Discussion ofMortality among the Sora

of Eastern India, by Piers Vitebsky (Cambridge University Press,

1993); Shamanic Worlds, Magorie M. Balzer, ed. (M. E. Sharpe,

1997); Shamans, Housewives and Other Restless Spirits: Women in

Korean Ritual Life and Tlie Life and Hard Times of a Korean

Shaman: Of Tales and the Telling of Tales, by Laurel Kendall

(University of Hawaii Press, 1985 and 1988, respectively);

Tangible Visiotis: Northwest Coast Indian Shamanism and Its Art, by

Men Wardwell (Monacelli Press, 1996); Into the Heart: One

Man's Pursuit ofLove and Knowledge among the Yanotnami, by

Kenneth Good with David Chanoff (Longman, 1995); Spirit of

the Rainforest: A Yanomama Shaman's Story, by Mark A. Ritchie

(Island Lake Press, 1996); "Words from the Holy People: A Case

Study in Cultural Phenomenology," by Thomas J. Csordas, in

Embodiment and Experience: The Existential Ground of Culture and

Self, T.J. Csordas, ed. (Cambridge University Press, 1995).

Two recent, noteworthy works on Malaysian shamanism are

Healing Soundsfrom the Malaysian Rairforest: Temiar Music and

Medicine, by Manna Roseman (University of CaKfornia Press,

1991) and Taming the Wind of Desire: Psychology, Medicine, and

Aesthetics in Malay Shamanistic Performance, by Carol Laderman

(University of California Press, 1991). Laderman and Roseman

also edited a collection of articles, Tlie Performance ofHealing

(Rouriedge, 1996). Shamanic practices on a remote Indonesian

island are captured in dramatic color images by photojournalist

Charles Lindsay in Mentawai Shaman (Aperture, 1992). A Chilean

Indian culture, m which females have taken over shamanic roles,

is chronicled in Lydia Nakashima Degarrod's "Mapuche: Dream

Interpretation and Ethnic Consciousness," in Portraits of Culture,

Carol Ember and D. Levine, eds. (Prentice-Hall, 1995). Boiling

Energy: Community Healing among the Kalahari Kung, by Richard

Katz (Harvard University Press, 1982), provides insights into the

shamanic practices of the "bushmen."Michael Harners Tlie Way

of the Shaman (Harper San Francisco, 1990) offers the

anthropologist-turned-shaman's view of "core-shamanism." The

journal Shaman's Drum can be obtained from Cross-cultural

Shamarasm Network, RO. Box 311, Ashland, OR 97520.

Critiques of "neo-shamans" include Ward Churchill's Fantasies oj

the Master Race (Common Courage Press, 1992) and The Invented

Indian, ]ames Clifton, ed. (Transaction PubHshers, 1990).

Property Rites page 28

Tsavo .National Park,

occupying 8,000 square miles

near Kenya's Tanzania border,

IS actually two parks, separated

by the Mombasa highway. It is

easily reached by car or

chartered light plane. Tsavo

East, where Petr Komers

studied the dwarf antelope

'/'.vn as the dik-dik, is flatter

.ritry, with sparser

vegetation, than its western

counterpart, but its seasonal

rains bring a greening of the

bndscape. The best months

for viewing wildlife there, says

Komers, are September and

October, at the end of the dry

sea.son. Close to Tsavo East's

headquarters and the Voi gate.

Vol Safari Lodge overlooks

three water holes that attract

thirsty elephants and bufialoes.

For a spectacular view of a

water hole, climb halfway up

Mudanda Rock, a mile-long

granite outcrop fifteen miles

north; the water hole is

directly below, formed by

runoff from the rock.

During the dry season, any

car or van is acceptable

transportation over main

roads; wet weather calls for

four-wheel drive. An hour's

drive west of Tsavo East is

Taita Hills Game Sanctuary,

associated with the Taita Hills

Lodge. Here you may see

zebras, Hons, cheetahs,

elephants, and buffaloes. A

Kirk's dik-dik: A hcallh)'

population survives in Kenya 's

Tsavo East National Park.

private game reserve at nearby

Salt Lick Lodge has its own

water hole, where animals may

congregate in the evening.

If you travel to Africa's

nature parks, your experience

will be enriched if you consult

The Safari Companion: A Guide

to Watching African Mammals,

by Richard D. Estes (Chelsea

Green Publishing Co., 1993);

it has a chapter on dwarf

antelopes. For an evolutionary

perspective, see East African

Mammals: An Atlas of Evolution

in Africa, Vol. Ill, Pt. B: Large

Mammals, by Jonathan S.

Kingdon (University of

Chicago Press, 1989).

Edited byfeannc Flagg

.11
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Thanks to gravity, stars

and planets are spherical.

So why are there pizza-

shaped galaxies and

potato-shaped moons?

By Neil de Grasse Tyson

Apart from crystals and broken rocks,

not much in the cosmos comes with

sharp angles. While many objects have

peculiar shapes, the list of round things

is practically endless and ranges from

simple soap bubbles to the entire ob-

servable universe.

Spheres in nature are made by forces,

such as surface tension, that want to

make objects as small as possible in all

directions. Within moments of being

formed, the liquid shell of a soap bubble

encloses a volume of air using the least

possible surface area. Freshman-level

calculus shows us that the shape with the

smallest surface area for this volume is a

perfect sphere. A sphere is also the

strongest possible bubble because the

soapy tilm will not have to be spread any

thinner than is absolutely necessary.

Billions of dollars could be saved an-

nually on packaging materials if all ship-

ping boxes and packages of food in the

supermarket were spheres. The contents

of a jumbo box of Cheerios, for ex-

ample, would fit easily into a spherical

carton that had a four-and-a-half-inch

radius. But practical matters prevail

—

Deinios, the smaller of Mars's two potatolike moons, is only nine miles hug.

nobody wants to chase food down the

aisle after it rolls off the shelves.

On an orbiting space station, where

everything is weightless, it would be a

cinch to make perfect baU bearings. On
Earth, one way to make metal balls is to

release premeasured drops of molten

metal into the top of a long shaft. Each

blob typically undulates until it settles

into something like a sphere, but it also

needs time to harden before hitting the

bottom. In a weightless environment,

you could just gently squirt out precise

quantities ofyour metal to create perfect

beads—they would just float there while

they cooled.

For large cosmic objects, gravity is the

force that serves to coUapse matter in all

directions and to make spheres out of

things. But gravity does not always

win—chemical bonds of solid objects

are strong. The Himalayas grew against

the force ot gravity because of the re-

sihence of crustal rock. But before you

get excited about Earth's mighty moun-

tains, you should know that the distance

between the deepest undersea trenches

and the tallest mountains is only about a

dozen miles. So, contrary to what it

looks hke to teeny humans crawling on

its surface, Earth, with its 4,000-mile ra-

dius, is remarkably smooth. If you

rubbed a gigantic finger across its surface

(oceans and all). Earth would feel as

smooth as a cue ball. Whoever invented

those expensive globes with raised por-

tions portraying Earth's mountain ranges

was grossly exaggerating reality.

Earth's mountains are also puny com-

pared with some others in the solar sys-

tem. The largest mountain on Mars,

Olympus Mons, is 65,000 feet high and

nearly 300 miles wide at its base, making

Alaska's Mount McKmley look like a

molehill. Comparing the geology ot

mountains across planets can be compli-
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cated, but the cosmic mountain-build-

ing recipe is simple: All other things

being equal, the weaker the gravity on

the surface of an object, the higher its

mountains can reach before the regions

below succumb to their own plasticity

under the mountains' weight.

If a soHd object has a

small enough surface

gravity, the chemical

bonds in its rocks wiU re-

sist the force of their own

weight, and almost any

shape is possible. Two fa-

mous celestial nonspheres

are Phobos and Deimos,

the Idaho-potato-shaped

moons of Mars. On thir-

teen-mile-long Phobos,

the bigger of the two

moons, a 150-pound per-

son would weigh only

about four ounces.

Whenever you see a

small, solid object that is

suspiciously spherical, you

can bet that it formed in a

molten state. But if the

object has very high mass,

then it could be com-

posed ot almost anything,

and gravity will insure

that it forms a sphere.

Big massive blobs of gas

in the galaxy can coalesce

to form near-perfect,

gaseous spheres called

stars. But if a star finds it-

self orbiting too close to another object

whose gravity is significant, its spherical

shape wiU be distorted and its material

may be stripped away. By "too close," I

mean that the object fills its part of the

Roche lobe. Named for the mid-nine-

teenth-century astronomer E. Roche,

who made detailed studies of the gravity

field in the vicinity of double stars, the

Roche lobe is an imaginary, dumbbell-

shaped, bulbous volume that surrounds

two objects in mutual orbit. If gaseous

material from one object oozes out of its

half of the Roche lobe, then the mater-

ial wiU fall toward the second object.

This commonly happens when one star

in a binary system sweOs to become a

red giant. The giant distorts into a dis-

tinctly nonspherical shape that resembles

an elongated Hershey's Kiss.

The stars of the Milky Way galaxy

Originally a spherical cloud, the collapsing Milky Way

flattened to a disk. An infrared image of the galaxy's center

shows clouds of interstellar gas and dust (yellow and green)

that hai>e been heated by nearby stars.

form a broad, flat disk. With a diameter-

to-thickness ratio of 300:1, our galaxy is

flatter than the flattest flapjacks ever

made. No, it's not a sphere, but it prob-

ably began as one. We can understand

the flatness by assuming that the galaxy

was once a big, slowly rotating, spherical

cloud of gas. As the cloud collapsed, it

spun faster and faster—a phenomenon

well known to rotating figure skaters

who draw in their arms. The strong and

growing centrifugal forces at the cloud's

equator eventually resisted further col-

lapse while the top and bottom polar re-

gions, where these forces are weakest,

continued to fall.

One interesting property of collapsing

gas clouds is their stickiness—they act

somewhat like hot marshmallows coUid-

ing in midair. In the nascent Milky Way,

most of the gas got stuck at midplane,

producing the galaxy's disk—the birth-

place of many generations of stars, in-

cluding the Sun. Stars that had previ-

ously formed in the collapsing cloud:

continue to plunge through that gaseous

disk. (The full extent of their orbits be-

trays the spherical shape of the original

cloud.) With its gas now settled and its

stellar orbits in place, the current Milky

Way—neither expanding nor contract-

ing—is a gravitationaUy mature system.

This general flattening of objects that

rotate is why Earth's pole-to-pole diam-

eter is smaller than its diameter at the

equator. Not by much: three-tenths of

one percent—about twenty-six miles.

But Earth is small, mostly solid, and

doesn't rotate all that fast. In a twenty-

four-hour day, anything on Earth's

equator is carried at a mere 1,000 miles

per hour. Consider the jumbo, fast-ro-

tating, gaseous planet Saturn. Complet-

ing a day in just ten hours, it revolves at

22,000 miles per hour at its equator, and

its pole-to-pole dimension is a full 10

percent flatter than its middle, a differ-

ence noticeable even through a backyard

telescope.

Flattened spheres are also known as

oblate spheroids, while spheres that are

elongated pole-to-pole are called pro-

late. In everyday life, hamburgers and

hot dogs make useful (although some-

what extreme) examples of each shape. I

don't know about you, but the oblate

planet Saturn pops into my mind with

every bite of a hamburger I eat.

The effect of centrifugal forces on
i

matter helps astrophysicists set limits on i

the material strength of cosmic objects.

Consider fast-spinning pulsars: at about

50,000 rpm, they cannot be made of;

household ingredients. To picture one,

imagine the mass of the Sun packed into i

a ball the size of Manhattan. If that's
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form of oxygen, to the skin destroy-

ing bacteria, stimulating blood flow

and increasing vital circulation.

Without oxygen, your skin dries,

wrinkles and ages. Bacteria prolifer-

ate, blemishes and pimples appear.

Enriched oxygen destroys bacteria
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THE WATCH ISSUED TO

U.S. TROOPS DURING DESERT STORM

flow to the area. This is the same techno,

famous salons, now engineered for home

use. Erase blemishes. Watch the puffmess

around your eyes fade. Many users report

that blemishes that have not yet broken th:

skin never appear, while those that have

disappear in half the time. Great for all

family members. Teenagers love it!

DermaWand - it's like a Magic Wand for

your complexion. ^99.9S ($10.95) #8600

TURBO CLEAN YOUR LAUNDRY

WITHOUT HARSH DETERGENT OR BLEACH

Introducing Turho Plus, the latest

advance in anti-bacterial laundry

cleaning technology from the company

that introduced activated ceramic

laundry discs to America. You'll be

amazed by how much cleaner your

clothes can be. Whiter, brighter clothes

and better stain removal without using

any detergents or harsh chemicals

whatsoever. Turbo Plus combines tour-

maline and copper microfiber with

activated ionic ceramics to increase

water's natural cleaning ability. The

new float system keeps the disc submerged increasing the disc's efficiency.

No matter what you've used in the past, you will see an improvement

with Turbo Plus. Clean, fresh, unscented and chemical free with no fiber

deterioration, color-fading, or skin irritants common with most laundry

products. And laboratory tests prove Turbo Plus kills the toxic E. coli and

Staphyloajccus aureus bacteria. Works in both hot and cold water. Turbo

Plus will clean your clothes for up to

two years (that's 700 loads!) and

ajsLs just pennies a load to ase.

With the average family spending

about $1 50 a year on detergents,

bleaches and softeners, this is the

one product you can't afford to be

without! f49.9S ($6.95) #7800.

Issued to our troops during

Operation Desert Storm, the

Night Vision exceeds the mili-

tary's strict MIL-W-46374F

specifications and it's the only

watch available in the world

that is completely self-luminous.

The secret is Tritium (H^), an

exotic hydrogen isotope. Each

hand and hour marker consists

of a small vial of tritium coat-

ed with phosphorous. The

result is the brightest lumines-

cent source available. And it

will shine brightly, unaided,

for 12 years! Features include a

Swiss quartz movement,

scratch-resistant crystal, date

calendar and sweep second

hand all encased in lighrweight nylon alloy. Water resistant to 660 ft.

Available with a black leather band or stainless steel band (shown) with or

without the American Flag emblem. Each includes a nylon strap. Your

choice ^f29.95 ($9.95): Stainless steel band #6700; without flag emblem

#6750. Leather band #6800; without flag emblem #6850.

THE HEALTHIEST HUMIDIFIER YOU CAN BUY

During the winter, you're

much more vulnerable to

cold and flu viruses and ill-

ness caused by such common
household bacteria as E. coli.

Staphylococcus aureus and

others. Fight back with

the GFIOO Germ Free

Humidifier by Slant/Fin - the

first and only humidifier that

delivers 99.99% germ free

warm mist vapor into the

parched air inside your

home. It is the only humidi-

fier that uses both ultraviolet

light iiradiation and steam evaporation to completely sterilize the warm

water mist. No other humidifier can do that! And because the GFIOO is a

warm mist humidifier, there is no white dust to collect on your furniture.

The GFIOO features a variable humidity output control and will run for

24 hours on a single 2 gallon tank of tap-water. Add your favorite ovei the

countet medication and the GFIOO converts to a vaporizer. Prepare your-

self and your family for the very dry days of winter with the healthiest

humidifier you can buy ^?9. 95 ($11.95) #7400.

'The Magellan Ultimate Guarantee" '"

|If you're not completely satisfied with your

purchase, simply return it for a full refund.

ORDER TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS A DAY

800-644-8100
Extension

NHY421

TO ORDER BY MAIL:

Send check or money

order for the total

amount (Including S & H]

or credit card number

and expiration date to:

Ttie Magellan Group's

Tools For Living®

Dept NHY421
2515 East 43rd St.

P.O. Box 1 82236
Chattanooga, TN 37422

Y42 O 19^7 Ttie MaKellan Croup, Inc.

I

For rri' products visit our web site at: http://www.tmgusa.com
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hard to do, then imagine cramming

about 50 milhon elephants into a

thimble. To reach this density, you

would have to merge all electrons and

protons into neutrons by compressing aO

the space that atoms enjoy around their

nucleus and among their orbiting elec-

trons. What would be left is a ball of

neutrons with a mind-bogglingly high

surface gravity.

Under such conditions, a mountain

range might not be any taller than the

thickness of a sheet of paper, but you

would exert more energy cUmbing onto

it than you would ascending a 3,000-

mile-high cliff on Earth. For these rea-

sons, and others, we expect all pulsars to

be the smoothest objects in the universe,

and we expect the ones that rotate most

slowly to be the most nearly perfect

spheres.

In many regions of the universe, hun-

dreds of galaxies are found clustered to-

gether. The overall shape of these assem-

blies can offer rich astrophysical insights.

Some clusters are raggedy, some are

stretched like filaments, others form vast

sheets. None of these have settled into a

stable shape. Some are so extended that

the 15-bilIion-year history of the uni-

verse has been too short for their con-

stituent galaxies to make one crossing of

the cluster. We conclude that the cluster

was born that way because gravitational

encounters between and among galaxies

have not been numerous enough to in-

fluence the shape of the cluster.

But other systems, such as the beauti-

ful, spherically shaped Coma cluster of

galaxies (in the constellation Coma
Berenices), tell us immediately that you

are as likely to find a galaxy moving in

one direction as in another. Whenever

this is true, the cluster cannot be rotating

all that fast; otherwise we would see

some of the flattening that afflicted the

Milky Way when it formed.

The Coma cluster (like the Milky

Way) is gravitationaUy mature. In astro-

physical vernacular, such a system is "re-

laxed," which implies many things, in-

cluding the fortuitous fact that the

average velocity of galaxies in the cluster

serves as an excellent indicator of its

total mass, whether or not the total mass

of the system is supplied by the objects

used to get the average speed. In other

words, gravitationaUy relaxed systems

are excellent probes of nonluminous

"dark" matter. Allow me to make an

even stronger statement: Were it not for

relaxed systems, the ubiquity of dark

matter (which may compose more than

90 percent of all matter in the universe)

would remain unrecognized today.

The ultimate sphere is the entire ob-

servable universe. In every direction we

look, galaxies are observed to recede

from us at speeds proportional to their

distance—the famous signature of an

expanding universe as discovered by

Edwin Hubble in 1929. At the "edge"

of this—the same distance from us in

time and space in every direction we

look—is the hypersphere of the big

bang. The universe beyond this spheri-

cal boundary is out of our reach and, as

far as we know, unknowable.

Spheres are indeed fertile theoretical

tools that help us gain insight to all man-

ner of astrophysical problems. Even

when astrophysicists know that an object

is decidedly nonspherical, we often pre-

tend it is a sphere just as a mental exer-

cise to glean basic insight. In short, we

feel that if we do not understand the

spherical case, then we cannot claim to

understand the basic physics of the ob-

ject or phenomenon.

But one should not be a sphere-

zealot. I am reminded of the half-serious

joke, in which various people are asked

how they might increase milk produc-

tion on a farm: The expert in animal

husbandry says, "Consider the role of

the cow's diet." The engineer says,

"Consider the design of the milking

machines," But it's the astrophysicist

who says, "Consider a spherical cow."

Neil de Grasse Tyson is the Frederick P.

Rose Director of New York City s Haydeii

Plaiietarinin. He also tenches astrophysics at

Princeton University.
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Photographs by John Cancalosi

The largest of the North^American

lynx spiders, the green lyrix is a

common siditm the southern

United States. Easily distinguished by

the black spines on its long, thin legs,

the spider stalks its victims in corn

crops in Florida, as well as in the

cactuses of the desert Southwest. Like

all lynx spiders, these hunters have

eight distinctively arranged eyes—six

form a hexagon behind two smaller

eyes that face fonvard—and they do

not use a web to capture prey, histead.



he green lynx relies on swift legs,

,>recision jumping skills, keen

cNvsight, and a powerful venom to

snare some formidable insects: it

;an take down a bumblebee five times

its weight. When photographt-r John

Cancalosi wants to observe the green

lynx, he looks to the spring blossoms

of the prickly pear cactus, where he

usually finds one lying in wait for its

next meal. In the desert near

Tucson, Arizona, he caught two in

action: the first waits to strike,

while the 'second dines on its

hemipteran lunch.

—

Annette Heist
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Endangered! Exploring a

World at Risk:

An exhibition examining

die causes and effects of

species endangerment and

extinction opens Saturday,

March 8, in the American

Museum ofNatural

History's Gallery 3, and

runs through Monday,

September 1.

Natural History 3/97

T

In the 1920s, when Carl Akeley

collected the gorillas displayed in the

diorama in the Museum's Akeley Hall

of African Mammals, top, the forested

slopes of Mount Mikeno were prnne

gorilla habitat. The verdant plains and

lush hills at the foot of the Virunga

Mountains were the backdrop for the

scene—in what was then Belgian

Congo and is now Zaire.

A 1990 photograph of the area (with

the late Lawrence Bajeneza, a local

guide to the gorillas, at center) shows

the same hiUs deforested and terraced

for agriculture. This valley suffered

further environmental degradation in

1994, when desperate Hutu refugees

from Rwanda's civil war cut down

forests for wood and killed thousands of

animals for food. Overpopulation

—

along with the ethnic strife that claimed

the lives of Bajeneza and a half million

Rwandans—has also caused inestimable

damage to the environment in this once

pristine heart of Africa.

When Carl Akeley died, he was

buried on Mount Mikeno. Today it is

part of Pare National des Virunga,

which he had helped establish to save

mountain goriUas from extinction.

According to most estimates, only

about 600 mountain gorillas survive

today—half of them in the area of the

Virunga Mountains.

Events
March 3
Carlton Pryor, of Rutgers Universirv's

Physics and Astronomy department will

talk on observing globular clusters with

the Hubble Space Telescope.

March 4
Jared Diamond, professor of physiology

at UCLA Medical School and a frequent

contributor to Natural History magazine,

will discuss his new book, Guns, Germs,

and Steel: Tlie Fates ofHuman Societies.

March 5, 12, 19, and 26
"Religion on the Edge of the Millen-

nium" will be the subject of four

evening lectures; topics range from Ko-

rean shamanism to voodoo among New
York's Haitian immigrants.

March 7
An exhibition of photographs, "The

Tongass: Alaska's Magnificent Rain For-

est," will be on display in the Akeley

Gallery through June 15.

March 22
A program entitled "The Great God-

dess: Her Enduring Presence, Power,

and Personahty" will spothght mother-

centered, goddess-recovering cultures of

prehistory. Among the participants are

author Cristina Biaggi, musician Vir-

ginia Dare, actress Olympia Dukakis,

and urban shaman Donna Henes.

March 26
Did dinosaurs of the Cretaceous era

move freely between North America,

the Arctic Circle, and China? Philip J.

Currie, of the Royal Tyrrell Museum ot

Paleontology in Alberta, will discuss this

question and his work with the Canada-

China Dinosaur Project.

For tickets and information about other

Museum events, call (212) 769-5200.

For Museum hours and admission fees,

call (212) 769-5100.
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26 Where Giants Roam
From a campsite on the rim of a

volcano, a photographer records the

methodical daily migrations of the

Galapagos giant tortoises. Story and

photographs by Tui De Roy

30 SpeU of the Fiddler

In Sweden, folk music was once

forbidden, and the fiddle considered the

instrument of the devil. A festival in

Bingsjo celebrates this now revered

music. Story and photographs by

Torsten Kjellstrand

36 The Tortuga Triangle

Barely a pinpoint on the map, the Dry

Tortugas attract birds and birdwatchers,

reef fish and divers, and archeologists and

treasure hunters vying for the booty of

sunken ships. Daniel J. Lenihan

42 Search for the Snub-Nosed Monkey
In a mountainous corner of China, a

researcher and a photographer discover the

wild Mfe of a rare monkey.

R. Craig Kirkpatrick

Photographs byJim Leachman

48 Treasure of the Sierra Madre

Only a remnant remains of a vast tropical

dry forest that once stretched from

northwest Mexico to Costa Rica.

Maire Crowe Photographs by Jack Dykinga
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snub—nosed monkeys of

Yunnan Province are

endangered in the wild.
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Old Walt VVliitinan

Went finding and seeking

Finding less than sought
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Every detail minding
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Old Walt Wliitman went seeking
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This is a very different kind of travel issue. Some of the places described here

are nearly impossible to get to; some of the sights are nearly impossible to see:

Biologist Craig Kirkpatnck ("Search for the Snub-Nosed Monkey," page 42)

spent long months trekking through the foothills of the Himalayas to observe

snub-nosed monkeys, and photographer Jim Leachman took nearly a month

tracking with guides to get shots of these rare animals in the wild. Field

zoologist Alan Rabinowitz ("Lost World of the Annamites," page 14) walked

up into the mist of Laos's Annamite Mountains, going from one remote

Hmong village to another to gather evidence for the existence of new

mammals, as well as species thought long extinct.

These are difficult journeys. But I trust Natural History readers will be

undaunted. The purpose of the journeys in this issue was to discover places,

species, and cultural traditions that have escaped change. Through them, we get

ghmpses of past hves and lost worlds. Journalist Eric Hansen went on a quest for

the legendary orchid flower ice cream of Turkey ("The Flower of Frozen

Desserts," page 76). Photographer Torsten KjeDstrand ("Spell of the Fiddler,"

page 30) returned to his native Sweden to find out how a musical tradition that

he grew up with has managed to survive. This is the kind of travel we like best

and, in spirit, it doesn't take going to the ends of the earth.
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To the Editor

\'eil de Grasse Tyson's column on gravitational lenses ("Darkness

Visible," February 1997) was illustrated with a black-and-white space

telescope photograph mistakenly credited to Wes Colley. Colley's color

rendition of a lensed, blue background galaxy is reproduced above.

Some Overlap?

I applaud Stephen Jay Gould's

I promotion of mutual respect

between science and religion

in his essay "Nonoverlapping

Magisteria" ("ThisView of

Life," March 1997). However,

his suggestion that "science

cannot claim higher insight

into moral truth from any

superior knowledge of the

world's empirical constitution"

is a bit misleading. Scientific

conclusions can be drawn

about which ways of living

destroy—and which

encourage—life on the planet.

These conclusions may not be

inherently moral; but if you

want to know how to live,

science may have something

to say on the subject,

Mark S. Merilt

NewYork, New York

Folsom Pleasures

I deeply enjoyed Douglas

Preston's "Fossils and the

Folsom Cowboy" (February

1997).InlateJuneofl995,I

toured the part of New
Mexico near Folsom. After a

cool and wet spring,Johnson

Mesa was extraordinarily

beautiful and green. The

museum is open, and I

recommend the territory

along the old Santa Fe trail

between Folsom and Taos.

Robert Youker

via e-mail

. . . And Folsom Pains

Douglas Preston incorrectly

portrays Ales Hrdlicka, the first

professional biological

anthropologist at the

Smithsonian Institution, as a

"grumpy old warlord" who

"would not admit his error"

when "the association of

human artifacts with

Pleistocene mammals . . . could

no longer be denied."

It is unfair and untrue to

write that "Hrdlicka never

accepted the antiquity of

hvinian beings in the New
World."What he never

accepted was human antiquity

on the order of the 50,000-

year-old Pleistocene

Neanderthals m the Old

World.The artifacts referred to

in Preston's account are

approximately 10,000 years

old, and Hrdlicka was quite

right in suggesting that the

fauna with which they were

associated had lasted until after

the end of the Pleistocene,

which had taken place 1,000

years earher.

C. Loritig Brace

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Douglas Preston replies: It

is untrue that Hrdlicka

discredited only the now

uncontroversial idea that

humans as old as Neanderthals

hved in the New World. As his

writings make clear, he was

even more anxious to prove

that glacial-age Homo sapiens

had not lived in America.

Hrdlicka denied the

association of the human

artifacts wath Pleistocene

mammals.When that became

untenable, he insisted that the

relevant mammals became

extinct long after the

Pleistocene had ended.While

he was careftil not to state the

exact time span he had m
iTiind, his writings make clear it

was far longer than 1 ,000 years.

In my opinion, he delayed for

decades our understanding of

when humans came to the

New World.

In the coining issues of

Ii i\ I

Ecology

The Trouble With Bees

European settlers brought honeybees to America for wax and

honey. Once their role in pollination was understood,

honeybees became agribusiness's bee of choice. Now the

species is in trouble.

Excerpt

Bonobo Dialogues
Close relatives, bonobos and chimps have a very different

approach to life.Among bonobos, females hold the prominent

social positions, and sex is the substitute for aggression.
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Alan Rabinowitz ("Lost World of the Annamites") got his start as a field zoologist for the Wildlife Conservation Society in Belize,

where he set up the world's first jaguar preserve. He went on to study big cats on the other side of the globe, including clouded

leopards and tigers in Southeast Asia. In 1993, when Laos opened up to outsiders for the first time since 1975, Rabinowitz led

the first wildlife surveys there. Currently the Wildlife Conservation Society's Director of Science for Asia, Rabinowitz is the

author ofjagiiar (Arbor House, 1986) and Chasing the Dragon's Tail (Doubleday, 1991).

Photographer Tui De Roy ("Where Giants Roam") was raised in the Galapagos, where her naturalist parents had moved from

Belgium. During her first visit to Alcedo Volcano when she was a teen-ager, De Roy decided to become a naturalist herself.

Now based in New Zealand, she has observed and photographed wildlife from the Arctic to the Antarctic. A previous photo-

essay for Natural History (January 1995) documented the "vulcan Uzards" of Fernandina Island. Among her books are Galapagos:

Islands Lost in Time (Viking, 1980) and Wild Ice: Ainarcticjonmeys (Smithsonian, 1990).

A research associate at the Zoological

Society of San Diego and a National

Science Foundation postdoctoral fellow,

R. Craig Kirkpatrick ("Search for the

Snub-Nosed Monkey") has recently

begim a study of the Sichuan snub-nosed

monkey. While in the Chinese outback,

Kirkpatrick (right) drinks coffee out of a

polyethylene bottle and listens to the Voice of America.

Back home, he enjoys bagels and the New York Times. Also

while in the States, he is active in Buddhist and gay

communities. Photographer Jim Leachman's assignment for

this issue proved to be an exercise in patience: two weeks of

tracking the monkeys through fog and snow resulted in ten

nunutes of shooting time. Currently, Leachman is working

on several photo-essays about conservation in East Africa.

A trip to Bingsjo to visit relatives inspired photojournalist Torsten Kjellstrand ("Spell of the

Fiddler") to do a story on the town's traditional folk music festival. Back home in Jasper,

Indiana, his work for Tlie Herald (circulation 13,000) won him the 1996 Newspaper

Photographer of the Year award from the National Press Photographers Association—a first

for someone from such a small paper. This month Kjellstrand (pictured here with his son,

Bjorn) moves on to the Spokesman-Review m Spokane, Washington.

Daniel J. Lenlhan ("The Tortuga Triangle") is head of the National Park Service's

underwater archeology team. He is a frequent contributor to Natural History on subjects

ranging from Pearl Harbor to underwater caves to the first atomic bomb test at the Trinity

Site. The Tortugas have held a special fascination for him since he first visited the park in

1974. "An old fort, great diving, tons of shipwrecks, and very few people—at least back

then. What more could you ask?" he says.

Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer Jack Dykinga ("Treasure of the Sierra Madre")

concentrates on environmental issues in the southwestern United States and Mexico. The

photographs of the imperiled tropical dry forest featured in this issue also appear in Tlie

Secret Forest (University ofNew Mexico Press, 1993), one of four books he has

collaborated on with writer Charles Bowden. The area has now been marked by the

Mexican government for protection. Dykinga 's work has appeared in a wide variety of

publications, including ^4i/(f;(/)0//, Harper's, National Geographic, and Time.

Eric Hansen ("The Flower of Frozen Desserts") is the author of Stranger in the Forest (1989) and Motoring with Mohammed (1992).

The orchid ice cream story in this issue will appear in Wild Orchids, to be published by Pantheon Books m 1998. Hansen's

research into the rare orchid trade has taken him from China's Yunnan Province to the headwaters of the Orinoco River in

Venezuela and "deep into the petty and vicious world of plant politics."

Jason Venus ("The Natural Moment"), a resident of Yeovil, England, divides his time between commercial and wildlife

photography and computer graphics. When he first attempted to observe local wUdlife, he recalls, "I couldn't tell the difference

between a badger hole and a rabbit's." Since then, Venus has photographed animals in North Africa, the Sahara Desert, Spam,

and Gibraltar for the BBC natural history unit. For the badger photo, he used a Nikon F90x Pro with an autofocus zoom lens.
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Imagined "Worlds, by Freeman Dyson. Har-

vard University Press, $22; 216 pp., ilhis.

By StevenJ. Dick

ll'illiani Blake's 1793 Aged Ignorance

Review ^^ ^^^ "'^^^ volume. Imagined

Worlds, Freeman Dyson, fol-

lowing m the tradition of two of his he-

roes, novelist H. G. WeUs and biologist

J. B. S. Haldane, gives us a cautionary vi-

sion ofwhere science and technology are

taking us in the next century. A theoreti-

cal physicist at the Institute for Advanced

Study at Princeton University, Dyson is

known for his work on the theory of

quantum electrodynamics. But through

his books Disturbing the Universe and Infi-

nite in All Directions, he has become even

better known for his creative speculations

on subjects ranging from space travel to

extraterrestrial civihzations.

Like Wells m Tlie Time Machine (1895)

and Haldane in Daedalus, or Science and the

Future (1923), Dyson argues that whUe

science has been and can be a force for

good, it also has been and is again becom-

ing a force of evil. He points to the un-

popularity of science after the technolog-

ical carnage of both World War I and

Vietnam. Today, he says, "science has

once again turned good into evil. This

time the evil is not a war but a civilian

technology that systematically widens the

gulf between rich and poor, deprives un-

educated young people ofjobs, and leaves

large numbers of young mothers and

children homeless and hopeless."

If any among us stiU think that Tlie

Time Machine is primarily a tale of time

travel, Dyson quickly sets us straight: it

was Wells's warning about what British

society was becoming under its class sys-

tem. Wells saw humanity split into two

species, the privileged Eloi and the sub-

servient Morlocks. Dyson describes "the

years. He is no partisan to recent procla-

mations of the "end of science." He be-

lieves biology (not physics) will be the

focus of science in the twenty-first cen-

tury, doiTiinated by the drive to under-
j

stand the origin of Ufe. The discovery of

fossil or extant Martian life, or life be-

neath the ocean of Europa or on Titan,

would enhance our understanding of life's

origin and satisfy for the first time biolo-

gists' aspirations for a universal biology

—

Science or
Antiscience?
Eloi singing and dancing in the sunshine

and the Morlocks keeping the machines

running underground; the Eloi having

lost through indolence their practical and

intellectual skills, the Morlocks tending

their erstwhile cousins like cattle as a con-

venient source of meat."

Haldane's view of the future was just as

bleak. Daedalus, Haldane's symbol of the

revolutionary spirit of science, was con-

stantly disrupting cherished ideas without

bringing accompanying progress in

ethics. Dyson is distinctly worried about

the role of science and technology. Math-

ematician John von Neumann, for ex-

ample, is seen by Dyson as a twentieth-

century Daedalus. In Dyson's opinion.

Von Neumann's invention of high-speed

computers is now widening the gap be-

tween computer-literate rich kids, who

own home computers and can surf the

Web, and kids without such means, who

are left ever further behind.

Stripped of this sometimes fi-ustrating

ethics theme, Dyson's book is a fascinat-

ing romp through possible futures, in-

cluding (in one chapter) vignettes of life

in ten, a hundred, a thousand, ten thou-

sand, a hundred thousand, and a million

4M^'

ifetigit'

:li Sk„

Le Sens des Realites, by Rene Magritte

a life science based on more than earthly

life forms. 1

Beyond that, Dyson is fascinated witi'

genetics and neurophysiology, which stili

offer fundamentally unsolved problems

Just as digital sky surveys are now charting

the universe, digital biosphere survey;'



'Rod Taylor in The Time Machine (MGM, 1960)

Bic>xle Series I, byJanet Stem (1992)

will chart the genomes of biological spe-

:ies on Earth. The understanding of the

organization of the human central ner-

vous system may advance a technology

'that could lead to installing small trans-

imitters inside the living brain. These

would allow us to observe and ultimately

Imanipulate neural processes inside the

Ibrain by "radiotelepathy," as part of the

,new discipline of "radioneurology." One
can already see the ethical problems that

genetic engineering is bringing, and that

radiotelepathy could bring.

Dyson makes surprisingly litde men-

;ion of space exploration, which poses

just the kind of ethical dilemma he warns

us about. In the wake of finding evidence

ofpossible life on Mars, we are faced with

the immediate dilemma as to whether

humans should go to Mars, a fantastically

expensive enterprise by NASA accounts.

The money, some argue, might be better

spent on earthly needs. Extant microbial

hfe on Mars would pose further ethical

questions of contamination and possible

extermination of the biota of an entire

world (and maybe our own by reverse

contamination).

Siinilarly, in my own area of interest m
the extraterrestrial Hfe debate (to which

Dyson has also contributed), one inight

ask whether we can justify twentieth-

century cosmic research, including the

search for extraterrestrial intelligence. In

1993, the United States government de-

cided that such a program, at the level of

$10 million per year, was too expensive.

But scientific and popular interest in ex-

traterrestrial life persists, now institution-

alized in NASA's Origins program, and it

derives from basic human drives to un-

derstand our place in the cosmos. Should

these drives be denied in the name of

ethics? The uproar in theology, philoso-

phy, and all areas of human knowledge in

the wake of a discovery of extraterrestrial

intelligence would be the mother of all

ethical problems. It is not unlikely that we

wiU face it in the Cwenty-first century.

What worries me is that some people

will take Dyson's message as antiscience in

a stronger sense than he intends. Science

has a large capacity for self-criticism, and

Dyson here presses it to its Hmits. He be-

lieves that in the last forty years, at least

some pure science has lost touch with

everyday problems and that the "main so-

cial benefit provided by pure science in

esoteric fields is to serve as a welfare pro-

gram for scientists and engineers." This

kind of statement, I suspect, will inflame

the growing numbers who believe sci-

ence can do no good. Surely Dyson

would agree that today's esoteric pure sci-

ence may be tomorrow's applied science,

even if (in his opinion) it is flawed by its

concentration on producing maximum
profits, thus further exacerbating the dis-

parities between rich and poor. But even

if pure science does not eventually trans-

late to applied science, there is such a

thing as curiosity, which defines our hu-

manity no less than ethics.

Dyson's message, like Wells's over a

hundred years ago and Haldane's almost

seventy-five years ago, is that progress in

science unaccompanied by progress in

ethics spells disaster. But how is the fiision

of science and ethics to be achieved? Per-

haps the inequalities will be rectified

when the Eloi colonize outer space while

the Morlocks remain at home. Dyson,

however, hopes that Eloi and Morlocks

unite—call them Morloi—to solve their

problems at home before undertaking

full-scale exploration of the universe.

Steven J. Dick is an astronomer and historian

of science at the U.S. Naval Observatory in

Washington, D.C., vice president of the His-

tory ofAstronomy Commission of the Interna-

tional Astronomical Union, and author of

The Biological Universe: The Twentieth

Century Extraterrestrial Life Debate and

the Limits of Science (Cambridge Univer-

sity Press, 1996).
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How to Be a Skeptic
From Why People Believe Weird Things:

Pseudoscience, Superstition, and Other

Confusions of Our Time. © 1997 by

Michael Sheniier. Used with permission of

W. H. Freeumii and Company.

^^'^g..Qi"Most of us, most of the time,

want certainty, need to control

our environment, and would like nice,

neat, simple explanations. The pressures

of reality lead us to be fascinated by mys-

teries, to seek spiritual meaning in our

hves, and to hope for immortahty. These

desires may have some evolutionary basis,

but they can interfere with critical think-

ing and problem solving. As a result, we

may be seduced by the promises and

claims of astrologers, psychics, and other

pseudoscientists who deal in flimsy evi-

dence and faulty logic. Here are some

warning signs to watch out for before sus-

pending disbelief.

Bohi Statements Do Not Make Trne

Claims: A red flag that something is pseu-

doscientific is when enormous claims are

made for its power and veracity, especially

when supportive evidence is lacking. At

the offices of Skeptic magazine, I have a

file filled with papers and letters with

outlandish claims from obscure authors (I

call it the "theories of everything" fde).

Scientists sometimes make this mistake,

and when they are wrong they pay a high

price. We saw this when Stanley Pons and

Martin Fleischmann announced to the

world, through a press conference, that

they had discovered cold nuclear fusion.

Heresy Does Not Equal Correctness: They

laughed at Copernicus. They laughed at

the Wright Brothers. Yes, well, they also

laughed at the Marx Brothers. Being

laughed at does not mean you are right.

Reprinted in an issue oftheJournal ofHis-

torical Review, the voice of Holocaust de-

nial, is a famous quote fi"om the nine-

teenth-century philosopher Arthur

Schopenhauer: "AH truth passes through

three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second,

it is violently opposed. Third, it is ac-

cepted as self-evident." This is just a ratio-

nahzation by those who are rejected to

say, "See, I must be right." Not necessar-

ily. Besides, lots ofnew ideas, such as Ein-

stein's theory of relativity, are accepted

without ridicule or violence.

After the Fact Reasoning and Coincidence:

As the eighteenth-century Scottish

philosopher David Hume taught cor-

rectly, just because two events follow each

other in sequence does not mean they are

connected causally. That kind of reason-

ground for that class of phenomena. In

;

the case of the Bermuda Triangle, where

;

ships and planes are said to mysteriously

disappear, something strange or alien isi

often assumed to be at work. But far

more ships crisscross the Bermuda Trian-

gle than surrounding areas, so accidents

and mishaps are more likely to happen

there. As it turns out, there are actually

fewer accidents in the Bermuda Triangle,

per rate of traffic, than in surrounding,

areas. Similarly, anecdotes about miracle

cures for cancer are not meaningful; we

need controlled studies.

ESP machine at the Association for Research and Enlightenment

ing, known as post hoc, ergo propter hoc

(after this, therefore because of this), is, at

its basest level, a form of superstition.

Similarly, coincidences are often seen as

deeply significant. You go to the phone

to call your friend Bob. The phone rings,

and it is Bob. You think, "Wow, what are

the chances that this is a mere coinci-

dence? Maybe Bob and I are communi-

cating telepathically." But most people ac-

tually have a very poor understanding of

the laws of chance or probability.

Lack ofan Appropriate Frame of Reference

or Control: Seemingly unusual events must

be considered against the proper back-

Failures Are Rationahzed: In science the!

value of negative findings—failures—can-

not be overemphasized. Usually they an!

not wanted and often they are not pub-

lished. But most of the time, failures arel
I

how we get closer to the truth. Pseudo-

scientists' failures are rationahzed—a psy-i

chic may say his or her powers do noi

work in the presence of skeptics or elec-;

trical equipment. Or failures are ig-

nored—we tend to forget the prediction

that don't come true and only remembe

the unusual occurrences. j'

Either-Or: Also known as the fallacy oi.

negation or false dilemma, this is the ten



dency to dichotomize the world so that

when you discredit one possibihty, the

observer is forced to accept the other.

This is a favorite tactic of the creationists,

who spend the majority of their time try-

ing to discredit the theory ot evolution,

concluding that since evolution is wrong,

crearionism must be right. Similarly, some

argue that if you cannot disprove a claim,

it must be true. For example, if you can-

not prove there is not psychic power, then

there must be. But it is not enough to

point out weaknesses in a theory. If yours

is indeed superior, it must explain both

the "normal" data and the "anomalous"

data not explained by the old theory. It

needs evidence in favor of it, not just

against the opposition.

Burden of Proof: The person making the

extraordinary claim has the burden of

proving to the experts and to the com-

I'munity that his or her behef has more va-

; lidiry than the one generally accepted.

Evolutionists had the burden of proof for

half a century after Darwin and now

enjoy the reverse role. Similarly, the bur-

den of proof is on the Holocaust deniers

to prove the Holocaust did not happen,

not on Holocaust historians to prove that

it did. The reason is that mountains of ev-

idence prove that both evolution and the

Holocaust are facts of history.

These are just some of the considera-

tions that make me a skeptic. Perhaps the

best advice to foUow, in the face of an un-

usual claim, was given by Hume, in An

Enquiry Concerning^ Human Understanding:

Wlien anyone tells me that he saw a dead

man restored to hje, I immediately consider

with myself whether it be more probable,

thai this person should either deceive or be

deceived, or that thefact, which he relates,

should really have happened. . . . If the

falsehood of his testimony would be more

miraculous than the event which he relates;

then, and not till then, can he pretend to

command my belief or opinion.

Michael Shermer, who teaches at Occidental

College in Los Angeles, is the director of the

Skeptics Society

Bookshelf

Alligators
By Martha Strawn, with essays by f. Wliitfield Gibbons, Jane Gibson, and LeRoy Over-

street (TlieJohns Hopkins Uivversity Press, 1997, S3 9. 95, ilhis.)

Photographer Strawn has assembled photographs and writings on the science, his-

tory, and folklore of the alligator—an inhabitant of the North American continent

for at least 65 million years.

Are We Unique?
ByJames Trefil John Wiley and Sons, 1997, $24.95)

Trefil, a physicist, specializes in tackling big questions (What is thinking? Can the

brain do something a computer can't?) and predicts the evolution ofan "intelligent"

computer

Stuff
ByhmiAwato (Basic Books, 1997, $25, ilhis.)

Human inventiveness has transtormed Earth's raw materials into ceramics and plas-

tics, as well as into today's fuUerenes, high-temperature superconductors, and other

exotic "stuff," as researchers "micromanage" materials on an atomic level.

The Universe Below
By WilliamJ Broad (Simon and Schuster, 1997, $30, ilhis.)

Accompanying scientists using submersibles, robots, or scuba gear, New York Times

science writer Broad observes abyssal creatures, underwater volcanoes, and other

phenomena of the ocean depths.

In the Company of Mushrooms
By Elio Schaechter (Harvard University Press, 1997, $24.95, illus.)

Microbiologist Schaechter writes the biography of Ringi, the planet's great decom-

posers and recyclers. He also advises readers on mushroom collecting and cooking.

On Safari

By LeRoy Neinian (Harry N. Abratns,

1997, $60, ilhis.)

Lions, elephants, cape buffaloes, rhi-

noceroses, and leopards—a vivid me-

nagerie of East African wildlife is por-

trayed by artist Neiman.

Guns, Germs, and Steel
Byfared Diamond (W. W Norton and Company, 1997, $27.50, illus.)

Why Is Sex Fun?
ByJared Diamond (Basic Books/HarperCoUins, 1997, $20, illus.)

The geographical and environmental forces that shape society and the evolution of

human sexuality are the subjects of two new books by evolutionary biologist and

physiologist Diamond.

The books mentioned in "Natural Selections" are available by mail order from the

Museum Shop of the American Museum of Natural History, (212) 769-5150.

Nw,^'
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A "magical"

new book by

the author oiAn
Anthropologist

on Mars & The Man Who
Mistook His Wife for a Hat

Oliver Sacks
THE ISLAND

OF THE

COLORBLIND
HE TAKES US WITH HIM tO a

tiny Pacific atoll and to the

island of Guam in a book that

lures us into contemplation of

the meaning of islands, the won-
ders of botany, the genesis of

disease, the natvire of deep geo-

logical time, and the complexi-

ties of being human.

>. THE

: ISLAND
S^ THE COLORBLIND

OLIVER SACKS

"A delightful Inner

and outer journey"
—Washington Post

"A wondrous voyage
of discovery"

—Publishers Weekly

"A mesmerizing account"
—People Magazine

"A spellbinder"
—Booklist

"Magical...Sacks' fans

I
are in for a real treat"

; —Kirkus Reviews
i

I

Published by Knopf
) http://www.randomhouse.com

: Also a Random House AudioBook
read by the author

Manila Loa, Hawaii

Volcanoes: Life on the Edge. Produced by

Corbis; (800) 246-2065, Macintosli and

Windows compatible.

By Hamldnr Si<^iiidsson

CD—ROM Photographer Roger Ress-

nieyer spent fourteen

months on a mission to capture views of

volcanoes around the world. The resul-

tant CD-ROM, presented as a travelogue

and a series of photo essays, provides an

interesting glimpse of life in the shadow

of active volcanoes. Those interested in

the human aspects of such living condi-

tions win find much here, including ref-

erences to Shinto worship, cargo cults,

and tribal dances. But those in search of

documentation about Earth's volcanoes

will be disappointed.

The material is divided into four sec-

tions. Included in the "Narratives" sec-

tion is an essay about the photographer,

another on daily life near an active vol-

cano, a third on a volcanologist's work,

and a final one on volcanic processes.

Unfortunately the treatment of volcanic

processes and the fundamental causes of

volcanism is cursory, and regional or local

maps and diagrams are lacking.

The section "Episodes" contains snap-

shot descriptions of twenty-four volca-

noes. The emphasis is on the photogra-

pher's personal experience rather than on

volcanic phenomena. Thus we have a

number of pictures of divers off Hawaii,

but none of the active piUow lava they are

studying.

More than 300 fuU-screen color images

from eighteen volcanic regions make up

the "Slide Show" section, with each re-

gion briefly captioned. Do not expect to

see spectacular views of volcanic features;

here again, the viewer is treated to pic-

tures of the people inhabiting volcanic re-

gions.

Good definitions of more than 150

geological terms describing principal vol-

canic processes can be found in the sec-

tion entided "References." The defini-

tions are accompanied by colorful figures

or diagrams and are thoroughly cross-ret-

erenced with material in other sections.

The quality of photography and repro-

duction in Volcanoes: Life on the Edge is su-

perb, and every section contains valuable,

hard-to-fmd images from archival

sources. The creative use of clippings
\

from old newspapers, faded postcards, i

paintings, and prints is perhaps this CD-

ROM's most pleasing aspect. i

i

M'lien not investigating i^okaiwes around the
'

world, Haraldur Sigurdsson teaches at the i

Graduate School of Oceanography at the Uni-
;

I'crsity of Rhode Island in Narragansett. !



Field

Trippins
By Robert Anderson

'^u re.net
Serious birders keep life

lists, recording all the spe-

cies they have spotted near home and

abroad, but there is no reason this sort of

"visual stamp collecting" can't be done in

any branch of the natural sciences, even

an inanimate one such as geology. Geolo-

gist Terry Acomb has created a Web ver-

sion of an article by Lisa Rossbacher,

i'The Geologists's Lifetime Field List"

(http://www.uc.edu/~ACOMBTY/geol

lOgyHst.html). Most of the sites listed have

I

Unks to provide readers with information

I'on where they might find exfoliated

1 domes (Sierra Nevada), stromatolites

[(Glacier National Park), or ophiolites

(California). These are some of the more

I esoteric, yet sigrrificant, geological "spe-

cies" that you might want to see in addi-

tion to the obvious active volcanoes,

limestone caves, and glaciers. Some of the

geological phenomena must be experi-

enced rather than merely seen. These in-

clude finding dinosaur footprints, trilo-

bites in situ, and panning tor gold. Others,

such as an earthquake (with a magnitude

greater than 5) and a tsunami (http://

\s-u-w.geophys.Washington.edu/tsunami/

welcome.html) are perhaps best experi-

enced on the Internet.

One of the more interesting links at

this site (http://virww.cco.caltech.edu/~

i
salmon/world. heritage.html) is a list of

UNESCO's 469 World Heritage sites.

:The authors call it the ultimate travelers

list. Check out "Fifty State Highpoints." I

I

was amazed to learn that as many as forty-

nine people have been to all the highest

; points in each state, including Florida's

jBritton Hill, which, at 345 feet, is the

jlowest of thcni ail.

i^Rohert Anderson is a science writer living in

^

Los Angeles.

'Tliis is a book iiot to be missed

TJie definitive work on Big Cats

and tlieirfossil relatives. . . . [An]

excellent book—a must for all

paleontologists, natural history

enthusiasts, and educated cat

lovers." —Martin G. Lockley,

University of Colorado, Denver

*An Alternate Selection of the

Book of the Month Cluh

*An Alternate Selection of the

Natural Science Book Cluh

NEW FROM CO L U M B I A

The Big Cats and
Their Fossil Relatives
Alt Illustrated Guide to Tlteir

Evolution mid Natural History

Mauricio Anton and Alan Turner
with a Foreword by F. Clark Howell

2>6 pages * 149 ilhts.

i 6-page, 4-color insert $39.95, cloth

Renowned paleontologist Alan

Turner and acclaimed artist

Mauricio Anton collaborate

to produce a fascinating

natural history linking

extinct larger felid species

with those still lixdng. This

superb book chronicles twenty-

five million years of evolution,

revealing the common
ancestry of today's '^

familiar big cats

—

&^

the giant saber-tooth .S^gk •

tiger, the graceful cheetah, \\
and the powerful bobcat. '\\

lAi<. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS

At bookstores. httpV/www.columbia.edu/cu/cup

!

Great member
savings.

AMNH members receive special

discounts from the world's #1 car

rental company. Just mention the

AMNH/Hertz CDP# 25940 when

making your reservation. You'll

enjoy the savings while eaCh rental

helps provide financial support to

the American Museum of Natural

History.

For worldwide reservafions, call

your travel agent or call Hertz at

1-800-654-2200. Be sure to present

your membership card at tlie time of

rental.

exactly.

Hertz rents Fords and other fine cars.

FREE
Louisiana Tour Guide

Jm0*^^
For your FREE Tour Guide, call 1-800-846-5805

or return the reader service card.

http://www.louisianatraveLcom

Ccjme As Y(;ii Are. Leave Different
"'



'ince 1869, the American Museum of Natural

History has sponsored thousands of scientific

expeditions around the globe in an effort to unravel the

world's greatest mysteries. It is this passion to discover

and to understand that inspires Discovery Tours, the

Museum's educational travel program.

Participants in the Discovery Tours travel program have

the unique opportunity to explore the worid with

Museum scientists as they continue to uncover new

insights into life on earth. Since 1953, over 12,000

Museum travelers have participated in Discovery Tours

to some of the worid's greatest wildlife areas,

archaeological sites and cultural centers. For a complete

list of destinations, contact the Discovery Tours office.

^ Discovery Tours

American



CRUISES
Ancient Coast of Turkey

Jime4-17. 1997

$4,795

Norwegian Coastal Voyage

June 24 -July 5, 1997

$5,060

Yenisey River Through Siberia

June 26 -July 10, 1997

$4,990

Cruising the Dalmatian Coast

July 16 -28, 1997

FVom $5,595 - $5,945

Alaska's Coastal Wilderness

July 27 -August 3, 1997

FVom $2,990 to $4,290

Undiscovered Greek Islands

S<'|it.-iiil>ei-13-28, 1997

FVom $5,495 to $5.«95

Romantic Waterways: The

Danube & Main Rivers

Seijtcmlx-i- HJ-CHoImt 1. 1997

Estimatwl from .$4,925 to $6,800

Transatlantic aboard the QE2

October 11 -20, 1997

Estimated fi-om $5,900 including-

tlie Concorde

Egypt and the Nile

October 12 -26, 1997

$5,440

Ancient Civilizations: Israel,

Jordan, Egypt, Syria, Greece

October 17 -31, 1997

R-oni $5,975 to $9,115

Under Sail Aboard Sea Cloud

in the Western Mediterranean

October 18 - November 1, 1997

R-om $5,320 to $9,480

Lost Islands of the

South Atlantic

October 27 - November 28, 1997

FVom $3,995 to $14,995

Arabia: From Aqaba to Muscat

November 1 - 22, 1997

H-oni $8,790 to $13,780

The Galapagos Islands

Jamiaiyie- 28,1998

Januaiy 30 - R^bniaiy 11, 1998

Estimated fi-om $5,490

Antarctica

January- 26 - Ftbmaiy 10, 1998

R-om $6,975 to $12,775

Papua New Guinea

Januaiy 31 - Pebraaiy 17, 1998

Estimated from $6,490

Belize

January' 31 - February 7, 1998

E.stimated from $2,900

Baja Whale Watching

Fcbriuuy8-16, 1998

Estimated from .$2,690

Costa Rica & Panama

March 11 - 18, 1998

Estiiuated fi-om $2,890

Kenya and the Seychelles

March, 1998

Estunated from $5,790

TRAIN TRIPS
Beijing to Moscow: China,

Mongolia & Siberia

Augiist 28 - September 12, 1997

Rom $7,450 to $8,950

Trans-Canada Rail Journey

September 1 - 9, 1997

Rom $4,990 to $7,890

Festivals of India

October 27 - November 11, 1997

$6,450

LAND PROGRAMS
John Muir's Alaska

Jiuie 21 -July 1,1997

$3,990

Botswana and Namibia

August 29 - September 14, 1997

$8,995

Borneo

October 9 - 25, 1997

$4,760

Australia Air Safari

October 17 - November 1, 1997

$9,690

Ethiopia

October 18 - November 2, 1997

$5,450

Vietnam & Cambodia

October 25 - November 10, 1997

$5,890

Easter Island

Januaiy 22 - Ffebruaiy 4, 1998

$4,990

Yemen and Oman
March 17 -April 22, 1998

Price TEA

FAMILY
PROGRAMS
Alaska Wilderness & Glacier

Expedition

Jmie 25 - July 7, 1997

$3,325 to $5,850

^a

Wildlife of the Galapagos

July 1 - 11, 1997

$2,820 - $4,590

PRIVATE JET

Lost Cities: An Exploration by

Private Jet Through Asia's

Great Civilizations

October 7 - 30 , 1998

.$27,9.50

3f Natural History
entral Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024 • 800-462-8687 or 212-769-5700^
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Ik Lost World @fthe

Annamites
Mountain peaks along the border ofLaos and

Vietnam harbor mammals that Hve nowhere

else and were a secret to science—^until now.

By Alan Rahinountz

The little Laotian boy rubbed the drip-

ping snot from his nose and squatted

against my leg, closer to the fire. It was

December, the cold season, yet the act of

keeping warm in the tropical forests of

Indochina seemed strange to me. I took

otr my sweater and gave it to the boy,

knowing I'd never see it agam and an-

noyed at myself for thinking twice about

it. Higher peaks in the distance, part of

the Annamite Mountains, warned of

colder nights to follow.

A narrow, unbroken range of mostly

igneous rock, the Annamites are a link in

a mountainous landscape that extends

along the border of Laos and Vietnam,

northward into China, and southward

into eastern Cambodia. Many ridges ex-

ceed 3,000 feet, and some of the peaks,

more than 6,000. Along much of the

lower slopes, dry evergreen and mixed

deciduous forests are interspersed with

scrubby patches trying to regenerate after

years of slash-and-burn farming. But at

high elevations, stands of relatively undis-

turbed, wet evergreen broadleaf forest

predominate. It was in the forests of these

isolated mountain peaks that a strange

new animal had come to light.

For seven years, I had been working in

Indochina as a field biologist for the

Wildlife Conservation Society's Asia Pro-

gram. In 1993, with intriguing reports

coming from the An-

namites, I led a team

that included George

SchaUer, of the Wild-

hfe Conservation Soci-

ety; British ornitholo-

gists Rob Timmins

and Tom Evans; and

four Laotian Forestry

Department officials

on the first wildlife

survey of Laos's largest

protected area, the

Nakai Nam Theun.

Not long before our survey, American

biologist John McKinnon and Viet-

namese scientists, working just across the

border from the Nakai Nam Theun, in

Vietnam's Vu Quang Nature Reserve,

had astounded the zoological world with

the discovery of a strange new species.

This large mammal, known to the scien-

tists only from a few sets of long, pointed

horns, was called saola by local hunters.

The Vietnamese placed it in a new genus,

Pseudoryx, because of its superficial re-

semblance to the African oryx.

Although the Nakai Nam Theun is

designated a protected area, it is the home

and hunting ground of numerous Lao-

tians and of Hmong tribespeople, a

mountain-dwelling ethnic group of Chi-

nese origin. As part of our survey, we

questioned these people and examined

wildlife trophies in their villages. Only

the Hmong knew the saola well andj

hunted them whenever they could. The;

saola that remained, they said, perhaps!

only a tew hundred animals, were mostly'

restricted to the highest mountain areas!

along the Laos-Vietnam border. Al-

though the Hmong described the ani-

mal's appearance in detail, we still had

nothing more concrete than pieces ofi

skin, horn, and skull that hunters had;

saved. What we did learn, however, wasj

that the saola was not the only mystery inj

these mountains. I

While examining muntjac, or barkingi

deer, antlers—the most common orna-

ments in many village homes—Robj

Timmins and Tom Evans noticed that!



ic were different from others. Some

antlers were larger, longer, and had a

thicker base, while the pedicel (the bony

' protrusion from which the antler grows)

1 was shorter. When questioned, the local

' hunters clearly differentiated this deer

from the common red muntjac, from

I

which we thought all the antlers had

come. The larger barking deer, villagers

; told us, was usually found in the older,

undisturbed forests on the upper slopes of

the mountains.

This first survey was followed by addi-

tional trips to the region by various Wild-

life Conservation Society field staff. On
one trip, while stocking up on supplies in

Lak Xao, the nearest town of any size, we

learned of a small menagerie that held

one of the larger barking deer. Genetic

Above: Tlie Annamites.

Far left: A juvenile

mmmon red barking deer,

or muntjac. Tltis species is

now known to be one of

three kinds of barking deer

in the Annamites. Left: In

the Lak Xao zoo, a giant

barking deer (by fence)

shares an enclosure with

Iwo hybrid deer.

testing of its tissue, added to the growing

number of skuU and antler measurements

of village trophies, clearly indicated that

this more robust barking deer was indeed

a different species from the common red

muntjac, although they overlapped in

some areas where they lived. This new

species, which came to be called the giant

muntjac, was almost simultaneously dis-

covered across the border on the Vietnam

side of the Annamites.

On one return visit to the little Lak

Xao zoo, members of our team noticed

yet another new barking deer that had re-

cently been acquired. This new addition

was smaller than the common red munt-

jac, with a dark coat and a tuft of orange

hair between its tiny antlers. Similar in

some respects to Roosevelt's muntjac, a

species described in 1932 from a single

specimen, this animal was darker, more

like the black muntjac found only at high

altitudes in a small area of southeast

China. But the distinctive black chin of

this little deer was unique. When our

field teams conducted an active search for

this animal, a single antlered skuU was re-

covered by Wildlife Conservation Society

biologist Wilham Robichaud. This was

enough to show that the deer was geneti-

cally different from both the giant and red

muntjac species, although the three share

parts of their range in the upper Anna-

mite region.

We added another animal to our grow-

ing list when George Schaller was told of

a long-snouted, yellowish pig, different

from the darker wOd pig known through-

out the country. Soon Schaller acquired

the partial skull of one juvenile male.

With that single piece of evidence, the

Vietnamese warty hog was rediscovered.

It had not been seen by scientists since it

was identified in 1892 from two skulls

collected in southern Vietnam.

Lak Xao continued to bring us further

into the lost world of the Annamites.

While shopping for groceries at the town

market, Rob Timmins purchased two

.skins of an odd-looking, brown-striped

rabbit that had been brought down from

the mountains. It was like nothing else
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leaned against the neare^n5eF'toTSc'ii"'my ''breath. Already

soaked through, I started shivering in the cold mist that en-

veloped the niountaintop. I'd been alone for most of the climb,

having left my assistant and two Hmong guides far below on the

steep slope. 1 tried to discern the crest of the nearly 6,000-foot

peak of Phou Chomvoy but could see no more than a few feet

in front of me. Higher in the Annamite Mountains ofLaos than

I had ever before ventured, I was in unfamihar territory. But it

was exactly where I wanted to be.

Two years after my first wildlife survey into these mountains,

we were headed for a particular Hmong village I had spotted

during a heUcopter flyover the day before. It was outside the

Nakai Nam Theun protected area, deeper in the Annarmtes

than any other village and surrounded by

intact montane forest stretching into

Vietnam. This was the heart of the saola's

range in Laos and was the area where all

of the new and rare species had come

from. If we were to do anything about

saving these animals, perhaps this was

where we needed to start, in their moun-

tain stronghold.

When my assistant and the Hmong
guides caught up with me, we continued

our trek through the mist. Toward late af-

ternoon, we reached the Hmong enclave

set deep in the hiUs. It was cold up here,

and the only easily accessible water at this

time of year was from a tiny spring. But

the Hmong consider living anywhere

under 3,000 feet to be unhealthy, and

they generally prefer the relatively inhos-

pitable areas that isolate them from other

ethnic groups.

Less than a week earlier, a group of Hmong tribesmen had

captured an adult female saola and brought it to the Lak Xao

zoo. Having learned of the capture on the morning of the heli-

copter flight, I asked the pilot to make an unscheduled landing.

Standing outside the cage, my face pressed against the bars, I was

awed by this first adult saola to be viewed outside its mountain

habitat. She lay on the ground, her eyes staring into the dirt,

seemingly oblivious of her strange surroundings. I tried to imi-

tate a goathke bleating sound that some Hmong hunters had de-

scribed hearing from a saola they had cornered in a stream. She

looked in my direction, then stood and ambled over. Pressing

her forehead against mine, she pushed outward, testing bone

against bone, then lifted her head and touched my face with her

extraordinarily long tongue. I looked closely at the symmetrical

The female saola at the Lak Xao zoo

pattern of white spots on her face, the prominent scent gland

opening behind her nose, and the spearhke horns. Only once

before had I experienced such gentleness in a large wild mam-

mal, when I approached a newly captured Sumatran rhino in

Borneo. Suddenly, the saola jerked her head back and stepped

away, perhaps realizing that I was not the animal I was pretend-

ing to be or sensing instinctively that she had come too close to

a world that was dangerous to her.

Now, in the Hmong mountain settlement, I stood at the edge

of the village peering up at the wall of forested slopes. As dark-

ness fell, I imagined a wild saola walking out to the forest edge

and meeting my gaze. The Hmong, pointing to the mountain-

tops, had confirmed my suspicions that saola were indeed in the

,0
~ mountains around us. This was signifi-

//g cant, the first time that villagers had indi-

*• cated this, instead of naming isolated, dis-

tant localities. But no such beast stepped

out of the darkness that night, and I knew

that the odds were against sighting a saola,

or any other rare animal, in the mist-en-

shrouded mountain forest.

When I emerged from the Annamites,

I learned that the captive saola was dead.

She had been several months pregnant

and had suffered continual weight loss

until her death. I was shown the foot

long fetus. Its large eyes were closed, and

atop its head were two Utde white circles

where the horns would have emerged. I

tried to view the pink rubbery body with

the objectivity of a scientist, but I could

not separate this litde lifeless object from

the individual that had looked into my

eyes such a short time ago. Both mother and offspring had been

members of a species discovered by science only three years ear-

her. Now both saola were dead. And the species itself is in dan-

ger of extinction.

If the saola is indeed an ancient relict, almost an accident oi

geological history, then we have been given an opportunity tc

glimpse a piece of our evolutionary past. If it is no more than ;

strange new animal that has somehow managed to evade our zo

ological scrutiny for so long, then we have, at the very least

been given a wondrous gift: a bit of biological diversity in
;

world in which we have begun to tick off the loss of such diver-l

sity daily. Yet even as we discover these species, as they touch ou

lives, they are dying. But their demise, unlike their survival, is ni'

act of nature. The future of these species, and of their unborn, i,

in our hands alone.

—

A. R.

wmmm H



known from Indochina, yet it bore a

ttriking resemblance to the Sumatran

ihort-eared rabbit, known only from the

highlands of southwestern Sumatra, more

than a thousand miles away. At the zoo,

the most recent addition was an Owston's

palm civet, another rare find. While not a

new species, this sleek, two-foot-long an-

;nial, with alternating dark and light

Map: Newly disawered

mammals inhabit the Vu

Quang Nature Reserve

and the Nakai Nam
Tlieun protected area.

Above: On a trek to the

scene of a recent saola

hunt, the author (center),

his mfe, Salisa

Sathapanawath (right),

and a Hmong guide stop

for lunch.

bands across its body

and a black-tipped tail,

has been described

from only about a

dozen specimens ob-

tained from the forests

of northern Laos and

northern Vietnam.

Nothing is known of

this animal in the wild,

but its marsupiallike

teeth and its skull structure indicate that

its mode of life differs from that of any

other member of its taxonomic family.

We were told that the civet, like the rab-

bit, had come from the wet evergreen

forests of the upper Annamites.

The secreriveness of the mammals and

the remoteness of their haunts helped ex-

plain how they had remained undiscov-

ered by scientists and naturalists this long.

A larger question was how they had ar-

rived in these mountains in the first place,

surviving here and almost nowhere else.

Any explanation for the striking en-

demism of these mammals, some seem-

ingly of ancient hneage, has to begin in

the Pleistocene, a time of major mammal

extinctions and movement.

For more than a million years, the ad-

vance and retreat of continental glaciers

caused changes worldwide in sea level and

temperature. During glacial periods, an

increase in rainfall in tropical areas, such

as Indochina, allowed forests and their

fauna to spread out. During the warmer,

dry, interglacial periods, forests shrank.

These changes resulted in the fragmenta-

tion of plant and animal communities and

helped create the mosaic of habitats found

in Indochina today. Occasionally, animals

would be left stranded in either wet or

dry pockets or would seek refuge by

moving up or down mountainsides.

During the drier, interglacial phases,

areas of montane evergreen broadleaf

forests probably persisted on the upper

slopes of the Annamites, providing refijge

Travel notes

Lak Xao, the town closei

Ttieun protected area, is being developed to

serve tt)e Vietnam-Laos-Thailand trade along

Routes 8 and 12 and has some potential

for tourism in the future. Although the tow^

has an airstrip, flights to and from

Vientiane, Laos's capital, do not run on a

strict schedule, and travel in this part of the

country is adventure-style.

Attractions

Most are in the north. Among them are tfti

Pak Ou Caves (with thousands of wooden

Buddha images) and the Plain of Jars, orij

which hundreds of stone urns, at least

15,000 years old, lie scattered.

A tourist visa to Laos must be obtainei

through a consulate or authorized travel

agency. Package tours are the easiest waj

to see Laos because of its system of

permits for travel throughout the country}.
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for certain species. These refugia were

potential centers of speciation for animal

populations trapped there during the last

interglacial period. For some species, pos-

sibly the saola, these refugia were last

stands for relicts whose ancestors, hving

elsewhere, went extinct.

As we contmue to collect data, we are

learning that these now-rare species were

once more widespread. The saola, per-

haps the most specialized of these large

mammals and most restricted to particular

habitats, once lived on mountaintops

north and west ot ^vhere they are now

found. The original evidence for the

Vietnamese warty hog came from south-

ern Vietnam, yet surveys in the southern

Annamites of Laos have turned up no

sign of its presence there today. We have

also learned that most of these species

would regularly use the lowlands, perhaps

m response to seasonal changes in the

supply of food and water. Now they have

been extirpated m most lowland areas be-

cause of hunting pressure and habitat loss.

Even as the species are being discov-

ered, they are losing ground to human

pressures. In Indochina, where warfare,

poverty, and hardship have dommated the

landscape for decades, forests and wildlife

have traditionally been viewed as sources

of food and shelter. Until recently, the

impact on the environment was relatively

small, if only because little was needed to

survive and human population pressures

were minnnal. Now, as an uneasy peace

takes hold in the region, fighting to siir-

vive has given way to striving for eco-

nomic prosperity. The remaining forests

and wildlite are seen as keys to that pros-

perity. Every tree and animal has a poten-

tial price tag in the local, regional, or in-

ternational marketplace.

The killing of wildlife in Laos was un-

hke anything I had seen elsewhere. The

skies were virtually empty of birds, and

many of the rivers seemed to harbor only

the smallest of fish. Guns were every-

where, from black powder rifles to auto-

matic weapons. But even more insidious

were the "walls of death" I saw in the

Nakai Nam Theun. Along barriers con-

structed from thatch, bamboo, and small

trees, hunters placed openings rigged

with snares. Animals would walk along

the wall, then pass through one of the

openings, only to be caught by the leg or

neck and die a slow death.

During the last days of our 1993 search

for the saola, we drove along the southern

border of the Nakai Nam Theun. Here

the Annamites drop off sharply to form a

pass that had been a major transport route

along the Ho Chi Minh Trail. Navigating

a barely discernible tract that branched off"

from Route 12 in Vietnam, we had to

swerve around bomb craters. Fence posts

made of bomb casings and twisted hunks

of rusting metal hinted at what had gone

on here more than two decades earlier.

We made camp at the most remote vil-

At a Lao village in the

heart of the Nakai Nam
Tiwiin, the author (right)

andfield biologist

George Schaller examine

the antlers of a giant

barking deer.

headmen of three neighboring villages

came together and decided to prepare a

baici, a rite of well wishing and safe pas-

sage for us. Villagers walked miles to at-

tend, and elaborate preparations were

made involving incense, flowers, rice

wine, and the most prized food—pigs

and chickens. That night, as we sat on

bamboo mats in a headman's hut, amid

candles and incense, the spirits of the for-

est were called in to witness the event.

The headman addressed himself to our

souls as all the villagers took turns tying

cotton strings around our wrists so that

our souls would stay in place and keep us

healthy, happy, and powerful. Then

ever^'one fell silent, as the headman spoke

quietly. He did not really understand why

so much death and suffering had come to

lage we could drive to, then spent two

days walking the mountains and visiting

isolated settlements near the Vietnam

border. No one knew of the saola here,

and much of the larger wildlife was gone.

Many of the older hunters who might

have known of the saola 's existence had

died during the war, when whole vOlages

were forced to live in nearby caves. It was

a sad finish to our survey. I had come to

realize that wildlife protection would be

difficult in Laos, but I was now beginning

to lose hope. How do you promote a

concern for animal Hfe in a country that

has had more bombs dropped on it per

capita than any other country on earth?

The dav before we were to leave, the

his people, he said, but it was in the past.

Now part of our souls would always be

here, in Laos, in this village, while part of

their souls would travel with us. We must

protect them from such evil in the future;

they. 111 turn, will help protect what is

most important to us—the wildlife.

From that one night, in that one vil-

lage, I came away with a feehng of hope

that had eluded me till then. The laws

and the protected areas, although crucial,

are not enough in Laos. If the saola and

the other wildlife that stiU manage to hold

on in these forests are to survive, we need

the understanding and cooperation of the

people. I had come to believe that in

Laos, it was not possible. I was wrong. D
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During most ofhoirdnid history, a multiplicity

ofhuman species lived at the same time.

Unusual Unity
A truly stupid mistake often initiates a

path to enlightenment. Fortunately, my
latest experience of this common phe-

nomenon occurred (and got corrected)

in total privacy—so I can avoid embar-

rassment because no one need know!

The Herald, Zimbabwe's major newspa-

per, printed a government notice in its

issue for January 14, 1997: Licensing of

Dogs and Cycles. The annual fee, they

reported, would be twenty Zimbabwean

dollars (about |2 U.S.) for a bicycle, and

thu-ty for a tricycle. I laughed to myself

at the blatant absurdity of chargmg more

for a kid's toy than an adult's necessity

—

an amusement no doubt tinged (I must

admit) by residual and unconscious

racism so pervasive in our culture that

even white folks of decent will cannot

entn-ely extinguish the blight: those

primitive Africans got it backward again.

But the joke was entirely on me—for I

soon figured out that local tricycles are

the three-wheeled, human-powered ve-

hicles that serve as short-haul taxis, or

for transporting heavy goods, in so

much of the non-Western world. These

adult tricycles are larger and generate

more income than a bicycle—and may

thus (and fairly) be taxed at a higher rate.

This example of one of the most

common fallacies in human reasoning

—

the elevation to universal status of a

local, hmited, and potentially false behef

held by an individual or a culture—did

no harm and was quickly corrected. But

By Stephen Jay Gould

other, more potent and pervasive cases

often serve as greater impediments to

improved scientific and scholarly under-

standing. The larger theme behind my
little blunder about two- and three-

wheeled vehicles—the assumption that

human history should progress in a lin-

ear sequence of improvement (with

Africans behind Europeans)—may be

the most harmful and widespread of all

culturally embedded errors falsely pro-

moted to universal truth.

I recently encountered a striking ex-

ample during some heavy travel be-

tween two monthly essays. I saw for the

first time the magnificent remains of the

great Mayan cities of Chichen Itza and

Uxmal. Among the many anomalies

presented by this ancient and complex

Mesoamerican civilization, the problem

of deciphering Mayan writing stands

out. Mayan culture peaked in the second

half of our first millennium and then

mysteriously collapsed from the ninth to

tenth century A.D. (Several resuscitations

occurred thereafter, partly in amalgama-

tion with other Mesoamerican groups

—

and Mayan people, speaking Mayan lan-

guages, still inhabit Guatemala, Yucatan,

and surrounding areas. But knowledge

of the classical writing system, and much

of their elaborate astronomical and cal-

culatory learning, did not survive the

European invasions.)

Spanish conquerors destroyed most of

the Mayan books (written on paper

made from bark and folded accordion

style)—and only four codices survive.

But Mayan writing appears on hundreds

of large stone stelae, originally erected as

ceremonial proclamations in front of

their great buildings, and as numerous

inscriptions on walls, statues, and pots.

The recent deciphering of this script—

a

mixture of symbols for syllables and for

entire words (and therefore similar in

concept to Egyptian hieroglyphs, al-

though independently invented)—ranks

as one of the greatest scholarly achieve-
;

ments of the twentieth century.
|

We may rejoice in this success and in
,

the striking reinterpretation of Mayan
}

history thus provided, but we must also

wonder what delayed the decipherment

for so long—for as Michael D. Coe

:

points out in his justly acclaimed book

Breaking the Maya Code (Thames and^

Hudson, 1992), the tools for successful!

resolution—and adequate data for the

;

task—had been potentially available

from the very beginning of serious

Mayan scholarship in the mid-nine-

teenth century.

The reasons are many and complex,'

including the cruel and systematic de-

struction of Mayan documents by early

Spanish colonialists, but Coe shows that

the old error of construing human his-

tory as linear progress also played a

major role. Since the Maya peaked so

long ago (while Europe remained ai

backwater) and belonged to an ethnic'



group judged inferior by many scholars

of European extraction, several leading

experts on Mayan culture simply retused

to believe that these inscriptions could

represent a complete written language.

Mayan writing must, instead, be the

crude pictorial scribbles of limited

people who, despite surprising and con-

siderable achievements in architecture

and astronomy, could never master the

tiill complexity of recorded language.

For example, Coe quotes one scholar

who, in 1935, denounced

the good start made by

Benjamin Lee Whorf, a

great linguist of the last

generation. Whort had

correctly ascribed pho-

netic value to the Mayan

glyphs, but his critic

replied that Mayan sym-
' bols could only represent

"embryo" writing—crude

pictures with limited in-

formational content, and

not full sentences with

grammar. Whorf's critic,

invoking his progressivist,

linear (and racist) assump-

tion, wrote:

par excellence, since according to Morley

each sign stands for an idea), to phonetic.

Since Morley viewed the Maya as

more primitive than the Chinese—and

therefore largely in the pictographic

stage—he could never have deciphered

their predominantly phonetic writing!

Let me now crank up the scale for this

cardinal error of hnearization one notch

further—from my personal mistake

about a modern nation to a serious

E. B. Tylor said long ago

that writing marked the

difference between

civilization and barbarism.

. . . Thefact remains that no native race

in America possessed a complete writing

and therefore none had attained

civilization according to Tylor's definition.

Coe ako shows how the "hyperevolu-

rionism" of Sylvanus Morley, the domi-

nant Mayan scholar in the first half of

I

our century, ako became an impediment

! to deciphering this largely phonetic

j
script with complete grammar. Coe

i writes:

Sylvanus Morley . . . proposed that

writing systems had progressedfrom

j

pictographic, through ideographic (with

Chinese given as an ideographic system

This I. 7-iniUion-ycar-old Australopithecus boisei skull was

discovered in 1970, at Koobi Fora, Kenya.

blunder that long delayed the explana-

tion of an entire culture with an ex-

tended history to a major misconception

that often stymies our understanding of

human evolution as a totahty.

We may legitimately speak of "gen-

eral trends" in human evolution. We can

also scarcely doubt that increasing brain

size represents both a major trend and

the key to our species' extraordinary

history of spread and domination. Such

a statement does not, however, necessar-

ily imply that human history—from the

.split, six to eight million years ago, of

our ancestors from the common stock

that also generated our closest cousins

(chimps and gorillas) to our current, ex-

alted state—should be interpreted as a

hnear series of advancing steps in brain

power, with any stragglers or groups that

failed "to go with the program" rele-

gated to extinction as side branches on

an inevitable cul-de-sac, or dead end.

Many paths and mechanisms can lead

from a small-brained beginning to a

top-heavy current status. To cite the

most radical evolutionary alternative to

the traditional linear view—a false ex-

treme to be sure, but providing as much
partial insight as the equally

erroneous linear alterna-

tive—suppose that an ances-

tral Species A, with an aver-

age brain volume of 300 cc,

generates five new species, all

during a short and crucial

period, say between 2.2 and

2 million years ago. These

five species arise with differ-

ent average bram volumes

—

B at 500 cc, C at 700, D at

900, E at 1,100, and F at

1,300—and do not alter

these figures during their ge-

ological lifetimes. All six spe-

cies (A and the five descen-

dants) live for two million

years with no further change.

(They may never even come

into direct competition, for

each may inhabit a different

continent—the result of A's

rapid spread around the world and

equally quick evolution to B, C, D, E,

and F in five separate areas.) Finally, spe-

cies A—E become extinct and only F

survives. We call F Homo sapiens.

In both extreme cases, human ances-

tors begin at 300 cc, and peak today at

1,300 cc. Both schemes invoke a

metaphor of struggle and persistence

—

the slow climb up a ladder in the tradi-

tional linear view, and success in hang-

ing on through every adversity in the

"bush pruning" alternative. Both views

are also clearly wrong in their exclusive

versions. Why, then, do we tend to feel

comfort and affinity for the linear

scheme, while regarding the "bush
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pruning" alternative as laughable and in-

explicable nonsense, no doubt intro-

duced by your resident essayist to satisfy

some perverse and personal whim?

I wish to argue (1) that both views

express important partial truths; (2) that

we have favored the linear view primar-

ily in obedience to the disabling cultural

bias illustrated by the earlier examples in

this essay; (3) that the history of twenti-

eth-century ideas about human evolu-

tion can be epitomized by the growing

strength of the "bush mak- _

ing and pruning" view— "

and the retreat of the linear I

view—all leading to a |

proper balance; and (4) |

that a new discovery, an- §

nounced in December I

1996 (and inspiring this |

essay), provides strong and ^

unexpected support for |

bushiness as the usual con- s

dition of the human lin- |

eage. (I shall, for the rest of s

this essay, refer to the two s

modes of thought as "lin- 5

ear" and "bushy" accounts

of evolutionary trends.)

The invertebrate pale-

ontologist Niles Eldridge,

my friend and closest col-

league, has labeled these

two approaches to trends as

"taxic" and "transforma-

tional"—or "based on the

production of many sepa-

rate species" (formally

named groups of organ-

isms, such as species and

genera, are called "taxa")

versus "propelled by the

advantages of certain

traits" (big brains, for ex-

ample) in competition among varying

individuals within a single group. The

two views differ most significantly in

their primary "motors" for generating

trends, hi the bushy, or taxic, theory,

trends require a substantial production

of independent species, for the net

change in a lineage depends upon a dif-

ferential survival and further prolifera-

tion of some species versus the extinc-

tion of others. In the linear, or transfor-

mational, theory, trends require no bush

of species but arise by the competitive

success of favorable traits in a gradually

progressing unit. (Of course, supporters

of the linear view do not deny that lin-

eages may also produce new species by

branching, but these scientists tend to

separate the progressive earner of the

trend from doomed side branches. In

A Homo neanderthalensis skullfrom Ainud Cave, Israel, dated at

40,000 to 50,000 years old, was found in 1961.

other words, for the linear transforma-

tionist, the production of numerous spe-

cies is irrelevant to the major progressive

trends of life's history, however interest-

ing as an evolutionary phenomenon.)

Ernst Mayr, the dean of American

evolutionists, and a strong supporter of

copious speciation as a central ingredi-

ent in evolutionary trends, expressed the

contrast well by writing in Animal Spe-

cies and Evolution:

Ifeel that it is the very process of creating

so many species which leads to

evolutionary progress. Species, in the sense

of evolution, are quite comparable to

mutations. Tliey also are a necessity for

evolutionary progress, even though only

one ofmany nnitations leads to a

significant improvement of the genotype.

. . . Seen in this light, it

appears then that a

prodigious multiplication of

species is a prerequisitefor

evolutionary progress.

. . . Without speciation,

there would he no

diversification of the

organic world, no adaptive

radiation, and very little

evolutionary progress. Tlie

species, then, is the

keystone of evolution.

Nonetheless, the linea

view has, until recentl'^

strongly dominated tradi

tional thinking abou

human evolution. For ex

ample, the hoary an(

cliched concept of a "miss

ing link" presupposes lin

earity—for a link is a join

ing point in a sequence

Evolutionary bushes ma
be riddled with all the ab

sences and uncertaintie

imposed by our poor foss

record, but a bush cannc

feature a single and cruci;

"missing link."

Moreover, the line;

view has not just been accepted passive)

or unthinkingly—as a simple expressio

of an unquestioned bias. The idea of cc

existence among several hominid speci

has been actively denied, attacked, an

even stigmatized as bad biological re;

soning. For example, when I was a grac

uate student in the 1960s, an idea call«



"the single species hypothesis" stiU en-

oved strong (probably majority) support

iniong students of human evolution.

\ccording to this theory, only one ho-

iiinid species could, in principle, oc-

rupy a single region at any one time.

Thus, since most of our evolutionary

iistor\' had unfolded on the smgle con-

inent of Africa, our trends must arise by

inear transformation, with only one

pecies living at any time, slowly per-

ecting itself toward the next stage. Ad-

vocates cited (I would say miscited) the

:cological principle that only one spe-

ies can occupy any niche—or suitable

nvironment for making a Uving. Bee-

les have narrow niches, so several spe-

ies can live in one area—some on bark,

ome on the ground, some high in trees.

Jut hominids, with our unique inven-

ion of culture (however primitive at the

eginning), occupy such a broad niche

nat no single place can house more than

ne species.

The leading basic textbook in physi-

al anthropology at the time {Human

volution, by C. L. Brace and M. F. Ash-

;y Montagu (Macmillan, second ed.,

977), held that "the known fossils are

lost realistically placed in a linear evo-

itionary relationship." Brace and Mon-
igu specified four sequential stages

—

ustralopithecine, pithecanthropine,

•leanderthal, and modern—and justi-

ed their sequence by the "single spe-

ies hypothesis." They wrote:

Culture as a major means of adaptation

is unique in the world of living

organisms, andfor all important

purposes can be considered an ecological

niche in itself-
—the cultural ecological

niche. Tlicre is an evolutionary principle

based on the logic of efficiency which

slates that, in the long run, no two

organisms can occupy the same ecological

niche. In the end, one will out-compete

the other and retain sole possession of

the niche in question. Applied to the

primates, this should mean that no two

forms could occupy the cultural ecological

nichefor any length of time.

C. Loring Brace, one of the authors

of this text, has continued to resist the

growing evidence for bushiness in ho-

minid evolution. In the 1991 edition of

his popular text. The Stages of Human

Evolution, Brace acknowledges only one

side branch in the entire history of

human evolution—and he calls this sub-

stantial lineage of robust australop-

ithecines a "twig"!

My own view, howei'er, is represented by

the final unilinear arrangement, where the

Australopithecines evolved into the

Pithecanthropines which in turn evolved

into the Neanderthals throughout the

whole of the inhabited Old World, and

thesefinally became transformed into the

various modern populations alive today. I

have left off the Aiistralopithecine twig

that became hyper-robust and died out

. . . just to give a streamUned version of

my general vieiv.

Brace dismisses the idea that two (or

more) human species might have inter-

acted in one place. He even invents the

label of "hominid catastrophism" to

stigmatize the view (now favored by

most paleontologists, particularly for the

replacement of Neanderthals by mod-

erns in Europe) that a temporal transi-

tion from one species to another might

arise by immigration of the later species

from another region (followed by local

extinction of the original inhabitant),

rather than by linear evolutionary trans-

formation. Brace writes:

Tlie residt is remarkably like the picture

presented by Cuvier's catastrophism early

in the nineteenth century which regards

change as occurring suddenly, for

undiscoverable reasons, and away from the

region under examination. The new

form, which spreads by migration, then

prevails until the next sudden change.

Yet of all alterations in thinking about

human evolution that have occurred

during my professional lifetime, none

has been more transforming, or further

ranging in implications, than the in-

creasing documentation of substantial

bushiness throughout most of hominid

history. Our present reality of one

worldwide species is the oddity, not the

norm—and we have been fooled by our

bad habit of generalizing a transient and

contingent present.

I would summarize this fundamental

change from the linear to the bushy

view of our evolutionary history in five

chronologically ordered discoveries and

arguments, with the latest news as the

hfth hndmg.

1. Two branches of australopithecines:

When South African scientists described

Australopithecus—the genus ancestral to

our own. Homo—in the 1920s, they

designated two major branches or spe-

cies, Australopithecus africanus and A. ro-

bustus (known in later literature as the

gracile and robust forms). Thus, a bushy

theory for our early days enjoyed some

support from the start of modern re-

search. But proponents of the single spe-

cies hypothesis either viewed the two

names as improperly given to males and

temales of a single species, or (as in the

quote from Brace previously cited) re-

garded the robust species as a doomed

and insignificant side branch, probably

driven to extinction by our superior

forebears, the graciles.

However in 1959, Mary Leakey

found a key specimen with robust fea-

tures so exaggerated that sexual variation

within a single species became implausi-

ble as an explanation for the extent of

difference. The probable coexistence of

two australopithecine lines could no

longer be denied—and the purest ver-

sion of the single species hypothesis

died. (Mary Leakey originally called this

skull Zinjanthropns; we now generally

designate this form as a separate, so-

called hyperrobust species, Australopith-

ecus boisei.)

2. Coexistence of Australopithecus and

Homo. Linearists could still adopt a fall-

back position. They could brand the ro-

bust (and hyperrobust) australopith-

(Plcasc turn to page 69)
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By Patricia RieffAiimmlt

Small but ubiquitous, the rabbit figured

prominently in ancient Aztec iconogra-

phy. Tochtli (Rabbit) was the eighth of

twenty day signs in the Aztec ritual cal-

endar. Used in combination with the

numbers 1 to 13, the day signs yielded a

260-day cycle. The image of a rabbit

also symbolized uninhibited^^drunken

conduct, something the Aztera frowned

upon. The Codex Mendoza, an Aztec

pictorial manuscript dating from about

1541, shows three young people being

stoned to death for drunkenness. "Ac-

cording to the laws and customs of the

lords of Mexico," says the accompanying

commentary, "they forbade drunkenness

except to those of seventy years of age,

man or woman, if such old people had

children and grandchildren. ... [A

younger person] who drank excessively

died for it."

The association between rabbits and

drunkenness may seem odd, but was ac-

tually not so remote. In pre-Hispanic

times, the Aztec's sole alcoholic drink

was pulque, which they called octU.

Pulque was fermented from the sweet

inner sap of the maguey, or century

plant, and was made more potent

through the addition of a root from a

type of Acacia ("the diabolical root,"

missionary priests called it). The

Spaniards noted that rabbits (Mexican

cottontails) lived somewhere among the

maguey plants, m dark and inaccessible

places. The Aztecs also must have made

this connection. They even considered

Mayahuel, goddess of the maguey, to be

the patron of the eighth day, Rabbit.

The associations went even deeper,

though. Rather than a man in the

moon, the Aztecs saw a rabbit there (as

do the Chinese). Like the prolific rabbit,

lunar gods were connected with fertility,

probably because the menses suggested a

lunar cycle. In addition, the ^vhite, vis-

cous pulque evoked milk and seminal

fluid. Linked to the moon and the

maguey plant, rabbits thus embodied a

wide range of tertility symbolism.

Flopsy,

Mopsy,
andTipsy

Tiw rabbit, one of twenty

Aztec day signs.

In a sixteenth-century codex illustrating Aztec customs, rabbits extol the virtues ofpulque, a
|

drink made from maguey sap and what Spanish missionaries called "the diabolical root.

"

Because of its positive and negative

powers as a promoter of tertility and

drunkenness, the Aztecs surrounded

pulque with ritual and regulation. Fray

Bernardino de Sahagiin, the greatest of

the Aztec chroniclers, was told that

among a new ruler's first words to the

people were admonitions concerning

the malignant and multifarious results of

pulque, the root of evil and perdition.

And yet, as a source of strength, pulque

was given to pregnant and lactating



Jn 2 Rabbit, a date in the 260-day ritual

alcndar, celebrants honor a pulque god by

hinkingfrom a rabbit-shaped vessel.

The Aztecs

took their

drinking seriously.

'.ahuel, goddess of maguey, holds strands

I the acacia root used in making pulque.

omen and occasionally to warriors,

"he Aztecs ako drank pulque as part of

t least twelve annual ceremonies and

lonored a dozen or so pulque gods col-

-ctively known as the Four Hundred

that is, many) Rabbits. For example,

every 260 days, on 2 Rabbit, a great

stone caldron carved in the shape of a

rabbit was set up before an image of a

principal pulque god and filled to the

brim. Old people and warriors were

permitted to dip their sucking tubes into

the foaming brew and drink their fill.

Among the neighbors of the Aztecs

were the Huastecs to the north, a people

dedicated to strong drink. According to

legend, an early Huastec leader dis-

graced himself at the great celebration

honoring the discovery of pulque. Only

he among the assembled throng failed to

stop imbibing at four bowls of the po-

tent drink. He alone demanded yet an-

other, became quite besotted, and be-

fore all the people, threw off his

loincloth. Subsequent Huastecs mod-

eled their own infamous behavior on

this legendary forebear—he of the fifth

bowl—resulting in a pattern of bizarre

conduct. Fray Sahagiin wrote that not

only did the Haustecs deform their

heads, file and stain their teeth, and dye

their hair yellow and red, but the men
also went about without loincloths and

acted as though they were drunk.

In the disdainful view of the Aztecs,

the Huastecs were completely outra-

geous, ifmesmerizing. A prime example

of Aztec ambivalence toward pulque,

drunkenness, and all associated matters is

their adoption of a Huastec fertility god-

dess into their own elastic pantheon.

This deity was named Tlazolteotl, "Filth

Deity" (referring to sexual excess), and

had close lunar associations. In one pre-

Hispanic pictorial document, the god-

dess is shown wearing a "lunar" nose

ring, a design commonly associated with

the pulque gods. She also stands beside a

night sky where the moon is depicted as

a huge, nose-ring-shaped pulque pot

filled with a rabbit, providing another

example of this complex of interlocking

fertility syinbols.

The promotion and maintenance of

fertility was at the core of the Aztec reli-

gious system. In two of the Aztec's

eighteen great annual ceremonies, even

the youngest children were fed the po-

tent beverage. And one Aztec pictorial

contains a depiction of the festival Pil-

lahuana (the drunkenness of children),

during which boys and girls aged nine

and ten are said to have danced, drunk

pulque, and performed sexual acts.

Because ofpulque's deep ritual signif-

icance, it is perhaps understandable that

the indiscriminate use of the intoxicant

in everyday life was considered profane.

Only eldm who had fulfilled all social

responsibilities could indulge freely in

pulque outside of a ritual context.

Following the Spanish conquest,

drunkenness became an increasing prob-

lem in Mexico, augmented by the intro-

duction of strong, distilled liquors. Nev-

ertheless, one can still find pulque sold

in the Indian markets of central Mexico,

often out of a tin bucket in the back of a

truck or sometimes out of an old

wooden barrel. It is a pale, watery,

milky-looking liquid that has no odor

and not a great deal of taste. In some

areas it is flavored with fruit, such as

pineapple. A cup of it has about the po-

tency of a beer—not as strong as the an-

cient Aztec drink, which was enhanced

by the addition of the diabolical root.

Despite their strictures against drunk-

enness, the Aztecs were fatalistic about

human fallibility and drinking. Their

cosmology even provided a rationale for

It. The Aztecs were involved in predict-

ing the future, and the day of birth was

thought to have a decisive impact on a

person throughout life. No birthday was

more lamentable than the woeful 2

Rabbit. Anyone born under its influ-

ence was doomed to drunkenness.

Food, rest, personal appearance, family,

self-respect, health, all were forgotten in

a constant preoccupation with pulque.

When a man born on that day was ob-

served shouting, weeping, or wrangling

while under the influence, it was said of

him, "He is like his rabbit."

Patricia RieffAnawait is director of the Cen-

ter for the Study of Regional Dress at the

Fowler Museum of Cultural History, Uni-

versity of California, Los Angeles.
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Over the last twenty-five years, I

have often visited giant tortoises

at their last great refuge on Isa-

bela, the largest island in the

Galapagos. About 4,500 of the

venerable reptiles still roam the

island, especially near the dormant volcanoes in the

central and northern regions. No one knows just how

long Galapagos tortoises may live in the wild, although

two hundred years may not be uncommon. Some of

those now living may well have been youngsters when

Charles Darwin visited the "enchanted isles" in 1835.

About six years ago, I camped out at Alcedo Vol-

cano for several weeks to document the lives of the

tortoises on film. I started each day sitting on the

caldera rim, watching the giants slumber in a shallow

rain pond. As the sky brightened, one or two of the

400-pound reptiles would stir. A slow hiss, bubbles ris-

ing from vegetarian guts—so began the giant tortoises'

day. I remember focusing on an old male that sat nearly

immersed in his tick-cleansing wallow. His wrinkled

throat pumped in and out as he sought my scent. Moist

eyes glistenmg, he fixed his gaze on me.

One by one, the great reptiles awoke, walked

slowly to the nearby meadow, and settled down to crop

the tender vegetation—their daily routine during the

wet season. Slowly they made their way toward the

stands of trees and shrubs that shielded them from the

rising sun. After the midday heat reached its peak, thev

reversed their morning course and grazed their way

back to their muddy, sun-warmed wallows for the

night. The tortoises travel well-worn paths to seasonal

haunts, with individuals favoring particular locations

year after year.



During the dry season, in summer and fall, many

head for the caldera rim, where fog may condense on

moss-laden trees and collect in small puddles. They

also seek out slabs of flat rock that retain small amounts

of nightly drizzle. But mostly they go without much

food or water for

months, waiting for the

rains. As the ground dries

and vegetation shrivels,

competition increases for

space in the shrinking

ponds; eventually the

wallows become a morass

of churned mud. In the

midst of the dry season,

gravid females migrate to

the warmer parts of the

caldera to lay their eggs. After traveling for miles to

specific nesting grounds, they excavate the dry earth,

deposit their eggs, and cover thein with crusts of clay

mixed with urine and dung. Four to six months later,

the vouiil; ciiht^l' iisii lUv just before the beginning of

a new rainy season. Sometimes the rains begin in Janu-

ary and last four months, while in other years there

may be just one or two showers in March or April.

After a few months of drought, the tortoises de-

velop a prodigious thirst. One half-grown individual

visited my camp and discovered pots I had placed to

collect water during the season's first rains; it downed

two and a half gallons in under an hour.

When the wet season returns, many tortoises de-

scend from the steep rim onto the caldera floor, where

they congregate near temporary rain ponds and lush

vegetation. Rainy seasons are the peak time for mating.

Story and photographs

by Tui De Roy

Giant tortoises

congregate in a

rain pool on the

caldera floor of

Alcedo Volcano,

Isabela Island, far

left. During the

rainy season, two

adult males

engage in a threat

display, above

left. An old male

tortoise slakes his

thirst in a

seasonal pond,

above. Another,

left, grazes the

ivell-cropped

meadow on the

caldera floor
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For days on end, the eerie, rhythmic groans of copulat-

ing males resonate throughout the caldera. Mating may

take up to an hour to complete, but the males must

first catch up to the evasive females—which lead them

on a difficult chase, sometimes moving into the under-

growth, where the much larger males become snagged

on low branches. Oc-

casionally, a male will

stop a female by

threatening her with

gaping jaws or by nip-

pmg at her legs. In a

last effort to foil mat-

ing, some pinned fe-

males simply spin

around on the spot

and scramble away.

Males also perform

During the dry

season, tortoises

drink water that

condensesfrom fog

and collects under

moss-laden trees,

above. Right: A
recent invasion of

goats has led to the

destruction of

vegetation and the

erosion of the

terrain at the

Alcedo Volcano, the

last stronghold of

the giant tortoises.

Opposite page:

Giant tortoises rest

amid steaming

fumaroles at the

caldera rim.

aggressive displays, during which they gape at each

other while raising their heads as high as possible. In-

variably, the individual that towers higher wins the ar-

gument, even if it has gained an unfair advantage by

mounting a hillock.

Several of the fourteen distinct island races of giant

tortoises are now endangered, and five of them have

already disappeared, but the Alcedo population some-

how escaped the depredations of ships' crews, who

consumed some half million tortoises over the past

three centuries. And while introduced pigs, dogs, and

rats destroyed the tortoises' nests and young on other

islands, feral cats and donkeys caused only moderate

disturbances on Isabela.

When I first visited the volcano in 1969, I felt that

1 had entered a timeless world where giant reptiles still

roamed. However, by the late 1980s, Alcedo was

under siege. First there were fires; and then some tor-

toises were killed by poachers.

Next, feral goats, traveling across

bare lava fields from the southern

part of the island, invaded and

devastated the area. Over the past

few years, thousands of goats have

gobbled up the fragile vegetation,

causing massive soil erosion. In the

denuded landscape, the giant tor-

toises are now deprived of their

food plants, their bathing pools,

and shade from the equatorial sun.

Fortunately, several conserva-

tion agencies and the Galapagos

National Park Service have been

fighting back. An aggressive cam-

paign to eliminate the goats is

under way, and the Charles Dar-

win Research Station on Santa

Cruz Island and park service per-

sonnel have been successfully

breeding Galapagos tortoises for

return to several of the islands.

But Alcedo 's time capsule has

burst, admitting dangers and un-

certainties into the tortoises'

world. If conservation measures

are promptly taken and strictly en-

forced, nothing will be lost: the

vegetation will recover and the I

giant tortoises wlU rebound from

these lean years. My photographs

need not become merely the sou-

venirs of another lost species.

v^
n



Travel notes

Although tourism in the

Galapagos Islands Is at

an all-time high, it is

strictly regulated to

protect the plant and

animal communities

there. Tourists cannot

wander about on the

islands on their own; a

licensed guide must

accompany them to

designated sites. With a

guide, you can see the

giant tortoises at the rim

ofAlcedo Volcano (some

cruises stop at Isabela

Island). Be prepared,

however, for a rigorous

climb over rough terrain,

with an overnight stay at

a primitive campsite.

Anyone may visit the

Charles Darwin Research

Station on Santa Cruz to

observe the tortoise

hatching program.

There are many tours

to the Galapagos. The

Caribbean

Sea

Galapagos
Islands . ^^

. EQUAroR Quifo

PACIFIC
OCEAN

best are operated by

companies committed to

responsible tourism and

geared to travelers with a

keen interest in natural

history. More than 100

tour operators are

categorized in Barry

Boyce's A Traveler's Guide

to the Galapagos Islands

(Galapagos Travel, 1994).



Gustaf Pdkkos, right

and opposite, is a

spelman (literally, a

mail who plays) from

the village ofBiiigsjo

in Sweden. He has

been proclaimed a

national treasurefor

his contribution to

Swedish folk music.
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Spell of the

Fiddler
In

Swedish winters, darkness arrives early.

Farm work tapers off. Ambitions hibernate.

One of the earHest memories I have is of stay-

ing at my grandmother Jermy CHfford's farm

in the httle village of Bingsjo, which is situ-

ated in a pine and birch forest in the middle of

the country. In the evenings we used to visit her

brother, my great-uncle Gustaf P'akkos, up the hill in

the house where they were both born. But we could

always be shucked of our seasonal torpor if Gustaf

Pakkos took down his fiddle and played.

On those nights, he made music that was some-

times harsh, Uke a cold wind whisthng through a crack

in the window, or lonesome, like birch trees groaning

in a November storm. He made joyful music too, his

t'lddle singing hke a human voice in midsummer when

the sun never leaves, his foot tapping along with the

first and third beats in the three-beat tunes so common
in Swedish folk music, ONE-two-THREE, ONE-
t\vo-THREE.

I went back to Bingsjo in July 1996; it was one of

the few visits I have made since I left twenty-eight

years ago, at the age of eight, to hve in the United

States. My grandmother, now eighty-sbc, moving just a

little more slowly, could be seen shpping from the win-

ter house, built in the 1700s, carrying pots of potatoes,

fish, and vegetables to the larger, much older summer

house. But the music, which as a chOd I assumed was

our family affair, now called from all over the village

—

trom small groups gathered in the street, from open

windows, from tents zipped tight against bugs. For a

few days this litde place in the middle of the forest

—

^\hich has a permanent population of eighty—had be-

come a temporary home to thousands.

It was the time of the spelmansstdmma, an annual

gathering of folk musicians, first held in 1968. Gustaf

Pakkos is a spelinan (hteraUy, a man who plays) and this

spelmansstdmma was a special occasion for him. Here, a

few months after his eightieth birthday, this great-

uncle, whom I admired because he could milk three

cows in the time it took me to milk one, was awarded

the Illis Quorum Meruere Labores (For Those Whose

Labors Have Deserved It) and proclaimed a national

treasure. First awarded m 1785, the Illis Quorum, a

gold medal, is given to those who have made out-

standing cultural and artistic contributions to Sweden.

The first spelman to receive it, in 1947, was Hjort An-

ders Olsson, also from Bingsjo. After the presentation

to Gustaf Pakkos, in a pasture that had felt his scythe-

swings for seven decades, I used the bountiful light to

take pictures as he was serenaded by a dozen fiddlers

whose lives his music had helped to shape.

Story and photographs by Torsten Kjellstrand



Gitstaf Piikkos

joins Ole Hjorth,

above, at the

spelmansstamma,

the folk nuisic

festii'al held each

July ill Bingsjb.

Right: Pdkkos

regularly plays for

younger audiences,

hoping that they

will "get infected

with the music.
"

Gunnar Brandin, from the nearby farming village ot

Boda, told me, "We use this music every day. We wel-

come the Christmas season with music, the summer

season with music. When Morfar piterally, mother's fa-

ther] died, we all played at the funeral. When we ma-

triculate and graduate from school, we play." But the

spcliimnsstdiiwui is an occasion to elevate the music, to

allow pause for its celebration. And it is always held in

small, rural villages, such as Bingsjo, because of their

historical ties to the music.

Per Gudmundson, curator of music at the Dalarna

Museum in Falun, about forty miles from Bingsjo, and

a fiddle player himself, says, "The oldest part of Swedish

folk music is most likely derived from herding calls,

when cattle were brought to summer pastures in the

woods." The violin was introduced in the 1640s, prob-

ably by French musicians in the court of Queen

Christina. Within a hundred years, it had become the

main folk instrument of the country.

People used it to play slow airs, ceremonial marches,

and various kinds ot dance music, including the polska,

a three-beat dance whose name connotes its Polish ori-

gins. The polska became the signature Swedish folk

melody, according to Gunnar Ternhag, an ethnomusi-

cologist at the Dalarna Research Institute in Falun.

"Stress is kid on the first of the three beats in a waltz,

whereas m a polska both the first and third beats are

stressed. If you're used to reels and other two- and four-

beat dances, it's hard to recognize the polska 's rhythm,"

he says. The polska's popularity as a dance waned, but it
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remained the principal tune in the fiddlers' repertoire.

By the eighteenth centurv', fiddlers were not just

re\'ered for their virtuosity; they even had mythical

qualities ascribed to them. According to Marta Ram-
sten, of the Swedish Centre for Folk Song and Folk

Music Research in Stockholm, "The myth of the fid-

dlers was associated with sorcery and superstition.

There are innumerable stories about enchanted fiddles

and fiddlers who were taught to play by Nacken, a

Scandinavian water sprite." Both the fiddlers and the

music suffered during a mid-nineteenth-century pietis-

tic religious revival.

Partly inspired by the mythical tales, revivalists

turned against fiddle music. Per Gudmundson says,

"Suddenly it was seen as the devil's music, connected to

heavy drinking and sinful living. A lot of players

crushed their fiddles or burned them and joined the

movement against the music. The deeper reason [for

opposition to the music] had to do with its emotional

power, the almost ecstatic fervor it could inspire. There

are stories of spelman starting to play and not being able

to quit, as if the fiddle itself took them over." Although

religious opposition had largely waned by the turn of

the century, when GustafPakkos was growing up in the

1920s, his local pastor still banned folk music from tra-

ditional midsummer festivities, funerals, weddings, and

even from private homes.

Because of that ban, GustafPakkos had to live with-

out a fiddle until he was twelve years old. Laughingly,

he recalls how he made do. As he herded geese or cows

Bingsjo, left,

whose population

is eighty, becomes

home to thousands

for the annualfolk

musicfestival. Top:

An anonymous

admirer has left a

floral tribute on

GustaJ Pdkkos's

doorstep.
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Above: Per

Klinga, from

Mora, names his

violins after

flowers. Right: In

nearby Falun,

fiddles hang ready

fv Tltomas

Fahlander and his

family. He says,

"Tliis music is

something I hope

will tie us

together " Far

right: Girls in

traditional dress,

the patterns of

which differfrom

village to village.

Opposite page:

Local people say

Bingsj()'sfestival

attracts only the

most serious

audiences.
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or sheep through hilly pastures, he held one stick under

his chin and stroked it with another, singing the tunes

his imaginary fiddle was playing. Today he is, says Gud-

mundson, "the perfect picture of a spelman—living on a

small homestead, farming in the old way, using the old

way to make music." As with most spelman who learned

to play before the middle of the twentieth century,

Gustaf can't read music. Like a blues player, he talks

about Its "dialect," its "feel," and its "style." When fid-

dlers come to him, he takes them seriously, young or

old. "The spelmiin have always been this way: they treat

the youngest fiddlers with the same respect they show

the masters. And the best will sit and play with begin-

ners," says violin builder and fiddler Per Klinga, of

Mora, about an hour's worth of crooked roads north-

west of Bingsjo.

"There are so many young people who are already

so good at playing. And they like this Bingsjo style of

play," Gustaf says proudly. "There's one, Ida is her

name, in her twenties, who's incredibly intense. Some-

times I'm afraid she'll crawl right inside that fiddle."

And sometimes he admits to being afraid that the grow-

ing inclination to experiment with the music, to make

it more accessible to ears attuned to, say, rock and roU,

wUl overwhelm it. Gustaf Pakkos wants young people

to immerse themselves in the very same music that he

learned, with no compromise to modernity.

At the Bingsjo spelmansstiimma at least, the continu-

ity of his tradition seems assured. Young fiddlers join

old to make music with Gustaf Pakkos on an outdoor

stage, and together they start into a polska. Each of

them thumps the floor with one foot: ONE-two-

THREE, ONE-two-THREE, ONE-two-THREE.
Suddenly, with no warning, the thumping feet miss a

beat, hovering over the floor while the tune seems to

inherit a few extra notes from the air. Then, all the feet

pound the floor together, and the tune continues on its

three-beat way. D



Travel notes

The Bingsjo

spelmansstamma

held on July 3, but

festivities will begin a few

days earlier and continue

afterward. Bingsjo can be

reached by car from

Stockholm in about five

hours. The train reaches

Rattvik, a town on Lake

Siljan where other

musical events take

place, in three and one-

half hours. From there,

one boards a bus to

Bingsjo.

For information onHlS

festival, transportation,

and accommodations,

contact Musik vid Siljan,

Box 28, 3-795 21 Rattvik,

Sweden, tel. 46-248 102

90, fax 46-248 519 81.

About the music

The Swedish Center for

Folk Song and Folk Mus;c

Research, in Stockholm,

has a reference library

and listening rooms. For

information, e-mail

(svenskt.visarkiv@visarkiv.

se). Musical Life in

Sweden (Swedish

Institute, 1987) is a small

but comprehensive

guidebook to folk and

popular genres and

contemporary

composers.

CopenhSget)-, looMlLES

ill
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The Tortu



rriande By Daniel
J.
Lenihan

His stories were what frightened people worst of all. Dreadful

stories they were; about hanging, and walking the plank, and

storms at sea, and the Dry Tortngas.

Robert Louis Stevenson, Treasure Island

L^ing m the Gulf of Mexico at its juncture with the

Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea, the Dry Tortugas

were discovered by Ponce de Leon in 1513. "They

reached the chain of islets which they named Tortugas

[turtles]," v^TTote the Spanish historian Antonio de Her-

rera, "because in a short time of the night they took, in

one of these islands, a hundred and seventy turtles, and

might have taken many more if they wished, and also

they took fourteen seals [probably the Caribbean

hionk seal, extinct since the 1950s], and there were

killed many pelicans and other birds, of which there

were five thousand." Then as today, however, these

islets of sand and coral rubble would not have yielded

fresh water with which to wash down such bounty.

Hence the "Dr^'" appellation, subsequently attached as

a caution to mariners.

With a combined terrestrial surface area of forty

acres, the Dry Tortugas barely merit a pinpoint on a

map, but their atoll-like configuration, covering

75,000 acres of reefs and shallows, makes them a nat-

ural ship trap. The site of more than 250 marine disas-

ters from the early 1600s through the twentieth cen-

tury, their waters harbor the half-buried remains of

Spanish galleons and the hulks of iron-huUed clippers.

The study and preservation

of this archeological resource

has been the focus of my
long-standing involvement

with the Dry Tortugas. But

it is by no means their only

historic attraction. In the

nineteenth century, the Dry

Tortugas 's shifting sands were

made to bear the weight of

Fort Jefferson, probably the

largest masonry structure in

the Western Hemisphere.

Besides being a touch-

stone to the past, the Dry

Tortugas are a laboratory for

the study of coral and other marine life, since they are

far enough from agricultural and industrial runoff to

serve as a "control" for ecological changes. And, lying

in the path of major bird migration routes, they have

been a protected bird preserve and breeding ground

since 1908. Blue-footed boobies, sooty terns, noddies,

herons, egrets, gulls, bro^vn pelicans, cormorants—all

call the Dry Tortugas home for at least part of the year.

Frigatebirds ghde majestically, preying on fish and oc-

casionally on the nests of other birds. In stark contrast,

inigrating cattle egrets (a species introduced into the

New World from Africa) stagger about Fort Jefferson's

parade ground in a macabre dance of death from star-

vation owing to a dearth of appropriate insects to feed

on. They cluster about a freshwater fountain that serves

only to prolong their agony.

John James Audubon visited the Dry Tortugas in

1832, noting that the colonies of sooties and noddies

were heavUy exploited for food by "eggers" from Ha-

vana. He also noted that the eggs (and birds) were ex-

tremely good eating and much enjoyed by the crew of

the government vessel that carried him. (The great

naturalist and painter who practiced ornithology

through the barrel of a gun was no sentimentalist when

It came to obtaining specimens for his paint palette or

his soft palate.)

I first visited the Dry Tortugas in 1974 as the Na-

tional Park Service observer on a project under the

field direction of Larry Murphy, then an underwater

archeologist for the state of Florida. For the first seven

days ofmy ten-day stay, we were buffeted by gale force

winds, and cabin fever drove us to less than judicious

behavior. When the wind died down one night, we

headed off at 1:00 a.m. on diver propulsion vehicles to

see if there were any large sharks swimming in the en-

trance channel (exercising a type of logic that has

helped screen gene pools from time immemorial).

During this escapade, I almost smashed my scooter

headlight into the cascabel of an eighteenth-century

cannon. Within an hour we were setting buoys and

taking measurements; the abundance of shipwrecks

had conspired to make our early morning joy ride into

a working dive.

Fort Jefferson and the waters around it were already

under the jurisdiction of the National Park Service,

Opposite page, top:

Hull timbers from a

sailing ship that

carried cementfor

the construction of

Fort Jefferson. Tlie

wreck is among the

remains of some

250 ships that

have gone down in

the treacherous

waters of the Dry

Tortugas.

Opposite, bottom

left: Built on a

gigantic scale in the

mid-nineteenth

century, Fort

Jefferson never saw

military action;

bottom right: The

Bluenose 1
1
/row

Nova Scotia visits

Fort Jefferson.

Above: An anchor

from the 1800s.
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having been designated a National Monument in 1935

by President Franklin D. Roosevelt. In 1992, Congress

made it a National Park, and today we are conducting

a thorough archeological inventory, making use of the

latest advances in global-positioning technology and

geographical information system mapping of the bot-

Above: Brown

noddies engage in a

courtship display.

Above right:

Birders on Garden

Keyfocus their

sights on the Bush

Key bird sanctuary.

Rigitt: A migrating

orchard oriole

perches on a

candelabra cactus.

tom contours and composi-

tion. The project director is

again Larry Murphy but, two

decades later, he sports a gray

beard that matches his green-

and-gray National Park Ser-

vice umform.

Thus far, this nation's

record in caring for our own

or other peoples" history in

our waters is not enviable.

Craterlike holes are inter-

spersed throughout huge

areas of the shallows fringing

the Straits of Florida. They

were dug by modern har-

vesters of antiquities who de-

flect the wash from their boat

propellers in search ofSpanish

gold and other precious

booty. Their methods destroy

the contextual associations

and the more mundane arti-

facts that, if studied properly,

can offer a snapshot of a par-

ticular culture at a given mo-



::'.cnt in history—the time of the wreck. For the most

part, the damage is done by state-sanctioned treasure

salvage operations. In contrast, the Parks Service's phi-

losophy is to record and map shipwrecks with very ht-

tje disturbance, leaving the natural seascape intact so

that the remains keep their archeological integrity.

Divers and snorkelers can stUl tour the sites for

pleasure. For the "windjammer" site of a compara-

tively intact ninety-year-old wreck, a plasticized un-

derwater guide map is available. Great barracudas five

feet long trail visitors around, and giant lobsters, pro-

tected within the park's boundaries, probe them with

their long antennae. Butterfly fish, with fake eyes on

their tails, always seem to swim backward from danger.

Angelfish, triggers, and countless small wrasses and reef

fishes abound.

Many of the undersea time capsules located and

studied in the Dry Tortugas are related to the construc-

tion of Fort Jefferson, begun in 1845. The strategic

usefulness of a major fortress sixty-five miles out in the

''lujf of Mexico is often questioned. Couldn't an

my fleet sail around it? Records suggest the ration-

ir: was that the naval force that controlled the Dry

lortugas effectively controlled trade throughout the

inilf Fresh in the corporate memory of the U.S. mili-

tary when Fort Jefferson was conceived were the

blockading fleets of the War of 1812. Would the

British attempt to harbor a blockading fleet there dur-

ing some hostilities in the future? How about the

Spaniards, with whom tensions were beginning to

mount? Then, eventually, there was the looming

specter of the secession-minded southern states.

The fort (16- to 20-million-bricks' worth by vari-

ous estimates) was largely constructed by slave labor.

Even during the Civil War, until the Emancipation

Proclamation in 1863, the Union Army was contract-

ing with slaveholders to snap the whip over the backs

of slaves at Fort Jefferson. Their "wages" went to their

owners. After the war, the fort served as a federal

prison for deserters and political prisoners. (Dr. Samuel

Mudd was imprisoned there for setting the broken leg

of Lincoln's assassin; he played a helpful role during

one of the fort's yellow fever epidemics.)

Although work on the fortress continued into the

1870s, Its design was not modified to take into account

the greater penetrating power of rifled cannon, which

had made their dramatic debut during the Civil War.

Larry Murphy theorizes that the superior range af-

forded by the huge Rodman smooth-bore cannons on

the top of the fort were thought to be capable ofward-

ing off any attacking naval force. Wooden ships weren't

big enough to carry ordnance with sufficient range to

threaten the fort. In fact, no shots were ever exchanged

between the fort and any enemy. Is that a sign of failure

or success? (The biUions of dollars invested in ICBMs

that still sit in their silos—failure or success?)

By 1875, Fort Jefferson was no longer viewed as

having a potential strategic role, and work on it ceased.

The harbor, however, served later as a coaling station.

The Maine anchored there in 1898, on the way to Ha-

vana, vi'here the battleship mysteriously exploded,

helping to precipitate the Spanish-American War.

One might imagine that during the Civil War and

years of construction activity at the fort, bird and turde

protection was not a major priority. But as in many

military reservations, the exclusion of nonmilitary per-

sonnel worked to the advantage of wildhfe. Protection

was more deliberately extended in 1908, when the

Dry Tortugas were declared a preserve and breeding

ground for birds, and in 1935, when Fort Jefferson be-

came a National Monument. About the time America

entered World War II, Robert Budlong was installed as

superintendent of the fort and its watery surroundings.

He brought with him his own special flair for compos-

ing the requisite monthly reports to the director of the

National Park Service.

The fort was in the middle of the German U-boat

mayhem for the first six months of 1942. Navy fliers
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Opposite page, top:

Free of local

agricultural and

industrial run-off,

the coral reefs in the

Dry Tortuguas

provide marine

biologists with a

gaugefor ecological

change. Among the

common reef fish

are a spotted drum,

right, and a

squirrelfish,

opposite page,

bottotn.

dropped newspapers to Budlong and his wife and

made practice bombing runs at the islets. In an August

1943 missive, Budlong happily reported that the sooty

tern population had increased greatly over the year be-

fore. "The air is thick with them—this is especially no-

ticeable when the immediate vicinity is bombed or

machine-gunned by some passing plane."

In the same letter, Budlong also related and com-

mented on the twisted logic of some egg poachers,

who argued that the birds would not lay a second egg

if the first one was not taken:

Ifyou take the first e^^, the birds will lay the second, and

thereby live to lay more eggs another year; kit if the first

egg isn't taken, the birds won't lay that second one, and

the egq continues to grow and grow inside the parent bird

until, swollen beyond recognition, it can't lay the egg no

matter how anxious it may be to lay it, and the bird dies.

Or else it finally actually bursts, when ofcourse it dies

anyhow. And then where is your bird colony?Just a lot of

malesflying around in a bewildered manner and not

doing any good. But I have spent hours watching for birds

bursting in air, and I have watched in vain. I have made

very careful autopsies of dead birds during tivo seasons,

and am greatly relieved to report that no birds werefoimd

that died of egg-strangulation either.

Budlong considered the poachers' arguments and,

after due deliberation, rejected them. He made it

known that "in the Dry Tortugas ifyou must eat eggs,

fi-y them, boil them, or make them mto an omelet or a

cake, but don't poach 'em."

Communication with the outside world and main-

tenance of machinery were difficult chores in the re-

mote, humid salt air of the Dry Tortugas, where the

mosquitoes were "so large that when you swatted them

you could hear their bones crack." In many respects

things haven't changed much at Fort Jefferson since the

1940s. Even now one must rely on mechanical clocks

or battery-driven wrist watches to tell time, because

one of the two generators runs too fast and the other

too slow to run the government-issue electric clocks.

In the age of sateUite navigation and radio transmis-

sions to probes at the other end of the solar system, it is

hard to finish most five-minute telephone conversa-

tions from the fort without the hne going dead.

As for poachers, they still play a role in the Dry

Tortugas, but they tend to avoid the birds and green

and loggerhead turtle crawls m favor of the underwater

world—they know the park can't keep a ranger behind

every coral head. Too often, rangers find the mutilated

carapaces of lobsters where they have been killed by

poachers who simply ripped the prized tail off the liv-

ing animal.

But the most endangered species of all in Florida

waters are the shipwrecks. Everything outside the Na-

tional Park jurisdiction is open for grabs with the right

perinits. Even the caretakers of the new Florida Keys

National Marine Sanctuary, run by the National

Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, feel

compelled by law and local public opinion to acknowl-

edge treasure hunters as legitimate stakeholders in the

resource. No one would entertain such thoughts about

public cultural resources on dry land.

The argument on behalf of treasure hunters runs

something like this: "The wrecks aren't doing anybody

any good out there, and they will all soon be gone

owing to the pummeling ot wind and wave. So why

not reward the adventurous entrepreneurs who find

them and bring their sunken treasures back for every-

one to enjoy?" Actually, shipwrecks tend to reach a

chemical equilibrium with corrosive forces in the

ocean by the time they become historic. A National

Park Service study of the effects of Hurricane Andrew

on historic shipwrecks at Biscayne National Park re-

vealed negligible damage to sites that were right in the

path of this destructive storm.

So far no treasure hunter has argued, Uke the egg

poachers, that if you remove one artifact, another will

grow in its place. But with the Coast Guard intercept-

ing Cubans seeking to make landfall in the United

States, many new wrecks have recently collected in the

straits between Cuba and the Dry Tortugas. In 1994,

television news programs featured images of small

boats and rafts sending up plumes of smoke. Burned to

the waterline, the hulks soon submerged and settled to

the sea bottom, leaving tantalizing remains to be ex-

plained by some future archeologist. D
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Travel notes

Dry Tortugas National,^k^

is open all year mum

offers no accommodations

or services. Access is by

private boat, commercial

seaplane, and chartered

boat (For a list of carriers,

contact the parl^ at P.O. Box

6208, Key West, FL 33041,

305-242-7700). Visitors

must bring their own fresh

water, food, fuel, and other

supplies. Overnight camping

requires advance

permission.

Attractions

Fort Jefferson, on GaA

Key, is open daily until darli.

Its visitor center offers

exhibits, an orientation slide

show, and a self-guided fort

tour Three- to four-day

birding tours to the Florida

Keys and Dry Tortugas via a

100-foot passenger vessel

can be booked for spring

migration. (For a bird

checklist, contact the park.

For tour information,

contact Field Guides, P.O.

Box 16073, Austin, JX

78716, 800-728-4953).
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Search for the ,^^_^

Snub-Nosed
Monkey
China's three species of snub-nosed monkeys—with their deHcate, upturni

noses and oversized pink Hps—are favorite exhibits at that nation's zoos,

,

Chinese advertisers use the animals' images to sell everything from cigaretl

laundry detergent. Unfortunately, the affection of the Chinese people for

beautiful primates (sometimes known as golden monkeys) hasn't kept them i

becoming endangered by hunting and habitat loss. Efforts to protect the anirr

have been hampered by lack of knowledge about them: one of the earliest

nature reserves to protect the Yunnan snub-nosed monkey (a species

endemic to the province's Yurding Mountains) held none.

I first encountered the monkey in 1987 when, impressed by the

writings ofJoseph Rock, Theodore and Kermit Roosevelt, and other

Westerners who had explored China's Himalayas earUer this century,

I traveled to Yunnan Province. Rock spent twenty years collecting

plants there, documenting the region's remarkable diversity of flora

and fauna before the Communists forced him to leave in 1949.

The eastern Himalayas, for example, were "ground zero" for

the world's explosive evolution of rhododendron species

Story by R. Craig Kirkpatrick

Photographs by Jiin Leachman
I!
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Map: The

Yunnan snnh-

nosed monkey

inhabits a part of

Cliina dominated

by tremendous,

sinuous mountain

ranges. The

geological events

that created this

terrain started 50

million years ago,

when the Indian

tectonic plate

began pushing

against Eurasia,

causing the

Himalayas to

ripple up and

shoving together

Asia's three great

rivers—the Nu,

Lancang, and

Jinsha.

Previous page: An
adult female

snub-nosed

monkeyfeeds on

one of its fivorite

foods, a rare

species oj lichen

found only on

dead wood.

and are well known for having many species of pheas-

ants and their relatives.

After two months in this land of towering moun-

tains, I, too, was captivated and determined to find a

way to return for a longer stay. Two years after my first

visit, I joined with Long Yong-cheng, of the Kunming

Institute ofZoology, to lead a research and conservation

program for the Yunnan snub-nosed monkey.

In northwest Yunnan, knife-edge mountain ranges,

rising above 18,000 feet at times, run side by side for

hundreds of miles, pressing Asia's three great rivers

—

the Nu Jiang (Salween), the Lancang Jiang (Mekong),

and the Jinsha Jiang (Yangtze)—to within sixty miles of

one another. Overall, the climate of the region is tem-

perate, although the steep elevational gradient produces

strikingly different habitats, snaking along the rugged

mountain slopes like long, thin terraces. Dry chaparral

near river's edge at 6,500 feet gives way to oak and pine

forests at 10,500 to 12,000 feet. Cool, moist fir forests

take over between 12,000 and 14,000 feet. Higher up,

alpine meadows dominate the mountainsides.

The first two years of fieldwork established that

1,000 to 1,500 snub-nosed monkeys inhabit a strip of

fir forest 30 miles wide and 300 miles long along the

ridge of the Yunling Mountains between the Jinsha and

the Lancang. Divided into thirteen isolated popula-

tions, the monkeys live on mountaintop "islands," pri-

marily in dense groves of ancient, uncut fir. Larch trees

dot the forests, which have a thick understory of

rhododendron and, at times, bamboo.

In 1992, with our knowledge about the monkeys'

distribution secure, we joined forces with two young

Tibetan researchers, Zhong Tai and Xiao Lin, of Bai-

maxueshan Nature Resei-ve, to conduct the first long-

term field study of this spe-

cies. We chose a site close to

Wuyapiya, a Tibetan village

in the northern part of the

reserve and near the Nya-

hong Valley, part of the home

range of a band of snub-

nosed monkeys. The ridges

above this small valley offered

a commanding view; watch-

ing the monkeys from our

mountain "seats," we felt like

spectators in a grand stadium.

We spent the summer

and autumn of 1 992 building

our field station—a drafty log

cabin at tree line, with nei-

ther electricity nor running

water—and familiarizing

ourselves with the monkeys.

With the coming of heavy

snows in November, we re-

treated for the winter, re-

turning in May as the snows

melted. For the next year, we

followed the monkeys one

week out of every month,

recording where they \vent,

what they ate, and what they

did. (Since the range of the

Wuyapiya monkeys covered

parts of several adjacent val-

leys, the first task of every month—which fell to

Zhong Tai and Xiao Lin—was to scour thirty square

miles of fir forest for the animals.)

We passed most of our monkey-watching days

perched on rock outcrops within the forest, typically

from dawn to dusk. Having been occasionally hunted

m the past, the monkeys were shy of humans. At the

start of our study, we watched with a telescope firom

about 1,000 feet away; by the end, the monkeys al-

lowed us to within 300 feet, and on occasion we crept

to within 50 feet of them.

To get from one part of the fir forest to another, the

monkeys sometimes traveled through patches of oak

forest or across broad alpine meadows. As the weeks

passed, we found it easier to track the band, even in the

midst of summer's heavy rains. In late summer—the

breeding season—we were often guided by the noisy

altercations between rival males, magnificent animals,

some weighing more than forty pounds, with jet black

backs contrasting with the white of their round bellies.



The thick fog that

frequently shrouds

the mountainous

firforests of

northwest Yunnan

Province often

frustrates

researchers' efforts

to find and watch

the monkeys. The

log, however, also

provides the

moisture required

by several species

ofUchens that

make up the

animals' diet.
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Travel notes

Baimaxuestian Nature

Reserve and the city ofi.

Deqin are open to

foreigners only by special

permission of the Ctiinese

government Zhongdian

and Lijiang welcome

tourists, however, and are

accessible by plane and

bus from Kunming, the

provincial capital. Flights

to Kunming come from

Bangkok, Hong Kong, agM

cities throughout China,'

including Beijing and

Shanghai.

Attractions

Lijiang's mountain

scenery, historic old

town, and resident

population of ancient

Naxi people are of special

interest. Hikers may want

to go to Yulongxue Shan

(Jade Dragon Snow

Mountain) and Tiger

Leaping Gorge. However,

travel in rural areas

around Lijiang is rough,

and there are no tours

that take small groups off

the beaten path. .^^

When to go fl
tVlay and June, when

snows are melting, skie^

are clear, and

rhododendrons are in

bloom.

Special note

On February 3, 1996,

earthquake of 7.0

magnitude struck Lijiang.

The city is reportedly

open again to foreign

tourists, and restoration^

is under way.
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Compared with

other snub-nosed

monkeys, the

Yunnan species

has unusually

large canine teeth.

Males can be

extremely

aggressive during

the breeding

season, using their

big teeth to

threaten and

sometimes attack

other males.

On the last day in September, as the midautumn moon

(which sits low on the horizon and sometimes casts its

glow from sunset to sunrise) rose above gray ridges that

rippled to the horizon, we watched the monkeys jump

from tree to tree in the dim green forest as they got

ready to bed down tor the night. The animals stayed at

14,000 feet even at the height of winter, when the

weather turned freezing cold and deep snow fell. On
Christmas day, under brilliant blue skies, Zhong Tai,

Xiao Lin, and I took turns watchmg monkeys and

huddling by a small fire. And in May and June of 1994,

the last months of the study, we saw the brilliant white

infants—all born in March and April—tumbhng play-

fully through the trees as they took their first steps

away from their mothers.

Our year with the Wuyapiya monkeys revealed that

they lived in one large band of more than 175 individ-

uals. The band was made up of sixteen or seventeen

small groups, each with up to five adult females, their

offspring, and a single adult male. The entire band was

generally spread out over a roughly circular area less

than 500 feet in diameter. As with other colobines

—

the family of arboreal, largely leaf-eating monkeys to

which snub-nosed monkeys belong—most grooixiing

takes place between adult female members of the same

group. Groups tend to ignore one another, although

males may threaten members of other groups, particu-

larly males, when they get too close.

Over the months, we witnessed several changes in

the groups. When we first began our observations, for

example, one of the males seemed very much a loner.

By the end of the year, however, he was keeping com-

pany with a female and three juveniles. Apparently, he

had succeeded in starting up his own small group. An-

other monkey—this time a female missing her right

arm (which did not seem to interfere with caring for

her small infant)—was in a group with ten individuals

when our study began; by year's end, the group had

grown to sixteen monkeys. Further fieldwork wiU un-

doubtedly tell us much more about how and why

groups change over time.

Multifemale, single-male groups are common in

colobines, but joining together in large bands is not.

Groups of Borneo's ruby leaf monkeys, for example,

usually number fewer than ten individuals; guereza

colobines of central Africa typically live in groups of

fifteen or fewer. Yunnan snub-nosed monkey bands

also occupy unusually large home ranges: fifteen square

miles or more, compared with the less than a third of a

square mile typical of most colobine groups.

The key to the Yunnan snub-nosed monkey's two-

level social organization and large home range, we

found, is Its diet. Year-round, the monkeys at

Wuyapiya feed mainly on abundant arboreal lichens

belonging to the genus Bryoria, which hang from fir

trees near the tree line. (The monkeys pick the hchens

from the branches, leading early investigators to report

that the animals ate conifer needles.) The food is an

unusual one for a vertebrate. The few others that eat

lichens—such as caribou and Barbary macaques—re-

sort to this low-protein food as a fallback during harsh

winters. Most colobines prefer foods high in digestible

protein and low in indigestible products such as cellu-

lose. Although low in protein, a Hchen's high-carbohy-

drate content may make it a good, quick-energy food

for monkeys Hving in the freezing cold Himalayas.

Each fir tree in the forests at Wuyapiya holds be-

tween one and ten pounds of Bryoria; an acre-sized

grove may provide 600 pounds or more, allowing

many individuals to feed together. But because the

hchen grows slowly, an area that has been picked clean

requires at least two decades to recover. This may help

explain why these monkeys need a large home range

and may provide another good reason for their large

band size: by sticking together, the monkeys minimize

their chances of foraging in an area recently picked

clean of Hchens. (Protection from predators is another

possible reason for staying together, although 175 ani-

mals seems more than necessary for this purpose.

While golden eagles and wolves, as well as perhaps

snow and clouded leopards, live

in the area, we never saw an at-

tack on the monkeys.)

Because of the relatively

large areas they require, any re-

serve designed to protect these

monkeys will also protect many

other species. But perhaps even

more important, the mon-

keys—like the charismatic

panda living 300 miles away on

the other side of the Jinsha

Jiang—get people thinking
"

about conservation. Over New Year's (the most im-

portant hohday in China), my colleagues and I were

snowbound at Wuyapiya. At that time a program

about our research aired on the radio and included

;

Zhong Tai's tearful testimonial about his decision to i

give up the pleasure of watching his son's first ten

months of life in order to join our conservation team.

The radio station was deluged with letters. "Tell us

more about this idea of 'conservation,' " listeners

asked. "It must be very important if it keeps people

from their families at New Year's!" n
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smib-twsed

monkey is

threatened by

habitat loss

(mostly as a

result of logging

activities)

and hunting.

Tibetan villagers

living near

Baimaxueshan

Nature Reserve

sometimes enter

theforest to let

their cattle graze

in small clearings

or to gather plants.

above. If a villager

with a gun

happens to

-;
; encounter a

monkey, he may

kill it, hut hunting

a greater threat

irther south,

here it is more

n'anized.
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Story by Maire Crowe
Photographs by Jack Dykinga

Tropical dry forest once snaked along the foothills of

Mexico's scenic Sierra Madre and into Central Amer-

ica as far south as the Nicoya Peninsula of Costa Rica.

A mix of trees that are adapted to survive a harsh an-

nual drought and a short, intense wet season, the forest

has not fared well in the past few centuries. Cleared to

make way for agriculture and cattle, it has gradually

been reduced to fragments, so that only 2 to 10 percent

of the original 250,000-square-mile expanse is consid-

ered pristine.

The northernmost edge of Mexico's tropical dry

forest is in the Sierra de Alamos of central Sonora, less

than a day's drive from the Arizona border. Here, in

spite of a yearly dry season that lasts up to eight

months, the forest is biologically diverse. At least 100

species of trees thrive

and, as in most tropical

forests, pod-bearing trees

dominate.

Long, woody vines

crawl up trees in search

of light at the top of the

canopy. Strangler figs

germinate on other trees

and smother them with

roots and stems. Typical

of the dry forest are the

many species of bursera,

which store water in

their trunks. Their many

layers of thin bark peel

off one after another and

act as insulation against

the heat. Among the

trees and vines grow tall, columnar cactuses, such as

the organ-pipe and the giant etcho.

Once torrential thunderstorms begin in mid-July,

trees of the dry forest immediately put out fine roots.

Within a week they are in leaf, presaging a period of

high productivity, with vast growth in leaf and stem.

The undergrowth burgeons. Tree trunks swell with

stored moisture. But the period of rapid growth is

brief. By November most of the rains have gone, and

many trees have already dropped their leaves, an adap-

tation to conserve water. Fall hurricanes and winter

storms occasionally sweep through the mountains, but

their effect on the drought is negligible. By February

the forest is completely leafless, a stark backdrop for

the showy flowers that grow on some trees throughout

Efforts are being made

to preserve the Sierra

de Alamos, right, a

swath of tropical dry

forest that reaches into

the high cliffs aronnd

the city ofAlamos, in

northwestern Mexico.

Opposite page: The

tangled roots of the

sabino on the banks

of the Rio

Cuchujaqui.

the spring drought—a tropical syndrome. In Decem-

ber the morning glory tree blooms in a burst of white,

followed by the magenta-flowered amapa morada, and

then a tumble of yellow, purple, and blood-red

blooms, easy targets for pollinators.

A stone's throw from the Spanish colonial city of

Alamos, the forest is a refuge for other life: boa con-

strictors, vine snakes, jaguars, ocelots, and mountain

hons. Sinaloan white-tailed deer thrive, as do opos-

sums, coati mundi, tropical bats, and Central Ameri-

can wood turtles. Ancient rumor has it that the forest

also harbors the fierce onza, perhaps a mythical beast,

perhaps a mountain lion-bobcat hybrid. Birds, con-

spicuous in the dry season, include white-fronted and

lilac-crowned Amazon parrots and, in the higher

canyons, inilitaiy macaws and raucous magpie jays.

Dozens of species of irugratory birds make the Sierra

de Alamos their wintering ground.

The area is at once rich and threatened. Buffel

grass, a coarse native of the African savannas, is increas-

ingly being planted where forest once stood. Accord-

ing to Tom V;m Devender, a research scientist at the

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum in Tucson, "Once

buffel grass is established in cleared forests, nutrients

and minerals in the thin soils are rapidly depleted, and

recurrent fires prevent the forest's recovery."

Apparently, deforestation rates in tropical dry

forests are even higher than those in rain forests. Some

efforts to conserve dry forests have been made in Mex-

ico; the latest was the creation in June 1996 of the ap-

proximately 225,000-acre Sierra de Alamos-Rio

Cuchujaqui Flora and Fauna Protected Area, near

Alamos. Gerardo Ceballos, of the National University



Travel notes

Alamos, a former mmirig

town with restored Spariist)

coion'mi mansions and a

museum devoted to

Sonoran culture, is a

pleasant place to stay whili^

experiencing the natural

beauty of this transitional

region of desert and

tropics. Alamos is perhaps

best known as the jumping

bean capital. The "beans,"

larvae-containing pods of a

shrub that grows in the hills

around the city, are ready

for picl<ing in June, when

the rains bring an end to

the dry season. From May

to September, Alamos is

extremely hot; it is

comfortably warm in the

winter, the best time U

travel there.

'Ml

Ml

How to get there

From Nogales, Arizona,

drive down Highway 15 to

Navojoa, then turn east on

Route 19, into the Sierra de

Alamos. Once in Alamos,

you can make excursions

into the surrounding forest.

You can also make the trip

by train and bus. The

nearest commercial airport

is in Obregdn, seventy

miles away
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Etcho cactus and

amapa morada,

below, grow in the

foothills, along with

lechuguilla, an

agave, right.

Tlie dry season starts

in November, and

many trees bloom at

this time, including

the flowering senna,

right. Above: A pool

hall in Alamos.

of Mexico, who has researched vertebrate ecology in

such forests, says there is an urgent need for many more

protected areas.

The Sierra de Alamos, one of nature's crossroads

where desert and tropical habitats converge, has been

described by some as a "secret forest." But all of its se-

crets have yet to be discovered. Says Tom Van Deven-

der, "The seasons of Alamos are far more complex

than just the rainy summer and dry spring. The rains

and droughts, and then the parade of flowering trees in

the spring, change the character and feel of the forest

every six weeks or so. Alamos resembles tropical rain

forests in August and the Sonoran Desert in April."

Maire Crowe is an editor at Natural History.
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istinctive
estmations

lat makes a

destination distinctive?

Tne answers are as varied as

tne places we've gatnered nere.

For some, "distinctive " may

mean a unique admixture or

tne classic and tne modem,

tne sensual and tne serene.

For otners a natural,

unspoiled splendor may ne tne

nallmark, or a culture w^nose

nistory stretcnes tack tnrou^n

century alter century. But

disparate as tnese destinations

are, tney all snare a

captivating lure lor tne

sopnisticated traveler—those

wno are w^eary or tne prosaic

and tne mundane. Witnin

tnese varied norders lie a nost

ol tnrilling discoveries waiting

tor discerning and

adventurous—travelers w^no

are, in snort, distinctive

tnemselves m

(_over photorv^joee
|

lanuel

Canada
There's a place in your soul where

happiness lives. Where, under

moonlight, you can converse with wolves.

Dig your boots into a challenging

mountainside. Cast your home-crafted

fly and feel the jolting power of a fighting

spring salmon. Ride the range along trails

through wild hills and lush valleys.

Feel your heart stop at the astonishing

water ballet of humpback whales. Rivers

that churn and challenge and that drift

quietly past wildlife you may never

have seen before.

Here, environments are respected,

loved, protected. Cyclists defy craggy

mountain paths or pedal lazy country

roads. Some ski Rockies orLaurentians.

Others glide through cross-country

stillness. Snowshoe or snowmobile.

Delight in winter carnival or summer fair.

Golf everywhere. Listen to young ones

laugh at wonderlands and water parks.

It's like no other place on earth.

a wonderful sense of history combine to

create an unforgettable destination.

The bustling city of Halifax blends the

old with the new in one of the continents

busiest port cities.

Visitors seeking outdoor splendor

can avail themselves of hiking tours that

yield incredible vistas and wildlife.

Snowmobiling, skiing (downhill or cross-

country) on the Cape Breton Highlands

provide a superb way to celebrate nature.

There are also bird-watching tours,

photography workshops, and a chance to

explore the natural history of the Bay of

Fundy with a first-rate naturalist.

Canoeing, kayaking, diving, cycling, and

sailing are all matchless here, in a country

where ecotourism is becoming

increasingly popular every year.

Nova Scotia's rich culture

encompasses everything from a strong

Japanese influence to the fascinating

history of the Acadians. Tours can be

centered around the country's seafaring

^^^^^^Hl

i 1

my
I
he timeless streets of oU-town Lunenburg, a UNIzioOU \V ot^I'^ Herittage o'te,

a'TQ perj-ect for crisipis shopping. C^rutse along the )—undtj coas\. to see humpbiack, |"^ ^^"

va-re right whales (oetowj |--^hotos: \V oIIl) ]—IciLjes

NOVA
SCOTIA
Perhaps nowhere

is the country's

hearty individuality

and glorious natural

beaut}' seen more

strikingly than in

Nova Scotia. Craggy

coastlines, rolling

farmlands, cozy

fishing villages, and

traditions, lobster

boats, the making of

blueberry wine,

Scottish and Irish

music and folk

dancing, and

watercolors.

For those who

are decidedly more

hands-on, packages

dedicated to craft-

making are a popular
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There's a place in your soul where happiness lives. To find it, transport your

soul to Canada. And bring along the Canadian Adventure Journal as your

guide. Come dig your boots into the challenge of a mountainside. Sing with

wolves. Paddle with whales. Witness a majesty you only dreamed possible.

Your soul will thank you.

FOR YOUR FREE COPY CALL:

Operator #21

THE WORLD NEEDS MORE

CANADA
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option. Cross-stitching and rug-making

are taught in cozy settings. Visitors can

also learn to bake bread, brew wine, work

with pottery clay, or make a quilt.

With its heart in the past and an eye

on the future. Nova Scotia represents

much of the best of Canada.

MOLOKAI
Asked to name the Hawaiian islands,

most mainlanders might not easily

bring Molokai to mind. Far less

celebrated than most of its more

populated sisters, this destination has its

own unique pleasures—not the least of

which are its tranquillity and rural beauty.

No traffic signals. No fast food eateries.

No shopping centers. No tall buildings.

Yet every bit as hospitable (it's known as

"The Friendly Isle") and visually

magnificent as the bigger islands.

ISRAEL
For thousands of years, Israel has been

resonant with achievement,

spirituality, and adventure. It has given

birth to great leaders, both religious and

political—from Abraham to Jesus to

Itzaak Rabin. It has seen awesome

achievement and faced great challenge

with courage and dignity. It has been

blessed by the sun and graced with a

populace eager to share their proud home

with others.

In Jerusalem, walk the footsteps of

Romans, Byzantines, Jews, Christians,

and Moslems. Here are the Via Dolorosa,

the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, the

Western Wall, magnificent mosques, and

the shrine that holds the Dead Sea

Scrolls. Museums dedicated to the great

religions are especially impressive, and

the Yad Vashem Holocaust Memorial is

singularly moving.

There's much more: Tel Aviv is a

pulsating capital stunning in its

modernity. Museums abound here, as do

the arts and an active night life. The

((^lockwtse j-pom -pigntj: /\n ibex

in tne niils of -[^n Cj^edi; salt globules in tne

\_Jeaa ^ea:[\-^rioios:\zvae\
\

linistr^ of

I

ouTismj; on
|

lolokai, members

of tne historic nulc^ club recret^ting dcsnces at

nuU s birtnplcace;
1

loloktai s north co^st,

one Of the yyovia s great wilderness regions.

PLtosPkll Spacing III,

Lower Galilee offers a host of

opportunities to revisit sites of historical

import: Nazareth, Mt. Tabor, the River

Jordan, and the archeological site Bet

Shean. Visitors can also contrast life on a

kibbutz with a stay at a hot springs spa.

The Upper Galilee abounds with

mountains, forests, and streams. One day

spent at an archeological dig can be

followed by another outing of kayaking,

birdwatching, hiking, or fishing, the Dead

Sea, you can stand at the lowest spot on

earth, 400 meters below sea level. Not

only are the mud baths and sulphur pools

restorative, but the historic sites are awe-

inspiring, including Masada, where

heroic Jews battied the tyranny of Roman

rule.
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EUROPE
Perhaps ever\"one's favorite

destination, the varied and

gorgeously accessible continent of

Europe is offering increasing numbers

of reasons to visit. The year 1 997 is

expected to break records, with

Americans making 9.5 million visits

there this year. With the dollar getting

stronger against most currencies, trans-

Atlantic airlines adding seats every year,

and Europe's high-speed rail system

expanding at a rapid pace, there has

never been a better time to visit (or re-

\isit) this spectacular collection of

destinations.

PORTUGAL
From forests of deep rich green to

the sun-drenched coasts of the

tDcenes of- f--'ortugcil: (topj the pra'ia (beachj

Of tne sunnq /\lgcrrve region, (^beiow)
|
he

fTMigni| icent coosial di\j of f-^orto in the

\_ostia VerJe region, {--'hotos: [-Portuguese

^ Jtstio-'o! Tourist Office.

Algarvc, from grand Moorish castles to

the charming curve of a Lisbon street,

BO,ST»%

sK« yoiik

, NOVA
SCOTIA

We're imy to

gel In hy land,

sea or air!

jg^^ ;*> "jO) afting the crest of the world's highest

1'^ /- . ^ J[\ tides. Beachcombing for fossils

along a rugged shore. Biking the spec-

tacular coastal Cabot Trail. Dining on

lobster fresh from the deep, served in a

historic harbour city. It's all here in your

F/^EE 350-page Doer's and Dreamer's

Guide to North America's best vacation seacoast,

a place where you're never more than .30 minutes from the

sea. (And remember - your money is worth a lot more here!)

Get your FREE guide today! V^^
1-800-565-0000 JNIOmSCOfllA

Ask for Operator #532 hlljrj/explore.jiovjis.cci/virtiialns
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Pricehss-YetAffbrdable

Call for the new 68-page edition of Europe's colorful,

authoritative Planner, packed with ideas on where to go-

and how to save.

Presenting the highlights

of 26 countries with

maps, photos, major

events and special offers.

H) p I

800-816-7543

See Europe on the Internet at

www.visiteurope.com

AUSTRIA • BELGIUM • BULGARIA • CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC • DENMARK • FINLAND
FRANCE • GERMANY • GREAT BRITAIN

GREECE • HUNGARY • ICELAND • IRELAND
ITALY • LUXEMBOURG • MALTA • MONACO

NORWAY • POLAND PORTUGAL • SLOVENIA

SPAIN • SWEDEN • SWITZERLAND -TURKEY

Call now and design your otvn customizedgetaway to Canada.

Visityour northern neighborsfor as little as $249*!

Discover the awesome beauty and intriguing culture ofCanada. . . and the incredible

warmth and hospitality ofthe Canadian people.

Experience the diversity-Some ofthe world's greatest cities, breathtaking mountain vistas,

charming seaside villages, outdoor activities to satisfy the sports enthusiastyear round. . . we're right

next door and the possibilities are limitless.

All this at a vojfavorable exchange rate (you gain about 30t on eveiy dollar'^*).

Best ofall, one call takesyou there!

We take care ofall the travel details. You create the adventure!

So why wait! Experience the legendaryfriendliness, courtesy and

servicefor which Air Canada isfamous and choosefrom an extraordinary I

selection ofindependent getaways and escorted travelpackages.

Call TOLL FREENOW 1-800-774-8993 Ext. 8009 to order

yourfreefill-color vacation guide and travelplanner Ourfr-iendly and I

experienced reservation agents are standing by to answer any questions

you may have.

We LOVE having neighbors over, so call }tow andplan your

vacation to Canada, the warmestplace on earth.

1-800-774-8993 Ext. 8009
AIR CANADA (^

CANADA
*Prices rangefrom $249 to $2,569 bmed on individmlpackages, twin ratei, air indusive.

^'Exchange ram niay vary. CSn2006766-20

Portugal beckons visitors with rich

natural wonders and sumptuous historic

appeal.

Within this relatively small country

are an irresistible array of regions, each

with its own lure. The Costa Verde with

its fertile soil, gives birth to some of the

world's finest wines—most notably

vinho verde and port. Small villages

I
he exteTior of the fcimou5 LJniveTsitLj in

(^oimbrd, in the C^osta ae \-^Ta{.a (top);

I

iffbon s unj-oTgettcible O't- V^^eorge s

(^astle. l-^hotos: [--'ortuguese

IXJcitional
I
ourist V^j-pee.

hold a bounty of handicrafts, including

gold, pottery, and lacework. Costa de

Prata boasts miles of sandy beaches,

charming fishing villages, and one of the

oldest universities in Europe. In the

small town of Fatima, the religious

mystery of the appearance of the Virgin

Mary to three small children is honored

by the faithful, who come from all parts

of the globe seeking a blessing. And the

Algarve, sunny year-round, has the tang

of a Mediterranean resort, dotted with

the history of Portuguese seafaring and

exploration.

In Lisbon, the country has one of
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Europe's most intriguing capitals.

Explore the Alfama, a wonderfully

preser\-ed neighborhood with Spanish

and Moorish influences. There, nightiy,

the sad strains of the beautiful folk

songs, fado, can be heard. Or climb to

St. George's Castie, high on one of the

cit^''s seven hills to \'iew the panorama

of the city. Or move out from the city to

witness the glory of the Pena Palace and

its curious (but highly satisfying)

mixture of stj'les. It is a cit\' of historic

grandeur and old-world charm,

highhghting a country that demands

visit after visit.

POLAND
Tough. Muscular. Courageous.

Poland's claim to glory in the

histor\- of the 20th century is assured,

but the politics of the country- have

often overshadowed its physical beaut\-,

its rich heritage, and its personal joie de

vi\Te. Travelers exploring the myriad

joys of the country are making thrilling

discoveries.

Take Warsaw, the capital.

Regenerated since World War II, the

cit\" is the country's center of science

and culture. Histon.- breathes here, from

the Roval Castle, which marks its

origins in the 14th century, to Old

Town, the city hub, lovingly restored to

its 17th and 18th century splendor. Or
Krakow—"the soul of Poland," it's been

said—with magnificent collections of art

APHRODITE S ROCK

« *

ims'iil'Mc for 9000 years

"n tiic i.slandor Cyprus, the Goddess ol' Seduction i.s said to have

emerged from the waves at Aphrodite's rock. Her passion was shared

with many (jthers, including Cleopatra and Leonardo da Vinci.

Now you can share it too. Fly hack nine millennia to a land of

sun.shine, Greek temples, Roman amphitheaters, and some of the hest

hotels and food in the Mediterranean. Enjoy the renowned hospitality of the

[x-ople. And you'll realize why Cyprus is called the Island of Love.

Call 1-212-683-5280 for a full-color brochure or visit us at

http://www.cyprustourism.org

CyprcnTouriim fJrj;aniz.ilion I ) Hasl 40lh Si. Ni-wYork, NY 10016 Pax (2 I 2) 683-5282 f;. Mail goeyprus(a!aol. coir
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WITHOUT THE CkOWDS

HIGH leader/participant

ADVERTISEMENT

CJganda

K-enua
Hignlignts include

the rare SnoeDill

on tne Nile and

Mt. Gorillas in

Bwindi F^orest.

3 leaders & 15 partiapants.

Junj 2/-Au^U5t I/, i'-'^/
including extension to Kenya.

™^ Pall<lands,

^^^ South Georeja

Arrharcrfac
Peninsula.

Sldifr of U. for our
&& paartia'peribs.

December 2/, >75 -

JanuarLj 2+, 'pf.

*:500 credit for sign-

before June Ij '^j7.

20800 KjHtbc^e Road Sralcga. G\ JSqTD

I

WWW.chEESEMaNS.COM chEESEMaNS@aoLcOM

The Most Hawabam Isiand

Find the Hawaii youVe dreamed
about on this beautiful, peaceful,

unspoiled tropical isle...

Moloka'Jr birthplace of the hula.

For a free color brochure, call

1-800-800-6367

^ MOLOKA'I VISITORS ASSOCIATION

XVoTscaw s ageless chi^rms ave on ]-ull view in this panoramic view (^topj;

inside the |^ol)(:iI Ccistle, which dates its origins to the 14th centurL),

and architecture. (Take special note of

Wawel, whose castle and cathedral are

among the most visited spots in the

country.) Tours that start in Krakow

can wend through the city or take off to

the Carpathian Mountains, where

thrilling raft trips through the Dunajec

Gorge have been popular for more than

a century.

Visitors during 1997 have the

special opportunity to celebrate the

Gdansk Millennium. This trading
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center on the Baltic Sea has given birth to

Schopenhauer, novelist Gunter Grass,

and, of course, president Lech Walesa.

The cit\' will honor its 1,000-year

anniversary with a series of festivals,

sporting events, art exhibits and concerts.

Poland also boasts some of Europe's

finest opportunities for hearty outdoor

activities: Hiking in the Sudeten

Mountains, notable for rich, dense forests

and health spas; Tatra National Park,

with its alpine mountains ideal for cross-

I
he

1
jotltawLj K^oazt in (^^danek, tnis ^eav

ceieDToting its I.OOOtn cmniveTsarq.

Knototj-^olisn IXliationcil | ourist (^fj-ice.

country skiing and (for the truly

adventurous) mountain climbing; or

Masuria, home to the biggest

concentration of lakes in the country

—

perfect for sailing, canoeing, and hiking.

With an eye decidedly on the future,

Poland still clings to old-world traditions

and rustic charm. It's a destination

waiting to be re-discovered.

THE REPUBLIC
OF CYPRUS

It's a country whose very name

shimmers with historical and literary

implications. The classic birthplace of

Aphrodite, Cyprus embraces mountains

and mosques, castles and churches. It has

taken cultural influences from the ancient

empires of Greece and Rome, as well as

from Turkey and Great Britain, and

blended them artfully. Nor has time

dimmed either the abundant sunshine or

%
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Portuguese Blues.

The blues that adorn

the white houses

EXPO'QS' of Ohidos, 50 miles

from Lisbon, are typical

examples of local color.

It's a feature beautiful enough to

have been the inspiration behind

a few songs and not all of them

sad. But this is only one example

of the area s inspirational

Flower-laden windows, narrow

stone streets, sun-drenched

squares and a medieval castle,

now a magnificent "Pousada,"

add color too. In other regions,

such as Alentejo, white-and-blue

houses prevail, where they

contrast with the wheat-covered

plains, the peaceful shade of the

holm oak trees and the coolness

of olive groves. Of course

^

it would be easy for us to go on

singing the praises of Portugal.

After a visit you 11 be tempted

to write a few verses ofyour own.

Obidos

EXPO 98 • LISBON
Coming soon.

The thrill of discovery. POFtU^dl -^
W \CEP Iiweslliiieiilos, Coiiierdo e Tlirismo lie Portugal. Portuguese National Tourist Office.

590 Fifth Avenue, 4th Floor, New York, NY 10036-4704. Tel.: 1-800-PORTUGAL, 9AM - 5PM EST.

This ad is part of our extensive consumer campaign.



EXPLORER GUIDE
ALASKA

Cruise Alaska's Inside Passage to

encounter ttie world's largest resident

population of Humpbaclcs. Only 1

4

participants on a 60 ft vessel!

From $2795, July 1997 departures

Call today for -7— fiA/fj

tei7 /www
800-368-0077 since 1980

CANADA

Come witfi us to Churcfiill, Manitoba

to see the Great Wfiite Bears! View &
photograph from our cozy Bunkhouse

Lodge on the shores of Hudson Bay.

From $1795, Oct! 997

Call today for "-7-

a free color \ftr..r
brochure! / "'")

E X .P EDITIONS
800-368-0077 since 1980„„„

ANTARCTICA

ANTARCTICA
Expedition cruises aboard

powerful, refurbished Russian
icebreakers. Travel with us to

remote areas unattainable by
conventional cruise ships.

Call for a free color brochure

1-800-368-0077

EX PED ITI N s:.

LABRADOR

w^^S^BMBM^MSM
Jgp

Unique and
Exotic...

^t*"-"^^^^m
It's a land of

wilderness wonder

and unparalleled

adventure. . .Labrador!

^S?25^^aB|Wmk For J frsi htochuTC, lurid or

call D,,h„oho„ Lohr^Jor.

* " -*^ ^ Jailm Labr^or
andHoul

Deslinalion Lalrador, 118 Humnlircv Rd., , PL;, LalraJo

Cily. Lakiador, NE Canada A2V '2J8 Tel: (709) 9+4-7788
Fax: (709) 944-7787 Toll Free: 1.800-563-6353 (Conl.nenlal

N. America, except YuKon & Alaska) E-mail: destlafc(Scancom.net

ECUADOR

GALAPAGOS
Discover the magic of the Galopogos
oboard one of our expedition vessels.

©iLiiS4GOS 1 -800-633-7972
aaaxsiaai

SOUTH AMERICA

V^:W:WW^^''
H: UL.-LL-

Athena Review: Journul ofArchaeolog\\ Histoty, and
Exploration. For a free issue on Roman Britain write:

Athena Publications Box 10904, Naples, FL 34101 fax:

MONGOLIA

m®NGei.iA
Adventure in the old style. Remote exploration

on horseback and foot in the spectacular mountain-

ous taiga forest of northern Mongolia. Limit of six

participants per trip. Two scheduled departures,

summer, 1997. For information, call or write:

fIRST CeHTACTS meNG®llA
Box 802 Hailey, ID 83333

®
phone/fax: (208)788-4797

' \> e-mail; tinamatt@sunvalley.net

website brocliure: www.daveedwards.com/fc/

photography gallery; w^vw.daveedwards.com

CANADA

1vj. *4 C A N A D A

cirv QjxnAJrv.

Call TOLL FREENOW
1-800-774-8993 Ext. 8009 to orderyourfree

full-color vacation guide and travelplanner

AIR C A N A D A ®

CAR RENTALS

BY CAR
One Rockefeller Plaza, NY 10020

Information (212)581-3040 (800)223-1516

D RENT n BUY D LEASE tax-free

D Check if student / teacher

SAVE 22% and MORE!
For our car clients $

HOTELS '25 per

room

www.europebycar.com
A NAME YOU CAN TRUST

RELIABILITY . . . SINCE 1954



EXPLORER GUIDE
IRELAND

I Let Us
Entertain
You

Entertaiiunent is an integral part of

the travel experience. That's why
CoUette Tours incorporates exciting

entertairunent that captures the local

fla\or of the area - at no extra cost!

10 -Day Ireland Tour:

• Experience a Castle Medieval

Banquet in Shannon.
• Join in the Irish camaraderie at

Laurel's Singing Pub in Killarney.

• Enjoy dinner and a show at one of

• Dublin's famous Irish Cabarets -

and more!

For free brochures and information,

call 1-800-248-8986, ext. 7013.

For reservations, contact
^i^fc^f

your travel agent. USTJI ,
:. Vfl^

CST #2006766-20 SSSa^g-

CRUISES

see your travel agent or call today.

1-800-240-9757
The Delta Queen Steamboat Co.

Visit our website at: www.deitaqueen.com

Discover Twain's America.

Explore America's heartland

nvers with over 45 ports of call on

a 2- to 14-night Steamboatin'f,

river cruise vacation. For a free

brochure highlighting adventures
|

on one of our authentic 87- to

222- stateroom paddlewheelers, I

nnn ..^..v. frv.n.rnl <^^n^t ^v- r^r^W f^J^,. ''

I

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Call or write for the Lakes Region

vacation information packet. It

includes tine "Where To..." guide

with lodging, dining, camping,

rentals, boating & fishing details and

maps.

Piione: I -800-60-1-AKES

E-mail: lra@lakesregion.org

Web site: http://lakesregion.org

Lakes Region Association
PO Box 589

FLORIDA

We will rescue you.
y^^SSfeS';

Come share some quality time with

Mother Nature in her ov/n backyard at the

Sanibel Inn on world-famous Sanibel Island.

Sanibel Inn captures the essence of

Sanibel Island's natural beauty, where

nature meets the sea. For your free

Vacation Planner, call 1-800-698-9967.

WSanibelLnn

A SoiilhSciiKKcsorl
www.ssrc.com

TOURS

^fVAfA//mr (p™" $1299*

From St, Petersburg to Stockholm

King's Road
The Southern Coastal Road in Finland-or King's

Road as it's known-has made history since the

13th century. Now, it's easily accessible to you.

Explore the medieval churches and towns along

the King's Roadfrom

Helsinki-East and West.

Our King's Road-East 8-day

program begins with the

imperialpast of

St Petersburg, and includes a train to Helsinki.

The 8-day King's Road-West tour takesyoufrom

Helsinki to Turku and its medieval castle, a sail

across the Baltic to the royal city ofrStockholm.

Callfiir afree brochure or seeyour travel agent.

N^rvista
Call 1-800-526-4927

* Price p.p.d.o. trom NY. Varies to S2093 depending on date ol departure.

Does nol include $22.95 in taxes, government and facility usage fees.

TRAVEL STYLE

The Best
Travel Clothing
in the ^N^rld

liUeyEndurables

For men & women:

sman-loolcing,

classically styled,

comfortable, dutablc

travel clothing.

Secret pockets,

security pockets, and

"Give 'em hell!"

washing instructions.

And, of course, tlie

'Tilley' — the sun

and rain hat with a

lifetime guarantee.

FREE CATALOGUE
1-800

555-2136

VISIT OUR WKB SITE

\ www. tilley,com



PAPUA NEW GUINEA

1 Discover

i
A Land

Where Life Is /)RT

A| TRAVEL TO
PAPUA NEW GUINEA

WITH

MELANESIAN
TOURIST SERVICES

m
u

LAND PACKAGES

EXPEDITION CRUISES

FLYING SAFARIS

DIVE ADVENTURES
lealuring

SEPIK RIVER

HIGHLANDS
TROBRIAND ISLANDS

MORE

I

eJ

Experience the most colorful

destinatioyi on earth with

the people who know it best\

302 W. GRAND ^IWlR 1

EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245

310 • 785 • 0370
E-MAIL : MTS ©PACIFICNET.NET

LEARNING ADVENTURES

TURKEY:
CROSSROADS OF CIVILIZATION

Join Saga Holidays, a world leader in the

mature travel market, on one of our most

popular Road Scholar^" programs - a unique

learning experience at a tremendous value.

Turl<ey: Crossroads of Civilization is a

20-night tour offered in conjunction with

lecturers from Istanbul University. Featuring

visits to such timeless sites as Istanbul,

Ankara, the Cappadocia region, Pamukkale,

Ephesus, Pergamum, and Troy, this fully-

escorted tour explores the influences that

have shaped the history, not only of Turkey,

but of Western civilization as well.

Prices from $2699, including airfare

from New York, lectures, services of a

program manager, all accommodations,

most excursions, and most meals.

Saga Holidays
Saga International Holidays, Ltd.

222 Berkeley St., Boston, MA 021 16

i -800-29 1 -0786 ext. 502

ADVERTISEMENT

the generous smiles of its populace.

An historic tour of the country

unveils the breathtaking sweep of time

that has made its mark on this relatively

small island.

Begin at Larnaka, site of an

international airport. Within this

sophisticated city is the Church of St.

Lazarus, reputedly the burial plot of the

uiC andtfie9{id<ien Qems o^

Tribal Realms, Restricted Areas, Harvest &
Monastic Festivals, Exclusive Arrangements

Spiti — The Lost Vale
with Ladakh, Kinnaur t Qungri Festival

luly 1997 (22 days)

Astounding Tabo monastery, masked-dance
pageantry, Buddhist treasures and pristine

cultures amid the "Last Shangri La" vales

of the breathtaking Western Himalaya:
Kinnaur Tribal District, "Rooftop of the
World" Ladakh and recently opened Spiti.

The Spice of South India
October 1997 (24 Days)

India's exuberant traditions at their pur-
est: Mysore's Dussehra festival, fabled
temples, dance schools, hill stations,
wildlife, and spice plantations.

Princely India
and the Pushkar Camel Fair

November 1997 (22 Days)

A showcase of India in Rajasthan: Mahara-
jas' palaces and lofty citadels, wonders of

architecture and crafts, insights into tribal

villages and religions, legends of history,

and the world's largest camel market.

Cross Cultural Adventures
PO Box 3285, Arlington, VA 22203

(703) 237-0100 • FAX (703) 237-2558

I

he historic sites of (^ujprus van^e

from the ] ombs of the K,"ngs (.topj to the

[\ourion /-\ncient | hetater. [-^notos: l^ijprus

1 ourism ^^v.^an'nai'\on
.

:

man Jesus raised from the dead. It was

in Cyprus that Lazarus lived as Bishop

after the miracle. At the 1 Ith-century

Byzantine Angeloktisti Church, a rare

mosaic of Virgin and Child is widely

admired for its beauty. In the city

Limassol, you can stand at the spot

where Richard the Lionheart married

Bernegaria of Navarre in 1191, and

then visit Kourion, an archeological site

that houses a magnificent Greco-

Roman theater. At the Tombs of the i

Kings, near Pafos, catacombs from the '

4th century B.C. are carved from solid

rock. Nearby are the Baths of

Aphrodite, where the goddess is said to

have bathed after every sexual tryst to

renew her virginity—and where the

fountain still gushes. In fact, the entire

town of Pafos has been deemed a World

Heritage Site by UNESCO.
But concentrating solely on

Cyprus' history is done at risk of

overlooking the country's myriad

natural splendors. The mountains of the



ADVERTISEMENT

Troodos region are magnificent, and

dotted with Byzantine monasteries,

15th-century churches, and villages

noted for their savory wine. Botanists,

bird watchers, hikers, and mountain

bikers can find paradise here. And the

Akamas Peninsula affords the heart>'

walker a joyous experience, as the

coastal landscape holds both rugged

rock and verdant vegetation.

PAPUA
NEW GUINEA
Papua New Guinea is said to be the

last inhabited place on earth to be

explored by Europeans. But this

designation has made it even more

enticing for the truly adventurous. The

rugged landscape within this small

country- holds a number of cultural and

racial groups (including the famous

Asaro "mudmen") speaking some 700

languages! Experiencing rituals and
' ceremonies of primitive origins

create unforgettable experiences: The

''c>puei
i
\jew v:^uiriec( ts an abunaant

--'^e or o^imlf iv/e cultures ana ritucils

'9-e . .-.'1' ^. jVerterners.

-^, Oervices.

"sing-sing" for example, is a Highlands

tradition that includes unforgettable

gongs and dances performed for

special occasions. Wildlife abounds,

from crocodiles to exotic bird life.

Travellers can choose to explore via a

helicopter safari deep into the interior,

a cruise on the mighty Scpik River, or,

for divers, undersea adventures

unparalleled on earth.

The cowboy tradition of tlie Hawaiian'paniolo",

in u-niqu-e t>r-eeci of cowt>oy,
a meldinj of Hawaiian cultore and ™i)oy tradition ttiat joes liack many generations, Mterall, the Hawaiian islands liave the

longest history of cattle ranching in the 0,S, Today, yoo can join los on ivlolokai

for one-of-a-kind paniolo adventures, Ride the range with our paniolo, then spend the

eight in the comforts of ooraothenticpaniolo camp. Learn horsemanshiii^,
then take part in rodeo events and cattle sorting. Or set off on a pajriiolo trail ride
through the vast pristine pastures of Molokai Ranch,M even transport yon to another continent with an op>en-
air safai-i in our African wildlife conservation park,

TO EARN yOUR SPURS,

clall xhe moloklai ranch
Outfitters Center
AT 1-800-2S4-S871

Learn Another
Language on
Your Own!
Learn to speak a foreign language fluently -^ ^ ^" ,,,^,^^^^ 'x?^'^;^?*

on your own and at your own pace with

what are considered the finest in-depth courses available. Many were developed by the

Foreign Service Institute of the U.S. Department of State for diplomatic personnel who
must leam a language quickly and thoroughly. Emphasis is on learning to speak and to

understand the spoken language. A typical course (equivalent to a college semester)

includes an album of 10 to 12 audio-cassettes (10 to 18 hours), recorded by native-bom

speakers, plus a 250-page textbook. Some of our courses.

D Arabic, Saudi $185 D German I $185 D Latvian

Q Egyptian

D Bulgarian

D Cantonese

D Catalan

D Czech

D Danish

D Dutch

Q Estonian

n French I

D French II

$185

$245

$185

$185

$125

$135

$125

$295

$185

$215

D German II $155

D Greek $185

D Haitian Creole $225

D Hebrew

n Hungarian

D Italian

D Japanese

D Korean

D Lakota

D Latin

$255

$195

$185

$185

$195

$185

$160

$185

n Lithuanian $135

D Mandarin $185

D Norwegian $125

D Persian $185

D Polish $185

D Portuguese $215

(Brazilian)

D Romanian $ 1 1

5

D Russian $255

D Serbo-Croatian $195

D Slovak

D Spanish I

D Spanish n

D Swedish

D Swahili

D Tagalog

DThai

D Turkish

n Ukrainian

DUrdu
D Vietnamese

$185

$185

$165

$185

$225

$295

$195

$195

$195

$185

$225

You can order now with a fiill 3-week money-back guarantee:^ Call toll-free 1-800-243-1234, fax (203) 453-9774, e-mail: RK407@audioforum.com

Or clip this ad and send with your name and address and a check or money ordernsr charge to any

major credit card, by enclosing card number, expiration date, and your signature. Ask for

our free 56-page Whole World Language Catalog with courses in 96 languages. Our 25th year.

aUDIQ-FQIMJm'
THe LAIMBUABE BOUWCE

Audio-Forum, Room K407, 96 Broad Street,

Guilford, CT 06437 (203) 453-9794

r
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when right beside them they spot a horse-drawn carriage filled with visitors.

The group are guests of the recently restored lodge at the edge of the

Bialowieza Preserve. Where the only remaining herd of European hison has

flourished deep inside Europe's last remaining primeval forest. The carriage moves

on until the tour guide spots the Bialowieza's tarpans - prehistoric miniature

horses who once roamed the European plains. The last surviving tarpans have

been carefully reintroduced here. Today's herd, the only one in existence,

is viewed as a landmark In animal conservation. The Americans on the tour have

all arrived here on LOT, the only airline to offer nonstop daily flights between

the U.S. and Poland. It's the easiest way for Buffalo to see bison. And vice versa.

€4
E flmUJi^LPO y

travel agent or 1-800-223-0593. Or //www. lot. com
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the Blackfeet Reservation in northwestern Montana. Here he

came upon a huge bone bed—soon dubbed Jack's Birthday

Site—that even someone who can't tell a Tymnnosaums from a

Triceratops couldn't iTiiss. In Blackfeet stories, this valley invokes

both reverence and fear. One wonders if the Birthday Site,

looking like an overturned graveyard, inspired this lore.

Paleontologists have since found some 2,000 fossils of more

than thirty species of plants and animals at the Birthday Site.

These, and the sediments in which they are embedded, provide

an unusually complete picture of life in and around an ancient

lake. Seventy-five million years ago, the Birthday Site was an

active spot. In the shallows, clams filtered lake water for any

edible debris, while snails grazed algae off the submerged

bottoms of reeds lining the shore. Snapping turdes lurked on the

muddy bottom, and pterosaurs and birds patrolled the lake and its

mud banks. Even a basking crocodile could be startled back into

the water when herds of duck-billed dinosaurs, or hadrosaurs,

came to drink. Farther from shore, pine trees could offer cover

to Daspktosaurus, a thirty-foot carnivorous dinosaur, which

perhaps hoped to snare an unwary hadrosaur.

The arrangement of skeletons indicates that some of the

Birthday Site dinosaurs were victims of a quick, catastrophic

event. The most abundant dinosaurs at the site are three kinds of

hadrosaur and several Troodon. In no other site have more than

one species of hadrosaur or more than one individual Troodon

ever been found. Remarkably, these bones lie grouped by

species, suggesting that death struck several individuals at once.

One or a series of events apparently affected each species in turn. Noithii'eiteiii Montana, 75 million B.C.: A Troodon threesome:

Fossil hunters scour llic Bnilnhiy Silc quarry.

|>mjyj|^predominate at the

Birthday Site, in both number

of bones and number of

individuals and include three

species of hadrosaurs. These

two- to three-ton herbivores

all have similar bodies, but

each species sports different

ornamental features on its

skull. The Birthday Site trio

are the knobby-foreheaded

Prosaiirolophns, the somewhat

Roman-nosed Gryposauriis,

and the crested Hypacrosaiinis.

Armored and horned dinosaurs

are present, but not abundant.

Among the carmvores are a

large tyrannosaur, probably

Dasplelosaiints; a new dog-

sized, short-faced

dromaeosaurid (found only

here and in one site in

Alberta); and four wily,

human-sized Troodon.

are varied: the aquatic but air-

breathing snail Physa

(common today in ephemeral

ponds); terrestrial and aquatic

snails; clams; fish; snapping

turtles; crocodiles; a crow-

sized bird from a now-extinct

group that flourished

worldwide at the end of the

Cretaceous; and pterosaurs,

winged close relatives of

dinosaurs.

I^BiSS] (home of i

Maiasaura and Troodon adults,
]

young, and eggs) lies to the

west of Choteau and dates

from the same time. The
!

Museum of the Rockies, in i

Bozeman, and the Old Trail

Museum, in Choteau, display

fossils from the Badlands and

also sponsor on-site suinmer

field schools at Egg Mountain

and in the Choteau area.

One- and two-day courses

accommodate families with

children, while one- and two-

week sessions can satisfy more

serious fossil hunters from



shTtc the two-ton carcass of a Gryposaurus, a duck-billed dinosaur.

Hadrosaurs are thought to have traveled in herds, and today

herding herbivores, such as African antelopes, typically segregate

by species when using water holes. But what type of catastrophe

could kin antelopes—or hadrosaurs—en masse at a lake?

Analogies with modern natural events offer a variety of

possibilities. Fire can drive animals to seek shelter in water.

Overgrowth of bacteria can poison water sources (this

occasionally kills cattle in Montana today). Severe droughts can

also lead to the death of thousands of animals often gathered near

dwindhng sources of water. In Africa, concentrations of water

buffalo and elephant carcasses have been found near dried-up

water holes.

At least four Troodon, ranging from halfgrown to adult, are

preserved at the site. Something drew them singly or as a group

to the lake. These bipedal dinosaurs had long legs, an enlarged

second toe claw, big eyes, and—for a dinosaur—a big brain.

Although considered theropods, which are mainly carnivorous,

Troodon have unusual teeth that suggest they might also have fed

on plants and insects. They may have perished along with the

hadrosaurs during a drought or, as can happen to waterfowl,

succumbed to botulism while feeding on lake invertebrates. Or

perhaps the pungent presence of two-ton hadrosaur carcasses was

irresistible to creatures not averse to scavenging and so lured the

Troodon to the scene of their mysterious deaths.

DavidJ.
Varricchio, curator ofpaleontology at the Old Trail Museum in

Chateau, Montana, has worked thefossil beds of western Montanafor

seven years.

I accommodations are Blackfeet-style tepees.

(406) 466-5332.scn-agers to seniors (in

onjunction with Elderhostel).

or information contact:

)ld Trail Museum

>.0. Box 919

:hoteau, MT 59422

The Museum of the Rockies

Montana .State University

600 W. Kagy Blvd.

Bozeman, MT 59717

(406) 944-2251
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Celestial Events

Leo Announces Spring
By Joe Rao

Ancient stargazers chose four bright "royal" stars to rule the four

quarters of the heavens. Ruddy Antares shines in the

summertime pattern of the Scorpion, whitish Fomalhaut is in

the autumn constellation of the Southern Fish, orange Aldebaran

glows in the V-shaped head of winter's Taurus, and in spring,

bluish Regulus is at the heart of Leo, the Lion.

This month, Leo can be seen at dusk, well up in the

southeastern sky. Leo is one ot the twelve constellations of the

zodiac, the celestial belt that traces the ecliptic—the annual

apparent path of the Sun across the sky. Six stars in Leo form a

large sickle. At the end of the handle is the brightest star,

Regulus, the Prince.

Actually a double star, Regulus is sixty-nine light-years away

and has a luminosity about 110 times that of the Sun. If you have

powerful binoculars and some observing experience, you may be

able to distinguish the two stars of Regulus. Algeiba, in the

sickle's blade, also looks like a single star, but as a moderate-size

telescope will show, it is one of the most beautiful double stars in

the sky. Its different colors—one star is greenish, the other a

delicate yellow—are best revealed by moonlight or twilight.

East of the sickle is a triangle of stars. At the eastern point,

marking the tip of the Lion's tail, is the bright star Denebola,

from the Arabic deiicb meanina; "tail.

"

/ "The Sickle"
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The Sky In April

J^HHIBM shines like a

yellowish orange, zero

magnitude "star" during the

first two weeks of the month.

Look for it low in the west

about forty-five minutes after

sunset. It attains its greatest

eastern elongation, or distance

from the Sun, on the 5th.

After midmonth, Mercury

rapidly dims as it shdes back

toward the Sun, and is no

longer visible by the 25th.

is m superior

conjunction as the Sun blocks

it from Earth's view on the 2d.

glo\vs in the

constellation of Leo (see

above). It fades as it slowly

recedes from Earth, but it is

stiU an eye-catching sight all

month long. Just past

opposition, it looks like a

brilliant, yellowish orange

"star" just below Leo's

triangle. On the night of April

18-19, it will seem to hover

well above a waxing gibbous

Moon.

IBBBHl IS a brilliant

interloper amid the rather dim

stars of Capricornus. Look for

it rising out of the east-

southeast about two hours

before the sun at month's end.

The crescent Moon wiH pass

near Jupiter on the mornings

of the 3d and 30th.

is behind the Sun on

March 30th; it will take most

of April to free itself from the

bright morning twilight. At

the end of the month, it rises

about an hour before the Sun

but is StiU difficult to see.

|2lI!IiU| IS new on the 7th

at 7:01 P.M., EDT; at first

quarter on the 14th at 12:59

P.M.; full on the 22d at 4:33

P.M.; and at last quarter on the

29th at 10:37 RM.

Comet Hale-Bopp makes its

closest approach to the Sun on

April 1 . With interference

from the Moon at a minimum

during the first ten days of the

month, this may be the last

chance to view the comet at

its best. Look for it about 20

degrees above the northwest

horizon at the end of evening

twilight. As the month

progresses, Hale-Bopp will

travel eastward from

Andromeda into Perseus

before heading toward an earl;

May rendezvous with Taurus.

Spring Forward For most

parts of the United States,

daylight saving time returns oi

the 6th, the first Sunday in

April, at 2:00 A.M. Move youi

clock ahead one hour.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the

American Museum—Hayden

Planetarium.
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Continuedfrom page 23)

:mes as an insignificant blind alley, re-

ird the gracUes as linearly ancestral to

ir own genus. Homo, and then apply

e single species hypothesis to Homo

one, drawdng a line from Homo erectus

iva man and Peking man in the older

xts) through Neanderthal to our cur-

nt exaltation. But then, in the mid-

J70s, Richard Leakey

/lary's son) found hyper- miuiobs
OF YEARS

bust specimens in the „

me strata that had yielded

)nes of African H. erectus

Dmetimes caUed H. er- os

ster, but little different

Dm the Asian H. erectus of

donesia and China). No '

le could possibly encom-

iss this range of variation

ithm the boundary of a

igle species. If the most

treme of the robust aus-

alopithecines coexisted

ith the most advanced

embers of our ovirn an-
^ ^

stry, then the old line of

ogress had become an

ideniably diverging bush. 3

3. Tlie plethora of African

ecies between 3 and 2 mil-

)« years ago. Two branches 35

:stroy the linear theory,

It they don't build a very

ipressive bush. In the '

venty years since Richard

^akey's discovery of these

TO irrefutably coexisting

>ecies, further research on

Drninid history has

ressed one primary

icme above all others: the

ash gets bushier and bushier. To sum-

larize a great deal of elegant research in

)0 short a statement: We have no evi-

OTce for more than one species during

ic earliest period from 3 to more than

million years ago, (For most of this in-

iTvai, we only know A. afarensis, the fa-

lous "Lucy" of our popular litera-

irc—see my essay of September 1994.)

ut between 3 and 2 million years ago

(and mostly during the last half million

years of this interval), a virtual explosion

of hominid species occurred on both

major branches of the hominid bush

—

that is, both within the ancestral genus

Australopithecus and within the derived

genus Homo. The accompanying chart,

presented in Donald Johanson and Blake

Edgar's recent book From Lucy to Lan-

I

Tlie "branching bush" ofhuman evolutionary history: Between 2.5 and

1.5 million years ago, as well as during the last half million years, several

hominid species coexisted.

guage (Nevraumont/Simon and Schus-

ter, 1996), shows as many as six coexist-

ing hominid species during this period,

three within our own genus. Homo.

4. Bushiness in later human history: The

Neanderthal issue. Linear preferences die

hard. I think that all major students of

the subject now accept substantial bushi-

ness and coexistence of several species in

Africa, during early hominid history.

but a version of the old, Hnear view stiU

persists as a popular (although, I judge,

dwindling) theory for later human his-

tory during the past million years or so,

and especially for the origin of H. sapi-

ens. This debate has been prominently

featured in the press (and treated in sev-

eral of these essays) as a conflict between

the "multiregional" and "out-of-Africa"

E theories for modern human

J-
origins. Multiregionalism is

I the last post of the linear

1 view. Under this model, all

I hominid evolution occurs

I in Africa (admittedly in a

J.
i fairly bushy manner) untU

I the origin ofH. erectus. This

I species then spreads out to

/ I aU the Old World conti-

nents between 1.5 and 2

million years ago. The three

major populations of H.

erectus, in Africa, Europe,

and Asia, then evolve in

parallel (abetted by a low

level of migrarion and con-

sequent mixing among the

three groups) toward H.

sapiens. This is linearity with

a vengeance—as all sub-

groups within a single spe-

cies move onward (and

brainward) in the same op-

timal direction. In Europe,

for example, H. erectus

evolves to Neanderthal, and

Neanderthal transforms to

H. sapiens—one species at

any time, but constantly on

the upward move.

The out-of-Africa alter-

native may best be under-

stood as a particular version of the bushy

perspective. H. erectus moves out to all

three Old World continents. H. sapiens

arises as a branch (the bushy view) from

one of these populations, not as a termi-

nus to a universal trend. H. sapiens then

spreads as a second diaspora from its

place of origin, presumably Africa on

both genetic and paleontological

grounds. But H. erectus (or its descen-
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dants) already inhabit Europe and Asia,

so African H. sapiens arrives as a second

human species (bushy coexistence again)

and eventually supplants the original

form. Under this bushy view, Nean-

derthals and modern H. sapiens are sepa-

rate (and potentially coexisting) human

species, not the before and after of a sin-

gle linear transformation—for Nean-

derthal branched from European H. erec-

tus (or its descendants), while forebears

of modern Europeans arrived from

Africa after a separate origin from

African H. erectiis populations.

In my reading, and as summarized

elsewhere (perhaps best in the recent

book by C. Stringer and R. McKie,

African Exodus: The Origin ofModern Hu-

manity, Henry Holt, July 1997), the bal-

ance of recent evidence tilts strongly

(perhaps now even conclusively) to the

out-of-Africa view, and therefore to the

predominance of bushiness over linear-

ity as a central theme in human evolu-

tion. (Incidentally, this new and emerg-

ing consensus is the very view that

Brace so scornfuOy rejected and labeled

as "hominid catastrophism"—the idea

that H. sapiens arrived from Africa as a

second wave and supplanted Nean-

derthal, rather than the only reconstruc-

tion that Brace regarded as "evolution-

ary," that is, the linear passage of

Neanderthal to modern humans. In fact,

both views are equally consistent with

an evolutionary perspective. The con-

tingent and empirical data of actual his-

tory, not preferences of theory [laden

with a complex range of unconscious

biases] , must decide the issue.)

5. More bushiness in later human liistory:

New data from Asia, If Neanderthal and

H. sapiens coexisted as independent spe-

cies in Europe, thus refuting the linear

view, what happened in eastern Asia,

where Eugene Dubois first discovered

H, erectus in the 1890s, and where this

ancestral species enjoyed long and wide-

spread success? In the multiregional

view, these Asian H, erectus populations

evolved directly into modern Asian

groups ot H, sapiens. In the bushy alter-

native, H, sapiens arrived (ultimately

from Africa) as a second wave of migra-

tion, andmay have coexisted for a time

with Asian H, erectus or its descendants.

The obvious test between these

starkly different views requires a fossil

record, either of intermediacy or of co-

existence, during the crucial time of

transition between the two species. But

such decisive data have not been avail-

able because the youngest known Asian

H. erectus (from China) range from

about 290,000 to 420,000 years old,

while the oldest Asian H. sapiens speci-

mens are only about 40,000 years old.

Thus, we had no evidence at all for the

crucial intervening years.

Dubois first discovered H. erectus in

Java during the early 1890s—and these

specimens, from Trinil, remain the most

famous Indonesian representatives of the

species. But in the early 1930s, Dutch

geologists discovered a suite of twelve

hominid calvariae (skuU tops lacking the

facial skeleton and upper jaws) from the

nearby site ofNgandong on the banks of

the Solo River. These specimens—vari-

ously known in the older literature as

Solo man, or H, soloensis—have engen-

dered a long and substantial debate

about their identity, but a present con-

sensus considers them as members of H.

erectus, the species Dubois found.

Yet while anthropologists had finally

reached some agreement about their

identity, the age of the Solo specimens

remained unknown. This crucial issue

may now have been resolved—in a sur-

prising manner—by an article that ap-

peared in the December 13, 1996, issue

o( Science magazine: "Latest Homo erectus

ofJava: Potential contemporaneity with

Homo sapiens in Southeast Asia," by

C. C. Swisher III, W.J. Rink, S. C.

Anton, H. P. Schwarcz, G. H. Curtis, A.

Suprijo, and Widiasmoro (yes, the last

author's name is complete; most In-

donesians, like the current leader

Suharto, or past boss Sukarno, use only

one name). The curators of the Solo cal-

variae would not let these authors use

the original material for dating (since

the methods destroy parts of the speci-

1

mens). So Swisher and colleagues col-

lected bovid teeth (cattle and their rela-

1

tives) from two sites in the same stratum
1

that yielded the hominid calvariae. They

applied two independent techniques of

radiometric dating and reached the same

surprising conclusion—ever so gratify-

ing for fans of the bush—that the Solo

hominid specimens are only between

!

27,000 and 53,000 years old. If these

conclusions stand up to later scrutiny,

then H. erectus did not transform to

modern humans in Asia—for the two

species coexisted as independent entities

about 40,000 years ago.

Moreover, and moving to the general

;

statement that inspired this essay, if we

now consider the whole earth at 40,000

years ago, we note a bush of three coex-

isting human species

—

H. neanderthakn-'

sis in Europe, surviving H. erectus in

Asia, and H. sapiens continuing its re-

lentless spread throughout the habitable

world. This collection of three might

not match the richness of an African

bush of some half dozen species about

two million years ago, but the conclu-

sion that three human species stiU coex-

isted as recently as thirty to forty thou-

sand years ago does place our current

situation in a new and wonderfully in-

sightful light. Our modern world repre-

sents the oddity, not the generality. Only

one human species now lives on this

planet, but most of hominid history fea-

tured a multiplicity, not a unity.

I have focused this essay upon one of

the great unconscious biases—our per-

sisting preference for rendering history

as a tale of linear progress—that so often

stymie our interpretations of evolution

and the history of Ufe on earth. But we

should also recognize this other, rather

more "homey" or obvious bias—our

tendency to view a comfortable and

well-known current situation as a gener-

ality rather than a potential exception.

This attitude also has a highfalutin name

in the history of science
—

"uniformitar-

ianism," or using the present as a key to
i

reconstructing the past.



As many scholars have pointed out

ncluding yours truly in his ver)' first

ablished paper of 1965), uniformitan-

lism is a complex term with multiple

leanings, some legitimate, but some

DtentiaUy false and surely constraining.

we simply mean that we will regard

jture's laws as invariant in space and

the, then we merely state a general as-

imption and rule of rea-

)ning in science. But if

e falsely extend such a

aim to current phenomena

ather than universal

ws)—and argue, for ex-

nple, that continents

lUst always be separated

;cause oceans now divide

jr major land masses, or

lat mass extmction by

kcteoritic bombardment

mnot occur because we

ive never witnessed such

1 event during the short

lan of recorded human

istory—then we surely go

)0 far. History does m-

ude aspects of direction-

ity, and the present range

f causes and phenomena

DCS not exhaust the realm

f past possibiUties.

In this case, we shall be

lassively and seriously

loled if we extrapolate a

irrent reality to a charac-

ristic situation in the his-

>ry of human evolution.

lost of hominid history

as featured a bush, sometimes quite

ibstantial, of coexisting species. Our

irrent constitution as a single species

laximally spread over an entire planet is

istinctly odd.

But if current times are out of joint,

hy not make the most of it? A previous

isit to Africa had in.spired some mus-

hat culminated in an essay for this

- izinc entitled "Human Equality Is a

'<iningent Fact of History" (Novcm-

r 19H4j. In that piece, I argued that

1'.- happenstance of a surprisingly recent

common ancestry for all modern hu-

mans had made our so-called races ef-

fectively equal in biological capacities

(while individuals within all groups dif-

fer widely, of course).

I couldn't help revisiting this theme as

I surveyed many sites of human hope,

disappointment, and struggle in Kenya,

Malawi, and Zimbabwe. (I went to

Homo ergaster, the "Turkana boy" skullfrom Nnriokotome, Kenya,

was discovered in 1984. It is dated at 1.6 million years ago,

contemporaneous with Australopithecus boisei and H. habilis.

Africa in my role as a trustee of the

Rockefeller Foundation, and we visited

many of their social, medical and agri-

cultural projects—including a clinic for

treating sexually transmitted diseases

among prostitutes in one of the worst

slums in Nairobi, and experimental

farms that are trying to improve corn

yields in desperately poor agricultural

villages of Malawi.)

In the most memorable event of this

trip, we spent an entire morning talking

with the women farmers of a small

Malawian village. This gave us ample

time to explore in depth, and to listen

and observe with great care. My mind

wandered over many subjects, but I kept

returning to the single theme of under-

lying unity behind maximal disparity at

the surface. I could not imagine a

greater difference between earthly com-

munities—a senior American Ivy

League professor and an il-

literate, twenty-five-year-

old Malawian farmer, with

five children (the oldest al-

ready eleven) and an an-

nual family income of

about eighty dollars. Yet

her laughter, her facial ex-

pressions, her gestures, her

hopes, her fears, her

dreams, and her passions

are no different from mine.

One can understand the

argument for human unity

m a purely intellectual and

scientific sense, but until

this knowledge can be

fleshed out with visceral

experience, one cannot

truly know in the deeper

sense of compassion.

If our current times are

peculiar in substituting the

bushy richness of most

human history with an un-

usual biological unity to

undergird our fascinating

cultural diversity, why not

take advantage of this gift?

We didn't even have the

option during most of our tenure on

earth, but now we do. Why, then, have

we failed more often than succeeded in

the major salutary opportunity offered

by our biological unity? We could do it;

we really could. Why not try sisterhood;

why not brotherhood?

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history ofscience at Harvard Univer-

sity. He is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary

Curator in Ini'crtcbralcs at the American

Museum of Natural History.
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The statement below is true

Folklore is invariablyfalse
The statement above is folklore

By Roger L. Welsch

I once sat in an audience ot foMorists lis-

tening to a friends scholariy paper about

the abundance of treasure legends in the

American West. This distinguished re-

searcher cited narratives of hidden troves

from Aztec treasuries plundered by con-

quistadors, contemporary gold strikes dis-

covered and lost by prospectors, chests of

loot hidden by thieves, shipments of bul-

lion lost in storms, personal riches buried

by spitefiil owners. Next, he regaled us

with observations about people who de-

vote their lives to searching for lost and hid-

den treasure, companies that make their

own fortunes selling equipment to fortune

seekers, and a world ot research techniques

centering on antique maps and stories that

might lead the clever analyst or decoder to

fabulous wealth. Why, he asked, are we so

captivated by the notion of lost and hidden

treasures? What is it within us that so fasci-

nates us about such folklore?

My friend had put together an inventive

analysis. He compared the treasure seekers

with those who play the lottery even

though the chance ofwinning is negligible.

He spoke ofhuman hopes, religious fervor,

despair in a nation ot great disparity in

wealth, and magic in a world of cynicism.

And then he concluded his speech, to a

round of vigorous applause, and asked if

there were any questions.

Without intending any disrespect, I

couldn't resist suggesting what seemed to

me to be an obvious answer to the ques-

tions my friend had posed rhetorically.

"Isn't it possible," I asked, "that the reason

there are so many legends about hidden

and lost treasures is that there actually are

many hidden and lost treasures?"

To be sure, not a lot of them are found.

(At least, we don't hear about a lot ot them

being found; could it just be that a person

who fmds a fortune doesn't run to the IRS

and report it?) But, after all, now and then

someone does find a wrecked Spanish

galleon laden with riches, right? The M;-

tional Geographic wouldn't he. Before

Schliemann dug it up, Troy was considered

an imaginary place. Sometimes legends are

worth Listening to for more than mere

amusement.

There is a tendency, though, for people

to regard legends as the stuff ot fiction. In-

deed, the word folklore is often thought ofas

being synonymous with "false" (as in "the

facts and folklore of herpes"). Perhaps

people assume that the oral transmission of

knowledge is as unreliable as the children's

party game of "gossip." Remember? The

idea was for all the children to sit quietly in

a large circle (clearly, an adult-induced con-

text). One person—usually the birthday

honoree—takes Billy, sitting immediately

to her right, and goes to another room

where she tells a short story. The honoree

then returns to the circle of cliUdren and

sends the next child, Heather, into the

room, where BiUy does his best to teB the

same story, and so on, until the last child

hears the mangled narrative and is invited

to teU it aloud.

The implicit lesson of this exercise is that

oral transmission is very risky stuff at best,

subject to error, decay, embeUishment, dis-

tortion, memory, playful invention, and

just plain nerves (as it turns out, being alone

in that room with Heather was almost too

much for poor little BiUy to bear). And

that's what folklore is all about, right? Oral

transmission!

Well, yes, leaving aside the tomes com-

piled by professional folklorists, folklore is

typically a matter of oral transmission (or

scribbling on bathroom walls or formulas

committed to the backs of old envelopes or

pure demonstration, among many other

systems). But the format is almost never

one person passing along information to

one other person on a single occasion. The

material is usually performed in a cultural

context, with wimesses, whether they be

those sewing at a quilting bee or guests at a

wedding party. As often as not, the material

is not even new to those present.

I suspect that it is rare for a traditional

singer performing "Beau Lambkin" (on

the porch ot a rural grocery store in north

Georgia) to have a single member of his

audience who has not heard the same song

sung countless times before, usually by the

same performer. The song is no surprise to

anyone. Any changes, errors, omissions, or

additions are immediately noticed and

challenged or commented on.

Change the words of an opera once and

see what sort of response you get. Or of

Goldilocks and the Two Bears (see what I

mean?). Or of the story about how Uncle

Ruf drove his first Model T right through

the back of the farm shed, yelling, "Whoa!

Whoa! Whoa, you miserable damned

beast!" The story must be told "right."

Never mind that a thousand other families

tell that same story in a thousand variations,

each insisting that theirs is the authentic

version. Variation is a constant in tolk-

lore—in keeping with the honest nature of

individual human observation—but that

variation also preserves a remarkable con-

sistency Folklore is stable through long pe-

riods of time and over great distances,

notwithstanding the variations introduced

by creative performers and the fallibility of

the human mind.

So teU me, where did you hear they

buried that gold?

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a treefarm in

Dannebro^, Nebraska.
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Nahrral History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

PUBLISH WTTH RUTLEDGE Become a published

writer with Rutledge Books. We offer a complete pub-

lishing plan. Let our professional staff work with you

to create and market an attractive, high-quality book.

Personalized service. Send for our free brochure

today Rutledge Books, Dept. NHP, Box 315, Bethel,

CT 06801.

RARE, OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS all fields Natural

History. Free catalog. Marcher Books, Dept. NH, 5204

N. Vermont, Oklahoma City, OK 73112.

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 51 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation.

Rivercross Publishing Inc. Dept. NH, 127 East 59th

Sh-eet, New York, NY 10022.
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DOG TRAINER INTERNSHIPS-Five week intensive

study in behavior, insfruction and training taught by

behaviorist/master trainer Bob DeFranco. Canines of

America NYC. 718-651-3840.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/Forestry/Ecology

Careers. Professional level home study for concerned

individuals. Exciting careers in the outdoors. Free lit-

erature. P.C.D.I., Atlanta, Georgia. (800) 362-7070

Dept. NNE124.

Employment Opportunities

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toU free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

'Environmental Careers^
Environmental & natural resource vacancies from non-
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The Job Seeker
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ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES-Monthly
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collaborative businesses with great income potenhal.
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CT#116882
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I FREE COLOR CATALOG
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.
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(919)932-9600.
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BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Navy collimator Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon

Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St.,
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LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or exist-

ing home. Over 100 different programs available.

Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8LA1)

Rentals

CATSKILL MOUNTABM WILDERNESS RETREAT:

secluded, furnished chalet in pristine environmen-

tally-planned setting by a clear mountain lake.

Abundant wildlife. Home has cavernous working

fireplace, cathedral ceilings, large deck. Two bed-
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$300/weekly or negotiable for longer term. (609) 683-

1183.

HAWAII, Private beach front vacation home on

Kauai's North Shore. (800) 367-5025 Rice.

Tours/Trips

ACA AIR COURIERS SAVE UP TO 80% on

International Travel. Hy as onboard courier for the

"big name" freight companies escorting time-sensi-

tive business documents. 700 roimd-trip flights

weekly to Europe, Asia, Pacific Rim, Central/South

America. Free information enrollment kit call Air

Courier Association 1-303-215-9000.

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!

Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and

snorkel Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free brochures! Special Interest Tours. Call (800) 525-

6772.

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,

Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia, Kilimanjaro climbs,

gorilla hacking, more. Also unique tours in Egypt,

Israel, Turkey Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs.

Himalayan Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

tl^^alapagos v
18 Years Experience

T/ie Finest Yachts and Naturalist Guides

Wilderness Travel • 1-800-368-2794 x770
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Safaris!

Zambia, Zimbabive, & Tanzanii

with the Afiica Experts

Wilderness Travel .1-800-368-2794 x771

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: wildlife

safaris to East and Southern Africa. Also, India,

Burma, Vietnam, Around the World trips, etc. Our
14th vear. Call Wanderlust Ad\-entures at (800) 572-

1592.'

AFRICA; Personalized safaris m East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box

49, Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 1-800-724-1221.

ALASKA, BRITISH COLUMBIA Explore the Inside

Passage. Legendary natural and cultural history.

Six tra\'ellers max! Learn and participate.

Classic Passages Northwest (360) 378-3012.

http://\nnv.rockisland.com/passages

Tibet, Nepal, Bhutan
Distinctive Journeys to Asia, Africa,

the Americas, Europe, & Antarctica

GEOGRAPHIC EXPEDITIONS™
(800)777-8183

InnerAsia Travel Group cstswomoi-io

ALPS OF SWTIZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise."

Moderate optional length Dav hiking. Free brochure.

(216) 867-3771. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P

Cliffside Drive, Akron OH 44313-5609.

AMAZON & ANDES EXPLORATIONS. Scholar es-

corted, small group, educational adventures!

Rainforest Safaris & River Cruises! Cuzco & Machu
Picchu! Call Explorations, Inc. (800) 446-9660.

AMAZONTA EXPEDITIONS. The Amazon's leading

company for expedition travel, since 1981 . Individual

attention. Regional references available. (800) 262-

9669.

AUSTRALL\/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
.Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking

and camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts

in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and
Milford Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North,

and Great Barrier Reef Pacific Exploration Co., Box

3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.

BECAUSE TRAVELING IS NOT ONLY ABOUT buy-

ing a trip... it is culhjre, birds, glamour, mammals,
learning, it is receiving and feeling enriched. Come to

Ecuador. Visit the Galapagos Islands; a rainforest

lodge with more than just forest; see our people and
history. Come share with us unique conservation pro-

jects. Email Neblina Forest at /mrivaden at

pi.pro.ec/or fax (593-2) 567 828; or in USA 1-800-752-

6246.

Costa Rica-MzcAfrica-Galapaaos
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COSTA RICA, KENYA, Tanzania, Ecuador,

Galapagos, Italy, England, India, Ethiopia, Albania,

Indonesia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey,

South Africa, Vietnam, and many more. Small group

holidays to many countries. Suitable for all ages. Call

for full color brochure. Adventures Abroad 1-800-

665-3998.

COSTA RICA PARADISE—Extensive Naturalists'

Library—Corcovado Private Beach, Birding,

Dolphins, Snorkeling, Kayaking, Incredible Wildlife.

Virgin Jungle/River/Botanical Tours. (503) 690-7750.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

1140 for free newsletter.

Indonesia
Also trips loiThailand,

Malaysia, Philippines. Burma,

Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos,

Papua New Guinea

EBEBBBasa Asia

TranspaciflcJoMrncys www.Sout/ieostAsio.com

DO YOU HAVE A BOOK TO PUBLISH? Contact es-

tablished co-operative publisher with offices in USA
and Europe. Call Pentland Press, Inc. 1-800-948-2786.

ECOLOGICALLY RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL.
Himalayan region, Malaysian rainforest. Guided,

self-guided tours. University Travel Consultants. 1-

800-638-2701.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland

Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph Colley, LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21133 (410) 922-

3116.

ALASKA
Natural History Safaris

For Free Brochure
."N

WILDLANDi.^r^^SB. 800-334-8730
ADVENTURES

Box 389,Girdwood.AK 99587

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led, natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly deparhires/16 passen-

ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, P.O. Box 1220, San Juan

Bautista, CA 95045. 1-800-969-9014.

GREAT TRIPS-Belize, Costa Rica, Honduras, Yucatan

Peninsula. Excephonal, customized adventures. (800)

552-3419, (218) 847-4441

HORSES TAKE YOU WHERE WILDLIFE LIVES,

deep into backcountry seen only by hikers.

Advenhjrers all ages, skills. Brand new guidebook,

$17.95 includes postage. Saddle Up! (800) 982-6861,

(505) 982-6861.

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife,

overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112

Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-2380, 24

hours.

GAUmCXI^ AFRICA

1-800-633-0299
http:7/www.gorp.com/voyaKers. htm

"ISRAEL! Private guide and vehicle for your custom-

made Biblical Tour. Fax in Israel: 972 3 532 2271."

MACHU PICCHU, INKA TRAIL, AMAZON. You
and eight others! Experience Inka ruins, Indian vil-

lages, rivers, mountains and shamans. Expert guides.

Advenh.ire, culture, and no crowds! Peru and Bolivia

experts since 1972. Four Winds Expeditions, Inc. (800)

991-0144.

RESEARCH EXPEDITIONS: Come meet the great

whales of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Participate in field

research on the blue, fin, and humpback whales on an
informative wUdemess advenhire. Small groups, ex-

pert biologist guides. 285 Green, St-Lambert, QC,
Canada, J4P 1T3; Oct-May tel: 514/948-3669 fax: 514-

948-1131; June-Oct fax & phone: 418/949-2845

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other odventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550
1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

SOUTH AMERICAN EXPEDITIONS. Paddle back-

water rivers in the Amazon or follow the Inca trail

to Machupicchu with Milly Sangama, Peruvian

folklore author/owner. Individual attention.

Shamanic/cultural expedition. Co-ed and women-
only trips. (800) 884-7474 (818) 957-4005

www.sangama.com

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overiand & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-800-

225-2380.

Volunteering

GREENVOLUNTEERS Worldwide Guide to

Volunteering in Nature Conservation 100+ projects

$16.00, (800) 525.9379 green_volunteers@rcm.inet.it
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Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024.

Direct any written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe or

Jean-Christophe Fradet at the above address. Please

include your personal address and phone number,

issue preferred, and suggested category.

Deadline—1st of the month, two months prior to

cover date.
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My earliest memory of an orchid is a

corsage. Big, fat, full, and fabulous, the

flowers of those exotic cattleya hybrids

were bred by the millions for a smgle

night of splendor at charity balls and

high-school dances across the United

States. But the ravishing floral displays of

these plants represent only one small

part of the orchid story.

Looking into the ethnobotany of the

family Orchidaceae, I discovered that

the plants are also used as medicines, re-

ligious charms, cosmetics, and musical

instruments, as well as perfumes, tood

flavorings, and aphrodisiacs. Pursuing

the food aspect of orchids, I happened

upon a strange tale about the terrestrial

orchids of Turkey. The story described a

dessert made from 'wild orchid tubers,

milk, and sugar. The frozen mixture was

beaten with metal rods, eaten with a

knife and fork, and capable of being

used as a jump rope.

Orchid ice cream juinp rope? I have

spent the last twenty years chasing down

story leads like this. It is the sort of ma-

terial that can keep me awake at night,

and so on a recent morning, I tound

myself standing at the rail of an aging

ferryboat as it crossed the Bosporus,

headed for the Asian shore of Istanbul.

With the domed silhouette of Hagia

Sophia receding in our wake, I contem-

plated a dessert that, according to ex-

perts, could heal the spleen, prevent

cholera and tuberculosis, facilitate child-

birth, stop hands and feet from shaking,

and improve one's sex life. These prod-

uct claims seemed doubtful even by

Western marketing standards, and to in-

vestigate the tanta-

lizing rumors, I

was on my way to

visit Ali Kumbasar,

a man who has

been making or-

chid ice cream in

Istanbul tor nearly

thirty years.

Ali and his four

brothers run Ah
Usta, an ice-cream

shop located in the

fashionable neigh-

borhood of Moda,

and it was there

that I took my iirst

bite of salepli don-

durma, the orchid

ice cream of Tur-

key. Although Ali

Usta offers thirty-

two flavors, I was

interested in the

original flavor,

which looked and

tasted somewhat

like vaniUa. It was

The

Mevlut Dogan, salep connoisseur

Flowd
creamy, like gelato, and had a smooth-

ness and elasticity that was surprisingly

chewy and entirely new to me.

Ali explained that dondurma is the

Turkish word for ice cream and that the

essential ingredient ot orchid ice cream

is salep, a whitish flour milled from the

dried tubers of certain wild, terrestrial

orchids. Such orchids grow throughout

Europe and the Middle East, but the or-

chid tubers used for this uniquely Turk-

ish delicacy come from the mountainous

edges of the country's Anatolian plateau.

Species of the genus Orchis are said to be

the best sources of orchid flour, and vil-

lagers commonly collect the paired tu-

bers during spring and summer.

Salep dealers say that the most valu-

able tubers for ice cream are the ones

that dry to the translucent yellow colorj

of alabaster. This translucence indicates a-

more complex flavor and a higher per-

centage of mucilage, a gluelike substance

similar to cellulose, which can make up

40 to 50 percent of the salep flour. Mu-

cilage gives orchid ice cream a distinc-

tive firmness; thus it is often eaten with

a knife and fork. In the living plant, mu-



I Kumbasar's dondurma shop

iiirma is kneaded with an iron rod.

recommended the use of orchid tubers

as an aphrodisiac. The word orchis in

CJreek means "testicle," and so it seems

that human interest in orchids was fo-

cused on the erotic aftereffects of eating

the tubers, rather than on the cultivation

of plants for their showy floral displays.

"Fox testicle ice cream"—the literal

translation of salepli dondurma—didn't

seem like an appropriate name for the

dessert dish filled with colorful scoops of

ice cream placed on the table in front of

me. The cold, silky orbs held the famil-

iar flavors of apricot, pistachio, red cur-

rant, peach, and vanilla, but there was a

subtle aftertaste that was entirely new

—

sHghtly sweet with a subtle, nutty flavor

similar to dried irulk powder. It also had

a hint of mushrooms, yak butter, or

goats on a rainy day. Not unpleasant, but

an earthy, lanoHn fragrance that added

an intriguing dimension to the ice

cream as it slowly melted in my mouth.

Ali told me that salepU dondurma had

been made in eastern Anatolia since the

fifteenth century. In 1553, a European

account of Turkish fruit sorbets ap-

peared in Les Observations de Plusieiirs

abundant for the freezing process. Simi-

lar orchid habitats exist elsewhere in

Turkey, especially near Mount Ararat

and Lake Van to the northeast, but for

the Turkish people, Maras is the home

of orchid ice cream.

A hot drink also called salep is made

from dried orchid-tuber flour, sugar,

milk, and cinnamon. For hundreds of

years, it has been served during the cold

winter months in Turkey and neighbor-

ing areas; and when men claim that the

beverage is used for strengthening the

body, it is clear which part of the body

they are referring to.

All speculated that the first batch of

salepli dondurma was a mistake—the re-

sult of a pot of hot salep freezing

overnight. In an attempt to save his

valuable ingredients, the salep vendor

probably chipped and pried at the firozen

ball of salep with a metal rod to extract

the mixture from the pot. The stiffened

mass of milk, sugar, and salep turned out

to be edible. In time, salep vendors de-

veloped the technique of kneading the

mass of dondurma to a smooth consis-

tency, using hand-forged metal rods still

fFrozen Desserts

The essential ingredient of

orchid ice cream is salep,

whitish flour milled from

the dried tubei-s of certain

wild, terrestrial orchids

age helps the tubers retain water and

vers the freezing point of the plant tis-

, making it less susceptible to drought

d frost.

The word salep comes from the Ara-

; sahlab, which means "testicles of the

AJi showed me a handful of the

ied tubers, and although I have never

d the opportunity to examine a fox

at closely, the paired, ovoid spheres did

ar a striking resemblance to that part

the male anatomy. Ancient accounts

irred to this similarity, and the first-

ntury Greek physician Dioscorides

Sinj^ularitez et Choses Memorables. Writ-

ten by Pierre Belon, a French naturalist

and traveler, the book confirms that iced

desserts were in common use in Turkey

at the time.

Western food scholars continue to de-

bate the precise dates, locations, and ori-

gins of frozen desserts, but most Turkish

ice-cream enthusiasts agree that salepli

dondurma probably came from Maras, a

city in south-central Turkey on the edge

of the Anatolian plateau. Several species

of orchids grow nearby, milk is available

from cows, sheep, and goats, and snow is

manufactured by Turkish blacksmiths.

Ali advised me to go to Maras if I

wanted to learn more about traditional

salepli dondurma. There, I could meet the

master ice-cream beaters and follow the

entire operation, from the collecting of

orchid tubers to the finished product.

The modern city of Maras, with its

rapidly growing population of more

than- 350,000 people, is nestled at the

edge of the Taurus Mountains. Within

minutes of my arrival in the city, I met

Mcvlut Dogan, an impeccably dressed

sidewalk sage with a four-foot-wide
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handlebar mustache—the tips of which

were pinned to the shoulders of his suit

jacket. Mevlut offered to guide me to

my first ice-cream shop in Maras.

At Yasar Pastanesi, the most elegant

dondurma shop in town, I watched a man

attack the inside of a metal container

with a four-foot-long rod. As he jabbed

and twisted his "weapon" throwing his

entire weight into his work, a crowd

looked on. From a distance, it appeared

as if he was attempting to pry tar from

the bottom of the container, but he was

merely scooping out portions of ice

cream. He reached into the container

and produced a white lump that he

shoved into a cone, dipped into a bowl

of ground pistachios, aird handed to the

first customer m line. When our turn

came, Mevlut reminded me, "If you eat

dondurma, your sex life get stronger. It

also prevent you getting lump on your

back, and keep your chest soft . . . and

heal bronchitis, too."

After eating the dondurma, Mevlut in-

troduced me to the store's owner, Mo-
hammed Kambur, a fourth-generation

ice-cream maker and the city's largest

producer of salepli dondurma. Mo-
hammed told me that orchid ice cream

had been made in Maras for more than

300 years. His great-grandfather had

brought snow and ice down trom the

mountains to use in freezing the don-

durma mixture in tubs of salted ice

water. He had stirred the dondurma by

hand, pounded it to a smooth consis-

tency with metal rods, and then

stretched it by hand.

To show me how far the business had

come since those days, Mohammed
took me on a tour of his modern ice-

cream factory, with its stainless-steel ma-

chinery and crisply uniformed workers.

He uses gelato machines imported from

Italy, although the final product is still

beaten and kneaded with metal rods for

at least twenty minutes to develop the

proper degree of elasticity.

In Mohammed's office, I saw a framed

photograph of a boy jumping rope. Mo-
hammed wasted no time pointing out

that the thick white rope was a length of

orchid ice cream. Clearly, this Avas a

dessert to be reckoned with.

through open pine woods and acros

rocky slopes. At the base of a pine tree

we came upon our first orchid. Orchil

A sweetshop in Maras, tlie heart of salep country

For the next two days Mohammed
and I drove around in the mountains

looking for orchids in bloom. It was

early spring and as we traveled through

swampy meadows and grasslands, we

found large populations of orchids, but

none in flower. We continued our drive

along precipitous mountain tracks until

we finally began to see plants putting up

their flowering spikes.

We left the vehicle and climbed

From left to right: Old and new tubers

of Orchis provincialis; O. provincialis

/'/( bloom; dried tubersfrom assorted

Orchis species ready to be milled into

flour; and Mehmet Adnan Dedcoglu, a

salep dealer in Maras.

provincialis. Five pale yellow flowers wer

clustered along the loose flower spik(

Farther along, the plants became quit"

numerous, the flowers distinguished b'

long, thin, upward-pointing spurs.

Mohammed dug up a plant to i\\o\

me the twin tubers. One, shghtly discol

ored and withered, was from the previ

ous year. The other tuber was fresh am

white, and this is the one that is co

lected. The villagers wash the fresh ti



;rs and then immerse them in hot

ater for about fifteen minutes to soften

id help loosen the outer skin. The tu-

-rm

^ M

deinomtmtion of dondurma 5; elasticity

;rs are then threaded on strings and

ned in the sun for about a week. Mo-
immed calculated that about two

Dunds of fresh orchid tubers weigh

)Out ten ounces when dry.

All salep used in ice cream comes

om wild plants. Species of Ophrys, Hi-

antoglossum , and Serapias are used, but

le most commonly collected tubers are

I the genus Orchis, including O. provin-

ilis, O. anatolica, and O. morio.

Local people claim that the orchids

are abundant and that this is why no one

has made a serious attempt to artificiaOy

propagate them in nurseries. Mo-
hammed's level of production requires

approximately 2.5 tons of dried orchid

tubers each year. He has no problem ob-

taining this quantity locally, and when I

asked what effect his ice-cream business

had on the wild orchid population, he

responded that the mountains were still

covered with the plants. According to

Mohammed, the collecting areas, and

the species used, change from year to

\ear, depending on the raintall: and that

fluctuating weather patterns prevent any

one habitat from being overcollected.

Others in Turkey are concerned

about the overcoUection of orchid spe-

cies, and this has encouraged researchers

at Ankara University to start looking

into the possibility of growing terrestrial

orchids as a farm crop. A longer-term

project involves the search for a suitable

chemical substitute for salep.

Back m Maras, Mohammed intro-

duced me to Mehmet Adnan Dedeoglu,

who runs a wholesale business in salep

flour, morel mushrooms, -beeswax,

cologne, cooking oil, and fox skins.

Mehmet brought out strands of dried

tubers for me to look at. He depends on

villagers and nomadic shepherds to

bring him salep, which he grades and

then seDs loose, on strings, or in pow-

dered form. Most people prefer to buy

the dried tubers because some dealers

cut the salep flour with inferior ingredi-

ents. The best-quality tuber is known as

salepli Mams. It coines from the moun-

tains and sells tor about twenty-one dol-

lars per pound.

We also called on Kemal Kiifiikon-

der, who operates one of the oldest ice-

cream stores in Maras. After fifty years of

beating salepli dondurma with an iron

rod, Kemal was still enthusiastic about

his ice cream, and he insisted that I try it

every way it comes; with baklava,

hocolate, hazelnuts, fresh strawberries,

and sprinkled with ground pistachios.

The dondurma arrived on plates, in

dessert dishes, and on chocolate-dipped

cones, but thankfully, not in the form of

a jump rope, because leaping off the

ground was clearly out of the question.

It is still too early to evaluate the

long-term health benefits that may re-

sult from eating this quantity of orchid

ice cream, but so far the prognosis is ex-

cellent. No signs of cholera or tubercu-

losis, no lump on the back, and no prob-

lems with the spleen. As for orchid ice

cream's effect on one's sex life? Opinions

vary and the debate continues. It seems

to affect people in different ways, but if

the long lines of men waiting for their

ice-cream cones in Maras are any indi-

cation, we can live in hope.

Travel notes

Street vendors throughout Turkey sell

dondurma (ice cream), but for real salepli

dondurma look in speciality shops such as AH

Usta, AH Kumbasar's shop on the Asian sidM^

of Istanbul. To get there, take a twenty-minufs

ferry ride from Karakoy to Kadil<dy, then a taxi

or minibus (another twenty minutes) to the

shop. The address is Moda Caddesi No.

264/A, tei. 216 338 03 50. Another shop in

Kadlkoy is Mado-Maras Dondurmasi, Bagdat

Caddesi, Caddebostan Piaj Yoiu No. 2 B/C,

tel. 216 360 71 49.

Maras, where orchid ice cream originated,

is located near the city ofAdana in south

central Turkey. Yasar Pastanesi, the shop of

Mohammed Kambur, is at Trabzon Caddesi

No. 2/E, tel. 344 225 08 08. Kemal

KugiJkbnder's shop, Ugrak Pastanesi, is at

Uzunoluk Caddesi No. 96, tel. 344 214

19 52.

A hot drink also called salep Is sold by

street vendors and in pastry shops.
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All nature's treasures and
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identity," explained

Paramahansa Yogananda,
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Fellowship. The environ-

mental abuse prevalent in the world today is

merely a symptom of our lack of inner harmony

and attunement with nature. But it doesn't have

to be this way. The scientific methods of

meditation and principles of balanced living

taught by Paramahansa Yogananda can help

you tap the limitless potentials of your inner Self

As you expand your awareness you can discover

not only the universal principles of nature, but

the meaning of life itself.
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Brown-Eyed, Milk-
Losing mammals
since A.D. 1500
By Ross MacPhee and Clare Hemming

Readers of this magazine would probably

agree that an imminent upsurge in ex-

tinctions, predicted from many quarters,

should be one of the leading concerns of

our time. But how much do we really

know about the dimensions of the extinc-

tion problem?

As mammalogists, we felt that assessing

the scope and pattern of species loss in

class MammaHa would be a practicable

—

and revealing—project. Mammals are

now, and probably always were, a rela-

tively small band. Fewer than 5,000 spe-

cies are Living today. (Compare, say, In-

secta—a class with named and unnamed

species numbering in the millions.) And

because mammals leave behind bones and

teeth, we can identify species long after

they have disappeared. For the Holocene

epoch (the last 10,000 years), we can state

with some confidence that nearly all the

mammal species that existed are known

to science today.

To get a sense of very recent extinction

patterns, we began to compile a Ust of

mammal species that have disappeared in

the time period we call the modern era

(since A.D. 1500). Searching the scientific

and wildlife conservation literature, we

found other such Usts. Most had roughly

similar counts—seven or eight dozen

losses in the last 500 years—but the spe-

cies varied. We began to scrutinize the

evidence, checking with paleontologists

and other mammalogists and studying

many eighteenth- and nineteenth-cen-

tury records. Our count: Ninety mammal

species driven to extinction in the last 500

years. (See the illustration on pages 86 and

87 for the complete hsting.) But the ani-

mals on our list differed by as much
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A partial sleidl of tlie extinctJamaican

monkey Xenothrix mcgregori rests on

the page ofHans Shane's Natural

History that refers to monkeys living

"mid in the Island. " Mention of

monkeys in this 1 125 volume, along with

some new evidence, indicates that

Xenothrix survived into the modern era.

as 50 percent from those cited by other

Why were there so many discrepar

cies? One source of divergence was hoi

est disagreement about classificatioi

Some biologists see subspecies whei

others see full species, and vice versa,

good example is provided by the quaggP

the peculiar half-striped zebra that disaji

peared from southern Africa in the 188(

Many scientists had considered it a fi

L™1-^^^
Visit us on the internet @ littp://www.yogananda-srt-org
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cies. Recent molecular evidence,

vever, indicates that the quagga is best

arded as a subspecies of Burchell's

ira, an animal still common in the re-

n. The loss of subspecies is, of course,

rettable, but it is not the same as the

inction of an entire species.

Dther differences among lists can be

)bined by erroneous extinction dates.

is was a particular problem with "fos-

species (those known only from their

les). Some, identified as modern ex-

ctions, actually disappeared much ear-

'. For example, recent uranium-tho-

m dates on remains of the .300-pound

ribbean rodent Amblyrhiza (often listed

surviving into the sixteenth century)

r*/ that this mega-rat actually died out

3,000 years ago. By contrast, several
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NORTH
AMERICA

San Pedro Nolasco*).

Pemberton's9
deer mouse 1931

Maria Madre I.

Nelson's rice rat 1897

MEXICO Omitteme cottontail 1991 •

CUBA
Cuban spiny rats (2 species)*

Cuban island shrews (4 species)*

Arredondo's solenodon*

CAYMAN IS.

Cayman island shrews

(2 species)*

Cayman coneys

(2 species)*

Cayman hutia* «

WEST INDIES
HAITI/DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Hutias (6 species)*

Quemi*
Hispaniolan spiny rats (2 species)*

Hispaniolan island shrews 13 species)*
— Marcano's solenodon*

CANARY ISLANDS
Volcano mouse*

PACIFIC
OCEAN

Little Swan I.

•

Little Swan Island coney 1950s-60s |

JAMAICA
Jamaican rice rat 1877

Jamaican monkey*

PUERTO RICO
Puerto Rican spiny rats (2 species)*

A I

• • BARBUDA Barbuda muskrat*

CARIBBEAN
Caribbean M MARTINIQUE Martinique muskrat 1902
monk seal

1950s
0V BARBADOS Barbados rice rat 1847-1890
ST. VINCENT
St. Vincent rice rat 1890s I

ST. LUCIA
St. Lucia muskrat

pre-1881

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

San Salvador I %
San Salvador rice rat 1965 JPSanta Cruz I.

I

Curio's large rice rat*

Isabela I.
Galapagos rice rat

Large rice rat*

Small rice rats (2 species)*

1930s

amnials:
The Recently
Departed

SOUTH
AMERICA ATLANTIC

OCEAN

Hardest hit by extinctions in tlie last 500
years are rodents, bats, and insectivores.

Surprisingly, no rhinoceros, bear, or cat

species has disappeared since A.D. 1500,
despite their seemingly tenuous hold on
survival at present.

*Species became extinct after a.d. 1500,
precise date not known

ALKLAND ISLANDS
Falkland Islands dog
1876

Losses by order

Insectivores
(12%)

.by habitat

Continents
V (26%)

...by area
Pacific Island
(22%) s

Rodents
(54%)

Sea Cows
(1%)

.

Primates
(3%) •

Rabbits &

.

Pikas (2%)

IVIarsupial >

Orders (11%)

, Bats (10%)

.Jodactyls(4%)
' (even-toed ungulates)

Carnivores (2%)

Islands
(71%)

Caribbean
„ . Islands
Manne \ (40%)
\Z /o) \

Mediterranean
Islands (1%).

Eurasia (1%)-

Americas (1%)-

Australia

y^ Indian Ocea
Islands (8%,

Africa (4%)

-Atlantic Islands (2<

- Marine (2%)
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Painted bat 1878
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oria extinctions:

here Next?
The New World has suffered two well-

documented waves of mammal extinction

since the arrival of people at least 15,000
years ago. The first wave, striking between

12,000 and 13,000 years ago, affected

mainland areas and resulted in the extinction

of at least 135 species. The second hit

thousands of years later, in the West Indies

and the Galapagos. In the West Indies, more
ihan 80 percent of the land mammal fauna

3s lost. Some scientists predict that a i

ird wave will soon strike a number of New
orld "hot spots"—areas with high species

versify and severe habitat loss.

Interestingly, near-shore islands and the

Hitinental Americas have suffered only a

jndful of documented species extinctions

in the past 10,000 years, despite the

enormous human impact throughout this

period. Practically the same is true of Africa

!
and Eurasia—but not of Australia, which has

i had almost five dozen mammal extinctions

since humans arrived there some 40,000
years ago.

PHILIPPINES: Mini.

Small Ilin cloud rat 1953 •

INDIAN OCEAN

MADAGASCAR
Sloth lemur*

Tretretrefre (lemur)*

Lemerle's hippopotamus*

Madagascar hippopotamus*

MASCARENE
ISLANDS: Reunion
Reunion flying fox

1860S-1870S

Designer: Joyce Pendola

Source: R. MacPhee and C. Flemming
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species that did survive into the modern

era have been repeatedly exckided from

lists. In 1996, working in Jamaican caves

with our colleague Donald McFarlane,

we found remains of the extinct monkey

Xcnothrix Dtcgregori mixed together with

the bones of European black rats, a spe-

cies introduced into the New World in

Columbus's time. This circumstantial evi-

dence—reinforced by an intriguing men-

tion in a 1725 work by the renowned

early naturalist Hans Sloane—indicates

that Xcnothrix survived into modern

times. Remarkably, this is the only mon-

key species known to have died out in the

last 500 years.

Our list reveals some patterns that defy

the conventional wisdom on extinctions.

According to the available evidence, for

instance, major mammal losses have not

occurred in the Amazon rain forest or the

clear-cut forests of the United States or

on Africa's Serengeti Plains. In fact, not

one of these regions—all ofwhich are on

continental mainlands—has suffered a

single, documented mammal extinction

in the last 500 years! Australia is the only

continent that ranks high on the mam-

mahan extinction list. Continental Africa

has lost only four species (two antelopes,

one mouse, and a bat), while all of Eu-

rope and Asia combined have lost just

one—a Bavarian vole. The continental

Americas, for all their biotic richness,

have lost only one mammal species in the

modern era—a Mexican rabbit, the

Omilteme cottontail. Globally, other ver-

tebrate groups, such as birds, have suffered

a greater rate of loss in recent times.

Despite extraordinary levels of ex-

ploitation, only two marine mammal spe-

cies have suffered extinction in the mod-

ern era: the Caribbean monk seal

{MciukIiiis tivpicalis), not seen since the

1950s, and the ten-ton SteUer's sea cow

{Hydrodamalis gigas), which was hunted to

extinction in the span of a quarter cen-

tury. Remarkably, not one species of ce-

tacean (whales and dolphins) has become

extinct in the last 500 years, although

bowheads and some other great whales

were reduced to tiny populations in the

early twentieth century. Among the neai

misses is the gray whale, Eschrichtiiis.

whose entire Atlantic population wa:

wiped out by the mid-1 600s. Today, tht

species survives robustly in the Pacific.

As can be seen on our map, the vas

majority of modern-era mammal extmc

tions have occurred on islands. Othei

groups—including birds, reptiles, mol-

lusks, and plants—have also suffered dis-

proportionately on islands. Indeed, oi

these small patches of land, the biodiver,

sity crisis has come and gone. I

Ninety mammal extinctions in the pas

five centuries is our working figure. Wi

would not be very surprised if, in thi

Surprisingl-y, not a

single species of

rhinoceros, bear, or cat

has disappeared since

A.D. 1500.

next few years, the number were revisci

upward to 110 or 115 confirmed losses

That's close to 2 percent of all mamm;

species on Earth—so now we come to

sobering question: Does this sound like

little or a lot? Estimates of the "natural,

or background, extinction rate for mam
mals run from one species each millio

years to one every 400 years. For rhetori

cal purposes, let's choose the faster rat

and do a quick calculation. Ninety specie

lost in five centuries represents a rate c

one complete disappearance every fiv

and one-half years—for a minimui

7,100 percent increase over the natur;

rate. Is this too high? Decide for yoursel

Ross MacPhee is chairiiinii and Clare FIcii

niing is a senior scientific assistant in the Adv

senm's Department of Maiinnalogy. An a

count of their work on mammal extinctions ic

appear next year in The Biodiversity Crisi

Science, Pohcy, and Society (/. L. Crncri^

and F. T. Grifo, eds; Cohimhia Universi

Press). McPhee is also curator of the Muscmi

current exhibition in Gallery 3, "Endangerc.

Exploring a World at Risk.
"



\pril Events

zxtinct!" an exhibition Jeaturiug illusira-

ns of now-extinct animals, opens in the

brary Gallery, April 1 1

.

!pril 4
Jp in Central Park: Birds and Birders," a

w exhibition, will open in the Mu-
am's Gallery 77 and will run through

igust 14.

.pril 7

ment ot Herpetology and Ichthyology,

plays Alfred Russel Wallace in a dramati-

zation of a meeting between these two

evolutionists. The performance begins at

7;00 P.M.

April 16, 23, 30 and May 7
In conjunction with the exhibition "En-

dangered! Exploring a World at Risk,"

the Museum will present a series of slide-

illustrated talks on the subject by four sci-

entists. The talks begin at 7:00 P.M..

April 17 and 18
The Center for Biodiversity and Conser-

vation is sponsoring a two-day sympo-

sium on extinction. Day one, for scien-

tists, will focus on the role of humans in

the extinction process; day two, for gen-

eral audiences, will explore ways to pre-

vent extinction. For information about

speakers and topics and about preregistra-

tion, call (212) 769-5742 or e-mail

(conference@amnh.org)

.

le John Burroughs Association's annual /ipTll Zo
/ard for nature writing wiU go to David

uammen, author of The Song of the

odo. Tickets to the awards luncheon are

'0. For reservations and information,

11(212)769-5169.

Jill Tarter, of the SETI Institute, will

k on "The Search for Intelligent Life in

e Universe," at 7:30 p.m. This lecture is

It of the ongoing "Frontiers in Astro-

lysics" series.

For Identification Day, staff scientists will

identify, analyze, and classify artifacts and

natural objects (no geinstones, please) for

the public from 1:00 to 4:30 RM. m the

Hall of Ocean Life.

April 28
Accompanied by traditional Hawaiian in-

struments, the group Halau Hula Ka

No'eau will perform hulas and other

dances. The program, exploring the his-

toi-y of hula, will begin at 7:30 RM. For

information about a hula workshop on

April 27, call (212) 769-5315. For tickets,

caU (212) 769-5200.

April 29
Evolutionary biologist Geerat Vermeij

wiU talk about shells and what they tell us

about evolution. He wiU draw upon his

book. Privileged Hands: A Scientific Life,

which chronicles his career in evolution-

ary biology. The talk begins at 7:00 RM.

The American Museum of Natural His-

tory is located at Central Park West and

79th Street m New York City. For tickets

and information about events, call (212)

769-5200. Consult the Museum Web site

for additional information (http://www

.amnh.org). For hours and admission fees,

caD (212) 769-5100.

April 29-Natural Histoiy Lecture Series

.pril 10
el Cracraft, a curator in the Museum's

nithology department, will talk about

e Museum's collecting expedition to

e Central African Republic for the Hall

Life's Diversity, scheduled to open in

'98. The lecture begins at 7:00 km.

pril 15
alural History editor Richard Miiner

)rtrays Charles Darwin, and curator

areth Nelson, of the Museum's Depart-

Award-winning photojournalists Ed Kashi and Lori Grinker will show slides and

discuss their experiences in Israel, Egypt, and elsewhere in the Middle East in an in-

formal question-and-answer session. The program, entitled "Middle East Journals:

Natural History Photographers," will begin at 7:00 RM. in the Linder Theater.

Man spinning silk, (Miro A blind violinist, C^airo
Lort Gflnher; Contact Press Images
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A round-the-clock

team of dedicated marine

mammal specialists, veterinarians,

hundreds ofgallons of clams, fish

and cream, and a really big pool.

When they saw her thrashing in the shallows off

the California coast, eveiyone knew this baby gray

whale was in trouble. Just a few days old, with her

umbilical cord still attached, she had somehow lost

her mother, and almost any chance of survival. Sea

World volunteered to help. When she arrived at

Sea World in San Diego, she was nearly comatose,

dehydrated, yet still clinging to life. Rescue team

members lowered the baby gray

whale into a 120,000-galIon pool

and gave the whale just what she

needed. . .antibiotics, special fluids,

and lots of tender loving care. For

hours, she barely moved. Then, at

long last, she opened her eyes and

began to breathe normally.

A real-life drama.

It's been a tew months now, and this big baby is

beating the odds. They call her
J.J.

She has been

growing at a remarkable rate, gaining more than a

pound an hour on average.With lots of special care

and a Httle luck, J.J.
will be swimming on her own

along the California coast next winter.

Our biggest rescue is just

a small part of our commitment.

The Anheuser-Busch Theme

Parks are dedicated to rescue and

rehabilitation, conservation and

education. Come visit our

parks, share our commit-

ment and discover the many

adventures and thrills just

waiting for you.

SeaWS*ld. BuschGarpens
IV h ere discovery is a real adventure.
www. seaworld. coin www.buschgardens.coni

© 1997 Busch Encertainment Corpor.Ttion. All rights reserved.
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^26 The Crystal Fuel
Twenty quadrillion cubic meters of the earth's

y methane are locked up in hydrates—a crystal

I lattice ot water and gas that forms beneath the

seabed. Although they hold more carbon than

the earth's combined deposits of coal, oil, and

conventional gas, these hydrates are unstable and

I can decompose in some spectacular ways.

Kevin Krajick Illitstmtioiis by Kirk Moldoff

32 Trouble with Honeybees
European settlers brought honeybees to North

America for wax and honey. Once the bees'

role in poUination was understood, they became

agribusiness 's bees of choice. Now they are in

trouble. Sue Hubhell Photographs by Gary Braasch

42 Unsung Heroines of Pollination

If an insect on a flower is packing in the

pollen, it's bound to be a bee. Here's a

guide to, and an appreciation of, the less

conspicuous pollinators. Suzanne Batra

Discovery

Where Life Springs Ephemeral
Fed by snow and rain, vernal pools fiU when
spring arrives, then dry up in early summer. In

this short time, they harbor a key forest

ecosystem. Mark P. DesMeuIes and Phihp Nothnagle

Photographs by Gustav W. Verderber

2 Up Front: Finding the Crystal Fuel

4 Letters

6 Contributors

Natural Selections:

8 Interview: Ernst Mayr at 93

Natalie Angier

1

1

Excerpt: How Does Biology Explain the

Living World? Ernst Mayr

12 CD-ROM: The Compleat Darwin

Richard Mihier

13 nature.net: On-Line Evolution

Robert Anderson

13 Bookshelf: Picks for May

14 Findings: Starting Point George Butterworth

18 This View of Life: Leonardo's Living Earth

StephenJay Gould

22 Journal: Bonobo Dialogues Frans de Waal

Photographs by Frans Lanting

Field Guide

49 This Land: Bay Leaves

Robert H. Moldenbrock

52 Celestial Events: The Fairest Star

Joe Rao

53 Travel and Reading

54 A Matter of Taste: The Chocolate Bug
Robb Walsh

Cover: Yellow-spotted

salamander eggs and newly

hatched larvae are part

of a vernal pool community

in the Vermont woods.

Story on page 44.

Photograph by

Gustav W. Verderber

66 Universe: Galactic Engines

Neil de Grasse Tyson

74 The Natural Moment: The Young and the

Nestless Piiotograph by Derrick Hamrick

At the American Museum of Natural History

76 May Events
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Finding; the

Crystal Fuel
Rocks don't usually get great press. The study of geology—if it doesn't concern

earthquakes or volcanoes—can seem more like documentation than discovery, a

reading of the record of change ui the earth's history. Most often the discoveries

in biology or genetics make the news. But geology makes news in this month's

story by Kevin Krajick on the natural history of gas hydrates ("The Crystal

Fuel," page 26). That this crystalline lattice of gas and water—usually formed

beneath the seabed at high pressures and low temperatures—existed in any

quantity is a fairly new finding. But that the amount of carbon tied up in these

deposits may be twice that of all the earth's coal, oil, and gas reserves put

together makes the discovery one of international

importance. While exploration compames

and governments want to know how

these hydrates (in which methane

is the predominant gas) might

be exploited for energy

use, geologists are just

beginning to explore the

role hydrates play in the

earth's ecosystem. Could

a rise in sea temperatures

release methane—

a

known "greenhouse

gas"—into the atmosphere

and accelerate global

warming? These deposits

hold enough methane to

blanket the earth in a layer 130

feet thick. Could their release

cause shifts in the sea floor? Expeditions

Tlie crystalline architecture of are now exploring the methane fields, their

methane hydrate origins, and their natural history. Krajick, who

last wrote for Natural History on the exploration of

another geological formation, Arctic eskers ("An Esker Runs Through It," May

1996), gives us a look at the exciting scientific work in progress.

In the last year, we have had the pleasure of introducing many new

contributors to Natural History. This month we are again pleased to feature the

work of science journalists new to the magazine: Sue HubbeU ("Trouble with

Honeybees," page 32) is the author of Tire Book of Bees: And How to Keep Tliem

and A Country Year: Living the Questions. Natahe Angier ("Ernst Mayr at 93,"

page 8) is a Pulitzer Prize-winning New York Times science correspondent and

author of Tlie Beauty oj the Beastly. We look forward to more articles by these

writers in the coming months, along with the work of other new

contributors.

—

Bruce Stutz
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The Great Minds of the Western Intellectual Tradition
(Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Moses, Jesus, Marcus Aurelius, Augustine, Aquinas, More, Machiavelli, Bacon, Descartes, Hobbes, Spinoza,
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Hume's Theory of Moralit)'; Smith's Wealth ofNations, Rousseau's Dissent: The Challenge

to the Idea of Progress; Kant's "Copernican Revolution": Epistemologi' & die Critique of

Metaphysics; Kant's Moial Philosophy; Burke & die Birdi of Enlightened Conseri'atism;

Natutaiisni & Materialism: The Boundaries of die Enlightenment

Course No. 403. Video or Audio

PART rV: Philosophy in the Epoch of Ideology
Conitc & the Origins of Sociolog)'; Hegel: The Phenomenologi' of Geist; Hegel's

Philosophy of History; Marx & the Problem of Alienation & Ideology; Marx's Historical

Matetialism; Kierkegaard's Chiistian Existentialism; Schopenhauer: Tlie Wodd as Will &
Idea; The Classical Doctrine of Liberal Democrac)': John Stuart Mill's On Liberty &
Utilitarianism, The Darwinian Revolution in Social Thought: William Graham Sumner;

Weber's Histotical Sociolog)'; Freud & Philosophy

Course No. 404. Video or Audio
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Nietzsche's Critique of Christianity: The Genealog)' of Morals; Nietzsche's Petspectivalism &
Critique of Philosophy; James' Pragmatism; Gadamet: Hetmeneutics & die Human Sciences;

Bergson's Elan Vital & Vitalism; John De\ve)''s Rfcomtnictioii in Philosopl})'. The Pragmatic

Critique of Traditional Philosophy; Levi-Sttauss: Structutalist Anditopologj': Hussetl:

Phenomenolog)' & the Life-Worid; Heidegget: Being & Time; A. J, Ayer's Language, Tradi &
Logic; The Lattet Wittgenstein: The Philosophy of Language; The Frankfurt School
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PART VI: Modernism and the Age of Analysis: Conclusions
Kuhn's Paradigm Paradigm; Habermas' Critical Theory; Barthes, Semiotics & die Revolt
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AT IS THE PURPOSE OF LIFE?

' 'What is the best /^W of life? Who or

what is God? What is the essence of

justice? When is it legitimate for one person

to have powet ovet othets? Can any of these

questions be answered?

These are basic riddles of human

experience that thoughtflil men and women
have pondered since the dawn of civilization.

You too must have asked yourself

questions like these many times. And peihaps

you once vowed that some day you would

plow through all Ac great thinkers of the

Western wodd and find your own answers.

But you know you never will. Frankly,

it would require a minimum of several years

ofwithdrawal from aaive life, and devotion

to intense effort and concentration.

Now, at last, here is a feasible way to

enjoy the intellectual adventure ofa lifetime.

A way you can comfortably grasp the esseizce

and comeqimKe oi eaA\ thinker's greatness,

in leisure moments in your home or car.

That is the extraordinary opportunity

now offered by this unprecedented new

audio-video lecture series

—

The Great Minds

(fthe Western Intellectual Tradition.

The series is composed of70 lectures,

covering more than 40 of the great minds of

the Western wodd. Each lecture is accompa-

nied by an oudine and reading list as an aid,

ifyou wish, to mastering and further

aploring the subjea.

Over half of the leaures are delivered by

Professors Darren StalofFand Michael Sugrue,

who for several years electrified students at

Columbia Univcrsit)' with dieir sweeping

canvas ofWestern intellectual development.

Then to round out the series, there are guest

lecturers from the growing Teaching

Company treasury of audio and video record-

ings of America's SuperStar Teachers.

The result is a definitive survey of

Western thought by an all-star teaching team

with no equal in lecturing skill at any single

college campus anywhere else in the world.

With these video or audio recordings of

sLx of America's most widely acclaimed college

lecture professors as your guides, you can now
follow down through the centuries of

mankind's great debate over the meaning of

life, and how the ideas put forth shaped and

developed our Western civilization of today.

Just listening to these lectures—whedier

you decide to supplement them by browsing

through the texts of the works discussed or

not—will give you a grasp of the intellectual

history of the Western world possessed by as

few as one out of every thousand Americans.

AUDIO OM SALE! $100 OFF ENTIRE COURSE!|

Iri order, mail cou/jon or call
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(1-800-832-24 12j
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( Lifetime Satisfaction Guaranteed!
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Springfield, VA 22150-2318

Offer Code 4S07

Please send me the following Parts from Great Minds,
each consisting of 1 1-12. 45-minute lectures on audio

or video cassettes in handsome storage cases.

Zl ALL SIX D Part I Q Part II Q Part III

D Part IV D PartV Q Part VI

(pUrnc check clesireetfornmtj

U Audio': SALE—Entire six-part course, $249.95

frcg. price .M49.95) plus .KO .S&H. One part,

$89.95 plus $5 ca. S&H,

_1 Video': I'.mire six-part course, $549.95 plus $20
S&l I. One part, $149.95 plus $5 ca. S&H.

'Note: Vtryin III rcsiilems pUme luld 4.5¥) sales tax.

I I Check or Money Order enclosed

VISA D MC a AMEX D Disc.

ACCOUNT NUMBER

EXP. DATE

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

MAILING ADDRESS

CITV/STATE/ZIP

PHONE (Ifwe have questions regardingyour order)

I

I Plea.se send me a free copy of your complete

catalog of over 80 courses (no purchase necessary)
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To the

Editor
When Worlds Don't Collide

//; his essay in the March 1997

issue, "Nonoverlapping

Magisteria," Stephen Jay Gould

commented onJohn Paul II's

recent statement that the Church

has no quarrel with the teaching of

evolution. Gould suggested that

(exceptfor fundamentalists) there

has never been a conflict between

science and theology, as they

occupy separate spheres. Tlie essay

provoked an unusual amount of

mail. A samplingfollows:

The concept of non-

overlapping magisteria is

not, as Professor Gould calls it,

a rapprochement, but an

attempt—laudable, but fiitile

in my opinion—to juggle two

opposing worldviews.

Nice try.

David T. Benedetti

Albuquerque, New Mexico

As a Roman Catholic, 1 am

delighted that the Church has

finally, publicly, and

unequivocally recognized the

reality of evolutionary theory.

The article would have

benefited from one addition: a

recognition of the churchman

most influential in arguing this

case. I refer to paleontologist

and theologian Pierre TeiUiard

de Chardin (1881-1955), who

incorporated evolutionary

theory into liis CathoUc

theology.

AlfredJ Piro

Brooklyn, New York

The pope recognizes scientific

progress in evolutionary

studies in the last fifty years.

Bravo. The invitation now

goes to Gould and other

agnostic scientists to examine

their understanding of

the divine.

Larry Elmer Smith

Daiwille, Illinois

It was with great relief that 1

read the "good news" of Pope

John Paul II's endorsement of

evolution. I am now eagerly

looking foiw^ard to the Holy

Father's reflections on

superstring theory, the source

of the power of quasars, the

confirmation of Fermat's last

theorem, and perhaps the

location of Elvis Presley.

Emil M. Murad

Huntington Beach, California

If the Catholic Church has

fuUy accepted the theory of

evolution, then it is faced vwth

an interesting question; at

what point in our evolution

did we become human and

the infusion of souls begin?

Lars-Erik Larson

Wliitewater, Wisconsin

The theistic evolutionists who

perceive man as descended

fi-om lower animals, and who

also claim to be truly

Christian, probably believe in

salvation. But at what point

would developing hominids

become suitable to save?

People who hold such

mutually exclusive views are

sometimes called

schizophrenics.

Richard Rimmer

Madison, Tennessee

I appreciated very much

Stephen Jay Gould's discussion

of rehgion and science. When
I was chaplain at Renssalaer

Polytechruc Institute, in Troy,

New York, many discussions

with intelligent, believing

students and professors of

science led me to the

following schema: We need

science to explore the

"what" and "how," and we

need religion—whatever

one's faith—to answer "who"

and "why."

It seems we most often

get into disputes when

either authority insists on

answering questions in the

other's domain.

Rev. Harry E. Chase

Termfly, NewJersey

I was startled as I read through

Gould's latest essay. Such a

rewriting of histoi"y would

have won an award from the

old Soviet empire. I assume

the article was written to

remove conflicts from those

minds that are closed to

depending upon themselves.

W E Garrott

Gainesville, Florida

The article uses some big

words to hornswoggle the

reader into believing that truth

and falsehood can be

compatible. Either there is a

God, and he/she created the
^

universe, or there is not, and |j

he/she did not.

Eugene H. Harlow

Houston, Texas

Natural History's E-mail address

is nhmag(S)amnh.ors

In the coming issues of

ly
Anthropology

The Streets of Mongolia

Economic changes in Mongolia have begun to strain the cultur;

fabric of the country. The cities are more crowded, and for the

first time, homeless children wander the streets. Sherylyn Brille

an anthropologist who has hved in Mongolia, and photographe

Antonin Kratochvil capture the urgency of the children's pUght

Evolution

How Did the Giraffe Get Its Neck?
A biologist wonders whether the giraffe's neck evolved for

fighting, rather than for feasting on the leaves of taU trees.
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A professor of psychology at the University of Sussex, George Butterworth ("Starting

Point") studies the intellectual development of infants, especially the origins of

language in preverbal babies. He has studied "joint attention" (how a baby knows

where others are looking) for about twenty years. Research on pointing was a natural

extension of this work. Recently, his daughter Francesca has provided assistance.

Frans B. M. de Waal ("Bonobo Dialogues") and Frans Lanting (at right m photo) hope their new

book Bonobo: The Forgotten Ape, will increase public awareness of this intriguing primate. As they

write in the preface, "books and articles on the other apes easily fiU a small library; for a complete

collection of literature on bonobos, a single cardboard box will do." Professor ofpsychology at

Emory University and research professor of psychobiology at the Yerkes Regional Primate

Research Center in Atlanta, de Waal is the author of several books, including Good-Natured: The

Origins ofRight and Wrong in Humans and Other Animals (1996). Lantings photographs have

appeared in many magazines; his books include Okavango: Africa's Last Eden (1993).

Kevin Krajick ("The Crystal Fuel") has

done some of his more exciting research

in the Arctic, about which he has written

a number ot stories. Some of his more

uncomfortable research has been

conducted at sea—recently on board the

Point Lobos as it pitched and rolled off the California

coast, where scientists were conducting experiments on

the formation of gas hydrates. Krajick survived—to

continue his concentration on science and the

environment. He has written for many publications,

including Smithsonian, Audubon, and Discover.

Writer Sue Hubbell ("Trouble with Honeybees") recently moved from her farm in Missouri, where she

kept honeybees for twenty-five years, to the coast of Maine, where the environment is better for

watching intertidal invertebrates than for raising bees. Hubbell has published several books on bees and

other subjects; her latest is Far Fhnig Hubbell: Essaysfrom the American Road (1995). Entomologist Suzanne

Batra, right, works in the Bee Research Laboratory of the U.S.D.A. Agricultural Research Service, in

Beltsville, Maryland. Batra ("Unsung Heroines of Pollination"), who reports that she has been interested

in bees since she was three years old, has worked on everything from bee sociobiology to systematics. Her

fieldwork has taken her to many countries, most often India, where she is currently working on a survey

of fruit-poUinating bees of the Garhwal Himalayas. Photographer Gary Braasch's pictures have been

published in more than 100 magazines worldwide. He is known for action coverage of risk-taking field

science, including volcano, forest canopy, and ecological studies.

Mark P. DesMeules ("Where Life Springs

Ephemeral") first became interested in

vernal pools when he learned to ice skate

on one as a small child. DesMeules, left, is

now director of Land for Maine's Future

and coordinator of the state's Natural

Resource and Economics Initiatives. A
former director of science and stewardship

for the Nature Conservancy in Vermont,

he designated Vermont's vernal pools

protected wedands. His coauthor, Philip

Nothnagle, a forest ecologist trained at

Dartmouth, is an expert on the ecology of

tiger beetles. Gustav M. Verderber, left,

whose pictures accompany their article,

has an M.S. in zoology from Ohio State

Umversity. He pursues nature

photography full time.

Derrick Hamrick ("The Young and the Nestless") found that his life changed on his

twenty-fitih birthday, when he "started to see the world through a viewfinder." Since

then, Hamrick—who is also a firefighter—has steadily taught himself the

photographic craft. He spent hundreds of hours observing wood duck nesting cavities

before capturing the youngster in this month's "Natural Moment." Although he has

traveled widely, Hamrick finds many of his subjects near his home on the Neuse

River in rural Wake County, North Carolina. He used a Nikon F4, Nikkor 500 mm
f4 lens, and high-speed flash to catch the day-old duckling's leap of faith.
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If your treatment hasn't made
the difference you need... maybeyou need
a different treatment.

Caverject .

Proven to work for

80% of men in clinical studies .

Regardless of cause -

Regardless of age.

when properly dosed, Caverject produces an erection

that lasts about one hour. So if you aren't satisfied with

your current impotence treatment, or if you thought

impotence couldn't be treated at all, Caverject could be

the answer. Today, more and more men are choosing

Caverject to successfully treat impotence. And because it

was specifically tested and approved for the treatment of

impotence, many insurance plans, including Medicaid,

will cover it.

Why are so many men
choosing injection

therapy with Caverject?

Many men choose Caverject because once the injection

has been prepared, it simply takes about 10 seconds to

self-inject Caverject into the side of the penis. This puts

the medicine right where you need it. Then an erection

occurs like it would naturally by relaxing the smooth

muscle and allowing blood to become trapped in the

penis. The erection usually takes only 5 to 20 minutes to

develop, as is typical during foreplay. This allows you and

your partner to enjoy a more natural and complete

sexual experience once again.

Call 1-800-411-0439
today for a free
information kit.

"I feel completely

comfortable using

Caverject. Of course,

there are needles, but

they're short and fine -

I have no problem
with them."
JACK RILEY
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL PROSTATE
CANCER FOUNDATION

"1 tried other treatments,

but I was most satisfied with

the results from Caverject."
ROY BIELICH

Important Safety Information It is

essential that your physician train you on
how to use Caverject and determine the

correct dose you need. Once the ideal

amount has been established, the erection

usually lasts about one hour. Priapism, a

condition in which an erection lasts longer
than 6 hours, was reported in less than 1/2

of 1% of all patients. Although rare and
usually dose related, it requires immediate
medical attention. The most common side

effect of Caverject IS mild to moderate pain
after injection, in clinical studies, this

occurred in approximately 11% of the
21,000 total self-injections. It was reported
at least once by about one third of all

patients, although only 3% discontinued
use for this reason. Caver/ecf should not be
used by certain men including those with
penile implants. See product information
on the next page for additional safety
information and contraindications.

Free Information Kit

Call 1-800-411-0439 today
for your free information kit.

And because you need a

prescription to get
Caverject, we'll even
provide you with a list of

urologists and other doctors

in your area who treat

impotence frequently. Your
privacy is guaranteed.

Users of CAVERJECT can call for our *^
free User Support package. Pharmacia &Upjohn

'Sterile

Powder

alpnostadHTor injection

SI 997 Phcjfmacia & Upjohn Company ApriM997 USJ 7643.00
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'"Sterile

Powder

alpnostadirfor injection

What is CAVERJECT Sterile Powder? CAVERJECT Sterile Powder is a

prescription drug used to treat impotence, a condition known medically as

erectile dysfunction. CAVERJECT is self-injected into a specific area of the

penis.

How effective is CAVERJECT? In clinical studies, CAVERJECT caused an

erection firm enough for sexual intercourse in over 80% of men who used it.

The efficacy of CAVERJECT depends on determination of the correct dose

during a visit with your doctor or health care provider, and the use of proper

self-injection technique

Who shoulil oot use CAVERJECT? CAVERJECT should not be used by

men with any of the following conditions: Conditions that might result in

long-lasting erections, such as sickle cell anemia or trait, leukemia, and

tumor of the bone marrow (multiple myelomal: Penile implants: Abnormally

fomied penis or Peyronie's disease: Men who have been advised by their

doctor not to engage in sexual activity: Allergy to CAVERJECT (alprostadil) or

any of its ingredients. In addition, CAVERJECT should not be used by women

or children.

What are the precautions associated with use of CAVERJECT?

1. Priapism (erection tasting over 6 tiomt Erections lasting more than 6

hours (phapisml were reported in fewer than 1 of every 200 patients in

clinical studies. This condition, although rare, requires immediate medical

attention from your doctor or the closest emergency room because it can

result in permanent damage to the tissue of the penis. To minimize the risk

of priapism, CAVERJECT should be used at the lowest effective dose.

2. Penile fibrosis: In clinical studies, the overall incidence of penile fibrosis

(lumps or curving of the erect penis), including a condition called Peyronies

disease, was 3 of every 100 men who used CAVERJECT In one self-injection

study where CAVERJECT was used for up to 18 months, penile fibrosis was

reported in 7.8% of men.

3. Patients on anticoaguiants lbtoo6 tiiinnersl: Anticoagulants such as

warfarin or heparin can contribute to an increased risk of bleeding after

injection Thereafter, tell your health care provider if you are taking this type

of medicine.

4. Determnation of the cause of impotence: Underlying treatable causes of

impotence should be diagnosed and treated before starting treatment with

CAVERJECT

5. Sexually transmitted orUood-bome diseases and injection-site bleeding:

Use of CAVERJECT offers no protection from the spread of sexually

transmitted diseases (STOsI, including HIV infection. You should understand

the protective measures necessary to guard against the spread of STOs. The

injection of CAVERJECT can result in a small amount of bleeding at the site

of injection, which could increase the risk of transmission of blood-home

diseases between patients infected with blood-bome diseases and their

partners.

Do not share or reuse needles or syringes.

B Patient information: Patient instructions for administration are included in

each package of CAVERJECT You should read and understand these

instructions completely Property discard needles after use. Do not allow

anyone else to use your medicine.

7. Dose titration: To ensure sale and effective use of CAVERJECT

you should he thoroughly instructed and trained in the sell-injection

technique by your health care provider belore heginning treadncnt

at home. The desirable dose should he established during an office

visit, and should not be changed without first consulting your health

care provider The instructions for preparation and self-injection ol

the CAVERJECT solution should he carefully followed.

« Regular checkups: You should visit your health care provider regulady

while on self-ln|ection treatment with CAVERJECT It is recommended that

you visit the prescribing professional's office every 3 months. At that time,

the safety and efficacy of therapy with CAVERJECT should be evaluated, and

the dose adjusted, if needed.

Can I use CAVERJECT while taking nther medicatinns? In clinical

trials, use of medicines to treat high blood pressure, diabetes, arthritis, and

fluid retention had no effect on the efficacy or safety of CAVERJECT

However, the health care provider who prescnhes CAVERJECT for you should

be aware of all medicines you are taking.

What side effects might occur during use of CAVERJECT? Before

using CAVERJECT talk with your doctor about possible side effects and what

to do if side effects occur The most common side effect reported in clinical

studies was mild to moderate penile pain after injection. About one third of

men reported this effect. Three percent of men discontinued treatment

because of penile pain. Other side effects involving the penis and reported

by 1% to 4% of patients included prolonged erection, penile fibrosis,

injection site bruising, penis disorder (including numbness, infection,

irritation, sensitivity, itching, and discoloration!, penile rash, and penile

swelling. Priapism (erection lasting over 6 hours! was rarely reported. Seek

immediate medical attention if this occurs. Other side effects have also been

reported with the use of CAVERJECT Call your doctor if you notice any

redness, lumps, swelling, tendemess, or curving of the erect penis.

Vl/hat is a typical dose of CAVERJECT? The correct dose of CAVERJECT

for you must be detemiined by your health care provider during an office or

clinic visit. Most men will use between 5 and 20 micrograms per dose: doses

greater than 60 micragrams are not recommended. The dose of CAVERJECT

that is selected for you during your office visit should not be changed without

consulting your health care provider If you accidentally inject an overdose of

CAVERJECT you should call your health care provider immediately

How last will CAVERJECT work? The correct dose properly injected

should produce an erection in 5 to 20 minutes. The erection should last for

about 1 hour.

How often can I use CAVERJECT? Generally, CAVERJECT should be used

no mote than three times per week, with at least 24 hours between each use.

How should CAVERJECT he stored? Unused packs of CAVERJECT may

be stored at or below 77°F (25°C!. Do not freeze. After mixing the solution

for injection, CAVERJECT should be used immediately

CAU'nON: Federal law prohibits dispensing without a prescription. You

must see a doctor or authorized health care provider to receive a prescripfion.

Pharmana S Upjohn Company

Kalamazoo, Ml 49001, USACB-2-S

Ernst May

jnterview 'Ernst Mayr, one of the world's

greatest evolutionary biologists

and the sort of living legend who's already in

the Encyclopaedia Britannica, is ninety-

three going on twenty-three—twenty-three

hooks, that is. In the course of a long and sur-

passingly productive career, Mayr has written

books on subjects as varied as evolution, ecol-

ogy, ornithology, systematics, and the philoso-

phy and history of biology, as well as publish-

ing more than 600 scientific articles. He is a

founder, along with Tlieodosiiis Dobzhansky,

fulian Huxley, and George Gaylord Simpson,

of the so-called modern evolutionary synthesis,

the conceptual breakthrough that brought to-

gether a genetic understanding of how species
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Left: Mayr in Caiminage, Aiassaclutsetts,

September 1996. Above: Mayr at this

summer home in Wihon, New Hampshire,

about 1955.

adapt to their enviromnent with an ecological

consideration of why there is such a spectacular

degree of biodiversity in the first place Mayr

(pronowiced MIRE) also helped define the

most enduring concept of a species—simply

put, as a group of interbreeding populations—
and established a philosophy of biology to rival

the philosophical tenets ofany other science.

Born and educated in Germany, Mayr emi-

grated to the United States in 1931, workitig

first as a curator at the American Museum of

Satural History, then moving to the Museum

of Comparative Zoology at Harvard, where he

is a professor emeritus. As a young man, he

studied the magnificent birds of paradise in

New Guinea, and he has described more spe-

cies and subspecies of birds than any other biol-

ogist alii'e. Mayr is opinionated and elitist,

courtly and generous, and still working two

decades after his supposed retirement. His

twenty-first book, This Is Biology: The Sci-

ence of the Living World, has just been

published by Harvard University Press; his

twenty-second book is now being edited; and

his tweiity-third is in progress. Natalie Angler,

a Pulitzer Prize-winning science writerfor the

New York Times, visited him at his winter

home in Winter Park, Florida, near Orlando,

to talk about This Is Biology and Mayr's

views on life as it is
—and as it can never be

How in the world did you end up here in

Winter Park?

My hte is nothing but a series of acci-

dents. Coming here was an accident, too.

Did you want to be close to Disney World?

No, I've never been to Disney World.

This is my fifth winter down here, and I

haven't gone there. I said that to some-

body and apologized for it, but he said,

"Why apologize? You should be proud."

Your latest book goes over many of the themes

that you've been interested in for much of your

career Wliat is the take-home message cf the

new book?

The point of the book is that the great

pubhc, and that includes even most biolo-

gists, don't have the correct image of the

science of biology. Many still have the

idea that the physical sciences, physics,

and the mathematical sciences are real sci-

ence and everything else is inferior sci-

ence. The physicist Ernest Rutherford

once referred to the other sciences as

postage-stamp collecting. Now, physics is

perfecdy good science, but it's a special

science, and many things about it don't

apply to the other sciences. By the same

token, many things about the other sci-

ences don't apply to physics. Yet they're

all perfectly good science. Furthermore, I

point out that at the present time, biology

is the leading science. It has more to do

with the problems we face, our contact

with the environment, our future as a

species, than does any other science. I

come out very strongly in saying that un-

derstanding the principles of biology is

what's most important for the future.

It seems that there's a real interest in Danvin

now, almost a Danvin mania. People are writ-

ing about him, applying his ideas to human

behavior, and soforth.

Owing to the power of physicaUst and

essentiahst thinking, Darwin was ne-

glected and misunderstood for seventy-

five years after 1859. Indeed, it was

widely believed that Darwin was no

philosopher. Actually, most of the prin-

ciples of biology were more or less pro-

claimed by him in 1859. Before him, you

had a truly anthropocentric world. It was

expressed in the Bible, where God says to

Adam, this is your world, you can do

with it what you please. Darwin, of

course, showed othenvise, that we're de-

scended from the apes. And as recent

molecular research indicates, we're in-

credibly close to the apes, to the chim-

panzees. But that doesn't mean man is

"nothing but an animal." Two character-

istics are unique to humans. One is lan-

guage, grammar, and syntax, and all that.

AU our attempts to teach apes language

have been totally unsuccessful. A chim-

panzee cannot express something like,

"Tomorrow I would like an apple for

lunch." Another characteristic that we
alone have, and Darwin stated this clearly,

is an ethical system.

Has there been anything equivalent to Dar-

win's work in this century?

I don't know of anything. Freud's the-
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ory of the unconscious was a great

achievement, but it wasn't comparable to

Darwin's.

Wliat do you make of the fact that people con-

tinue to resist the idea of evohition? About 40

percent ofAmericans do not believe in it.

At least that amount. It has something

to do with the poor quality of education

in America. Many students here don't

even know where Mexico is located.

You talk at length in your book about proxi-

mate versus ultimate causes, and the impor-

tance ofaddressing both in trying to understand

how life works.

Yes, this is part of the philosophy of bi-

ology, that there are two causations in bi-

ology, proximate and ultimate. The prox-

imate causation is the one that answers

the "how" questions. Physiology, molec-

ular biology, and developmental biology

all study proximate causations of how

something works. But then we have the

ultimate causations, which ask the "why"

questions. Evolutionary biology, much of

ecology, and behavioral biology are aU

concerned with the why questions. Why
do birds inigrate to warm climates in the

winter? They've been selected to do so

because otherwise they would die in the

winter.

Do you think the proximate fields like molecu-

lar biology are in ascendance these days?

You've quoted biochemist George Wald, who

said, 'All biology is molecular
"

George Wald's claim was based on

strict reductionism, and reductionism is

dead. It's now so clear that every time you

have a more complex system, new quali-

ties appear that you could not have pre-

dicted from the components. That's the

principle of emergence. I once gave a lec-

ture in Copenhagen, and I said something

I now realize to be wrong. I said, emer-

gence is characteristic only ot biology.

That was in 1953, when emergence was

very suspect, nobody believed it. The fa-

mous physicist Niels Bohr got up to ob-

ject, and I thought he'd say emergence

was metaphysical and supernatural and all

sorts of things. Instead he said, "We have

emergence all over the inanimate world,"

and he gave the famous example of water.

If you know all the characteristics of hy-

drogen and all the characteristics of oxy-

gen, you still couldn't predict that the

product would be liquid. So that's the end

of reductionism.

As for molecular biology, there's no

branch of biology that doesn't use molec-

ular techniques now, because they're so

extraordinarily powerful. But since we

have the problem of emergence, it's clear

that molecular biology alone isn't the

whole answer.

The concept ofgrottp selection ims once taboo,

but now it's undergoing a kind of resurrection.

Wltat do you think oj it?

In my book, I focus on two kinds of

group selection, which I caD soft and hard

group selection. If a group is superior be-

cause aU of its individuals are superior,

and it's still individual selection, then I call

it soft group selection. However, if the

social group as an entity has more success

in the struggle for existence because

there's internal cooperation—they jointly

search for food, they have sentinels warn-

ing of enemies—then we have hard group

selection, wliich goes beyond the average

fitness value of the components.

In other words, the whole is greater than the

sum of its parts.

Exactly. Hard group selection is very

important tor human evolution, because

our ancestors consisted exactly of these

cooperating social groups. And as anthro-

pologists have known forever and ever,

some of these groups were more success-

ful than others at driving away competi-

tors from a water hole, or just wiping

them out. Genocide is a part of our his-

tory. On the other hand, I think it was

exactly the selection of social groups that

furthered the development of the ethical

system, including altruism. Here I dis-

agree with those sociobiologists who

don't believe in group selection.

Hon' much do you think we can understand

about our nature by taking the perspective of

sociobiology, or evolutionary psychology as it's

called nowadays? The relationship between

men and women
, for example?

Most of the behaviors between males

and females have nothing to do with so-

ciality. They're behaviors between two

individuals, each acting with the ultimate

objective to enhance individual reproduc-

tive success. This is true even of things

like sibhng rivalry. Most of these interac-

tions are not social phenomena in the

broad sense, and that's why I don't like to

At the present time,

biology has more to do
with the problems we
face, and our future as a

species, than does any

other science.

call it sociobiology. But when you come

to the real social phenomena, the migra-

tions of wildebeests or whales, you won't

read a word about them in the sociobio-

logical literature.

Wliere do you think the human species is

going? Do you believe we can continue to

evolve in a genetic sense?

There's absolutely no chance of the

human species evolving. First of all, we

can never speciate. We cover every niche,

evei"y spot on the earth, so there's no op-

portunity for isolation. Moreover, I do

not feel there's any natural selection in

any positive sense going on right now. Of

course, there are those who have talked

about eugenics, but we all know that eu-'

gemcs is impossible for many reasons. 1

can't see the development ofman into su-

perman or anything like that. Theoreti-

cally, we could have cultural evolution

and develop higher and better concepts.

But if you have no basis for a change in



genes, then unfortunately you can only

develop through cultural evolution.

]]liy dc you say "unfortunately?"

Because the cultural things can be lost

so quickly.

On the subject of ethics and eugenics, your own

background is interesting. You left Germany in

1931, at the start offlie Nazi era.

I had a very interesting life, no ques-

tion about it. I came from the fourth gen-

eration in which there was a medical doc-

tor, and I was to be a medical doctor. But

I switched to zoology because I was very

adventurous and wanted to see the world.

I wanted to go on an expedition. Fortu-

nately, just as I was finishing my doctor-

ate. Lord Rothschild needed somebody

• in New Guinea.

Did you like being in New Guinea?

Well, its exciting, but it's a tough life,

I'll teU you that. I had malaria, I had

dysentery, I had dengue, I had everything

you can have. Weeks would go by and

there was no one to talk to except natives,

and I was always alone.

/ understand you were living off the land and

eating birds of paradise, among other things.

What does a bird ofparadise taste like?

Most land birds really taste almost

about the same. They have a soft and

rather flavorful meat. I ate only one bird

that was absolutely awful, and that was a

cormorant. That was so fishy it was al-

most inedible.

Do you keep a regular schedulefor work?

More or less. I have an alarm that

wakes me up at 6:15 every morning. I

have a little kitchenette. I take one meal

outside, and one I make myself I'm quite

t
active. I write, give lectures, travel abroad.

Have you had any major disappointments, any

I

regrets?

I

Well, 1 probably do, but I'm one of

, these euphoric guys. I always look to the

future and never look back, D

How Does Biology

Explain the Living World?
"I wanted to write a 'life history' of biology

that would introduce the reader to the impor-

tance and richness of biology as a whole,"

writes Mayr in his new book.

Excerpted from This is Biology: The Sci-

ence of the Living World, by Ernst Mayr,

Harvard University Press. Copyright 1997,

by Ernst Mayr All rights reserved. Reprinted

by permission.

tactors, and then attempt to construct a

scenario to explain the observed facts of

this particular case. In other words, they

construct a historical narrative.

Because this approach is so fiindamen-

tally different from causal-law explana-

tions, the classical philosophers of sci-

ence—coming from logic, mathematics,

or the physical sciences—considered it

inadmissible. However, recent authors

have vigorously refuted the

narrowness of the classical

view and have shown not

only that the historical-nar-

rative approach is valid but

also that it is perhaps the only

scientifically and philosophi-

cally valid approach m the

explanation of unique occur-

rences.

Ot course, proving cate-

gorically that a historical nar-

rative is "true" is never pos-

sible. The more complex a

system is with which a given

science works, the more in-

teractions there are within

Excerpt When biologists try to answer

a question about a unique oc-

currence, such as "Why are there no

hummingbirds in the Old World?" or

"Where did the species Homo sapiens

originate?" they cannot rely on universal

laws. Biologists have to study all the

known facts relating to the particular

problem, infer all sorts of consequences

from the reconstructed constellations of

1932, New Guinea: Mayr

(right) with his Malay guide,

after two months in the interior

the system—and these interactions very

often cannot be determined by observa-

tion but can only be inferred. The nature

of such inference is Hkely to depend on

the background and the previous experi-

ence of the interpreter; therefore, not sur-

prisingly, controversies over the "best"

explanation frequently occur. Yet every

narrative is open to falsification and can

be tested again and again.
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For instance, the demise of the dino-

saurs was once attributed to the occur-

rence of a devastating disease to which

they were particularly vulnerable, or to a

drastic change of climate caused by geo-

logical events. Neither assumption was

supported by credible evidence, however,

and both ran into other difficulties. Yet in

1980 when the asteroid theory was pro-

posed by Walter Alvarez—and, particu-

larly, after the presumed impact crater was

discovered m Yucatan—all previous theo-

ries were abandoned, since the new facts

fit the scenario so well.

Among the sciences in which historical

narratives play an important role are cos-

mogony (the study of the origin of the

universe), geology, paleontology, phy-

logeny, biogeography, and other parts of

evolutionary biology. All these tields are

characterized by unique phenomena.

Every living species is unique and so is,

genetically speaking, every individual.

But uniqueness is not limited to the

world of life. Each of the nine planets of

the solar system is unique. On earth,

every river system and every mountain

range has unique characteristics.

Unique phenomena have long frus-

trated the philosopher. David Hume
noted that "science cannot say anything

scientifically about the cause of any gen-

uinely singular phenomenon." He was

correct if he had in mind that unique

events cannot be fuUy explained by causal

laws. However, ifwe enlarge the method-

ology of science to include historical nar-

ratives, we can often explain unique

events rather satisfactorily, and sometimes

even make testable predictions.

The reason historical narratives have

explanatory value is that earlier events

usually make a causal contribution to later

events. For instance, the e.xtinction of the

dinosaurs at the end of the Cretaceous va-

cated a large number of ecological niches

and thus set the stage for the spectacular

radiation of the mammals during the Pa-

leocene and Eocene. The most important

objective of a historical narrative is to dis-

cover causal factors that contributed to

later events in a historical sequence. D

The Compleat Darwin
The Darwin Multimedia CD-ROM (sec-

ond edition, edited by Pete Goldie). Light-

binders, Inc. (800) 432-3766. Available in

Macintosh and Windows.

By Richard Milner

CD—ROM ^ '^he Darwinian mainstays

are here—the Origin of Spe-

cies (1859), Descent ofMan (1871), Expres-

sion of the Emotions in Man and Animals

(1872), and the books on coral reefs and

orchid polhnation. But, untU now, only a

few lucky bibliophiles could also own the

scarce Zoology of the Beagle, with its trea-

tises on fossil and exotic animals collected

during Darwin's famous voyage—and

now complemented by Toshio Asaeda's

1932 watercolors of Galapagos fishes.

Here, too, is Darwin's rarely seen 1,200-

Celebese macaques, from Darwin's Expression

Emotions in Man and Animals, 1873.

page monograph on barnacles, a classic of

systematics on which he worked for eight

years. There is also a chronology of events

in Darwin's life, a biographical dictionary

of Victorian naturalists, a bibliography of

1,500 primai-y and secondary sources on

the Darwinian legacy, and Sir David At-

tenborough's fund-raising video tour of

Darwin's home, Down House. A sam-

pling of Darwin's short papers ranges

from a theory of mountain building to

questions on the perceptions of ants.

(Were the insects more "terrified" by the

smell left by a human finger in their path

or by "the sight of their dead and dying

comrades"?) A special feature allows the

user to select any word or phrase in Dar-

win's writings and instantly find out

where and how many times it appears.

In the 1840s, a small committee that

included young Darwin estabhshed new

guidelines for naming animal species.

This retormation ot the taxonomic rules,

for which the CD-ROM provides the

complete text, became internationally ac-

cepted, establishing Linnaeus's double-

naming system (genus and species) as the

standard in science. (In its text, the com-

mittee complains that an English scientist

working in France finds "their scientific

language almost as foreign ... as their

vernacular.")

Michael Ghisehn's Triumph of the Dar-

winian Method is also reprinted here, with

a new introduction by the author. First

published twenty-five years

ago, Ghisehn's landmark

book helped convince the

scholarly world of Dar-

win's enduring achieve-

ments at a time when facile

detractors had tarnished his

' reputation. Ghiselin reiter-

ates his ultimately tri-

umphant view that Darwin

of the was "a first-rate thinker

and theoretician, and one

of the most successful

polymaths of all time."

My frustration in communicating the

richness of this compilation is perhaps

best expressed in Darwin's own words,

taken from a letter reproduced on the

CD-ROM. After summarizing his theory

for a friend, he apologized: "This sketch

is most imperfect; but in so short a space I

cannot make it better. Your imagination

must frU up very wide blanks."

Richard Milner, an editor at Natural History,
"

is the author of Charles Darwin: Evolution

of a Naturalist (1994) and The Encyclo-

pedia of Evolution (1993).



On-Line
Evolution
By Robert Anderson

nature.net Surprisingly, Charles Dar-

\vin has a rather low profile

in cyberspace, but his ideas, which will

undoubtedly stir debate until the end of

time, have spawned lots of sites on the In-

ternet—many created by creationists.

Nevertheless, there are a few good places

to look for insight into Darwin's thinking

and the modern synthesis that builds on

his theory of natural selection. The Evo-

lution Homepage http://bioinfo.med

.utoronto.ca/~lamoran/Evolution_info

.shttnl is a good place to start. It has hnks

• to most of the related sites, including the

electronic versions of Darwin's most im-

portant works.

An excellent discussion of how Dar-

win's ideas differed from his predeces-

sors'—and how they fit into modern

thinking—can be found in a chapter in

Gary Cziko's book Without Miracles

http://www.ed uiucedu/facstaff/g-cziko

/without_miracles/02.html.

A nascent Web magazine called Hie

Evolutionist http://www.lse.ac.uk/depts/

cpnss/evolutionist/ was created to give

wider exposure to some newer ideas that

attempt to explain human behavior by

putting it into an evolutionary context.

But if evolutionary psychology, as this is

called, is not your cup of tea, try my fa-

vorite evolution site—The Virtual Flylab,

at California State University at Los An-

geles http://vflylab.calstatela.edu/edesk

top/VirtApps/VflyLab/IntroVflyLab.html.

Here, you can design your own fruit flies,

mate them to create new offspring, and

learn the rules of genetic inheritance in

the process. I hke to think that Darwin,

who never knew about the genetic un-

derpinnings of natural selection, would

I
have enjoyed this one, too.

1

p Robert Anderson is a freelance writer liuinf; in

Los Anaeles.

Bookshelf

Darwin's Orchestra
By Michael Sims (Henry Holt and Company, 1997, $30, illus.)

Arranged in an almanac format, this is a treasure trove of odd, entertaining,

quirky—and significant—episodes from the annals of natural history, highlighting

the interplay between science and popular culture.

Eyewitness to Discovery
Edited by Brian M. Fagan (Oxford University Press, 1997, $39.95, illus.)

This collection of more than fifty first-person accounts of some of the world's

greatest archeological discoveries includes Hiram Bingham's of Machu Picchu in

1911, Howard Carter's of Tutankhamen's tomb in 1922, and Brian Pagan's of

China's Han Dynasty tombs in 1977.

Virtual Archaeology
Edited by Maurizio Forte and Alberto Siliotti (Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1997,

$49.50, illus.)

High-definition, three-dimensional computer images, aerial photographs, maps,

diagrams, and text by experts are used to reconstruct ancient places known only

from archeological sites.

Tree Kangaroos
By Tim Flannery, Roger Martin, and Alexandra Szalay;

illustrated by Peter Schouten (Reed Books, Australia,

1996, $100, illus.)

This authoritative book on the natural history, evo-

lution, and conservation status of the world's seven-

teen species and subspecies of tree kangaroos is splen-

didly illustrated by artist Schouten's full-page

watercolor portraits.

The Heat Is On
Ross Gelbspan (Addison- Wesley 1997, $23)

A Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist argues that conservative politicians and energy

industrialists are trying to dismiss the significance of recent cataclysmic weather and

other evidence that the earth is warming. Gelbspan analyzes work by scientists on

both sides of the issue and suggests ways to protect the environment as the global

climate changes.

Another America
By Mark Warlms (St. Martin's Press, 1997, $29.95, illus.)

A 17(J8 map, depicting Towasa Indian Lamhatty's account of his enslavement and

revealing a vigorous colonial trade in Indian slaves, is one of the more than seventy-

five documents that chronicle Native American perspectives on the relentless and

often brutal European advance across the North American continent.

The books mentioned in "Natural Selections" arc available by mail order from the

Museum Shop of the American Museum of Natural History (212) 769-5150.
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By George Buttent'orth

Tugging on her mother's jacket, a small

child, too young to talk, points her

index fmger at a puppy in a pet shop

window. A geography teacher points to

various countries on a map as he calls

out their names. An angry father points

at a dent in his new car and asks his

teen-age son, "How did that happen?"

Pomting with the index fmger, arm

extended in the direction of the interest-

ing object, remaining fingers curled

under the hand, thumb held down and

to the side, is a vital part ofhuman com-

munication. Sometimes, it is accompa-

nied by speech; often not. We pomt at

things we know and at things we have

never seen before. Pointing can be a way

of telling—making a point—or asking.

Always, however, the mtention is to

draw someone else's attention to an ob-

ject or event of interest.

Drawing attention to an object or an

interesting event is part of communica-

tion for a number of species. A hunting

dog signals that it has found prey by

standing still and "pointing" with its

whole body (from nose to tail) and bent

In the beginning

was the Word . . .

and an outstretched

index finger.

Startin1111112' L...^i^^^^H

Point



foreleg. Vervet monkeys have several

predator-specific alarm calls to warn

troop members when danger is near.

But unlike finger pointing, most such

behavior is restricted to specific situa-

tions. WUl the dog, for example, point

to indicate to its owner the whereabouts

of a bone that has gotten wedged under

the couch? And just how intentional is

the signal? Would the dog point at prey

or the vervet give an alarm call even if it

had no audience?

Finger pointing is apparently unique

to humans. Of course, most animals

don't have fingers to point with, but

even our fellow apes don't point in their

natural state. After extensive interactions

with humans, apes sometimes use an ex-

tended hand to refer to things, but they

practically never extend the index finger

separately when making the gesture. In a

recent study done at Emory University,

David Leavens, WiUiam Hopkins, and

Kim Bard found that a chimpanzee

named Clint sometimes uses a form of

index finger pointing to draw his

trainer's attention to food that has fallen

out of reach. Chnt, however, has never

pointed tor the benefit of other chimps,

and even with his trainer, he uses his flat

Apparently unique to humans,
finger pointing is closely correlated

with language acquisition.

The earlier babies start to point,

the more words they know
by twenty months of age.

hand more often than his inde.x finger. Is

there anything special about finger

pointing in humans?

Charles Darwin proposed the prin-

ciple of antithesis to explain how ani-

mals convey information. The aggressive

posture of a dog preparing to fight, for

example, involves many of the same

muscles it uses when it adopts the sub-

dued posture of submission.

The postural antithesis of finger

pointing is the pincer grip, in which the

tip of the index finger and thumb are in

opposition. This contrast in the relative

position of thumb and index finger is

correlated with a change in the focus of

attention. In manual tasks involving the

pincer grip—holding a pencil, removing

a thumbtack, tying shoelaces—the focus

is on the object and the job at hand.

Pointing, in contrast, directs the atten-

tion of another person toward an object

some distance off

Human babies begin to point at about

eleven months. (Before they point or

understand pointing, they turn their

heads in response to other signals—head

and eye movements, for example, or

shifts in body orientation—that indicate

a change in a parent's focus of interest.)

In the 1920s, Rus-

sian psychologist

Lev Semeonovitch

Vygotsky suggested

that babies may

learn pointing from

their mothers and

that the gesture be-

gins as a way to re-

quest objects that

are out of reach.

Fabia Franco, of

the University of

Padua, and I tested

this hypothesis. We
observed how ba-

bies who had just

begun to point be-

haved when placed

in a room with at-

tractive toys

out of reacii

just

and

with doUs some way off. We found that

the babies (seated in highchairs next to

their mothers) both reached for and

pointed at the nearby toys, whereas the

distant doUs ehcited only pointing. In-

fants looked at their mothers, both

while pointing and immediately after-

ward, to check whether they had suc-

ceeded in redirecting their attention.

In another study. Franco, Paula Perru-

chini (a student from the University of

Rome), and I found that a baby wiU also

point to redirect the attention of another

baby, even though neither can yet speak.

This time, mothers were seated behind

their babies, out of their sight. Our re-

sults convinced us that pointing origi-

nates as a declaration of interest and a

wish to share the experience of an ob-

ject, not as a consequence of failing to

get ahold of it.

Nobuo Masataka, of the Primate Re-

search Center of Kyoto University,

found that while interacting with their

mothers, three-month-old human ba-

bies extend their index fingers rhythmi-

cally and make speechlike cooing sounds

at the same time. This gesture, a precur-

sor of pointing, together with the results

of other experiments Franco and I con-

ducted, suggests that babies are not

taught to point by adults. Mothers vali-

date the gesture through their own reac-

tions, but they do not create it.

A number of studies show that finger

pointing is related to both gesture and

speech. Paul Morissette, of the Univer-

sity of Montreal, and I found that the

age at which a baby first points is a good

predictor of its progress in understand-

ing language—as measured by the num-

ber of indicative gestures (such as point-

ing with a flat hand or closed fist,

clapping, or waving) in the baby's reper-

toire five months later and how many

animal noises the baby recognizes. Mar-

garet Harris, of the University of Lon-

don, has shown that babies first point in

the same week they begin to understand

names for objects, such as cat and ball.

Pointing does not necessarily precede

a baby's first word. In one of our studies.
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Morissette and I found that the average

age of pointing was 327 days for girls

and 350 days for boys. At approximately

the same ages, girls already had a vocab-

ulary of three to four words; boys, one.

The rate of speech acquisition, however,

is correlated with the onset of pointing.

Luigi Camioni, of the University of

Rome, has found that the earlier babies

begin to point, the more words they

know at twenty months of age.

Lida Graupner (a postdoctoral fellow

working in my laboratory) and I re-

cently established that as long as an ob-

ject is in the middle of their field of

view, most babies are more likely to

point with their right hand than their

left. (For objects on the periphery, they

point with the hand on the same side of

the target.) This preference for the right

hand may reflect the relative contribu-

tions of the left and right parietal areas

of the bram (known to be active when

adults pay attention to objects in their

right or left visual field) and may suggest

connections in the nervous system be-

tween areas of the brain that control

pointing and those involved in speech

perception and production. In right-

handed people, the major speech centers

are located in the left hemisphere, which

is the same side of the brain that controls

the right hand.

Graupner, Franco, and I also found

that when we added sound to the dolls,

so that they spoke to the baby as they

moved (saying "Hello, baby" and mak-

ing squeaky sounds Uke those of a Walt

Disney cartoon character), fifteen-

month-old baby girls were more likely

than boys of the same age to point with

the right hand. Such coordination be-

tween seeing, hearing, and right-handed

pointing may help them learn that

sounds refer to things and may explain

the often reported advantage many girls

enjoy in acquiring speech.

The frequency and speed with which

babies point depend on the complexity

of the event they have observed. At La-

Trobe University m Australia, Beryl

McKenzie and I showed babies a toy

clown designed to do three things, sepa-

rately or in combination: rotate on its

axis, travel slowly across the babies' field

of vision, and "vanish" behind a screen.

The more complicated the combination

of movements, the longer it took a baby

to point. When we combined all three

movements, babies generally didn't start

pointing for a full ten seconds after the

clown disappeared. After this, however,

the babies began pointing, vocalizing

excitedly (often imitating the squeaky

sounds of the clown), and checking with

their mothers. It was as though the ba-

bies were pointing into the past, as if to

say, "Wow, did you see that?"

Once babies start to point with the

index finger, they much prefer this to

other indicative gestures in their reper-

toire, such as extending a flat hand or

closed fist. Pointing turns out to be

more than a means of reorienting some-

one else's attention; it is a crucial step on

the road to language. D

A little girl points with the indexfinger of her right hand to draw another baby's attention to

something interesting in front of her. A preferencefor right-handed pointing is common,

additional evidence that pointing and speech are connected. In right-handed people, the left

hemisphere of the brain controls the right hand and houses the major speech centers.
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Seeking to explain sea fossils on

mountain ridges, Le^^nardo developed his

theory ofthe-livin

BrtK
By StephenJay Gould

Morgan describes his despair

as their captors string up

King Arthur for a hang-

ing: "They were Wind-

folding hun! I was paralysed; I couldn't

move, I was choking, my tongue was pet-

rified. . , . They led hiin under the rope/'

But, in the best clifthangmg tradition, and

at the last conceivable instant. Sir

Lancelot comes to the rescue with 5()0

knights—all riding bicycles.

Lord, how the plumes streamed, how the

sunflamed andflashedfrom the endless

procession ofwebby wheels! I waved my

right arm as Lancelot swept in. ... J tore

away noose and bandage, and shouted:

"On your knees, every rascal ofyou, and

salute the king! Whofails shall sup in hell

tonight!"

I am not citing either Monty Python

or Saturday Nioht Live, and 1 didn't mix up

my genders in the first sentence. The

.speaker is not Morgan le Fay (who, no

doubt, would have devised a magical,

rirlicv rtian a technological, solution to

the same predicament) but Hank Mor-

gan, the Connecticut Yankee in King

Arthur's court in Mark Twain's satirical

novel of the same name. Morgan, trans-

ported from nineteenth-century Hart-

ford, wreaks mayhem in sixth-century

Camelot by introducing all manner of

"modern" conveniences, including to-

bacco, telephones, baseball—and bicycles.

As a literary or artisric device, anachro-

nism exerts a powerful hold upon us and

has been a staple of all genres from the

highest philosophy to the lowest com-

edy—as Jesus is crucified m a corporate

boardroom, by Dali. condemned at his

second coming by Dostoyevsky's Grand

haquisitor, but only offered a halt-price

discount (as he changes to modern dress)

by the Italian barber or the Jewish tailor

of various ethnic jokes, now deemed

tasteless and unreliable.

Anachronism works this eerie and po-

tent effect, I suppose, because we use the

known temporal sequence of our history

as a primary device for unposing order

upon a confusing world. And when "the

time is out of joint; O cursed spite," we

really do get discombobulated. We also

know that correction of a perceived time

warp cannot be achieved so easily m real

life as in magical fiction (where Merlin

can put Hank Morgan to sleep for 1,300

years, or Dracula can be dispatched with a

wooden stake driven into the right spot)

"We regard Hamlet's blithe confidence as a

mark of his madness when he completes

his rhyming couplet with the Shake-

spearean equivalent of "no sweat" or

"hakuna nlatata"
—

"That ever I was born

to set it right!"

Science, for reasons pardy mythical,

but also partly accurate and defendable,

presents itself as the most linear and

chronologically ^^'ell ordered of all disci-

plines. If science, working by fruithil and

largely unchanging methods of reason,

observation, and experimentation, devel-

ops progressively more accurate accounts

of the natural world, then histoi7 pro-

vides a time line defined by ever expand-

ing success. In such a simple, linear order-

ing, mediated by a single principle of

advancing knowledge, any pronounced

anachronism must strike us as especia].ly

peculiar—and subject to diametrically

opposite judgment depending upon the

direction of warp. An ancient view main-

tained in the present strikes us as risible



J absurd—the creaciomst who wants to

-npress the histon' of life into the few

tboiivand vears ot a literal biblical

chroiiolog}', or the tew serious members

of the flat earth society. But a "'modern"

truth, espoused out oftime by a scholar in

, distant past; fills us warh awe and may

. II seem close to miraculous.

A person consistently ahead of his

nine—a real-life Hank Morgan who

could present a six-shooter to Julitis Cae-

s.ir or explain the theon' ot natural selec-

tion to Thomas Aquinas—can only e\'oke

leaiphorical comparison with a space-

.n trom a more advanced universe or a

c. nuine angel from the realms of gloiy In

the entire historv' ot science, no man

seems so"'\veIl qualified for such a designa-

tion as Leonardo da Vinci, who died in

1519 But filled his private notebooks with

- principles of aeronautics, the mental

cntion of flying machines and sub-

: mes, and a correct explanation for the

:ure of fossils that professional science

aid not develop until the end of the

-iteenth centurs: Did he have a private

. across the centuries to Einstein, or

n to God himself?

! must confess that I share, with so

ny others, a lifelong fascination for this

flian. I was not a particularly intellectual

child; I played stickbaU e\-ery afternoon

and read btde beyond comic books and

')ol assignments. But Leonardo cap-

nired my imagination. I asked, at age ten

or so. for a book about his life and work,

probably the only intellectual gift that 1

r ov'crtly requested trom my parents.

m nnd'/rLTaduarr geology major. I

bought the two-volume Dover paperback

edition of Leonardo's notebooks (a

reprint ot the ISS3 compilation bv lean-

Paul Richter) because I had read some of

liis observations on "tossils in the Ccdcx

Leiccsici and had been stunned not onlv

bv their accuracy' but also bv their clear

statement of paleoecological principles

not clearK' codified before our centiirv

and still ser\ing as a basis for modern

saidies.

What goes around, comes around—as

Leonardo must have said somewhere.

This Ccvfev Leicester—one of Leonardo's

most important notebooks, filled largely

wTth commentary on the nature and use

ofwater—first came to Ught in the 1 fiOOs.

when Giuseppe Ghezzi found the docu-

ment in a chest ot manuscripts in Rome.

In 1717. Thomas Coke, later Lord

Leicester (hence the codex's name), pur-

chased the notebook, which remained in

his t'iimily until Armand Hammer bought

it in 1981)—and renamed it, in Trumpian

fashion. Codex Hammer. With enormous

fanfare (at enormous profit), Christie's

auctioned this notebook on November

1 1. 1994, when America's Bill Gates out-

bid several European governments and

bought the manuscript for more money

than I can count. Gates, to his credit, re-

stored the original name and has favored

public exhibition of the document—in-

cluding a show at the American Nkiseum

of Natural Histoiy in 1996, where I fi-

nally saw this icon of my dreams and ad-

miration, and where I developed the ideas

for this essay. This is the only manuscript

f>t Leonardo's now residinu; in America.

Leonardo remains, in many \vays, a

frustrating and shadowy figure. He
painted onK^ about a dozen authenticated

works, but these include two of the most

famous icons in our ctilture, the Monii

L'na (m the Louvre) and the Last Sttpper (a

crumbling fi-esco in Milan). He published

nothing in his liferime. despite numerous

and exuberant plans, although several

thousand fascinating pages ot m.muscript

ha\'e survn ed. probablv representing only

about a quarter of his total output. He did

not hide his light under a bushel and was,

in life, probably the most celebrated intel-

lectual in Europe. Dukes and kings re^-

eled in his conversarion and his plans tbr

war machines and irrigation projects. He
served under the generous patronage ot

Europe's most po^^'ertul rulers, including

Ludovico il Moro ot Milan, the intamous

Cesare Borgia ot Florence, and King

Francis I of France.

Leonardo's notebooks did not be-

come generally biowm unril the

late eighteenth century and

were not pubhshed (and then

only m tiagmentary and occasional form)

until the nineteenth centuiy Thus, he

occupies die unique and peculiar role ot a

"pri\'ate spaceman' —a thinker ot preem-

inent originality, but whose unknown

works had no influence at all upon the

developing histor\' ot science (tor nearlv

all his great insights had been redisco\'ered

independently betore his notebooks came

to light).

The overwhelmingly prevailing weight

of public commentary about Leonardo

1 impcnctrabiJit\' continues to surround

A scholar must still struggle to obtain a

pictc translation of any document like the

' 'ester. The H.ichter edition of Leonardo's

IS maddeningly fragmentary, and the in-

jji passages of the codices arc broken apart

fjrringed by subject. (Thus, you can find

statements about water under a com-
ing, as abstracted from all his notebooks,

^iinol put together the te.xt of the Codex

jdmittedly a hodgepodge and miscel-

but scholars do need to trace setjuential jot-

' ever motlcs- the apparent medley, for

')ftcn made odd ju.xtapositions for inter-

) The other major edition of

Leonardos notebooks—Edward MacCurdy's com-

pilation of 1 939, and my source of quotation for

this essay—is far more adequate (and nearly com-

plete for the Ccdcx Leiccsu-r). although also broken

up by topic,

1 must confess to a wry amusement (whu:h

miglit have blossomed to near furv' if 1 had a differ-

ent temperament) at the recent exhibit of the

codex. Visitors could see all the original pages and

buy a beautiful catalog with each page reproduced

in full facsimile. But no printed translation could

be found an^Tvhcre, and the catalog only provided

a pitifully scrappy summary of each page. You

could purchase a CD-ROM with the full te.xt (as

Bill Gates showed his true commitment!), but

most homes don't have a machine for playback,

and the version rliat I tried to use couldn't even

put a Rili line, with l.eonardo's m.irj;iii.il jimoci-

tions, on the screen at once. Moreover, a schol.ir

can't work with only one part of a text on a screen

at a time. You have to be able to compare passages

from several pages at once—^as you can do with an

old-fashioned book. 1 almost felt as though our

modern age of the passive sound bite—the attitude

of "we know what link- bit you need"—had

launched a conspiracy against scholarship to keep

Leonardo hidden. I do love to coiisuit original

sources in their original languages but my skills

(and patience) do not extend to long bouts of

n-aduig medieval Italian in a minor!
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continues to view him as Western cul-

ture's primary example of a "spaceman,"

that is, as a genius so transcendent that he

could reach, in his own fifteenth century,

conclusions that the rest of science, plod-

ding forward in its linear march to truth,

would not ascertain for several hundred

years. Leonardo stood alone and above,

we are told over and over again, because

he combined his unparalleled genius with

a thoroughly modern methodology based

on close observation and clever experi-

ment. He could therefore overcome the

ignorance and lingering, sterile Scholasti-

cism of his own times.

For example, the "Introductoiy Note"

in the official catalog for the recent exhi-

bition of the Codex Leicester summarizes

the basis of Leonardo's success in these

words: "In it [the codex] we can begin to

see how he combined almost superhu-

man powers of observation with an un-

derstanding of the importance of experi-

mentation. The results were inspired

insights into the workings of nature that

match his artistic achievements." When
such conventional sources acknowledge

the persisting medieval character of many

Leonardian pronouncements, they almost

always view this context as a pure imped-

iment to be overcome by observation and

experiment, not as a matrix that might

have been useful to Leonardo, or that

might help us understand his beliefs and

conclusions. For example, the closing

passage of the long Encyclopaedia Britamiica

article on Leonardo states: "Leonardo ap-

proached this vast realm of nature to

probe its secrets. . . . The knowledge thus

won was still bound up with medieval

Scholastic conceptions, but the results of

his research were among the first great

achievements of the thinking of the new

age because they were based on the prin-

ciple of experience."

Frankly, and to say so quite balcDy, I

think that this conventional view could

not be more wrong in its general ap-

proach to the history of knowledge—or

more stultifying for our quest to under-

stand this most fascinating man of our in-

tellectual past. Leonardo did make won-

derful observations. He did often antici-

pate conclusions that public science

would not reach for another two or three

centuries. But he was neither spaceman

nor angel—and we will never understand

him if we ins^on reading him as Hank

Morgan, a man trI&K out of time, a mod-

ernist among the Me'cfici, a fiiturist in the

court of Francis I.

Leonardo operated in the context of

his time. He used his basically medieval

and Renaissance concept of the universe

to pose the great questions and to orga-

nize the subjects and phenomena that

would generate his phenomenal original-

ity. If we do not chronicle—and re-

spect—the medieval sources and charac-

ter of Leonardo's thought, we will never

understand him or truly appreciate his

transforming ideas. All great science, in-

deed all fruitful thinking, must occur in a

social and intellectual context—and con-

texts can promote insight as well and as

often as they constrain thought. History

does not unfold along a line of progress,

and the past was not just a bad old time to

be superseded and rejected for its in-

evitable antiquity.

In
this essay, I will try to illustrate

the central!ty of Leonardo's largely

medieval context by analyzing his

remarkable paleontological obser-

vations in the Codex Leicester. I will begin

by acknowledging their truly prescient

character, but will then raise two ques-

tions that expose the early-sixteenth-

century context of Leonardo's inquiry:

"What alternative account of fossils was

Leonardo trying to disprove by making

his observations?" and, "What theory of

the earth was Leonardo trying to support

with his findings?" Leonardo did not

make his observations to win the praises

of future generations; he studied fossils to

probe these two questions of his own

time—and his answers could not be more

deeply embedded in a "modernity" of

his own century, which we Avould now

mock and dismiss as hopelessly anti-

quated. Thus, we cannot understand

Leonardos paleontology when we only

marvel at his empirical accuracy and ig-

nore the reasons for his inquiry.

Yes indeed, a thousand times yes, the

observations are often stunningly accu-

rate—as experts have always said, and for,3

the reasons always stated. Moreover, theirj

degree of detail, and their centrality to

the basic rules ofmodern paleoecological

analysis, only enhance the impression that

they must be coming from a Victorian

geologist somehow trapped in the early

sixteenth century. But let me stop mar-

veling and start hsting a small sample:

1. Leonardo recognized the temporal

and historical nature of horizontal strata

by correlating the same layers across the

two sides of river valleys:

How the rivers have all sawn through and

divided the members of the great Alps one

from another; and this is revealed by the

arrangement of the stratified rocks, in which

from the summit of the mountain down to

the river one sees the strata on the one side

of the river corresponding with those on the

other.

(All quotes, unless otherwise stated, come

from the Codex Leicester as presented in

the MacCurdy version of Leonardo's

notebooks.)

2. He observed that rivers deposit

large, angular rocks near their sources in

high mountains, and that transported

blocks are progressively worn down in

size and rounded in shape, untO sluggish

rivers deposit gravel, and eventually fine

clay, near their mouths. (I learned this

rule as principle number one on day

number one in my college course in be-

ginning geology)

:

Wlien a riverflows outfrom among

mountains it deposits a great quantity of ,

large stones. . . . And these stones still

retain some part of their angles and sides;

and as it proceeds on its course it carries

with it the lesser stones with angles more

worn away, and so the large stones become

smaller; andfarther on it deposits first

coarse and then fine gravel . . . until at last

the sand becomes so fine as to seem almost



':ke water . . . and this is the white earth

:iuU is usedfor makingjugs.

3. The presence of fossils m several su-

perposed layers proves their deposition at

different and sequential times.

4. The tracks and trails of marine or-

, ganisms are often preserved on bedding

planes of strata: "How between the vari-

ous layers of the stone are still to be found

the tracks of the worms which crawled

about upon them when it was not yet

5. If both valves of a clam remain to-

gether in a fossil deposit, the animal must

ha^e been buried where it lived, for any

extensive transport by currents after death

must disarticulate the valves, which are

not cemented together in life but only

hinged by an organic ligament that

quickly decays after death. (This principle

of inferring transport by noting whether

fossil clams retain both valves remains the

prinla^^• rule of thumb for everyday pa-

leoecological analysis. I doubt that any

'pre-nineteenth-century geologist men-

tioned this observation in more than a ca-

sual manner, while Leonardo regarded

the argument as central. This is the obser-

vation that first inspired my undergradu-

ate awe for Leonardo, for I had just

learned the rule in class and had thought:

"How clever; how modern.")

And wefind the oysters together in very

largefamilies, among which some may be

seen iiHth their shells stilljoined together,

which serves to indicate that they were left

there by the sea and that they were still

Huing.

At another site, on the other hand,

Leonardo inferred extensive transport

after death:

I'l udi a locality there was a sea beach,

ii'here the shells were all cast up broken and

divided and never in pairs as they arefound

M the sea when alive, with two valves

I 'Inchform a covering the one to the other

'>. Leonardo often illustrates the so-

called uniformitarian principle of using

observations on current processes to infer

past events. To get some idea of potential

spatial distribution in a layer of fossils, he

notes, in a striking example, how far a

cockle can move in a day:

It does not swim, but makes a furrow in

the sand, and supporting itself by means of

the sides of thisfurrow will travel between

three andfour braccia in a day. fA

braccio, or "arm," measured about two

feet.]

1 . No marine fossils are ever present in

regions or sediments not once covered by

the sea.

8. When fossil shells are found broken

in pieces and heaped one upon the other,

we may infer transport by waves and cur-

rents before deposition:

But how could one find, in the shell of a

large snail, fragments and bits ofmany

other sorts ofshelb of different kinds unless

they have been thrown into it by the waves

of the sea as it lay dead upon the shore like

the other light things which the sea casts up

upon the land?

9. The age of a fossil shell can often be

determined by growth rings that may

record astronomical cycles of months or

years. (Sclerochronology, or the analysis

ofgrowth periodicities, has become a rig-

orous and important subject in paleobiol-

ogy only during the current generation.)

We can, Leonardo writes, "count on the

shells of cockles and snails the numbers of

months and years of their lives just as one

can on the horns of bulls."

I have often, in these essays, quoted a

favorite line from Darwin: "How can

anyone not see that all observation must

be for or against some view if it is to be of

any service." Leonardo's keen observa-

tions do seem to emit a wondrous whiff

of modernity, but when we learn why he

made his inquiries and note how he or-

dered his facts, we can begin to place him

into the proper context of his own world.

Leonardo did not observe fossils for pure

unbridled curiosity, with no aim in mind

and no questions to test. He recorded all

his information explicitly to confute the

two major interpretations of fossils cur-

rent in his day. Both had been proposed

to resolve a problem that had deeply trou-

bled Western natural history ever since

antiquity: If fossil shells are the remains of

marine organisms (and some are virtually

indistinguishable from modern species),

how did they get entombed in strata that

now lie within mountains, several thou-

sand feet above current sea level?

First, Leonardo disproves and ridicules

the common idea that aU fossils were

transported to mountains by the high wa-

ters and violent currents of Noah's flood.

Observations 3 to 6 ofmy Hst all serve this

purpose by showing that many fossils are

preserved in their position of life, undis-

turbed by any movement after death.

One flood cannot produce a fossil record

in several sequential layers (observation

3). Strata formed by violent currents

could not preserve the feeding tracks of

worms (observation 4). Noah's flood-

waters would have disarticulated all fossil

clams into separate valves (observation 5).

As for the cockle, laboriously moving but

six to eight feet a day in its flirrow, forty

days and nights of rain would scarcely

provide enough time for a journey 250

miles inland (where fossil cockles now re-

side) from the nearest modern sea:

With such a rate of motion it would not

have travelledfrom the Adriatic Sea asfar

as Monferrato in Lomhardy, a distance of

250 miles, in forty days—as lie has said

who kept a record of this time.

Moreover, Leonardo adds, cockle shells

are too heavy to be transported at the tops

of waves, and they cannot be swept up the

mountains along the bottom of the waters

because, Leonardo believed, the bottom

currents always move down from higher

to lower elevations, even while waves and

surface currents sweep inland. The ex-

plicit refutation of Noah's flood as a cause

of fossils forms a major theme of the

(please turn to page 58)

m
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For decades, scenarios of human evolu-

tion have depicted our ancestors as "killer

apes," progressing from aggression to

hunting and warfare. While work on

some monkeys and apes (notably baboons

and chimpanzees) supported this view,

studies of the most recently recognized

ape species, the bonobo, both in the wild

and in captivity, certainly do not.

The bonobo (sometimes known as the

pygmy chimpanzee) was officially distin-

guished fi-om its sibling species, the chim-

panzee, in 1929. Until then, bonobos

were often mistaken for young chim-

panzees because of their juvenile appear-

ance. The bonobo remained little more

than a curiosity, however, until the 1970s,

when Japanese and Western scientists

traveled to Zaire to begin documenting

the natural history of this elusive anthro-

poid. These scientists have revealed the

Bonobo
Dialogues'

A male iiwites a femalefor sex by displaying An adult male bonobo grooms an adultfemale. Studies of captive bonobos indicate that males

an erection and a stick ofsugarcane. seek contact with females, whilefemales prefer the companionship of their own sex.

one-sidedness of previous attempts to re-

construct the behavior of the common

ancestor of humans and apes.

Bonobo society, unlike that of chim-

panzees, is best characterized as female

centered and egalitarian, with sex substi-

tuting for aggression. Females occupy

prominent, often ruling positions in soci-

ety and the high points of bonobo intel-

lectual life are found not in cooperative

hunting or strategies to achieve domi-

nance but in conflict resolution and sensi-

tivity to others.

My own work with bonobos began in

1983, when I set out to study a colony of



Boiiobos, far left and center, have flatter,

more open faces, wider nostrils, and smaller

ears than does a chimpanzee, left. Thefacial

expressions of the tit'o kinds of ape are

remarkably similar, however; nervous grins

and pouts are typical of both.

ten individuals at the San Diego Zoo. My
intention was to develop the first detailed

"ethogram," a systematic catalog of the

species' facial expressions, gestures, and

vocalizations. To get the necessary infor-

mation, I stood in front of the bonobos'

enclosure for hundreds of hours, observ-

ing and videotaping them.

One day, I watched as two adult males

were reintroduced after a long separation.

They both screamed and circled each

other for six minutes without making any

physical contact. The ape keepers and I

ing Vernon to come closer. Occasionally,

Kevin shook his hands impatiently.

Both males had erections, which they

presented to each other with legs apart, in

the same way that a male bonobo invites a

female for sex. It was as if each male

wanted contact but did not know

whether the other could be trusted.

When they finally did rush toward each

other, instead of fighting, they embraced

frontaUy with broad grins on their faces,

Vernon thrusting his genitals against

Kevin's. They calmed down right away

and happily began collecting the raisins

that the caretakers had scattered around.

Instead of screaming, they now uttered

excited food calls.

The way this brief but tense encounter

unfolded—the intense exchange of sig-

nals, the genital contact, and the peaceful

ending—is emblematic of the species.

Aggressive behavior is not absent in the

bonobo, either in captivity or in the wild,

but it remains mostly mild and restrained

small tree, and charges about slapping the

ground with great force and energy.

When he is in this mood, anyone who
crosses his path risks a beating. He can

keep up the performance for minutes;

perhaps the length and vigor of the dis-

play informs his fellows about his health

and stamina. In the Mahale Mountains

National Park, in Tanzania, Japanese pri-

matologist Toshisada Nishida observed a

high-ranking male chimpanzee that had

developed a habit of displaying near a

riverbed with enormous rocks, which he

would dislodge and roll downhill, pro-

ducing a thunderous noise that seemed to

impress his rivals.

In comparison, the bonobo male's typ-

ical display looks like harmless play. He
wiU grab a branch and drag it behind him

while making a brief run. The unstop-

pable steam-engine display enacted by his

inore robust relative could not be more

different. Also, bonobos rarely perform

the complex confrontations known

Ape mothers play games that promote eye

contact with their offspring.

feared a bloody confrontation (most ani-

mals fight when introduced to a relative

stranger of the same sex), but Kevin, the

younger male, kept stretching out his

hand and flexing his fingers, as if beckon-

Boiiobo females often rub genitals, usually lo relieve tension in relatiomhips.

compared with the elaborate charging

displays for which the chiinpanzee is so

well known.

A male chimpanzee appears larger than

life when he raises his hair, uproots a

among chimpanzees, in which one ani-

mal recruits supporters against another,

thus forcing the opponent to do the same,

until entire sections of society oppose

each other on the battlefield. Chim-
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panzees will go around cajoling their

friends to get involved, holding out a

hand to one, embracing another. As a re-

sult, confrontations may last half an hour

or more, involving all sorts of shifting al-

liances and lots of screaming and barking.

Bonobos, in contrast, fight chiefly on a

one-on-one basis without maneuvering

to draw in third parties.

This is not to say that a bonobo placed

together with chimpanzees would be at a

loss about what is going on among them,

or that bonobos themselves never form

alliances. They are capable of the same

kinds of interactions, yet they rarely en-

gage in confrontations on the grand scale

characteristic of the chimpanzees' pohti-

cal system.

Chimpanzees go through elaborate rit-

uals in which one individual communi-

cates its status to the other. When two

adult males meet, one will grovel in the

dust, uttering panting grunts, while the

other stands on two feet and performs a

mild intimidation display to make clear

Bonobos have hug giMetid bmhs and

compared with chimpanzees, small heads.

who ranks above whom. Overall, com-

munication patterns related to aggression,

dominance, and submission are more

conspicuous and spectacular in the chim-

panzee. This species seems to invest con-

/;; the mm foie^t^ of Zane bonobo mothers nurse their youngforfour years and take them

unth them everywheie they go.

siderably more energy, both physical and

mental in poHticking: the chimpanzee is

the MachiaveUi of the primate world.

Are we permitted to speak of "politics"

in relation to animals other than our-

selves? If we foUow the social scientist

Harold Lasswell's classic definition of pol-

itics as "who gets what, when, and how,"

then why shouldn't the dominance strate-

gies and alliances of nonhuman primates



be labeled as such? In baboons and chim-

panzees, for example, two males may

band together to defeat a third; such al-

hances determine sexual access to fe-

males, and thus decide who gets what.

As soon as such alliances come into

play, a higher level of social awareness is

required. It becomes of paramount im-

portance to know not just who your

friends and enemies are but also who the

regular allies of your adversaries are, so

that their presence or absence can be

taken mto account. Success demands

keeping track of a large number of social

factors, hence the thesis, forwarded by

primatologists in the 1960s, that social

problem-solving is the original fijnction

Bonohos ojlen walk 0)i iwo ic^s wlifii ihcy have food in ihcir

hands. 'litis captiveJemak is carryinj^ gi"g'^i' leaves.

of primate higher mental functions (in-

cluding those of humansj.

If chimpanzees indeed engage in the

most elaborate power strategies, they

might represent the best example of so-

cially driven brain evolution. Does this

mean that the bonobo, being less pohti-

cal, is less intelligent? Indications are that

bonobos resolve the question ofwho gets

what, when, and how by different, some-

what subtler means. In bonobo society,

the accent seems to have shifted toward

peaceful settlement of conflicts of interest.

This brings me to the domain in which

bonobos excel. If, of the twin concepts of

sex and power, the chimpanzee has an ap-

petite for the second, the bonobo clearly

has one tor the first. The chimpanzee re-

solves sexual issues with power; the

bonobo resolves power issues with sex. In

sexual matters, chimpanzees foUow an al-

most laughably simplistic scheme. Bono-

bos have more ways of

inviting each other sexu-

ally, more ways of engag-

ing in sex, and a greater

variety of facial expres-

sions and vocalizations

associated with sexual in-

tercourse than do chim-

panzees. The chim-

panzee's sex hfe is rather

plain and boring; bono-

bos act as if they have

read the Kama Sutra.

By far the most striking

contrast between the two,

however, is in vocal com-

munication. The voices of

the two species are so dif-

ferent that it is easy to tell

them apart. Not only is

the bonobo s voice shriller

but its calls are often quite

distinct. For example, the

long-distance call of the

chimpanzee is a slowly

swelling hoot, whereas

the bonobo utters ner-

vous, agitated whooping

calls. Heard from a dis-

tance, these calls sound

like the yapping of a small dog, or rather

many small dogs, because bonobos syn-

chronize such calls to a high degree, pro-

ducing choruses in which individuals

"echo" one another.

An even more remarkable coordina-

tion is achieved during aggressive con-

frontations. Each opponent may vocalize

in alternation with the other, exchanging

sounds as fast as the back-and-forth of a

professional Ping-Pong match. They

seem to be trading information about

emotions and intentions. The calls are

variable: some may be threats, others may

betray fear, and yet others may express a

desire to reconcile.

During the reunion between Kevin

and Vernon, the two males went through

this kind of rapid dialogue in a very in-

tense manner. A spectrographic analysis

of their calls indicated that they changed

in quality over the course of the en-

counter but remained similar to each

other's (a process known as vocal match-

ing), as if the two males gradually con-

verged on a solution to their predica-

ment. Their calls almost never

overlapped—that is, the two males re-

sponded to each other without interrupt-

ing. Ten years before my study, Claudia

Jordan, a German ethologist, had already

reported so-called squeal duels when one

bonobo confronts another. Possibly what

chimpanzees do by means of visual dis-

plays of strength and determination,

bonobos do by a more "languagelike" ex-

change of information about their inter-

nal states. It would be going too far to

claim that they are talking the issue over,

but there is a certain dialectic and coordi-

nated quality to the bonobos' vocal con-

tests that is absent in the chimpanzee.

The bonobo's natural communication,

as well as many other fascinating aspects

of its behavior, has not yet received the at-

tention it deserves. These little-known

primates are endangered in the wild and

extremely rare in captivity. If we take

good care ofthem, however, we may for a

long time share this planet with a fainily

member that affords us an entirely new

look at ourselves.

Excerpted from Bonobo: The Forgotten

Ape, by Frans de Waal, photographs by Frans

Lanting. Printed by permission of the Univer-

sity of California Press, 1997.
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By Kevin Krajick

In 1976 scientists on an international drilling expedi-

tion off the coast of Guatemala brought up a core of

gritty mud from the deep-sea floor. In it were several

softbaU-size nodes of a whitish, icelike material no one

on board had ever seen before. The nodes popped,

hissed, and snapped like firying bacon, sputtering out

gas and throwing off droplets of liquid. Within minutes

the only thing left was a puddle of water. "We mea-

sured and photographed it every which way," says Bill

Harrison, a geologist at the Idaho National Environ-

mental Engineering Laboratory, who was on board.

"We knew what we had."

What they had were bits of gas hydrates—chemical

compounds that are increasingly being studied for their

potential as huge reservoirs of energy, as possible causes

of sea floor instabOity and even as significant contribu-

Explorations under the sea floor reva

tors to global warming. Scientists had long speculated

about them and even made them in the laboratory, but

until now only a few had been seen in nature.

Hydrates are a peculiar combination of two com-

mon substances: water and natural gas, usually

methane. If these meet in sediments where pressure is

high and temperature low—a combination produced

under oceans and the permanently frozen subsoil (per-

mafrost) of polar regions—they join together in an ex-

traordinarily compact form found nowhere else. But

retrieving a chunk is extremely difficult. Unlike dia-

monds or oil, hydrates quickly decompose into their

two components when they are puUed up from the

depths toward warmth and low pressure—thus the

rush of gas and water that the scientists saw on deck.

They were lucky to witness even that; decomposition

usually happens long before hydrates hit the surface.

Since the 1970s, scattered studies have spotted

about fifty areas where significant deposits may exist,

says Keith Kvenvolden, a U.S. Geological Survey scien-

tist in Menlo Park, California. There is a rough con-

sensus that 20 quadrillion cubic meters of methane are ,

locked up in hydrates—enough to blanket the earth's

surface with gas 130 feet thick. Measured another way,

hydrates may hold 10 trOlion tons of carbon, twice as

much as the earth's coal, oO, and conventional gas re-

serves combined. The estimate is based on just a few

dozen recovered hydrate samples, as well as on seismic
i

profiles of the sea floor, chemical analyses of drUl cores,
;

and extrapolations about where conditions exist for hy-

drate formation. "There's stUl a lot of speculation,"



notes K\-envolden. "God kno\vs what the reality is."

Studies show that most of the gas for hydrates is

made when anaerobic bacteria break down organic

matter under the sea floor, producing methane and an

array of gaseous b\^roducts, including carbon dioxide,

hydrogen sulfide, and small amounts of ethane and

propane, all ot which can be incorporated into hy-

drates: methane, however, predominates. Various ther-

mal reactions can also produce methane for gas hy-

drates. As gases rise, they are dissolved in whatever

water is in the sediment. At the right pressure-temper-

ature combination—the "stability zone"—hydrates

will form. In theors; most ocean bottoms provide sta-

bilit\- zones, but in practice, hydrates seem confined to

the edges of continents, where nutrient-rich waters

send a rain of organic detritus into the muds for bacte-

ria to turn into methane and where the water is at least

1 .000 feet deep. Although gas hydrates can be found at

can't be seen. Only in a few places—the Gulf ofMex-

ico is one—do visible lobes crop out on the sea floor.

Hydrates have also been found under sediment off the

Oregon coast, in 10,000-foot-deep water. In 1995 ge-

ologists drilling along the peat-rich Arctic coast of

Canada's Northwest Territories discovered hydrates for

the first time in permafrost itself, 400 feet down. Rus-

sian and Japanese scientists have found hydrates deep in

the Antarctic ice sheet, formed from ancient bubbles of

atmospheric nitrogen and other gases.

Since hydrates are nearly impossible to observe di-

rectly, researchers have reHed on a surrogate: making

them in the laboratory. This involves shaking, heating,

cooling, or otherwise manipulating gas and water or

ice particles for hours or days—a process that probably

htde resembles what actually happens in nature.

How exactly do they form? How long does it take?

If you find a chunk, is it a few hours old or 20,000

Hydrates are nearly

impossible to observe

directly in nature, so

some researchers

make them in the

laboratory. Opposite

page: Hydrates on fire

in the lab. A few

researchers have also

attempted to make

hydrates in the sea. In

St deposits of crystallized gas hydrates-potentially our greatest source of energy.

the sea floor, their usual range is 325 to 3,600 feet be-

neath it. In permafrost, they can occur at shallower

depths because of colder temperatures.

The basic hydrate unit is a hollow crystal of dozens

of water molecules; inside, a single gas molecule floats

freely. The crystals fit together in an extremely tight

latticework. To the naked eye, hydrates (also known as

dathrates, from the Greek and Latin words for "cage-

work") look hke ice. But hydrate crystals are cubic

rather than hexagonal, and hydrates usually form above

the freezing point of water. Also, unlike ice, hydrates

can be set on fire because they are amazingly efllcient

packages for flammable methane. The crystal structure

effectively contains the compressed gas; in a cubic foot

of hydrates, gas will expand in volume to about 164

cubic feet at standard temperature and pressure.

Depending on local conditions, hydrates may be

found in nodules, veins, solid layers, or finely dispersed

particles between sediment pores. But they usually

years old? These are some of the questions that are

being asked by Peter Brewer, a researcher at the Mon-
terey Bay Aquarium Research Institute, who recently

designed an unusual experiment: sending a remotely

operated vehicle (ROV) to the bottom of an underwa-

ter chasm the size of the Grand Canyon, off Moss

Landing, Cahfornia. Given the natural pressure and

temperature. Brewer hoped to make hydrates using

methane and seawater. Accompanied by other curious

scientists, he set out on a series of expeditions on the

research vessel Point Lobos.

One of these expeditions took place over two days

last October. An ROV strapped to the deck was outfit-

ted with several clear plastic cylinders and attached by

tubes to a tank of methane gas that would be released

at the right moment. Video cameras were fixed to the

ROV so that Brewer could see what was happening.

About eight miles offshore, the ninety-seven-foot Point

Lobos rolled heavily in ten-foot seas. Deckhands un-

October 1996,

scientists monitored

such an experiment in

the control room of

the Point Lobos

research vessel,

above. They sent a

remotely operated

vehicle, above left,

into deep water off the

California coast to

facilitate the making

of hydrates.
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cinched the ROV, then dashed out of the way as a

crane swung it over the side into the water, where it

bobbed, then dived in a burst of foam. From a dark

control room below deck, pOot Paul Tucker guided the

ROV with a joystick. After twenty minutes, the video

screen showed a swirl of brownish silt as the cratt

reached the bottom, 3,000 feet down. Instruments re-

vealed that the temperature there was a brisk 3.9 de-

grees Celsius and the pressure 90 times that on the sur-

face. Exotic small fishes and bright orange shrimps

drifted by, but Brewer had eyes only for the cylinders.

Tucker ran some seawater into them. Various instru-

ments were checked. Finally Brewer called, "OK, give

it some methane." Tucker pushed a button, and a col-

umn of bubbles rose into the water in the cylinders.

For a couple of seconds, nothing happened. Then

the bubbles coalesced and turned into a cluster of

spheres resembling fine, translucent pearls. Observers

forgot how seasick they were, and a cheer went up.

With the addition of more methane, the mass grew to

the size of a rolling pin. "Look at that!" shouted

Brewer. "Look how fast it forms! That's amazing!"

Within minutes it had compacted itself into a snow-

cone shape. But there was no way to hang on to it.

When Tucker started guiding the ROV toward the

surface. Brewer's snow cone began to disappear. At

1,800 feet, gas started to bubble from it, and it began to

look slushy and gray. At 1 ,050 feet, it boiled furiously

and holes appeared in it. At 850 feet, just a few frag-

ments floated in the water. Then it was gone.

A few months earher, a group at Texas A&M Uni-

versity had made hydrates with similar speed and ease

by corralling natural methane that bubbled out of the

ocean floor, trapping it in a tube. In November and

December 1995, the Ocean Drilling Program (ODP),

a worldwide consortium of scientific institutions, also

Hydrates, which contain 3,000 times more methane than the air does, co

Continental shelf

Organic

matter is broken

down in sediment by

anaerobic bacteria to make methane

and other gases that, with high pressure and low

temperature, canform sohd hydrates. I. Rising temperature '
;-

orfalling pressure can cause hydrates to decompose, resulting in

landslides or sea floor collapses. 2. Gas can escape to the sea floor, and there

form hydrates or nourish chemosynthetic communities. 3. A salt dome causes the base oj

the hydrate zone to bow up, creating a trapforfree gas. 4. Free gas and water-charged sediments

erupt through faults.



attempted to understand the dynamics of hydrate de-

posits, with intriguing results. The OOP's vessel

JOIDES Resolution went to the Blake Ridge off the

South Carolina coast and drilled into what scientists

thought might be a rich hydrate field. As a 30-foot-

long, 2.3-inch-wide drill core was being hauled out of

the water, the free gas and/or hydrate inside the core

suddenly expanded and shot out a load of hard, green-

ish clay, which landed two decks below. The crew

managed to pick some intact hydrate pieces out ofsim-

ilar cores and rush them into pressurized, cooled canis-

ters before they could decompose.

BiU Winters, a U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)

civil engineer based in Woods Hole, Massachusetts,

was awarded guardianship of several of those rare

chunks, including one of the biggest ever—a 6.3-by-

2.3-inch piece nicknamed "the Football." When the

ship docked in Miami, Winters had a flatbed truck

starts to form, it seals the gas in, preventing it from es-

caping. A "mature" hydrate mass could fdl the whole

stabiUty zone, at which point free gas would start

building up underneath.

Thus, a solid hydrate mass might find itself sitting

on an unstable foundation of toothpasteHke, bubbly

muck that was exerting upward pressure. Changes in

pressure or temperature, earthquakes, or other distur-

bances might cause the mass to decompose, crack, or

slip downhiU off its fragile foundation, resulting in

massive gas releases or in undersea slumps. These possi-

bilities are ofmore than academic interest. The Ocean

Drilhng Program long forbade the JOIDES Resolution

from drilling through hydrates, fearing that drilling

could suddenly cause gases to vent and sink the ship

—

the rumored fate of a Russian drilling barge in the

Arctic some years ago. (The Blake Ridge exploration

was sanctioned, partly because the water is deep

Gas hydrates were first '&

discovered in 1811, f

but ttieir molecular 1

arctiitecture tias been ?

determined only g

relatively recently. To 1

the naked eye they 1

look like ice, but they i

are far different ^

ntribute to global warming if the methane were released into the atmosphere.

\\ith generator-powered refrigerators waiting for the

three-day drive home. On the final leg of the journey,

he says, "The roads were washboards. We padded the

canisters in foam and did 80 to even out the bumps."

On the New Jersey Turnpike, they hit a pothole, and a

seal on the Football's container failed. When Winters

opened it, he found a puddle of water.

Other scientists on the cruise had used a difierent

technique. They sent speciahzed canisters down into

the driU hole itself to collect samples of hydrates. The

canisters were sealed before being hauled up, allowing

for the retrieval ofcompletely intact samples. Later, re-

searchers working with University of North Carolina

marine geologist Charles PauU released gas from the

canisters and measured it under controlled laboratory

conditions—the first such direct analysis ever done.

Based pardy on this measurement, they estimated that

the Blake Ridge alone holds enough gas to supply heat

and electricity, at current usage rates, to the United

States for 100 years.

Perhaps the expedition's biggest surprise was that at

least half the estimated gas was not in the hydrate layer

but underneath it. Scientists had predicted that they

would find a few yards worth of free methane beneath

the hydrate layer. Instead, they found hundreds. "We

I

never hit bottom, so we don't know how far down it

goes," says Paul), the expedition's co-chief. How this

relates to the hydrate above, no one is sure. One possi-

i
bility, says Paull, is that without anything solid to get in

the way, gas just escapes through loose sediment and

, bubbles up into the water. But when a hydrate layer

enough to mitigate such releases.) The late Richard

Mclver, who was a petroleum geology consultant

based in Texas, even suggested that naturaDy disturbed

hydrates could explain mysterious disappearances in

the Bermuda Triangle, conveniently located in the

Blake Ridge region. He speculated that water frothing

with gaseous methane could sink ships or even deprive

low-flying aircraft of oxygen as they passed through

the concentrated gas, causing their engines to fail.

Some scientists theorize that hydrates could accel-

erate global warming, for they harbor 3,000 times

more methane—a powerful "greenhouse" gas—than

the air does at present. The atmosphere already re-

ceives some methane from bacteria operating in rice

fields and wetlands, as well as from termites and rumi-

nant livestock like cows, which harbor bacteria in their

guts. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-

tion experts believe that slowly decomposing gas hy-

drates are currently of only minor significance in nat-

ural emissions—accounting for no more than 3

percent. But what if even a few big deposits suddenly

fell apart?

There is evidence that this has happened in the

past. The northern Alaska coast is carpeted with signs

of old underwater landslides e.xactly matching calcu-

lated hydrate zones, Huge scars mark the sea floor near

the Blake Ridge, where landslides have also occurred.

Some seem to have formed 18,000 years ago, toward

the end of the last glacial age. Charles Paull says that

glaciers, at their highest point, locked up enough water

to lower the seas by about 400 feet from their current

structurally. Top: The

atoms that form water

molecules in ice are

interlocked in a

hexagonal system.

Above: Hydrate

crystals are cubic. But

their basic building

blocks are water

molecules linked

pentagonaliy, forming

a cage large enough to

trap a molecule of

free-floating gas, such

as methane.
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Some hydrate deposits are actual ecosystems. They

host not only methanogens—the bacteria that make

the methane—and other microbes but also worms

and mussels that sometimes live on top of deposits, all

feeding directly or indirectly on slowly released gases.

The anaerobic methanogens are members of the

kingdom Archaea (meaning "ancient"), a collection

of bacteria that thrive imder extreme conditions.

How far down these organisms live is unknown; they

could define the bottom of the biosphere. Drillers

have found microbes nearly two miles down in solid

earth, and probably have not reached the limit.

According to Robert Carney, an ocean ecologist

at Louisiana State University, hydrate deposits "are

like oases" on the desertlike ocean floor; they "col-

lect all the meager litde inputs of methane and store

them up and then act as a time-release capsule

would." In 1995 geologist Ronald John Parkes, of

Britain's University of Bristol, studied gas hydrates in

10,000-foot-deep water off the coast of

Oregon. He was startled to find ten times

more bacteria 650 feet beneath the sea floor

than he had found on the sea floor itself. Do
some of the huge numbers of microbes

there break down trapped methane for food

and others recycle them back into the de-

posit? Or both? "It's circular and confusing

and complex," says Parkes. "We have to

wonder whether bacteria play a role in feed-

ing the deposits as well as the reverse."

Methane-eating bacteria may also pro-

duce large amounts of hydrogen sulfide,

poisonous to most creatures, but which here

rises through faults in the hydrate to the

ocean floor and is consumed by different bacteria.

These include Bcggiatoa, whose strands collect in

doormat-size spreads on sediment and are visible to

the naked eye. Carbon dioxide, another byproduct of

methane breakdown, may also bubble up, precipitat-

ing out as it hits open water to build wasp's-nest-like

carbonate chimneys that continue to vent assorted

gases through their hollow centers. AH this buildup

may help feed the hydrate deposit by impeding the

emergence of gas into the water, giving it time to so-

lidify into lobes that poke directly out of the mud.

Charles Fisher, a Pennsylvania State Universit\'

biologist, has been studying such places—called cold

seeps—since the 1980s. These host spectacular

ecosystems. In the center of one in the Gulf ofMex-

ico, a constant stream of bubbles emerges from the

sea floor. Surrounding this is a semicircular bed of

giant mussels—a new species that, Fisher and col-

leagues have shown, thrives on methane. Since no

animal has evolved a way to utilize CH4 molecules

directly, bacteria living on the mussels' gill filaments

do it for them. Around the mussel bed, hundreds of

red-tipped tube worms six to eight feet long are an-

chored to the carbonate rocks—the only solid place

on the muddy bottom. The worms take hydrogen

sulfide out of the water and pass it on to symbiotic

bacteria in their central sacs. If not enough gas bub-

bles up, they send rootlike extensions of their tubes

deep into the rock and sediinent to seek it out.

No one knows the extent of the cold seep's food

web. Snails can be seen crawling on the mussel shells,

perhaps grazing on gas-eating microbes. Predatoiy

starfish crack open mussels. Squat lobsters ti-y to snip

off pieces of worms. Fishes cruise by.

Not all cold-seep communities overlie hydrates-

Mussels live on methane at a cold seep In the Gulf of Mexico.

gas may bubble up directly from the depths without

them—but Fisher believes that some of the most pro-

ductive ones do. One day he arrived at a seep to find

that some worms and mussels he'd studied for several

years had fallen into a new four-foot chasm in the

mud. He could see a glowing mass of solid hydrate

inside; a chunk had decomposed, blowing away g|

of the creatures' home. Despite this occasional u^^
happy ending, cold seeps are relatively stable places.

Growth-rate studies show that mussels and tube

worms can Uve a long time—more than 100 years in

the case of the worms. In some mussel beds, thick

layers of predecessors' shells and remains suggest the

communities have lasted hundreds, perhaps thousands

of years—ancestral villages rich with clues to past ma-

rine environments, climate, and geology.

—

K. K.



levels. This would have decreased pressures at the sea

bottom and caused built-up hydrates to decompose

—

perhaps triggering the unexplained temperature spikes

that foUow most cool periods.

However, changes in temperature, not pressure,

might also release hydrate masses in sufficient quanti-

ties to change cHmate. Ian MacDonald, an oceanogra-

pher at Texas A&M University, is examining whether

local temperature changes in Gulf of Mexico currents

cause gas hydrates to quickly form and decompose on

the ocean floor. German researchers have studied

plumes of methane gas rising from the water ofi" the

northern coast of Norway—the result, they beheve, of

seasonal temperature variations that warm currents and

cause gas hydrates to decompose. They warn that fur-

ther warming may create unpredictable currents that

could set off a widening gyre of such decompositions

by sending more methane into the atmosphere. James

Russia, South Korea, Indonesia, Britain, and Germany.

Indian scientists also have consulted with the USGS
about exploring their country's continental margins.

(So far, the main interest of U.S. companies in hydrates

has been the possible danger. Occasionally, when

crude petroleum is pumped through pressurized

pipelines in cold climates, there is enough water and

methane in the mix to form hydrates, which can plug

the line. When dislodged, the plug may travel at the

speed of a bullet, causing pipes to rupture or explode,

and sometimes killing workers.)

The U.S. Navy also has shown interest. Hydrates

change the acoustics of ocean bottoms in ways that can

distort sonar signals used to track submarines. Accord-

ing to unclassified documents, researchers from the

Naval Research Laboratory have been towing a new,

2,000-foot-long, deep-sea seismic apparatus over sus-

pected hydrate sites to make better maps of them.

Anaerobic bacteria break down organic matter, producing methane for hydrates.

Kennett, an oceanographer at the Marine =

Science Institute of the University of CaHfor- I

nia at Santa Barbara, is completing a study of I

sediments off the coast of Cahfornia; it sug- ^ •

gests that in the last 70,000 years, warm local 1

waters have repeatedly caused large hydrate |

decompositions, which are associated with |

global warmings.

Of course, what exploration companies

and governments want to know about hy-

drates is whether they can be exploited for

energ\f. U.S. companies have considered

pumping hot water or chemicals into deposits

to destabilize them, but no one has actually tried. Con-

venrional gas deposits from Appalachia to Texas are stiU

plentiful and easier to get at than hydrates buried under

sea floors or permafrost. Japan, however, imports 95

percent of its natural gas and pays three times more for

it than the United States does. In 1995 the Japanese

government and a consortium of ten companies

launched a five-year plan of exploration and extrac-

tion. Preliminary surveys indicate substantial hydrate

deposits offJapan s coasts. Hydrates may become "one

of the most important domestic energy resources left

around Japan in |thc| twenty-first century," Yoshihisa

Okuda, of the Geological Survey ofJapan, told an in-

ternational hydrate conference last year. USGS officials

have agreed to allow Japan to drill two prototype wells

on the hydrate-rich north slope of Alaska in 1998 in

return for some usually proprietary Japanese techno-

logical data; and they have met with delegations from
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Hydrate maps include

inferred as well as

known deposits,

reflecting the still early

stage of hydrate

geology. Most hydrates

are on the edges of

continents in ocean

settings (purple

circles) and in

permafrost (red

diamonds).

Scientists are even looking to other planets. Based

on pressure-temperature calculations, among other ev-

idence, hydrates of carbon dioxide, methane, nitrogen,

and ammonia are thought to make up some of the ge-

ology of icy moons orbiting Saturn, Uranus, and Nep-

tune. They may exist on Mars. The earthly relevance:

Our planet may have started out as a barren core of

iron and silicate with no atmosphere, like a house

without furniture. That's where the hydrates come in.

They are good at trapping all kinds of molecules. Some

scientists believe they are what comets are made of

Earth may have gotten some of its water, carbon com-

pounds, and nitrogen—building blocks of life—when

comets rained them down in hydrates, which then

broke up into gases and water. The hydrates under the

earth today are likely to remain as mysterious as these

possible ancient ones. For now, we can only capture

them briefly before they fizzle and disappear. D

Jill!
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Last year, parasitic mites and harsh winter weather eliminated 80 percent of the

honeybee colonies in some parts of the country.

story by Sue Hubbell

Photographs by Gary Braasch

When European settlers arrived on the shores of

North America m the seventeenth century and discov-

ered to their dismay that there were no honeybees

here, they set about importing them. Never mind that

more than 3,500 species of native bees vi^ere buzzing

about, energetically poUinating the native plants and

the few crops—including squash and beans—grown by

the people the settlers called Indians. Those bees do

not produce useflil amounts of wax or honey. Only

honeybees do that, and without them the settlers

lacked good-quality wax with which to make candles

to light their dark days and darker nights and had to

make do with myrtle wax or tallow from beef or deer.

Without honeybees, they also lacked the major ingre-

dient of mead, an alcoholic drink made from fer-

mented honey and water. And last of all, they had no

honey to sweeten their food.

The early settlers weren't interested in the poUina- I

tion work that the native bees—or even honeybees— |

could do because they weren't aware of it. The role of =

insects in botanical fertilization was not clearly known |

until the late 1700s, long after the first recorded impor- <

ration of European honeybees {Apis melUfera) to this ^

continent. That report appears in a letter dated 1621 s

and written in the English office of the Virginia Com- s

pany: "wee have by this shippe sent . . . fruit trees, as

also pigeons . . . and bee hives . . . the preservation and

Opposite: After twitching

a ride on an adult

tioneybee, a parasitic

mite (ticl<lii<e creature

attaclied to ttie bee in

tiie center of t/ie

pliotograph) will

transfer to a brood cell

and feed on the bee

larva inside.
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increase hereof wee recommend unto you." If these

bees survived the ocean voyage (of which there is no

record), they would have prospered in Virginia and

could have been the origin of swarms that spread west-

ward m the following years. Sometime between 1630

and 1663, honeybees were also brought to New Eng-

land to brighten the hves of colonials there.

By 1800, swarming feral honeybees, nesting in tree

hollows, had reached the Mississippi. In the 1850s, the

bees were brought by ship to the West Coast, where

their population was soon increased by bees carried

overland by settlers, who kept them m cramped hives

inside hollow logs. During the next half century, with

the invention of better beekeeping equipment and the

development of an industry to manufacture and sell it,

honeybees, both feral and cared-for, were to be found

throughout the United States.

Once the honeybees' role in pollination had been

added to the list of their known virtues, farmers began

setting out hives in orchards to increase fruit yield. But

it wasn't until the present century, as agribusiness trans-

formed fanning in many parts of the country, that

honeybee pollination services became a business as

well. Tractors powered by internal combustion engines

(already in use by the late 1800s) and the caterpillar

tread (used in World War I tanks) may have given

large-scale agriculture a push. The shortage of men to

do heavy hand labor during World War II, the design

of ever-more sophisticated farm machinery, and the

development of pesticides all contributed to dramatic

Trouble with
Honeybees
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Imported in the 1600s to provide colonists with honey and candle wax, honeybees i

changes in American agri-

culture. Farms became

bigger, and machines took

over much of the hard

labor. Large plantings of

single crops—monocul-

ture—became the rule.

Beekeepers learned to

take advantage ot both

mechanization and the

growing agricultural need

for pollmation, and once

again, the bee of choice

was the honeybee. Many

crops, especially those cul-

tivated on a large scale

—

such as alfalfa and or-

anges—are not native to

North America and may

have bloom times that are

more in sync with the

population peaks of the in-

troduced honeybee than

with those of native spe-

cies. In addition, most na-

tive bees fly no farther than

100 to 200 yards from their

nests and have solitary

nesting habits that make

them harder to manage.

Grouping four or five

hives of honeybees on a

White Man's Fly

pallet, modern beekeepers

use forklifts and boom
loaders to load and unload

pallets from trailers, truck

them from place to place as

difierent crops come into

bloom, and move on be-

fore the fields are sprayed

with insecticides. The fee

they receive for this service

has become a more impor-

tant source of income for

some beekeepers than has

honey. In recent decades,

another, easily managed

exotic bee—the alfalfa

leaf-cutter bee—has come

to play a significant role in

commercial pollination,

particularly of alfalfa. To-

gether these two intro-

duced bees account for

about 90 percent of

agribusiness crop pollina-

tion in the United States.

But now, the honey-

bees on which we have be-

come so dependent are in

trouble. In the spring of

1996, almond growers in

California were advertising

that they would pay $34

The story is often told by those who write about bees—I've

told it myself—that North American Indians called honeybees

"the white man's fly" because the bees, swanning ahead of the

settlers, often invaded Indian lands before the pioneers. The

phrase is always in quotes, as though it were a translation from

some Indian language. It is a quotation, but fi-om a Kterary

white man, perhaps inspired by another literary white man, no-

toriously unreliable and romantic in his Indian lore.

In an 1 879 essay on bees, John Burroughs wrote:

Burroughs's metaphor—white man's fly—may have been

inspired by a reading of the 1855 "The Song of Hiawatha," by

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. In this poem, the author's noble

hero recites a dream he had about honeybees and plantain (an

introduced European weed he called by the common name,

white man's foot) to foretell the coming of whites. Hiawatha

recommends that the whites be received with Christian resigna-

tion and then makes his lugubrious exit by canoe into the sun-

set. Of the white men, Hiawatha said he dreamed:

The Iiidimi regarded the honey-bee as an ill-omen. Slie was the

white man's fly. In fact she was the epitome of the white man

hiniselj. She has the white man's craftiness, his indidstry, his

architectnral skill, his neatness and love ofsystem, hisforesight; and

aboi'c all, Iiis eager, miserly habits. The honey-bee's great ambition

is to lay np great stores.

Wlieresoe 'er they move, before them

Swarms the stinging fly, the Ahmo,

Swarms the bee, the honey-maker;

Wlieresoe'er they tread, beneath them

Springs aflower imknown among ns,

Springs the Wliitc-man's Foot in blossom. S. H.



)w responsible for most agribusiness crop pollination in the United States.

per colony tor beekeepers

to bring honeybees to their

trees. This is up from the

S22 per colony that bee-

keepers were charging in

the 1980s. In Maine, it was

hard to find honeybees at

any price last year.

Like all animals, hon-

eybees get sick and have

parasites, but over the

years, beekeepers had

learned how to help their

bees stay healthy. Once a

disease or pest takes hold in

any large population, how-

ever, it can spread rapidly.

In the last fifteen years, two

particularly devastating

species of parasitic mites

have shown up in Ameri-

can hives. One, \arroa ja-

cobsoiii, parasitizes bee lar-

vae; the other, Acarapis

woodi, infests the trachea of

adult bees. Treatments

have been far from perfect;

V jacobsoni has begun to

show resistance to the

chemical American bee-

keepers have been using to

fight it, and breeders have

so far failed to develop a totally mite-resistant bee.

Rough estimates suggest that last year the mites, to-

gether with harsh winter weather, may have ehminated

Above: Beekeepers use

smoke to make

honeybees easier to

80 percent of the honeybee colonies in some parts of manage. "Thinking" they

the country. In the part of the Ozarks where I kept must flee their burning

bees for twenty-five years, only a few hives, and appar-

cndy no feral honeybees, survive. Ten or twelve years

ago, it was the rule of thumb in this part of southern

1 Missouri that there were approximately as many feral

I

honeybees—living in tree holes and under the sides of

abandoned buildings—as hived ones, and that the feral

i bees, along with native bees, were doing a lot of polli-

nation for free.

In Missouri, where farming is a matter of raising

I cattle, a nice stand of white clover in a pasture is appre-

ciated. There are also a few orchards in the state. Today,

I

fanners tell me that their white clover and fruit are the

I
poorer for the lack of honeybees. In talking to other

I

beekeepers and researchers around the United States, I

home, the worker bees

rush to eat as much

stored honey as they

can, and a bee with a

full stomach is a calm

bee. Opposite:

Researcher Suzanne

Batra, top, inspects a

polyester bee on a tulip

tree flower The

underground brood cells

of these bees, bottom,

resemble little plastic

bags.

frequently hear the same

story. Many beekeepers,

discouraged by the ex-

pense of replenishing their

stocks of bees each spring

and the growing inutility

of antimite treatments, are

leaving the business.

The picture is not

completely bleak, how-

ever. Scientists are working

hard to understand the Ufe

cycles of the parasitic mites

and to develop mite repel-

lents and pesticides. Some

biologists are hopeful that

bee behavior can be

brought into play—per-

haps bees can be bred that

win get rid of the mites by

grooming one another or

by removing infected

pupae from the colony. A
series of mild winters

might also help the bees

survive future mite attacks.

Meanwhile, researchers

are beginning to take con-

siderable interest in both

our native bees and a

handful of species im-

ported as crop pollinators.

Now there is a fledgling industry in these bees—called

pollen bees to distinguish them from honeybees.

Unlike the social honeybees and, to a lesser extent,

bumblebees, which nest in large colonies and divide

themselves up into castes, each with a different job to

do, most of North American native pollen bees are

solitary. Each mated female solitary bee makes her own

nest—with about ten brood cells—in a hole in the

ground or, depending on the species, in a stem, post,

or rotting tree. She builds her nest brood cell by brood

cell, provisioning each cell with a mixture of nectar

and pollen, laying a single egg in it, and then seahng it

off before moving on to make the next one.

Solitary bees range widely in size: the smallest

North American species, Perdiia minima, is about the

size of a fruit fly; tropical carpenter bees may reach an

inch and a half in body length. Many are generalists;

some are specialists: squash bees, a species of miner

bee, work American native gourds; another kind of
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With honeybee numbers in decline, pollination researchers are taking a closer look

miner bee prefers wild

morning glories; an oil bee

of the genus Macivpis loves

the oil of lysimachia, wild

yellow loosestrife (oil bees

mix plant oUs, not nectar,

with pollen for their

young); and some night-

flying sweat bees poDmate

evening primroses.

One question of inter-

est to many researchers

today is how the native

poUen bees may have been

affected by human activi-

ties—especially those asso-

ciated with agriculture

—

and by competition with

the honeybees. I asked

Charles Michener, of the

University of Kansas, the

grand old man of Ameri-

can bee and poUen studies,

what he thought. "Well,"

he said, "disturbed land

and bare ground created by

humans are better for wild

bees than undisturbed,

wooded land. Bees like

open, sunny places."

Michener added that in

1983, some of his students

compared disturbed land near Lawrence, Kansas, with

pristine areas nearby and found not only more individ-

ual bees on the former but also more species of bees.

And he cited an unpublished 1972 study by the Illinois

Natural History Survey, which found the same 220

species of bees living in an area near Carlinville, Illi-

nois, that had been there in the early 1900s. Michener

cautions, however, that this was a study of a single,

small area, and that the original data were collected

long after the introduction of honeybees. He also

makes the point that it is difficult to come up with an

accurate assessment of the effect that humans and im-

ported honeybees have had on native species without a

census of the number and diversity of bees before set-

tlers arrived. "Very little work on this important matter

has been done, except m Australia," he said. "David

Roubik also has some data from South America."

The Australian work, I discovered, suggests that

honeybees, which were introduced to that continent

Pollen Is caught in the

ridged hairs, top left, of

a leaf-cutter bee and

the feathery hairs, top

right, of a sweat bee.

Above: Female

bullheaded mason bees

seal off the entrances to

their cardboard-tube

nests, after filling them

with brood cells made

of mud and bits of

leaves. Sometimes

mistaken for bees,

hoverflies, opposite,

have only one pair of

wings and are much

less effective

pollinators.

150 years ago, may displace

native poUinators—^birds as

well as bees—from flowers.

Honeyeaters, for example,

birds with long, slender

bills, visited flowers less

often when honeybees

were active and tended to

concentrate on those flow-

ers least used by the hon-

eybees. Meanwhile, some

studies suggest that the in-

troduced honeybees do

not always poUinate native

plants effectively, which

may lead to the production

of fewer fruits.

I reached David

Roubik at his office in

Panama, where he is a sci-

entist with the Smithson-

ian Tropical Research In-

stitute. "I've studied bees

in Mexico, Panama, and

French Guiana," he told

me, "and have good data

on the population dynam-

ics of native bees for seven-

teen years." The situation

is complicated in the Trop-

ics by the presence of na-

tive bees that, like honey-

bees, produce and store honey. There are also hundreds

of thousands of flowers for the bees to visit. Roubik

suggests that the honeybees may be able to outcompete

the native bees (both honey producing and solitary)

because they forage over greater distances and, if nec-

essary, can move their colonies. Roubik adds, "It is in-

teresting to note that there are fewer bee genera in the

Old World, where honeybees have been for a long

time, than in the New World, where they have been

for only a short time."

Suzanne Batra, bee scientist with the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, offers a different explanation: "I

think the different number of genera reflects past cli-

matic differences. While it is reasonable to think that

exotic honeybees wiU compete for pollen and nectar

with native species, there are as yet no hard data, and I

am not convinced that competition is as important as

some people think it is." I visit Bat - \'ibrant woman

with her hair in a single long braid, at her office in



rth America's 3,500 species of native bees-as well as a few imported varieties.
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A few scientists, skittish about bringing new insect species into the Americas, wou



e pollination research restricted to native bees. Others see no reason for alarm.

Beltsville, Maryland. A
field biologist with much

experience stud'sdng poUen

bees in Asia, \vhere several

native species ofhoneybees

are abundant, she is impa-

tient at bemg held inside

on rainy day. Her room is a

zestflil clutter ot' files, mag-

azines, technical papers,

cartoons, and photographs.

Stacked papers threaten to

swamp the postage-stamp-

size open space on her

desk. From one stack, she

puUs out a diagram from a

population study on a

wide variety of species of

East Coast pollen bees and

shows me that their num-

bers are high very early in

the springtime, when they

emerge, mate, provision

their nests, and lay their

e^. The adult population

plunges by late May, just as

the dense forest canopy

leafs out, most forest flow-

ers finish blooming, and

honeybee numbers are

building, indicating that

they do not feed on the

same flowers. Currently, Batra is working with a spe-

cies of ground-nesting Andrena bees that are important

pollinators of red maples, pear trees, and early-bloom-

ing wildflowers. These native bees are so tolerant of

the cold that they emerge from their nests as the snow

melts in February, long before other, warmth-loving

bees are able to fly.

Further evidence that native bees can hold their

own against honeybees comes from random samples

Batra and Edward Barrows, ofGeorgetown University,

took in some West Virginia woods in 1991. The year's

catch turned up only 34 honeybees and 1,701 native

pollen bees. The proportions were similar in 1 992 and

1993 catches. Recently, Batra has also taken random

samples near her laboratory in Maryland, where there

are numerous, healthy honeybee hives (part of the De-

partment of Agriculture's research on the troublesome

mitcsj. Even there, of the bees caught in sweeps around

fruit trees and blooming wildflowers, only about 10

Above: Sun hat, net,

and collecting bag are

all Suzanne Batra needs

for a day's work.

Opposite: Related to

carpenter bees,

Ceratina pollinate

dandelions and many

garden flowers.

percent are honeybees; the

rest are all pollen bees.

Batra points out, how-

ever, that native bees in

other environments may

be more vulnerable to

competition with honey-

bees ifthey are more abun-

dant. One experimental

study m Arizona, con-

ducted by ecologist

WiUiam Schaffer and ento-

mologist Stephen Buch-

mann, both of the Univer-

sity ot Arizona, suggests

chat honeybees can have a

significant, adverse efliect

on native pollinators of

shindagger, a native species

of century plant.

Until more data are in,

Batra, for one, does not see

cause for undue alarm on

the subject of honeybee-

native bee competition.

She also agrees with Mich-

ener that humans have

made good habitat for na-

tive bees by clearing the

land and opening up the

dense forests that originally

covered much of eastern

and central North America. In addition, crops and or-

namental plants in medium-size clearings and mead-

ows have given the bees new sources of food. But, she

adds, some agricultural practices, especially those asso-

ciated with large-scale agribusiness—such as the elimi-

nation of hedgerows, irrigation (which floods the cells

of ground-nesting bees), and the use of insecticides

—

may prove harmfril to our native bees. "Some species

have benefited from us; some have not," she concludes.

Batra hopes that the more that researchers and

farmers learn about pollen bees—native and im-

ported—the more they will want to employ them, and

that with greater commercial use may come changes in

agricultural practices beneficial to the bees. She shows

me the plastic nest boxes now being sold for keeping

one familiar pollen bee—the bumblebee, which some-

times out-pollinates the honeybee ten to one. For

some crops, such as red clover, bumblebees are the

most important pollinator. The nectar-bearing part of
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Some bees may visit more than 300,000 flowers

the red clover blossom is

too deep for a honeybee's

tongue; the bigger bum-

blebees have longer

tongues and happily apply

themselves to the blooms.

Several challenges remain,

however, before bumble-

bee pollination can be-

come commercially eco-

nomical outside of the

greenhouse. Bumblebee

colonies do not endure

from year to year; they are

tricky to raise artificially

and, although costs are

coming down, currently

expensive for farmers to

bring to their fields.

At last the rain breaks,

and Batra takes me outside

to show me a few of the

other species that show

promise as agricultural pol-

linators. Some, like the

shaggy fuzzyfoot bees nest-

ing in dry adobe blocks

near her lab, are imported.

About the size of honey-

bees but fatter and darker,

these Japanese bees {Antho-

pora pilipes viUosula) are ac-

tive and fast flyers on this cool, gloomy day, which is

too inclement for honeybees and native bees. Nearby,

Batra and I look at nest setups for some other species:

drilled slabs of wood, looking hke giant cribbage

boards, for alfalfa leaf-cutter bees; bent cardboard tubes

for a variety of mason bees. Then we walk down a

woodland path to see the ground nests of what Batra

has named polyester bees. To keep their brood cells

from getting damp, the three species of native polyester

bees nesting in the sandy soil beside the path water-

proof their cells with a thin transparent film, made =i

from polyester, which they secrete fi-om a gland in the
|

abdomen. The weather today has kept these bees in-
|

side their closely grouped nests, but a few have been at i

work carrying grains of sand to the surface and arrang- *

ing them around their holes. When we return to hei I

office, Batra shows me a liner she excavated fi-om a
|

polyester bee cell. With an extra flap on the top, with s

which the female closes the cell after she has laid hei

Sweat bees-many just

a quarter of an inch

long-can carry

impressive amounts of

pollen, above. Opposite:

A Lasioglossum sweat

bee forages on a privet

blossom.

during tiieir brief adult lives.

egg, the transparent liner

looks for aU the world Uke

a Ziploc bag.

The polyester and

other native ground-nest-

ing bees contribute greatly

to the poUination of both

wild plants and crops

grown on small farms and

in home gardens, but they

are difficult to manage on

the scale required by

agribusiness. They can sel-

dom be attracted to artifi-

cial nesting spots, and it

would require a great deal

of hand labor to go about

with a shovel digging up

their nests. But research

goes on, with some no-

table successes. Growers,

for example, have managed

to estabhsh beds of a spe-

cial soil that is acceptable

to the ground-nesting al-

kali bee, which is some-

times used for alfalfa poUi-

nation in the West.

Unfortunately, their suc-

cess has led to new prob-

lems: the unnaturally dense

populations of alkali bees

nesting in these beds have proved especially vukierable

to their natural enemies, which include fungi, other

microorganisms, and parasitic insects.

Partly because of the difficulties of "domesticating"

our native soHtary bees, Batra sometimes chafes under

the recent regulatory cHmate that restricts her experi-

ments with selected, manageable, imported pollen

bees. Some scientists, worried about possible negative

effects of introduced bees on native species, would like

to see the research limited to native species. Batra's

work is to develop a stable of bees that are inexpensive

and easy to manage, and she suspects that some of the

best candidates may come firom other countries, where

our major agricultural crops come from as well. "Some

people have a prejudice against exotics," she says. "It is

an anti-immigrant feehng. But, after all, most of our

crops, livestock, and we ourselves are exotics, and hon-

eybees were also imported. I think there is a need, and

room, for many kinds of helpful bees."
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Honeybee

About 85 percent of North America's native

Most of North America's 3,500 species of bees go un- By Suzanne Batra

noticed, primarily because people expect all bees

—

apart from the big, conspicuous bumblebees and car-

penter bees—to resemble the familiar honeybee. In

fact, many are smaller, looking more like wasps, fuzzy

flies, or flying ants than honeybees. Their behavior,

more than their appearance, is what gives them away: if

you see an insect on a flower deliberately packing

pollen onto its hind legs or under its abdomen, it's

bound to be a bee.

Once you know what to look for, the abundance

of bees can be impressive. On a warm day in June, a

typical backyard garden in the northeastern United

States may contain some thirty species and hundreds of

individuals. Native bees (primarily the females, with a

little help fi-om the males) and other flower-visiting in-

sects can usually meet the pollination needs of gardens

and most small farms. Agribusiness, in contrast, de-

pends on the use of additional poUinators, traditionally

the introduced honeybee. With the recent, devastating

decline in honeybee numbers, however—and the

growing recognition that for some crops, other bees

may do a better job—researchers are looking at other

species, now commonly referred to as poUen bees.

Several factors are critical for developing a bee into

a manageable pollinator for agribusiness crops: it must

be willing to nest under crowded conditions with oth-

ers of its kind; its brief adult life, which lasts just a few

weeks, must coincide with the flowering of the crop

plant; it must prefer the crop flowers to those of other

plants so it won't wander away; its foraging style and

body shape should result in efficient cross pollination;

it must be able to raise its brood on the nectar and

pollen produced by flowers; and its natural enemies

must be controllable.

Whatever their commercial prospects, of course, all

pollen bees are vital members of their natural habitats

and deserve protection.

Bumblebees These big, fuzzy bees (genus Bombns,

with forty-six species in North America) are important

pollinators in cold climates. Most are social, forming

small colonies with queens and workers and often nest-

ing underground in abandoned mouse nests. Only

Bumblebee

Carpenter bee

Mason bee

bees lead solitary lives, nesting!

young mated queens survive the winter to start new-

colonies in the spring. Some species make no nests but

instead, like cuckoos, lay their eggs in the nests of other

bumblebees.

Ever since methods of keeping bumblebee colonies

year-round were developed ten years ago, the business

of raising these bees—^which are in demand to polli-

nate valuable greenhouse-grown crops—has been

thriving in several countries. Bumblebees adapt to

being confined inside a greenhouse, while honeybees

try to get out, banging against the glass ceiling and
,

generally winding up dead on the floor. Another com- I

mercial advantage ofbumblebees is that they can polli-

nate certain plants, such as hothouse tomatoes, very
i

fast, vibrating their bodies so rapidly that they literally

"buzz" the pollen out of the flowers.

Carpenter bees Big and solitary, carpenter bees

(genus Xylocopa) resemble bumblebees but are not

closely related to them. Most are tropical; only eight

species live in North America, where they pollinate

many wUdflowers and crops. The flowers of passion-

fruit (including the North American maypop) are

structurally adapted for pollination by the big carpen-

ter bees; smaller bees simply fail to trigger the flower's

pollination mechanisms. Plants of horticultural interest

pollinated by carpenter bees include our native catalpa

trees and wisteria, which is native to China and Japan.

Male carpenter bees maintain territories around

nests and flowers, where they hover, occasionally dart-

ing away to fight with an intruding male or to pursue a

female. Mated females make their brood cells inside

tunnels that they chew in soft, dry woods and often

—

unfortunately—houses. (Their nests are easily recog-

nized by the neat round hole at each entrance; reaming

and plugging up the holes may encourage the bees to

nest elsewhere.) Sometimes, young adult daughter bees

stay in their natal nests with their mother for a while,

suggesting that, given enough time, these bees might

evolve into social species.

Mason bees About 140 species of these solitary bees

live in North America, primarily in the West. Most are

blue or green in color and are active in spring. Females

carry pollen beneath their abdomens, instead of on

their hind legs as most bees do. Mason bees {Osmia)

Unsung Heroine



B ground, hollow plant stems, holes left by other insects, or wooden buildings.

nest m preexisting holes—both natural ones made by

beetles or other insects and artificial ones, such as nail

holes. Their brood cells, made of mud and sometimes

masticated leaves, are Imed up m the holes. Several spe-

cies of mason bees have been used to pollinate fruit

trees and have proved vers- efficient: three or four fe-

males per tree wiH suffice. Also efficient and easy to

care for, the hornfaced bee (O. comifroiis) has been used

for about sixty years to pollinate apple trees in Japan,

^^here it is often preferred over the honeybee.

Leaf-cutter bees These solitary, usually grayish bees

{Megachile) hve worldwide, with about 120 species in

North America. Most are active in midsummer. Like

mason bees, they usually nest in preexisting holes and

carry their pollen loads under their abdomens. Their

brood cells are made of bits of leaves and petals, cut by

the nesting female. Agriculturally, the most important

is the introduced Eurasian alfalfa leaf-cutter bee {M. ro-

tundata), raised by the rmlhons to pollinate alfalfa, the

United States' most valuable livestock forage crop.

Mining mud bees About sLxty species of these ro-

tund, fast-flying, solitary bees (Anthopora) are found in

North America, mostly in the West. The females usu-

ally dig their nest tunnels in the dry clay of cliffs and

adobe walls. Some species make a hoUow chimney of

dried mud that conceals the nest entrance. After mak-

ing each brood ceD out ofmud, the female lines it with

a tatt\' material secreted firom a large gland in her ab-

domen. She adds this energy-rich, fatty substance to

the nectar and pollen she provides for the larvae. To

meet her own high energy needs and those of hci

brood, a female mud bee may visit 337,000 flowers

during her six-week-long adult life (during the sanu

time period, an individual honeybee might visit per-

haps one-tenth as many flowers). Whether zooming

from flower to flower or hovering in front ofone while

probing for hidden nectaries with their long tongues,

these bees are reminiscent of hummingbirds and hawk-

moths. Two mining mud bees

—

A. abmpta and A.

pilipes villostila—are now being tested as possible polli-

nators of fruit crops.

Polyester bees These solitary bees (Colletes) dig nests

and cavities for brood cells in the ground, then line the

cell cavities with an abdominal secretion that solidifies

Leaf-cutter bee

Mining mud bee

Polyester bee

Digger bee

Sweat bee

to form a transparent, waterproof, polyester mem-
brane. Nests may be close together, numbering in the

thousands in some locations. About one hundred spe-

cies of polyester bees—each with its own flower pref-

erences—live m North America; some are excellent

blueberry pollinators. As yet, there is no commercial

use of polyester bees, but prehminary trials suggest that

they could be induced to nest in artificial "bee beds."

Digger bees With some 500 species in North Amer-

ica, and many more elsewhere in the Northern Hemi-

sphere, these usually drab and small sohtary bees {An-

drcna) are rarely noticed but may be our most abundant

bees. Digger bees make burrows and cells underground

and often hide the entrances to their nests beneath leaf

litter or in grass to evade their many enemies, which

include parasitic flies and cuckoo bees.

Most digger bees are active in spring, when they

pollinate various wildflowers, trees, and fruit crops.

They are especially valuable in orchards because they

carry large, loose loads of pollen, which are spread

widely among the flowers as the bees fly from tree to

tree. These bees are very vulnerable to agribusiness

practices such as irrigation, clean cultivation, and pesti-

cides. So far, efforts to manage them have failed, and

the best way to preserve them—and continue to reap

the benefits of their poUination services—is to preserve

wild land (around orchards, for example).

Sweat bees These small bees get their common name

from their attraction to hot, salty perspiration. When
they land on human skin, they walk around, licking

and tickling. Brushed away, they return; swatted, they

sting. Sweat bees (several genera in the family HaHcti-

dae) live worldwide, with about 500 species in North

America. They are usually dark, although some species

are bright green. Most nest underground, often with

many nests in one small area.

Sweat bees are unusual because, depending on the

species, they may either be solitary or have various co-

operative nesting arrangements, including nests with

more than one queen and up to hundreds of workers.

Cuckoo sweat bees lay their eggs in the nests of others.

The alkali bee {Nomia melanderi), a turquoise-banded

solitary species, is used commercially to pollinate alfalfa

in the West. D

of Pollination
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Vernal pools are here today, gone tomorrow, and back again next year.

3y Miirk P. DesMeides and

Philip Kothnagle

I^wtograplis by Giistav W. Vetderber

Equipped wdth rain gear, headlamps, and

hip waders, we walk through the Ver-

mont woods on a dark, rainy night in late

March. The air temperature is about

forty-five degrees, and ground fog gathers

in low places, helping to melt the patches

ofsnow that remain from winter. We hear

the call of a spring peeper and are startled

by a bolting deer, then pause when one of

our headlamps lights up the wet ground:

three glistening salamanders are methodi-

cally walking ahead of us on the forest

floor. About ten inches long, these pur-

ple-black creatures splotched with large

yellow spots are rarely seen in daylight.

They are moving slowly, joining others of

their kind in a trek to their ancestral pond

to breed.

A few yards ahead, we hear the cack-

ling of wood frogs amid some hemlock

trees, then arrive at a pool some forty feet

long by forty feet wide and three or four

feet deep. Dozens of yellow-spotted sala-

manders are resting on its leaf-covered

bottom. On the surface, others are swim-

ming in spirals, some nudging or clasping

a mate. The annual congress at the vernal

pool is in session.

Fed by snow and winter rains, vernal

pools fin when spring arrives, then dry up

again by early summer. Also known as

temporary, or ephemeral, ponds, vernal

pools have as their primary ecological

characteristic a certain predictable unpre-

dictability, supporting a community of

plants and animals that come together for

several months each year. Although they

attract occasional dragonfly nymphs and

other insect predators, vernal pools are

bereft of fishes. Therefore, they are havens

4 yellow-spotted

salamander, opposite

page, crosses meltiug

snow to reach its

breeding pool. In

spring, a vernal pool

III the woods near

Xorwich, Vermont,

left, hasfilled with

nieltwaters and is

teeming with life.

Right: By summer,

Ihe same pool has

evaporated.

m which many small creatures can thrive

and lay their eggs in comparative safety.

Vernal pools are found throughout

North America and have been reported

from places as far afield as Spain and

South Africa. They are usually about

twenty-five by seventy-five feet and gen-

erally under four feet deep, draining

water from a surrounding area approxi-

mately four or five times the size of the

pool. No doubt even larger ones exist.

For a vernal pool to form, an unusual

combination of conditions must be in

place. The first is a depression in tiie ter-

rain with neither a permanent inlet nor

an oudet. A source of water is necessary,

usually from spring rains and melting

snow. If too much water comes in, the

pool may become permanent; if too

much drains out, it cannot form. Finally,

the ground must have poor drainage and

a relatively impermeable substrate, such as

rock, clay, or a mixture of compacted

sand and clay, to hold the water until

warm weather causes it to evaporate.

Seasonal pools in every region of the

country function m similar ways. The

particular species that occupy the pools

change from north to south and from east

to west. But fairy shrimps, fingernail

clams, and several kinds of amphibians, as

well as a community of other tiny inver-

tebrates (water fleas, copepods), are al-

ways present; predatory fishes are absent.

Thus, if the inhabitants can speed their

development in the several weeks to a few

months that a vernal pool exists, they will

not have to encounter predators that in-

habit lakes and streams.

In a Vermont vernal pool, the flow of

energy typically begins with detritus

—

the dead and decaying organic material

that accumulates in standing water. When
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these leaves, twigs, and other remains

decay, they release nutrients that feed mi-

croscopic animals, bacteria, and algae.

One Ufe form becomes the basis for the

next in these pools.

By the time wood frogs, tadpoles, and

the larvae of spotted and Jefferson sala-

manders emerge from their gelatinous

eggs, a layer of algae has already spread

over the submerged leaves, rocks, and

twigs. Since these amphibians begin as

algae feeders, they have Httle trouble find-

ing green pastures on which to graze.

Fairy shrmip eggs, dormant throughout

the winter months, hatch and release fuUy

developed nauplii (free-swnximing lar-

vae). These begin their lives as filter feed-

ers, capturing a variety of microscopic

plants and animals in the newly filled ver-

nal ponds.

One amphibian predator that seems to

have evolved to exploit the early emer-

gence of the fairy shrimps (and some-

times wood frog larvae) is the marbled

salamander. Individual salamanders arrive

and pair offm September to lay their eggs

in the moist detritus left behind by the

evaporated pool. The female excavates an

oval-shaped burrow and lays approxi-

mately 200 eggs, which (depending on

weather conditions) may either hatch that

fall or remain dormant until the following

spring. The marbled salamander has thus

been able to hedge its bets about when

the pool fdls and can generally mature be-

fore the pool's other amphibian inhabi-

tants. This strategy both increases the

availability of food and reduces the risk

that the salamander's larvae will end up

stranded when the pool dries.

Vernal pool organisms must also be

able to survive the dry seasons of the year.

Canadian ecologist Glenn Wiggins and

his colleagues have identified two basic

strategies that the aquatic creatures use to

avoid desiccation when the pools dry:

they must either disperse or go into a

dormant state. Fingernail clams, snails,

and fairy shrimps generally enter dia-

pause, a resting stage—some as eggs, oth-

ers as larvae or adults. Resistant to both

drought and fireezing, fairy shrimp eggi

can remain viable for many years. Sinct

the development of their eggs in verna

pools depends on changes in water anc

oxygen levels, fairy shrimp larvae usually

hatch early in the season, so they cai

complete their life cycles before insec

predators arrive. If the pool disappears, s(

will the adult fauy shrimps.

Mayflies and midges come to the pool

m spring to lay their eggs, then fly awa>.

Mosquitoes, caddis flies, and damselflit

deposit their eggs in the mud after thj



water has disappeared. All these eggs vviU

hatch into larvae in late winter and

spring, when the pool fills.

Amphibians, such as salamanders and

wood frogs, disperse when the pool evap-

orates, then return to lay their eggs in

spring after it has filled. Spotted salaman-

ders e.xhibit a remarkable fidelity' to their

breeding pools, often returning to the

same place year after year. If their pool is

paved over or fdled in, they may not be

able to breed; at all.

A few states, notably California and

Massachusetts, have begun to take steps to

protect vernal pool communities—but

their ephemeral nature makes these little

ecosystems difiicult to identify. While a

bog or a swamp can be easily spotted at

ainrost any time of year, a dried vernal

pool requires some expertise to locate out

j'of season. (A rehable test is to sample the

soil at a suspected depression. Most forest

All adult yellow-spotted salamander, top

left, perches near its cluster of eggs. A wood

Jrogrfar left, perches on an oak leafamid the

patchy ice ofa vernal pool. Fairy shrimps

and other small invertebrates, left, hatchfrom

eggs that have overwintered in the mud of

dried pools. Right: Yellow salamanders

complete a dangerous crossing on their way

to a pool in spring. The red streaks are the

taillights ofpassing automobiles. Some staia

have provided tunnels under such roads to

facilitate safe crossings by small animals.

soils are gray to brown, with some reddish

color from oxidation. Under a vernal

pool, there is only a characteristic, anoxic

black muck called hydric soU.)

Defined as much by their absence as by

their presence, vernal pools are wetlands

that arc mostly not wet: here today, gone

tomorrow, and back again next year. Just

as bogs and other valuable wetlands be-

came recognized as much more than

'swamps" and "barrens" some twenty

years ago, so are vernal pools only now
becoming appreciated for their ecological

importance and richness. D
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The blues

that adorn

EXPO'OS' the white

houses of Obidos,

50 miles from Lisbon,

are typical examples

of local color.

It's a feature beautiful

enough to have been

the inspiration behind

a few songs and not

all of them sad.

But the painting

is only one example

of the area 's

inspirational beauty.

Flower-laden windows,

narrow stone streets,

sun-drenched squares

and a medieval castle,

now a magnificent

"Pousada,

"

add color too.

In other regions,

such as Alentejo, white-

and-blue houses

prevail, where they

contrast with the

wheat-covered plains,

the shadowy peace

of the holm oak trees

and the coolness

of olive groves.

Of course, it would be

easy for us to go on

singing the praises

of Portugal.

After a visit you 'II

be tempted to write a

few verses ofyour own.

Obidos

EXPO 98 • LISBON
Coming soon.

AIR.- ;,..,;,;

PORTUGAL;

The thrill of disciwery. PortugalJ^
% \CEPInvestimentos, Comercio e Turismo de Portugal Portuguese National Tourist Office.

590 Fifth Avenue, 4th Floor, New York, NY 10036-4704.

Consult your travel agent or call 1-800-PORTUGAL, 9AM - 5PIV1 EST.

PORTUGAL IS THE REICIPIENT OF THE 1995 ASTA/SMITHSONIAN MAGAZINE ENVIRONMENTAL AWARD.
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new growth of needles. With dense fog, cool summers, and the

absence of fire for nearly two hundred years, conditions had

been ripe for an explosion of these insects. As trees died by the

hundreds, the forest opened up, providing optimal habitat for

white-tailed deer. Now, however, with young spruces and firs

growing back, the deer are gradually leaving, and moose, which

prefer dense growth, are returning.

Also present in the forest is mountain birch, a species more

typical of high-elevation habitats but which thrives in the cool,

moist conditions that prevail around the Bay of Fundy. Several of

the mountain birches we saw were dead or dying, however,

apparently because of sensitivity to acid fog. Heavy fog

frequently roUs in fi-om the bay, carrying sulfrirous vapor emitted

from paper mills in Saint John, some thirty-five miles away.

Our road ended at the mouth of the Big Salmon River. At

the time, the waters were tranquil, but in spring, following

snowmelt and spring rams, the river fluctuates violently, scouring

the bouldery bank and the

vegetation that grows among

the rocks. The 150-mile-long

Big Salmon Pdver drops

rapidly from highlands 1,200

feet above sea level. Along its

tumultuous course.

It has carved spectacular 800-

foot-deep canyons.

It we could have continued

eastvyard another eighteen

Sea milkwort, a coastal plant miles, we would have reached

The Bay oj Fiiiidy near Saint Martins

Fundy National Park, but no road traversed the wild countryside.

We retraced our route to Saint Martins to spend the night, and

the next day followed an inland arc of highway that led over the

Caledonia Highlands to the park. Cloaked with conifers, the

highlands stretch from the Saint Johns River on the west to the

Petit River to the east. Geologists consider the highlands to be

an isolated outlier of the Appalachian chain.

Descending into lowland forest, we entered Fundy National

Park from the inland side and, after about five miles, came to a

parking area for the Caribou Plain Trail. After hiking a short

distance on this two-irdle-long path, we reached a boardwalk

that crossed a twenty-acre beaver lake. The trail then passed

Mixed forest,
I
reminiscent of

forests in Nova Scotia,

occupies lower elevations

bordering the Bay of Fundy.

Red spruce and balsam fir are

interspersed with red maple,

quaking aspen, American

beech, sugar maple, yellow

birch, and other broad-leaved

trees. Hobblebush viburnum

and red osier dogwood

dominate the shrub layer,

while on the forest floor are

scattered plants ofbluebead

Uly, Canada mayflower,

mountain sorrel, wild

sarsapariUa, and large-leaved

aster. Moist areas harbor long

beach fern, woodland

horsetai!, white turdehead,

snowberry, and starflower.

I
plants must

withstand the rush of spring

water and the scouring of

melting ice. Quite a few have

the requisite resilience,

including a wild rose, a blue

iris, bush honeysuckle, pink

St.-Johns-wort, and even a

fragile-looking bedstraw.

llQ^QQ]^ vegetation is

dominated by spruces, firs,

and pines. These conifers

flourish in the thick soil of the

ridge tops. On steep slopes,

where less soil can accumulate,

the rocky surface discourages

the growth of conifers, but

certain deciduous trees, such

as striped maple and yellow

birch, do fairly well.

A bog ill Fundy Xational Paik

VraiETiTia sampled along the

Fundy National Park Caribou

Plain Trail include a beaver

lake. The exposed trunks of

trees that have fallen in the

water provide ideal habitat for

myriad wetland plants.

Common species are calla lUy,

pink St.-John's-wort, beggar's-

tick (which looks like a small

aquatic sunflower), touch-me-

not, and a good variety of

grasses, sedges, and rushes.

A pocket bog contains, in

addition to sphagnum moss,

such plants as Labrador tea,

leatherleaf, cotton sedge,

dwaii cranberry, bog laurel, a

species of pitcher plant, and

one of dwarf rhododendron.

Black spruces, typical of boreal

bogs, are scattered about. Bog I

rosemary, Labrador tea, sheep l

laurel, bakeapple, crowberry,

and two kinds of sundews are



through a rather damp forest,

over a slight rise, and dropped

into a pocket bog, a poorly

drained depression suitable for

the gro\vth ot sphagnum

(more commonly known as

peat moss). Farther on we

came to a large, flat opening

with a few scattered black

spruces. This was a raised bog,

with plants growing on top of

nine feet of accumulated

sphagnum. Here and there

were "flarks," narrow rivulets

ot water where the bog was

torn. (For more on flarks, see

"This Land," AprO 1994.)

Beyond the raised bog, the trail plunged back into forest,

eventually circling back to its starting point.

After visiting Fundy National Park, we sought out the

g)-psum-rich area near the village of Albert Mines, twenty-five

miles to the east. This white mineral was mined for a number of

years until it became unprofitable to do so. At one place along a

small stream, white clifE rise nearly one hundred feet above the

water. Harboring some of the rarest plants in New Brunswick,

these clifis are protected as an ecological reserve.

Botanist Rob Walker, recently retired fi-om Fundy National

Park, accompanied us and scrambled over the cUSs to show us a

number of unusual plants. They are arctic species, widely

Sugar maples

distributed in New Brunswick up untU the end of the Ice Age,

10,000 to 13,000 years ago. As temperatures rose, glaciers

retreated, and forests developed, these plants generally vanished

fi-om the region and occupied more northerly zones. But because

the crumbly gypsum cliffs discouraged the growth of trees, the

habitat remained hospitable to these arctic plants.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeritus ofplant biology at Southern

Illinois University, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

highlights of United States national forests and other parklands.

For visitor information write:

New Brunswick Department

ofEconomic Development

and Tourism

PO. Box 6000

Centennial Building

Fredericton,

New Brunswick E3B 5H1

Canada

(506) 453-2964

or

Superintendent

Fundy National Park

PO. Box 40

Alma,

New Brunswick EOA IBO

Canada

(506) 887-6000Btmchberries

found in a raised bog. In the

water of the flarks in the raised

bog are yellow-flowered

bladderworts, a tiny spikerush,

white beakrush, and three-

way sedge.

. ii'htte Mountain avcns

I^Jjjmiumi^ have shallow

pockets of soil supporting

shrubby cinqucfoii, narrow-

leaved fleabane, harebell,

alpine woods fern, and other

common plants. Rarities for

this maritime region include

dwarf mountain goldenrod,

White Mountain avens (a type

oiDryas), and myrtle-leaved

willow. The goldenrod, no

more than a foot high, grows

in only a few places in the

Atlantic provinces. The avens

is common in the Canadian

Arctic, where it is a

component of the tundra

flora. The willow is found at

one location in the Gaspe

Peninsula of Quebec, as well

as in northwestern

Newfoundland, but its

primary range is in

northwestern North America.
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Celestial Events

The Fairest Star
By Joe Rao

Sixty-four years ago, one of the

brightest stars in the sky, Arcturus, was

used to signal the start of the Chicago

World's Fair. At the opening of the

"Century ot Progress" exposition,

Arcturus s light was focused by

telescopes onto photoelectric cells, and

the current that was generated switched

on the floodlights over the fairgrounds.

Arcturus was chosen as the "inaugural"

star because of its distance from Earth;

by the best estimates of 1933, it would

have taken the star's hght forty years to

reach Earth. Chicago had hosted the

World's Fair in 1893—-just forty years

before. And so Arcturus generated

publicity as well—newspapers around

the countiy carried the story of how the

1933 fair would be opened by light that

had started its journey to Earth while

the 1 893 fair was still in progress.

In May, Arcturus sparkles with a

golden yellow hue, well above the
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Follow the arc of the Big Dipper tofind golden

yellow Arcturus, the brightest star in the

constellation Bootes.

eastern horizon. A huge star, it is about

25 times the diameter of the sun and

possibly 100 times as luminous, but it is

not nearly so hot or so dense. Locate it

by means of the simple mnemonic

"follow the arc to Arcturus." Follow the

curve of the Big Dipper's handle,

continuing in the same arc, about the

length of the dipper itself and you wiU

come to Arcturus.

Arcturus is the brightest star in the

constellation Bootes, the Herdsman,

who in early atlases was pictured as

pursuing the Great Bear (Ursa Major)

around the pole of the heavens. It may

be easier to imagine the constellation as

a large kite outlined by stars, with

Arcturus at the point where the taU

would be attached.

(A footnote to the story: today's

more accurate measurements place the

distance of Arcturus at 34 light-years.)

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the American

Museuin-Hayden Planetarium.

The Sky in IVIay

IS^!^Q greatest western

elongation—or distance from

the Sun—occurs on the 22d,

but the planet will be too low

in the sky to be easily seen.

is difficult to find for

most of May. Early in the

month, it is too close to the

Sun to be seen, setting less

than an hour after sunset. You

might be able to spot it, to the

lower right of a very young

crescent Moon, right after

sunset on the evening of the

7th. Otherwise, wait until the

end of the month, when it can

be more easily glimpsed low

in the west—northwest just

after sunset.

IS the only bright

planet prominently placed in

the evening sky. Look for it

near the Leo-Virgo border. It

is on the meridian as twilight

ends, and it sets during the

early morning hours. Mars

continues to fade as Earth

leaves it behind. On the 1st, it

gleams at —0.5 magnitude, but

by month's end, this golden

orange world fades to +0.2,

becoming dimmer than the

similarly colored star Arcturus.

A waxing gibbous Moon will

be in the general vicinity of

Mars on the evenings of the

15th and 16th.

WnWHl is in Capricornus

rising after local midnight

—

about four hours before the

Sun—and dominating the

southeastern sky until dawn.

Jupiter lies 4 degrees south of

a waning gibbous Moon on

the morning of the 28th.

^SQI a yellow-white

+0.8-magnitude "star" in

Pisces, stiU Hes low in the

eastern morning twilight. It is

close to the lower left of a

waning crescent Moon on the

morning of the 4th, and again

(although not as close) on the

morning of the 31st.

DSZEIBO is at new phase

on the 6th at 4:46 P.M., EDT.

First quarter is on the 14th at

6:55 A.M., EDT; full Moon is

on the 22d at 5:13 A.M., EDT;

and last quarter is on the 29th

at 3:51 A.M., EDT.

Comet Hale-Bopp makes its

farewell appearance. This

now-famous comet appears

lower in the west—northwest

sky each evening and sets

about two and a half hours

after the Sun on the 1st. On
the 8th, the skinny sliver of a

two-day-old Moon ^vill sit 4

degrees below and left of the

comet. This summer Hale-

Bopp passes through the

constellations of Orion,

Monoceros, and Cards Major,

fading as it sails back to deep

space. It returns to our solar

system about the year 4377.
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Pollen Bees imoes 32-43 Among garden pollinators, bees are

not as admired as butterflies or hummingbirds, but once you get

CO know them, they are just as fascinating. Most pollen bees are

gende, asserts Suzanne Batra, as long as you don't injure them;

females can sting defensively. You can attract many species of

pollen bees, she says, by growing a variety of flowering plants

and providing nesting sites. Underground nesters, such as sweat

bees, digger bees, and polyester bees, can be encouraged by

lea\ing an undisturbed patch of sunny soil near your garden. If

vour yard is somewhat untidy, you may not have to entice

bumblebees; they like wood piles, brush piles, and compost

heaps—even old, discarded mattresses—and will appropriate

abandoned field mouse nests in vacant lots.

Aboveground nesters make their own holes in a variety of

materials. Ceratina—small, dark green bees that make good

melon polhnators—seek out the dead stems of roses, grapes,

sumacs, and brambles; encourage them by leaving dry trimmings

of these pithy twigs about your garden. You may already

unwillingly host carpenter bees. Large, fuzzy bees that like large

flowers, they chew round holes wherever they find soft wood

—

including houses. Ifyou construct a trellis with unpainted

crossbeams ofredwood or pine and plant wisteria to climb on it,

these bees wiU love it. Mining bees, which are fast flying, fat,

and fazTY, dig their nests in cLiSs and dry adobe walls in the

central and southern United States. Attract mason bees (blue to

Mount
on south side

of building

Waterproof

roof

Drill holes

n wood block

(vary diameters)

Cross section of bee nest

i;ii

Cells with larvae

A wood-block nest may be used

by leaf-cutter and mason bees.

greenish bees that are good

poUinators of fruit trees) and

leaf-cutters (black to grayish

bees that favor clover and

alfalfa) by driUing smooth-

walled holes of various

diameters and depths in a

block of seasoned, dry,

untreated wood (see

illustration, left). Hang it in a

sunny place, but where it wiU

be protected from rain.

A book with very good

color photos is Christopher

O'Toole and Anthony Raw's

Bees of the World (Facts on File,

1992). A children's pop-up

book, Tlie Bee, by Beth B.

Norden, is available from

BioQuip, (310) 324-0620. A
family board game called

Nectar Collector can be

ordered from Animal Town,

P.O. Box 485, Healdsburg, CA
95448, (800) 445-8642.

Bonobo Dologues page 22

Bonobos Hve in isolated areas

of Zaire inaccessible to

tourists; you can see bonobos

only in zoos fortunate enough

to have them. As reported by

Frans de Waal in his book

Bonobo: Tlie Forgotten Ape,

\

only a hundred or so bonobos

I live in captivity, in groups

,

ranging from two to eleven

individuals per zoo; compare

this with the thousands of

. chimpanzees living in colonies

,

of as many as thirty. In the

I United States, bonobos are in

the Milwaukee, San Diego,

Cincinnati, Columbus, and

[
Fort Worth zoos. Germany

also has a scattering of

, bonobos in zoos in Frankfurt,

Cologne, BerUn, Wuppertal,

Leipzig, and Stuttgart. In

Belgium, you'll find bonobos

in the Mechelen and Antwerp

zoos; in Great Britain at the

Twycross Zoo; and in Mexico

at the zoo in Moreha.

To observe social and

sexual interactions, says Frans

de Waal, the amateur ape

watcher should stop by the

zoo on a regular basis and

learn to distinguish the

resident bonobos by their faces

and personalities.

Takayoshi Kano's account

ofbonobos in Zaire ("The

Bonobos' Peaceable

Kingdom") appeared in

Natural History in November

1990, and his book 'I'he Last

Ape: Pigtny Chimpanzee

Behavior and Ecology was

published by Stanford

University Press in 1992.

Where Life Springs

Ephemeral page 44

To observe amphibians and

other creatures in a vernal

pool, says Mark DesMeules,

your best bet is to arrange for

a local guide to take you to

one or sign up for a field trip.

For information, contact an

Audubon Society chapter.

Nature Conservancy oflice, or

your state's Natural Heritage

Program (generally housed in

the Fish and Wildlife office of

the Environmental

Conservation Department).

The best time for a vernal

pool visit varies from one

region to another; in the

northeast, it's from late March

through April. Ideally, says

DesMeules, you should wait

for a good, strong rain that

begins in early afternoon and

continues through the night.

Be sure to bring along hip

waders, reliable rain gear, a

headlamp, and at least one

waterproof flashlight. A
laminated pocket guide. Pond

Watchers: A Guide to Ponds and

Vernal Pools of Eastern North

America, is published by the

Massachusetts Audubon

Society (617) 259-8805.

Edited byJeanne Flagg
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Young uiid mature (red) seed podsjroin a Hawaiian cacao tree

By Robb Walsh

Jim Walsh, on his knees in a pUe of rot-

ting vegetation, is admiring a big, red

fruit pod that protrudes from the trunk of

a very healthy-looking cacao tree. Walsh

(who IS no relation to me) is the father of

the fledghng Hawaiian chocolate indus-

try, and he is very fond of this particular

cacao plantation high m the mountains

above the Kona coast of the Big Island of

Hawaii.

The ten- to fifteen-foot-high cacao

trees look like shrubs beside the towering

macadamia nut trees in the adjacent or-

chard. The Hodge's Estate, as this planta-

tion is known, used to grow only cofiee

and macadamia nuts. Now it also pro-

duces Walsh's most prized

chocolate. Walsh's Hawaiian

Vintage Chocolate Company

sells chocolate by estate and

year of vintage, like fme wine.

A light rain is falling and 1

can't help thinking that the

place looks a mess— I an

standing ankle-deep in a pile o

wet, decaying organic debris.

"Do cacao trees need thi

much mulch?" I ask diplomatically, afte

slipping on a pile of wet cacao leaves.

"No, but the midges love it," Walsl

replies as he twists a fruit pod off the tree

"Midges?" The connection betweei

no-see-ums, the tiny flies that bite ex

posed human flesh on sandy beaches, an

chocolate is completely lost on me.

"If there weren't any midges, therj



AJier seeds are fermented in a mt, a worker

spreads them on screens to dry in the sun.

wouldn't be any chocolate," says Walsh

with an enigmatic grin, tossing me the

red cacao pod, which resembles a partly

deflated football.

The cacao tree bears fruit that is also

called cacao (pronounced ka-KOW) . The

seeds inside the fruit pods are the cacao

beans from which chocolate is made.

Midges, as it turns out, are the only

known pollinators ot cultivated cacao.

And a dearth of midges is one of the

biggest problems lacing the world's

chocolate producers.

"There are cacao plantations in Central

America that get only 400 pounds of fruit

per acre compared to the 4,000 to 6,000

it has a faint aroma of chocolate, the mu-

cilaginous cacao flesh actually tastes more

like lemon JeU-O. Walsh eats a little bit of

it himself.

"It tastes good, doesn't it? We're think-

ing of making it into some kind of soft

drink," says Walsh. He tells me that cacao

fruit has been used to make beverages in

Latin America for centuries.

When cacao was first harvested by

South American Indians thousands of

years ago, the sweet, citrusy mucilage was

what interested them. Their interest was

shared by bats, rats, squirrels, and mon-

keys, which gnawed through the skin of

the cacao fruit to eat the pulp. Both hu-

mans and animals discarded the bitter-

tasting cacao beans, thus guaranteeing the

tree's dispersal. Cacao fi-uit pods are cauli-

olate Bu
Its beans are valued all over

the world, but the cacao

tree gro'ws in very fe'w

places. The plant's survival

depends on a tin-y insect

that is finicky about 'where

it Hves.

pounds an acre we get here in Hawaii,"

/.ays Walsh. "All because they don't have

IIS
many midges as we do."

,
Jim Walsh takes back his shrunken

ibotball and breaks the cacao fruit in half

:
aside, there is a loose sac of sticky, trans-

harcnt fruit enclosing thirty or forty

hick, black seeds. Walsh encourages me

[

o eat a little of the gooey fruit. Although

An electromicrograph (x17) of the

midge Forcipomyia fuliginosa

florous; that is, they grow out of the tree's

trunk and branches rather than from the

branch tips. And no matter how ripe they

become, they never fall from the tree,

which means that cacao is completely de-

pendent on animals to spread and propa-

gate it.

The tropical humidity of the Amazon

Basin will cause cacao beans to rot if they

are left out in the sun. So the seductive

flavor of chocolate was not fuUy appreci-

ated until cacao was cultivated in the drier

climates of Central America and Mexico,

where the cacao beans could be easily

dried. Just how cacao came to Central

America and how the uses of the bean

were first discovered is, alas, unknown.

We do know that in ancient Meso-

america, chocolate culture reached its fuU

flower. Chocolate was not only a luxuri-

ous beverage but also a sacramental drink

and a form ot currency. Powdery residues

taken from ancient Mayan stirrup-han-

dled jars unearthed by archeologists were

found to contain cacao. The English (and

Spanish) word chocolate comes from choco-

latl, the name of an Aztec beverage made

of cacao, chiles, and vanilla beans. There

was plenty of gold and silver in precon-

quest Mexico, but neither was used as

money. Aztec traders paid their debts in

cacao beans.

The drier climates of Mesoamerica

made chocolate production practical and

cacao beans valuable to the Maya and

Aztecs, but it also made growing cacao

fruit more difficult. The insects that poUi-

nate cacao are scarce m dry environments.

This is the paradox that still plagues

chocolate producers the world over.

Soon afterJim Walsh started his choco-

late operations in Hawaii, he was visited

by a midge specialist. "Chocolate had

never been grown commercially in

Hawaii, and we had no idea ifwe had the

right kinds of midges here," Walsh says.

The man who came to investigate was

AUen M. Young, curator of zoology at

the Milwaukee Public Museum and the

author of a comprehensive book on

cacao. The Chocolate Tree (Smithsonian,

1994). Young has been studying insects of

the tropical rain forest since 1968 and

their relation to chocolate production

since 1979. He was curious to see for

himself whether the right pollinating in-

sects for cacao would be found in Hawaii.

Young inspected several test plantings

of cacao in the islands. He checked the

leaf litter around the trees for midge lar-

vae and observed the flowers on the trees
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for midge acdvity. Potendal plantadon

sites were judged for their attractiveness

to midges. "Western Maui was too dry,"

Young remembers. "The sites I visited on

the Big Island of Hawaii were much bet-

ter for the midges."

Technically, the pollinators of cacao are

dipteran flies of the famOy Ceratopogon-

idae, also known as biting midges. Young

describes midges as "specks of dust on

wings." The problems of fieldwork and

taxonomy are difFicult enough without

having the dust specks biting you. How-

ever, the various species that pollinate

cacao don't really bite.

"Midges have no ecological depen-

dency on cacao," Young explains. "Their

lack of fidelity means they are probably

generalist pollinators." Young has done

most of his cacao pollination studies in

Costa Rica, where the pollination rate is

less than 5 percent. But the problem is

not unique to Costa Rica. "Everywhere

cacao is cultivated, the trees set very few

fi-uits in relation to the large number of

flo'wers they bear."

Cacao is not unique in its pollination

problems. Its sister flavoring, vanilla, pre-

sents an even tougher challenge to farm-

ers. In its native region in Mexico,

vanilla—which is actually a firuiting or-

chid—is pollinated by orchid bees. In

Madagascar, where much of the worlds

commercial vanilla is now grown, there

aren't any orchid bees, and pollination

must be done by hand with tmy paint

brushes.

In the same area of northeastern Costa

Rica where AUen Young did his field ex-

periments with cacao, a local spice farmer

unsuccessfully attempted to grow vanilla

firom Mexican cuttings. Young remem-

bers touring the vardUa orchard one day,

looking at the shriveling flowers and

wondering why the local orchid bees

were ignoring them.

"In the middle of this field of culti-

vated vanilla plants, I came across a wild

vanilla plant that had somehow taken

root," says Young. "The cultivated vanilla

plants were bare, but the wild plant was

heavy with fruit. The local orchid bees

evidently recognized the color and shape

of the wild vanilla flowers, but not those

of the cultivated variety. What a lesson in

pollination that was!"

Young has always 'wondered whether

an insect in the Amazon Basin has the

same sort of relationship with cacao that

those orchid bees had with the local wild

vanilla. In Costa Rica, he has tried intro-

ducing various species of bees into cacao

plantations, but none showed any interest

in the cacao flowers. With no other polli-

nator available. Young turned his atten-

tion back to the midges.

One of the major problems with cacao

First cultivated in Central America, the

cacao tree originated in South American

rain forests.

pollination is that the midge populatioi

reaches its height toward the end of tht

rainy season, whereas cacao begins tc

flower at the beginning of the rains

Checking various field sites for midge lar

vae during the peak flowering period

Young noticed a high concentration o,

midge larvae in the rotting remains o

cut-down banana plants.



So he conducted experiments in which

banana stem cuttings were strewn among

the cacao plants. "We pushed up pollina-

tion by as much as 15 percent by bringing

in the banana stem htter," Young told me.

Suddenly, Jim Walsh's penchant for messy

cacao plantations made a lot more sense.

But he wasn't really satisfied with the

organic Utter solution. The experiment

also led him to question the basic premise

ot the plantation system. Planting cacao

in neat rows with clean open spaces be-

tween them may be convenient for hu-

mans, but its not very appealing to

midges. And while the banana stem Htter

might mitigate the problem. Young won-

dered what would happen if cacao were

planted in a tropical rain forest environ-

ment to begin with.

, So he conceived an experiment that is

now being conducted in Costa Rica. The

Milwaukee Public Museum, together

with the Riveredge Nature Center, has

purchased 740 acres of rain forest that will

be used as a field research site and for

public education programs. A managed

rain forest experiment wOl allow valuable

timber to be removed from the rain forest

while damage is kept to a minimum. In

the spaces created by removing the tim-

ber, small cacao groves will be planted.

The poOination rate and cacao fruit yield

will be measured against three other ex-

perimental plots, one in a secondary for-

est, one in an old pasture, and one in a

conventional plantation under a shade

canopy of rubber trees. Young hopes to

test his hypothesis that pollination can be

unproved by returning the plant to an en-

vironment that closely resembles its nat-

ural habitat.

If managed rain forests turn out to be

more economical places to grow cacao

than old-fashioned plantations on cleared

land, then environmentalists and choco-

late lovers alike should fall down on their

iknees (but, hopefully, not in the leaf litter)

|jnd thank the accommodating midges.

j

ICuIimry adventurer Robb Walsh received the

1996 James Beard journalism award for his

.vrilings aboutfood.
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(Continued from page 21)

Codex Leicester, and occupies several full

pages of text—one, for example, entitled

"Of the Flood and of marine shells," and

another, "Refutation of such as say that

the shells were carried a distance of many

days' journey from the sea by reason of

the Deluge."

Second, Leonardo dismisses, even

more contemptuously, various Neopia-

tomc versions of the theory that fossils are

not remains of ancient organisms at all,

but rather manifestations of some plastic

force within rocks, or some emanation

from the stars, capable of precisely mim-

icking a living creature in order to illus-

trate the symbolic harmony among

realms of nature: animal, vegetable, and

mineral. If fossils really belong to the

mineral kingdom, then their position on

the tops of mountains ceases to be anom-

alous, as we need no longer believe that

these objects ever inhabited the seas.

Leonardo made observations 7 to 9 to

refute this Neoplatonic theory that fossils

"grew" within their entombing rocks and

do not represent the remains of organ-

isms. If marine fossils are inorganic, why

don't they "grow" in all strata, rather than

only in rocks carrying abundant evidence

of an oceanic origin (observation 7). If

fossils belong to the mineral kingdom,

why should they so often grow in frag-

ments and jumbles looking exactly hke

pOes of shells on our beaches, or layers

deposited by rivers in lakes and ponds

(observation 8). Most convincingly, if fos-

sils grow from inorganic "seeds" in the

rocks, ho\v can they expand, year by year,

as indicated by growth bands in their

shells, without fracturing the surrounding

matrix (observation 9).

Leonardo reserved his choicest invec-

tive for what he regarded as the hngering

magical content of this Neoplatonic the-

ory of signs and signatures (although the

issue remained alive—and quite lively

—

within Western science until the late sev-

enteenth century. The Mimdiis snbterra-

neiis (1664) of the great Jesuit scholar

Athanasius Kircher represents the last se-

riously cogent defense of the Neoplatonic

position). Leonardo writes:

And ifyou should say that these shells

have been and still constantly are being

created in such places as these by the nature

of the locality and through the potency of

the heavens in those spots, such an opinion

cannot exist in brains possessed ofany

extensive powers of reasoning because the

years of theirgrowth are numbered upon

the outer coverings of their shells

[observation 9 again]; and both small and

large ones may be seen, and these would

not have grown withoutfeeding or feed

without movement, and here [that is, in

solid rock] they would not be able to move.

. . . Ignoramuses maintain that nature or

the heavens have created [fossils] in these

places through celestial influences.

But demonstrating that Leo-

nardo made his paleontologi-

cal observations to refute the

prevailing theories of his time

scarcely establishes my argument that he

must be evaluated as a thinker immersed

in his own premodern context and not

judged for his remarkable foreshadow-

ing of twentieth-century views—for a

true spaceman would also have to refute

the fallacies of his surroundings in order

to introduce superior views from his

time warp (just as Hank Morgan had to

reject the running messenger service in

favor of a telephone call for summoning

Sir Lancelot's bicycle corps). I must ad-

vance a further claim—one that can be

particularly well documented in

Leonardo's case.

Just as Leonardo made his astute obser-

vations to refute prevailing theories of

fossOs, he also urged his interpretations in

support of his own favored theory of the

earth. ("All observation must be for or

against some view"). And the positive

prod for Leonardo's paleontological ob-

servations could not have been more

squarely Renaissance or late medieval,

more firmly attached to his own time and

concerns—and not to ours. Leonardo ob-

served fossils as part of his quest to sup-

port a distinctive theory of the earth—

a

framework that would be seriously weak-

ened if either Noah's flood or the Neo-

platonic theory of fossils were true. If

Leonardo had not been so devoted to his

"antiquated" theory of the earth, I doubt

that he would ever have been inspired to

make his wonderfully "modernist" obser-

vations about fossils—for the notebooks

invariably present his observations as ar-

guments to support his theory.

Leonardo loomed so much larger than

life, even in the eyes of his contempo-

raries, that a potent mythology began to

envelop him right from the start. Only

thirty years after Leonardo's death, Gior-

gio Vasari published a first biography fuU

of such touching tall tales as Leonardo's

death in the arms of King Francis I.

(Francis did admire Leonardo gready, but

,

he and his entire court had decamped to

another town on the day of Leonardo's

demise. (A. Richard Turner has written

an entire, and fascinating, book on the

history of the Leonardo legend through

the ages

—

Iiwenting Leonardo, University

of California Press, 1994.) One promi-

nent component of the myth—that

Leonardo was an unlettered man who

could only work by observation and

therefore gained great (if ironic) beneht

from not knowing the false traditions of

medieval Scholasticism—must be refuted

if my case for his medieval impetus has

merit. For how could I assert such a con-

trolling context if Leonardo never knew

or studied the prevailing traditions ot

printed scholarship in his time?

As the illegitimate son of a Florentine

notary, Leonardo grew up in reasonably

comfortable but nonscholarly circles and

received only a limited formal education.

Most importantly, he did not learn Latin.;

then the nearly universal language of in-

tellectual communication. But Leonardc

did study Latin assiduously in later life

even if he never attained more than ;

halting knowledge. (I love Martin Kemp'

statement in his superb book Leonardo di

Vinci: The Manvlous Works of Nature am,

Man: "It is rather humbling to think o

Leonardo in his late thirties secretl^j



schooling himselfm the rhythmic rotes of

'amo, amas, amat . . .', like one ofthe chil-

dren of the court.")

Moreover, Leonardo studied Latin be-

cause he yearned to gain fuU access to the

scholarship of classical and medieval

sources. He built a respectable library for

the time—Itahan translations whenever

possible, but ongmal Latin sources when

necessary'. He read particularly widely and

deeply in this essays subject of paleontol-

ogy and the structure of the earth. Kemp
writes: "He was taking up questions

which had provided considerable bones

of contention in classical and medieval

science. An impressive roll-call of classical

authorities contributed to his education

in physical geography. . . . There probably

is no other field in which Leonardo's

.knowledge of classical and medieval

sources was so extensive."

He read the Greek masters Aristotle

and Theophrastus on geology; he owned

a copy of Phny's encyclopedic Natural

Hiitory; he studied the views of the great

Islamic scholars Avicenna and Averroes

(mainly via medieval Christian sources).

He listed parts of what he had read and

owned on the inside front cover of his

Manuscript F: Aristorie's Meteorologia,

Archimedes on the center of gravity, "Al-

bertuccio and Albertus de coelo et mundo."

(The last comment is particularly sweet,

as Leonardo follows medieval conventions

in distinguishing his sources as "Little Al"

[the Itahan diminutive Albertuccio] and

"Big Al." Little Al is Albert ofSaxony [ca.

1316-1390], the German Scholastic

philosopher and physicist. Later scholars

frequently confused him with Big Al, or

Albertus Magnus [ca. 1200-1280], Albert

the Great, the teacher of Thomas
Aquinas. Both Als wrote extensively

about the form and behavior of the earth,

and Leonardo probably learned the views

ofJean Buridan [130f>-1358[ by reading

Albert of Saxony's discussion. Buridan's

Wcws became the basis of the theory of

:he earth that Leonardo defended with

lis observations on fossils.)

What theory of the earth, then, did

-conardo seek to support with paleonto-
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logical data? Simply stated, Leonardo was

vigorously promoting a common and dis-

tinctively premodern view that could not

have been more central to all his thought

and art: the comparison, and causal

union, of the earth as a macrocosm with

the human body as a microcosm. We tend

to regard such comparisons today as

"merely" analogical or "purely"

metaphorical—more apt to proinote a

deluding sense of false unity than any

genuine insight into cominon causahty.

Leonardo's premodern world viewed

such consonances as deeply meaningful,

in part by invoking the same general the-

ory of symbolic correspondence across

scales of size and realms of matter that

Leonardo (ironically) had rejected so vig-

orously in denying the Neoplatonic idea

that fossils might grow within rocks as

products of the mineral kingdom.

No theme recurs so incessantly, and

with such central import, both in the

Codex Leicester and throughout Leo-

nardo's writing, as the causal and material

unity of the body's microcosm and the

earth's macrocosm. Leonardo also knew

the ancient pedigree of this doctrine,

from classical antiquity through medieval

Scholasticism. In the A Manuscript (now

in the Institut de France), Leonardo stated

that he would begin his "Treatise on

Water" (never completed or published)

with a statement that he later repeats al-

most verbatim in the Codex Leicester:

Man has been called by the ancients a lesser

world, and indeed the term is rightly

applied, seeing that if man is compounded

of earth, water, air and fire, this body of the

earth is the same; and as man has within

himself bones as a stay andframework of

the flesh, so the world has the rocks which

are the supports of the earth; as man has

within him a pool of blood wherein the

lungs as he breathes expand and contract,

so the body of the earth has its ocean,

which also rises andfalls every six hours

with the breathing of the world fthe tides];

asfrom the said pool of blood proceed the

veins which spread their branches through

the luiman body, in just the same manner

the ocean fills the body of the earth with an

infinite number of veins of water.

A close look at the background and

details of the Mona Lisa affirms the cen-

trality of the same analogy in Leonardo's

art, as many scholars have noted, and as

Martin Kemp describes particularly well.

La Gioconda stands on a balcony over-

looking a complex geological back-

ground of flowing waters that complete a

fuU hydrological cycle just as blood moves

through the human body. Kemp notes:

Ttie processes oflii'ing nature are not only

mirrored by anatomical implication within

the lady's body, but are more obviously

echoed in the suface details of her figure

and garments, which are animated by myr-

iad motions of ripple andflow. The delicate,

cascades of her hair beautifully correspond to

the movement of water, as Leonardo himselj

was delighted to observe: "Note the motion

of the suface of the water which conforms

to that of the hair" . . . Tlie little rivulets

of draperyfallingfrom her gathered neckline

underscore this analogy, as do the spiral

folds of the veil across her left breast.

We now reach the central

dilemma and resolution

that make the paleonto-

logical observations so

crucial to the argument of the Codex

Leicester. This notebook, as scholars have

always recognized, is primarily a treatise

on the nature ofwater in all its properties:

manifestations, and uses. So why doei

Leonardo devote so irtuch apparently sub-l

sidiary space to the nature of fossils ancl

the reason for their situation in mountaiil

strata, far above present sea level? The kej

to this problem lies in Leonardo's almosi

heroic struggle to overcome a central difI

ficulty in vahdating his crucial analogy ol

the body's microcosm to the earth!

macrocosm. Most scholars have missel

this theme and therefore do not grasp thl

union of the hydrological and paleontcl

logical passages of the Codex Leicester.

Leonardo recognizes only too weU-

for he has struggled with this problem fcl



years and through several notebooks

—

that his crucial analogy suffers from a po-

tentially fatal difference between the

human body and the earth. Both are buUt

of the four elements of antiquity: earth,

water, air, and fire. But the human body

sustains itself by circulating these ele-

ments, particularly by maintaining some

mechanism for permitting water (blood)

to rise from the legs to the head. The

analogy of microcosm and macrocosm

can only work if the earth also possesses a

comparable mechanism for sustenance by

cs'cHng of elements.

But how can such a notion be de-

fended for the planet, especially in the

light of the following problem: earth and

water are heavy elements; their natural

morion can only be down (leading ideally

j:o a planet of four concentric layers with

earth at the center, water above, air atop

water, and fire at the periphery). But if

earth and water can only move down,

they must come to rest in two concentric

spheres at the center of the planet—and

the macrocosm will therefore possess no

device for sustenance by circulation.

Leonardo knows that he must therefore

find a mechanism that wiU make both

earth and water move up, as well as down,

on our planet. This pressing need, so dif-

ficult to vahdate, sets the central struggle

that Leonardo exposes to our view

throughout the Codex Leicester.

IromcaUy, I wish to argue, he never did

;>olve the problem for his main subject of

jlhe codex—water. That is, he tried again

.and again, but never found a satisfactory

•nechanism to guarantee the upward mo-

tion, hence the cycling, of water. How-
ever—and this is the vital point that has

iisually been missed—Leonardo did suc-

i:eed (according to his lights) in his quest

\'0 find a mechanism for upward move-

Inent of the other heavy element: earth.

j"ossils on mountains provide the observa-

lional proof that earth can rise, both gen-

jrrally and often. For marine shells once

.nhabited the sea but now reside in the

ligh mountains. The paleontological ob-

ervations received such prominence in

,jhe Codex Leicester not, as has usually been

argued, because fossils once lived m water

and the codex treats water in all major as-

pects (an awfully lame reason for devoting

so much space to paleontology) but rather

because fossils mark Leonardo's great suc-

cess (in contrast to his failure for the cen-

tral subject of water) in illustrating a gen-

eral mechanism for the upward motion of

earth, and therefore for a self-sustaining

planet that may legitimately be compared

with the human body.

Leonardo knew only too well that

he faced a serious problem with

the motion of water through the

earth, and he virtually obsesses

over the issue m notebook after note-

book, repeating the conundrum in almost

unchanging words and proposing various

solutions, only to abandon them later as

untenable. Water, by itself and following

its "natural course" (Leonardo's words)

can only flow down. But within the body

of the earth, water also moves up to

emerge as springs near the tops of high

mountains (and thence back on track, to

flow as rivers to the sea). An earthly force

must therefore make water rise through

the land against its natural inclination to

flow down. The combined action of

these two forces will cause water to circu-

late—and thereby act hke the blood in

our bodies to sustain a living system:

So does the water which is movedfrom the

deep sea up to the summits of the

mountains, and through the burst veins

[mountain springs] itfalls down again to

the shallows of the sea, and so rises again

to the height where it burst through, and

then returns in the same descent. Tlius

proceeding alternately upwards and

downwards at times it obeys its own desire

[to move down] at times that of the body in

which it is pent [to move up]. (From the

Arundal Codex in the British

Museum).

Leonardo could not have been more

explicit in admitting that water can move

up only by running against its natural

course and that, if some mechanism can

scoha
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be found at all for this anomalous motion,

the analogy between microcosm and

macrocosm offers the only reasonable

hope for a solution:

Clearly it would seem that the whole

surface of the oceans, when not affected by

the tempest, is equally distantfrom the

center of the earth, and that the tops of the

mountains are as much farther removed

from this center as they rise above the

surface of the sea. Unless therefore the body

of the earth resembled that of man, it

would not be possible that the water of the

sea, being so much lower than the

mountains, should have power in its nature

to rise to the summit of the mountains. We

must therefore believe that the same cause

that keeps the blood at the top of a man's

head keeps water at the summit of the

mountains. (From the A Manuscript in

the Institut de France.)

But to state a need is not to find a

mechanism. Throughout the Codex

Leicester, Leonardo struggles to discover a

physically workable way to raise water

within the earth. He tries and rejects sev-

eral explanations, as Martin Kemp docu-

ments in "The Body of the Earth," an ar-

ticle written for the catalog to the recent

display of the Codex Leicester Perhaps,

Leonardo first argues, the heat of the sun

draws water up through the veins (inter-

nal streams) that run through mountains.

(Leonardo, in his strongest image of a liv-

ing earth, had written in the Codex Leices-

ter: "The body ot the earth, like the bod-

ies of animals, is interwoven with a

network of veins, which are all joined to-

gether, and formed for the nutrition and

vivification of the earth and of its crea-

tures.") But he then decides that this ex-

planation cannot work for two reasons

—

first, because, on the highest

mountaintops closest to the heating sun,

water remains cold and even icy; and, sec-

ond, because this mechanism should op-

erate best in summer during maximal

solar heat, but mountain streams often

flow with lowest output at this time.

In a second try, Leonardo turns to the

earth's internal heat and a process of dis-

tillation: perhaps the interior fires boil

water in internal caverns, and this water

rises as vapor through mountain interiors,

where it reverts to liquid form and bursts

through as a high spring. But this pro-

posal won't work either because such ex-

tensive distillation would require that the

roofs of internal caverns be wet with the

rising steam—but they are often bone

dry. Leonardo then made a feebler third

attempt: perhaps, by analogy to a sponge,

mountains somehow suck up water to a

point of saturation and subsequent oozing

from the top. But Leonardo realizes that

he cannot cash out this analogy in me-

chanical terms:

Ifyou should say that the earth's action is

like that of a sponge which, when part of it

is placed in water, sucks up the water so

that it passes up to the top of the sponge,

the answer is that even if the water itself

rises to the top of the sponge, it cannot then

pour aivay any part of itself downfrom this

top, unless it is squeezed by something else,

whereas with the summits of the mountains

one sees it is just the opposite, for there the

water alwaysflows away of its own accord

without being squeezed by anything.

But if Leonardo, to his great disappoint-

ment, never solved the problem of rising

waters, he did (to his satisfaction) crack

the equally knotty problem of a general

mechanism for the elevation of earth—

a

combination of his views on gravity and

his concept of erosion. (I struggled with

Leonardo's complex mix of idea for many

days—a melange of Scholastic theories of

gravity and the earth, mainly vouchsafed

to Leonardo by Jean Buridan through the

books of Albert of Saxony, and of

Leonardo's conjectures on composition of

the earth's interior combined with obser-

vations on our planet's surface—but I am

now confident that I grasp the argument

and can present a crisp epitome.)

Our planet has a geometric center,

called by Leonardo the "center of the

world"—or sometimes the "center of the

universe," for Leonardo accepts the Ptole-

maic system of a central earth and a re-

volving sun. The realm of liquid water

must arrange itself as a perfect sphere

about this center, with the surface of the

ocean equidistant at all points fi-om the

center of the world. If the solid earth

were homogeneous and equally distrib-

uted. It would also form a smooth sphere

with a surface equidistant at all points

from the center of the world.

But the heavy earth is far from homo-

geneous. The interior of our planet is a

complexly marbled mass of solid earth,

liquid water running through veins in the

rocks, and even air, where water has hol-

lowed out caverns in the rocks. There-

fore, as a result of this unequal distribu-

tion of earth, one hemisphere wiU always

be heavier than the other.

Now, the planet also has a

center of mass (called by

Leonardo, in a terminology

that we would not use

today, a "center of gravity"). On a ho-

mogeneous planet, this center of gravity

wiU coincide with the geometric center

of the world. But on our actual planet,

with one hemisphere heavier than the

other, the "center of gravity" will lie

below the geometric center and within

the heavier hemisphere. Yet the planet

must strive, as a living body seeking bal-

ance, to bring the center of gravity closer

to the geometric center. The earth pur-

sues this goalm a manner known from

time immemorial to all riders on seesaws

(the Codex Leicester contains a picture of
|

such a seesaw, albeit for a different pur-

pose). To balance a seesaw, the heavier
|

person must move toward the fulcrum at

the center, while the Hghter person must

move away. In exactly the same manner,

the solid masses of the heavier hemi-

sphere must sink toward the center of the

world, while the rocks of the lighter

hemisphere must rise. The emergence of

mountains from the seas, and the conse-

quent placement of marine fossils on

high hills, records this rising of land in

the earth's lighter hemisphere.

Leonardo succinctly describes the gen-



erJ process in Manuscript F (in the Institut

de France):

Because the center of the natural gravity of

the earth ought to be In the center of the

world, the earth is ahmys growing hghter

in some part, and the part that becomes

i lighter pushes upwards, and submerges as

much of the opposite part as is necessaryfor

it tojoin the center of its aforesaid gravity

to the center of the world; and the sphere of

the water keeps its surface steadily

equidistantfrom the center of the world.

Leonardo must then find a general

'iiechanism for lightening one hemi-

sphere, while making the other heavier

—

ind he succeeds with two principles, both

^ased on erosion by water: one mode op-

erating in the earth s interior, the other at
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hemisphere and subtracting from the

other (for the entire block had previously

resided in one hemisphere alone).

Leonardo includes a striking illustration

of this process in the Codex Leicester,

showing a fallen block as a large arch

nicely draped about the center of the

world. In describmg this internal mecha-

nism in the Codex Leicester, Leonardo ex-

plicitly cites the rising of fossihferous

strata as a consequence:

Thefact of the summits of the mountains

projecting sofar above the watery sphere

may be due to thefact that a very large

space of the earth which wasfiled with

water, that is the immense cavern, must

havefallen in a considerable distancefrom

its vault toward the center of the world,

finding itselfpierced by the course of the

springs, which continually wear away the

spot through which they pass. . . . Now

this great mass has the power offalling.

. . . It balances itself with equal opposing

weights round the center of the world, and

lightens the earth from which it is divided;

and it [the lightened earth] removed itself

immediatelyfrom the center of the world

and rose to the height, for so one sees the

layers of the rocks [with theirfossils],

formed by the changes which the water has

undergone, at the summits of the high

mountains.

The exterior method of lightemng by

erosion can enhance this process once the

mountains rise. Rivers wOl now erode the

sides of the mountains and carry sediment

away to the oceans. Some sediment will

flow to the opposite hemisphere, thus

further increasing the unbalance of

weight, and causmg the mountains to rise

still higher as a consequence.

And now these beds are ofso great a height

that they have become hills or lofty

mountains, and the rivers which wear away

the sides of these mountains lay bare the

strata of the shells, and so the light suface

of the earth is continually raised, and the

antipodes [the opposite side of the earth]

draw nearer to the center of the earth,

and the ancient beds of the sea become

chains of mountains.

Thus, and finally, we grasp the

central importance of

Leonardo's paleontological ob-

servations in the Codex Leices-

ter He featured this subject in order to val-

idate the most cherished centerpiece of

his premodern worldview—the venerable

argument, urged throughout classical and

medieval times, for considering the earth

as a hving, self-sustaining "organism," a

macrocosm working by the same princi-

ples and mechanisms as the microcosm of

the human body. Leonardo required,

above all, a general device to make the

heavy elements, earth and water, move

upward against their natural inclination

—

so that the earth could sustain itself, like a

living body, by constantly cycling all its el-

ements, rather than reaching inert stability

with heavy elements m permanent layers

below lighter elements.

Leonardo failed to find such a mecha-

nism for the chief subject of the Codex

Leicester: water—and this lack of resolu-

tion caused him great frustration. But he

succeeded for the even heavier element of

earth. He extended a mechanism pro-

posed by Scholastic philosophers for caus-

ing the lighter hemisphere of an unhomo-

geneous planet to rise. He proposed both

internal and external erosion by water as

devices that could lighten a hemisphere

—

but he needed observational evidence that

land did, in fact, rise. His crowning jewel

of confirmation lay in a well-known phe-

nomenon that had provoked intense de-

bate ever since the days of classical Greek

science—fossils of marine organisms in

strata on high mountains.

Leonardo also needed to assert that the

rising of strata with fossils must represent

a general and repeatable feature of the

earth's behavior, not an odd or anomalous

event. Thus, he had to refute the two ex-

planations tor tossils most common in his

time—tor Noah's flood could only be

viewed as a strange and singular phenom-

enon, and if all fossils derive from this

event, then paleontology illustrates no

general mechanism for the rising of land.

And it tossils grow as objects of the min-

eral kingdom within rocks, then the

mountains may always have stood high,

and we can derive no evidence for any

uplift at all. Thus, Leonardo made his su-

perb observations on fossils to validate his

lovely, but ever so antiquated, view of

;

causally meaningfiil and precise unity be-

tween the human body as a microcosm

and the earth as a macrocosm. Leonardo,

the truly brilliant observer, was no space-

man, but a citizen of his own instructive

and fascinating time.

I like to contemplate Leonardo, this

complex man of peace, of gentleness, oi

art, of scholarship; this military engineei

who designed (but generally did noi

build) ingenious instruments of war, bu

who would not reveal his ideas for a sub-

marine, as stated in the Codex Leicester:

Tills I do not publish or divulge on account

of the evil nature of men who would

practice assassinations at the bottom of the

seas, by breaking the ships in their lowest

parts and sinking them together with the

crews who are in them.

And I like to compare his views on th

mechanism for raising mountains fron

the sea (and exposing fossils for collectors

with our most celebrated literary imag

on the same subject—Isaiah's prophes'

that "every valley shall be exalted." I alsi

recall the peace that shall reign on Isaiah

mountain (festooned, no doubt, with fos

sUs), where a scholar might study the rais

ing of earth to his heart's content and nc

need to provide his warlike patron wit

plans for the raising of sieges or the razin

of enemy cities—Isaiah's summit, whei

"the wolf also shall dwell with the lami

and the leopard shall lie down with th

kid. . . . They shaD not hurt nor destroy i

all my holy mountain."

Stephen fay Gould teaches biology, geolog

and the histoiy of science at Harvard Unive

sity. He is also Frederick P. Rose Honora

Curator in hivertebrates at the American M
seum of Natural History.
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Jets of energy fly out around a disk of stellar gas near a galactic black hole.

By Neil de Grasse Tyson

Galaxies are phenomenal objects m eveiy

way. They are the basic organization of

visible matter in the universe, which con-

tains as many as a hundred billion ot

them. They each commonly pack hun-

dreds of billions of stars. Many are found

solo in space; others are found in gravita-

tionaUy Unked pairs, familial groups, and

clusters. They can be spiral, elliptical, or

irregular in shape. Most are photogenic.

Their morphological diversity has

prompted all manner of classification

schemes, supplying a conversational vo-

cabulary for astrophysicists. One variety,

the "active" galaxy, emits an unusual

amount of energy in one or more bands

of light. This excess energy usually comes

from the galaxy's center. The center is

where you will find a galactic engine.

The center is where you will find a super-

massive black hole.

The names for active galaxies read hke

a mamfest for a carnival grab bag: BL Lac-

The extraordinary

luminosity of quasars and

other active galaxies is

powered by activity

in a very small region of

their nuclei.

ertae galaxies, Seyfert galaxies (type I and

II), blazars, N-galaxies, LINERs, radio

galaxies, and of course, the royalty of ac-

tive galaxies—quasars. What they have in

common is that their extraordinai7 luini-

nosities appear to be driven by mysterious

activity from a very small region buried

deep within their nuclei.

Quasars, discovered in the early 1960s,

are up to a thousand times as luminous as

our own Milky Way galaxy, yet their en-

ergy hails from regions that would fit

comfortably within the planetary orbits ot

our solar system. Curiously, none are

nearby. The closest one is about 1.5 bil-

lion light-years away—its light takes 1.5

billion years to reach us. Most are over 10

billion hght-years away, yet we can see

even farther out into the universe to a

time before quasars turned on. Possessed

of small size and extreme distance, they

are almost indistinguishable on pho-

tographs from the pointUke images left by

stars m the Milky Way Quasars were first!

found with radio telescopes. And because

stars are not known for emitting copious

amounts of radio waves, it was clear that

;

new class of object had been discovered

In the we-call-them-as-we-see-them tra-;

dition of astrophysicists, these object;;

were dubbed Quasi-Stellar Radio Source

or, more affectionately, "quasars."

What manner of beast are they?

One's abihty to describe and under

stand a new phenomenon is always lim

ited by the contents of the prevailing sci

entific and technological toolbox. Ai

eighteenth-century person who wa

briefly thrust into the twentieth centur'

would return to describe a car as a horse

drawn carriage without a horse, and



jght bulb as a candle without a flame.

With no knowledge of internal combus-

non engines or electricit\; the possibility

?f true understanding would be remote

ndeed. With that as a disclaimer, allow

lie to declare that we think we under-

tand the basic prmciples of what drives a

]ujsar. In what has come to be known as

he standard model, black holes have been

niplicated as the engines of quasars and

if all active galaxies.

Within a black hole's invisible bound-

in,"—its "event horizon"—the concen-

rarion of matter is so great that space

un-es back on itself and not even hght

: escape. When you fall into a black

.. you tall in for good, even if you are

.:e of Hght.

How, you might ask, can something

hat emits no light be a power source for

omething that emits more light than

nything else in the universe? When
nany of the exotic properties of black

loles were explored in the late 1 960s and

'"'Is, people swiftly realized that they

ided a remarkable addition to the

ficorist's toolbox. According to some

'.eU-known laws of gravitational physics,

:aseous matter funnehng toward a black

loie must heat up and radiate proflisely

lefore it descends through the event

lorizon. The energy comes from the efFi-

lent conversion of gravity's potential en-

rg\' into heat.

While it is not a household notion,

nost people have, at some point, had a

un-in with converted gravitational po-

:ntial energy. If you have ever dropped

jmething to the floor and broken it, or if

ou have ever set a pie to cool on a win-

owsiU and watched it fall and splatter on

le ground below, then you understand

le power of gravitational potential en-

irgy. As objects fall, their potential energy

! continuously being converted to energy

|f motion. And if something stops the

iiil, all the energy the object has gained

•viftly converts into the kind of energy

lit breaks or splatters things. This is the

D that you are more likely to die if

jump off a tall building instead of a

one.
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But if something prevents the object

from gaining speed, and the object con-

tinues to fall, then the converted potential

energy reveals itself in some other way

—

usually in the form of heat. Good exam-

ples include space vehicles and meteors

that heat up as they plunge through

Earth's lower atmosphere—they want to

speed up, but air resistance prevents it. In

a famous experiment, the nineteenth-

century English physicist James Joule cre-

ated a device—rotating paddles powered

by faUing weights—that stirred a jar of

water. The potential energy of the

weights was transferred into the water and

successfully raised its temperature. Joule

describes his effort:

Tlie paddle moved ivith great resistance in

the can of water, so that the weights (each

offour pounds) descended at the slow rate

ofabout onefoot per second. Tlie height of

the pulleysfrom the ground was twelve

yards, and consequently, when the weights

had descended through that distance, they

had to be wound up again in order to

renew the motion of the paddle. After this

operation had been repeated sixteen times,

the increase of the temperature oj the water

was ascertained by means of a very sensible

and accurate thermometer . . .

I may therefore conclude that the

existence of an equivalent relation between

heat and the ordinaryforms of mechanical

power is proved. . . . Ifmy views are

correct, the temperature of the river Niagara

will be raised about onefifth of a degree by

itsfallofUOfeet.

Joule's concluding thought experiment

refers, of course, to the great Niagara

Falls. But had he known of black holes,

he might have said mstead, "If my views

are correct, the temperature of gas fun-

neled toward a black hole will be raised

by about a million degrees by its fall of a

billion iniles."

Joule's paddle experiment highlights

one of the most profound apphcations of

physical laws to the cosmos. If a star gets

ripped apart in its descent to the black

hole's event horizon, then some of the

star's original gravitational potential en-

ergy will go to heating the gas, while the

rest will be radiated back into space.

One can easily imagine that a black

hole would have a prodigious appetite for

stars that wander too close. The secret to

powering the galactic engine lies in a

black hole's abUity to rehably and ruth-

lessly rip apart stars before they cross the

event horizon. Like a cosmic paper shred-

der, the black hole's tidal forces of gravity'

elongate the otherwise spherical stars in

much the same way that the Moon's tidal

forces elongate Earth's oceans to create

high and low tides. Fortunately, the

Moon's tidal forces are not strong enough

to shred Earth, but black holes are not so

gende. Once pulled apart, gas that was

For a quasar to stay

healthy, its central black

hole must devour about

ten stars every year.

formerly part of stars (and possibly ordi-

nary gas clouds) cannot simply gain speed

and fall. The gas of previously shredded

stars impedes wanton firee fall. The result?

A star's gravitational potential energy is

converted to prodigious amounts of heat

and radiation.

Faced with the proliferation of classes

of unusual galaxies, the late astrophysicist:

Gerard de Vaucouleurs, a consummate

morphologist, was quick to remind the

astronomical community that a car that

has been wrecked does not suddenly be-

come a different kind of car. This car-

wreck philosophy has led to a standarc

model that unifies the zoo of active galax-

ies. The model is endowed with enougl

tweakable parts to explain most of thf!

basic, observed features. For example, tht;

funneling gas often forms an opaque, ro-|

tating disk before it descends through ths,

event horizon. If the outward flow of ra-'

diation cannot penetrate the disk of ac-

creted gas, then radiation will fly out fron'

above and below the disk to create titani(

jets of matter and energy. The observe(j



properries of the galax\- depend on

whether the galax\''s jet happens to be

pointing toward you or at some other

ingle—and on whether the ejected mate-

rial moves slowly or at speeds close to the

ipeed of hght. The thickness of the disk

rtill also influence the galaxy's appear-

ince, as will the rate at which stars are

ronsumed. In a healthy quasar, the black

lole eats as many as ten stars per year.

Other, less active galaxies require many

:ei.\"er shredded stars per year to maintain

:heir luminosity:

The luminosity' of many quasars varies

D\-er days and even hours. Allow me to

mpress you with how extraordinary this

s. If the active part of a quasar were the

ize of the Milk\- Way, 100,000 hght-years

icross, and if it all brightened at once,

Jien you would first learn about it from

he side of the galaxy that was closest to

ou. and 100,000 years later, the last of

he galax)''s hght would reach you. In

jther words, you would have to observe a

}uasar for 100,000 years to see it brighten

"ully. For a quasar to brighten within

lours means that the dimensions of the

ngine cannot be greater than light-hours

.cross. How big is that? About the size of

he solar s\'stem.

With a carefiil analysis of the hght fluc-

uations in all bands, a crude, but infor-

native three-dimensional structure can

)e deduced for the black hole's surround-

ng material. For example, the luminosity

n X-rays might vary over a time scale of

lours, but the red light might vary over

veeks. Comparing the rwo allows you to

onclude that the red-light-emitting part

)f the active galaxy is much larger than

he X-ray-emitting part. This exercise

an be performed for many bands of hght

o derive a remarkably complete picture

if the system.

If most of this action took place long

in di.stant quasars, then why isn't it

,alJ happening? Why are there no local

ii^<.ars? Good explanations are available.

most obvious one is that the nuclear

irioas of local galaxies have run out of

.its to feed their engines. In other words,

II stars whose orbits came too close to

the black hole have already been vacu-

umed up. No more food, no more prodi-

gious regurgitations.

A more interesting shut-offmechanism

comes from what happens to the tidal

forces as the black hole's mass (and thus its

event horizon) grows and grows. Since

tidal forces have nothing to do with the

total gravity felt by an object—just the

difference in gravity across it, which in-

creases dramatically as you near an ob-

ject's center—large, massive black holes

actually exert lower tidal forces than

small, low-mass black holes. No mystery

here. The Sun's puU on Earth dwarfs that

of the Moon, yet the proximity of the

Moon enables it to exert a considerably

higher tidal force.

What all this means is that there is a

point where a black hole has eaten so

much, and its event horizon has grown so

large, that its tidal forces are no longer
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sufficient to shred a star before it crosses

the event horizon. When this happens, all

of the star's gravitational potential energy

is converted into speed (like that of the

freshly baked pie as it fell out of the win-

dow but before it hit the ground) and the

stars are eaten whole as they plunge

through the event horizon. No more

conversion to heat and radiation. This

shut-off valve kicks in for a black hole

when it becomes about a billion times the

mass of the Sun.

The unified picture would account for

a scenario in which quasars and other ac-

tive galaxies are just early chapters in the

life of ordinary galaxy nuclei. If this is

true, specially exposed images of quasars

should reveal the surrounding fuzz of a

host galaxy. The observational challenge

is siiTular to that faced by planet hunters

who try to detect planets hidden in the

glare of a host star. The quasar is so much

brighter than the surrounding galaxy that

masking techniques must be used to de-

tect anything other than the quasar. Sure

enough, nearly all high-resolution images

of quasars have revealed surrounding

galaxy fiizz. The several exceptions—un-

cloaked quasars—continue to confound

expectations based on the standard

model. Or are the host galaxies simply

too faint to be detected? The data remain

;

controversial.

The unified picture also accounts for

quasars eventually shutting themselves off.

Actually, the absence of nearby quasars
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equires this. But it also means that black

loles in galactic nuclei should be com-

aon, whether or not the galaxy has an

ctive nucleus. Indeed, the hst of nearby

plaxies with dormant supermassive black

loles in their nuclei has grown to two

iozen—and mcludes the MUky Way. The

moking gun in each galaxy is the unex-

pectedly astronomical speed that stars

chieve as they orbit close (but not too

lose) to the central black hole.

Such scientific models are always se-

ductive, but one should occasionally ask

whether the model actually captures

some deep truths about the universe, or

whether it was constructed with so many

tunable variables that you can use it to ex-

plain anything at all. Similarly, have we

been sufficiently clever today, or are we

missing a tool that wiU be invented or dis-

covered tomorrow? The English physicist

Denms Sciama, of the University of Ox-

ford, was asking himself a similar question

when he penned:

Since wefold it difficult to make a suitable

model of a certain type, Nature mustfind

it difficult too. Tltis argument neglects the

possibility that Nature may be cleverer

than we are. It even neglects the possibility

that we may be cleverer tomorrow than we

are today.

Neil de Grasse Tyson is the Frederick P. Rose

Director of New York City's Hayden Plane-

tarium. He also teaches astrophysia at Prince-

ton University.
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from NYC near 1-80 (717) 925-2342.

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or exist-

ing home. Over 100 different programs available.

Free recorded message: (707)448-3210. (8LA1)
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ToursA'rips

ACA AIR COURIERS SAVE UP TO 80% on

International Travel. Fly as onboard courier for the

"big name" freight companies escorting time-sensi-

tive business documents. 700 round-trip flights

weekly to Europe, Asia, Pacific Rim, Central /South

America. Free information enrollment kit call Air

Courier Association 1-303-215-9000.

Costa Rica -Belize -Africa -Galapagos

NATURftL HlSTOffl

TRIPS Worldwide

Since 19B2

P.O. Box 3656-CI3

SOSORA, CA 95370

600351-5041

GEO
EXPEDITIONS
Fulfill Your Dreams

of Adi'e'isiire

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!

Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and

snorkel Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling biids and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free brochures! Special Interest Tours. Call (800) 525-

6772.

t^^alapagos^^^
18 Years Experience

The Finest Yachts and Naturalist Guides

Wilderness Travel • 1-800-368-2794 x770

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,

Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia, Kilimanjaro climbs,

gorilla tracking, more. Also unique tours in Egypt,

Israel, Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs.

Himalayan Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: wildlife

safaris to East and Southern Africa. Also, India,

Burma, Vietnam, Around the World trips, etc. Our

14th year. Call Wanderlust Adventures at (800) 572-

1591

AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box

49, Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 1-800-724-1221.

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise."

Moderate optional length Day hiking. Free brochure.

(216) 867-3771. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P

Cliffside Drive, Akron OH 4431 3-5609.

Copper CanyonAdventure
Mexico's spectacular Sierra Madre Mountains
by rail. Natural history, birds, Indian culture,

expert guides Call Nov/! 1-800-499-5685

S&S TOURS
Email ssatherh/er com / Fa/ 520-458-5258

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will soil by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Mochu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Incj Floats 510-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

AMAZON & ANDES EXPLORATIONS. Scholar es-

corted, small group, educational adventures!

Rainforest Safaris & Riverboat Cruises! Cuzco &
Machu Picchu! Call Explorations, Inc. (800) 446-9660.

AMAZONL\ EXPEDITIONS. The Amazon's leading

company for expedidon travel, since 1981. Lidividual

attention. Regional references available. (800) 262-

9669.

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and

camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.

BELIZE, COSTA RICA, GUATEMALA (Peten),

Honduras, and Mexico (Campeche, Chiapas,

Quintana Roo, Tabasco, and Yucatan) - nature and

marine reserves, archaeology, outdoor and water

sports, shopping and authentic cultural experiences.

Great Trips, telephones (800) 552-3419, (218) 847-4441,

faximile (218) 847-4442, Email: belizejq@tekstarcom

CONGO! Visit remote camp of hunter-gatherer pyg-

mies, view forest elephants, track lowland gorillas,

ride pirogues up jungle streams. Central African

Republic. Voyage Afrique (718) 932-4964.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

1140 for free newsletter

ECOLOGICALLY RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL.
Himalayan region, Malaysian rainforest. Guided,

self-guided tours. University Travel Consultants. 1-

800-638-2701.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland

Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph CoUey, LAST
Inc. 43 MiUstone, Randallstown, MD 21133 (410) 922-

3116.

New Guinea
c^

(Irian Jaya or Papua New Guinea) pf/

Also trips to: Indonesia, Thailand,

Borneo, Burma, Laos, Vietnam,

Cambodia, Philippines, Nepal

i:i.ii.ijjj.L'jj.niiw itsia

Transpatilic Journeys

800
642
2742

www.SoutheastMia.com

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led, natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/16 passen-

ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, RO. Box 1220, San Juan

Bautista,CA 95045. 1-800-969-9014.

HIKE ITEREl! Easy But Fascinating! Brazilian at-

lanticforest reserve, welcomes the entire family for

exploration. Exquisite biodiversity. Phone/fax 55 11

6763 57

HORSES TAKE YOU WHERE WILDLIFE LIVES,

deep into backcountry seen only by hikers.

Adventurers all ages, skills. Brand new guidebook,

$17.95 includes postage. Saddle Up! (800) 982-6861,

(505) 982-6861.

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, h'eks, wildlife,

overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112

Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-2380, 24

hours.

GALAPAGC^ AFRICA

GEl^
1-800-633-0299

http:7/www.gorp.com/voyasers.htm

MACHU PICCHU, INKA TRAIL, AMAZON. You

and eight others! Experience Inka ruins, Indian vil-

lages, rivers, motmtains and shamans. Expert guides.

Adventure, culture, and no crowds! Peru and Bolivia

experts since 1972. Four Winds Expeditions, Inc. (800)

991-0144.

:.,Walkina
SaTaris!

Zambia, Zimbabwe, & Tanzania

with the Africa Experts

Wilderness Travel .1-800-368-2794 x771

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel 1-800-

225-2380,

Vacation Rentals

CHAPPAQUIDDICK ISLAND, MA. Spectacular

ocean view. Charming two-bedroom home bordering

water, 1,000+ acres of preserved land, and miles of

nahu-al beach. $750-1,500 weekly 860-567-4864.

Volunteering

GREENVOLUNTEERS Worldwide Guide to Volun-

teering in Nature Conservation 100-^ projects $16.00,

(800) 525-9379 green_volunteers@rcm.inet.it

Rates and Style Information

$4.20 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified

is $455 per inch. Advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not struchjred for agency or cash discounts.

Ads are accepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discre-

tion. Send check or money order to: The

Market/NATURAL HISTORY Magazine, Central

Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024. Direct any

written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe or Jean-

Christophe Fradet at the above address. Please in-

clude your personal address and phone number,

issue preferred, and suggested category. Deadline

—

1st of the month, two months prior to cover date.
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May Events

A ilioi.iiiid dcpiiti the British invasion oj NeivJersey, Nomiibcr 20, I / /

6

May 1

Niles Eldredge, a curator in the Museum's

Department of Invertebrates, will give a

lecture based on his book Doininioit,

which traces three million years ofhuman

ecology. His talk begins at 7:00 P.M.

May 4
In conjunction with Asian/Pacific Amer-

ican Heritage Month, dance and craft

presentations will be part of a day-long

festival in the Hall ofOcean Life celebrat-

ing Asian and Pacific island cultures. Call

(212) 769-5315 for details.

May 5
Juan Uson, of the National Radio As-

tronomy Observatory, wiU talk on "Dis-

covery of the Largest Galaxy in the Cos-

mos and Other Curiosities in the Distant

Universe." Part of the "Frontiers in Astro-

physics" series, this lecture will begin at

7:30 P.M.

May 6
The state of the umverse, portraits of cos-

mologists, and cosmological forecasting

will be among the topics of a slide-Olus-

trated talk by Timothy Ferris, author of

the recently published Hie Wlwk Shebang.

(For an excerpt from the book, see the

March 1997 issue of Natural History.)

May 8
Chris McGowan wOl talk about the evo-

lutionary relationships between dinosaurs

and birds at 7:00 RM. McGowan is a cura-

tor in the palaeobiology department of

the Royal Ontario Museum and author

of Make Your Own Dinosaur Out of

Chicken Bones.

May 20 and 22
Drawing from their new book, Tlie Sci-

ence ofJurassic Park, Museum curator Rob
DeSalle and physicist and science editor

David Lindley wiU discuss dinosaurs and

DNA research in two evening lectures

beginning at 7:00 P.M.

May 20 and 27
How the geology of the New York City

area shaped the military activities of the

Revolutionary War wiU be the subject of

two Tuesday-evening talks at 7:00 RM. by

Sidney S. Horenstein, geologist and coor-

dinator of the Museum's Environmental

Prosrams.

May 21
A new exhibition in the Hall of Oceai

Life, "Lost World: Dinosaurs Through

Time," wOl feature cUps, sets, and prop

from Lost World (the sequel to Jurass

Park), including the reconstruction of

100-foot-long Mamenchisaurus.

May 22 and 29 1

National Park Service archeologi

Robert S. Grumet wiU explore the con

plex ecological associations between tl

people and fauna of the Northwest Coa

of North America in two Thursday

evening talks that begin at 7:00 RM.

Throughout May
A variety of free programs celebratii

Asian/Pacific American Heritage Mon
wiU be presented over the weekends

May 3-4, 17-18, and 24-25. For a sche

ule, caU (212) 769-5315.

The Museum's IMAX Theater is fe

turing Laserwarp, a show about Eart

history, as well as the films Stormchas

and Cosmic Voyages.

Paleontologist Chris McGowan and liis

construction of an Apatosaurus.

The American Museum of Natural h

tory is located at Central Park West

79th Street in New York City. For ticl ^

and information about events, caU (2';

769-5200. Consult the Museum Web e

(http://w^vw.amnh.org) for additicil

information. For hours and admis:

fees, caU (212) 769-5100.



TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

How to make your car invisible

to radar and laser. . .legally!

Rocky Mountain Radar introduces a device guaranteed to make your

car electronically "invisible" to speed traps—if you get a ticket while

using the product, the manufacturer will pay your fine!

measuring your

speed.

If your heart doesn't skip a

beat when you drive past a

speed trap—even if you aren't

speeding—don't bother read-

Itf -,,„ J,
/III

ing this. I can't tell you how
f W rK! ;-i JIH many times that has hap-

pened to me. Driving down

The Phazer will
"^^ interstate with my

jam- both radar
""'^'^ ':°"""°' set at eight

and laser guns, pre- ™^f^
"^-^

*f
'™'''

'
^^^^^

venting police from ' S';°\P^^ °! ^ P°''", "^
parked on the side of the

road. My heart skips a

beat and for some rea-

son I look at my speedometer. After I

have passed the trap, my eyes stay

glued to my rear view mirror, pray-

ing the police officer will pass me
up for a "bigger fish."

It seems that as speed-detec-

tion technology has gotten more

and more advanced, speeding

tickets have become virtually

unavoidable. And although de-

'.ices exist that enable motorists

-ietect these speed traps, they

: ri- outlawed in many states...

including mine.

The solution. Today, Rocky Mountain Radar
offers drivers like me a perfect solution—the

Phazer. Combining a passive radar scrambler

with an active laser scrambler, the Phazer makes
your automobile electronically "invisible" to

police speed-detecting equipment.

The radar component works by mixing an X,

K or Ka radar signal with an FM "chirp" and
bouncing it back at the squad car by way of a

waveguide antenna, effectively confusing the

computer inside the radar gun. The laser com-

ponent transmits an infrared beam that has the

same effect on laser Lidar units.

Shown actual size,

the Phazer is only

3"Wxn xlS

iiaimmmmi
Reflected radar with an FM "chirp"

Police radar

Perfectly legal. Some radar devices have been

outlawed because they transmit scrambling

radar beams back to the waiting law enforce-

ment vehicle. The Phazer, however, reflects a

portion of the signal plus an added FM signal

back to the police car. This, in effect, gives the

waiting radar unit an electronic "lobotomy."

Best of all, unless you are a resident

of Minnesota, Oklahoma or Wash-

ington, D.C., using the Phazer is

completely within your legal rights.

Special infrared beam with "noise"

Police laser I

HOW TO MAKE VOUR CAR DISAPPEAR

Radar and laser scramblers are de-

vices that foil speed traps by making vehi-

cles electronically "invisible" to police

radar. Radar scramblers mix a portion of

the radar signal with background clutter

and reflect it back to the squad car. This

technique, pioneered by Rocky fVlountain

Radar, creates an unreadable signal that

confuses the computer inside the radar gun.

The laser scrambler in the Phazer

works in a similar manner. It transmits a

special infrared beam with information

designed to scramble the laser signal. The

result? Readouts on police radar and laser

guns remain blank. As far as the police

officer is concerned, your vehicle is not

oven on the road.

MThe
Phazer

makes your car

invisible to police

radar and lasers or

the manufacturer will

pay your speeding ticket!

How it scrambles radar.

Police radar takes five to 10 measurements of a

vehicle's speed in about one second. The Phazer

sends one signal that tells the radar the car is

going 15 m.p.h. and another signal that the car is

going 312 m.p.h. Because police radar can't ver-

ify the speed, it displays no speed at all. To the

radar gun, your car isn't even on the road.

Works with laser, too! The Phazer also pro-

tects your vehicle from Lidar guns that use the

change in distance over time to detect a vehicle's

speed. The Phazer uses light-emitting diodes

(LEDs) to fire invisible infrared pulses through

the windshield. Laser guns interpret those puls-

es as a false indication of the car's distance,

blocking measurement of your speed. Again, it's

as if your car isn't ei'en on tiie road.

Range up to three miles. The
Phazer begins to scramble
both radar and laser signals

as far as three miles away
from the speed trap. Its range

of effectiveness extends to

almost 100 feet away from
the police car, at which point

you should be able to make
visual contact and reduce

vour speed accordingly.

Encourage responsible dri-

ving. While the Phazer is de-

signed to help you (and me) avoid

speed traps, it is not intended to

condone excessive speeding. For that

reason, within the first year, the manufac-

turer will pay tickets where the speed limit

was not exceeded by more than 30%, or 15

miles per hour, whichever is less.

Double protection from speed traps. If

the Phazer sounds good, but you prefer to be

notified when you are in range of a police

radar, the Phantom is for you. The Phantom
combines the Phazer (including the Ticket

Rebate Program) with a

radar detector. It's legal

in every state except

Minnesota, Oklahoma,

Virginia and Wash-
ington, D.C. Ask
your representative

for more details!

Risk-free. Thanks to Rocky Mountain Radar,

speed traps don't make my heart skip a beat

anymore. Try the Phazer or the Phantom your-

self. They're both backed by our risk-free trial

and three-year manufacturer's warranty. If

you're not satisfied, return them within 90 days

for a full "No Questions Asked" refund.

The Phazer $199 $14 s&h

The Phantom $349 $18 s&H

Please mention promotional code 1906-10796.

For fastest service call toll-tree 24 hours a day

800-399-7863MjS3^B3
camt:radindust;ries
2820 WatorfortI Lake Drive, Suite 102 Midlothian, VA 23113
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(This is not an average washing machine.

Introducing the water-efficient new

Maytag Neptune.

Traditional top-load washers use an a^tator

to move clothes through a tub ofsoapy water.

The all-new Maytag Neptune, on the

other hand, gently lifts and drops clothes into

a shallow pool ofsuper-concentrated detergent.

Getting your clothes clean, and using

40% less water than average washers.

And, since Maytag Neptune

uses less water and energy, you could

save nearly a hundred dollars a

' year in utility costs.

Call us at the number below to find out more about

1-888-4-MAYTAG

Maytag Neptune. Definitely not

_ _
your average washing machine.

^MAYTAG
Aa^gTHE DEPENDABILITY PEOPLE"

www.niaytag.com

savings based on DOE test methods with average conventional washer, average water and sewer rates and 1 996 electncal energy rates and dryer savings. Your savings wili vary depending on uliiity rates, rrodel replaced and usage
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humyi cr§J^^ ^iraffel
Even though their necks

can stretch several feet,

giraffes have the same

number of neck

vertebrae as

humans,

seven.

Because we care tor

the largest animal collection in the

world. Sea World and Busch Gardens

receive a lot of questions. And some of

the answers require a real commitment

Our commitment to conservation.

With nearly

60,000 animals

including 60

endangered

species, Sea World

and Busch Gardens

play a vital role as

a modern-day ark. But to properly care for these

animals, our conservation programs must reach far

beyond our park boundaries. To

encourage grassroots conservation

efforts, we fund outstanding school

groups through the "A Pledge and

A Promise Environmental Awards."

Worldwide, we work with key

conservation partners such as the National

Fish and Wildhfe Foundation and

The Nature

Conservancy to

support wildlife

and habitat protection

effoits from the African plains to

the Arctic tundra. And we support

the worlds largest volunteer beach

cleanup event, the Center for

Maiine Conservation's

International Coastal Cleanup,

which takes place in more

than 90 countries.

Our commitment

to fun.

So whether it's a

question about giraffes

or a question about

excitement,

thrills, andm
Jw adventure, the

fm Anheuser-Busch

Theme Parks

can answer them

all. Come discover

our world.

SeaWS*ld. BuschGarpens
Where discovery is a real adventure
www.seaworld.com www.buschgardens.com

1997 Busch Entertainment Corporation. All rights reserved.
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The Great
Egg-Demolition Derby
Female acorn woodpeckers can destroy each

other's eggs almost as quickly as they can lay

them. Mothers, daughters, and sisters will

compete, sometimes brutally, for nest space.

The rule seems to be: "destroy eggs until you

have laid one yourself."

Walter D. Koenig and Ronald L. Mumme

3 A Time Traveler in Kenya
To understand the roots of Swahili culture

requires sorting through five hundred years of

conquest and colonization. Going back home

to do research on the rise of the Swahili, an

archeologist struggles to separate the lore of his

ancestors from the evidence he unearths in

his digs. Chapumkha M. Kiisimba

Photographs by Lori Grinker; Contact Press Images

Discover)'

i After the Volcano
Hawaii's Mauna Loa supports an extraordinary

range of climates and ecosystems. Yet the slopes

of the volcano are constantly being resurfaced by

red-hot lava that destroys everything in its path.

Peter Vitousek

Cover: Lava pours down

the slopes of Mauna Loa,

paving the way for new life.

Story on page 48.

Photograph by G. Brad Lewis

2 Up Front: Passionate Science

4 Letters

6 Contributors

Natural Selections:

8 Review: Pedigree of a Retrovirus

Paul W. Ewald

10 Excerpt; Viruses Without Frontiers

Robert S. Desowitz

12 Bookshelf: Picks for June

13 nature.net: Get Small Robert Anderson

14 Journal: Read in the Bone Meredith Small

18 This View of Life: DoUy's Fashion and

Louis's Passion Stephen Jay Gould

24 Findings: Why Chilies Are Hot

Gary Paul Nabhan Photographs by Gary Braascli

30 Naturalist at Large: Engineers ofAmazonia

Hugh Raffles

64 World Music: Maestro of the Secret Museum
Markjacobson Photographs by Scott Thode

Field Guide

69 This Land: Litde Grand Canyon

Robert H. Mohleiibrock

72 Celestial Events: A June Honey Moon
Joe Rao

73 Travel and Reading

78 Universe: Flashes of Ignorance

Neil de Grasse Tyson

82 The Natural Moment: Gaslight

Photograph by Jack Dykinga

At the American Museum of Natural History

84 June Events
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Passionate Science
I met Chap Kusimba last year at a conference at the Field Museum in Chicago.

We talked some, New Yorker to Chicagoan, about the basketball rivalry be-

tween the Knicks and the BuUs, then at its playoff pinnacle, but mostly we

talked about his archeological work m Iris native Kenya. Much has been written

about the Swahili coast {see "A SwahiU Port of Call," Natural Histoiy, January

1996), but Kusimba offered something more, a special passion for the mysteries

of this place, born out of a personal need to understand its histoiy. Were the

tales of his ancestors' enslavement true or fabrications? Which culture, or what

combination of cultures, dominated the Kenya coast? His story, "A Time Trav-

eler in Kenya," page 38, goes beyond the facts and the artifacts. And photogra-

pher Lori Grinker turned what might have been a technical photo shoot of an

archeological dig into an evocative photo-essay about the work of archeologists

and the people they study.

In "Read in the Bone" (page 14), anthropologist Meredith Small writes

about the strong emotions, as well as thoughts, evoked by the bones that she an-

alyzes in her studies of humans. Mark Jacobson ("Maestro of the Secret Mu-

seum," page 64) visits a man so passionate m his pursuit of music from around

the world that his collection has taken over his Hfe and his house.

Archeology, anthropology, or even biology, natural histoiy is best understood

by those who feel a personal connection to it.

—

Bruce Stutz

At Mtwapa, an archeological site he excavated, Chapurnkha "Chap" Kusimba, left,

confers with intern Patrick Byrd.
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Introducing the water-efficient new

Maytag Neptune.

Traditional top-bad washers use an agitator

to move clothes through a tub ofsoapy water.

The all-new Maytag Neptune, on the

other hand, gently lifis and drops clothes into

a shallowpool ofsuper-concentrated detergent.

Getting your clothes clean, and using

1-888-4-MAYTAG

40% less water than average washers.

And, since Maytag Neptune

uses less water and energy, you could

save nearly a hundred dollars a

year in utility costs.

Call us at the number below to find out more about

Maytag Neptune. Definitely not ^^^ _ m -m^rm^-m ..-i

, . , . ^ MAYTAG
your average washing machine, •^^jhe dependabilttv people"

www.maytag.com

3**<9) be9e<1 on DOE t«: melhocJ* y/tth average conventional v/aaher, average v/ater and eev/er rates and 1996 electrical energy rates and dryer savings. Your savings will vary depending on utility rates, model replaced and usage.
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To the

Editor
Plain and Fancy Fiddlers

I was pleased to see an article

about Swedish fiddle music

("SpeD of the Fiddler," April

1997), but Torsten

Kjellstrand's opening

photograph could not be of

GustafPakkos, unless that

fiddler borrowed somebody

else's coat. With its fancy

embroidery, the coat has to be

from the parish of Leksand, as

are the traditional girls'

costumes shown on page 34.

Gustaf, from the parish of

Pakkos, is shown on page 31

wearing a coat without fancy

embroidery.

Mary Lamb

Seattle, Washington

Torsten Kjellstrand

REPLIES: The caption was

incorrect. The fiddler on the

opening page is indeed from

Leksand.

Readers who enjoyed "SpeD

of the Fiddler" may be

interested to know that the

music is played and danced to

regularly in the United States

and Canada. Many of us are

learning the traditional music

of dozens of localities in

Norway and Sweden. For

more information on

Scandinavian music and

dance, try the Hardinge

Fiddle Association of

America's web site

(wwwr.lexiaintl. org/sylte

/hfaa.html).

Robert Moss

Bhomfield, NewJersey

Jamming in the Tortugas

Daniel
J.

Lenihan's article

"The Tortuga Triangle" (AprU

1997) brought back memories

of an adventure during the

Cuban inissile crisis, ^vhen I

was called upon by the Navy

to rebuild and install a high-

power AM radio transmitter

to jam Cuban broadcasts. The

Tortugas—although not

militarily strategic since the

nineteenth century—are miles

closer to Cuba than is Key

A fiddler from Leksand Parish, it'here traditional t^arb has coloifiil embroidery.

West and were therefore an

ideal site for the jamming
j)

transmitter. We worked
|j

around the clock on the

project, slept on cots in Dr.

Mudd's prison cell, and were

protected fi^om intruders by a

line of shrimp boats manned

by Navy personnel disguised

as fishermen.

James F. Pinkham

Hudson, New York

Out of Joint

In "Leonardo's Living Earth"

(May 1997), Stephen Jay

Gould comments that

Shakespeare's couplet "The

time is out ofjoint: O cursed

spite/That ever I was born to

set it right!" expressed a

"bhthe confidence" that is the

mark of Hamlet's madness.

While I enjoy Gould's

articles—indeed they are

worth the price of the whole

magazine—I must challenge

this statement. I interpret the

couplet to mean: Woe is me,

that It has fallen on my
shoulders to fix all the

horrible events that have

happened. Hardly the stuff of

overconfidence, in my

opinion.

Ihor Kinal

via E-mail

Human Keystones

In her essay "The Work of

Nature" (February 1997),

Yvonne Baskin describes

moose as the "keystone"

species of North American

boreal-broadleaf forests. She

does not mention that for

prehistoric millennia, the

forest was profoundly affected

by humans—^whose controUe

burning of the underbrush

improved foraging conditions

for the moose, which were a



preferred source of meat.

Baskin also describes

Australia's eucalN'ptus forests as

though they were undisturbed

before Europeans arrived. But

there has been gro\\Tng

igreement among ecologists

ind anthropologists that the

iucalN'ptus forest system was

:he result of controlled

?urning by Aboriginal

peoples.

Ri issel Barsh

Xative American Studies

L'liiversity of Lethbridge

Alberta, Canada

Y'\ ONNE Baskin replies:

Credible ecologists all

•ecognize the long stamp of

lumaniry on the landscape,

ind no implication of

dealized, virgin landscapes

.vas intended. My emphasis

.vas on our consistent failure

recognize the power of

if/ier species. When we

emove keystone organisms,

AC set in motion a cascade of

;hanges that work against our

;\vn goals for the land.

roo-Close Cluster

n "Outward Bound"

November 1996), Neil de

"-isse Tyson writes that the

-TO cluster of galaxies is

ifteen million light-years

iv.ay. These galaxies are, in

ict. at a distance of fifty to

•
. million light-years.

/)' Davis

J /ion, Ohio

NiiL HE Grasse Tyson
' f.i'MES: This one slipped by

;i';. In professional circles,

rly all distances are

:itioned in "parsccs," and

Virgo cluster is about

ifteen million parsecs away,

''-•n converting to the more

sensible units of light-years, I

should have multiplied by

3.26 (light-years per parsec).

Clearly, I forgot to multiply.

Cellulose Versus Lignin

Having read "How to Build a

Tree," by Karl Niklas

(February 1996), I am at a loss

to understand how the author

came to omit mention of

lignin, a fiindamental

constituent ot wood. By

cementing cellulose fibrils

together, lignin produces

wood. On Its own, cellulose

could not support its own

weight. The eminent

American paleontologist E. G.

Barghoorn considered the

evolution of lignin to be one

of the most significant stages

in the history of plants, as it

enabled them to withstand

gravity and thus conquer the

land. Niklas 's contention that

"cellulose is stiffer and

stronger than . . . chiton,

tendon, or bone" is thus far

from the truth.

Ken Bamber

Institute of Wood Sciences

New South Wales

Australia

Karl
J.
Niklas replies: 1

didn't mention lignin because

it is typically understood that

"wood" refers to plant tissue

whose mostly dead cells have

primary walls composed of

alpha-cellulose, hemicellulose,

ligmn, pectic substances, and

traces of other chemicals, such

as proteins.

Although lignin by itself

has virtually no mechanical

strength, it acts as a bulking

agent, reinforcing cellulose

and other cell-wall

constituents. Lignin is also

hydrophobic and therefore

dries—and strengthens

—

ceUulose microfibrils.

Nonetheless, cellulose is

stiffer and stronger than

chiton, tendon, or bone.

In the conTing issues ofmm
Geology

Volcanic Origins
The Grand Canyon was not

shaped by erosion alone.

Erupting volcanoes—whose

history is written on the rocks

of the remote Toroweap

region—built gigantic lava

dams that blocked the

Colorado River. Huge lakes

formed quickly and emptied

suddenly when the dams

were broken by the river's

persistent force.

Archeology

Ever Since Noah
Historians may hold that the

Old Testament's version of the

Flood is not literally true, but

believers still travel to the

Turkish-Armenian border,

digging for remnants of Noah's

Ark on Aghri Dagh, also

known as Mount Ararat.

i-fflriiTH r

NOAH'S ARK
DISCOVERY
Moyw find outi
ludoomcnt Doy'i enact'

dole, limn and placo

Militant In joopardy
at Good baltloi Ivil

Why B«thloh«in vltlon

ol OiriM Is warning tfgn

How gloni flood will

'dconto' World again

Animal Behavior

Three to Tango
A tiny, ground-nesting bee

species of the American

Southwest, Perdita portalis,

produces two completely

different types of males. One

visits females on flowers;

the other—large-headed and

flightless—never leaves

the nest.
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Hugh Raffles ("Engineers of Amazonia") earned a master's degree in Latin American

studies at the University of London and wrote a thesis on non-timber forest products

in Amazonia. But he didn't set foot in South America until 1994. Then, for his

doctorate at Yale University's School for Forestry, he began visiting Brazil to research

landscape transformation in the Amazon estuary. He has worked there off and on

ever since. "I imagined I would be isolated in this vast wilderness, but I hadn't

anticipated that even in remote rural areas, people go back and forth to the cities and

keep up on the latest fashions, music, and pohtical events."

Anthropologist Meredith Small ("Read in the Bone") is pictured here with

elephants, another mammal species that exhibits an interest in the bones of its

dead. An associate professor at Cornell University, Small is currently studying

the biological imphcations of child-rearing practices around the world, which

wiU be the subject of her next article for Natural History. Her book Our Babies,

Ourselves: The Biology and Culture of Parenting will be published next year by

Anchor Books.

Raised near the Kenya-Uganda border, Chapurukha M. Kusimba ("A Time Traveler in Kenya") first

visited the East African coast as a university student, in 1984. There he became intrigued with the

archeological sites and history of the Swahili culture. His subsequent research has earned him a

doctorate in anthropology from Bryn Mawr College. Now a naturalized United States citizen,

Kusimba is assistant curator of African archeology and ethnology at the Field Museum in Chicago.

Photographs by Lori Grinker have accompanied previous articles in Natural History; those firom "Sounds

of Light and Hope" (November 1995), portraying a bhnd Egyptian women's orchestra, earned her first

prize in arts stories from the World Press Foundation.

"Acorn woodpeckers used to live outside

my coUege dorm room," says Walter D.

Koenig ("The Great Egg-Demohtion

Derby"). An adjunct professor at the

University of California, Berkeley, and a

research zoologist at its Museum of

Vertebrate Zoology, Koenig, right, has

studied the birds for some twenty years.

Coauthor Ronald L. Mumme also logged

many seasons studying acorn

woodpeckers, but his current

post as associate professor at

Allegheny College in

Pennsylvania gives him less time

to peer into nests in California

oaks. "When I first observed the

birds' egg removal," he writes, "I

thought, ifwe can figure this

out, it will make a nice story for

Natural History."

Honolulu-born Peter M. Vitousek ("After the Volcano") believes that "what the Hawaiian fruit fly has

been to population genetics, the Hawaiian Islands—with their exceptionally broad but weU-defined

range of biological, geological, and climatological conditions—can be to ecosystem studies." Hawaii

has proved a fruitful—and pleasant—location for several aspects of Vitousek 's research, including

studies of climate and ecosystem function, biological invasions by exotic species, and human-caused

changes in the nitrogen cycle. Vitousek is a professor of biological sciences and the Clifford G.

Morrison Professor of Population and Resource Studies at Stanford University.

Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer

Jack Dyklnga ("Gaslight") has shifted

fi^om photojournalism to "shooting the

environment and landscape with a

journalistic twist." Based in Tucson,

Arizona, Dykinga says he captured the

lightning over the Sonoran Desert in the

"Natural Moment" by getting "a litde

closer than I wanted to." He used a

Hasselblad with a 38 mm, wide-angle

lens for the shot. Dykinga 's photos of the

Sierra de Alamos appeared in Natural

History in April; his work has also been

featured in Audubon, Harpers, and Time.
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"You must be here for our Millennium Celebration," she says in English, laughing

at her little jol<e. "Gdansl('s birthday party is the biggest one in Europe."

"You've got quite the crowd," the Aussie smiles back. "Yes," the shopkeeper

notes. "We have visitors here from all over the world." "I know," the Aussie says.

"We had already planned to meet our cousins from Chicago here in Europe.

And Poland was someplace that seemed a bit different. So when they suggested

coming here for the Millennium, we got right on it. Quick flight for them

too, since your LOT has the only nonstop flights from the States." "Yes," she

smiles. "And the newest planes in the sky." The Aussie makes his purchase, and

tips his hat to the shopkeeper with a quick "G'day." "No," she laughs, "Gdansk."

TH[ mniHE OF POLflHO
travel agent or 1-800-223-0593. Or
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ee ofa Retrovirus

A colored scanning electron micrograph shows AIDS viruses (red dots) invading a T-cell (a lymphocyte

that is the central player in the body's immune system).

Viral Sex; The Nature of AIDS, by Jaap

Goiidsmit, Oxford University Press, $25;

246 pp., ilhis.

ByPaulWEwald

Review Modern biology is broad and

deep. Although the drawnig

together of insights from each relevant

branch of biology is the goal in addressing

a problem Hke the AIDS pandemic, train-

ing in one biological discipline often

comes at the expense of study in another.

In Viral Sex: The Nature ofAIDS, virolo-

gist Jaap Goudsmit, chairman of the De-

partment of Human Retrovirology at the

University of Amsterdam, has looked be-

yond his field's molecular approaches for

insights from the superorganismal scales

of ecology and evolutionary biology.

But he does not stop there. He takes

readers on a tour—introducing us not

only to the monkeys and apes of tropical

forests and the viruses that they transmit

but also to mysterious AIDS-like diseases

that appeared in Europe and America

during this century, discussing possible

historical intersections between viruses,

humans, and other mammals dating back

to the Stone Age. AH the while he works

circuitously toward his goal: to under-

stand where AIDS and AIDS-like diseases

have come from, where they are going,

and what we can do about them.

A central theme is the importance of

genetic recombinations
—

"viral sex"—to

the evolutionary history and future of

retroviruses, the family to which the|

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)

belongs. Integrating current knowledge

about such recombinations with what is'

known at the ecological level, Goudsmit

traces the ancestry of HIV type 1 (HIV

1)—the main cause of AIDS around tht

world—back to west-central Africa, pos-

tulating an unknown simian virus as an-

cestral to the simian immunodeficienc;

viruses (SIVs) now found in chimpanzee,

and to HIV-0, the HIV that is mos

closely related to HIV-I. He traces th

more restricted pandemic of HIV type '.

(HIV-2) to West Africa and to repeater,

seeding of humans by SIVs that are foun

in sooty mangabeys.



Goudsmit \'ie\vs \iral sex as the process

that generates the novel mosaics that

allow the \-irus to conquer new turf. The

generation and displacement ofHIV sub-

t\-pes is seen as a competitive struggle

among viruses, with viruses specialized

for heterosexual transmission predomi-

nating in Africa and Asia and those spe-

ciaUzed for homosexual transmission pre-

dominating in Europe and the Americas.

One of the scenarios that Goudsmit

explores concerns how and when the SIV

in soot\" mangabeys recombined and

lumped species to become HIV-2. He

traces this recombination to a sabaeus

monkey of West Africa and suggests that

the recombination event took place in

this species. To test his theory, Goudsmit

wants to look at a popularion of monkeys

mtroduced to the West Indies in the sev-

enteenth century- he is betting on finding

not only the recombinant SIV but also

the nonrecombinant t}'pe that disap-

peared in West African popidations.

Some of Goudsmit's scenarios, how-

e\er. are presented as fact even though

they are inconsistent \\'ith natural selec-

tion. MLxing an untenable brew of spe-

cies-level selection with evolutionary

foresight, he argues that a virus's need to

jump to a new host species to avoid be-

coming extinct could, in itself, cause the

\irus to make such a jump. A more fea-

sible explanation for the entrance of

simian viruses into humans is that specific

' .nomena—such as human population

: ansion and the resultant destruction of

:mal habitat—simultaneously reduce

pninate population size and bring those

primates (and their viruses) into closer

contact with humans.

In considering how to subdue AIDS as

orldwide killer, Goudsmit concludes

t the more benign HIVs (subtypes of

MIV-2) cannot hold their own in compe-

tition with the virulent subt^'pes of HIV-

1 . ind that we have to create new HIV or

HIV-like viruses for use in live vaccines.

• tenuousness of his argument lies in

...iractcrizing benign HIVs as "weak."

ViLwed in terms of natural selection,

e benign HIVs may be as "strong" as

their more harmful cousins, but well

adapted to people who change partners

rarely. The virus may survive because the

potential tor an infected individual to

transmit it persists as long as the individ-

ual IS not killed by AIDS. The low proba-

bility of being transmitted in any one in-

cident of sexual contact may be

compensated for by a greater number of

sexual contacts with a given partner over

a greater time period.

The complexity of the interactions be-

tween viruses and hosts means that araw-

Aii electron micrograph shoit's an AIDS
finis biiddiiigfroni the siiiface of a T-ccll.

ment and theorizing alone will not tell us

which of these characterizations is correct

in the future. Hard evidence is needed.

According to Goudsmit's "weak virus"

argument, HIV-2 will be displaced by

HIV-1 whenever the two viruses are pre-

sent in the same population. "HIV-1 sub-

type A is on the rise in West Africa and

threatens to drive HIV-2 into oblivion in

that part of the world," predicts

Goudsmit. "Despite its well-established

monkey reservoir, HIV-2 could virtually

disappear from humans in areas where

HIV-1 has been introduced." According

to what I call the "adaptive benignity" ar-

gument, however, this displacement will

not occur when HIV-1 invades an area in

which HIV-2 has long been endemic and

where social habits keep sexual transmis-

sion low.

Distinguishing between these argu-

ments, I beheve, is critical to future op-

tions for controlling AIDS. If naturally

benign HIVs can hold their ground

against lethal HIVs, then we may be able

to drive HIV toward a less damaging rela-

tionship with us by methods that are less

dangerous and more cost effective than

vaccination with a live HIV-hke virus.

Specifically, we might be able to favor the

naturally mild HIVs by changing human

behavior to reduce the potential for sex-

ual transmission, thereby reducing both

the frequency of HIV infection and the

harmflilness per infection. In this situa-

tion, the mild HIVs act Hke a free live

vaccine, but without the ethical problems

associated with administration of a live

HIV vaccine, which might cause substan-

tial harm to otherwise uninfected people.

A decisive, unplanned test of these two

arguments is occurring now in Senegal,

where evidence indicates that the poten-

tial for sexual transmission has been and

continues to be relatively low. Over the

past decade. HIV-1 has invaded Senegal

and risen to a prevalence that is compa-

rable to that of HIV-2. The "weak virus"

argument predicts that HIV-1 will dis-

place HIV-2 in Senegal as it has in other

countries such as the Ivory Coast (where

there is a higher potential for sexual trans-

mission). The "adaptive benignity" argu-

ment predicts that HIV-1 will displace

HIV-2 in the high-risk populations of

Senegal but not in Senegal as a whole (so

long as social norms, such as Islamic tradi-

tions and strong family structures, keep

down the potential for sexual transmis-

sion). The critical data will be acquired

during the next few years. Perhaps the

editor of Natural History will allow me to

return to its pages in the year 2000 to re-

port the outcome.

I'aiil IV Hii'ald is a professor of biology at

Amherst College and author ofEvolution of

Infectious Disease (Oxford University Press,

1994). He is at work on a book about AIDS

and other sexiially transmitted diseases.

I
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Robert S, Desowitz tracks the pathogens that

might have afflicted thefirst human migrants to

America as much as 50,000 years ago, surveys

the scourges of the world's tropical and temper-

ate areas, and looks into the "doomsday bugs"

ofthefiiture.

From Who Gave Pinta to the Santa Maria?

Torrid Diseases in a Temperate World, by

Robert S. Desowitz. Copyright 1997, by

Robert S. Desowitz. Published by W. W. Nor- llf^';;iii^

ton and Company.

Excerpt When I hved in Honohilu,

every mid-April 1 told my
plover that he was an idiot. Why should

he fly, nonstop, 4,000 to 5,000 miles sim-

ply for sex. "Stay here," I'd tell hmi.

"There are great chicks in Honolulu.

Maybe I can fix you up with that nice

Hawaiian stilt I know." But my plover re-

jected all blandishments. In his elegant

courting plumage ot jet black bib and

white shawl, he would, on a late-spring

morning, leave his feeding territory—that

small patch of grass fronting my condo-

minium's tennis court—and wing his way

north to Alaska or Siberia. In September,

Deo volante, he'd be back bug picking on

the Hawaiian turf.

In the very far North during the short,

warm, humid summer, our plover ren-

dezvoused not only with his ladylove but

also with the mosquitoes, midges, ticks,

and biting flies that awaited his return.

During my many years in sultry cli-

mates I have been bitten by tsetse flies,

sand flies, black flies, horseflies, and mos-

quitoes of many varieties, as well as by

ticks and mites; but nowhere in the Trop-

ics have I been attacked by insects so vi-

ciously and massively as when flogging

trout streams in the arctic watershed. The

abundance of blood-sucking insects that

proliferate during the short artic summer

is simply amazing. They make life hell for

humans and wildlife. And they also trans-

mit the viruses that can affect human

health. These arthropod-borne viruses are

known collectively as arboviruses.

The "natural" hosts of many ar-

borviruses are migratory birds such as the

Viruses Without

Frontiers

SEM images of the head of the yellow-fever-carrying female Aedes mosquito, left, and the

dog tick that carries Rocky Mountain spotted fever, right.

waterfowl that make epic seasonal flights

to their arctic breeding grounds. Most ar-

boviruses are not too fastidious and can

spill over into mammalian populations

—

wild, domestic, and human. Some ar-

boviruses are transmitted by ticks (arthro-

pods more closely related to spiders than

to insects). Ticks and mites infest the nests

ot waterfow^l, where they have easy access

to a blood supply ot chicks, which they

infect with virus as they feed. Moreover,

some viruses can be perpetuated from

tick to tick via the tick's egg. If a femalef

tick carries such a virus, it can enter herl

eggs and lie dormant over the winter. The!

egg develops; the larval tick hatches al-

ready loaded with virus and can pass it on

to the bird or mammal on which it takes

its first blood meals.

From the birds without frontiers and

A nineteenth-century engraving depicts Pericles dying of plague in 429 B.C.



the mammals without frontiers and the

swarms of vector mosquitoes and ticks at

all frontiers, transarctic zoonotic ar-

boviruses probably posed a health threat

to the first Americans when they colo-

nized Alaska. These people may also have

carried viruses in their persons or in their

accompanying domestic animals that be-

came forever endemic in the Americas.

Indeed some ot those viruses may have

proved highly lethal to the immunologi-

cally naive American wild mammals.

Shortly after the arrival of humans in

North America, many of the large mam-
mals became extinct. Did a human virus

or an introduced zoonotic virus from a

domestic animal kUl them off?

The historical epidemiology of viral

diseases is a vexing area of research be-

cause viruses are so small and often so

mutable. "Here today, gone tomorrow"

or "Gone today, here tomorrow" charac-

terizes the changeability of viruses and

how they come and go as threats to hu-

mans. Lassa fever and, most notably,

AIDS came "from out of the blue" m our

time. A great disease of the past, seem-

ingly without parallel m our present time,

was the plague of Athens. That mysteri-

ous disease killed one-third of the Athen-

ian population during a twenty-year pe-

riod beginning in 430 B.C. The only

clinical description we have is from the

philosopher-general Thucydides, who
was himself stricken but recovered. It was

a highly contagious disease giving rise to

high fever; respiratory, intestinal, and

neurological involvement; a rash; and

eangrene of toes, fingers, and penis.

.Nothing quite matches the Athenian

plague in the present chnical logbook or

in the subsequent historical medical log-

books. It disappeared with no evident re-

irrence elsewhere. It has, for many
years, challenged diagnosticians who have

proposed some thirty causative, mosdy
viral agents. I added a thirty-first and

ipeculated that it was a form of Lassa fever

{MD Magazine, May 1994). Lassa mostly

fits Thucydides' account, except that

Lassa doesn't make your penis fall off; but

'iv quibble over small details?

Over too years ago, Bausch & Lomb*

binoculars gave nature enthusiasts a better

way to see the outdoors

without leaving their marlc on it. That tradition continues

today with our latest, most technically advanced binoculars.

Legacy* binoculars continue our old world

craftsmanship by combining the highest optical

Preserving nature
tal«s great vision.

performance, contemporary

design and function.

BAK-4 porro prisms

and multi-coated

lenses maintain

high image detail

resolution and

superior light

transmission.

Rubber

armoring provides

extra comfort and durability.

The 8x24 compact is o-ring sealed

and nitrogen purged for waterproof/fogproof

protection in all weather conditions.

Call (80())423-;}537 for the dealer

nearest you. And see what a cenlury of

experience looks like.

BAUSCH
& LOMB.
Binoculars

www.bushnell.com/blbinocs.html

Baiisch & loffib in a rugrslufeij Ifaij'jmaft of anij UBed under licenae Ifom Bausch & tomb Incorporalod
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Included in this 8 day
independent tour: Round
trip air via iO^ the AirHne

of Poland, 6 nights hotel,

half day sightseeing per itin-

erary in Warsaw, Krakow
and Zakopane, breakfast

daily, hotel taxes and service

charges.

Starting at $1509 pp
Optional tours:

• Bird-watching tours to the

Biebrzanski marshes
• Biking tours

• Visit to the last primeval

forest in Eastern Europe
• Tour the most extensive

area of drifting dunes in

Eiu"ope
Prices are per person, based on double occu-

pancy valid September 16 - October 31, 1997,

with midweek departures. Does not include
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The Handicap Principle
By Amctz Zahavi and Avishag Zahavi (Oxford University Press, i997, $25, illus.)

Over more than two decades of research, the Zahavis, a husband-and-wife team

who combine backgrounds in zoology and plant physiology, have investigated the

adaptive value of animals' apparent "handicaps," such as the male peacocks enor-

mous tail.

Mark Catesby's Natural History of America:

Watercolors from the Royal Library,

Windsor Casde
By Henrietta McBiirney (University of Washington Press, 1997, $40, illus.)

English naturalist Mark Catesby's 220

watercolors, the basis for the etctiings in

his 1747 work on the flora and fauna of

North America, were bought by George

III in 1768 and have been preserved in

the Royal Library ever since.

Why We Age
By Steven N. Austad Qohn Wiley & Sons. Inc., 1997, $24.95, illus.)

The latest information and misinformation about aging—whether in humans, fruit

flies, pilot whales, turtles, or opossums—is thoroughly surveyed by zoologist

Steven Austad, a frequent contributor to Natural History.

The Science ofJurassic Park and the Lost World
By Rob DeSalle and David Lindley (Basic Books, 1997, $18, illus.)

Entomologist Rob DeSalle and physicist David LincDey pose the question; "If you

can find bits ofDNA from 125-niillion-year-old insects, why not from 65-miUion-

year-old dinosaurs?" They then explore the molecular and genetic complexities of

ti-ying to re-create dinosaurs from DNA fragments.

Discovering Dinosaurs in the Old West
Edited by Michael F. Kohl and John S. Mcintosh (Smithsonian Institution Press,

1997, $24.95, illus.)

Between 1877 and 1880, geologist

Arthur Lakes tilled field journals

with eyewitness reports on the

early days of vertebrate paleontol-

ogy in Wyoming. His accounts of

wildlife, the Indian Wars, and acad-

emic warfare between rival paleon-

tologists O. C. Marsh and E. D.

Cope oflTer a rare glimpse of rough-

and-ready dinosaur hunting in the

Old West.

The books mentioned in "Natural Selections" are usually available from the Mu-

seum Shop of the American Museum of Natural History (212) 769-5150.



Get Small
By Robal Atidawn

nature.net The natural world contains

much that is simply too

small for us to appreciate with the un-

aided eye. But on the Internet, we can

peer into the world of the extremely

small; here are a few sites to start with.

At the University of Wisconsin's Insti-

tute for Molecular Virology .www.bock

.>s.\visc.edu/virusviztop.html, remark-

able three-dimensional images of viruses

have been generated using information

gleaned from scanning electron micro-

scopes (SEMs) and X-ray crystallography.

Enormously magnified, these smallest of

organisms can be fully appreciated for

their surprising beauty and structural

symmetry. My favorite is the tomato

bushy stunt virus. I like it because it pre-

sumably attacks only tomatoes.

The Nanoworld Image Gallery, which

is maintained at the University of

Queensland in Australia, www.uq.oz.au

i,anoworld/images_l.html, has SEM
images of everything from a sea urchin s

^pine to a rat's intestinal lining.

A link on the Microscopy-uk page

w.diwalk.demon.co.uk/walk/walkind

•m gives tips for observing nature with

i ten-power hand lens (for those who
don't have SEMs at their disposal). The

next time you take a walk outdoors, you

might be inspired to examine such small

natural wonders as a bumblebee's legs,

iponge spicules, moth larvae, or a butter-

fly's wing scales.

The last site I recommend is the Mole-

ular Expressions page micro.magnet

.edu/micro/gaUery.html because of its

lining abstract images of well-known

lecules. Photographed with optical

' roscopes, the crystalline structure of

inicals in polarized light equals any

rk of modern art.

I'"hr;ri Anderson is afreelance writer living in

IMi Angeles.
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Read in the Bone
In our skeletons,

an anthropologist finds the ratersection between the

biological and the spiritual.

By Ma-edith F. Small

I was standing in a museum in Siena,

Italy, starmg into a silver and glass reli-

quary fuU of the neatly stored bones of

Saint Clement set on a satin pillow, his

finger bones tied together with lace. I

was supposed to appreciate the saint's

remains as a symbol of godliness, even

pray to them. But as an anthropologist,

I was having trouble with this sacred

mission—all I wanted to do was open

the case, make sure all 206 pieces were

there, and maybe check for osteological

pathology.

The skeleton is the hard scaffolding

that supports our guts, links our mus-

cles together, and forms our shape. But

humans, with typical self-aggrandize-

ment, have exalted these humble cor-

poreal remains into the realm of the sa-

cred. Saint Clement is here dressed in

satin and lace. In other churches in

Italy, I saw shards of supposedly saintly

bones (who knows, they could have

been from somebody's dinner plate) en-

closed in bejeweled, gold monstrances,

symbols of the spiritual power of physi-

cal relics. From the religious perspec-

tive, bone clearly represents something

more than mere biological tissue.

And Christianity is certainly not

alone in its reverence for bones. In

Madagascar, people m the central high-

lands unbury the bones of their ances-

tors, wash them, and take them to par-

ties. These bones, they believe, need to

be entertained periodically and shown

how things are gomg here on earth.

The Toadja of Sulawesi, in Indonesia,

use ancestral bones for talismans. They

add tiny, decorative masks to bone fig-

urines of those they love.

In Tibet, the upper leg bone, or

femur, is carved into a trumpet and

used to make sounds of rebirth; from

the dead comes the noise of life. A col-

league of mine explained that the

Tamang Buddhists of western Nepal

consider the femurs of high-status

Hindu Brahmans to be the best mater-

ial for trumpets; this suggests a possible

difference in the structure of femurs,

which might translate into a better mu-

sical pitch or tone. More likely, the ap-

propriation of Brahman legs by the ad-

herents of another religion shows that

even the bones of the dead carry mes-

sages of ethnic discord.

Skeletal remains are also symbols of

conquest and power. The Arara of

South America used to cut off the

heads of their enemies, skm them, dec-

orate the cramums with feathers and

trinkets, and display them as trophies.

More significant, humans are not the

only animals who feel an attachment to

objects osteological. Animal behaviorist

Cynthia Moss reported being with ele-

phant families when they came across

the carcass of a dead elephant. The ele-

phants stopped, inspected the body, and

fondled the bones as if trying to identify

the dead one from skeleton and rotting

skin alone. Elephants are also drawn to

bleached and dried bones of their own

kind that have been lying around for

some time. They pick up pieces of the

skeleton and carry them for a distance,

a ritual never acted out with other ani-

mal bones that are also scattered across

the savanna. As Moss remarks, "It is a

haunting and touching sight, and I have

no idea why they do it." Presumably,

elephants know what we know: that

the skeleton—because it outlines the

body, because it is the line drawing that

best represents the individual—cries

out the name of the dead.

And yet bone is such practical stuff.

It is a natural substance that evolved ap-

proximately 500 million years ago. We
owe our bonmess to certain fishlike

creatures that slithered through the

oceans, boneless, until they developed a

vertebral column and well-supported

appendages and crawled out onto the

land. Today, there may be more slime

molds and fungi around, and species

with exoskeletons, such as insects,

might occupy more diverse ecological

niches. But vertebrates, with their in-

ternal scaffolding and complex physiol-

ogy, seem to hold the limelight.

Although bone gives the appearance

of inert, solid strength, bone tissue is

actually dynamic. A network of cells

and fibers—organic material interwo-

ven with inorganic material—gives

bone tissue its special ability to be bro-

ken and mended, molded and pressed



Cache, by William Morris

The work ofcontemporary artist WilUam Morris evokes the mystical world ofprehistoric hunters.

The "hones" in his sculptures are made of blown j^lass, wood, and metal.
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Artifact Series #9, by William Morris

while remaining structurally sound. It a

leg bone is soaked in an acid bath for a

while, the inorganic salts melt away,

leaving only the organic shadow of the

bone. Decalcified and floppy, the leg

bone can then be looped into a pretzel,

but it will also pop back to its former

self when unwound. Bone is highly

plastic—it responds to pressure as it

grows or heals, reacts to outside forces,

is reabsorbed when not needed, and

follows the twists and turns of injury

and disease.

For any vertebrate, the ridges,

bumps, and broad surfaces of bone are

the topography that maps out particular

capabihties selected by evolution. Long

arms denote swinging through the

trees, while long legs suggest another

form of locomotion. When these land-

scapes are fossilized into stone, they

form the physical history of a species.

We know, for example, that humans

walked upright at least 4 million years

ago because tiny foot bones and a tiny

pelvis say so. We also know that the

human brain began to expand about

1.5 million years ago because the skuU

of our ancestors gained a forehead and

then ballooned out like a melon. If not

for these bones, we would not know

who we are or the pace at which we at-

tained our present shape.

Bones, then, tell a tale of where we

come from and what we do; the history

of people, of a culture, can be read m a

graveyard. Pits speak of tuberculosis,

erosion cries out syphilis, malformation

is a clue to leprosy, and break lines

demonstrate accident or wound. When

an ancient skeleton is too small, too

slender, it is a sign that the former per-

son went through a period of malnutri-

tion; a series of skeletons Uke this sug-

gests a time of famine. Even the details

of diet can be found in bones. For ex-

ample, wall illustrations from Pharaonic

Egyptian times show people with the

classic bowed leg bones of rickets.

Their diet must have been short on

foods containing vitamin D, necessary

for bone calcification.

More spectacular, bones chart the

human penchant for fiddling with our-

selves. For beauty's sake, Chinese

women not so long ago bent and

bound their metatarsals and phalanges

to achieve the preferred three-and-a-

half-inch foot. And ever since the Ne-

olithic, people all over the globe have

sculpted their craniums into an amazing

array of shapes. Traditional Kwakiutl

tribes from the American Northwest

Coast routinely bound the heads of

their babies, giving adults a pinhead

look that was highly valued. Never able

to leave well enough alone, human cul-

tures have pressed and bound, pierced

and probed, remodeling the skeleton to

make a fashion statement.

And yet the biology of bone is al-

ready art. There is nothing quite so nat-

urally beautiful as a perfectly matched'

ball-and-socket hip joint, nothing so'

o-raceful as the slide of the radius as iti



A r t ifa c t Series #14, by William Morris

engineers the flick of a wrist. How
amazing that the sphenoid looks like a

bat, that the sinus is a winding maze of

lacy planes, that the pelvis has the wmgs
of an angel. For me, there is nothing so

smooth, so white, so cool as the slope

of the human femur. Bone is the sacred

and the secular manifest as one.

This intersection between spiritual

and biological comes to me most dra-

matically each summer when I sit in my
lab repairing skeletons used for teaching

purposes. My task is to piece together,

with wire and glue, skeletons that have

been chipped and broken by students in

their quest for a tactile experience of

what makes a human. How noncha-

lantly I have handed these bones

around—as if I were passing along sticks

and stones. Students pick up on this ca-

sual attitude; they grab from one an-

other, hold the leg and arm bones up to

their own bodies, measuring size but

'^rgetting the soul who once walked

•vith those legs and used those arms to

wave at friends. But in the summer I sit

here alone, surrounded by ribs and feet,

chatting with heads that look at me
with empty eye sockets.

I hold a slim right forearm, the ulna,

and trace the mner curve of the elbow

hook with my finger, back and forth,

feeling the smoothness of bone. And
then I must grasp the shaft and driU tiny

holes into the long dead. The bone dust

flies into my eyes and up my nose, it

covers my lips. I breathe and taste an-

other fellow human, someone I never

knew but with whom I am suddenly

intimate. I slip a thin wire from one

side to another, articulating joints, re-

tooling this body back to its perfectly

engineered design, as though it might

walk and wave again.

And in that reconstruction, I hope, is

both respect for a life long over and

reverence for the evolutionary se-

quence that drafted the ever pragmatic,

yet breathtakingly beautiful, architec-

ture of bone. D
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Dolly's Fashion
and

Louis's Passion
Nothing can be more fleeting or capri-

cious than fashion. What, then, can a sci-

entist, committed to objective description

and analysis, do with such a haphazardly

moving target? In a classic approach, anal-

ogous to standard advice for preventing

the spread of an evil agent ("kiH it before

it multiplies"), a scientist might say,

"quantify before it disappears."

Francis Galton, Charles Darwin's

charmingly eccentric and brilliant cousin,

and a founder of the science of statistics,

surely took this prescription to heart. He

once decided to measure the geographic

pattermng of female beauty. He attached

a piece of paper to a small wooden cross

that he could carry, unobserved, in his

pocket. He held the cross at one end in

the palm of his hand and, with a needle

secured between thumb and torefmger,

made pinpricks on the three remaining

projections (the two ends of the crossbar

and the top).

He would rank every young woman he

passed on the street into one of three cat-

egories—as beautifiil, average, or substan-

dard (by his admittedly subjective prefer-

ences)—and he would then place a

pinprick for each woman into the desig-

nated domain of his cross. After a hard

day's work, he tabulated the relative per-

centages by counting pinpricks. He con-

cluded, to the dismay of Scotland, that

beauty followed a simple trend from

north to south, with the highest propor-

tion of uglies in Aberdeen and the great-

est frequency of lovehes in London.

Ruminations
on the

downfall of

a king and
the cloning

ofa sheep

By Stephen Jay Gould

Some feshions (tongue piercmgs, per-

haps?) flower once and then disappear,

hopefully forever. Others swing in and

out of style, as if fastened to the end of a

pendulum. Two foibles of human life

strongly promote this oscillatory mode.

First, our need to create order in a com-

plex world begets our worst mental habit:

dichotomy, or our tendency to reduce an

intricate set of subtle shadings to a choice

between two diametrically opposed alter-

natives (each with moral weight and

therefore ripe for bombast and pontifica-

tion, if not outright warfare): religion

versus science, liberal versus conservative,

plain versus fancy, Roll Over Beethoven

versus the Moonlight Sonata. Second,

many deep questions about our liveli-

hoods, and the fates of nations, truly have

no answers—so we cycle the presumed

alternatives of our dichotomies, one after

the other, always hoping that, this time,

we will find the nonexistent key.

Among oscillating fashions governed

primarily by the swing of our social pen-

dulum, no issue could be more promi-

nent for an evolutionary biologist, or

more central to a broad range of political

questions, than genetic versus environ-

mental sources of human abUities and be-

haviors. This issue has been falsely di-

chotomized for so many centuries that

English even features a mellifluous Hn-

guistic contrast for the supposed alterna-

tives: nature versus nurture.

As any thoughtful person understands,

the framing of this question as an either-

or dichotomy verges on the nonsensical.

Both inheritance and upbringing matter

in crucial ways. Moreover, an adult

human being, built by interaction of these

(and other) factors, cannot be disaggre-'

gated into separate components with at-

tached percentages. It behooves us all to

grasp why such common claims as "intel-

;

ligence is 30 percent genetic and 70 per-

1

cent environmental" have no sensible!

meaning at all and represent the same'

kind of error as the contention that all:

overt properties of water may be revealed i

by noting an underlying construction'

from two parts ofone gas mixed with one;

part of another.

Nonetheless, a preference for either

nature or nurture swings back and forth

into fashion as political winds blow and as

I
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scientific breakthroughs grant transient

prominence to one or another feature in a

spectrum of vital influences. For example,

a combination of political and scientific

factors favored an emphasis upon envi-

ronment in the years just following World

War II: an understanding that Hitlerian

horrors had been rationahzed by claptrap

genetic theories about inferior races; the

domination of psychology by behaviorist

theories. Today, genetic explanations are

all the rage, fostered by a similar mixture

of social and scientific influences: for ex-

ample, the rightward shift of the political

pendulum (and the cynical availability of

"you can't change them, they're made

that way" as a bogus argument for reduc-

ing expenditures on social programs) and

an overextension to all behavioral varia-

tion of genuinely exciting results in iden-

tifying the genetic basis of specific dis-

eases, both physical and mental.

Unfortunately, in the heat of immedi-

ate enthusiasm, we often mistake transient

fashion for permanent enlightenment.

Thus, many people assume that the cur-

rent popularity of genetic explanation

represents a final truth wrested fi^om the

clutches of benighted environmental de-

terminists of previous generations. But

the lessons of history suggest that the

worm wiU soon turn again. Since both

nature and nurture can teach us so

much—and since the fuUness of our be-

havior and mentality represents such a

complex and unbreakable combination of

these and other factors—a current em-

phasis on nature will no doubt yield to a

future fascination with nurture as we

nrove toward better understanding by

lurching upward firom one side to another

in our quest to fulfill the Socratic injunc-

tion: know thyself

In my Galtonian desire to measure the

extent of current fascination with genetic

explanations (before the pendulum

swings once again and my opportunity

evaporates), I hasten to invoke two highly

newsworthy items of recent months. The

subjects may seem quite unrelated

—

DoUy, the cloned sheep, and Frank Sul-

loway's book on the effects of birth order

upon human behavior—^but both stories

share a common feature ofliering striking

insight into the current extent of genetic

preferences. In short, both stories have

been reported almost entirely in genetic

terms, but both cry out (at least to me) for

a reading as proof of strong environmental

influences. Yet no one seems to be draw-

ing (or even mentioning) this glaringly

obvious inference. I cannot imagine that

anything beyond current fashion for ge-

netic arguments can explain this puzzling

sUence. I am convinced that exactly the

same information, if presented twenty

years ago in a climate favoring explana-

tions based on nurture, would have been

read primarily in this opposite light. Our

world, beset by ignorance and human

nastiness, contains quite enough back-

ground darkness. Should we not let both

beacons shine all the time?

DoUy must be the most famous sheep

since John the Baptist designated Jesus in

metaphor as "Lamb of God, which taketh

away the sin of the world" Qohn: 1:29).

She has certainly edged past the pope, the

president. Madonna, and Michael Jordan

as the best-known mammal of the mo-

ment. And all this for a carbon copy, a

Xerox! I don't intend to drip cold water

on this little lamb, cloned from a mam-

mary cell of her mother, but I remain un-

sure that she's worth all the fuss and fear

generated by her unconventional birth.

When one reads the technical article

describing Dolly's manufacture ("Viable

Offspring Derived from Fetal and Adult

Mammalian Cells," by I. Wilmut, A. E.

Schnieke, J.
McWhir, A.J. Kind, and

K. H. S. Campbell, Nature, February 27,

1997), rather than the fumings and hyper-

bole of so much public commentary, one

can't help feeling a bit undei-whelmed and

left wondering whether Dolly's story tells

less than meets the eye.

I don't mean to discount or underplay

the ethical issues raised by Dolly's birth

(and I shall return to this subject in a mo-

ment), but we are not about to face an

army of Hitlers or even a Kentucky

Derby run entirely by genetically identi-

cal contestants (a true test for the skills of

jockeys and trainers). First, Dolly breaks

no theoretical ground in biology, for we

have known how to clone in principle for

at least two decades, but had developed

no techniques for reviving the fuU genetic

potential of differentiated adult cells.

(Still, I admit that a technological solution

can pack as much practical and ethical

punch as a theoretical breakthrough. I

suppose one could argue that the first

atomic bomb only realized a known

possibility.)

Second, my colleagues have been able

to clone animals from embryonic cell-

lines tor several years, so DoUy is not the

first mammalian clone, but only the first

clone from an adult cell. Wilmut and col-

leagues also cloned sheep from cells of a

nine-day embryo and a twenty-six-da^

Genetic explanations are

currently fashionable but

do not represent final

truths wrested from the

clutches of the benighted

environmental

determinists.

fetus—and had much greater success

They achieved fifteen pregnancies (al

though not all proceeded to term) ii

thirty-two recipients (that is, surrogat

mothers for transported cells) of the em

bryonic cell-Une, five pregnancies in six

teen recipients of the fetal cell-line, bi;

only Dolly (one pregnancy in thirtee

tries) for the adult cell-line. This experit 1

ment cries out for confirming repetitioi

(StUl, I allow that current difficulties wi

surely be overcome, and cloning froi

adult cells, if doable at all, will no doul

be achieved more routinely as techniqu(

and fimilianty improve.)

Third, and more seriously, I remai

unconvinced that we should regai

Dolly's starting cell as adult in the usu

sense of the term. DoUy grew fi-om a cc

taken from the "mammary gland of a sb



year-old ewe in the last trimester of preg-

nancy" (to quote the technical article of

Wilmut, et al.). Since the breasts of preg-

nant mammals enlarge substantially in late

[| stages ofpregnancy, some mammary cells,

. although technically adult, may remain

;
unusually labile or even "embryolike"

and thus able to proUterate rapidly to pro-

duce new breast tissue at an appropriate

; stage of pregnancy. Consequently, we

: may be able to clone only from unusual

adult cells with effectively embryonic po-

tential, and not from any stray cheek cell,

. hair foUicle, or drop of blood that hap-

::
pens to fall into the clutches of a mad Xe-

- roxer Wilmut and colleagues admit this

- possibility in a sentence written with all

the obtuseness of conventional scientific

; prose, and therefore almost universally

missed by journalists: "We cannot ex-

clude the possibility that there is a small

;
proportion of relatively undifferentiated

. stem cells able to support regeneration of

the mammary gland during pregnancy."

But if I remain relatively unimpressed

by achievements thus far, I do not dis-

(j
count the monumental ethical issues

raised by the possibility of cloning from

adult cells. Yes, we have cloned fruit trees

tor decades by the ordinary process of

grafting—and without raising any moral

ilarms. Yes, we may not face the evolu-

^
:ionary dangers of genetic uniformity in

:rop plants and livestock, for I trust that

slant and animal breeders will not be stu-

;iJ enough to ehminate all but one geno-

. from a species and wiU always main-

jin (is plant breeders do now) an active

3ool of genetic diversity in reserve. (But

:hcn, I suppose we should never underes-

Jamate the potential extent of human stu-

j pidity—and agricultural seed banks could

T.
X destroyed by local catastrophes, while

^_ a;enetic diversity spread throughout a spe-

; :ies guarantees maximal evolutionary ro-

^ justness.)

Nonetheless, while I regard many

- wdely expressed fears as exaggerated, 1

''' worry deeply about potential abuses of

iiian cloning, and I do urge a most

pen and thorough debate on these is-

^•ues. Each of us can devise a personal

worst-case scenario. Somehow, I do not

focus upon the specter of a future Hitler

making an army of ten million identical

robotic killers, for if our society ever

reaches a state in which such an outcome

might be realized, we are probably already

lost. My thoughts run to localized moral

quagmires that we might actually have to

face in the next few years (for example,

the biotech equivalent of ambulance-

chasing slimeballs among lawyers—a hus-

tling little firm that scans the obits for re-

ports of dead children and then goes to

grieving parents with the following offer:

"So sorry for your loss, but did you save a

hair sample? We can make you another

for a mere fifty thou").

However, and still on the subject of

ethical conundrums, but now moving to

my main point about current underplay-

ing of environmental sources for human

behaviors, 1 do think that the most potent

scenarios of fear, and the most fretfril eth-

ical discussions on late-nisht television.
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have focused on a nonexistent problem

that all human societies solved millennia

ago. We ask: Is a clone an individual?

Would a clone have a soul? Would a clone

made from my cell negate my unique

personhood?

May I suggest that these endless ques-

tions—aO variations on the theme that

clones threaten our traditional concept of

individuality—have already been an-

swered empirically, even though public

discussion of DoUy seems blithely oblivi-

ous to this evident fact. We have known

human clones from the dawn of our con-

sciousness. We call them identical

twins—and they are far better clones than

Dolly and her mother. Dolly shares only

nuclear DNA with her mother's mam-

mary cell, for the nucleus of this cell was

inserted into an embryonic stem cell

(whose own nucleus had been removed)

of a surrogate female. DoUy then grew in

the womb of this surrogate.

Identical twins share at least four addi-

tional (and important) properties that dif-

fer between DoUy and her mother. First,

identical twins also house the same mito-

chondrial genes. (Mitochondria, the "en-

ergy factories" of cells, contain a small

number of genes. We get our mitochon-

dria from the cytoplasm of the egg cell

that made us, not from the nucleus

formed by the union of sperm and egg.

Dolly received her nucleus from her

mother, but her egg cytoplasm, and

hence her mitochondria, from her surro-

gate.) Second, identical twins share the

same set of maternal gene products in the

egg. Genes don't grow embryos all by

themselves. Egg cells contain protein

products of maternal genes that play a

major role in directing the early develop-

ment of the embryo. Dolly has her

mother's nuclear genes, but her surro-

gate's gene products m the cytoplasm of

her founding cell.

Third—and now we come to explicitly

environmental factors—identical twins

share the same womb. Dolly and her

mother gestated in different places.

Fourth, identical twins share the same

time and culture (even if thev fall into the

rare category, so cherished by researchers,

of siblings separated at birth and raised,

unbeknownst to each other, in distant

families of different social classes). The

clone of an adult cell matures in a diSer-

ent world. Does anyone seriously believe

that a clone ofBeethoven would sit down

one day to write a Tenth Symphony in

the style of his early-nineteenth-century

forebear?

So identical twins are truly eerie

clones—ever so much more ahke on all

counts than Dolly and her mother. We do

know that identical twins share massive

Frank SuUoway argues

that firstborns tend to

grow up competent and

confident, but also

conservative, while

laterborns are more
flexible, innovative, and

open to change.

similarities not only of appearance but

also in broad propensities and detailed

quirks of personality. Nonetheless, have

we ever doubted the personhood of each

member in a pair of identical twins? Of
course not. We know that identical twins

are distinct individuals, albeit with pecu-

liar and extensive similarities. We give

them different names. They encounter

divergent experiences and fates. Their

lives wander along disparate paths of the

world's complex vagaries. They grow up

as distinctive and undoubted individuals,

yet they stand forth as far better clones

than DoUy and her mother.

Why have we overlooked this central

principle in our fears about Dolly? Identi-

cal twins provide sturdy proof that in-

evitable differences of nurture guarantee

the individuality and personhood of each

human clone. And since any future

human DoUy must differ far more from

her progenitor (m both the nature of mi-

tochondria and maternal gene products

and the nurture of different wombs and

surrounding cultures) than any identical

twin diverges from her sibling clone, why

ask if DoUy has a soul or an independent

hfe when we have never doubted the per-

sonhood or individuaUty of much more

sinular identical twins?

Literature has always recognized this

principle. The Nazi loyalists who cloned

Hider m Tire Boysfrom Brazil also under-

stood that they had to maximize simOari'

ties of nurture as weU. So they fostered

their Uttle Hitler babies in famiUes maxi^

mally like Adolf's own dysfunctional

clan—and not one of them grew up any

thing like history's quintessential monster.

Life, too, has always verified this prin-

ciple. Eng and Chang, the origina

Siamese twins and the closest clones o:

aU, developed distinct and divergent per-

sonalities. One became a morose alco-

holic, the other remained a benign anc

cheerful man. We may not think much o

the individuahty of sheep in general (fo:

they do set our icon of blind foUowinj

and identical form as they jump ove:

fences in mental schemes of insomniacs)

but DoUy wUl grow up to be as uniqu

and as ornery as any sheep can be.

A recent book by my friend Frank Sul

loway also focuses on themes of natun

and nurture. He fr-etted over, massaged

and lovingly shepherded it toward pubU

cation for more than two decades. Born t

Rebel documents a crucial effect of birtl

order in shaping human personalities aU'

styles of thinking. Firstborns, as sole re

cipients of parental attention untU the ar

rival of later children, and as more power

ful (by virtue of age and size) than the:

subsequent siblings, tend to cast their k

with parental authority and with the ac

vantages of incumbent strength. The

tend to grow up competent and conf

dent, but also conservative and unlikely t

favor quirkiness or innovation. Wh
threaten an existing structure that has a

ways offered you clear advantages ov(

sibhngs? Later children, however, are (

SuUoway's title proclaims) born to rebi

They must compete against odds t(

parental attention long focused primari



elsewhere. They must scrap and struggle

and learn to make do for themselves. Lat-

erborns theretore tend to be flexible, in-

novative, and open to change. The busi-

ness and pohtical leaders of stable nations

may be overwhelmingly firstborns, but

the revolutionaries who have discombob-

ulated our cultures and restructured our

scientific knowledge tend to be later-

boms. Frank and I have been discussing

his thesis ever since he began his studies. I

thought (and suggested) that he should

have pubhshed his results rwenty years

ago. I still hold this opinion, for while I

gready admire his book and do recognize

that such a long gestation allowed Frank

:o strengthen his case by gathering and

refining his data, I also beheve that he be-

came too committed to his central thesis

jnd tried to extend his explanatory um-

Drella over too wide a range, with argu-

ments that sometimes smack of special

aleading and tortured logic.

SuUoway defends his thesis with statis-

acal data on the relationship of birth

order and professional achievement in

modern societies—and by interpreting

historical patterns as strongly influenced

by characteristic differences in behavior

of firstborns and laterborns. I found some

of his historical arguments fascinating and

persuasive when apphed to large samples

but often uncoinfortably overinterpreted

in attempts to explain the intricate details

of individual lives (for example, the effect

of birth order on the diflierential success

of Henr)' VIII's various wives in over-

coming his capricious cruelties).

In a fascinating case, SuUoway chroni-

cles a consistent shift in relative percent-

ages of firstborns among successive

groups in power during the French Rev-

olution. The moderates initially in charge

tended to be firstborns. As the revolution

became more radical, but stUl idealistic

and open to innovation and free discus-

sion, laterborns strongly predominated.

But when control then passed to the un-

compromising hardhners who promul-

gated the Reign of Terror, firstborns

again ruled the roost. In a brilliant stroke,

SuUoway tabulates the birth orders for

several hundred delegates who decided

the fate of Louis XVI in the National

Convention. Among hardliners who
voted for the guUlotine, 73 percent were

firstborns; but of those who opted for the

compromise of conviction with pardon,

62 percent were laterborns. Since Louis

lost his head by a margin of one vote, an

ever so sUghtly difierent mix of birth or-

ders among delegates might have altered

the course of history.

Since Frank is a good friend and since I

have been at least a minor midwife to this

project over two decades (although I

don't accept aU detaUs of his thesis), I took

an unusuaUy strong interest in the delayed

birth of Born to Rebel. I read the text and

aU the prominent reviews that appeared in

many newspapers and journals. And I

have been puzzled—stunned would not

be too strong a word—by the total ab-

sence from all commentary ot the

(Please turn to page 16)
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Story by Gar}' Paul Nabhan

Photograplts by Gary Braasch

We tried not to talk in hyperbole, but

after all, it was high noon on the day of

the summer solstice and during the

hottest week on record in the Sonoran

Desert. I was working with Mexican

ecologist Humberto Suzan, looking for

the wild chiltepin, one of the hottest

chiUes in the world. This part of southern

Arizona is the driest and northernmost

part of the chiltepin 's range, which ex-

tends through much of Latin America's

thorn-scrub habitat. Whenever one of us

ripped our flesh on the omnipresent

barbed wire, cactus spmes, or needlehke

thorns of desert shrubs, we would at-

tempt to respond with a superlative curse

in Spanish or EngHsh. We had but two

and a half hours on this cloudless day to

find out how hot the chili plants, rather

than the pepper fruit, got at midday, so

we kept moving from plant to plant, de-

spite the obstacles.

Humberto and I had wondered

which—if any—areas of shade beneath

desert shrubs could buffer wild chili

plants from the sun's torrid rays. Air tem-

peratures at nearby weather stations had

exceeded 110° F for seven days running.

At this time ofyear, prior to the rainy sea-

son, drought and the sun's radiation often

damage or kill both seedlings and mature

shrubs of chiltepin and other plants that

evolved mainly in the Tropics but now

also grow in the desert.

WhUe I moaned to Humberto that the

sun was frying my brain to a crisp, he

hunkered over the data logger, dazzled by

our results: the chili plants themselves

Above: Bufferedfrom the Sonoran Desert

sun, a native chili plant grows in the shade

of a Mexican oak. Wild cliilies, or

chiltcpins, left, are among the world's hottest.

weren't fried at all. We found that the

glossy chili leaves hidden below the leaf

canopies of desert shrubs were sometimes

ten to fifteen degrees cooler than ambient

temperatures beyond the canopies. Be-

.A.
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neath one dense, thorny shrub—the

desert hackberry—only one-fourth of the

ambient light trickled through the canopy

to reach the tender chili plant. Although

chiltepins have much smaller leaves and

more leggy branchmg patterns than do

domesticated chili pepper plants, neither

the wild nor the cultivated chili foliage

fares as well in direct sunlight as it does in

partial shade.

At this edge of the Sonoran Desert,

patches of shade are few and far between.

Even at the bottom of canyons, where

desert vegetation is relatively lush, two

kinds of hackberries—desert and

netleaf—cover only 15 percent of the

ground. On drier slopes, the amount of

ground shaded by any vegetation at all

may be as little as 5 percent. Nevertheless,

nearly 60 percent of the wild chihes we

found were growing under one species of

"nurse plant," the desert hackberry. In a

later study, Humberto and 1 confirmed

that the chilies' distribution is not random

but closely associated with the meager

cover of hackberries, wolfberries, and

graythorns. But we still did not under-

stand why certain nurse plants ranked

higher than others as safe sites for chilies.

Temperatures and the depth of light pen-

etration below their canopies did not fully

explain the phenomenon.

For several years, five of us had been

studying not only the chili plants but also

the seeds within their fiery fruit. Perhaps

the key factor was seed dispersal—that is,

not just ho'w many seeds germinated and

grew but how they arrived at their desti-

nation. Could it be that more chili seeds

arrived under the canopies of hackberries

than under other trees or shrubs of com-

parable size? Did chemicals in the seeds

and fruit repel hungry birds and mam-

mals, or did the same chemicals attract

those animals that could devour the fruit

and subsequently deposit the seeds?

Humberto and I were thinking about

the minor miracle of seed dispersal as we

made our way up the slope above Rock

Corral Canyon. We paused for a while in

the shade of a mesquite tree, sharing a

canteen of water and a light lunch. For

me, a picnic lunch is never complete

without some dried wild chilies as

dessert, so I popped a few in my inouth

while Humberto reviewed the data we

had gathered. That was when the notion

hit me—could the chemicals that made

chili peppers so popular among humans

be Uke the "guide" of a guided missile?

Was the piquancy of chilies detectable by

all or just by some of the seed-dispersing

animals where these wild plants grew?
i

Does the bite of a chili discourage con-

sumption by some animals—perhaps

those in whose guts the seed would be... '

destroyed—^while signaling a reward for
j

others that are able to disperse seeds to

safe sites? The chih pepper genus Cap-

sicum has given up poisonous glycoalka-

loids, the arsenal of chemicals shared by

most other members of the nightshade

family. Instead, they produce odorless,

colorless chemicals called capsaicinoids.

Could it be that this latter set of com-

pounds help chOi seeds reach safe sites?

To answer such a question, I had to

learn which creatures did and did not dis-

perse chili seeds. This homework was not

as easy as I had originally hoped, for there

were virtually no published observations

of animals feeding on chili bushes in the

wOd. I turned first to indigenous Ameri-

can folklore for clues and learned that

wild chilies were called the equivalent of!

"bird peppers" in many languages. A,

Pima elder in Sonora, Mexico, told me^

that the local chiltepins were eaten and'

dispersed in early fall by red-feathered

birds such as cardinals, pyrrhuloxias, and

finches. He said

Birds like the

pyrrhuloxia, left,

feed on hackberry

fruit, inset, but seem

to prefer the chilies

that grow in the

hackberry 's shade.

that the birds hac;

bright feathers be-j

cause they ate sc

many chilies. Sup-

port for this possi-j

bOity came from ;

study by our col

league Meliss

Wall at New Mexico State Universit;

who determined that Rock Corrs

Canyon chilies are an excellent source c!

beta-carotene, a substance that helps bircj

such as male house finches maintain the:

brilliant plumage. In addition, wil

chiltepins are a good source of vitamin (

and fatty acids.

ChiH fruits may be an important nutr

tional resource for reddish-featherei

finches, but that didn't mean that ttji

birds necessarily dispersed the seeds. 1

fact, we found out that birds of oth']



feathers also dispersed \\ild chilies—and

not all of them passed the seeds through

their digestive tract. Some birds we

watched would tear apart a fruit without

ingesting it entirely; some seeds fell to the

ground, while others occasionally clung

to the birds' beaks or feathers.

I learned that indigenous peoples else-

where in tropical America associate wild

chQies ^vith a different set of birds, some

of which eat fruit only sporadically. One

species in particular, the great kiskadee

flycatcher, shares its name in Chontal

Maya dialect \\dth wild chilies. This ru-

fous-and-sulflir-colored bird is consid-

ered by the Maya to be the "planter" of

During the off season for chih addicts,

Don made some even more remarkable

discoveries in the laboratory. When he

and his colleagues ted house finches and

cedar waxwings meals containing one

thousand parts per million capsaici-

noids—about the average concentration

in a quarter-inch-round chih—the birds

exhibited no major behavioral problems

or weight loss as a result of eating these

hot dishes. In contrast, three small mam-
mal species found the same meals repul-

sive. My colleague Josh Tewksbury found

that small mammals exposed even once to

piquant chilies wiU subsequently avoid

even nonpungent chilies that have the

Unlike mammals,

birds such as the

Gila woodpecker, far

left, and the

northern cardinal are

not averse to hot

dishes. After a weal

of chili peppers, birds

disperse the seeds.

wild chilies m the thorn-scrub habitat

emerging from recently abandoned slash-

and-burn fields.

Just when I was becoming frustrated

with the changing roster of birds I had to

take into account, a laid-back Louisi-

anan—who had grown up ingesting Red
Devil hot sauce—appeared in southern

.Arizona, ready to solve this problem for

me. Don Norman is an itinerant avian

ecologist with a keen interest in how
birds respond to a host of chemical com-

pounds such as capsaicinoids. Camping at

'' ick Corral Canyon during several sea-

.> of chili maturation, Don determined

'hat cardinals, finches, thrashers, mock-

ingbirds, and Gila woodpeckers strip

more than thirty fruits per hour from chili

nts growing beneath hackberries, ac-

inting for more than 90 percent of all

. Jit foraged in these microhabitats.

same smeUs associated with them. These

smells are laced with a set of volatile

chemicals known as pyrazines, the same

chemicals that give bell peppers their

characteristic aroma.

In contrast to mammals, birds are not

known for having a strong sense ot taste

or smell. However, recent studies con-

clude that certain bird species can to some

extent detect the fragrant pyrazines and

perhaps even the pungent capsaicinoids

associated with chilies. (There is also the

possibility that chilies "burn" when

passed through a bird's gastrointestinal

tract and that the bird may associate such

a sensation with a nutritious meal.) Bird-

dcfccated chili seeds do not have signifi-

canriy lower germination rates than seeds

left untreated as a "natural control," per-

haps because the pass-through time is as

brief as twenty minutes. The same cannot

be said for chih seeds passed more slowly

through mammalian guts, for they

emerge damaged or inviable. Capsaici-

noids appear to have a more selective ef-

fect than glycoalkaloids. Whereas nearly

all animals are discouraged from feeding

on glycoalkaloid-rich nightshades, per-

haps only those animals that damage chili

seeds—or inefficiently disperse them

—

are discouraged by capsaicinoids.

If capsaicinoids do not dramatically

deter birds from feeding on chilies, as

they do mammals, what then "guides"

birds to ripened chili fruits when they are

ready for dispersal? The answer to this

question is not straightforward. On the

one hand, since capsaicinoids are neither

colorful nor fragrant, they themselves

cannot attract birds. We hypothesized that

birds may learn to associate red colors and

pyrazine-imbued fragrances with the nu-

tritional value of chili fruit. When our re-

search team set out similar-looking wild

chili and hackberry fruits in mixed

batches on the ground, birds preferred the

chilies to the hackberries, while noctur-

nal rodents sampled very few chilies and

ate significantly more hackberries.

Another piece of the puzzle was

tougher to find. Did the set of birds

known to feed on wild chilies have a

higher-than-random probability of dis-

persing their seeds to the safe sites under

hackberries or other nurse plants? We
knew from my other experiments that

once dispersed (or transplanted by hu-

mans), chihes survive longer under hack-

berries than under either mesquite or ar-

tificial shade. Fruit-eating birds are

seldom caught in the act of dispersing ini-

nuscule seeds from their mother plant to

other safe sites, and our field observations

were not frequent enough to allow us to

determine the relative importance of dis-

persal to canopies of different shrubs.

Most tropical fruit eaters forage for two to

four minutes per visit to a shrub, eating

only one to three whole fruits during that

time. Yet on our site, birds consumed

fruit with blinding speed. Our desert

birds ate nearly five fruits per visit, with

such visits averaging only forty-five sec-
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onds. It is the lucky ornithologist who

catches an identifiable seed dripped down

a bird's bib or passed through its guts.

Despite these difficulties, we did find

that between their foraging visits, cardi-

nals, finches, mockingbirds, and thrashers

spent far more time perching—and po-

tentially depositing seeds—on the hack-

berry trees growing in the canyon than

they did on other shrubs. In the desert,

perches are as scarce as edible fruits. In

fact, Josh determined that our rankings of

nurse plant associations with wUd chihes

are better explained by the amount of

time birds spend perched in various trees

than by any other factor: summer or win-

ter solstice tem-

peratures or the Southern

amount of shade Arizona's Rock

beneath various Corral Canyon is

trees and shrubs. at the ncrtltern

Chili plants are edge of the wild

usually not sturdy chiU's range.

enough to sup-

port perching birds. In addition, there are

never more than twenty plants per acre,

they produce relatively few fruits per

plant, and these fruits do not necessarily

ripen at the same time. In contrast, the

same number of desert and netleaf hack-

berry bushes produces tens of thousands

of fi'uits in flushes in any single week, and

the plants offer some of the tallest perches

in the desert. They provide firuit-eating

birds with far better reasons to take up

residence in a desert canyon than a chih

patch ever could.

Through discussions with Josh and re-

search intern John Tuxhill, I realized that

wild chilies were piggy-backing on the

abundance of these other red-berried

fruits. Perhaps the birds were first at-

tracted to a particular canyon by the

abundance of hackberries and wolfber-

ries. Then, once they were down forag-

ing in these shrubs, they could distinguish

chilies from the more common, but less

nutritious, berries.

We also compared wild chihes to all

other desert fruits with respect to their

shape, size, sheen, color, and seasonality

and found that their traits matched most

closely with hackberries, followed by n

wolfberries. Wild chilies seem to mimic I

the firuits that birds are Ukely to encounter I

m greater abundance.

Perhaps chili fi-uits are dispersed from
;^

one berry-bearing shrub canopy to the I

next when they are inadvertently picked

up by resident fruit eaters foraging and

perching in the canopies of hackberries

and wolfberries. In short, chili seeds are

most likely to be dispersed to the

canopies of shrubs 'whose fruits provide

the most stable or abundant resources for

resident fi-uit-eating birds.

We realized that our story had brought

us back to the relatively cool patches

under hackberry shrubs. When we com-

pared the depth of light penetration be-

neath hackberries with that of the four

most dominant trees and shrubs on our

chili sites, the hackberries clearly pro-

vided the densest canopy—one where

chilies had a better chance of surviving

damaging radiation. They could also sur-

vive killing frosts under hackberries, for a

dense canopy buffers the plants under it

firom the cold by reducing temperature

loss. This too is a critical factor for sur-!

vival of a plant at the northern edge ot its

range—although it did not seem so obvi-

ous on that blazing summer solstice day

when Humberto and I wrestled our Hght

sensors beneath thorny shrubs and

popped chilies to cool ourselves down.

Humberto has now moved back to

TamauUpas, where wild chilies are regu-

larly sold on the highway between his



home and the U.S.—Mexico border. The

tiers' litde suckers are harder to find north

of the border, where they are sometimes

sold to aficionados for as much as thirty-

fue dollars a pound. Because we recently

realized that Rock Corral Canyon is one

of only a dozen or so sites in Arizona

where wild chilies grow, we have nom-

inated it for special Forest Service desig-

nation as a zoologicaJ/botanical area. In

this way it can be set aside to conserve not

only chilies but also the ecological inter-

actions that sustain them. As Josh and

Humberto have convinced me during our

campfire discussions, wild chihes cannot

thrive unless the nurse plants and their

bird dispersers are also protected.

I am looking forward to the time when

Humberto and I can take our children to

Rock Corral Canyon to show them the

slope where their fathers braved the heat

searching for chilies on a midsummer's

day. And when one of them asks, "Papa,

why are chilies so hot?" we will look at

each other and reply with a rhyme much
sweeter than our eariier curses: "So birds

'ill disperse them to nurses, while other

ters will not!"

Hant ecohgist, writer, and the chili-eating

hampion ofsouthern Arizona, Gary Nabhan

•ho director ofscience at the Arizona-Sonora

Desert Museum in Tucson. He is the coauthor,

with Stephen L. Buchman, of The Forgot-

- Pollinators (bland Press, 1996). Nat-

han's new hook. Cultures of Habitat, will he

published by Counterpoint Press this fall.
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ineers ofAma
By Hugh Raffies

Henry Walter Bates, the nineteenth-cen-

tury British naturahst, normally docu-

mented his observations m great detail.

Yet travehng in the vast rain forest of the

Amazon estuary in August 1848, he

passed through what, with uncharacteris-

tic reticence, he described only as an "ar-

tificial canal" hnking two important

rivers. Oddly, Bates did not comment on

this unusual feat of engineering. Who
constructed this canal and why? Was it an

ancient or a recent undertaking?

A century and a half later, I went to the

estuary to do fieldwork on landscape

transformation and its influence on the

lives of the area's people. I worked with

twenty-five families living on what I call

Rio Guariba, a tributary near the mouth

of the Amazon, northeast of the city of

Macapa. Rio Guariba is more than 600

yards wide at its mouth and doesn't ap-

pear on any except the most recent maps

of the area for the simple reason that it

wasn't there thirty-five years ago—at least

not in any significant form.

The village of Guariba, founded by

four famihes in the late 1950s, lies on the

northern channel of the Amazon estuary,

a vast, island-filled delta that stretches

nearly three hundred miles across the

enormous Bay of Marajo. It is a hundred

miles from the ocean, yet even here the

water can rise more than twelve feet with

the twice-daily tides, leaving sheer banks

and thigh-deep mud in its wake.

In winter, when the heavy rains swell

the rivers and the tidal variation is at its

greatest, the estuary fills with innumer-

able floating islands of long canamua grass

loaded with small animals and clouds ot

insects from upstream, making these wa-

ters treacherous for nighttime travel.

Streams shift their beds, lakes form, is-

lands disappear or migrate, and the Aina-

zon River system undergoes both daily

A 1976 aerial photograph shows two tributariesflowing into the northern Amazon.

and seasonal change and renewal. With

such violent natural processes dominating

our perception of the region, it isn't sur-

prising that researchers only recently have

begun to recognize the ways in which the

local people have harnessed this power to

their own ends.

When the founders of Guariba arrived

forty years ago, the river from which the

community takes its name was, as one

resident put it, a besteira (a silly little thing)

that children could wade in at low tide.

More a stream than a river, it ran for only

about a mile, narrowing from about a

hundred yards in width where it met the

Amazon to less than fifteen yards at its

source m a shallow waterfall where it

drained out of marshy grasslands.

Soon after the arrival of these founders,

Manoel Viega, the landowner m the area,

built a sawinill in Guariba and contracted

workers in Macapa (capital of Brazil's state

of Amapa) to come out and work for

him. The original families were sent into

the forest to collect timber for sale at the

miU. The amount of wood they brought

in was entered in individual notebooks

and exchanged for merchandise in the

white-painted company store that sat on a

low bluff" at the mouth of the river.

It wasn't long before the valuable trees

in the immediate area had been cut and

sold. Viega began to look to the distant

forest, extending mile after mile beyondi

the grassy fields behind the waterfall. The

timber was there but inaccessible. To

reach it, collectors had to push and drai'

their canoes for hours through tall, pa-^

pyruslike grass. But Viega wasn't the onl>

one with his eye on that forest: The vil-

lagers, too, saw good land with abundan'

fish, game, and forest fruits. What fol-

lowed was a collaboration of sorts tha

ended, after Viega's death eleven year

ago, with the community gaining acces

to a large area of Amazonian rain tores

.rlA^



:onia
As people settled this vast

region, they reshaped the

world's largest river system.

.4 199i image of the same area shows the expansion of the drainage network.

and the landscape changing aknost be-

yond recognirion.

When Waldir Gomes took me on a

tour of Guariba, where he has lived since

he came here as a child in the late 1950s,

he had difficulty convincing me that the

complex network of streams, rivers, and

lakes in the area was less than thirty-five

years old. "No, you couldn't even get a

canoe through here," he shouted above

the noise of the outboard motor as we

bounced over the choppy surface of a lake

more than a mile and a halfwide. "Before

we opened this up, we'd go hunting in

the forest back there, and we'd have to salt

the meat and bring it home on our backs

... the sweat, and the salt, and the heat of

the sun, walking all day long . . . really, it

was terrible!"

It was a dizzying story. Every time we

passed a stream winding its way into the

forest, I'd ask the same question; "Is that

one natural?" And nearly every time, I

got the same answer: ''We opened that

one. Me, and my brothers, my father,

Joao Grande, Luiz . . .."a whole cast ot

characters, some living in Guariba still,

others dead, others who had moved away.

"We cut and uprooted the plants, we dug

out a pathway, then we drove the buffalo

through; the tides did the rest." And he

described the dangers they'd faced from

crocodiles, snakes, candiru (the deadly,

parasitic "orifice fish"), stingrays, and

jaguars, the clouds of mosquitoes and tiny

blackflies; he also told me about the tim-

ber, seeds, fruits, and animals they'd

brought out of the forest to eat and sell.

These interventions have had a major

impact on Guariba's local ecosystem. A
large area of seasonally flooded grassland

is now a permanent lake; forest, houses,

and gardens at the river margins have dis-

appeared as the main stream continues to

expand; low-lying fields have become

subject to periodic inundation, forcing

variation in crops. The river vegetation

has changed, too, as plants like the aggres-

sive aturia outcompete established grasses

and sedges. Well adapted to water-borne

dispersal, some of these invading plants

seem to have a greater capacity to prevent

erosion.

People in Guariba now fish and hunt

over a much larger area than was previ-

ously possible. Certain animals (such as

the howler monkey, paca, and river turtle)

are said to have been drastically reduced,

whereas others (shrimp and capybara, for

instance) are thought to have multipHed.

The species composition of large areas of

the forest has changed, too: miriti palm

and bamboo dommate areas disturbed by

timber extraction, and pan mnlato trees

sprout from abandoned fields. Respond-

ing to careful management, a(ai palms

have proliferated, producing more of the

nutritious berrylike fruit that Amazomans

eat daily as a purple liquid thickened with

roasted manioc flour. Ranchers m the

area have reacted to the new environment

by reducing their cattle herds and bring-

ing m more buffalo—powerful swimmers

but also greedy eaters that consume twice

as much vegetation as catde.

Land in Guariba is abundant now but

with growing famUies and unstable eco-

logical conditions, people are thinking of

their future. Like other communities, the

residents of Guariba are developing long-

term plans to manage their forest and flu-

vial resources. Guariba is one place in

Amazonia where people have intervened

in nature to change the rivers and streams

with dramatic results.

Henry Walter Bates gave the first clue

that there were others. Changing the

course of existing streams, creating new

ones, and reopening channels to give ac-

cess to the forest have been, and continue

to be, common practices in many parts of

the Amazon basin. Scientists are today

finding more and more evidence that

what is stOl often df cribed as the largest

area of "wilderncjs" on the planet is in

fact a constant ly changing landscape, re-

shaped as much by humans as by the nat-

ural forces of the river system itself D
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Acorn woodpeckers share food, nests, and care of the young. But tis

Acorn woodpeckers, like

the threesome at top

right, live in groups of up

to fifteen birds. Females

often snatch the newly

laid eggs of rival

females, lower right, and

cache them in trees,

below, where they are

devoured by the group.

By Walter D. Koenig and Ronald L. Mumme

On May 16, 1978, as on most spring days from 1974 to |

the present, we were busy trying to find the nests of

acorn woodpeckers at the Hastings Reservation in

central coastal California. Among the many reasons we

have chosen to spend so much of our professional lives

this way, the most compelling is that acorn woodpeck-

ers have one of the most unusual breeding systems of

any bird. In Cahforma, acorn woodpeckers are coop-

erative breeders, livmg m family groups with all birds

sharmg the duties of raising young. But they are also

true joint, or communal, nesters—in about one-quar-

ter ofgroups, two or, rarely, three females lay their eggs

in the same nest hole.

We were on a hillside watching one of these joint-

nestmg groups when we saw one of the birds carrying

half an eggshell in its bill. Thinking we knew the habits

of these birds, we confidently concluded that the nest

cavity the group had been visiting contained newly

hatched young and that the woodpecker had simply

removed a shell from the nest. But when we climbed

up to the nest, we found it empty. Where had the

eggshell come from? The mystery only deepened

when the group was found to be incubating eggs in the

hole the next week.

It wasn't until
^

two years later that i

we saw something

that made sense of

our earlier observa-

tion. We were keep-

ing an eye on an-

other two-female

group, this one with

a nest containing

two fresh eggs. That

days' field notes offer

a succinct account of

what happened, as

well as a taste of the clitticulties that come with study-

ing a hole-nesting species:

7:44 A.M. Somebody enters nest! Bird flies out of nest

carrying an egg! Flies to a valley oak below and across tlie

road. Tlie bird doesn't drop tlie egg there nor do we later

The Great Egg-



Titing game can pit mother against daughter, sister against sister.

find remains under that tree along the road. We try to

scope the bird, but itflies out of sight. (Extreme profanity

andfrustration follow.)

This was our first definitive observation of the re-

moval of an egg from a communal nest. "WHle the de-

tails of that incident remained clouded, we were in-

spired to spend the next several years monitoring nests

by suicidally chmbing thirty to fifty feet up trees in an

attempt to learn what the birds were up to.

Acorn woodpeckers are common birds of oak

woodlands throughout California and Arizona, with

populations extending north to southern Washington,

east to the Big Bend region of Texas, and south

through western Mexico and Central America as far as

Colombia. The birds' breeding behavior throughout

this range differs in significant ways. Some populations

in Arizona, for example, usually nest as pairs and are

migratory. But the acorn woodpeckers at the Hastings

Reservation are permanent residents and live in family

groups of up to fifteen males and females of all ages.

Groups center their activity on a storage tree, or gra-

nary, in which the group caches acorns in the fall {see

"A Most Sociable Bird," by Barbara D. and Michael H.

MacRoberts, Natural History December 1972).

In most coopera-

tively breeding bird

species, groups con-

sist of a single breed-

ing pair and their

offspring from prior

years, which serve as

nonbreeding helpers

at the nest. In con-

trast, the structure of

acorn woodpecker

groups is complex,

often with multiple

cobreeding males

and joint-nesting fe-

males along with their nonbreeding otBpring. Males

and females within the group do not form pairs. In-

stead, cobreeding males compete for matings with any

and all breeding females, while cobreeding females lay

their eggs m the same nest cavity. Cobreeders of the

same sex are almost always close relatives, either sib-

A female acorn

woodpecker at the

Hastirigs Reservation

dines on a fresti egg,

below. Witliin an hour,

she and her group

members will have

consumed both the egg

and the shell.

'imolition Derby
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For several years, we monitored nests by suicidally climbing thirty^

The cooperative side of

acorn woodpecker life is

reflected in the granary,

a cache of acorns that

the group contributes to,

feeds from, and

defends. Below: A fence

post serves as an acorn

storehouse.

lings, a parent and offspring, or a combination of the

two; for example, a male may cobreed with two of his

sons. However, breeders of the opposite sex are nearly

always unrelated, so incestuous matings are rare.

Groups of acorn woodpeckers live up to their label

as a cooperative species by sharing stored acorns, by

jointly defending the granary tree, and because all help

to feed the young in the communal nest. But in the

initial stages of reproduction, even close kin can be

competitive. In contrast to some bird species, in which

a male wiU attempt to prevent his mate from copulat-

ing with outsiders by guarding her closely during her

fertile period, male acorn woodpeckers guard only

when two or more cobreeding males are present in the

group. The threat is posed not by strangers but by

other males in the group. However, when we finally

deciphered the egg-removal behavior we first saw in

1978, we found that females were engaging in a more

dramatic form of competition.

Consistent with our first observation—and in con-

trast to the groove-billed ani of Central America, the

only other species for which a comparable kind of be-

havior has ever been reported—removed eggs are not

dropped outside the nest, but are taken to a nearby tree

and temporarily stored, as if they were acorns. They

then become communal property and are

systematically consumed by all group mem-
bers, including the layer of the egg (the ma-

ternal female) and the other breeding (non-

maternal) females. Within a short time, only

eggshell fragments typically remain—from

which sprang our 1978 observation—and

within minutes, these too are eaten. (Hence

our excuse for having overlooked this phe-

nomenon for so long: unless one is lucky

enough to actually see the egg being re-

moved, the evidence is quickly devoured

and even the nest cavity contains no clues L

that egg laying has begun.) By removing

eggs, females were in effect destroying them.

We have carefully observed nineteen joint-nesting

attempts by ten different sets of females and found egg

destruction going on in every one of them. Of 222

eggs laid m the nineteen nests, 84 (or 38 percent) were

destroyed prior to incubation, for an average rate of

carnage amountuig to 4.4 eggs per nest.

By painstakingly monitoring potential nest cavities

morning after morning and carefuUy recording visits

by color-banded birds, we determined the identities of

the birds that removed sixty-five eggs from the nine-

teen joint-nesting attempts. AH of the missing eggs



*/ feet up trees in an attempt to learn what the females were up to.

were carried off by group members; three by males,

the rest by breeding females. Nine of the eggs (all but

one of which were "runt" eggs, about which we will

say more later) were destroyed by the maternal female.

The remaining fifty-three were destroyed by the non-

maternal female, even though she was almost always a

close relative of the bird that laid the egg, and thus was

related to the embryo itself This latter fact is what

made the phenomenon so surprising: close relatives

share a high proportion of their genes and thus are ex-

pected to help, rather than hurt, one another. Our ob-

servations made it clear that they do both, with coop-

eration often going hand in hand with diabolical

competition. In one particularly brutal incident, a

nesting attempt involving a mother cobreeding with

two of her daughters, the three birds destroyed fifteen

of one another's eggs over a period of twelve days be-

fore they eventually incubated an eight-egg clutch.

One important consequence of egg destruction is

that it synchronizes egg laying by joint-nesting females.

As is often the case in birds, many acorn woodpecker

young perish from starvation before they leave the

nest. Those that hatch from eggs laid early in the

clutch are the most likely to survive. Females that sim-

ply added their eggs to one laid several days earher by a

cobreeder would invariably end up produc-

ing few, if any, fledghngs. By eradicating

eggs laid before their own, females enforce

synchrony and equalize the chances that sur-

viving offspring wiH be their own, rather

than those of a cobreeder. To this extent,

doing away with a rival's eggs is a defensive

strategy, often tantamount to females fol-

lowing the rule "destroy eggs until you have

laid one yourself."

But there also appears to be an offensive

component to egg annihilation. Surpris-

ingly, egg destruction does not decrease the

final number of eggs incubated in a nest; for

every egg destroyed, another is laid to re-

place it. However, compensation is accomplished not

solely by the victim but rather by a combination of the

efforts of both the victim and the destroyer. On aver-

age, for every ten eggs destroyed, the victims lay an ad-

ditional eight and perpetrators an additional two. By

disposing of eggs, a female gains an advantage in egg

ownership in the final incubated clutch and forces her

cobreeder to use extra energy in producing replace-

ment eggs just to keep up.

Females that lay first and see their eggs destroyed

often retaliate. In group Lower Haystack in 1983, fe-

Acorn woodpeckers

show flexibility in their

choice of granary sites

and a zeal for stocking

each one to the limit.
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A mother and two daughters destroyed fifteen of one another's eg|

An egg removed from

the nest cavity where it

was laid often ends up

tucked into a tree and

temporarily stored,

acorn style, until it is

consumed.

male 587 laid a clutch ot four eggs, all ot which were a

dispatched by her cobreeder, female 524. After a two-

day break, female 524 laid a clutch of three eggs, all of

which were removed by female 587. Following an

eighteen-day break, these birds finally laid simultane-

ously with no further violence to the eggs.

Females may even destroy each others eggs on the

same day. In 1991, female 1415 of group Westgate laid

an egg that was removed by her cobreeder, female

1473. Later the same morning, female 1415 destroyed

an egg that female 1473 had laid m the same cavity.

Tit-for-tat egg destruction also occurs when females

attempt to nest in separate cavities. In 1981, females

269 and 383 of group Road 1 destroyed each other's

eggs after having laid in two diiierent nest cavities on

their territory. Only when female 269 gave up and laid

her egg in the same cavity as female 383 were those

two sisters able to produce and incubate a clutch. This

case explains why acorn woodpeckers never have more

than one nest at a time regardless of how large the

group may be. Cobreeders invariably thwart any at-

tempt to set up a separate nest.

By far the most perplexing twist to the story involves

"runt" eggs. These eggs are abnormally small and, lack-

ing either a yolk or a fall complement of embryonic

membranes, never

hatch. For birds

throughout the world,

only about one egg in

a thousand is a runt

—

except among joint-

nesting acorn wood-

peckers. Of the 222

eggs we saw laid in

joint nests at Hastings

Reservation, 24—or

nearly 1 1 percent

—

were runts, a frequency

many times greater

than that recorded for

any other bird species.

A runt egg is always laid as the first egg of a clutch

and is produced in addition to, rather than in place of,

the normal complement offive or six eggs. Females can

recognize runt eggs, and if the nonmaternal female

does not get rid of them, the female that laid them usu-

ally win. (In our study, this accounts for all but one of

the eggs destroyed by the maternal temale, as men-

tioned earlier.) Runt eggs may serve as decoys that trick

cobreeders into laying normal eggs that can then be de-

stroyed. Indeed, we saw this happen on four occasions



:welve days, then settled down to incubate an eight-egg clutch.

when females laid simultaneously in a nest cavity, with

one producing a runt and the other a normal egg. The

female that laid the runt then got rid ofboth eggs, dis-

pensing with one ofher cobreeder's normal eggs at rel-

atively little cost to herself

Egg destruction is a graphic and improbable ex-

ample of how females compete during reproduction,

and it has important repercussions on behavior and de-

mography as well. For example, joint-nesting is found

in only about one-quarter of acorn woodpecker

groups at the Hastings Reservation, whereas nearly

half contain cobreeding, or mate-sharing, males. The

explanation for this difference most likely hes in the

particularly destructive nature of female reproductive

competition. Supporting this hypothesis were two

nesting attempts by three joint-nesting females. These

were especially gory and resulted in both significantly

fewer incubated eggs and fewer fledglings per female

than joint nests in which only two females took part.

With potential for competition Uke this, it's not sur-

prising that true joint-nesting by females is less com-

mon than mate-sharing by males.

After watching this behavior day after day, one be-

gins to wonder how it will ever end. Many egg-demo-

lition derbies end when both females are inside the

nest cavity at the same rime and simultaneously lay
|

normal eggs. Like all woodpecker eggs, those of acorn =

woodpeckers are white and unmarked, and females |

cannot discriminate maternal from nonmaternal nor-

1

mal eggs once they are together in the cavity. Morel

than half of the derbies end when one female, despite

having previously eliminated several eggs, leaves her

cobreeder's egg alone and lays her first normal egg

alongside it. Why this apparent restraint arises after

such profligate ovicide is not clear. It appears to be

more common among closely related females, suggest-

ing that kinship may finally play a role in moderating

the competition. It may also be more common be-

tween females that have bred together before. Co-

breeders often nest together year after year, and on two

occasions, we have seen one female show restraint one

year and her cobreeder reciprocate by ending egg de-

struction the next.

Although birds mirigate the effects of egg destruc-

tion by laying additional eggs and by eating the eggs

they destroy—thereby recouping some of the energy

expended in producing them—egg destruction is a

vivid example of a behavior that is detrimental to the

species yet flourishes in the population. Be not de-

ceived by promises of peace on earth: even if close kin

pay a price, it's every bird for herself D

The group's territory

centers on the granary

tree, left, which these

nonmigrating birds use

year-round. Below:

Caught in the act, a

female emerges from a

nest cavity with an egg.
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From Grandfather I learned about the Swahili people of the coast, whose Arab ties and pas)

By Chapumkha M. Kusimba

Photograph by Ldu Grinker; Contact Press Images

Thirty-five years ago, I was born and given the name

Cullen, in honor of an Irishman who was then my fa-

ther's boss at the Kilembe mines in Uganda. My parents

were from western Kenya, but I spent the first five years

ofmy life in Uganda, where Father had found work as

a civil engineer. After the two neighboring nations

failed to resolve the labor migration crisis, Kenyan

were forced to leave Uganda, and we setded in Father'^

village of Kaptola, where my parents had a modes

;

two-bedroom house. This is where my two brothers

my sister, and I first became acquainted with our ex

tended fairdly. Having been born and raised in Uganda

we spoke Luganda, Lutoro, and some Enghsh, bu,

none of our family's mother tongue, Lubukusu

Mother and Father decided that we should spend som
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e traders gave them a less than favorable reputation in other parts of the nation.

time in the village to learn the ways of our people.

Our home was about one hundred yards from my
grandparents' huge, six-bedroom house, which always

>eemed to be a beehive of activity. Here, in the

evenings after school and dinner, all the grandchildren

gathered to complete their homework, listen to Bible

itories or fairy tales, sing traditional and Christian

hymns, and, quite often, take refuge from irritated par-

snts. For the next twelve years, in the great house that

Grandfather built and Grandmother managed, I and

my expanding family of cousins and siblings were

raised. We were growing up in a recently independent

and fast-changing society, litde realizing that our gen-

eration enjoyed a unique link to the past.

Occasionally, one of us would bring home an ar-

rowhead or stone tool, and our grandparents would

patiendy explain how people lived in former times.

The Bukusu, to which 1 belong, are a Bantu-speaking

Giriaiiia children

look outfrom their

great-grandmother's

half-century-old

house in the village

ofMandunguni, on

Kenya's coast.
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A boy relaxes with a

homemadeflute,

right, in Matondoni,

a fishing village on

Lamu Island. Far

right: About half the

houses on Lamu

Island are built of

wattle and daub.

people and inhabit the area around Mount Elgon on

the Kenya-Uganda border. Traditionally, the Bukusu

Uved in large fortress villages, farming and grazing cat-

tle in scattered meadows. They were surrounded by

the Nilotic-speaking Iteso, Sabaot, and Nandi; by

other Bantu groups; and by the Ndorobo, who were

hunter-gatherers. In times of peace and prosperity,

these peoples engaged in trade and intermarried. In

times offamine, they competed for land and stole from

one another's herds. Skirmishes, raids, and counterraids

were somehow accepted as a way of life.

Born in 1904, Grandfather was a skilled hunter,

wonderful teacher, and excellent farmer. He became a

Quaker in 1916 and was one of the first local mission-

aries to set up a meetinghouse among the pastoral

Sabaot people of western Kenya. Our grandparents

made it clear that we were in one way or another con-

nected with our neighbors, including the hunter-gath-

erers, who brought us baskets, mats, dried meats,

honey, and dried bamboo shoots in exchange for

grains (mostly miUet, sorghum, and maize).

Grandfather spoke all the languages of his neigh-

bors, among whom he preached the Quaker message

of peace and brotherhood. Few Kenyans can now

speak more than four indigenous languages, in addi-

tion to English and Kiswahili. That people were tradi-

tionally multilingual is testimony to the interactions

that existed among them. At the time I was growing

way to Uganda. On one such visit. Grandfather, then

five years old, approached one of the Swahih men,

borrowed his rifle, and carried the heavy object for a

few minutes to the amazement of all those present.

One Swahih man declared, Huyu mtoto ana nguvu kama

ya siinba, "This child is as powerflil as a hon." Grandfa-

ther then got the nickname Kusimba, or Big Lion, a

name that he later formahzed.

The history of the Swahih also came up when I ac-

companied Grandfather on a hunting expedition on

the slopes of Mount Elgon. There I saw many rock-

shelters and caves, some with paintings. Because we

were learning in school that ancient people used to Hve

in caves, I asked Grandfather whether our people hved,

in some of them. His response was that people took

refuge in the mountains and caves from the slave trade

and slavery, which continued at least into the 1880s.

He explained that Islamic Swahih people from the

coast would attack whole villages and take people away.

He also said that one of our ancestors, who had been

engaged as a porter by Swahih traders when Grandfa-

ther was a young man, had never returned. It was

widely beheved that he had been taken into slavery.

Even in my own childhood there were stories of lost

children who were beheved to have suffered a similar

fate, and the books we used in school were replete with

images of caravans led by ferocious, bearded Arab and

Swahih men, wielding whips over emaciated slave:-

Colonizing Europeans credited various foreign societies—Phoenicians, Persians, Egypti;*

up, however, the history of African groups was httle

known, and what we were taught in school was that

African cultures were static until European missionar-

ies and colonists arrived in the late nineteenth century.

Kenyan peoples that I learned about in childhood

included the Swahih of the coast, whose Arab ties and

history as slave traders gave them a less than favorable

reputation. Grandfather remembered that Swahih car-

avans used to stop and trade in western Kenya on their

tied together and carrying ivory to the coast

Grandfather's stories helped me understand that the

cultural diversity of African people preceded Europeai

colonization; that trade, friendships, and alliance:

among different communities led to the exchange o

ideas, information, and often genes. At the same time

Grandfather laid much of the blame for the destructior

of East African societies on the slave trade and slavery

As a Quaker and a product of a missionary school, h(,
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..:iJ that blame on the Muslim peoples of the coast.

When I got older, I began to learn about the

Swahili firsthand. In 1984, I was in a group of one

hundred students from Kenyatta University in Nairobi

who traveled to the coast to see historical and archeo-

logical sites. I was gready impressed by the great palace

and main mosque at Gede (Gedi), built more than 700

years ago. Our guides attributed this and other signifi-

cant sites to seafaring Arabs and Arabized Persians who
came to East Africa to trade and to colonize the coast.

Archeologists and historians thought that although

these seafaring people intermixed with Africans, their

coastal settlements developed in isolation from the up-

country African settlements that surrounded them and

with which they traded. In the words of archeologist

hammed Mchulla, a curatorial assistant in the depart- Donkeys are the

ment of archeology at the Fort Jesus Museum. Mo- primary beasts of

hammed invited me to live with his family—his wife, burden on Lamu

Maimuna, and their two young boys, Abubakr and Island; they also help

AbdiUatif. Over the next ten months, before I left for dean the city by

graduate school in the United States, Mohammed's scavenging refuse.

house was my home away from home, and I have re-

turned every year since. Through this personal contact,

I have been helped to understand Swahih society today

and have enjoyed enlightening conversations with

sages, poets, midwives, blacksmiths, potters, boat mak-

ers, tourist guides, and friends.

The resources of the Swahili coast, which extends

from Somalia through Kenya, Tanzania, Mozambique,

Madagascar, and the Comoros, have attracted many

nanis—with creating the East African monuments, never the indigenous Africans.

Neville Chittick, then director of the British In,stitute

of Eastern Africa, the coastal settlements were eco-

nomically dependent on Africa but "it was seawards

that they faced, looking out over the great maritime

region constituted by the Indian Ocean."

This view did not seem convincing to me, and I

determined to delve into the question of Swahili ori-

gins. I returned to Momba.sa to begin archeological re-

search in the autumn of 19H6. There I met Mo-

different peoples. Although most coastal inhabitants

speak Kiswahih, a Bantu language, other ethnic groups

also inhabit the area, including the hunter-gatherer

Dahalo, Waata, and Boni (Sanye); the pastoral Orma

and Somali; and the agricultural Malakote, Pokomo,

and Mijikenda. To understand the roots of Swahili cul-

ture requires more than sorting through all these

groups. Five hundred years of colonization also have to

be unscrambled. This includes conquest by the For-
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tuguese, who first rounded

the Cape of Good Hope in

search of a trade route to

India; rule by the Omani

Arabs, who followed in the

eighteenth century after the

coast enjoyed a briefperiod of

independence; and finally, oc-

cupation by the Western Eu-

ropean industrial powers,

which met in BerUn in 1884

and partitioned Africa.

Influenced in part by local

explanations of Swahili origins

and by the abundance of Ara-

bic loan words, the colonizing

European intellectual commu-

nity was convinced that Swa-

hili peoples, especially the

elite, were not African, even

when they grudgingly ac-

cepted that Kiswahili was a

Bantu language. AH the mon-

uments found in East Africa

were assigned to various for-

eign societies—Phoenicians,

Right, top: Soil

samplesfrom the

author's site of

Mtwapa, on the coast

ofKenya, are sifted

for beads, seeds,

bones, plant material,

and other smallfinds

that may help in

reconstructing past

climate changes and

economic activity.

Bottom row, this

page: Excavations

have revealed that

what was afishing

village in A.D. 1100

had developed into a

large port toum by

1400.

Sabaens, Persians, Egyptians,

Indians, Omanis—but never

Spreading to the coast from what is now Zaire, Bantu-speakmg people reached a regh

to the indigenous Africans. In recent years, however,

historians and linguists have begun to question the com-

mon assumptions. And since 1980 several major archeo-

logical excavations and more than ten doctoral research

projects have been carried out, mostly by Afr-ican arche-

ologists, that have shed new light on the complex ori-

gins and development of the Swahili states.

For an archeologist, understanding a place that has

seen so many political changes can be a nightmare. But

a chronology of the Swahili coast has been constructec

based upon radiocarbon dates, coins, imported ceram-

ics, and local pottery. The earliest sites that have beer

excavated date to the second century A.D. These tind

suggest that coastal people lived in village communi-

ties, where they fished, farmed, kept domestic animal

(chickens, donkeys, camels), and smelted and forget

iron. Shards of Partho-Sassanian ware at some of thesi

sites suggest that Egyptians and Ethiopians woulc



rivers and sea yielded fish and shellfish; the forested

floodplains could be cleared, providing both fertile

farmland and wood fiiel for smelting and forging the

region's abundant iron ore; and the clay deposits in the

swamps were suitable for pottery making.

Chris Ehret and other hnguists suggest that when

the Bantu speakers arrived on the coast, the ancestors

of present-day Eastern Cushites, Somali, Boni, and

Aweera inhabited the hinterland and may also have

been rapidly setthng along the northern coast of Kenya

and Somalia. The Cushites were mostly hunter-gath-

erers and nomadic pastoralists. Interactions among the

various groups, each exploiting specific resources,

would have promoted friendships, alliances, gift ex-

changes, barter, and occasional skirmishes.

Sites dating from the eighth century on are better

known, and among their artifacts are local cowries and

shell beads, evidence of trade with neighboring and in-

terior groups by such craft speciahsts as potters, iron-

workers, shell bead inakers, and boat and canoe

builders. By the ninth century, the annual monsoon

winds were bringing foreign merchants bearing cloth,

clothing, ceramics, and beads in exchange for ivory,

rhino horns, hides and skins, ebony, ostrich feathers,

ambergris, beche-de-inei; copal, iron, gold—and slaves.

As shown by archeologist Mark Horton, Islamic influ-

ence began to leave a mark in the ninth century, when

a timber mosque was built at Shanga. But Horton

Bottom row, this

page: Smallfinds are

washed, weighed,

analyzed, and

photographed before

being transferred to

the National

Museimis of Kenya,

in Mombasa, for

storage. Built of coral

blocks, coral lime and

plaster, and coral rag,

the ruins of the

mosque and palace at

Gede testify to the

lucomplishments of

Swahili architecture.

I lie town was

.dtandoned about

1500 owing to

salinization of the

wells and external

c{ t offered fertile farmland, fish and shellfish, clay for pottery, and abundant iron ore.

-ifiound the Horn to trade with communities along the

Somali coast. Such contact is mentioned in Periplus of

4 the Erythraean Sea, written about A.U. 50, and Claudius

fj Ptolemy's second-century Geography.

In the absence of earlier sites, archeologists specu-

i ate that the coast was settled sometime between 500

-J i.e. and A.I;. 1 . Based on linguistic evidence, ) .)erek

f SuTse and Thomas Spear believe that Bantu-speaking

-] >eople spread to the coast from what is now Zaire. The

found no evidence of foreign settlement at the site in

terms of burials or monumental architecture.

Between 1000 and 1200, trade between the coast

and the interior, Madagascar, and the Middle East in-

creased. Along the length of the coast, pots were traded

for sorghum, millet, rice, and other cereals. Pots,

cowrie shells, shell beads, textiles, and cereals were ex-

changed with hinterland peoples up the rivers for

honey, cattle, hides, ghee, and such luxuries as gold.
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Major archeohgical

sites and historic

cities of the Swahili

civilization, map at

right, have long been

attributed to traders

and colonistsfrom the

Middle East and

elsewhere overseas.

New research is

helping to clarify the

indigenous

contributions to East

African coastal

settlement.
^Lamu, Manda, and
Pate Islands

-Mtwapa

Pemba Island-y^ ^^Mombasa

TANZANIA (^Zanzibar Island

I* Mafia Island

COMOROS
(Mbashile-, M'beni, SIma,
Mro Dewa, Dembenl)

copper, and ivory. Cereals, especially rice, were among

the export items from East Africa, bringing in such

maritime trade goods as beads and ceramics (primarily

from hidia and Chma). According to a twelfth-century

account by the Arab geographer Idrisi, Indians pre-

ferred iron fi-om East Africa over their own because of

its malleability. (Galu, a village site I excavated, pro-

duced the world's oldest crucible steel, a high-carbon

steel dated to the seventh century. Before the Galu dis-

coveries, crucible steel was known only from tenth-

century India, Sri Lanka, and Arabia.)

As the population grew and settlements became

more permanent, an emerging elite began to exercise

control over resources, crafts, and trade. By 1300, Islam

While early inhabitants built their dwellings ofwat-

tle and daub or unfired mud brick on a wooden frame

buildings of unfired mud brick with coral mortal

foundations and of coral blocks in lime mortar begai

to appear after 1200. The buildings, including distinc

mosques, were clustered by type of construction, sug-

gesting that place of residence was determined b^

wealth, social status, and perhaps religious affiliation

Many of the elite, including merchants and poHtica

leaders, interred their dead in monumental tombs tha

show ranking among the townspeople. Nineteenth

centui-y accounts by missionaries and explorers sugges

that individuals of lower rank were prohibited fron

wearing daggers and silk dresses, building coral house'

By providing a religious connection between the local elite and other Muslim elites

had become a widespread part of coastal culture. Islam

provided a connection between the local elite and

other Muslim elites and traders that helped catapult the

East African coast into international commerce. The

next two centuries witnessed the importation of Chi-

nese porcelain, Islamic pottery, glass beads, and other

trade goods. At the same time, local manufacturing

surged, not only of pottery and iron but also of new

products, notably cotton and kapok clothing.

learning to read the Koran, and buying and displayin

expensive jewelry and porcelain.

The civilization of East Africa reached its zenit

between 1300 and 1500. Many towns, including M(

gadishu. Pate, Lamu, Mombasa, Kilwa, and Mahilak

burgeoned into major cosmopolitan centers. Trade

and merchants began to wrest more political and ect

nomic power from the farmers, fishers, potters, ai

ironworkers. They forged alliances and connectioi

:

I



outside the community through contracts (including

intermarriage) with potential trading partners and, in

general, were the ones to welcome irmovations. As the

coast became more involved in trade, more and more
people from the interior and abroad setded among the

coastal people, creating a society that was dynamic, tol-

erant, and enterprising.

The question that intrigues scholars who study

these developments is the extent to which Swahili civ-

ilization was an indigenous phenomenon. The vital

role oflocal production and trade with interior African

peoples argues for a strong indigenous basis. In con-

trast, foreign influence is represented in the spread of

bhm. The identity of the Swahili elite is harder to as-

planning of mosques and domestic buildings, Swahili

architecture evolved from local patterns. Also sugges-

tive of the indigenous identity of coastal elites are four-

teenth- and fifteenth-century tombs with circular, rec-

tangular, or polygonal pillars and paneled facades.

Called phallic pillars by the locals, they are decorated

with porcelain bowls and Arabic scripts, often citations

from the Koran. Unknown in the Middle East, these

structures are widespread among the Oromo of Soma-
lia and Kenya, where they symbohze manhood and

show that those interred are men.

Dutch anthropologist A. H. J. Prins has argued that

the traditional Swahili system of land tenure would

have established a land-owning elite among the origi-

A well, far left, on

Lainu Island:

Because many wells

on the coast have

hmckish water, people

rely mostly on

collected rainwater.

Left: Basketry and

mat making are

important crafts ft)r

both men and women

in Mandunguni.

lers, the spread of Islam helped catapult the coastal cities into international commerce.

certain. Nevertheless, important clues suggest that the

intermediary between the hinterland and the foreign

merchants was an indigenous business community.

In Islamic Architecture on the East African Coast

(1966), British archeologist Peter Garlake examined
:he structures generally regarded as evidence of a Mid-
i\e Eastern or Arabic colonial presence. He concluded

hit in basic features, such as construction techniques,

Mnamental and decorative detail, and compcsition and

nal setders and their descendants, enabling them to

control vast tracts of land, labor, and goods through a

council of elders. According to their system, virgin

land that an ancestor had cleared and walled in for cul-

tivation was inherited and owned communally by pa-

trilineal descendants. The landowners could thus levy

taxes on commoners and immigrants; forge patronage

relationships that provided labor for fishing, craft pro-

duction, and other enterprises; and deny immigrants
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Exceptfor fishing,

Lamu Island, right,

lacks local industries.

Most of the products

sold on the island are

brought in by dhows,

ships, and trucks. Far

right: To this day the

most popular

women's dress among

coastal people is the

leso, similar to the

Indian sari.

from the interior and abroad the right to own land.

Whatever the nature of the eUte, Swahili civiliza-

tion as a whole was never politically unified. When the

Portuguese arrived in 1 500, the region put up little or-

ganized resistance. The conflict was unlike any that

East Afiricans had experienced. Instead of occasional

raids, this conquest saw the burning and destruction of

whole villages, with the vanquished often taken

wholesale into slavery. Many of these people were

shipped to Portuguese colonies m the New World or

sold to other European and Arab slavers. Local as well

as foreign mercantile traders lost control of the Indian

and Red Seas and stopped commg to East Africa.

Long-established trade relationships between the coast

and hinterland were destabilized.

Colonization brought increased immigration of

Europeans, Arabs, and Asians into East Africa. Swahili

towns were composed of numerous and diverse clans

claiming different ethnic origins, ranging from the

Afi-ican mainland, the Arabian Peninsula, Persia, India,

Portugal, and the Far East. Members of the former

elite, no longer in a position of control, conspired

against one another, allying with colonizers through

marriage and becoming political puppets. Those who

revolted were defeated and hanged or took refuge in

the hinterland in hill fortresses.

The loss of independence and freedom drove many

Grandmother may think I'm a well-paid gravedigger, but through my archeological woi

coastal people to seek the safety of the interior. This

period of separation must have fostered cultural, lin-

guistic, and ethnic differentiation between coastal and

hinterland peoples. The exile continued until slavery

was abolished at the end of the nineteenth century.

Then, many coastal peoples and others began to move

more fireely and to reestablish alliances. After some six-

teen generations, they had a lot to relearn, including an

understanding of cultural ties. In present-day Kenya,

centered on the national capital of Nairobi, there is a

tendency to regard the Swahili as an alien people. Un-

favorable stereotypes ofthem as lazy urbanites who ne-

glect their rich lands are being used to justify land

grabbing and destruction of coastal archeological sites.

This summer marks the final season of my excava-

tions at Mtwapa, a coastal setdement nine miles north

of Mombasa. Inhabited from 1100 to 1750, it was, at

its height in the fifteenth century, a port town with
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managed to convince some of the folks back home that the Swahih are our brothers.

.everal wards, each with its own wells, mosques, and

-cmeteries. Imported beads, textiles, and iron tools

massed through Mtwapa in exchange for such hinter-

;ind products as cereals, ivory, rhino horns, iron, hides,

nd skins. Salinization of the wells, together with the

'• ''uguese conquest of the region and a southward

msion of the CJromo, eventually led to abandon-

ii'-nt of the town, whose ruins cover about nine acres.

vly next project, beginning this fall, is to survey and

excavate sites in the hinterland of Mtwapa in order to

understand their relationship to the coastal settlement.

1 hope my work will help unravel the myths that

exclude the Swahili from participation in Kenya's post-

colonial national identity Grandmother may think I'm

a well-paid gravedigger, but I have managed to con-

vince some of the folks back home that the Swahili are

our brothers. Grandfather passed on in 1 982 but, as an

ancestor, continues to inspire my work. D
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By Peter M.Vitousek

The Hawaiian Islands are a work in

progress, the product of plumes of molten

lava that rise up from the earth's mantle,

break through the crust, and harden to

form islands. As the earth's Pacific plate

continues its inexorable movement to-

ward the northwest, it carries the islands

away with it, making room for the forma-

tion of new ones. Hawaii—the youngest

of these islands—has three active volca-

noes: Kilauea, Hualalai, and Mauna Loa,

the last being one of the most massive

mountains on earth.

Periodically, eruptions send braided

rivers of lava from high on Mauna Loa

down toward the sea, covering and burn-

ing forests, threatening homes and roads,

and drawing scientists, sightseers, and

worshipers of Pele—the goddess of the

volcano, who, according to legend, moved

from island to island as their volcanoes

died and has now settled on Hawaii.

When an eruption

ends, the cooled lava

quickly becomes a

home for plants and

animals—and a unique

resource for biologists

interested in the first

stirrings of life on a

new land.

Biological research

has been done on many

volcanoes, from Mount

St. Helens to Fuji and from Paricutin to

Kilimanjaro. None of these volcanoes,

however, supports the extraordinary range

of climates and ecosystems found on

Mauna Loa—from steamy lowland tropi-

cal forests to freezing alpine areas near its

13,680-foot summit and from soggy

cloud forests with more than eighteen

feet of rain each year to dusty deserts that

receive less than ten inches. But what

doesn't vary across the surface of Mauna

Once cool, lava

becomes a home for

plants and animals

—

and an invaluable

resource for

biologists interested

in the first stirrings

of Hfe on ne'w land.

Loa is as important as what does. All of

Mauna Loa's rocky surface is lava with a

remarkably consistent chemistry. And be-

cause the rate of volcanic eruption is

greater than the rate of erosion, the

mountain's surface is fairly smooth, with

few major gullies or

eroded slopes.

In addition, the Ha-

waiian Islands are

among the most iso-

lated archipelagoes on

earth, and descendants

of the few organisms

that managed to reach

them (before humans

did) now occupy a

much broader range ot

environments than did their continental

progenitors. One tree in particular, the

'ohia {Metrosideros polymorpha), covers

most of the forested area ofMauna Loa

—

high or low, wet or dry, young or old.

Over the years, scientists have suc-

ceeded in dating and mapping most of

Mauna Loa's hundreds of lava flows.

Every flow has a story to tell, but the de-

tails vary significantly, depending on

where you are on the mountain. North-

Periodic eruptions on

Hawaii's Mauna

Loa send red-hot

lavaflowing down

the mountainside,

destroying everything

in its path. Among

the plants quick to

colonize the lava

after it has cooled

and hardened are

seedlings of the 'ohia

tree, right.

east trade winds

bring abundant

moisture to its east

and north sides,

while the shel-

tered northwest

side is dry. Along

the length of a sin-

gle flow, the most

important variable

may be tempera-

ture, but the age of

the flow is also

crucial.

Working with

students and col-

leagues from Stan-

ford University and

the University ofHawaii, I have been learn-

ing the stories of a number offlows, includ-

ing one that occurred from November

1880 to December 1881, during which

time a great outpouring of lava emerged at

10,100 feet on the wet east flank of the vol-

1

cano and flowed twenty-six miles, stopping I

just outside the old town of Hilo,less than a I

rrdle from the bay—and just after Kapi-

olani, a member of Hawaii's royal lineage, I

tossed a lock of her hair into the advancing I
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As shown in a

satellite image, lava

flows of various ages

meet on their way

down the slopes of

Mauna Loa. Many

flows begin and end

high up on the

mountain; the 1881

flow, which lasted

thirteen months, was

a particularly long

one, stopping less

than a milefrom

Hilo Bay. Bottom

left: Half a million

years old, Hawaii is

the yotnigest island

in the 1,500-mile-

long archipelago and

is the only one with

active volcanoes.

flow of hot lava as an oflering to Pele.

A hike down this flow today reveals lit-

tle evidence of life for the first couple of

miles. While the air itself almost always

feels cool, the overhead tropical sun heats

up the barren, sharp-edged black lava. Af-

ternoon clouds roll in on many days, and

most nights the temperature drops to

freezing. At about 8,000 feet, gray lichens

cover the rock surface, softening its rough

edges. Here the first small, gnarled 'ohia

trees appear, rooted into cracks in the lava

and sporting tough, thick leaves and, at

times, brilliant red flowers. Also making its

first appearance at this elevation is the

ohelo shrub, a close relative of blueberries

and cranberries, with delicious red and

orange berries eaten by many birds and

believed to be favored by Pele.

Farther down the flow, near 5,000 feet.

the lichens begin to disappear and the

'ohia tarees (which are still no taller than a

person) grow denser. Many of Hawaii's

endemic birds, including the red apapane

and the endangered

orange akepa, spend

time feeding here as

they move between

richer food sources in

the taller forests grow-

ing on adjacent, older

lava flows.

By 3,000 feet above

sea level, the organic residue of dead and

decaying leaves and stems is deep enough

to cover deep cracks in the lava, providing

enough soil for small groves of 'ohia trees.

It is probably raining; it rains more than

eighteen feet each year at this elevation.

The uluhe fern, a creeping, mat-forming.

The course of life

on a lava flow varies,

depending on
how high or low,

wet or dry, young or

old it is.

tree-cUmbing false staghorn fern, is also

abundant here.

At 1,000 feet, the 'ohia trees reach a

height of twenty feet, and the uluhe fern

makes a dense mat four to six feet thick.

The air often feels hot and sticky, espe-

cially when you're trying to bushwhack

through the uluhe on a sunny day. Here, a

recognizable young rain forest has devel-

oped, but sadly, the unique birds of

Hawaii's lowland forests, including the

mamo and the ou, are gone—victims of

mosquito-borne avian pox and malaria.

(These diseases and mosquitoes were in-

troduced in the past 200 years, and many

native upland birds have managed to sur-

vive only because mosquitoes rarely breed

above 4,500 feet.) Lower stiU, and the for-

est gives way to the subdivisions and

streets of the growing city of HUo.

My primary interest in this and other

flows is to deterinine what controls plant

growth, soil development, and nutrient

cycling. Together with my Stanford col-

leagues (especially ecologists James Raich, F

Ann E. Russell, Gregory Aplet, and Dou-

glas Turner), I have worked at several ele-

vations on the 1881 flow and a nearby,!

similar flow firom 1855, measuring planti

growth and decomposition. Over thel

course of a year, we totaled new tissue!

(leaves, stems, twigs, and wood) producedl

by each plant species—which is easieil

(and cleaner and drier) to say than it is tcl

do. Every month, for example, we taggecl

each uluhe fiddlehead in several plots all

each elevation. Some-

times, there were hun-l

dreds growing in a sin-l

gle plot. Once thJ

fiddleheads expandecl

into fronds, we trackeil

the fronds through theil

lifetime and harvesteil

them as they died. Wl
then dried, weighed, and analyzed ther|

for nutrients.

To measure decomposition (the breaki

down—mainly by bacteria and fungi—cl

dead leaves, roots, and other organic mal

terial into carbon dioxide, water, and

number of mineral nutrients), we gatll



;red 'ohia leaves as they were about to

drop, weighed them individually, and

trung them together with nylon fishing

me. We placed these strings on the soil or

ock surface and then collected the leaves

it intervals over a two-year period, drying

ind weighing them to determine how

much they had decomposed and analyz-

ing them for nutrients, such as nitrogen

and phosphorus.

We found that as we moved down rel-

atively young lava flows from the cool,

moist uplands to warm, wet areas near the

coast, both plant growth and decomposi-

tion increased, but with some significant

differences. For every 1° C rise in tem-

perature (corresponding, approximately,

to every 500-foot decrease in elevation),

the production of new plant matter in-

creased at a constant rate—roughly a

tenth of a pound per square yard. Mean-

while the breakdown of old plant matter

by decomposition went up exponen-

tially—more than 13 percent for every 1°

C increase in temperature.

As a result of this speeded-up decom-

position, nitrogen and phosphorus are

available for new plant growth more

quickly and in larger quantities: 'ohia

leaves from the lower, warmer reaches of

lava flows contain more of these nutrients

than do leaves from the cooler uplands.

Indeed, this faster cycling of nutrients en-

ables vigorous young rain forests to de-

velop in warm, wet lowlands while

equally wet but cooler areas higher on the

mountain support only open shrublands.

Over time, lava flows break down and

release more and more of the nutrients

they contain, and more nutrients accu-

mulate from rain and, at higher eleva-

Humans can make

their mark on raw

lava much more

quickly than can

trees, ferns, and

other plants: the

Waikoloa Golf

Course, left, was

carved out of 2,800-

Year-old lava on the

dry, northwest slope

ofMauna Loa in

just afew years.

Above left: Unlike

many of Hawaii's

endemic birds, the

red apapane is still

abundant in the

uplands, where it is

a frequent visitor to

the bright blossotvs

of the 'ohia tree.
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tions, clouds. To observe how lava

ecosystems develop over time, we turned

to a 3,400-year-old lava flow that lies be-

tween the 1855 and 1881 flows. (There is

an upper limit to the ages of flows we can

study on Mauna Loa because 90 percent

of the surface is covered by fresh flows

every 4,000 years.) At 5,500 feet, this

flow supports a tall, cool, often misty for-

est of 'ohia mixed with a few other trees,

and noisy flocks of native Hawaiian birds

Research on Mauna Loa
reveals how the bacteria

and fungi that decompose
dead leaves, roots, and

other organic matter may
contribute to global

warming.

(including four endangered species) feed-

ing in the canopy. At 2,000 feet, tangled

mats, up to fifteen feet thick, of the

creeping uluhe fern dominate the land-

scape. A few 'ohia and koa trees, together

with hapuu tree ferns, poke up above the

uluhe. Crossing the flow at this point is a

slow and dirty process, for it requires

walking on a layer of fallen fern stems and

leaves that rests three to four feet above

the ground on upright uluhe tern stems;

we have crashed through this layer many

times to the mucky soil below. At all ele-

vations on this flow, rates of both plant

production and decomposition were

higher than on younger flows, and leaves

of the ubiquitous 'ohia trees contained

more nitrogen and phosphorus.

In search of still older lava, we visited

older mountains on Hawaii and other is-

lands in the archipelago, where volcanic

activity has long ceased. Working at a

number of sites—all at elevations of4,000

feet, all receiving 100 inches of rain a

year, and all dominated by the 'ohia

tree—we found that for about 100,000

years, volcanic soils become more and

more fertile.

After that, nutrients gradually wash

away, and forest growth slows down. The

Six thousandfeet up

on Mauna Loa, a

lone 'ohia tree adorns

a young lava flow,

left; the broad,

rounded top of the

mountain is visible in

the background.

Farther down the

slopes of Hawaii's

volcanoes, small

groves of 'ohia trees

grow amid mats of

creeping uluhefern,

below left. Right:

On older lavaflows

that get plenty of

rain, 'ohia trees and

treeferns grow in

profusion.

oldest site—four-million-year-old lava on

the island of Kauai—has extremely infer-

tile, acidic clay soUs, much hke those cov-

ering most of Amazonia and some other

tropical areas.

Because biological systems on these

volcanic mountains are unusually simple,

I hesitate to extrapolate details of our re-

search to the rest of the world. Neverthe-

less, some of what we have learned may

have global implications.

Most scientists agree that as human ai

tivities lead to a rise in atmospheric coi

centrations of carbon dioxide, the plan

will warm up. As a result, both pla

growth and decomposition are likely

increase in many places. Our research (

Mauna Loa suggests that the amount

carbon dioxide released in decompositu

could exceed the amount taken up di

ing photosynthesis. The consequenc

even more warming of the earth.
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Festivals. Fairs. Highlands. Islands.

Tartans.I\vEEDS. Scotland.
Throughout Scotland's turbulent history,

invaders have set their sights on Scottish

soil. Not that we blame them. For Scodand

is a land of majestic beauty. With sweeping

mountains, wild glens, deep-blue lochs and

pastoral hillsides dotted with sheep.

Picturesque fishing wUages are nestied

into the folds of its cragg\' coastline.

And despite its northeriy latitude,

Scodand enjovs a gentie climate.

: West Coast, warmed by

the Gulf Stream,

plays host to a

large number of

gardens filled with

lush, tropical plants.

Scodand is a

nation that loves

£*' '"«' pageantry and

celebration, which explains tartans, marching

bagpipe bands and the colorfiil Highland

Gadierings that take place throughout the

Spring and Summer.

SCOTTISH TOURIST BOARD
Box 744, Radio Citj' Station, New York, NY 10101-0744

Please send me vour free Scotland Vacation Planner.

Bnifpipt-r Gnrjjinli:,

Sr Gila Ciithcdritl

Edinblirnlj

Lochs and rivers teem with fish,

which, in the skilled hands of local

chefs, become Scottish cuisine.

And thanks in part to our

roinantic casdes and legendary

heroes like Rob Roy and Sir

William Wallace, Scotiand's

"Braveheart", the invading

hordes were held at bay long

enough to allow us to develop

our skills at making woolens and whisky'.

Edinburgh and Glasgow. World-Class

Cities witii a Scottish Accent.

If you enjoy strolling through streets steeped

in history—if you like shopping, museum-

going, antiquing, concerts, theater and

night life, you'll find more than enough to

fill you up in Edinburgh and Glasgow.

You'll also find restaurants of every kind,

and a wide range of accommodations from

5-star hotels to cozy B&B's.

In Scodand, there's so much to see and do

you'll want to return again and again. So

we'll leave the drawbridge open for you.

raorv, hlc ofMull

Before You See the Country,

Read the Book.

To find out more about Scodand and its

wealth of holiday attractions, call or write

for the Scottish Tourist Board's free, firll-

color 104-page Scodand Vacation Planner.

It's packed with information on events,

itineraiies, accommodations and transporta-

tion—everything you need to make your

vacation in Scodand unforaettabie.

For Your Free Scotland Vacation Planner,

Send the Coupon or Call:

1-800-932-3733

soohan:
' VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT: h ftpiZ/w^uv, holiday. Scotland.nct/usa



ADVERTISEMENT

America'sSCENIC
BYWAYS

"Afoot and lighthearted, I take to the open

road/Healthy, free, the world before me!" So

exulted Walt Whitman more than 100 years ago,

but the impulse is asfresh as today...

11/
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SCENIC BYWAYSAmerica's

Via America's numerous scenic byways, travelers can make their own lighthearted

explorations ofthe country's natural, cultural, and historical treasures. Choose any ofthe routes

thatfollow to find adventure, beauty, diversity and wonder. They bring the treasures of this

indescribably beautiful nation and lay them at yourfeet.

ARIZONA
34 miles long, Arizona's Park Trail

wends tlirough Wupatki and Sunset

Crater National Monuments. Rolling hills of

grassland and scrub pine give way to the

Coconino National Forest, with its

magnificent vistas of canyons and the

snowy San Francisco Mountains. Near

Sunset Crater—created by the 1 1 th-

century eruption of a volcano—is a dense

conifer forest.

The Apache Trail (46 miles long) is

marked in part by desert lands teeming

with flora and fauna, as well as by views of

the jagged Superstition Mountains, site of

the Lost Dutchman Mine. An extreme

' are wonderful books. Superb documentaries. But to truly understand this incredible man, nothing

walking through Monticello, Colonial Williamsburg or Thomas Jefferson's Poplar Forest. Nothing

comes close to exploring the Barboursville Vineyards, Natural Bridge or Tuckahoe Plantation. To know

Jefferson, you must visitJEFFERSON'S VIRGINIA. And the best way to do that is tofollow the

JEFFERSON'S VIRGINIA driving tour, which takes you, site by site, through his remarkable

life. Otherfascinating sites include the Virginia State Capitol, the University of Virginia, The
j

College of William If Mary and many others. For more information and accommodations,

please call 18881 293-1776; for additional travel packages, call (8881 742-4666. ,/•«

VIRGINIA
SFOR
LO ERS
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climb through the Fish Creek Hill area

yields gorgeous scenery and ends with

views of Apache Lake and a route along

Roosevelt Lake and Dam.

KENTUCKY
Kentucky's scenic byways wend

throughout the state. If history is your

pursuit, follow US 68 to Shaker Village,

with 33 restored structures from the 1 9th

century. Big Bone Lick is an archeological

site at one end of a 20-mile corridor; there

great herds of mammals gathered 12,000-

20,000 years ago. Or take River Road,

seven miles of parks, harbors, woodlands

horse farms, and historic attractions. And

the Great River Road affords majestic

views of the Mississippi, a Civil War fort,

and Reelfort National Wildlife Refuge, with

a profusion of native wildlife and

vegetation.

LOUISIANA
Holleyman-Sheely and Henshaw Bird

Sanctuaries are musts for bird lovers.

Nearfy two million birds use these

sanctuaries every year. Miles of natural

WEST VIRGINIA
Finding its way through the

Monongahela National Forest and

crossing the Williams River Valley, this 45-

mile route, known as the Highland Scenic

Byway, affords unforgettable views and

beaches and marshlands make the trail an

experience of great beauty and natural

wonder.

A^acoraing^ to geologists,

North Carolina was once

connected to Africa.

In a remarkaole NA/au, it still is.

NORTH CAROLINA
For ajm travel guiic, call l-800-VlSIT NC, or mile VISIT NC,

Dipt. 444 , 301 N. Wilmington St., Raleigh, NC 27601-2825.
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Just hanging around the house?

la

ourCome hang around our house, in Louisiana,

gracious hospitality will make you feel right at home.

Whether we're eating a po-boy in New Orleans, snagging

a bass in Sportsman's Paradise or touring scenic byways

in Crossroads, we do things a little differently in Louisiana.

And we'll welcome you with open arms.

To learn more about all the unique things you can see

and do in Louisiana, return the reader service card or call

lay for your free Louisiana Tour Guide. 1-800-568-5505

ImuH^f^
ComeAsYou kie.. LeaveDifferenV" www.louisianatravel.com

.^S^

access to smaller numerous trails in the

area. The highest major road in West

Virginia, the road moves through river

valleys and mountain ridges and is dotted

by mountain bogs and cranberry glades.

Those who linger can find a host of

recreational activities to choose from,

including an annual mountain bil<ing race.

WYOMING
Diversity and splendor are

synonymous with Wyoming's byways,

many of them the perfect route to and

from the state's legendary Grand Teton

and Yellowstone National Parl<s. Six "loop

tours" map out the most desirable

pathways, from the 66-mile Snowy Range"
li

^
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that moves through the magnificent

mountain vistas, to the Flaming Gorge that

ends at a national recreation area teeming

with wildlife and recreational opportunities.

Such sites as Bighorn, the Oregon Trail,

and the Black Hills, rich with historic

associations, also dot the byways in this

astonishing state.
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Valuable

Hertz savings.
Special member discounts.

(G)reat deals are not extinct! Simply

call Hertz and mention CDP# 25940

(printed on your .\AINH membership

card) to reeei\'e year-round discounts

on daily, weekly, weekend and

monthly rentals. You'll enjoy the

savings while each rental helps

support the American Museum of

Natural Histor\'.

Bonus Hertz coupons.

(u)se the Hertz offers found in this

issue to receive the value of the

coupon plus your member discount.

Please read the coupons for details.

(c)all your travel agent or call

Hertz at 1-800-654-2200. Be sure

to present your membership card at

the time of rental.

! lertz rents Fords and other fine cars.
kk; L'.s. pat. off, © hertz .svste.m inc. 1W7/42S-97

AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATLRAL HISTORY

^10 Off A Weekly Rental Coupon
CDP# 25940 Must appear on rental record

Take SIO otT your weekly rental and then take
advantage of your memhership discount. iMention

this offer when you reserve and rent a mid-size

throu;^ full-size car (Class C. D, or F) for at least

five consecutive days, Includinj^ a Saturday night, at

Hertz Standard or Leisure Weekly Rates. \\Tien you
arri\e. present this coupon and your membership
card or Hertz Member Discount Card for
identification.

For Kesenations aiul Cioupoii Details.

Call l-S00-654-221()

IMI'OKTANT KKNTAL IMOKMATION
Advance reservations arc required as blackout
periods may apply in some cities at some times,

especially durint; periods of peak demand. If that

happens, .save this offer for another trip as it's

good through December l.S. I'J97. This offer is

available at participating locations in the LJ.S,

This coupon has no cash value, must be
surrendered on rental and may not be used with

any other GDP#. coupon, discount, rate or
promotion. Hertz standard driver and credit

qualifications for the renting location apply and the

car must be returned to that location. Minimum
rental age is 25, Taxes and optional services, such
as refueling, are not included and are not subject to

discount. Gall for details.

COaPON EXPIRES 12/15/97 PG# 88126

exactly.
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-Aevenwhentherefc.,.

Hiking, mountain biking, fishing, liorseback riding, historic sites and

America's Best Whitewater await your family to give them the most thrilling

vacation of their lives. We're just a stone's throw away, so call the

number below and we'll give you all the information you need.

1-800-CALL-WVA
Cecil H. Underwood. Governor

VIRGINIA
History meets stunning natural beauty

in this state's scenic routes. Tiie 1 8-mile

Colonial Parkway moves from Jamestown

to Williamsburg, the state's colonial

capitol, and to Yorktown, famed

Revolutionary War site. For 21 miles, the

George Washington Parkway moves

through forests along the Potomac,

yielding spectacular views of Washington

D.C. and ending at Washington's home,

Mt. Vernon. For visual splendor, however,

none can nnatch the 470 miles of the Blue

Ridge Parkway. Shared with North

Carolina, this route encompasses both

the Blue Ridge chain of the Appalachians

as well as the Smoky Mountains, and

includes many of the national forests

of Virginia.



retracing the steps of Native Americans, Daniel

Give your kids a sense of history

Take them to the original Gap.

Boone and 200,000 pioneers as they began

America's great westward expansion. Want to

step back into America's rich history? Kentucky's

a great place to start. For a free OfRcial Kentucky

Vacation Guide call 1 800 225 TRIP fDepl. NH).

http://vww.state.ky.us/tour/tour.htm

"""" nMIillTlliiriiMiiillliill lillllllllliml

rivnougn inlormation to plan

lo^ooo Wyoming vacations.

( We 11 settle lor one.)

L A^VOi\4-'

Our free Vacation Guide can show you everything there is

to see and do in Wyoming. If you'd like a copy, write to:

The Wyoming Division of Tourism, Cheyenne, Wyoming

82002. Or you can give us a call at 307-777-7777, ext.760.

Wyqmino
Like no place on eartn.

nmnrxxEpmBismgm ..v)!xnfm/6^;~'
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TIOGA ROAD/BIG OAK FLAT ROAD the Ohio River, and for 303 miles visitors can KANCAMANGUS SCENIC BYWAY
California experience the quaint villages and heart-grabbing New Hampshire

Crosses Yosemice National Park for 64 miles and vistas of the area. Known as a 28-mile "living museum" of trees and

offers diverse and beaucihii terrains, from mountain

to meadow. CREOLE NATURE TRAIL
Louisiana (See aboue)

plants, this beautiful byway is perfect for the

traveler interested in forest regrowth and ecology.

GRAND MESA SCENIC AND The 180-mile Creole Trail embraces sites of SEAWAY TRAIL
HISTORIC BYWAY historic, archaeological, and natural importance. New York

Colorado

For 55 miles, this bj^way moves through Plateau

Creek to an evergreen haven 11,000 feet above sea

EDGE OF THE WILDERNESS
SCENIC BYWAY

For 454 miles, this route moves along the eastern

Great Lakes. Highlights include stunning scenery,

as well as histotic buildings and recreational

level. Wildlife abounds. Minnesota

Upper Minnesota is rich in forests, lakes, farmland,

opportunities.

CONNECTICUT STATE ROUTE 169

Connecticut

and other natural beauties. This 47-mile road allows

a visitor to experience their peacefiol splendor first-

PETER NORBECK SCENIC BYWAY
South Dakota

Rustic farmlands, historic structures, forests, and hand. The Black Hills and Mount Rushmore dominate

other attractions dot this 32-mile. 25-town stretch

of highway in the nottheasc. EASTSHORE DRIVE
Nevada

this 69-mile trail, which is also distinguished by a

diversity of landscape and wildlife.

MERRITT PARKWAY
Connecticut

Highway design is the key attraction here, as

engineering and art meet in total harmony. The

route also offers a wide variety of recreational

For an unforgettable view of the Lake Tahoe Basin,

as well as fascinating glimpses into pioneer and

Indian history, this 29-mile trail is unbeatable.

PYRAMID LAKE SCENIC BYWAY
Nevada

CHEROHALA SKYWAY
Tennessee

Set in the Southern Appalachians, the 23-mile

skyway offers a unique glimpse ot the culture and

histot)' of the Cherokee tribes, set in awe-inspiring

forests.

opportunities. This byway lies entitely within an Indian

OHIO RIVER SCENIC ROUTE
reservation, that of the Paiute tribe. The trail, 37

miles long, wends around a large desert lake and

HIGHLAND SCENIC HIGHWAYS
(See above)

Indiana

The rich and fertile lands of southern Indiana skirt

offets ample opportunity to witness Paiute culture.

f[
1 1 FRE E things to do in Washington, DC

WASHINGTON,DC

#Q W Go Fly a Kite. Be flown away at the Smithsonian Kite Festival, soar through

J / the National Air and Space Museum, then catch a concert in the park (all FREE).

Picnic, sunbathe, or play ball on America's lawn. Then breeze through DCs charming

neighborhoods for food, fun, and discovety. See what it means to be FREE!

Call for your FREE Brochure

1-800-422-8644



EXPLORER GUIDE
NORTH CAROLINA

Paint Your
Perfect Vacation

One of the many adventures at the

Cr)-stal Coast is traveling back in time.

' Return to the C\\il War at Fort Macon

State Park or rexdsit our seafaring

heritage at the N.C. Maritime Museum:

Us a rare chance to see history come to life!
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A bargain-basement

record collection holds a

priceless heritage.

Story by Markjacobson

Photograph by Scott Tlwde

Attired in a baggy black T-shirt, purple

velour shorts, and fluffy blue slippers, the

curator of the Secret Museum appears at

the screen door of his ranch house in

Long Island and squints into the foggy

gloom of the suburban afternoon. It is a

little early for Pat Conte, noted collector

of ethnic music and "world traveler who's

never been any\vhere—except Canada,

for ten minutes." The caffeine level hasn't

yet peaked in his decidedly hefty body,

nor has he smoked enough cigarettes, so

he feels "like crap." But then again,

Conte, a man with a fierce sense of

beauty, is always a bit out of sorts in the

"ugly world."

This isn't to say that Conte, who's in

his early forties and wears his graying hip-

pie hair in a haphazard ponytail, is partic-

ularly distressed to be living in the midst

of "Wrong" Island's National Enquirer

belt, habitat to serial killers, Satanists, and

such notables as Amy Fisher and Joey

Buttafuoco. "It's a cultural wasteland, but

so what," shrugs Conte. "When you're a

hermit, it doesn't matter where you live."

Indeed, Conte is happy enough to share

his smaDish house with his aged mother (a

friendly woman and big Sarah Vaughn

fan) and his younger brother. He doesn't

even mind working in the post office, as

he has for the past decade—first sorting

letters until it drove him "nuts" and now

as "a slob mail handler"—because for Pat

Conte, the "beautiful world" is in the

basement.

"Welcome to the Secret Museum,"

Conte says, with a sudden burst of sly,

sonorous pride as we walk dov/n the

dozen or so steps. First stop on the exhi-

bition tour is the Guitar Wing, located

behind the washing machine. Conte 's got

evers'thing from the "first electric gui-

tar"—a 1931 Rickenbacker, one of only

Maestro ofthe

Secret Mus
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nine ever made—to mandolins made

from coffee cans. A fornudable guitarist,

Conte has long played as one of the Otis

Brothers, a "blues and preblues" band,

which put out an album with a cover

drawn by R. Crumb. A walk around the

supporting beam leads us to the Book

Wing, containing several thousand neatly

tiled rare books, many snagged from thrift

store stacks. These include several ac-

counts of assaults on the North Pole and

an extensive library of early Christian and

mystery cult literature.

Then, after a cursory glance at fifty or

so real and replica animal and human
skuUs (some nailed to the wall Heart of

Darkness style) and assorted dinosaur

bones (a nifty Ste^osaurus back plate is

prominently displayed), we arrive at the

heart of the museum, Conte's 10,000-

plus 78-rpm records. Some date back

more than eighty years; few are newer

than the early 1950s. Accumulated over

decades from garage sales and Salvation

Army shops, Conte's collection of vintage

records from the world over is certainly

among the largest, and most eclectic, of

Its type.

It is firom these 78s that Conte has as-

sembled his series of CDs (four so far),

The Secret Museum of Mankind—Ethnic

Music Classics: 1925-48 (on the Yazoo

label). Inspired by one of Conte's favorite

books, also called TIk Secret Museum of

Mankind—a famously hoary but endlessly

engrossing pastiche of hand-tinted post-

cards and doctored National Geographic

photographs detailing world exotica circa

1930—Conte's aural Secret Museum is a

grand document of folk anthropology.

The disks bounce from country to

country, continent to continent, decade

to decade in a seemingly random way that

will ratde the more anal enthnomusicolo-

gist. One moment we're in Nigeria, in

1 930, and the Eleja Choir is singing a

churchy "jubilee." A moment later, it's

Sardinia of the mid-1 940s to hear the

Holding a violinophon, an early-twenticth-

century instrument, Pat Conte sits amid his

basement collection.
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rousing laiiiicrl(1as, or Sardinian triple reed

pipes, of local hero Effisio Melis. Then on

to Camden, New Jersey, in 1928, where

Russian guitarist Savelli Walevitch war-

bles that old chestnut "The Many Won-

ders of the Steppes." Rolling &om Cey-

lonese street music, Rajahstani drones,

Cuban son, and Romanian quartets to the

Vietnamese ban iihac (small orchestra),

Macedonian wedding feasts, and a lullaby

from the Society Islands, the tinie-space

juxtapositions come hot and heavy.

No selection lasts longer than three or

four minutes (typically enough, Conte

offers no specific tnnmg on the individual

cuts). Some pieces, hke the "Mbube" by

Solomon Linda "s Original Evening Birds

(recorded in South Africa in 1939), sound

familiar, which makes sense because the

tune is the basis for the Tokens' radio hit

of 1961, "The Lion Sleeps Tonight."

Other selections, such as an anonymous

1920s piece from Laos, played on the

khaeii—a giant mouth organ containing

sixteen reed pipes—might as well have ar-

rived in a pneumatic tube from a de-

stroyed planet.

We're witness to what Conte calls

"phono-archeology," and we come to

trust his taste to guide us through the

labyrinth. (An occasional deejay, Conte

has played his 78s on public radio stations

for years under the rubric "Secret Mu-
seum of the Air.") One after another

—

whether they be A. Mirzeva's canny vocal

over the swirling horns of a Samarkand-

based orchestra, A. Dobrohotov's amaz-

ing balalaika workout on the 1928

recording of Kamannskaya (both on vol.

3), or Professor Narayanrao's devotional

singing from hidia (vol. 2)—masterpieces

emerge from the scratchy surface noise, a

whole world of music you didn't even

know existed.

Listen long enough (a recommended

intake methodology: stuff a few Secret

Museum disks into a CD player, push

Conte listens to one of his W,000-phis 78-

rpm records, which preserve the kind of music

made "before the world got smaller and so

much the same.

"

"random," fluff up the pillow on the

opium bunk) and an elegant, bittersweet

dream takes over. Because almost every

piece in the Secret Museum is at least fifty

years old, you understand that the vast

majority of these musicians are dead, and

the curious instruments on which they've

achieved such incredible virtuosity—the

fiddlelike Macedonian gadnlka, the tahr

(frame drum) from Morocco, the nyckcl-

harpa (a keyed fiddle from Sweden), the

Japanese sho—are today rarely played,

rarely heard. With the rampage of main-

stream pop, whole scale systems and

countless rhythms have been swept away.

If the modern world has battered us with

so much of "the last chance to see," The

Secret Museum presents a sampler of "the

last chance to hear." As Pat Conte says,

"This is the gone world."

We're hearing a little window in time.

"It didn't last long," says Conte through a

cloud of cigarette smoke, as he sits at his

immensely cluttered desk in a corner of

the low-ceilmged museum.

Tliese records were made soon after the

invention of the gramophone but before

radio really airived. Without recording, the

only way one group ofpeople could hear

anothergroup's music was to hear it in

person. Tliat didn't happen so much. So

for the most part, the music on these

records—which isn't classical music but

people's music, music to get you through

life
—sounds pretty much like it didfor

500 years. Tliat gives me chilb, to

experience something like that so

immediately, somethingfrom the past,

before the world got smaller and so much

the same.

For Pat Conte, the road to the Secrel

Museum started back in the early 1960s,

in the grayish, lower-middle-class Rich-

mond HiU section of Queens, New York,

where he grew up as a policeman's son. "]

was a normal kid into normal kid thingsj

sports and that," Conte reports. "Thet

one day, when I was about eleven, I wa;

doing my paper route, delivering the Lonj

Island Press. There was this little place b)

the elevated subway train where they sole

stamps. An old guy, Mr. Lang, ran it. W\

showed me this stamp from Tuva, in Cen-

tral Asia, thirty kopeks. The stamp had ;

picture, in these wild colors, of a steair

locomotive being raced by a camel. Thai

picture changed my life."

From there, Conte, already hanging

around with Beatles fans and buddinj

musicians, began buying old records, LPi

and 45s at first, but then 78s. "I'd go tc

junk stores, buy twenty-five old 78s for i

couple of dollars. In the beginning it did'

n't matter; I'd take anything goofy, any-

thing that sounded weird." Included ir

his verv first batch of 78s was "The Battlf



)f Armageddon," which he later found

)ut was one of the last ever made by

iank Williams, Sr. "The record just blew

tie away," remembers Conte. "I mean,

'm some kid in Queens, he's some dead

ountry singer from Alabama, and it

3unded so true to Hfe. After that, the

ollector head sort of took over. You

ould say I got a Htde obsessive."

To explain how he went from Hank

^^iUiams and field hollers to acquiring

intage disks from such places as Uzbek-

tan and the Simbo Islands, Conte says:

Some of it was self-interest, about beating

out other collectors, making my mark. I was

younger than a lot of the bluesfreaks;

they'd already been to Mississippi, found

most of the great stuff. Ethnic records were

a totally open field. Besides, I lived in New
York, an immigrant culture. The attics and

thrift stores of Queens and Brooklyn were a

treasure trove.

WhUe still in his teens, Conte aquired a

lortwave radio:

On WABC, "Monday, Monday" was

number one, but on the shortwave there

were Eskimos, Laplanders, Sultans. I'd get

namesfrom the radio, write blindly to

people everywhere: "Do you have any old

records? Send them to me. " That's how I

got i 0,000 recordsfrom 100 countries

without hardly ever going out ofmy room.

While clearly a most impressive autodi-

ict, Conte freely admits his scholarship

) be "a little on the wacko side." This is

jparent in his notes for Tlie Secret Mu-

um series, which, while brief, can be

ugely amusing, albeit in an off"-angled,

seply personalized way. Best are the

E,xtracts

—

provided by a sub-sub music

storian," which accompany each disk,

•uotcs pertaining to the subject at hand

omctimcs exceedingly tangentially)

jmc from such disparate personages as

lb, Darwin, and Fats Domino. Volume 3

rivcs with "a technical note" from

iapoleon, who supposedly said, presum-

)iy to a conquered native, "but really.

your music is so noisy and complicated

that I can make nothing of it."

"I could never be a professional musi-

cologist," Conte says.

I didn't get through much college; academia

was notfor me. But a whole world was

mushrooming inside my head. Ifollowed

the horizontal route to knowledge. Wlien I

started, I was interested in American blues

and old-time hillbilly music. Ttien Ifound

this record ofAfricanfolk tunes. Tliat blew

my mind. So I was interested in African

music. . . . You make connections. Now
ril listen to Buddhist chantsfrom Tibet,

just some monks banging a pan, but I

notice it's the same cadence as afield holler

from Mississippi. You begin to notice that

the pentatonic scale you heard on an Afro-

Brazilian-Portuguese tunefrom the 1940s

is the same as that in afavanese gong

orchestra. You can hear it.

But even more than hearing it is Liking

it. That's Pat Conte 's gift, his art, the abil-

ity to dig, far and wide. Like any nutty

collector, he has his hierarchies, con-

stantly sizing up his possessions to decide

which disks will "make the cut" and ap-

pear on a Secret Museum CD. But when

Conte says he has come to care about the

Cretan minor-key medley known as

kondilies and Corsican pagielles (choral

pieces) as much he ever did the blues, you

believe him.

/ owe that to George Harrison. As a kid I

was a huge Beatlesfan; Harrison was a

god to me. One night I heard George

talking about how when he was little he

was really into Slim Wltitman, and still

was. Well, I'd just gotten a Slim Wlntman

recordfor a dime at the Salvation Army. I

liked it but I didn't want anyone to know

that; it was just a dumb cowboy song. But

after what George said, I knew it was okay

to like it. It was a breakthrough.

Besides claustrophobia and a headache

from the cigarette smoke, that's the feel-

ing you get sitting in the Secret Mu-
seum—a cockeyed kind of transcendence.

The place is an alchemic lab with Pat

Conte as a wild-haired. Queens-bred

Paracelsus of sound. "This is a twentieth-

century gnostic discipline," Conte says.

/ don't want to make much of it, but music

is the universal language, and you lookfor

keys—ways in. Tliat's what this is about

for me. I might put on a record by Uncle

Dave Macon, who was an old hillbilly

banjo player, then I'll get a banjo that is

pretty close to the one Uncle Dave played,

and I'll pick along with him. After a

while, I might even get to sound a little like

Uncle Dave. From there, ifI want to

pretend, I could even be old Uncle Dave,

sitting on a porch somewhere, in 1930 or

whenever Tlien I might play along with a

Kenyan record or somethingfrom Trinidad,

attempt to do the same thing. It's an

experience Ifind totally addicting.

With that, Conte cranks up his horned

Victrola and puts on a sampling of classi-

cal Arabic music recorded in Damascus in

about 1915. The sound is crackly, but this

soon fades away. The singer's voice is

loud, immediate, right in the room.

"There's something about hstening to a

78 on a Victrola," Conte says, peering

into the darkness of the horn. "It's a mys-

tery in there. It's not Hke television or a

computer screen, glassed-in windows

bent on keeping you out. This puUs you

in; it asks you to jump inside." The un-

named Syrian singer continues on, and

you feel it, the sound tugging at you,

drawing you in. It's an interface with an-

other time like no other.

A few minutes later, we're out of the

Secret Museum, back in the "ugly

world." Still in his purple shorts and blue

slippers, Pat Conte is standing in front of

his house. "This place is pretty dull, but

it's a good cover. I mean, who'd guess?"

Conte says, peering around at the low-

slung skyhne. Then he offers a crafty

smile. "You just never know where you'll

find a Secret Museum."

Markfacobson is a contributing editor ofNew
York magazine and Esquire.
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cliffs and steep wooded slopes that rise nearly 400 feet on the

east, north, and south. The west end, guarded by two huge,

white-faced escarpments, flares out onto the low floodplain of

the Big Muddy River. Huge, caveHke overhangs in the shaded,

north-facing cUffs make ideal dens for snakes, including

rattlesnakes, copperheads, cottonmouths, and nonpoisonous

species, which hibernate by the thousands among the rocks.

Earlier this century, the snakes would emerge from their dens

in huge numbers on a warm, sunny day in early April and slither

westward along the canyon floor. Crossing the 100-foot-wide

Big Muddy, they would disperse all over southern lUinois. A
local resident who witnessed the river crossing described it to me

as a continuous rippling brown wave of snakes from one bank to

the other, the procession lasting for several hours. Nothing like

that has been seen since the 1930s because the snake population

has been much reduced, in part from overcoUecting by greedy

scientists seeking choice specimens and also because of the

human population increase in the vicinity. The Little Grand

Canyon is now a special management zone of the Shawnee

National Forest, and the snakes are legally protected.

A round-trip hiking trail into the canyon begins on the south

side at the summit of Hickory Ridge, once the site of a lookout

tower. The trail proceeds from the parking lot down a series of

gentle slopes and through a pine plantation to the edge of the

north-facing chff, near the eastern end of the canyon and about

150 feet above the canyon floor. The opposite, south-facing cliff

is about 100 feet away. The only plants that survive on its

Squirrel corn

1 consists

mainly ofblack oak and

pignut hickory, with

coralberry and low bush

blueberry as the principal

shrubs. WUdflowers, which

begin blooming in June,

include goat's-rue and pencil-

flower, both members of the

pea faiTuly; Indian physic, a

member of the rose family;

and American columbo, a tall,

robust member of the gentian

tamily

On the tops of south-

facing cliffs, the main trees are

post oak and winged elm.

Because of the aridity and

thin, acidic soil, they may

grow only fifteen to twenty

feet tall in one hundred years.

Beneath the trees is a shrub

layer of aromatic sumac and

farkleberry. The sumac leaves

resemble those of poison ivy,

but emit a pleasant, spicy odor

when crushed. In March and

Little Grand Canyon

exposed rim are such desert species as prickly pear cactus and

Illinois agave, beyond which grows a sparse covering of trees.

From the cUff edge, the trail doubles back, descends slowly

through woods, and then follows an eight- to fifteen-foot-wide

drainage. (After a heavy rain, this becomes a fast-flowing

waterfall.) Between dripping, fern-laden sandstone walls, the trail

drops down a series of natural, four-foot steps to the canyon

floor. At the base of each step is a depression containing cool

dripwater; above the water, the riser is crowded with layers of

early April, tight clusters of

small yellow flowers come out

either before the leaves appear

Wliite trillium

or as they are unfolding.

Fuzzy, edible red berries adorn

the sumac in late summer,

while the leaves turn a deep

purple or red in the autumn.

Farkleberry, with small

leathery leaves, is a type of

blueberry, but its small fruits

are acrid and not suitable for

human consumption.

Wildflowers in this habitat

bloom in April and May,

before the heat of summer,

and include tiny bluet,

succulent widows-cross, and

wild petunia.

North-facing cliffs, shaded

throughout most of the day,

are usually moist or dripping

with water. Ferns that find a

home in the sandstone

crevices and ledges include

marginal shield fern,

maidenhair spleenwort, and

Christmas fern. Wide ledges

may support small shadbush

I



:.'.crv liverworts, feathery ferns, and miniature mosses.

At the bottom, a right-hand turn leads quickly to the eastern

ill of the canyon, which only the most agile climber can

\nd. The main trail meanders wesnvard, more or less

i.lleling a shallow, clear, gravel-bottomed stream. Ranging

111 100 to 300 feet wide, the canyon floor is covered with

. -. shrubs, and wildflowers, while ferns prevail on the moist,

.d, north-facing cliffs. Near the mouth of the canyon,

.ed brown soil nearly devoid of wildflowers is a sign that this

, iv frequently inundated by the Big Muddy River.

lust inside the mouth of the canyon, the trail turns south into

low side canyon, which is bordered by a sheer vertical cliff

I.

the west and a series of higher and higher small cliffs on the

it. At first glance no exit seems possible, but the trail winds its

ly upward, fmaUy emerging from the canyon between rock

dls dripping with moisture. Once above the canyon, the route

J ntinues higher through upland forest and circles back to the

l^lhead.

Although the Little Grand Canyon has a reputation for

i ikes, they pose little danger. In tact, on my latest visit, 1 did

1 1 encounter a single one. Still, hikers should exercise caution,

ijecially in April and October, when the snakes are more likely

1 be on the move.

. 'I'crt H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeritus ofplant biology at Southern

.'nois University, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

Mights of United States nationalforests and other parklands.

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Shawnee National Forest

901 S. Commercial Street

Harrisburg, Illinois 62946

(618)253-7114

red maple, flowering

dogwood, and shagbark

hickory.

ilia bluebells

whose white flowers

1 1 before the leaves

1, and wild hydrangea, a

with spherical white

r heads. North-facing

support a moist forest of

mUflillffll wildflowers

run riot in April and May,

when acres of bluebells bloom,

along with clusters of squirrel

corn, Dutchman's-breeches,

blue cohosh, celandine poppy,

and giant white trillium. The

tree canopy consists of

American beech, sugar maple,

and tulip poplar; below are

shrubs of spicebush and

bladdernut. Near the mouth

of the canyon, approaching

the Big Muddy River, a

floodplain forest takes over,

dominated by sweet gum,

river birch, and box elder.

A stream flows on

the canyon floor

SOfliHes- ,„, ^,^^ 'flite/i/gan

<^ill;nois
l/sprfngfleld

\ '•' SHAWNEE)
'iNATIONAL' /
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Celestial Events

A June Honey Moon
By Joe Rao

Direction of sunlight

t resccnt

(waxing)

Direction of

lunar orbit

For many people, it was the ever-

changing Moon that first attracted

their attention skyward. Our view of

Earth's only natural satellite—perhaps

more accurately defined as a

"companion planet" because of its

large size—depends solely on

reflected sunlight. And our changing

perspective on the Moon—not

Earth's shadow—creates its phases.

This phenomenon is easily

demonstrated with a ball and a

flashlight. Have someone shine the

light on the ball while you view it

from various angles; you'll see the

complete range of waxing and waning

phases. Or if you are outside during a

day when the Moon is visible, hold

the ball at arm's length next to the

Moon; because both objects are m
the same relationship to the Sun, the

illuminated portion of the ball wDl match that of the Moon.

A fuU Moon IS always directly opposite the Sun in the sky.

New
Moon

'

4k
i

\

V Crescent

\ (waningi

l\

Earth
North Pole '

1st Quarter/

The full Moon, always

especially low at siimiiic

rising in the east like a giant, round

projection screen as the Sun sets. In

summer, watch this drama from a

beach or mountaintop. To find the full

Moon's azimuth—the point on the

horizon where it wiU begin to

appear—check your own shadow

several minutes before sunset; it wiU

point toward the spot on the eastern

horizon where the Moon will rise.

This June, the fuU Moon occurs

on the 20th, the day before the

summer solstice, when the Sun is at iti

greatest distance north of the equator.

The Moon, at its greatest distance

south, seems especially low. Take note

of its trajectory across the sky; the Sur

wOl appear to take nearly the same

path at the vi'inter solstice. As the

Sun's light passes through the thick

lower atmosphere, most of the blue

light IS absorbed and scattered, leaving

the red spectrum alone to hght the

Moon. So as it makes its low track across our sky this month, th<

Moon wUl glow a beautiful honey-orange.

^^I RSM
Full Moon i

3d Quarter

Gibbous

directly opposite the Sun, is

r solstice.

The Sky in June

B^HHini is not visible this

month. It enters superior

conjunction—moving behind

the Sun—on June 25th.

moves into the faint

evening twilight but is stiH too

low in the horizon to be

proininent. Throughout June,

it can be seen low in the west

just after sunset; it sets about

an hour later A slender

crescent Moon, less than two

days past new, is nearby on the

evening of the 6th.

atiifci is in the southwestern

evening sky and sets after

inidnight. It fades nearly a

halt-magnitude, ending the

month at +0.6. Train a pair of

binoculars on Mars late on the

night of the 1 1th and you'll

see it passing within 0.2

degrees to the south of the

+3.8-magnitude star Beta

Virginis. On the evening of

Friday the 13th, Mars can be

found ofl^to the right of the

first-quarter Moon.

ilnillf!! rises in the late

evening about three hours

after sunset and is near the

meridian just before sunrise.

On the 1 0th, Jupiter is

stationary and begins its

retrograde (westward) motion

among the stars of

Capncornus. On the morning

of the 24th, look for Jupiter

about four degrees to the

south of a waning gibbous

Moon.

in Pisces, finally

moves into a dark sky

(completely free of twilight)

during June, rising about three

hours before the Sun. A
waning crescent Moon pays

Saturn a visit on two occasions

this month: on the morning of

the 1st, Saturn is to the right

of the Moon; on the morning

of the 28th, you'll find it just

to the Moon's left.

nB^J^BHil IS at new phase

on the 5th at 3:03 A.M., EDT,

and at first quarter on the 1 3th

at 12:51 A.M., EDT. It is full

on the 20th at 3:09 P.M., EDI

and is at last quarter on the

27th at 8:42 a.m., EDT

The summer solstice: Summe

ofiicially begins for the

Northern Hemisphere on

June 21st at 4:20 P.M., EDT
At that moment, the Sun's

direct rays are shining farthest

north of the celestial equator,

on the Tropic of Capricorn

(23.5 degrees latitude). Days

are longest and nights shortes

for the Northern Hemispher(

it's the other way around m
the Southern Hemisphere.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the

American Museum—Hayden

Planetarium.



rravel and Reading
fter the Volcano page 48

Iduna Loa Volcano, where

;tt.T Vitousek studied the

,'getation and soils of lava

3\\s. is on Hawaii, the Big

land of the archipelago. Most

j\-elers arri\-e by air. Airports

e in Hilo. on the east coast,

id in the more popular resort

Avn ofKaUua-Kona in the

est. Stay in Hilo for easy

cess to the volcanic areas

•scribed here.

To see fresh lava and a

irien,- of volcanic features, you need venture no farther than

'awaii Volcanoes National Park, thirty miles from Hilo on

ighway 1 1 . Within the park are the active volcanoes Mauna

3a and Kjlauea. Map in hand, walk or drive along eleven-mile

rater Rim Drive, or Trail, which encircles Kilauea Caldera.

ou'll pass sulfrir springs, steam vents, and dated lava flows and

ive a choice of several half-mile trails. A short drive down

launa Loa Strip takes you to Kipuka Puaulu, a bird sanctuary

1 an island of trees amid a lava field.

To experience lava flows from the tree line up, find a car

ntal company that will permit you to drive Saddle Road,

'Ohia trees grow in volcanic soil in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park

which passes between Mauna

Loa and extinct Mauna Kea.

Saddle Road is passable and

well worth taking. Bring a

traveling companion, supplies,

and binoculars.

As you drive along Saddle

Road above Hilo from mile 3

to mile 9, you're riding mostly

on the 1881 flow; from rrule 9

to mile 20, mostly on the

1855 flow. Islands of forest

(kipukas) on older flows are all

around you. Higher up, at

5,000 feet, the taller forests are

fiUed with endemic Hawaiian birds. When you reach 5,800 feet,

look for the Puu Oo Trail to the 1984 flow; a mile and a half

walk (one way) wiU take you across flows of various ages and of

the rsvo major textures of lava; rough, spiny aa and smooth, ropy

pahoehoe.

Among many books about Hawaii, Vitousek recommends

Shoal of Time: A History of the Hawaiian Islands, by Gavan Daws

(University of Hawaii Press, 1974); Volcanoes in the Sea: Tlie

Geology ofHaii'aii, by Gordon A. Macdonald, et al. (University of

Hawaii Press, 1983); and Hawaii: A Natural History, by Sherwin

Carlquist (National Tropical Botanical Garden, 1980).

he Great Egg-Demohtion
Derby page 32

he acorn woodpecker is a

miliar sight in the oak

Hands of CaHfornia and

' aithwestern United

atcs. And, notes Walter

i;^, you can also find

,: :, woodpeckers in

miurban residential areas of

California cities,

iing Santa Barbara,

:-na, and Palo Alto.

If you don't see these

1
1 -faced birds

liatcly, listen for their

' tive "waka-waka" call as

-Tcct family members. In

.;jd early winter, you may
'>'- i "storage" tree studded

ith acorn-filled holes.

For more information on

cooperative breeding in the

acorn woodpecker, see the

author's account, with Peter B.

Stacey, in Scientific American

(August 1984), reprinted in

Behavior and Evolution of Birds,

edited by Douglas Mock (W.

H. Freeman, 1991).

A Time Traveler m Kenya

page 38

Along the Swaliili coast of

Kenya, there are important

archeological sites at

Mombasa, Malindi, and Lamu.

However, for an idea of what

the early coastal villages

looked like, Gede, about ten

miles south of Malindi, is the

place to go. The ruins in

Gede National Park are largely

intact and connected by

walkways. Particularly

impressive are the Great

Mosque and, behind it, the

large palace. Nearby is a group

of excavated houses. The site

is open daily.

From Mahndi you can fly

to the Lamu archipelago to see

the ruins of three other

Swahili villages: Manda, Pate,

and Shanga. The airfield is on

Manda Island, the site of the

Takwa ruins. If you visit

Shanga, you'll probably want

to consult Mark Horton's

Shanga: The Archaeology of a

Muslitn Trading Coninnniily on

the Coast of East Africa,

published this year by the

British Institute in Eastern

Africa, Nairobi.

For more on Swahih

history and culture,

Chapurukha Kusimba suggests

Swahili Origins: Swahili Culture

and the Shungwaya Phenomenon,

by James De Vere Allen (Ohio

University Press, 1993); The

Swahili: Idiom and Identity of an

African People, by Alamin M.

Mazrui and Ibrahim N. Sharifi"

(Africa World Press, 1994);

and The Swahih: Reconstructing

the History and Language of an

African Society 800-1500, by

Derek Nurse and Thomas

Spear (University of

Pennsylvania Press, 1985).

Edited byJeanne Flagg
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Art/Crafts

ENJOY POST-MODERN SYMBOLIST ART Framed

beautiful hologramics. Free lecture-catalog: Artful

Displays, 2851 Barker Ave., NY 10467-7124

Books/Publications

CARTOGRAPHY Books about maps, atlases, refer-

ence works. Bought & Sold, Catalogues available on

request. Overlee Farm Books Box 1155, Stockbridge,

MA 01262 (413) 637-2277.

GET PUBLISHED NOW! All subjects, free estimates,

unltd. consultation, editing, design, typesetting,

printing/binding of hard & soft cover books.

Copyright ser\'ice, promotion, distribution, royalties.

Free brochure 1-800-873-2003. American Literary

Press, 8019 Belair Road, #10NHM, Baltimore,

Maryland 21236, amerIit@erols.com

NEWAUTHORS
PUBLISH YOUR WORK

AH subjects considered:

Fiction, Biography, Poetry, Religion, Childrens

AUTHORS WORLDWIDE INVITED
write, or send vour manuscript Co

MINERVA PRESS
2 OLD BROMPTON ROAD, LONDOW SW7 3D0, EMCU^ND

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED ALL TYPES. Publisher

with 75-year tradition. "Author's Guide to Subsidy

Publishing." 1-800-695-9599.

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on birds, mammals, rep-

tiles, plants and related natural history. June list;

Scarce ornithology and mammalogy. For free list sub-

scription, write or call Discovery Books, 102 Geneva,

Hamilton MT 59840, (406) 363-5067.

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology, Archaeology,

Natural History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

PUBLISH WITH RUTLEDGE Become a published

writer with Rutledge Books. We offer a complete pub-

Usliing plan. Let our professional staff work with you

to create and market an attractive, high-quality book.

Personalized service. Send for our free brochure

today Rutledge Books, Dept. NHR, Box 315, Bethel,

CT 06801.

RARE, OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS all fields Natural

History. Free catalog. Marcher Books, Dept. NH, 6204

N. Vermont, Oklahoma City, OK 73112.

REVOLUTIONARY LOTTERY SCIENCE
Breakthrough! Beat odds... Make money! Self-financ-

ing. $7.95 Microcense (A) #661, Warren, Michigan

48090.

Jerusalem egg market
Bedrich Grunzweig

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 52 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manusaipt or

outline for free information and evaluation.

Rivercross Publishing Inc. Dept. NH; 127 East 59th

Street, New York, NY 10022.

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente,

CA 92674-3253 (714) 492-2976.

Camping

GO CAMPING! Cooperative club runs inexpensive

camping trips near NYC. Call (718) 830-9092 for ft-ee

schedule.

China, Crystal, Silver

WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER of disconfinued &
acfive china, flatware & coUecHbles. 3,500,000 pieces,

65,000 patterns. FREE listing of pieces in your pat-

terns. Toll-free, 8am to 10pm EST 1-800 REPLACE (1-

800-737-5223). Replacements, Ltd., PO. Box 26029,

Greensboro, NC 27420. Dept NL.

Education

GROW GOURMET AND MEDICINAL Mushrooms.

Oyster Shiitake, morels and much more. Seminars on

culfivafion. Free brochure. Call 800-780-9126. Fungi

Perfecfi, PO Box 7634-NHM, Olympia, WA 98507

LEARN THE SCIENCE behind world issues: ecology,

disease, biotechnology. Correspondence course, in-

structor with Ph.D., 20 years experience. Free iirfor-

mation: Greenleaf Discoveries, Box 710, Marshall,

MN 56258.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/Eorestry/Ecology

Careers. Professional level home study for concerned

individuals. Exciting careers in the outdoors. Free lit-

erature. PC.D.I., Atlanta, Georgia. (800) 362-7070

Dept. NNG124.

Employment Opportunities

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES-Monthly

bulletin lists environmental job openings throughout

the U.S. Free details. EOV, PO. Box 4379, Areata, CA
95518 (707) 826-1909.

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 each. Send

name, address: Calco Publishing (Dept. C-104), 22

North Plains, Wallingford, CT 06492.

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL Options

employment! Send SASE to MWE0-4R, 4872 S.

Forest HiU, Evergreen, CO 80439, 1(303) 670-5996.

Environmental Careers
Environmental & natural resource vacancies from non-

profit, private, & government employers.Two issues

each month list opportunities nationwide A 6 issue trial

subscnption is only $19 50. Subscribe today!

The Job Seeker
Dept NH, Rt 2 Box 1 6. Warrens, Wl 54666
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Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small

business. Grants/loans to $800,000.00 Free recorded

message: (707) 449-8600. (LAD

Maps

ANTIQUE MAPS & SEA CHARTS. U.S. &
Worldwide. All originals. 16th-19th century. Free list-

ings. Specify regions of interest. Grace Galleries Inc.

RR5, Box 2488, Brunswick, ME 04011. (207) 729-1329.

Music

EXCrriNG WORLD MUSIC. India, Africa, Latin

America, Native American Music, and more. Our
new catalog of traditional and modem CD's and cas-

settes is yours for the asking. Write Music of the

World, P.O. Box 3620, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or caU

(919)932-9600.

Real Estate

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or exist-

ing home. Over 100 different programs available.

Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8LA1)

Services

DATE SOMEONE IN YOUR LEAGUE Graduates

and faculty of The Ivies, Seven Sisters, MIT, Stanford,

Uruversity of Chicago, Northwestern, U C Berkeley,

AcCTedited Medical Schools meet alumni and acade-

mics. The Right Shiff (800) 988-5288.

SINGLE SCIENCE/NATURE ENTHUSIASTS are

meeting through Science Connection. Further info:

1-800-667-5179 71554.2160 ©compuserve.com.

Tours/Trips

ACA AIR COURIERS SAVE UP TO 80% on
International Travel: Europe $235, Asia $370, South

America $176 round trip. Fly as onboard courier for

the "big name" freight companies. 1,000 roundtrip

flights weekly to Europe, Asia, Pacific Rim,

Central/South America. Free information kit call Air

Courier Association 1-800-822-0888.

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!
Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and

snorkel Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free brochures! Special Interest Tours. Call (800) 525-

6772.

CHINA On Your Own
AfTordablc, tscorted non-yroup tourin;;

U) all cities, Yangtze River, Silk Road,

Tibet. Special interests welcome. Planned

by Kredric VI. Kaplan, author

#1 selling China Guidebook.

fHr-'n i[(A\fj."r>y r.n'-Ts iv ^H(K)) 613-11721

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia, Kilimanjaro climbs,

goriUa trackuig, more. Also unique tours in Egypt,

Israel, Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs.

Himalayan Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

Costa Rica -Belize -Africa -Galapagos

Indonesia
Also trips to: Thailand,

Malaysia, Philippines. Burma,

Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos,

New Guinea

EBEsiBraas Asia

Transpacific Journeys

80O
642
2742

^ www.SoutheastAsia.com

AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box

49, Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 1-800-724-1221.

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise."

Moderate optional length Day hiking. Free brochure.

(216) 867-3771. Alpine Advenhire Trails Tours, 783P

Cliffside Drive, Akron OH 44313-5609.

AMAZONIA EXPEOmONS. The Amazon's leading

company for expedition travel, since 1981. Individual

attention. Regional references available. (800) 262-

9669.

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and

camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.

BELIZE, COSTA RICA, GUATEMALA (Peten),

Honduras, and Mexico (Campeche, Chiapas,

Quintana Roo, Tabasco, and Yucatan) - nature and

marine reserves, archaeology, outdoor and water

sports, shopping and authentic cultural experi-

ences. Great Trips, telephones (800) 552-3419, (218)

847-4441, faximile (218) 847-4442, Email:

helizejq@tekstar.com

CONGO! Visit remote camp of hunter-gatherer pyg-

mies, view forest elephants, track lowland gorillas,

ride pirogues up jungle streams. Central African

Republic. Voyage Afrique (718) 932-4964.

COPPER CANYON, MEXICO, by hain. Indian cul-

ture, nature walks, birding, spectacular views. S&S
Tours. 1 (800) 499-5685.

COSTA RICA, KENYA, Tanzania, Ecuador,

Galapagos, Italy, England, India, Ethiopia, Albania,

Indonesia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey,

South Africa, Vietnam, and many more. Small group

holidays to many countries. Suitable for all ages. Call

for full color brochure. Adventures Abroad 1-800-

665-3998.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1 -800-926-

] 140 for free newsletter,

l-;COLOGICALLY RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL.
Himalayan region, Malaysian rainforest. Guided,

self-guided tours. University Travel Consultants. 1-

800-638-2701. Nights (East), weekends: 1-888-552-

1148.

lATURAL HiSTORr

TRIPS Worldwide

Since I9BZ

P.O. Box 3656-CI3

SONORA, CA 95370

) 351-5

GEO
EXPEDITIONS
Fulfill Your Dreams

ofAdventure

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979, Mamland
Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph CoUey, LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21133 (410) 922-

3116.

GALAPAGOS, Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led, nahjral history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/16 passen-
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(Continued from page 23)

simplest and most evident inference from

Frank's data, the one glaringly obvious

point that everyone should have stressed,

given the long history of issues raised by

such information.

SuUovvay focuses nearly all Iris interpre-

tation on an extended analogy (broadly

valid in my judginent, but overextended

as an exclusive device) between birth

order in famihes and ecological status in a

world of Danvinian competition. Chil-

dren vie for limited parental resources,

just as individuals struggle for existence

(and ultimately for reproductive success)

in nature. Birth orders place children in

different "niches," requiring disparate

modes of competition for maximal suc-

cess. While firstborns shore up incum-

bent advantages, laterborns must grope

and grub by all clever means at their dis-

posal—leading to the divergent personal-

ities of stalwart and rebel. Alan Wolfe, in

my favorite negative review of SuUoway's

book from the New Republic (December

23, 1996) writes: "Since firstborns al-

ready occupy their own niches, later-

borns, if they are to be noticed, have to

find unoccupied niches. If they do so suc-

cessfully, they will be rewarded with

parental investment." (Jared Diamond

stresses the same theme in my favorite

positive review from the M'li' York Review

of Books, November 14, 1996.)

As I said, 1 am willing to go with this

program up to a point. But I must also

note that the restriction of commentary

to this Darwinian metaphor has diverted

attention from the foremost conclusion

revealed by a large effect of birth order

upon human behavior. The Darwinian

metaphor smacks of biology; we also er-

roneously think of biological explanations

as intrinsically genetic (an analysis of this

common fallacy could fill an essay or an

entire book). I suppose that this chain of

argument leads us to stress whatever we

think that SuUoway's thesis might be

teaching us about "nature" (our prefer-

ence, in any case, during this age of tran-

sient fashion tor genetic causes) under our

erroneous tendency to treat the explana-

tion of human behavior as a debate be-

tween nature and nurture.

But consider the meaning of birth-

order effects for environmental influ-

ences, however unfashionable at the mo-

ment. Siblings differ genetically of course,

but no aspect of this genetic variation

correlates in any systematic way with

birth order. Firstborns and laterborns re-

ceive the same genetic shake withm a

family. Systematic differences in behavior

between firstborns and laterborns cannot

be ascribed to genetics. (Other biological

effects may correlate with birth order—if,

for example, the environment of the

Dolly has certainly edged

past the pope, the

president, Madonna, and

Michael Jordan as the

best-known mammal of

the moment.

womb changes systematically with num-

bers of pregnancies—but such putative

influences have no basis m genetic difler-

ences among siblings.) SuUoway's substan-

tial birth-ovder effects therefore provide

our best and ultimate documentation of

nurture's power. If birth order looms so

large in setting the paths of history and

the aUocation of people to professions,

then nurture cannot be denied a power-

fuUy formative role in our inteUectual and

behavioral variation. To be sure, we often

fail to see what stares us in the face, but

how can the winds of fashion blow away

such an obvious point, one so relevant to

our deepest and most persistent questions

about ourselves?

In this case, I am especiaUy struck by

the irony of fashion's veil. As noted be-

fore, I urged SuUoway to publish this data

twenty years ago, when (in my judgment)

he could have presented an even better

case because he had already documented

the strong and general influence of birth

order upon personality, but had not yet

ventured upon the slippery path of trying

to explain too many detaUs with forced

arguments that sometimes lapse into sol

parody. If SuUoway had pubUshed in tl

mid-1970s, when nurture rode the pen

dulum of fashion m a poIiticaUy more lib

eral age (probably dominated by later

borns!), I am confident that this obvioi

point about birth-order effects as proof

nurture's power would have won primar

attention, rather than consignment to

limbo of invisibility.

Hardly anything in inteUectual Ufe ca

be more salutatory than the separation c

fashion from fact. Always suspect fashio

(especially when the moment's custoi

matches your personal predUection);

ways cherish fact (while rememberin

than an apparent "fact" may only record

transient fashion). I have discussed tw

subjects that couldn't be "hotter," b

cannot be adequately understood becaui

a veU of genetic fashion now conceals tl

richness of fuU explanation by relegating

preeminent enviromnental theme to ir

visibiUty. Thus, we worry whether tl

first cloned sheep represents a genuine ii

dividual at aU, whUe we forget that v

have never doubted the distinct persoi

hood guaranteed by differences in nurtu

to clones far more simUar by nature th:

DoUy and her mother—identical twii

And we try to explain the strong effects

birth order only by invoking a Darwini;

analogy between famUy place and ecolo

ical niche, while forgetting that these sy

tematic effects cannot have a genetic ba

and therefore prove the predictable pow

of nurture.

So, sorry, Louis. You lost your head
\

the power of family environments upi

head chUdren. And heUo, DoUy. May i

forever restrict your mode of manut?

ture, at least for humans. But may gene!'

custom never stale the infinite varit"

guaranteed by a Ufetime of nurture in t

intricate complexity of nature—this \'

of tears, joy, and endless wonder.
|

i

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geolc

and the history of science at Harvard Unit

sity He is also the Frederick P. Rose Honor

^

Curator in Invertebrates at the Atnerican Aj-

sentn of Natural History.
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By Neil de Grasse Tyson

Looking for a cosmic mystery? Once a

day, on average, a burst of very high en-

ergy gamma rays from an unknown

source at an unknown distance is detected

from somewhere on the sky. The bright-

est bursts are 100,000 times brighter than

the diimnest bursts. If they hail from far

beyond our Milky Way galaxy, then some

pack more energy into each burst than

the total energy generated by the Sun

over two consecutive ten-billion-year

lifetimes. We don't know how their

energy is generated. We don't know

whether conventional laws of physics can

account for their existence. We don't

know diddly.

Pockets of profound ignorance are not

uncommon in astrophysics. But contrary

to what you may think, scientists thrive

on ignorance because with it comes the

opportunity for discovery.

In the spectrum of hght, ultraviolet

photons have more energy than visible

(optical) light. X-ray photons have more

energy than ultraviolet. And gamma ray

photons have more energy than X-rays.

We have no vocabulary beyond gamma

rays; the category is the repository of the

highest-energy photons known. Gamma

rays cannot penetrate Earth's atmosphere,

so we would know little of gamma ray

bursts were it not for the American space

program, which launched the Vela series

of satellites in the 1960s. Unlike most

telescopes in space, these were conceived,

designed, and funded out of political

paranoia. If the Soviet Union decided to

test a thermonuclear bomb in Earth's

upper atmosphere, we could nab them in

the act by detecting the copious ganmia

rays emitted in such an explosion. How
else were we to monitor the Soviet's

compliance with the freshly signed nu-

clear test-ban treaty of 1963?

Yes, we discovered bursts of gamma

rays, but the cosmos was to blame rather

than our Cold War adversary. These de-

tections were later declassified and first

published in a 1973 volume of the Astro-

physical Journal. With that article, titled

Flashes o

In a color-enhanced radio image of the gaseous remnant of a supernom explosion, a young

pulsar is ejected with a kick-velocity of at least 1,000 miles per second. At these speeds, it

will escape the disk of the Milky Way to populate a hypothetical corona ofgamma ray-

emitting neutron stars.

"Observations of Gamma-Ray Bursts of

Cosmic Origin," a brand-new window to

the universe was opened. At the time,

one to two dozen bursts were seen per

year. Was this few or many? If the detec-

tors were more sensitive, would they de-

tect more bursts? In 1991, NASA
launched the Compton Gamma Ray Ob-

servatory, named in honor of Arthur

Compton, an American high-enei

physicist and Nobel laureate. The m
sensitive gamma ray telescope ever

]

into orbit, it detects, on average, c

burst every twenty-five hours. We

awash in data, yet we feel more ignor »

than ever.

Why? For thousands of bursts,

Compton Observatory has made beai



gnorance
I measurements of gamma ray intensity

er time. Ordmarily, abundant high-

ialit\- data bring scientific enlighten-

ent. But that common first step of clas-

ying scientific phenomena by

pearance (which Linnaeus accom-

ished with the taxonomy of species)

)es not appear to be forthcoming with

mma ray bursts.

As far as we can tell, bursts are as

lique as fingerprints: They can last any-

here from a few hundredths of a second

a few thousand seconds. Some bursts

ive multiple peaks, while others have

ily one. Only a few bursts have ever

en observed to repeat from the same

ea of the sky. And until 1997, nobody

id ever found compeUing evidence that

star, a galaxy, or any other semifamiliar

)ject was coincident on the sky with any

the bursts.

In the shadow of boundless ignorance,

s fun to mention poindess coincidences

ch as the gamma ray burst of January

1993, and the Super Bowl, which

ok place on the same day. One of the

est energetic bursts on record, its inten-

?)' exceeded the detector's ability to

easure. The event has been called the

jper Bowl Burst ever since.

The declassification of cosmic gamma

y bursts has led to more than two thou-

nd research papers—another sure sign

at we are clueless, especially when you

)nsider that not until 1996 did the total

imber of recorded gamma ray bursts ex-

;ed the total number of research papers

1 the subject. Conversely, subjects that

e understand well typically have very

w research papers written about them.

5r example, since 1973 there have been

TO research papers with titles such as

Mew Evidence to Support the Idea That

arth Is Round Instead of Flat" or "Con-

usivc Proof That the Sun Is Hot,"

So why am I wasting your time teUing

you about our ignorance? Because there

are a few interesting facts about the bursts

that loosely shape our current under-

standing. First, the bursts appear to be

uniformly distributed around the entire

sky. This simple bit of information allows

us to declare with some confidence that

their origin is not within the flattened

plane of the Milky Way galaxy, which

does not rule out a spherical region of the

Gamma ray bursts appear

to emanate in roughly

equal numbers from all

around the sky. So why
doesn't anybody know what

they are or where they're

coming from?

Milky Way that is large enough to fully

envelop the plane. If you think a given

gamma ray burst hailed from the beyond,

then you must dream up a mechanism

whose energy budget can reach ten pow-

ers of ten higher than would be required

if the burst hailed from within our galaxy.

Another way to think about this problem:

If two objects in space have the same

brightness when viewed from Earth, and

one happens to be thousands of times far-

ther away, then the farther one must be

intrinsically much, much more luminous.

Thanks to ambitious theorists, scenar-

ios exist for both the galactic and extra-

galactic models. In each case, neutron

stars (those tiny, dense byproducts of su-

pernova explosions) are the accused party

because of an elegant argument that we

invoke in many areas of astrophysics: The

time over which a gamma ray burst

achieves its maximum intensity is typi-

cally a fraction of a second, so the emit-

ting object can have no dimension larger

than the distance light travels in the same

fraction of a second. That fraction of a

second converts to what you might ex-

pect for the diameter of a neutron star

surrounded by interstellar material. In

general, the dimensions of an object in

Ught travel time will Hmit how swiftly it

can appear to do anything coherently.

The camp of astrophysicists favoring a

galactic origin for gamma ray bursts must

invent a way to spread these neutron stars

evenly around the Milky Way galaxy to

match what is observed in the sky. So

they have imagined a large, spherical

corona of neutron stars that were

launched out of the Milky Way's plane

with high kick-velocities when their par-

ent star exploded. Fortunately for the

Milky Way camp, such high-velocity

neutron stars have already been observed

in our galaxy. Moving at many times the

Sun's orbital speed, but in random direc-

tions, they float easily out of the galaxy's

plane. The gamma rays themselves could

be caused by any number of things—from

collisions of stray comets and asteroids

with the surface of neutron stars to burps

of energy produced by extreme turbu-

lence in the stars' dense structure. Re-

gardless of the scenario, the bursts would

appear to emanate from aU around us.

The camp that favors an extragalactic

origin is growing daily (count me in),

even though it requires our humble neu-

tron star to produce ten billion times

more energy than the neutron stars in a

hypothetical Milky Way corona. Want a

mechanism? Start with a pair of neutron

stars in close mutual orbit. Einstein's

equations of gravity (the general theory

of relativity) show that the pair will spiral

closer together, slowly at first and then

faster and faster until they coalesce. The

last few moments of this event—a few

seconds—can liberate more energy than

the energy emitted by all the stars in all

the galaxies in all the universe. Binary

neutron stars are known to exist in our

own galaxy, but they are rare. Those that

coalesce would be rarer still. The daily

detection of gamma ray bursts gives the
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illusion of commonness, but, of course,

extragalactic bursts would be detectable

almost anywhere in the universe the neu-

tron stars collided.

Actually, these theorists' scenarios are

primarily intended to match the gross en-

ergetics of the burst. To successfully

model and predict the detailed run of in-

tensity during the burst is a challenge to

which no theory has successfully risen.

A potentially powerful test of whether

the bursts are scattered throughout the

universe (regardless of their causes)

emerges by marrying time dilation—

a

part of Einstein's special theory of relativ-

ity—and the expanding universe. Ac-

cording to special relativity, time ticks

more slowly for objects that are observed

to move fast, a bizarre physical phenome-

non that has been tested and resoundingly

confirmed. And in the expanding uni-

verse, distant objects recede from us faster

than nearby objects. Combining these

phenomena allows you to predict that

dimmer bursts (which we presume are

farther away, on average, than the brighter

bursts) have a slower, broader rise and fall.

Sure enough, this signature was revealed

in the gamma ray burst data from the

Compton Observatory. But naysayers

claim (correctly) that the slow rise and

decline ot dim bursts may be an intrinsic

property of low-energy bursts, regardless

of their distance. And until we know

what they are, we cannot pass judgment.

To appreciate the urgency with which

gamma ray bursts are handled in the astro-

physical community, I have reproduced

below part of a correspondence, submit-

ted to the Central Bureau for Astrouoinkal

Telegrams., announcing a candidate object

whose optical brightness was observed to

vary coincident with that of a recently re-

ported gamma ray burst (GRB). The

Telegram, a publication distributed now-

adays via E-maU, is used by the commu-

nity of astrophysicists, as well as by some

amateur astronomers, to report the dis-

covery of an object or an event that other

researchers in the field may want to track.

Typical reports include the discovery of a

comet, an exploding star, or stars with un-

usual variability in their luminosity

The March 12 Telegram begins with

dense conveyance of the names and atfili

ations of members of the discovery tear

and is followed by discussion of grob

properties of the object. Next, the ob

ject's location is compared with the ap

proximate region of the sky where th

gamma ray burst was detected (I hav

omitted some parts for brevity), and

concludes with the understated deduc

tion that the optically detected object

one and the same as the object responsib)

for the gamma ray burst. (Note especiaU,

the last two sentences.)

Circular No. 6584

Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegran

International Astronomical Union

Mailstop 18, Smithsonian Astrophysical

,

Observatory, Cambridge, MA 02138,

U.S.A.

URL littp: / /cfa-uii'w.harvard.edu

/cfa/ps/cbat.html

GRB 970228

P. J. Groot and T.J. Galama, University

ofAmsterdam (UoA);J. van Paradijs,

UoA and University ofAlabama,

Huntsville; R. Strom, Netherlands

Foundationfor Research in Astronomy a,

UoA;f Telling and R. G. M. Rutteii.

Isaac Newton Group of Telescopes, La

Palma; M. Pettini and N. Tanvir, Institi]

ofAstronomy, Cambridge; R. Naber,

University of Groningen; C. Koiweliotoh

Universities Space Research Association;
|

J. in 't Zand andJ. Heise, Space Researi

Organization of the Netherlands, Utrecli

E. Costa, M. Feroci, and L. Piro, Istitu
^

di Astrofisica Spaziale, CNR; F. Fronte

and G. Zavattiin, Universita di Fcrrara;

and L. Nicastro and E. Palazzi, Istitutc

Tecnologia e Studie Radiazione

Extraterrestri, CNR, report: "Compari

of the V- and I-band images of the error

box ofGRB 970228 (lAUC 6572),

taken on Mar 1.0 UT (lAUC 6574)

and on Mat 8.9 with the William

Herschel Telescope (1 band, 900 s) and t

Isaac Newton Telescope (V band, 2500

reveals one object with a large brightness



i\iriiitii.vi ill both hands. .... We have

dcrcacd die first transient optical signal

related to a gamma ray burst."

To be e.xcited by this telegram, you

lust recognize that, in the whole history

f gamma ray burst detection, either the

irsts had hopelessly uncertain locations

a the sky (gamma ray sateUites do not

:t yield precise coordinates) or there was

3 optically peculiar candidate in the

ea. With this telegram, and with others

lat foOowed, many of the world's major

aservatories scrambled to gather data

iing \asible and invisible light in an at-

mpt to profile the gamma ray burst in as

any ways as possible. We know we are at

.e dawn of something big—but nobody

lows just what.

The guOfy party may be an otherwise

idinary distant galaxy, as was claimed m
subsequent telegram by another group:

Tlie object is elongated in the N—S
direction and measures 1.3" x 1"

(FllJiM). Tlie point-spread functionfor

the image has 1.0" FIVHM. Tliis

indicates that the object is a galaxy.

't may consider this information to be

I important first step to understanding

jnma ray bursts. Then again, maybe the

slant galax7 is not guilty, and the simul-

neous optical and gamma ray variation

as, hke the 1993 Super Bowl, just a co-

cidence in time. Or maybe the object is

1 ordinary star right in front of our

«es, as reported by yet another group a

w days later:

Analysis of . . . images ofGRB 970228

shows that thefaint, pointlike object . . .

has significant proper motion. . . .

Therefore, the object appears to he

Iwithin the Milky Wayj. . . .

Or maybe we remain clueless.

dl de Grasse Tyson is the Frederick P. Rose

ireaor of New York City's Hayden Plane-

num. He also teaches astrophysics at Prince-

1 University.
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Ideiiufyiiig a suijiuiiig Iniiiipback whale

A humpback whale breaches in Madagascar's Antongil Bay

June 7
An all-day trip to the nature

trails and trailside museums of

Bear Mountam will be led by

three Museum naturalists: ge-

ologist Sidney Horenstein,

botanist WiUiam Schiller, and

ornithologist Christopher Vo-

gel. This year marks the seven-

tieth anniversary of the found-

ing of these nature facilities, a

pioneering initiative by the

Museum. The excursion runs from 8:00

A.M. to 5:30 P.M. Call (212) 769-5606 for

information.

June 7 and 29
Arthur Marks, who has led walking tours

of the city since 1965, will conduct two

Saturday excursions in Manhattan: the

first to Chelsea and the second to the

Upper West Side. These two-hour tours

begin at 1:30 P.M. For details, call (212)

769-5310.

June 8 and 22
Botanist William Schiller, of the Mu-
seum's Department ofEducation, will ex-

plore New Jersey's PaUsades and the urban

forests of Pelham Bay Park. These two

walking tours will begin at 10:30 A.M.

and end at 1:30 RM. For more informa-

tion, call (212) 769-5310.

June 10, 17, 21, and 28
Geologist Sidney Horenstein, coordina-

tor of the Museum's Environmental Pro-

grams, will lead one walking tour and

three boat trips that investigate the geol-

ogy and history of New York City's wa-

tery fi-inges. The Pahsades and Hell Gate

will be among the areas visited by boat;

neighborhoods along the Harlem River

will be stops on the walking tour. Call

(212) 769-5310 for information.

June 14
A molding and casting workshop will be

led by Pamela Popeson, a past director of

the Museum's fossil reproductions depart-

ment. Participants will make a mold and a

plaster cast, apply a natural patina, and

take home a finished reproduction of part

of a dinosaur fossil (the three-toed fore-

claw of an Allosauriis). The workshop

runs from 10:00 A.M. until 12:30 RM. an

IS for ages 12 and up. CaU (212) 769-560

for information.

June 18
Howard Rosenbaum, of the Museum
Molecular Systematics Laboratory, wi

report on his field research in Madagas

car's Antongil Bay, where he found

breeding population of humpbac

whales. His talk—accompanied by slide

a video clip, and recordings of the whale

songs—begins at 7:00 RM. in the Miriai

and Ira D. Wallach Orientation Center.

June 24
Lee Smolin, a professor of physics

Pennsylvama State University, will discu

how the laws of natural selection apply i

the evolution of the universe. The tall

based on his new book. The Life of ti

Cosmos, begins at 7:00 RM.

June 25
Ethnobotanist-ethnomycologist E. Barr

Kavasch wiU lead an all-day excursion

the woodlands and uplands around tl

Institute for American Indian Studies,

northwestern Connecticut. Participar

will learn about Native American uses f

plants and fungi—from pain rehevers

fire starters. The trip starts at 8:30 A.J

and ends at 5:30 RM. For information, c

(212) 769-5606.

Throughout June
The Museum's IMAX Theater is featu

ing Stornichasers, Cosmic Voyagers, and t

laser-light animation show Laserwarp. A
other show, Laser U2 in 3-D, will

shown only on Friday and Saturd

evenings at 9:00 and 10:00 RM.

The American Museum of Natural HJ
tory is located at Central Park West a I

79th Street in New York City. For tickl

and information about events, caU (2ll

769-5200. Consult the Museum Web s|

for additional information (http://wv|

.amnh.org). For hours and admission fel

call (212) 769-5100.
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ince 1869, tiie American

'useum ofNatural History

IS sponsored thousands of

ientific expeditions

vund the globe in an effort

unravel the world's

•eatest mysteries. It is this

ission to discover and to

iderstand that inspires

iscovery Tours, the

useum's educational

avel program.

irticipants in the

iscovery Tours travel

vgram have the unique

yportunity to explore the

orld with Museum

ientists as they continue to

icover new insights into

e nature oflife on earth,

ince 1953, over 12,000

'useum travelers have

irticipated in Discovery

mrs to some ofthe world's

vatest wildlife areas,

vhaeological sites and

lUural centers.

CRUISES

Undiscovered Greek Islands

September 13 -28, 1997

From $5,495 to $5,895

Romantic Waterways:

Tlie Danube and IVIain Rivers

September 19 - October 1, 1997

From $4,925 to $6,800

Egypt and the Nile

October 12 -26, 1997

$5,440

Ancient Civilizations: Israel,

Jordan, Egypt, Syria and Greece

October 17-31, 1997

From $5,975 to $9,1 15

Under Sail in the

Western Mediterranean

October 18 - November 1, 1997

From $5,525 to $9,720

Lost Islands of the

South Atlantic

October 27 - November 28, 1997

From $3,995 to $14,995

Arabia: From Aqaba to Muscat

November 1-22, 1997

From $8,790 to $13,780

Cruising the Coast of

Southern Africa

January 13-30. 1998

From $6,845 to $12,290

\PM

The Galapagos Islands &
Highlands of Ecuador

January 16-28, 1998

From $5,190

Antarctica & The Falkland

Islands: The Earth's Last Frontier

January 26 -February 10, 1998

From $6,975 to $12,775

Papua New Guinea: Journey to

the Last Unknown
January28-February 10, 1998

From $5,590 to $7,390

Belize: Reef and Marine Ecology

January 3 1 - February 7, 1998

From $2,995

South America: Iguassu Falls,

the Lake District and the

Fjords of Chile

February 6 -20, 1998

From $5,895 to $6,995

Kenya & The Seychelles:

Places of Paradise

February 20 -March 6, 1998

From $5,895

TRAIN TRIPS

Beijing to Moscow by Private

Train: China, Mongolia & Siberia

August 28 - September 12, 1997

From $7,450 to $8,950

Trans-Canada Rail Journey

September 1 - 9, 1997

From $4,990 to $7,890

Festivals of India including the

Palace on Wheels

October 27 - November 1 1, 1997

$5,940

Mexico's El Camino Real

January 7 -17, 1998

From $5,400 to $6,200

LAND PROGRAMS

Peru Expedition

October 9 -23, 1997

From $4,945

Borneo

October 9 -25, 1997

From $4,760

Australia Air Safari

October 17 -November 1, 1997

From $9,690

Vietnam and Cambodia

October 25 - November 10, 1997

From $5,890

East Africa: Carl Akeley's Africa

January 16-30, 1998

Estimated from $6,900

FAMILY PROGRAMS

Costa Rica: Ecosystems,

Rainforests and National Parks

December 23 - January 1, 1998

Estimated from $3,795 for adults,

$1,895 for children

Si Discovery Tours

^ericanMuseum of Natural Histoiy
entral Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024

.fXij 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700

londay-Friclay 9am-5pm Eastern Time

all lor additional information on these trips or a

)mplete list of our 1998 programs.
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1 Alentejo region, it's less than

two hours-frdiri Usben.

Excellent modem road and

rail connections ensure that

every part of the country is

within easy reach, and you'll

always find a wide choice of

places to stay: elegant manor

" houses, private guest houses

and state-run pousadtis like

Alvito Castle.

Every region has its owti '

deliciousfood and wine and a

wealth of cultural treasures to

explore. From the rolling green-

hills of the north to the plains

of the south, yoil 'II discover a

land of dramatic, exhilarating

contrasts. What never varies is

the mild winter climate,

helping to ensure your

Portuguese holiday goes down

in history.

Alvito Castle Pousada

The thrill of discovery. Portugal )K
# ICEP Inveslimentos, Comercio e Turisnio ile Portugal. Portuguese National Tourist Office.

590 Fifth Avenue, 4tti Floor, New Yori^, NY 1 0036-4704. !

Consult your travel agent or call 1 -800-PORTUGAL, 9AM - 5PM EST. Visit our Web Site at htlp://ww/w.Portugal.org(|

PORTUGAL IS THE RECIPIENT OF THE 1995 ASTA/SMITHSONIAN MAGAZINE ENVIRONMENTAL AWARDf
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fiver the pastyear, the Subaru Outback® has taken on some

ofthe biggest names in the automotive industry. And to the

surprise ofmany, The World's First Sport-utility Wagon" has

proven a worthy competitorfor the worlds leading sport-

utility vehicles. Never content to rest on our laurels, however,

we at Subaru decided to put ourfoot down. Literally.

^m.t'K'%.

Subaru Outbac k (0-60 mph in 10. 03 sec.
)

'

FoidExphu'i (0-60mphin U.OSsec.)'

the Outback set its sights on a brand-new challenge: zero-to-

sixty acceleration. To prove this point, we lined up on the test

track next to thefamous Ford Explorer and its standard V6.

'Compccitiic comparisons based on '96nui.l,l
i cm i 'iii/i,iii /),/iif.'i /),!u-J IJrjr.m^rion-,fHi,,^,>oh,iu:.l.,n,iu,m,i:HM,r.-r\puNnl>.J.pc.s Pru-infihasedon P7MSRP'^>il'.Jru ih,Ku k -IRM.mkI 'Qt^ M^HP f^r comp^rahl ;
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Now atfirst glance, our 2. 5-liter horizontally opposed

boxer engine may have ap-

peared to he no matchfor such

1formidable opponent. But

thanks to the added traction

and control offull-time Subaru

COMPARE THE SUBARU OUTBACK*
Subaru
Outback

Ford E\piorcr

XLT
Chevrolet jeep Grand

Blazer LS Cherokee

EPA Fuel Econom v

{citv/bigbwaj est) [2l] 27 15/20 16/22 15/20

Ground Clearance

(in.) 7.3 6.7 S.3 IS

Front Legroom/
Headroom (in.) 40.2/43.3 39.9/42.4 395/414 37.S/41.4

Pricing $23,790 $27,380 $26,373 $27.S40

the added security of the Subaru All-Wheel Driving System,

which allows the Outback to constantly monitor

changing road conditions and transfer power

from the wheels that slip to the wheels that grip.

And since it's a Subaru, you 11 alsofind plenty

ofsafetyfeatures, includingfour-channelABS,

.Ml-Wheel Tirive, the Outback made quick work indeed

ofAmerica 's number one sport-utility, finishing a

full second ahead of its fiercest competitor.

MOREFASTFACTS.

side-impact beams, crumple zones and standard dual air bagsf

MAKE TF QUICK.

T^ 4

ofcourse, speed isn't the only reason the

Subaru Outback is off to such afast start with

The New 1997 j new car

OUTBACKj ,„ .„

Its unique hybrid design com-

bines the smooth ride and

fuel economy ofa

passenger sedan with

the rugged capabilities

ofa iport-utilily, for a

driving adventure that's

unlike any other. There's also

With credentials like

these, it won't take long

before sport-utility owners

discover thejoys of life in

the Outback. So see your

Subaru dealerfor a test-

drive, visit our website at

http-y/www.subaru.com or

call our toll-free number:

SVERWONDERWHETHER

THEBLOKESINTV

COMMERCIALS USETHE

PRODUaiN REAL LIFE?

WELL,THISONEDOES,

ANDMY OUTBACK

HAS LIVEDUPTO ITS

BILLING. INMYHUMBU

OPINlON.rrSONE

RIPPER CAR.THAT

MEANSTERRIFIC,

INCASEYADIDNT

KNOW

-PIUIHOSM

l-800-WANT-AWD. But whateveryou do, you'd better step

on it. Because these babies really are goingfast.

TheBeautyofAllWheelDrive:

*^frr-^ and taU ffjci. hu/kt'-.tuiuai^tut ina) tary. Turning itaMlty elalm rt RIa/er Imu-it on USAC-rrrtifiedtlry laierdliiccelcrallmi letl. 0-00 rnph ticrelertilioit n, liipliircr mlh \umiliitd VOensjInehiixcdon USAC'fcnlfktl teulng. fAlways wi^ar fcat belli.



July-August 1997 Volume 106 Number 6

Special Issue

Children at Risk

24 Mongolia: Out in the Cold

Street children are a new phenomenon in

this'country, fallout from the economic

crisis precipitated by the coUapse ot the

Soviet Union. Story by Sherylyn Briller

Photographs by Antonin Kratochvil;

Saba Press Photos

34 Brazil: Moving Targets

Despite new laws protecting them, street

children in BrazU are often viewed

as undesirable and expendable.

Story by Nancy Scheper-Hiighes and

Daniel Hoffman Photographs by J. L. Btikao;

Gamma Liaison

44 On the Streets of America

Teen-agers in a loosely knit youth gang in a

midwestern working-class neighborhood

embrace street life with a calamitous zest.

Story by Mark S. Fleisher

Photographs by Eugene Richards

54 Bosnia: After the War Without End

Peace in Sarajevo means children can

reclaim the streets on which they once

played. Given cameras with which to

explore their city, they find signs of life

among the ruins. Story by CoUn Finlay and

Christina M. Gonzalez Photographs by

Colin Finlay; Saba Press Photos, and

the children of Sarajevo

Cover: A street chUd in Quinta

da Boa Vista Park, on the north side of

Rio de Janeiro. A special section

on the world's street children begins

on page 24. Photograph by]. L. Bulcao;

Gannna Liaison

">

4 Up Front: Children of the Streets

Carol Bellamy

6 Contributors

Natural Selections:

8 Review: Snakes and the Evolution of

Harry Greene Kurt Schwenk

10 Excerpt: Front-Yard Revolution

John Alcock

12 Summer Reading

14 This View of Life: Seeing Eye to Eye

Stephen Jay Gould

20 Findings: Making Waves

Story byJohn Brackenbury Photographs by

Darlyne A. Murawski

Field Guide

63 This Land: Ode on a Charleston Pitcher

Bernard L. Herman

66 Celestial Events: Of Scorpions and

ShowersJoe Rao

70 A Matter of Taste: Pods of the Gods

Robb Walsh

74 Universe: Zero Tolerance

Neil de Grasse Tyson

78 The Natural Moment: Sand Trapped

Photographs by Alain Dragescojoffe

At the American Museum of Natural History

80 Out of Africa

July/August Events



A strong case.

Just in case.

A Rolex is not only handsome, it is extremely

rugged, and the key is its trademark Oyster

case sculpted from 18kt gold or "904 L"

stainless steel. The case, combined with the

synthetic sapphire crystal and patented

Triplock winding crown, creates a virtually

impenetrable miniature vault which, for this

Submariner, is pressure-proof to 1,000

feet. Its legendary durability has made

it the standard of excellence among divers,

and is just one reason why this timepiece grows

even more impressive the deeper you delve into it.

t
Rdex Oyster Perpetual Submariner Date in 18kt ((ijd and stainless sleel with matching Oyster Piiplock bracelet. For the name and location T^ /^T TJI "XT'
ofan Official Rolex Jeweler near you, please call 1-800-36ROIJ;X. Rolex, *, Oyster Perpetual, Submariner, Oyster, I'lipltKk and Triplock are trademarks Xfc \J jLl Jtli J\.
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Children
ofthe Streets
By Carol Bellmny

Executive Director, United Nations Children's Fund

In Peru they are pajarosJruteros, or "fruit birds." In Congo they

are called moineaux, or "sparrows." By whatever name,

children forced to work on city streets find ingenious \¥ays to

survive. In the Philippines they pray in churches on behalf of

customers. They hunt for scrap metal in the slums of Senegal.

In Asia, Latin America, and now Eastern Europe, they sell

candies and cigarettes, shine shoes, wash car windshields, and

scavenge through garbage dumps. These are the more

fortunate ones. Others are exploited by pimps and criminals

who turn them to prostitution, drug deaUng, and theft.

More than 100 million children around the globe live on

the streets. (The exact figures are unknown because so few

surveys have been conducted among these youngsters, who

are among the vi^orld's inost neglected minorities.) Inhabiting a

Dickensian underworld, these street children become

stereotyped in the popular imagination. It becomes hard to

think of them as individuals, or even as children. The Western

image of a street child is of someone who has run away to

escape the abuse and neglect experienced at home, but in fact,

only some 5 to 10 percent of street children actually sleep on

the street. The vast majority return home at night. For them,

being on the street is a job. They are working to help keep

their brothers, sisters, and parents ahve.

Many communities wish they would simply go away. In

some places these children are treated—even killed—as

though they were little more than vermin. Yet wherever they

are, however dangerous and degrading the lives they lead, they

are still children, with fundamental rights and expectations,

including the right to survive and develop to their fullest

potential.

Prior to the International Year of the Child in 1979,

practically no attention was paid to the phenomenon of street

children. Then in 1981, the United Nations Children's Fund

(UNICEF) began its first programs to help abandoned

children and those who eke out an existence on the streets.

Over the next decade, governments and their leaders began to

acknowledge that vast numbers ot children were Hving in

unspeakable conditions. There has been progress, but not

nearly enough.

These youngsters continue to be exposed to everything

that UNICEF's work aims to eliininate: malnutrition, disease,

sexual exploitation, drugs, unwanted pregnancies, and black

market labor. Girls in their early teens are giving birth on the

streets and raising their babies there. There are second- and

even third-generation children who have been parented by

children. Inevitably, their values differ from social norms.

Many street children see drugs as the solution to their

problem rather than as part of the problem itself. In

Guatemala, nine out often children who hve on the street are

addicted to paint thinner or glue. In the Colombian capital of

Bogota, more than 95 percent of the city's 12,000 street

children spend a good part of their day high on drugs.

These children need to know that they are important and

that, Uke all children, they deserve to be protected and loved.

Societies need to invest in education and economic

opportunities for the children and their families. (Programs

for vocational training have proved successful. The Undugu

Society in Kenya, for instance, compresses eight years of

schooling into a state-approved, four-year curriculum

preparing children for a trade or craft.)

Legislation is also essential. A country's legal code is a

statement of society's intent. This is an area where children

have been resourceful in obtaining their rights. In Brazil, the

National Movement for Street Boys and Girls evolved into a

major political and social force that helped enact legislation

for the protection and well-being of children. This example

must be followed elsewhere. Children have been leading the

way, but they are counting on our help, too.

Natural History has taken the unusual step of devoting a

special issue to street children, written and photographed by

people who have been touched by their subjects' fierce

independence. These thoughtful and vividly illustrated articles

affirm that street children deserve the world's attention. We
cannot, in all good conscience, ignore their needs and their

right to healthy and fulfilling lives.
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Over 100 years ago, Bausch & Lomb*

binoculars gave nature enthusiasts a better

way to see the outdoors

without leaving their mark on it. That tradition continues

today with our latest, most technically advanced binoculars.

Legacy* binoculars continue our old world

craftsmanship by combining the highest optical

Preserving nature
takes great vision.

performance, contemporary

design and function.

BAK-4 porro prisms

and multi-coated

lenses maintain

high image detail

resolution and

superior light

transmission.

Rubber

armoring provides

extra comfort and durability.

The 8x24 compact is o-ring sealed

and nitrogen purged for waterproot/fogproof

protection in all weather conditions.

Call (800)423-3537 for the dealer

nearest you. And see what a century of

experience looks like.

BAUSCH
& LOME
Binoculars

www.bushnell.com/blbinocs.html

8au«h & Lomb is a ruflislered iMdcmark ol ami usuJ iindoi liairise tfom Bausch & Lomh Iricorporaled.
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A doctoral candidate in anthropology at

Case Western Reserve University,

Sherylyn H. Briller ("Mongolia: Out in

the Cold") recently returned from

Mongolia, where she was doing research

for her dissertation. There she studied

how children, the elderly, and other

vulnerable citizens are coping with

poverty and other problems foUownig

the transition to a post-Communist,

free-market society. Born in what is

now the Czech Republic, Antonin

Kratochvil is an award-wmning

photojournahst with Saba Press

Photos. His assignments have included

Afghanistan and Rwanda, Tibetan

refugees, Hfe in Havana, rain forest

destruction in the Amazon Basin, and

medical care on Native American

reservations. A monograph of his work

on Eastern Europe will be published

this year by MonaceUi Press.

Thirty years ago Nancy Scheper-Hughes ("Brazil: Moving Targets") volunteered for

the Peace Corps in northeastern Brazil. She went on to conduct anthropological

research in Ireland and South Africa, but Brazil kept calling. She returned there for

a number of studies, including one that she wrote about for Natural History

(October 1989) and later expanded into her award-winning book Death Without

Weeping: Tlie Violence ofEveryday Life in Brazil. Scheper-Hughes, chair of the

Department of Anthropology at the University of California, Berkeley, goes back to

/ "^ii >9H^Hii!IH Brazil this summer to study another poverty-induced phenomenon—living organ

donors. Her coauthor, Daniel Hoffman, above, a doctoral candidate in anthropology at Berkeley, was drawn to Brazil by his

interest in human rights and the environment. He is completing a dissertation on the historical relationship between Cathohc

missionaries and Amerindians in the upper Amazon Basin. A longer version of their analysis of street children's lives will be

included in a book to be pubHshed in November by the University of Cahfornia Press. J. L Bulcao started working as a

photojournahst in 1989, concentrating on environmental subjects, particularly in the Brazilian state of Amazonas. More recently

his photographs have illustrated stories about economic and social conditions in his native Brazil. He now lives in Paris.

Missouri

of the

Anthropologist Mark S. Fleisher ("On the Streets ofAmerica") studied the culture

and language of the Hesquiat Indians of British Columbia and the Clallam Indians of

Washington State before changing his focus to street criminals and youth gangs. An
associate professor of criminal justice sciences at Illinois State University, Fleisher,

right, is the author of Warehousing Violence (Sage Publications, 1989) and Begi;ars and

Thieves: Lives of Urban Street Criminals (University of Wisconsin Press, 1995). Eugene

Richards, far right, a photographer and writer, accompanied Fleisher to document

the urban youth-gang story for Natural History. The project earned him first prize for

Issue Reporting Picture Story (Magazine Division) in the 1996 Pictures of the Year Competition, cosponsored by the

School ofJournalism and the National Press Photographers Association. (He was also named Magazine Photographer

Year.) Richards has received other awards for two books: Cocaine True, Cocaine Blue and Americans We.

California photographer Colin Flnlay ("Bosnia: After the War Without End") traveled to Sarajevo last spring to enlist children in

an unrehearsed assignment: documenting their own lives. Accompanying him was Christina M. Gonzalez, from KTTV in Los

Angeles, who helped record the adventure for the Fox network. Finlay's honors include first prize for Issue Reporting Picture

Story (Magazine Division) in the 1997 Pictures of the Year Competition. Gonzalez is an award-winning reporter who has also

been recognized for community service, including organizing programs for at-risk youths in Los Angeles.

"The nomads I have known consider sand cats to be great snake hunters," says Alain Dragesco-Joffe

("Sand Trapped"). Working in the Tenere desert of Niger, he photographed the sand cat in this month's

"Natural Moment" with a Nikon F4 and a 400 mm Nikkor lens. Dragesco-Jofie, who has degrees in

both environmental law and ethnozoology, has spent years in the Sahara and was the first naturalist to

study the Saharan cheetah. Political strife has led him to suspend his work in North Africa, but he hopes

to resume research in Chad and Mauritania. Dragesco-Jofle is the author of many magazine articles and

a book, Saharan Wildlife (Lausanne-Paris: Editions Delachaux and Niestle, 1993).
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Tlie Asian green pected snake in the path, easily stepped

pine snake is an around, is so often killed, a reification of

especially slender our fear and ignorance. Greene is keenly

species that grows aware of the symbolic nature of his sub-

up to sixfeet in ject and is able to intermingle this under-

length. standing with rigorous scientific fact, so

that each way of knowing illuminates the

other. In Snakes, Greene has combined,

in one place and at one time, a massive

compendium of snake biology, an expli-

cation of snakes and society, and a moving

account of his own life's journey.

Snakes is organized into three parts that

treat the biology of snakes topically, taxo-

and the Evoli
By Kurt Schii'enk

Snakes: The Evolution of Mystery in Na-

ture, by Harry W. Greene. Photographs by

Michael and Patricia Fogden. University of

California Press, $45; 351 pp., ilhis.

^^R'e^vTe^W"^' I can think of no better way

to capture the essence of

this astomshing book than to relate a sim-

ple fact: twice while reading it, I was

moved to tears. How can a scholarly trea-

tise on the biology of snakes evoke such a

response? The answer has something to

do with the masterful way Harry Greene,

a curator of herpetology at the Museum

of Vertebrate Zoology and professor of

integrative biology at Berkeley, blends an

encyclopedic knowledge of snake natural

history with extensive personal experi-

ence and insight. And it has something to

do with snakes themselves, which for

Greene have served as "personal icons ot

danger, of life and death," guiding his

path since childhood.

For many of us, snakes are metaphors

for the profound ambivalence we teel to-

ward the natural world. Although we

might tear and loathe them, we are drawn

to snakes because in their glassy eyes we

see mirrored our own duphcity, our own

violent intent. Thus it is that the unex-

Tlie eyelash pit viper, distinguished by a chunky body and paired infrared-sensing pits

between its nostrils and eyes, moves between the ground and the canopy to prey upon frogs,

lizards, bats, and birds.



nomically, and in ovendew. An appendix

explains lucidly for the lay reader some of

the more technical aspects of biological

systematics. Each chapter begins with an

introductory essay, which establishes a

unifying theme; the themes are later syn-

thesized within a concluding epilogue.

Most chapters have "special topic boxes,"

which treat particular subjects in some

detail. The introductory essays and the

special topics are, perhaps, the greatest

strength of the book because they most

clearly manifest Greene's personal style.

The prose is highly readable and acces-

thetic subjectivity to proclaim the beauty

ot snakes in their own environments.

Although well known for his many sci-

entific contributions, Greene is also an

accomplished and committed educator.

His concern tor teaching at aU levels is ev-

ident throughout the book. When we

first met at Berkeley in 1978, I was a new

graduate student, and Greene was a new

assistant professor. Our common interest

in reptiles drew us together, and during

otir conversations, his gift as a teacher be-

came apparent. He listened to my nascent

ideas—no matter how naive—and con-

Harry Greene, left, with a colleague and

a speckled rattlesnake

ion ofHarry Greene
sible to all interested natu-

ralists. Professional biolo-

gists win mine this book for

its wealth of original schol-

arship. 1 found myself stop-

ping constantly to jot down

notes for later reference in

my own research. There is

something here for every-

one, however, because

Greene uses snakes as a plat-

form for general discussions

about biodiversity, ecology,

and evolution.

The book is richly illus-

trated with color pho-

tographs taken by renowned

nature photographers Mi-

chael and Patricia Fogden.

A Peringuey's adder buries

Itself in the sand of a vast

desert landscape. The sil-

houette of an Asian green

vine snake is revealed

through the sunlit leaf on

which it rests. These images

convey so much more than

the outward appearance of a

given species. Like the text,

the photographs transcend

the false dichotomy of sci-

entific objectivity and aes-

sidered them with the same attention ac-

corded those of a distinguished colleague.

I have seen him treat with equal respect

children, undergraduates, and the public

at large. This validation nurtures self-con-

fidence and inculcates students with the

understanding that they, too, have some-

thing to contribute. 1 have aspired to this

simple quality in my own teaching.

Greene is the quintessential field biolo-

gist, and his experiences in the field are

the strongest parts of the book. I had the

good fortune to accompany him on many

trips to the Mojave Desert—for me, pro-

foundly educating breaks from the lab

during my graduate years. One crys-

talline, still morning in Darwin Canyon,

our attention was drawn to the wildly

swaying branches of a creosote bush.

There, climbing easily, if not gracefully,

among the overburdened twigs, was a

large lizard, an adult chuckwalla, gorging

on a spring delicacy of yellow flowers. As

any ecologist will tell you, chuckwallas

are strictly rock and crevice dwellers and

are assuredly not arboreal.

Yet animals do unexpected things in

nature, and this is a theme Greene returns

to throughout the book. Fossorial blind

snakes climb trees, and yellow-bellied sea

snakes drift on the ocean with the plank-

ton. L)NA tells us nothing of these things.

nor can laboratory studies predict them.

A complete understanding of evolution

and adaptation requires context, and, as

Greene asserts, only direct observations of

the organism in the field can provide it.

Through his extensive field experience,

Greene is able to share this context and so

enrich us.

Only Harry Greene could have writ-

ten Snakes; it bears the unique imprint of

his life and career. It therefore seemed

ironic that he opened the book with a

self-deprecatory anecdote. He recounts a

1993 meeting with Norman MacLean

(author of A River Runs Through It), in

which MacLean urged him to write

about what he knew. The meeting, for

Greene, was somewhat of a disappoint-

ment: "It took several years to abandon

my earlier pretensions, admit that I was

unable to say much about more personal

matters, and appreciate the wisdom of his

advice." But in writing about what he

knows best, Greene's voice is intensely

"personal," and therein hes the triumph

of this book.

Kurt Schwenk, an associate professor ofecology

and evolutionary biology at the University of

Connecticut, researches the functional mor-

phology of lizards and snakes and the evolu-

tion oj theirfeeding and cheinosensory systems.
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Front-Yard Revolution
One late spring day in 1988,

John Alcock, a professor of zool-

ogy at Arizona State University

and longtime resident of Tenipe,

decided to replace the Beriinida

grass lawn in his yard with gravel

and a diversity of desert plants.

While he enjoyed gardening, he

relished even more the opportuni-

ties for insect watching. "How for-

tunate we are to live on a planet

where insects rule supreme," he

writes. "We need not mount an

elaborate expedition to deepest

anywhere to find an animal

whose ways of doing things can

astonish and amaze us, fill us

with questions, and teach us

about the frontiers that exist Just

outside thefront door.

"

Excerptedfrom In a Desert Gar-

den: Love and Death Among

the Insects, by John Alcock.

Copyright 1997 by W. W. Nor-

ton. Reprinted with permission

from the publisher

Excerpt Almost all of the The palovc

plants that I per-

mitted to grace my yard were local Sono-

ran Desert species. Well, a few (such as

the golden barrel cactus) did come from

Mexico, and an even fewer, such as the

South African aloes and an Australian

poverty bush, somehow managed to con-

vince me they belonged despite their un-

American provenance.

Although the number of transplants

sounds substantial, their planting was ac-

tually spread out over many weeks, with

additions and replacements right up to the

present. Early on, even after several dozen

plants had been put in place, the yard still

looked empty, abandoned, displaying

none of the happy clutter of a native patch

of Sonoran Desert that I knew so well. I

rde's spring fiowers attract bees and butteifiies.

realized patience would be required.

Some friends and colleagues urged a

drip irrigation system for the plants now

scattered among the gravel. Once again,

frugality won the day. No plant unable to

survive without major technological assis-

tance had a place in my front yard. Each

of the plants that I ushered into its new,

hard-packed clay home was thoroughly

watered on its day of planting and then

again at ever greater intervals. Almost all

have survived, and most have thrived,

confirming the wisdom of my penny-

pinching negativity with respect to drip

irrigation lines and timers.

As the years have passed, these imma-

ture youngsters planted so long ago have

grown dramatically, filling in

many of the open spaces that

appeared nude in the desert

yard's babyhood. The yard

now has the look of chaparral.

To maintain some suggestion

of desert, I have on occasion

had to dig up and cart away a

few original colonists and

their ofispring. Globe mallow

and brittlebush sometimes get

carried away with the plea-

sures of "captivity," taking frill

advantage of the relative ab-

sence of competition from

neighboring plants, expand-

ing almost overnight when it

rains, so much so that my cur-

rent policy is never ever to

run the hose out to them.

Were they to receive extra

water, they would balloon

completely out of control,

sprawling outward, reaching

higher and higher, achieving a

mass well beyond the re-

strained dimensions of their

true desert cousins.

In nature, baby penste-

mons, brittlebush, and globe

mallow all like open, disturbed areas, such

as the edges of dry desert washes or hill-

side gullies. This preference for disturbed

soil makes them perfect for unnatural

yards in a perpetual state of rearrange-

ment. I, for one, relish the opportunities

for micromanage-

ment offered by my
desert yard. It took

me a spring or two,

but eventually I

learned which minia-

ture seedling would

grow into a penste-

mon and which was

the product of an un- Assassin bug

wanted weed, the with prey
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better to save the former and destroy the

latter. I could then transplant baby pen-

stemons in winter, creating small clusters

of the plants where I imagined they

would flower for maximum effect. In

drought years, I have to water the trans-

plants in winter and early spring, but they

more than repay my attention.

I Their glorious display of flowers at-

tracts a be\y of bees, to say nothing of

Anna's and black-chinned hummingbirds.

In March or AprU, I can

il

'>^'" count on having a half

' '^^^.'-'^ dozen jet-black carpenter

bees and several hum-

mingbirds rocketing from

one clump ofpenstemons

to the next in apprecia-

tion ofmy vwnter manip-

^ ulations.

Therefore, my current

yard is always in a state of

disequilibrium rather

than in the nearly static condition that

characterized its Bermuda-grass days.

Some shrubs come and go; new individu-

als arise from seeds dropped by adult

plants; in the spring, a whole collection of

mall annual flowering plants, among

chem desert poppies and Mojave desert

bluebells, have their brief moment in the

^un before adding seeds to the gravel for

storage until the winter rains.

-rom a botanical perspective, my di-

ified desert yard is a thousand times

more interesting than the grass "desert" it

replaced. Moreover, it is an entomologi-

A paradise; in sum, the conversion has

1 i richly rewarding. As a result of the

iiuch greater variety of plant species in

hi. yard—ranging from trees to desert

lirubs and ephemeral annuals to Swiss

hard and tomatoes—the food niches

:!.ible for exploitation by particular in-

• species have been gready expanded.
' irpcnter bees and globe mallow bees,

orittlebush aphids and milkweed aphids,

'i'-^'- and many other insects can now be

inmodatcd in an enriched environ-

:rnent. I sing the diversity of plants. Down
'with Bermuda grass! Long live penste-

-nons! Up with insects! D

l^,r^- <.«,.^
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Bookshelf

Summer Reading

The Natural History of the

Long Expedition to the

Rocky Mountains (1819-

1820)
By Howard Ensign Evans (Oxford University

Press, 1997, $15.95, illus.)

The government-backed expedition ofMajor

Stephen H. Long mapped a previously un-

known part of the Louisiana Purchase—the

high plains and the front range of the Rocky
Mountams. Evans, a professor emeritus at

~*vfA

Watercolor by Titian Peak, 1 820

Colorado State University, has retold the

story of this expedition, using the reports,

journals, and artwork ot participants, includ-

ing entomologist Thomas Say, artists Titian

Peale and Samuel Seymour, geologist Augus-

tus Jessup, journalist James Bell, and botanists

WiUiam Baldwin and Edwin James.

The Names of Things
By Susan Brind Morrow (Riverhead Booths,

1997, $25.95, illus.)

An archeologist, poet, translator, and natural-

ist. Morrow spent the 1980s traveling in

Egypt and the Sudan. In this volume, she de-

scribes the people, natural history, and ex-

tremes of landscape in these countries;

among the highlights are an archeological dig

in Egypt's western desert, a trip on a

crowded ferryboat in the vast marshland of

the Upper Nile, and a visit to Cairo, "where

the chaos of human hfe spreads hke a dense

fog through the streets."

Fieldwork
By Christopher Scholz (Princeton University

Press, 1991, $24.95, illus.)

Scholz looks back on liis three months in

Botswana in 1974, when he was a "freshly

minted and tenured thirr^'-year-old associate

professor" at Columbia University's Lamont-

Doherty Geological Observatory. In the

300-mile area of the Kalahari Desert that in-

cludes the wetlands known as Okavango,

Scholz and Teddy Koczynski (a Lamont-Do-
herty technician) surveyed evidence of

microearthquakes and "proved that a previ-

ously unknown rift—an arm of the East

African Rift System—could spread without

leaving any traces of volcanism.

Equinox
By Dan O'Brien (Lyons and Bntford, 1997,

$22.95, illus.)

For South Dakota rancher and writer Dan
O'Brien, falconry is a passion, and while his

wife is on a year's fellowship back East, he de-

votes himself to raising and training a brood

of falcons. He writes lyrically about his birds,

about the important and subtle ways his dogs

work with them, and about plants and ani-

mals of South Dakota's high plains. The lingo

is rich but obscure for outsiders, and O'Brien

has helpfully included explanations, in the

margms, of such words as "stoop" (a falcon's

dive from a height) or "tiring" (a tough piece

offood given to a falcon or hawk).

Hawks in the Hand
By Frank and John Craighead (Lyons and Bur-

ford, 1997, $35, illus.)

The Craighead twins were teen-agers when
they wrote about "adventures in photography

and falconry" in this, their first book, pub-

hshed in 1938 and now reissued. Like A4y Side

Frank Craighead ivitli great honied owls

of the Mountain, by their sister Jean Craighead

George, or Ttvo Little Indians, by Ernest

Thompson Seton, this story of two young

naturaUsts inspired a generation to actively

explore the natural world.

Fishcamp
By Nancy Lord (Island Press /Shearwater Books,

1997, $22.95, illus.)

Nancy Lord has fished Cook Inlet in south-

western Alaska for the last eighteen sum-

mers. The backbreaking and precarious labor

involved in "setnetting" salmon does not di-

minish Lord's appreciation of the plants and

animals surrounding the fishcamp, the geo-

logical features of the rock on which he

camp is buHt, and the ways and spirits of th

departed Dena'ina Indians.

Big Bluestem
By Annick Smith (Council Oak Books, 1996

$34.95, illus.)

The Nature Conservancy's TaUgrass Prairi

Preserve was once a 37,000-acre cattle rancl

in northern Oklahoma. Naturalist-filmmake

Smith examines the natural history of th

land, as well as the impact humans have hai

on it. By reintroducing bison and selectiv

burning practices, the Conservancy hope

that the original grasses and forbs of the tall

grass prairie—big and httle bluestem, switch

grass, hairy grama, and compass plant—wil

return. About 200 color photographs by Har

vey Payne and 100 black-and-white archivi

pictures are included.

A Year's Turning
By Michael Viney (Dufour Editions, Inc., 1991

$24.95, illns.)

Viney, a journaUst and filmmaker, lives witi

his wife on an acre bounded by "hawthori

quicks" on the west coast of Ireland. Hi

book, a naturalist's diary, records his observa

tions of the natural v/orld—from the pygm
shrew with its tiny, ruby-red-tipped teet

"designed for chomping woodhce, beetles o

spiders" to fi-oglets thronging the water "lik

pilgrims bathing in the Ganges" to the rar

True's beaked whale that washes up on th

sand. Viney's line drawings enhance his fim

funny, lyrical writing.

Kingbird Highw^ay
By Kenn Kaufman (Houghton Mifflin Co.

1997, $23, illus.)

With the pubhcation in the 1930s of Roge

Tory Peterson's Field Guide to the Birds, bird>!

ing developed into a popular American pas

time. Kaufman says the book "took bir

recognition out of the domain of the special

ist and made it possible for everyone." By th

late 1960s, bird-watching had become

competitive sport, and Kaufrnan joined th

groundswell, leaving his Kansas home at si-\

teen and hitchhiking around the country t

see as many different kinds ofbirds as possibL

He saw 671 different North American specit

in 1973—almost the record—but what

more amazing is that bird-watching coul

motivate a teen-ager to travel 69,000 miles i

one year on less than $1,000.

Tlie books mentioned in "Natural Selections,"

currently available from the publisher, may be o

dered from the Museum Shop of the Amcriii.

Museum if Natural History (212) 769-5150.



The story that waited sixty-five

million years to be told—

How a giant impact killed the

dinosurs, and how the

crater was discovered!

r rex and the
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Walter Alvarez
8 pages of color illuslraljons. 12 halftones.

Cloth $24.95 ISBN 0-691-01630-5
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A Natural History

Peter Dodson
More than 80 llluslrations

Cloth $35.00 ISBN 0-691-02882 6

Volcanoes
Crucibles of Change

Richard V. Fisher, Grant Heiken,
and Jeffrey B. Hulen

More than 1 25 illustrations

Cloth $35.00 ISBN 0-691 -01 2 13-X
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Caribbean, Indian Ocean, and Pacific

Ocean, Including the Red Sea

Ewald Lieske and (

Robert Myers
More than 2S00 color iliuslrations

Cloth $35.00 ISBN 0-691-02659-9

New in paperback

Fossils
The Evolution and Extinction

of Species

Niles Eldredge
160 *:olor phofo'.

Paper $29,95 ISBN 0-691-02695-5
Available from Prmceion in the U.S. and Canada only
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and Meaning of Light

David Park
More than 1 20 illustrations

Cloth $29.95 ISBN 0-691-04332-9
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Seeing Eye to Eye
By StephenJay Gould

We laugh at the stuffiness of Victorian

pronouncements, as typified by the quin-

tessential quotation from the woman who

gave her name to the age—the queen's

reaction to an imitation of herself by her

groom-in-waiting (as stated in the regal

first person plural): "We are not amused."

Yet we (that is, all of us poor slobs today,

not her majesty alone) must also admire

the unquestioned confidence in matters

both moral and material of our Victorian

forebears, especially from the ambivalent

perspective of our own unsure and frag-

mented modernity.

In a popular book of the mid-1850s,

Shirley Hibberd (an androgynous name,

but male in this case, as for most publicly

eminent Victorians) praised the acme that

his age had achieved not only in larger af-

fairs ot state but also in the domestic tran-

quOlity of homes:

Our rooms sparkle with the products of art,

and our gardens with the curiosities of

nature. Our conversation shapes itself to

ennobling themes, and our pleasiues take a

tonefrom our improi'ing moral sentiments,

and acquire a poetic grace that reflects again

upon both head and heart.

Hibberd argues for an intimate tie be-

tween happy homes and triumphant gov-

ernments, for "our domestic hfe is a guar-

antee of our national greatness." But how

shall such purity and edification be

achieved on the home front? Hibberd ap-

peals to the concept of taste:

A Home of Taste is a tasteful home,

wherein everything is a reflection of refined

thoughts and chaste desires. . . . In such a

home Beauty presides over the education of

the sentiments, and while the intellect is

ripened by the many means which existfor

the acquisition of knowledge, the moral

nature is refined by those sileiu appeals oj

Nature and ofArt, which are the

foundations of Taste.

Since Hibberd was a nature writer by

profession, and since I am quoting from

his most famous work, entitled Rustic

Adormnents, readers will not be surprised

Aquariums, the pride of

Victorian drawing rooms,

permanendy changed our

viev^ ofsea creatures.

by liis primary prescription tor domestic

improvement: the enhancement of good

taste by cultivated displays of living things.

"The Rustic Adornments of the house-

hold," Hibberd asserts, "embrace the

highest of its attractions apart from the

love which lights the walls within." Hib-

berd could not have been more sanguine

about the beneficial moral effects of an

interest m natural objects:

It would be an anomaly tofind a student

of nature addicted to the vices that cast so

matiy dark shadows on our social life; nor

do I reniember among the sad annals of

criminal history, one instance of a naturalist

who became a criminal, or oj a single

gardener who has been hanged.

So much for the Bird Man of Alcatraz!

Moreover, an interest in nature defines

both our tranquillity and our prosperity

—

no strife or ignobility please, we're British!

It is because we are truly a domestic people,

dearly attached to our laud ofgreen

pastures, and shrubby hedgerows, and grey

old woods, that we remain calm amid the

strife that besets the states around us, proud

oj our ancient liberties, our progressing

intelligence, and our ever-expanding

material resources.

\
But nature has always been out there

for our edification on her turf. The great-

est advance of his age, Hibberd argued

lay in the invention of devices—rustic

adornments—that allowed home-

dweUers, even of modest means in highly

urban settings, to cultivate nature withii

domestic walls. Hibberd's book contain

successive chapters on all forms of indoo

natural display, from fern cases to aviaiie

to floral arrangements. But he devoted hi

opening chapter to the great craze tha

defined his decade of the 1850s—the es

tablishment of marine aquariums in al

most any home coveting a cachet o

modernity. "I commence," Hibber

writes,

with the Aquarium, whichfor its novelty,

its scientific attractions, and its charming

elegance, deservedly takes thefirst among

the Adornments of the House.

Aquariums seem so humble in concef

and so common in occurrence—a stapl

of your dentist's office or your kid's bee

room—that we can hardly imagine an e>

plicit beginning or a notion of origin

excitement and novelty. In fact, th

aquarium had a complexly interesting an

particular birth during the mid-nin<

teenth century and then enjoyed (or er

dured) one ofVictorian Britain's most it

tense crazes of popularity during

definite interval in the 1850s. I do not, >

course, claim that this invention mar

the first domestic display of aquatic o



gamsms. The owner of any respectable

Roman vdlla could look down upon the

animals m his fishpond. Similarly, the

smiple bowl had allowed, also since classi-

cal rimes, the contemplation of a fish or

r\vo in the more direct, edge-on, eye-to-

e\'e orientation (through glass or some

other transparent medium that did not al-

ways come easily or cheaply before the

last few generations).

But these precursors are not aquariums

m the technical sense, tor they lack the

defining feature: a stable community of

aquatic organisms that can be viewed, not

from above through the opacity of flow-

ing waters with surface ripples, but eye to

eye and from the side through transparent

glass and clear water.

A fishbowl is a temporary display, not a

stable community. The water quickly

1.-1, L's foul and must be changed frequently

Lugendering the amusing and frustrating

problem, so well remembered by all

childhood goldfish enthusiasts, including

yours truly, of netting your quarry for

temporary residence in a drinking glass

while you change the water in its more

capacious bowl—a process that can keep

Grumpy the Goldfish going for a while,

but surely cannot sustain a complex com-

munity of aquatic organisms).

The concept of an aquarium, on the

other hand, rests upon the principle of

sustained balance among chemical and

ecological components—with plants sup-

plying oxygen to animals, fish eating the

growing plants, and snails (or other detri-

tus feeders) scavenging the wastes and

gobbling up any algal film that might

grow on the glass walls. The basic chem-

istry of oxygen, respiration, carbon diox-

ide, and photosynthesis had been worked

out by Western science only in the late

eighteenth century, so the defining con-

cept scarcely existed in a usable way be-

fore then.

The aquarium represents but one of

many practical results for this great ad-

vance in human knowledge. To quote

Hibberd again:

The Aquarium exemplifies, in an

instructive manner, the great balance of

compensation which, in nature, preserves

the balance of equilibrium in animal and

vegetable life.

A few naturahsts, before the invention

of the aquarium, had managed to keep

marine organisms alive for considerable

periods in indoor containers, but only

with sustained and substantial effort (en-

trusted to domestic servants, and there-

fore reflecting another social reality of the

times).

For example. Sir John Graham Da-

lyell, a Scottish gentleman with the eu-

phonious title of sixth baronet of Binns

and a day job as a barrister (which en-
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hances the alliteration), maintained ma-

rine animals in cylindrical glass vessels

during the early years of the nineteenth

century. But he kept only one animal in

each jar and had to change the water

every day, a job allocated to his porter,

who lugged several gallons of seawater

from nearby ocean to baronial home at

least three times a week in his trusty

earthenware jar. Sir John did enjoy sub-

stantial success. His hardiest specimen, a

sea anemone he named

Granny, moved into its jar

in 1828 and survived until

1887, long outliving the

good baronet and several

heirs who received this

lowly but hardy coelenter-

ate as a dubious legacy.

(The history of aquariums

has spawned a small but

thorough literature. 1 read

this story of Sir John in an

excellent article by Philip F.

Rehbock, "The Victorian

Aquarium in Ecological and

Social Perspective," in

Oceanography: The Past,

edited by M. Sears and D.

Merriman [Springer Verlag,

1980]. I also benefited from

Lynn Barber's general book

Till,' Heyday ofNatural History

1820-1870 [Doubleday,

1980]. But I have rehed

mostly on two primary,

nineteenth-century sources

from my personal library:

Shirley Hibberd's Rustic

Adornments, and the classic

work Tlie Aquarium: All Un-

veiling of the Wonders of the

Deep Sea, by Philip Henry

Gosse, one of the greatest

Victorian naturalists.)

In a similar story, recounted by all

major sources on the origin of aquariums,

Mrs. Thynne, a lady of means, brought

some corals from Torquay to London in

1846 "for the purpose of study and the

entertainment of fr-iends" (again quoting

Hibberd).

A stone jar was filled with sea-water;

the madrepores [corals] werefixed

on a large sponge by means of a needle

and thread. Tliey arrived in

London safely, and were placed in tu'o

glass bowls, and the water changed

every other day. But the six gallons of

water brought by Mrs. Tliynne

was now exhausted and must be used

again. She here devised a means to

freshen it for second use.

"^pr"^^'-"'

InJ.f. Scheuchzer's Physica sacra (published in the 1730s), manne

invertebrates are arranged in "preaquarium" perspective.

We now switch to Mrs. Thynne's own

account, and to another statement about

the source of actual work in homes of

leisure:

/ thought ofhavhig it aerated by pouring it

backwards and forwards before an open

window, for half or three-quarters of an

hour between each time of using it. This

urns doubtless a fatiguing operation; but I

had a little housemaid, who, besides being

rather anxious to oblige me, thought it

rather an amusement.

In later experiments, Mrs. Thynne did

add plants to approximate a natural and

sustaining balance, but she never aban-

doned her practice (or her housemaids

efibrt) of aeration by hand,

and thus never built a truly

self-sustaining aquarium:

/ regularly placed seaweed in

my glass bowls; but as I was

afraid that I might not keep

the exact balance required, I

still had the water refreshed

by aeration. I do not know

from which, or whether it

wasfrom both causes, that

my littleflock continued to

thrive so much, but I seldom

had a death.

Interestingly, the key dis-

covery that led to the aquar-

ium of the 1850s arose not

from direct experiments

with marine organisms but

by creative transfer from an-

other technology for rustic

adornment that had

spawned an even more in-

tense craze during the

1840s—the Wardian case, a

small, almost airtight con-

tainer for growing and sus-

taining plants.

Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward,

a London surgeon by profes-

sion, began his experiment!

in the late 1820s. By enclos-

ing plants in a "closely glazed case" (hi!

teriTunology), Ward learned how to en-

courage growth and avoid either desicca-

tion or foulins of the air, aU withou

;

human input or interference. The mois-'

ture transpired by plants during dayHgh

hours would condense on the glass anc:
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drip back down to the soil at night. So

long as the case remained sufficiently

sealed to prevent the escape ot moisture,

but not tight enough to preclude all move-

ment of gases in and out (so that oxygen

could be replenished and carbon dioxide

siphoned off), the Wardian case could sus-

tain itself for long periods of time.

Ward's invention provided

far more than a pleasant

bauble for moral enlighten-

ment in Hibberd's settings of

domestic bhss, for the closely

glazed case played a key role in

Victorian commerce and im-

perial expansion. Plants in

Wardian cases could survive

for months at sea, and distant

transport became practical for

the first time (for species not

easily cultivated from seed) . In

her book Tlie Heyday of Nat-

ural History, Lynn Barber

writes:

The directors ofKew Gardens

began to plan even more large-

scale movements ofplants.

. . . Literally millions ofplants

wereferried to andfro in

Wardian cases, [and] they

ei'entiially sncceeded in

establishing tea as a cash-crop in

India from China) and rubber

in Malaya from South

America), thus adding two

valuable new commodities to the

British Empire's resources. Keiv's

Wardian cases were probably one

of the best investments the

British Government has ever

made, and infact they were only

very recently superseded by the

use ofpolythene bags

Until the mid-
nineteenth century,

marine organisms

were ahiiost always

drawn from a terrestrial

vantage point.

Scheuchzer's marine fishes (seen on the surface of the ocean and as a

framing garland) are portrayedfrom the top-down vantage point ofa

shorebound observer.

On a humbler yet massive scale, War-

dian cases also became a fixture in almost

every British home of approved taste. Al-

though many kinds of plants could be

grown in such cases, a passion for ferns

—

so spectacular as a social fad that the epi-

demic even received a Latinate descrip-

tion as pteridomania, or the fern craze

—

swept Britain in the 1840s. When this

mania inevitably subsided, the technology

ot Wardian cases remained, ready to be

utilized tor the next passionate bout of

rustic adormnent—the aquarium craze of

the 1850s.

All fads, however brightly they may

flare tor the moment, seem to burn out in

relatively short order. The aquarium craze

dominated amateur interest in natural his-

tory during the 1850s, but quickly sub-

sided during the next decade. By 1868

another popular naturalist, the Reverend

J. G. Wood, could write:

Some years ago, a complete aquarium

mania ran through the country.

Everyone must needs have an

aquarium, either ofsea or fresh

water, the former being

preferred. . . . Tlie fashionable

lady had magnificent plate-

glass aquaria in her drawing

room, and the schoolboy

managed to keep an aquarium

of lesser pretensions in his

study. . . . Tliefeeling,

however, was like a hothouse

plant, very luxuriant under

artificial conditions, butfailing

when deprived of external

assistance. . . . In due course

of time, nine out of every ten

aquaria were abandoned. . . .

To all appearance the

aquariumfever had run its

course, never again to appear,

like hundreds ofsimilar

epidemics.

Even the most ephemeral

episode of public fascination

teaches us many lessons about

the social and ideological con-

text of all scientific move-

ments. We have already seen

how the aquarium craze relied

upon chemical discoveries,

philosophical notion aboul

natural balances, a social sys-

tem that supported a substan-

tial class of domestic servants in wealth)

homes, and the development of a tech-

nology first exploited in a previous crazt

for ferns. Further reading reveals othe:

important ties to pohtical and technolog-

ical history, most notably the necessan

repeal, in 1845, of the heavy tax that hae

been levied upon glass. Gosse's how-t(

(Please turn to page 60
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Unlike bungee jumpers,

caterpillars hanging

from self-deployed silken

lines must cHmb back up.

Here we reveal the

secrets of their ascent.

Stoiy byJohn Brackenbury

Plwtogmph by Darlyne A. Murawski

Imagine you're dangling at the end of a

rope. If you're an athlete, able to marshal

your exceptionally coordinated muscles,

you can ascend to a flat haven at the top

of the line. Assuming you have superior

upper body strength, you could let your

legs dangle and use the energy-intensive

arm-over-arm technique to puU yourself

upward. More likely, you'll get your

lower extremities into the act, gnppmg

with your arms, then with your feet and

legs, to hoist yourself toward your desti-

nation. The latter strategy can be sus-

tained longer because it engages more of

your available body power. Once you

reach your imaginary summit, you stride

off confidently on two legs.

Now imagine that you're a moth cater-

pillar dangling at the end of a rope, or in

this case, a slender silken line spun out of

organs in your head. A predator's threat

has prompted you to deploy this lifeline,

and you have briskly parachuted down

the thread to escape. Now the predator is

gone, and all you have to do is chmb back

up to a familiar surface. But can your

multiple pairs of legs and the undulations

that move you along on a flat surface pro-

pel you straight up a hne a fraction of the

diameter of a human hair?

of all forms oflocomotion, undulation

of the body is one of the simplest and

most widespread. Worms, centipedes,

fishes, lizards, and snakes undulate from

The curl: Seeming lo flail its body, an inchworin swings its abdomen up toward the silk line.

The curl is a risky maneuver, as all the legs grasp at the line, but the ascent is swift.

side to side, as do the backbones of terres-

trial mammals when they are walking.

Animals such as whales, dolphins, mag-

gots, and caterpillars undulate in the ver-

tical plane. To understand how a caterpil-

lar manages to climb a silk line, we should

first analyze the biomechanics of its basic

way of moving.

On the "flat," moth caterpillars can be

loosely classified as either shufflers or

loopers. The extremely hairy caterpillars

of the tiger moth famOy, while too heft)'

to use the silk line defense, are exemplars

of the undulatory shuffle. A good ex-

ample of this kind of caterpillar is the

brown-and-black wooUy bear—the larva

of the Isabella moth—frequently encoun-

tered on roads and paths in late suinmer.

Caterpillar bodies consist of a head, a

three-segmented thorax, and a ten-seg-

mented abdomen. Shufflers generally

possess a pair of "true" legs on each tho-



77ie side-to-side: Waving its upper body methodically to andfro, a caterpillar ascends by

wrapping the silk around its third pair of legs, letting the rest of the body dangle.

racic segment and a pair of so-caUed false

legs, or prolegs, on abdominal segments

three through six. A terminal pair, called

cbspers, are on segment ten. Forward

I movement is brought about by a wave

!

that begins at the tail end and progresses

forward, body segment by body segment,

i Each segment is raised and telescoped to-

I ward its neighbor ahead in line, then low-

ered. At the same time, the legs attached

to the segment are withdrawn from the

ground, moved forward, then extended

to make contact with the ground again.

This sequence is repeated until every seg-

ment has taken a tiny step. The telescop-

ing movements result from the phased ac-

tivity of the dorsal and ventral

longitudinal muscles of each segment,

while the prolegs are drawn in by special-

ized retractor muscles. The transmission

of the wave along the body is further as-

sisted by the pressurization of the fluid-

filled body cavity as the various muscles

contract, and hydrostatic pressure helps

move the prolegs back out.

From a biomechanical point of view,

the problem with shuffling is that too

many legs inhibit a caterpillar's ability to

move quickly or economically. Each pair

of legs need to take a ministep before the

whole body can be seen to take a whole

step forward. No single segment can be

allowed to rise very far off the ground.

Loopers, or inchworms (typified by

geometrid, or "ground measurer," cater-

pillars), have overcome this problem by

keeping the thoracic legs and streamlining

the abdomen, making do with just one

pair of legs on segment six plus the

claspers. Now, mstead of a series of shuf-

fling steps, a giant step can be taken by

archmg the legless middle segments up,

allowmg the end of the body to be

brought right behmd the thorax.

Looping is one way that caterpillars

modify the basic undulatory principle on

the ground. When they are "rope climb-

mg," loopers and small shufflers show

how the principle can be further adapted

even when contact with the ground has

been lost. Various moth caterpillars regu-

larly parachute through the air at the end

of silk lines, either to disperse or to escape

predatory birds and parasitic ichneumon

wasps (the latter use the living bodies of

caterpillars as repositories for their eggs).

This escape strategy is also known as spin-

ning down.

Similar to spider silk, caterpillar silk is

secreted by two modified salivary glands

and passes through a spinneret near the

larva's mouth. The silk is both elastic and

strong. It stretches up to 25 percent of its

initial length to break the caterpillar's fall

and can bear eight to ten times the body

weight of its larval load. (If still alarmed,

the caterpillar can spin out more line.)
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About to reach its destination via the cud tech)uque, a tent caterpillar has engaged its

abdominal legs and passed the silk line down the length of its body-

To determine just how caterpillars scale

silken ropes, I set up a video system in my

lab at Cambridge University and analyzed

tire larvae's movements in frame-by-frame

playbacks. My main subjects were two

small, grayish sliufflers common in Eu-

rope: Epinotia abbreviana, a solitary, leaf-

rolling species that inhabits elm leaves,

and Yponomeuta padella, a communal spe-

cies that spins and lives in silky tents in the

branches of blackberry bushes.

A caterpillar that has spun down usu-

ally hangs by its mouth on the line for a

few seconds before ascending by one of

two methods. The cUmbing technique

most often used is the easier but slower ot

the two. The caterpillar appears to the

naked eye to shutde up the line by gendy

waving its head and thorax side to side.
]

My high-speed videos show that during

'

this process, the thoracic legs, first those

on one side of the body and then those



on the other, reach forward and grasp the

lifeline. The sOk ends up being wound in

a neat bundle around the third pair of

thoracic legs, hke yarn around a person's

outstretched arms. This rhythmic process

involves the nervous system, muscles,

and, presumably, tactile feedback from the

feet. The technique is regularly used by

ground-measurers, leaf rollers, and other

moth caterpillars.

The communal tent-dwelling caterpil-

lar that I studied sometimes uses the side-

to-side method, but at other times opts

for a hurried and more energetic means

of ascent, during which it appears to be

curUng and uncurhng. This writhing is an

exaggerated version of the undulation

used in surface locomotion. More muscle

power is recruited, and the rate of ascent

is roughly twice that of side-to-side

chmbing. The drawback is that the life-

line must be transferred from the thoracic

legs, down the abdominal legs, and ulti-

mately to the claspers at the end of the

body, a risky maneuver. This technique

may be a specialization in tent-dweUing

caterpillars, allowing for the quickest pos-

sible return. The caterpillar that has ven-

tured out of the tent may have temporar-

ily escaped a predator by spinning down,

but it wiU be even safer when it is back in

the communal tent.

Once a cUmbing caterpillar makes con-

tact with the ground or with a branch or

leaf other than the one from which it

parachuted, it may choose to remain

there, at least temporarily, using its

claspers, or it may disengage from the line

and shuffle or loop back to its home leaf

or tent. My measurements showed that

the holding force of the claspers is greater

than the breaking force of the hfeline.

This benefits the caterpillar: once its

claspers grip a solid surface, the larva will

not be wrenched back into space by

:
winds blowing against the lifeline and can

j|
thus avoid another climb up a rope.

|j

I, A lecturer in ihc Department of Anatomy at

\\ Cambridjfe University, John Brackenhury is

currently researching animal locomotion and vi-

,i iion and insect pollination ecoloj^y.
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Designed for both recent college graduates

and professionals in environmental disciplines

Rich resources: Penn's prestigious Institute for Environ-

mental Studies, distinguished faculty from the arts and
sciences, law/, business, and medical schools

Rigorous, flexible, individualized course of study

Full or part-time, day and evening classes

(215) 898-6517
email: sgill@sas.upenn.edu

„„iAAW.sas.upenr!.edui/CGS/
www.sas.upenn .edu/geology/ies .html

Pax \'paks, 'paks\n.

1: The Latin word meaning peace 2:

A period of general stability in

international affairs 3 : The first

socially responsible mutual fund.

PAX
WORLD
FUND

Solid investment return

can be achieved without

supporting industries

that are destructive to

the planet, its societies

and environment.

Pax World Fund is a balanced,

diversified, no-load mutual fund

that invests in such industries as pollution

control, health care, food, clothing, housing,

education, energy and leisure activities. The

Fund does not invest in weapons produc-

tion, nuclear power or the tobacco, alcohol

and gambling industries.

Therefore, with Pax there are social as

well as economic dividends.

— Performance

With Peace

Of Mind

S30 0OO 10-Year Total Return: $25,002
-$10,000 (nveslment-

S25,0OO-

saoooo-

=nillllli

1 -800-767-1729

WWW.PAXFUND.COM

Averaae Annual Total Returns At 3/31/97

1 Yr; 9.68% 5 Yr; 8.47%

10 Yr: 9.60% 15 Yr: 13.16%

P.ist performance is no guarantee of future results. For more complete information, including charges and

expenses, please call for a prospectus to read carefully before investing. Principal value and investment return

will fluctuate so that an investor's shares, vi'hen redeemed, may be worth more or le.ss than their original cost.
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Story by Sherylyn Briller

Photographs by Antonin Kratochvil; Saba Press Photos

On the outskirts of Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia's capital,

the old Russian car—carrying two children, one of

their teachers, and me, the anthropologist—chugged

up a steep hill. Most of the buildings around us were

the traditional nomad houses known as gers, made of

folding frameworks and felt coverings. As we neared a

modern shelter with several adjacent ^ew, the fourteen-

year-old boy m the back seat stood up and excitedly

yelled, "That's my new home!"

For Dorj (not his real name), who had spent three

winters living outdoors in subfreezing temperatures,

1997 was proving to be a good year. His previous

home had been a sewer near the railroad station. He;

had earned money shining shoes by day and had tried

to keep warm near some hot-water pipes at night.



t children

are a new
phenomenon,
fallout from the

economic crisis

precipitated by

the collapse of

the Soviet

Union.
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IJorj originally came from a small town in the

;ntrysidc. His parents were divorced when he was

r. his father left home, and Doij lived with his

mother and three younger siblings until age eleven,

;
when he ran away with some friends to the provincial

I
capital city. From there he and his friends took the

I train to Ulaanbaatar, "because it seemed interesting to

I come to the city." Recently Dorj had tried to contact

his mother and siblings, but was told that they, too, had

moved to Ulaanbaatar. He was not able to locate them.

In December 1996, police in Ulaanbaatar began

implementing a new 'national policy of picking up

street children, bringing them to an identification cen-

ter, and attempting to reunite them with their families.

Since Dorj's family could not be found, he was placed

in one of the shelter programs that have been set up in

suburban ger communities.

Mongolia's street children are a new phenomenon,
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Books to Read

The Land and People

of Mongolia,

by John S. Major

(HarperCollins, 1990)

The Changing World of

Mongolia's Nomads,

by Melvyn C. Goldsteir)

and Cynthia M. Beall

(University of California

Press, 1994)

Mongolia in

Transition: Old

Patterns, New

Challenges, edited by

Ole Bruun and Die

Odgaard (Curzon

Press, UK, 1996)

fallout from the economic crisis precipitated by the

collapse of the Soviet Union. In a culture where chil-

dren are traditionally treasured and to be childless is

considered devastating, the existence of street children

is a source of anguish. As Tselmaa, a seventy-year-old

pensioner told me, "When I see these street children

on the television news, I always start crying, because

some of our children are really hungi7 now and in

very bad condition. We only have two million people

in our country and we must protect these children,

who are Mongolia's future, from starvation."

Heir to the empire founded by Genghis Khan in

the thirteenth century, ruled by the Manchus from the

seventeenth until the early twentieth century, Mongo-

lia was traditionally a herding society built upon strong

kinship ties. The survival of livestock throughout the

year, especially the harsh winter, depended upon the

efforts of all family members. Generally, men were in

charge of herding larger animals and taking them far-

ther from the campsite to graze, and women were re-

sponsible for herding smaller animals, milking, process-

ing and preparing food, and maintaining the ger. Even

small children helped with herding, often looking after

the young animals. Large families were considered de-

sirable because many children insured extra household

help and security m old age. (Although norms regard-

ing family size are changing today, the country is so

sparsely populated that some still beheve it is advanta-

geous to have "as many Mongolians as possible.")

Unlike their counterparts elsewhere in Asia, Mon-

golian women traditionally enjoyed fairly high status

and freedom, but the kinship system was patrilineal



and that meant sons customarily established house-

holds in a common camp with their fathers. This

camp, consisting ofsome two to seven households, was

kno\\Ti as a khor all and was a way of pooling labor for

herding. It functioned as a social safety net for house-

holds that lacked adequate labor resources, and it min-

imized risk to the group in the event of a natural disas-

ter, such as a heavy snowfall that necessitated the quick

sheltering of animals. Poor families received loans and

exchanges from others m the khot ail, including small

amounts of flour, salt, and tea on an almost daily basis.

In 1924, Mongoha became a socialist country. The

initial attempt to reorganize the herding economy

failed, but herding collectives were established after

World War II. Renamed the sunr, the khot ail was pre-

served to some degree as a production and living unit.

Four out of five street

children suffer from

chronic health

problems, often the

effect of

malnutrition. The

psychological

damage Is harder to

measure.

u-*- .^^^3g^

The unit consisted of two to three families and, at least

officially, was removed from a kin basis. In most other

respects, Mongoha's pohtical and economic systems

were modeled after those of the Soviet Union, which

provided major economic and technical assistance for

rapid industrialization and urbanizarion. A mix of in-

dustrial activities, sedentary livestock production, and

farming supplemented the pastoral economy. People

from a growing rural population were encouraged to

migrate to the cities, and by 1990, .S7 percent of the

population lived in urban areas.

Communism also brought with it an elaborate sys-

tem of social services. Poverty was rare, and aU citizens

h^d access to health care, education, and pensions

—

benefits that were heavily subsidized by the Soviet
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Organizations

to Contact:

Childhope

International, founded

in 1986, collaborates

with UNICEF to address

the special needs of

street children

worldwide. For

information, contact

childhope c/o U .S.

Committee for UNICEF,

333 E. 38th St.

New York, NY 10016

tel. (212) 983-1422

fax: (212) 779-1679

Save the Children

Fund (UK), 17 Grove

Lane, London,

SE5 8RD, UK

tel. 171-703-5400

Web site:

http://193.128.6.150

/scf/index.html

UK Committee for

UNICEF, 55 Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London,

WC2A 3NB, UK

tel. 71-405-5592

E-mail:

info@unicef.org.uk

Web site:

http://www. oneworld.

org/unicef/index.html

Union. When the economy and political structure ot

the USSR began to disintegrate in 1987, Mongolia lost

this aid, as well as accustomed patterns of foreign trade.

A peaceful democratic movement that began in

1990 resulted in the emergence of multiple pohtical

parties and the creation of a free market economy. Fur-

ther mdustrialization by the state nearly stopped, agri-

cultural enterprises were largely privatized, and large

numbers ofurban people began returning to rural areas

to herd animals. While some entrepreneurs prospered,

many famiHes began to experience hardships during

this transition period. Urban areas have been hit espe-

cially hard by increasing poverty, unemployment, and

inflation, as well as by the declining welfare system and

by hinited and costly energy supplies. A 1995 survey

by the State Statistical Board of Mongolia and the

World Bank revealed that 828,000 people—more than

one-third of the national population of 2.3 million

—

were living below the poverty Hne. With nearly 40

percent of the population under fourteen, children are

among the most deeply afiiected.

In July 1 996, the National Children's Center re-

ported that there were 2,700 street children, but some

unofficial estimates now place the number between

3,000 and 4,000. Of these, some 70 percent spend

their days on the street working to supplement their



&milies' incomes but still go home at night. These

children earn money by selling juice or newspapers, by

portering, or by illegal means, such as pickpocketing

and prostitution. Another 25 percent of street children

work fijll or part time on the street only in summer,

but live with their families in the wintertime. The final

5 percent, at least 1 50 to 200 children by these esti-

mates, have no contact with their families; some have

lived on the street for as long as six years.

Dorj and most of his friends don't like to talk about

the time when they lived outside, near the railroad sta-

tion. About twenty children made up the local gang.

Erdenet, a gregarious twelve-year-old-boy, described

what their life was like:

We had a leader and he was the boss. He ii'as eighteen or

mnetcen years old. He'd been on the streetfor a long time

and was very tongh. He had done a lot of things, but I

don't know what all of them n>ere. He conld tell yon what

to do, and if he didn 't like lioii> you did it, he could beat

yon. That's kind of like how it was at home also. There's

no way you could live in that area without belonging to

the group. You had to always give at least some of the

money that you got and maybe some of the clothes and
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things that you came with. We sometimes spUt the bread

or cigarettes we got. Kids who worked hauling stuff in the

market miglit also hat'c extrafood from being there.

Sometimes u>c shared other tilings, especially with the

younger children because they were crying from hunger all

the time and from being lonely. After a while, these other

kids kind ofseem likefamily for you—they remind you

of your younger brothers at home.

Most street children are between the ages of eight

and fourteen, although one that I saw staying in a shel-

ter was only three years old. Boys often leave home

earlier and as a result account for two-thirds of this

population. About 80 percent of street children in the

capital come from the capital or provincial cities along

the railway corridor. Many ride the train into Ulaan-

baatar and simply never return home. They seek em-

ployment, adventure, or escape from broken homes

(some, facing parental alcoholism and abuse, would

rather cope with the hardship of the streets).

Many children whom I met told me that they are

on the street today because of their families' worsening

economic condition. Oyuntsetseg, a thirteen-year-old

girl who lives in Ulaanbaatar's largest shelter for chil-

dren, explained, "My mother could not care for me

and my two younger siblings because there was no

money or relatives who could help, so she brought us

here three years ago. I know that my mother loves me

because she still comes to visit sometimes. I wish that

there was enough money for us to live at home be-

cause it is really hard to be separated from your family."

The physical effects of living on the street are al-

ready taking their toll on these children, who are re-

ported on average to be three to four inches shorter

and to weigh 16 to 32 percent less than their peers.

More than four-fifths of street children have chronic

health problems, often the effect of malnutrition, in-

cluding skin diseases and respiratory problems. The

psychological damage these children have suffered is

harder to measure.

Under Communism, family conflict and parental

neglect were problems addressed by the educational

system and the state organizations for which the par-

ents worked. Today, a number of government and pri-

vate agencies are stepping in to provide the needed

support. Their first goal is to reduce the number of

street children through preventive social service pro-

grams and through reuniting families when it is still

possible. Children who have no parents or whose par-

ents cannot provide adequate care are placed in state oi

private shelters, where they can live temporarily oi

until the use of sixteen.

iSk



Apart from basic care, authorities seek to provide

educational opportunities and vocational training. As

Ms. Enkhtsetseg, deputy director of the National ChU-

dren "s Center, commented, "These children are able to

learn, and they need the social interaction of going to

school wth other children." The youngest children

li\ing in state facUities can begin to study in regular

nursers' and primary schools with their peers. For the

older children, some special programs are required, as

inanv have never been to school and it is too humiliat-

- tor them to be placed in classes with much younger

Idren. A goal in the capital is to enroll children in

:r local community schools, so that if they return to

live with their families, they can continue to attend the

same schools. Relocating children from provincial dis-

tricts is more difficult, although officials are being

urged to take responsibility for street children from

|;
their localities.

: Doij's program is underwritten by Save the Chil-

\' dren Fund (United Kingdom), which administers it in

collaboration with several local government children's

social service agencies. The project provides basic J»£-.-':m''™i"A
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housing, fuel, and food for the children to prepare

their meals. The children live in residential groups,

each consisting of a small building and several gers, an

arrangement reminiscent of the kliot ail. The children

are responsible for getting water, splitting wood, and

other tasks. At the time of my visit, several teachers

were rotating their hours to provide adult supervision

and assistance, as well as schooling and vocational

training. Most of the children are dropouts or have

never been in school before.

Doij invited me to see his new home, a residential

cluster called the Rik House, where eight boys and five

girls, ages eleven to seventeen, make their own house-

hold rules and handle everyday chores. Before entering

the main building, he stopped to have a cigarette be-

cause the children had decided not to allow smoking

inside. While having his smoke, Dorj told me that

when he was first picked up by the police, he was

afraid that he would be treated like a criminal because,

like other members of his railway-station-based youth

gang, he had no address or identification papers. "We

were all scared, but they treated us nicely and then

brought us here." Since these children already knew

each other, setting up this experimental, self-managed

household was fairly easy, although according to the

teachers, new kids have a harder time moving in and

some of them have subsequently run away.

Every day, Dorj and the other children get up at

8:00 A.M., make a fire, and prepare morning tea. After

breakfast, teachers give them lessons. Dorj proudly

showed me his notebook, in which he is practicing

writing the letters of the alphabet. From lunch until

4:00 P.M. come other lessons, including vocational

training. In the evening, the children do household

chores, after which they can relax and listen to music

on a donated stereo. Most of these children, as well as

those I met who were in other shelter programs, were

enthusiastic about having a place to Uve. As Dorj said,

"After staying for a week, no one wants to live outside

anymore. Now I am learning to read and training to be

a carpenter, and it is really hard to imagine ever return-

ing to the street again."

Unfortunately, because of the nation's continuing

economic crisis, keeping community projects going

after they are launched can be hard. For example, in

1995 the Songinokhairkhan District of Ulaanbaatar

initiated a small business project to assist twenty-five

local street children in selling their own cookies in the

community. SuppUes were purchased wholesale from

the food market, and the children baked their products

in a local nursery school kitchen. With increasing in-

fladon, however, people could not afford to buy the

cookies, and the nursery school could no longer pay

the increased electricity biU. Also, some people com-

plained that the street children who were selling the

cookies were dirty, and that made buying their prod-

ucts unappealing. The project ceased to operate by

1996. This year no government funding wiU be avail-

able tor supporting community-based projects. And, as

I recendy learned, Dorj and the other children in his

shelter program may lose their teachers for lack ol

funding.

What must be done, ultimately, is to improve pooi

families' standard of living enough so that their chil-

dren are not forced out onto the street. "The situation

of street children in Mongolia is really different from

that of other countries, where since birth some chil-

dren have never had anything," observes Ms. Oyunbi-

leg, of Save the Children Fund (UK). "Until a few

years ago, Mongolian street children were all living, ir

families like ordinary children. We must not waste an)

time now, because once we have a second generatior

of street children, it will become much more difficult

to deal with this social crisis."
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Brazi I

Despite

progressive

legislation,

children

continue to

live-and to die-

on Brazil's city

streets.

"T.

\t

^

story by Nancy Scheper-Hughes and

Daniel Hoffman

Photographs by J. L. Bulcao; Gamma Liaison

In the 1960s ubiquitous street urchins in Brazil were

referred to with a blend of annoyance and affection as

inolcques, meaning ragamuffins, scamps, or rascals.

Moleques were streetwise, cute, and cunning, some-

times sexually precocious, and invariably economically

enterprising. The moleque was an amusing enough

popular stereotype that an ice cream bar, chocolate-

covered and flaked with "dirty" bits ofcoconut and al- .

monds, was later named the pe de moleque, "ragamuf-'(

fm's foot." Moleques tried to make themselves useflil in,

myriad ways, some bordering on the criminal and de-
j

viant. Think of Fagin s boys in Dickens's Oliver Twist, i

especially the Artftil Dodger, and you have it. Shoppers

would slap their heads in exasperation when a nameless

;

scamp they had hired to carry home a market basket!

on his head made off with their watch in the quick

final transaction. While the victims of a moleque's street

tactics might alert local poUce and the boy might be



Ta r g e t

s

nd—perhaps beaten by a police officer or sent to a

":-•-sponsored reform school—there was no sense

i^h.it street children as a class were a pressing social

problem against which certain interest groups (home-

''ners, shopkeepers, business people) should aggres-

ly organize. Instead, they were seen as a potential

ourcc of cheap domestic or agricultural labor.

In the Brazil of the 1990s, however, poor children

on the loose are more often viewed as a scandal, a pub-

li' nui.sance, and a danger. This shift is reflected in the

.tigmatizing terms by which the children arc now

known. Yesterday's cunning moleque is today's pivete

(young thief), trombadinha (pickpocket, purse snatcher)

and maloqiieim (street child, thief). (Ours is a perspec-

tive informed by more than thirty years of intermittent

anthropological fieldwork in the interior sugar planta-

tion market town ofBom Jesus da Mata in the state of

Fernambuco, and more recendy in the cities ofRio de

Janeiro, Sao Paulo, and Recife, as well as contact and

communications with children's rights activists.)

Street urchins have long been a feature of urban life

in Brazil, as elsewhere in Latin America, where chil-
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dren are simultaneously drawn to, and in flight from,

different kinds of labor. But in 1981 Hector Babenco's

film Pixote: a lei do iiiais fraco (Pixote: Tlie Law of the

Weakest) stunned audiences with its savage images of

the lives of marginalized children both on the streets

and in detention. Filmed during the final stages of the

military dictatorship in BrazU, Pixote focused on a child

in the generation left behind by the failed "economic

miracle" of the 1970s. Rapid industrial expansion

made Brazil into the world's eighth strongest economy,

but one whose wealth was more unequally distributed

than m anv other modern, industrialized nation.

The country's much-vaunted move to democrati-

zation was especially hard on street children. The au-

thoritarian police state that had ruled Brazil for twenty

years had kept the social classes safely apart, with "dan-

gerous" poor children confined to thefavelas (slums) or

in prisonhke reform schools. But with the transition to

democracy in 1985, the shantytowns ruptured. Poor

black street children descended from hillside slums and

seemed to be everywhere, flooding downtown boule-

vards and pm^as (plazas), flaunting their misery and their

needs. Children who in the 1960s might have been

viewed with mild annovance were now feared and



Estimates of Brazil's

population of street

children vary from

tens of thousands

to millions. ^

:'~&i'-

often became targets of violence and even murder.

Perhaps the vei7 process of democratization (ac-

companied by economic austerities imposed by the

World Bank's model of development through "struc-

tural adjustment"), occurring in the absence of eco-

nomic and social justice, provoked a crisis for street

children. Not only had they become part of a more

v^isible, desperately poor population, but new demo-

cratic laws and liberal institutions now promised them

civil rights protections that used to be the province of

the affluent and the educated. Many middle-class

Brazilians felt insecure, unprotected, and threatened by

these newly empowered children. Paradoxically, vigi-

lante and police-linked violence increased during and

tollowing the transition from military to democratic

politics, with children included as targets.

The crisis has been complicated by a lack of preci-

sion regarding the numbers of street children, the na-

ture of their existence (alternating between home and

street), and the number of crimes committed by

and/or against them. -Estimates of their population

vary from tens of thousands to millions. In Sao Paulo

alone, survey estimates vary from as low as 5,000 to as

high as 500,000, depending in part on whether they

include those children who have homes but spend

most of the day and occasional nights on the streets.
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In a 1989 interview, a group of boys who survived

by begging on the streets of Bom Jesus da Mata dis-

cussed public perceptions of them. "They say we will

turn into thieves," said nine-year-old Josenildo.

Marcelo, two years older, broke in with, "Thanks be to

God that up until now I have never stolen anything,

and I never want to either!" The quietest and most re-

flective of the group, ten-year-old Adevaldo (nick-

named Deo), said, "We do become thieves. But I my-

self am going to be diflirent. I am going to return to

school until I am graduated and then I will find a good

job. I am going to have a wife and children and I will

never put any ofthem out in the streets to beg."

"And where do you hope to find a job, Deo?"

"I want to work in the Bank of Brazil," he replied

proudly, to laughter aU around.

"Do you think they wiU trust you in a bank, Deo?

Won't they say, 'Oh, I remember him; wasn't he the

one who used to beg outside the Santa Terezinha bak-

ery?'
"

"But I am going to quit soon, and no one will re-

member me. I am already looking for a job, but the

woman who said she would hire me has changed her

mind. And now I only beg because I am hungry."

"When you go home, isn't there food for you?"

"My mother only cooks for my father, not for me."

"Doesn't your mother care for you?"

[After a slight hesitation] "She likes a part of me."

"Which part?"

"That I sometimes bring home things for her that I

get in the street."

"You mean that you steal?"

"Yes, sometimes. But I don't like doing these things

and I want to 'reform.'
"

Casa and ma, "house" and "street," are keywords in

Brazil that refer to more than physical spaces. The

terms are moral entities, spheres of social action, and

ethical provinces. Casa is the realm of relational ties

and privilege that confers social personhood, human

rights, and fuU citizenship. Rua, in contrast, is an un-

bounded, impersonal, and dangerous realm, the space

of the masses (o povo). Shantytown homes are over-

crowded and families often unstable. Consequently

"home," especially for boys, is not so much a place to

eat and sleep as an emotional space, the place where

one comes ixom and where one returns, at least peri-

odically. As denizens of the street, poor and semiau-

tonomous children are separated from all that can con

fer relationship and propriety without which right'

and citizenship are impossible. Yet, while street chil-

dren may be almost autonomous, they often remair

emotionally dependent on home and deeply attached

to the idea of family. When we asked nine-year-olc

Chico, a street boy ofBom Jesus da Mata, if his mothei

stiU loved him, he replied without hesitation, "She;

my mother, she has to love me!" But Chico knew a.

well as we did that his mother had tried several times tc

give him away to distant relatives when he was a bab

and had later forced him out of the house.

From the point of view of shantytown dwellers

nothing is extraordinary or problematic about its chil-

dren flowing onto the streets, for the streets, especially

in the city center, are primary sites ofemployment ancj



economic survival for both poor children and adults.

The term "street child" is not even used in the shanty-

towns; parents sometimes do speak critically of local

boys and voung men. inahvidros, who "spend their Uves

doing bad things on the street." Perhaps the closest that

people in the shant)towns come to thinking of a street

child is the oft-expressed fear of "losing" a child to the

''streets, to the uncontrolled realm beyond the home.

Like Chico, most street children work. They sell

candy or Popsicles, guard and wash cars, carry gro-

ceries, and shine shoes. The out\vard signs that a child

is v^'orking—the shoeshine box, the tray of candy, the

pail of roasted nuts—signifs' that the child is "good"

and should not be perceived as a threat. The empty-

handed street child, traveHng in a group and obviously

not working, is far more likely to suffer discrimination.

Most children return home at night to sleep, while a

minority alternate sleeping outdoors with sleeping at

home. An even smaller group hves flxU-time in the

streets. This smallest group, truly homeless and very

visible, fuels the negative stereotypes of dangerous and

uncontrollable street children. Commonly associated

with theft, gang Ufe, and drugs, they are the most likely

to be targets of exploitation and of violence that in-

cludes poUce brutahty.

The most notorious assault on Brazilian street chil-

dren, one that renewed international concern for their

plight, was the Candelaria massacre of July 23, 1993.

On that night a group of off-duty pohcemen opened

fire on more than fifty children who were sleeping m
the elegant square in front of Rdo de Janeiro's Can-

delaria Cathedral. Eight died, six on the spot, and two

at a nearby beach, where they were taken and killed

execution-style. Many others were wounded. Opinion

poUs showed considerable public support for the police

action. Many "ordinary" citizens reported being "fed

up" with the criminal and disorderly behavior of street

children. Rascally mokqiies truly had been transformed

into dangerous menitios de ma (street children).

In the past decade a new fear has been added, that

of untimely death at the hands of paid death squads.

Beginning in the 1980s—well into Brazil's democratic

transition—reports surfaced of a deadly campaign

agaiast street children involving kidnapping, torture,

and assassination by paid vigilantes and off-duty police

recruited in projects of "urban hygiene." They seemed

to operate with relative impunity, especially in large

cities. But even in small interior towns such as Bom
Jesus da Mata, street children live in daily fear of police,

State institutions, kidnappers, and, more fantastically,

people who are rumored to steal human organs. Be-

tween 1988 and 1990, close to 5,000 street children

Most street children

return home at night.

Some alternate

sleeping outdoors with

sleeping at home.

and adolescents were murdered in Brazil, but few of

these homicides were deemed worthy of otFicial inves-

tigation. This lack of bureaucratic attention is not sur-

prising when police officers are among the suspected

perpetrators. Most of the victims were males fifteen to

nineteen years old, although younger children were

also victims.

In his 1991 denunciation of violence, Brazil: War

on Children, journalist Gilberto Dimenstein identified

the role of off-duty policemen and hired killers

—

working in concert with small businessmen and

shopowners—in sustaining the death squads. Street

children were said to be bad for business and for

tourism, threats to pubHc health and safety. A report by

the Sao Paulo chapter of the Brazilian Bar Association

implicated military police in death squads funded by

shopkeepers that killed most of nearly 1,000 street

children who were slain in that city in 1990.

The vast majority of full-time street children do

not so much run away or "choose" the streets as they

are thrown out of, or driven from, homes where expo-

sure to chronic hunger, neglect, and physical or sexual

abuse makes life under bridges, in bus stations, and in

1
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Bool(s to Read

Brazil: War on

Children, by Gilberto

Dimenstein (distributed

by Monthly Review

Press, 1992)

Death Without

Weeping: The Violence

of Everyday Life in

Brazil, by Nancy

Scheper-Hugties

(University of California

Press, 1993)

Children and Urban

Poverty in Brazil:

Street and Working

Children and Their

Families, Innocenti

Occasional Papers,

The Urban Child Series

(UNICEF, 1992)

Final Justice: Police

and Death Squad

Homicides of

Adolescents in Brazil,

by Ben Penglase

(Human Rights

Watch/Americas,

1994)

The tray of gum or

candy signifies that

the child is "good"

and is not a threat.

public rest rooms seem preferable, or even—as one

child living in an abandoned building in Bom Jesus da

Mata put it—more "peaceful" and "happy" than hfe at

home. Those who live on the streets full-time are

mostly boys, although girls are also forced there, often

toUowing escape ixom exploitative work as domestic

servants or as child prostitutes in cabarets. For some

girls, however, the reverse is true: they may seek out

prostitution, beheving it provides a "safe house" away

from the anarchy of the streets.

Rumor plays a significant part in justifying discrim-

ination against these children. In the May 29, 1991,

issue of Veja, a weekly magazine, it was reported that

the street children who congregate in the Pra^a de Se,

the central plaza of Sao Paulo, commit more than

32,000 thefts and robberies a year, that is, about three

thefts a day by each chUd. The sources of these statistics

were vague. In 1992 newspapers and radio carried re-

ports about roving gangs ot shantytown children, some

ot whom were said to stream across the southern

beaches of Rio de Janeiro, robbing anyone within

reach. These reports were based on a single incident

later attributed to youths from a particular slum, none

of whom were homeless. Nonetheless, the stories

caused considerable panic in middle- and working-

class people, fearful of new "invasions" of the desper-

ately poor into their social spaces.

It's true that some street children, especially older

ones, survive, at least in part, through petty crime.

However, Padre Bruno Secchi, a Salesian missionary

who has been working with the poor and street chil-

dren tor thirty years in the Amazonian city of Belem,

contends that what is striking is not how many poor

children are criminals but, considering the misery of

their hves, how few resort to crime. Many survive by

begging, but as soon as they show signs of physical ma-

turity, they cease to evoke compassion. Seventeen-

year-old Marcos Julio spent nine years living on the

streets ofBom Jesus da Mata. He said that as long as he

was "little and cute" he could make his way by beg-

ging, but after he turned about fourteen, people sud-

denly became afraid of him and chased him away.

Exchanging sex for food and affection is also a sur-

vival strategy, especially for boys who were initiated

into sex at an early age. And for young girls escaping

from the "slavery" of domestic service, prostitution

can seem hke liberation. "The first time I sold my
body was the first time I felt hke it really belonged to

me," a teen-age girl confided at a meeting for young

sex workers in Sao Paulo, organized by an AIDS

awareness group. The girl, who had run away firom

Pernambuco, had a family history that included incest.

Glue sniffing is another badge of street identity,

along with sniffing perfume, gasoline, or shoe pohsh.

In Bom Jesus da Mata, children as young as eight years

old explained that glue was pleasant (bom) and smeUed

nice {clierioso). Some said that it helped them to sleep,

especially when hungry. Pedro, age twelve, described

himself as nervous and emotional. He said glue sniffing

made him more calm. For some small children, it was

used interchangeably with thumb sucking or pacifier

sucking, practices that street children (as well as other

children in the shantytowns) sometimes engage in as

late as adolescence.

During the mihtary years (1964-85) the primary

mechanism to control loose and wayward children was

FEBEM, the State Federation for the Well-being of

Minors, a network of reform schools that were often

J
ail-like and inspired fear in shantytown children.

("You won't ever turn me in to FEBEM, wiU you?"

street children often nervously asked Nancy during the

military regime years.) But even after the passage of

new laws designed to reform these institutions, real

change has been slow, and in many small municipahties

hke Bom Jesus da Mata, local jaOs have replaced the re-

form schools as "holding tanks" for dangerous and en-

dangered youth. During fieldwork in 1992, we met



several underage youths locked up alongside adult of-

fenders in Bom Jesus da Mata's small, dingy municipal

jail. Some of them had been there for periods rangmg

fiwm several weeks to six months with no clear indica-

tion of just when they might be tried or released. A
local judge explained that these boys were at risk of re-

taliatory' attacks by other children and by paid vigi-

lantes. Without relatives to claim or protect them, with

the FEBEM mandate curtailed under new laws, and in

the absence of a formal network of foster homes, jail

seemed the only reasonable option.

Decisions about the fate of individual street chil-

dren are made in the context of a deep national preoc-

cupation with the country's future. So many factors

feed pubHc fears—chaotic urbanization, the AIDS epi-

demic, and the pohtical hberahzation that provided

new legal protections for the poor, homosexuals, and

the sick or disabled—that it is increasingly difficult to

remove or incarcerate "unwanted" populations legally.

At the same time, Colombian cartels and the Itahan

Mafia, trafficking in cocaine, brought upscale firearms

into the shantytowns and distributed them to youths

and even to street children, whom they also recruited

as messengers. The expansion and reorganization of

crime in the shanrv'towns interrupted and confounded

the growth of participatory democracy that so many

grass-roots organizations—residents associations, trade

unions, and local church communities—had long

struggled to introduce.

A classified document produced at Brazil's Superior

War College in 1989 played on people's fears:

Let us suppose, for the sake of argument, that there are

some 200, 000 unattached minors (which is a conservative

estimate). By the beginning of the next century we will

have a contingent of criminals, malefactors, and murderers

the size ofour current army. . . . At that time, ifpolice

lack the means to confront such a situation, the constituted

executive, legislative, andjudicial powers could request the

co-operation of the armedforces to take on the difficult

task of neutrahzittg them (that is, "destroying them "/ //;

order to maintain law and order.

Something like this is already happening. In No-

vember 1994, soldiers, backed by tanks and heli-

copters, were used in a crackdown on crime in Rio de

laneiro shantytowns. According to Human Rights

Watch, the first victims included young people caught

in the crossfire. Paradoxically, shantytown dwellers

strongly support various police actions again.st their

own populations, according to opinion polls. What

makes people there assume that violent attacks on

them and their children are an acceptable form of so-

cial control, the legitimate "business" of the police?

For one thing, the very ubiquity of violence against

the poor makes them view their own violent deaths as

predictable, natural. There are also racial undertones to

the "normalization" of police and vigilante attacks on

people in the shantytowns. The crimes of the poor, the

petty thievery of older street children, are viewed as

"race" crimes and as "naturally" produced. Poor,

young, unemployed blacks are said to steal because it is

"in their blood" to do so. They are described in

crudely racist terms as bichos da Africa, "animals from

Afirica." Increasingly today, race hatred and uncon-

scious racism have emerged as explanations for popular

support of violent and illegal police actions in shanty-

towns and on the street. Indeed, the subtext of the dis-

course on street children is color-coded in "race-

bhnd" Brazil, where most street children are black. Of

the more than 5,000 children and youths murdered be-

tween 1988 and 1990, most of the victims were black

males between the ages of fifteen and nineteen years.

Fundamentally, Brazil's street children are poor

children in the wrong place; as long as they remain in

the shantytowns, they are not viewed as an urgent

problem about which something must be done. But by
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In "race-blind" Brazil,

black street children

are described in

crudely racist terms.
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#910, Washington,
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fax: (202) 371-0124

E-mail:
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"invading" the city centers, frequenting upper-class

beaches, and engaging in petty crimes against the mid-

dle class, they defy the segregated order. The wealthy

retreat into private enclaves with private schools, pri-

vate security, and private transportation, and the public

sphere is abandoned to its own turmoU: lack of secu-

rity, paucity of resources, and vigilante justice. The

risks and hazards for street children are great: illiteracy,

toxicity from inhalant drugs, chronic hunger and un-

dernutrition, sexual exploitation, and AIDS.

Although the overall picture is not encouraging,

there are hopeful signs. In the past decade, a large social

movement on behalf of children's rights has arisen, in-

volving thousands of individuals and many small grass-

roots groups. They have organized street youth in the

cities, exposed routine violence and assassinations, ad-

vanced constitutional reforms and legislation, and de-

fended the right of children to be (/; the street, while

recognizing that a Ufe ofthe streets can only be self-de-

structive in the long term. Despite the backlash against

its liberal reforms, the new Brazihan constitution

(1988), and particularly the Estatuto da Crianga e de

Adokscente (the Child and Adolescent Statute), which

became law in 1990, are remarkable documents. The

child statute—the result of intensive lobbying by a

broad coalition of nongovernmental organizations and



aLti\-ists—radically transformed the legal status of chil-

dren and redefined the responsibilities of the state and

cnil society. But as enviable as the new laws are, they

have not yet been claimed by the majority, nor have

rhey become internahzed popular standards and every-

day practice in Brazil. They remain elusive ideals that

are daily subverted by those who regard the Hves of

poor children as undesirable and expendable.

Brazil's street children have challenged and rede-

fined the boundaries between pubHc and private, adult

and child, normal and deviant behavior. Because they

violate conventional ideas about childhood innocence.

vulnerabihty, and dependency, they are seen not as

children at all but as dangerous young people in revolt.

The choices offered such children at present are ex-

tremely limited: to return home to their "proper"

childhoods—which is not an option for most—or to

accept the risks of a semiautonomous life on the

streets. The true test of Brazil's democracy wiU be the

nation's abihty to think of childhood and citizenship in

radically new ways. WiU it be possible for street chil-

dren—who cannot depend on nuclear families for sup-

port—to find protection, rather than bullets, on the el-

egant streets ofmodern Brazil? D
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Story by Mark S. Fleisher

Photographs by Eugene Richards

Riddled by pellets from a 12 gauge shotgun, a broken

street light tixture lies atop debris at the side of the

street. "About seven last night, a guy fixed it and put in

a new Ught," says Rick (pseudonyms are used), a mem-

ber of a youth gang known as the Fairview Hawks.

"And now look at it." He points to the thick shards of

glass next to the light pole where the lamp once illu-

minated a segment of Fairview, a narrow, north-south

street traversing roUing hills in a residential area of a

midwestern city.

A working-class neighborhood, the Fairview dis-

trict consists of small wood-frame houses nestled under

the branches of old trees. Although less than ten min-

utes from major freeways to the east and the down-

town businesses to the west, this area has virtually no



condominiums, strip malls, mo\de theaters, or restau-

rants—no white-coUar families that support urban

jro\\T:h. Except for the police, utihry workers, and let-

:er carriers, few outsiders cruise up and down

Fair^dew. In part that's because the Fairview Hawks

.com over the physical and social landscape. The gang

ronsists of some seventy blacks, whites, and Latinos,

ibout three-fourths of them male, ranging in age from

:he earlv teens to earlv twenties.

Fairview Hawks control an area of about ten square

blocks between 57th and 61st streets, which run

east—west. "The corner ot 60th and Fairview is ours!"

asserts G-Love, who by virtue of her age (nineteen)

and her status as a founding member has assumed the

informal role of one of the gang's leaders. Like gangs,

or "sets," in other urban and rural areas, Fairview

Hawks demark their territory with graffiti and protect

it with violence. Spray paint on houses, garages, side-
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walks, and driveways all around the neighborhood are

signs of ownership: "FH" for Fairview Hawks and a

dollar sign, which indicates a love of money. Green is

the Fairview Hawks' color. "I love money, and

money's green," says G-Love.

Even though they are engaged in unlawful activities

and have been called a gang by outsiders, the Fairview

Hawks don't think of themselves that way. "We're a

family," says seventeen-year-old Poodle (sometimes

known as Poodle Bitch, because of her occasionally

irascible temperament). "We ain't no gang," asserts fif-

teen-year-old Renee. "A clique, that's what we are. I

call us a cHquilation." She smiles, proud of her linguis-

tic creativity.

And certainly the Fairview Hawks are not an ex-

ample of a drug gang, a group of street criminals (most

often adults with criminal histories) whose main enter-

prise is to sell drugs and who use violence to protect or

expand their drug-selling territory. Instead, this type of

gang fiUs the social needs of its members, whose early

family lives left them alienated, emotionally unstable,

and without educational aspirations.

The Fairview Hawks formed a few years ago,

partly to counter harassment from North, a gang from

the city's north side. G-Love says she and Fat Sal, TJ.

Buck, Sweet Pea, and Frosty were sitting on her front

porch and decided to transform themselves firom a

bunch of neighborhood kids into a clique with a coloi

and graffiti. Others soon joined. About twenty mem-

bers get together every day; Caramel, eighteen, call:

this the "everyday group." But on weekend nights anc

at times when Fairview Hawks experience trouble

from other gangs, the group expands quickly.

Many Fairview Hawks started out as members o'

other city gangs. "Everyone's chiUin' with their owr

set, but they're down with Fairview," says Caramel

who—along with G-Love, Airo, Brawn, and Vinny—

held membership in various Crip sets. Others, includ-

ing Ann, Chucky D, Jenny, Lucky, and Green Bear

(he's tall, thin, and wears green clothing) were Latir

Counts. Most gangs in the city categorize themselve

as Crips or Bloods, using gang names that originated ii

Los Angeles about 1970 and spread around America

The names are often used by youngsters who have m
knowledge of, or social affihation with, the Los Ange^

les originals. The two types of gangs are customaril'

archenemies, but Fairview Hawks who identify them^

selves as Crips or Bloods get along well, by virtue o

sharing a neighborhood and growing up togethe

(many of them are brothers, sisters, or cousins).

Nearly all the gang members are school age, bu

they don't attend school. Most have been arrested

number of times for truancy, violent crimes, or drui

dealing, while others have been suspended for carryin

weapons in school and for recurrent misbehavior. G
Love and Sweet Pea say that when they started elemen

tary school, they didn't get along with anyone then

hated the teachers, didn't want to hsten to orders, an

ran away to the street. By the eleventh grade, both hd

dropped out and preferred the company of youngstei

on the street to those in the playground. "Kids on th

street were like me," notes G-Love.

Daily life for these street kids is simple, often boi

ing, and relatively free from the stresses that affe(

mainstream adolescents. When school kids are runnin

around the neighborhood on early morning papt



kjds is simple, often

boring, and relativel

free from the stressi

that affect mainstream
adolescents.

outes, waiting for the school bus, attending algebra

ind chemistry class, doing homework, practicing team

.ports, heading off to part-time jobs, and worrying

ihout scores on college entrance exams and picking a

.ollege, Fairview Hawks are asleep, numbing them-

elves with drugs, or just hanging out.

The gang has four "chill spots," or houses where

he kids are permitted to hang out. G-Love's mothers

louse is the biggest, most popular spot. Up the street,

cids chiU at Tonya's and rely on her for support.

'Tonya—she's a mom, she's got kids and everything

—

s like the mom of the family," says Caramel. "She's

:lose to Dan, TJ, Chucky D, and Kirk. She is the one

hat aU the boys write and call from prison. If any of us

;o to jail, we always call Tonya's house." Caramel

aughs.

The day begins sometime between one and three

n the afternoon. Sleeping aU morning and most of the

ifternoon is a regular practice because these teen-agers

lon't go to sleep until three or four A.M. They don't

lave to awaken early because they've all quit school

ind only a few have jobs. And those who do get jobs

Kually quit within weeks. Between four and six in the

ifternoon, the everyday group starts to congregate

iiDund G-Love's front porch; a few go inside to watch

rV or play video games.

Before long, someone walks a few blocks to a gas

tition convenience store on 61st and buys some forty-

Junce bottles of malt liquor or beer. Then someone

oils a joint (marijuana cigarette) or prepares a blunt (a

lollowed-out, blunt-tipped cigar filled with mari-

uana). Or someone lights up what they call a "dank

tick"—a cigarette dipped in formaldehyde that's been

:ut, or thinned, with nail polish remover or even wood
Jcohol or brake fluid. Smokers of dank become high

mtantly: legs weaken and bodies sag lifelessly. Sweet

Pea says, "It makes you not think about none of your

problems at all."

The kids chat and gossip and listen to music. On
some weekend evenings, they may move into some-

one's house and dance to rap music. Boys may toss a

football up and down Fairview in front of G-Love's

house or play basketball at a public park a few blocks

away. Less often, gang members go swimming in a

public pool, attend a movie, or go wading in a large

public fountain that's a few miles away. Favorite pas-

times are dominoes and craps—they love to gamble.

G-Love says they usually don't go looking for trou-

ble unless they're really "messed up" (drunk and/or

high on drugs) and have a car. Nevertheless, violence is

i{
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Street kids are

unlfkeiy to get help
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seriteriGeitapriso

And It Isn't the

worst thing that can

liappen to thern.

a fact of life and includes drive-by and walk-by shoot

mgs. Although they weren't the intended victims

Caramel and G-Love were injured during a walk-h^

shooting one August evening. They were sitting in (

i

Love's car, just around the block from her mother

house, when a North gunman fired an SKS assault rifli

at them for "two to three minutes," according t(

Caramel. A number of Fairview boys at the scene wer

unhurt, but G-Love was hit in the face and back b'

fragments of shattered glass or metal, and Caramel wa

hit in the foot by a bullet and received other wounds

G-Love managed to drive the car away from the scene

Shootings like this one are an "ongoing process," ex

plains Caramel. "They'd shoot at our friends, so we'

get mad and retaliate back on them, then they'd ge

mad and retaliate back on us."

I watched one afternoon as gang members pre

pared for battle, having spotted several members c

North a few blocks west of Fairview and 60th. Hostil

words and threats were exchanged, and boys emerge

from houses along Fairview and dashed toward a hig

spot on the hiU next to G-Love 's, a vantage point fror

which to fire down on enemy gang members drivin

below. Weapons appeared from hiding spots: shotgun

high-powered rifles, an assault weapon, a semiautc

matic weapon, and powerful handguns. "It's som

funny shit, man," declared a young warrior. "I'l

gonna jump right out in the middle of the street. Il

the Fourth ofJuly!" Another exclaimed, "I'm ready t

rock 'n' roll. I'm ready to ride." They darted back an

forth along the ridge, seemingly oblivious of their ow

exposure to danger.

According to several Fairview Hawks, quite a fe

of the gang members have been wounded or killed I

firearms during the year. A twenty-five-year-old m£

was shot in the chest tour to six times by unknovst

killers. A twenty-three-year-old was murdered I



North gang members, nvo years to the day after his

brother was killed by Bloods. A sixteen-year-old was

shot accidentally, and his fifteen-year-old brother was

shot by a rival; both survdved. A seventeen-year-old

boy was shot in the head by a rival and now sits perma-

nently in a wheelchair. A fourteen-year-old boy was

accidentally shot in the head by his best friend as they

handled a .45 cahber handgun. A thirteen-year-old girl

survived being shot in the chest with a .38 handgun by

North. A sixteen-year-old was shot in the arm with a

12 gauge shotgun at close range in a drive-by shooting

3n Fairview. Two seventeen-year-old boys survived

3eing shot at by rivals. Gang-related tragedy hits the

famihes of these kids, too.

"Violence doesn't scare me. I'm used to it. It's nor-

Tial," says Poodle in a matter-of-fact voice. "I seen

hoorings and drive-bys." Fist fights don't frighten her

either. Indeed, she was arrested for assault after punch-

ng her mother in the face during a court hearing.

'"We used to get into fist fights at home, too.") But

Zaramel says, "My biggest fear is watching all my
5nends die. I don't want to fear dying. I don't want to

lie violently. It'U all get better someday. I wish it

A^ould all stop."

Lite in the Fairview district can be dangerous, but

nost of these teen-agers were first exposed to violence

It home. In years of research in prisons and jails and on

treet corners in Seattle and other cities, I have inter-

/iewed and hung out with hundreds of gang members

ind adult street criminals, ranging in age from the late

jreteens to nearly seventy. The families they were born

nto usually offered only fragile and undependable so-

-ial ties, with children bound only weakly to their par-

;nts or other adults who helped raise them (steppar-

nts, aunts, uncles, cousins, grandparents).

Most commonly, the parents are alcoholics, and

Tiany use other drugs as well, such as marijuana,

leroin, and cocaine. Many fathers are criminals, often

Irug dealers. Mothers, and sometimes grandmothers,

ngage in criminal activities with their husbands,

Mothers, sons, and nephews. Even women who do not

Participate in crime are active consumers of the money

ind goods obtained illegally. Parents fight with each

)ther and beat their sons and daughters. In many cases,

nen sexually molest their sons, daughters, or stepchil-

Iren. Mothers of these children are passive bystanders

vho pretend not to know—fearful, they say that they

night be beaten them.selves or have their supply of

Irugs cut off.

As the children mature, the neglect and the enio-

ional and physical abuse heaped on them persist,

iventually they pull away, abandon their homes, and

embrace street Hfe with a calamitous zest. Enjoying the

freedom of hving by their own rules, they set off on a

hfe of drug and alcohol addiction, personal irresponsi-

bility, an inability to form meaningful social attach-

ments, an incapacity to sort important aspects of their

hves from unimportant ones, impulsive behavior, ag-

gression to relieve stress, and no sense ofHfelong prior-

ities. Many of these damaged adolescents feel as if the

course of their hves is outside their control. When
confronted with the facts about their drug and alcohol

use, dim fiiture, violent behavior, and lack of educa-

tion, they often respond, "It's just who I am."

Fairview Hawks, like young gang members I've

studied in many other cities, usually are the products of

particularly destructive family experiences. Institution-

alization is also common in their backgrounds.

Caramel recounts a series of seven placements in resi-

dential treatment programs, hospitals, and juvenile de-

tention facHities, from when she was age ten to seven-

teen, including nearly a year in a state hospital at age

classroorns

studpng,

commuting to work,

and paying taxes

aren't attractive

alternatives.
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thirteen. She says they told her she had "an anger

problem and a chemical imbalance." During her last

commitment to a treatment facihty, Caramel met

G-Love, who also was a patient.

G-Love says she smoked her first joint when she

was eight, and by age twelve she drank and smoked

"bud" (marijuana) every day gambled, enjoyed an oc-

casional street fight, and stole cars. After a car theft

when she was twelve years old, G-Love was remanded

by a juvenile court judge to a thirty-day psychiatric

evaluation. But she rebelled, and a month turned into

four years in custody. "I hated the matrons," she says

with a scowl, and "I fought them, jumped them, beat

them whenever I could, and I ran away. But they kept

bringing me back." G-Love adjusted slowly and

learned to live with counsehng, planned recreation,

good food, and a clean bed.

These kids are unlikely to get help unless they are

convicted of a felony and sentenced to prison. And

ironically, prison isn't the worst thing that can happen

to them. In fact, it is a way of insuring that they wdl

stay alive, get treatment for addictions to alcohol am

other drugs, receive a moderate level of education, an

obtain medical and psychological or psychiatric care

Most prisons, despite exaggerated stereotypes, ar

cleaner and safer than inner-city neighborhoods. I

prison, there are no drive-by shootings.

Whether so-called rehabilitation programs can b

considered successful depends on who is evaluating th

programs. Educated people, among them those whos

incomes depend on the existence of such program



The street G^^^^^^^

dangerous, but mt)St

of these ieen-agers

were first e^cposed to

violenGe at home.

)ften claim that education and job training will stop

:rime and offer street criminals lawful opportunities.

vly years of street ethnography show a different pic-

ure: Persistent criminals, as well as gang members, are

iving a life style they have chosen. They don't fear the

Timinal justice system, and in the end, most reject at-

empts to force them into a way of life they neither

vant nor understand. Sitting in classrooms studying,

commuting to and from work, spending forty or more

lours a week behind a desk, and paying taxes aren't at-

tractive alternatives to the street criminals and gang

members I've known.

Fairview Hawks and kids like them usually are

raised by parents for whom school has no meaning.

School is just a place to hang out with fellow gang

members. And a close look at household life shows

that the parents of gang members often discourage

children's school attendance, because the school day

and homework take time away from selling drugs or

stolen property, thus reducing household income and
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Books to Read

Beggars and Thieves:

Lives of Urban Street

Criminals, by Mark, S.

Fleisher (University of

Wisconsin Press,

1995)

Tlie American Street

Gang: Its Nature,

Prevalence, and

Control, by l\/lalcolm

W. Klein (Oxford

University Press, 1995)

the amount of cash that mom or dad can spend on

drugs and alcohol. And even if the children are edu-

cated, who will hire them?

Some gang members and adult street criminals do

find a way to get off the street and into a lawful life

style. Grass-roots organizations that reach people on

street corners and in gang neighborhoods are a more

effective intervention tool than expensive, bureau-

cracy-laden government programs. The Fairview

Hawks are more likely to get help from people who
aren't afraid of going into the inner city, having once

hved on the street themselves.

Flaco, in his mid-forties, used to work for a neigh-

borhood organization and is now setting up his own

project. He is the first bilingual Latino to become a

certified drug and alcohol counselor in the state. He
even received a certificate of recognition from the

Points of Light Foundation inspired by President Bush.

But for many years, his life consisted of drugs, crime,

gangs, and prison.

Born in Nogales, Mexico, and raised in Tucson,

Arizona, Flaco lived until the age of nine with his

mother and stepfather. Then his mother was hospital-

ized and his stepfather was unable to care adequately

for Flaco and his six brothers. His mother's relatives of-

fered to care for the children, but they only wanted

Flaco's brothers. He was left on his own. "I remember

the conversation where my brothers were chosen, but

no one wanted me. 'OK,' I thought, 'if no one wants

me, I don't want nobody'
"

Flaco soon began sniffing glue and gas fumes; by

age ten, he was regularly smoking weed; by age twelve

or thirteen, he was a member of a gang in south Tuc-

son. He shot (injected) heroin for the first time at age

fifteen. For the next two decades, his hfe was domi-

nated by heroin. "If God made anything better than

heroin," says Flaco, "he kept it for himself"."

At age twenty, Flaco was imprisoned in the maxi-

mum security unit at the Arizona State Prison for sell

ing heroin, among other charges, and within a year, he

became associated with one of America's most infa

mous prison gangs, known for its violence and drug

distribution inside prison walls. For nearly fourteen

years, Flaco lived by the sword and the syringe. "I felt

closer to the guys in prison than to my own family

Sometimes I forgot I had a family. I never got a visit,

and I lost all contact with the world."

On September 1, 1985, Flaco was relea.sed. At age

thirty-three, he didn't know how to live on the out-

side. "My [criminal] behavior and attitude kept me

aHve all along, and now they expected me to get rid of

all that. I didn't know if I could make it." Flaco decided

to stay drug free for twelve months, just to see what

the world looked like. He has managed to stay drug

free ever since.

Unfortunately, kids have only a shght chance of

getting off the street when the majority of the people

they know—including their own brothers, sisters

cousins, mothers, and fathers—are active criminals

gang members, and drug addicts. Supportive, intimate

ties are optional on the street, where relationships exisi

in the moment and people are responsible only foi

themselves. As a field researcher studying adult streei

criminals and young gang members, I found that reci-

procity and frequent contact were vital to sustain oper

relationships. But I learned to limit my natural urge tc

get personally involved. "I am a street ethnographer,"

told myself, "an observer, not a cop, social worker, o

surrogate father."

But watching adults destroy their lives with drug

and alcohol and criminal behavior was easier to endun

than watching adolescents do the same things. Adults,

told myself, have control over their own lives . If

thirty-five-year-old street criminal chooses to shool

heroin, that is entirely his decision. But I watchd

teen-agers pollute themselves with alcohol, marijuana,

and dank, and no adults seemed to care about this dru;

abuse. Every day I spent with the Fairview Hawk

brought me disturbing dreams. I knew that many c

these youngsters had committed serious crimes, bii

many of them had not, yet all were trying to survive

best they could, alone on the street, without commu

nity members rescuing them.

One thing I learned from studying Fairview Hawl

is this: These youngsters would probably not be alec

holies, drug addicts, gang members, and convicte

felons if their parents or other adults truly cared aboi

them. And this is the most painful thing I have learne

on the streets. C
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B s n i a: After t h

story by Colin Finlay and Christina M. Gonzalez

Photographs by Colin Finlay; Saba Press Photos,

and by the children of Sarajevo

"Peace is back. People want it." says Hamud, a teen-

ager who lived through the siege of Sarajevo from

1992 through 1995. The city, ringed by mountains,

had come under attack by nationalist Bosnian Serbs

IHiHIilfeKllibMi EMjfeWJiMUtiE

from Yugoslavia. The victims were Bosnian Muslims,

Croats, Serbs loyal to the Bosnian government, and a

small community of Sephardic Jews. As the city

echoed with exploding mortar rounds and artillery and

sniper fire, Hamud spent days and nights huddled with

a score of other people in a tiny underground bunker.

Even now, gunfire may be heard in the hills, and

scarcely a week goes by that someone doesn't die from

a mine concealed inside or on the outskirts of the city.

Hamud was one of fifteen children—girls and

boys—in whose hands we placed donated Canon cam-

eras and Kodak film. We asked them to play the role o

MilMHiiiMin!

of the siege and what their lives are like today. As the)

documented what they saw and felt, we followed then

with still and video cameras. They took us on a tour o

the main library—or what's left of it—once a world



War Without End
enowned institution whose architecture, as well as

ontents, had been a tribute to cultural diversity. We
legotiated the roadblocks and made our way through

liinefields to visit the children's destroyed homes,

larks, and schools. We viewed the scarred city center,

vhere shell craters have been painted red as a niemor-

al to the dead and reminder to the living.

Following the Dayton agreement reached in De-

ember 1995, Bosnia and Herzegovina remains divided

nto two "entities"—the Federation of Bosnia and

^erzegovina and the Serbian Republic—watched over

ly NATO troops. The joint government barely func-

ions, the economy is weak, more than two million

refugees are still unable to return home, nationalist par-

ties remain in power, and individuals indicted by the

International War Crimes Tribunal remain free. Yet, as

many Bosnians say, life is stronger than politics. The

Sarajevo airport reopened recently, schools and or-

phanages are being buUt, many young people are in re-

habilitation programs, and the emergence of multi-

ethnic citizens' political parties encourages the vision

of a more tolerant future.

There wasn't a child we worked with who did not

take a picture of a grave, for all had lost someone to the

war. But many of their photographs expressed hope

and the besiinninss of a return to a normal life.
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''During the siege we
had school in an

underground room. It

was cold and dark. We
wanted to learn, but

couldn't. Now we can."
—Levla D., atre 13
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Books to Read

I %*i

Letters from Sarajevo:

Voices of a Besieged

City, by Anna Cataldi

(Element Books Limited,

London, 1994)

,1^1

Zlata's Diary: A Cliild's

Life in Sarajevo, by

Zlata Filipovic (Viking

Press, 1994)
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"This library was a

'

beautiful building. I

see that it burned, but

now it is being

restored. In the future

this will be a wonderful

library."
—Alma S., age 14

Bosnia and

Hercegovina: A

Tradition Betrayed, by

Robert Donia and John

V. A. Fine (Columbia

University Press, 1994)
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Organizations

to Contact

Care International

151 Ellis St., NE,

Atlanta, Georgia

30303-2439

tel. 1-800-521-CARE,

ext. 999. IVeib site:

http://www.care.org

International Rescue

Committee

122 E. 42cl St., New

York, NY 10168-1289

tel. (212) 551-3000

Dzenana age 14 Unheard Voice Foundation I

"I want to study

medicine because

many- men are killed. A

doctor has a very hard

job, but a good job in

war, a very good job."
—Alma D., aee 13

h ^'

\

The Unheard Voice

Foundation

Through photographs

taken by the children

themselves, the

foundation documents

their lives and works to

improve their living

conditions.

Write: c/o Not So Tiny

Enterprises, 2219

Silver Ridge Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90039

"After the ^ar^^^^^
happy. Now I know

that after war there

Is life, and that is

•great."
—^Levla D.. ai*e 13 .

Melissa C age 13 Unheard V



People should

emember so they

on't repeat the

/ar, this war."
I-Alma S., age 14

Alma S., age 14; Unheaid Voice Foundation
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(Continuedfrom page 18)

book, Tlie Aquarium, exposes the social or

technological solution to a number of

practical problems that would probably

not occur to a casual reader today. How,

for example, could an urban enthusiast

get seawater for his home aquarium?

Gosse advises:

posterity? In one trivial sense, of course,

we can only answer this question affirma-

tively, for aquariums retain strong popu-

larity in all scales of life—from hokey

commercial theme parks to lofty public

museums, from research laboratories

throughout the world to home displays

(with an interesting tie to social circum-

;^7:sn!R7!&-;(3?MliaKti ;i>"rc^^»^^

//; London, sca-watcr

may be easily obtained by

a triflingfee to the master

or steward ofany of the

steamers that ply beyond

the mouth of the

Thames, charging him to

dip in the clear open sea,

beyond the reach of rivers.

I have been in the habit

of having a twenty gallon

cask filledfor me, for

which I give a couple oj

shillings.

must first ask the right question to secure

the proper observation, and all questions

emerge from contexts).

Little examples of big principles strike!"

me as most intriguing of all, for I declare

my aDegiance with several common mot-

toes proclaiming that God, the devil, or

any matter of great pith and moment lies

in the details. I believe

that we can identify one

of these admittedly small

but obviously permanent

and universal modes of

seeing as, instead, a direct

legacy of the mid-nine-

teenth-century aquarium

craze, and therefore not

much more than 100

years old as a Western

way of knowing.

How shall we draw

And how can speci-

mens be safely trans-

ported to town with adequate speed? By

fast train, of course. Gosse writes:

Hie more brief the period during which the

specimens are in transitu the better. Hence

they should be alwaysfonvarded per mail

train, and either be received at the terminus

by the owner, or else be directed "To be

Jorwarded immediately by special

messenger " Tlie additional expense of this

precaution is very small, and it may

preserve half the collectionfrom death

through long confinement.

Any social movement must illuminate

its own time, so we should scarcely be

surprised by this retrospective enlighten-

ment from the aquarium craze ot the

1850s. But what can we say about the

even more interesting (and practical) mat-

ter of definite and permanent influences

extending forward to our own day? Can a

movement that treaded so transiently

(however intensely) on the pathway of

history—and then was gone like the

wind—leave any lasting imprint upon

In the first edition (1863) ofLouis Figuier's The Earth Before the Deluge

(7 hthograph depicts Devonian sea creatures cast up on the beach.

stances, at least in the United States,

where cultivation of tropical tishes re-

mains as resolutely working class as bowl-

ing, while the skiing and sailing crowd fa-

vors bird-watching or Afi-ican safaris for

their natural history fix)

.

I take a far greater interest in "invis-

ible" matters usually passing beneath overt

notice because solutions seem so obvious

that we do not even acknowledge the ex-

istence of a question. Some ways of

knowing or seeing seem so blessedly evi-

dent, so unambiguously ineluctable, that

we assume their universal and automatic

practice from time immemorial. Og the

caveperson, Artie the australopithecine,

even PrisciUa the Paleocene primate an-

cestor must have used the same devices.

But when we can show that such a strat-

egy ofthought or sight arose from a recent

and specific episode in our actual history,

then we obtain our best illustrations for

the important principle that all knowledge

must arise within social contexts—even

the most obvious tactual matter based on

direct and simple observation (tor one

marine organisms and

more general scenes oi

underwater communities!

The answer to such an in-

quiry seems so evident

that we may wonder why anyone would

bother to pose the question at all. We al-

ways draw such scenes in a single anc

"natural" orientation today: in the eye-to-

eye, or edge-on, view, where a humar

observer sees marine life as if he were un-

derwater with the creatures depicted anc

therefore watching them at their owr

level. Isn't this orientation clearly besti

After all, we wish to show these creaixire:

as they live, pursuing their ordinary be-

haviors and interactions. How else coulc

we possibly draw them except fron

within their own marine environment?

Such a preference may seem both nat-

ural and unassailable—and therefore con

stant and permanent in human practice-

but the history of illustration reveals

different and much more interesting stor)

Until the mid-nineteenth century, ma

rine organisms were almost always drawi

either on top of the water (for swimminj

forms, mostly fishes) or cast up on shor

and desiccating on land (for botton

dwellers, mostly invertebrates). TheS'

views from above, and from a terrestria



jntage point, had become convenrional

1 the history ot art. For example, to

i\-ok;e the gold standard of pre-nine-

;enth-century illustrations for the his-

ir\" ot lite, consider the engravings (see

ages 16 and 18) for the origin ot fishes

ad marine mollusks m the Physlcu sacra of

I.* Swiss savant J. J. Scheuchzer, pub-

shed in the 1730s. ^
This amazing work—the

-quivalent, for its time, of

n elaborate television series

dth the usual tie-ins from

ooks to coffee mugs—in-

ludes 750 gorgeously elab-

rate, fiill-page engravings

epicting every biblical

:ene with any plausible

nphcation for natural his-

iry. The Creation stories

f Genesis (chapters 1 and

provide obvious fodder

»r an extensive series of il-

istrations. All marine or- Illustrating

inisms are drawn on top of perspective

r out of the water—that is,

om the perspective of a human observer

anding on shore. The plate for the cre-

ion of mollusks shows clams and snails

raped over a rocky arch or lying on the

:ach in the foreground, while no organ-

ms at all appear in the background

can. The plate for the creation of ma-

ne vertebrates shows a garland of fishes

ong the top and upper side borders (that

, above the ocean), while a few swim-

ijng fishes partly protrude above the

ater's surface, and flying fishes grace the

r spaces above.

I can imagine only one reason for a

rong convention of such strikingly sub-

ptimal illustrations. Artists must then

ive avoided—or not even been able to

)nceptualize—the eye-to-eye, within-

leir-own-environment viewpoint so fa-

)red today. Illustrators must have es-

lewed this edge-on orientation because

ost people had never seen marine or-

inisms in such a perspective before the

vention of the aquarium, and the craze

r maintaining such a display as a rustic

lornment in the home converted the

formerly inconceivable (because unseen)

into a commonplace. Water is usually

muddy and largely opaque when in mo-

tion. No technology efface masks, diving

beUs, snorkels, or ox'ygen tanks existed

—

and humans do have to come up for air

after very short periods of potential ob-

servation. The vast majority of Western

marine animals of the Carboniferous period, a postaquarium

is evident in Figuier'sfourth edition (1865).

people (including most professional

sailors) couldn't swim and wouldn't have

thought of immersing themselves volun-

tarily in marine waters. So where, before

the invention of aquariums, would most

people ever have seen (or even been able

to imagine) marine organisms in their

own environments? The conventional, if

uninformative, view from the shore (and

down upon the waters) surely represented

the "natural" way ofhuman knowing be-

fore aquariums opened a new and truly

improved perspective.

Martin Rudwick, an excellent paleon-

tologist in his early career and now the

world's most distinguished historian of

geology, first made me aware of this inter-

esting change in the history of illustration

and the probable inspiration provided by

the invention of aquariums. In his re-

markable book on the history ofdrawings

for prehistoric life. Scenes from Deep Time

(University of Chicago Press, 1992),

K^udwick noted that virtually all early il-

lustrations depict marine organisms ex-

clusively as assemblages desiccating on

shore—quite a limit for learning about

past communities and environments, es-

pecially when you realize that most of

life's history featured marine organisms

only. Rudwick writes:

Most scenes from deep time . . . portrayed

ordinary marine organisms as having been

washed up on a shore, in

theforeground ofa

landscape seen

unproblematicallyfrom a

human viewpoint. In this

respect, they simply

continued the established

pictorial convention. . . . In

effect, the aquatic world

from which mostfossils were

derived was depicted only

from the outside, from the

subaerial world to which a

time-traveling human

observer could more

plausibly have had access.

. . . Tltis suggests how

difficult it may have been for

and perhapsfor most of the

geologists too, to imagine a viewpoint that

was not only prelnmian but also

subaqueous—at least until mid-century,

when the famous aquarium craze made the

underwater world generally accessiblefor the

first time.

I don't mean to exaggerate the exclu-

sivity of this theme. The eye-to-eye view

is not that hard to imagine, even if you

have never seen marine life in this orien-

tation—and fishbowls did provide some

simplified hints. Thus, one occasionally

encounters the "modern" view in old il-

lustrations. (The earliest I have seen

comes from a sixteenth-century German

book on military tactics showing a sol-

dier—or should I say a marine—stealthily

walking along a lake bottom to gain ac-

cess to an enemy ship and drill some holes

for a sinking. The figure shows a tew

fishes swimming in the water but in a

very stiff and clearly subsidiary role.)

liut Rudwick is surely correct in not-

ing the rarity of .such drawings, and he

the pubhc .
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also notes that occasional exceptions usu-

ally record irregular or humorous pur-

poses, while the same artists then used

the conventional onshore view in text-

books and other standard sources. For

example, in 1830, and long before the

aquarium craze. Sir Henry De la Beche,

the first director of the Geological Sur-

vey of Great Britain and

a skilled illustrator as
,

well, made a famous -" ' i;,', '

drawing of Mesozoic

marine life in Dorset

from the modern eye-

to-eye perspective. He
printed this figure to sell

in a campaign designed

to raise money for Mary

Anning, the celebrated

fossil collector, who had

become impoverished.

But when De la Beche,

only two years later,

published figures of the

same ichthyosaurs and

plesiosaurs in a popular

textbook, he drew these

animals either on shore

or on top of the water.

I have informally

monitored this theme in

my historical readings

during the past five

years, and I can affirm Rudwick's claim

that the "natural" edge-on view did not

become at all obvious until the aquarium

provided access for ordinary human ob-

servation. Moreover, since all inventions

experience some lag time before general

acceptance, I have also noted that eye-to-

eye marine views did not predominate

during the aquarium craze of the 1850s,

but only achieved preferred status during

the next two decades.

To cite two examples of reluctance to

abandon old conventions, Hibberd (m

1 858) does show several figures of aquar-

iums from the side. (These rustic adorn-

ments estabhsh the primary subject of his

book, after all, so he could hardly have

done otherwise!) But nearly all Hibberds

drawings, while showing a side view

through glass, assume the perspective of

an observer looking down from above

the aquarium, not directly from the side

(and level with the fishes). Moreover,

Hibberd's decorative drawings for the

first page of each chapter continue to

promote the desiccating, shore-bound

view, as illustrated by the grotto of inver-

"A sounding grotto, vaulted, vast,
O'erstudded with a tbonsand, thousand pearls,
And crimson-mouthed shells with stubborn cuiis
Of every sh,ipe and size, even to the bulk
In which whales harbour close, to brood and sulk
Against an endless storm. Moreover, too,
I'lsh—semblances of green and azure hue.
Heady to snort their streams."

A chapter heading in Rustic Adornments

reflects the old style ofmarine illustration,

as does the top-down view of the

aquarium itself.

tebrates gracing chapter 1, "The Marine

Aquarium."

In a striking example (cited by Rud-

wick as well), the immensely popular seum of Natural History.

French naturalist Louis Figuier—the Carl

Sagan or David Attenborough of hi^

day—published the first major book o),

chronologically ordered scenes for each

period of life's history. La terre avant li^

deluge {The Earth Before the Deluge). Hi;

lithographer, Edouard Riou, worked foi

Jules Verne (among others) and was thf

most celebrated illustra-

tor of popular science ir

his time. In the first edi-

tion of 1863, Riou drew

all marine creatures ir

positions of death anc

desiccation on shore. H(

retained these figures it

later printings, bu

added, in the fourth edi-

tion of 1865, a mucl

more informative draw

ing of Carboniferou

fishes and marine inver

tebrates in the newh

famihar edge-on aquar-

ium view.

Very little comes eas

ily to our poor be

nighted species (thi

first, after all, to experi

ment with the nove

evolutionary invention

of self-conscious philos

ophy and art). Even thi

most obvious, accurate, and natura

styles of thinking or drawing must b'

regulated by history and won by strug

gle. Solutions must therefore aris

within a social context and record th

complex interactions of mind and envi

ronment that define the possibility

human improvement. To end by parod

of a familiar text, we only learned th

natural way to see marine life when th

invention of aquariums permitted us t'

see through glass clearly and to examin

a brave old world face to face.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geolog

and the history of science at Harvard Univei

sity. He is also the Frederick P. Rose Honorm

Curator of Invertebrates at the American Mu

Keats.
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harleston and the surrounding South Carolina Low Country, the shards come.from hahd-nloided

;ssels that were distinct from the English earthenware, European and Asian porcelains, and elaborate

assware that were in popular use at the time. (English "refined-body" earthenware, such as

affordshire creamware and pearlware, was so cheap and available in Charleston at the close of the
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eighteenth century that

discarded fragments are

common m abandoned

privies
—

"wet" sites that

preserve everything from

wood construction debris to

gastrointestinal parasites.)

Using criteria developed

by her museum colleague

Ron Anthony, Zierden

distinginshes three categories

of these litde-understood

ceramics, which make up

about 5 percent of the

ceramics in Charleston

archeological sites dating from

the colonial period into the

early nineteenth century.

Yaughan ware and Lesesne

ware include a variety of

bulbous pots, while River

Burnished pottery most often

follows the forms of European

vessels—handled pitchers, teapots, and footed plates and bowls.

Thirty years ago, scholars assigned the creation of Colono

ware to Native Americans. The River Burnished ware in

particular resembles what is known as Catawba ware: varied

forms of smoking pipes, pitchers, and jugs produced by Native

Americans in the Carohna back country, carried to Charleston,

Magnolia Plantation and ijanlcn, Charleston

and sold or bartered to city

residents of both European

and African descent. More

recently, archeologist

Leland Ferguson, of the

University of South Carohna,

and others have interpreted

some Colono ware as the

product of a West African

tradition tied to certain

African American foods,

herbal medicines, and reUgioi

practices. They believe the

tradition was transplanted to

the American colonies

through slavery. Possibly, as

archeologist Brian Crane

proposes, it arrived indirectly,

after first becoming estabhshe

on Caribbean islands.

An example of River

Burnished ware is a

fragmented pitcher whose

shards were excavated from a privy in the old part of Charlestor

With its flat base and strap handle, the sLx-inch-high vessel drew

on a popular European form, but its burnished, hand-molded

body and ornamentation—there is a trace of stylized figures

painted within a black oval outline—distinguish it from the mas

of English-manufactured dishes, mugs, chamber pots, and other

[vessels are thick-

bodied, globular pots that may

have served a variety of

storage and cooking functions.

They range in color from

burnt browns to deep,

irregular grays.

vessels tend to be

sHghtly more delicate than

Yaughan vessels, with

Yaughan

burnished surfaces in a color

range that also includes darker

browns and tans, as well as the

gray ot Yaughan.

River Burnished wares are

harder fired and thinner

walled than other Colono

wares. Ranging in color from

mottled gray to black, they are

highly bufl^ed, to the point of

Lesesne

looking as if they had been

glazed. Occasionally they are

decorated with painted

designs. River Burnished

resembles Catawba ware and

most likely belongs to the

same tradition.

pottery consists of

contemporary as well as earher

wares known to have been

produced by the Catawba

Indians. It includes hard-fire(

hoUoware such as pitchers an

jugs, which range in color

from mottled gray to black

and have burnished surfaces

River Burnished



;ramics that were found along ^^dth it. The privy stood adjacent

) the kitchen quarters of an eighteenth-century house, placing

at the intersection of the worlds of masters and servants.

It the pitcher came from the kitchen, or from the slave

aarters above the kitchen, it may have been used for mixing and

ispensing African medicines. But perhaps it came from the

)wn house and reflected the fascination with natural and

jlmral exotica that was very much a part of late-eighteenth-

fntury European American households throughout the North

dantic rim. Silver-inlaid or mounted coconut-sheU cups, gold-

lounted ostrich eggs, and cowrie shell snuffboxes and cufiiinks

ere objects that brought "foreign" cultures into the home and

TnboUzed the ability to contain and domesticate them. Set on a

irlor mantelpiece or in a curio cabinet, the pitcher may have

Firmed the homeowner s sense of cultural authority.

Urban ehtes who collected such objects may well have missed

le point that River Burnished wares were intended by their

lakers for sale and represented a thoughtfiil and critical reading

: '"white" desire. The potters—Native American and/or

JTican American—made choices based on a variety of factors,

;cluding the quality of clay, potting and firing technologies,

smpeting design traditions, and marketability.

Historians who write about early American decorative arts

;nerally take a top-down perspective, emphasizing great works

lat have strong social associations with upper-class taste and

ealth. Lesser works are demeaned as imperfect reflections of this

sthetic standard. The River Burnished Colono ware challenges

le wisdom, or even the utility, of such taste-based categories.

3r an archeologist, the presence or absence of Colono ware is

best viewed as a clue to the interplay of ethnic identities and a

reminder of the dynamic settings in which objects could be

inscribed with multiple, often conflicting, meanings.

Bernard L. Herman is an associate professor of art history, history, and

urban affairs and public policy at the University ofDelaware in Newark.

His books include The Stolen House and, with Gabrielle M. Lanier,

Everyday Architecture of the Mid-Atlantic: Looking at Buildings

and Landscapes.

A slave cabin at Boone Hall Plantation, Mount Pleasant

For visitor information write:

The Charleston Museum

360 Meeting Street

Charleston, South Carolina

29403

(803) 722-2996

The Historic Charleston

Foundation

P.O. Box 1120

Charleston, South Carolina

29402

(803) 723-1623

ith painted designs. Catawba

are is also represented by

noking pipes, which are

ten decorated with

rometric designs of

-ehistoric origin.

Fragments oj a River Bntmshcd

pitcher excavatedfrom a

Charleston privy: Was this

vessel used to dispense

African medicines?

Homes offreed slaves on Saint

Helena Island, about

190f)-1910

1 mile
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Celestial Events

Of Scorpions and Showers
By Joe Rao

In July, the constellation

Scorpius, the Scorpion, is

visible to early evening

stargazers across most of

North America. Those in the

far northeastern states and

Canada may not see the

lowest part of the Scorpions

taU, but the constellation's

most brilliant and interesting

star, Antares, is well above the

horizon.

At first glance, you might

mistake this reddish star for

the ruddy planet Mars, but

notice that the star twinkles—something bright planets generally

do not do. The ancient Greeks also noticed the resemblance

between these two celestial bodies and named the star Antares,

"rival of Ares" (Ares is the Greek equivalent of Mars). A star of

exceptional dimensions, Antares' diameter is nearly 700 times

that of the Sun and more than 75,000 times that of Earth; in

other words, if the Earth were a baseball, a proportional Antares

would be a ball more than three and a half miles in diameter.

Twinkling Antares is the brightest star in the constellation Scorpius.

Among the bright stars,

Antares is probably exceeded

in size only by Betelgeuse.

The first three weeks of

August bring one of the best

annual meteor displays—the

Perseid meteor showers. The

Perseids are the debris left

behind by comet Swift-Tuttle,

which passed through the

inner part of out solar system

less than five years ago. (Most

of the meteors seem to

emanate froni an area in the

constellation Perseus, hence

the name.) The Perseids will

reach a peak during the early

morning hours of August 12. Only then, as Perseus climbs high

into the northeast sky, will the meteor numbers reach the fifiy oi

more per hour rate that makes the shower so spectacular. After

the bright first-quarter Moon sets late on the evening of the

11th, the night will be dark enough to enjoy the sight of these

celestial streakers.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the American Museiim-Hayden Planetarium.

The Sky in July and August

BSBSS^Hmoves steadily east

of the Sun during July,

reaching elongation—its

farthest distance from the

Sun—by August 3. Mercury

moves to inferior

conjunction—positioned

between the Earth and the

Sun—on Auaxist 31.

prominent m the

evening twilight in July, stands

about 1 5° above the western

horizon after sunset and sets

about one and a half hours

later. Venus, Mercury, and the

star Regulus lie within 5° of

one another in the evenings

from July 23 through 26. In

August, Venus is low in the

west just after sunset. The

crescent Moon passes below

and to the right of Venus on

the evening of the 5th; above

and to the left on the 6th.

low in the southwest

at dusk, sets in the late evening

during July. It is less than 2°

south of an almost first-

quarter Moon on the evening

of the 1 1th. By month's end.

Mars is a few degrees to the

right ot the star Spica. In

August, a waxing crescent

Moon is in the vicinity of

Mars and Spica on the

eveninas of the 8th and 9th.

in Capricornus,

rises in the southeast about

one and a half hours after

sunset. The planet dominates

the late-night sky, far

outshining even the brightest

stars by nearly three

magnitudes (after Venus sets).

On August 9, Jupiter is

opposite the Sun in our sky.

On that date, this silvery white

beacon is at its closest and

brightest: 350 million miles

from Earth and a glorious

magnitude -2.8.

i'^WIHiB in Pisces during July

rises in the east near midnight

and is liigh in the southeastern

sky by dawn. Saturn's rings are

11.7° from horizontal on the

morning of the 25th, their

broadest display since 1993. In

August, Saturn rises in

midevening and is near the

meridian at dawn. It appears

stationary against the stars of

Pisces, until it begins its

retrograde (westward) motion I

on the 2d.

jCTflnTnil in July is new on

the 4th at 2:40 P.M. First

quarter is on the 12th at 5:44
i

P.M., full Moon is on the 19th'

at 11:20 RM., and last quarter

is on the 26th at 2:28 RM. In
j

August, the Moon is new on '

the 3d at 4:14 A.M. First

quarter is on the 1 1th at 8:42 I

A.M., full Moon is on the ISt!.

at 6:55 A.M., and last quarter

on the 24th at 10:23 RM. All

times are EDT '
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ANTARCTICA
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Last Frontier
Enter a world of massive glaciers,
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parade of penguins. Explore Antarctica
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vessel. Go ashore in Zodiac landing

crafts accompanied by your guide,
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Art

JOHN GOULD'S HUMMINGBIRDS AND THE
Birds of Asia. Mid 19th century color lithograph in

origmal condition. Amsterdam Audubons and oc-

tavo Bradbury Ferns. Melange Box 64596 Baton

Rouge, LA 70896. (504) 927-1566

Books/Publications

CARTOGRAPHY Books about maps, atlases, refer-

ence works. Bought & Sold, Catalogues available on

request. Overlee Farm Books, Box 1155, Stockbridge,

MA 01262 (413) 637-2277.

DO YOU HAVE A BOOK TO PUBLISH? Contact es-

tablished co-operative publisher with offices in USA
and Europe. CaU Pentland Press, Inc. 1-800-948-2786.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED ALL TYPES. Publisher

with 75-year tradition. "Author's Guide to Subsidy

Pubhshing." 1-800-695-9599.

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology Archaeology

Nahiral History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

RARE, OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS all fields Natural

History. Free catalog. Marcher Books, Dept. NH, 6204

N. Vermont, Oklahoma City OK 73112.

NEWAUTHORS
PUBLISH YOUR WORK

All subjects considered:

Fiction, Biographv, Poetry, Peligion, Childrens

AUTHORS WORLDWIDE INVITED
write, or send vour manuscript to:

MINERVA PRESS
2 OLD EROMPTON ROAD, LONDON SW7 3D0, ENGLAND

Education

SELF-PUBLISH YOUR OWN BOOK. Will convert

your manuscript into professional, edited books. As

few as 100 copies. 212 580-9700. Jay Street Publishers,

Dept.l4, 145 Hudson Street, New York, NY 10023.

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 52 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation.

Rivercross Pubhshing Inc. Dept. NH; 127 East 59th

Street, New York, NY 10022.

China, Crystal, Silver

WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER of discontinued &
active china, flatware & collectibles. 3,500,000 pieces,

65,000 patterns. FREE hsting of pieces in your pat-

terns. Toll-free, 8am to 10pm EST 1-800 REPLACE (1-

800-737-5223). Replacements, Ltd., RO. Box 26029,

Greensboro, NC 27420, Dept NL.

Teacup vendor, Hyderabad, India
DoranneJacolDSon

GROW GOURMET AND MEDICINAL Mushrooms.

Oyster Shiitake, morels and much more. Seminars

on cultivation. Free brochure. Call 800-780-9126.

Fungi Perfecti, PO Box 7634-NHM, Olympia, WA
98507

LEARN THE SCIENCE beliind world issues: ecology,

disease, bioteclmology. Correspondence course, in-

structor with Ph.D., 20 years experience. Free infor-

mation: Greenleaf Discoveries, Box 710, Marshall,

MN 56258.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/Forestry/Ecology

Careers. Professional level home study for concerned

individuals. Exciting careers in the outdoors. Free lit-

erature. RC.D.L, Atlanta, Georgia. (800) 362-7070

Dept. NNH124.

Employment Opportunities

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble

Products At Home. Call Toll Free 1-800-467-5566

EXT 6371

' Environmental Careers *

Environmental & natural resource vacancies from non-

profit, private, & government employers,Two issues

each month list opportunities nationwide, A 6 issue trial

subscription is only $19.50. Subscribe todayl

The Job Seeker
Dept NH, Rt 2 Box 16, Warrens, Wl 54666

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES-Monthly

bulletin lists environmental job openings throughout

the U.S. Free details. EOV PO. Box 4379, Areata, CA
95518 (707) 826-1909.

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 each. Send

name, address: Caico Pubhsliing (Dept. C-104), 22

North Plams, WaUingford, CT 06492.

LOOKING FOR EXTRA INCOME? Assemble craft

products at home. Nation's best program - compa-

nies now hiring. For Information Call: 1-800-377-

6000, ext.8800.

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small

business. Grants/loans to $800,000.00 Free recorded

message: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

Maps

ANTIQUE MAPS & SEA CHARTS. U.S. &
Worldwide. All originals. 16th-19th century Free

listings. Specify regions of interest. Grace Galleries

Inc. RR5, Box 2488, Brunswick, ME 04011. (207) 729-

1329.

Music

EXCITING WORLD MUSIC. India, Africa, Latin

America, Native American Music, and more. Our

new catalog of traditional and modern CD's and cas-

settes is yours for the asking. Write Music of the

World, PO. Box 3620, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or call

(919)932-9600.
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Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Na\y Collimator Free catalog and our article

"Know your Binoculars," published in Audubon
Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St.,

West Coxsadde, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610.

Real Estate

LET THE GO\'ERNMENT PAY for your new or exist-

ing home. Over 100 different programs available.

Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8LA1)

Rentals

REVEW YOURSELF! Only house boat in Maine on
hidden lake. Sleeps two. Access by canoe S600
weeklv. 207-733-2576

Services

DATE SONEONE IN YOUR LEAGUE Graduates
and faculb,' of The Ivies, Seven Sisters, MPT, Stanford,

UniversitT,' of Chicago, Northwestern, U C Berkeley,

Accredited Medical Schools meet alumni and acade-

mics. The Right Stuff (800) 988-5288.

SINGLE SCIENCE/NATURE ENTHUSIASTS are

meeting through a nationwide nehvork. Contact us

for ii\fo: Science Connection, 304 Newbury St. #307,

Boston, MA 02155; http://www.sciconnect.com/;
1-800-667-5179.

Tours/Trips

ACA AIR COURIERS SAVE UP TO 80% on
International Travel: Europe $235, Asia $370, South
America S176 roundtrip. Fly as onboard courier for

the "big name" freight companies. 1,000 roundtrip

flights weekly to Europe, Asia, Pacific Rim,
Central/South America. Free information kit call Air

Courier Association 1-800-822-0888.

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!
Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and
snorkel Darvm's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free brochures! Special Interest Tours. Call (800) 525-

6772.

ADVE.\TURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,
Zimbabvi'e, Botswana, Namibia, Kilimanjaro cUmbs,
gorilla tracking, more. Also unique tours in Egypt,

Israel, Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs.

Himalayan Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurerj and our licensed
nohirolist will soil by yocht to explore more islonds

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dotes. Mochu Picchu option. Free brochure.

loca Floats 510-420-1550
1 311 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

New Guinea r^
(Irian Jaya or Papua New Guinea) vlg

Also trips to: Indonesia.Thailand,

Borneo, Burma, Laos,Vietnam.

Cambodia. Philippines, Nepal

.I.II.IJJ.UIJJ.IJIIJM \(jjj

Transparilii Jouiiievs

800
642

www.SQutheastMia.com

AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box
49, Mt. Tremper, HX 12457 1-800-724-1221.

AMAZON & ANDES EXPLORATIONS. Scholar es-

corted, small group, educational adventures!

Rainforest Safaris & Riverhoat Cruises! Cuzco &
Machu Picchu! Call Explorations, Inc. (800) 446-9660.

AMAZONL\ EXPEDITIONS. The Amazon's leading

company for expedition travel, since 1981. Individual

attention. Regional references available. (800) 262-

9669.

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Nature, Hiking and the (Diitdoors. Enjoy hiking and
camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.

AFRICA

mEXis
1-800-633-0299

http://www.gorp.com/voya,^ers.htm

BELIZE, COSTA RICA, GUATEMALA (Peten),

Honduras, and Mexico (Campeche, Chiapas,

Quintana Roo, Tabasco, and Yucatan) - nature and
marine reserves, archaeology, outdoor and water
sports, shopping and authentic cultural experiences.

Great Trips, telephones (800) 552-3419, (218) 847-4441,

faximile (218) 847-4442, Email:beHzejq@tekstarcom

CONGO! Visit remote camp of hunter-gatherer pyg-
mies, view forest elephants, track lowland gorillas,

ride pirogues up jungle streams. Central African

Republic. Voyage Aftique (718) 932-4964.

COPPER CANYON, MEXICO, by tiain. Indian cul-

ture, colonial history, birding, spectacular views. S&S
Tours. (800) 499-5685. email: ss@therivercom

COSTA RICA: Hike a pristine cloudforest. Best trails,

naturalist guide, great food, comfortable accommo-
dations, S.Friedman. Tel/Fax (506) 225-6055 email:

ctocsjo@sol.racsa.co.cr

COSTA RICA, KENYA, Tanzania, Ecuador,

Galapagos, Italy England, India, Ethiopia, Albania,

Indonesia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey
South Africa, Vietnam, and many more. Small group
holidays to many counhnes. Suitable for all ages. Call

for full color brochure. Adventures Abroad 1-800-

665-3998.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

1 1 40 for free newsletter.

EAST AND SOUTHERN AFRICA. Specialising in

custom designed safaris. Rewarding visits to tmusual
permanent Camps/ Lodges/ Private Ranches/
Homestays. Air/Road Combinations. 30 years expe-

rience. References. Bill Dixson's Discover Africa. Box
40662, Nairobi, Kenya. Fax:(254 2) 223647. Tel:(254 2)

339094. ASTA Member.

ECOLOGICALLY RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL.
Himalayan region, Malaysian rainforest. Guided,
self-guided tours. University Travel Consultants.

1-800-638-2701. Nights (East),' weekends: 1-888-552-

1148.

CHINA GESTALT
AfTordable, escorted non-group touring
to all cities, Yangtze River, Silk Road,
Tibet. Special interests welcome. Planned

^^^^ by Fredric M. Kaplan, author

Kffca #1 selling China Guidebook .

^SUisI CHINA coNsiiTAyre. INC. (800) 613-0721

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland
Ecuador/Peru /Bolivia options. Joseph CoUey LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21133 (410) 922-

3116.

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led, natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/16 passen-

ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, PO. Box 1220, San Juan
Bautista, CA 95045. 1-800-969-9014.

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife,

overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan TraveL 112

Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-2380, 24

hours.

Costa Rica "Belize 'Africa' Galapagos

EXPEDITIONS

800 351-5041

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-800-

225-2380.

Volunteering

GREENVOLUNTEERS Woridwide Guide to

Volunteering in Natiare Conservation 100+ projects

$16.00, (800)525-9379 greenvol@iol.it

Rates and Style Information

$4.20 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified is

$455 per inch. Advertisements must be prepaid. Rates

are not shnctured for agency or cash discoimts. Ads are

accepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send
check or money order to: The Market/NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St., New
York, NY 10024. Direct any written inquiries to Eileen

O'Keefe or Jean-Christophc Fradet at the above ad-

dress. Please include your personal address and phone
number, issue preferred, and suggested category.
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By Robb Walsh

By mid-July, there isn't much left in my

garden. The brutal heat of a Texas sum-

mer burns up the tomato plants and

shrivels the cucumber vines. The only

survivors of the annual inferno are chili

peppers and okra. Okra, in particular,

seems to Uke the heat. The scraggly plants

grow so tall that I sometimes need to

chmb on a chair to harvest the fuzzy pods

before they get too big to eat.

In a 1974 survey by the United States

Department of Agriculture, Americans

named okra as one of the three vegetables

they Uke least. I was never much of an

okra fan myself. Raising a forkfiil ot httle

green circles to my lips and watching the

slime drip away from the fork was enough

to convince me that I didn't really want to

put them m my mouth.

Then I started eating at Dot's Place, a

little restaurant in my hometown of

Austin, where aficionados of southern

cooking meet for lunch. The owner. Dot

Hewitt, is one of the foremost practition-

ers of black southern cooking in the state

of Texas, and okra is one of the best dishes

in her lunchroom.

A few years ago, a California food

writer asked me to help her find some

great African American cooks to con-

tribute to a cookbook she was writing. I

introduced her to Dot, and she asked for

Dot's okra recipe. Dot's cooking method

is deceptively simple: you stew whole

okra pods in tomato sauce. By keeping

the pods whole, you all but eliminate the

sUme. When the book came out, I was

distressed to find that the author had

called for sliced okra in the dish, effec-

tively ruining Dot's recipe.

While everyone complains about the

slime that okra pods produce when sUced

and cooked, the mucilage is actually very

useful. For one thing, it is good for thick-

ening gumbo. It also has medicinal uses.

The mucilage is soothing to the digestive

tract, and a preparation made from it was

once administered to ulcer patients. Also,

a gummy extract is used to make an ex-

tender for blood plasma.

Pods of
the Gods

A vendor hawks okra pods at an open market in Bridgetown, Barbados.

^



rhe okra plant. Hibiscus esadentus, is a

mber of the mallow family (Mal-

eae), which includes such well-known

nts as cotton, hollyhocks, and the

ny wildflower species known as mal-

s. While it is found in Asia, okra is

St closely identified with Africa, where

plant has long been a vegetable staple.

tapered, finger-shaped pods may grow

ong as nine inches, but at that length

y are fibrous and tough. Immature

Is of two to five inches are the most

der and tasty. Picking the immature

is also stimulates the plant to bear

re abundandy.

ivery cookbook I've ever read on the

ject claims that okra wa.s brought to

New World by enslaved Africans. The

It's popularity in the American South,

Caribbean, and the state of Bahia, in

zil—all areas where large numbers of

|es once lived—seems to support this

''elusion.

.-d flower tops a

tall stalk of okra,

left. Below: An
okra plant,

showing typical

finger-shaped pods.

According to the

food authority "Wa-

verley Root, the

word okra came

from the Twi word

nkrumaii, or nkrii-

mun. In Umbundu,

okra is called

ngombo, from which the English word

gumbo is derived. Food writers have long

been obsessed with the connection be-

tween ngombo and the Louisiana stew

called gumbo. Some speculate that a

gumbo without okra isn't really gumbo.

In truth, many gumbo recipes don't in-

clude okra and may better reflect the

dish's historical origins.

The Louisiana dish we now call gumbo

was invented by Native Americans, who
thickened the catch-all stew with pow-

dered sassafras leaves, also known as file

powder (as in the song lyric "jambalaya,

crawfish pie, and a file gumbo"). While

the stew is now known throughout the

country as gumbo (implying an African

origin). Root observed that many tradi-

tionalists in Louisiana (who probably did-

n't know they were being traditionalists)

preferred to thicken their gumbo with

file, the Native American method. On
the subject of how ngombo got to Louisi-

ana in the first place. Root wrote, "Okra

was introduced into the Western Hemi-

sphere by black slaves from Africa."

One sticky summer morning, strolling

barefoot through the okra patch that used

to be my garden, I picked a few pods and

started wondering about these accounts

of okra's survival in the New World. I

split an okra pod open with my thumb-

nail and squirted a few seeds into my
palm. According to the cookbooks, cap-

tive Africans secreted okra seeds in their

hair or inside their ears during the long

journey to America. Since the okra seeds

in my palm were about the size of BBs,

the idea of having a few rattUng around in

my ear made me wince.

Although it was not yet eight o'clock

in the morning, it was already ninety de-

grees, and the cicadas had begun their

shrill, day-long choir practice. As I
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7 2 A Matter of Taste

walked back to the kitchen with my okra

pods, I tried to imagine myself a captive

West African being led away in irons by

men with whips and guns. How would I

react? Seething with anger, weeping with

sorrow, and screaming in rebellion all

came to mind. Sticking some okra seeds

in my hair or ear did not.

"I've never met a scholar who believed

that the slaves really brought seeds with

them to the New World. The notoriously

brutal conditions imposed during cap-

ture, transportation, and sale largely rule

this out," Robert Voeks, associate profes-

sor of geography at California State Uni-

versity at FuUerton, told me on the

phone. "These legends about slaves

bringing okra seeds to the New World

come from candomble folklore."

Candomble, a religion most widely

practiced in the Brazilian state of Bahia,

came to the Americas with the Yoruba

people of West Africa. In Bahia, can-

domble has long coexisted with Catholi-

cism in a complex system m which nature

spirits are syncretized with Catholic

saints. The beliefs and rituals ot can-

domble are very similar to those of the

Santeria religion of the Caribbean and

other African religions that survived

transplantation to the New World.

During his fieldwork in Bahia, Voeks

was initiated into a candomble terreiw, or

"holy house," where he learned more

Dot Hewitt's Stewed Okra

latural History 7/97-8/97

about the religion's use of ritual and med-

icinal herbs. In his forthcoirdng book. Sa-

cred Leaves of Candomble (University of

Texas Press), Voeks describes the practices

of candomble herbalists, priests, and

priestesses, who use some 200 different

kinds of plants, including foods like okra,

black-eyed peas, and yams.

Each ot their nature spirits, or orishas,

has a unique personality and favorite

food. Shango, the orisha of thunder, isai

womanizer and fond of goat. Yansan, theii

wind spirit, hkes black-eyed pea fritters

or acaraje; Oshun, the spirit of fresh water

likes xin-xin de galinha, chicken cooked ii

palm oil with peanuts and dried shrimp u

On an orisha 's feast day, adherents of can-

domble prepare the god's favorite food

Cariin'i, an okra stew, is the food of tb

Ibeji, the twin gods ofprocreation and re

production. The festival of these spirits i k

also called canirii, and for this event, th

dish must be prepared according to a ritu iti

alized recipe. Deviation from the precis oi

order of preparation is considered a sacri

lege. Canm'i may be the food of the car

domble gods, but Voeks doesn't recoir

mend it. "It tastes like slime with seeds

it," he told me. "It isn't my favorite disl

but most people in Bahia love it."

But if the slaves didn't bring the £

vored foods of the candomble gods to tl

New World, then who did? Voeks h

done a lot of detective work on the my

l(

lot

Don't cut or boil the okra. Just rinse offthe pods and stew them in tomato sauce,

you give this recipe a chance, it will change your mind about okra.

2 tablespoons vegetable oil or bacon drippings

1 yellow onion, liabed and sliced

'Apound okra, rinsed

1 large can (14 ounces) whole tomatoes with theirjuice

I teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon pepper

1 tablespoon sugar

Combine the onion, salt, pepper, tomatoes, and juice in a heavy saucepan. Crusl

the tomatoes using your hands and then add the whole okra pods. Cover and cool

over low to medium heat until the pods are tender (about 25 minutes). Reduo

heat, add oil or bacon drippings and sugar, stir, and serve.



ry of how West Alrican medicinal herbs

id native plants important to candomble

nie to be transplanted to the New
orld. He has shown that in some cases,

cd slaves actually returned to Africa

d sliipped the missing magical ingredi-

ts back to BrazO. But in the case of

.1.1, yams, and black-eyed peas, he

inks there is a much simpler explana-

111. '"There is no documentation, but

c logical conclusion is that the Por-

giiese brought them over," Voeks says.

The African slaves were given garden

.Its to grow their own food, and slave

niers made an effort to bring in foods

at slaves already knew how to grow. We
!ow that the Portuguese imported the

rican oil palm to Brazil so the slaves

uld have their familiar cooking oil: the

i (111 known as dende. "The Portuguese

cw it made good business sense to keep

J slaves healthy," Voeks said. "Okra is a

ti\c ofWest Afi-ica, it's nutritious, and it

>\\ s like a weed."

( )kra is a fair to good source of cal-

1111. potassium, vitamin A, and vitamin

It also supplies about seven grams of

Dtein per 100 calories. It is very fdling

d is especially popular in the Tropics,

lere it thrives during the heat of the

mmer when other vegetables wither.

Having dismissed the legend of slaves

inging okra seeds to the New World in

;ir ears, I am left to ponder how such a

bious explanation became so univer-

ly accepted. I suspect that like many re-

ious myths, the stories caught on be-

jse they hint at a larger truth.

Okra was a sacred food for some West

rican peoples, and thanks to Yoruba

ves and their descendants, okra is now a

red food in Brazil and an important

rt of Caribbean and African American

isine. Even if they didn't physically

-ry okra seeds with them, there is no

ubt that enslaved Africans deserve the

dit for spreading the pods of the can-

mblc gods all over the New World.

diiiary adventurer Robb Walsh received the

96 James Heard journaUsm award for his

itinj^s aboutfood.
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Zero Tolerance
When making scale models of the universe

be prepared to think exponentially.

It's tempting to speculate, as early

philosophers once did, that our universe

is simply an atom in a much larger mega-

universe. Or that our atoms are entire star

systems complete with planets and, possi-

bly, life. Always at the fringe, the notion

of nested microscopic universes was put

to rest with the discovery of quantum

mechanics. No relation to auto mechan-

ics, quantum mechanics taught us that a

completely different and unfamiliar set of

physical rules applies to matter on the

smallest scales. Likewise, the discovery of

general relativity and the expanding uni-

verse painted a large-scale picture of the

universe that could not have been de-

duced from the physical laws that describe

our galaxy.

The observable universe is about as

many powers of ten larger than droplets

of mist as droplets of mist are larger than

the smallest conceivable dimension. I

don't know if the size of mist droplets is

named after anybody, but the size of the

universe (about fifteen billion Hght-years)

is known as a Hubble length and is

named, of course, in honor of the Amer-

ican astronomer Edvwn Hubble, who dis-

covered the expanding uruverse in 1929.

The smallest conceivable dimension

(0.0000000000000000(3000000000000000 1

6

centimeters) is known as the Planck length, in

honor of the Gennan physicist Max Planck,

who presented a research paper in 1900 to the

German Physical Society, iatroducing the idea

that energy is emitted iiram atoms in indivi-

sible units called quanta. At the Planck length,

general relativity collides with quantum me-

chanics, the fabric ofspace and time becomes

indivisible, and our ability to describe naaire

By Neil de Grasse Tyson

using oiu- current laws ofphysics breaks down

completely.

Credit the nearly simultaneous inven-

tions of the microscope (in 1590) and the

telescope (in 1608) and with allowing us

to successfully shove back the boundaries

of our ignorance in two directions. At the

time, the farthest object for which a dis-

tance had been estimated was the planet

Saturn. The stars of the nighttime sky

were known to be farther, but no rehable

estimate had been made. The smallest di-

mensions were limited by the human

eye's ability to resolve an image: we might

take that limit to be, coincidentally, the

size of a single droplet of mist. Nowadays

our vision spans from the observable uni-

verse down to the theoretical hmits of

particle physics—sixty-one powers often.

Our power-of-ten journey up and

down the universe has been taken before.

The Bible contains one of the first com-

parisons of scale in the passage "It is easier

for a camel to go through the eye of a

needle, than . . .
." Somewhat later, an ex-

position on the subject appears in the

correspondence between Henry Norris

Russell, the noted Princeton astrophysi-

cist (then of Yale University), and Henry

Fairfield Osborn, director of the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History. In a let-

ter dated 1915, Russell lays out his ideas

and recommendations for a new astron-

omy exhibit:

Dear Professor Osborn;

Yourfriendly interest in some of the ideas I

spoke if the other day leads me to send you

a sketch ofmy ideasfor a series of models

or diagrams on progressively smaller

scales, to illustrate astronomical distances

and the like. The enclosed scheme is

tentative, but might serve as a basisfor

consideration. It suggests the construction

a set of diagrams and models, each on

1/ 100th the scale of the last.

Russell goes on to suggest a sequen

of cosmic curios for the exhibit hall

eluding a map of the Arctic and Antarc

(scale 1:1,000,000) and a "model

drawing of [the] Solar System," (sc

1:1,000,000,000,000,000) "with soi

cometary orbits. Radius of orbit of Ea

1.5 irmi, of Neptune 4.5 cm." Note t

in 1915, the polar regions of Earth 1

only recently been reUably charted i

Pluto had not yet been discovered,

For the exhibition's final step (scale

100,000,000,000,006,000,000), Rus

recommends.

Diagrams or model showing the

distribution in space of the Cepheid

variable [stars] . . . and the eclipsing

variable [stars]. These are distributed

through a roughly flat layer about 1,00'

light years thick (10 cm, on the model)

with scattered ones beyond. In the galac

plane they extend in all directions at fa

five times asfar.

it.The idea that the spiral fiizzy thint

the sky were entire galaxies externa M

our own MUky Way would not be tp

firmed for another ten years. StiU, Rup
foresaw a much, much larger univfs^

than the available data permitted.



77;j.f is as far as it is possible to estimate

disraiKes at present, and probably gets into

ilii- Milk)' U-hy, though not through it.

Till visible stars and planetarj' and

imgular nebulae lie within this region. Tlie

spiral nebulae are probably more remote.

. . . Our descendants some day ought to be

.wie to aeate a model in which the entire

Milky Way has shrunk to a spot afeiv

Linimeters in diameter

Further tempted by his scaling model

a, Russell cannot contain himself as he

'erses the exercise and approaches the

allest knowTi atomic structures—at a

le when the atomic nucleus was not

fijUy understood. Atomic nuclei were

I being probed by the Cambridge

ysicist Ernest Rutherford (he would

;t name the positively charged particles

rotons"), and the chargeless neutron

uld not be discovered until 1932.

Tliough it is outside my field, I can hardly

'efrain from adding the suggestion of

extending the set ofdiagrams in the other

direction. A magnification of WO and of

10,000 times would come in thefield of

microscopy. 1,000,000 times would

oerhaps do for ultra-microscopic particles.

, 100,000,000 times would illustrate

molecular diameters and crystal structure.

10,090,000,000 times would perhaps

s illustrate Rutherford's nucleus atom. But

this is not astronomy—nevertheless I would

like to see the whole set of models,

illustrating whatfohnstone Stoney, in a

very striking paper, once called "the scale of

that part of the operations ofNature which

is aaessihie to our investigation.

"

Subsequent efforts to convey the scale

the universe include the charming

57 hand-illustrated book Cosmic View:

e Universe in 40Jumps, by Kees Boeke,

Jutch schoolmaster. The 1978 short

3 Jcan')nal film Powcn. of'ien, which was

)titled A l-ilm Dealing With the Relative

; :es of Things in the Universe and the Effect

; Adding Another Zero, accomplished the

ic task with the innovative special ef-

ts of the noted industrial designers

Charles and Ray Eames. Most recently,

the film Cosmic Voyage, produced in the

oversized, high-resolution, IMAX for-

mat, continues the scaling tradition with a

journey through the dimensions of space

(and time), informed by the very latest as-

tronomical and subatomic discoveries.

We have come a long way from pictur-

ing a camel passing through the eye of a

needle. But on the chance that you really

did want to accomplish this task, consider

that camel and eye are separated in size by

four powers of ten. Assuming a needle's

eye to be about one milhmeter across, our

first factor-of-ten jump takes us to one

centimeter. A secondjump takes us to ten

centimeters. A third jump takes us to a

meter. And a fourth jump to ten meters,

ample enough for your average camel.

Power-of-ten arguments can illuminate

disputes in unexpected ways. For ex-

ample, recent attacks on Pluto's planetary

honor have led to a suggested downgrade

of its status to a planetesimal—a depress-

ing thought for Pluto fans. But consider

that Jupiter is eleven times the diameter of

Earth, and Earth is only five and a half

times the diameter of Pluto. Jovian life

forms, if they exist, could justifiably de-

clare all solid planets (Mercury, Venus,

Earth, Mars, Pluto) to be solar system de-

bris, along with comets and asteroids. In

my opinion, we should accept Pluto as a

bona fide planet, lest we downgrade our-

selves as well.

Descending deep into a droplet of rain

mist by five powers often takes us to 10"''

meters—a billionth of a meter—better

known as a nanometer. We have sailed

past all microscopic forms of Hfe and the

outsized DNA molecule. We have come

face to face with the smallest molecules.

Gravity goes unnoticed here, because the

electrical forces that induce particles to

repel or attract each other are thirty-seven

powers of ten stronger.

Fortunately, matter typically comes

with a well-mixed and equal number of

positive and negative charges that cancel

each other; otherwise life's daily activities

might be severely challenged. For ex-

ample, if all the electrons in a cubic inch
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from the tip ofNASA's space shuttle were

removed, leaving behind their proton

counterparts, and if this tiny bunch of

electrons were placed at the base ot the

shuttle's launch pad, then the attraction

between these electrons and the protons

would be stronger than the fiiU thrust of

the space shuttle's engines, and the craft

would be unable to hft into orbit.

Another five powers of ten brings us to

10"'^ meters (ten femtometers). With this

step, we have not only entered the atom

but we have also penetrated all regions

where we are most likely to find elec-

trons. We greet the atomic nucleus

—

home of protons and neutrons. Human
understanding of what goes on inside the

atom flowed from the discovery of quan-

tum mechanics, which, for example,

placed fundamental limits on the ability

to measure both where a particle is in

space and where it is headed. Better

known as the Heisenberg uncertainty

principle, this finding was fundamental to

quantum mechanics and continues to re-

mind us that we have opened a door to

another world, where untamiliar laws ot

physics reign.

Another five powers of ten takes us to

10'" meters (or 100 zeptometers—no, I

did not make that one up), which is deep

within the structure of our protons and

neutrons. We have known since the 1960s

that nuclear and other select particles are

constructed from more fundamental par-

ticles called quarks. But what are quarks

made of? Nobody knows. And whatever

they are made of, if anything, what are

their constituents made ot? We have ex-

ceeded the inner bounds of experiment,

but we have not yet reached our perime-

ter of prediction. That moment arrives

only after a journey ot another sixteen

powers often. At about 10"'' meters, we

reach the Planck length, which takes a

beam ot light about 10 ''^seconds to tra-

verse. Call it the Planck time. Since

shorter distances have no theoretical

meaning, smaller units of time have no

meaning either, which is what led to the

conclusion that both space and time may

themselves be quantized.

Returning to the scale of a droplet of

mist, and rising up out ot it, a mere five

powers often takes us to about 100 me-

ters, which comfortably contains the

largest creatures that have ever lived on

Earth. Another five powers of ten gets

you to 10 million meters, which was de-

clared by the French in 1790s to be the

distance along Earth's surface from the

North Pole to the equator (passing

through Paris), thus defining the length of

the meter for the first time. Ifyou are cu-

rious, the meter was shortly thereafter de-

fined more conveniently to be the separa-

tion between two scratches on a specially

constructed platinum—iridium bar. Much

later, in the 1960s, the meter was unro-

mantically defined to be 1,650,763.73

wavelengths ot an orange-red spectral fea-

It is theoretically

possible that we
share a mega-

universe with other

galaxies about which
we know nothing.

ture in the gaseous element krypton.

More recently, however, the meter was

permanently defined to be the distance

that a beam of light travels in a vacuum

during 1/299792458 second.

Another five powers of ten gets you to

a trillion meters (more than 600 million

nules), a span that when measured from

the Sun would conrfortably enclose the

entire orbit ofJupiter. Another five pow-

ers ot ten takes you to ten light-years (ten

times the distance that light, moving at

the breakneck speed of 299,792,458 me-

ters per second, travels in one year). This

would get you past Alpha Centauri

(which, at 4.3 light-years, is the star sys-

tem closest to the Sun), as well as to a few

other nearby stars.

The fastest craft ever sent to the stars is

the Voyager 2 space probe, which, in

1998, is scheduled to pass beyond Pluto's

average distance from the Sun. It's zipping

along at more than 30,000 rrules per hot

(nearly ten iniles per second). At that rati

it win cross the ten-light-year sphere i

two bOlion hours—about 225,000 year

You guessed it—science-fiction-styl

space travel is hopeless.

The next five powers often take you

million light-years away, half the distant

to the Andromeda galaxy, the nearest sp

ral neighbor of the MUky Way. If hot

were shrunk to fit in opposite corners of'

typical museum display hall, then oi

galaxy's entire solar system would ti

within one of the atoms that compose t\

head of a pin.

Another jump of five powers of te

takes us too far. We have traveled te

times farther than the observable un

verse, exceeding the Unlit of our visio;

In an expanding universe, we see ou

selves as centered within a horizon fro;'

which light has been traveling since tl

beginning of time. If the universe is ini

nite or just ver^', very large, then it e:

tends far beyond our own horizon. Tl

horizon for other galaxies might overl

ours or be completely separate.

Likewise, a ship at sea is always cei

tered within its own horizon, which m
or may not overlap with the horizons

other ships—yet all ships sail the san

ocean. It's therefore possible that we sha

a mega-universe with other galaxi

about which we know nothing. A hur

blmg thought for us all, but we've bei

there before.

AUow me to update Russell's visions

remark of 1915: Our descendants som

day ought to be able to create a model

which the horizon of our iiiih'erse 1

shrunk to a spot a few centimeters in (

ameter. Until then, consider that if t

MOky Way and Andromeda were shru:

to fit within a single droplet of mist, th

the observable universe would be the si

(but we presume not the shape) of our 1

mous biblical camel.

Neil dc Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is

Frederick P. Rose Director ofNeti' York Ci\

Haydcii Phvietariiini and is a visiting resea

scientist at Princeton University.
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unravel the world's

mtest mysteries. It is this

ission to discover and to
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iscovery Tours, the
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irticipants in the

iscovery Tours travel
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yportunity to explore the

yrld with Museum
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icover nsw insights into
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nee 1953, over 12,000
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Classical World of the Aegean:

Greece, Greek Islands, Turkey

September 1 1 - 24, 1997

From S4,995 to $5,895

Egypt and the Nile

October 12 -26, 1997

$5,440

Under Sail in the

Western Mediterranean

October 18 -November 1, 1997

From $5,525 to $9,720

Lost Islands of the

South Atlantic

October 27 - November 28, 1997

From $3,995 to $14,995

Arabia: From Aqaba to Muscat

November 1-22, 1997

From $8,790 to $13,780

Cruising the Coast of

Southern Africa
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the Last Unknown
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From $2,995

South America: Iguassu Falls,
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Fjords of Chile
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From $5,895 to $6,995

Baja California and the

Sea of Cortez

February 6 -14, 1998

From $2,690 to $3,990

Kenya & The Seychelles:

Places of Paradise

February 20 -March 7, 1998

From $5,895

Egypt: Land of the Pharaohs

February 26 -March 9, 1998

Estimated from $2,595 to $3,495

TRAIN TRIPS

Trans-Canada Rail Journey

September 1-9, 1997

From $4,990 to $7,890
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Palace on Wheels

October 27 - November 1 1, 1997

$5,940

Mexico's El Camino Real

January 7 -17, 1998

From $5,400 to $6,200

LAND PROGRAMS

Peru Expedition

October 9 -23, 1997

From $4,945

Borneo

October 9 -25, 1997

From $4,760

Australia Air Safari

October 17 - November 1, 1997

From $9,690

Vietnam and Cambodia

October 25 - November 10, 1997

From $5,890

East Africa: Carl Akeley's Africa

January 16-30, 1998

Estimated from $6,900

Easter Island: Island of a

Thousand Mysteries

January 8 -21, 1998

January 22 - February 4, 1998

$4,990

FAMILY PROGRAMS

Costa Rica: Ecosystems,

Rainforests and National Parks

December 26 - January 4, 1998

Estimated from $3,795 for adults,

$1,895 for children

Discovery Tours
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'.ntral Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024
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onday-Friday 9am-5pm Eastern Time

•ill to receive our new 1998 catalog of tours.
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Photographs by Alain Dragesco-Joffe

A desert within a desert, the Tenere is a naid-Saharan

expanse of shifting dunes in northern Niger. The unstable

sand, punctuated sparingly by rocks, tufts of grass, or on its

more hospitable edges by small bushes, is home to die-hard

desert dwellers. The Toubou nomads who traverse the
^^

Tenere are among the few to witness the litde life-and-

death dramas played out by the creatures of the sand.

Photographer Alaiii Dragesco-Joffe had spent thirteen

years in the Sahara, and more than two traveling through its

heart with nomad guides, before he set eyes on a sand cat.

With big ears set low on its head, this sand^colored solitary

hunter, softly shod with long, hair on its soles, is five pounds

of pure stealth. The nomads say that vipers are one of its

favorite prey '*.

During this confrontation of a sand cat and an Avicenna's

viper, also known as the common sand viper, the, hunter

was so intent that Dragesco-Joffe was able to _a:pproach and

document the scene. As he relates it, "the cat played a game

of attack, and dodge. Whije the snake, lunged lorward, fangs

out, the cat managed to stun it with six or seven cuffs to the

skull, forcing the viper to lower its head. The cat then

: suddenly, flattened the head to the sand with a skillful blow,

proceeded to crush the reptile's neck with a sharp bite, and

immediately ate the head whole. Within ten minutes the

entire' sixteen.inches of viper, ending with its Utde black

'

lE^lijhiidJpeen ,.

/
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Out ofAfiica
"Dzanga-Ndoki Rainforest: Tlie Making of

an Exhibition," will be in the Akeley Gallery

through September, 1997

In November 1996, the American Mu-
seum of Natural History sent an expedi-

tion to the Central African Republic's

Dzanga-Ndoki rain forest to collect ma-

terials for a diorama that will be the cen-

terpiece of the Museums new Hall of

Life's Diversity. The team of twenty was

made up of scientists from the depart-

ments of ornithology and mammalogy, as

well as exhibition preparators and design-

ers, and audiovisual technicians.

More than seventy-five photographs

documenting the expedition's first crucial

field phase in creating the rain forest

rephca will be on display in the Akeley

Gallery through September 1997.

"Dzanga-Ndoki Rainforest: The Making

of an Exhibition" shows the team mem-
bers collecting plants and animals; making

to represent

molds and casts of tree

trunks, leaves, and ter-

mite nests; filming for-

est elephants digging in

the mud at a marshy

clearing, or "bai"; and

conducting interviews

with the BaAka Pyg-

mies and other peoples

native to the forest.

The Museum chose

Dzanga-Ndoki, a rain forest with only

about sixty inches of rainfall a year, be-

cause of its tremendous species diversity.

Scientists working there have so far iden-

tified about 100 species of mammals, 300

of birds, hundreds of trees, and thousands

of ants, termites, beetles, and butterflies.

When the new fiaU opens in the spring of

1998, the 2,500-square-foot, multimedia

walk-through diorama—the world's

largest—will depict this rich biome in

unprecedented detail.

Events
July 6 and 9
On Friday, July 4, Mars Pathfinder will

land on Mars, the first spacecraft to do so

since 1976. On the following Sunday and

Wednesday, between 2:00 and 4:00 P.M.,

the Museum wlU be the site of live, inter-

active television broadcasts focusing on

the mission. Produced by Passport to

Knowledge, these electronic field trips

win allow Museum visitors to see the lat-

est images firom the surface of Mars and

hear breaking news from NASA scientists

involved in the mission.

Mars Pathfinder is the next step in the

search tor life elsewhere in the solar sys-

tem and a test ofnew technologies for fu-

ture missions to Mars. Pathfinder wOl also

deploy Sojourner a twenty-three pound,

solar-powered vehicle, the first rover to

explore Mars.

For the week of July 6, the Museum
has scheduled a number of workshops

(for children ages ten and older) during

the day, and evening lectures about the

Pathfinder mission, Martian meteorites,

and the search for life in the universe. For

a complete schedule, call (212) 769-5200.

July 9
Geologist Sidney Horenstein, coordina-

tor of the Museum's Environmental Pro-

grams, will lead an all-day trip to explore

places of geological and historical interest

in and around Hartford, Connecticut.

The itinerary includes a cruise down the

Connecticut River, as well as a visit to

Dinosaur State Park, where 200-million-

year-old fossilized dinosaur tracks were

discovered in 1966. The expedition,

which begins at 9:00 a.m. and returns at

7:00 P.M., is open to Family/Dual and

Higher Members only CaD (212) 769-

5606 for further details.

Expedition member Stei'e Quiuu, above,

makes a mold of a duiker Below: Forest

elephants dig in the mudfor mineral salts.

In July and August
A special exhibition, "The Lost Worl

The Life and Death of Dinosaurs," fe

tures recent dinosaur discoveries. Tl

skull of Giganotosaurus and a seventy-foo;

long replica of Mamenchisaurus are amoi

the displays. The exhibition will be in tl

Hall of Ocean Life until September 3(1.

The Museum's IMAX Theater is fe

turing Stornichasers, Cosmic Voyages, ai

the laser-light animation show Easerwa

Another show. Laser U2 in 3-D, wiU

shown only on Friday and Saturd

evenings at 9:00 and 10:00 P.M.

The American Museum of Natural H

tory is located at Central Park West a

79th Street in New York City. For tick

and information about events, call (21

769-5200. Consult the Museum Web s

for additional information (http://wA\

amnh.org). For hours and admission fe

caU (212) 769-5100.
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Introducing the water-efficient new

Maytag Neptune.
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an envelope.
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A million years ago, volcanic forces began

reshaping the Grand Canyon. Cascading lava

dammed gorges, but within a few thousand

years, the dams gave way to the erosive force of

the river. Evidence of both the deluges and

the dams can still be seen along the canyon

walls. Story by W.K. Hamblin and Laura Hambliii
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and miraculous grace like the;

magnificent dolphin. When it|
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through the waves—sunlight,

water and dolphin seem, for a
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Formed in full-lead crystal of
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Dolphin is available directly from
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your imported sculpture today.

Your satisfaction is completely

guaranteed.
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In full-lead crystal. JByLenpx.

Sculpture shown smaller than actual size of 6'/8" high.

I wish to order The Magnifkenl Dolphin

by Lenox, to be crafted of full-lead

crystal, I need send no payment

now, I will be billed for my crystal

sculpture in four monthly install-

ments of $19' each. My satisfaction

is completely guaranteed.
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Leamins Lessons

When life's processes are too quick for the eye—say, the fluttering of an

insect's wings—slow-motion photography allows researchers to examine the

intricate mechanics. When a process is too slow to be readily observed, a

setting sun, for instance, or a blossoming flower, time-lapse photography can

condense the observation time. But the difficulties m observing how we

—

how animals—learn are not so easily overcome. Children learn to count, but

when does that happen? Can they count before they can speak? How do birds

and squirrels remember where they've stashed their winter suppHes of seeds

and nuts? A honeybee learns to find the right flower, but how? And how do

we—and other animals—learn one of the most fundamental lessons of all

—

how not to pay attention to everything?

As we worked on this special section, "The Nature of Learning" (page 42),

developed by senior editor Rebecca Finnell, we realized just how painstaking

research into learning is. The scientists whose work appears in this issue are

trying to do with learning what time-lapse and slow-motion photography do

with the unfolding of a flower or the vibration of an insect's wing: that is, to

make observable a mostly unseen and apparently seamless process. When does

learning begin? How? In which part of the bram? What genes are involved?

What chemical processes in the nervous system? What can studies of lower

animals tell us about human learning? What distinguishes human learning?

How IS a brain evolved for hunting and gathering capable of learning physics

or chess? The answers to these and other questions come in small steps.

Existing ideas must be confirmed before new or controversial ideas are tested.

Scientists often find themselves arguing over the meaning of experimental

results, since what constitutes learning may itself be a difficult question. This

seceion is a survey of some of the most recent and groundbreaking work in

the field.

—
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To the

Editor
One Human Line,

Two Million Years

In "Unusual Unity" (April 1997),

Stephen Jay Gould argues that the single

human species found worldwide today

represents an exceptional situation and

that our fossil ancestors occupied a much
bushier evolutionary tree. He embraces

the \aew that Homo sapiens arose about

200,000 years ago in one locale, probably

Africa, and spread to other parts of the

Old World, where (for a while at least)

they Hved alongside contemporaneous

populations of other hominid species

—

Homo erectiis in eastern Asia and

Neanderthals in Europe. Those of us

who beUeve that there was just one

hominid Hne in existence over a much
longer span of time are accused of

favoring a "traditional" Hnear view,

reflecting our "disabling cultural bias."

It Gould were more familiar with the

history of paleoanthropological thought,

he would know that if anything, the

"bushy" view has a greater claim to being

"traditional." For example, such

luminaries of the first half of the current

century as Marcelhn Boule in France, Sir

.Arthur Keith in England, and Earnest

Mbert Hooton and his students in

Ainerica all took this as their starting

I

point. Gould and I are in agreement that

' "'the contingent and empirical data of

ictual history, not preferences of theory"

•nust decide the issue. And it is the data

' have shaped my opinions.

he archeological record shows that as

as two million years ago, hominids

'Mowed a single lifeway from one end of

h'v Did World to the other. They were

ilar diurnal hunters of moderate-sized

imals and supplemented their diet

gathered plant food. This hunting-

ring pattc-rn of subsistence was most

musual for a primate, and is more
oniparable to that of a large carnivore.

Over 100 years ago, Bausch & Lomb*

binoculars gave nature enthusiasts a better

' way to see the outdoors

without leaving their mark on It. That tradition continues

today with our latest, most technically advanced binoculars.

Legacy* binoculars continue our old world

craftsmanship by combining the highest optical

Preserving
talces great

performance, contemporary

design and function

BAK-4 porro prisms

and multi-coated / ^",'

lenses maintain

high image detail

resolution and

superior light

transmission.

Rubber

aimoring provides

extra comfort and durability

The 8x24 compact is o-ring sealed

and nitrogen purged for waterproof/fogproof

protection in all weather conditions.

Call (800)423-3537 for the dealer

nearest you. And see what a century of

experience looks like.

nature
vision.

BAUSCH
& LOME
Binoculars

www.bushnell.com/blbinocs.html

Bausdi a Ujmb is a foflinujted tfadamafk of and aged undef licenao Irom Bausch & Lomb Incarpofaled,
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Just as wolves maintained their species

identity across the entire Arctic for two

million years, hominids could—and I

beHeve did—maintain one connected

population from two million years ago

down to the present.

I would categorize the initial

population as H. erectiis. Although little

details of skeletal form differed from one

region to another, H. erectus were

effectively the same everywhere in bone

thickness, muscularity, brain size, and

subsistence strategy. Starting at about

250,000 years ago, the archeological

record begins to show locally shared

styhstic features in tools (although

functional categories continued to remain

largely the same from one region to

another) . This is the point at which

human brain size stopped its slow trend

toward enlargement, which had

characterized the previous two million-

plus years. I am tempted to see m this a

sign of the attaimnent of the rudiments of

language as we know it, and I regard it as

a reasonable point at which to recognize

the attainment of the grade of H. sapiens.

Although modern levels of relative

brain size had been achieved, the rest of

the body still reflected the robustness of

jaw and tooth size and the muscularity

and bony reinforcement that had

characterized our erectus predecessors. If a

modern level of braininess warrants

recognition as sapiens, the continuity of an

earlier degree of robustness might justify a

subspecific designation. In honor of the

first such premodern specimen to be

found, I would favor the designation H.

sapiens iieanderthaknsis for such forms as

the European Neanderthals and also for

the Solo finds firom Java. Gould makes

much of the new dating of Solo fossils at

only 53,000 to 27,000 years old, but he

overlooks their fiilly modern level of

brain size, which indicates that they

should be distinguished from H. erectus.

The large human brain is Unked to an

ovenvhehTiingly cultural survival strategy

whose most prominent component is

laiguistic. This is a uniquely flexible and

creative adaptation that I have called the

"cultural ecological niche." The selective

pressures inherent in adapting to the

demands of this realm have been the same

for all human populations for as long as

the archeological record provides

evidence for their existence. As a result,

all prehistoric human populations were

subjected to essentially identical selective

forces as far as inteUigence is concerned,

which is why there is no reason to expect

to find any average difference in

mtelhgence between any of the Uving

human populations in the world today.

The emergence ofwhat we call

modern human form is simply the result

of reductions in the degree of Pleistocene

robustness that have taken place ever since

brain size ceased to expand about

250,000 years ago. It is true that robust

features, such as large teeth, reduce at

uneven rates in different parts of the

world, but since we do not think with

our teeth, these differences have no

bearing on assessments ofhuman

cognitive capabilities. A carefiil

In the coming issues ofmm
Conservation

Tracking a Wildlife Virus

Pinderpest has been known to

decimate Africa's wild

herds. Richard Kock's job is to

track the virus to its source

and keep it from spreading

across Kenya and Tanzania.

Anthropology

Our Babies, Ourselves

Anthropologists and pediatricians

examine how parents in various

societies deal with breastfeeding,

crying, sleeping arrangements,

and other aspects of infant care.

Common Western practices, they

conclude, often conflict with

basic biological needs.

examination of the archeological record

shows that the different degree of

reduction of various features, with teeth

as one example and hand and arm

strength as another, follows the uneven

introduction of specific cultural traits such

as the cooking of food and the

substitution of snares and thrown spears

for the hand-held thrusting spear.

The paleontological evidence is most

complete in Europe, where the earliest

Neanderthals are more robust than the

latest ones. The earliest "moderns" are

not really distinguishable from the latest

Neanderthals, and both are more robust

than Hving Europeans. If, as their

unbroken record shows, teeth decreased

in size a full 50 percent, there is no reason

to be surprised by the recent evidence of

a substantial difference in at least one

mitochondrial DNA Uneage between

Neanderthals and Hving Europeans.

A parallel picture is evident in each of

the other parts of the world where

evidence is available. Australians of

35,000 years ago are identical in

robustness to those Solo specimens Gould

would Uke to call erectus, but this

robustness decreases through time, as one

would expect from the record of the

delayed but evident spread of the relevant

aspects of technology late in the

Pleistocene and throughout the post-

Pleistocene. From what we can see in the

appearance and distribution of particular

technological elements elsewhere, we

should also anticipate a similar gradual

reduction of Pleistocene levels of

morphological robustness when the

human fossils are eventually discovered.

This view of the broad, simultaneous

emergence of a single but varied human

species over the past two million years is

not based on "cultural bias" or a priori

expectations. Its development and

documentation are presented in my boolf

The Stages ofHuman Evolution (5th

edition, Prentice-Hall, 1995).

C Loring Brace

Museum ofAnthropology

University ofMichigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan
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W. K. Hamblin ("Fire and Water") is a professor emeritus of geology at

Brigham Young University. Field trips with students first piqued his

interest in the Toroweap area, whose volcanic history he has been

studying for more than thirty years. His book on the subject, Lxite

Ceiiozoic Lava Dams in the Western Grand Canyon (Geological Society

ot America), was pubHshed in 1994. Hambhns daughter and

coauthor, Laura Hamblin,

became captivated by the

canyon and its history in

1989 when she took a trip

down the Colorado River

led by her father. An
assistant professor of English

at Utah Valley State

CoDege, she subsequently assisted m fieldvvork on lava flows in the Grand Canyon and

the Saint George area of Utah. Before he became a full-time photographer in 1995,

Adriel Heisey worked as a commercial pilot in the southwestern United States. In 1990

he built a 450-pound Kolb Twinstar airplane from a kit, adapting it to serve his

photographic needs. Dispensing with the usual pilot enclosure in order to get better

views, he also replaced the passenger seat with a camera pod. Heisey straps the control

stick to his right knee so that both hands are fi-ee for the camera. He says, "In the small,

lightweight flying machine I am witness to faces of our planet few have known."

Steven Pinker ("The Brain's Versatile Toolbox") is a professor in the Department ofBrain and

Cognitive Sciences at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the director of MIT's

McDonnell-Pew Center for Cognitive Neuroscience. He studies many aspects of the

psychology oflanguage, including comparisons of language acquisition in identical and fraternal

twins and experimental investigations into the acquisition, history, and neural representation of

regular and irregular verbs. Many of his ideas on this subject can be found in his 1994 book,

Tlie Language Instinct (HarperCollins). On October 20, Pinker will give a talk at the Museum

on his latest book, How the Mind Works (W. W. Norton and Company).

IVIichael Tomasello ("Human See, Human Do") began his academic career working with children, studying language and

cognitive development. When he moved to Atlanta to join the faculty ofEmory University's Department of Psychology, he

began watching the chimpanzee colonies housed at the Yerkes Regional Primate Research Center. At first, he concentrated on

the gestures chimpanzees use to communicate with one another. Then he became hooked on these primates, and now much of

his social learning research involves comparing chimpanzees with children.

Bennett G. Galef, Jr. ("Learning Under the Influence") says his interest in social

influences on food choice began as idle curiosity nearly thirty years ago. Curiosity,

idle or otherwise, has kept him working on social learning in animals, particularly

the Norway rat, ever since. A professor ofpsychology at McMaster University in

Ontario, Galef recently took over the North American editorship oiAnimal

Behaviour, the journal of the Animal Behavior Society and the Association for the

Studv of Animal Behaviour.

Catharine Rankin ("Inattention Must Be Paid") began her academic career with a study of reading

in humans but soon moved on to electric fish and then sea slugs. For the last ten years, she has

focused on Caenorhabditis elegans, a tiny, transparent nematode that, hke the fruit fly, is the subject

of a genome-mapping project and is being used by scientists to address a wide range of questions.

In her lab, Rankin focuses on the behavioral, cellular, and molecular mechanisms involved in

learning and memory.
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But you^ll stay for the coffee.

You may wonder why we're offering you a free 10-cup

Automatic Drip Coffeemaker just for trying Gevalia® Kaffe

Quite simply, it's the only way to he sure that, when you

first taste Gevalia Kaffe, it will he at its absolute hest.

Open a package of Gevalia Kaffe, and you'll instantly

appreciate its fresh aroma. Brew it and with every drop,

the anticipation will increase. Raise a cup to your lips

and the true pleasure—a richly satisfying fuU-hodied

flavor— is yours to enjoy.

Since 1853.
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In 1853, a time when clipper ships voyaged to the

ends of the earth, Victor Theodor Engwall founded

his importing company. As the years went by,

his family was seized by an obsession to produce

the world's most superb cup of coffee. Tirelessly, they

worked month after month, tasting and testing the

exotic coffee beans that came into port until at last

they were satisfied. And soon, their obsession with

perfection was dramatically rewarded.

The Royal Seal of Approval.

The prized Gevalia blend of Arahica beans is so

exceptional that it has earned the Royal Seal of Approval
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Now you can have Gevalia conveniently delivered to
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Pear Merlin,

Whew does the

''Age of Aquarius

SrarT» (answer below)

People ask Merlin (also

known as Neil de Grasse Tyson,

Director of the Hayden

Planetarium) some baffling

questions, but he's always ready

with authoritative, entertaining

answers. In his new book

Merlin s Tour of the Universe

he'll enlighten you on every-

thing from tides to quasars

to life on other worlds. And,

unless you're an astronomical

wizard yourself, you'll learn

a lot of wonderful new things.

Merlin's Tour
of the Universe
A Skywntcliei;'s Guide to Everything

ri-oiii Mars and Qunsnrs to Comets,

Plniicls, Blue Mooiis, and Werewolves

-^ss^js^^

Neil de Grasse Tyson

\

Answer: In about 600 years, when the vernal

equinox enters the constellation Aquarius.
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EXCELLENCE

Available wherever

paperbacks are sold

Visit our Web site at

www.bdd.com
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An associate professor in the Departments of

^ __—_r, ^^^L_—*. "ai
Anthropology and Psychology at Harvard,

f fe'' lP'''''^B ^ ^^^^ ^- "3"ser ("Math Without Words")

^^^^ toHWt W ^^L^ describes his research as "sitting at the

^sKSt^mm ^^^H interface of evolutionary biology and

cognitive neuroscience." In his ongoing

studies of monkeys, apes, and human infants,

he is exploring the building blocks of such

'\.
. -ciiiiSii insubstantial entities as beliefs, desires, and

intentions. He is also working on a new book, entitled Wljat the Serpent Said, about

animal minds, using insights from evolutionary theory and the cognitive sciences to

understand how and what animals think.

David Sherry ("Memories Are Made of This") first began

observing food-storing birds while a postdoctoral fellow

at the Edward Grey Institute of Field Ornithology, in

Oxford, England. Now a professor in the Department of

Psychology at the University of Western Ontario, he still

spends a lot of time in the field every winter but does

much of his research in the laboratory. Sherry is

interested in the specialized cognitive abOities and

evolutionary change in the brain.

Invertebrates—with their complex behavioral

repertoires and the tiny brains that produce them

—

hold a special fascination for Fred C. Dyer ("The Seat

of Insect Learning?" and "Birds Do It, Bees Do It,

Even Turtles in the Sea Do It"). An associate

professor in the Department of Zoology at

Michigan State University, Dyer has been working

with honeybees since he was a graduate student.

For much of his research, he need look no farther

than the hives near his home, but he has also

traveled to India and Thailand to study the behavior

and ecology of Asian honeybees.

A stint as a teacher in a school for children with autism was the

start of Simon Baron-Cohen's interest in autism ("MindbUnd").

Currently, he is a lecturer in psychopathology at the University

of Cambridge, a fellow in experimental psychology at

Cambridge's Trinity College, and codirector of the Autism

Research Centre in Cambridge. His present research includes

more work on autism, as well as studies of the male brain.

In 1989, after completing a master's degree in zoology and working as an educator,

John Cancalosi ("Desert Dessert") became a wOdHfe photographer. Although he

travels around the world for his work, he found the subject for this month's "Natural

Moment" in his own backyard in the Sonoran Desert near Tucson, Arizona.

Through an open window arranged as a bUnd, Cancalosi can keep an eye on visiting

wildlife as he sorts shdes or does other indoor tasks. His Nikon, equipped with a 500

mm lens, was already set up on its tripod when he spotted the Gila woodpecker

sipping nectar on an April afternoon. He had only to aim and shoot.
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-Penguin Guide
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Do YourOwn Chin
By Kidder Smith, Jr.

The Classic of Changes; A New Transla-

tion of the I Ching, As Interpreted by

Wang Bi; translated by Richard John Lynn,

Cohnnbia University Press, $2i; 602pp.

The Columbia I Ching on CD-ROM,
(800) 944-8648, Macintosh and Windows

compatible. Special book/CD-ROM bnndle:

$49.95.

Review The earliest records of div-

ination using the / Ching

date from the seventh centui-y B.C.E. Also

known as the Book of Changes, this text

—

interpreted and reinterpreted throughout

the centuries—has been ofenormous im-

portance to the Chinese tradition not

only as a book of divination but also as a

cosmology, as a repository of Confucian

and Taoist wisdom, and as a means to un-

derstanding the deepest levels of the

human mind. A new, lucid translation ot

the / Ching by Richard John Lynn—pro-

fessor and chair of the Department of East

Asian Studies at the University of Al-

berta—presents it in light of its earliest

extant commentary, written in the third

century by the brilliant scholar Wang Bi,

who lived only to the age of twenty-

three. Wang Bi"s commentaries domi-

nated Chinese thinking on the / Ching

until the Confucian revival of the

eleventh century. Richard Wilhelm's

translation, published in the 1920s (trans-

lated fi-om German into Enghsh by Cary

Baynes of the Bolhngen Foundation in

1950), and until now considered the clas-

sic English-language version, emphasized

the later Confucian commentaries.

The text of the / Ching has always

been, above all, an instrument of divina-

tion and a means of inquiry into any mat-

ter. "There is not a single thing that those

who made the / Ching did not bring to-

gedaer," wrote the influential eleventh-

century litteratus Ch'eng I, "from the dark

and bright of heaven-and-earth to the

subtleties of insects, grasses and trees." To

get answers to their questions, ancient di-

viners manipulated fifty yarrow stalks,

counting and dividing until one of sixty-

tour hexagrams was created.

For the last thousand years, diviners

have also thrown three coins, whose

combinations of heads and tails stand for

the broken (yin) or solid (yang) hnes that

make up the hexagrams. Each hexagram

has a name, a set of explanatory texts, and

a place in the sequence of sixty-four. AH

of this is interpreted to produce a prog-

nostication. For instance, Qian,

^ZZZI the hexagram that be-

^^m gins the / Ching, consists

of all solid, or yang,

lines. In Lynn's translation, two

of its texts read: "The noble man

makes earnest efforts throughout

the day, and with evening he still

takes care; though in danger, he

will suffer no blame" and

"When a flying dragon is in the

sky, it is fitting to see the great

man." To derive any information

from this text, you wUl need to

understand it figuratively; after

all, you are unlikely to en-

counter "a flying dragon in the

sky." In other words, you are

truly on your own. Yet, if you

have opened your mind fully to

the / Ching, then perhaps the

words of the text will rub up

against it and produce a prog-

nostication for you.

The CD-ROM makes it easy for the

layperson to rub up against the / Ching.

Pop in the CD-ROM, type in a question,

follow instructions, and a hexagram and

its text appear on the screen. You don't

need to count yarrow stalks or throw

coins. But how do you combine the text

with your question to get answers?

First of all, consider the name and

structure of your hexagram. Say you post

a question that turns up hexagram num-

ber 24 [Fu, or "return"). Fu is made up o:

one yang line (we count from the

bottom even though classica

Chinese was read from the top

with five yin lines above. In any hexa-

gram, one or more ot the six lines inay bt

"unstable" and change from yin to yani

or yang to yin (hence the title Tlie Chvsi

of Changes), and the CD-ROM will indi-

cate changing lines for you. When a lin<

changes, so does the configuration of tin

hexagram. Thus, if the bottom yang Inv

Reading the I Ching in the Pine Shade (circa 11

above. Right: The eight trigrams reveal themselves

spontaneously at thefeet of the legendary sage Fu-h.

of Fk mutated into a broken yin hne, yc

would also get hexagram number

(called Kun, or "pure yin"). Tl

ZZ HI first hexagram is said to indica

your current situation; the se(

ond points toward how it wrU develop.
|

A skilled reader can interpret the lii'

configurations alone. The rest of us, hov

ever, rely on three accompanying texi

one for the initial hexagram, one for tl
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changing line(s), and one for the second

hexagram. Thus the hexagram text of Fu

reads, "His going out and coming in are

done without flaw, so when the friend ar-

rives, he is without blame. The Dao [way]

that he goes out and comes back on is

such that he returns after seven days."

Compare this judgment with Kiin:

"Should the noble man set out to do

something, if he were to take the lead, he

would go astray, but if he were to follow,

he would find a master."

How do we elucidate these cryptic re-

marks? The psychologist Carl Jung saw

the / Clung as a superlative instrument for

helping us tune into the noncausal con-

nectedness of the universe—what he

called synchronicity. We need not adopt a

Jungian worldview to understand that the

gentle prodding of the / Cbing may pro-

vide just the right amount of seemingly

random mformation to resolve a situation

that is otherwise opaque. But the / Ching

cautions that it is only properly applied to

matters of significance, after we have al-

ready exhausted our usual decision-mak-

ing processes. Throwing the / Ching is

unlikely to give us good advice about

what kind of dog food to purchase in the

supermarket.

We can see how the computer might

make a good mate for the / Ching—not

just because both are based on binary

math. Changing hexagrams and mutating

lines necessitate quick connections to ma-

terial "located" elsewhere in the book.

The CD-ROM does all this and provides

an opportunity to record one's divination

experience in a journal. Still, an afi-

cionado may not need a CD-ROM to do

this work. True, the / Ching has no begin-

ning, middle, or end, so one might relin-

quish the linearity of book pages. But

those who love the text have learned their

way around in it as surely as any com-

puter—and with much richer syn-

chronicity.

Kidder Sinitli, Jr., tcadies Chinese history at

Bowdoin College. He is the senior author of

Sung Dynasty Uses of the I Ching (Prince-

ton University Press, 1990).
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OfHorses and Silk
Power and Virtue: The Horse in Chinese

Art, by Robert E. Harrist, Jr. China Insti-

tute, $40; 144 pp., iUiis.

When Silk Was Gold: Central Asian and

Chinese Textiles, by Anne E. VVanhrell and

James C. Y. Watt. With an introductory essay

by Morris Rossabi. The Metropolitan Mu-

seum ofArt, $65; 220 pp., iUus.

By Karen Kane

r, . One thousand years aa;o ni
Review '

,

"

Asia, the most important

luxury goods, symbolizing power and

prestige, were horses and silk. Two new

books, based on upcoming exhibitions at

the China Institute and the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, focus on these com-

modities, which came to be valued for

themselves and tor what they stood for.

In ancient China and Central Asia, the

horse was what the Mercedes-Benz is

today, a symbol of beauty, high perform-

ance, and authority. Robert E. Harrist,

Jr., the author of Power and Virtue: Tlie

Horse in Chinese Art, explores this single

animal as a signifier of imperial power, a

reflection of the penetration of nomadic

culture into sedentary China, and an icon

of spiritual strength and integrity.

If the Central Asian horse was the

Mercedes-Benz of the Chinese, silk was

the Armani suit. This most desirable ma-

terial not only clothed the aristocracy; it

was also used to acquire horses from no-

madic tribes, pay taxes, supply tribute,

and win loyalty. Morris Rossabi, whose

comprehensive introductory essay in

Wlien Silk Was Gold: Central Asian and

Chinese Textiles makes up most of the

book's text, clarifies the complex interac-

tions of the Chinese with their neigh-

bors—the Khitans, the Tanguts, the

Jurchens, the Tibetans, and the Mongols,

groups that were major players in the

Realpolitik of imperial China. Rossabi

traces the history of

the silk trade and the

technology behind

this precious textile, as

well as the intricate

role of silk in Chinese

politics, religion, and

history.

Karen Katie, of the Mu-

seum's Department of

Education, lectures on

the exchange of horses

and silk along the Silk

Road and on the Mu-

seum's extensive collec-

tions of Central Asian

and Chinese artifacts.

A silk panel depicts

Mongol children. One boy

rides a goat, a nomadic

practicefor training young

equestrians.

ilMi^i^MSMm

The horse trade was a

metaphorforjudging a

man's true worth.



^>rr THE MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY INVITES YOU TO ACCEPT

THE
TCHAIKOVSKY
EXPERIENCE

MONTREAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA • CHARLES DUTOIT

A FULL

$80.00
VALUE \biirs

AND YOU NEED BUY NOTHING MORE

THIS SPLENDID COLLECTION
of masteraorks by the best-

known Russian composer is

truly a treasure trove of magnificent

music. A full S80.00 value. THE
TCHAIKOVSKY EXPERIENCE can

now be yours for only S5.95 plus

shipping, as your no-risk introduction

to the Musical Heritage Society. And
you'll incur no obhgation to buy any-

thing ever again I

NUGIC AND FANTASY. Al

though grounded in the Austro-German

symphonic school. Tchaikovsky found

frequent inspiration in Slavic tales of

magic and fantasy. His ballets. Snan
Lake. The Sleeping Beauty, and Tlie

Nutcracker-musk^ fairy tales-evoke

\Tsions of wonder, creating a backdrop to

the magic world of dance.

ROMANCE AND PASSION.
The great love stories spurred

Tchaikovsky to write his most roman-
tic orchestral works: the lovely Romeo
and Juliet. . .regarded as his first mas-

terpiece... and Francesca da Rimini, in

which he unleashes the full power of

the symphony orchestra in a display of

color and passion. His first Piano

Concerto was an arduous labor of love;

his Violin Concerto was created in a

burst of passion.

PATRIOTISM AND FATE. As a

rousing patriotic celebration, the 1812

Overture needs no introduction.

Although it borrows its theme from

Serbian folk tunes, the Marche slave

includes a brash, impassioned state-

ment of the Russian national anthem.

Yet during the final decades of his life.

Tchaikovsky was haunted by the spec-

tre of Fate, convinced he was destined

for inevitable defeat. Thus, in the

Fourth Syntphony. Fate is a violent and

destructive assailant. His Si.xtli

Sympony-lhs Pathetique-ends in a

mood of total despair. And though

Tchaikovsky considered it his finest

work, it was his last. He died si.x days

after its premiere.

THIS EXCLUSIVE SET is

further enhanced by CD No. 6.

highlighting 20 beautiful works by

history's great composers... a mere

glimpse of the glorious spectrum

that awaits you in the rewarding

MUSICAL HERITAGE EXPERIENCE.

Great Music, Great Artists, Great Prices!

Society Recordings are Not Sold in Stores...

Tliey are Available to Members Only! And,
Many are Works Recorded for the First Time !

YES, The .MusicaJ Heritage Society

invites you to own THE
TCHAIKOVSKY EXPERIENCE to

demonstrate the benefits of member-
ship... yet without obligating you to

buy anything else, at any time!

Free Members-Only Magazine.
The Society's recordings are offered

exclusively to members through the

Musical Heritage Review al 3-week
intervals (18 times a year). Each
issue is chock full of superb selec-

tions at great prices.

Buy Only What You Want. If

you want the Main Selections, do
nothing; they'll come automatically.

If you'd prefer an aliernate selection,

or none at all, just mail the reply

form always provided, by the date

specified. You'll always have at least

10 full days to decide. If you don't,

just return the recording at our

expense, and owe nothing.

Satisfaction is Guaranteed. There

is nothing more to buy unless you want

to. You may return any recordings for

full credit. And you may cancel mem-
bership at any time.

Order The Tchaikovsky Experience

Now. "A hi-fi spectacular of thrilling

excitement." says Gramophone.
"A real winner with... sensational

sound throughout," says Fanfare.

Surely this superb music belongs in

every cultivated home!

Don't miss this wonderful opportunity.

Send for your six-rccurding set

of THE TCHAIKOVSKY EXPER-
IENCE right now!

6 COMPACT
DISCS

ACT AT ONCE...
MAIL COUPON TODAY!

MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY
1710 Highway 35, Oakhurst, NJ 07755

•1172713

'I/' „ / I enclose $5.95. Please send the Society's

lt.S. 6 recordings of The Tchaikovskx
E.xpericnce (CD#13615X) along with a FREE copy of

"Selections from the Master Catalog"- and bill me later

for shipping and handling. Enter my FREE magazine

subscription and set up an account in my name. I under-

stand that I may cancel at any time, and I incur no purchase obligation.

(Please Print)

ADDRESS.

D
Card No.

Payment
Enclosed

Bill Uy
Credit Card

STATE

Dmc n
ZIP

VISA I IaME

Exp. Date /_

Signature -

D!Please send me FREE facts about Jazz Heritage, the

no-purchasL'-ohliyalion club for jaz/ lovers.

Limited to new members; one memtiersliip per tamlly. We reserve ttie right to reject any application

and to cancel any memberstiip. Shipping, handling and applicable sales tax added to all orders.

Offer valid only In Ihe 48 connecting United States.
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Bookshelf

Dog's Best Friend
By Mark Den (Hcury Holt and Company, 1997, $25)

For 20,000 years, dogs have served humans as sentinels, guardians, hunters, fishers,

dratt animals, guides, entertainers, companions, and even food sources. Looking at

the dog—human bond, journaHst Derr (who has written about Alaskan huskies for

Natural History) traces the history of the dog from its origins as a Stone Age camp

scavenger to the modern breeds we know today.

The Mistaken Extinction
By Lowell Dingus and Timothy Ron>e (VV. H. Freeniaii and Company, 1997, $34.95,

ilhis.)

If birds are the direct descendants of dinosaurs, then the extinction event of some

sixty-five million years ago left survivors that continue to thi'ive today. Vertebrate

paleontologists Dingus and Rowe examine the history and current status of extinc-

tion theories, dehneate—in richly illustrated text—the family tree of dinosaurs,

and touch on evolution and the interconnectedness of other forms of life, includ-

ing humans.

The Maya Textile Tradition
Edited by Margot Blum Schemll; pho-

tographs by Jeffrey Jay Foxx (Harry N.

Abrams, Inc., 1997, $49.50, illns.)

Anthropologist ScheviU has assembled

a selection ot essays by scholars, with

stunning images by photographer

Foxx, that gives a portrait of the Maya

people—their history, ecology, and

culture, particularly as seen through

their textile traditions.

Cod
By Mark Kurlansky (Walker and Company, 1997, $21, illus.)

The cod has been fished and fought over since the days of the Vikings. Every part

of it is valued, fi-om its air bladder, used to inake isinglass, to its oil, rich in vitamins

A and D, to its skin, which ifnot eaten is cured as leather. Kurlansky delves into the

history of this once-prohfic fish, now faced with extinction despite the 1992 Cana-

dian moratorium on cod fishing. A selection of recipes spans six centuries.

Eve's Herbs
ByJohn M. Riddle (Harmrd University Press, 1997, $39.95)

For more than 3,000 years, women have attempted to control reproduction

through herbal abortifacients and contraceptives. Riddle, a historian at North Car-

olina State University, traces what is known about a host of plants, such as pome-

granates, silphium, pennyroyal, artemesia, and Queen Anne's lace, that are used for

birth control.

fhe books mentioned in "Natural Selections" are usually available from the Mu-
seum Shop of the American Museum of Natural History, (212) 769-5150.

Earth from
Above
By Robert Anderson

^ Recently, I was hikin^ in
nature.net •'. °

Zion National Park, and

when I arrived home I tried to find

satellite image of southern Utah on the

Internet. Although I failed to locate this

particular view of Earth, I did discover

few good sites with images of our planet.

Earthshots, created by the EROS Data

Center (edcwww.cr.usgs.gov/Earthshot!

1.00/mainmenu), has paired images that

show how certain places have changec

over time. The Great Salt Lake, for in-

stance, roughly doubled in area betweer

1972 and 1988. Unfortunately the vas

majority of satellite and other image;

stored at EROS are not easily accessible tc

Web browsers and must be ordered.

The Johnson Space Center (eartl

.jsc.nasa.gov) has done a great job of pre-

senting photos taken from the space shut-

tle flights, each with a short text. I found ;

current satellite image of the cloud cove

over southern Utah (and the rest of the

country) at EarthWatch, the best Web sit(

for weather information I've ever comi

across (wwAv.earthwatch.coni). And wiri

the patience to download movie clips, yoi

can even take a virtual ride across th'

United States in the space shuttle cockpit

viewing the weather along several differ

ent routes (www.earthwatch.com/SK'^

WATCH/wxflight.htinl).

If you are interested in looking up

the satellites that are looking down on u;

try the Visual Satellite Observer's Honi

Page (www2.plasma.mpe-garching.mp:

.de/sat/vsohp/satintro.html). It tells yo-

how to spot and track many of the satel

lites that are speeding across the night sb

These elusive targets are hard to see with

out dark skies and some knowledge c

when and where to look.

Robert Anderson is a science uniter living i

Los Angeles.
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ADVERTISEMENT

HERE ARE A NUMBER OF DIVERSE DESTINATIONS BEST

EXPERIENCED SLOWLY, GRACEFULLY, SO THAT NOT A

SINGLE NUANCE IS MISSED. SURE, SPEED IS GREAT. BUT

TRULY MEMORABLE TRAVEL IS IN THE DETAILS.

S C E N
B Y W A

Lou ISI AN A
Southwest Louisiana—the

heart of Cajun country

—

combines history, wildlife,

culture, and some of the

warmest hospitality in the

world. The 180-mile Creole

Nature trail wends its way

along four National Wildlife

refuges, and offers up-close

glimpses of alligators,

waterfowl, peregrine falcons,

and other endangered species.

The city of Lake Charles plays

host to some 75 festivals and

fairs annually, celebrating the

bounty of the area—from

red-hot Cajun food and music

to indigenous arts and crafts.

(And don't forget Mardi Gras,

]

honored here, some would

, say, far more authentically and

chanriingly than in its bigger-

;ic\' counterpart.)"

LoHisiiiiiij (7bini<ifl)icf : (rrt(li(ioiirt I zrah \io\\

and Cajun music festival .

West
Virginia

Few states can match the

abundance of state-

designated parkland of West

Virginia. More than 80,000

acres have been set aside for

the protection of the state's

natural beauty, as well as

100,000 acres of recreational

opportunities in state forest

and wildlife management

areas. Each of the parks

boasts its own flavor of the

state, from resort areas and

ski slopes to giant hemlocks

and a Civil War battlefield.

Hiking is highly

recommended, as are such

seasonal sports as golf,

fishing, horseback riding, and

craft and heritage festivals.

And don't miss the Highland

Scenic Byway, a 45-mile

stretch that moves



Explore special savings

with Hertz
And uncover the great values.

(c)heck out the special offers

in this issue! You'll receive extra

savings when
, . Hertz CDP# 25940

you combine ^^^^^^
your member
discount with the enclosed

coupons.

(L)ook for the Hertz GDP# on the

back of your membership card. Be

sure to mention it when making a

reservation.

(Reserve now by calling your travel

agent, Hertz at 1-800-654-2200, or

visiting us at www.hertz.com.

(G)reat deals for AMNH members,

just another reason nobody does

it exactly like Hertz.

Hertz rtiiLs |-'ords and other tine cars. ® REO. U.S. pat. off. o iiertz .system inc. 1997/453-97

WW" f <ltiri ([m™]] Miif' iff iiaTM
II Vili jJiSd'.t :Uju2?^«£il!: si'J fJi iUH ii

amerFcan museum
of natural history exactly.
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If seeing Is believing, there's a lot

to believe In out here.

For a free travel packet, call 1-800-925-6689 "'
) www.arlzonagulde.com

Grand Canyon State

BINOCULARS
iRTS, SPORTING EVENTS, VACATIONS

MEAOE
Safari Pro
Premium Quality

Meets
mpsli!

a fantastic general-puj

binocular. Superior B;

prisms, long 19mm eye-re|i

multi-coated opti^

focus to 10 ft!

Quality

optics,

BK7
prisms,

rugged 10x50WA
construction.

An excellent value!

lOxSOWA: $79^

111050MDE

7X35WA: ^59^

110735MDE

! . i\i=,tf

8X42WA

430842MDE

il*!l»'-'S!ies

:, r/-ffiT7j>» ff

A superb Valued *

includes advanced
ifl5-layer rubine multi-

coatings and supeflbr

BAK-4 glass prisrns.
Cerhpatt

221026MDE

To order, or for the location of your nearest

^ Service Merchandise store, call:

1-800-251-1212
www.servlcemerchandise.com

Alon^ West Virtjinia's Highland

Scenic Byway

.

effortlessly through river valleys and

mountain ridges, a

A sleepy hAassachusetts village,

the Bridge oj Flowers.

Massachusetts
The state's Mohawk Trail—the

country's first scenic automobile

route—meanders gracehilly through

charming villages, remote swimming



ADVERTISEMENT

holes, and historic covered bridges that

gently propel visitors to a time in our

historic past when things moved at a

more civilized pace. The 63-mile trail is

best seen in autumn, when foliage

explodes in crimson, yellow, and

orange. The Bridge of Flowers is

especially recommended, a five-arch

bridge covered in a profusion of flowers

and shrubs,- marble falls cascade 60 feet.

i

Along the way are more than 100 other

j

attractions that represent the culture

!

and history of the area.

Rowing on the Palomacj the U.S.

Capital at sunset .

Wash i ngton d.c.
It's

the capital of the world that

everyone wants to see. Not only

does the District of Columbia boast

regal architecture and some of the most

recognizable Cand magnificent^

buildings in the world, but its role as

cynosure of politics, art, and society

make it an eternal world-class

destination. In fall, autumn foliage

provides a blanket of color throughout

the city, in spring, it's an explosion of

cherry blossoms. Whether it's hours

spent exploring the Smithsonian, a

WEST VIRGINIA

High Mountains.

Low Costs.

est Virqin^^

20% Discount on

cabin/cottage rate

Valid Sunday thru Thursday, November 3,

1997 - May 21, 1998 (excluding liolidays).

Minimum two niglits rental, not valid with

other discounts, subject to availability,

advance reservations required.

Call for more details.

1-800-CALL-WVA

LOUISIANA

Louisiana Tour Guide

Looking for something different? Come

dance, eat, plantation-hop and get back to

nature in Louisiana. For your FREE 288-page

Tour Guide, call 1-800-677-8929.

www.louisianatravel.com

Come As You Are. Leave Different™

all-amer
(DESIGNATED BY THE DEPA

1. Selma to Montgomery
Alabama

43 raUes dedicated to Dr. Maitin Luther

King's liistoric 1965 march.

2. ROUTE ONE,

PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY,

California

Enjoy the pounding surf and fog-

shroudedchffs along 72 niUes

of Cahfornia coast.

3. San Juan Skyway

Colorado

I'lii.s |)atli wends for 37.) miles

of National Parkland and

Old West towns.

ICAN ROADS
rtment of transportation)

4. trail ridge road/

Beaver meadow Road
Colorado

In Rocky Mountain National Park, diese

roads—53 miles long—connect the

towns of Estes Park and Grand Lake.

5. NATCHEZ TRACE PARKWAY
Moving through iMississippi, Tennessee,

and Alabama, this 425-mile parkway

is of vital historic significance.

6. BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY
North Carolina

For 252 miles, this All-American road

oders an ever-changing view of

mountains, waterfalls, foliage, and

serene pastoral settings.

• *************^*
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White House tour, a Kennedy Center

concert, or a leisurely walk through the

National Gallery, time spent in our

nation's capital is intoxicating and

unforgettable. And don't forget the city

as an easy gateway to the surrounding

beauty of Virginia, West Virginia, and

Maryland.

B

Quebec s Ma is on ( lUtiet the

ij lories oj auiumn .

Quebec
Known as the heart of French

Canada, this gorgeous province,

the country's largest, embraces a wide

range of assets: the sophistication of its

capital, Montreal, the European

ambiance of Quebec City, and the

rugged splendor of the Gulf Islands,

whose grey-and-red cliffs and excellent

beaches have created a potent lure for

tourists. Throughout the province are

dotted charming villages, fishing towns,

archeological digs, and national historic

parks. For the outdoor-driven the

L.aurentian Mountains provide a year-

.ifju.nd resort, the Eastern Townships

^oudi of Montreal nestle farms and

lakes, arid the northern forests teem

with visitor-friendly wilderness.

a

North
Carolina

Within the borders of this lush,

welcoming state are thirty-one

scenic byways designated by the

Department of Transportation. Visitors

can choose from a veritable treasure

trove of options, from the Waterfall

Byway—dubbed from the profusion of

waterfalls surrounding the route—to the

Outer Banks Scenic Byway that wends

for 1 1 1 miles through three counties.

Among the highlights of this route:

Cape Lookout, a haven for ships, from

pirate vessels to WWII convoys, for

centuries. Still in impressive evidence

today is the Cape Lookout Lighthouse,

1 50 feet high and decorated in a

striking diamond pattern, with a beacon

that can be seen 18 miles from shore."

Quebec
You II want to take it home with you.

Winding country roads. Candlelit dining. A certain

"je ne sais quoi". Quebec: an endless feast for the heart

and soul. So easy to get to. So affordable. You'll want

to take it home with you!

800 363-7777 (Operator 115)

9 am to 5 pm. seven days a week for your FREE
brochure filled with value-packed deals.

Or call your travel agent or AAA Club.

Visit our Web site:

http://www.tourisme.gouv.qc.ca/summer.html

Nee°ds more CANADA Quebec ss
Closer than you think



"We're looking for people to

write children's ^. books"
by Alvin Tresselt, Dean ofFaculty

IF
YOU WANT TO WRITE and see your

work published, I can't think of a better

way to do it than writing books and sto-

ries for children and teenagers. Ideas flow

naturally, right out of your own life. And
while it's still a challenge, the odds of get-

ting that first, unforgettable check from a

children's publisher are better than they are

from any other kind of publisher I know.

Your words will never sound as sweet

as they do from the lips of a child reading

your books and stories. And the joy of

creating books and stories that truly reach

young people is an experience you won't

find anywhere else.

A surprisingly big market

But, that's not all. The financial rewards

go far beyond most people's expectations,

because there's a surprisingly big market

out there for writers who are trained to tap

it. More than $1.5 billion worth of children's

books are purchased annually, and almost

500 publishers of books and 600 publishers

of magazines related to children and

teenagers buy freelance writing. Tliat means

that there are thousands of manuscripts being

purchased ever)' month oftheyear!

Yet Vxo big questions bedevil nearly

every would-be writer... "Am I really quali-

fied?" and "How can I get started?"

"Am I really qualified?"

At the Institute of Children's Literature", this

ts our definition of a "qualified person":

someone with an aptitude for writing who
can take constructive criticism, learn from it,

and turn it into a professional performance.

To help us spot potential authors, we've

developed a reliable test for writing aptitude

ba.sed upon our 27 years of experience. It's

free, and we don't charge for our evaluation.

Those who pass are eligible to enroll and

receive our promise:

You will complete at least one manuscript

for submission to an editor orpublisher by

the timeyoufinish the course.

You learn by corresponding with your

own personal instructor—a nationally pub-

lished writer or professional editor—in the

privacy and comfort of your own home.

Onc-on-one training with

your own in.structor

This Ls the way I work with my students,

and my fellow in.structors work more or

less the same way:

• When you're ready—at your own
time and your own pace—you mail your

assignment to me.

• I read it and reread it to get every-

thing out of it that you've put into it.

• Tlien I edit your assignment just the

way a publishing house editor would—if

he or she had the time.

• I mail it back with a detailed letter

explaining my comments. I tell you what

your strong points and weaknesses are, and

just what you can do to improve.

It's a matter of push and pull. You push

and I pull, and between us both, you learn

how to write and how to market your writing.

"I hit pay dirt"

This method really works. The proof of the

pudding is offered by our students.

"My first two attempts met with rejec-

tion, and on the third, I hit pay dirt with

Listen Magazine," says Marjorie Kashdin,

East Northport, NY. "My instmctor was

invaluable... It's not everyone who has his

own 'guardian editor!'"

"I was attracted by the fact that you

require an aptitude te,st," .says Nikki Arko,

Raton, NM. "Other schools sign you up as

long as you have the money to pay, regard-

less of talent or potential."

"...a little bird.. .has just been
given. . .freedom"

"The course has helped me more than I

can say," writes Jody Drueding, Boston,

MA. "It's as if a little bird that was locked

up inside of me has just been given the

freedom of ihe garden."

Romy Squeri, Havertown, PA says, "I

met two of your students in my critique

group and realized that tliey were the best

writers there."

"I'd take the course again

in a heartbeat!"

"I'd take the course again in a heartbeat!"

says Tonya Tingey, Woodruff, UT. "It made
my dream a reality."

"...it is comforting to know that there

are still people out there who deliver what

they promise," writes Meline Knago,

Midland, TX. "The Institute is everything it

says it is—and maybe even more."

Of course, not everyone gets pub-

lished; we simply promise you the best

training available.

FREE—'Writing Aptitude Test

and illustrated brochure

We offer a free Writing Aptitude Test to

people who are interested in writing for

children and teenagers, and we don't charge

for our professional evaluation of it.

We also offer a free, illustrated

brochure describing our course, Writing

for Children and Teenagers, and the cur-

rent market for children's literature.

If your test reveals a true aptitude for

writing, you'll be eligible to enroll. But

that's up to you.

There is no obligation.

Writing
for Children
& Tfeenagers

Get bothfree

Institute of Children's Literature

93 Long Ridge Road

West Redding, CT 06896-0812

Yes, please send me your free Writing

Aptitude Test and illustrated brochure. I

understand I'm under no obligation, and

no salesperson will visit me.

Please circle one mttl pritit name clearly:

Mr, Mrs. Ms, Miss C4826
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Musings on the Teaching: and Learning: ofScience

Drink Deep, or Taste Not
the Pierian Spring

Most famous quotations are fabricated;

after all, who can concoct a high witti-

cism at a moment of maximal stress m
battle or just before death. A military

commander will surely mutter a mundane

"Oh hell, here they come" rather than

the mspirational "Don't one of you fire

until you see the whites of their eyes."

Similarly, we know many great literai-y

lines by a standard misquotation rather

than accurate citation. Bogart never said

"Play it again, Sam," and Jesus did not

proclaim that "he who lives by the sword

shall die by the sword." Ironically, for this

special issue on learning, the most famous

of all quotations bungles the line and sub-

stitutes "knowledge" for the original. So

let us restore our celebratory word to

Alexander Pope's Essay on Criticisin:

A little learning is a dangerous thing;

Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian

spring;

TItere shallow draughts intoxicate the

brain,

And drinking largely sobers us again.

I have a theory about the persistence of

the standard misquote, "a little knowl-

edge is a dangerous thing," a conjecture

that I can support through the embarrass-

ment of personal testimony. I think that

v,Titers resist a full and accurate citation

because they do not know the meaning of

By StephenJay Gould

the crucial second hne. What the dickens

is a "Pierian spring," and how can you

explain the quotation if you don't know?

So you extract the first hne alone fi-om

false memory, and "learning" disappears.

To begin this Htrie essay about learning

in science, I vowed to find out about the

Pierian spring so I could dare to quote this

couplet that I have never cited for fear that

someone would ask. And the answer

turned out to be joyfuUy accessible—

a

two-minute exercise involving one false

lead m the encyclopedia (reading two ir-

relevant articles about artists named Piero),

followed by a good turn to the Oxford Eng-

lish Dictionar)'. Pieria, this venerable source

tells us, is "a district m northern Thessaly,

the reputed home of the muses." And

Pierian therefore becomes "an epithet of

the muses; hence allusively in reference to

poetry and learning."

So I started musing about learning.

Doesn't my little stoi-y illustrate a general

case: we are afraid because we fear that

something we want to learn will be hard

and that we will never even figure out

how to find out. And then, when we ac-

tually try, it's easy—with such joy in dis-

covery, for there can be no greater delight

than finding the definitive solution to a

little puzzle. Easy, that is, so long as we

have the tools at hand (not everyone has

immediate access to the Oxford English

Dictionary; more sadly, most people never

learned how to use this great com-

pendium or know that it even exists).

Learning can be easy because the human

mind is an intellectual sponge of astonish-

ing porosity and voracious appetite, that

is, if proper education and encourage-

ment keep those spaces open.

A commonplace of our culture, and

the complaint of teachers, holds that, of

all subjects, science ranks as the most dif-

ficult to learn and therefore the scariest

and least accessible of all discipHnes. Sci-

ence may be central to our practical lives,

but its content remains mysterious to

nearly all Americans, who must therefore

take its benefits on faith (turn on your car

or computer and pray that the thing will

work) or fear its alien powers and intru-

sions (will my clone steal my individual-

ity? wiH greenhouse warming drown my

city?). We suspect that public knowledge

of science may be extraordinarily shallow,

both because few people have any interest

or familiarity with the subject (largely

through fear or from assumptions of utter

incompetence) and because those who

profess concern have too superficial an

understanding. Therefore, to continue

with Pope's topsy-turvy metaphor.

Americans shun the deep drink that so-

briety requires and maintain dangerously^

little learning about science.

I write to argue that this common, al-<

most mantralike, belief among educators

J

;



is entirely WTrong and primarily the prod-

uct of a common error in the sciences of

natural history (including human sociol-

og>' in this case)—a false taxonomy I be-

lieve that science is wonderfully acces-

sible, that most people show a strong

interest, and that levels of general learning

' stand quite high (within an admittedly

anti-intellectual culture overall), but that

we have mistakenly failed to include the

domains of maximal pubhc learning

\\itliin the scope of science. (And, like

Pope, I do distinguish learning, or visceral

understanding by long effort and experi-

ence, from mere knowledge, which can

be mechanically copied from a book.)

I do not, of course, hold that most

people have the highly technical skills that

lead to professional competence. But such

. is the case for any subject or craft, even in

the least arcane and mathematical of the

humanities. Few Americans can play the

violin in a symphony orchestra, but

nearly all of us can learn to appreciate the

music in a seriously intellectual way. Few
can read ancient Greek or medieval Ital-

ian, but all can learn to love a new trans-

lation of Homer or Dante. Similarly, few

can do the mathematics of particle

physics, but all can understand the basic

issues behind deep questions about the

ultimate nature of things and even learn

the difference between a charmed quark

and the newly discovered top quark.

For the false taxonomy, we don't re-

Strict adequate knowledge of music to

professional players; so why do we limit

understanding of science to those who
live in laboratories, twirl dials, and pubhsh

papers? Taxonomies are theories of

knowledge, not objective pigeonholes,

hatracks, or stamp albums with places pre-

assigned. A false taxonomy based on a

bogus theory of knowledge can lead us

badly astray When Guillaume Rondelet,

in his 1555 classic on the taxonomy of

fishes, began his list of categories with

"flat and compressed fishes," "those that

dwell among the rocks," "litdc fishes"

(pisckuli), "genera of lizards," and "fishes

that are almost round," he pretty much
precluded any deep insight into the truly

genealogical basis of historical order.

MUhons of Americans love science and

have learned the feel of true expertise in a

chosen expression. But we do not honor

these expressions by categorization

within the realm of science, although we
certainly should, for they encompass the

chief criteria of detailed knowledge about

nature and critical thinking based on
logic and experience. Consider just a

small list, spanning all ages and classes and

including a substantial fraction of our

population. If all these people understood

that they were doing science, democracy

would shake hands with the academy, and

we might learn to harvest a deep and

widespread fascination in the service of

more general education. (I thank Philip

Morrison, one of Americas wisest scien-

tists and humanists, for making this argu-

ment to me many years ago, thus putting

my thinking on the right track.)

1. Sophisticated knowledge about un-

derwater ecology among tropical fish en-

thusiasts, mainly blue-collar males and

therefore mostly invisible to professional

intellectuals who tend to emerge from

other social classes.

2. The horticultural experience ofiml-

Hons of members in thousands of garden

clubs, mostly tenanted by older middle-

class women.

3. The upper-class penchant for bird-

ing, safaris, and ecotourism.

4. The intimate knowledge of local

natural history among millions of hunters

and fishermen.

5. The astronomical learning (and ex-

perience in fields from practical lens

grinding to theoretical optics) of tele-

scope enthusiasts, with their clubs and

journals.

6. The technological intuitions of ama-

teur car mechanics, model builders, and

weekend sailors.

7. Even the statistical knowledge of

good poker players and racetrack touts.

(The human brain seems especially

poorly built for reasoning about probabil-

ity, and no greater impediment to truly

scientific thinking exists. But many
Americans have learned to understand

probabihty through the ultimate chal-

lenge of the pocketbook.)

8. In my favorite and clinching ex-

ample, the dinosaur lore so lovingly

learned—and not merely known—by
America's children. How I wish that we
could quantify the mental might included

in all the correct spellings of hideously

complex dinosaur names among all the

five-year-old children m America. Then
we could truly move mountains.

Common behef is ass-backward. We
think that science is intrinsically hard,

scaiy, and arcane, and that teachers can

only beat the necessary knowledge, by

threat and exhortation, into a small mi-

nority blessed with inborn propensity.

No. Most of us are born with a love of

science (which is, after all, only a method
for learning the facts and principles of the

namral world surrounding us, and how
can anyone fail to be stirred by such an

intimate subject?). This love has to be

beaten out of us if we are to fall by the

wayside, perversely led to say that we hate

or fear the subject. The love burns

brightly throughout the Hves of millions^

who remain amateurs in the precious, Ht-

eral sense of the word ("those who love")

and who pursue "hobbies" in scientific

fields that we falsely refuse to place within

the taxonomic compass of the discipline.

And so, finally, the task of nurture and

rescue goes to those who represent what I

have often called the most noble word in

our language, teacher. ("Parent" holds

second place to "teacher" on my hst;

teachers come first because parents, after a

certain decision, have no choice.) Rage
(and scheme) against the dying of the

light of childhood's fascination. And be

like English literature's first instructor, the

clerk of Oxenford in Chaucer's Canterbury

Tales—the man who opened both ends of

his mind and heart, for "gladly wolde he

lerne, and gladly teche."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history of science at Harvard Univer-

sity. He is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary

Curator in Invertebrates at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History.
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By Dehorali A4. Gordon

As everyone knows, where there is a pic-

nic, there will be ants. How many show

up to share your sandwich depends on

how quickly one discovers the first

morsel and alerts its nestmates to come

share in the loot. But how do ants find

food in the first place? Do they stake out

all the prime spots before you get there?

Ants cannot see well enough to distin-

guish one object from another; they find

versity of Utah, I set out to find which

path shape would lead the colony to dis-

cover the most bits ot tood. Fred devised

a mathematical model and computer sim-

ulations of possible patrolling paths. Ac-

cording to our model, the best searching

tactics vary with the density of searchers.

When searchers are few, relatively straight

paths are better than wiggly ones, ^vhich

may go round and round in the same

place and leave large areas unexplored.

But when the entire area is crowded with

just enough food aroma (a layer of dried

sugar water) to draw them out of then-

nests, but no morsels to carry back. The

ants responded by searching the arena and

then going back to their nest boxes. I did

this experiment many times, varying den-

sity by changing both colony and arena

size and videotaping the ants using a com-

puterized image analysis system developed

by programmer Garr Updegraff. I then

traced the paths of all the ants (see exam-

ples below). I found that they adjusted

Networkin
Ants

Argentine worker ants

How do ants find

the cake crumb you dropped?

food only when they come close enough

to smell it. This presents a problem for

the ant colony as a whole: How should

each ant move around to maximize the

probability that if food appears some-

where, some ants wiU be there to recog-

nize the scent?

To visualize the solution to this prob-

lem, imagine the paths of the patrolling

ants as a network of lines. Ifeach ant were

to walk in a straight line, the net formed

by all the paths would resemble a bunch

ot straight sticks thrown on the ground. It

each ant were to walk in a very wiggly,

convoluted line,

tlie net would re-

semble an assort-

ment of shoelaces

or pieces of .string.

Which searching

method is more

effective for a for-

aging ant colony?

With the help

of Fred Adler, a

m.^thematical bi- Seckingfood in a large ar

oiogist at the Uni- colony used fairly straight

searchers, wiggly paths are fine. Each in-

dividual makes many turns within a lim-

ited radius. But if food appears outside an

ant's narrow purview, another searcher

wiU probably find it.

I decided to compare our mathematical

model ot search patterns with the actual

behavior of Argentine ants. (This South

American species, which has now invaded

many of the world's warm coastal areas,

frequently demonstrates its brilliant food-

finding talents in CaUfornia, including in

my own kitchen.) I gave captive ant

colonies access to enclosed arenas with

ena, ants in a small

paths.

Searching a smaller arena, ants in a large

colony took wigglyforaging paths.

their path type according to the number

of searchers, adopting the shapes that

Adler's model had predicted. When there

were few ants in a large space, the ants

moved in straighter lines. When the ants

were more crowded, their paths became

more wiggly.

Without any central coordination,

each ant somehow adjusts its path to the

number of searchers. The overall pa-

trolling pattern resembles an elastic net,

whose lines stretch and straighten when

the ants are few but contract into convo-

luted curls when they are plentiful.

Result: Under ei-

ther set of condi-

tions, the whole

group's chances ol

finding food are

maximized.

Deborah M. Gor-

don is an associati

professor in the Dc

partment of Biologi

cal Sciences at Stan

ford University.
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Relative

Tell any group of people that stepparents

are about one hundred times more likely

to fatally abuse their children than are

"true" parents and you can't expect an

easy audience—especially if you suggest

that the key factor could just be the lack

of a genetic relationship. So the questions

rained down thick and fast on Canadian

psychologists Martin Daly and Margo

Wilson when they floated these conclu-

sions (gleaned from their twenty years of

research) at a Darwin Seminar at the Lon-

don School of Economics. The questions

were as varied as the audience of scien-

tists, historians, undergraduates, and in-

terested passersby that these provocative

seminars invariably attract.

"How can you know such a thing?"

people asked. "What makes you think

that genetic relationships play a part, as

opposed to a hundred other possible con-

founding variables, such as the poverty of

the parents and the duration of contact

between parent and child?" "What about

adopted children?" "What use is such in-

formation, anyway?" "Aren't you just

stirring things up for no good reason?"

Daly and Wilson, from McMaster

University, Hamilton, Ontario, did not

arrive at their conclusions casually. In the

19'7()s, about ten years after the "battered

child syndrome" had been officially rec-

ognized, they set out to see if children

Is stepparentage a

key factor in fatal

child abuse?

Researchers draw

some painful

conclusions.

By Colin Tiidge

were more likely to be abused by steppar-

ents than by biological parents. In addi-

tion, they wanted to explore a specific

Darwinian hypothesis. There had been

new developments in Charles Darwin's

idea that human behavior, as well as our

physical appearance, has been shaped to a

significant extent by natural selection. In

particular, in the 1960s, William D.

Hamilton, now professor of zoology at

Oxford University, had put a new con-

struction on the phenomenon of altru-

ism—the process by which individuals

apparently sacrifice their own self-inter-

est, and even their lives, to benefit others.

Hamilton showed that natural selection

could and would favor genes that pro-

moted altruistic behavior, provided that

the individuals who benefited from the

altruism had a high chance of containing

the same genes. In fact, such altruistic be-

havior is not altruistic at all, in the sense

that moral philosophers use the term, but

IS entirely selfish. The gene that promotes

the apparent self-sacrifice is simply pro-

moting its own replication, by enhancing

the survival of copies of itself—albeit

copies contained in other individuals.

Thus, said Hamilton, we might expect

individuals to compromise themselves if

doing so benefited their own kin, who H
would indeed contain copies of the gene

that promoted the self-sacrificial behav-

ior. The final twist is that parental care,

and the self-sacrifice that goes with it, are

merely special examples of the altruism

that any organism might be expected to

show toward its ovi^n kin.

Although stepparents in some societies

are related to the children, Daly and Wil-

son reasoned that stepparents are not gen-

erally kin to their stepchildren, at least not

in most Western societies. Therefore, we

might expect that they would show no

predilection to sacrifice themselves (in

large or even small ways) on a stepchild's

behalf They sought to find out if this hy-

pothesis, based on Hamilton's extension

of Darwin's ideas, was true.

Wilson says, "We were astonished to

find that it was not easy even to begin to
^

explore this hypothesis. Official statistics;



from the United States didn't reveal

whether parents who abused children

were step or biological. It just didn't occur

to criminologists that the nature of the re-

lationship was important, so they gener-

ally didn't bother to record it." She and

Daly had to look beyond the official sta-

'tistics, to the raw data of case histories. By

1980 they had demonstrated that children

under three years of age are at least seven

times more likely to be abused by steppar-

ents than by biological parents.

Daly and Wilson believed, however,

that statistics for child abuse in general

might be biased by underreporting or in-

complete reporting. After all, parents

don't want to admit that they have beaten

their children; there are plenty of ways to

conceal abuse or to explain away injuries.

To gain a truer picture, the researchers

decided to focus specifically on a form of

abuse that is exceedingly difficult to cover

up: homicide. Once again—even more

astonishingly—most official statistics, in-

cluding the FBI's Supplementary Homicide

Reports, the U.S. national archive, did not

differentiate between killings by steppar-

ents or by biological parents. But Statistics

Canada firom 1974 to 1990 did contain

relevant data.

Its figures showed that children under

the age of two were at least one hundred

times more likely to be killed by steppar-
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ents—particularly stepfathers—than by

biological parents. "Of course," Daly

stresses, "most stepparents take to the task

extremely well, and generally make lov-

ing substitute parents. The incidence of

abuse is low." Nonetheless, for stepparents

the homicide rate comes out at about 600

per million parent-child groups living to-

gether, compared with just a handful for

biological parents. Further examination

of records in the United States and

Britain revealed an increased risk for chil-

dren with stepparents. Moreover, a closer

look at the case histories reveals that

while biological parents who kill their

children are often severely depressed and,

Daly and Wilson reported, "may even

construe murder-suicide as a humane act

of rescue," stepparents who are homicidal

"are rarely suicidal and typically manifest

their antipathy to their victims in the rel-

ative brutality of their lethal acts."

That there is a difference in incidence

of fatal abuse between stepparents and ge-

netic parents seems undeniable, but what

are the reasons for it? Daly and WUson

have explored all the obvious, possibly

confounding variables of the kind that

their Darwin Seminar audience seized

upon. Is poverty the real cause? Certainly,

it is a risk factor in child abuse. And the

breakup of previous marriages that often

lies behind stepparentage obviously can

be costly, reducing economic status. But,

according to Daly and Wilson, the case

histories show that child homicide is

vastly greater among stepparents than bi-

ological parents at all levels ot wealth.

Poverty emerged as an independent, ad-

ditional factor, but a relatively weak one.

Well, is remarriage itself then a factor,

suggesting some fickleness of personality

that might predispose a person to abuse?

Apparently not. The case histories show

that people who remarry typically con-

tinue to treat their own children well

even when they abuse their stepchildren.

Or does the difference lie in early oppor-

tunities for bonding? Are biological par-

ents conditioned to respond well to their

children because they are exposed to

them from birth? "There isn't much evi-

dence on this," says Wilson, "because not

many stepparents see their stepchildren at

a very early age, so it is hard to make a di-

rect comparison. The few cases there

are—although not statistically signifi-

cant—suggest that stepfathers are at least

as likely to abuse their stepchildren even

when they are present at the actual birth."

Don't adopted children provide a co-

gent comparison since, as with stepchil-

dren, they are generally unrelated to their

substitute parents? In fact, their risk is

roughly the same as with natural parents.

Surely this negates the notion that the

added risk of stepparentage has genetic

origins? "It might seem to," Daly ac-

Should we shy

away from a

discovery, just

because the

knowledge gained

may seem

uncomfortable?

knowledges, "but there are two big, addi-

tional factors in adoption. First, adopting

parents are obviously highly motivated

and extremely closely monitored before

they take on a child. Second, they tend to

return children to adoption agencies far

more often than is generally appreciated."

This would weed out "unbonded" adop-

tive parents. So, although the data from

families with adopted children appear to

contradict the Darwinian idea that lack of

genetic relationship reduces the likeli-

hood of care, confounding variables make

direct comparison impossible.

To test the genetic hypothesis to the

fuU, Daly and Wilson asked their own

question m reverse. Why is it that the

overwhelming majority of stepparents

treat their stepchildren well? After all,

parenthood is a huge investment, an

enormous burden to shoulder for the ge-

netic offspring of somebody else. In Dar-

winian terms, at least, parenting means

one thing only: perpetuating yourself b\-

reproduction. But Daly says, "We know

that when some other male animals take

over a new family they will kill any exist-

ing offspring of previous matings—as

male lions \viU do. It's easy to see why: it i

is in their own genetic interests to im-

pregnate the females themselves, and ex-

isting cubs simply get in the way. Not all

male animals behave this way. Incoming

male baboons, for example, treat existing

children well. This seems to be part of the

mating effort; the females will not accept

males that do not demonstrate parenting

skills. This model seems to fit the human

case as well. But, although stepparents do

take on the task. Darwinians would pre-

dict that the fuU expression of parental

feeling is liable to be buffered. Sometimes

it's buffered too much."

Daly and Wilson reiterate that the

overall rate of homicide by all parents of

their children is low, and that most step-!

parents treat their new families well. Nev-j

ertheless, stepparentage emerges not only

as a key risk factor in parental child abuse

and homicide, but as the biggest factor.

The Dai-winian hypothesis—that the ex-

planation may lie in the lack of familial

relationship, and not primarily in eco-

nomic or social factors—has stood up so

far to the more obvious criticisms.

Finally we can ask—as the Darwin

Seminar audience did
—"Of what use b

such knowledge? After all, most steppar-

ents are good parents, so what good doe«

it do to target them?" Margo Wilson an-

swers, "In general we feel that it is bettei

to know than not to know. It must be bad

in principle to shy away from discover)

just because the knowledge gained ma\

seem uncomfortable. In fact, we can en-

visage good, practical reasons for this kinc

of knowledge. For one thing, socia

workers worldwide are invariably over-

worked. Anything that might help then

to focus their efforts more accurately ha:

to be worthwhile. And it can't be gooc

that everyone has been overlooking th*

biggest risk factor for so long.



"We might also suggest that a mother

who is thinking of remarrymg should

bear in mind that she cannot take her new

partner for granted; she cannot expect

that he will automatically treat her chil-

dren as if they were his own. Actually

women kno^v this already ot course—but

perhaps the point needs more emphasis."

In short, if Wilson and Daly's ideas are

applied sensibly and humanely (and are

not used to make stepparents feel bad),

then, in principle, they could save much

human misery and perhaps human Hfe. If

this proves to be so, then those who ob-

ject to this kind of insight should ac-

knowledge that by objecting, they are al-

lowing human suffering to take place

unnecessarily—and they should take

moral responsibility tor so doing.

As for the Darwin Seminars, they pro-

vide one of the best forums yet devised

for academics in Darwinian studies to

take their ideas beyond their own scien-

tific discipline and expose them to ex-

perts from other fields—and, vitally, to

the pubUc at large. The Seminars, estab-

lished at the London School of Econom-

ics two and a half years ago by Helena

Cronin, are open to everyone and are al-

ready acknowledged on both sides of the

Atlantic as intellectual and social salons of

key importance. Cronin is herself a

scholar of the new "evolutionary psy-

chology" and author of Tlie Ant and the

Peacock: Altruism and Sexual Selection from

Danmn to Today, a reappraisal of Darwin's

idea of sexual selection. She says, "Dar-

win always wanted his ideas 'to throw

light on man,' and we aim to help realize

his dream. We don't yet know how much

light Darwinian hypotheses will spread,

but there's already good reason to think

they will be very illuminating indeed.

Daly and Wilson's studies are among

those showing that the ideas will be useful

too. They can save lives,"

Colin Tud^e is a science writer and research

fellow in the Centrefor Philosophy at the Lon-

don School of Economics. His latest hook on

human evolution is The Day Before Yester-

day (Simon and Schuster).
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It may be small. But the Bose" Acoustic Wave* music system is definitely an

overachiever. The unit features a compact disc player, an AM/FM radio, a handy

remote control, and our patented acoustic waveguide speaker technology. And

it produces a rich, natural sound quality comparable to audio systems costing

thousands of dollars. We know that's hard to believe. So we're ready to prove it.

Call or write now for our complimentary guide to this award-winning system.

Because, like the system itself, it's available directly from Bose.
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there's no reason not to be cool

Suffering at a hot desk or

work station while others

luxuriate in air condi-

tioned comfort? Does

your spouse prefer the

bedroom warmer than

you? Can't use that room

that gets extra sun during

the day without lowering

the air conditioning

thfoughout the whole

house? Introducing the

Kool Zone by Slant/Fin, your personal space air cooler. The Kool Zone

effectively spot cools the area seven feet in front of it by up to 12°. That

means that you'll have cool comfort wherever you are any time ofthe year!

The Kool Zone is not an air conditioner or a fan. It is a genuine water evap-

oration cooling system. A quiet two-speed fan pulls warm air from the

room, then pushes it thtough the Kool Zone's cooling chamber at the rate

of 70 cubic feet per minute (CFM). Within the cooling chamber, rhe warm

air passes over a revolurionary and parented absorbent evaporative wick. The

evaporation cools the wick which then cools the air. Its large capacity water

reservoir provides up to 10 hours of uninterrupted cooling and it costs just

pennies per day to operate. It's compact

(lOJ^" X llX" X 9%") and light weight (just

7.5 lbs.) so it's great for the office, home oi

anywhere you'd like to be a litde cooler

in<9.95{%\139i #9110. Special

Introductory Offer — Imperial Kool Zone

(shown). Same as above but with double the

cooling width and twice the cool air output

(140 CFM). Costs just 10 cents a day to

operate. .^Z"??. 95 (Si 3.95) #9120.

TURBO CLEAN YOUR LAUNDRY

WITHOUT HARSH DETERGENT OR BLEACH

Introducing Turbo Plus, the latest

advance in anti-bacterial laundry clean-

ing technology from the company that

introduced activated ceramic laundry

discs to America. You'll be amazed by

how much cleaner your clothes can be.

Whiter, brighter clothes and better

stain removal without using any deter-

gents or harsh chemicals whatsoever.

Turbo Plus combines rourmaline and

copper microfiber wirh activated ionic

ceramics to increase water's natural

cleaning abiliry. The new float system

keeps the disc submerged increasing

the disc's efficiency. No matter what you've used in the past, you will see an

improvement with Turbo Plus. Clean, fresh, unsecured and chemical free

wirh no fiber deterioration, color-fading, or skin irritants common with

most laundty ptoducts. And laborarory rests prove Turbo Plus kills the toxic

E. coli and Staphylococcus aureus bacteria. Works in borh hot and cold

water. Turbo Plus will clean your

clothes for up ro rwo years (that's 700

loads!) and costs just pennies a load to

use. With the average family spending

about Si 50 a year on detergents,

bleaches and softeners, this is the one

product you can't afford to be without!

^'i«?.95'(S6.95)#7800.

ANTI-WRINKLING FOR SMOOTHER SKIN

Methodo Medique restores your complex-

ion's smoorh, vibrant, youthful, and toned

look in just 30 minutes! Fine lines and wrin-

kles seem to disappear. Your complexion's

dry, rired appearance melts away. Methodo

Medique Beauty Pads are a series of extreme-

ly intensive moisturizing treatments that

rapidly re-hydrate, tighten and tone those

wrinkle prone areas around your eyes, abo\'c

your lip, along rhe cheek and jaw line and on

your neck. Each treatment consists of four

applications of pre-cut and shaped sutgical

gauze imbued with naturally healing and

reviralizing botanical extracts, anti-oxidant

vitamin C, oils and other natural ingredients. Simply apply the pads and relax

for 30-45 minutes. Remove the pads and apply the special Daily Maintenance

Cream that reinforces the effects of the Beauty Pads. Quick, easy, wonderfully

gentle and without a doubt, extraordinary. So extraordinary in fact, that aker

just one application, your complexion will look and feel younger, smoother,

more toned and will continue to improve with regular weekly use. And

unlike many other producrs, you don'r have to wait months to see results.

Patented world-wide, Medique is salon and spa resred and approved. Methodo,

Medique — think ofit as an indulgence — but use it as your secret weapon agains'i

aging skin. Imporred from Italy, Methodo Medique is sold only through The

Magellan Group. Satisfaction guaranteed. Simply return the unused portion.

Medique Eye Contour #5100. Face Contour #5200. Lip Contour #5300.

$39. 95 eac/i. Add $6.95 S&H ea. Buy all three treatments (12 applications)

and save $30.00. Medique Complete .^99. ?5 ($10.75 S&H) #5400. NEW -\

Medique Neck Contour $34.95 ($6.95 S&H) #5500.

Methodo Medique Contour Treatments

THE WATCH ISSUED TO

U.S. TROOPS DURING DESERT STORM

Issued to our troops during

Operation Desert Storm, the Night

Vision exceeds the military's strict

MIL-W-46374F specifications and

it's the only watch available in the

world that is completely self-luminous.

The secret is Tritium (H^), an exotic

hydrogen isotope. Each hand and

hour marker consists of a small vial

of tritium coated with phosphorous.

The result is the brightest lumines-

cent source available. And it will

shine brightly, unaided, for 12 years!

Features include a Swiss quartz

movement, scratch-resisranr crystal,

date calendar and sweep second

hand all encased in lightweight nylon alloy. Water resistant to 660 ft.

Available with a black leather band or stainless steel band (shown) with or

without the American Flag emblem. Each includes a nylon strap. Your choice

$129.95 (S9.95): Stainless steel band #6700; without flag emblem #6750.

Leather band #6800; without flag emblem #6850.

For more great products visit our web site at: http://ww/w.tmgusa.com
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Cleans Deep Into

Gum Pockets

f1
wl ^
Removes Plaque

Between Teeth

Hate to floss? It's awkward and

cumbersome. And automatic

flossers, while making it easier,

cost a bundle! And no matter

how often or how well you floss,

you're only doing half the job -
removing plaque fi-om between

the teeth - not from the sides

nor those hard to reach periodon-

tal pockets where the bactetia

that cause gingivitis and gum dis-

ease flourish. Introducing

SoniPicF" (formerly the Pick

Pocket) ~ the advanced sonic

powered flossing device that does

the job quickly, gently and com-
pletely SoniPick's unique design removes plaque
from between teeth and deep from within the facial

and lingual pockets whete the bacteria that cause

gingivitis and gum disease hide. Developed by the

makers of the UltraSonex toothbrush, SoniPick

uses a single tuft of multiple cleaning filaments

(about 25) vibrating orbitally at an astounding

18,000 strokes per minute. The cleaning tuft slips

easily between even the tightest teeth and gently

into gum pockets. It then fans out, whisking

plaque from between the teeth and from deep
within the gum pockets. No otherflossing method,

stringfloss or automatic, can do this! Includes three

sets of sized cleaning tips - thin, medium and thick

- for thorough and gentle cleaning between teeth
and all gum surfaces. Ideal for cleaning braces, bridges and dental implants.
And die best news of all - The SoniPick costs just a fraction ofthose other
automaticflossers! Use the SoniPick and then visit your dentist. You'll both
be amazed. $34.95 (S6.95) #9160 includes 30 cleaning tips, stand and AA
batten'. Replacement Cleaning tips (30) $12.95 ($2.95) #9170.

PURE PORES ON - BLEMISHES OFF

JOEY
newTOW

-LRE PORE
CLEANSER

Joey NY has developed a

uniquely effective skin care line

that not only deep cleans and
hydrates your complexion but

actually rolls away blackheads

and shrinks pores in minutes.

Pure Pores Cleanser is a daily,

dual action, soap-free facial

cleanser that removes excess

impurities while hydrating the

skin. Soothing plant extracts

including ginseng, cucumber
and chamomile combine to

help reduce skin inflammation

.ind revitalize a dull complex-

ion. Pure Pores is a specially for-

mulated gel consisting of

,
sophisticated botanical extracts

hai gently and effectively removes pore blocking impurities that cause
llackhcads. It absorbs excess oils, helps heal blemishes and cysts and control
cne. Both Pure Pores and Pure Pores Cleanser arc 100% natural, amazingly
mpic and fait to use and very effective. Add Pure Pores Cleanser and Pure
ores to your skin care regimen and you'll be amazed with how clean,
ibranr and healthy your oimplc-xion can be. $39.95 (%G.^'i) #9210.

Heel Cup For

Stability

Shock

Absorbing

Heel insert

Feet huft? Really hurt.' Longitudinal Arch Support

Chances are you have weak

or fallen arches. When
your arches start to give

way the pain spreads

from the balls of yout

feet to your heels, your

ankles, your legs, and

even your lower back.

Introducing IsoArch Foot

Supports the affordable alter-

native to custom orthotics prescribed

by podiatrists. Just like the high priced

custom orthotics, IsoArch Foot Supports are bio-mechanically designed to
provide dual support - across the length of the arch and die ball of your
foot - for maximum relief of foot pain and leg fatigue. IsoArch also helps
reduce stress at key weight points in the Plantar Pain Zone, keeping each
foot properly aligned, cradled and stabilized. A strategically placed Enduron-
foam heel insert absorbs the shock impact of each step. Made widi a com-
fortable leather-like covering, IsoArch Foot Supports fit easily into any shoe
style, dress, casual, or athletic. Specify size using size chart. $19.95 ($4.95)

per pair. Men #9230,

Women #9240. Buy
two pairs and save

$10.00 - $34.^5
($4.95) Men #9235,

Women #9245.

NOW THE MOST POWERFUL YOU CAN BUY -

THIS IS ONE AMAZING VACUUM

Sizes Small Medium Large X-Large XX-Large

Men 5-61/2 7-7V2 8-81/2 9-101/2 11-13

Women 5-7V2 8-91/2 10-101/2 11-13 NA

You'll be amazed with the performance of the

Oreck Power Broom. It picks up anything and
eveiything in its path. Dust, crumbs, broken
glass, — you name it. This electric broom is the

most poivetfidyou can buy! The Power Broom
features a two-speed motor for customized

cleaning control, a large capacit)' dust cup with

a washable, re-usable filter and an extra-long

25-foot cord. With a self-adjusting floor tool

that quickly and easily glides from floors to

carpets, it goes places most regular vacuums
can't, like under beds, up and down stairs

and up-against walls. It makes quick pick-

ups a breeze. Hangs flat and out-of-the-way in a minimal
amount of space. The Power Broom is so well-built, it's

backed by a Mfr.'s 2-yr. ltd. warrant)'. $79.95 ($9.95) #3950.

"The Magellan Ultimate GuaraimS^^-
If you're not completely satisfied with your •

i
purchase, simply return it for a full refund,

'i

ORDER TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS A DAY

800-279-2018 Extension

NATHA361

TO ORDER BY MAIL:
Send check or money
order for the total

amount (including S & H|

or credit card number
and expiration dale to:

The Magellan Group's

Tools For Living®

Dept. NATHA361
P.O. BOX 452

Louisiana, MO 63353

For more great products visit our web site at: http://www.tmgusa.com

A36e) IQ97 The Magellan Croup, Inc.
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Fupe an
Water ^
The Making of the /

Grand Canyon
">^ have no dffieulty as we float along,
arid 1am able to observe the wonderful
phenomena connected with this flood of
lava.The canyon was doubtless filled to a
height of 1,200 to 1,500 feet, perhaps by
more than one flood. This would dam the
water back; and in cutting through this

great lava bed, a new channel has been
formed, sometimes on one side, sometimes
on the Qther. .i .What a conflict ofwater
and Are there must have been here! Just
imagine a river ofmolten rock running
down over a river ofmelted snow.What a
seething and boiling ofwaters; what clouds
ofsteam rolled into the heavens!"

John Wesley Powell (August 25, 1869)
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Story by W. K. Hamblin and
Laura Hamblin
Photographs by Adriel Heisey
Photographers/Aspen

John Wesley Powell first viewed the remnants of basalt

lava adhering to the walls of the inner gorge in the

western Grand Canyon more than a hundred years

ago. Yet today this awesome record of relatively recent

volcanic activity—recent being 250,000 to more than

one million years ago—remains largely unknown.

Each year, nearly five million tourists, approaching the

canyon's northern and southern rims near the visitor

centers, marvel at the two-billion-year geological

record in the exposed rock and at the river's ability to

erode a canyon one mile deep. Few are aware that

ninety miles to the west-—in the Toroweap section

—

lies an unparalleled scene of volcanic phenomena: a

cycle of lava dam formation and destruction that is the

most significant event in the recent history of the

Grand Canyon. Where else in the world is there so

much for a geologist to contemplate? Certainly, no

record of volcanism is to be viewed in a more dramatic

and inspiring setting.

Quiet and stark, the remote Toroweap area is acces-

sible only by sixty-odd miles of rough gravel roads

from Saint George or Kanab, Utah. Here, the walls of

the irmer gorge climb 3,000 feet straight up from the

river to the Esplanade Platform, from which the outer

rim rises another 2,000 feet. Within this inner sanc-

tum, one can clearly see the types of forces that shape

our planet. The walls of the deep canyon expose a se-

quence ofPaleozoic strata a mile thick. Major faults are

clear and distinct. Extinct volcanoes dot the landscape.

Some perch on the rim of the inner gorge; remnants of

others cling precariously to the walls like stranded rock

climbers; eventually erosion will cause these remnants

to slip off. Black falls of "frozen" lava cascade from the

Because of the harsh terrain m the western Grand Canyon, few have witnessfi



canyon rim to the river almost 5,000 feet below. Right

on the rim of the inner gorge at the mouth of

Toroweap Canyon, Vulcan's Throne, a 600-foot cinder

cone, stands sentry- over it aU.

One remarkable mamfestation of volcanism can be

best appreciated irom river level. It is Vulcan's Forge, a

massive rock pipe through which lava once worked its

way to the surface. Sittiated in the very middle of the

river, it rises sixty to seventy feet above the water. But

irom the canyon rim, it appears to be only a black

speck. Numerous dikes cut through canyon walls,

marking the paths along which lava reached the sur-

face. The most sigmficant features, however, are the

huge, vertical slabs of black basalt stacked side by side

against the canyon walls. These are what is left of a se-

ries of ancient lava dams that once blocked the Col-

orado River and caused huge lakes to form in the

Grand Canyon upstream. (Basalt is the most common

and most fluid type of lava, and the one most often

have erupted deep within the canyon.) Many of the

early eruptions formed remarkable lava flows more

than 3,000 feet high, roughly ten times higher than

most of the great waterfalls of the world (compare Ni-

agara Falls at 160 feet, Iguafii Falls at about 210 feet, or

Victoria Falls at 350 to 400 feet). But the lava cascades

tell only part of the story.

Between 1965 and 1992, with colleagues from the

geology department at Brigham Young University, we

studied this region along the river, eventually using he-

Hcopters to study features hidden from view at river

level and enlisting a professional mountain climber to

collect samples from high cHfli. Our studies show that

during thirteen major periods ot eruption within ap-

proximately one mUlion years, more than 150 lava

flows poured into the canyon. Each major eruption

created a lava dam within the narrow confines of the

inner gorge, causing the Colorado River to form a

large lake extending far upstream.

How to Get
There
Although not/or

casual visitors,

Toroweap Canyon

can be reachedfrom

Highway 389. Nine

miles west of

Fredonia, turn south

onto Sunshine Road

at the sign Mt.

Trumbull 53 miles.

A reliable, high-

clearance vehicle is a

mustfor the rocky

sixty-mile dirt road

trip. You can also

drive to Toroweap on

a ninety-tnile gravel

\e important record of relatively recent volcanic activity hidden there.

Tlie Toroweap section of the Grand

Canyon was the site of the highest lava

dam; it caused the inner gorge to fill with

water to the level of the dam's crest. Tlie

drawing at left depicts the canyon about one

million years ago, soon after theformation

of the highest dam. Even then, the great

obstruction was already being eroded by the

greaterforce of the water.

St. George

Cameron

produced where tectonic plates spUt and move apart.)

A view from the air gives us a superb perspective

from which to understand the recent volcanic activity

in the western Grand Canyon. The canyon cuts across

the southern margins of the Uinkaret field, a relatively

small volcanic field in northern Arizona that has been

the site of repeated eruptions during the last two to

three million years. Numerous eruptions that occurred

near the edge of the field have spilled lava into the

Grand Canyon and tributary canyons, such as

Toroweap, Whitmore, and [-"rospect. (Other volcanoes

From the sequence of basalts preserved in the inner

gorge, we clearly see that four different types of dams

formed during the major periods of volcanic activity.

Unlike their human-made counterparts, these dams

were created by long, thick lava flows that extended for

miles downstream. The first lava dams—more than

one million years old—were built from several huge,

massive flows, each more than 500 feet thick and ten to

twenty miles long. Reaching a cumulative height of as

much as 2,000 feet, these probably were the highest

dams ever in the Grand ('anyon.

roadfrom Saint

George, Utah.

IVliichever way you

go, check road

conditions, and bring

a map and

supplies—water,

food, and gas are not

available.
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Other
Prospects

For a bird's-eye view

ofToroweap, look

into air tours of the

Grand Canyon;

some include a pass

over the Toroweap

section. To visit

Havasu Canyon and

take the eight-mile

hike down to the

village oj Supai,

obtain permission

from the Havasupai

Tribal Council,

(520) 448-2141.

The next dams were formed by the rapid accumu-

lation of numerous thin lava flows that were fifteen to

twenty feet thick. But the Colorado River immedi-

ately overflowed these low barriers, depositing gravel

and sand. Further eruptions rapidly followed, and soon

a multitude of thin flows, interlayered with river grav-

els, created large, complex dams that were as much as

eight miles long.

A third type ofdam \V2S formed by a series of six to

eight lava flows, each one 50 to 200 feet thick. Such

dams were built over extended periods—from 100 to

1,000 years—so that each lava flow was partly eroded

before the next flow covered it, and river gravels sepa-

rated each of the major flows. Most recently—within

the past 500,000 years—volcanic eruptions constructed

dams with single flows 200 to 600 feet thick. What is

remarkable about these youngest dams is how tar

downstream they extended. We can trace the remnants

of one recent dam from the Toroweap section to

dam 40 miles long and 540 feet high in only a month.

Undoubtedly, lava dams in the Grand Canyon formed

in a similar maimer. Still, the formation of the dams is

only half the story; the other half deals with how they

were destroyed.

Two important processes of erosion began immedi-

ately after water overflowed a lava dam: one was the

cutting of a new canyon by normal erosion of the

river; the second was the upstream migration ofwater-

falls. With the rate of waterfall migration well docu-

mented for many contemporary rivers, we have prob-

able time frames for the destruction of the dams.

Niagara Falls, for example, has migrated headward at a

rate of three feet a year. At that rate, a lava dam in the

Grand Canyon could have been completely destroyed

in less than 20,000 years by waterfall migration alone.

From detailed studies of rivers that have been modified

by lava flows, we know that waterfalls form at the

downstream end of the flow and rapidly migrate up-

Basalt lava cascaded into the Grand Canyon on at least 150 occasions durit

Both natural and artificial dams are subject

to the same forces of destruction. Glen

Canyon Dam, left, will last perhaps

another 800 years. Right: Glen Canyon

Dam caused water to back up into Lake

Powell. Lava dams once trapped even more

water, fiUing both the Grand Canyon and

Glen Canyon. But the power of the water

destroyed the dams relatively quickly.

Lake Mead, a distance of more than eighty-five miles.

The formation of each lava dam significantly and

dramatically changed the Grand Canyon. Yet, apart

from one type ofdam that could take up to 1,000 years

to form, most were formed in a remarkably short time.

Observations of basaltic eruptions in Iceland, Hawaii,

and elsewhere indicate that a lava flow tens of miles

long can form in a matter of days or weeks. The 1783

eruption of Lakagicar, in Iceland, for example, built a

stream, creating higher and higher waterfalls toward

the crest of the dam.

Erosion of the highest lava dam must have pre-

sented a spectacular scene; the highest waterfalls may

have been more than 2,000 feet high, with a discharge

of 135,000 cubic meters per second, making them

possibly the largest ever formed on a river. Just imagine

waterfalls more than fifteen times higher than 160-

foot-tall Niagara Falls. Then, as the falls migrated



headward, the dams collapsed. At a critical point, some

of them may have failed in a smgle catastrophic event.

Such a catastrophe would have produced a rapid,

tremendous discharge of the water and saturated mud

that had accumulated in the lake upstream.

The silting up of the lakes that formed behind the

lava dams is another important element in their history.

The lakes were similar to the reservoirs that now exist

behind the arrificial Hoover and Glen Canyon dams.

However, the highest lava dam created a lake larger

than Lake Mead and Lake Powell combined. One mil-

hon years ago, it extended upstream from Toroweap

through the Grand Canyon and (through what is now

Lake Powell) beyond Moab, Utah—a distance ofmore

than four hundred iniles. Remnants of sand, gravel,

and silt deposits from this and other lakes are found

throughout the Grand Canyon and above the present

shores of Lake Powell.

An exceptionally large deposit of the silt and mud

in Havasu Canyon, a major tributary canyon located a

few miles upstream from Toroweap, is a inicrocosm of

the entire Grand Canyon as it was when the lakes were

full of sediment, just before the destruction of the lava

dams. Lake deposits fdl much of Havasu Canyon to an

elevation of 3,195 feet, forming a broad, flat surface

two and a half miles long and a quarter of a rrule wide.

Calcium carbonate from Havasu Creek formed a pro-

tective cover for the deep, rich sediments of the lake

bed, which have permitted the Havasupai Indians to

farm self-sufficiently for hundreds of years m an iso-

lated and protected Shangri-La.

The Bureau of Reclamation has for many years

measured the volume of sediment carried by the Col-

orado River. These data indicate that a 200-foot-deep

lake would fill with mud and silt in two to three years;

a lake 1,000 feet deep would be fiiU in 300; and the

largest lake in less than 3,000 years. Thus, every phase

of the creation of a lava dam, the formation of the lake

Books to

Read
Late Cenozoic Lava

Dams in the

Western Grand

Canyon, by W. K.

Hamblin (Geological

Society ofAmerica

Memoir 182,

1994). Exploration

of the Colorado

River of the West

and Its Tributaries

Explored in

1869-1872, by

John Wesley Powell

(Smithsonian

Institution, 1875).

le past million years, forming enormous dams on the Colorado River.

L
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behind it, and the filling of the lake with sediment oc-

curred in a very short time (geologically speaking).

Within a few thousand years after volcanism created a

dam, erosion destroyed it. Most of the water-saturated

lake sediment that filled the canyon was flushed out

rapidly, leaving small patches clinging precariously to

the canyon walls in only the most protected area. Thus,

the Colorado River would regain its position as the

supreme geological force in the region.

Our research provides an insight into the interplay

of volcanism and canyon evolution, but the implica-

tions, in human terms, move far beyond an interesting

period of geological history. Every dam experiences

the same four-stage life cycle: the construction of a

barrier, the formation of a lake upstream, the fdhng up

of the lake with sediment, and the ultimate destruction

of the dam, with the return of the river to its previous

condition. The basic elements of the cycle are the same

for all dams—whether natural or human constructs.

The Colorado River drainage basin now has sixteen

major dams, i:ifty smaller dams, and a system of canals

that distribute the flow of water across southern CaU-

fornia and parts of Arizona and Nevada, so that less

than one percent of its virgin flow reaches the sea. AH

of the dams on the Colorado River are in the third

stage of the hfe cycle of a dam, when the lake behind

the dam fills with sediment.

No dam can remain a permanent feature of the

landscape, tor it is part of a dynamic system. Glen

Canyon Dam was completed in 1964, and within five

years Lake Powell was full of water. Sediment is cur-

rently being deposited there at a rapid rate, even

though large and small dams upstream trap their own

sediment from the Colorado River. Within 700 to 800

years. Lake Powell ^vill be tull of mud. The fate of Glen

Canyon Dam and Lake Powell can only be the same as

that of all of the massive lava dams that once existed in

the Grand Canyon. D

"Imagine a river of molten rock running down over a river of melted snow."

Right: Vulcnii's

Tliwne, a

watchtower over

Toroweap Canyon,

is a remnant of a

recent volcano. It

wasformed 10,000

years ago when lava

erupted near the

rim of the inner

gorge. Facing page:

In nearby

Wliitmore Wash,

islands ofsandstone

separate cascades of

hwa that thundered

into the inner gorge

some 100,000

years ago.
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How do insects learn celestial navigation? How do squirrei

seeds and nuts? How do rats learn to avoid eating poison]

This special section presents the work of researchers looking

learning. Developed and edited by Rebecca Finnell Drawing

The Brain's Versatile
By Steven Pinker

The human brain is an extraordinary organ. It has allowed us to

walk on the moon, to discover the nature of matter and life, and

to play chess almost as well as a computer. But this virtuosity

raises a puzzle. The brain of Homo sapiens achieved its modern

form and size between 50,000 and 100,000 years ago, well before

the invention of agriculture, civilizations, and writing in the last

10,000 years. Our foragmg ancestors had no occasion

to learn astrophysics or to play chess,

and natural selection would

not have rewarded

them with

more babies if they had. How, then, did our outsize brain evolve?

This puzzle led Alfred Russel Wallace, the codiscoverer of

natural selection, to defect to creationism, and it has long fi-us-

trated our attempts to understand the mind as part of the natural

world. But the puzzle can be solved with a key idea: the process

of natural selection equipped our ancestors with a mental toolbox

of intuitive theories about the world, which they used to master

rocks, tools, plants, animals, and one another. We
use the same toolbox today to master the

intellectual challenges of

modern so-

R6



ind birds remember where they've hidden their stashes of

low do humans learn to create new tools and new^ ideas?

nto the evolutionary, genetic, and chemical nature of

'y Robert Grossman

Toolbox
cieries, including the most abstruse concepts of modern science.

For more than 99 percent of our evolutionary history, we

lived as toragers, and our recent ancestors must have lived much

as foraging tribes do today, without any of the trappings ofmod-

ern civilization. Observing their seemingly simple life, many

people have wondered what nonliterate foragers do with their

capacity for abstract intelligence. The foragers would have better

grounds for asking that question about modern couch potatoes.

A foraging life is a camping trip that never ends, but one with-

out Swiss Army knives and freeze-dried pasta.

AH foraging peoples use fire and shelters and manufacture

many kinds of tools. Their engineering is often ingenious, in-

volving poisons, smokeouts, glue traps, nets, baits, snares, cor-

rals, concealed pits and cHfftops, blowguns, and bows and ar-

rows. Animal prey may thus be flushed out, cracked open,

trapped, ambushed, or done in by weapons. Plants are cut down

or unearthed, shelled and skinned, and detoxified by cooking,

soaking, fermenting, and other tricks of the kitchen magician.

How do they accomplish these feats? With the help of lan-

guage, foragers pool their knowledge and coordinate their ac-

tions. Their words offer a window to the kinds of knowledge

they possess. All documented human cultures (and by extrapola-

tion, ancestral foraging ones) have words for space, time, mo-

tion, number, mental states, tools, flora, fauna, and weather;

they make logical distinctions between general and particular,

apparent and real, possible and actual. People use these words

and concepts to reason about invisible entities such as disease,

meteorological forces, and absent animals. They also possess

knowledge that is not easily expressed in words. Tlieir mental

maps may contain thousands of noteworthy sites, and their men-

tal calendars record cycles of weather, animal migrations, and

the life histories of plants.

So we humans evolved mental machinery that allowed us to

cooperate and outsmart the local flora and fauna. Vital to that

machinery is its ability to analyze and categorize experiences

that reflect the world's causal structure, which lets us make good

predictions about unseen events. The world is a heterogeneous

place, with many kinds of entities—and laws that make them

tick. The mental toolbox we inherited comes equipped with

distinct kinds of intuitions—about space, number, objects, living

things, tools, and minds. We can see these intuitions at work as

children first try to make sense of their world.

The most fundamental mental tool is an intuitive physics: an

understanding of how objects fall, roU, and bounce. Its founda-

tion is an appreciation that the world contains objects that persist

when out of sight and that obey laws; it is not a kaleidoscope of

shimmering pixels or a magic show in which things disappear

and reappear capriciously. In 1890, the philosopher and psychol-

ogist William James famously described the world ot the infant

as a "blooming, buzzing confusion," but recent experiments

have shown that babies are not as confused as James thought. In-

fants as young as three months are apparently interpreting the

blooms and buzzes as the outward signs of persisting, law-abid-

ing objects; they are visibly surprised when an experimenter rigs

up a display in which objects seem to vanish, pass through each

other, fly apart, or move without having been pushed. As one

psychologist summed up the results, "a blooming, buzzing con-

fusion" describes the life of the parents, not of the infant.

But some objects do seem to defy physical laws. As the evo-

lutionary biologist Richard Dawkins noted, if you throw a dead

bird into the air, it will describe a graceful parabola and fall to

the ground, exactly as physics books say it should, but if you

throw a live bird in the air it may not touch land this side of the

county boundary. These apparent scofflaws are living things, and

we interpret them not as weird, springy objects or as law-defy-

ing miracles, but as obeying different kinds of laws, the laws ofan

intuitive biology. Living things are sensed to house an internal

essence, which supplies a source ofrenewable energy, or oomph,

that propels animals (usually in pursuit of a goal), gives them

their form, and drives their growth and bodily functions.

This intuition guides the way people in all cultures treat the

living world. Foragers are fme amateur biologists who classify

local plants and animals into categories that often match the pro-

fessional biologist's genus or species. They don't simply lump to-

gether animals that look alike; dissimilar-looking creatures such

as caterpillars and butterflies or peacocks and peahens are classi-
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fied as the same animal. The intuition that organisms are driven

by an internal constitution also allows foragers to predict move-

ments and life cycles. Straight tracks tell of a beast aiming for a

destination, at which it can perhaps be surprised; a flower in the

spring may provide fi-uit or a nutritious underground tuber in the

fall. The same intuition inspires foragers to prepare juices and

powders from plants and animals and try them out as medicines,

poisons, and food additives.

Children distmguish the livmg from the nonliving early m life.

Infants e.xpect objects to move only when launched by some ex-

ternal force, but they expect people to start and stop on their

own. Preschoolers reason about animals by ignormg appearances

and focusing on their innards. In one experiment, four-year-olds

were shown pictures of an animal and asked what would happen

if its outside or its msides were removed. When asked, for ex-

ample, "What if you take out the stuff inside the dog, you know,

the blood and bones and things like that, and got rid of it and all

you have left is the outside? Is it stiU a dog? Can it still bark and

eat dog food?", the children answered "no." Alternatively, the

children were asked to consider something that didn't look Hke a

dog at all: "What ifyou take off the stuff outside of the dog, you

know, the fiir, and got rid of it and all you have left are the in-

sides?" This time the children answered that it was still a dog and

did doggy things.

A third way of knowing is intuitive engineering, the under-

standing of tools and other artifacts. Artifacts are defined not by

their shape or constitution but by what they are intended to do. A
store seUing chairs might be stocked with anything from stools

and dining room sets to beanbags, hammocks, and wooden

cubes. A stump or elephant's foot becomes a chair ifsomeone de-

cides to use it as one. The only thing that chairs have in common
is that someone intends them to hold up a human behind.

Tools appear in the fossil record miUions of years before mod-

ern skulls do and must have been a major selection pressure for

the expansion of the brains that make them. Today's one-year-old

hominids tinker with sticks tor pushing, strings for puUing, and

supports for holding things up. Before they enter first grade, chil-

dren have different intuitions about artifacts and living

things. Ifyou make a lion look hke a tiger with

a costume or a dye job and a shave, children say it is not a tiger

but stm a lion. But if, with some snipping and gluing, you make a

coffeepot look like a birdfeeder, they say it just is a birdfeeder.

No law of intuitive physics, biology, or engineering, however,

can explain the actions of human beings, who clearly don't be-

have like rocks, animals, or wind-up dolls. To predict the deeds of

others, we need intuitive psychology—the conviction that people

are driven by invisible, weightless mental states, such as beliefs and

desires. We mortals can't literally read other people's minds, but

we can make good guesses by listening carefully to what they say,

watching their faces and eyes, and trying to make sense of their

behavior. Like the other core intuitions, the rudiments of mind

reading are first exercised in the crib. Infants make eye contact

and track their parents' gaze, especially when they are uncertain

why a parent is doing something. Three-year-olds show that they

understand the nature of beliefs and desires and where they come

from—for example, that a looker often wants what he is looking

at, that you can't eat the memory of an apple, and that a person

can tell what's in a box only by looking in it.

A child's precocious understanding of these domains—psy-

chology, biology, physics, and engineering—suggests that the

brain is prepared for them. Indeed, some patients with brain

damage cannot name living things but can name artifacts, or vice

versa, implying that artifacts and living things are stored in differ-

ent ways in the brain. And some kinds of mental disorders seem

to impair some domains and spare others. People with autism, for

example, seem to lack an intuitive psychology, whereas those

with Williams syndrome are competent intuitive psychologists

but are spatially and mechanically challenged.

Our mental tools are sometimes most conspicuous when we

apply them in ways they were not designed for. Slapstick humor

comes from a sudden shift away from thinking of a person in the

usual way, as a livmg locus of beliefs and desires, to seeing him as

a material object ignominiously obeying the laws of physics (such

as slipping on a banana peel). Religious beliefs in souls, angels,

and gods come fr^om divorcing our intuitive psychology from our

intuitive biology and physics so that we can think about minds

that have no bodies. Animistic beliefs do the opposite—they

marry intuitive psychology to intuitive biology, physics, or engi

neering and impute minds to trees, mountains, or idols.

And this brings us back to how our Stone Age minds grasp

modern science. Formal sciences grew out of their intuitive

counterparts. The conviction that living things have an essence,

for example, is what impelled the first biologists to try to under-

stand the nature of plants and animals by cutting them open and

putting bits of them under a microscope. Anyone who an

nounced he was trying to understand the nature of chairs by

bringing them into a laboratory and putting bits of them under a

microscope would be disinissed as mad, not given a grant.

But to advance from intuitive science to modern science, we

often have to turn off parts of the intuitions out of which it grew.'

Newton's first law states that a moving object continues in a:



straight line unless acted on by a force. Ask college students what

happens to a whirling tetherbaU that is cut loose, ho\vever, and a

depressingly large minorits', including many who have taken

physics, say it would continue in a circular path. The students ex-

plain that the object acquires a "force," or "momentum," that

powers it along the cur\'e until the momentum gets "used up"

and the path straightens out. Although erroneous, the students'

behefs are understandable because we evolved in a world with

substantial friction, which makes moving objects slow down and

stop, not in a lab wdth pucks gUding on air tables.

Modern science also pries our intuitive faculties loose from

the objects they usually apply to and encourages us to ami them

at seemingly inappropriate ones. To do mathematics, we pri-

mates—visual animals—invented graphs. These allow abstruse

concepts to present themselves to our mind's eyes as reassuringly

farruliar shapes: "Y = mx + b" is a straight line; differentiable

frinctions are smooth curves. They also allow mathematical oper-

ations to be performed by doodling in mental imagery: to add a

constant, mentally shove the Une upward; to multiply, rotate it; to

integrate, color in the space beneath it. To do chemistry, we
stretch our intuitive physics and treat the essence of a natural sub-

stance as a collection of tiny, bouncy, sticky objects. To do biol-

ogy, we take our way of understanding artifacts and apply it to

Hving thmgs—organs as machines "engineered" by natural selec-

tion—and then to their essences, the molecules ofhfe. To do psy-

chology, we treat the mind as an organ of a living creature, as an

artifact designed by natural selection, and as a collection of physi-

cal objects, neurons.

According to a saying that is well known among psycholo-

gists, if you give a boy a hammer, the whole world becomes a

nail. The saying is usually aimed at overreaching theoreticians,

but it seems to be appropriate to Homo sapiens in general. If you

give a species an elementary grasp of psychology, biology, and

mechanics, then for better and for worse, the whole world be-

comes a society, a zoo, and a machine.

Adaptedfrom How the Mind Works (W W. Norton and Company,

October 1997).

Human ^ Human
JVJofikey See, JVlo^key Do
By Michael Tomasello

"nnjo

Chimpanzees in Tanzania use small twigs

to "fish" for termites in the tunnels

of their rock-hard mounds. Across

the continent in Gabon, chim-

panzees take large sticks, smash

the mounds open, and attempt

to scoop up the fleeing ter-

mites. These different

techniques for gaining

access to termite

mounds might seem a

matter of ecology: more rain falls

in Gabon, for instance, making the

mounds softer and easier to get into.

But whatever technique they use,

the chimpanzees in a given area

are strongly influenced by

tradition, going after ter-

mites in the same

O way members of their

group have done for

generations. Such group traditions are often referred to as primate

culture.

Chimpanzees learn much of

what they need to know—not

just the best way to go after tasty

termites but also where to find

water, what predators to look

out for, and which members of

their group to avoid—by stay-

ing close to their mothers and

picking up on hints in their

environment. A young

chimp following its

mother to a termite

mound in Tanzania will

typically come across dis-

carded twigs (sometimes

with termites crawhng on

them) or perhaps twigs al-

ready stuck into tunnels

on the termite mounds.

Similarly, a young chimp

in Gabon may find a large
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stick protruding from a gash in a soft mound. In both situations,

young chimpanzees will undoubtedly be in a position to observe

groupmates foraging for the nutritious insects. Such hints may be

all a novice needs to get started.

"Socially assisted" learning is a vital part of human culture,

too, but with a subtle and, it turns out, crucial difference. This

difference may help explain why the chimpanzee toolbox is cur-

rendy limited to some modified twigs for termite fishing, rocks

Location, Location, Location!

How do zebras learn where the water hole is? How do

kittens learn to find the litter box for the first time? The

answer is local enhancement—the increased attraction of an

animal to a location because of another animals presence.

Once in the right spot, learning takes place most easily

between animals of the same species, since they share the

same motor skills and mental abilities.

—

Annette Heist

for bashing nuts open, and leaves to sop up water, while even a

modestly equipped human household generally contains many

tools—in Western culture, such things as screwdrivers, pliers, and

hammers, not to mention toasters and toilet plungers.

To investigate differences in social learning in humans and

chimpanzees, my colleagues and I performed experiments with

human children and captive chimpanzees. In one experiment,

chimps and two-year-old children watched as a human demon-

strator used a rakelike tool to drag some food (usually fruit) or

toys (Nerf balls or jacks, for example) closer to them. One side of

the rJce had several widely spaced prongs; the other was solid and

riat, V/e divided the chimps and children into groups so that some

cb>',".\-ed an inefficient method, in which the desired object

slipped through the prongs, while others

watched as demonstrators flipped the

rake over and dragged the object in.

Overall, humans and chimpanzees

proved equally skillful at getting what

they wanted with the rake. What dif-

fered was how they made use of what

they had observed. The children con-

centrated on imitating the demonstra-

tor's techniques, even when that meant

frustration and failure as the desired ob-

ject slipped through the prongs time and

time again; they only flipped the rake

over if they had seen the demonstrator

do it. The chimps, in contrast, tended to

ignore the technique of the demonstra-

tor (whether human or chimpanzee).

Once they grasped the idea that the rake

could be used to move the food around, they devised their own

strategy. We call this type of learning emulation because it is

aimed at reproducing results, not methods.

Emulation is a perfectly good way of maintaining many cul-

tural traditions, such as chimp termite fishing or some types of

human tool use. But paradoxically, imitation is more likely to lead

to the steady accumulation of new—and often more complex

and efficient—tools, ideas, and traditions. It is this accumulation

that characterizes human culture. The tendency to imitate (or at

least pay close enough attention to a technique so that one could

duplicate it) means that innovations made by one individual are

likely to be studied closely and faithfully copied by others, who

are now in a position to discover further modifications. As a re-

sult, new and improved forms have the potential to spread widely.

For example, to hammer one thing into another, human beings

began with stones, proceeded to stones tied onto sticks with

string, and now use a range of tools from ball peen hammers to

steam-driven pile drivers.

(Of course, for much of human history, change came slowly;

Achillean hand axes made by Homo ercctns stayed pretty much the

same for hundreds of thousands of years. With the cultural explo-



sion of the Upper Paleolithic, however—with its cave paintings

and sophisticated tool kits—the rate of change accelerated greatly.

All modern cultures are thus rich in artifacts that have evolved

over time. No chimpanzee culture is.)

Much imitation in human culture is accompanied by explicit

instruction. Chimpanzees do not appear to actively try to teach

one another how to do things, or at least not often. In more than

a decade of fieldwork in the Tai Forest of Africa's Ivory Coast,

primatologist Christophe Boesch, of the Zoological Institute of

the University of Basel, reported only two clear examples of

teaching in chimpanzees, both involving mothers and juvenile

ofispring learning how to open nuts with a rock.

Every human parent, in contrast, has experienced the frustra-

tion of trying to teach a child to do something "right"—^whether

tying shoes, following a recipe, or speaking properly—and all

children have been equally frustrated at being so ordered about,

often objecting that their creativity is being squashed. The com-

mon parental response, "Once you know how to do it right, then

you can do it your way," may be more significant than we gener-

ally reahze. Exact imitation reinforced by explicit instruction may

be close to the heart of what makes human culture what it is: the

collective creation of countless individuals over many generations,

each attempting much of the time to do exactly what everyone

else is doing.

Learning Under the

Influence
By Bennett G. Galef, Jr.

Some years ago, German apphed ecologist Fritz Steiniger tried to

reduce the cost ofrodent control by placing large amounts ofpoi-

soned bait in rat-infested areas in Berlin. He hoped that such rel-

atively permanent baiting stations would both eliminate resident

populations of Norway rats and prevent immigrant rats from

moN'ing into the empty territories, thereby saving a great deal of

cttort and money.

Steiniger failed, and the rat colonies flourished (after an ini-

tial, short-term reduction in rat numbers) for two reasons. First,

despite Steiniger s best efforts, a few members of each rat colony

almost always managed to survive their first contact with the poi-

soned bait. They sampled a small amount, fell ill for a while, re-

covered, and then never touched the bait again. Second, and even

more unfortunate for Steiniger, young rats raised by poison-bait

survivors never so much as tasted the bait left for them. They had

apparently learned from their companions what to eat and what

to avoid, although just how was unknown.

This sort of "social learning" takes place among laboratory

rats as well, enabling researchers to investigate the process more

closely. Some learning apparently starts before weaning; given a

choice, juvenile rats prefer foods their mother ate during lacta-

tion. As a result, when rat pups make the switch from mother's

milk to solid food, they prefer to eat foods with the same flavors

they imbibed while nursing.

Even when fully weaned, a young rat still turns to adults in its

search for food. A weanling may snatch food directly from its
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mother's mouth or approach another adult, crawl under its belly,

emerge between its front legs just under the chin, and start feed-

ing on whatever the generally unprotestmg adult is eating. Hun-

gry young rats also find food by following scent trails laid down

by adults. Another helpful habit of the adults is urinating and

defecating where they eat; pups find such soiled locations attrac-

tive dining spots.

Adult Norway rats also appear to choose food largely on the

basis of what their companions are eating. They normally find

cayenne pepper unpalatable, for example, but after spending time

with other rats that have been trained to eat pepper-flavored

food, they overcome their reluctance and begin eating it too. In

fact, they often come to prefer pepper-flavored to unadulterated

food. Similarly, a rat that has learned to avoid a food that made it

sick will begin to eat the food again when placed in the company

of rats that have no such unhappy association.

The expression on a rat's face during these kinds of experi-

ments suggests that interacting with other rats afiects not just

what it is willing to eat but also its very perception ot the food's

palatability. Offered food it likes, a rat eats with what we in the

business of watching rats call a "yummy" face. Given a food that

tastes bad or makes it sick, it reacts very differently, turning down

both corners of its gaping mouth—a clear sign of disgust. If,

however, this same rat is put with other rats that recently ate the

offensive food, it no longer makes the "disgust" face.

We now know that a crucial key to one rat's influence over

another's eating habits is its breath. In the course of normal diges-

tion, a rat's gastrointestinal tract produces sulfur compounds. For

one Yni to develop a taste for food eaten by another, it has to si-

iriultaneously smell the food—generally from bits of food cling-

ing ro the other rat's fur and whiskers—and sulfur compounds on

the rat's breath.

Many mammals learn where and what to eat from others of

their kmd (the list includes mice, gerbils, rabbits, cats, goats,

sheep, bats, hyenas, naked mole rats, and a variety ofmonkeys and

apes). In some species, social interaction also plays a role in learn-

ing how to eat. In the pine forests of Israel, roof rats fill an ecolog-

ical niche occupied by squirrels elsewhere in the world. These

rats feed on the seeds concealed beneath the scales of pine cones.

To get at the seeds, an experienced rat first strips scales from the

base of the cone, then—following the spiral of scales that leads to

the cone's apex—pulls off one scale after another, eating each

seed as it is revealed.

Joseph Terkel and his students at the University of Tel Aviv

have shown that only rats reared by adults proficient at stripping

pine cones become adept theinselves. No active teaching is in-

volved; young rats learn by taking partly opened cones fi-om adult

rats (or from human experimenters working with a pair of pUers)

and finishing the job.

Social learning is not limited to feeding or, for that matter, to

mammals. Animals can also learn fear fi-om one another. Mon-

keys reared in captivity are not afiraid of snakes until they witness

the fearfiil grimacing and vocalizing of wild-reared monkeys re-

sponding to one. Like monkeys, some birds can learn to identif\'

potential predators by listening to their more knowledgeable fel-

lows. In the laboratory, European blackbirds were shown an unfa-

miliar object (a bleach bottle) while they listened to an audio tape

of a wrld-caught blackbird giving an alarm call in the presence ot

an owl. The listening birds soon came to respond to bleach bot-

tles as though they were dangerous; birds watching their reaction

soon came to fear the bottles as well.

When it comes to finding a mate, social learning comes m
several guises. Female guppies and female quail save time and en-

ergy by copying the mating choices of other females. A good way

for a male to attract females is to be seen courting one. For male

cowbirds, attracting females is more complicated. A male cowbird

may know some five or six different songs, and outside the

breeding season, he normally sings these songs one after

another until he has worked his way through

his repertoire. All the time, however,

he pays close attention to the

reactions of any fe-

males in the



\'icinity. If a female responds to any particular song with the ges-

ture he is watching for—a rapid sideways movement of one ofher

wings—he then repeats that song several times in succession.

When the breeding season comes around, these are the songs that

the male sings most often and, most importantly, the songs

that prove most seductive to the females in his area.

It has been said that the wise learn from personal experience,

while the happy learn from the experiences of others. If this is

true, then there are plenty ofanimals best described as both happy

and wise.

Better Learning Through Chemistry
A chemical compound essential to the normal development of the young brain, nerve growth factor—commonly known as

NGF—has been studied intensively. Now NGF has also been found to play a role in learning throughout life. NGF causes

neurons to sprout axons and dendrites, the threadlike appendages with which neurons transmit and receive messages. When it is

blocked in laboratory rats, as in the experiments of Federico Bermiidez-Rationi, of the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de

Mexico, the animals are unable to associate certain tastes with feeling sick. (Many learning experiments with rats involve taste

aversion tests, partly because they are easy to observe and partly because learning what foods to eat and what to avoid is vital to a

rat's survival in the wild.)

NGF may also help reverse damage associated with aging, such as forgetfiilness. Charlotte Granhokn, of the University of

Colorado, has found that as rats get older, certain neurons in the forebrain atrophy and die, affecting the animals' memory and

their ability to make and use mental maps. "Spritzing" the neurons of these aging rats with NGF fuUy restores their spatial

"smarts," enabling the rodents once again to perform well in mazes and other tests. It is not simply a case of the more, the better,

however: in older rats that have shown no signs of decline, an extra application ofNGF actually harms the animals' performance.

Another compound involved in learning and memory is CamKII (calcium-calmodulin-dependent kinase). Eric Kandel and his

colleagues at Columbia University investigated the gene that produces CamKII and found that laboratory mice genetically

engineered to produce unusually high levels of CamKII in the hippocampus performed poorly on spatial tests but did fine on tests

of fear conditioning (that is, they came to fear a tone that was paired with shock). Tests with other mice—this time, engineered to

have high levels of CamKII in the amygdala (a part of the brain associated with emotion)—produced the opposite results. Thus,

CamKII is important to learning in both parts of the brain but acts independently in each. This sort of specific information makes

possible more precise genetic analysis of cognitive processes than had been possible before.

—

Catharine Rankin

Inattention

Must Be Paid
By Catharine Rankin

Nearly half of all people hospitalized with mental disorders suffer

from schizophrenia, a condition characterized by disturbed

moods, delusions, disordered thoughts, or catatonia. This fright-

ening disorder may result in part from a breakdown in one of the

most basic forms of learning: filtering out irrelevant information

in the environment and in the mind itself

Very early in life, we have to learn how not to pay attention to

such things as the feeling of our clothes on our body, the street

noises around us, and the sound of our own breathing. A number

of studies have shown how hard this can be for schizophrenics. In

one experiment, Mark Geyer and David Braff, of the University

of California at San Diego, repeatedly exposed participants

—

some schizophrenic, some (the controls) not—to a loud tone. At

first, all the participants blinked their eyes strongly every time

they heard the noise—a natural "startle response." After three

blocks of twelve trials, the controls grew used to the sound, while

most of those with schizophrenia had a much more difficult time,

still blinking hard at the end of the experiment.

Learning to ignore a stimulus that goes on for an extended

time or, like the tone, is repeated frequenriy without anything
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Light micrograph of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans

bad happening is called habituation. Demonstrated in every or-

ganism tested for it—from protozoa to insects, fishes, rats, and

humans—habituation is fundamental to survival. An animal con-

stantly distracted by the sound of the wind in the trees, for ex-

ample, is likely to miss the sound ofan approaching predator. The

rules of habituation are the same in all species: the weaker or

more frequent the stimulus, the faster habituation takes place. In-

terestingly, however, habituation lasts longer it the exposure to it

is less frequent, although the effective interval varies from species

to species.

To investigate the cellular processes underlying habituation,

and perhaps learn more about their role in schizophrenia, I

turned to Caenorhabditis elegans, a one-millimeter, soil-

dwelling nematode with a very simple nervous system con

sisting of only 302 neurons (you and I have about 100

billion neurons). The basic habituation experiment with

this worm is simple; my students and I study its response

to a series of mechanical taps on a plastic di.sh—its lab-

oratory home. Habituating to the taps is much like

getting used to the sound of sirens on the streets out-

side your house. At first, you wake up, heart pound-

ing, every tinre you hear the sirens; after a while you

rouse briefly; eventually, you may sleep right

through. Similarly, the worm's response to the first

few taps is to start and swim rapidly backward. Grad-

ually, it backs up for shorter and shorter distances,

'.;ntil finally it stops responding to the tap altogether.

With sufficient training, a worm wiD remain habitu-

ated for twenty-four hours, a substantial part of its

fvv.:-v/eek life span.

Using laser microscopy to surgically remove one neuron at a

time, we have determined that the neural circuit underlying the

worm's response to tapping consists of just five sensory neurons

and ten interneurons (relay neurons that connect sensory to

motor nerves); habituation is mediated by the five sensory neu-

rons. To discover the genes involved, we are now looking for

signs of abnormal habituation—too Aow, too fast, unusually

short-lived—associated with changes in particular genes. Our

goal is to isolate all the genes that play a role in habituation in C.

elegans. Our expectation, and our hope, is that just as habituation

follows similar rules in all animals studied, so, too, the genes con-

trolling habituation wiU turn out to be the same, or similar, in C.

elegans and other animals, including humans, and that this may

help unravel the genetics of schizophrenia.

While the causes of schizophrenia are not entirely clear, the

disorder unquestionably has a strong genetic component. If one

identical twin has the dis-

ease, for example,

the probability of

the other twin

being schizo-

phrenic is 46

percent

—

compared

with one

percent

odds

t^ni



the popularion at large. Further suggestions of a

genetic link between habituation and schizo-

phrenia have come from Geyer and BraiFs eye-

blink experiments, which showed that non-

schizophrenic family members of schizophrenia

sulierers also often have a hard time getting ac-

customed to a noise.

Whatever the genes involved, they may well

play several roles in the human brain and con-

tribute to a variety of symptoms seen in schizo-

phrenics. For example, if habituation-like

Creatures of Habit

For a simple demonstration ot how universal

habituation is, pester a garden snail: Touch the

tip of the snail's tentacles and the snail pulls

them in. Repeat the touch once every five

seconds and you'll soon notice that the snail

doesn't pull them in as far and "releases" them

sooner. Continue touching, and the snaO will

soon ignore you altogether.

—

Annette Heist

V
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Study Plans

Do you try to learn things by blocking ofFa large chunk of time and going over and over the material until you've got it? Or

do you study for short periods of time with breaks in between? Experiments with a variety of animals, including humans, have

shown that spaced training—short blocks of sessions repeating the same material and separated by rest periods as long as thirty

to ninety minutes—works better than does training without breaks. Genetic studies with fruit flies, mice, and sea slugs have

demonstrated that spaced training triggers the development of long-term memory by turning on a gene called CREU. When

this powerful learning-and-memory gene is experimentally turned off or blocked, memory fails to form; if enough extra

copies of the CREli gene are added, long-term memory is triggered after a single, short training session.

—

Callmriric Rankin
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processes are necessary to filter out irrelevant thoughts and images

generated by the brain, then deficits in this area may also explain

some of the hallucinations and delusions experienced by schizo-

phrenics as well. Without an mternal filter, producing a single co-

herent train of thought may be impossible.

Schizophrenia is probably not a single disorder. Different mu-

tations or sets of mutations may be responsible for different as-

pects of the disease. Our hope is that our work with the lowly

worm may ultimately help screen for, diagnose, and possibly treat

this debilitating mental disorder.

Fly Memories
To investigate the genetic structure of learning, Tim

TuUy and his colleagues at New York's Cold Spring

Harbor Research Laboratory worked with a number

of strains of mutant fruit flies, each with a particular

learning or memory problem. They conducted

experiments in which the flies were taught to associate

a small electric shock with a particular odor. (Once

"normal" flies master this task, they tend to remember

it for several weeks.) TuUy identified four genetically

separate phases ofmemory: short term, which begins

during training and lasts less than an hour; middle term,

which builds slowly during and immediately after training and

lasts about three to four hours afterward; an intermediate long-

term memory, which starts immediately following training and lasts

less than four days; and finally, a more slowly developing long-term

memory, first evident five hours after training and lasting for at least

a week. Long-term memory in the fruit fly involves the activation

of the CREB gene and the production of new proteins; it develops

when training sessions are spaced apart.

—

Catharine Rankin

Math Without Words
By Marc D. Hauser

I was never any good at math. My poor father, a physicist, used to

sit with me after school and attempt to explain why it would cost

Johnny $1.90 to buy four apples at a quarter each, plus six oranges

at fifteen cents each. I was thinking about tennis matches and my
friends, not about Johnny and his shopping adventures. (I am

pleased to say, however, that like most people, I am no longer par-

,'i];/;;'ed by such simple problems and have no trouble purchasing

ray .Avn friiit ;md obtaining the correct change.)

rlow do numerical abilities develop in the human child? Are

number words—like "one," "forty-four," or a "million"—neces-

sary before a child understands how to count or add? Or is lan-

guage more like a luxury feature on a car—something that zips it

up and makes it run better?

In most human cultures, children begin spontaneously enu-

merating objects in their world at about age two. But the process

of acquiring number words and fully understanding their signifi-

cance IS a gradual one. Presented with a plate offour cookies and

asked, "How many?", a two-year-old girl responds, "One, two,

'

three, four. Four." Asked the same question about the same cook-

ies a few seconds later, she repeats, "One, two, three, four. Four."



I

whether they

simple arith-

In contrast, older children will count the cookies on the first go

but answer "four" right away when asked a second time. Unlike

two-year-olds, they understand that the last number in the string

represents the total number of objects counted.

Understanding the sequential properties of counting doesn't

appear to develop until a child can count beyond three. But what

about infants, who have not begim to talk yet? Do they have any

numerical abUities? If so, what is going on in their minds during

computation? And since we can't ask them directly, how do we

fmd out? It turns out that the answer—to this last question at

least—involves a little magic.

When a magician causes a human body to levitate, we keep

our eyes glued to the stage. We know that human bodies are in-

capable of floating and so are fascinated by a trick that appears to

defy the laws of nature. Psychologists know that infants, too, look

longer at events that violate their expectations about the world

and so they often design experiments that use the element of sur-

prise to gain insight into the preverbal mind. Those in the busi-

ness of surprising infants caU this technique the expectancy viola-

,tion, or looking-time, procedure.

A few years ago, developmental psychologist Karen Wynn, of

the University of Arizona, conducted a series

of looking-time experiments

with five-month-old infants to

determine

could do

metic. Here is what the

babies saw in a 1 + 1 =

2 test. One Mickey

Mouse doU was

placed on an empty

stage. A screen was

then raised, hid-

ing Mickey. Next,

a hand holding a

second Mickey

emerged from a

hole in the side wall

of the stage and

placed this second

doU, too, behind the

screen. After a few

seconds, the screen was

removed, revealing the

wo Mickeys.

Sometimes, how-

rver, researchers work-

ng behind the raised

«reen secretly took

way one of the two

lolls or added a third,

^nn found that when

the screen was removed, infants looked a few crucial seconds

longer when there was one or three Mickeys than when there

were two. This suggests that the children's observations had led

them to form an image of two Mickeys behind the screen and to

expect to see two when the screen was gone. A 2 — 1 = 1 test

produced comparable results. Based on these findings, Wynn ar-

gued that human infants enter the world capable of doing simple

mathematical operations.

How do the apparent mathematical abilities of these infants

compare with those ot nonhuman animals? An African gray par-

rot and several chimpanzees, for example, have learned the associ-

ation between abstract symbols and their numerical equivalents.

When shown a mixed set of objects on a tray, Irene Pepperberg's

star parrot, Alex, can tell us (in English) that there are six green

triangles but only three red blocks. And Sally Boysen's chim-

panzee Sheba can point correctly to the Arabic numeral 6 after

first finding a pile of two and then a pile of four oranges.

These studies indicate that nonhuman ammals can discrimi-

nate among sets of objects based on the number of items in each

set. Like some studies of human infants, however, the animal

work fails to elucidate the precise structure and content of the

numerical representation involved. We
don't know, for example,

whether the animals or the

infants are manipulating

nonlinguistic symbols

in their minds that

stand for the num-

ber of objects

that they per-

ceive or whether

they are simply

perceiving a dif-

ference in the vi-

sual scene that

corresponds to

something like

"the amount of

stuff" present.

Perhaps, instead

of six individual

oranges, Sheba

sees a patch of or-

ange—bigger than

the patch associ-

ated with, say, four

oranges. To disen-

tangle these possi-

bilities, we need ad-

ditional experiments

as well as different

methods.
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A few years ago,

my colleagues and I

began to apply the magic of

the looking-time procedure to

the study of nonhuman minds, in

particular the minds of free-ranging

rhesus monkeys on Cayo Santiago, an island

off the coast of Puerto Rico, and of cotton-top

tamarins living at Harvard University. We started our

investigations by replicating Wynn's origmal 1 + 1=2
and 2—1 = 1 studies, with a few minor changes. For ex-

ample, instead of seeing Mickey on stage, the rhesus monkeys

watched brightly colored eggplants; the tamarins, colorful

pieces of Froot Loops cereal. And while the tamarins were tested

under controlled conditions at Harvard, we worked with the rhe-

sus monkeys on sandy beaches and in mangrove swamps, where

\ /

Sweet Sums

When it comes to chocolate, chimpanzees know what

counts. In a series of experiments, Duane Rumbaugh, of

Georgia State University, and co-workers allowed chimps to

pick between two trays of chocolates. Each tray had two

wells that held the candies, and the number of chocolates in

each well varied from zero to five. In 90 percent of trials, the

chimps summed the wells and picked the tray that held the

greater number of chocolates. No word on whether they

preferred bittersweet or milk.

—

Annette Heist

we were sometimes joined by several of their companions,

grooining, eating, drinking, or mating. The results? The adult

rhesus and tamarins handily passed their first math tests, as well as

more difficult ones that human infants pass only at the age often

months. So far, then, the numerical abihties of the monkeys and

infants up to ten months old appeared to be tied.

R.ecendy, developmental psychologists Fei Xu and Susan

Carey, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, came u|:

with a clever way to explore other aspects of the mathematica

abilities of very young children and, perhaps, to break the tie

Here's the intuition behind their experiment. If you pass by .

window ledge with an apple pie on it and then, minutes later

walk by again and discover a strawberry pie there instead, you an

likely to assume that this is a second pie, not that the apple pie wa

magically transformed into a strawberry pie. In their experiment

Xu and Carey used objects of perhaps more interest to babie

than pies: a toy truck and a toy duck. They put babies—some tei

and some twelve months old—in front of a screen set on top ot

:

table and manipulated the toys from behind it. First, they movec,

the truck so that the babies saw it emerge from the left side of thij

screen; then they placed it back behind the screen (or sometime

only appeared to do so). Next, they brought the duck out fron^

the right side of the screen and allowed the babies to watch beforl

replacing it, too, behind the screen (or, again, seeming to do so

Finally, they removed the screen, revealing either both the true!

and the duck or only one of the toys, depending on the particu

lar test.

There were striking differences in the responses of the twi



age groups. Twelve-month-olds looked longer when only one

toy was left, suggesting that they correctly understood the truck

and duck to be separate objects and that they expected both of

them to be there. Ten-month-olds, in contrast, seemed unfazed

regardless of the outcome, looking for the same amount of time

at a truck and duck together as at either one alone. At this age, in-

fants apparently assume that a duck can be transformed into a

truck, or vice versa.

Inrriguingly, as Xu and Carey learned from parents, infants

who passed the test comprehended the meaning of the words

"truck" and "duck," while those who failed the test did not. The

researchers argued that word comprehension is therefore neces-

sar^- for this particular test of mental competence. And if this is

the case, then—deductive drum roll—^we can hypothesize that

nonhuman animals, lacking language, should fail.

The problem is, they don't. I teamed up with Xu, Carey, and

Claudia Uller (then a Ph.D. candidate at MIT) to replicate the

experiment with adult rhesus monkeys. Instead of trucks and

ducks, however, we used a carrot and a squash. What we found

was that unlike the preverbal children, the monkeys passed with

flying colors.

Up to now, then, we have found no hard evidence to support

the idea that language must come before the ability to perform

simple math. But, as we all know, at some point in their develop-

ment, children leave monkeys in their dust. Rhesus monkeys and

tamarins may be able to do simple sums, but they don't grow up

to learn calculus or work as bank tellers. Our goal now is to pin-

point at what age young children begin to succeed at math tests

that nonhuman primates tail, and what new learning mechanisms

or conceptual developments enable them to do so. I suspect the

crucial skills will involve the mastery of symbols, although not

necessarily language per se. Whatever gets children started down

the road to solving differential equations and balancing a check-

book, it is a road no monkey is likely to travel.

Passing the Stress Test

If we respond the way rats do, hmited stress may actually help us learn; chronic, generalized stress, on the other hand, is likely to

create learning problems. Bruce McEwen and his colleagues at Rockefeller University restricted the ability of rats to move

about by placing them in small, wire-mesh containers for six hours a day. Thirteen days in the restraining cages improved the

rats' performance in a maze test, but by the twent^'-first day, the rats had lost weight, their adrenal glands had enlarged, and they

did poorly in the maze. The longer period of stress also led to the shrinking of dendrites in the

hippocampus. (Interestingly, dendrites shrank more in males than females.) The

researchers found they could reverse the shrinking, and the associ-

ated learning problems, if they administered

1] . . I ^""^^Tt^—. _ tianepine—a new antidepressant drug

—

on the same days that rats spent

time in the restraints.

—Catharine Rankin
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Memories
Are Made ofThis
By David Sherry

Injury to a small curlicue of brain tissue called the hippocampus

produces such profound amnesia that people so affected greet as a

stranger someone they met and talked with ininutes earlier. Rea-

soning and intelligence remain intact in these people, but recent

experiences vanish, destroying all hope of a normal life. Humans

are not alone in their dependence on an intact hippocampus. The

ability of many other animals to learn from experience has also

been shown to involve this part of the brain.

The hippocampus—more properly called the hippocampal

formation because it consists of a number of structures—was

given its name by the sixteenth-century kalian anatomist Giulio

Cesare Aranzi, who saw in the overall shape of the human hip-

pocampus a resemblance to Hippocampus, the seahorse. The

human hippocampus is distinguished by curving, inter

leaved fields of neurons. It is a bilateral structure about

the size and shape of a small green bean, occupying 2.5

to 3.0 cubic centimeters in the right and left temporal

lobes. In most other mammals, the hippocampus is a

C-shaped curve deep in the brain with the same dis-

tinctive arrangement ot neuron fields. In birds, the

hippocampus is wedge shaped, descending from the

top of the brain into the crevasse dividing the left and

right hemispheres. Despite these differences in ap-

pearance, embryological and neuroanatomi-

cal evidence shows that the hip-

pocampuses of birds and mammals

are true homologues, that is,

they evolved from a brain

structure possessed by an an-

cestor common to both

groups.

Recently, laboratory and field studies have shed light on the

different functions of the hippocampus in a variety of animals.

Jays, chickadees, and nuthatches, for example, are champion food

storers, hiding thousands of nuts, seeds, and other comestibles

over the course of a year; they have a remarkable ability to re-

member, weeks or even months later, where they stashed their

food. Part of the secret to their success is a big hippocampus.

The black-capped chickadee stores seeds and invertebrate

prey in scattered hiding places, mostly in fall and winter. Its hip-

pocampus is about 1 cubic millimeters in size and takes up about

4 percent of the forebrain, compared with about 4 cubic millime-

ters and only 1.5 percent of the forebrain in the house wren, a

species that feeds on insects and other invertebrates and

' does not store its food. The forebrain in

both species is about 300 cubic mil-

limeters, about the size of a raisin.

Hippocampus size varies

^^V^
^^^'^^NV-
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even among species of birds that store food. In western North

America, the Ufe of a Clark's nutcracker largely revolves around

collecting, transporting, and storing pine seeds in the fall and re-

trieving them during the winter and spring. The pinyon jay, gray-

breasted jay, and scrub jay—other western members of the corvid

I (crow) family—store nuts, seeds, and acorns, too, but not to the

;
same degree; they also are less successful at relocating caches and

• solving other spatial problems in laboratory experiments. Signifi-

candy, the hippocampus of these species is considerably smaller

than the Clark's nutcracker's. Similar relationships between food

storing and hippocampal size have been found in European

cor\ids and in the parids, the group that includes chickadees and

titmice.

Researchers working with voles—small rodents in the genus

Miaotus—have also uncovered a connection between hippocam-

pal size and an animal's abihty to remember the places it has been

and where it needs to go. Working in the laboratory at the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, Steve Gaulin and his colleagues tested the

skills of meadow voles at finding their way around a maze and

• discovered that males are better at it than females. The male

meadow vole's hippocampus, as shown in further studies by Lucia

Jacobs, now at the University of Cahfornia, Berkeley, turns out to

be larger than the female's. There is a good ecological reason for

these sex differences. Like most species in this genus, the meadow
vole is polygamous. During the breeding season, the male ex-

pands its home range to encompass the smaller ranges of several

females and then faces the challenge of navigating within this

home range, finding the females, and mating with them. Prairie

and pine voles are closely related to meadow voles but are mo-
nogamous; males thus have no need to search out multiple fe-

males. In these species, there are no sex-based differences in home
range size, spatial ability, or hippocampal size.

Another example of the interplay of ecology, behavior, and

hippocampal size comes from the brown-headed cowbird, a

member of the blackbird family. Rather than build nests or care

for their young, these brood parasites lay their eggs—up to forty a

year—in the nests of other birds, including warblers, vireos, fly-

catchers, finches, and thrushes. Female cowbirds usually lay an egg

shortly before dawn, spending the remainder of the morning

searching for nests to parasitize on subsequent days. They may sit

quietly in the trees, spying on unsuspecting potential "hosts," or

walk silently along the forest floor while looking up into the

canopy; sometimes they fly noisily through the brush, perhaps to

locate a nest by flushing out incubating birds. Female cowbirds

must find and remember—perhaps for several day.s—a variety of

nest sites dispersed through the woods.

Male brown-headed cowbirds face no such problems in spatial

memory.With no need to find or remember nest sites, they spend

much of their time following the females around and feeding

with them later in the day in livestock yards and grain fields, away

from the forest edges where most host nests are situated. These

males have a smaller hippocampus than do the females. Closely

Found Objects
Much as birds and bees use celestial cues to navigate, rats

use landmarks in their environment to learn where they are

and how to get where they need to go. Laboratory rats

placed in a small plastic pool filled with cloudy water swim

nervously around until they locate a platform submerged

just below the surface; once on the platform, they can stand

up with only their feet in the water. If removed from the

pool and put back later, the rats quickly find their way back

to the platform, regardless of their starting point, by relying

on cues in the larger surroundings—the location of doors,

windows, and pictures on the wall.

Recently,William Overman and his colleagues at the

University of North Carolina modified this classic

experiment to study spatial abilities in young children.They

built a large, round, cardboard "pool" and filled it twenty-

inches deep with Styrofoam packing chips.They hid a

treasure chest fiUed with candy under the chips and then

asked children aged three to twelve to find the chest.When
tested to see how long they could remember its location,

the children used a wide variety of cues, including the

location of doors and windows. Not surprisingly, perhaps,

children under five took longer to find the chest in the first

place; they also forgot where it was three days later. More

surprising was that the six- to seven-year-olds performed as

well as the older children and adults, suggesting that by the

time children enter first grade, they probably only need to

be sent to the principal's office once to know how to find

it the next time.

—Catharine Rankin

related species that are not brood parasites, such as the red-winged

blackbird, show no such difference between the male and female

hippocampus.

Of all the evolutionary influences that can affect hippocampal

size, the crucial variable in all animals studied so far is how they

use space—whether it is to remember seed caches or nest sites or

to navigate around in a big home range. What about human am-

nesiacs? They, too, have difficulties with spatial memory, but that's

not all. People with damage to the hippocampus (caused, for ex-

ample, by strokes, head injury, or Alzheimer's disease) lack what

Larry Squire and his colleagues at the University of California,

San Diego, have called declarative memory, the ability to bring re-

membered information to mind. Remembering what is on the

cover of this magazine or what the weather was like last winter

are examples of this sort of memory. Tying your shoes or under-

standing the meaning of printed words also requires memory, but

in these cases its role is more implicit and seems not to involve ac-

tive remembering in the way declarative memory does. Hip-
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Chickadees take advantage of the nooks and crannies in tree bark

to store seeds and other food.

pocanipal damage does not disrupt memory of this kind: people

who cannot remember a conversation that took place minutes

ago may be able—gradually—to learn and remember how to play

a new game or can-y out a task on a computer. With repetition,

amnesiac individuals can acquire these skills without remember-

ing when or how they learned them, or even if they ever did.

What explains the apparent difference in the role of the hip-

pocampus in humans compared with its role in other mammals

and birds? One possibility is that until the advent of primates, spa-

tial ability was the major force shaping the evolution of this part

of the brain. The expansion of cognitive function in primates,

hominids, and ultimately humans may have led to the acquisition

by the hippocampus of a more general role in memory, handling

not only spatial memory but information of many kinds. If this

idea is correct, it would be interesting to discover whether declar-

ative memory of the more general kind bears traces of its origins

as spatial memory. Spatial iinagery certainly pervades our think-

ing about all sorts of topics. Events lie aliead of us or behind us in

time. We stand beside our friends or^o oaf of our way for them. We
get behind good ideas and try to get on top ofproblems.

Alternatively, declarative memory may have long been the

function of the hippocampus in birds and mammals, but for most

of these animals, the task of remembering where they are, where

they have been, and where they are going may be the main job of

declarative memory and the easiest such memoi-y to observe.

Only new information on the function and evolution of the hip-

pocampus can provide a complete answer to this question.

The Seat ofInsect Leamin
By Fred C. Dyer

Widely perceived as hard-wired slaves of instinct, many insects are

capable of learning about their environment as rapidly and flex-

ibly as some vertebrates. That they do so with much smaller

brains presents an opportunity to neurobiologists interested in ex-

plaining the cellular basis of learning and complex behavior.

Small as it is, the insect brain is a highly complex assemblage

of regions serving distinct functions. Most likely, several of these

regions are involved in learning, each with its own role to play.

Various lines of evidence have focused attention on the mush-

room bodies: cup-shaped structures perched atop the insect's

brain that receive signals from multiple sensory organs and in turn

send signals to centers of the brain that control behavior.

Several experimental studies of fruit flies have suggested that

mushroom bodies play an important role in learning what scien-

tists call meaningful odors, hi the laboratory, fruit flies can be

taught to associate an odor with a particular stimulus—usually a

small electric shock. (When the flies have made the connection,

they avoid the odor.) By administering a toxin to fruit flies during

their larval stage, Steven De Belle and his colleagues at the Uni-

versity of Wiirzburg, Germany, produced individuals without

mushroom bodies. As adults, these flies performed poorly on the

odor association tests, although they could stiU smell, were nor-

mal in all other respects, and did well on other sorts of learning

tests. Complementing De Belle's findings, other researchers have

found that mutations of the genes active in mushroom bodies im-

pair the flies' ability to learn odors.

The mushroom bodies of cockroaches seem to be important

to spatial learning. At the University of Arizona, Nick Strausfeld

and his colleagues employ what they call the "Tennessee Williams

paradigm" to test the ability of cockroaches to find a small, cool



region on an othenvise lethally hot plate. Roaches can be trained

to find the cool zone (which bears no identifying visual or chem-

ical features) by referring to landmarks on the wall surrounding

the hot plate. If, however, the researchers sever the connection

berween the mushroom bodies and the rest of the brain, the in-

sect is lost; its abilit}' to orient itself in space is destroyed. When
the researchers color the cool zone to distinguish it firom the rest

of the plate, the roaches once again learn to orient to the cool

zone, suggesting that removal of the mushroom bodies does not

affect all learning circuits, just those involved in spatial learning.

Randolf Menzel, Martin Hammer, and their colleagues at the

Free University ot Berhn have taken stiU another approach to the

neurobiology ot learning. First the researchers taught honeybees

to stick out their tongues in response to specific odors; the bees'

re^vard was a sip ot sugar water. With the help ot fine electrodes

inserted into the (unharmed) bee brain, the biologists identified a

neuron responsible tor notifsdng the insect when it has received a

reward. The cell governing this crucial part of the learning proc-

ess lies outside the mushroom bodies but makes connections with

A stained cross sectionfrom the brain of a larqe harvester ant

shell's one of the insect's mushroom Iwclies, consisting of two

cuplike structures on a single stalk, 'fhouj^lu to he involved in

karninji, mushroom bodies are packed with neurons: about

100,000 in an ant, 200,000 in a honeybee, and more than

'250,000 in a cockroach.

them (and with some other brain regions as well). Menzel and his

colleagues found that they could train a bee just as well by skip-

ping the sugar reward and either stimulating the neuron artifi-

cially with an electrode or injecting chemicals produced by the

neuron directly into the bee's mushroom bodies.

Another intriguing Line of inquiry comes from the work of

Susan Farbach and Gene Robinson at the University of Illinois,

who showed that the mushroom bodies, but not other brain

structures, of worker honeybees enlarge as the bees undergo an

age-related transition from working inside the nest to foraging

outside. This neural growth is primarily under hormonal control

and mainly occurs before a bee can fly. It is as though the mush-

room bodies are preparing for the challenges of life outside the

nest—the need to locate sources of pollen and nectar, for ex-

ample, and then to navigate back to the colony to "report" their

discovery.

This finding is reminiscent of the correlation in several verte-

brates between the size of the hippocampus and an animal's abil-

ity to remember where it has stored food or how to get around in

its home range. We must of course be cautious about inferring

causation fi-om correlation, but such studies could pave the way

for insights into the precise relationship between neural volume

and behavioral sophistication.

As Nick Strausfeld points out, for any brain region implicated

in learning, we need to ask whether the tissue is where the

knowledge is stored or whether it plays an auxiliary role, encod-

ing information prior to storage or decoding it later on. The re-

search on mushroom bodies provides an exciting starting point

for answering the question.

Are We There Yet?

LongJohn Silver, in Robert Louis Stevenson's Treasure

Island, understood well that navigating an ocean voyage

was no walk in the park. Attempting to dissuade his

shipmates on the Hispaniok from killing Cap'n Smollett, he

asked, "We can steer a course, but who's to set one?"

Finding their way is a problem that has long dogged

sailors, mountain climbers, and the directionally

challenged. Animals rely on odors, magnetic signals, and

celestial cues to do the job. Before the mechanisms that

animals use were understood, we humans began to develop

methods to interpret the same phenomena—sextants to

read the stars and compasses that point to magnetic north.

Nowadays, most navigators use satellite-based global

positioning systems, which employ radio signals to

determine latitude, longitude, and the location of the

nearest gas station. Had the Hispaiiiola been so equipped,

Cap'n Smollett's fate might have been sealed

in chapter one.

—

Annette Heist
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Birds Do It,

Bees Do It,

Even Turtles in the Sea Do It

By Fred C. Dyer

At first glance, using the sun as a compass seems a relatively easy,

uncomplicated way to maintain a straight course: just adopt a

fixed orientation relative to the sun and hold a steady course. Un-

fortunately, unless you will only be traveling for a brief time and

covering a short distance, you will soon find yourself off track.

The trick is to com-

pensate for the ap-

parent move-

ment of the

sun relative to a frxed geographic heading. For the last seventeen

years, I have been studying one of the acknowledged masters of

this trick—the familiar honeybee.

I work in Michigan. A bee leaving one ofmy hives at midday

in May heads directly toward the sun to reach a feeding place

south of her nest. As she repeats the trip throughout the after-

noon, the bee has to take into account the gradual, westward shift

of the solar azimuth (the sun's compass bearing—that is, its direc-

tion relative to the horizon) along the southern horizon. Compli-

cating her calculations, the rate of movement of the azimuth

varies through the day. And as spring turns to summer, the bee

will have to contend with additional compHcations: the daily pat-

tern of solar movement—known as the ephemeris function

—

changes as the path traced by the sun's arc moves north and south

with the seasons.

If I were to take my bees to Florida, they would face still fur-

ther challenges because the arc of the sun in the sky also varies

with latitude. No bee can predict where, or during which season,

it win spend its short hfe, and therefore which of the many

possible patterns of solar movement it will see. Nor can it

even count on staying in the same place for its whole

life. African honeybees and the Asian rock bee, for

example, migrate more than a hundred miles sea-

sonally. And colonies of bees are successfully

trucked from state to state to pollinate crops, fur-

ther proof that they are up to the challenge.

How do they do it? As with the many other an-j

imals that use a solar compass, the challenge for an

individual bee is to determine the particular pat-

tern of solar movement where it lives. To do this,

the bee uses a compass with both innate and

learned components.

Scientists have long known that honeybees use

landmarks surrounding the nest to help them

memorize the sun's movements in their area. Bees

learn this pattern during their first few flights out-

side the nest. Experienced bees draw on this mem-

ory to gtiide them on completely overcast days.

After discovering a source of food, forager bees re-



Following Directions

Honeybees are experts at making their way

around a garden of colorful flowers and back

home again. Shaowu Zhay and his colleagues at

Australian National University recently put the

bees" visual skills to the test m the laboratory,

training them to follow a trail of colored

marks through a complex maze. Later,

they transferred the bees to a

different maze with colored marks to

indicate the correct route, but this

time, there was no training period.

The bees quickly made their way

out. showing that they understood

the concept of traO blazes. They

proved themselves equal to fairly

sophisticated instructions, learning

that a blue mark, for example,

meant "turn right" and a green

one indicated a left turn.

—Catharine Rankin

turn to the nest and "dance" the directions for their nestmates. In

these dances—first described by ethologist Karl von Frisch in the

1940s—honeybees integrate information about the sun's position

and how far away the food is with information about the time of

day (the latter provided by the bees' built-in biological clock).

Details of the dance—especially changes in the orientation of the

dancer's body—enable the bees to compensate for changes in the

sun's position.

As impressive as their learning capabilities are, however, the

bees simply wouldn't have time to buOd their substantial naviga-

tional skills from scratch; once a bee leaves the nest to begin for-

aging, it lives for only a couple ofweeks. Fortunately for the bees,

many elements of the sun's movements never change: no matter

what the latitude or season, the sun always rises roughly opposite

from where it sets; azimuth position changes slowly during the

morning hours, moves quickly from the eastern to the western

part of the sky at midday, and then slows down again for the rest

of the afternoon. The bees, it turns out, are innately aware of

these approximate dynamics of solar movement. This intuitive

knowledge is enough, as was observed long ago, for them to esti-

mate the sun's position at times of the day when they have never

seen it. An Asian honeybee I have studied can estimate its posi-

tion at night, using landmarks visible by moonlight to interpolate

positions of the solar azimuth between sunset and sunrise.

Together with graduate student Jeffrey Dickinson, I have in-

vestigated how bees are able to perform such remarkable feats.

We reared a colony of bees in an incubator, so we could be sure

they didn't see the sun until we were ready to release them. Then

we let them out of the hive every afternoon for a few hours be-

fore sunset. After a week or so of this regime, we released them in

the morning as well, choosing an overcast day so they had noth-

ing to guide them but their own internal estimate of the sun's po-

sition. When the bees returned to the nest and danced for their

nestmates, we compared their morning "directions" with the

ones we had watched them give on previous afternoons.

What we found was that in the morning dances, the bees

placed the sun exactly opposite where they had seen it in the af-

ternoon; at noon, they switched their dances 180 degrees, using

the afternoon azimuth for the rest of the day. The bees clearly had

an innate sense of the sun's movement across the sky, but it was

approximate and lacked any gradations. With experience, the

bees learned to put together a more accurate picture. Natural se-

lection has thus preprogrammed bees with a rough sketch of solar

movement and left it up to them to fiU in the details.

The development of compass navigation in migratory song-

birds involves a similar blend of instinct and learning. The story is

more complicated, however, because it involves two complemen-

tary compasses—one based on the stars and one on the earth's

magnetic field—and a more complex interaction between

learned and innate information. Every fall in the Northern

Hemisphere, young birds know innately to head south relative to

the magnetic compass. They also instinctively head south relative
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Animals that use the sun in navigation must

compensate for tlie movement of its azinnitii—its

compass bearing observed from the earth's surface—
relative to afixed geographical heading. Tlie diagram

shows how the azimuth changes on a midsummer

day at a northern temperate latitude. Note how the

change is faster at midday than near sutirise or

sunset. The pattern would he different at other

latitudes and also changes seasonally. Honeybees and

other animals learn the current local pattern of solar

movement early in their lives.

to the pattern of stars that defines geographic north, although

they must first have an opportunity to see the rotation of the

heavens so they can learn which stars are important to watch; per-

haps the complex and varying arrangement of the stars at differ-

ent latitudes makes it impossible to preprogam birds with a uni-

versal stellar compass.

The magnetic and geographic poles are not perfectly aUgned,

however, and sometimes migrating songbirds are confronted with

a discrepancy between magnetic north and celestial north.When
this happens, as shown by Ken and Mai-y Able, ofSUNY Albany,

with savanna sparrows, learning again takes over as the birds

"reset" their magnetic compass to correspond to celestial north.

Fine-tuning the magnetic compass this way makes sense: once it is

estabhshed, the stellar compass is utterly reliable, whereas the

magnetic compass is subject to error because of local distortions

in the geomagnetic field.

An interplay between innate and learned information has also

been documented in the movements of sand hoppers seeking a

favorable place on the beach, of hatchling sea turtles in their

headlong rush to the sea, and of desert ants scavenging for dead

insects in northern Africa. All these creatures rely on innate re-

sponses to aspects of their environment that don't change. But to

deal with unpredictable events and unique aspects of their local

conditions, the birds and the bees, as well as turtles, ants, and sand

hoppers, find that the best way to adhere to the straight and nar-

row is to be a good learner.

Mindblind
By Sinion Baron-Cohen

Imagine a movie that begins with the following scene: a woman
enters a bedroom, walks around in it, and then leaves. Most people

could not witness such a scene without thinking about the

woman's behavior. Maybe she was looking for something she

thought was in the bedroom. Or maybe she heard something in

the bedroom and wanted to find out what made the noise. Or

maybe, we might even imagine, she had intended to go into the

kitchen and forgot where she was going.

All these explanations are based on our inferences about the

woman's mental state.What we are attempting to do, in essence, is

read her mind. Most of us engage in such mind reading all the

time. Without it, we would be "mindblind," unaware of other

people's mental existence, of the existence of thoughts, emotions,

intentions, knowledge, memories. We would be unable to make

sense of the actions of others, a terrible dilemma for a member of

a social species such as ours.

^^



Tragically, mindblindness is not the product ofan idle thought

experiment or a piece of science fiction. For children and adults

with autism—a severe neurological disorder that often interferes

with, among other things, the ability to develop normal human

relationships—mindbHndness is all too real. Scientists study con-

ditions like autism for several reasons. The most obvious is to dis-

cover their causes and, it possible, effective treatments. But these

disorders ot the brain, hke some ot the neurological problems that

follow strokes or traumatic head injury, can also help explain how

the healthy mind works.

Autism starts early in childhood. Sufferers find it difficult to

communicate or connect socially with others (hence the name

"autism," which comes from the Greek word for "self"). Their

imagination appears impoverished; their play, for example, lacks

the element of make-believe. They tend to be very upset by

changes in their environment and seek to main-

tain strict order in aO aspects of their lives, often

by withdrawing into a world of repetition and

sameness—performing rituals and routines and

occupying themselves with lists, timetables, or

calendars.

Most children with autism show little interest

in people. They do form attachments to familiar

adults and wiU approach a parent, for example,

when they need something, but otherwise they

mostly appear to be satisfied with a nonhuman

world of objects, machines, and routines.

Whereas most children take pleasure in an ex-

change of humor, a shared game, or a conversa-

tion, children with autism are indifferent to such

social interactions. Lacking a concept of the

other person as an interested hstener with a mind

of his or her own, they often talk too loudly, too

softly, or with little inflection. They may tell you things you al-

ready know (such as your name and address) or things you have

shown no interest in knowing (such as exactly how many song

tracks are on an album).

A quick look at certain milestones in the early development

of "normal" children provides insight into why children with

autism are so isolated. In their first year, most infants monitor

where someone else is looking and turn to gaze in the same di-

rection. By the time they are fourteen months old, these infants

are pointing out interesting things in their environment and turn-

ing to look at what someone else is pointing at. Toddlers also

bring things to their parents or other caregivers, simply to show

them. All these actions bring child and adult together in what

University of Sus.sex psychologist George Butterworth calls "a

meeting of minds."

Also by fourteen months of age, most children show interest

in another person's attitude or intentions toward them. They

watch facial expressions carefully to assess whether the other per-

son is being serious or playful, threatening or affectionately teas-

?" t^ ^. ^v *-£,'^---- '"-:

In pretend play, children must keep track of two realities:

that of the "real" world and that of make-believe. Above, a

tea party: below, pretending to be beetles.

ing. Pretend play, alone and with others, begins at about the same

time. A child may pretend that a coat is a blanket and put it over

a doU. Or the child may put a spoonful of imaginary food to his

mother's lips, laughing with delight when she says, "Mmm,
good!" Pretend play is particularly fascinating because it requires

a child to recognize nvo realities: that of the physical world and

that construed in the mind.

In children with autism, all these early milestones of develop-

ment are missing or greatly delayed for months, sometimes years,

depending on the severity of the disorder (and of the other con-

ditions often associated with autism, such as epilepsy, mental re-

tardation, and a variety ot brain pathologies). And as children

grow older, further signs of mindblindness typically show up.

When they start to speak, children with autism tend to talk about

only one level of existence: the physical. Unlike most three-year-

old children—who say things like "Mommy thinks I'm sleeping,

but I'm just pretending"—they use few, if any, words that refer to

the contents of their own or other people's minds.

By four years of age, normal children are becoming even
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more sophisticated: they begin to deceive. This might be in play

(as in a game of hide-and-seek) or an attempt to get away with

something (a little girl saying she has no idea what happened to

the last cookie, for instance, while the crumbs on her face tell the

true tale). While we may frown on the actions of the cookie thief,

they are further evidence of the very human interest in reading,

and manipulating, minds. Children with autism have real diffi-

culty understanding deception, and they rarely, if ever, lie.

A number of experiments with young children have helped

clarify just how much of a handicap mindblindness can be. In one

experiment, children were shown—one at a time—a container of

a familiar kind of candy and asked, "What do you think is in

here?" The children naturally replied, "Candy." Each child was

then shown that the container actually held pencils. Next the ex-

perimenter dosed the container and asked each child two cjues-

tions: "When I first showed you the container, what did you

think was inside? And when another child comes into the room,

what wiU he think is inside?" Most children with autism replied

"pencils" to both questions. Unlike normal children tested in the

same way, they appeared unable to understand that beliefs can be

false or that two people can have different beliefs.

Another experiment involved a box with an open top and

something inside it. Two people stood near the box, one looking

into it, the other touching it but unable to see inside. When
asked, "Which of the two people knows what is in the box?",

two-thirds of the children with autism didn't know. Again unlike

normal children, they didn't understand that seeing leads to

knowing.

These sorts of studies suggest the existence ofsome system for

inind reading, which is missing, damaged, or delayed in the de-

velopment of people with autism. Currently, new imaging tech-

niques are being used to hunt down parts of the brain that may be

involved. The search is m its early stages, but the existing evi-

dence points to parts of the prefrontal cortex (known to control

planning and social judgment), part of the temporal lobe (in-

volved in perceiving faces and the direction in which someone is

looking), and the amygdala (involved in emotions).

Whatever the structure or mechanism for mind reading turns

out to be, and wherever it is housed in the brain, 1 am convinced

that this impressively efficient way of making sense of such a

complex system as a human being is as much a product of evolu-

tion as our hands and eyes. Autism appears to be a genetic condi-

tion (a child's risk of developing autism is substantially increased if

his or her identical twin or biological sibling has it), and genes are

the raw material with which natural selection works. Another

"No, really, I didii 't take the last cookie. " Along with an interest in n

comes an awareness of the possibilities of deceiving them.



clue chat mind reading might be innate, encoded in the genes, is

that normal infants and preschoolers are not explicitly taught to

mind read; they just do it. No other species appears capable of

anything close to the sophisticated mind reading humans engage

in: chimps, tor example, may monitor another's gaze, but there is

no hard e\'idence that they can understand behefs or make-be-

lieve. This all suggests to me that mind reading, like many other

mental abilities, has evolved further in humans.

What's more, mind reading is clearly adaptive. Without it,

human society as we know it simply would not exist. It would ei-

ther be rigid (Uke that of ants or bees) or limited to physical in-

teractions and observable signs of social status and alliances (as in

many species ofmonkeys and apes). And although we may find it

difficult to think ofsomething as intangible as mind reading being

subject to evolution, consider the alternative. Understanding the

rrulhons of diiJerent physiological states that give rise to different

beha\iors, for example, is out of the question; you would need

what University of California psychologist Ahson Gopnik has

called a brainoscope. Instead, long before most children acquire

, their first periscope to spy around corners or a telescope to gaze

up at the heavens, they have become proficient at peering into

j

the minds of other people with their very own "mindoscope."

" 'I ads of other people
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This Land/Tennessee

A Lone Prairie
By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Photographs by Stephen Kirkpatrick

The term prairie readily conjures up an image of the vast seas of tall, short,

or mixed grasses that historically occupied die heardand of the United
States. But tongues of grassland also penetra!ted parts ofWisconsin,

Michigan, lUinois, Indiana, and Ohio. Botanist Edward N. Transeau

coined the term prairie peninsula for such tongues, small patches ofwhich
persist even within the eastern deciduous forest (see "Buffalo Beats,

Ohio," Natural History, December 1991). Having lived all my life in

southern Illinois, I have long been familiar with such prairie remnants, but

I learned only two years ago that a tall-grass prairie may have existed in

parts of Tennessee. A remnant, called May Prairie (after a member ofthe
family that formerly owned the land), lies in the outskirts of Manchester,

some sixty miles southeast of Nashville.

Surveyors who madedieir way through Tennessee andi<teritucky in the

early 1800s recorded-fi^ng a number of "barrens," or treeless areas. One
by one these habitats have been erased, mostly through agricultural

practices and urbanization. In addition, because fires were suppressed,

some small patches of prairie undoubtedly turned into forest. May
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A blackjack oak and Small's ragwort at the periphery ofMay Prairie

Prairie survived undisturbed, hovi'ever. Visiting it on July 4,

1947, botanist Aaron J. Sharp and his colleagues fi-om the

University of Tennessee recorded that the prairie covered about

forty acres. In addition to tall-grass prairie species, they identified

many plants rare for the region but commonly found on the

Atlantic and Gulf coastal plains or elsewhere in the southeast.

In 1975 the state of Tennessee purchased an eighty-two-acre

parcel and designated it a State Natural Area, and m 1981 the

federal government registered it as a National Natural Landmark.

At purchase the property consisted of five acres of good prairie,

fifteen acres of degraded prairie (overrun by small trees and

shrubs), and sixty-two acres of surrounding forest, to be used as a

buffer zone. From aerial photographs taken years earlier, it was

possible to identify twenty additional acres of the forest that had

been prairie half a century ago. Tennessee's Division of Natural

Heritage is taking steps to convert the degraded and forested

sections back to pure prairie through a management plan that

includes prescribed burning.

Tennessee ecologists Brian Bowen and Milo Pyne offer an

explanation ofhow May Prairie came to exist in a region

dominated by forest. The soil in this region—a rather high, flat

zone called the Eastern Highland Rim, just west of the

Cumberland Plateau—consists of clay overlain by a thick mantle

ofwind-blown particles, called loess, deposited at the end of the

last ice age, about 12,000 years ago. The clay, which can become

saturated in the winter, is not very favorable for the roots of trees,

while the mantle of loess is ideal for the more shallow-rooted

prairie species. Nevertheless, the area might have become

forested long ago had it not been for an especially hot and dry

climatic episode between about 8,000 and 4,000 years ago. This

enabled prairie species to invade areas that became too dry for

trees. A prairie peninsula may have extended into parts of

Tennessee at this time, but fossil evidence shows that May Prairie

itself remained covered by forest until about 6,000 years ago.

When the climate became cooler and wetter, forest reclaimed

the land. May Prairie and other prairie remnants in Tennessee

might have been swallowed up had it not been for the presence

of Native American peoples, who apparently burned them

periodically in an effort to maintain better hunting grounds for

bison, elk, and deer.

Robert H. Mohlenhrock, professor emeritus ofplant biology at Southern

Illinois University, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

highlights of United States nationalforests and other parklands.

For visitor information write:

Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation

Division of Natural Heritage

401 Church Street, 8th Floor

Nashville, Tennessee 37243

(615) 532-0431



A wolfspider with her young

A road, probably Bufo americanus

EQSlEX&mispeaes
include big bluestem, little

bluestem, Indian grass, and

switch-grass, some ofwhich

attain heights of twelve feet by

kte autumn. Mixed in among

these grasses is an array of

prairie wildflowers: Indian

paintbrush, wild blue false

indigo, Kansas gay-feather, tall

tickseed sunflower, prairie

brown-eyed Susan, closed

gentian, purple gerardia,

smooth prairie phlox, false

dragonhead, narrow-leaved

mountain mint, woolly prairie

sunflower, ratdesnake-master,

green milkweed, capitate bush

clover, and several kinds of

asters and goldenrods. Most of

diese bloom from late spring

False purplefoxglove

and summer into autumn,

while others, such as birdfoot

violet, yellow star-grass, and

bird's-eye bluet, bloom as early

as April.

The low and shrubby

prairie pussy willow is

scattered throughout the

prairie, while in one area at

the edge is a huge stand of the

yellow, sunflowerlike southern

prairie dock, one of

Tennessee's threatened species.

Where moisture accumulates

in shallow depressions, typical

flowers are perfoliate boneset,

joe-pye weed. New England

aster, grass-leaved goldenrod,

monkey flower, blue lobelia,

and water hemlock.

eoastal plain plants include

the very showy false asphodel

and death camas of the lily

family, Canby's lobelia,

Nuttall's milkwort, narrow-

leaved bush clover, white-

scaled boneset, a sundew, and

an assortment of grasses and

sedges. Snowy orchis,

southern yellow orchis, and

other wild orchids have been

recorded.

at times with

standing water, borders the

southwestern edge of the

prairie. The dominant trees

are sweet gum, red maple, and

willow oak. A thick shrub

layer consists of highbush

blueberry, swamp dogwood,

and swamp rose, while

numerous wetland wildflowers

cover the forest floor.

Dry, upland forest borders

the rest ofthe prairie. It is a

mixture of blackjack oak,

willow oak, southern red oak,

black gum, persimmon,

winged elm, red mulberry,

and other trees. The shrubby

hazelnut and highbush

blueberry grow above such

wildflowers as Indian physic,

yellow loosestrife, and round-

leaved beggar's-lice. Two

common ferns are Christmas

fern and ebony spleenwort.

Skullcap

Red maple, Indian paintbrush,

and sundrops

Indian painihnish
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Celestial Events
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A Clean, Well-Lighted Planet
By Joe Rao

For astronomers, these are the

best and the worst of times.

Powerful telescopes and

sophisticated accessories are

available at moderate prices,

and detailed celestial

information is accessible at the

flip of a page or the tap of a

keyboard. But never have so

many people hved under such

muddy skies.

Light pollution is the

cause. Light from street lamps,

signs, and spotlights is blotting out our night skies. Under the

darkest skies, some 2,500 stars are visible to the naked eye. But in

suburbs only about 300 may be seen; on a clear night, city

skywatchers may see a few dozen. Some people are forgetting

—

and some may never know—what a starry sky looks like.

At many North American observatories—including Kitt

Peak, near Tucson, and Mount Wilson, outside of Los Angeles

—

the ever brighter Hght of encroaching cities has forced

astronomers to permanently abandon some work—such as the

search for distant ealaxies.

A montage of satellite images reveals the locations of most of Earth's

population centers.

Excess light also interferes

with ecological processes,

throwing off the migratory and

singing patterns of birds and

causing deciduous trees to hold

on to their leaves longer. The

life cycles of sea turtles have

also been affected; females may

not come to a beach to lay

eggs if it is too brightly lit, and

newly hatched turtles are

misdirected from their normal

seaward migration and drawn

toward the lights of nearby homes and towns.

Cities can save electricity, money, and the night sky by

making more informed Hghting choices, such as installing

inexpensive shielding to direct light downward where it is

needed. To learn how you can get Hght pollution reduced in

your area, write to the International Dark-Sky Association at

3545 N. Stewart Avenue, Tucson, AZ 85716 or visit its Web site

at http://www.Darksky.org/ida/ida_2/.

joe Rao is a lecturer at the American Muscimi—Haydeii Planetarium.

The Sky in September

IJ?HHnH moves into the

predawn sky and can be seen

very low in the east at sunrise.

Because of the steep angle of

the ecliptic to the eastern

horizon, this is the planet's

best morning apparition of the

year. It is at greatest elongation

west (18°) on the 16th.

IS low in the

southwest at sunset and sets

more than an hour later.

Moving from Virgo into

Libra, Venus appears 1 00 times

brighter than the first-

magnitude star Spica, which

passes less than 2° to the north

of Venus on the 6th. A

crescent Moon will be in the

vicinity on the evenings of the

4th and 5th.

n'itiifci appears as a yellowish

orange, first-magnitude star

but is difficult to see low in

the sunset. A crescent Moon is

in the vicinity of Mars on the

evenings of the 6th and 7th.

WniTril is in the southeast as

evening twilight fades and can

be seen on the meridian about

three hours after sunset. A
gibbous Moon slowly glides to

the north ofJupiter during the

night of September 13-14.

HiitHJill rises in the early

evenine twilight and is visible

for the rest of the night.

During the early morning of

the 1 8th, the nearly full Moon
occults (eclipses) Saturn for all

areas south of a line extending

roughly from Santa Cruz,

California, to Owen Sound,

Ontario. The occultation

—

the seventh in a series that

began on April 7—will occur

between 3:00 and 4:00 A.M.,

PDT. Saturn wiU disappear

behind the Moon's bright

edge, reappearing about an

hour later from behind its

narrow, dark edge. Those

outside the occultation zone

will see Saturn narrowly miss

the Moon's upper edge; the

event occurs after sunrise in

the eastern states. People there

wUl have a chance to witness

the occultation of Saturn in

November and December.

DSS^Q is new on the 1st

at 7:52 P.M. First quarter is on

the 9th at 9:31 P.M. The

harvest fiiU Moon is on the

16th at 2:50 P.M., and last

quarter is on the 23d at 9:35

A.M. All times are EDT.

The autumnal equinox

occurs at 7:56 P.M., EDT, on

the 22d. At that moment,

autumn officially begins in

the Northern Hemisphere am

spring starts in the Southern

Hemisphere as the Sun's

direct rays migrate across

the equator.
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By Markjawhson

Cambodia is a heartwrench. One day you

stand stupefied in the courtyard of Tuol

Sleng prison in Phnom Penh, the infa-

mous interrogation/torture center, now a

museum. From here the Khmer Rouge

sent thousands to the killmg fields at

Choeung Ek. You read the posted transla-

tion of the security regulations (Rule 6:

While Getting Lashes or Electrification

You Must Not Cry at All), stare at the

seeiTiingly endless photo gallery of pris-

oners who knew they were about to die,

and your mind goes numb. Next day.

flown 150 miles courtesy of Royal Air

Cambodge, you are equally stupefied as

you peer upward at the monumental tow-

ers of Angkor Wat, perhaps the most in-

spiring religious building in the world.

In Cambodia, scene of virtually non-

stop civil war since 1970, one confironts

the margins of human possibility. On
March 30 twelve people were killed and

about one hundred and fifty injured in

Phnom Penh when a grenade was thrown

into a political rally, but when I arrived a

week later, I saw Cambodian classical

dance, wondrous in its arcane intricacies,

performed across the street from the site

of the attack. Such pageantry pervades

the tenor of everyday Ufe. A type ofmusic
^

that originated a millennium ago during

the height of the Khmer Empire (ninth to

fifteenth centuries) can be heard above

the whine of motorbike engines, its

stately clatter pouring from apartment

windows above the stalls of sunglasses

hawkers. Internationally known are the

elaborate pin peat orchestras that accom-

pany court and masked dances, shadow-

puppet theater, and rehgious ceremonies.

Other ensembles include the areak ka for

spirit worship and weddings, the kong skor

for boxing matches and funeral proces-

ForWhom the Gone Toll:

A xylophone player,

above, performs in a pin

peat orchestra at a New
Year's celebration at Wat

Phnom Buddhist Temple

in Phnom Penh. Left:

Classical Cambodian

dancers are a product of

years of training.

sions, and the mohori for various forms of

entertainment.

With the recent reports of hostilities

—

and the Khmer Rouge leader Pol Pot

possibly a captive and facing trial or some

less formal disposition—the world is

being reminded again of some sobering

statistics. According to one estimate, out

of 380,000 artists and intellectuals, only

300 survived the Pol Pot regime. Those

targeted included traditional dancers and

musicians. That all-out assault on the lan-

guage of the soul (and that language's

wounded persistence) was on my mind as

I walked through the dawn mist toward

the immutable towers of Angkor. Al-

though I had already visited the temple

three times in the past thirty-six hours, on

this day I had dragged myselfout ofbed at

4:30 A.M. on the premise that, photo-

graphically speaking, the sunrise view is

obligatory. I never got to take my little

snapshot. I heard music wafting through
|

the jungle and went toward it.

It was an outlandish coincidence, I

thought, stumbling through the forest

tangle (if there's anything one shouldn't

do in a land as heavily mined as Cambo-

dia, It's go off the beaten path), but I was

pretty sure I'd already heard the piece

being played by the as yet unglimpsed
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musicians. A few weeks before, and about

9,000 miles away, the selection's aural ap-

proximation, in the form of the CD The

Music of Cambodia: Nine Gong Gamelaii

(Recorded Inside Angkor Wat), had been on

my compact disc player in Brooklyn,

New York. More than Ukely, after savor-

ing a bit of shimmering melancholia

being emitted from the hammered gongs.

I had then switched to Tlie Magic and

Witchcraft Music ofKenya and Tanzania. Or

to South African nibube music. Or Elvis.

Such are the dangers of the apparent

boon of cross-culturahsm, in which one

feels fi-ee to pick and choose among "eth-

mc" sounds according to one's subjective

aesthetic criteria, ignoring their pohtical,

social, historical, and religious contexts.

This isn't to say I didn't have some

working knowledge of Cambodian,

music. I knew that Cambodian music, itSj

distinctive sound notwithstanding, is re-j

lated to the Indonesian gamelan tradition

in the use of metal percussion instru-

ments. The basic pin peat ensemble usu-

ally includes one or two bamboo-key xy-

lophones [roneat in Khmer), barrel-shaped

drums [sampho and skor thum), one or two

circles of gongs {kong vuang), small cym-

bals (chhing), along with a quadruple-reed

oboe (sralai). I knew that most such per-

cussion orchestra music has a sixteen-beat'

colotomic structure, which gives it a

highly formal yet leisurely feel. And the

music draws upon Indian culture (many

of the songs and dances are interpreta-

tions of Hindu tales and Indian poems

such as the Ramayana). But back ir,i

Brooklyn, the prospect of coming to an>

meaningful terms with this heritage

seemed hopelessly far off.

This distance closed as I came to i

clearing m the forest. The musicians were

arranged on a tiled pavement, under ;

large tin canopy. In front sat three youns

men striking xylophones with long-han-

dled mallets. In back were several drum-

mers. In the middle were two nine-gonj

kong vuangs that are the specialty in the

Angkor Wat locale. The players wen

quite a vision: checked Khmer scarve

around their necks, they knelt over m-



struments that looked like upside-down

Revere Ware pots affixed to a circular

piece of plywood painted with hypnoti-

cally alternating rings of blue and red.

Perhaps seventy-five local people, mosdy

old women in sarongs, sat around listen-

ing. The session had apparently been

going on for some time. Like all night.

That only the day before I'd seen a similar

nine-gong instrument depicted on the

wall inside Angkor, within a nearly rmle-

long twelfth-century bas-reHef detaiHng a

section of the Ramayana, only added to

the apparent rimelessness of the tableau.

There was nothing to do but stand and

Recordings of pre-Pol Pot Cambo-

dian music can be difficult to locate.

Of the newer work, one would do

well to start with The Musk of Cam-

bodia, a three-CD box from Celestial

Harmonies. Recorded in 1993 by

the indefatigable and seemingly

ubiquitous David Parsons and Kay

Parsons, this set includes two vol-

umes of the more ornate Royal

Court music and another of the

nine-gong ensemble. Copious, if

somewhat eccentric, liner notes are

included. Also easy to find is the

1990 recording Homrong, by the mu-

sicians of the National Dance Com-
pany of Cambodia (from the volu-

minous Real World Catalog). Sparse

notes are provided. To read more

about Cambodian music, search out

the writings of scholar Sam-Ang

Sam. One of his interesting essays is

included in Cambodian Culture Since

1975: Homeland and Exile (Cornell

University Press, 1994).

let the music wash by. Perhaps because it

is often played at night—or maybe be-

cause I've seen too many cartoons in

which the rib bones of a human skeleton

are played hke a xylophone—Southeast

Asian percussion orchestras always strike

me as otherworldly, their ghostly sounds

seemingly blurring the demarcation be-

Pax X'paks, 'paksXn.

1: The Latin vrord meaning peace 2:

A period of general stability in

international affairs 3: The first

socially responsible mutual fund.

PAX
WORLD
FUND

Solid investment return

can be achieved without

supporting industries

that are destructive to

the planet, its societies

and environment.

-Performance

With Peace

Of Mind

,«.. 10-Year Total Return: $27,279
-SIO.OOO Investment-

Pax World Fund is a balanced,

diversified, no-load mutual fund

that invests in such industries as pollution

control, health care, food, clothing, housing,

education, energy and leisure activities. The

Fund does not invest in weapons produc-

tion, nuclear power or the tobacco, alcohol

and gambling industries.

Therefore, with Pax there are social as

well as economic dividends.

nE
A SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE FUND

1-800-767-1729
WWW.PAXFUND.COM
Now Also Available:

Pax World Growth Fund

Average Annual Total Returns At 6/30/97

1 Yr: 19.31% 5 Yr: 11.04%

10 Yr: 10.56% 15 Yr: 14.04%

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. For more complete information, includmg charges and
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will fluctuate so that an investor's shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost.
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tween life and death. Here, in the Cam-

bodian morning haze, this feeling became

flesh. This was, after all, the land of the

Khmer Rouge's apocalyptic Year Zero.

Many of the musicians playing with

somber conviction before me were

young, but not that young. As the still-

sharp edges on the shattered, headless

Buddhas inside Angkor Wat amply at-

tested, it had been less than twenty years

since millennial revolutionaries led by

Brother Number One Pol Pot searched

for and killed artists like these.

Awed by Cambodia once again, I stood

at the periphery of the gathering. It

seemed indecent to get any closer.

Whether those musicians were engaged

in a holy act of national reclamation or

not, their pain was beyond my compre-

hension. The only thing to do was pay

silent tribute and push

on. I'd come 9,000

miles, but the gulf be-

tween me and this

piece of music re-

mained insurmount-

able. Then 1 noticed

the old ladies laughing.

It seems I was danc-

ing. What with all my
solemn contemplation

regarding the nine-

gong ensemble, I had-

n't noticed that the

sinewy polyrhythms of

the gongs and drums

had taken hold of my
body. This was no big

surprise, however, since almost aU classical

Cambodian music was created as an ac-

companiment to dance, including court

dance {Ikhaoii kbach) and the masked

dance portraying the Ramayana (Ikhaon

khtwl). The problem in my case is that no

matter the dance I'm doing—to whatever

music—sooner or later my movements

degenerate into a spasmodic thing closely

resembhng "the funky chicken," a herky-

jerky melange originated by the famed

rhythm-and-blues artist Rufus Thomas.

It happened so quickly I didn't even

have time to feel embarrassed. People

who had previously been lounging on the

floor jumped up. Little kids came run-

ning. Suddenly half the village was aping

me, shaking their hips, waving their arms.

Old ladies were on their feet, bumping

their thin hips against mine. Others

pinched me. They all wanted to do the

fianky chicken. In a moment we'd sponta-

neously arranged ourselves in what

Martha Reeves, noted Vandella, once

called "a big strong line"; the place be-

came one funky barnyard, Angkor style.

The musicians continued on, not chang-

ing time or tone. Somehow it fit.

Then a graceful man who looked to be

in his late twenties bounded in front of

me. Attired in a loose white shirt and

pink pants, smiling electrically, he pro-

ceeded to hold his hands palm down, fin-

gers curled back upward, in a signature

six to realize the psychic intensity to per-

form. All that and much more were in the

dancer's journey through the crowd; I felt

that in the fierce elegance of those six or

seven steps he was showing me how ai"t

can persist through the most withering of

onslaughts. In deference I stopped mov-

ing, becoming an awestruck, goofy, na-

tive-watching tourist again. But the

dancer would not tolerate that. He started

doing a rather exquisite fianky chicken.

When I joined in, however, he stopped

me, abruptly grabbing my hand. He

curled my fingers upward away from my

palms, made me turn the inside of my

foot toward my thigh. Then he bid me

dance. I flailed around briefly. It was pa-

thetic, but for a fleeting instant I had a

picture of myself as the preposterous heir

to an embatded, thousand-year-old tradi-

Musicians in the village

of Prey Umbel in 1991:

Tl2eir thousand-year-old

tradition survived

persecution under the Pol

Pot dictatorship of the

1970s. -

stance of Cambodian classical dance. He

raised one leg and brought the inside ot

his foot toward his other thigh. I was

pretty much in the spirit by this point, so

I gave him a bit of tunky chicken back.

This cracked everyone up. But the dancer

did not laugh. We were in the midst of a

serious dialogue now. He craned his neck

over his shoulder, fixed his eyes on me,

and moved across the floor.

It takes nearly twelve years of appren-

ticeship to reach even the lowest levels ot

Cambodian classical dance—six to ac-

quire a modicum of technique, another

tion—I'd taken a tiny segment of respon-

sibility for the form's continued survival.

People laughed and cheered; I'd been a

good sport, plus I'd brought them the

fi.inky chicken. We'd had fim, no small

factor when it comes to keeping things

going. A few moments later, I took

couple of pictures and left. The whole

episode had taken less than ten minutes,

There was no conversation. The banc

played on; they had never stopped.

Markjacobson is a contributing editor ofNew

York and Esquire magazines.
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The Great Minds ofthe Western Intellectual Tradition
(Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Moses, Jesus, Marcus Aurelius, Augustine, Aquinas, More, Machiavelli, Bacon, Descartes, Hobbes, Spinoza,

Newton, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, Smith, Rousseau, Kant, Burke, Montesquieu, Hegel, Marx, Mill, Kierkegaard, Darwin,

Freud, Nietzsche, James, Ayers, Quine, Wittgenstein, Weber, Habermas, Kuhn, Rorty Foucault, Rawls, Levi-Strauss, etc.)

...taught by 6 widely acclaimed lecture professors on audio and \ideo cassettes

THE CURRICULUM
PART I: Ancient Philosophy and Faith: From Athens to Jerusalem
Introduction to the Problems & Scope of Philosophy; The Old Testament; The Gospels of

Mark & Matthew; Paul: His World; Presocratics: Ionian Speculation & Eliatic Metaphysics;

Republic I: Justice, Power & Knowledge; Republic Il-V; Soul & City; Republic VI-X;

The Architecture of Reality; Aristotle's Metaphysical Views; Aristotle's Politics: The Golden
Mean & Just Rule; Marcus Aurelius' Meditations: The Stoic Ideal; Augustine's City ofGod:
Grace, Original Sin & Theodicy
Course No. 401. Audio or Video

PART II: The Age of Faith to The Age of Reason
Aquinas' Snmma Theologiar. The Thomist Synthesis & Its Political &: Social Content;

Mores Utopia: Reason &: Social Justice; Machiavelli's The Prince. Political Realism. Political

Science & the Renaissance; Bacon's New Organom The Call for a New Science; Descanes'

Epistemology & the Mind-Body Problem; Hobbes' Leviatharr. OfMan, Hobbes' Leviathan:

Ofthe Commonwealth, Spinoza's Ethics: Metaphysics & the Path to Salvation; The
Newtonian Revolution; The Early Enlightenment & the Search for the Laws of History:

Vlcos Neiv Science ofHistory, Pascal's Pemeei', The Philosophy of G.W. Liebniz

Darren SiaJoff. Ph.D.

Cit>' College ofNew York

Michael Sugnie, Ph.D-

Princeion Universic\-

Deiinis Dalton, Ph.D.

Barnard CoUree/Columbia Univ.

Alan Charles Kors, Ph.D.

Universic)' of Pennsylvania

THE SUPERSTAR FACULTYALSO INCLUDES:
Robert Oden, Ph.D., President. Kenyon College

Elizabeth McNamer, Ph.D., Rocicy Mountain College

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF
LIFE? What is the best kindof

lite? Who or what is God? What
is the essence of justice? When is it

legitimate for one person to have power

over others? Can any of these questions

be ans^ve^ed?

These are basic riddles of human

experience that thoughtful men and

women have pondered since the dawn

of civilization.

You too must have asked yourself

questions like these many times. And
perhaps you once vowed that some day

you would plow through all the great

thinkers of the Western world and find

your own ans\vers.

But you know you never will.

Frankly, it would require a minimum of

se\'eral years of withdrawal from active

life, and devotion to intense effort and

concentration.

Now, at last, here is a feasible way

to enjoy the intellectual adventure ofa

lifetitne. A way you can comfortably

grasp die essence and consequence of each

thinker's greatness, in leisure moments

in your home or car.

That is the extraordinary opportuni-

ty now offered by this unprecedented

audio-video leaure series— The Great

Miruts ofthe Western Intellectual Tradition.

The series is composed of 70

lectures, covering more than 40 of the

great minds of the Western world. Each

lecture is accompanied by an oudine

and reading list as an aid to mastering

and further exploring the subject.

Over half of the Icaurcs arc delivered

hi order, mail Kiufmn or call

1-800-TEACH-12
(1-800-832-2412)

please refer i'< (Jffer Code 4HIH

or FAX 703-912-7756

( "No Risk"

\^ Money-Back Guarantee!

by Professors Darren Staloff and Michael

Sugrue, who for several years electrified

students at Columbia University with

dieir sweeping canvas ofWestern intellec-

tual development. To round out the

series, there are guest lecturers from the

growing Teaching Company treasury of

audio and video recordings of America's

SuperStar Teachers.

The result is a definitive survey of

Western thought by an all-star teaching

team with no equal in lecturing skill at

any single college campus anywhere else

in the world.

With these video or audio recordings

of sbc ofAmerica's most widely acclaimed

college lecture professors as your guides,

you can now follow down through the

centuries of mankind's great debate over

the meaning of life, and how the ideas

put forth shaped and developed our

Western civilization of today

Just listening to these lectures

—

whether you decide to supplement them

by browsing through the texts of the

works discussed or not—will give you a

grasp of the intellectual history of the

Western worid possessed by as few as one

out of every thousand Americans.

Course No. 402. Audio or Video

PART III: The Enlightenment and Its Critics

Locke's Theory of Knowledge; Locke's Political Theory; Montesquieu & the Beginnings of
Political Science; Berkeley's Idealism & the Critique of Materialism; Hume's Epistemology;

Hume's Theory of Morality; Smith's Wealth ofNations, Rousseau's Dissent: The Challenge

to the Idea of Progress; Kant's "Copernican Revolution": Epistemolog)' & the Critique of

Metaphysics; Kant's Moral Philosophy; Burke & the Birth of Enlightened Conservatism;

Natutalism & Materialism; The Boundaries of the Enlightenment
Course No. 403. Audio or Video

PART rV: Philosophy in the Epoch of Ideology
Comte & the Otigins of Sociology; Hegel: The Phenomenology of Geist; Hegel's Philosophy

of History; Mar?; & the Problem ofAlienation & Ideology; Marx's Historical Materialism;

Kierkegaard's Chrisuan Existentialism; Schopenhauer: The World as Will & Idea; The
Classical Doctrine of Liberal Democracy: John Stuarr Mill's On Liberty hi Utilitarianimt,

The Darwinian Revolution in Social Thought; William Graham Sumner; Weber's Historical

Sociolog)-; Freud & Philosophy

Course No. 404. Audio or Video

PART'V: Modernism and the Age of Analysis: Begiimings
Nietzsche s Critique of Christianity: The Genealogy of Morals; Nietzsche's Perspecdvalism &
Crinque of Philosophy; James' Pragmatism; Gadamer: Hermeneudcs & the Human Sciences;

Bergson's Elan 'Vital & Vitalism; John Dewey's Recomtmctiori in Philosophy. The Pragmatic

Cnuque ofTradidonal Philosophy; Levi-Strauss: Structuralist Anthropolog)'; Husserl:

Phenomenology & the Life-Wodd; Heidegger: Being & Time; A. J. Ayer's Language,

Trurh & Logic: The Latter Wittgenstein: The Philosophy of Language; The Frankhirt School

Course No. 405. Audio or Video

PART VI: Modernism and the Age of Analysis: Conclusions
Kuhn's Paradigm Paradigm; Habermas' Critical Theory; Barthes, Semiotics

& che Revolt Against Strucrutalism; Social Justice & Social Democracy in Contemporary

Times: A Theory ofJustice by John Rawls; Alvin Gouldner's Dark Side ofthe Dialectic. Social

Theory; Renegade Sociology & Oudaw Marxism; Foucalt; Power, Knowledge & Post-

Structuralism; Quine's Ontological Relanvism & the End of "Philosophy"; Rorty's Neo-

Pragmatism: Jean-Francois Lyotard: the Post-Modern Condition; Conclusion: The Theory

of Knowledge & Language; Conclusion: Political, Social & Cultural Criticism & Theory
Course No. 406. Audio or Video
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Discovery Tours
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'ince 1869, the American Museum of Namral

History has sponsored thousands of scientific

expeditions around the globe in an effort to unravel the

world's greatest mysteries. It is this passion to discover

and to understand that inspires Discovery Tours, the

Museum's educational travel program.

Participants in the Discovery Tours travel program have

the unique opportunity to explore the world with

Museum scientists as they continue to uncover new

insights into life on earth. Since 1953, over 12,000

Museum travelers have participated in Discovery Tours

to some of the world's greatest wildlife areas,

archaeological sites and cultural centers. For a complete

list of destinations, contact the Discovery Tours office.
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CRUISES

South Africa, Swaziland

& IVIozambique

Januar)' 13-30,1998

From $7,645 to $9,485

Tlie Galapagos Islands &
Highlands of Ecuador

Januan' 16-28,1998

JanuaiA' 30 - February 11, 1998

$5,190

Antarctica & The Falkland

Islands: The Earth's Last

Frontier

Januar)' 26 - February 10, 1998

From S6.975 to $12,775

'apua New Guinea: Journey to

:he l^st Unknown
an uary 28 - February 10. 1998

=rom S6.970 to $7,670

Belize: Reef and Marine

icology

anuar) 31 -February' 7. 1998

i2.995

3aja California and the

iea of Cortez

•ebnjar>6-14, 1998

rom $2,690 to $3,990

South America: Iguassu Falls,

the Lake District and the

Fjords of Chile

Februar}'6-21,1998

From $6,495 to $7,645

Kenya & The Seychelles:

Places of Paradise

February 20 -March 7, 1998

From $5,995 to $6,595

Egypt: Land of the Pharaohs

February 26 -March 9, 1998

From $2,810 to $3,790

Costa Rica and Panama:

A Journey on the Wild Side

March 11 -18. 1998

From $2,890 to $4,640

The Amazon: Discovering

Untamed Wonders

March 21 -28, 1998

From $2,810 to $3,790

The Sea of Cortez and

IVIexico's Copper Canyon

April 7 -14, 1998

From $1,980 to $2,780

The IVIediterranean through

the Ages

April 17 -May 1,1998

From $3,995 to $5,995

The Ancient Splendors of

Northern Italy: Venice to Milan

via the River Po

May 15-26, 1998

Estimated from $5,990

Circumnavigating the British

and Irish Isles

May 29 -June 12,1998

From $5,990 to $9,990

Alaska and the Russian

Far East: Cold Bay to

Petropavlovsk

June 20 -July 6, 1998

From $6,990 to $9,390

Exploring Alaska's Coastal

Wilderness

July 25- August 1, 1998

From $3,070^10 $4,470

TRAIN TRIPS

Festivals of India including the

Palace on Wheels

January 22 - February 7, 1998

$5,940

Montana: Big Sky Country

by Rail

June 9 -17, 1998

From $3,090 -$5,390

LAND PROGRAMS

Easter Island: Island of a

Thousand Mysteries

January 8 -21, 1998

January 22 - February 4, 1 998

$4,990

Carl Akeley's East Africa

January 16-30, 1998

From $5,847

Arabian Treasures:

Yemen and Oman
February 24 -March 12, 1998

Estimated from $6,500

Ancient Maya of Mexico

April4-13, 1998

Estimated from $3,450

China and the Yangtze River

April 16 -May 4, 1998

Estimated from $5,900

Exploring Provence on Foot

May 6 -15, 1998

Estimated from $4,975

Japan: Impressions of an

Ancient Land

May9-21,1998
Estimated from $5,795

Southern Africa: Last of

the Wild

June 5 -21, 1998

Estimated from $6,550

FAMILY PROGRAMS

Costa Rica: Ecosystems,

Rainforests and National Parks

December 26 - January 4, 1998

From $3,895 for adults, $1,795

for children

The Galapagos Islands:

A Family Adventure

June 11 -21, 1998

Estimated from $3,990 to $5,750

The Legacy of Lewis and Clark:

A Sternwheeler River Cruise in

the Pacific Northwest

June 26 -July 4, 1998

From $2,090 to $4,850

France: A Family Barge

Adventure

July 11-22, 1998

Estimated from $3,990
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Books/Publications

AUTHORS WANTED. Successful, full sendee, sub-

sidy publisher can transform your manuscript into an

attractive, quality book— and promote it. Send your

completed work for a no-cost, no obligation assess-

ment, or request a free brochure. Rutledge Books,

Inc., 1-800-278-8533, Dept. NHU, Box 315, Bethel, CT
06801

rBook Loversh
I

Save 30% or more on current books and best I

sellers; save up to 80% on recent publishers'

I

overstocks, imports, reprints. Nature, Wildlife,
|

I

Travel. Biography and more. America's bggest .

I
bargain book selection. FREE CATALOG. I

[Hamilton 5430 Oak, Falls village, ctososi-soos
|

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED ALL TYPES. Publisher

with 75-vear tradition. "Author's Guide to Subsidy

PubUshing." 1-800-695-9599.

AUTHORS WANTED
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts of

all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly, juve-

nile and religious works, etc. Nevrf authors welcomed

Send tor free 32-page illustrated booklet W-82

Vantage Press, 516 W 34 St., New York, f^Y 10001

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology, Archaeology,

Natural History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

RARE, OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS all fields Natural

History. Free catalog. Marcher Books, Dept. NH, 6204

N. Vermont, Oklahoma City, OK 73112.

..I ', C-;
j

3:ov€ Weiner

u; iiHisician, Seattle

NEWAUTHORS
PUBLISH YOUR WORK

All subjects considered:

Fiction, Biography, Poetry, Religion, Childrens

AUTHORS WORLDWIDE INVITED
wnce. or send your manuscript tO:

MINERVA PRESS
2 OLD ERGMIPTON ROAD. LONDONI SW7 3D0, ENGLAND

Merchandise/Gifts

SELF-PUBLISH YOUR OWN BOOK. Will convert

your manuscript into professionaL edited books. As

few as 100 copies. 212 580-9700. Jay Street PubUshers,

Dept.l4, 155 W. 72nd Street, New York, NY 10023.

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 52 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation.

Rivercross Publishing Inc. Dept. NH; 127 East 59th

Street, New York, NY 10022.

China, Crystal, Silver

WORLD'S LARGEST INVENTORY - discontinued &
active china, crystal, flat\vare, coUecfibles. All manu-

facturers — fine & casual china, crystal, sterling, sil-

verplate, stainless. 4,000,000 pieces, 80,000 patterns.

Buy & sell. Call for Free hstings daUv 8am- 10pm EST.

1-800 REPLACE (1-800-737-5223). Replacements,

Ltd., RO. Box 26029, Dept. NL, Greensboro, NC
27420.

Education

GROW GOURMET AND MEDICINAL Mushrooms.

Ovster Shiitake, morels and much more. Seminars on

cultivahon. Free brochure. Call 800-780-9126. Fungi

Perfech, PO Box 7634-NHM, Olympia, WA 98507

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/Forestry/Ecology
Careers. Professional level home study for concerned

individuals. Exciting careers in the outdoors. Free lit-

erature. RC.D.L, Atlanta, Georgia. (800) 362-7070

Dept. NNJ124.

Employment Opportunities

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toU free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES-Monthly
bulletin Hsts enxironmental job openings throughout

the U.S. Free details. EOV RO. Box 4379, Areata, CA
95518 (707) 826-1909.

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 each. Send

name, address: Calco Publishing (Dept. C-104), 22

North Plains, WalUngford, CT 06492.

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL Options

employment! Send SASE to MWE0-4R, 4872 S.

Forest Hill, Evergreen, CO 80439, 1(303) 670-5996.

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small

business. Grants/loans to $800,000.00 Free recorded

message: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

Maps

ANTIQUE MAP REPRODUCTIONS: Full color

Includes Europe, America, Africa, World on antique

stock. $14.95 ppd. ck or mo Haley House, 159 Hodges

Rd., Chesapeake, VA 23320

MUSEUM-QUALITY Ecuadorean tapestries.

Handmade. Animals, flowers, dancers. $225. 24x38".

Brochure: http://virww.tapirback.com/tapirgal

/gifts.htm Fax (970) 464-0377. Benefits conservation
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Asteroid collisions made us what we are today.

So why worry about the one that will do us in tomorrow?

The chances that your tombstone will

read "Killed by Asteroid" are about the

same as for "Killed in an Airplane Crash."

Only about two dozen people are re-

ported to have been killed by faUing aster-

oids in the past 400 years, while thou-

sands have died in crashes during the

relatively brief history of passenger air

travel. So how can the odds be similar?

Simple.

The impact record shows that by the

end of 10 million years, when the sum of

all airplane crashes has killed a billion

people (assuming a death-by-airplane rate

of 100 per year), an asteroid large enough

to kill the same number of people wiU

have hit Earth. The difference is that

while airplanes are continually killing

people a few at a time, our asteroid might

not kiU anybody for millions of years. But

when it does hit, it will take out a bUlion

people: some instantaneously

and the rest in the wake of

global chmatic upheaval.

The combined asteroid-

and-comet impact rate in the

early solar system was fright-

eningly high. Theories ot

planet formation show that

chemically rich gas cooled

and condensed to form mole-

cules, then particles of dust,

then rocks and ice. Thereafter,

it was a shooting gallery. Col-

lisions served as a means for

chemical and gravitational

forces to bind smaller objects

into larger ones. Those ob-

jects that, by chance, had ac-

creted slightly more mass than

By Neil de Grasse Tyson

average had slightly higher gravity and at-

tracted other objects even more. As accre-

tion continued, gravity eventually shaped

blobs into spheres, and planets were born.

The most massive planets had sufficient

gravity to retain gaseous envelopes.

All planets continue to accrete for the

rest of their days, although at a signifi-

cantly slower rate than when formed.

StUl, there remain billions, possibly tril-

lions, of comets in the extreme reaches of

the solar system (up to a thousand times

the radius of Pluto's orbit). These

vagabonds are susceptible to gravitational

nudges from passing stars and interstellar

clouds, which can direct them on a long

journey inward toward the Sun. The in-

ventory of accretable leftovers also in-

cludes short-period comets, ofwhich two

dozen are known to cross Earth's orbit,

and thousands of cataloged asteroids, of

which about 200 are known to do the

same.

The term "accretion" is duUer than

"species-killing, ecosystem-destroying

impact." But from the point of view of

solar-system history, these two terms are

the same. Impacts made us what we are

today. We cannot simultaneously be

happy that we live on a planet, happy that

our planet is chemically rich, and happy

that dinosaurs don't rule the earth, yet re-

sent the risk of a planet-wide catastrophe.

In a collision with Earth, some of th^

impactor's energy gets deposited into oui

atmosphere through friction and an air-

burst of shock waves. Sonic booms are

shock waves too, but they are typically

made by airplanes with speeds anywhere

between one and three times the speed oi

sound. The worst damage

they might do is jiggle the

dishes in your cabinet. Bui

with speeds upward oi

45,000 miles per hour

—

nearly seventy times the

speed ofsound—shock wavei

from your average coUisior

between an asteroid anc

Earth can be devastating.

If the asteroid or comet ii

large enough to survive iti

own shock waves, the rest o

Its energy gets deposited or

Earth. The impact blows i

crater up to twenty times thi

diameter of the original ob-

ject and melts the grount

below. If many impactors hi

In CI lithograph by Hoiiorc Dawnier, Parisians

anticipate the comet of 1857.

Comins: Attractions
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one after the other, with little time be-

tween each strike, then Earth's surface

will not have enough time to cool be-

tween impacts. We infer from the pristine

cratering record on the surface of the

Moon (our nearest neighbor) that Earth

experienced a period of heavy bombard-

ment between 4.6 billion and 4 biUion

years ago.

The oldest fossil evidence for hfe on

Earth dates from about 3.8 billion years

ago. Before that, Earth s surface was being

relentlessly sterihzed. The formation of

complex molecules, and thus life, was in-

hibited, although all the basic ingredients

were being delivered. How long did life

take to emerge? An often-quoted figure is

800 million years (4.6 bilhon - 3.8 billion

= 800 million). But to be fair to organic

chemistry, you must first subtract all the

time that Earth's surface was forbiddingly

hot. That leaves a mere 200 million years

tor hfe to emerge from a rich chemical

soup—which, like all good soups, in-

cluded hquid water.

Yes, the water you drink each day was

speed to escape a planet's gravitational

grip. Afterward, they mind their own bal-

listic business in orbit around the Sun

until they slam into something. The most

famous of the Mars rocks is the first one

found near the Alan Hills section of

Antarctica in 1984—officially known by

its coded, though sensible abbreviation,

ALH-84001. This meteorite contains

tantalizing, yet circumstantial, evidence

that simple Hfe on the red planet thrived a

biUion years ago.

Mars has abundant "geo"-logical evi-

dence—dried riverbeds, river deltas,

floodplains—for a history of flowing

water. Since Liquid water is crucial to the

evolution of Hfe as we know it, the possi-

bility of life on Mars does not stretch sci-

entific creduhty. The fiin part comes with

the speculation that life arose on Mars

first, was blasted off the planet's surface to

become the solar system's first bacterial

astronaut, and then arrived on Earth to

jump-start evolution. There's even a word

for the process: panspermia. Maybe we,

are all Martians.

Risk of Impacts on Earth

Once per

Month

Year

Decade

Century

MtUermium

10,000 years

1,000,000 years
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Asteroid Diameter
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3

Impact Energy Impact Energy
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100,000,000
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50,000

50,000,000

5,000,000,000

delivered to Earth by comets over 4 bil-

Hon years ago. But not all space debris is

left over from the beginning of the solar

system. Earth has been hit at least a dozen

times by rocks ejected from Mars, and

we've been hit countless more times by

rocks ejected from the Moon. Ejections

occur when impactors carry so much en-

ergy that smaller rocks near the impact

zone are thrust upward with sufficient

Matter is far more likely to travel fron

Mars to Earth than vice versa. Escaping

Earth's gravity requires over two and ;

halt times the energy required to leavi

Mars. And Earth's atmosphere is abou

100 times denser; air resistance on Eartl

(relative to Mars) is formidable. Bacteri;

on a voyaging asteroid would have to bi

hardy indeed to survive several miUioi

years of interplanetary wanderings befor



plunging to Earth. Fortunately, there is

no shortage of liquid water and rich

chemistry here at home, so even though

we still cannot explain the origin of Ufe,

we do not require theories of panspermia

to do so.

Ironically, we can (and do) blame im-

pacts tor major episodes of extinction in

the fossO record. But what are the ongo-

ing risks to Hfe and society? On the facing

page is a table that relates average collision

rates on Earth to the size of the impactor

ind the equivalent energy in millions of

tons of TNT. For reference, I also give

the impact energy in units of the atomic

bomb dropped by the United States on

::he cits- of Hiroshima in 1945. (The table

:S based on a detailed analysis of the his-

:ory of impact craters on Earth, the ero-

Ijion-free cratering record on the Moon's

iurface, and the known numbers of aster-

Ijids and comets whose orbits intersect

jurs. The data are adapted from a report

'5y NASA's David Morrison in a congres-

ionally mandated study Tlie Spaceguard

Survey: Rqiort of the NASA International

\'ear-Earth Object Detection Workshop

Pasadena: JPL].)

The energetics ofsome famous impacts

an be located on the table. For example,

1908 explosion near the Tunguska

^ver in Siberia feUed thousands of

quare kilometers of trees and incinerated

he 300 square kilometers that encircled

^ound zero. The culprit is believed to

lave been a 60-meter-diameter stony

neteorite (about the size of a twenty-

tory building) that exploded in midair,

hus leaving no crater. The chart predicts

ollisions ofthis magnitude to happen, on

verage, every couple of centuries. The

;00-kilometer-diameter Chicxulub cra-

er in the Yucatan, Mexico, is believed to

lavc been left by a 10-kilometer asteroid

vith an impact energy 5 billion times

T'eatcr than the atomic bombs exploded

n World War II. These types of collisions

re predicted to occur about once in 1 00

niliion years. The crater is dated at 65

oiliion years ago, and there hasn't been

>ne of its magnitude since, Coinciden-

illy, at about the same time, Tyran-

'^ent^m'^f'
~al

^661
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nosaurm rex and friends became extinct,

enabling mammals to evolve into some-

thing other than tree shrews.

Those paleontologists and geologists

who remain in denial about the role of

cosinic impacts in the extinction record

of Earth's species must figure out what

else to do with the energy being delivered

to Earth fi-om space. The range of ener-

gies varies astronomically. In a review of

the impact hazard to Earth written in

1994 for the fat book Hazards Due to

Comets and Asteroids (edited by Tom
Gehrels and published by the University

of Arizona Press, Tucson), David Morri-

son (NASA), Clark R. Chapman (Plane-

tary Science Institute), and Paul Slovic

(University of Oregon) briefly describe

the consequences of unwelcome deposits

of energy to Earth's ecosystem. I adapt

what follows from their discussion.

• Most impactors with less than about 10

megatons of energy will explode in the

atmosphere, leaving no trace of a crater.

The few that survive in one piece are

likely to be iron based.

• A 10- to 100-megaton blast from an

iron asteroid will make a crater, while its

stony equivalent will disintegrate and

produce primarily airbursts. A land im-

pact will destroy an area equivalent to that

of Washington, D.C.

• Land impacts between 1,000 and

10,000 megatons continue to produce

craters and can destroy an area the size of

Delaware. Oceanic impacts produce local

tidal waves.

• A 100,000- to 1,000,000-megaton

blast will result in global destruction of

ozone. Oceanic impacts will generate

tidal waves on an entire hemisphere,

while land impacts wiU raise enough dust

into the stratosphere to alter Earth's

weather and freeze crops. A land impact

win destroy an area the size of France.

• A 10,000,900- to 100,000,000-mega-

ton blast will result in prolonged climatic

change and global conflagration. A land

impact wiU destroy an area equivalent to

the continental United States.

• A land or ocean impact of 100,000,000

to 1,000,000,000 megatons will lead to

mass extinction on a scale of the Chicxu-

lub impact 65 million years ago, wher

nearly 90 percent of Earth's species wert

suddenly wiped out.

Fortunately, we have a fighting chanct

at cataloging every Earth-crossing asteroic

larger than about a kilometer—the sizt

that begins to wreak global catastrophe

Creating an early-warning and defensi

system to protect ourselves from thest

impactors, as was recommended ii

NASA's Spaceguard Survey Report, is ,

realistic goal. Unfortunately, object

smaller than a kilometer do not reflcc

enough hght to be rehably detected am

tracked. These can hit us without notice

or they can hit us with notice that i

much too short for us to defend our

selves. The bright side of this news is tha

while they have enough energy to incm

erate entire nations, they wiU not put thi

human species at risk of extinction. Havi|

a nice day.
[

Of course Earth is not the only plane

at risk of impacts. Mercury has a craterei

face that, to a casual observer, looks jus

like the Moon's. Recent radio topogra

phy of cloud-enshrouded Venus shows n

shortage of craters. And Mars, with ii

historically active geology, reveals larg

craters that were recently formed.

Over 300 times the mass of Earth an

over 10 times its diameter, Jupiter is un

matched among the planets in the so]>

system in its abUiry to attract impactor

In 1994, during the week of celebratior

for the twenty-fifth anniversary of thl

Apollo ii Moon landing, comet Shot

maker-Levy 9, having broken into twx

dozen pieces during a previous close cr

counter with Jupiter, slammed, oni



chunk after another, into the Jovian at-

mosphere. The gaseous scars were seen

easily from Earth with backyard tele-

scopes. Because Jupiter rotates quickly

(once every ten hours), each piece of the

comet fell in a different location. And

each piece hit with the equivalent energy

of the Chicxulub impact.

What defense do we have against such

formidable impactors? The batde cry of

those with no war to fight is "blow them

out of the sky with nuclear weapons."

True, the most efficient package of de-

structive energy ever conceived by hu-

mans is nuclear power. In empty space,

where there is no air, there can be no

shock waves, so a nuclear warhead must

actually make contact with the asteroid to

do damage. A direct hit on an incoming

asteroid might explode it into enough

small pieces to reduce it to a harmless,

though spectacular, meteor shower.

Another method is to engage those ra-

diation-intensive neutron bombs (you re-

member—they were the bombs that

killed people but left buildings standing)

in a way that the high-energy neutron

bath heats one side of the asteroid. The

jvaporized material would spew forth in

one direction, deflecting the asteroid

from the collision path. A kinder, gender

method is to nudge the asteroid with slow

but steady rockets that are somehow at-

tached to one side. If you do this early

enough, then only a small shove will be

required, and conventional chemical fuels

can do the job.

If we cataloged every single kiJometer-

sized (and larger) object whose orbit in-

tersects Earth's, then a detailed computer

calculation could predict catastrophic col-

lisions hundreds, and even thousands, of

orbits in the fijture, granting Earthlings

sufficient time to mount an appropriate

defense. But our list of potential killer im-

pactors is woefully incomplete.

In this game of gravity, the long-period

comets (those with periods greater than

200 years) are by far the most dangerous

breed of impactor. Representing about

one fourth of Earth's total impact risk,

they fall toward the inner solar system

Ancient Splendors

of Northern Italy
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May 15- 26, 1998
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with exceptional art, architecture

and archaeological sites. Join the

American Museum of Natural

History this spring aboard the MS
Venezia as we cruise the River Po,

exploring the unique natural and

cultural wonders of Northern Italy.

Our joumey will reveal the many
hidden treasures of this beautiftil

region, where the concentration,

complexity and abundance of ex-

ceptional art, architecture, history,

natural and archaeological wonders

is truly staggering.

Discovery Tours

AmericanMuseum
of Natural EQstory

Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024

H00-462-X6H7 or 2 1 2-769-.')700 Fax 2 1 2-769-57.').5

Call lor a complete list of destinations.
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from great distances and achieve speeds in

excess of 100,000 miles per hour by the

time they reach Earth. Long-period

comets thus deliver a much higher impact

energy for their mass than your run-ot-

the-miU asteroid. More importantly, they

are too dim over most of their orbits to be

reliably tracked. By the time a long-pe-

riod comet is discovered to be heading

our way, we might have anywhere from

several months to two years to fund, de-

sign, build, and launch an interceptor. In

1996, for instance, comet Hyakutake was

discovered only three months before its

closest approach to the Sun. (Its orbit was

tipped strongly out of the plane of our

solar system and nobody was looking.) En

route, it came within 10 million rrules of

Earth—a narrow miss by cosmic stan-

dards—and made for spectacular night-

time viewing.

Should we build high-tech iTdssOes that

live in silos somewhere awaiting their call

to defend the human species? We would

first need that detailed inventory of the

orbits of all objects that pose a risk to life

on Earth. The number of people in the

world engaged in this search currently to-

tals one or two dozen. How long into the

future are you willing to protect Earth? If

humans one day become extinct from a

catastrophic collision, there would be no

greater tragedy in the history of life in the

universe. Not because we lacked the brain

power to protect ourselves but because

we lacked the foresight. The dominant

species that replaces us m post-apocalyp-

tic Earth just might wonder why we fared

no better than the proverbially pea-

brained dinosaurs.

"Coming Attractions" is dedicated to the

memory of Eugene Shoemaker (1928-

1997), father of planetary impact geology.

Neil de Gmsse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is the

Frederick P Rose director of New York City's

Hayden Planetarium and a visiting research

scientist at Princeton Unii'ersity. His playful

Q&A book on the cosmos, MerUn's Tour of

the Universe, ims just released in paperback

by Doubleday.
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September Events

A colony of macaroni pciiiJtiins on South Georgia Island, from IMAX's Survival Island

September 20
Sidney Horenstein, coordinator of the

Museum's Environmental Programs, and

the staff of the newly created Hudson

River Park in Manhattan's Tribeca sec-

tion will give two workshops on the geol-

ogy and ecology of the Hudson River,

from 10:00 A.M. to 1;00 P.M. and from

2:00 to 5:00 P.M. Participants will meet at

the park's center before heading out to

collect and identify some of the river's

hidden flora and fauna. For additional in-

formation, call (212) 769-5606.

September 24
Starting off the Planetarium's new lecture

series, "Distinguished Authors m Astron-

omy," astronomer and science writer Ken

CrosweU will give a talk at 7:30 P.M. on

the epic discovery of distant solar systems

and the possibility of exploring them

with manned and umnanned spacecraft.

September 26, 27, 28
Museum naturalists Monica Volkmann

and Joseph DiCostanzo wiU lead an expe-

dition to Kittatinny Ridge, which runs

through New York, Pennsylvania, and

New Jersey to observe the annual fall mi-

gration of hawks, falcons, and other rap-

tors. For information, call (212) 769-5310.

Throughout September
Museum naturalists will lead walks in

Central Park to observe the fall migration

of birds on nine Tuesdays and Wednes-

days and eight Thursdays in September

and October. For details and a complete

schedule, call (212) 769-5310.

The Hayden Planetarium will offer its

annual courses m astronomy, meteorol-

ogy, navigation, and aviation. Among the

offerings are "The Hubble Space Tele-

Live from the Gobi
Museum scientists recently concluded

the eighth field season of their fossil-

hunting expedition to Mongolia's

Gobi Desert. For the first time, an on-

line reporting team accompanied

them, and daily dispatches, including

digital photos, were posted on the

Discovery Channel Online (DCOL)

World Wide Web site (www.discov-

ery.com). The DCOL site may also be

accessed through a link from the Mu-

seum's Web page (www.amnh.org) or

through the Electronic Newspaper

terminals in the Museum's Miriam and

Ira D WaUach Orientation Center of

the Museum.

scope and Beyond," "The Life Cycles of

Stars," and "Science Fiction and Con-

teinporary Society." Five new classes have

been added to the curriculum: "Under-

standing Space," "Journeys to Mars . . .

and Beyond," "An Anthropological View

of the Sky," "Explore the Universe," and

"Unveiling Venus." For a complete

schedule and additional details, call (212)

769-5905.

The Museum's IMAX Theater is fea-

turing Cosmic Voyage, an exploration of

the universe's form and structure, and

Smvival Island, a film about South Geor-

gia Island written and narrated by David

Attenborough. A 3-D double feature.

Laser U2 and Pink Floyd's Dark Side of the

Moon, can be seen on Friday and Saturday

evenings at 9:00 P.M.

The American Museum of Natural His-

tory is located at Central Park West and

79th Street in New York City. For tickets

and information about events, call (212)

769-5200. Consult the Museum Web site

for additional information (http://www.

amnh.org). For hours and admission fees,

caU (212) 769-5100.

Paleontologist Luis Chiappe at work in

the Gobi
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Our Babies,

Ourselves
mm

The magazine of the

American Museum of Natural History

—
-, Meredith Small, who served as writer

and consultant for this month's special

section, "Our Babies, Ourselves" (page

42), writes to us:

By the time this issue of the

magazine is published, I will be a

mother for the first time. Perhaps I

should be focusing on how

motherhood will change my life,

but instead I find myselfmore

interested in how everyone around

me says motherhood wiU be. As an

anthropologist trained in observing

the behavior of human and

nonhuman primates, and having

just finished a book about parenting

and babies across cultures, the

ethnography ofmy own lite has

become a dramatic lesson in the

pressure of culture.

During the past few months we have received advice from family, friends,

casual acquaintances, and complete strangers. We have been told, in no uncertain

terms, to get the crib ready redecorate the room, not bother with breast-teeding,

use my maiden name in the last name, make sure the baby's name is gender

neutral, buy a stroller, use a sling, hire a diaper service, use disposables, bring up

this kid with manners, instigate a strict sleep schedule, put the baby in a bouncy

chair, buy a lot of plastic toys and a room monitor, and leave the baby alone to

develop an individual personality. And that is only a partial list.

Everyone has something to say, whether or not he or she has ever raised

children. Not a surprise. Because humans are social animals, we often have to put

up with the intervention of others. In this case, members of our culture

presumably have a stake m making sure this child develops into a socially

appropriate citizen.

But after reading so many studies of parenting across cultures, I am compelled

to ask—why only one culture? And after years of watching other primate parents

interact with their infants, I also wonder why only one species of primate as a

referent? Gorilla infants hang on to their mothers and nurse when they want;

chimpanzee infants sleep in nests with their mothers; Barbary macaque males

carry babies and play with them; langur females pass youngsters around.

Contrary to all the friendly advice, and more in the spirit of ethnopediatrics,

we have decided that the only reasonable way to raise this child is in a !Kung

San-Gusii-Efe-Amencan-Japanese-Australopithecine-chimpanzee-macaque way

Wish us luck!

Bruce Stutz
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THE 5-RECORDING
%iTP I

COLLECTOR'S SET
THE 5-RECORDING
COLLECTOR'S SET

$,

A FULL

65.00
VALUE \burs FOR

ONLY
PLUS SHIPPING

HANDLING

AND YOU NEED BUY NOTHING MORE-EVER!

MILES DAVIS
COOKIN' WITH THE QUINTET. To
many they were the group... the best small

combo in modem jazz. For sheer excitement

on the up tempos, the Davis five was unsur-

passed. Included are: My Funny Valentine:

Blues by Five: Airegin: and Tune Up/When
Lights are Low. Miles Davis, Trumpet: John

Coltrane, Tenor Sax: Red Garland, Piano:

Earl May, Paul Chambers, Bass: Albert

Heath, Art Taylor, Drums. A truly sensational

collector's album!

DUKE ELLINGTON
THE GREAT LONDON CONCERTS.
Feamring greats like Johnny Hodges, Jimmy
Hamilton, Paul Gonsalves. Cootie Williams,

here are: Take The A Train: Perdido:
Caravan,: Isfahan: The Opener: Harlem:

Mood Indigo: C Jam Bhies: Don't Get
Around Much Anymore: Diminuendo and
Crescendo in Blue: Single Petal of a Rose:

Kinda Dukish & Rockin ' in Rhythm. These
recently discovered recordings derive from
two London Performances in 1 963 and 1 964.

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
AND KING OLIVER. Included here are:

Just Gone: Canal Street Blues: Mandy Lee

Blues: Vm Going Away to Wear You OffMy
Mind: Chimes Blues: Weather Bird Rag:

Dipper Mouth Blues: Froggie Moore: Snake

Rag: Alligator Hop: Zulu's Ball: Work-

ingman's Blues: Krooked Blues: Mabel's

Dream: Southern Stomp: Riverside Blues:

plus seven Red Onion Jazz Babies selec-

tions. Exciting sounds of a host of early jazz

BILLIE HOLIDAY
BILLIE'S BLUES. An exceptional record-

ing of an unforgettable voice. Included are:

Blue Moon: All of Me: Them Tliere Eyes: I

Cried for You: What a Little Moonlight Can

Do: I Cover the Wateifront: Billie's Blues:

Lover Come Back to Me: Blue Turning Grey

Over You: Be Fair With Me Baby: Rocky

Mountain Blues: Detour Ahead: and Trav'lin

Light. Drawn from three sources of the Lady

during the magic '40s and '50s.

JOHN COLTRANE
LUSH LIFE. He always remained aware

and in control of what he was up to.

Coltrane's increasingly melodic adventurous-

ness is apparent here in: Like Someone in

Love: I Love You: Trane 's Slow Blues: Lush

Life: and / Hear a Rhapsody. John Coltrane,

Tenor Sa.x: Donald Byrd, Trumpet, Red
Garland, Piano: Earl May, Paul Chambers,

Bass: Albert Heath, Art Taylor, Drums.

Coltrane puts it together inhi^-^^cuil wav!

A JAZZ HERITAGE EXCLUSIVE, AVAILABLE ONLY
THROUGH THE CLUB.. .MAIL THE COUPON NOW!

THE GIANTS OF JAZZ...
a fabulous JAZZ HERITAGE
exclusive... is available only

through the Club! Five blockbuster

recordings. ..on either CDs or
Cassettes... can now be yours for

only S5.95 plus shipping. Tliis full

S65.00 value is your no-risk intro-

duction to JAZZ HERITAGE...
and you'll incur no obligation to

buy anything ever again!

JAZZ HERITAGE Ls devoted to

bringing you only the finest jazz ever

recorded. Month after month, our

editors review hundreds of record-

ings. Only the very best are selected

and made available to members...
music guaranteed to enrich and enter-

tain as only the world's top jazz can.

FREE Members-Only Magazine.
All selections are priced right! Buy
a,s many or as few as you wish from
our FREE members-only periodical,

Jazz Heritage Review. It's sent to

you about every 3 to 4 weeks (16

times a year). Each issue is packed
with superb jazz recordings, includ-

ing Main Selections.

Buy only what you want! If you
want the Main Selections, do nothing-

they'll come automatically. If you'd
prefer an alternate selection, or

none at all, mail the form provided

by the date specified. You'll always
have at least 10 days to decide. If

the Review is delayed, and you
receive the Main Selections without

having had 10 days to notify us,

return them at our expense.

Nothing more to buy...ever! You
never have any obligation to buy
recordings, and you may cancel

membership at any time. Your
satisfaction is guaranteed! If not

delighted with the Giants of Jazz,

return in 30 days for a full refund!

JAZZ HERITAGE
1710 Highway 35, Oakhurst, NJ 07755

HERITAGE

Send the

Giants of Jazz

in this format:

DCDs
#983A - $5.95

OR

n CASSEHES
#989Z - $5.95

n YES! I enclose $5.95. Send the Giants of Jazz-

on either CD or Cassette format as checked at left

below-and bill me later for shipping and handling.

Enter my FREE magazine subscription and set up

an account in my name. I may cancel at any time,

and 1 incur no purchase obligation whatever

_ STATE

_

_ZIE_

Payment l—l Bill My
Enclosed

"D
Card No.

.

Bill My
Credit Card LJ MC U VISA LJ AMEX

Exp. HfltA I

Signature _

D;
Send l-KFiB inrormiilJon about Musicul Heritage Socicly,

-purctiu.sc-obiii;ulion club for classical music lovers!

Limited lo new members; nnc membership per f'iimily. Wc reserve the right to reject any application

and to cancel any membership. Shippin)^. handlin)^ and applicable sales tax added to all orders. Offer

valid only in the 4K connecting United .Stales,
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To the

Editor

Not Born to Rebel

In his article "Dolly's Fashion

and Louis's Passion" (June

1997), Stephen Jay Gould

discusses Bom to Rebel, Frank

Sulloway's book documenting

the effects of birth order on

human personality. Firstborns,

according to SuUoway, turn

out to be moderates or

conservatives, while their

subsequent siblings are more

open to innovation and

change—indeed, are more

likely to turn into

revolutionaries.

I wonder whether anyone

has examined the vast

experiment, under way tor

several decades now, that

might cast even more light on

Sulloway's thesis. I refer to

government edict in the

People's Republic of China

limiting all families to a single

child. Since, according to

SuUoway, laterborns are born

to rebel, China's populations

should eventually be

composed entirely of

conservative supporters of the

status quo—a perfect situation

for a totalitarian regime.

Dissenters will not need to be

arrested in the future; they

will be unborn.

Marie Winn

New Yorii, New Yorii

Why Street Children?

"Children at Risk"

Quly/August, 1997) was so

thoughtful and well conceived

that it will undoubtedly

constitute the definitive set of

Homeless children in a iniiiiicipal shelter in LUaanbaatar. Mongolia

research and exploration, not

only of biological and physical

phenomena but also of the

human world. The study of

human evolution, prehistory,

language, and culture has

always been a part of the

magazine's scientific mission.

Many anthropologists,

including the authors of the

articles on Mongolian,

Brazilian, and American street

children, now train their sights

on complex modern nations,

as well as on homogeneous

"traditional" cultures.

articles on street children for

years to come.

Marilyn Rocky

Janet Muir

Childhope International

New York, New York

I do not find anything

"natural" about urban social

problems, nor do I find any

"histoi-y" in what amounts to

news reportage on the lives of

street urchins in your feature

"Children at Risk."

J. Bnte

Scabrook, Texas

I am not familiar with the

mission statement for the

magazine, but I question the

amount of coverage given

children of the streets. Based

on the many years I have

subscribed to the magazine,

this amount of coverage seems

unusual.

Robert W. Wilson

Orlando, Florida

The editors reply: The

American Museum of Natural

History and its journal

—

Natnrat History—seek to bring

to the public the latest in

In the coming issues of

Evolution

How (and Why) the

Elephant Got Its Trunk
An elephant's trunk is sensitive

enough to pick up a coin,

yet powerful enough to carry

mahogany logs. It is nose,

hand, and water tank. It can

catch the scent of a rival

or give a "handshake" to a

friend. Evolved from the

elongated heads of its ancestral

proboscideans, the elephant's

trunk has a natural history that

is better than any fiction.

Human Nature

Surviving in Safo

AIDS and Ebola are considered

Africa's medical time bombs,

but a former Peace Corps

volunteer finds that in Safo, in

southern Niger, drought,

hunger, lack of sanitation, and

the more mundane

medical problems of diarrhea,

tuberculosis, and infected

wounds threaten to overwhelir

the people of the village.

Photographs by

Eugene Richards
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While investigating the 1994 outbreak of canine distemper in the Serengeti (which he wrote about

for the June 1996 issue of Natural History), Craig Packer ("Virus Hunter") became interested in

another morbOlivirus—rinderpest. It "provides the classic case of a disease that has devastated a

continent," says Packer, a professor in the Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Behavior at the

University of Minnesota. His field studies of African primates and carnivores range far beyond

epidemiology into demography, sexual selection, and landscape ecology. He is the author of Into

t^SSkx. - Africa (University of Chicago Press, 1994), which won the 1995 John Burroughs Medal.

Jim Leacliman had quite a few scares while taking the photographs for this story. The most alarming was being chased by a

buffalo that was slow to succumb to a tranquilizer dart. Originally from Middleburg, Virginia, Leachman now hves in New York

City. His main interest is photographing wildhfe-management projects.

A professor of anthropology at Cornell University, IVIereditll F. Small ("Our Babies, Ourselves") became

interested in "ethnopediatrics" in 1995, after interviewing anthropologist James J. McKenna on the subject of

infant sleep. Trained as a primate behaviorist. Small has observed female mating behavior in three species of

macaque monkeys. She now writes about science for a general audience; her book Our Babies, Ourselves will be

pubhshed by Anchor Books/Doubleday in 1998. Her previous contributions to Natural History include "These

Animals Think, Therefore . .
." (August 1996) and "Read in the Bone" (fune 1997).

In the 1950s, Robert A. LeVine ("Gusii Survival Skills") was one of the original researchers for a landmark study of child rearing in

six cultures. He is a professor of anthropology and the Roy E. Larson Professor of Education and Human Development at

Harvard University. Sara Harkness and her husband, Cliarles M. Super ("An Infant's Three Rs"), carried out fieldwork in

Holland on the cultural regulation of sleep. "The discovery of the Dutch 'three Rs' of child rearing was serendipitous," they say.

Harkness is a professor and Super is dean and a professor m the University of Connecticut's School of Family Studies. Edward Z.

Tronick ("Doctor's Orders") is an associate professor of pediatrics at the Harvard Medical School and director of the Child

Development Unit at Children's Hospital in Boston. He has conducted fieldwork in Congo, Peru, Guatemala, and India. Ronald

G. Barr ("The Crying Game") studies colic, newborn memory, pacifier use, mfants' experience of pain, and behavior in twins.

He is a professor of pediatrics and psychiatry at McGiU University and head of the Child Development Programme at Montreal

Children's Hospital. Katharine A. Dettwyler ("When to Wean"), an associate professor of anthropology and nutrition at Texas

A&M University, has been researching breast-feeding since the early 1980s, when she nursed her first child and became involved

in La Leche League International (her Web site is www.prairiene.org/laleche/dettwyler.html). Her book Dancing Skeletons: Life

and Death in West Africa (Waveland Press, 1994), won the 1995 Margaret Mead Award given by the American Anthropological

Association and the Society for AppHed Anthropology. James J. McKenna ("Bedtime Story") began his career as a primatologist

and became interested in parent-infant cosleeping after the birth of his son. At the University of California, Irvine, he went on

to investigate mother—infant cosleeping. McKenna recently assumed a position as professor of anthropology at Notre Dame,

where he will direct the Mother-Baby Sleep Laboratory.

"As a classroom teacher and environmental educator, I'm interested in the idea of

'place-based' learning, studying one's immediate surroundings," says Janice Rosenberg

("Where Ancient Stories Guide Children Home"). She is working with the Seri people

on a textbook project to bring traditional ecological knowledge into the classroom.

Rosenberg, a community educator for the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum in Tucson,

was introduced to the Seri by coauthor Gary Nabhan, the museum's director of science.

A plant ecologist, Nabhan has a strong interest in ethnobotany and has worked

extensively with native peoples of Arizona and Mexico. His latest book, just out from

Counterpoint Press, is Cultures of Habitat.

Born in 1917 in New York City, photographer and microbiologist Alex Rakosy ("The Natural Moment")

credits his childhood trips to the American Museum of Natural History with sparking his Ufelong interest in

the microscopic world. Since retiring nearly fifteen years ago, Rakosy has devoted himself to exploring tiny

fi-eshwater life forms. "1 try to bring out their minute structure and show how beautifiil they can be." Of his

featured photograph, he says "Being able to contribute to the Museum in this way has thrilled me more than

I can explain." He used a Dialux-20 microscope with a Vario Orthomat camera.
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

How to make your oar invisible

to radar and laser. . .legally!

Rocky Mountain Radar introduces a device guaranteed to make your

car electronically "invisible" to speed traps—if you get a ticket while

using the product, the manufacturer will pay your fine!

by Phil Jones

If your heart doesn't skip a

beat when you drive past a

speed trap—even if you aren't

speeding—don't bother read-

ing this. I can't tell you hovi'

many times that has hap-

pened to me. Driving down

nePhazerwill ^^^ interstate with my

iam" both radar ""'^^ '^°"*''°' ^""^ ^^ '^'g^'

and laser guns, pre-
'""'^^ °'"'' '^'^ '™"'

'
^^'^l^

venting police from ^ § '°\P=^ °! ^ P°}''' "'
parked on the side of the

measuring your "^
, , , ,

J road. My heart skips a
speed,'

beat and for some rea

son 1 look at my speedometer. After 1

have passed the trap, my eyes stay

glued to my rear view mirror, pray

ing the police officer will pass me
up for a "bigger fish."

It seems that as speed-detec-

tion technology has gotten more

and more advanced, speeding

tickets have become virtually

unavoidable. And although de-

vices exist that enable motorists

to detect these speed traps, they

are outlawed in many states,

including mine.

The solution. Today, Rocky Mountain Radar

offers drivers like me a perfect solution—the

Phazer. Combining a passive radar scrambler

with an active laser scrambler, the Phazer makes
your automobile electronically "invisible" to

police speed-detecting equipment.

The radar component works by mixing an X,

K or Ka radar signal with an FM "chirp" and
bouncing it back at the squad car by way of a

waveguide antenna, effectively confusing the

computer inside the radar gun. The laser com-
ponent transmits an infrared beam that has the

same effect on laser Lidar units.

Shown actual size,

the Phazer is only

3"Wx4"L x1.5"H!

'4^^4

Perfectly legal. Some radar devices have been

outlawed because they transmit scrambling

radar beams back to the waiting law enforce-

ment vehicle. The Phazer, however, reflects a

portion of the signal plus an added FM signal

back to the police car. This, in effect, gives the

waiting radar unit an electronic "lobotomy."

Best of all, unless you are a resident

of Minnesota, Oklahoma or Wash-
ington, D.C., using the Phazer is

completely within your legal rights.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR CAR DISAPPEAR

Radar and laser scramblers are de-

vices that foil speed traps by making vehi-

cles electronically "invisible" to police

radar. Radar scramblers mix a portion of

the radar signal with background clutter

and reflect it hack to the squad car. This

technique, pioneered by Rocky (VIountain

Radar, creates an unreadable signal that

confuses the computer Inside the radar gun.

The laser scrambler in the Phazer

works in a similar manner. It transmits a

special infrared beam with Information

designed to scramble the laser signal. The

result? Readouts on police radar and laser

guns remain blank. As far as the police

officer is concerned, your vehicle is not

even on the road.

mne
Phazer

makes your car

invisible to police

radar and lasers or

the manufacturer will

pay your speeding ticket!

How it scrambles radar.

Police radar takes five to 10 measurements of a

vehicle's speed in about one second. The Phazer

sends one signal that tells the radar the car is

going 15 m.p.h. and another signal that the car is

going 312 m.p.h. Because police radar can't ver-

ify the speed, it displays no speed at all. To the

radar gun, your car isn't even on the road.

Works with laser, too! The Phazer also pro-

tects your vehicle from Lidar guns that use the

change in distance over time to detect a vehicle's

speed. The Phazer uses light-emitting diodes

(LEDs) to fire invisible infrared pulses through

the windshield. Laser guns interpret those puls-

es as a false indication of the car's distance,

blocking measurement of your speed. Again, it's

as if your car isn't even on the road.

Range up to three miles. The
Phazer begins to scramble
both radar and laser signals

as far as three miles away
from the speed trap. Its range

of effectiveness extends to

almost 100 feet away from
the police car, at which point

vou should be able to make
visual contact and reduce

your speed accordingly.

Encourage responsible dri-

ving. While the Phazer is de-

signed to help you (and me) avoid

speed traps, it is not intended to

condone excessive speeding. For that

reason, within the first year, the manufac-

turer will pay tickets where the speed limit

was not exceeded by more than 30%, or 15

miles per hour, whichever is less.

Double protection from speed traps. If

the Phazer sounds good, but you prefer to be

notified when you are in range of a police

radar, the Phantom is for you. The Phantom
combines the Phazer (including the Ticket

Rebate Program) with a

radar detector. It's legal

in every state except

Minnesota, Oklahoma,

Virginia and Wash-

ington, D.C. Ask
your representative

for more details!

Risk-free. Thanks to Rocky Mountain Radar,

speed traps don't make my heart skip a beat

anymore. Try the Phazer or the Phantom your-

self. They're both backed by our risk-free trial

and three-year manufacturer's warranty. If

you're not satisfied, return them within 90 days

for a full "No Questions Asked" refund.

The Phazer $199 $14 s&h

The Phantom $349 $18 s&h

/'/(Visr inciilioii promotional code 2541-11427.

For fastest service call toll-free 24 hours a day

800-399-7863\^SS1^^
comt:radindus1;ries
2S20 Waterford Lake Drive, Suite 102 IVIidlothian, VA 23113
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Urban Vermin
Concrete Jungle: A Pop Media Investiga-

tion of Death and Survival in Urban

Ecosystems. Edited by Mark Dion and

Alexis Rockimvi (Jiiiw Books, $24.95; 219

pp., illns.)

By Mark A. Norell

Fleas the size of rats sucked on rats tire size oj

cats

And ten thousand peoploids spht into small

tribes

Coveting the highest of the sterile skyscrapers

Like packs of dogs assaulting the glassfronts

ofLove-Me Avenue. . . .

David Bowie, "Future Legend"

Review Over the course of more

than ten thousand years,

human history has changed our environ-

ment, but the change is not always appar-

ent. Is nature better preserved in Manhat-

tan, where I live now; suburban Los

Angeles, where I spent much ot my

youth; or on the periphery of some Ver-

mont hamlet that is home to toothpaste

and ice cream makers? Most would pick

Vermont. Concrete Jungle's editors Mark

Dion and Alexis Rockman—internation-

ally renowned New York artists whose

work deals with issues of the representa-

tion of nature—argue othei-wise. Humans

are part ot nature, not a separate entity,

and thus Yosemite and the Bowery are

equally natural.

A book of interviews and essays, pho-

tographs, and illustrations, Concrete Jungle

is often funny, sometimes shocking. His-

torical, contemporary, and futurist, it ex-

plores the margins and mainstream of so-

ciety. So diverse are the contributors

(artists, scientists, hobbyists, game-control

officers) that describing them or their

''Future Legend," written by David Bowie. Reprinted by

permission of Screen Gems EMI, Tintoretto Music/RZO
Publisiiing, cind Chiysalis Mii.sic.

spectra of expertise would take most of

this review. But the editors have reined in

this disparate collection and loosely orga-

nized It under eight headings: "Wild in

the City," "Alien Invaders," "Cats and

Dogs," "Rats," "Hosting Others,"

"Trash," "Road KiU," and "Zoos, Muse-

ums and Other Fictions." After two care-

ful readings, I have gained a whole new

way ot looking at the "natural world."

Ifyou are interested in tree hugging or

a description of how pristine places are

being ruined and exploited, you won't

find much of it here. Instead, the contrib-

utors examine basic questions about our

role in the natural world, primarily from

the perspective ot urbanites. Collectively,

they deconstruct the mythic view of na-

ture as the equivalent ofbeauty and reveal

a nature that all of us—bushman and

beatnik—are part of.

This nature is not depicted in contem-

porary photographs and documentaries

or packaged in gift shops as specialty

products of the "nature industry." Un-

pleasant, distasteful, and sometimes repul-

sive, the natural world, with its human

connection, is vividly portrayed in Con-

crete Jungle. Alive, we are hosts to hun-

dreds of different parasites, including

those that may invade

our field of vision or

result from too many

sushi lunches. When
we die, a fate no ditfer-

ent from that of our

cave man ancestors

awaits us: in short

order, tlies with ultra-

sensitive scent glands

find our bodies, pro-

claiming that a meal

and a home for their

young is to be had.

Curiously, the succes-

sion of creatures feed-

ing on our decomposing bodies is so

exact (just like the succession of plants in

a forest after clear-cutting) that it can be

used as a forensic tool.

Is urban existence good for wildlife?

Yes and no. Associated with the rise of

civilization is the extinction of lots of spe-

cies of plants and animals. But civilization

has been a windfall for others: rats, for ex-

ample, are more populous now than ever

betore in their history and far outnumber

people. In constructing our homes and

sustaining ourselves, we both destroy

habitats and create them. In this new

landscape, our pets easily adapt to life be-

yond our front door. Feral felines quickly

show what deadly hunters they are, while

Rover and fellow strays form structured

packs like those of their wolf ancestors.

Highways create opportunities for scav-

enging unlucky animals mowed down by

speeding cars (for the adventurous, a few

roadkiU recipes are included). The chap-

ters dealing with cockroaches and rats

—

presented by accomplished extermina-

tors, rat fanciers, and sewermen—give

graphic insights into what lurks beneath <

the sidewalks and behind our apartment

walls. Even "wild" animals such as ar-

madillos and raccoons have adapted to

Urban Food Web

organic trash
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this urban landscape, operating in a set of

ecological relationships that is just as

complex as those of the so-called pristine

rain forests.

Before we evolved, intercontinental

movements of plants and animals resulted

from chance occurrences or the slow re-

arrangement of landmasses. New oppor-

tunities for all sorts of species to stow

away on our intercontinental meander-

ings has created a diaspora, allowing spe-

cies from all over the globe to coexist.

Other colonizing species have become es-

tablished through escape or foDy, as in the

case of the European starling, released

into Central Park in 1890 by William

SchiefBin, who hoped to populate North

America with every bird species men-

tioned in the works of Shakespeare.

The question "What is natural?" is best

examined m insightful chapters grouped

under the heading "Alien Invaders." Here

contributors look critically at the social

directives underpinning the craze for the

reestabHshment and protection of native

plants and animals. There is some excel-

lent and thought-provoking stuff here,

drawing equally from history, sociology,

and natural history. Did it ever occur to

anyone that deriding plant or animal spe-

cies as nonnative
—

"garbage species"—is

precariously close to claims made against

immigrant, ethnic, or religious groups of

our own species? As pointed out in Con-

crete Jungle, the "rhetoric ot the pest and

that of racism is intertwined."

So what of the biodiversity crisis? Our

continued meddUng and excessive popu-

lation may destroy that part of nature that

our current aesthetic holds so dear. But it

can't destroy nature itself, which wiU per-

severe as long as DNA is replicating on

our planet—probably long after our own

species has disappeared. Nature, wildlife,

and beauty are contextual. Those ex-

posed to the Concrete Jungle might not

like what they see, but there is a wild

kingdom out there.

Mark A. Norell is chairman of the Depart-

ment of Vertebrate Paleontology at the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History.

Bookshelf

The Trees in My Forest
By Bernd Heinrich (HarperCollins Publishers, 1997, $24, illus.)

Biologist Heinrich has written a biography of the forest near his home in Maine. A
frequent contributor to Natural History, he admits he has been "partly arboreal since

the age of eight." Love of his subject infuses the author's scientific discussion of the

forest, its individual trees, and their avian, lichen, and fungal cohorts. His sixty-five

pencil sketches complement the text.

The Return of the Wolf to Yellowstone
By Tliomas McNamee (Henry Holt and Company, 1997, $27.50)

Before gray wolves were driven to the brink of extinction, they were top predators

in Greater Yellowstone, an eighteen-miUion-acre area that is considered the largest

intact temperate ecosystem on Earth. Since 1994, conservationist and rancher Mc-

Namee (who has written about Italian wolves for Natural History) has kept a jour-

nal that, among other things, provides an insider's view of the stormy events that

culminated in the reintroduction of wolves to Yellowstone.

Traces of the Past
ByJoseph B. Lambert (Addison Wesley Longman, 1997, $27.50, illus.)

Where did the bluestones of Stonehenge come from? Did lead poisoning hasten

the decline of the Roman Empire? When did our human species populate the

globe? Lambert, a professor of chemistry at Northwestern University, describes

how such techniques as ultraviolet and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy,

gas chromatography, and DNA analysis are solving archeological mysteries.

Honey, Mud, Maggots, and Other Medical

Marvels
By Robert and Michele Root-Bernstein (Houghton Mifflin Co., 1997, $24)

The use ofmaggots to clean wounds, honey packs to heal sores, and bloodletting to

reduce fever are among the therapies abandoned with the advent of so-called sci-

entific medicine in the 1870s. Robert and Michele Root-Bernstein examine the

merits of these remedies and suggest how they can be integrated into current clin-

ical practice.

Video

Microcosmos
By Claude Nuridsany and Marie Perennou; Video (Miramax Home Entertainment,

1997, $14.99); Book (Stewart, Tabori

and Chang, 1997, $35, illus.)

In this award-winning French fdm, the

camera zooms down from roiling thun-

derheads and lush country panoramas

to magnify the fantastic and frenzied ac-

tivities of insects, a realm not readily

visible to the human eye. Because it is

short on narration, the viewer is often left wondering "What was that?" or "How

did they do that?" The companion volume of the same name—with more than

ninety photographs and a chapter on the making of the film—fiUs the gaps.
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Alternative Divisions
by Matt Caitiiill

The Platypus and the Mermaid: And

Other Figments of the Classifying Imagi-

nation, by Harriet Ritvo. Harvard Uniuersity

Press, $29.95; 304 pp., ilhis.

Review '^^'^ game of scientific clas-

sification is something like

Twenty Questions. You begin by naniing

one of Linnaeus's three kingdoms—Ani-

mal, Vegetable, or Mineral—and proceed

by splitting it into ever smaller subsets. An
animal, you say? Well, does it have a

backbone? Yes. Does it breathe water?

No. Is it warmblooded? Yes. With feath-

ers? Yes. Flying? No. Taller than a man?

Yes. Alive today? Yes. Then it must be an

ostrich, Stnithio camelus. Next question.

In playing Twenty Questions, you

need to begin with big, general categories

and then narrow them down, but the

number ofways you can do this is endless.

In the game of classifying organisms, sys-

tematists ever since Linnaeus have been

trying to convince themselves that there

must be a natural classification—the one

true and proper way to carve up the map

of the living world—and that they can

find out what it is and make everybody in

the world use it. Nowadays, we have

some excuse for this belief, because we

classify on the basis of evolutionary rela-

tionships, and presumably, there is only

one true evolutionary tree (even if we

don't always know what it is). But system-

atists sought natural classifications for

more than two hundred years before they

came up with any clear or objective crite-

ria for preferring one classification over

another. Lacking such criteria, what

made them so sure of themselves?

In Tlie Platypus and the Mermaid, the

historian Harriet Ritvo explores some of

the motives, reasonable and otherwise,

underlying British classifications of ani-

mals in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries. Linnaeus's system, with its con-

centric, nonoverlapping groups, became

compulsory in scientific circles in the

1800s. But it was modulated by a linger-

ing suspicion that there were linkages be-

tween animals along other dimensions

—

that some animals within each Linnaean

group were "higher" than others or

formed connections with groups outside

their own, as the platypus was variously

thought to Hnk mammals to birds, rep-

tiles, or amphibians. These horizontal and

vertical dimensions were expressed for-

mally in the bizarre "quinary system" of

classification, which Ritvo may be the

first person ever to explain intelligibly.

I liked Ritvo 's opening chapters on sci-

entific classification, but I was frustrated

by her casual approach to the details of

competing systems and methods. My
frustration gave way to bewilderment as I

read on into the later chapters, in which

she surveys the mostly nonscientific ways

in which Britons classified animal breeds,

sideshow monsters, and meat on the

table. The amount of space (more than

half the book) that Ritvo lavishes on these

topics seemed excessive to me, like devot-

ing equal space in a history of chemistry

to valence theory and the making of bis-

cuits. But Ritvo's unsystematic approach

to systematics suits her purpose, which is

"to situate the technical classification of

animals in eighteenth- and nineteenth-

century Britain within a larger cultural

context," without conceding any special

status to what biologists thought about

these matters.

As Ritvo points out, scientific classifi-

cation arose pardy out of a desire to inject

some order and system into the vast,

messy aggregations of seasheUs, mounted

birds, and pickled fetuses that populated

the curio cabinets of seventeenth-century

aristocrats. This book has something of

the disorderly allure of those strange col-

lections. Anybody who reads it will be

fascinated by all the curiosities Ritvo has

assembled—the interspecies hybrids, gi-

ants, dwarfs, bearded ladies, two-headed

pigs, sea serpents, and stuffed mermaids

—

to bolster her contention that scientific

authority tailed to impose an official pic-

ture of the animal kingdom on the many-

voiced classificatory impulses of Britons

in the Age of Reason and the Age of

Steam.

Ritvo's book is worth reading for its

erudition and charm and for her percep-

tive observations on the social and politi-

cal motives embedded in the scientific

doctrines she surveys—especially those

that drew analogies between animali

breeds, social classes, and human races.



Tlic first commercial iniiscums exhibited a mix of curiosities,

as the portrait of a "pied black," above, and tlie "Irish giant

and "Sicilian fairy" skeletons, left.

But I was troubled by her apparent hostil-

ity to the notion of scientific authority. In

one sense, "scientific authority" is some-

thing of a misnomer because science's ex-

perimental method is grounded in the

notion that experience counts for every-

thing and authority counts for nothing.

But not all reports of experience have the

same value. The life-

times of tested experi-

ence about living

things that go into bio-

logical classifications

are worth a lot more

than the photograph of

the half-woman, half-

ostrich on this week's

cover of the Weekly

World Enquirer—or her

Victorian equivalent,

the stuffed mermaid.

Persons of a scien-

tific turn of mind, who

want to know how er-

rors originate and per-

sist, and how we can

avoid making similar

mistakes in the future,

may find Ritvo's book

unsatisfying because of

her reluctance to judge

the beliefs of the past.

Despite this book's

subtitle, mermaids are figments of the

imagination and platypuses are not. 1

would have liked the book better if

Ritvo had insisted on that all-important

distinction.

If she had, she might have raised some

more profound issues about the differ-

ences between scientific classification and

Twenty Questions. It isn't surprising that

different people classify animals in differ-

ent ways for different purposes. What is

surprising is that they tend to come up

with pretty similar groupings. For in-

stance, practically everybody in Europe

who classified animals during the cen-

turies surveyed by Ritvo drew a high-

level circle on the map of hfe around

creatures with warm blood and feathers

(admittedly, with some doubts about

platypuses), and practically nobody tried

to draw taxonomic boundaries around,

say, "things with legs" or "things that eat

plants." And beyond Europe, ethnologists

find that very different cultures aD over

the world often have very similar folk tax-

onomies, especially at the level of the spe-

cies and genus. The groupings that keep

showing up in different classifications

must be telling us something about the

order of nature or the way our minds are

organized. In either case, they deserve to

be taken seriously as something more

than arbitrary exercises of scientific au-

thority or the classifying imagination.

Matt Cartmill, a professor ofanatomy and an-

thropology at Duke University, writes exten-

sively on the history oj evolutionary thought.

His latest book, A View to a Death in the

Morning, is a histoij of ideas about hunting

and human origins.

Bones, etc
By Robert Anderson

n t U r e . n e t
'-"hysical anthropology,

the study of human

origins, is a rapidly changing field. Each

new fossil hominid find has the potential

to change our understanding of how hu-

mans evolved and spread out of Africa.

Anthropology in the News, maintained by

David Carlson at Texas A&M University

(www.tamu.edu/anthropology/news.html),

ha.s many of the current anthropology re-

lated articles that can be accessed on the

Internet. Origins of Humankind (www.

dealsonhne.com/origins/) also has articles

on the latest discoveries.

Africa has been the focus of physical

anthropology studies for decades, but in-

terest in Asia's influence on human evolu-

tion continues to grow. To learn more

about it, try Fossil Evidence ofHuman Evo-

lution in China (www.cruzio.eom/~

cscp/index.htmj-

At the University of Minnesota, Kevin

Callahan (shown demonstrating the use

of an allatl, or spear-thrower) has created

a large anthropology page to accompany a

course on luiinan origins (www.geocities

.coni/Athens/Acropolis/557y/TA.htnil).

ArcheoJogist Allen Lutins also maintains a

large list of anthropology-related sites

(www.nitehawk.com/alleycat/anth-faq

.html#WWWPhys).

Two related sites worth looking at are:

Osteoiiitcractive (medstat.med.utah.edu/

kw/osteo), which does a nice job of

showing how forensic anthropologists can

deduce people's sex, height, age, and race

from their bones; and Paleoanthropology

Fiction (www.talkorigins.org/faqs/homs

/fiction.html) which has reviews ofbooks

that bring our most ancient ancestors to

life—with varying degrees of scientific

accuracy.

Robert Anderson is a science writer living in

Los Angeles.
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By Christopher P Toiuiiey

When astronaut James Invm walked on

the Moon in August 1971, he met God.

"I felt His presence on the moon in the

most immediate and ovei^whelming way.

... I was relying on God rather than

Houston," he later wrote. Irwin retired

from the astronaut corps the next year, ul-

timately to seek that same spiritual e.xpe-

for good. The ark-hunting astronaut died

of a heart attack in August 1991.

What should we think ot Invin's expe-

ditions? In a way, they are the very stuff of

romantic archeology: a journey to an ex-

otic land to recover artifacts m the hopes

that science would unlock the secrets of

an ancient civilization. But Irwin also was

part of a recent wave of conservative

Christians whose ark-hunting expedi-

Biblical archeologists as well as reli-

gionists have explored sites in the Near

East, and some have made finds that cor-

roborate certain details in biblical ac-

counts. European archeologists and

philologists of the late nineteenth century

found that some Old Testament narratives

in the books of Samuel, Kings, and

Chronicles corresponded closely with re-

lated information in Egyptian and Assyr-

Who's Seen Noahs Ark?
The cast of characters includes Armenian peasants, British atheists, a French

industrialist, and an American astronaut.

rience m another high place: the summit

of Ararat, or Aghri Dagh, a 17,000-foot

mountain in Turkey near the border \\'ith

the former Soviet Union. This peak, he

believed, was where Noah had landed m
his ark, as related in Genesis 8:4.

After years of fund-raising and plan-

ning, Irwin set out for Ararat in 1982, ex-

pecting to face "bears and leopards and

poisonous snakes." But gravity proved

more dangerous. That August he was

knocked unconscious when he fell a hun-

dred feet down the mountainside. He re-

turned to Turkey the following month,

but Turkish officials would not grant him

permission to scale the peak. In 1983 he

visited Ararat again, and a guide accom-

panying him reportedly spotted some

wood protruding from the snow. But a

blizzard forced them off the mountain be-

fore they could retrieve it. Twelve months

later, Irwin reached the wood: it turned

out to be an old pair of skis.

Kurdish guerrillas foiled another Irwin

expedition in Turkey in 1985, and a year

later, Turkish officials detained Irwin and

his fibn crew and accused them of espi-

onage for supposedly filming military

areas along Turkey's borders with the So-

viet Union and Iran. That year Invin an-

nounced that he was giving up the search

tions foUow a predictable pattern: First,

legends, rumors, and hearsay cement a re-

ligious conviction that the ark rests on

Ararat. Then comes a dramatic search for

the ark, involving dangers, thrills, and dis-

asters. But in the end, credible proof al-

ways eludes the ark seekers.

"The narrative style of Hebrew Scrip-

ture lends itself to seekers of objective

corroboration because the stories read as

if they report actual events," says Jack Sas-

son, Kenan Professor ot Religious Studies

at the University of North Carolina.

"But," he emphasizes, "the Bible is a

moral document, not a history. What Is-

rael wanted most to communicate

through its literature—its discovery of

God and its consequent insights into eth-

ical verities—is given in forms that largely

elude the methods of historical inquiry."

Carol Meyers, a professor of biblical

studies and archeology at Duke Univer-

sity and an editor of the Oxford Encydope-

cha of Archaeology in the Near East, elabo-

rates on this point: "People don't seem to

understand the kind of narrative that we

find 111 the Bible, in which ancient people

communicated their truths by telling sto-

ries. The story of Noah teaches that the

universe in which we live is moral, and

that God punishes immorality."

ian accounts. This kind of independent

confirmation of scriptural passages con-

tributed to the growth ofbiblical archeol-

ogy as a legitimate academic discipline.

In 1996, when archeologist Seymour

Gitm, of the W. E Albright Institute of

Archeological Research, and Trude

Dothan, of Hebrew University in

Jerusalem, were excavating a site at Tel

Miqne in central Israel, they discovered a

stone block with a Phoenician inscription

that notes the dedication of a temple to a

goddess by Achish, son of Padi and king

ofEkron. (Assyrian histories also mention

Ikausu, the Assyrian version of Achish.)

One of five Philistine capitals, Ekron is

mentioned in 1 Samuel 5:10, which tells

of the Philistines winning a battle against

the Israelites and carrying off their sacred

scrolls to that city. Although this battle

took place nearly 400 years before the in-

scription date, Gitin and Dothan's excava-

tion site is now known to be Ekron's lo-

cation.

"Certain things in the Bible are likely

to have historical or archeological reflec-

tions, but others are not," says Lawrence

Stager, director of the Semitic Museuir

and Dorot Professor of the Archeology oi

Israel at Harvard. And archeological evi-

dence sometimes runs counter to Scrip-



mre. For example, physical evidence from

the cit\' ofJericho, excavated in the 1930s

by archeologist John Garstang and in the

1950s by archeologist Kathleen Kenyon,

indicated that the site was sparsely popu-

lated and not a walled city at the time

when most archeologists and biblical

scholars had placed Joshua there.

Similarly, the tale of a righteous man

who survives divme wrath by building an

ark and riding out a great

flood is demonstrably more

ancient than Genesis. In a pas-

sage from the Sumerian epic

Gilgamesh, among the world's

oldest known hterature, the

gods preserve a good man

called Ziusudra when most

humans are destroyed in a

great flood. Later, in the

Babylonian version, Ziusudra

became Utnapishtum. Early

in the first miUenniuni B.C.,

the Hebrews reworked the

general plot, with Noah as the

hero, in the Old Testament.

The conservative Christian

view—dissenting from the

consensus of linguistic and

archeological scholars—holds

that the Noah story is the

original and Gilgamesh the de-

rivative. Not surprisingly,

modern-day ark seekers are

found in the conservative

Christian community, not in university

archeology departments.

They are, however, part of a venerable

tradition. Since about the third century

B.C., rumors of the ark's location have cir-

culated in western Asia. The Jewish histo-

rian Flavius Josephus, writing in the first

century A.D., repeated hearsay that the ark

was in eastern Turkey. Three hundred

years later, the Byzantine Church histo-

rian Eusebius of Caesarea repeated the

story, as did other writers over the next

ten centuries. The fourteenth-century

Travels of Sir John MandeviUe related that,

with divine help, a pious monk managed

to retrieve a plank of the ark from the

slopes ofMount Ararat and to deliver it to

an abbey at the foot of the mountain.

While the author gave copious details

about the mountain, the local climate,

and the monastery, scholars continue to

debate the identity of Sir John (who

claimed to be an English knight who
served with the sultan of Egypt and the

Great Khan). Some say that the author of

the Travels—whoever he was—may never

have left Europe.

Archeologists
unearth lost
prophecies

the story goes, Bolsheviks destroyed the

report to discourage behef in the Bible.

Inquiries into the source of this tale

have failed to confirm the existence of

Roskovitsky. According to Violet Cum-
mings, whose 1982 book Has Anybody

Really Seen Noah's Ark? inspired many ark

seekers, the story seems to have origi-

nated with "an unnamed Russian

widow" who said that her late husband

was the pilot.

5 Cumminss's book includes

I
another tantalizing tale, the

I story of Haji Yearam, an Ar-

NOAH'S ARK
DISCOVERY
Noifif iind outs
•Judgement Day's exact

date, time and place

•Millions in jeopardy
as Good battles Evil

•Why Bethlehem vision

off Christ is warning sign

•How giant flood will

'cleanse' World again

A recent supermarket tabloid headline exploits "Arkeology

The modern era of ark hunting began

in the nineteenth century, when several

religiously inspired Europeans launched a

series of expeditions to Ararat. The fever

reached America in the twentieth cen-

tury, spurred by various published ac-

counts. In 1939, an American evangelical

magazine. The New Eden, reported that a

Russian World War I aviator named

Vladimir Roskovitsky had seen a large

ship resting high on Mount Ararat in

1917. His commanding officer sent 150

men to scale the mountain, and their

photographs and measurements formed

the basis of an official report. But soon

after that document was sent to the czar,

the government was overthrown and, so

menian peasant (as told to her

by a twentieth-century Sev-

enth-Day Adventist pastor

named Harold H. Williams,

who had befriended the ailing

Yearam). In the mid- 1850s,

when Yearam was a boy, a trio

ofBritish atheists
—

"three vUe

men"—visited his father's

modest home. Their purpose,

they explained, was to survey

Ararat and prove that Noah's

ark did not exist. They hired

Yearam and his father to lead

them up the mountain, and all

five hiked to Noah's ark,

which they saw, touched, and

entered. There they found

cages and stalls, the doorway

through which the animals

had entered, the pitch de-

scribed in Genesis 6:14, and so on. At

that point, the three atheists "went into a

Satanic rage" and swore a "fearfiil death

oath"—that they would torture and kill

Yearam, his father, and anyone else who

disclosed that the ark actually existed.

In 1955, Fernand Navarra, a French

industrialist, ascended Ararat. This was

the event that directly inspired a new

wave of expeditions, including Ii-win's.

Navarra recovered a piece of oak and cap-

tured his activities on film. In Noah's Ark:

I Touched It, Navarra writes at length of

his expeditions to Ararat. Describing his

third trip to the mountain, he tells of how

he deceived Turkish authorities about his

reasons for being in the region and
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evaded their security forces. He reached

the ice-covered ark and managed to saw

off a five-foot section of wood that was

protruding from the ice. He then cut the

wooci into pieces to smuggle it past the

soldiers. Although the book contains

photos of the author and his son climb-

ing, camping, and cooking, there are no

detailed photos of the supposed ark. A
documentary-style

film, The Incredible

Discovery of Noah's

Ark, produced by

an independent film

company and aired

by CBS m 1993, in-

cludes some of

Navarra's footage of

his young son haul-

ing a five-foot

length of oak from

an icy crevasse.

According to

Navarra, an uniden-

tified expert in

Cairo, using meth-

ods not specified,

dated the wood at

between 4,000 and

6,000 years old.

The book ends with an ap-

pendix that includes transcrip-

tions of certificates said to

have been received from labo-

ratories in France and Spain.

One of these, from the

Forestry Institute of the Span-

ish government, suggests that

the age of the wood "varies

around 5,000 years," fitting

perfectly with the fundamen-

talist Christian belief that

places the creation of the earth

in 4004 B.C. and Noah's Flood

about 3000 B.C.

The 5,000-year estimate, however, was

based not on a carbon dating or ring

count but on the "density and color" of

the wood. Navarra's oak has subsequently

been subjected to at least seven carbon-14

tests to determine its age. Five results clus-

ter in a rans;e from A.D. 620 to A.D. 790.

With a resurgence in the 1960s ofwhat

has been called "scientific creationism,"

interest in finding Noah's ark intensified.

John C. Whitcomb, Jr., and Henry M.

Morris, who launched a new era of scien-

tific creationism with their 1961 book

Tiie Genesis Flood, argued that almost all

geological evidence of the earth's extreme

age—including layers of rock and the fos-

Igneous rock formations haiv hired ark seekers to the volcanic mountain

Ararat near Turkey's border with Armenia.

Two popnhxr titles in a flood oj books about Noah's ark

sils in them—could be accounted for by

the Flood mentioned in Genesis 6-10.

Today, one of the most persistent of the

ark hunters is John D. Morris—the presi-

dent of the Institute for Creation Re-

search and son of Heni^ M. Morris

—

who has sought the ark in eastern Turkey

more than a dozen times.

The latest of the modern legends, pub-

lished in 1972, has a scientific cast. A man

using the pseudonym of Daryl Davis

claimed he worked for Robert Geist at

the Smithsonian Institution. In Decem-

ber of 1968, according to this account, a

joint expedition of the National Geo-

graphic Society and the Smithsonian de-

livered the wooden remains of Noah's

ark, plus a coffin-

shaped alabas-

ter box containing

Noah's corpse, to

the Smithsonian,

but the Smithsonian

concealed this evi-

dence because it

would discredit the

institution's exhibits

on evolution.

Violet Cummings

includes the Davis

story m Has Anybody

Really Seen Noah 's

Ark?, even though

both the Smithson-

ian and the Na-

tional Geographic

Society firmly de-

nied It. Cummings

claims to have confirmed that

Daryl Davis was a volunteer

at the Smithsonian in 1968,

but concedes that the exis-

tence of Robert Geist has

never been confirmed. Citing

a claim by members of a 1969

ark-hunting expedition (a

group that included Navarra)

that they had received thou-

sands of dollars worth of film

from the National Geo-

graphic Society, Cummings

concludes that the organiza-

tion was deeply involved in their search.

Two aspects of Davis's story were new

and notable. First, major American scien-

tific and educational organizations are

brought into the story. Second, as anthro-

pologist Tom Mclver has pointed out,

while earlier tales blamed distant entities

Hke Russian Bolsheviks and British athe-



ists for keeping the truth troni American

Christians, the Davis story points to a

conspiracy involving the United States

government—thus integrating the tale

\^'ith conspiracy theories about CIA assas-

sinations and the U.S. Air Forces suppres-

sion of information about UFOs and

' aliens. Such beheS now circulate far be-

yond the circle of fiindamentahsts to the

broader audience of conspiracy theorists.

Interest in the hteral ark did not end

with the frustrating expeditions of Irwin

and John D. Morris or with rumors such

as those promulgated by Daryl Davis. Last

year the Institute for Creation Research

pubUshed Noah's Ark: A Feasibility Study,

by John Woodmorappe. The book,

which seeks to answer the more mundane

questions of Noah's voyage, includes such

,
chapter titles as "Waste Management,"

and "The Ark Animals: Carriers of Ade-

quate Genetic Diversity."

And new claims of ark sightings con-

tinue to cause controversy. This past April,

Australian geology professor Ian Plimer

and American marine salvage expert

David Fasold sued Allen Roberts, a cre-

ationist church elder whose foundation,

ArkSearch, Inc., claimed to have found

the ark in Turkey. Roberts, they charged,

had violated trade laws by making false

claims in order to raise money. While the

Australian court agreed that Roberts had

made "false representarions" about his sci-

entific evidence, it also decided that he

had not violated any trade laws, since his

organization was not a business. However,

for illegally pubhshing Fasold's drawing of

the ark in promotional material, Roberts

was fined S2,500.

Perhaps the ultimate irony of the expe-

ditions to Ararat is that while the ark

seekers mean to demonstrate that the

Bible is neither myth nor superstition,

they associate it instead with rumor and

illogic. Genesis deserves better.

Christopher P. Tourney teaches the anthropol-

ogy of science at the University of Kentucky.

He wrote God's Own Scientists (1994),

and Conjuring Science (1996), published

by Rutgers University Press).
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By StephenJay Gould

Christopher Wren, the leading architect

of London's reconstruction after the great

fire of 1666, Hes buried beneath the floor

of his most famous building. Saint Paul's

Cathedral. No elaborate sarcophagus

adorns the site. Instead, we find only the

famous epitaph written by his son and

now inscribed in the floor; si moiiiiiiiciitiiDi

reqtiiris, cimiiiispice
—

"if you are searching

for his monument, look around." A tad

grandiose perhaps, but I have never read a

finer testimony to the central impor-

tance—one might even say sacredness

—

of actual places, rather than rephcas, sym-

bols, or other forms of vicarious

resemblance.

An odd coincidence of professional life

recently turned my thoughts to this most

celebrated epitaph when, for the second

time, I received an office in a spot loaded

with history, a place stiU redolent with

ghosts of past events both central to our

common culture and especially meaning-

ful for my own life and choices.

In 1971, I spent an academic term as a

visiting researcher at Oxford University. I

received a cranny of office space on the

upper floor of the University Museum.

As I set up my books, fossil snails, and mi-

truth. Wilberforce and Huxley did put on

a splendid and largely spontaneous show,

but no clear victor emerged from the

scuffle, and Joseph Hooker, Darwin's

other champion, made an even more ef-

fective reply to the bishop, since forgotten

by history. (See my May 1986 essay,

"Knight Takes Bishop?")

I can't claim that the lingering presence

of these Victorian giants increased my re-

solve or improved my ^vork, but I loved

the sense of continuity vouchsafed to me

by this happy circumstance. I even trea-

sured the etymology—for "circum-

stance" means "standing around," and

there I stood, perhaps in the very spot

where Huxley had said, at least according

to legend, that he preferred an honest ape

to a bishop who would use his privileged

position to inject scorn and ridicule into a

serious scientific debate.

Last year, I received a part-time ap-

pointment as visiting research professor of

biology at New York University. I was

given an office on the tenth floor of the

Brown Building on Washington Place, a

nondescript, early-twentieth-century

structure now fJled with laboratories and

other academic spaces. As the dean took

me on a casual tour of my new digs, he

made a passing remark, intended as little

If the debate between Huxley and

Wilberforce defines a primary legend of

my chosen profession, the Triangle Shirt-

waist Fire occupies an even more central

place in my larger view of Hfe. I grew up

in a family ofJewish immigrant garment

workers, and this holocaust (in the Uteral

meaning of a thorough sacrifice by burn-

ing) had set their views and helped to de-

fine their futures.

The shirtwaist—a coUared blouse de-

signed after the model of a man's shirt and

worn above a separate skirt—had become

the fashionable symbol of more indepen-

dent women. The Triangle company.

New York City's largest manufacturer of

shirtwaists, occupied three floors (eighth

through tenth) of the Asch BuOding (later

bought by New York University and

rechristened as Brown, partly to blot out

the infamy of association with the fire).

The company employed some 500 work-

ers, nearly all young women who had re-

cently arrived either as Jewish immigrants

from eastern Europe or Cathohcs firom

Italy. The building, in addition to eleva-

tors, had only two small stairways and one

absurdly inadequate fire escape. But the

owners had violated no codes both be-

cause general standards of regulation were

then so weak and because the structure

A Tale ofTv^o Worksites
croscope, I noticed a metal plaque afiixed

to the wall, informing me that this recon-

figured space of shelves and cubicles had

been, originally, the site of the most fa-

mous public confrontation in the early

histoiy of Darwinism. On this very spot

in 1860, just a few months after Darwin

published the Origin of Species, T. H.

Huxley had drawn his rhetorical sword

and soundly skewered the slick but super-

ficial champion of creationism Bishop

"Soapy Sam" Wilberforce.

As \vith most legends, the official ver-

sion ranks as mere cardboard before a

much more comphcated and multifaceted

more than tour-guide patter, but produc-

ing an electric effect upon his new tenant.

Did I know, he asked, that this building

had been the site of the infamous Triangle

Shirtwaist Fire of 1911? My office occu-

pied a corner location on one of the af-

fected floors—m fact, as I later discovered,

right near the escape route used by many

workers to reach safety on the roof above.

The dean also told me that each year on

the March 25 anniversary of the fire, the

International Ladies Garment Workers

Union still holds a ceremony at the site

and lays wreaths to memorialize the 146

workers killed in the blaze.

was supposedly fireproof—as the frame-

work proved to be (for the building, with

my office, stiU stands), although nonflam-

mable walls and ceihngs could not pre-

vent an internal blaze on floors crammed

full of garments and cuttings. The Trian-

gle factory was, in fact, a deathtrap—for

fire hoses of the day could not pump

above the sixth floor, while nets and blan-

kets could not sustain the force of a

human body faUing from greater heights.

The fire broke out at quitting time.

Most workers managed to escape by the

elevators, down one staircase (we shall

come to the other staircase later), or by
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running up to the roof. But 1 46 employ-

ees, nearly all young women, were

trapped by the flames. About 50 workers

met a hideous, if dramatic, end by jump-

ing in terror from the nmth-floor wm-
dows as a wall offlame advanced from be-

hind. Firemen and bystanders begged

them not to jump, and then tried to hold

improvised nets of sheets and blankets.

But the men could not hold the nets

against the force of fall, and many bodies

plunged right through the flmisy fabrics

onto the pavement below, or even right

through the "hollow sidewalks" made ot

opaque glass circles designed to transmit

daylight to basements below, still a major

(and attractive) feature of my SoHo

neighborhood. (These sidewalks carry

prominent signs warning heavy delivery

trucks not to back in.) Not a single

jumper survived, and the memory of

these forced leaps to death remains the

most searing image of America's proto-

typical sweatshop tragedy.

All defining events of history develop

simplifieci legends as official versions

—

primarily, I suppose, because we com-

mandeer such events for shorthand moral

instruction, and the complex messiness ot

actual truth always blurs the clarity of a

pithy epigram. Thus, Huxley, represent-

ing the righteousness of scientific objec-

tivity, must slay the dragon of ancient and

unthinking dogma. The legend of the

Triangle fire holds that workers became

trapped because management had locked

all the exit doors to prevent pilfering, un-

scheduled breaks, or access to union or-

ganizers—leaving only the fire escape as a

mode of exit. All five of my guidebooks

to New York architecture tell this "ofti-

cial" version. My favorite book, for ex-

ample, states: "Although the building was

equipped with fire exits, the terrified

workers discovered to their horror that

the mnth-floor doors had been locked by

supervisors. A single fire escape was

whoUy inadequate for the crush of panic-

stricken employees."

These ofl?icial legends may exaggerate

for moral punch, but they emerge from a

factual basis of greater ambiguity—and

this reality, as we shall see in the Triangle

case, often provides a deeper and more

important lesson. Huxley did argue with

Wilberforce after all, even if he secured

no decisive victory, and Huxley did rep-

resent the side of the angels—the true an-

gels of light and justice. And although

many Triangle workers escaped by eleva-

tors and one staircase, another staircase

(that might have saved nearly everyone

else) was almost surely locked.

If Wilberforce and his minions had

won, I might be a laborer or a linguist or,

God forbid, a lawyer today. But the Tri-

angle fire might have blotted me out en-

tirely. My grandmother arrived in Amer-

Social Darwinism, the

major social theory

that hindered industrial

reform, was a grossly

overextended application of

biological evolution to

human history.

ica in 1910. On that fatal March day in

1911, she was a sixteen-year-old seam-

stress working in a sweatshop—but, thank

God, not for the Triangle Shirtwaist

Company. My grandfather, at the same

moment, was cutting cloth in yet another

nearby factory.

These two utterly disparate stories

—

half a century and an ocean apart, and

maximally contrasting an industrial

tragedy with an academic confronta-

tion—might seem to stand as the most

unrelatable of items: the apples and or-

anges, or chalk and cheese (the British

version), of our mottoes. Yet I feel that

the two stories share an intimate bond in

illustrating the opposite poles of a central

issue in the history of evolutionary the-

ory: the application of Darwinian

thought to the Ufe and times of our own

troubled species. I claim nothing beyond

personal meaning—and certainly no ra-

tionale for boring anyone else—in the ac-

cidental location ot my two oftices in

such sacred spots ot history. But the emo-

tion of a personal prod often dislodges a

general theme worth sharing.

The application of evolutionary theory

to Hoiiici sapiens has always troubled West-

ern culture deeply, not for any reason that

might be called scientific (for humans are

biological objects and must therefore take

their place with all other hving creatures

on the genealogical tree of life) but only

as a consequence of ancient prejudices

about human distinctiveness and un-

bridgeable superiority. Even Darwin tip-

toed lightly across this subject when he

wrote the Origin of Species in 1859 (al-

though he plunged in later, in 1871, with

a book entitled Tlie Descent of Man). The

first edition of the Origin says little about

Homo sapiens beyond the cryptic promise

that "light will be thrown on the origin

of man and his history." (Darwm became

a bit bolder in later editions and ventured

the emendation, "Much light will be

thrown. . .
.")

Troubling issues of this sort often find

their unsurprising resolution in a bit of

wisdom that has permeated our traditions

trom such sublime sources as Aristotle's

atirea uiediocritas (golden mean) to the ver-

nacular sensibility of Goldilocks's deci-

sions to split the difference between two

extremes and find a solution "just right"

in the middle. Similarly, one can ask ei-

ther too little or too much of Darwinism

in trying to understand "the origin of

man and his history." As usual, a proper

solution lies in the intermediary position

of "a great deal, but not everything."

Soapy Sam Wilberforce and the Triangle

Shirtwaist Fire gain their odd but sensible

conjunction as illustrations of the two ex-

tremes that must be avoided—for Wilber-

force denied evolution altogether and ab-

solutely, while the major social theory

that hindered industrial reform (and per-

mitted conditions that led to such disasters

as the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire) followed

the most overextended application ofbio-

logical evolution to patterns of human

history—the so-called theory of social

Darwinism. By understanding the fallac-

ies of Wilberforce's denial and social Dar-

winism's uncritical and total embrace, we

.
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may find the proper course between.

They didn't call him Soapy Sam for

nothing. The orotund Bishop of Oxford

saved his finest invective for Darwin's at-

tempt to apply his heresies to human ori-

gins. In his review of the Origin of Species

(published in the Quarterly Review, Eng-

land's leading literary journal, in 1860),

WUberforce complained above all: "First,

then, he not obscurely declares that he

applies his scheme of the action of the

principle ot natural selection to Man
himself, as well as to the animals around

him." Wilberforce then uncorked a pas-

sionate argument for a human uniqueness

that could only have been divinely or-

dained:

Man's derived supremacy over tlie earth;

man's power of articulate speecli; man's gift

of reason; man'sfree-will and

responsibility; man's fall and man's

redemption; the incarnation of the Eternal

Son; the indwelling of the Eternal

Spirit,—all are equally and utterly

irreconcilable with the degrading notion of

the brute origin of him who was created in

the image of God, and redeemed by the

Eternal Son.

But the tide of histoi-y rolled over the

good bishop. When Wilberforce died in

1873 firom a head injui"y after a fall from

his horse, Huxley acerbically remarked

that, for once, the bishop's brains had

come into contact with reality—and the

result had been fatal. Darwinism became

the reigning intellectual novelty of the

late nineteenth century. The potential

domain of natural selection, Darwin's

chief explanatory principle, seemed

nearly endless to his devotees (although

not, interestingly, to the master himself, as

Darwin remained cautious about exten-

sions beyond the realin of biological evo-

lution). If a "struggle for existence" regu-

lated the evolution of organisms,

wouldn't a similar principle also explain

the history of just about anything—from

the cosmolog)' of the universe to the lan-

guages, economics, technologies, and

cultural histories of human groups?

Even the greatest of truths can be

overextended by zealous and uncritical

acolytes. Natural selection may be one of

the most powerful ideas ever developed in

science, but only certain kinds of systems

can be regulated by stich a process, and

Darwin's principle cannot therefore ex-

plain all natural sequences that develop

historically. For example, we may talk

about the "evolution" of a star through a

predictable series of phases over many bil-

lion years from birth to explosion, but

natural selection—a process driven by dif-

ferential survival and reproductive success

of some individuals in a variable popula-

tion—cannot be the cause of stellar devel-

When Wilberforce died

from a head injury after a

fall from his horse, Huxley

remarked that, for once, the

bishop's brains had come
into contact -with

reality—and the result had

been fatal.

opment. We must look, instead, to the

inherent physics and cheirdstry of light

elements in such large masses.

Similarly, although Darwinism surely

explains many universal features of

human form and behavior, we cannot in-

voke natural selection as the controlling

cause of our cultural changes since the

dawn of agriculture—if only because

such a limited time of some ten thousand

years provides so little potential for any

general biological evolution at all. More-

over, and most importantly, human cul-

tural change operates in a manner that

precludes a controlling role for natural se-

lection. To mention the two most obvi-

ous differences: first, biological evolution

proceeds by continuous division ot spe-

cies into independent lineages that must

remain forever separated on the branch-

ing tree of life. Human cultural change

works by the opposite process of borrow-

iii" and amalsamation. One raod look at

another culture's wheel or alphabet may

alter the course ot a civilization forever. If

we seek any biological analogue for cul-

tural change, I suspect that infection will

work much better than evolution.

Secondly, human cultural change runs

by the powerful mechanism of Lamarck-

ian inheritance of acquired characters.

Anything useful (or, alas, destructive) that

our generation invents can be passed di-

recdy to our otfspring by direct educa-

tion. Change in this rapid Lamarckian

mode easily overwhelms the much slower

process of Darwinian natural selection,

which requires a Mendelian form of in-

heritance based on small-scale, undirected

variation that can then be sifted and

sorted through a struggle for existence.

Genetic variation is Mendelian, so Dar-

winism rules biological evolution. But

cultural variation is largely Lamarckian,

and natural selection cannot determine

the recent history of our technological

societies.

Nonetheless, the first blush of high

Victorian enthusiasm for Darwinism in-

spired a rush of attempted extensions to

other fields, at least by analogy. Some

proved fruitful, including the decision of

James Murray, editor of.the Oxford English

Dictionary (first volume published in

1 884, but under way for twenty years be-

fore then), to work strictly by historical

principles and treat the changing defini-

tions of words not by current preferences

in use (as in a truly normative dictionary)

but by the chronology and branching

evolution of recorded meanings (making

the text more an encyclopedia about the

histoi^y of words than a true dictionary).

But other extensions were both invalid

in theory and (or so most of us would

judge by modern moral sensibilities)

harmful, if not tragic, in application. As

the chief offender in this category, we

must cite a highly influential theory that

acquired the inappropriate name of social

Darwinism. (As many historians have

noted, this theory should really be called

social Spencerism since Herbert Spencer,

chief Victorian pundit of nearly every-

(Please turn to page 29)
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BEST BIRDING
"HOT S" IN THE CONTINEI^TAL U . S . by Stephen C. Qu

Selecting and highlighting the best birding hot

spots can be misleading, as often an individual birder's

favorite hot spot will prove to be the wood lot down the

block during the first two weeks in May, or the

shores of a local reservoir in the fall. The following list

of "hot spots" are birding areas which have a

long history of producing grand results and are

often places of great scenic beauty and

abundant wildlife other than birds. They are

often populated by birds at specific

seasons during migration.

The number of birds one will

encounter will depend on the weather.

Most birds do not migrate during

stormy weather or low pressure

NEW YORK
Central Park

Covering 862 acres in the center of

Manhattan, Central Park is a critical

rest stop for migrants in spring and fall

with over 250 species recorded. Flights

of migrants can be a spectacle, with the

possibility of two dozen warblers on a

good spring morning. Central Park is

the place to learn to identify songbirds

by sight and sound.

Jamaica Bay

In the shadow of NYC, this 9155

acre refuge was developed as a bird

sanctuary in 1953. It is a superb area for

summer shore birding, for fall migrants

and also wonderful in spring, with 325

species recorded. It supports diverse

habitats and has well-maintained paths

and trails through woodland, marsh,

ponds, fields and mudflats.

systems and often bird migration will be influenced by

predominant winds. Some migrate by day, others at

night. You might be at the right location, at the right

time of the year, at the right time of the day,

and not see a bird! But then there will be those moments
that are truly mystical experiences, where one feels

totally absorbed and affected by nature in a very

personal way. Those are the "highs" of birding that

keep us coming back for more. Following are a

selection of sites located on all four of the

major North American flyways — a few

of the continent's best hot spots,

spread out across the country - they

serve as prime locations for pros

as well as beginners.

NEW JERSEY
Cape May

Long before its many historic

Victorian homes existed, this area was a

focal point for birds during their

southbound flight in the fall. Cape May
Point State Park, with its famed

lighthouse, is a focal point for birders as

well. An annual daily hawk watch is

conducted by NJ Audubon. The Cape

May Bird Observatory, located near the

lighthouse on East Lake Drive, is where

you can learn what to see and where to

go. Nearby Edwin B. Forsythe (or

Brigantine) National Wildlife Refuge

provides a wonderful self-guided drive-

through birding tour. It is especially

enjoyable in late fall and winter when
impressive flights of Atlantic brant and

snow geese take up residence. Stay and

watch the sun go down while skeins of

geese fly so low overhead you can hear

the wind whistling through their wings.

The roar of the snow geese, as they

take wing to forage out on the marshes.

is one of the truly glorious sounds of

nature.

PENNSYLVANIA
Hawk Mountain

Located along the Kittatinny Ridge,

F^awk Mountain was the first sanctuary

dedicated to the preservation of birds of

prey. In the fall thousands of raptors

utilize the updrafts and thermals created

by these mountain ridges to ride the

wind south to their wintering grounds. I

recall as a boy of 1 3, perched on a rock

on "North Lookout," a bald eagle flew

by at eye-level, so close that we seemed

for a moment to gaze into one another's

eyes. On great days, the birds come by

in such numbers and at such heights

you won't know which way to look

first. Some, like broadwings in

September, may come through high
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Bird watching
,at its best.

ADVERTISEMENT

...it's a real outdoorfest.

Get a bird's-eye view of a unique variety

of resident and migratory birds,

nestled vi^itinin a pristine, rural setting

Plus, over 150 miles of magnificent

shoreline, the best bass fishing in the

Mid-Atlantic, hil<ing and biking trails,

an abundance of historic and cultural sites,

and a variety of Maryland seafood delights.

Come to Charles County we'll be watchingfor you!

miY
MARYLAND

Callfor our Free Bird Watching Guide

1-800-766-3386

Pocomoke River State Forest hosti

a spectacular variety of birds,

• Over350 species recorded

• Guided and self-guided

birding opportunities available

• FREE birdwatchingguide

"^mdcheckUst

Ifitiationg '800-852^0335 ,

^t:^mi:iJl:^oii@ezy.net,

fjjack.Uel/lejsbore/visitworcester

overhead numbering in the hundreds or

even thousands. Others, like merlins or

peregrines seem to materialize out of

nowhere, speeding low over treetops

and disappearing as quickly as they

arrived

VIRGINIA
Chlncoteague National Wildlife

Refuge

Located on Assateague Island which

is in both the states of Maryland and

Virginia, Chincoteague NWR is a

naturalist's playground throughout the

year. The great flocks of waterfowl

flying south provide a background on

which all else builds. Look for great

flocks of tundra swan, snow geese,

Canada geese and many species of

ducks. In late summer and early fall, the

refuge is a marvelous place to see

shorebirds and wading birds, stich as

herons and ibis. A stroll near the

breakers of the vast beaches will yield a

variety of terns, brown pelicans, scoters

and gulls depending on the season.

FLORIDA
Everglades National Park

A trip to Florida's Everglades

National Park is a must for anyone

interested in natural history. It is a

wetland wonderland. The Park Service

has constructed boardwalks through

marshes, meadows and swamps,

providing opportunities for studying

this unique ecosystem. Anhinga Trail is

a favorite, providing wonderfully close

views of purple gallinule, anhinga,

limpkin and ibis, as well as the aquatic

life of the Everglades.

Plan your birding trips with a siesta

during mid-day when birds and wildlife

seek shelter from the heat. Everglades

will provide so many memories— bald

eagles, white-tailed deer, red-

shouldered hawks, roseate spoonbills,

wood stork, and, of course, alligators!

TEXAS
Texas is a giant among states, with

varied and diverse habitats. High on the

long list of hot spots is Aransas

National Wildlife Refuge, best known
for its wintering population of the

whooping crane. These stately white

birds with black and red facial markings

stand tall amidst the tawny marsh grass

of south Texas or fly overhead eliciting

the clarion calls that give them their

name. Aransas claims one of the largest

lists of birds of any refuge in the

countiy, so it is worth visiting at any

time of the year. The marshes of

Rockport/Fulton provide a closer view

of the cranes along with great views of

long-billed curlew, white-tailed hawk,

black-shouldered kite and a host of

water birds.

Big Bend National Park, Santa Ana
NWR, Falcon Dam, and the Brownsville

area will provide a great diversity of

wintering North American species as

well as western/desert species with

Mexican specialties as well.

ARIZONA
Arizona is legendary among birders

for its rich diversity of western and

desert species as well as Mexican

species that are occasionally sighted

north of the border. Watch for the

signature bird of the southwest, the

roadrunner, as you drive through the

Sonoran Desert.

In the Chiricahua

Mountains you will find a

kaleidoscope of birds such as

the painted redstart and red-

faced warbler. Over 12

species of hummingbirds can

be found in these mountains

and nearly every campground

and motor lodge maintains a

hummingbird feeder for close

viewing.
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CALIFORNIA
The coast from Point Reyes to

Monterey boasts some of the most

beautiful coastline in the country

where pelican, loons, even albatrosses

and shearwaters can be observed from

numerous roadside scenic lookouts.

Whimbrels, black turnstones, surfbirds

and black oystercatchers can be seen

along the shoreline.

The Farallon Islands NWR,
administered by the Point Reyes Bird

Observatory, is known for large

breeding populations of seabirds, such

as rhinoceros and Cassin's auklets,

pigeon guillemots, tufted puffins and

common murres.

Yosemite National Park provides

great birding opportunities. Western

tanager, black-headed grosbeak,

Steller's jay, lazuli bunting, acorn

woodpecker and a long list of beautiful

western birds await you

OREGON
Klamath Basin National Wildlife

Refuge consists of extensive wetlands

and lakes which provide wintering

ground and a stopover point during

migration for an estimated several

million ducks and geese. Snow, Ross's,

Canada and white-fronted geese gather

here in fall by the thousands along

with tundra swans and over 20 species

of ducks. The area provides winter

quarters for the highest concentrations

of bald eagles south of Alaska, with

over 500 being recorded. The spectacle

of magnificent masses of waterfowl

taking wing against the mountains

beyond, accompanied by the clamor of

avian voices is an ornithological

experience sure to make a lifetime

impression.

WYOMING, MONTANA
Grand Teton and Yellowstone

National Parks must be included as
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birding hot spots. Wildlife abounds

amidst the grandest of scenery.

Towering mountains, thundering

waterfalls, crystal reflective lakes, and

solemn, deep forests. And all around

you are birds — golden eagles, sandhill

cranes, trumpeter swans, dippers,

solitaires, all wondrously new and set in

landscapes so beautiful they defy

description.

COLORADO
Rocky Mountain National Park

Rocky Mountain National Park

provides the opportunity to travel up

A FEW AREAS, NOT TO BE MISSED, FOR THEIR

SUBSTANTIAL MIGRATORY VIEWING OR BIRDING

AND NATURE FESTIVALS ARE:
• Maryland-Charles County and Worcester County boast a variety of

resident and migratory birds in beautiful coastal scenery. Don't miss the spring

Delmarva Birding Weekend with black rails, peregrine falcons, bald eagles

and many shore birds.

• Minnesota Tamaroc NWR -sporting nearly 43,000 acres of pristine lakes

and woodlands and 250 species of birds. Be sure to attend the Detroit Lakes

Festival of Birds celebrating spring migration of such beauties as the scarlet

tanager and the indigo bunting. Winona offers several naturalist events with a

spring eagle watch weekend and fall swan watch and wildlife weekends.

• Missouri - a leading bald eagle state with thousands migrating from Canada

and the Great lakes to hunt around the abundant rivers, lakes and wedands.

•Texas the Rio Grande Valley Birding Festival, an annual event in November

and the Texas Tropics Nature Festival in April, feature birding opportunities

as well as a variety of biodiverse events.

and down through elevations and

habitats that harbor bird species

adapted to each life zone. Alpine

mountain tops will yield white-tailed

ptarmigan, and rosy finch. Progressing

down through the tree line are Clark's

nutcrackers and gray jay, and grassy

mountain meadows and woodlands

harbor mountain bluebirds, green-tailed

towhee and western kingbird.

WINGS
A
26th year
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birdwatchin

tours in

60 countries

on seven

continents.

For our catalog with descriptions of
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1998 BIRDING TOURS
THAILAND

North, Central, Peninsular

3-25 January

SOUTH INDIA
Western Ghats, Madras,

Andaman Is.

1-24 January

SRI LANKA
24 January- 9 February

PHILIPPINES
Luzon, Mindanao, Cebu,

Palawan, Bohol, Negros

20 February -23 March

BHUTAN
West to East Traverse

27 March -19 April

NW CHINA
Xinjiang

10-21 June

TIBET
North to South

Traverse Lhasa,

Xizang Qinghai,

Kol<o Nor

19 June-18 July

MALAYSIA
Malaya, Borneo,

Mt. Kinabalu

27 June -19 July

INDONESIA
S Malui<u

(Moluccas) Is.,

Ambon, Seram,

Buru, Kai, Tanimbar

29 July-30 August

VIETNAM
North, South

19 November

-

13 December
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thing, laid out all the basic postulates

nearly a decade before the Origin of Species

in his Social Statics of 1851. Darwinism

did add the mechanism of natural selec-

tion as a harsher version of the struggle

for existence that Spencer had long rec-

ognized. Moreover, Darwin himself

maintained a most ambivalent relation-

ship to this movement that came to bear

his name. He took the pride of any cre-

ator in useful extensions of his theory

—

and he did hope for an evolutionary ac-

count of human origins and historical

patterns. But he also understood only too

well why the mechanism of natural selec-

tion appHed poorly to the causes of social

change in humans.)

Social Darwinism often serves as a

blanket term for any genetic or biological

claim made about the inevitabihty (or at

least the "naturalness") of social inequali-

ties among classes and sexes or military

conquests of one group by another. But

this usage is far too broad—although

pseudo-Darwinian arguments were

prominently advanced to cover all these

sins. Social Darwinism, rather, usually op-

erated as a more specific theory about the

nature and origin of social classes in the

modern industrial world. The short Ency-

clopaedia Britannica article on the subject

correctly emphasizes this restriction by

first citing the broadest range of potential

meaning and then properly narrowing the

scope of actual usage:

Social Darwinism: the theory that persons,

groups, and races are subject to the same

laws of natural selection as Charles Danvin

had perceived in plants and animals in

nature. , . . The theory was used to

support laissez-faire capitalism and political

conservatism. Class stratification was

justified on the basis of "natural"

inequalities among individuals, for the

control ofproperty was said to be a correlate

ofsuperior and inherent moral attributes

such as induslriousness, temperance, and

frugality. Attempts to reform society

through state intervention or other means

would, therefore, interfere with natural

processes; unrestricted competition and

defense of the status quo were in accord

with biological selection. Tlie poor were the

"unfit" and should not be aided; in the

strugglefor existence, wealth was a sign of

success.

Spencer beHeved that such harshness

must be advocated in order to allow the

progressive development that all "evolu-

tionary" systems undergo if permitted to

follow their natural course in an unim-

peded manner. As a central principle of

his system, Spencer believed that

progress—defined by him as movement

Ifwe seek any biological

analogue for cultural

change, I suspect that

infection will work much
better than evolution by

natural selection.

from a simple undifferentiated homo-

geneity, as in a bacterium or a "primitive"

human society without social classes, to

complex and structured heterogeneity, as

in "advanced" organisms or industrial so-

cieties—did not arise as an inevitable

property of matter in motion, but only

through interaction between evolving

systems and their environments. These

interactions must therefore not be ob-

structed.

The relationship of Spencer's general

vision to Darwin's particular theory has

often been misconstrued or overempha-

sized. As stated earlier, Spencer had pub-

lished the outline (and most of the details)

of his system nearly ten years before Dar-

win presented his evolutionary theory.

Spencer certainly did welcome the prin-

ciple of natural selection as an even more

ruthless and efficient mechanism for driv-

ing evolution forward. (Ironically, the

word "evolution," as a de.scription for the

genealogical history of life, entered our

language through Spencer's urgings, not

from Darwin. Spencer favored the term

for its vernacular English meaning of

"progress," in the original Latin sense of

evolutio, or "unfolding." At first, Darwin

resisted the term—he originally called his

process "descent with modification"

—

because his theory included no mecha-

nism or rationale for general progress in

the history of life. But Spencer prevailed,

largely because no society has ever been

more committed to progress as a central

notion or goal than Victorian Britain at

the height of its colonial and industrial

expansion.)

Spencer certainly used Darwin's mech-

anism of natural selection to buttress his

system. In fact, it was Spencer, not Dar-

win, who coined the term "survival of

the fittest," now our conventional catch

phrase for Darwin's mechanism. Danvin

himself paid tribute in a sentence added

to later editions of the Origin of Species: "I

have called this principle, by which each

slight variation, if useful, is preserved, by

the term Natural Selection. . . . But the

expression often used by Mr. Herbert

Spencer of the Survival of the Fittest is

more accurate, and is sometimes equally

convenient."

As a mechanism for driving his univer-

sal "evolution" (of stars, species, lan-

guages, economics, technologies, and

nearly anything else) toward progress,

Spencer preferred the direct and mecha-

nistic "root, hog, or die" of natural selec-

tion (as William Graham Sumner, the

leading American social Darwinian, epit-

omized the process) to the vaguer and

largely Lamarckian drive toward organic

self-improvement that Spencer had origi-

nally favored as a primary cause. (In this

porcine image, Sumner cited a quintes-

sential American metaphor of self-suffi-

ciency that my dictionary of catch phrases

traces to a speech by Davey Crockett in

1843.) In a post-Darwinian edition of his

Social Statics, Spencer wrote:

The lapse of a third of a century since these

passages were published, has brought me no

reason for retreatingfrom the position taken

up ill them. Contrariwise, it has brought a

vast aiiioiiiil oj evidence strengthening that

(Please turn to page 62)
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Paleolithic engravings of wild cattle on a rock wall overlook a partly flooded section of the Coa ] alley.

I'illage church in Castelo Melhor A prehistoric horse at the Ribeira dos Piscos site An aurochs inscribed over a horse

Stoiy by Williaui K. Barnett

Photographs by Franpis Gilson

Spectacular panoramas depicting ancient

mammoths, rhinos, horses, and reindeer,

known from such European caves as Las-

caux, Niaux, and most recently Chauvet

(see Natural History, May 1995) have

dominated our understanding of Paleo-

lithic art and society for more than a cen-

tury. Now the rediscovery of numerous

Paleolithic engravings in the Coa Valley

of northeastern Portugal—first reported

by a local physician in the 1930s—has

forced a reexamination ofhow Paleohthic

people used art.

The Coa's stylized drawings of animals,

most of them created some 20,000 years

ago, were not macie in the dark, subter-

ranean caves that have long linked prehis-

toric art to secret initiations and hunting

magic. Instead, the pictures are scattered

outdoors at prominent sites along the

course of the Coa River. Such artworks



may have been the rule rather than the

exception during the Paleohthic. They

may have been used for such practical

purposes as demarcating group territo-

ries, identifying hunting grounds and

fords, or commemorating past events.

So far, twenty-two clusters of Paleo-

/ lithic rock art have been found in the val-

ley, encompassing 214 panels and about

1,200 individual engravings. (The fmal

tally of images is far from complete, as

only two clusters have been systematically

surveyed.) The engravings apparently rep-

resent an uninterrupted prehistoric se-

quence, stretching from 20,000 years ago

until about 2,000 years ago. (Because the

drawings lack datable pigments or char-

coal, the dating is done principally by

styhstic comparison with cave art of

known age.) Etched on vertical schist sur-

faces, the designs are classic Paleohthic de-

pictions of aurochs (ancient wild cattle).

Engravings in the Coa
Valley alter our picture of

Paleolithic Europe.

An ibex looks bothforward and backward.

horses, ibexes, red deer, and fishes—all

Pleistocene fauna found in Iberia. Some

have previously unknown stylistic fea-

tures, particularly the depiction of ani-

mals' heads and forequarters in multiple

positions to indicate movement.

In 1992, a government survey team re-

discovered some of the engraved animals
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at a site that was to be flooded

by the massive Foz Coa dam

project. Two years later, in No-

vember 1994, the Portuguese

government announced the ex-

istence of the Coa petroglyphs,

setting off a national debate.

Even as an electric company

was working in the valley in

1995, a panel of conservation

experts from UNESCO de-

termined that the engravings

were authentic. In Novem-

ber of that year, work on the

dam was halted, and $5 mil-

lion has since been invested

in creating a permanent

archeological park.

I had been excavating Pale-

olithic and Neolithic sites

and studying early Neolithic

pottery m Portugal for a dec-

ade. Like everyone else in

the archeological commu-

nity, I was stunned by news

of the engravings and wanted to have a

look at them. I was dehghted, therefore,

\vhen Joao Zilhao, the director of the

newly created Parque Arqueologico Vale

do Coa, invited me and my young son to

visit the valley. (Joao had been instrumen-

tal in preserving and documenting the

petroglyphs.)

On our drive from Lisbon, we passed

among the limestone cliffs of the Es-

tremadura, over the granitic plateau of the

Douro, and then into the schist valleys of

the upper Douro and Coa Rivers. Our

first destination, the town of Vila Nova

de Foz Coa is on a plateau above the con-

fluence of the Douro and the Coa, which

drains north from the Serra da Estrela,

Portugal's highest mountain.

An occasional white jeep, sporting a

beige park logo, now zips through the

quiet town, ferrying its load of visitors.

The national controversy over preserving

the valley's artwork has made the park a

popular draw among the Portuguese, as

well as to foreign tourists. Petroglyphs are

located near the river where the schist

outcrops rise up as natural walls—accessi-

ble only by a bumpy jeep ride. Individual

engravings are at first difficult to make

out, but on closer inspection the images

of long-extinct animals seem to material-

ize out of the weathered rock faces.

We drove to the remote village of

Castelo Melhor, then to the Penascosa lo-

cality. After a rough ride through several

miles ot a spectacular, rocky landscape,

we arrived at the site. Its main panel con-

tains several overlapping oudines of such

animals as aurochs and a horse with its

head depicted m three positions. Quinta

da Barca, just across the river, contains a

striking image of an ibex looking both

forward and backward.

Farther downstream in the Coa,

Canada do Inferno, the original site of

discovery, contains hundreds of animal

images. (Unfortunately, hundreds more

Getting There

The Coa Valley is in the remote

Traz-os-Montes region of northeast-

ern Portugal, near the Spanish bor-

der. Both Lisbon and Porto have in-

ternational airports. The valley is five

hours north of Lisbon by car. Take

Al to Coimbra, IP3 to Visen, IPS to

Celorico de Beira, then IP2 to Vila

Nova de Foz Coa. From Porto, drive

east through Amarante, Vila Real,

and Mirandela—about a three-hour

trip. By train, the Regua Line east

from Porto continues on a scenic

route to Pocmho, a few miles from

Vila Nova de Foz Coa.

Tours of the valley begin at the

park office in Vila Nova de Foz Coa

or the visitor centers in Castelo Mel-

hor or Muxagata. Four locahties can

currently be visited, each requiring a

half day. Tours are limited to eight

persons in a jeep. Advanced reserva-

tions are strongly advised, particu-

larly for weekend visits, and are

mandatory for large groups. The

park office can be reached by phone

at 351-79-764317 or by fax at 351-

79-765257.

nearby have been submerged by the

Pocinho Dam, which was built long be-

fore preliminary archeological and wildlife

surveys became standard practice.) Au-

rochs, horses, and ibexes dominate the

representations at this locale, although

there are also pictures of fishes, which are

rare in Paleolithic art. Another important

site, Ribeira dos Piscos, can be reached

only by driving past the medieval village

ot Muxagata, which retains many of its

original stone buildings. A tortuous drive,

then a hike from the town, brought us to a

junction of the Coa and a small tributary,

the site of several large, unique engravings:

three superimposed aurochs measuring al-

most six feet tall and the only Paleolithic

human figure known from this area.

At all sites, I could discern the tech-

niques used to create the engravings. First

the outline was scribed with a single,

sharp implement. Then this tracing was

enlarged by pecking out hnes to deepen

them, and finally a wider tool was drawn

through the prepared design to incise the

final outline. Over the millennia, the

drawings have developed a fine patina

that has changed their color from white

back to the original brown of the rock. In

this stable, arid Mediterranean environ-

ment, patina formation is an excruciat-

ingly slow process; 2,000 year-old Iron

Age engravings found at some locations

stiU appear as if they were made yesterday.

Were it not for these special cUmatic con-

ditions, the petroglyphs of the Coa would

have disappeared by now, as undoubtedly

many similar artworks of the period have

perished elsewhere.

Whether the engravings were truly

meant as boundaries, signs, or historical

markers remains a matter of endless con-

jecture. Joao Zilhao and I continued our

speculations at a rustic cafe over dinner,

which included some of the excellent lo-

cally produced wines—including a new

brand called Paleolitico.

Williaiii K. Bariiett, who conducts archeologi-

cal fiehiwork in Portugal, is director of the Iii-

terdepartiiicinal Laboratories at the American

Museum of Natural History.
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Our culture is obsessed with waste. The culture we speak of is not only

our company culture, but a useful little culture of bacteria and fungi. These voracious

bugs clean up oily waste through a process called bioremediation. We've been using

it in many places. Truthfully, nature has always degraded substances this way. We just

speed the process and make it more efficient. We combine oHy sludge wm transformed

air, water, a bulking agent like straw, fertilizer to nourish

'native' bacteria, and oily waste. After turning and mixing,

the microbes eat the oil and leave behind rich compost.

In nature, this process may take years or even decades. By

optimizing environmental conditions for the microbes and

revving up their metabolisms, it can take only a couple of

months. What's left is a topsoil mixture we've safely used

for revegetation of old oil and gas well sites. It's true that

oil exploration can sometimes result in undesirable by-

products and the need for site reclamation. By enlisting

nature's help, we're solving both problems. And while cleaning up after ourselves is

often required by law, we've always felt that it makes good business sense. If we can

do it within the natural order of things, then to us that makes the most sense of all.

into plantahk compost that was

spread around an old drilling site,

then contoured to match the

landscape. We planted a seed

mixture of Sand Love Grass and

Little Blue Stem. Not only did it

thrive, ha the area became a

habitat for wildlife.

Chevron

People Do.
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Below: Richard Kock

(right) has worl<ed

with fellow

veterinarian John

Wambua to

establish an

effective animal

disease surveillance

unit in Kenya. One

of their chief

quarries has been

rinderpest, a deadly

morbillivirus.

Story by Craig Packer

Photographs by Jim Leachman

"We "re going to have to shoot him

on the run," Richard Kock shouted

above the roar ot the Land Rover.

"Pull up as close as you can and

don't slow down." The Kenyan dri-

ver nodded and sent the pickup

weaving through the desert scrub,

accelerating over the coarse red

sand. Richard stood in the back,

gripping the roU-bar with one hand

and clutching his capture gun with

the other. As we glimpsed the lum-

bering neck of our quarry through

the brush, the driver shifted gears

and s'werved befween two low-

crowned acacia trees. The next time

we spotted the giraffe, it was loping

past a clearing with an aluminum

dart dangling from its shoulder. The

needle had struck bone and the

tranquihzer had failed to inject. A
second dart had glanced off one of

its hind legs. Wary after two ineffec-

tual hits, the animal seemed to sense

the range of Richard's gun. Our

only hope was to chase after it as fast

as we possibly could.

"This would be so much easier

from the chopper," Richard mut-

tered as he ducked beneath an on-

coming acacia branch.

Beside him, Philip Matthews pulled a

thorn from his shoulder and said, "Easier,

but much more expensive." He would be

our heUcopter pilot later on the trip. The

driver swerved once more, and the giraffe

disappeared from view. Smiling at Philip's

words and pointing to the three wildlife

rangers in the back of the pickup, Richard

said, "And we could not have brought

these chaps along with us."

Richard Kock is senior veterinary ad-

viser to the Kenya Wildlife Service

(KWS) . Born in Zimbabwe and educated

at Cambridge, he has worked in Kenya for

the past six years, estabhshing an effective disease sur-

veillance unit with veterinarians John Wambua,

Githaaiga Kamau, and Jakob Mwanzia. Richard always

seems to be "up country," dealing with one emergency

or another. He's helped to translocate a number of

problem animals (rogue elephants that feed on local

crops) or endangered species (black rhinoceroses and

Kenya's only endemic antelope, the hirola). Hovi'ever,

his real interest is the epidemiology of wildHfe disease.

He's dealt with listeriosis in colobus monkeys, cerebral

nematodes in bushbuck, canine distemper in lions,

leishmaniasis in baboons, and various catde-borne dis-

eases in buffaloes and other ungulates. But the most

pressing problem now is rinderpest, a disease of rumi-

Rinderpest has decimated cattle and wildlife in Kenya.
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nant animak, primarily cattle. It belongs to a class of

\iruses—the morbilliviruses, which include measles

and distemper—that display an alarming abUity to hop

from one species to another. Spread mostly by food or

water that has been contaminated by the dung of sick

animals, its cUnical signs can include high fever, dis-

charge from the eyes, nose, and mouth, and severe di-

arrhea. Since 1993, Tsavo National Park has lost 90

percent of its buffaloes to rinderpest and well over half

of everything else—antelopes, giraffes, wildebeests,

kudus, and gazelles. In the same time, Meru National

Park has lost 90 percent of its ungulates, mostly

through disease; poaching took the rest. Rinderpest

has now spread throughout the southern half of Kenya

(even to Nairobi) and across the

border into Tanzania, where it is

within striking distance of the

Serengeti. On this trip the rinder-

pest problem had brought Richard

Kock to Kenya's northeastern fron-

tier in search of evidence of recent

outbreaks.

The sun sank lower m the sky,

but the air was still stiflingly hot.

The giraffe showed no signs of fa-

tigue, and we had driven a long way

from the dusty government outpost

of Wajir. Startled by our breakneck

chase, goats swarmed tightly around

herd boys who gaped at us as we

raced past. Otherwise the world

consisted entirely of low, tangled

bushes, blue sky, and this galloping

"totem pole" that didn't want to

participate in anyone's veterinary

survey. At last we reached a large

clearing, and the driver managed to

puU up within about seventy feet of

the giraffe. Richard fired again. The

loud thwack of dart against flank

told us that the drug finally had

been injected. "Slow down,"

Richard cried. We let the animal re-

treat to a safe distance where it

could start to calm down.

As he watched the giraffe slow to

a walk, the veterinarian explained

that rinderpest has been raging

through Kenya for four years. For the past year he has

been searcliing for the route by which the disease might

have entered the country. As a result, he has ruled out

Ethiopia, Sudan, Tanzania, and Uganda as sources. In-

stead, the pattern of infection suggests that rinderpest

might have crossed into the eastern side of the country

at a single point along the Somalian border. "We know

it has come from Somalia," he said, "but we don't know

where exactly. You get a lot of SomaU pastorahsts com-

ing across up here, but 1 suspect it mosdy came in far-

ther south, somewhere near Garissa."

Lameck Odila, the deputy district veterinary offi-

cer, kept his eye on the giraffe, which had started to

look unsteady on its feet. He agreed with Richard that

Richard Kock takes

aim from a low-

flying helicopter at

one of the black

rhinoceroses of

Nairobi National

Park. Once

tranquilized, the

rhinoceros will be

relocated in Tsavo

National Park in

southern Kenya.

eterinarian and his team try to track the virus to its source.

i
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Right: Richard

Kock's veterinary

supplies. Center: All

hands ore on a

tranquillzed black

rhinoceros being

prepared for

translocation. Far

right: Richard Kock

examines Scud, an

Injured rhinoceros,

at an animal

orphanage In

Nairobi. Scud

later died.

Testing for

rinderpest, Kock,

below, takes a

blood sample from

one of only 350

hirolas left In the

wild. Hirolas once

ranged throughout

Africa, but are now

confined to

southeastern Kenya.

the Kenyan-Somalian border was

porous and arbitrary, but his duties

tocus on domestic stock, so he did

not see why a rinderpest control

program should be so protective of

wildlife instead of eradicating all

possible sources of ruminant disease.

"Doesn't the disease come from

wildhfe?" he asked. "No," Richard

said firmly. "Where the cattle have

been vaccinated, the disease disap-

pears from the wildUte. This is what

they did around the Serengeti and in

South Africa and West Africa. The

wildhfe get the disease from cattle;

they all get it at once, and most of

them die. The wild animals don't

sustain the disease. They are the victims." And they are

victims at an appalling rate.

Rinderpest first reached Africa in the 1 890s in cat-

tle imported from Italy or India. Within five years,

more than 80 percent of all hoofstock had died over

the entire continent. Africa was plunged into famine,

and the disease continued to inflict widespread nfrsery

unto the 1960s, when it was largely brought under

control through cattle vaccination programs. But the

virus has yet to be eradicated from and pastoral re-

gions. Herders are nomadic, reports of the disease are

erratic, and vaccination programs are met with indif-

ference and mistrust. "You need to vaccinate 80 to 90

percent of the cattle, to protect the herds," Richard

Kock says. "There are a couple of hundred thousand

head of cattle in this district alone, scattered over an

enormous area. There hasn't been an outbreak up here

since the sixties, and younger herdsmen have never

seen what rinderpest can do. They don't ask for vac-

cine, and even if they get it, they don't want their ani-

mals to be marked by the vets." He sighs. "They think

the government can confiscate any animal that bears a

government mark."

Richard has no doubt that rinderpest could be

eradicated. "The reason it's still around is because of

confiision. The vaccination works beautifiiUy and the

reservoir is the cattle. We've got all the tools we need

to wipe the virus from the face of the earth, but we're

not always sure where the virus has been or how it got

there. Without decent record-keeping, we can't just go

out and check the cattle because we're not sure which

have been vaccinated. If we find a cow that tests posi-

tive for rinderpest, is it because it caught the virus and

survived or because it has been vaccinated?" As a re-

sult, he believes that wildhfe have become the best sen-

tinel for the disease. No one vaccinates buffaloes,

wildebeests, or giraffes. If they carry antibodies, they

must have been infected. Hence the wildlife monitor-

ing. Girafies are especially useful in this regard since

they often come into contact with cattle, and they're

relatively easy to find and immobilize.

Our own quarry had slowed to a stop. Its brown

eyes bulged as wide as ever, but it seemed oblivious to

its surroundings. Richard hopped out of the pickup.

The disease is spread mostly by food or by water tha



carr^'ing a long yellow climbing rope. Philip Matthews

walked beside him, and they approached the giraffe

from behind. The animal was teetering by now. Sens-

ing something coming, it stumbled away toward a

patch of brush. A Somali tribesman, dressed only in a

red loincloth and sandals, appeared out of nowhere and

joined the procession. Somehow, Richard and Phihp

coaxed the giraffe into an opening. Holding the two

ends ofthe rope, they ran around the animal, wrapping

the rope around its legs like ribbon around a maypole.

The astonished Somali stood just a few yards away as

the two men braced themselves against the animal's

slow forward progress. Finally it crumpled into a slow,

careful descent, diving forward so as to catch the fall on

its shoulder—a remarkable maneuver since adult gi-

raffe rarely lie flat on the ground of their own accord.

Richard, Philip, and the Somali all ran toward the gi-

raffe's head. Bachard and Philip worked intently, hold-

ing their patient steady and preparing to collect a blood

sample. Eager to help out, the Somali poised a long

sharp knife over the giraffe's throat.

"Una fanya nini?" Richard shouted. "What are

you doing?"

"Nyama!" the Somali answered with enthusiasm.

"Meat!"

The KWS rangers pulled him away, and he stood

sheepishly to one side as everyone swarmed over the

giraffe, collecting the necessary samples and measure-

ments. Lameck Odila filled a couple of rubber-topped

glass vials with blood as Richard inspected the animal's

teeth. He reckoned it was about eight years old, "Old

enough to tell it the disease passed

through here since 1993." Then

everyone stood back as Richard ad-

ministered an antidote to the tran-

quilizer. The giraffe responded al-

most immediately, lifting its head

within seconds, then regaining its

feet and sauntering off. The Somali

watched longingly as his dinner dis-

appeared into the bush, but resumed

smihng as we all laughed at the mis-

understanding.

During the drought of 1993, So-

mahs brought their cattle into Kenya

in search of water and greener pas-

tures, and most ot them traveled

along the main road from Garissa.

The rival clans that have played such an important role

in the SomaHan civil war range throughout eastern

Kenya. Here in the north, the cattle of the Godia clan

are stiU free of the disease, but farther south, cattle be-

longing to the Ogaden clan have been persistently in-

fected. The Ogaden keep a safe distance from the

Godia, so although the chaos of the civil war has ended

any region-wide vaccination programs, this interclan

rivalry may have prevented the Ogaden's infected cattle

from reaching Wajir.

"Dr. Odila doesn't see any Ogaden catde up here,"

Richard said as we drove back to town that night, "so 1

doubt there's been any rinderpest this far north." But

Below: Kenya

Wildlife Service

workers and a local

man assisf

veterinarian Jakob

Mwanzia (far leff)

OS he offends to a

giraffe north of

Nairobi. He works as

fast as he can to

get the animal up

and away quickly.

las been contanninated by the dung of sick animals.
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Great manpower is

needed to shift a

tranquilized

elepliant onto a

sled, rigtit, before It

is crated for

translocation from

near Nairobi to

Tsavo National Parl<.

Below right, a

younger animal

from the same

family is also

prepared for the

big move.

he wanted to make sure; if his labo-

ratory tests were to confirm the

presence of the disease, he would

need data on possible alternative

carriers. Although cattle are the

principal reservoir for rmderpest,

there is one wildlife species that

might serve as an important vec-

tor—the rinderpest virus concen-

trates in the eyes of kudus and grad-

ually blinds them. These spiral-

horned antelopes can travel great

distances in the meantime, contact-

ing other animals along the way. "If

the rinderpest has made it this far

north," he said, "I reckon kudus

would be the most likely suspects."

The following morning, we got

off to an early start in the helicopter,

darting three giratfes in less than an

hour. ("So much easier: no bushes

in the way of the pickup or the

gun.") We left Wajir to look for

kudus 175 miles farther south, near

Meru National Park. Meru has

never been a premier tourist desti-

nation, and it has decayed badly in

the past few years. Rinderpest is the

main culprit, but poachers have at-

tacked too, concentrating on rhi-

noceroses and elephants. Richard

says, "The rhinos are completely

gone, and there's only a single herd

of 100 elephants. The Somalis can

do as they please here."

The disappearance of the large browsers had pro-

duced a choking thicket over most of the park. Philip

flew a hundred feet off the ground, but we could see

only leaf and soil. No buffaloes, no giraffes, and no

wildebeests. Not far outside the park's southern

boundary, we reached a patchwork of scrub that had

been slashed and burned to make way for large fields of

maize. All the fields had been cleared in the past few

years and were dotted with mud huts, laced with foot-

paths, and covered by a flimsy layer of topsoil. Until re-

cently, Kenya had one of the fastest human population

growth rates in the world, and the overflow has quickly

spread itself with no attempt at an organized rural-de-

^ y Mombasa

velopment policy. "No kudus down there, Richard,"

said Philip. "Not even a dik-dik." Richard was shaken

by the speed with which this marginal land had been

settled. "It's too dry down there for permanent habita-

tion," he said. "Slash and burn one year; famine relief

the next. This would have been the perfect area for a
;

game utilization scheme." But the declining rangelands

have cleared up at least one aspect of his rinderpest

puzzle. "You need about one kudu per square kilome-

ter to spread the virus. There's no wildlife left down
|

there." And so, he surmised, "It must have been spread

entirely by cattle."

To Richard Kock, disease is not just a set of symp- !

toms in an individual animal; it is a pattern of infection

teVe all the tools that we need to wipe out the virus, bit



in space and time, with hundreds of victims in an east-

ern province in one year, a wave of death in Masailand

the next. Richard is interested not only in how
pathogens kill their victims but also in the implications

of the ways they spread themselves from one host to

the next. At one extreme, rinderpest spreads direcdy

from one animal to the next, and survives only briefly

outside the host. So, in theory, sufficient levels of im-

munizarion would drive it to extinction.

Other bugs are harder to control. Anthrax, for ex-

ample, can survive in the soil for years. New cases can

literally rise up out of the ground, and the bacteria

can't be eradicated by halting the wave of active infec-

tion. Trypanosomiasis (sleeping sickness) and scliisto-

somiasis (bilharzia) are spread by intermediate hosts

(tsetse flies and snails). Eradication of these vectors has

proved almost impossible despite widespread efforts.

"The trick is knowing what role these different dis-

eases play in the natural history of their native hosts,"

Richard explained after we got back to the capital,

Nairobi. "To some extent this depends on whether the

bug is new to Africa or if it has always been here.

Rinderpest is new, only about a hundred years in

Africa. But anthrax has been here forever: it kills ani-

mals only when they're above the carrying capacity,

during a drought, or at high population densities." At

such times, nutritional stress weakens the animals' im-

mune system, leaving them easy prey to disease.

"Thus," he said, "a disease like anthrax might be im-

portant in keeping a population the right size. Lose

half a population in an epidemic, and we're still okay.

The survivors will breed again and

the animals will bounce back. If

populations didn't die back at high

densities, they could permanently

wreck their environment and not

have any future at all." For newly

transplanted diseases, however, the

death rate may not have any relation-

ship with population density.

"Everything could go, since there are

no natural defenses. A healthy animal

can hold off anthrax, but a severe

strain of rinderpest can take out even

the healthiest animals in a herd."

Richard Kock recently an-

nounced his resignation from KWS
to take on a full-time role with the

Pan-African Rinderpest Campaign (PARC). Re-

sources for disease control are scarce; cooperation from

the rural population, tenuous. But if he solves the rest

of the rinderpest puzzle by confirming the precise lo-

cation of a hole in the Somalian border, future efforts

to control it could be much more efficient—until the

time when vaccination can resume in Somalia itself

He says, "The landscape has been transformed by our

own species. The hallmark of humanity's spread is a

loss of biological diversity, leaving just us and our do-

mesticated animals. Seen in that light, any successes

you get in preserving nature feel really worthwhile." LJ

Richard Kock, left,

checks the

breathing of a

tranquilized

elephant, another

in the family being

sent to Tsavo

National Park.

Below: Kenya

Wildlife Service

veterinarians, their

crew, and local

helpers pose at the

end of a day spent

gathering

elephants for

translocation.

fe're not always sure where ifs been or how it got there."
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By Meredith F. Small

Our Babies,
Ourselves

During one of his many trips to Gusiiland in southwestern

Kenya, anthropologist Robert LeVine tried an experiment:

he showed a group of Gusii mothers a videotape of

middle-class American women tending their babies. The
Gusii mothers were appalled. Why does that mother ignore

the cries of her unhappy baby during a simple diaper

change? And how come that grandmother does nothing to

soothe the screaming baby in her lap? These American
women, the Gusii concluded, are clearly incompetent

mothers. In response, the same charge might be leveled at

the Gusii by American mothers. What mother hands over

her tiny infant to a six-year-old sister and expects the

older child to provide adequate care? And why don't those

Gusii women spend more time talking to their babies,

so that they will grow up smart?

Both culture—the traditional way of doing things in a

particular society—and individual experience
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guide parents in their tasks. When a father chooses to

pick up his newborn and not let it cry, when a mother

decides to bottle-feed on a schedule rather than breast-

feed on demand, when a couple bring the newborn

mto their bed at night, they are prompted by what they

beheve to be the best methods of caregivmg.

For decades, anthropologists have been recording

how children are raised in different societies. At first,

the major goals were to describe parental roles and un-

derstand how child-rearing practices and rituals helped

to generate adult personality. In the 1950s, for ex-

ample, John and Beatrice Whiting, and their col-

leagues at Harvard, Yale, and Cornell Universities,

launched a major comparative study of childhood,

looking at sb^ varied communities in different regions:

Okinawa, the Philippines, northern India, Kenya,

Mexico, and New England. They showed that com-

munal expectations play a major role in setting parent-

ing styles, which in turn play a part in shaping children

to become accepted adults.

More recent work by anthropologists and child-de-

velopment researchers has shown that parents readily

accept their society's prevailing ideology on how babies

should be treated, usually because it makes sense in

their environmental or social circumstances. In the

United States, for example, where individualism is val-

ued, parents do not hold babies as much as in other

cultures, and they place them in rooms of their own to

sleep. Pediatricians and parents alike often say this fos-

ters independence and self-reUance. Japanese parents,

in contrast, believe that individuals should be well in-

tegrated into society, and so they "indulge" their ba-

bies: Japanese infants are held more often, not left to

cry, and sleep with their parents. Efe parents in Congo

believe even more in a communal life, and their infants

are regularly nursed, held, and comforted by any num-

ber of group members, not just parents. Whether such

practices help form the anticipated adult personaHty

traits remains to be shown, however.

Recently, a group of anthropologists, child-devel-

opment experts, and pediatricians have taken the

cross-cultural approach in a new direction by investi-

gating how differing parenting styles affect infant

health and growth. Instead of emphasizing the devel-

opment of adult personality, these researchers, who call

themselves ethnopediatricians, focus on the child as an

organism. Ethnopediatricians see the human infant as a

product of evolution, geared to enter a particular envi-

ronment of care. What an infant actually gets is a com-

promise, as parents are pulled by their offspring's needs

and pushed by social and personal expectations.

Compared with offspring ofmany other mammals,

primate infants are dependent and vulnerable. Baby

monkeys and apes stay close to the mother's body,

clinging to her stomach or riding on her back, and

(Please turn to page 47)

Gusii Survival Skills

By Robert A. LeVine

Farming peoples of subSaharan Africa have long faced the grim

reality that many babies fail to survive, often succumbing to gas-

trointestinal diseases, malaria, or other infections. In the 1970s,

when I lived among the Gusii in a small town in southwestern

Kenya, infant mortahty in that nation was on the decline but

was stiU high—about eighty deaths per thousand live births dur-

ing the first year, compared with about ten in the United States

at that time and six to eight in Western Europe.

The Gusii grew corn, millet, and cash crops such as coffee

and tea. Women handled the more routine tasks of cultivation,

food processing, and trading, while men were supervisors or en-

trepreneurs. Many men worked at jobs outside the village, in

urban centers or on plantations. The society was polygamous,

with perhaps 10 percent of the men having two or more wives.

A woman was expected to give birth every two years, from mar-

riage to menopause, and the average married woman bore about

ten live children—one of the highest fertility rates in the world.

Nursing mothers slept alone with a new infant for fifteen

months to insure its health. For the first three to six months, the

Gusii mothers were especially vigilant for signs of ill health or

slow growth, and they were quick to nurture unusually small or

sick infants by feeding and holding them more often. Mothers

whose newborns were deemed particularly at risk—including

twins and those born prematurely—entered a ritual seclusion

for several weeks, staying with their infants in a hut with a con-

stant fire.

Mothers kept infants from crying in the early months by

holding them constantly and being quick to comfort them.

After three to six months—if the baby was growing normally

—

mothers began to entrust the baby to the care of other children

(usually six to twelve years old) in order to pursue tasks that

helped support the family. Fathers did not take care of infants,

for this was not a traditional male activity.

Because they were so worried about their children's survival,

Gusii parents did not explicitly strive to foster cognitive, social,

and emotional development. These needs were not neglected,

however, because from birth Gusii babies entered an active and

responsive interpersonal environment, first with their mothers

and young caregivers, and later as part of a group of children.



An Infant's Three Rs

By Sara Harkness and Charles M. Super

You are an American visitor spending a morning in a pleasant

middle-class Dutch home to observe the normal routine of a

mother and her six-month-old baby. The mother made sure you

got there by 8:30 to witness the morning bath, an opportunity

tor pla^diil interaction with the baby. The baby was then dressed

in COT)' warm clothes, her hair brushed and styled with a tiny

curlicue atop her head. The mother gave her the midmorning

botde, then sang to her and played patty-cake for a few minutes

before placing her m the playpen to entertain herself with a mo-

bile while the mother attended to other things nearby. Now,

about half an hour later, the baby is begmning to get fussy.

The mother watches her for a minute, then offers a toy and

turns away. The baby again begins to fuss. "Seems bored and in

need of attention," you think. But the mother looks at the baby

sympathetically and in a soothing voice says, "Oh, are you

tired?" Without fiirther ado she picks up the baby, carries her

upstairs, tucks her into her crib, and puUs down the shades. To

your surprise, the baby fiisses for only a few more moments,

then is quiet. The mother returns looking serene. "She needs

plenty of sleep in order to grow," she explains. "When she

doesn't have her nap or go to bed on time, we can always tell the

difference—she's not so happy and playful."

Different patterns in infant sleep can be found in Western

societies that seem quite similar to those of the United States.

We discovered the "three Rs" of Dutch child rearing

—

rust

(rest), regelmaat (regularity) and reinheid (cleanliness)—while

doing research on a sample of sixty families with infants or

young children in a middle-class community near Leiden and

Amsterdam, the sort ofcommunity typical ofDutch life styles in

all but the big cities nowadays. At six months, the Dutch babies

were sleeping more than a comparison group of American ba-

bies—a total of fifteen hours per day compared with thirteen

hours for the Americans. While awake at home, the Dutch ba-

bies were more often left to play quietly in their playpens or in-

fant seats. A daily ride in the baby carriage provided time for the

baby to look around at the passing scene or to doze peacefully. If

the mother needed to go out for a while without the baby, she

could leave it alone in bed for a short period or time her outing

with the baby's nap time and ask a neighbor to monitor with a

"baby phone."

To understand how Dutch families manage to establish such

a restful routine by the time their babies are six months old, we

made a second research visit to the same community. We found

that by two weeks of age, the Dutch babies were already sleep-

ing more than same-age American babies. In fact, a dilemma for

some Dutch parents was whether to wake the baby after eight

hours, as instructed by the local health care providers, or let

them sleep longer. The main method for estabhshing and

maintaining this pattern was to create a calm, regular, and rest-

fiil environment for the infant throughout the day.

Far from worrying about providing "adequate stimulation,"

these mothers were conscientious about avoiding overstimula-

tion in the form of late family outings, disruptions in the regu-

larity of eating and sleeping, or too many things to look at or

Usten to. Few parents were troubled by their babies' mghttime

sleep routines. Babies 's feeding schedules were structured fol-

lowing the guidehnes of the local baby clinic (a national ser-

vice). If a baby continued to wake up at night when feeding

was no longer considered necessary, the mother (or father)

would most commonly give it a pacifier and a httle back rub to

help it get back to sleep. Only in rare instances did parents find

themselves forced to choose between letting the baby scream

and allowing too much night waking.

Many aspects of Dutch society support the three Rs

throughout infancy and childhood—for example, shopping is

close to home, and families usually have neighbors and relatives

nearby who are available to help out with child care. The small

scale of neighborhoods and a network of bicycle paths provide

local play sites and a safe way for children to get around easily

on their own (no "soccer moms" are needed for daily trans-

portation!). Work sites for both fathers and mothers are also

generally close to home, and there are many flexible or part-

time job arrangements.

National poHcies for health and other social benefits insure

universal coverage regardless of one's employment status, and

the principle of the "family wage" has prevailed in labor rela-

tions so that mothers of infants and young children rarely work

more than part-time, if at aU. In many ways, the three Rs of

Dutch child rearing are just one aspect of a calm and unhurried

life style for the whole family.

Bath time for some American children
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Doctor's Orders

By Edward Z.Tronick

In Boston, a pediatric resident is experiencing a vague sense of

disquiet as she interviews a Puerto Rican mother who has

brought her baby in for a checkup. When she is at work, the

mother explains, the two older children, ages six and nine, take

care of the two younger ones, a two-year-old and the three-

month-old baby. Warnmg bells go off for the resident: young

children cannot possibly be sensitive to the needs of babies and

toddlers. And yet the baby is thriving; he is well over the nineti-

eth percentile m weight and height and is fiiU of smiles.

The resident questions the mother in detail: How is the baby

fed? Is the apartment safe for a two-year-old? The responses are

all reassuring, but the resident nonetheless launches into a lec-

ture on the importance of the mother to normal infant develop-

ment. The mother falls silent, and the resident is now convinced

that something is seriously wrong. And something is—the resi-

dent's model of child care.

The resident subscribes to what I call the "continuous care

and contact" model of parenting, which demands a high level of

contact, frequent feeding, and constant supervision, with almost

all care provided by the niother. According to this model, a

mother should also enhance cognitive development with play

and verbal engagement. The pediatric resident is comfortable

with this formula—she is not even conscious of it—because she

was raised this way and treats her own child m the same manner.

But at the Child Development Unit of Children's Hospital in

Boston, which I direct, I want residents to abandon the idea that

there is only one way to raise a child. Not to do so may interfere

with patient care.

Many models of parenting are valid. Among Efe foragers of

Congo's Ituri Forest, for example, a newborn is routinely cared

for by several people. Babies are even nursed by many women.

But few individuals ever play with the infant; as far as the Efe are

concerned, the baby's job is to sleep.

In Peru, the Quechua swaddle their infants in a pouch of

blankets that the mother, or a child caretaker, carries on her

back. Inside the pouch, the infant cannot move, and its eyes are

covered. Quechua babies are nursed in a perfunctory fashion,

with three or four hours between feedings.

As I explain to novice pediatricians, such practices do not fit

the continuous care and contact model; yet these babies grow up

just fine. But my residents see these cultures as exotic, not rele-

vant to the industrialized world. And so I foUow up with exam-

ples closer to home: Dutch parents who leave an infant alone in

order to go shopping, sometimes pinning the child's shirt to the

bed to keep the baby on its back; or Japanese mothers who peri-

odically wake a sleeping infant to teach the child who is in

charge. The questions soon follow. "How could a mother leave

her infant alone?" "Why would a parent ever want to wake up a

sleeping baby?"

The data from cross-cultural studies indicate that child-care

practices vary, and that these styles aim to make the child into a

culturally appropriate adult. The Efe make future Efe. The resi-

dent makes friture residents. A doctor who has a vague sense that

something is wrong with how someone cares for a baby may

first need to explore his or her own assumptions, the hidden

"shoulds" that are based solely on tradition. Of course, pediatric

residents must make sure children are cared for responsibly. I

know I have helped residents broaden their views when their

lectures on good mothering are replaced by such comments as

"What a gorgeous baby! I can't imagine how you manage both

work and three others at home!"

Keeping cozy in Ecuador
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nursing at wdll. They are protected in this way for

many months, until they develop enough motor and

cognitive skills to move about. Human intants are at

the extreme: virtually helpless as newborns, they need

twelve months just to learn to walk and years of social

learning before they can fiinction on their own.

Dependence during infancy is the price we pay for

being hominids, members of the group of upright-

walking primates that includes humans and their ex-

tinct relatives. Four million years ago, when our ances-

tors became bipedal, the hominid pelvis underwent a

necessary renovation. At first, this new pelvic architec-

ture presented no problem during birth because the

The Crying Game
By Ronald G. Barr

AH normal human infants cry, although they vary a great deal m
how much. A mysterious and still unexplained phenomenon is

that crying tends to increase in the first few weeks of Hfe, peaks

in the second or third month, and then decreases. Some babies

in the United States cry so much during the peak period—often

in excess of three hours a day—and seem so difficult to soothe

that parents come to doubt their nurturing skills or begin to fear

that their offspring is suffering tirom a painful disease. Some

mothers discontinue nursing and switch to bottle-feeding be-

cause they beheve their breast milk is insufficiently nutritious

and that their infants are always hungry. In extreme cases, the

crxing may provoke physical abuse, sometimes even precipitat-

ing the infant's death.

A look at another culture, the !Kung San hunter-gatherers of

southern Africa, provides us with an opportunity to see whether

caregiving strategies have any effect on infant crying. Both the

!Kung San and Western infants escalate their crying during the

early weeks ofhfe, with a similar peak at two or three months. A
comparison of Dutch, American, and IKung San infants shows

that the number of individual crying episodes are virtually iden-

tical. What differs is their length: !Kung San infants cry about

half as long as Western babies. This implies that caregiving can

influence only some aspects of crying, such as duration.

What is particularly striking about child-rearing among the

!Kung San is that infants are in constant contact with a caregiver;

they are carried or held most of the time, are usually in an up-

right position, and are breast-fed about four times an hour for

one to two minutes at a time. Furthermore, the mother almost

always responds to the smallest cr^' or fret within ten seconds.

I believe that crying was adaptive for our ancestors. As seen

in the contemporary IKung San, crying probably elicited a

quick response, and thus consisted of frequent but relatively

short episodes. This pattern helped keep an adult close by to

provide adequate nutrition as well as protection from predators.

I have also argued that crying helped an infant forge a strong at-

tachment with the mother and—because new pregnancies are

delayed by the prolongation of frequent nursing—secure more

of her caregiving resources.

In the United States, where the threat of predation has re-

ceded and adequate nutrition is usually available even without

breast-feeding, crying may be less adaptive. In any case, caregiv-

ing in the United States may be viewed as a cultural experiment

in which the infant is relatively more separated—and separa-

ble—from the mother, both in terms of frequency of contact

and actual distance.

The Western strategy is advantageous when the mother's

employment outside of the home and away from the baby is

necessary to sustain family resources. But the trade-ofli^ seems to

be an increase in the length of crying bouts.

A Tanzanian farmer pauses fa breast-feed her Infant.
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early homimds, known as australopithecines, still had

rather small brains, one-third the present size. But

starting about 1.5 million years ago, human brain size

ballooned. Hominid babies now had to twist and bend

to pass through the birth canal, and more important,

birth had to be triggered before the skull grew too big.

As a result, the human infant is born neurologicaUy

unfinished and unable to coordinate muscle move-

ment. Natural selection has compensated for this by fa-

voring a close adult—infant tie that lasts years and goes

beyond meeting the needs of food and shelter. In a

sense, the human baby is not isolated but is part of a

physiologically and emotionally entwined dyad of in-

tant and caregiver. The adult might be male or female,

a birth or adoptive parent, as long as at least one person

IS attuned to the infant's needs.

The signs of this interrelationship are many.

Through conditioning, a mothers breast milk often

begins to flow at the sound of her own infant's cries,

even before the nipple is stimulated. New mothers also

easily recognize the cries (and smells) of their infants

over those of other babies. For their part, newborns

recognize their own mother's voice and prefer it over

others. One experiment showed that a baby's heart rate

quickly synchromzes vi'ith Mom's or Dad's, but not

with that of a friendly stranger. Babies are also predis-

posed to be socially engaged with caregivers. From

birth, infants move their bodies in synchrony with

adult speech; they are hard-wired to absorb the ca-

dence of speech and the general nature of language.

Babies quickly recognize the arrangement of a human

face—two eyes, a nose, and a mouth in the right

place—over other more Picasso-like rearrangements.

And mothers and infants will position themselves face-

to-face when they lie down to sleep.

Babies and mothers seem to follow a typical pattern

of play, a coordinated waltz that moves from attention

to inattention and back again. This innate social con-

nection was tested experimentally by Jefii-ey Cohn and

Edward Tronick in a series of three-minute laboratory

experiments at the University of Massachusetts, in

which they asked mothers to act depressed and not re-

spond to baby's cues. When faced with a suddenly un-

responsive mother, a baby repeatedly reaches out and

flaps around, trying to catch her eye. When this tactic

does not work, the baby gives up, turning away and

going limp. And when the mother begins to respond

again, it takes thirty seconds for the baby to reengage.

Given that human infants arrive in a state ofdepen-

dency, ethnopediatricians have sought to define the

care required to meet their physical, cognitive, and

emotional needs. They assume there must be ways to

treat babies that have proved adaptive over time and are

therefore likely to be most appropriate. Surveys of par-

enting in different societies reveal broad patterns. In al-

most all cultures, infants sleep with their parents in the

same room and most often in the same bed. At all

other times, infants are usually carried. Caregivers also

usually respond quickly to infant cries; mothers most

often by offering the breast. Since most hunter-gath-

erer groups also follow this overall style, this is probably

the ancestral pattern. If there is an exception to these

generaUzations, it is the industrialized West.

Nuances of caretaking, however, do vary with par-

ticular social situations. !Kung San mothers of

Botswana usually carry their infants on gathering expe-

ditions, while the forest-living Ache of Paraguay, also

hunters and gatherers, usually leave infants in camp

while they gather. Gusii mothers working in garden

plots leave their babies in the care of older children,

while working mothers in the West may turn to unre-

lated adults. Such choices have physiological or behav-

ioral consequences for the infant. As parents navigate

between infant needs and the constraints of making a

life, they may face a series of trade-offs that set the care-

giver-infant dyad at odds. The areas of greatest contro-

versy are breast-teedmg, crying, and sleep—the major



When to Wean
By Katherine A. Dettwyler

Breast-feeding in humans is a biological process grounded in our

mammalian ancestn'. It is also an acti^dty modified by social and

cultural constraints, including a mother's everyday work sched-

ule and a variety of beliefs about personal autonomy, the proper

relationship between mother and child (or between mother and

father), and infant health and nutrition. The same may be said of

the termination of breast-feeding, or weanmg.

In the United States, children are commonly bottle-fed from

birth or weaned within a few months. But in some societies,

children as old as four or five years may stiU be nursed. The

American Academy of Pediatrics currently advises breast-feed-

ing for a mimmum of one year (this may be revised upward),

and the World Health Organization recommends two years or

more. Amid cortflicting advice, many wonder how long breast-

feeding should last to provide an infant with optimal nutrition

and health.

Nonhuman primates and other mammals give us some clues

as to what the "natural" age of weaning would be if humans

were less bound by cultural norms. Compared with most other

orders of placental mammals, primates (including humans) have

longer life spans and spend more time at each life stage, such as

gestation, infant dependency, and pubert)'. Within the primate

order itself, the trend in longevity increases from smaDer-bod-

ied, smaller-brained, often solitary prosimians through the

larger-bodied, larger-brained, and usually social apes and hu-

mans. Gestation, for instance, is eighteen weeks in lemurs,

twenty-four weeks in macaques, thirty-three weeks in chim-

panzees, and thirty-eight weeks in humans.

Studies of nonhuman primates ofier a number of different

means of estimating the natural time for human weaning. First,

krge-bodied primates wean their offspring some months after

the young have quadrupled their birth weight. In modern hu-

mans, this weight milestone is passed at about two and a half to

three years of age. Second, Uke many other mammals, primate

ofBpring tend to be weaned when they have attained about one

third of their adult weight; humans reach this level between four

and seven years of age. Third, in all species studied so far, pri-

mates also wean their offspring at the time the first permanent

molars erupt; this occurs at five and a half to six years in modern

humans. Fourth, in chimpanzees and gorillas, breast-feeding

usually lasts about six times the duration of gestation. On this

basis, a human breast-feeding would be projected to continue

for four and a half years.

Taken together, these and other projections suggest that

somewhat more than two and a half years is the natural mini-

mum age of weaning for humans and seven years the maximum

age, well into childhood. The high end of this range, six to seven

years, closely matches both the completion of human brain

growth and the maturation of the child's immune system.

In many non-Western cultures, children are routinely nursed

for three to five years. Incidentally, this practice inhibits ovula-

tion in the mother, providing a natural mechanism of family

planning. Even in the United States, a significant number of

children are breast-fed beyond three years ot age. While not all

women are able or willing to nurse each of their children for

many years, those who do should be encouraged and supported.

Health care professionals, family, friends, and nosy neighbors

should be reassured that "extended" breast-feeding, for as long

as seven years, appears physiologically normal and natural.

Substantial evidence is already available to suggest that cur-

taUing the duration of breast-feeding far below two and a half

years—^when the human child has evolved to expect more—can

be deleterious. Every study that includes the duration of breast-

feeding as a variable shows that, on average, the longer a baby is

nursed, the better its health and cognitive development. For ex-

ample, breast-fed children have fewer allergies, fewer ear infec-

tions, and less diarrhea, and their risk for sudden infant death

syndrome (a rare but devastating occurrence) is lower. Breast-fed

children also have higher cognitive test scores and lower inci-

dence ot attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.

In many cases, specific biochemical constituents of breast

milk have been identified that either protect directly against dis-

ease or help the child's body develop its own defense system. For

example, in the case of many viral diseases, the baby brings the

virus to the mother, and her gut-wall cells manufacture specific

antibodies against the virus, which then travel to the mammary

glands and go back to the baby. The docosahexanoic acid in

breast milk may be responsible for improved cognitive and at-

tention functions. And the infant's exposure to the hormones

and cholesterol in the milk appears to condition the body, re-

ducing the risk of heart disease and breast cancer in later years.

These and other discoveries show that breast-feeding serves

functions for which no simple substitute is available.

A three-and-a-half-month-old baby in the United States
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preoccupations of babies and their parents.

Strapped to their mothers' sides or backs in tradi-

tional fashion, human infants have quick access to the

breast. Easy access makes sense because of the nature of

human milk. Compared with that of other mammals,

primate milk is relatively low m fat and protein but

high in carbohydrates. Such milk is biologically suit-

able if the infant can nurse on a frequent basis. Most

Western babies are fed in a somewhat different way. At

least half are bottle-fed firom birth, while others are

weaned fi-om breast to bottle after only a few months.

And most—whether nursed or bottle-fed—are fed at

scheduled times, waiting hours between feedings.

Long intervals in nursing disrupt the manufacture of

breast milk, making it still lower in fat and thus less sat-

isfying the next time the nipple is offered. And so cry-

ing over food and even the struggles of weaning result

from the infant's unfulfilled expectations.

Sleep is also a major issue for new parents. In the

West, babies are encouraged to sleep aU through the

mght as soon as possible. And when infants do not do

so, they merit the label "sleep problem" from both

Bedtime Story

By James J. McKenna

For as far back as you care to go, mothers have followed the pro-

tective and convenient practice of sleeping with their infants.

Even now, for the vast majority of people across the globe,

"cosleeping" and nighttime breast-feeding remain inseparable

practices. Only in the past 200 years, and mostly in Western in-

dustrialized societies, have parents considered it normal and bio-

logically appropriate for a mother and infant to sleep apart.

In the sleep laboratory at the University of California's

Irvine School of Medicine, my colleagues and I observed

mother—infant pairs as they slept both apart and together over

three consecutive nights. Using a polygraph, we recorded the

mother's and infant's heart rates, brain waves (EEGs), breathing,

body temperature, and episodes of nursing. Infrared video pho-

tography simultaneously monitored their behavior.

We found that bed-sharine infants face their mothers for

Sleeping together in Ethiopia

most of the night and that both mother and infant are highly re-

sponsive to each other's movements, wake more frequently, and

spend more time in hghter stages of sleep than they do while

sleeping alone. Bed-sharing infants nurse almost twice as often,

and three times as long per bout, than they do when sleeping

alone. But they rarely cry. Mothers who routinely sleep with

their infants get at least as much sleep as mothers who sleep

without them.

In addition to providing more nighttime nourishment and

greater protection, sleeping with the mother supplies the infant

with a steady stream of sensations of the mother's presence, in-

cluding touch, smell, movement, and warmth. These stimuli

can perhaps even compensate for the human infant's extreme

neurological immaturity at birth.

Cosleeping might also turn out to give some babies protec-

tion from sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), a heartbreaking

and enigmatic killer. Cosleeping infants nurse more often, sleep

more hghtly, and have practice responding to maternal arousals.

Arousal deficiencies are suspected in some SIDS deaths, and

long periods in deep sleep may exacerbate this problem. Perhaps

the physiological changes induced by cosleeping, especially

when combined with nighttime breast-feeding, can benefit

some infants by helping them sleep more lightly. At the same

time, cosleeping makes it easier for a mother to detect and re-

spond to an infant in crisis. Rethinking another sleeping prac-

tice has already shown a dramatic effect: In the United States,

SIDS rates fell at least 30 percent after 1992, when the American

Academy of Pediatrics recommended placing sleeping babies on

their backs, rather than face down.

The effect of cosleeping on SIDS remains to be proved, so it

would be premature to recommend it as the best arrangement

for aU families. The possible hazards of cosleeping must also be

assessed. Is the environment otheiwise safe, with appropriate

bedding materials? Do the parents smoke? Do they use drugs or

alcohol? (These appear to be the main factors in those rare cases

in which a mother inadvertently smothers her child.) Since

cosleeping was the ancestral condition, the future for our infants

may well entail a borrowing back from ancient ways.



parents and pediatricians. But infants seem predisposed

to sleep rather lightly, u'aking many times during the

night. And while sleeping close to an adult allows in-

fants to nurse more often and may have other benefi-

cial effects, Westerners usually expect babies to sleep

alone. This practice has roots in ecclesiastical laws en-

acted to protect against the smothering of infants by

"lying over"—often a thinly disguised cover for infan-

ticide—which was a concern in Europe beginning in

the Middle Ages. SoUtary sleep is reinforced by the

rather recent notion of parental privacy. Western par-

ents are also often convinced that solitary sleep wiU

mold strong character.

Infant care is shaped by tradition, fads, science, and

folk wisdom. Cross-cultural and evolutionary studies

provide a useful perspective for parents and pediatri-

cians as they sift through the alternatives. Where these

insights fail to guide us, however, important clues are

provided by the floppy but interactive babies them-

selves. Grinning when we talk to them, crying in dis-

tress when left alone, sleeping best when close at heart,

they teach us that growth is a cooperative venture. D
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Nearly extinctforty years ago, the east

coast peregrinefalcon population is soaring

again, thanks to captive-breeding programs

and restrictions on the use of the pesticide

DDT.Twelve breeding pairs now reside on

NewYork City bridges and skyscrapers—
the urban equivalent of their rural cliffside

haunts. One of thefew raptors to adapt to

city life, this sharp-eyed hunter sights its

prey—pigeons and other birds—in the

streets and u>atcnvays below. Diving at

speeds of up to 200 niph, it plucks its

victimsfrom midair. Far left:A peregrine

ill midcry soars above the city. Above and

left: Biologist Christopher A. Nadarcski is

harassed by a parentfalcon as he bands a

chick. Nadarcski manages the peregrine

program for the city's Department of

Environmental Protection.

Ralph Ginzburg is a freelance news

photographer in New York City.
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Squinting into the glare of the late after-

noon sun, Ernesto Molina guided his

eighteen-foot skiff along the Sonoran

coasthne of the Gulf of Cahfornia, which

separates the peninsula of Baja California

from mainland Mexico. He was looking

for a specific place in the Canal del In-

fierniUo
—

"Little Hell Channel"—named

for the hot winds that blow there inces-

santly in the summer. Ernesto circled

around until the triangular peak of Hast

Iscl appeared directly below the ridge at

Cabo Tepopa on the mainland. Then he

turned to face Tiburon Island, the home

of his ancestors, and carefully maneuvered

the skiff until a distant crag on the island

was lined up directly in the saddle of two

smaller peaks. Satisfied that we were now

in the precise spot he had in mind,

Ernesto cut the engine.

"Here the water is about twenty feet

deep." Ernesto pointed to the sea before

us. "Directly below us on the bottom of

the channel is a large rock. That's where

the sea turtles linger during the day. The

ocean bottom is sandy all around, so the

sea turtles come here for shelter. And this

is where my tamily used to hunt them

with harpoons. My cousins taught me

how to find this spot when I was sixteen."

Now in his early fifties, Ernesto is contin-

uing an ancient tradition of transmitting

specialized knowledge of geography and

wildlife to a new generation.

Ernesto is a Seri. This group of native

people traditionally moved seasonally to

hunt, fish, and forage, sailing in reed boats

among islands in the Gulf of California

and trekking between camps in the

coastal desert of the mainland. Today the

Seri live mainly in the villages of Punta

Chueca and El Desemboque de los Seris

in the Mexican state of Sonora, but they

maintain scattered fishing camps both

there and on Tiburon Island. The villages

and most of the coastUne between them

make up an ejido, a communal land hold-

ing, established by the Mexican govern-

ment. Unlike other fishing, hunting, and

gathering cultures in North America, the

Seri did not become farmers after they

settled in the villages, and many of the

650 remaining Seri hold fast to their cus-

toms. Fishing is still a main occupation.
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Right: Adolfo Burgos

holds his five-year-old

grandson Esteban on his

lap on a trip to Tiburon

bland, the ancestral

home of the Seri people.

Hie island is a short boat

ridefrom the present Seri

settlements on the

mainland in the Mexican

state of Sonora. Below

left, Esteban explores the

beach accompanied by his

grandmother Amalia

Astorga, a Seri elder

juide Children Home
Women collect limberbush branches for

basketry, as weD as shells, seeds, and sea-

weed for other crafts. Cactus fruits are

regularly gathered and consumed, and jo-

joba is collected for commercial purposes.

At least 550 Seri remain fluent in

cmique iitom, the only remaining tongue

in their branch of the Hokan language

family. The language preserves the ances-

tors' lexicon for describing the desert and

the sea. To Ernesto, the specialized

knowledge of the Seri, much of it incor-

porated in the language, is a family legacy,

a treasure to be passed down to his chil-

dren. The precise location of moosni iitne

(sea turtle homes) or of patches of potent

medicinal plants or of the freshwater up-

wellings where schools offish gather (this

last is still vital knowledge for Seri fisher-

men today) were once transmitted to

children as they gathered and prepared

food along.sidc their parents, grandpar-

ents, aunts, and uncles. But this appren-

ticeship, in which the young gradually

and subtly learn ecological lore, is in dan-

ger of being supplanted as satellite dishes

sprout in the desert and waves of outside

influences threaten to inundate Seri vil-

lages. Ernesto and other Seri teachers are

finding ways to assure that the younger

generation enters the modern world bol-

stered with the knowledge their ancestors

gleaned from centuries of living inti-

mately with the land.

Like many of his generation, Ernesto

began absorbing details about the natural

world—including the habits of the five

species of local sea turtles—while still a

child. When he was six, his father and

uncle brought him a young green sea tur-

tle, a species for which the Seri recognize

ten biologically distinct populations

—

some that migrate, some that don't, and

each with a characteristic shape, size, and

color. The men kept this turtle in a pool

for several weeks so that Ernesto and the

other children could observe its behavior.

Ernesto remembers the experience

clearly: "The sea turtle would rise up to

the surface to take a breath, and then

would swim back down to the bottom.

We could hear it breathing."

This facet of sea turtle behavior was

critical to the hunt. Ernesto's family usu-

ally hunted the turdes at night. After de-

tecting the sound of the turtles' breath-

ing, the hunters steered their boats toward

It. Then they positioned their harpoons

and watched for the turtles to break

through the phosphorescent algae

sparkling in the darkness to take another

breath. Although it was easier to hunt

during the day, that was also when young

turtles would be active, swimming in the

channel. At night, the immature animals

would stay closer to shore, and only the

mature, harvestable ones would remain in

the depths. Hunting at night not only

brought in larger turtles but also pre-

vented the overharvesting of young tur-

des, thus assuring both good hunting and

the survival of the species.
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Using a deer bone awl, Carlota Colosia, far

left, weaves a basket. Left: Luz Alicia

Torres (age six) holds a branch of a

medicinal creosote bush. Below: A child

I'isits one of theJew Seri-owned markets,

near a "livingfence" of ocotillo branches.
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The Seri people once moved seasonally among small islands i

Our frequent visits to the Seri villages

came about through our interest in edu-

cation and in the languages and ecological

knowledge of native peoples of the

Southwest and Mexico. From our many

conversations with the Seri, we realized

that their knowledge of the natural world

extends beyond such information as

"how to capture an ammal" or "how to

prepare a limberbush splint for basket

weaving." Conservation is also a theme.

Seri lore is full ofwarnings against captur-

ing desert tortoises when out hunting for

other animals, against taking all the lim-

berbush stems from one clump when col-

lecting basketry tiber, and against har-

pooning winter-dormant sea turtles.

Today sea turtle populations have been

decimated by commercial overfishing, the

harvesting of females when they come

ashore to lay their eggs on beaches in the

states of Nayarit and Michoacan to the

south, and the illegal but still active mar-

ket in sea turtle eggs. Prohibited for a

time from hunting turtles, the Seri are

now allowed to take turtles for personal

consumption. The animals are no longer

harpooned or even actively hunted, but

are used if they are brought up in com-

mercial fishing nets.

When Ernesto finished his story of the

green sea turtle he studied as a child, we

remained quiet for a moment, imagining

the 150-pound creatures rising to the sur-

face of the water. Ernesto then began to

sing a song that his mother had taught

him about the sea turtles. As he sang, he

mimicked the movements of the turtle s

flippers with his hands. Such songs, he

later explained, were an important part of

his education as a fisherman: "Before

learning about the biology of fish or tur-

des, you first have to learn about the 'phi-

losophy' of the animal. That's what the

songs do—they describe the essence of

each animal or plant."

The Seri recall hundreds of songs

about native plants and animals, many

containing details ofbehavior and habitat,

and others castina: them as harbingers of



\dolent do^^npou^s, treacherous currents,

or devastating winds. Many of the songs

are set in an ancient world that ended

after a series of massive floods. As the

singer typically reminds any children pre-

sent, that was an era when animals were

like people and could speak.

/ Legends, too, incorporate ecological

knowledge and can carr\- conservation

messages. We accompanied students and

elders on a trip we had organized Ixom

the Seri villages north to the Sierra

Bacha, the only area on the Mexican

mainland where the endangered boojum

tree grows. Seri elder Adolto Burgos

stopped a group ot children as they ran up

a hiU to touch the strange, succulent,

thirt\'-foot-tall trees for the furst time.

"Be carefiil with them,'' he shouted.

"Before, the boojums were people

—

people called Cotootaj. Come down

here, listen to me for a moment. There

were once people who were trying to

cUmb up to the tops of these hiUs because

they were frightened. They were climb-

ing because they were terrified of the tide

that was rising. In that time, tidal waves

came to destroy the world. The tide was

rismg up toward the top of the world, to

fmish it off. The Cotootaj were so scared

that they were trying to escape. They

were people then, but they were changed

into boojums when the rising waters

reached their feet.

"Today, if you even try to break off a

branch from the boojum, a fierce wind

will come. It's ver^' dangerous to do such

a thing. That's why it's important for all of

us to respect this plant."

(Except for those at the Sierra Bacha,

boojums now grow only in Baja Califor-

nia. Fossil records show that thousands of

years ago, boojums were more abundant

on the mainland coast, and that the range

has contracted, perhaps durmg the time

the Seri have occupied the region. The

trees are now protected under law be-

cause of their scarcity and their vulnera-

bility as slow-groviing plants subject to U-

hcit collecting. In any case, the Seri know

that boojums are rare and do not want to

see them become rarer.)

Rodrigo Moreno Mendez, an easygo-

ing man in his late twenties, teaches first

and second grades in the village of El De-

semboque de los Seris, where he is also

director of the primary school and presi-

dent of the local fishing cooperative. Re-

cently, we assisted Rodrigo and his stu-

dents in putting together a book of

traditional songs, learned from their

grandparents, about animals. Thanks to

support from the Ethnobiology and Con-

servation Team and the Arizona-Sonora

Desert Museum in Tucson, classroom sets

of the song books were printed and dis-

le GulfofCalifornia and coastal camps in the Sonoran Desert.

tnbuted to the schools. "It's important

that we begin to value our own cultural

heritage again," Rodrigo told us.

"There's so much influence from Western

culture through television and radio that

we've begun to lose parts of our own cul-

ture. Kids today are more interested in

imitating rock stars."

In his classroom, Rodrigo is mandated

to foUow the national curriculum set by

the Secretary of Public Education in

Mexico City. This year, for the first rime,

that curriculum included a supplemental

textbook written by local Seri teachers in

the Seri language. The primer features il-

lustrations of the Uvo Seri communities

and highlights their traditions, legends,

and songs. Rodrigo explained the impor-

tance of the new book. "In the past, the

schools just taught about the national cul-

ture. It's important to learn about other

cultures, but we need to learn about and

value our own traditions first."

In its emphasis on natural history as

well as Seri culture, the primer marks a
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departure from previously available in-

structional materials. In contrast to even

relatively recently published textbooks,

which portray the deserts of Mexico

largely as sandy wastelands, the new

primer celebrates the rich diversity of

plants and animals in the children's Sono-

ran Desert home. But one new book can-

not reverse the many other messages that

Seri children receive from the outside

world, messages that encourage them to

disengage from the desert and its bounty.

In the aural landscape of a Seri viUage,

Mexican soap operas, pop music, and disc

jockey jive compete with the traditional

stories and songs. The average Seri teen-

ager knows more Mexican corrida ballads

than traditional songs, and tapes by heavy

metal bands in the United States are in

hot demand. Satellite dishes clutter front

yards, and crowds gather nightly at the

store in the Seri village of Punta Chueca

questions about what javelina eat, where

the San Esteban chuckwalla could be

found, or the horned Hzard's special

means of defense: squirting blood from a

pore in its eyelid. Fully 100 percent of the

elders knew this information. Further-

more, the majority of those under forty

knew songs for 20 percent of the animals

in our pictures. Their grandparents knew

three times as many.

The critical cutoff age of forty makes

sense; in the 1950s the Seri settled in per-

manent villages set up by the Mexican

government and began attending school.

Prior to that, they were stiU seasonally on

the move. Most of the elders we inter-

viewed had spent part of their childhood

on Tiburon Island and part on the main-

land. As elder Amalia Astorga described

the former life style: "We'd stay in one

place for two days or three, and then we'd

start walking again. It never ended."

Seri legends and songs

incorporate a wealth of

practical information

about the wildlife of the

desert and sea. At right,

Esteban dances to his

grandfather's songs on the

shore of Tiburon Island.

At the Burgos home hi

Punta Chueca, below,

Gary Nabhan teaches

Esteban some pascola

dance steps.

Seri elders recall hundreds ofsongs about wildlife, many ofthei

to watch popular soaps. Seri students who
continue their schooling beyond the sixth

grade attend a telesecundaria, a school in

which a televised curriculum is dehvered

to the village via satellite dish.

Do such outside influences actually di-

lute local knowledge? To find out, we de-

vised an ecological survey and inter-

viewed fifty Seri between the ages of nine

and ninety. Roughly equal numbers of

males and females were broken down into

age categories so we could compare the

ecological knowledge of children, young

adults, middle-aged adults, and elders.

Seri under forty could correctly identify

70 percent of animals in photographs we

showed them, compared with an average

score of 90 percent for the elders. When
asked to list species traditionally impor-

tant as food sources, those under forty

noted 78 percent of them, faihng only to

mention those species, such as chuckwal-

las and rattlesnakes, that are no longer

widely consumed. Yet fewer th.m half of

the younger Seri could answer specific



Today, most Sen under forty live only a

tew blocks from the house in which they

grew up and very few spend much time

exploring the desert. These changes may

account not only for what people know

but for how they are learning it as well.

When we interviewed thirteen-year-old

Blanca Montaiio Mendez about Seri

names for local flora and fauna, she in-

deed could identify a photograph of a

mountain lion as a xazoj. But she sur-

prised us when she said she had seen one.

Knowing that mountain Hons are rarely

spotted in the area, we asked if she had

seen it up a tree or when she was walking

in the desert with her father.

"No," she answered timidly, "I saw it in

my house." Her father, fifty-eight-year-

old Jesus Rojo confirmed her statement:

"My kids love the nature shows on televi-

.sion. One week there was a special on

mountain Hons. That's how they learn

3ntaining details ofthe animals' behavior and natural history.

Saying It in Seri
While most Seri speak or at least understand Spanish and use it when communicating

with outsiders, cmique iitom remains the Seri's first language. The language was

standardized in written form in the 1960s by linguists Becky Moser and the late Ed

Moser, whose speUings we have used here. Recently, Seri educators have been

working to modify the spelling, making it conform more closely to that of Spanish.

A note on proper names: when the Seri were setded in Sonoran villages, individuals

were given the surnames, and in some cases even the first names, ofMexicans who
lived nearby. To the best of our knowledge, most Seri also have a Seri name, usually a

nickname, used by family members and close friends.

People of the Desert and Sea: Ethnobotany of the Seri Indians, written by Richard S.

Felger and Mary B. Moser (University of Arizona Press, 1985), is the definitive book

about the Seri. The authors note that the Seri names for flora and fauna reflect

ecological connections. For example, some animals are named for their choice of

habitat or food, flowers for their pollinators, and plants for the animals that eat—or in

some cases specifically don't eat—them. Even names of algae reflect their associations

with certain sea turtles. Here is a brief lexicon of examples:

inoosniil ihaqucepe, "what the blue turtle likes," is a particular marine alga.

hehc icaui, "plant's live thing," is Seri for the white-lined sphinx moth larva.

noj-oopis, "what liummingbirds suck out," isjusticia cdlipriiica (or in Spanish,

chiiparosa).

haamoja ihaap, "pronghorn's tepary," is a local bean plant, PliaseohisfUformis (a tepary

is a desert-adapted bean).

hce imcat, "what the jackrabbit doesn't bite off," rciers to two composite plants.

hap oacajam, "what mule deer flay antlers on" applies to three plant species.

xlamoosn oohit, "what the desert tortoise eats," is the designation of four distinct

species of desert plants. —
f. R. and G. N.
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Travel and Reading
To learn more about Seri

culture, visit the Museo de

los Seris in Kino Nuevo, the

beachfront part ofBahia

Kino, a fishing village on the

Sonoran coast opposite

Tiburon Island. HermosiUo,

the state capital of Sonora, is

afour-hour drivefoiu the

Arizona-Sonora border town

ofNogales. Bahia Kino is an

hour or so west of

HermosiUo. A useful guide to

this area is Mexico: A
Travel Survival Kit

(Lonely Planet Publications,

1995).

about animals these days. My kids would

rather sit inside and watch television than

walk around in the desert like I did when

I was a kid."

We reflected on Blanca and the moun-

tain lion the day that Ernesto showed us

the daytime lairs of the sea turtles. If the

Seri children spend so much of their time

in front of televisions or lecterns, who

wiU continue to refine the community's

vast knowledge of the natural world and

monitor the ever changing status of their

natural resources? Ecologists are just be-

gmning to discover the complex natural

interactions of which the Seri have long

been aware. Preservation of this knowl-

edge is a vital step in conserving the bio-

logical heritage of the region, which is

entwined with the survival of the Seri

themselves. Is the lore of the Seri destined

to atrophy, victim to what naturahst and

writer Robert Michael Pyle calls "the ex-

tinction of experience"? WiU their chil-

dren be caught up in a cycle of disaffec-

tion brought on by diminished contact

with the natural world at their doorsteps?

As Ernesto turned the skiff back to-

ward Punta Chueca, we passed in front of

a long stretch of sandy white beach. We
noticed the slender, curved branches of

ocotOlo framing two huts built in tradi-

tional Seri style. When we pointed them

out, Ernesto nodded proudly. "I built

those myself last summer. Every summer I

take my family to hve for a month on the

island. My sons and I dive for scallops

nearby. We live beneath the ocotiUo shel-

ters and griU our fish over small campfires

on the beach the way my people have al-

ways done. It's not enough for our chil-

dren to just hear stories about how we did

things in the past. I want them to experi-

ence it themselves. That way, they wiU be

creating their own memories." D

Today, soap operas vie with traditional Seri stories and songs.

Amalia Astorga, left,

carries limberbush

branches she has collected

in the desert. The pliable

fibers are still used by

u'omen of her generation

to make traditional

baskets. Right:

Demonstrating the way

their forebears raided

packrat middens for

mesquite pods—andfor

the rodents themselves—
in times offood shortage,

Amalia Astorga and

Angelita Torres probe a

likely spot in a dead

organ pipe cactus.
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(Continuedfrom page 29)

position. Tire beneficial results oj the

survival of the fittest ,
prove to he

immeasurably greater than [I formerly

recognized]. Tlie process of "natural

selection," as Mr. Darwin called it . . . has

shown to be a chief cause . . . of that

evolution through which all living things,

beginning with the lower and diverging and

re-diverging as they evolved, have reached

their present degrees of organization and

adaptation to their modes of life.

But putting aside the question of Dar-

win's particular influence, the more im-

portant, underlying point remains firm:

the theory of social Darwinism rests upon

a set of analogies between the causes of

change and stability in biological and so-

cial systems—and on a supposedly direct

applicabihty of the biological principles to

the social realm. In the Social Statics,

Spencer rests his case upon two elaborate

analogies to biological systems.

1. The struggle for existence as purifi-

cation in biology and society. Darwin rec-

ognized the "struggle for existence" as

metaphorical shorthand for any strategy

that provides increased reproductive suc-

cess, whether by outright battle, coopera-

tion, or just simple prowess in copulation

under the old principle of "early and

often." But many contemporaries, in-

cluding Spencer, read "survival of the

fittest" only as overt struggle to the

death—what Huxley dismissed as the

"gladiatorial" school, or the incarnation

of Hobbes's bellum omnium contra onmes

(the war of all against all). Spencer pre-

sented this stark, limited view of nature in

Social Statics:

Pervading all Nature we may see at work a

stern discipline which is a little cruel that it

may be very kind. Tliat state of universal

warfare maintained throughout the loivcr

creation, to the great perplexity of many

worthy people, is at bottom the most

merciful provision which the circumstances

admit of ... . Note that carnivorous

enemies, not only remove from herbivorous

herds individuals past their prime, but also

weed out the sickly, the malformed, and the

leastfleet or poweful. By the aid of which

purifying process . . . all vitiation of the

race through the multiplication of its inferior

samples is prevented; and the maintenance

of a constitution completely adapted to

surrounding conditions, and therefore most

productive of happiness, is ensured.

Spencer then compounds this error by

applying the same argument to human

social history without ever questioning

the validity of such analogical transfer.

Railing against all governmental pro-

grams for social amelioration—Spencer

opposed state-supported education, postal

services, regulation of housing condi-

Social Darwinism often

serves as a blanket

term for any genetic or

biological claim made
about the inevitability (or

at least the "naturalness")

ofsocial inequalities.

tions, and even public construction of

sanitary systems—Spencer castigated such

efforts as born of good intentions but

doomed to dire consequences by enhanc-

ing the survival of social dregs who

should be allowed to perish for the good

of all. (Spencer insisted, however, that he

did not oppose private charity, although

largely for the good effect of such giving

upon the moral development of donors.

Does any of this remind you of arguments

now advanced as reformatory and spank-

ing-new by our "modern" ultraconserva-

tives? Shall we not profit by Santayana's

famous dictum that those ignorant of his-

tory must be condemned to repeat it?) In

his chapter on poor laws (which he, of

course, opposed) in the Social Statics,

Spencer wrote:

We must call those spwious philanthropists

who, to prevent present misery, tvould

entail greater misery on future generations.

Tliat rigorous necessity which, when

allowed to operate, becomes so sharp a spur

to the lazy and so strong a bridle to the

random, these paupers' friends would

repeal, because of the wailings it here and

there produces. Blind to thefact that under

the natural order of things society is

constantly excreting its unhealthy, imbecile,

slow, vacillating, faithless members, these

imthinking, though well-meaning, men

advocate an interference which not only

stops the pinifying process, but even

increases the vitiation—absolutely

encouraging the multiplication of the

reckless and incompetent by offering them

an unfailing provision .... Thus, in their

eagerness to prevent the salutary sufferings

that surround us, these sigh-wise and

groan-foolish people bequeath to posterity a

continually increasing curse.

2. The stable body and the stable soci-

ety. In the universal "evolution" of all sys-

tems to progress, organization becomes

ever more complex by division of labor

among the increasing number of differen-

tiating parts. All parts must "know their

place" and play their appointed role lest

the entire system collapse. A primitive

hydra can regrow any lost part, but nature

gives a man only one head and one

chance. Spencer recognized the basic in-

consistency in vaHdating social stability by

analogy to the integrated needs of a single

organic body, for he recognized the con-

trary rationales of the two systems: the

parts of a body serve the totahty, but the

social totality (the state) supposedly exists

only to serve the parts (individual

people). But Spencer could never be

fazed by logical or empirical difficulties

when pursuing such a lovely generality.

(Huxley was speaking of Spencer's pen-

chant for building grandiose systems

when he made his famous remark that

Spencer's idea of tragedy was "a beautiful
j

theory, killed by a nasty ugly little fact.")
j

So Spencer pushed right through the nu- i

merous absurdities of such a comparison

and even professed that he could find a

virtue in the differences. In his famous

1860 article The Social Organism, Spencer

described the comparison between a
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human body and a human society: "Such,

then, are the points of analogy and the

points of difference. May we not say that

the points of difference serve but to bring

into clearer light the points of analogy."

Spencer's article then Hsts the supposed

points of valid comparison, including

such far-fetched analogies as the historical

origin of a middle class to the develop-

ment in complex animals of the meso-

derm, or third body layer, between the

original ectoderm and endoderm; the

likening of the ectoderm itself to the

upper classes, for sensory organs that di-

rect an animal arise in the ectoderm,

while organs of production for such ac-

tivities as digesting food emerge from the

endoderm, or lower layer; the compari-

son of blood and money; the parallel

courses of nerve and blood vessels in

higher animals with the side-by-side con-

struction of railways and telegraph wires;

and, finally, in a comparison that even

Spencer regarded as forced, the likening

of a primitive, all-powerful monarchy

with a simple brain, and an advanced par-

liamentary system with a complex brain

composed of several lobes. Spencer

wrote: "Strange as this assertion will be

thought, our Houses of Parliament dis-

charge in the social economy, functions

that are in sundry respects comparable to

those discharged by the cerebral masses in

a vertebrate animal."

The analogies were surely forced, but

the social intent could not have been

clearer: a stable society requires that all

roles be filled and well executed—and

government must not interfere with a

natural process of sorting out and alloca-

tion of appropriate rewards. A humble

worker must toil and may remain forever

poor, but the industrious poor, as an

organ of the social body, must always be

with us:

Let thefactory hands be put on short time,

and immediately the colonial produce

markets ofLondon and Liverpool are

depressed. Tlie shopkeeper is busy or

otheni'ise, according to the amount of the

wheat crop. And a potato-blight may ruin
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dealers in consoh. . . . Tliis union ofmany

men into one community—this increasing

mutual dependence of units which were

originally independent—tliis gradual

segregation of citizens into separate bodies

with reciprocally-subservientfunctions—this

formation of a whole consisting of unlike

parts—this growth of an organism, of

which one portion cannot be injured

imthout the rest feeling it
—may all be

generalized under the law of individuation.

Social Darwinism grew into a major

movement, with political, academic, and

journalistic advocates for a wide array of

Andrew Carnegie, a devotee of Spencerian

social Danifinism, brutally suppressed the

Homestead strike in 1892.

particular causes. But as historian Richard

Hofstadtcr stated in the most famous

book ever written on this subject

—

Social

Darwinism in American Thought, first pub-

lished in 1 944, in press ever since, and still

full of insight despite some inevitable ar-

chaicisms—the primary impact of this

doctrine lay in its buttressing of conserva-

tive political philosophies, particularly

through the central, and highly effective,

argument against state support of social

services and governmental regulation of

industry and housing:

One might, like William Graham

Sumner, take a pessimistic view of the

import ofDarwinism, and conclude that

Darwinism could serve only to cause men

toface up to the inherent hardship of the

battle of life; or one might, like Herbert

Spencer, promise that, whatever the

immediate hardshipsfor a large portion of

mankind, evolution meant progress and

thus assured that the whole process of life

was tending toward some very remote hut

altogether glorious consummation. But in

either case the conclusions to which

Danvinism was at first put were

conservative conclusions. Tliey suggested

that all attempts to reform social processes

were efforts to remedy the irremediable, that

they interfered unth the wisdom of nature,

that they could lead only to degeneration.

The industrial magnates of America's

Gilded Age ("robber barons" in a termi-

nology favored by many people) loved the

argument against regulation, evidently for

self-serving reasons, however much they

mixed their lines about nature's cruel in-

evitability with expressions of standard

Christian piety. John D. Rockefeller

stated in a Sunday school address:

Tlie growth of a large business is merely a

survival of the fittest . . . . Tlie American

Beauty rose can be produced in the

splendor andfragrance which bring cheer to

its beholder only by sacrificing the early

buds which grow up around it. This is not

an evil tendency in business. It is merely

the working-out of a law of nature and a

law of God.

And Andrew Carnegie, who had been

sorely distressed by the apparent failure of

Christian values, found his solution in

Herbert Spencer, then sought out the

English philosopher for friendship and

substantial favors. Carnegie wrote about

his discovery of Spencer's work: "I re-

member that light came as in a flood and

all was clear. Not only had I got rid of

theology and the supernatural, but I had

found the truth of evolution. 'All is well

since all grows better' became my motto.
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and true source of comfort." Carnegie's

philanthropy, primarily to libraries and

universities, ranks as one of the great

charitable acts of American history, but

we should not forget his ruthlessness and

resistance to reforms for his own workers

(particularly his violent breakup of the

Homestead strike of 1892) in building his

empire of steel—a harshness that he de-

fended with the usual Spencerian line

that any state regulation would derail an

inexorable natural process eventually

leading to progress for aU. In his most fa-

mous essay (entitled "Wealth," published

in the North American Review of 1889),

Carnegie stated:

Wiilc the law may be sometimes hardfor

the indimdnal, it is bestfor the race,

because it insures the survival of thefittest

in every department. We accept and

ivclcome, therefore, as conditions to which

we must acconnnodate ourselves, great

inequality of environment, the

concentration of wealth, business, industrial

and commercial, in the hands of afew, and

the law of competition between these, as

being not only beneficial, but essentialfor

thefuture progress of the race.

I don't want to advocate a foolishly

grandiose view about the social and polit-

ical influence of academic arguments

—

and I also wish to avoid the common fal-

lacy of inferring a causal connection from

a correlation. Of course I do not beheve

that the claims of social Darwinism di-

rectly caused the ills of unrestrained in-

dustrial capitaHsm and suppression of

workers' rights. I know that most of these

Spencerian lines acted as mere window

dressing for social forces well in place and

largely unmovable by any merely acade-

mic argument.

On the other hand, academic argu-

ments are not entirely impotent either

—

for why else would those in charge in-

voke such claims so forcefully? The

general thrust of social change unfolded

in its own complex manner without

much impact from purely intellectual ra-

tionales, but many particular issues—es-
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pecially the actual rates and stydes for

changes that would have eventually oc-

curred in any case—could be substantially

affected by academic discourse. It really

did matter to millions of people when a

given reform suffered years of legislative

delay, and then became vitiated in legal

battles and compromises. The social Dar-

winian argument of the superrich and the

highly conser\'ative did stem, weaken,

and slow the rides of amelioration, partic-

ularly for workers' rights.

Most historians would agree that the

single most effective argument of social

Dar\\inism lay in Spencer's own center-

Herbert Spencer, not

Darwin, coined the term

"survival ofthe fittest."

And Spencer, not Darwin,

welcomed the principle

ofnatural selection as a

ruthless and efficient

mechanism for dri'ving

social evolution.

piece—the argument against state-en-

forced standards for industry, education,

medicine, housing, public sanitation, and

so on. Few Americans, even the robber

barons, would go so far, but Spencerian

dogma did become a powerful bludgeon

against regulation of industry to insure

better working conditions for laborers.

On this particular point—the central rec-

ommendation of Spencer's system from

the beginning—we may argue for a sub-

stantial effect of academic doctrine upon

the actual path of history.

Armed with this perspective, we may

return to the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire, the

deaths of 1 46 young workers, and the pal-

pable influence of a doctrine that applied

tot) much of the wrong version of evolu-

tion to human history. The batrie for in-

creased safety of workplaces and healthier

environments for workers had been

waged with intensity for several decades.

This View of

The trade union movement put substan-

tial priority upon these issues, but man-

agement had often reacted with intransi-

gence or even violence, citing their

Spencerian rationale for the perpetuation

of apparent cruelty. Government regula-

tion of industry had become a major

struggle of American pohtical life—and

the cause of benevolent state oversight

had advanced from the Sherman Antitrust

Act of 1890 to the numerous and crusad-

ing reforms of Theodore Roosevelt's re-

cent presidency (1901-09). When the

Triangle fire broke out in 1911, regula-

tions for health and safety of workers

were so weak, and so unenforceable by

tiny and underpaid staffs, that the com-

pany's managers—cynically and techni-

cally "up to code" in their firetrap build-

ing—could pretty much impose whatever

the weak and nascent labor union move-

ment couldn't prevent.

If the standard legend were true—and

the Triangle workers died because all the

doors had been locked by cruel owners

—

then the story might convey no moral be-

yond the personal guUt of management.

But the loss of 146 lives occurred for

much more complicated reasons, all

united by the pathetic weakness of legal

regulations tor health and safety of work-

ers. And I do not doubt that the central

thrust of social Darwinism—the argu-

ment against regulation as forestalling a

necessary and natural process—had major

impact in slowing the passage of basic

regulations that almost everyone today,

even our archconservatives, regard as ben-

eficial and humane. I accept that these

regulations would eventually have been

instituted even if Spencer had never been

born—but it made a world of difference

to the Triangle workers that forces of

pure laissez-faire, buttressed by their

Spencerian centerpiece, managed to

delay some implementations until the

1920s, rather than acceding to the just de-

mands of unions and social reformers in

1910.

One of the two Triangle stairways was

apparently locked on that fateful day—al-

though lawyers of company owners won
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acquittal for their clients on this issue,

largely by using legal legerdemain to con-

fuse, intimidate, and draw inconsistencies

from young witnesses Avith a poor com-

mand of English. Two years earlier, an

important strike had begun at the Trian-

gle company and had spread to shirtwaist

manufacturers throughout the city. The

union won in most factories but not,

ironically, at Triangle—where manage-

ment held out and compelled the return

ofworkers without anything gained. Ten-

sions remained high at Triangle in 1911,

and management had become particularly

suspicious, even paranoid, about thefts.

Therefore, when the fire erupted at quit-

ting time (and against weakly enforced

laws for maintaining multiple active

exits), managers had locked one of the

doors to force all the women to exit by

the Greene Street stairwell, where a su-

pervisor could inspect every handbag to

guard against thefts of shirtwaists.

But the bosses were breaking a weak

and unenforceable law m this instance. All

other causes of death can be traced to

managerial compliance with absurdly in-

adequate standards, largely kept so weak

by active poHtical resistance to legal regu-

lation of worksites, buttressed by the ar-

gument of social Darwinism. Fire hoses

could not pump above the sixth floor, but

no law prevented the massing of workers

into crowded floors above. No statute re-

quired fire drills or other forms of train-

ing for fire safety. In other cases, weak

regulations were risibly inadequate, easy

to flout, and basically unenforced in any

case. For example, by law, each worker

required 250 cubic feet of air space—

a

good rule to prevent crowding. But com-

panies had managed to circumvent the

intent of this law, and maintain their tra-

ditional (and dangerous) density of work-

ers, by moving into large loft buildings

with high ceilings and substantial irrele-

vant space that could be included in the

250 cubic foot minimum.

When the Asch Building was com-

pleted in 1900, an inspector for the

Building Department informed the archi-

tect that a third staircase should be pro-

vided. But the architect sought and re-

ceived a variance, arguing that the single

fire escape effectively served as the miss-

ing staircase required by law for structures

with more than 10,000 square feet per

floor. Moreover, the single fire escape

—

which buckled and fell during the fire, as

a result of poor maintenance and too

great a weight of workers trying to es-

cape—led only to a glass skylight in a

closed courtyard. The building inspector

had also complained about this arrange-

ment, and the architect had promised to

make the necessary alterations. But no

changes were ever made, and the falling

America's leading

social Darwinian, Williani

Grahani Sumner of

Harvard, epitomized the

process of natural selection

in the command, "Root,

hog, or die!"

fire escape plunged right through the sky-

light, greatly increasing the death toU.

Two final quotations highlight the case

for inadequate legal protection as a pri-

mary cause of the unconscionable death

toU in the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire (Leon

Stein's excellent book, Tlie Triangle Fire,

[J.
B. Lippincott Company, 1962] served

as my chief source for information about

this event).

Rose Safran, a survivor of the fire and

supporter of the 1909 strike, said, "If the

union had won we would have been safe.

Two of our demands were for adequate

fire escapes and for open doors from the

factories to the street. But the bosses de-

feated us and we didn't get the open

doors or the better fire escapes. So our

friends are dead."

A building inspector who had actually

written to the Triangle management just a

few months before, asking for an appoint-

ment to discuss the initiation of fire drills,

commented after the blaze: "There are

only two or three factories in the city

where fire drUls are in use. In some of

them where 1 have installed the system

myself, the owners have discontinued it.

The neglect of factory owners in the mat-

ter of safety oftheir employees is absolutely

criminal. One man whom I advised to in-

stall a fire drill replied to me: 'Let 'em

burn. They're a lot of cattle, anyway.'
"

The Triangle fire galvanized the re-

form movement as never before. An em-

powered force, now irresistible, of labor

organizers, social reformers, and liberal

legislators pressed for stronger regulation

under the theme of "never again." Hun-

dreds of laws were passed as a direct result

of this belated agitation. But nothing

could wash the blood of 146 workers

from a sidewalk of New York.

This tale of two worksites—of a desk

where Huxley debated Wilberforce, and

an office on a floor that burned during

the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire—has no end,

for the story illustrates a theme of human

intellectual life that must always be with

us, however imbued with an obvious and

uncontroversial solution. Extremes tend

to be untenable, even dangerous, places

on complex and subtle continua. For the

application of Darwinian theory to

human history, Wilberforce's "none"

marks an error of equal magnitude with

the "all" of an extreme social Darwinism.

In a larger sense, the evolution of a species

like Homo sapiens should fdl us with no-

tions of glory for our odd mental unique-

ness, and of deep humility for our status

as a tiny and accidental twig on such a

sturdy and luxuriantly branching tree of

life. Glory and humility! Since we can't

abandon either feeling for a unitary stance

in the middle, we had best make sure that

both attitudes always walk together, hand

in hand, and secure in the wisdom of

Ruth's promise to NaoiTu: "Where thou

goest, I will go; and where thou lodgest, I

will lodge."

Steplien Jay Gould teaclies biology, geology,

and the history of science at Harvard Univer-

sity. He is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary

Curator in Invertebrates at the American Mu-

seum of Natural History.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Exploring the Depths

of the Florida Keys

The
words of 19th-century poet James EIroy Flecker take on

special resonance when applied to the Florida Keys. Long

celebrated for their exquisite natural beauty and sun-suffused

climate, the Keys also yield historic riches, both mysterious

and potent, in the turquoise waters that surround them. In

what is virtually a vast underwater museum, an estimated 1,000

shipwrecks tell tales of adventure, greed, romance, derring-do, and

human tragedy.

Beyond those shipwrecks too deep for recreational access, or some that

have eroded to little more than anchors and cannons, there are a

spectacular array within sport diving depths. Some sunk accidentally,

pawns of weather or poor navigation. Others were placed under the sea

deliberately as dive attractions, to provide a place for marine plant life

and sea creatures to gather. Together they comprise what is widely

considered the best wreck dive portfolio In the Western hemisphere—

and a staggeringly beautiful universe available only to those

adventurous enough to seek it.
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THE DUANE AND THE BiBB (KEY LARGO)

Cutters In the service of the U.S. Coast Guard, these sister ships, 327

feet each, were sunk seven miles off Key Largo in 1987. The Duane

rests upright at 120 feet, and the Bibb lies on its starboard side at 130

feet. Over time, the ships have become a refuge for a gorgeous variety

of fish, eager to feed on the layers of algae that have collected there.

Divers are rewarded with glimpses of parrotfish, angelfish, grunts,

sponges, eels, and especially barracuda. A Gulf Stream flow also

guarantees the occasional passing of turtles, eagle rays, whale sharks

and other oceanic creatures.

THE BENWOOD (KEY LARGO)

During World War II, the proliferation of German U-boats off the Florida

coast demanded that ships often run without lights to avoid being

targeted by the enemy. Such was the fate of the BenwoodMl it ran into

another blacked-out ship. The wounded vessel was deliberately sunk in

35 to 45 feet of water; later, her superstructure was blown apart by the

Corps of Engineers to eliminate it as a hazard to other ships. Today, the

bow section attracts Porkfish and other diverse undersea life.
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The Eagle (Islamorada)

This 268-foot Dutch ship began life as an inter-island freighter in the

Caribbean before catching fire in 1985. She then became part of a fleet

of derelict vessels docked along the Miami River, eventually bought by

a group of dive operators and sunk as an artificial reef. Settling

eventually on her starboard side in 110 feet of water, The Eagle's mast,

crow's nest, and propeller are a photographer's dream, particularly for

those with wide-angle lenses. A spectacular patina of multi-colored

encrustation on the ship is a wonder to behold, as is the frequent

visitation of amberjacks and Tomate Grunts.

The Thunderbolt (Marathon)

Another example of a ship whose workaday identity was transformed

into visual splendor after being consumed by the sea. The Thunderbolt

was once a cable layer and research vessel put out to aquatic

pasture as an artificial reef. In 1986, the 1B8-foot ship was scuttled

in 115 feet of water, settling perfectly upright. With the top of her

wheelhouse a mere 70 feet from the surface, the wreck has become

a diver's delight, thanks in large measure to the barracuda and

angelfish that dwell in her contours. The bow's cable spool is

now wonderfully alive with encrusting sponges and hydroids.

CAYMAN SALVAGER AND JOE'S TUG (KEY WEST)

Thanks to shipwrecks and its attendant salvagers, Key West was once

the richest city per capita in the United States. The Key's energetic

history of shipping in the early 19th century (and before the days of

lighthouses) guaranteed a number of maritime mishaps, so wrecking

became a natural and profitable business.

Two modern-day shipwrecks (both deliberate) have particularly

captivated the diving community. Cayman Salvager, in 90 feet of

water, sits jauntily upright. Her superstructure has eroded, but fish

—

including baitfish, grunts, green moray eel, and the rare Jewfish—are

plentiful. Joe's Tug, sitting upright in 65 feet of water, also attracts

grunts, as well as moray eels that live in the surrounding coral,

LOOE KEY (THE LOWER KEYS)

Named after the W/W5/.ooe which ran aground in 1744. This reef has

been designated not only as a National Marine Sanctuary, but as one

of the great ail around dive destinations in the Keys.

For more information on wrecks; Islamorada

Key West Somewhere in Time

Key WesI Shipwreck Historium 305-664-9699

305-292-8990 Key Largo

Mel Fisher Maritime Heritage Maritime Museum of the Florida

Museum Keys

305-294-2633 305-451-6444

Big Pine Key and Lower Keys

Looe Key National Maritime The Florida Keys and Key West are

Sanctuary easily accessible by automobile, or

305-292-0311 you may fly into Marathon or Key

Maratlion WesI. For more information, call

Museum ol Natural History (800) FLA-KEYS or visit the Web

site at http://www.fla.keys.com.
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Discovery Tburs

Explore the world with

ij^e American Muleum
"

-of N^iiaiJIistoiy'^*«*^*«^*^-

S:'ince 1869, the American Museum of Natural

History has sponsored thousands of scientific

expeditions around the globe in an effort to unravel the

world's greatest mysteries. It is this passion to discover

and to understand that inspires Discovery Tours, the

Museum's educational travel program.

Participants in the Discovery Tours travel program have

the unique opportunity to explore the world with

Museum scientists as they continue to uncover new

insights into life on earth. Since 1953, over 12,000

Museum travelers have participated in Discovery Tours

to some of the world's greatest wildlife areas,

archaeological sites and cultural centers. For a complete

list of destinations, contact the Discovery Tours office.

S Discovery Tours

AmericanMuseun



CRUISES

South Africa, Swaziland

& IVIozambique

Januar,' 13-30,1998

From $7,645 to $9,485

Tlie Galapagos Islands &
Highlands of Ecuador

January' 16-28. 1998

January 30 - February 1 1, 1998

S5.190

Antarctica & The Falkland

Islands: The Earth's Last

Frontier

January 26 - February 10, 1998

From 56,975 to $12,775

Papua New Guinea: Journey to

the Last Unknown
Januar)' 28 - February 10, 1998

From S6.970 to S7.670

Belize: Reef and Marine

Ecology

January 31 -February 7, 1998

$2,995

Baja California and the

Sea of Cortez

February 6- 14, 1998

From $2,690 to $3,990

South America: Iguassu Falls,

the Lake District and the

Fjords of Chile

February 6 -21, 1998

From $6,495 to $7,645

Kenya & The Seychelles:

Places of Paradise

February 19 -March 6. 1998

From $5,995 to $6,595

Egypt: Land of the Pharaohs

February 26 -March 9, 1998

From $2,810 to $3,790

Costa Rica and Panama:

A Journey on the Wild Side

March 11 -18, 1998

From $2,890 to $4,640

The Amazon: Discovering

Untamed Wonders

March 21 -28, 1998

From $2,810 to $3,790

The Sea of Cortez and

Mexico's Copper Canyon

April 7 -14, 1998

From $1,980 to $2,780

The Mediterranean through

the Ages

April 17 -May 1,1998

From $3,995 to $5,995

The Ancient Splendors of

Northern Italy: Venice to Milan

via the River Po

May 15-26,1998

Estimated from $5,990

Circumnavigating the British

and Irish Isles

May29-June 12,1998

From $5,990 to $9,990

Alaska and the Russian

Far East: Cold Bay to

Petropavlovsk

June 20 -July 6, 1998

From $6,990 to $9,390

Exploring Alaska's Coastal

Wilderness

July 25 -August 1,1998

From $3,070 to $4,470

TRAIN TRIPS

Festivals of India including the

Palace on Wheels

January 22 - February 7, 1998

$5,940

Montana: Big Sky Country

by Rail

June 9 -17, 1998

From $3,090 -$5,390

LAND PROGRAMS

Easter Island: Island of a

Thousand Mysteries

January 8 -21, 1998

January 22 - February 4, 1998

$4,990

Carl Akeley's East Africa

January 16-30, 1998

From $5,847

Arabian Treasures:

Yemen and Oman
February 24 - March 12, 1998

Estimated from $6,500

Ancient Maya of Mexico

April4-13, 1998

Estimated from $3,450

China and the Yangtze River

April 16 -May 4, 1998

Estimated from $5,900

Exploring Provence on Foot

May6-15. 1998

Estimated from $4,975

Japan: Impressions of an

Ancient Land

May 9 -21, 1998

Estimated from $5,795

Southern Africa: Last of

the Wild

June 5 -21, 1998

Estimated from $6,550

Africa's Great Rift Valley:

Ethiopia to South Africa By

Private Plane

September 10-30, 1998

Estimated from $13,995

FAMILY PROGRAMS

Costa Rica: Ecosystems,

Rainforests and National Parks

December 26 - January 4, 1 998

From $3,895 for adults, $1,795

for childreni

Galapagos Family Adventure

June 11 -21, 1998

Estimated from $3,990 to $5,750

The Legacy of Lewis and Clark:

A Sternwheeler River Cruise in

the Pacific Northwest

June 26 -July 4, 1998

From $2,090 to $4,850

France: A Family Barge

Adventure

July 11-22, 1998

Estimated from $3,990

of Natural History
ierrtral Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024 • 800462-8687 or 212-769-5700 •^
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By Robb Walsh

It seemed odd to be eating venison in

July, but Marc Haeberlm, the chef at the

Auberge de I'lll, a three-star French

restaurant in the Alsatian countryside, ex-

plained that the deer season in Alsace be-

gins in the summer. This worked out fine

for my purposes. Because the deer season

in the United States is in the late fall and

deer left in Europe. In the United States,

we have the opposite problem: the white-

tailed deer population now numbers

some 25 million—inore than when the

Pilgrims landed in 1620.

The term venison (from the Latin ueim-

tus, meaning "chase") describes the meat

of any animal from the family Cervidae.

The deer species we know today were

present during the Quaternary Period,

matter of survival. The colonists depleted

the deer population so severely that as

early as 1696, Massachusetts had already

begun to restrict deer hunting. By the

time of the Revolution, most of the other

American colonies had similar game laws

in place. StUl, by the end of the nine-

teenth century, the North American deer

population had been nearly wiped out.

The loss of so much of our wildlife re-

At a deer farm in the CatskUl region ofNew York Siiiie, idggeil dnuiiaii are reared as Uvestock for market.

early winter, I was trying to gather as

many venison recipes as possible before

my brother, an avid deer hunter, filled my

freezer. I may not be able to pull ofFHae-

berlin's elaborate presentation of venison

tenderloin with wild mushrooms and

berry compote, but I'm sure my slightly

messier version will still make an impres-

sive dinner.

Venison is a special challenge for

American home cooks. In Europe, wild

game is no longer a part of traditional

home cookery; deer hunters customarily

sell or trade their venison to restaurants so

that professional chefs can properly trans-

form it into gourmet dishes. European

chefs also buy imported farm-raised veni-

son from New Zealand and other coun-

tries nowadays, because there are so few

which also provides an abundant archeo-

logical record of humans.

Archeological finds from sites through-

out Europe indicate that deer were

hunted there well over 100,000 years ago.

Animal bones found at Paleolithic sites

incidate that venison might have been the

most important food in the region by the

last ice age, 20,000 years ago. But the an-

imals were mostly cold-adapted reindeer,

not the smaller forest deer. In the pre-

Roman era, the ancient Gauls rode to

hounds in pursuit of deer after perform-

ing sacrificial ceremonies. These ritual-

ized stag hunts began a tradition that en-

dured in Europe for more than two

thousand years.

In North America, European settlers

approached hunting not as a sport but as a

suited in tougher hunting regulations in

the 1930s and gave rise in part to modern

antihunting sentiments. These attitudes

were reinforced with the release of the

animated 1942 Disney classic Bamhi,

which one critic called, "the most efiec-

tive piece of antihunting propaganda ever

made." Thanks to a new conservation

ethic and the wave of sentimentalism that

this fdm set in motion, many Americans

came to see wild animals as "little inno-

cent people in bunny suits" romping

through the forest {see "The Bambi Syn-

drome," Natural History, June 1993). By

the early 1990s, one-third of the Ameri-

can public been persuaded that sport

hunting should be outlawed.

Game laws and antihunting sentiments

have had some curious effects on our



food habits. In the late 1980s, I began to

see venison on the menus of first-rate

American restaurants. It turned out that

this venison wasn't wild game, but a prod-

uct of the rapidly e.xpanding game farm

industry. American game farms are saris-

f\dng our cravings for vension by import-

ing normative species such as axis and fal-

low deer from Asia, breeding the animals

as livestock, and selling the meat to

Hunters ill tin- Poamoi, 1932

restaurants. This process not only side-

steps game regulations; it also makes it

possible for those who oppose hunting to

enjoy guilt-free venison dinners.

The antihunting movement was trig-

gered in part by the rapid depletion of

wildlife a century ago, but the white-

tailed deer population has since grown

out of control in many parts of the

United States, and now public sentiment

appears to support culling the herds.

Bambi doesn't look so cute when he's

eating your azaleas. I asked Jerry Cooke,

the program director of Upland Wildlife

Ecology at the Texas Parks and Wildlife

Department to help me understand how

wc could have more deer now than we

did when America was largely wilderness.

"Between 43 and (>3 million bison

once maintained an enormous grassland

in the middle of our continent," Cooke

observed. "When the bison disappeared,

the landscape changed. We think of ani-

mals adapting to their habitats, but in fact,

habitats are also created by their inhabi-

tants." Without the soil disturbance

caused by the huge herds ofbison and the

naturally occurring fires that once kept

woody vegetation m check, the grassland

More deer now roam the

United States than ever

before, but few people

want to shoot Bambi.

savannas of the Great Plains have disap-

peared. In the brush and farmlands that

have replaced them, white-tailed deer

have proliferated.

The white-tailed, or Virginia, deer

{Odocoileus virginianus) is one of the most

adaptable animals in the world. It ranges

throughout the Americas in deserts, jun-

gles, and subarctic tundras. Like other

antlered species, it is beUeved to have mi-

grated to this continent from Eurasia at

various times. Contrary to popular beUef,

the white-tailed deer is not primarily an

animal of mature woods. It does best in a

varied habitat in which open land is bor-

dered by brush or timber. While it can eat

a wide variety of foods, the white-tailed

deer invariably selects the most nutritious

ones available. To the chagrin of farmers,

it will ignore wild plants in favor of culti-

vated crops.

The growth of the deer population has

been aided by the improved food sources

inadvertently supplied by the farms and

orchards that have replaced the grassland

savanna, as well as by the disappearance of

the deer's natural predators. Wolves and

bears are rare in the Great Plains region

nowadays, and so is a tiny insect that once

held the deer population in check even

after the large predators became scarce.

The screwworm fly (Cocliliomyia lio-

minivorax) lays its eggs in open sores and

the umbilicus of newborn animals, caus-

ing sickness and death to livestock and

wildlife. When the screwworm fly was

eradicated through a federal program in

the 1950s and 1960s, the American live-

stock industry boomed, and so did the

deer population. Wolves, bears, screw-

worm flies, and deer hunters were the

four major killers of deer. Now deer

hunters are the only major predator left.

Many people have difficulty imagining

how deer can be bad for an ecological

system. But for me, it only takes a visit to

the Edwards Plateau in the nearby Texas

hill country to see what havoc deer can

cause. The native deer in the region are

eating themselves out of a habitat, de-

vouring acorns and oak seedhngs so fast

that the oak forest is in danger of disap-

pearing. "When population increases be-

yond the carrying capacity of the habitat,

mortalities should increase. But the

acorns in the Spanish oak forests provide a

huge nutritional boom right before the

reproduction season," says Jerry Cooke.

As a result the deer continue to increase as

the system continues to coUapse.

The area is also the home of some of

the nation's largest exotic game farms.

Currently an estimated 250,000 individu-

als of some 56 normative species live on

the nearby ranges. It has always puzzled

me that the exotic game farms should be

located in an area that is suffering from an

overpopulation of native deer.

"It's too bad these Texas game farms

can't just harvest some of the deer that are

already swarming over the region and sell

native venison to restaurants the way they

do in France," I mused to Cooke.

Cooke thought that was one of the

dumbest things he had ever heard. He
pointed out that market hunting of the

bison was what had created the ecological

problem in the first place. Creating a

commercial market for native venison

would be an invitation to poaching, over-

hunting, and other familiar disasters.

Cooke didn't see the irony of introducing

nonnative deer to an area already plagued

by too many native deer. "Cattle, horses,

and goats aren't native species either," he

remarked. Evidendy, wildlife ecologists

see a bigger difference between native
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Deer ini'adc a Liirii in <oiillicni Ontario

Sculpture, Black River Falls, Wisconsin

deer and normative deer than we cooks

do. (Their taste is similar.)

Cooke told me about a slightly more

rational approach to the problem that the

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department is

experimenting with in the Edwards

Plateau region. A 6,500-acre tract called

the Kerr Wildlife Management Area

began operations there in 1954. I talked

to assistant project leader BiU Armstrong

about their efforts.

First, the area was cleared of about

4,000 acres of juniper trees to provide

meadows. Then hunters harvested 300 to

400 deer a year until the population was

reduced to one deer for every ten to

twelve acres. Deerproof fences were

erected in 1968 to keep other deer out. A
herd of cattle was introduced and rotated

through thirty-three small pastures in a

short-duration grazing system that al-

lowed them four to five days in each pas-

ture. Finally, since 1979, one-fifth of the

area has been subjected to controlled

burning each year, so that aU parts of

the area are burned in five-year intervals.

In the early 1960s, only sixty plant spe-

cies were left in the area. Today, between

ninety and a hundred plant species thrive

at triple the previous volume. Prairie

grasses are reappearing, as well as long ab-

sent species such as velvet bundlefiower

and Indian mallow. "We are re-creating

the ecology of the bison," Armstrong told

me. "The cattle harvest the grass and tear

up the soil, the deer foUow and eat the

weeds, and the fires keep the woody veg-

etation down."

Armstrong conducts between sixty and

eighty tours of the Kerr Wildlife Man-

agement Area every year for interested

ranchers and landowners. Some of them

have tried to put the lessons learned there

into practice, but getting rid of the deer is

always the hardest part. "Man as a hunter

has been an important part of this ecolog-

ical system since the days of the Native

Americans," Armstrong said. "But people

don't grow up with hunting as they used

to, and their attitudes have changed. It's

hard to overcome the Bambi mentality."

While the wildlife ecologists I spoke to

weren't very interested in my ideas on re-

ducing the deer population, they were

genuinely impressed by my European

venison cooking research. As we swapped

a few recipes and tips on butchering tech-

niques, I telt reassured that American

home cooks had their own role to play in

this ecological system.

Culiftary adventurer Robh Walsh writes about

foodfor the Austin Chronicle.

Venison Ragout
Venison haunch roasts and tenderloins (backstraps) are easy to cook, but it's a chall

lenge for home cooks to use venison shoulder and other, tougher cuts. In the

United States, these are usually processed into "hamburger" or sausage, but in Eu-

rope, where venison is rare and expensive, venison shoulder is reserved for stews,

goulashes, and ragouts like this one.

4 pounds venison shoulder cut into 1-inch

cubes

3 cups red wine

i cup red wine vinegar

4 onions, quartered

4 carrots, peeled and sliced thick

10 peppercorns

1 large bay leaf

15juniper berries

2 teaspoons sea salt

1 sprigfresh rosemary, chopped coarsely

Vi cup vegetable oil

1 quart venison stock

In a large, nonreactive bowl, combine the venison with 2 cups of the wine, and all

the vinegar, onions, carrots, herbs, and spices. Cover and let stand in the refirigera-

tor for 24 to 72 hours.

Remove the meat and drain well. Strain the liquid and reserve the herbs, spices,

and vegetables. In a stew pot, heat the oil, brown the meat on all sides, then add the

remaining red wine, the venison stock, and the reserved herbs, spices, and vegeta-

bles. Bring just to a boil, then lower the heat and cover. Simmer for I'A hours or

until the meat is very tender. Remove the bay leaf and juniper berries and transfer

to a serving bowl. Serve with noodles, spaetzle, or potato pancakes.

Serves 6

Note: To make venison stock, place venison bones and scrap meat in a roasting pan

with an equal amount of carrots and onions. Roast in a hot oven until brown, trans-

fer to a stock pot, cover with water, and simmer for several hours, skimming occa-

sionally. Strain.
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field season, the site has yielded (according to tusk count)

remains of forty-nine Columbian mammoths and two wooUy

mammoths, along with a host of other creatures that inhabited

the area some 26,000 years ago, during the Pleistocene. It is the

world's largest known primary accumulation ofmammoth fossils;

that is, the remains were not rafted in by water and cached at the

site but are the bones of animals that died on the spot.

Early on, we found help from donors, from excavators both

professional and volunteer, and from local citizens who formed a

corporation to oversee and protect the site. An exhibition center

was built directly over the fossils, which, rather than being

extracted and removed, now remain in situ. Known as the Hot

Springs Mammoth Site, this Ice Age graveyard presented us with

a murder mystery, and we searched not only for fossils but also

for clues as to what lured the animals to the scene and caused

their death.

Thousands of years ago, the site was a sinkhole that contained

a thermal pond fed by artesian springs. Fossil pollen analyses

suggest that the water was warm year round (as are the present-

day springs that give the town its name) and that the chmate may

have been similar to that of steppe-tundra areas in Alaska today.

mammoths usually found in more northerly zones. Some twelve

feet tall at the shoulder and weighing up to eight tons,

Columbian mammoths roamed steppe grasslands of North

America, from about 130,000 to 11,000 years ago. Their remains

have been found from Canada to Mexico and from California to

Florida.

Of particular interest were the tusks we found (tusks are

enlarged upper incisors). Where they emerged from their

sockets, they were sometimes thicker than my thigh—a strong

indication that most of the mammoths were males, the larger of

the sexes in mammoths. Later on, a British colleague, Adrian

Lister, developed a method for determining sex from a ratio of

two pelvic measurements. When tested, all our fossil pelvis bones

indeed proved to be those of males. And about 84 percent of the

animals were between the ages of eleven and twenty-nine, young,

for mammoths. (Elephants have a life span ofmore than sixty

years; presumably this would hold for mammoths too.)

What could explain the phenomenon of a natural death trap

for young male mammoths? In the Pleistocene, as now, the area

was apparently well watered, with numerous artesian springs and

the ancestral Fall River nearby, so the presence of water in the

Modern-day herbivores of the Black Hills include wild horses.

EncircHng the 70-miLlion-year-old Black HiUs is an elliptical

geological formation known as the Spearfish Shale. As water

seeped through this red shale, it dissolved an underlying layer of

porous limestone, forming a number of subterranean caverns.

Such caverns, and the shale above them, occasionally collapsed,

creating depressions called sinkholes. Over time, sinkholes fill up

with sediment. At the Mammoth Site, these sediments were

much more resistant to erosion than were the relatively soft

surrounding shales. What had been the bottom of a pit slowly

became the top of a hiU—the site that was being smoothed over

by George Hanson and his bulldozer. The Mammoth Site

sinkhole is an oval, some 120 by 150 feet. Based on the rate at

which present-day sinkholes fJl in, we believe that this ancient

sinkhole fiUed with sediment and entombed the bones and tusks

over a period of three hundred to seven hundred years.

The Columbian mammoths that predominate at the site were

temperate-zone contemporaries of the long-haired woolly

Bison graze in Wind Cave National Park near Hot Springs

' SOUTH DAKOTA
^ O Pierre

^RapldCHy



sinkhole seemed unlikely to be the main lure. Could the animals'

behavior have had something to do with the deaths? In her book

Elephant Memories, zoologist Cynthia Moss describes her studies

of the life cycle of today's Afirican elephants. When we applied

this information to our tossils, we were able to put flesh on the

bones and to hypothesize about the behavior of our mammoths.

Elephants are born into matriarchal societies. For their first

decade or so of hfe, the young are carefully guarded and

protected by their mother, aunts, and sisters. As males become

sexually mature, they are driven from the female-dominated

herd. Young males tend to wander, eventually gathering in small

groups of similarly displaced young males or taknig up life on

their own as solitary bachelors.

The combination of youth, lack of experience, and total

freedom is a dangerous one for young bull elephants—and, we

beheve, was for mammoths as well. Envision, for example, a

Pleistocene winter, with several feet of snow covering summer's

dried grasses. For a strapping "teen-age" mammoth, finding the

couple of hundred pounds of forage required per day takes more

,
effort in winter. Yet there, at the bottom of a pit, green

vegetation is growing along the shores of a warm pond. What is

a hungry, newly independent

that wielded them. Recently, Dan Fisher, of the University of

Michigan, analyzed Mammoth Site tusks and confirmed what

we had surmised—the animals died in winter.

The sinkhole contains no mammoth calves; they were too

well protected by the females in the group. And the pit holds

very few old mammoths. The elders were wise to such

dangers—unless they had a feeding problem or attempted to

rescue a young friend. The reckless young buUs trapped in the pit

ultimately died of starvation, exhaustion, or drowning.

Lxirry D. A^eiibwad, director of the Mammoth Site ofHot Springs,

South Dakota, Inc., is a professor ofgeology and titefounder of the

Quaternary Studies Program at Northern Arizona University in

Flagstaff.

For more information write:

Mammoth Site of Hot Springs, South Dakota, Inc.

P.O. Box 692, Hot Springs, South Dakota 57747-0692

tel. (605) 745-6017; fax (605) 745-3038

E-mail address: manimoth@maminothsite.com

Web site: http//www.mammothsite.com

mammoth most likely to do?

Use its tusks to sweep three or

four feet ofsnow off last year's

flattened grasses? Or clamber

down a steep shale slope and

go for the greens?

The latter option was a

one-way trip for foolhardy

young males. As soon as their

feet hit the shale, moistened

just above the water level, they

slipped into the pond. The

slick walls of the sinkhole

ranged from an incHne of sixty

degrees to vertical to

overhanging, and the water, as

suggested by mammoth

footprints we have found in its

sediments, was about fifteen

feet deep in some places.

Although they were probably

good swimmers, as elephants

are, the hefty mammoths were

unable to fmd a foothold and

so were doomed.

The more we learn, the

more likely this scenario

becomes. Analyses of tusks can

reveal quite specific

information about the animals

Partriers;:iis|)iili|The Mammoth Site is more than a

graveyard of individual animals; it provides paleontologists v/ith

the remains of a large, local population of mammoths that can be

compared and contrasted with other known mammoth

populations. And the fifty-plus mammoths were not the only

creatures to perish at Hot Springs. Entombed with them are the

remains of carnivores and omnivores such as a giant short-faced

bear ( larger than modern grizzlies), wolves, and coyotes. Even

the dung of carnivores that apparently came to feed on the dead

and dying mammoths has been found preserved. Large

herbivores include shrub oxen, a camel, and a llama, all denizens

of North America during the Pleistocene. Careful sieving of the

Mammoth Site sediments has revealed the presence of birds and

such small mammals as ferrets, prairie dogs, voles, and moles.

The sinkhole pond was home to fishes, frogs, snails, and

freshwater bivalves.

Mammoth Central Still an excavation in progress that yields

new finds each summer, the Hot Springs Mammoth Site is also a

nonprofit research and educational facihty. The exhibition center

is open year round and provides guided tours. In addition to

viewing in situ fossils, visitors can watch bones being prepared

and preserved and can learn about the region's geology and ice-

age fauna. In summer, the site offers a Junior Paleontological

Dig, in which children learn excavating techniques by using

fiberglass models of mammoth bones. Earthwatch has been

involved in the Mammoth Site work since the beginning and

continues to send volunteer crews to Hot Springs for two-week,

hands-on sessions each summer.

A skull of the extinct giant

sliortfaced bear (riglu) dwarfs

that of a modern grizzly.

An ongoing cxcui'tiliou, the

Manunolli Site lies on ihc edge

of the town of Hot Springs.
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Celestial Events

Tales of the Occultation
By Joe Rao

the United States. The Saturn series will end on March 29,

1998, with an occultation visible from parts of Antarctica.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the American Miiseiim-Hayclen Planetarium.

Time-lapse photo oj the setting Moon eclipsing the star Aldcbaran

This month, during the morning hours of the 1 9th, skywatchers

can see a waning gibbous Moon pass in front of the first-

magnitude star Aldebaran. This event—called an occultation

(trom the Latin for "hiding")—is the seventeenth in a series that

started in August 1996 and will end on February 14, 2000.

During the late evening hours of the 18th, note how quickly

the Moon (three days past fuU) approaches the orange star: about

a fuU Moon's width per hour. To witness the actual occultation

you'll need binoculars, as the Moon's glare will ovenvhehn

Aldebaran for naked-eye viewers. Aldebaran disappears behind

the bright (forward) edge of the Moon and, about an hour later,

emerges from behind the unlighted (and unseen) part of our

satellite. As though a switch were turned on, the star reappears.

The exact moment of the star's disappearance and

reappearance differs by location. For those in the far west, the

occultation will take place between approximately 1 :00 and 2:00

A.M., PDT; for the mountain time zone, from 2:25 to 3:25 A.M.;

for the central time zone, 3:50 to 4:50 A.M.; and for the eastern

time zone, 5:15 to 6:25 A.M.

Interestingly, Saturn is also in the midst of a series of monthly

occultations, the first ofwhich occurred in April 1996. Until last

month, these occultations were either invisible from the United

States or took place during the daylight hours. The current series

continues this month with the Moon occulting Saturn on

October 15, but only those who live in Africa and Asia will be

able to see it. The next two Saturn "eclipses" occur on

November 1 1 and December 9 and can be seen in many parts of

Ttie Sky in October

liiyMlUSI IS not visible as it

passes through superior

conjunction, moving beyond

the Sun as seen from Earth, on

October 13.

Ktaiiita
js jn (he southwest

throughout the month and

sets more than one and a half

hours after sunset. A crescent

Moon lies near Venus on the

evenings of the 4th and 5th.

Venus passes 1 .7 degrees north

of Antares on October 16 and

overtakes Mars, passing 2

degrees south of the red planet

on the 24th and 25th.

WHiia sets in the southwest

two hours after sunset but is

difficult to see low in the

southwest evening twilight. A
crescent Moon forms large

and lovely patterns with Mars,

nearby Venus, and the ruddy

star Antares on the evenings of

the 5th and 6th. On the 12th,

Mars will pass 3.4 degrees

north of its "rival," Antares

(which will appear slightly

brighter). Mars will be 2

degrees north of Venus on the

24th and 25th.

Wliinitaa is near the meridian

in midevening and sets after

midnight. A gibbous Moon
will be in Jupiter's general

vicinity on the nights of the

10th and the 11th.

fcliillniw in Pisces, is in

opposition on the 10th, rising

about sunset and setting at

sunrise. On that date, the

planet is at its brightest

(magnitude +0.2) and closest

(780 million iniles from

Earth). Seen in a telescope

magnifying 30 power or more,

the south face of the planet's

famous rings appears tilted 10

degrees toward Earth. Note

how the fuU Moon seems to

foUow Saturn across the sky on

the night of October 15-16.

iiiamnwiii is at new phase

on the 1st at 12:51 P.M., EDT;

first quarter is on the 9th at

8:22 A.M., EDT; the hunter's

Moon (the full Moon after the

harvest Moon) is on the 15 th

at 11:46 P.M., EDT; last

quarter is on the 23d at 12:48

A.M., EDT; and a second new

Moon this month occurs on

the 31st at 5:01 A.M., EST.

In most parts of the country,

daylight saving time ends on

the last Sunday in October.

Move your clocks back one

hour. (Officially, you are

supposed to do this at 2:00

A.M. local daylight time).
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Ancient Papyrus Art

Hand drawn and painted on
100% Egyptian papyrus. 15" x
17". #T1801 King Tut Mask;
#N1902 Isis & Nofertary;

#R1903 Ramses II with Isis &
Anupis. Cost: $39.95 for one,

$69.95 for two, $99.95 for all

three, plus shipping and
handling and NJ tax. Call

toU-free 1-800-542-2236.

2. Athena Publications
Athena Review, journal of

history, archaeology, and
exploration, invites you to

send for a free issue and our

book catalog, OrigiiwI Sources

in Exploration.

3. Calvert School Home
Instruction

Leader in complete K-8
courses since 1906. Also

language, music, art, and
literature supplemental

courses. Each course

includes step-by-step

instructions and all materials.

Ideal for enrichment. Free

catalog.

4. Charles County,

Maryland
Charles County is 18 miles

south of Washington, D.C.

and bordered by the Potomac
River. A mecca for boaters,

cyclists, birdwatchers, anglers

and a magnet for history

buffs. Hunt for sharks teeth,

enjoy top-flight golf or savor

our seafood. Call 1-800-766-

3386 for a free travel kit.

5. Collette Tours
Experience African Safaris,

European cities. North
American parks. South
American entertainment,

Australia's Outback and
more. Collette Tours

-

providing quality travel since

1918. USTOA backed with

$1,000,000 in consumer
protection. FREE brochures
1-800-248-8986, ext. 7033.

6. Costa Rica

For additional information,

circle number 6 on your
postage-paid reader service

card.

7. Davis Instruments
Davis Instruments announces
three new weather stations

that combine sensors to

calculate degree-days,

evapotranspirations, heat

stress, UV indexes, solar

radiation and more. Free

catalog, 1-800-678-3669.

8. Florida Keys and Key
West
Experience adventure and
relaxation in a tropical

paradise. Visit the world's

diving and sportfishing

capital and witness

breathtaking sxmsets.

1-800-FLA-KEYS or

http://www.fla-keys.com

9. Haverhills

PowerVox does for hearing

what binoculars do for

seeing. This astonishing

instrument amplifies sound
by a factor of lOx! Lets you
hear things you have never

heard before!

10. Holbrook Travel

Natural History Tours to

Latin America and Africa.

Travel independently or in

small groups escorted by an

educational leader. Holbrook
Travel 800-451-7111.

11. Inclinator Co. of

America
"Elevette"— the custom built

residence elevator offers the

ultimate in home luxury and
convenience. Send for free

descriptive literature.

12. KingBIrd Tours, Inc.

The Asia Specialists. World's

most experienced operator of

birding tours in Asia. Small

groups led by world-

renowned ornithologists.

Seventeen years in Thailand,

Malaysia, Indonesia, China,

India, Bhutan, Philippines,

Sri Lanka. (212)866-7934

1 3. Mexico Ministry of

Tourism—Sectur
Come to Mexico and
discover our endless history

and culture. Call:

1-800-44-MEXICOor
http://mexico-travel.com

Mexico, An Endless Journey.

Come discover it.

1 4. Mystic Stamp Co.
Free U.S. stamp catalog.

Discover the fun of collecting

stamps. Tills catalog makes it

easy. Tips , stories and more.

Plus collecting information.

Mystic Stamp Co.

1 5. Park East Tours
Since 1969, over 70,000

people have discovered

Africa with Park East Tours.

Our experience from Cape
Town to Cairo, from
Galapagos to Antarctica

means a flawless tour

experience. Call 800-223-

6078, Ext. 307 for a free

brochure.

16. Pharmacia & Upjohn,

Inc.

Impotence can be
successfuDy treated in almost

all cases. Send for a

confidential Free Information

Kit on a treatment for

impotence. Please circle 16 on
the Reader Service Card, or

caU 1-800-215-9350.

I 7. Saga Holidays
The world leader in mature
travel, providing domestic

and international travel

products. Send for your free

Saga Holidays Travel Planner

or caU toll-free (800) 291-0786.

18. Sierra Trading Post

Save 35-70% off name-brand
outdoor clothing and
equipment— every day!

Call 1-800-713-4534,

fax 1-800-378-8946.

5025 Campstool Rd.,

Cheyenne, WY 82007. FREE!

1 9. Subaru of America
Subaru Outback. The
world's first sport utility

wagon. Visit your Subaru
dealer for a test-drive, or call

1-800-WANT-AWD.

20. Texas Tropics Nature

Festival

#1 birding destination in

Texas. Green Jays, Red-
crowned Parrots, 450 other

birds. April festival includes

field trips, seminars, nature

fair, and ABA Convention.

800-250-2591.

21

.

TIAA CREF
Financial services especially

for people in education and
research. For your free

personal investing kit, call

1-800-226-0147.

22. Tourisme Quebec
CaU 1-800-363-7777 (Operator

262) for your FREE 1997-1998

Winter Vacation Packages

brochure on Quebec. Come
explore our imiverse of

winter activities! Web site:

http: / /v^rww.tourisme.gouv

.qc.ca/winter.html

23. Traveler's Emergency
Network
Aft'ordable, global, year-

round travel security for you
and your family. Members
have access to 27 travel

assistance services ranging

from pre-trip info to

emergency medical

evacuations.

24. Worcester County,

Maryland
Maryland's only seaside

county. More species sighted

here than in any other county

in the state. Free birding

guide and checklist.

1-800-852-0335,

http://skipjack.net

/le_shore/visitWorcester

25. Wings
Carefully organized bird-

watching tours with

sensitive professional

leadership in 60 countries

on seven continents.

CaU 520-320-9868.
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The Ecotourist Ima

Parodying both

the diorama and
the macho
adventure

tradition, the

author/artist—after

an unspecified

mishap—enters

the local

neotropical food

chain as a
smorgasbord. A
helpful Fresnal lens

shows insect

activity in detail,

and a key to the

image describes

some of the less

familiar information

to the layman,

Artist Alexis Rocl<man, wtio

was born in 1962 in New Yorl<

City near tine American

iVluseum of Natural History,

says that the IVluseum's

dioramas inspired his interest

in the depiction of nature.

Natural History coiumnist

Stephen Jay Gould has

written that Rockman's

compeiiing, challenging,

and playful work fractures

"the mental categories that

scientists construct to keep

the objects of nature

separate and ordered."

"Rockman" will appear

monthly in Natural History.



id text by Alexis Rockman

: I
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Books/Publications

AUTHORS WANTED. Successful, fuU service, sub-

sidy publisher can transform your manuscript into an

attractive, quality book— and promote it. Send your

completed work for a no-cost, no obligation assess-

ment, or request a free brochure. Rutledge Books,

he, 1-800-278-8533, Dept. NHV, Box 315, Bethel, CT
06801

DO YOU HAVE A BOOK TO PUBLISH? Contact es-

tablished co-operative pubhsher with offices in USA
and Europe. Call Pentland Press, Inc. 1-800-948-2786.

HOW TO MAKE A FORTUNE IN REAL ESTATE!

Learn easy ways to becoming rich. Send $4. $1.50

S&H. Dowd Pubhcations, 9N Eagle Hill Rd.,

Hohndel, NJ 07733

Bargain Books
I

America's biggest selection. Save up to 80%
|

. on recent publishers' overstocks. Save 30% .

I
or more on current books and best sellers!

|

I

Nature, Wildlife, Travel, Biography. Pho- i

I tography and more. FREE CATALOG. '

MjamiltOn 5431 Oak, Fans Village. CT 06031-5005
|

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED ALL TYPES. Pubhsher
with 75-year tradition. "Author's Guide to Subsidy

Publishing." 1-800-695-9599.

NATURE AND EXPLORATION BOOKS: Old, new,

free catalog. Harrell Books, PO. Box 425, Friday

Harbor, WA 98250

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology Archaeology

Natural History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

NEWAUTHORS
PUBLISH YOUR WORK

All subjects considered:

Fiction, Biography, Poetry, Religion, ChilcJrens

AUTHORS WORLDWIDE INVITED
write, or send vour manuscript to:

MINERVA PRESS
2 OLD BROWIPTON ROAD. LONDON SW7 3D0, EWGLAND

Education

RARE, OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS all fields Natural

History. Free catalog. Marcher Books, Dept. NH, 6204

N. Vermont, Oklahoma City, OK 73112.

SELF-PUBLISH YOUR OWN BOOK. Will convert

your manuscript into professional, edited books. As
few as 100 copies. 212 580-9700. Jay Street Publishers,

Dept.l4, 155 W. 72nd Street, New York, NY 10023.

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 52 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation.

Rivercross Pubhshing Inc. Dept. NH; 127 East 59th

Street, New York, NY 10022.

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente,

CA 92674-3253 (714) 492-2976.

ZOOLOGY, NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS.
References on regional wildlife, reptiles, insects,

birds, carnivorous plants, and more, http://

www.herper.com/books.html

China, Crystal, Silver

WORLD'S LARGEST INVENTORY - discontinued &
active china, crystal, flatware, collectibles. All manu-
facturers — fine & casual china, crystal, sterhng, sil-

verplate, stainless. 4,000,000 pieces, 80,000 patterns.

Buy & sell. Call for Free listings daily 8am- 10pm EST.

1-800 REPLACE (1-800-737-5223). Replacements,

Ltd., PO. Box 26029, Dept. NL, Greensboro, NC
27420.

GROW GOURMET AND MEDICINAL Mushrooms.
Oyster Shitake, morels and much more. Seminars on
cultivation. Free brochure. CaU 800-780-9126. Fungi

Perfecti, PO Box 7634-NHM, Olympia, WA 98507

THE GIFT OF KNOWLEDGE! Browse our Internet

site for 10,000 hard-to-find educational/informa-

tional CD-ROMS and VIDEOS. 29 categories include

extensive academic subjects, (all ages), family, leisure,

health, nature, personal development, business skills,

computers, many other areas. http://www
.simleam.com Otherwise, call (212) 579-7061 for free

catalog.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/Forestry/Ecology
Careers. Professional level home study for concerned

individuals. Exciting careers in the outdoors. Free lit-

erature. PC.D.L, Atlanta, Georgia. (800) 362-7070

Dept.NNL124.

Employment Opportunities

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. CaU toU free 1-800467-5566 Ext. 6371

Environmental Careers
Environmental & natural resource vacancies from non-

profit, private. & government employers.Two issues

eacti month list opportunities nationwide. A 6 issue trial

subscription is only $19.50. Subscribe today!

The Job Seeker
Dept NH, 28672 Cty EW, Wanens, Wl 54666

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES-Monthly
bulletin lists environmental job openings throughout

the U.S. Free details. EOV PO. Box 4379, Areata, CA
95518 (707) 826-1909.

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 each. Send
name, address: Calco Pubhshing (C-157), 22 North

Plains, Wallingford, CT 06492.

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small

business. Grants/loans to $800,000.00 Free recorded

message: (707) 449-8600. (LAD

Merchandise/Gifts

KOALA AND SUGAR GLIDER coUectibles catalogs.

http://www.suba.com/~kangaroo/home.htm.
Kangaroo Connection, 1113 Webster Ave-NH,
Chicago, IL 60614-3510 (773) 248-5499

IF YOU BELIEVE IN EVOLUTION -» SHOW IT!mm
Weekly animal market, Douz, Tunisia
Michele Burgess

TMl
CHECK TO: DARWIN FOB 298 MESILLA, NM 88046
AUTOPLAQUES. LAPEL PINS, MAGNETS S6.50 PP
TEE SHIRTS SI 6.95 PP XXLS17.95PP CUPSS13.95PP

OR 1 800 573-5021 AMEX MC VISA

MUSEUM-QUALITY Ecuadorean tapestries.

Handmade. Animals, flowers, dancers. $225. 24x38".

Brochure: http: / / wviTV.tapirback.com / tapirgal /gifts

.htm Fax (970) 464-0377. Benefits conservation ef-

forts.
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Miscellaneous

SINGLE SCIENCE/NATURE ENTHUSIASTS are

meeting through Sdence Connection. Further info: 1-

800-667-5179 http://www.sciconnect.com/.

Music

EXCITING WORLD MUSIC, hidia, Africa, Latin

America, Native American Music, and more. Our
new catalog of traditional and modem CD's and cas-

settes is yours for the asking. Write Music of the

World, RO. Box 3620, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or caU

(919)932-9600.

Networking

OUTDOOR SINGLES, established quarterly newslet-

ter, $45/year, $15/trial issue, free iiiformation, OSN-
NH, Box 769, Haines, Alaska 99827

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Navy Collimator. Eree catalog and our article

"Know your Binoculars," pubUshed in Audubon
Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St.,

West Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610.

Real Estate

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for youi new or exist-

ing home. Over 100 different programs available.

Eree recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8LA1)

Rentals

HAWAflAN RESORT PENTHOUSE — 5 Star Maui

condo: S299/day, 2 Bths/Bdrms. Panoramic Ocean

270 - view, whales, rainbows. (718) 745-0494.

Tours/Trips

ACA AIR COURIERS SAVE UP TO 80% on

International Travel: Europe S235, Asia $370, South

America SI 76 roundtrip. Fly as onboard courier for

the "big name" freight companies. 1,000 roimdtrip

flights weekly to Europe, Asia, Pacific Rim,

Central/South America. Free information kit call Air

Courier AssociaHon 1-800-822-0888.

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildUfe sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!
Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and

snorkel Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free brochures! Special Interest Tours. Call (800) 525-

6771

17,000 Wand*!

Oranptunt,
Orafom, Birdrrfe.

Sumacrs. Bali,

Lombolcjava.

Komodo.Bom€o,

Indonesia
AJva tnpi to: Thailand.

Httitf.a. Philippines. Burma.

/ifrtftam. Cambodo. Laoi.

Pa^-j* H«w Guinea, Nepal

,
Timspaiil H. Juui'Dejs

HOO
642
2742

w/vw.Sout/JCJilAjio.coni

Costa Rica 'Belize 'Africa •Galapagos

Natural History

trips worldwide
Since 1982

P.O. BOX3656-C15
SONOHA. CA 95370

EXPEDITIONS
Fulfill Your Dreams

ofAdventure

CST200754I40 800 351'5041

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,

Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia, Kilimanjaro climbs,

gorilla tracking, more. Also unique tours in Egypt,

Israel, Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs.

Himalayan Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

AFRICA: PersonaUzed safaris in East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box

49, Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 1-800-724-1221.

AMAZONL\ EXPEDITIONS. The Amazon's leading

company for expedition travel, since 1981 . Individual

attention. Regional references available. (800) 262-

9669.

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Nature, Hiking and the CXitdoors. Enjoy hiking and

camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and MUford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.

BAJA CALIFORNIA! Whale watching! Boojums!

Personalized eco-tours in Mexico's unspoiled penin-

sula since 1966. February programs available. Call

Piet/Nature Connections: 1-800-726-7231.

BELIZE, COSTA RICA, GUATEMALA, Honduras,

Mexico-nature and marine reserves, archaeology,

outdoor and water sports, shopping, and authentic

cultural experiences. Great Trips, telephones (800)

552-3419, (612) 890-4405, facsimile (612) 894-9862,

Email: greattrips@usintemet.com

PANAMA
World's Highest

Biodiversity

Request Free Travel Planner

ADVeMXUReS
Authentic Wondwlfle Explorations-800-345-4453
ww.wildland.com

COPPER CANYON, MEXICO, by train. Indian cul-

ture, colonial history, birding, spectacular views. S&S
Tours. (800) 499-5685. email: ss@theriver.com

COSTA RICA! Guided tours or private travel.

Excellent airfares. Voyagers, P.O. Box 915, Ithaca, NY
14851 1-800-633-0299, http://www.voyagers.com

COSTA RICA, KENYA, Tanzania, Ecuador,

Galapagos, Italy, England, India, Ethiopia, Albania,

Indonesia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey,

South Africa, Vietnam, and many more. Small group

holidays to many countries. Suitable for all ages. Call

for full color brochure. Adventures Abroad 1-800-

665-3998.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

1140 for free newsletter.

EAST AND SOUTHERN AFRICA. Specialising in

custom designed safaris. Rewarding visits to unusual

permanent Camps/Lodges/Private Ranches/Home-

stays. Air/ Road Combinations. 30 years experience.

References. Bill Dixson's Discover Africa. Box 40662,

Nairobi, Kenya. Fax:(254 2) 223647. Tel:(254 2) 339094.

ASTA Member.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our hcensed
naturalist will soil by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Idci Floats 510-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

GALAPAGOS, ANDES & AMAZON: you can't af-

ford not to go! Forum Travel, since 1965. (510) 671-

2900. FAX (510) 671-2993. (forum@ix.netcom.com)

Also: EcUpse 1998.

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led, natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departtires/16 passen-

ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, P.O. Box 1220, San Juan

Bautista, CA 95045. 1-800-969-9014.

HOLIDAY SEASON ADVENTURES. Dec. 20 - 27:

Amazon Jungle Safari or Amazon Riverboat Cruise.

Dec. 27 - Jan. 3: Andean Inca Exploration! Call

Explorations, Inc. (800) 446-9660.

East Africa
Galapagos ?Costa Rica AMAZO^/f

Natural History & Photographic Adventures

WB^ERS 1-300-635-0299

XAAAMA/.voyagers.com
INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Torus, treks, wildlife,

overland advenhires. Huge selection. Affordable rates.

Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect St.,

Stamford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-2380, 24 hours.

JOURNEY WITH WHALES along Baja California

aboard the Pacific Queen. Gray whales, elephant

seals, dolphins, coastal birds; island /lagoon explo-

rafion; worid class wildlife photography; superb nat-

lu-alists. Expeditions February-April. Contact Pacific

Sportfishing, Inc. 2098 Mendocino Blvd., San Diego,

CA 92107 (619) 224-4965; FAX (619) 224-4197;

eddiemcewen@earthlink.net.

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & nat-

ural history lours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-800-

225-2380.

Volunteering

GREENVOLUNTEERS Woridwide Guide to

Volunteering in Nature Conservation 100+ projects

$16.00, (800) 525-9379 greenvol@iol.it

Rates and Style Information

$4.20 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified is $455

per inch. Advertiscmenls must be prepaid. Rates are not

structured for agency or cash discounts. Ads are accepted at

NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check or money

order to: The Markel/NATURAL HISTORY Magazine,

Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024.
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By Neil de Grasse Tyson

Want conclusive proof that planets exist

in the universe? You are standing on one.

But before you complain about what

constitutes admissible evidence, consider

that it's easier to find somethmg for which

you already have an example than to find

something that is predicted solely by

somebody's theory.

A pessimistic estimate for the number

of planets in the universe is nine. A more

reahstic estimate is about one sextUlion

(one followed by twenty-one zeros). If,

for some reason, you have a problem vi-

sualizing the magnitude of this number,

consider that it's a million times larger

than the total number of sounds and

words ever uttered by all humans since

the dawn of the species. You can, of

course, search tor these planets just for the

sake of finding them. You wiU probably

find some. But why search for planets un-

less you can simultaneously ask whether

the planets you find resemble the ones

you know and if any of them sustain life.

Indeed, these types of questions guide

most planetary searches.

We often make the imphcit assumption

that our solar system (which we know

contains life, whether or not the hfe can

be considered inteUigent) is neither spe-

cial nor peculiar. A more troublesome

thought is that our solar system is not or-

dinary precisely because it possesses char-

acteristics that led to the evolution of be-

ings who ask these questions—a point

made recently by George Wetherill, a

Carnegie Institution planetary astrophysi-

cist, at a conference on the search for

exosolar planets. Wetherill's comments

notwithstanding, I remain in the "we're

ordinary" camp and proceed with the

next step: creating a catalog of nearby

stars that would make good hosts for

planets.

Theories about other worlds were not

always greeted with praise. In 1600, at the

Square of Flowers in Rome, the Catholic

Church burned Giordano Bruno (naked)

at the stake—not for being an ordinary

heretic, but for being an "impenitent and

oThe 1

Search

Planets

pertinacious" heretic. Bruno's crime? He

had reasoned that the universe must be

infinite, because otherwise it would have

to exist in one place rather than another, a

notion that conflicted with his philosoph-

ical sensibOities. From the vastness of this

infinite universe, Bruno then concluded

that there must be many other worlds be-

yond Earth. Fortunately, scientists who

hold such views today are allowed to live.

And their discoveries are heralded with

front-page headlines.

The discovery of planets around other

stars ought to be a cinch. We first look in

^



the galaxy for stars whose temperature,

size, and age are similar to the Sun's. We
call them solar-type stars. We then look

for large, gaseous planets. These are

Jupiter-like planets. We then strain to find

smaller, rocky planets that resemble Earth.

And of course Earth happens to be a very

good example of an Earthlike planet.

The problem is that the simple act of

looking does not always reveal what you

seek. Your ability to resolve information

about a distant object is limited by several

factors, including the stability and trans-

parency of the medium you are looking

through and the size of your eye's pupils

(the bigger the better). For these reasons,

the wdely repeated claim that an astro-

naut can resolve the Great Wall of China

trom orbit is highly dubious. For ex-

ample. Interstate 10—fi-om Florida to

Calitbrnia—is several times as wide and

50 percent longer than the Wall, yet no-

body m orbit waxes poetic about the visi-

bihfs- of the freeway system in the United

States. With no clouds or other obscuring

atmospheric conditions, an astronaut try-

ing to resolve the Wall would need pupils

ibout the diameter of the average human

head. The lesson: using large telescopes

in orbit above Earth's atmosphere wiU

always improve your vision of the rest of

:he universe.

The most obvious way to discover a

olanet around another star is by direct de-

letion. But planet detection remains one

jt the most challenging things you can do

Aith a telescope. Heroic efforts have been

nade by persistent astronomers armed

Aith clever techniques and state-of-the-

)Cience hardware. When using the visi-

3le-light part of the spectrum, you may

;ommonly find that the host star is 100

TuUion times brighter than the reflected

jght fi-om its planets. Therein lies most of

:he detection problem. When you use the

nfrared part of the spectrum, however,

;he star might be only 10 million times

irighter. The energy radiated by planets,

I'/ .'.ever feeble it may be, typicaUy peaks

n the infrared, maximizing a planet's

rhances of being detected.

Yf)u might also want to detect a plane-

tary system in the act offorming. Current

theories of star formation posit that as a

gas cloud collapses to form the host star,

an extended orbiting disk of gaseous,

rocky, and icy material is left behind. Like

the planets that are formed fi-om it, the

disk can also be detected in the infiared.

Indeed, the first discoveries (in the 1980s)

of stuff orbiting stars other than the Sun

were of these protoplanetary disks. The

most famous system among them is Vega,

which "starred" in the recent Hollywood

film Contact. The film's authors (science

writer Ann Druyan and noted as-

tronomer Carl Sagan) knew, of course,

that Vega is encircled by this disk of de-

The most obvious way
to discover a planet

around another star is

by direct detection.

, But planet detection

remains one of the

most challenging

things you can do with

a telescope.

bris. So when radio signals are detected

firom the system, a scientist in the fJm

questions the likehhood of life having

evolved in such a young, debris-filled sys-

tem whose planets are probably stiU form-

ing. Sure enough, later in the film we

learn that intelligent life evolved some-

where else and used the Vega system as an

outpost.

Many questions about protoplanetary

disks remain unanswered. Are they pre-

dominant around low-mass stars or high-

mass stars? Suppose the system gives birth

to binary or multiple stars—which ac-

count for about half of all star systems in

the galaxy. What then becomes of the

disk? What determines how far away

from the host star a massive planet like

Jupiter can form? Is a nine- or ten-planet

system common? Or does the typical star

system have just one or two (or thirty or

forty) planets? Are there stars whose disks

never collapse further to form planets?

Are we asking the right questions?

The orbits of planets can be strongly

unstable in binary and multiple-star sys-

tems. The constandy shifting gravitational

allegiance fi-om one star to another in-

hibits the tidy circular and eUiptical orbits

that we have come to know in our single

star. For planets to avoid being ejected,

their orbits must be large compared with

the separations among the host stars. In

this picture, the planets are distant enough

for the combined gravity of the stars to

feel hke the gravity of a single star. An-

other way to avoid getting ejected is for a

planet to have a tight orbit around just

one of the stars—an orbital distance that

is small compared with the separations

among the stars.

The best we can do now is collect as

much data as is technologically possible

and slowly fiH in the holes left by our ig-

norance of planet formation

A powerfiil method to detect planets,

but one that does not result in a headline-

ready picture, uses the time-honored

Doppler effect, the shift in the fi-equency

of light from the host star. Christian

Doppler was a nineteenth-century Aus-

trian physicist who first measured a shift

in the pitch of a train's whistle as it ap-

proached and then receded. The shift

turned out to be a general feature of all

waves emitted (or reflected) by something

in motion. Yes, you may blame Mr.

Doppler for your recent highway tickets.

The Doppler shift returned from your

speeding car is electronically calculated by

a police radar gun.

How, you might ask, do you detect the

Doppler shift of a stationary star in the

center of a planetary system? Contrary to

common expectations, planets do not

orbit their host stars. Both planets and

stars orbit their system's single center of

gravity, which is not always (in fact, al-

most never) at the center of the host star.

As planets swing in their orbits, the host

star responds by making tiny loops of its
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own. The more massive the planet, and

the larger its orbit, the bigger loop the star

makes. When seen approximately edge-

on, the wavelength (or frequency) ot a

star's light will alternately increase and de-

crease as the star executes its tiny orbits

around the system s center of gravity. The

Doppler shift allows us to deduce the ac-

tual back-and-forth motion of the host

star and infer the presence (and mass) of

one or more planets.

When there is a single planet, the

Doppler shift is simply periodic. For mul-

tiple planets, however, the Doppler shift

can have a complicated signature of mul-

tiple jiggles, which must be decoded to

infer the exact number of planets that are

responsible. (Once during the taping of a

network television interview about the

discovery of planets, I attempted to de-

scribe these tiny circular motions ofa host

star by jigghng my hips. This was a mis-

take because my hips were all that ended

up on the evening news.)

Unfortunately, Earth-sized planets do

not induce a large enough jiggle in a host

star to be detected with the limited pre-

cision of current instruments. Earth itself

IS less than one three-hundred-thou-

sandth the mass of the Sun. But Jupiter-

sized planets do leave a detectable

Doppler signature in the light of the host

star, which explains why the first dozen

planets ever detected around ordinary

stars were Jupiter sized: they were simply

easier to find.

The growing number of exosolar plan-

ets includes several whose host stars are

bright enough to be seen in the nighttime

sky with binoculars. Those that initially

received quite a bit ot press included 31

Pegasi (discovered by Michel Mayor and

Didier Queloz, Swiss pioneers of tele-

scopic Doppler measurements), as well as

47 Ursae Majoris and 70 Virginis, (dis-

covered by the American planet-hunting

team of Geoffrey Marcy and Paul Butler).

The genitive code names are simply the

number, in order of brightness, of the

stars in the constellation Pegasus (the Fly-

ing Horse), Ursa Major (the Great Bear, a

part of which we call the Big Dipper) and

Virgo (the Virgin). No surprises here.

These stars resemble the Sun in age and

temperature, and sure enough, they each

have a Jupiter-sized planet.

Things got weird, however, when we

learned that the Jupiter-like planets

around 51 Pegasi and 70 Virginis are un-

comfortably close to their host stars. We
had no theory for a jumbo gaseous planet

to form, much less survive, in close orbit

around a host star. For a nascent planetary

system, we might expect the central star

to compete for material with the inner-

most planets. We know, for example, that

high-velocity gas spews forth from new-

born stars and forms strong "winds" that

blow away nearby material, thus inhibit-

ing the formation of close-in, Jupiter-

Small planets can't

yet be detected by

their Doppler

signatures—which
explains why the

first dozen planets

discovered around

ordinary stars were

Jupiter sized.

style planets. The planet around 51 Pegasi

is a mere 5 million miles from its host star.

At one-eighth Mercury's average distance

from the Sun, it has no business being

there. But there may be some salvation

for our theories. Recent studies of 51 Pe-

gasi suggest that the Doppler variation in

its light, fi-om which the existence of a

planet was inferred, may be due to fluctu-

ations in the star's surface instead. If true,

then theories of planet formation are, for

the moment, safe.

The royalty of Doppler-discovered

planets are those discovered in orbit

around pulsars—the neutron-rich re-

mams of a high-mass star that has vio-

lently exploded. Since pulsars rotate

rapidly and, as you might expect, pulse,

you can time the arrival of these pulses

with extremely high precision and look

for Doppler variations that are small

enough to discover tiny. Earthlike

chunks of rock.When this was first done

in the early 1990s, an Earth-sized planet

was discovered that had an orbital period

of 184 days. Nobody had ever discov-

ered an exosolar planet by this method,

or by any other method, so skepticism

was high. Skepticism was further fueled

because one of the last places you would

expect to find planets in the galaxy is in

orbit around the remains of a high-mass

star that had blown most of its guts all

over the galaxy. With those guts went

most of the gravity that formerly kept

the system bound together. So we ex-

pect that all planets the star might have

had would have flown away into inter-

stellar space. We are left with no other

choice. The planet—small and rocky

—

must have formed in the explosion of

the star's remains.

But shortly thereafter, the pulsar planet

discovery was retracted as having been a

spurious signal in the data—the details of

Earth's elliptical motion around the Sun

had not been fully accounted for. Notice

that the planet's advertised period, 184

days, is almost exactly one half an Earth

year, which had raised a few suspicious

eyebrows when it was first announced.

When the detailed motion of Earth's el-

liptical orbit around the Sun was correctly

subtracted (it had been approximated as a

circle), the previously announced planet

disappeared fi-om the data. Such are the

precarious pathways of cosmic discovery.

In 1994, another group, headed by as-

trophysicist Aleksander Wolszczan (now

of Pennsylvania State University), had the

audacity to report the existence of a

planet orbiting around another pulsar.

But this time, the data were unimpeach-

able. In fact, additional data revealed a

multiple-planet system with objects that

resembled Earth more than they did

Jupiter. Remember that all of this was de-

duced from the undulating Doppler sig-

nature in the pulsar's pulses. Do we un-



derstand pulsars well enough to be sure

that some unknown mechanism is not at

work masquerading as the signature of a

planet? The true test came from a predic-

tion that if planets are real, and if they

have the masses we expect for them, then

the gravitational interaction among them

would produce systematic changes in

their orbits and thereby impart an addi-

tional signature in the pulsar's pulsing pat-

terns. This was, in fact, measured. They

are, in fact, planets. And we do, in fact,

understand pulsar pulses.

But pulsar planets do not inspire the

romantic musings that planets around real

stars do because, in the end, everybody is

interested in the prospect of Hfe. And so

was Dan Goldin, the head of NASA,
when he announced that one of NASA's

goals is to obtain an image of a rocky

(Earthlike) planet with high enough reso-

lution to identify continents and oceans.

How? With kilometer-long arrays of

space-based telescopes programmed to

fiinction as though they were a single,

large telescope with super-duper high

cesolurion. Telescope arrays such as these

ire known as interferometers and have al-

ways provided, in their many applications,

the highest-resolution measurements of

my available technology.

You can bet that if space travel ever be-

comes affordable, and if we somehow

manage to travel to the stars, then the first

stops on the interplanetary bus route will

be those systems that harbor the Earthlike

planets we have already snooped out.

Apart from the obvious technological and

jiological barriers of interstellar travel (at

IfXJ miles per second, which is more than

ten times faster than humans have ever

traveled though space, it would still take

nearly 8,000 years to reach the closest star

to the Sun), such a move is hardly justifi-

Je scientifically until every nook and

ery cranny of every planet in our own

ilar system has been searched for life.

When looking for a planet to visit that

light host life, you can learn much from

n analysis of its atmosphere. With space-

lased spectrographs, you can decode

emical signatures in the light and dc-|h(

duce the composition of the planet's air.

The presence of oxygen (Ot in Earth's air

distinguishes us from the other planets in

the solar system because it's a byproduct

of photosynthesis, in which carbon diox-

ide (CO2) gets its oxygen stripped while

donating its carbon atom to the growth of

life. Ox-ygen also allows an ozone (O3)

layer to develop, which shields the planet's

surface from harmful ultraviolet rays and

permits complex molecules to thrive.

Of course, if our sensitive spectro-

graphs also detect smog, ozone-destroy-

ing chlorofluorocarbons, hydrocarbon

contaminants, soot from global deforesta-

tion, and locaHzed atmospheric radiation

belts, we wUl know for sure that the Hfe

we have found is intelligent.

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is the

Frederick P. Rose Director ofNew York City's

Haydcii Planetarium and is a visiting research

scientist at Princeton University. His playful

Q&A book on the cosmos, Merlin's Tour of

the Universe, ims recently released in paper-

back by Doubleday.
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October Events
October 6
As part of the "Frontiers in Astrophysics"

series, physicist Fred C. Adams, of the

University of Michigan, will give a slide-

illustrated talk, "The Long-Term Fate of

the Universe," at 7:30 p.m.

October 6, 13, 20, 27
Wildflowers found in the mountain

ranges of Alaska, the Pacific Northwest,

and New England wiU be the subject of

four Monday-afternoon talks by Museum

botany lecturer William Schiller, starting

at 2:30 P.M. (He will give the same talks

on four consecutive Thursday evenings,

starting October 9, at 7:00 RM.)

October?, 14,21,28
Plate tectonics, paleontology, and plane-

tary geology, as well as how to predict

natural disasters, will be topics in a Tues-

day-evening series, "What's New in Ge-

ology," by Sidney Horenstein, coordina-

tor of the Museum's Environmental

Programs. The talks begin at 7:00 P.M.

October 9, 16, and 23
November 6 and 13
In conjunction with an exhibition open-

ing in November, five Thursday-evening

talks wOl explore the nature of diamonds.

The speakers will be George Harlow, of

the Museum's Department of Earth and

Planetary Sciences; Robert M. Hazen

and Francis R. Boyd, of the Carnegie In-

stitution's Geophysical Laboratory; Gary

R. Huss, of the California Institute of

Technology's Department of Geology and

Planetary Sciences; and Stephen E. Hag-

gerty, of the University of Massachusetts 's

Morrill Science Center. All talks will

begin at 7:00 RM.

October 17
Paleoanthropologist Andrew SiUen, of the

University of Cape Town, will explore

differing versions of human origins, using

examples from South Africa's archeologi-
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Cliiiistmp penfiHins, by Fraiis Lanting

Silksfrom

Madagascar will

be displayed in

the Akeley

Gallery, along

with historical

photographs of

Malagasy society

and traditional

weai'ings.

cal record and from current media. The

talk begins at 7:00 RM. and is free with

Museum admission.

October 20
As part of the "Distinguished Authors in

Astronomy" lecture series, physicist Ger-

rit Verschuur, of the University of Mem-
phis, will talk on "Our Place in Space:

Cosmic Impacts and Survival of the

Luckiest." His lecture begins at 7:30 RM.

October 20 and 27
At 7:00 RM., anthropologist Peter Gold

will compare the Tibetan and Colorado

plateaus from the perspectives of geology,

climate, ecology, and culture.

October 23 and 30
November 6 and 13
The lecture series "Excess and Spectacle:

Redefining Culture in the World Today"

addresses the rapid, kaleidoscopic changes

in contemporary cultural life. All lectures

begin at 7:00 RM.

October 24 and 25
In two evening workshops, physical an-

thropologist Jeffrey H. Schwartz, of the

University of Pittsburgh, will draw upon

the Museum's collections to investigate

such questions as what sets primates and

homimds apart from other mammals.

October 26
In a slide-illustrated talk beginning at

7:00 RM., Dutch nature photographer

Frans Lanting wiU present his portfolio of

animal portraits, many of which are in-

cluded in a new book. Eye to Eye: Intimate

Encounters with the Animal World.
j

j

October 28 i

At 7:00 RM., paleontologist Lowell Din-

gus, who directed the renovation of the

Museum's fossil halls, will discuss dinosaur

extinction and the evolution of birds. He

wiU draw upon themes in his new book,

Tlie Mistaken Extinction, written with pa-

leontologist Timothy Rowe.

October 29
How the mind stores and uses informa-

tion will be the subject of a lecture by

Steven Pinker, of M.I.T.'s Center for

Cognitive Neuroscience. Pinker, whose

article "The Brain's Versatile Toolbox"

appeared in the September issue of Nat-

ural History, will begin his talk at 7:00 RM.

Throughout October
The Museum will celebrate Caribbean

History Month with weekend and

evening performances demonstrating the

area's cultural traditions.

The American Museum of Natural His-

tory is located at Central Park West and

79th Street in New York City. For tickets!

and information about events, call (212)!

769-5200. Consult the Museum Web site!

for additional informafion (http;//www.

amnh.org). For hours and admission fees

call (212) 769-5100.
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Dr. Earle piloting Deep Rover in her record-breaking 1000 meter dive.

''Our future depends

on taking care of the sea and

its vital, living treasures/*
Dr. Sylvia Earle

For Dr. Sylvia Earle, one of the world's leading

marine biologists, there is nothing more important

than the quest to explore, study and protect the

planet's oceans.

Dr. Earle's recent book, Sea Change, tells how

mankind's abuse of the ocean depths has disrupted

the planetary systems that are essential for human

survival. It also explains why she insists on

deeper investigation. Currently

Dr. Earle is working to

access the very

deepest parts of

the Pacific.
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submersible that is more

maneuverable than a

conventional submarine, are

contributing to the ability of

scientists to study the sea. But

whether Dr. Earle is simply

snorkeling or diving with

the advanced research

vehicles that she helped

develop, her Rolex is always

a part of her gear. "Having

spent a significant part ofmy
adult life studying the oceans, I

appreciate the

difficulty of

creating a

mechanism

that can

withstand

all the

pressures and

corrosive elements of a saltwater

environment," says Sylvia, "and

that is precisely what my Rolex has

done, dive after dive. I wouldn't

consider going underwater

Wfi'^ without it."

Role. Oyster Perpetual Submar.ner Date Chronometer m sta^.less steel and 1 Skt gold wUh matching Oyster FUplock bracelet.

For the name and location ofan Official Rolex fewelernear you, please call l-800-36RULtX.

Rolex. *: Oyster Perpetual. Submariner, Oyster and Fhplock are trademarks.
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the twentieth, jackass penguins hang on in the

subtropical Atlantic off southern Africa's coast.
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volunteer returns to a village in southern Niger
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that treatable medical problems—malnutrition,
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wounds—still threaten to overwhelm the
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Striving for Lahiya
By Adeline Masquelier

In Niger, where 320 out of 1,000

children do not reach the age of five,

laliiya (health) is the most precious thing

that a person can have. Leslie Nielsen,

an American nurse, came to appreciate

its value—and its elusiveness—in the

early nineties, when she was a Peace

Corps volunteer among the Hausa

people in the southern village of Safo.

Returning there recently on assignment

for Natural History, she found that the

people's struggle to remam healthy is as

difficult as ever.

Outsiders may view "new" viruses

(such as AIDS and Ebola) as Africa's

greatest health threats, but preventable

—

and in the West, treatable—conditions,

such as malaria, tuberculosis, hepatitis,

and postpartum and diarrheal infections,

continue to overwhelm people in places

Uke Safo. Nielsen's story ("Surviving in

Safo," page 50) illustrates how drought

and other factors affecting food

production and supplies have

exacerbated the villagers' health

problems.

In Niger, where famines are a means

of reckoning time (phrases such as "year

of the distended bellies" are common),

the act of eating implies mastery over

the world. But to be fed is to become

dependent upon the person providing

the food. At the same time, however,

one talks of having "eaten" the market

(that is, struck a good deal with a

merchant) and, conversely, of being

"eaten up" by pain.

Food confers far more than physical

sustenance. People believe that the

quality of a mother's milk not only

influences the speed at which a baby

develops ("bad milk" leads to the

infant's wasting away) but also passes on

moral attributes to the child.

Although people in rural Niger

regularly visit the local dispensary to

receive quinine for malaria or to get a

shot of antibiotics, they also rely on the

services of diviners, spirit mediums,

Koranic healers, local herbalists, and

bonesetters. Combining seemingly

incompatible therapies is far from

paradoxical to them. It is, in fact,

standard procedure in the face of the

daily threat of illness. Even malamai

(Koranic scholars) may resort

(sometimes in secret) to the services of

indigenous healers after Islamic

medicine has failed.

As the Hausa see it, the domain of

lahiya extends well beyond the limited

boundaries of the Western concept of

health to include a sense of harmony

with one's social and physical

environment. Lahiya also refers as much

to the fertility of the land and the

prosperity of the community as it does

to personal well-being. Absence of

lahiya therefore entails not only

individual sickness but also social strife,

climatic disasters, or business failure.

Health is influenced by many factors,

both tangible and intangible.

Individuals, for instance, may explain an

inability to work in terms of a jealous

competitor who has used sorcery to

entangle them in a web of crippling

strands (darme). Few are immune; darme

can strike the rich and the poor, the

educated and the uneducated. Victims

of darme, whether small farmers, traders,

or civil servants, usually stop eating and

may wither and die unless knots are

removed from their bodies.

A Western medical doctor examining

patients in Safo might be skeptical about

a diagnosis involving witchcraft or

spirits, but such explanations speak to

the very core ofhuman experience in

this part of the world.

Through Nielsen's journal and the

photographs ofEugene Richards, an

outsider may begin to understand and

appreciate the complex social,

environmental, and medical challenges

to lahiya m a village like Safo.

Adeline Masquelier is an assistant professor

of anthropology at Tulane University.

Moil €<• h,d tl lilii III Safo, Niger
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To the

Editor
It Came from Outer Space

I look forward each month to

"Universe," by Neil de Grasse

Tyson. But I question a

statement in his September

essay on asteroids ("Coming

Attractions"). He says that the

water we drink every day

"was delivered to Earth by

comets over four biUion years

ago." Did none of it come

from the Earth's interior, as it

does today?

Daniel Habib

Department of Geology

Queens College

New York, New York

Neil de Grasse Tyson

REPLIES: Earth formed

gradually by accretion from all

manner of solar system debris,

which would have included

what we identify today as

water-laden comets and

asteroids. We know ofno

simple mechanism by which

subcrustal water could have

been manufactured from

hydrogen and oxygen during

or after the period of planet

formation.

Earth would have acquired

additional water during the

period of heavy bombardment

between 4.6 and 4 biUion

years ago. Perhaps it's a matter

of semantics, but it remains a

true statement that all our

water—not just the surface

c>ceans—arrived from space.

Th* Ban About Bees

Sue MubbeJJ, m "Trouble

wiih i-:oneybees" (May 1997),

estisTia.f.-is that "sometime

between 1630 and 1663"

honeybees were first imported

firom the Old World into New
England. That span of time

can be significantly narrowed:

Just today—in Plymouth

Colony Records, "Wills and

Inventories, 1633—69"—

I

encountered the following

item in a probate inventory

for the estate of one Nathaniel

Tilden of Scituate, dated July

31, 1641: "tenn stocks &
swarmes of bees." These were

valued at 10 pounds EngHsh

sterling.

Gloria L. Main

Department ofHistory

University of Colorado

Boulder, Colorado

I was astounded to read, in

"Trouble with Honeybees,"

that "native bees were buzzing

about, energetically

pollinating the native plants

and the few crops—including

squash and beans—grown by

the people the settlers called

Indians."

Why didn't you mention

corn? It was first cultivated by

Native Americans and was

essential to the survival of the

colonists.

Lloyd Wittstock

via E-mail

We were referring only to

bee-poUinated crops. Corn is

wind pollinated and therefore

was excluded. We apologize

for the confusion

—

Eds.

Sue Hubbell attributes the

Native American term for the

honeybee
—

"the white man's

fly"—to Longfellow's "Song

of Hiawatha" (1855). 1 found

a much earlier reference to the

term in Noel Rae's book

Witnessing America: The Library

of Congress Book of First-hand

Accounts of Life in America

1600-1900 (Stonesong

Press, 1996).

In 1720, Paul Dudley,

attorney general of

Massachusetts, wrote in a

letter to the Royal Society:

"the Aborigines (the Indians)

have no word in their

Language for a Bee, as they

have for all animals . . .

aboriginally of the Country,

and therefore for many Years

called a Bee by the name of

English Man's Fly."

Betty Vanderbilt

Saunderstown, Rhode Island

In the coming issues of "'^i^HSIS

'

Special December/January Issue:

The Caribbean

Journal

As the Biosphere Turns
Once upon a time in Saint

Croix, conservation became a

soap opera.

Human Nature

Inside Cuba
Village life in Cuba's rural

interior is still tied to the

vagaries of the climate. Story

by Tom Miller Photographs

by Ernesto Bazane

Marine Science

Gmde to the Reefs

A Natural Histor)' map of the

reefs, mangroves, and marine

reserves of the Caribbean.

Biodiversity

Digging Cuba
Over the last 500 years, monkeys

and other large land mammals

have vanished from the

Caribbean's largest island.

Findings

Reptile Radiation

Anole Hzards are to Puerto

Rico, Jamaica, Cuba, and

Hispaniola what finches are to

the Galapagos.

A IVIatter of Taste

Congo Peppers

Meet the Caribbean's—and

maybe the world's—hottest

chilies.
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At a Micropaleontological Society meeting,

geologist John Van Couvering ("Diamond Desert

Memories") tried a bite from a fudgelike,

chocolate-brown square on a tray. "I was just

thinking that it had an odd taste," he recalls,

"when I learned it was a sample of deep-sea

ooze." Van Couvering, pictured here in northern

Nigeria, is more familiar with the drier sediments

of African deserts. His invitation to visit

Namibia's Miocene fossil beds came in 1975,

from British paleontologist Roger Hamilton.

Van Couvering had already worked for Louis

Leakey on Miocene beds in Kenya and

welcomed the unusual opportunity to enter

the Sperrgebiet, a restricted area long mined

for diamonds. Van Couvering is editor in chief

of Micropaleontology Press at the American

Museum of Natural History.

Born in Israel, Jeheskel (Hezy) Shoshani ("It's a Nose! It's a Hand! It's an Elephant's

Trunk!") got his start as an animal behaviorist by observing desert creatures, from

tortoises to hyraxes, while tending sheep on a kibbutz. He received his doctorate from

Wayne State LJniversity in Detroit, where he is currently a lecturer. His consuming

interest in elephants began with a trip to Sri Lanka in the early 1970s and after reading

the 1 952 book Elephants, by Richard Carrington. The Elephant Research Foundation,

which Shoshani established in 1977, encompasses aU aspects ofproboscidean research, as

well as conservation and public education. In addition to his popular writing, Shoshani

edited, with Pascal Tassy, The Prohoscidea (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996).

Registered nurse Leslie Nielsen ("Surviving in Safo") is research coordinator at Incarnation Children's

Center for HIV-infected children in New York City. There, she says, "Ulness is often a source of shame

and aloneness for patients and their families," a contrast to the community support for the debilitated that

she observed in Niger. Two years there as a Peace Corps volunteer in the early 1 990s inspired Nielsen to

work with medically underserved groups on her return to the United States; before going to ICC in 1996

she worked with migrant farm workers and with mentally and

physically handicapped adults and children. Photojournalist Eugene

Richards accompanied Nielsen to Safo to document health

conditions there. His work last appeared in Natural History m July—August 1997. Those

photographs—of an American urban youth-gang—won him first prize for Issue Reporting

Picture Story (Magazine Division) in the 1996 Pictures of the Year Competition,

cosponsored by the Missouri School ofJournalism and the National Press Photographers

Association. The same group also named him 1996 Magazine Photographer of the Year.

While they were doctoral students at the

University of Otago in New Zealand, coauthors

and spouses Yolanda van Heezik and Philip Seddon

("Penguins Under the Sun") met "over a

steaiTung paU of regurgitated fish" (produced by

yellow-eyed penguins) and "have been together

ever since." Seddon is British, while van Heezik

grew up in Dunedin, New Zealand, just a

twenty-minute drive from a penguin colony.

Between the two of them, they have since studied

ostriches, yellow-eyed, Adelie, Utde blue, and

Fiorland crested penguins, as well as the jackass

penguins of southern Africa. The pair currently

work far from penguin territory, at the National

Wildlife Research Center in Taif, Saudi Arabia,

where van Heezik is a wildlife biologist and

Seddon the research coordinator. Their

household includes their seven-month-old son

and a pet fox. At the center, they are studying

desert foxes, wolves, caracals, and hyenas;

birdwise, they are involved in reintroducing

captive-bred houbara bustards to the desert.

^^H Born in Shiga Prefecture, Japan, in 1954, photographer IVIitSUhiko Imamori ("Obscure Allure") has a degree

in civil engineering. He began teaching himself photography when he was a student and has been a

professional photographer since 1980. Interested in images that combine insects and human habitation,

Imamori works largely in the area around Lake Biwa, northeast of Osaka, but has also taken assignments in

Southeast Asia, Australia, Europe, and the Americas. His book of photographs entitled Days of Insects has

been translated from the Japanese and is popular in France, Germany, and Korea.
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The Galapagos Islands:

A Family Adventure

June 12 - 21, 1998

Going to the Galapagos Islands is like

stepping into a primeval world. Volcanic

eruptions and earthquakes led to the

creation of this fascinating arcliipelago

se\'eral milMon years ago, creating a irnique

en\Tronment where species evolved in total

Lsfjlation. ilore than half of the plant life, a

third of the i5sh and \irtuaUv all of the

reptiles are found nowhere else on earth. We
will have numerous op]50i-timities for dose

encountei-s with v\-iidlife that knows no fear

of humans, as we walk amid volcanic

landsr^apes watching for sea and land birds,

marine and land iguanas and giant

tfjrtoi.sfjs. We will also snorkel and .s-wim with

wjlorf'ul fish, .sea lion [jups and maybe even a

Gulapagospengiiin.

The Legacy of Lewis and Clark:

A Sternwheeler River Cruise in the
Pacific Northwest
June 26 -My 4, 1998
In 1803, under the direction of president

Thomas Jefferson, Meriwether Lewis and
WiUiam Clark set out on an expedition to

open the door to the American West. Along
the liistoric Colmnbia, Snake and
Willamette rivers, much of the

extraordinary geography, diversity of flora

and famia, and fascmating Native American
peoples documented by these two great

explorers stUl exists today. Aboard the first

passenger sternwheeler to ply these waters

in 80 years, we wiU rechart Lewis and
Clark's extraordinary adventm-es, lear-ning

about the geologj^ and natural histor;^^ of the

region, and witnessmg the traditions and
modem cultm'es of Native Americans.

France: A Family Barge Adventure
July 11 - 22, 1998
Existing in its present form since the 15th

centiuy, FVance is Em-ope's oldest nation.

Long considered synonymous with art and
cultiu-e, its immense influence on the rest of

the woiid STiggests something of the

extraoi'dinary variety to be fomid witliin its

borders. Along the coimtry's mtricate

network of waterways, we wiU witness superb

natural landscapes, vibrant cities and old-

woiid towns imprinted with the fascinating

cultures and remarkable history of R-ance.

We will al.so leani about the geology of the

waterways on which we travel, as well as the

bir'ds and flora of the region, mcluding the

magnificent gardens of Givemy.

Discovery Tours

AmericanMuseum ofNa
Central Park West at 79th .St., New York, NY 10024-5192

fSOOj 462-8687 or (212j 769-5700 Fax (212) 769-5755

Call for a complete list of our 1 998 tours and family destinations.

riritiitfiiiFif 'liirtfiririrtrK
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Sailors for Science
By Richard Milner

Bright Paradise; Victorian Scientific

Travellers, by Peter Raby, Princeton {Jniver-

sity Press, $14.95; 304pp.. illiis.

Huxley: From Devils Disciple to Evolu-

tion's High Priest, by Adrian Desmond, Ad-

dison Wesley Loiiffnan, $37.50; 848pp., ilhis.

Review "You wiU all be terrified at

the thought ofmy combat-

ing with Alligators & Jaguars in the wUds

of Brazils," Charles Darwin jokingly

wrote his sister m 1832, but added that he

expected to emerge unscathed from his

adventures, having fulfilled his ambition

[f'T'i'n^'nfninr'^ifflTTi^'^T'^ffi

Tlwnias Hnxley lecturing on i>orilla anatoniy

to experience "virgin forest uncut by

man & tenanted by wrld beasts." Dai"win's

timous voyage aboard HMS Beagle was

not the isolated foray of a singularly ad-

venturous young man but part of a larger

wave of scientific exploration. Darwin

iOil-rvcu enthusiastically in the wake of

such earlier seafaring naturalists as Joseph

Banks, Alexander von Humboldt, and

Aimee Bonpland. In turn, he inspired the

botanist Joseph Hooker aboard the Erebus,

Alfred Russel Wallace and Henry W.

Bates on the Mischief, and Thomas Henry

Huxley on HMS Rattlesnake.

In Bright Paradise: Victorian Scientific

Travellers, Peter Raby, a Cambridge Uni-

versity literary scholar, tells of the brave

and gifted voyagers who undertook the

systematic cataloging ot the natural

world. Their quest for knowledge, in

Raby's words, "altered, imperceptibly at

first, but fundamentally, the European

view of the rest of the planet." England's

Kew Gardens, originally conceived as a

repository for the world's botanical trea-

sures, became instead "a pivot to turn the

mind outwards to the unity and

interdependence of the earth's

plants." Museums and zoos that

originated as storehouses for im-

perial pluncier would eventually

become centers for understand-

ing and conserving biodiversity.

In their search for primeval

landscapes and unknown spe-

cies, the traveling naturalists

were also exposed to a wide

spectrum of peoples, languages,

and cultures. "For all their in-

evitable luggage ot individual

and shared preconceptions and

prejudices," inquisitive wander-

ers like Africa explorer Mary

Kingsley, botanical painter Mar-

ianne North, zoologist and

paleontologist Thomas Huxley,

botanist Joseph Hooker, evolu-

tionist and biogeographer Alfred Russel

Wallace, South America traveler Richard

Spruce, and Darwin himself were, ac-

cording to Raby, uncommonly curious,

receptive, and open-minded. "[T]heir

collective insights," he writes, "began to

reposition Western man within a multi-

ethnic order. They drew attention to the

connections and relationships between

things; recognised that the world was

changing, not fixed; emphasised unity,

while celebrating variety."

Raby's book is strong on historical

context and analysis, but its glory lies in

its portraits of individual travelers. We
glimpse Wallace raising a baby orangutan

in his hut in Borneo or trying to con-

vince a resident of the Aru Islands (near

New Guinea) that his home was a place

called England. (" 'Unglung!' said he . . .

'that can't be the name of your country;

you are playing with us.' ") We meet the

fearless Mary Kingsley, who trekked

through Africa unarmed, clad in long,

billowy skirts that once cushioned her

near-fatal tumble into a spiked pit trap.

Botanical painter Marianne

North, below. Right: North 's

painting of montaneforests in

Sarawak, Indonesia.

(This Mary Poppins-cum-Katharine

Hepburn drove a snarling leopard from

her camp with a well-aimed pot, fended

off a hippo with her umbrella, and

whacked an ill-mannered crocodile with

a paddle when it tried to enter her

canoe.) We also meet the talented artist-

naturalist Marianne North, who traveled

the world painting plants and flowers

—



from Australia to Chile, from India to

Borneo to California. Raby characterizes

North as "a non-collecting collector, pro-

viding an alternative approach to the

ruthless . . . mid-century plant hunters.

Turning nature into art. she then en-

shrined her vision [832 paintings] in a

special temple on the sacred botanical site

of Kew," where they continue to delight

the \'isiring pubhc.

While Rabys sketches of some of the

lesser-known voyagers are rich and full-

blown, his all-too-brief account of "Dar-

win's bulldog and general agent," Thomas

Henn.- Huxley, leaves one thirsting for

more. Fortunately a remedy is at hand:

Adrian Desmond's magnificent, two-part

biography Huxley, pubHshed last year in

Britain and now available m a single vol-

ume for North American readers.

A schoolmaster's son from a suburb of

London. Thomas Huxlev had a bovhood

interest in mechanics that transferred to

the physiology of living organisms. Win-

ning prizes in his studies, he aimed early

for a career as a physician. At the age of

tv\cnty-onc, he signed on to HMS Rnl-

tksnakc as a surgeon's mate and soon real-

ized that his access to fresh sea creatures

••'.as an opportunity to make new discov-

rics. He became so busy doing science.

he never had time to practice medicine

again. During the Rattlesnakes, layover in

Austraha, he met his fliture wife, Henri-

etta, but had to wait seven years until he

was able to earn enough to bring her to

England; there were few posts in science,

and he despaired of ever being able to

make a hving at it. In addition, he was

also an outspoken young Turk who com-

pulsively alienated senior colleagues who
might have helped him.

Huxley was not only an agnostic—he

even coined the term. He enjoyed debat-

ing bishops, insisting that doubt, pro-

claimed a sin by the Anglican Church,

was in fact a desirable virtue. He pursued

a secular evangeHsm, recruiting converts

to science. On Sundays, he delivered

what he termed "lay sermons" about the

"warfare of science with theology." When
he finally landed a teaching position, he

sometimes told his anatomy students that

the mitral valve in

the heart was easy

to identify because

It was shaped Hke a

bishop's mitre
—

"a

sort of cross be-

tween a fool's cap

and a crown." And

on which side was

it located? That

was easy to re-

member, he con-

tinued, because "a

bishop's never in

the right."

Reading Dar-

win's Origin of

Species in 1859

changed Huxley's

life. "How incred-

ibly stupid," he

said, "not to have thought of that myself."

Ever after, he championed the idea of

evolution, although he had reservations

about natural selection. Throughout his

life he remained fearful that the scientific

quest he so tirelessly promoted would so-

lidify into a mindless creed, and urged his

students to remain vigilant. "History

warns us," he said, "that it is the custom-

ary fate of new truths to begin as heresies

and to end as superstitions. . . . The new

generation . . . wOl be in danger of ac-

cepting the main doctrines of the Origin

of Species, with as htde reflection, and it

may be with as httle justification, as so

many of our contemporaries, twenty

years ago, rejected them."

Huxley was also an early advocate of

the close relationship between birds and

dinosaurs, and he first identified the pat-

terns of stasis and rapid evolution we now

call punctuated equilibrium. In the end,

the Old Lion became a pillar of the new

Establishment he had helped create and

was appointed the first scientific advisor

(Privy Counsellor) to the Crown. His ex-

traordinary intellectual Hneage includes

his grandsons, biologist Julian Huxley and

novelist Aldous Huxley.

Adrian Desmond's biography is the

most detmitive to date; unlike any of his

predecessors, he has had access to the

complete archives of Huxley family let-

ters. If you are fanuliar with Desmond's

Archetypes and Ancestors: The Pohtics of

Ei'ohition, or the monumental Darwin

(coauthored with James Moore), you

know that his layered prose is affecting,

metaphoric, witty, and dramatic. In a fast-

paced style, he manages to limn the polit-

ical, religious, scientific, economic, and

social context of his story without once

displacing its central character.

"Thomas Henry Huxley," he con-

cludes, "was in the thick of the nine-

teenth century. He was crucial to that so-

cial transformation towards the modern

world. . . . He shaped our vision, closing

one window onto future immortality as

he opened another on our prehistoric

past." Not incidentally, Huxley began his

career as one of those intrepid Victorian

scientific travelers who sailed away to see

new sights during Britannia's glory days

and returned to view the familiar with

new eyes.

Richard Milncr, a senior editor at Natural

History, is the author ofThe Encyclopedia

of Evolution: Humanity's Search for Its

Origins.

L
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Nature s Ghastly Gourmet
Wayne Grady, a Canadian writer and editor,

investigates the natural liistory oj the vulture,

the uinisnal relationship between these singular

birds and humans, and the extraordinary efforts

ofconservationists to save such endangered spe-

cies as the Cape vulture of South Africa and

the California condor.

Adapted from Vulture: Nature's Ghastly

Gourmet, by Wayne Grady. Copyright

1997 by Wayne Grady. Reprinted with per-

mission of the publisher, Sierra Club Books.

Excerpt The Old World attitude to-

ward vultures was deli-

ciously ambiguous. On the one hand,

vultures were vilified for their ugliness

and disgusting eating habits; on the other

hand, citizens appreciated the vulture's

role in ridding the landscape of disease-

bearing corpses. The ambiguity shows up

most clearly in the association of vultures

with war and its aftermath. Ancient histo-

rians tell of skies darkened by flocks of

vultures following armies into battle.

Archeologists in the city of (patalhiiyiik,

in Anatolia, have unearthed a "vulture

chamber" dating fi^oni 6200 B.C., one wall

of which is decorated with a painting

showing seven vultures hovering over six

ritually decapitated captive soldiers. The

Stele of the Vultures, a stone column

erected in Mesopotamia by Eannatum in

2650 B.C., also depicts heaped bodies of

slain enemies being avidly torn asunder

by vultures. The Stone of Susa, erected in

2300 B.C. by Sargon I, king of ancient

Elam (part of modern Iran), shows much

the same thing: enemy corpses and hov-

ering vultures. The vulture, not the eagle,

symbolized the outcome of war: no mat-

ter which side won, the spoils always

went to the vulture.

In 1758, Samuel Johnson published a

short essay called "The

Vulture," telling of a Bo-

hemian shepherd who

"by long abode in the

forests, enabled himself to

understand the voice of

birds," and who claimed

to have once overheard a

female vulture instructing

her offspring "in the arts

of a vulture's life." These

arts were primarily those

of tmtiing food, and the

easiest way to find food.

she told them, was to look for the place

where armies were waging war: "When

you hear noise and see fire which flashes

along the ground, hasten to the place

with your swiftest wing, for men are

surely destroying one another; you will

then find the ground smoaking with

blood and covered with carcasses, of

which many are dismembered and man-

gled for the convenience of vultures."

Man, the old vulturess concluded, with

his penchant for self-destruction, "shews

by his eagerness and diligence that he is,

more than any of the others, a friend to

vultures."

M'liite-backed vultures, above, share a perch. Another, left,

^i competes with hyenas for a carcass.
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The Moon

The Mediterranean

Through the Ages
Aboard the Odysseus

Aprill8-Mayh 1998

Europe's earliest and most
powerful civilizations flourished

in the lands lying between Spain

and Greece along the enchanting

Mediterranean. Traces of them
remain in the many archaeological

sites, monuments, architecture,

art, music and literature found in

the fascinating cities throughout

this great region. Layers of history

and culture as ancient as the

temples of Paestum and as

contemporary as the stunning

waterfront at Nice abound in this

remarkable corner of the world.

This spring the American Museum
of Natural History is pleased to

be offering an attractively-priced

cmise to the ancient and beguiling

lands of the Mediterranean.

Estimated from $4,095 to $6,595.

^ Discovery Tours

iknericanMuseum
of Natural History

Centra! Park West at 79th St.. New York, NY 10024

800-462-8687 or 212-769-5700 Fax 212-769-5755

Coll for a complete list of destinations.

By Robert Anderson

nature.net Two and a half dec-

ades after the Apollo

missions landed a dozen men on the

Moon, lunar exploration is heating up

with September's launch of the Lunar

Prospector. Orbiting the Moon, the space-

craft will map the lunar surface in un-

precedented detail. To keep abreast of this

mission and others—past, present, and fu-

ture—visit the lunar science page main-

tained by NASA's National Space Data

Center (nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/

lunar/apollo_25th.html)

.

One of the major questions Prospector

will answer is whether or not water is

present in the lunar soil, permanently

frozen in the shadows of polar craters. A
group called Students for the Exploration

and Development of Space provides a

concise overview ofhow water and other

lunar resources might be used in future

explorations (www.seds.org/~rme/lunar

.html). The Lunar Rover Initiative (www

.ri.cmu.edu/lri) offers a taste of things to

come in planetary exploration. Its orga-

nizers are planning to send a rover that

will traverse large distances on the Moon
and will be remotely operated by stu-

dents, as well as by scientists. (They have

already tested the rover in Chile's barren

Atacama Desert.)

For general information about our

satellite, try the Moon Page (www.hawast

soc.org/solar/eng/moon.htm#intro). If

all you're interested in is the phases of the

Moon on a given night, take a look at

(www.mines.edu/students/j/jromano/space

/luna.hmJ). On a lighter note, check out

the "woman on the Moon" (www.tufts

.edu/as/wright_center/georgepage.html).

Once you recognize her face in the lunar

landscape, you'll forget about the man in

the Moon.

Robert Anderson is a science writer living in

§ ^ I
Los Angeles.
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Bookshelf A Film by KEN BURNS

Next of Kin
By Roger Fonts with Stephen Tnkel Mills (William Morrow, 1997, $25, illus.)

Long before molecular biologists established that humans, chimpanzees, gorillas,

and orangutans share more than 95 percent of their genes, the seventeenth-century

diarist Samuel Pepys speculated that our ape kin "might be taught to speak or make

signs." Now ethologist Fonts, who has devoted his career to teaching chimpanzees

American Sign Language, writes about what his "conversations" with chimpanzees

have taught him "about intelligence, compassion, and being human."

LEM^IS & CLARK
The Journey of

The Corps of Discovery

A. Genebai Motors
Mark of Excellence Presentation

Science in Medieval Islam
By Howard R. Turner (University of Texas Press, 1997,

$40, illus.)

In its empire-building period (from the seventh to the

seventeenth centuries). Islamic culture assimilated and

expanded upon other peoples' scientific traditions to

produce tremendous accomplishments in mathematics,

astronomy, geography, medicine, and optics. Turner, a

documentary filmmaker, otfers an overview.

Nature Wars
By.Mark L. Winston (Harvard University Press, 1997, $24.95)

While the Greeks called upon the gods to control mice and mildew, we moderns

have unleashed the power of chemicals on everything from cockroaches to weevils.

Biologist Winston points out that the massive use of chemicals has not eliminated

our problems with "pests"; it has instead endangered the environment.

Selected 1997 Titles by Natural History Authors
Quesrioning the Millennium: A Rationalists Guide to a Precisely Aititrary Countdown

By Stephenjay Gould (Harmony Books, $19.95)

What Is Sex?

By Lynn Margulis and Dorion Sagan (Simon and Schuster, $37.50)

Legends of the American Desert: Sojourns in the American Southwest

By Alex Shonmatqff (Alfred A. Knopf $30)

Eco Homo: How Human Beings Emerged from the Cataclysmic History of the Earth

By Noel T. Boaz (Basic Books /HarperCollins; $25)

Mrs. Chippy's Last Expedition: A Memoir: 1914-1915

By Caroline Alexander (HarperCollins, $15)

Vestal Fire: An Environmental History

By Stephen Pync (University of Washington Press, $34.95)

Gaia's Body: Towards a Physiology- of Earth

By Tyler Volk (Springer- Verlag/Copernicus, $27)

Tibet's Hidden Wilderness

By George B. Schaller (Harry N. Abrams, $45)

Nafauna: Loss and Redemption in the Samoan Rain Forest

By Paul Alan Cox (W. H. Precman, $23.95)

The books mentioned in "Natural Selections" are usually available from the Mu-

seum Shop of the American Museum of Natural I iistory (212) 769-5150.

^^^Ks:!
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Diamond Desert Memories

Half-bimed shovels, mnmders of the duimoiui .ush of 1910-14. pwtnidcfwm the sand near Litdentz on Namibia's arid coast.

ByJohn Van Conveiing

Perched on the stony slopes above

Liideritz Bay, the well-kept German Im-

perial and Art Nouveau buildings are a

startling sight on the Namib Desert coast.

With then- white curtains blowing from

upstairs windows, they looked vei7 good

to me and my field partner, paleontologist

Roger Hamilton, of the Natural History

Museum in London, as we parked our

dusty Land Rover. During three weeks of

fossil hunting in 1975, we had not seen

another person or even an inhabited

building.

Liideritz was all there was for a long

way in any direction. To our west was the

South Atlantic, where icy currents from

Antaictica well up under eternal banks of

A couple offossil hunters enter forbidden territory.

August Stanch (centei on Iwt'^ebails), who started out as supeii'isoi ot a railroad maintenance

crew, became the diamond mogul oj German Southu'est Ajnca.



fog. Inland. fift\' miles east—visible in the

few minutes of early morning before the

sk\- tilled with sand and dust—rose the

desolate escarpment bordering the Kala-

hari Desert. Northward, across a dry

riverbed, was a 250-mile coastline of gi-

gantic sand dunes, part of the Namib

Desert. The rest of the desert extended to

our south, a 150-mile stretch of Ufeless

rock and gravel known as the Diamond

Desert. We were the first travelers to ar-

rive in Liideritz from that direction in

more than sixty years.

Fortune had outrageously favored

lonely Liideritz. When Kaiser WiUiem II

entered the colonial scramble to seize the

remaining crumbs ofAfrica after the con-

tinent was sliced up at the Berlin West

Africa Conference (1884—5), rocky

Angra Pequena was one of only two shel-

tered anchorages that gave access to the

unclaimed Kalahari highlands. The other,

at Walvis Bay, was already a British coal-

ing station. Graciously responding to the

plea of a German trader named Adolf

Liideritz for protection against bandits,

the kaiser sent a warship to Angra Pe-

quena, the imperial flag was raised, and

soon a very good railroad was built into

the interior.

The railroad was the key to what fol-

lowed. At first it was used to convey

troops in wars of subjugation against the

Nama, Damara, and Herero peoples, as

well as against tough litde settlements of

"bandits"—mixed-race families whose

forefathers had trekked into the wilder-

ness in the early 1800s to escape

Afrikaner rule. Next, the railroad became

the lifeline for the earnest efforts of the

Germans to make a paying colony of

their semidesert prize—a land lampooned

in the old comic strip the Katzenjammer

Kids as a faraway place of palms, ostriches,

and cannibals. The strip outlasted the

colony itself—lost with Germany's defeat

in World War 1—by a good thirty years.

Because of the railroad, there was a job

for August Stauch, an asthma sufferer

who in 1 906 left his wife and young chil-

dren in Germany to recover his health in

the desert. Stauch was the supervisor of a

maintenance crew whose main job was

keeping sand dunes off the tracks. In his

abundant spare time, Stauch found nu-

merous agates and garnets in the gravel

that coated the desert floor, leading him

to file an optimistic mining claim for

"minerals of all kinds." He instructed his

crew to collect unusual stones, but when

his Afrikaans-speaking foreman came to

him one April day in 1908 saying, ac-

cording to legend, "Kik haas, 'k heb en

iiiooije klip" (Look, Boss, 1 have a pretty

rock), Stauch could hardly believe his

eyes. The hazelnut-sized ci^stal undeni-

ably ghttered like a diamond (and Stauch

privately tested the stone's hardness

against the face of his pocket watch), but

no one had imagined finding diamonds in

the desert gravel. Everyone knew that in

Africa, diamonds were found in "pipes"

of kimberlite lava.

But it was a diamond! Not only that.

Tlic old mining company headquarters

at Kohnanskop have been overtaken by a

wandering dune.

but the Namib gravel fields from which it

came extended to the horizon. Hardly

had the fever taken hold in the little

colony when Berlin moved in to expro-

priate the local combines, declaring the

land around Liideritz "Sperrgebiet," or

forbidden territory. Stauch had already

made enough money to finance a trip

deep into the desert, beyond the line

drawn by Berlin. There his party came

upon wind-carved depressions where dia-

monds could be scooped up by the hand-

ful. The government gave in, allowing in-

vestors to take up concessions in a revised

Sperrgebiet that extended to the South

African border. In 1910 the "diamond

rush" began in earnest, with steamship

passengers bound for Cape Town and

Bombay rioting to be ferried ashore at

Liideritz, only to find that the sailors had

already taken all the boats.

After World War I ended German rule,

the Sperrgebiet operators went looking

for a buyer. De Beers, the South African

mining concern, believed that the dia-

mond fields would soon be played out,

but the newly formed Anglo American

Corporation, under the name of Consol-

idated Diamond Mines (CDM), bought

up sole rights to the entire Sperrgebiet.

By the late 1920s, the northern diamond

fields were nearly exhausted, but not be-

fore having made a fortune for CDM.
Liideritz continued to prosper.

During the diamond rush, the entire

alluvial surface of the northern half of the

Sperrgebiet—the Diamond Desert

proper, a wmd-carved waste the size of

Connecticut—had been shoveled up and

put through screens. Millions of carats

were recovered from a gravel blanket sel-

dom more than three feet deep. As a re-

sult, the bedrock was at least temporarily

exposed over hundreds of square miles.

To everyone's surprise, in several places

the gravel concealed ancient valleys fdled

with clayey beds holding fossils of extinct

mammals, ranging from primitive giraffe-

antelope ancestors to tiny elephant

shrews. The fossils were gathered up by

Stauch's geologists and shipped, from

time to time, to the respected paleontolo-

gist Ernst Stromer in Munich.

When Stromer's ponderous Sperrge-

biet monograph finally emerged in 1926,

it aroused much more interest than it

might have just a year earlier. Stromer

noted that the species of the Diamond

Desert were similar, and in some cases

identical, to early Miocene fossils (about

twenty million years old) that had first

been discovered in 1913 by a gold

prospector in western Kenya. In 1926,

Arthur Tindell Hopwood at the Natural

History Museum in London had de-

scribed a new primate, Proconsul ajricarms,

from one of the Kenya sites. The signifi-

cance of this find was immense. It was a

hoininoid, from the family of great apes
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and humans, and it was not only the first

extinct member of this family from Africa

but also the oldest known by at least six

miUion years. It pointed to an African

origin for humans, just as Charles Darwin

had predicted. No primates had been

found, however, m the Namib fossils

shipped to Munich or in a collection sent

after World War I to the American Mu-

seum of Natural History.

By 1926 the Sperrgebiet had been

placed strictly off liinits, and no further

collecting was allowed. Fifteen years later,

during the Second World War, Allied

raids on Munich destroyed the bunker m
which the bulk of Stromer's collection

had been stored for safekeeping. Only a

few Namib specimens on display in the

Munich Museum, and those at the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History, sur-

vived. (One starry night, as we lay count-

Unburied Treasure
The high plateau of southern Africa,

drained by the Orange River, is pene-

trated by the world's highest concen-

tration of diamond-bearing kimberlite

lava "pipes." Over the past 80 million

years, erosion has washed millions ot

tons of kimberlite and perhaps a ton of

diamonds, not to mention many tril-

lion tons of weathered bedrock, down

the Orange and out to sea. The river

discharges its diamond-bearing dirt

onto a cold and hyperarid coast, where

no reefs or forests protect the land from

the pounding surf and bitter winds.

Under these conditions, rock frag-

ments are endlessly battered against

ing meteorites m the middle ot the

Sperrgebiet's vast emptiness, Roger re-

marked wryly on the staggering price of

those fossils extracted from beneath the

gravels: "Think of it. Now where would

we get five thousand sodding field assis-

tants and their little spades, spending two

years without a bath taking up the whole

Namib Desert to find a few bones? And

then think of what it cost to send in

bombers to blow "em up.")

If you live in Liideritz, the Sperrgebiet

Diamoihls are now gleaned from pockets in

the bedrock at a mine near Oranjemund.

one another to chip, crack, and crum-

ble away—all but the unyielding dia-

monds. Being heavy, they tend to setde

down to the bedrock in company with

other tough, heavy crystals. On mod-

ern beaches, miners must use huge suc-

tion dredges to move the sand aside. In

the Diamond Desert, however, no

dredges were needed. Here, an ancient

Eocene beach has been exposed to

wind for 35 million years. In this bald

spot gnawed out by the winds, nothing

was left behind but rocks too big to fly:

a thin lag of sand-blasted quartz pebbles

and agates—and the unscratched, un-

budgeable diamonds.

—

-J.
V C.

is not hard to find. A ten-foot-high

chain-link fence emerges from the bay

just beyond the little rail yard at the edge

of town and marches inland along the

railroad. Forty miles away, where the

desert nears the mountains, the fence

makes a sharp right turn and runs along

the foothills of the escarpment for 150

miles until it comes to the banks of the

great Orange River, the border with

South Africa. Thirty yards beyond the

fence is a second fence; between them is a
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sorted agate and quartz pebbles remain.

machine-smoothed strip of sand that is

scanned every mormng by a slow-flying

patrol for any telltale footprints. Most

fences are erected to keep thieves out, but

the fence around the Sperrgebiet, the

most productive diamond deposit in the

world is patrolled to keep would-be

thieves—employees of CDM, since no-

body else hves there—securely within.

In 1975 we became the first to revisit

the famous paleontological sites, thanks

to Sir Robert Oppenheimer, the head of

Anglo American and a patron of the Mu-
seum of Natural History in London. Sir

Robert's invitation seemed to be as-

toundingly casual for access to an open-

air diamond mine so fiercely guarded

over the decades—-just the two of us, a

company Land Rover, all the petrol and

supplies we wanted, and a key to let our-

selves out. Of course, we were interested

in fossils, not material riches; in any case,

when we arrived at CDM operating

headquarters at the mouth of the Orange

River, we discovered that temptation

would not be a problem. The Diamond

Desert had essentially been picked clean,

and mining had shifted to new ground.

Company geologists reasoned that the

gravels of the Diamond Desert had been
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deposited by the currents washing north-

ward along the coast from the Orange

River, which drains the South African

kimberlite regions. If so, then the deposits

close to the river mouth should be even

richer. They proved to be spectacularly

correct: massive dredges and snorkels now

pile up mountains of sand to expose

bedrock pockets where hundreds of dia-

monds, having settled through the lighter

sands, are recovered each day.

Well, there were always the fossils. A
few days later at the Langental locality,

near the ghost town of Bogenfels, we en-

tered a graveyard of gravel mounds, row

upon row. The clay "bedrock" between

the mounds, scoured by the incessant

wmd, showed white fossil bones here and

there. We soon found that beneath a half

inch of weathered fluff, the clay was in-

credibly dense and tough, with a texture

that could only be compared to an auto-

mobile tire: our picks just bounced off.

Scrounging rusty buckets and bathtubs

froin the ghost town, we filled them with

seawater hauled up from the coast and set

hard-won blocks of claystone in them,

hoping the clay would break down so that

we could sieve it for small bones. The

clay, which was streaked with veins of salt,

270 Skipjack Road • Prince Frederick, MD 20678
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proved to be seawater-proof as well as al-

most biiUerproof. We gave up and gleaned

what we could from the weathered sur-

faces before nio\'ing on.

The wind had gouged broad, winding

highways from soft formations in the

metamorphic terrain. As we followed

these northward, we wondered why our

Langental sample was dominated by toe

bones of large herbivores. Then we drove

out onto an innocent-looking, sand-

dusted flat and found ourselves instantly

up to the car's floorboards in black glue.

Realizing that the tarhke salt mire that

had captured us would be a dried-out

claystone deposit in some fixture geologi-

cal era, we made the obvious connection.

"Ifwe was a rhino and got bogged down

in this muck," said Roger, "the buzzards

would never get to our feet, now would

they?"' Without a bush or scrap of wood

Travel Notes
Consolidated Diamond Mines

(CDM) has instituted guided tours

into the Sperrgebiet that leave from

the wonderfully preserved nine-

teenth-centurv' German seaport of

Liideritz. Visitors can see the for-

mer CDM headquarters, where

1920s offices, bunkhouses, hotels,

and stores are half buried by sand

dunes, and then travel two hours

across the wind-carved wasteland of

the Diamond Desert to new work-

ings at Ehsabeth Point. Other at-

tractions in Namibia include the

water holes of Etosha Pan and the

Marslike scenery on the forty-mile

drive through the Namib Desert to

Sossus Vlei. Wildlife includes ba-

boons, giraffes, eland, and spring-

bok. The climate is Arizona-like;

the best time to visit is in July and

August. Malaria, dengue, and other

insect-borne diseases are absent ex-

cept in the far north. English is the

national language.

Contact Liideritz Safari Tours,

P. O. Box 76, Luderitz 9000, Nami-

bia, Phone (264; 63.3-12719.

within twenty miles to give the wheels a

grip, it seemed our revelation might die

with us, but we found an old narrow-

gauge track nearby whose rails we pried

up for our escape ramp.

Over the next two weeks, we wan-

dered the fossil valleys of the Sperrgebiet,

visiting all the old sites and a few new

ones, and always found bones freshly ex-

posed by the wind. Any projecting parts,

hovi'ever, were commonly cut off clean by

flying sand, as if by a buzz saw. Every

morning, as soon as the Kalahari low-

pressure zone begins to draw and the

wind cranks up to full gale force, the air

on the gravel flats, from the ground up to

knee level, fills with airborne sand the

caHber and velocity of buckshot. We had

to pick up specimens with eyes shut,

sometimes needing several stabs. (We

sympathized with the miners). While we

found several critters that were new for

Namibia, including a very primitive ele-

phant, what Stromer had found to be

generally true still held firm—they were

all already known from Kenya sites. This

coincidence only deepened the mystery.

We now know, as Stromer did not, that

the Kenya sites were formed in equator-

ial-zone mountain forests. Why, then, are

so many of the same animals in the

Namib sites, in a temperate-zone coastal

habitat that was at least semiarid, ifnot al-

ready desert, in the early Miocene?

Search as we might, not a fragment of

Proconsul, or any other primate, turned

up. In the two decades since we broke

into the Diamond Desert, other fossil

hunters have been back to the old Sperr-

gebiet sites and have found prolific new

ones near the mouth of the Orange

River, but this baffling early Miocene

picture has not yet changed. The very

distinctive Olampithcais, a proto-ape re-

cenriy found in somewhat younger, four-

teen-million-year-old Miocene cave rock

in northern Namibia, suggests that one

day the Sperrgebiet may yet yield an an-

cient hominoid, and perhaps one like no

other. In that case, those five thousand

scientific field assistants will really have

earned tho.se diamonds. D
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Golgotha, the site of Christ's crucifixion,

appears m most paintings as a substantial

hill in the countryside, far from the city

walls of Jerusalem depicted in a distant

background. In fact, if the traditional spot

has been correctly identified, Golgotha is a

tiny protuberance located just next to the

old city Hmits but now inside the walls

built by Suleiman the Magnificent in the

early sixteenth century. These walls ex-

tended the boundaries of Jerusalem, and

the old city now sits as a small "jewel" at

the center of a much bigger, modern city.

Golgotha IS small and low enough to fit

mthiri the Church of the Holy Sepulchre,

located within Suleimans city walls. Visi-

tors just have to chinb an internal staircase

CO reach the top of Golgotha, located on

the Church's second story. (Several theo-

ries compete to explain the derivation of

the nam.e, for Golijotha denotes "skuU" in

Limited space

evokes

competition

between sects,

suds, siblings, and

species.

By Stephen Jay Gould

Aramaic, while the alternative label of

"Calvary" means the same in Latin. Most

scholars think that the name designates the

shape of the small hiH, not the mortal re-

mains of executions.)

As one of the most sacred sites on

earth, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre

might be expected to exude dignity,

serenity, and a spirit of transcendence

above merely earthly cares. Yet in maxi-

mal, almost perverse, contrast, the church

is a site of constant bickering and divi-

sion. The etymology of "religion" may

refer to "tying together," but the actual

experience, given the propensities of

Homo sapiens, the earth's most various and

contradictory species, tends more often to

separation and anathematization. The

precious space is "shared" (in this case, a

euphemism for "wrangled over") by six

old Christian groups—Greek Orthodox.

Roman Catholic, Armenian, Syrian.

Coptic, and Abyssinian. (The various

Protestant denoininations came upon the

scene a few centuries too late and didn't

even get a pew.)

(Please turn to page 64)
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Distinctive

Destinations

Magical France: The City of Lights as seen

from the River Seine (top rt.) ; Le Chateau D'Amboise (top

left); a Burgundy street scene (above).

Below/, Greece's majestic heritage is typified

by the Acropolis, dedicated to the goddess Athena.
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eiical nin\ well havi' been right. But in the a\oidaiice of "niisfoitune,

'

jiibt (liiuk ot what vou d be missing! For countless pleasures await the

curious and intrepid traveler: great cities of the world, teeming with

history and culture; scenic panorama to astonish the eye and fire the

imagination; the glories of nature, in land and sea and air; people in all

of their magnificent diversity. Adventme. Mystery. Wonder.

The destinations that follow offer just such magical experiences.

Whether you choose to sip an impudent Beaujolais while watching the

sun set at a languorous pace over the Alps, or gear up for a bracing trek

to view penguins frolicking in the remote stretches of the Antarctic

Peninsula, one thing is for certain: you 11 never be quite the same again.

'Sitting stiU at home'"—sorry, Pascal—^just can't measure up.

Think France, and the mind whirls. This most romantic and varied

of countries exudes the very essence of sophistication and natural

beauty. But where to begm? Paris, of course, is the centerpiece,

offering an endlessly rich palette of sensory delights. Architecture,

pauiting, music, food, literature—each has a cynosure in this fabled City

of Lights. It is a destination for loving and for lovers, far beyond

anyone's ability to capture it fully in story or song.

Beyond the capital, however, lie endless attractions. Eastern France

yields the rich \dneyards of the Burgimdy and Champagne-Arderme
provinces, where a leisurely barge ride leaves the cares of the world

behind. Or Provence, where the heritage of Cezanne and Van Gogh
Ungers in landscapes suffused by dazzling light. Or the Loire Valley, with

its magnificent chateaux, memorable vineyards, and rich, game-filled

forests. (Biking is a must here.)

Nor can you afford to miss the Cote D'Azur. Alsace. The Rhone-AJps.

Normandy. Brittany. There is a lifetime of exploration and satisfaction to

III- liiund in this aslonishinsj et)untrv.

g r e e c e

t once bursting w itli life and a Uving poem of the past, Greece is

m unsurpassed destination, whose cities and islands glimmer

Willi hisiorical associations: Athens, Macedonia, Ithaca, Crete,

lodes. Mvkonos. This vital and varied island is an archeological

dream, with vivid reminders of where democracy, theater.
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"You must be here for our Millennium Celebration," slie says in English, laughing

at her little joke. "Gdansk's birthday party is the biggest one in Europe."

"You've got quite the crowd," the Aussie smiles back. "Yes," the shopkeeper

notes. "We have visitors here from all over the world." "I know," the Aussie says.

"We had already planned to meet our cousins from Chicago here in Europe.

And Poland was someplace that seemed a bit different. So when they suggested

coming here for the Millennium, we got right on it. Quick flight for them

too, since your LOT has the only nonstop flights from the States." "Yes," she

smiles. "And the newest planes in the sky." The Aussie makes his purchase, and

tips his hat to the shopkeeper with a quick "G'day." "No," she laughs, "Gdansk."
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L U OF POLfiNO

agent or 1-800-223-050 3. Or //www, lot. com
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(Top to bottom): The Temple of Apollo,

Corinth; the striking Byzantine

monasteries of Meteora, in northern

Greece; in Chiang Mai, Thailand, the

delicate art of umbrella painting;

Suomenlinna Fortress, one of the most

famous landmarl<s in Helsinki, Finland.

^|iortsmanship, and law took root.

Move anywhere through this

lascinatmg country and be entranced.

In the Peloponnese, the Temple of

Apollo is an ancient monument(6th c.

B.C.) that stands testament to

r^orinth's rich history as a bustling

,uid bawdy port cit^'. Meteora, in

northern Greece, boasts Byzantine

monasteries perched on the summits

of the Pindus mountains, offermg

views that are among the most

ar anj'where. Even the Acropolis,

temple of Athena in 5th c. B.C., is no less

staggering and beautiful for its familiarity'.

Add to these legendary sites a climate as

warm a^^ its citizens' hospitality', a robust

a])]ielite for food and drink, and the enduring

alliuc of Mediterranean beaches, and the result

1'- a coimtry that demands to be explored and
cnibriiccd.

t h a i I a n d

An exquisite coimtrv, filled with mystery,

delicacy, and true sense of hospitality,

Thailand is quickly becoming one of the

world's most favored destinations.

There's Bangkok, of course, knouoi not

surprisingly as the Cit\' of Angels. Its temples

nd palaces are world-famous for their splendor

and majesty, and its hotels set new standards for

luxvny and service. Sukhothai, the first

inteorated Siamese kingdom, established in the

3th century, is a World Heritage Sight that

offers a splendid overview of the country's

cultural heritage. Head north, to Chiang Mai,

and find, in wild contrast, dramatic mountains

and lush forests. Here the handicrafts, practiced

largely as they have been for

centuries, are superb. With tlie new
iniphasis on eco-tourism, there can

hardly be a better time to visit this

land of mitold enchantments.

f i n I a n d

t >vas called the King s Uuad ior ils

liistorical use: Since the 13th

centiu'y, a route from Stockhohn to

St. Petersburg was linked from

paths and country roads to facilitate the

monarch's passage through the countryside. This

royal road contained manor houses and inns to

acconunodate the king and his entourage.

Today, the road still exists, and offers a

fascinating way of touring the wonders of

Southern Finland. Start at Suomenlinna, a sea
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fortress in the hai-bor of Helsinki.

Celebrating its 250th anniversary next

year, Stioineiilitma is part mnseuin, part

cultin-al center, part entertainment

nexus. Turku, the countr'y's oldest city,

is also on the route, hisfhlisihted hv a

13th century castle, a cathedral, and

museums. Along the way are beaches,

crafts centers, sports options, and

unforgettable scenery, particularly at

Nuuksio National Park, a great stretch

of beautiful and undisturbed wilderness.

F
a n t a r c t i c a

or till' true adventiiii'r. AMtanlica

offers one of the \\orld s great

tourism thrills. Lovers of wildlife.

birds, marine mammals, and natiu-al history will revel in

the bleak beautii' of these areas: Tierra Del Fuego, with its

Andean condors; the amazing penguins and elephant seals of

South Georgia: wondrous Innnjiiiack wiialos in the South
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South Shetland Islands.
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Long adapted to natural

challenges, the jackass

penguins ofsouthern

Mica fall victim to

hiiiiian activities on

land and sea.

By Yolanda van Heezik and

PHlip Seddon

"Now!" came the signal from Phil, and I

ran out across the water-worn beach

boulders, rapidly closing on the squat

bird, itself intent on gainmg the safety of

the sea. Launching myself into a flying

tackle, I managed to hook my fingers

around its webbed feet but landed badly,

my knee colliding with a protruding

rock. I lay momentarily stunned, with the

two-foot-tall, seven-and-a-half-pound

bird clasped beneath one arm. With one

baleful brown eye fixed on me, the pen-

guin was quick to seize an opportunity. In

a flash, it thrust its head foi-ward, butted

its bill into my cheek, and tore off a neat

strip of flesh. Score settled and honor sat-

isfied, the penguin sat placidly, a thread of

my bloody skin dangling from its bill.

Such was our introduction to the jack-



> penguin. Named for its donkeylike

bray, the jackass penguin lives far from the

icy regions favored by its Antarctic rela-

tives. The only penguin found in Africa,

it comes ashore along the coast of

Namibia and the west and southeast

coasts of South Africa. Because the main-

land is home to jackals, leopards, and

other predators, jackass penguins have

long sought the safety of offshore islands

on which to breed. We had come to one

of these islands to study the birds, in par-

ticular to investigate their breeding be-

havior. During our five-month stay on

Dassen Island, we were to learn just how
ingeniously their breeding system allows

jackass penguins to survive natural chal-

lenges. The 700-ycar history of the island

also provided an insight into how much
this subtropical species has suffered at the

hands of humans.

Dassen Island lies about fifty miles

northwest of Cape Town and four miles

off the coast. At eighty-nine acres, it is

one of the largest of the South African

seabird islands and is the breeding ground

of white pelicans. Cape cormorants, kelp

gulls, and swift terns, as well as 6,000

penguins. The penguin numbers, how-

ever, are a mere vestige of the pre- 1900

population, which is estimated to have

ranged as high as one million. The level

of noise that must have been generated by
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the braying of a million penguins can

only be imagined, as we were driven to

distraction by the lone pair that chose to

nest outside our Dassen Island bedroom

window. Yet a little peace and quiet is

scant compensation for the loss of so

many penguins.

Penguins spend most of their lives at

sea and have always fallen prey to sharks

and seals. Injured birds stagger ashore and

carcasses wash up on the beaches of all the

penguin-breeding islands. The wounds

can be terrible; the penguins are seized by

the stomach and literally shaken apart.

Dassen Island

ATLANTIC OCEAN

Cape Town

Cape of

Good Hope

50 Miles

But sharks and seals kill only sinall num-

bers of penguins each year. Human activ-

ities, however, have long threatened, dis-

turbed, and foiled the jackass pengum's

attempts to lay eggs and raise healthy

chicks and are largely responsible for the

dramatic reduction in jackass penguin

numbers throughout their range.

Although for centuries penguins had

regularly been killed on Dassen for food,

fuel, and fun, large-scale exploitation of

these birds began in earnest with egg col-

lecting ni the early twentieth century.

Staggering quantities of seabird eggs were

collecteti for an eager market on the

mainland. Almost 13 million penguin

eggs were taken between 1900 and 1930,

with nearly 600,000 collected in 1919

alone. Even in the early 1960s, an average

of 35,000 eggs were removed annually,

before the practice was halted in 1967.

Penguin eggs, three to four times the vol-

ume of hens' eggs, are apparently an ac-

quired taste. Their "whites" are faintly

green and the flavor slightly fishy. To in-

sure that the eggs they gathered were the

freshest, egg collectors first cleared hun-

dreds of thousands of eggs from nests and

tossed them into the sea. The new eggs

that the female penguins would then lay

in the emptied burrows were of guaran-

teed quality and were rapidly gathered for

sale. Egg collectors left a permanent mark

on Dassen in the form of a three-foot-

high wall, which encircles the entire is-

land. It was built to force penguins to

breed on the fringes of the island, con-

centrating them and thereby facilitating

egg collection. Today, rocks and accumu-

lations of guano—bird

excreta—form ramps

by which the penguins

can easily cross the

old wall.

The relatively mea-

ger penguin popula-

tion on Dassen today

has not been able to re-

plenish the mother

lode of guano that

once covered the is-

land. For a short time

during the 1800s, this

"white gold" was in

hot demand as a fertil-

izer for exhausted soils.

While guano scrapers

did not completely

strip Dassen of its

guano crust, some

smaller islands were

denuded of their guano

cap, clear down to the

bedrock. This episode,

though brief, created

side effects still felt

today. Apart fi^om the

general disturbance that guano scraping

must have caused the birds, the practice

robbed the penguins of an ideal material

for their burrows, on which they depend

for both nest sites and cool retreats fi-om

the African sun.

With their thick, insulating layer of fat,

penguins are superbly adapted to the cold

Benguela Current that flows along the

west coast of southern Africa. But pen-

guins must come ashore annually to breed

and then, after regaining weight at sea,

spend three weeks landbound to molt and

regrow their sleek covering of feathers.

Most penguins breed during the southern

African winter, when temperatures are

less torrid, and when ashore, the birds

tend to be most active in*the less intense

temperatures of evening. But still we

often saw them panting in the near-in-

escapable heat. Adults can dispel some

heat by flushing blood to a bare patch of

skin behind their bill, but the rotund

chicks, encased in folds of fat and dense,

woolly down, do not have this option.

We saw some penguins shading their

chicks with outspread flippers. By far, the

best way to beat the heat is to escape into

the cool cellar of a guano burrow, where

adult penguins can incubate eggs—and

where the hatchlings can wait for parents

to deliver food—in relative comfort.

Where the guano has been removed, the

penguins are forced to make their nests in



shallow, exposed hoUows. The many pen-

guins breeding in winter face other prob-

lems arising from the scarcity of guano:

Burrows excavated in guano drain fi^eely

and stay dry, but shallow nests close to

bedrock fill with water in heavy rain.

Birds incubating eggs sit for days in water

have little chance of catching fish and

soon die.

Even more likely to undermine the

chances of long-term survival of the pen-

guins is competition with humans for

fish, a clash that may pose the greatest

threat to penguin populations today. The

up to their thighs, the eggs bobbing to

the surface whenever the adult stands up.

More recent threats victimize adult

birds at sea. Shipwrecks, spills, and the il-

legal cleaning of oil tanks at sea all con-

tribute to oil slicks. Even if they avoid

swallowing the oil, penguins with a coat

of tar over their insulating feathers be-

come cold, waterlogged, and uncharac-

teristically slow in the water. Such birds

collapse of the commercial pilchard fish-

ery in the 1 960s caused both jackass pen-

guins and humans to switch to catching

anchovies. Unfortunately, anchovies are

far from ideal penguin fare, being lower

in fat and protein and less easily caught.

Penguins have probably always been

faced with unpredictable food supplies;

like all fishermen, they face good seasons

and bad as the fish come and go. We be-

lieved that aspects of the jackass penguins'

breeding system actually help them to

cope with this variability, insuring that

even in a year when fish are scarce, pairs

have a chance to raise at least one healthy

chick and keep the species going. So we

moved to Dassen to find out.

In general, birds try to produce as

many healthy offspring during their life

span as possible, v/ithout taking risks in

any one breeding season that might com-

promise their ability to produce more

young in the future. Small species, such as

sparrows, have short life spans. With

fewer years in which to raise young, they

tend to take more risks. But a penguin

can have a full ten years to breed. Like

many other species of seabirds, penguins

do not sacrifice themselves for their

young. A parent will stop feeding a chick

rather than go hungry itself.

Jackass penguins lay two eggs, three

days apart. Because they begin incubating

as soon as the first is laid, that egg will

hatch two to three days earlier than the

second. (If birds wait until the entire

clutch is laid before beginning to incu-

bate, the young wiU hatch at about the

same time.) In jackass penguins, the first

chick is larger and will dominate the

smaller during the intensely competitive

feeding sessions. The smaller chick, if it

survives, will have to work hard to get

enough food throughout the ninety days

of chick growth. But these small chicks

often perish, particularly in years when

tish are in short supply. This system has

evolved not only in penguins but also in

bird species as diverse as eagles, boobies,

egrets, and blackbirds. Our work was de-

signed to calculate just what advantages

the strategy of having different-sized

chicks confers on jackass penguins.

During our first month on the island,

we created nests with equal-sized chicks

by switching hatchlings among nests so

that they were matched in size and age.

Because the ability of the parents to rec-

ognize their own young, usually by voice,

doesn't develop until chicks are more

than two weeks old, all our foster chicks

were accepted into their new homes. For
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the next four months, we monitored two

hundred nests—those with same-sized

chicks and control nests with unequal-

sized young—checking each daily and

measuring chick growth every five days.

Nest checks could be an arduous affair,

as most of the penguins, on noting our

approach, dived either directly into exist-

ing burrows in the soil or into hollow

niches under boulders. In areas of sanciy

soil and guano—prime turf where pen-

guins were packed together—we had to

tread carefully among burrows to avoid

breaking through the roofs and exposing

the nests to the ele- ^^^^^^^^
ments. Some chicks

camped deep within

rock piles and could be

caught only by our

lying full length in the

mud and guano and

jamming one shoulder

against the entrance to

afford us the longest

possible reach. After

heavy rain, this was a

particularly unsavory

scars on their hands, although few sport

such scars on their cheeks. Nor do we ex-

aggerate: A court case in Cape Town de-

scribes how an elderly gentleman pleaded

not guilty to stabbing a jackass penguin to

death. He contended he had to beat the

penguin off with a steel pipe and stab it

with a penknife after it attacked him.)

When the chicks grew older, they were

often left unguarded as both adults re-

sponded to the extra demand for food by

fishing at sea every day. We found the

young most appealing at about forty days

of age, with dense, chocolate-brown

^^Pfc"
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chore, made worse by the sogg\' remains

of old chick corpses.

While the chicks were young, ve had

to run the gantlet of parents defending

the nest with bill and flippers. The razor-

sharp edges and hooked upper mandibles

of the beaks were formidable weapons

that frequently drew blood and left per-

manent scars. (Seabird researchers can

usually be identified by the fine, long

:»?}
^^'"^

Threats past and

present: Bags of

penguin, cormorant,

and other bird guano

were once intensively

collected for use as

fertiUzer, above. Today,

their shore still denuded

ofguano cover, oiled

penguins are collected

for cleanup, left.

down, white fronts and faces, long rub-

bery flippers, and outsized leathery feet,

which they spent the next fifty days

growing into. Some chicks discovered a

love of digging, so we had to carefully

probe for them with cane poles and dig

them out of their long, spiraling tunnels

with shovels. Sadly, because the season

was a poor one for the fish and therefore

for the penguins as well, we had to watch

many of the chicks in our study group

waste away and die. These were the con-

ditions under which we would have ex-

pected to see an orderly reduction in the

size of the brood; that is, we anticipated

that in nests of different-sized chicks, one

would perish and one survive. However,

we found no difference in the survival

rates of different-sized and same-sized

chicks. This being the case, we hypothe-

sized that any advantage in having un-

equal-sized chicks might lie not simply in

chicks surviving at the nestling stage but

also in the overall health and adaptability

of the young when they become inde-

pendent and take to the sea. To test this

theory, we monitored the relative health

of our chicks by watching them feed.

Both male and female parents feed the

young. Parent penguins fish offshore and

later regurgitate a partly digested fish din-

ner into the mouths of their chicks. After

a day of fishing, adults return to the

breeding colony in the late afternoon.

They spend some time splashing in the

shaDows or congregating in large groups

on the beaches to preen. Then they wad-

dle inland through undulating carpets of

roosting terns to the nest sites, where the

chicks eagerly await their arrival. Conse-

quently, most feeding takes place at dusk

or after dark, and we had to watch the

frantic process by fuU Moon or flashlight.

Both chicks plead for food from the adult,

peeping shrilly and tapping the adult's

face and bill with their bills. If the adult

leans toward one chick and starts to bring

up food from its stomach, the other chick

grows desperate in its efforts to intercept

the broth, scrambHng between its sibling

and the parent or over the adult's back.

The parent seems to feed randomly to its

left or right, so the chicks continually dart

fi-om one side to the other, weaving over

and under, creating a writhing mass of

feathers, down, feet, and bills. The adult

merely tries to remain upright during the

onslaught.

The larger chick has a distinct advan-

tage. It uses its superior weight to maneu-

ver into the best position and to shove its

siblma; aside; it eats first and more, and



thus maintains its weight advantage. After

the most urgent hunger pangs abate, the

heavier chick stops pressing its advantage,

and the younger chick can feed, if there is

anything left.

Some younger, thin, and hungry

chicks were emboldened to beg from

adults other than their parents, although

their efforts were almost always foiled by

the adults' ability to recognize their own

offipring's voices. The interlopers were

then driven away by vicious jabs to the

head. At one of our nests, designated

45W. onlv one adult cared for the off-

spring (the other adult had

most likely died), and both

chicks were skinny and

wUy. These two resorted to

stealing and were fast and

sneak\^ One patrolled from

early evening onward

through the various nest

sites to check whether

other broods had started

feeding, and in between, it

hurried back to make sure

its own parent had not yet

returned. When a brood

started to eat, always a noisy

business, this chick would

arrive withm seconds and

hover behmd the adult and

feeding chicks, waiting for

an opportune moment.

While on its mission, it did

not vocalize, as that would

have alerted the adult to its

identity. Instead, it waited

until the adult bent over to

begin to bring up food for

one of its own chicks, and

then it would whip around

to the front, shoulder the feeding chick

aside, and neatly insert its own bill into

that of the adult, gulping convulsively.

Speed, timing, and desperation seemed to

allow the young thieves to occasionally

displace heavier chicks. In comparison

with the fat, placid chicks from single-

chick nests, life on the edge seemed to

confer a glimmer of intelligence on the

45Ws. Once, while catching chicks for

weighing, when most of the chicks in the

group were cowering away from me in

dumb fear, I noticed the leanest of the

45Ws gazing up at me speculatively, a

greedy little gleam in its eyes, probably

wondering if I would vomit if it begged

me to.

By observing feeding, we found the

answer to why having chicks of unequal

size was indeed advantageous. We found

that first-hatched chicks with a smaller

sibHng weigh more and reach indepen-

dence about two weeks earher than either

of the chicks from equal-sized-sibling

nests. In good years, when food is plenti-

ful, the early departure of the first-

hatched chick enables its smaller sibling to

then feed uninterruptedly, gain weight

rapidly, and reach independence not long

afterward. In contrast, when both chicks

are the same size, neither is able to domi-

nate feeding. Both have to work harder to

get fed, the food is often spilled or wasted

in the frenzy, and neither gets a full meal.

These chicks gain weight slowly, are in

constant competition, and reach indepen-

dence later and with lower body weights

than chicks emerging from different-sized

broods. Even in nests of same-sized

chicks, one often dies, while the other re-

mains thin and ill-prepared to face inde-

pendence at sea.

Body weight at independence may be

an important indicator of how well a

chick will do in its first year. Juvenile

jackass penguins (recognizable by their

gray heads) have a less than 10 percent

chance of surviving their first year at sea.

Suddenly, dinner is not dehvered as a hot

rush offish porridge. In a new and chal-

lenging aquatic environment, they must

find and catch fish on their own. The

better the condition of a chick when it

goes to sea, the greater the hkehhood it

will survive those crucial first weeks

when it is learning how to fish.

The breeding strategy of jackass pen-

guins—seemingly a biological puzzle that

creates competition between siblings and

often results in the death of one of

them—is ultimately practical and effi-

cient. The first-hatched chick always uses

its size advantage to make sure it gets fed

first, so that at least one chick is well fed

and fledges at a high body weight. The

smaller chick either expires quickly or

manages to hang on until the older sibling

leaves the nest, and then it too feeds freely

and well. If one or both chicks go to sea

with a healthy and timely start, parent

jackass penguins also enjoy an advantage,

not having to work so hard for quite as

long. Then they too can leave Dassen Is-

land and return to the sea and its many

challenges. D

Travel Notes

Dassen and other breeding islands are

nature reserves not open to the public.

Local birding organizations in Cape

Town can advise travelers on guided

tours to nearby Robben Island and

the Boulders colony and on chartered

pelagic birding trips.
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What can make a four-ton mammal a most sensitive beast?

By Jeheskel (Hezy) Shoshani

Mobile, prehensile, sensitive, and strong, an elephant

trunk in action appears to be surprisingly independent

of the rest of the animal, at times ahiiost as though it

were a separate beast. This unusual haUmark feature

surely helped elephants and their ancestors—collec-

tively the proboscideans, or trunk bearers—to adapt to

diverse habitats and venture into newly available

niches. Proboscidean fossOs have been found on aU

continents except Australia and Antarctica, a distribu-

tion that indicates the animals once Lived in habitats

ranging from lake shores, marshes, and swamps to sa-

vannas, deserts, and mountaintops. Today two sur-

vivors remain: the African elephant [Loxodonta africaiia)

ofsub-Saharan grasslands and forests and the Asian ele-

phant {Elephas maximm) of mixed habitat zones in

India, Sri Lanka, and parts of Southeast Asia.

Just how did proboscideans develop this most ver-

satile appendage? In hisJust So Stories, Rudyard Kipling

gave young readers a vivid tale of a crocodile puUing

on the once-short nose ofan elephant until it stretched

to become the longest of animal snouts, but the evolu-

tionary history of the proboscis is just as intriguing.

The late paleontologist Alfred Romer called pro-

boscidean history "one of the most spectacular stories

in mammalian evolution."

The earliest ancestors of elephants and their kin

were extremely long and wide and equipped with a

pair of tusks (greatly modified teeth) so broad that

these beasts, such as Platybdodon, are collectively

known as shovel tuskers.

The trend of long-jawed proboscideans continued

for millions of years until the length and weight of the

mandibles posed a problem in mechanical engineering.

The center of gravity of the elongated head, upper and

lower tusks, and short-version trunk had shifted for-

ward, and considerable energy was required just to

support the head in an upright position. To get around

this constraint, ancestral proboscideans would require

shorter heads and, especiaOy, shorter jaws, but this

would leave the tall herbivores less able to reach vege-

tation either in high branches or on the ground. Nat-

ural selection provided the evolutionary answer. Over

the generations the head and jaws became shorter and

the snout, combined with the upper lip, became a

long, flexible proboscis. A simphfied family tree of the

proboscideans depicts early members of the group with

relatively short proboscises, while later representatives,

such as Demotherium and Gottiphotherium, exhibit more

fuUy developed trunks (see next page).

Fossil crania—the upper part of skulls—dating

from the end of the Miocene show that the space

where the trunk emerged fi-om the head had become

Using its signature

wraparound "grasp" an

Asian eleptiant in tlie

National Zoo, in

Wasliington, D.C.,

gatliers greens.

Ifs a Nose! Ifs a Hand!

Ifs an EleplianfsTmnl<!
lived more than fifty-five million years ago and were

the size of small pigs. They probably did not have

trunks, but some had a mobile upper lip, similar to that

of a prcscnt-day tapir. During the geological epochs

that followed, the proboscideans became bigger and

taller, their heads increasingly far from the ground.

The process of natural selection tended to favor those

early proboscideans that had developed larger heads

and, more specifically, elongated mandibles, or jaws,

for reaching food, in some elephant forebears, the jaws

large and was situated between and above the eyes, as it

is in modern elephants. (In primitive proboscideans,

this opening was much lower and more foi-ward on the

cranium.) Also expanded was the infraorbital canal, a

bony opening that allowed for passage of large nerves

that run down through the trunk. These cranial clues

suggest that by about seven million years ago, elephant

forebears had trunks comparable in length and struc-

ture to those of living elephants.

An integral part of my work has been the study of
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Fossils suggest that by about seven million years ago ancient proboscideans he

Eocene

A simplified family tree

portrays representative

members of tlie 55-

million-year-old

proboscidean iineage,

above. Rigtit: Trunl< tips

tell wt)o's wt)o. Frozen

remains of extinct

woolly mammoths

have provided clues to

trunk-tip form and

function.

Woolly mammoth

'*i, e^
African elephant

%r Asian elephant

the evolution, family tree, and anatomy of the 160 or

so species ot proboscideans that lived in the past. The

continued existence of two members of such a venera-

ble tribe ofmammals is of inestimable value and has led

me to investigate the natural history, behavior, and

anatomy of the two living elephant species. Through

the Elephant Research Foundation, which I estab-

lished in 1977, my coDeagues and I gather and study

information on all aspects of proboscideans, living and

extinct, captive and wild. The trunk is just one re-

markable feature of these altogether remarkable ani-

mals, and their behavior when using it is only one rea-

son for the fascination that 1 and many others have

with things elephantine.

The trunk of an elephant begins to develop in

utero. During the earhest stages of the eighteen- to

twenty-two-month gestation, the elongated snout is

separated from the upper lip. As development pro-

gresses, nose and Hp unite and begin to lengthen. Dur-

ing the first year of life, the proboscis is shorter in rela-

tion to the body than is the trunk of an adult, but the

young elephant does not have mastery of this sophisti-

cated organ. One sometinies sees young elephants

stepping on their trunks and twisting them up in the

air in what appears to be frustration. The trunk has

many uses, and wielding it deftly takes practice.

The trunk can be used to reach objects high above

the head, even objects an elephant cannot see, and its

stretching and flexing capacities give elephants easy ac-

cess to plant species beyond the reach of many other

animals that share their habitats. Elephants can stand on

their hind legs and stretch the trunk to reach tender

leaves some twenty feet off the ground. But the trunk's

uses go far beyond food gathering.

The trunk is a conjoined upper lip and nose, with

the nostrils running like two parallel hoses from the

trunk's base down to its tip. While the mouth con-

tributes, most breathing is done through the nostrils.

Elephants also have a keen sense of smell. Within the

nasal cavity are seven turbinals, scrolls of bones with

sensitive tissues specialized tor olfaction (dogs have

only five such turbinals). A related ability is hormone

detection. When a female is in estrus (or heat) or when

a male is in musth (a state of increased serum testos-

terone), elephants can apparently detect hormones, or

chemical molecules emanating from urine, feces, and

secretions from the trunk, mouth, and musth glands.

Once "collected," chemical information is then passed

on to an organ (known in some animals as Jacobson's

organ) on the roof of the mouth and conveyed to the



runks comparable in length and structure to those of modern elephants.

brain for analysis. In front ot the Jacobson's organ is a

row of tiny pores. Known as palatal pits, these pores

may also serve to enhance chemical communication

and decipher molecular information brought to the

trunk for inspection. In times of possible danger, when

chemical cues may be airborne, a wary elephant may

raise and swivel its trunk in periscope fashion.

An essential function of the trimk is siphoning

water, which can be carried to the mouth for drinking

or sprayed across the back with the trunk serving as a

flexible showerhead. (An elephant also uses its trunk to

sprinkle dust or grass on its body, presumably to pro-

tect against insect bites and ultraviolet radiation.)

Because the amount of water that an elephant can

hold in its trunk had never been measured accurately,

the staff of the Elephant Research Foundation wanted

to pin down the statistics. An opportunity arose when

the Shrme Circus visited the foundation's home state

of Michigan in 1982. With the help of the elephants'

keepers, and equipped with air and water thermome-

ters, graduated cylinders, and stopwatches, we con-

ducted our humane experiment backstage after an af-

ternoon performance, amid a crowd of curious

onlookers. Tommy (now King Tusk of the Ringling

Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Circus), a 9,800-

pound, thirty-seven-year-old Asian male that had not

drunk for more than twelve hours, downed 56 gallons

of water in just under five minutes, siphoning a maxi-

mum of 2.7 gallons per trunkful. An Asian female

named Zola drank 1 6 gallons in eighty-three seconds

witli about a gallon per trunkful. Our third subject,

Churchill, a small female African elephant, was restless

and seemed to want to gulp the whole bucket at once.

(Please turn to page 43)

Two African elepliants

engage in a "trunk

sliake." Sucti entwining

of ttie wliole trunk can

serve as a greeting

and as a measure of

strengtt).
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An elephant's trunk can be visualized as a long cone, operated by two major ses

The Inside Story

The trunks of living elephants have no bones, but consist ot up to

three hundred pounds of hair, skin, connective tissue, fat, blood,

lymph vessels, and networks of muscles and nerves. The trigeini-

nal nerve, which originates in the brain, divides into three

branches: ophthalmic, mandibular, and maxillary. The maxillary

branch passes through the

infraorbital canal into the

trunk, where it joins a

branch of the facial

nerve. The trunk tip is

particularly rich in nerve

networks, giving it great

tactile subtlety.

The nineteenth-cen-

tury French anatomist

Georges Cuvier esti-

mated the number of

muscles controlling the

movements of the trunk

at 40,000, a figure that

was long accepted. By

dissecting trunks, my col-

leagues and I have re-

cently been able to inves-

tigate the workings of

these organs, down to the

microscopic level. We
beheve that what Cuvier

called "muscles" are actu-

ally small subunits of

muscles, or muscle fasci-

cles. We painstakingly

counted the tiny fascicles

on carefully sectioned re-

gions of an Asian ele-

phant's trunk and arrived

at an estimate of about

150,000 (148,198, to be

exact) muscle fascicles for

the entire trunk.

Simplified, the trunk

can be envisioned as a

long cone, with the nos-

trils running down the

middle. It is operated by

two major sets of mus-

cles, external and internal. The external set consists of four mus-

cles: one that covers the top and sides of the trunk, another that

covers the bottom, and a pair that sit on either side of the base.

The internal set is a complex network of radiating fascicles (rectus

nasi) and transverse fascicles (transversus nasi). In cross section,

each of the nasal passages can be visualized as half of a bicycle

wheel fi'om which spokes radiate. The "spokes" are radiating mus-

naso-labialis (helps move upper lip)

nasalis (helps twist upper trunk)

maxlllo-labialis (helps to raise trunk)

pars rimona (helps to lower trunk)

nasal tube

maxlllo-labialis (helps to raise trunk)

proboscideal artery

rectus nasi (helps to twist trunk and

dilate and constrict nostrils)

, septum nasi (helps to dilate and

\ constrict nostrils)

transversus nasi (helps to twist trunk)

proboscideal vein

proboscideal nerve

pars supra-lobialis (helps to lower trunk)

pars rimana (helps to lower trunk)

fatty connective tissue (yellow)



of muscles, with a pair of long, wide nasal tubes running down the middle.

cle fascicles, some of which dovetail with the external muscles.

Thousands of these fascicles, working with one another and with

the external muscles, help to fme-tune movement and enable the

elephant to perform dehcate functions, such as picking up a

peanut, cracking it open, blowing away the shell, and poppmg the

kernel into its mouth.

The elephant's skuU—consisting of cranium, jaws, tusks and

other teeth—is small relative to the rest of the skeleton. Yet, in ab-

solute terms, it is the largest skull of any Uving terrestrial mammal.

The cranium is composed of a honeycomb lattice of bonework.

This construction isolates and protects the sensitive brain from ex-

tremes of temperature and from physical damage, and also pro-

vides a Ught but extensive surface for the attachnient of the mus-

cles of the trunk, especially around the opening where the nose

begins. Still, an elephants head, along with tusks, trunk, and other

soft tissue, can weigh more than five hundred pounds. To balance

this forward weight, the neck is short, and a tendon, as thick as a

human forearm and acting like the cable of a suspension bridge,

firmly attaches the head to the bony projections that jut upward

from the vertebral column.

—

Hezy Shoshaiti

Tiny and Trunkless
A Masai legend holds that the god who created animals made a

small and a large version of each kind. Thus, there were small

snakes and large snakes, small elephants and large elephants, and so

on. Like their sizable cousins, the small elephants had trunks and

tails, but these appendages were cumbersome for the diminutive

animals. When the small elephants complained that they were al-

ways tripping over their trunks and getting their tails caught in

bushes, the god was enraged. He snatched up the small elephants,

cut off their trunks and tails, and so created hyraxes.

According to the most recent morphological and molecular

evidence, these unlikely mammals are indeed the closest land rela-

tives of elephants. Not only do the chemistry and genetics of

hyraxes, which belong to the order Hyracoidea, reveal a link with

the Proboscidea, but their anatomy reveals

shared traits that also characterize the earliest

ungulates, or hoofed mammals. Several spe-

cies of these tailless, short-nosed herbivores,

including rock, tree, and bush hyraxes (their

names indicative of their habitats), live in

much of Africa and parts of the Middle East.

Hyraxes are the "conies" referred to in the

Bible and known in Israel as sh'fanim (singular,

shajan). The hyrax was among the animals

prohibited by Judaic dietary rules, because it

"chews the cud but does not part the hoof."

I first became interested in sh'fanim in my
youth, when I tended a herd of sheep in kib-

butz Misgav Am in Upper Galilee, Israel. The

rock hyraxes of the area would stare at me at

close quarters; I, in turn, observed their be-

havior and became quite fond of them. Years

later, in 1 988, I was able to realize my dream

of getting to know these animals better when Rock hyrax

a research facility in Tel Aviv gave me a three-week-old hyrax calf.

My wife, Sandra, and I named him Shafan, and he had the run of

our house in Michigan until his death nine years later. To my

knowledge, Shafan was the only male hyrax ever to share a human

habitation for so long, and the wild behaviors he retained gave us

plentiful insights into hyrax hfe. He behaved toward me as though

I were another male hyrax; toward Sandra, however, he at times

made special courting sounds and once even tried to mate with

her hand, causing nasty wounds in the process. (Hyraxes require

special care and patience and are not tamable pets.) Shafan also ex-

hibited flelmien, raising the head and curling the upper lip while

sniffing vigorously in reaction to a scent. This behavior, known in

carnivores and m ungulates during the rutting season, had not

previously been documented in hyraxes. Shafan contributed

greatly to science and is greatly missed.

—

Hezy Shoshani
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One thirsty circus elephant, a 9,800-pound Asian male, drank 56 gallons of wate

Trunk length and

flexibility make dust

bathing a stand-up

affair. By raining dust

on othen:/ise hard-to-

reach spots, elephants,

such as this one in

Tanzania, may be

soothing itchy skin,

fending off insects, or

even guarding against

ultraviolet rays.

The Sounds of Silence
In 1984 zoologist Katherine Payne, of Cornell University, was vis-

iting the Metro Washington Park Zoo, in Portland, Oregon,

when she felt thunderlike vibrations as she stood near the elephant

enclosure. She also noticed that the area ot the forehead between

the eyes of an elephant was pulsating. Later, using electronic

equipment to detect infiasonic pulses m both captive and wild ele-

phants, Payne was able to confirm her suspicion that the elephants

were indeed communicating by low-frequency sound. Among
elephants, the lowest frequencies range from 5 to 24 Hz. (The av-

erage adult human can hear sound frequencies ranging fr'om 50 to

8,000 Hz.)

Large vocal cords and long, wide nasal tubes are just two

anatomical features that allow elephants to turn sound originating

fi"on) the larynx into low-pitched calls. The architecture of bones

in the throats of proboscideans, in particular the stylohyoid bone,

also contributes to the types of sounds they produce. In living ele-

phants, the stylohyoid is a Y-shaped bone about ten inches long

and IS part of the hyoid apparatus, which in turn is attached to the

larynx by cartilage. Over the past eighteen years, I have examined

and compared more than one hundred fossil and modern stylohy-

oid bones. My colleagues Jin Meng, of the LJniversity of Massa-

chusetts, and Darlene Ketten, of Harvard Medical School, and I

have also studied cochleae of extinct and hving proboscideans.

(Cochleae are snail-like organs of the inner ear, where sound is

perceived.) Our findings have convinced us that some extinct pro-

boscideans, such as the wooUy mammoth, could also generate and

interpret low-frequency sounds. Perhaps this sophisticated means

of communication could account in part for the evolutionary suc-

cess and great radiation of proboscideans millions of years earlier

in their history.

I also have a hypothesis, as yet untested, that may be related to

elephants' ability to produce and detect infrasonic messages. For

example, if one elephant is upwind of another that is out of sight

and approaching silently, could the first elephant sense the subtie

vibrations of the footsteps of the other by holding its trunk close

to the ground? If so, the trunk, in combination with the soles ot

the feet, could be employed in yet another capacity, as a kind of

seismic detector.

—

Hczy Shosluiiii



n just under five minutes, siphoning a maximum of 2.7 gallons per trunkful.

(Continuedfrom page 39)

She finally consumed 8.5 gal-

lons in less than nvo minutes,

\\vh trunkfiils ofjust under a

gallon. With this experiment,

we not only successfiaUy mea-

sured water intake but also

demonstrated how captive an-

imals can, and do, contribute

to scientific information.

Vocalizations originate in

the lar\TLX, but by modifying

the size ot the nostrils \\"hen air

is passing through them, ele-

phants can produce a range ot

sounds. Individual animals

may even have their own

"voices," or vocal repertoire.

According to biologist Judith Berg, vocalization in cap-

rive Ajrican elephants, measured in hertz (Hz), or fre-

quencv' of sound waves, consists of low sounds of 5 to

28 Hz (growl, rolling growl, snort, and roar) and high

sounds of 357 to 570 Hz (trump, trumpet, pulsated

trumpet, trumpet phrase, bark, gruff cry, and cry).

In 1984 biologist Katherine Payne made the excit-

ing and unexpected discovery that elephants can com-

municate with one another in an infrasonic language

that humans cannot hear. I beheve this abiUty was piv-

otal in proboscidean evolution, adaptarion, and survival

(see sidebar, facing page).

The trunk tip is especially sensitive, being rich m
nerves and equipped with tacrile bristles. It can be put

to use as a "hand" and, in the most delicate of opera-

tions, can function with the dexterity of fmgers. I once

tested an elephant to determine if it could pluck a nee-

dle from the ground (as had been claimed for some

elephants) and found it could not. However, Siri, of

the Burnet Park Zoo, in Syracuse, New York, not only

could pick up a straw not much wider than a needle

but was also adept at collecting coins, grasping even a

thin American dime from a concrete floor.

When elephants meet, one may use its trunk to

touch the face of the other, or they may entwine their

trunks. This "trunk shake" can be compared to a

human handshake and may be associated with similar

functions such as assurance and greeting. It may also be

a way for elephants to test each other's strength.

The trunk tip alone can reveal the identity of an

elephant as Asian or African. The Asian elephant has

only one "finger" projecting from the upper side of

the tip, and the underside is thick and rather stumpy.

When it picks up an object, the Asian elephant most

often curls the tip of its trunk around and under the

item m a method called the grasp. The Ati-ican ele-

phant, m contrast, has two "fingers" on its trunk tip

and picks up items via the pinch method, much as a

human plucks and holds an object between the thumb

and index finger.

The trunk tips that have been preserved in some

frozen woolly mammoths reveal that these extinct ani-

mals had a projection on the upper side of the tip and a

broad flap extending the width of the trunk on the un-

derside. This suggests that at least during milder times

of the year, mammoths may have used a grasp method,

similar to that of the Asian elephant, for gathering

grasses, flowers, and other vegetation—foods that have

also been found preserved in the stomachs of the

frozen carcasses. The broad flap on the bottom of the

trunk tip may have been usefirl in winter for picking

up snow for drinking. And one can imagine the flap

acting as a valve to block and protect the sensitive nos-

trils during blizzards.

When using the whole trunk, rather than the tip,

elephants marshal both the organ's flexibility and its

strength. Along the trunk's length, the African ele-

phant has many folds or rings of skin, and the organ

appears somewhat floppy. The trunk of an Asian ele-

phant is smoother, with fewer rings, and looks a bit

more rigid. (While an African elephant can flatten its

raised trunk against its forehead, the Asian cannot.)

The trunk of the African elephant may be more

stretchable, and that of the Asian more dexterous.

Excellent siphons,

trunks can gather

water and carry it to

the mouth for drinking

or serve as hoses. Here

two Asian elephants

shower and play

in Corbeft National

Park, India.

Reading and

Conservation

Two comprehensive,

well-Illustrated volumes

for the general reader,

ore The Illustrated

Encyclopedia of

Elephants: From Their

Origins and Evolution

to Their Ceremonial

and Working

Relationship with Man,

edited by S. K.

Eltringham et al.

(Smithmark Publishers,

1 997), and, available

from libraries.

Elephants: Majestic

Creatures of the Wild,

edited by Jeheskel

Shoshani (Rodale

Press, I992).l\/lany

conservation groups

are working to preserve

remaining elephant

populations. For more

information, contact

the Elephant Research

Foundation, 1 06 East

Hickory Grove Road,

Bloomfield Hills,

Michigan 48304.
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How much longer can the remaining members of the tribe survive?

Far rightA calf has

raised and now rests

its rather limp trunk on

its head. The trunl<

develops during a

calf's long gestation.

For their first year or

so, young elephants

often struggle to

master the many uses

of the appendage.

Immediate right: The

trunks of adult African

elephants, such as

these at a watering

hole in Botswana, can

weigh up to three

hundred pounds.

By beating the lower portion of the trunk on hard

ground, a tree, or even against its own body or tusks,

an elephant can produce a variety of percussive sounds.

(Reasons for such behaviors vary. That they have

evolved and remained in certain populations suggests

that they may have had survival value. Thumping the

trunk on a solid object probably requires less energy

than producing sounds by exhaling air.) Belle, of the

Metro Washington Park Zoo, in Portland, Oregon,

learned to imitate the sound of someone knocking on

a door by tapping her trunk against her side or against

a concrete wall. Her keepers eventually caught on and

rewarded her trick with fruit. She continues to try to

fool any nev/ caretakers and definitely stymied me

when I visited her in Portland.

The trunk can be wielded both aggressively and

defensively. In the wild, elephants have been observed

using their trunks to chase away other animals. While

males often do so for no apparent reason other than

wanting space for themselves, females are more apt to

engage in such behavior when protecting calves.

The elephantine traits of strength, dexterity, and

trainability have long been tapped by humans in war

and peace. Asian elephants have been employed as

beasts ot burden since the flowering of the Indus civi-

hzation and are still used in lumbering. A mature bull,

which can carry about six hundred pounds with its

trunk and tusks, can haul logs in areas inaccessible to

vehicles and guide the logs into a stream with extreme

accuracy. (In a harness, an adult Asian elephant can

drag a load of logs weighing 9,000 pounds.) African

elephants have also been put to work, although less

often than Asians, the best example being the forest

African elephants that have been used since the turn of

the last century in Gangala na Bodio, near Garamba

National Park in the eastern part of the Democratic

Republic of the Congo (formerly Zaire).

Today the two survivors of the proboscidean line

inhabit a world of human threats, often squeezed out

of their natural habitats and hunted for their tusks.

More knowledge about these singular animals, from

their evolution and anatomy to their behavior and nat-

ural history, from trunk to tail, can help insure their

continued survival. D
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^u are what you drive. Or so the saying

goes. Which brings us to the new LEVAccord
fron^ Honda. LEV is short for Low-Emission

Vehicle. Which means its clean. How clean?

Our engineers tell us it meets a seventy

percent lower emission standard for smog-

contributing reactive hydrocarbons than the

current federal regulations require. But you

can tell your neighbors, "Gee, its really clean!'

It accomplishes this feat with no sacrifice

in performance. And no increase in cost.

In other words, it's exactly like many other

Honda products. From our lawn mowers to

our automobiles, we build products here in

America that balance your desire for fun and

performance with society's need for cleaner

air And better fuel efficiency

Which means the folks who live in your

neighborhood will come to the only logical

conclusion. That you've made a responsible,

thoughtful, just plain smart decision to drive

the new low-emission LEV Accord.

Who knows, maybe you'll even acquire a

new nickname in the process.
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By Pauline Ladings
'
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Eucalyptus trees, also known as gum trees, are quintessentially Australian. DNA evidence suggests that their closest relatives originated

on New Caledonia before the smaller island separated from Australia in the late Cretaceous period. As Australia drifted north, its

climate became increasingly arid, killing off its primeval rain forests, and the ancestral eucalyptus gradually took over, evolving into

more than 700 species.

As the aridity increased, gum trees adapted to survive fires. Turpenes in the aromatic, oily leaves cause

them to burn quickly, so a fire travels rapidly through a. eucalyptus forest without actually killing

the trees. Eucalyptus trees also protect their seeds in hard, fire-resistant capsules,
,^^J

while buds under the thick bark and underground lignotubers

provide backup systems to guarantee

Botanical artist Celia Rossc

plant Banksia on a

blue eucalyptus leaf.

provide backup systems to guarantee

reproducfion.

When the first humans arrived in

Australia, possibly more than 100,000

years ago, they learned to use the

eucalyptus in many ways. They ate

the grubs that live under the bark and

used parts of the trees for building

shelters and canoes. Tradifionally,

Aborigines have also used eucalyptus bark Botanic

as "canvases" for their paintings. depicti

When Captain James Cook explored Australia plaut

in the eighteenth century, his ship's naturalists were blue

the first Europeans to collect Eucalyptus, which was

formally described and classified for science in 1788.

Today eucalyptus trees are widely planted throughout ^

the world. During World War I, a group of patriotic

Austrahan artists found a new use for the leaves: they

painted miniature scenes on them and sold them to

contribute to a soldiers' fund.

To help finance its continuing research on Eucalyptus, the

University of Melbourne's School of Botany recently asked some

sold at auction. Since the leaves' oil secretions tend to repel watercolors, ,

some artists first prepare the surfaces with a sealant, or "sizing," and a

<;^vhite gouache undercoat. Before being painted, the leaves are pressed and
"""

-kjiiilpl^rbarium specimens, after which they are quite durable. Amo^g the

"rtioii'^iitured here is one venerable example from 1915, which has survived

A cottage

siirivunded by

ferns and perching

kookaburras was painted

1915 to help the war effort.

^'PtiDloGtaplis cdimeBytWSchac
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Rahamou Oumarou

takes pleasure in a

healthy baby, above,

as members of the

Chaibou family,

opposite, exult in the

well-being of another.

Chamsia Chaibou, a

ten-month-old who

has been ailing, lies

on the ground.

By Leslie Nielsen

Photographs by Eugene Richards

May 12

I'd forgotten how hot it is here. At 9:00 a.m. it's already

over 90 degrees under a white sun. We're driving into

Safo, a village in southern Niger. After five years' ab-

sence, I hardly recognize the approach to the village.

Where once there was a small forest, now just a few

dried-out baobabs and some thorny brush grow. A
wide, sandy trench stretches where I expected to see

the rainy-season river. I had worked here as a Peace

Corps volunteer on nutrition education. I left in a

hurry because of a family emergency but always

wanted to return. And now here I am again, this time

to document health conditions along with photogra-

pher Eugene Richards.

We go first into the central courtyard of Hassana

Djibo's home, where several adults and children are

seated. Most people live in walled compounds enclosing

brick or straw huts. Men have their own huts. Wives'

huts are separate; if there is more than one wife, the

women live in attached rooms. Because of the heat,

people Hve, eat, and sleep in the yard for most ofthe year.

I don't recognize Hassana. I remembered her as sleek

and round faced. Now she's swollen. "No rain, no mil-

let, no food. I look Hke tliis because my stomach is never

fall; I'm getting smaller every day," she says. And Has-

sana is more prosperous than most people in Safo. I pass

around photographs that I took five years ago and learn

that about a quarter of the people in them have died;

most of the survivors have shrunken in their skins.

I try to distribute gifts of clothes and shoes, but it

causes a near-riot, so I end up taking most of them to



Elhadji Mohamane Badawaki, the vil-

lage chief, to parcel out. Even at his

house, people are thin and complaining

of sickness and hunger. Of course,

they're inclined to complain to me,

knowing that I'm a nurse, and it's true

that sickness and hunger pervade West

AJirica. But Safo is my benchmark, and

I can't get over the apparent change.

People in Safo are Hausa, the dom-

inant ethnic group m Niger. They are

primarily farmers, but men also work

as barbers, Koranic scholars, tailors,

craftsmen, or small merchants to earn

cash for food, clothes, medicine, and so

on. Land is divided among male heirs,

but as the land parcels get smaller,

people are less able to feed their fami-

hes from their allotments. They must

rely on their extra skills. Add persistent

drought, and troubles increase.

I used to work out of the poorly

equipped village clinic, the primary

source of medical care for Safo's popu-

lation of roughly 3,000 people and for

at least another 30,000 people from the

hinterland. Adults and children often

died of conditions that are preventable

or curable: measles, malaria, meningi-

tis, malnutrition, poho, postpartum in-

fection, tuberculosis. Life is hardly eas-

ier elsewhere in Niger, one of the

world's poorest countries, where

people depend mostly on subsistence

farming, herding, and small trading. It's

mostly desert, with the Sahara in the north giving way

to the Sahel transition zone in the south—a landlocked

country about twice the size of Texas that's cursed by

persistent drought, inteasive farming of depleted soils,

deforestation, and desertification. While recent years

haven't been as dry for the country as a whole, several

regions in the small southern strip of Niger's only

arable land are still enduring a drought.

The market for uranium, Niger's most valuable re-

source, dechned significantly in the 1 980s, putting an

end to a short-lived economic upturn. When then-

Colonel Ibrahim Bare Mainassara led a coup d'etat in

January 1996, the country's difficulties multiplied.

Most foreign aid to the "fac^ade democracy" was sus-

pended. Bare became president in July 1996 in elec-

tions that were widely condemned for gross irregulari-

ties. Some international funding has since been

restored—although not from the United States. Con-

cerns about human rights violations grow. The down-

ward spiral continues.

May 13

I meet with Chief Badawaki and the midwives, who

are greatly respected by all in the village. One of them

asks, "Do people know that we're suffering here?"

While we are talking, two women arrive with very

sick babies on their backs and ask me to go with them

to their homes. I hadn't intended to treat illness on this

visit. All I have is a first-aid kit.

Chamsia Chaibou is ten months old, the firstborn

of seventeen-year-old Mariama Issaka. (Girls in rural

Niger marry as young as fifteen or sixteen.) Chamsia

was fat and healthy at birth, but Mariama became ill

with fever, coughing, and diarrhea when Chamsia was

A woman's
day is a

round of

pounding

millet,

cooking

food,

carrying

water, caring

for animals,

searching

for firewood.
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eight months old. Since then, she says, hei milk "is no

good." She tried to supplement breast irulk with water

and millet porridge (fiirci), but Chamsia lost weight and

is now severely malnourished and dehydrated, with

wasted aims and legs, distended abdomen, lungs that

wheeze and crackle Last week Manama took the baby

to the chmc m Safo for a pemciUin injection The local

makm (Islamic healer) fashioned amulets to get Cham-

sia eating again. Manama also wears amulets, hers aie

meant to bring back her breast milk.

Of the foui generations of the Chaibou clan—fif-

teen people in all—the great-grandfather seems

healthiest. The family's diet is millet porridge in the

morning, millet porridge at ixiidday, and millet paste

{tuwo) with a thin, salty, dried okra sauce at night. The

last time they ate meat was two months ago. They used

to make a httle money selhng peanuts or millet pan-

cakes in Safo or in Maradi, the big town about ten

miles north. But the crops have been so poor recently

that they have no surplus to sell. The great-grandfather

says, "We are hungry, there is no medicine, we have

sicknesses that keep us from working, and we have no

money." Drought has been hard for four years now.

I go on to the next home, where three-year-old

Bilia Mahaman lives with Rahamou Oumarou, his pa-

ternal great-grandmother. His mother died of an acute
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Drugs are

available

without
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pharmacies,
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are too

expensive

for most
people.

diarrheal illness two years ago. Bilia's father was unable

to care for a baby; anyway, his other wife refused to

have Biha in the house—too many children of her own

and too much work. A woman's day is a round of

pounding miUet, carrying water, caring for animals,

searching for firewood, and cooking for the family.

Rahamou says that BiHa has been semiconscious

for twenty-four hours. She took him to the cUnic yes-

terday; they injected him with penicillin and gave him

oral vitamin A. On examination, Bilia shows the clas-

sic signs ot the protein-energy deficiencies more com-

monly known as kwashiorkor and marasmus; his face is

wizened like an old man's, he's swollen, his hair is

falling out, and what's left of it is brittle. He's also ex-

tremely dehydrated and has severe eye and ear infec-

tions. I teach Rahamou to make an oral rehydration

solution of water, salt, and sugar for him. She has no

money to take him to the clinic again or to the hospi-

tal in Maradi. I give her money, and we offer to drive

her to the hospital, but she says no, not yet.

On the way back to the car, a man asks me to look

at his son who has "a problem with his legs." The four-

year-old looks healthy, but both of his legs are para-

lyzed, probably from poUo. He gets around by drag-

ging himself through the dirt. I know that his future

will be nothing but begging. If he's lucky, maybe he'll

get one of those bicycle wheelchairs that beggars in the

capital, Niamey, use.

May 14

I was reckless yesterday and drank some of the unfil-

tered, untreated village water and was really sick all

night: vomiting and diarrhea. What the hell is in the

water? I visit the pharmacy in Maradi for medicine for

myself and for chloroquine, an antimalarial medica-

tion, for the people in Safo. Drugs are available with-

out prescription in the pharmacies but are too expen-

sive for most people.

May 15

I'm back in Safo to check on Bilia and meet local

bonesetters, three old men to whom people come

from aU the surrounding villages. One ofthem takes us

to see a five-year-old girl who tumbled from her fa-

ther's bicycle, fr^acturing her femur. The bonesetter had

put stakes in the ground, two on either side of the frac-

ture. Another stake, at her foot, was tied to her big toe

in order to put traction on the leg muscles and make

the bones line up. Next he appUed a paste ofpeanut oil

and sawdust, and finally, a sphnt ofwoven rmllet stalks.

The child then sat alone in a httle grass enclosure for

one month until traction was removed. Now, after an-

other month, the bonesetter is ready to remove the

splint. When he does so, the child's thigh looks sHghdy

swollen, but she doesn't seem to be in any pain and

she's quick to want to use her repaired leg.

Rahamou's compound is closed up. Men sitting

outside say she took Biha to the hospital in Maradi late

yesterday after all. At the hospital, women caring for

their sick babies say that Biha died at noon. Rahamou

has already left. The hospital—typical for rural

Africa—is made up of tiny cement-block rooms with

unscreened, unglazed windows, no ceiling fans or

hghts. FHes are everywhere; dirty bandages and used

gloves are on the floor. Patients sit outside on straw

mats because the rooms are too hot. When people go

to the hospital, a family member must stay with them.

Nurses give medicine and treatments, but not physical

care and feeding. It's difficult to spare a working mem-



ber of the family to accompany the sick, so people >'

from the villages rarely go there.

^May 16

BiUa was buried this morning. Many women and chil-

dren come to Rahamou's compound to offer sympa-

thy. When Gene starts photographing Rahamou, she

reaches into the crowd behind her and Hfts out a baby.

Adjusting her head cloth and earrings, she says, "There

now, take a picture ofme with a fat baby." In Niger, tat

connotes health and wealth, while skinniness is ugly

and speaks of poverty and misery. Women have long

conversations about my size. She might not have a hus-

band, they say, but look, what great tat arms she has.

I call on a nuihvn. He sits on a goatskin, under a

thatched roof, where patients come to

describe their ailments. The malam

looks through the Koran for a verse to

match the ailment. He writes out the

verse on a w^ooden prayer board, using

ink made from tree bark. The patient

must wash the words ofi^ with water,

collect the water in a bowl, then drink

it. The malam says such medicine is re-

served for acute problems. For chronic

problems he writes verse on paper

that's then sewn into a leather pouch

and worn around the neck, waist,

ankle, or wrist. People pay him what

they can afford. They say that his treat-

ments "work very well—Allah is in the

medicine." The malam makes medicine

from tree bark for Genes backache,

sewing it into a strip ofleather that is to

be worn as a belt.

Two men ask me to visit their sick friend Issoufou

Adamou. His compound is deserted except for his

mother, wife, and children, who sit at a distance under

a tree. Issoufou, asleep on a grass mat under a thatched

enclosure, is in the opposite corner. He looks hke a big

rack of bones draped in thin skin. The air about him

smells bad, and when he wakes, he coughs constantly

and spits into the dirt. I listen to his lungs and question

him. He has been like this for two months, with the

cough and weight loss worsening every day. I'm cer-

tain he has tuberculosis. They prescribed cough syrup

and vitamins at the clinic. Some Nigeriens are vacci-

nated against TB and therefore will test positive for it,

so the only way to diagnose infection is with a chest

X-ray, which means going to hospital, and very few

people will do that. There's the cost, but also the fear

of hospitals as places where people go to die.

I make another trip to the pharmacy in Maradi, this

time to find out if TB medication is readily available.

The answer is no. People with TB must go to the hos-

pital for a month's treatment. After that, they're given a

year's worth of oral medicine to take at home. This and

the hospitaHzation are free, for a change.

May 17

I tell Issoufou and his wife about hospital treatment for

TB. He really wants to go there, but his wife and

mother are reluctant. They can't spare a healthy person

to sit with him there, they say, especially with the rainy

season coming and fieldwork to do.

May 18

A naming ceremony is held for a newborn baby, who's to

get ritual scars on her face. The wanzamc (barber) also

Opposite: A child

waits as a bonesetter

prepares to remove a

splint from her

repaired leg. At the

village clinic, above,

a woman answers a

nurse's question

about her child's

ailment. Top: The

author (left) dresses

a woman's Injured

finger.
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makes multiple incisions on her arms, legs, and torso to

rid her of the "bad blood" her mother gave her during

delivery. The waiiznme also performs such operations as

circumcisions (male and female), tooth extractions, and

uvulectoinies, which are thought to reheve "blockages."

Someone had seen me administer eyedrops to a

friend earHer. Now thirty people with oozing eye infec-

tions are patiendy Hned up on the chance that they too

might get eyedrops. They say iska (the wind) is the

source of their trouble. The term iska can also refer to

spn-its, and spirits are often beheved to cause afHictions.

To me, the wind smells strongly of human feces.

Another hne forms of people with infected

wounds. The bonesetters treated one man's badly bro-

ken leg last year, but the bone healed so crookedly that

he can barely walk. The lower leg is a crusted, purulent

mess. Otherwise he is young and strong, and his stoi-y

NIGER LIBYA

AFRICA

MALI NIGER



is tamiliar—no money, no one to go to

the hospital with him. He is afiraid, too,

that they would cut off his leg at the

hospital and he would never Avork

again. I am overwhelmed by the sick-

ness in Safo. Surrounded by malnour-

ished babies, blind or paralyzed chil-

dren, and adults with horrible wounds,

I try to remember that I'm also sur-

rounded by people \vith iron family

bonds, great resUience, incomprehensi-

ble hope.

May 19

I spend the day in Maradi. Eveiyone I

talk to says things are getting worse.

The government hasn't paid nurses,

teachers, postal workers in months. No
wonder they're disgruntled.

May 20

Old Hassan is guardian of the ancient

baobab tree on the outskirts of Safo,

and he sits in it from morning to night.

He has sat there for twenty years, as his

father, grandfather, and great-grandfa-

ther sat before him. People make offer-

ings of milk, honey, nreat if they have

it, perfiime, and money to the spirits in

the tree. Reformist conservative Islam

continues to advance in Niger and to

discredit traditional spirit followers. But

indigenous religious practices survive.

The religion that monitors the rela-

tionship between people and spirits

—

such as those that dwell in the tree—is Anna.

A ceremony {wasa) is to be performed at the mysti-

cal baobab today to encourage the rains. It will be per-

formed by three women who are mediums for the bori

spirits. Anna and bori are different rehgious expressions

that occasionally are joined in common ritual when se-

rious problems strike the community. The bori medi-

ums go into a trance and allow the spirits to enter their

bodies. Gene and I have been asked to help out by pro-

viding rice and beans.

May 21

A blind woman, holding a wooden staff, is led through

the village by her mother, who carries a bowl for of-

ferings. The blind woman is twenty-two years old and

has a small child, who goes with her everywhere. The

young woman lost her vision six years ago, after being

sick with a fever. Her husband died two years ago, and

there is no extended family. The older woman has her

own health problems; she is unable to work in the

fields, draw and carry water, or hunt for firewood. In

the course of a morning, they get a handful of grain

and a few coins worth about a cent.

May 22

Life goes on, and nothing is celebrated more than new

life. Another naming ceremony is held today, but the

parents have decided against facial scarring, perhaps

because the practice now has impHcations of back-

wardness. A crowd is milling, all dressed in their best.

When I ask one old man why everyone is so excited,

he points to the goat that's just been slaughtered and

says, "Because they know that they will be eating a

piece of meat today." Its the fadier's responsibility to

Issoufou Adamou,

above, has been

suffering from a chest

infection for two

months. Opposite:

Bori spirit mediums

(foreground), who

have toldAdamou

they will cure him,

enter a trance during

a rain ceremony.
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slaughter a ram for the celebration, or—if he is too

poor—a goat or a chicken.

Later 1 discuss sickness and health with the three

bori mediums, who also practice healing. Patients drink

or inhale or wash with herbs that the women gather

from trees and small plants. Rabi, thin and intense, is

the senior practitioner. When explaining what they do,

she holds my arm and leans close, whispering. Unlike

most houses in Safo, Rabi's is spodess. Outside her

door, she keeps a shrine to the spirits; in it are special

colored stones, coins, and cubes of sugar, along with

her magic staff.

When we get up to leave, Rabi pulls me aside.

"The medicine!" she whispers. "All that medicine that

you brought with you from America. I really need

some for my cough." We return later because Rabi has

been preparing her son to become a bori medium, and

he is to be initiated tonight. The Moon is full. The

wind is blowing up a storm.

May 23

I put off visiting the clinic in Safo until the end. It's

staffed by two nurses, one public health educator, a

cashier, and a janitor. The clinic is equipped by

UNICEF to give vaccinations and administer common

medications. Women carrying sick children stream in

and sit down to listen to a health education lecture.

Today's is about malaria, its transmission and symp-

toms. The main point seems to be that everyone

should go buy a mosquito net—an impossible luxury

for probably the whole of Safo.

I watch children being vaccinated by the janitor

with dull, resterilized needles. A nurse sits at a desk in-

terviewing patients. He performs no physical exams,

but once in a while he orders a mother to turn around

so that he can take a look at the baby on her back. He

prescribes penicillin injections for almost every malady.

The nurses seem rude and hostile to the patients.

Just before I left Safo in 1992, I attended the birth

of a child. The pregnant woman, Tchima, was sur-

rounded by her mother, sisters, and aunts. When the

baby was delivered, the women watched quietly while

TaiTuntaye, the midwife, washed his mouth and eyes.

When he gave his first cry and turned pmk, we

laughed, cheered, sang. Tarmntaye tied and cut the

cord. Then, crooning softly to the baby cradled m her

arms, she danced to the doorway and held him up to

the world. Afterward, in the dark and quiet birthing

room, we sat in a circle around Tchima and passed her

son from one woman to the next. We each held him

for a moment and brought out gifts—cloth to swaddle

him, soap to wash him, coins to enrich him—and we

each whispered a blessing in his tiny ear. He sucked his

list and opened his eyes wide, as if intent on our words.

Shortly before I leave Safo this time, I see Tchima

standing in her doorway. She points to a scra'wny, ram-

bunctious child who is wrestling with other kids in a

pOe of straw. "There he is," she shouts, "you gave him

your blessings and asked him to grow fat. But look. You

are the one who got fat!"



The children of the \Tllage chase our car as it stirs

up the dust of Safo one last time. The small vehicle

pitches on the undulating road, like a boat on a great

body of water, gendy scattering the gifts that I have

been given: amulets to secure a husband, doUs to en-

courage fertility, and most important of all, Hassana

says, a big bowl of porridge to keep me enormously

and blessedly fat. D
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Hausa Medicine: Illness and Well-being in a West African Culture,
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Songhay of Niger, by Paul Stoller (University of Chicago Press,

1989)
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OUT DAMN PLAQUE

Hate to floss? It's awkward and

cumbersome. And automatic

flossers, while making it easier,

cost a bundle! And no matter

how often or how well you

floss, you're only doing half the

job — removing plaque from

between the teeth — not from

the sides nor those hard to

reach periodontal pockets

where the bacteria that cause

gingivitis and gum disease

flourish. Introducing

SoiiiPkk™ — the advanced

sonic powered flossing device

that does the job quickly, gen-

tly and completely. SoniPick's unique design

removes plaque from between teeth and deep

from within the facial and lingual pockets

where the bacteria that cause gingivitis and

gum disease hide. Developed by the makers

of the UltraSonex toothbrush, SoniPick uses

a single tuft of multiple cleaning filaments

(about 25) vibrating orbitally at an astound-

ing 18,000 strokes per minute. The cleaning

tuft slips easily between even the tightest

teeth and gently into gum pockets. It then

fans out, whisking plaque from between the

teeth and from deep within the gum pockets.

No otherflossing method, stringfloss or auto-

matic, can do ?/?«.' Includes three sets of sized cleaning tips - thin, medium

and thick - for thorough and gentle cleaning between teeth and all gum sur-

faces. Ideal for cleaning braces, bridges and dental implants. And the best

news of all ~ The SoniPick costs just a fraction ofthose other automatic flossers!

Use the SoniPick and then visit your dentist. You'll both be amazed.

$3^.95 ($6.95) #9160 includes 30 cleaning tips, stand and kk battery.

Replacement Cleaning tips (30) $J2.95 ($2.93) #9170.

THE WATCH ISSUED TO

U.S. TROOPS DURING DESERT STORM
Issued to our rroops during

Operation Desert Storm, the

Night Vision exceeds the military's

strict MIL-W-46374F specifica-

tions and it's the only watch avail-

able in the world that is completely

self-luminous. The secret is

Tritium (H^), an exotic hydrogen

isotope. Each hand and hout

marker consisrs of a small vial of

tritium coated with phosphorous.

The result is the brightest lumi-

nescent source available. And it

will shine brightly, unaided, for

1 2 years! Features include a Swiss

quartz movement, scratch-resis-

tant crystal, date calendar and

sweep second hand all encased in

lightweight nylon alloy. Water resistant to 660 ft. Available with a black

leather band or stainless steel band (shown) with or without the American

Flag emblem. Each includes a nylon strap. Your choice if29.95 ($9.95):

Stainless steel band #6700; without flag emblem #6750. Leather band

#6800; without flag emblem #6850.

y
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A TOASTY WARM BLANKET OF AIR
-

INSTANTLY

Introducing Kwik Comfort, the

fast source of safe, silent

portable heat by Slant/Fin, the

world's largest ptoducer of

baseboard heating systems.

Kwik Comfort uses natural

convection to evenly distribute

heat throughout the room —

the same way the most sophis-

ticated home baseboard heat-

ing systems do. Kwik Comfort

draws in coo! air and passes it

over a revolutionary, alu-

minum speed-heating element

that watms toom air up to

20% faster than ordinary elec-

tric heating elements. Natural convection then distributes the toasty warm

blanket of air evenly throughout the entire room. There's no rumbling, clat-

tering, or whirring fan noise to disturb a good night's sleep. What's more, this

silent heater is loaded with safeguards that ensure your safety. It has a finger

proof grille, a full length high-temperarure safety shut-ofif that prevents over-

heating and it has no accessible concentrated heat source or dangerous glow-

ing hot coils. Other safety features include a low center of gravity to help pre-

vent tip-over and a polarized plug. An automatic freeze-guard thermostat

allows you to tailor heat output to your own comfort level and it will turn

the heatet on automatically it

the room air temperature

drops below 4l°F. Irs beauti-

ful, stteamlined design fits

easily and unobttusively in

any room. Ruggedly con-

structed and UL listed, Kwik

Comfort will meet your heat-

ing needs for years to come.

^f?.?5 ($11.95) #7500.

On/Off

42"tx5"Dx8"H

GET RELIEF FROM THE MISERY

design lets )'0u control the flow of steam precisely,

making it safe for both adults and children. Compact

and lightweight, it's easy to use at home, the office or

when traveling. Fill it with only 1.5 oz. of tap water

and get up to 30 minutes of steam therapy. Automatic

dual-voltage capability lot use in the U.S.A. or abtoad.

Comes with soft travel case. $49.95 ($7.95) #4040.

Steam inhalation therapy has long

been recommended by doctors for

the relief of congestion from allergies,

sinus infections, colds, bronchitis and

throat irritation. Prepare yourself for

the onslaught of the cold and flu sea-

son with the new Steam Inhaler from

Kaz. Unlike old fashioned vaporizers,

this steam inhaler won't injute deli-

cate membranes adding to your dis-

comfort. Its unique design creates a

controlled, gende stream of steam.

And the scientifically designed soft

hood allows air to mix with the steam

allowing comfortable, natural breath-

ing. The

patented grille

For more great products visit our web site at: http://www.tmgusa.com
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THE HEALTHIEST HUMIDIFIER YOU CAN BUY

During the winter, you're

much more vulnerable to

cold and flu viruses and ill-

nesses caused by such com-

mon household bacteria as

E. coli. Staphylococcus

aureus and others. Fight

back with the GF150 Germ

Free Humidifier - the first

and only humidifier that

delivets 99.99% germ fi-ee

warm mist vapor into the

parched air inside your

home. It is the only humidi-

fier that uses both hospital

proven ultraviolet light irradiation and steam evaporation to completely steril-

ize the warm water mist. No other humidifier can do that! And because the

GF150 is a warm mist humidifier, there is no white dust to collect on your

fiirniture. The GF150 features a refill indicator light, a manual reset button
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(Continuedfrom page 22)

Before visiting the church several years

ago, I thought of the Latin phrase status

quo as a purely general description for

leaving well enough alone. But I learned

that the phrase can also be a proper

noun—capital S, capital Q. In 1852, after

centuries of less-controUed bickering, the

six groups signed an agreement, called the

Status Quo, to regulate every move and

every square inch in the building. At this

point, I will yield to Baedeker's Guide to

Jenisaleui (1982 edition), a publication

generally known for authoritative and

stodgy prose but uncharacteristically pun-

gent in this case:

No lamp, HO picture, nothing ivhatsoever

may be moved without its giving rise to a

complaint. The rules governing wlien and

where each coininunity may celebrate Mass

are minutely prescribed as are the times

when the lamps may be lit and the

windows may be opened. Everything must

be done in accordance with the originally

agreed rules, i.e. the "status quo. ". . .

Modifications to this are persistently being

sought and just as persistently rejected—
they even cropped up in the negotiationsfor

the Treaty of Versailles and in the League

of Nations. . . . Anyone hoping tofind

harmony and quiet contemplation . . . is

duejor a disappointment—the sects are on

a Cold War footing. Even the background

noise can be put down to psychological

warfare—the sound of the blows of

hammers and chisels constantly engaged on

improvement work mingles with the

chanting of Greek plainsong, blastsfrom

the Franciscan organ and the continual

tinkling ofArmenian bells.

And lest anyone hope that equality

might reign among the six groups, I has-

ten to point out that the Status Quo as-

signed 65 percent of the church to the

Greek Orthodox, while granting the

Abyssinians—the only black African

group by ethnicity—just the tomb of

Joseph of Arimathea ("a tiny cavity that

can only be reached by passing through

Coptic territory," to quote Baedecker's

one more time) . Adding insult to this in-

jury, the poor Abyssinians can't even re-

side within the church but must live in-

stead in tiny cells built on the roofl (And

let me tell you, it was reaUy hot up there

the day I visited.)

To move from a ridiculous story about

a sublime place to the fully ridiculous all

around, I got the idea for this essay from

an English newspaper story of July 9,

1997: "Punch-up Between Brewery Ri-

vals Over Future of Historic Hostelry."

One ot London's most interesting pubs,

the Punch Tavern on Fleet Street, bears a

name that reflects a former role as the fa-

vorite watering hole for staff members of

We often hear that

two species cannot

occupy the same
"niche.' But, unlike

suburban homes,
niches do not exist

independently of
the organisms that

inhabit them.

the famous humor magazine. These

ghosts of the past could have fded quite a

story on the current situation. Bass, a

large national brewery, owns two-thirds

of the property, including the only toilets.

But Samuel Smith, a smaller, regional op-

eration, bought the other third, including

the passageway for delivery of beer to the

Bass side. The two businesses have coex-

isted in constant tension and bickering

but have now opted for something closer

to the Holy Sepulchre solution of strict

division. A new wall is now rising within

the pub, and the Bass people are buUding

"a new cellar drop so workers can move

beer supplies without using Samuel

Smith's passageway." We must assume that

the Smith folks will construct some new

toilets, for we all know that such items

rank second only to what comes in the

other end as a necessary fixture in these

establishments.

One last item, ridiculous but personal

this time, wiU serve to estabhsh this theme

as a generality. My brother and I shared a

small room throughout our childhood.

We usually got on reasonably well, but we

did have our battles from time to time.

One day, following our worst blowup.

Peter decided that we would just have to

divide the room right down the middle,

and each of us promise never to set so

much as a toe into the other's territory. He

proceeded to gather all his possessions and

move them to his side. But I just lay on

my bed laughing—as he got progressively

angrier at my lighthearted approach to

such a serious situation. When he finished

all the moving and shoving, he confironted

me in a fury: "What are you laughing

about?" I didn't say a word, but only lifted

my finger and pointed at the room's single

door—located on my side. Fortunately,

Peter started to laugh too; so we made up

and amalgamated all our stuff again.

If people, representing a mere few bil-

lion souls within a single species spread

throughout the planet, can generate so

much strife about divvying a space, what

can nature possibly do with millions of

species, gazillions of individuals, and

nothing with the ability or power to ne-

gotiate, or even to understand, a status

quo? Much of ecological theory has been

devoted to debating concepts that may

usually be framed differently, but really

represent variants of this fundamental

question.

Consider just two examples that gener-

ally make the rounds in any basic college

course on evolution. In discussing the

crucial question of how many species can

coexist m a single habitat (obviously an

ever more important issue as natural

spaces shrink before human onslaught,

and many species face imminent extinc-

tion), students invariably hear about

something called the "competitive exclu-

sion" principle, or the notion that two

species cannot occupy the same "niche."

This conclusion follows more as a logical
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consequence of natural selection than an

observation fi^om nature. If two species

really lived in identical environments,

sharing all the same spaces and resources,

then one of the two would surely hold

some advantage, however slight, over the

other, and the relentless force of natural

selection, acting on even the tiniest differ-

ential over countless generations, should

secure total victoiy for the species with a

small edge in the competitive struggle for

existence.

But this principle probably says less

than its weighty words would seem to

imply, for niches do not exist indepen-

dently of species that inhabit them.

Niches are not Uke houses in a suburban

development, built "on spec" and fully

decked out with all furnishings and utili-

ties before people come to buy under a

strict rule of "one lot for one family."

Niches are constructed by organisms as

they interact with complex environ-

ments—and how could two different spe-

cies read an environment in exactly the

same way for all particulars?

A related principle (and second ex-

ample) called "limiting similarity" at-

tempts to put this theme into a more rea-

sonable and testable light. If two separate

species cannot be identical in appearance

and behavior, and cannot read the sur-

rounding environment in exactly the

same way, then how close can they get?

What are the limits to their similarity?

How many species ot beetles can live in a

tropical tree? How many species of fishes

in a temperate pond?

We can at least pose such a question

without logical contradiction, and we can

test certain ideas about minimal discrepan-

cies in body size, feeding preferences, and

so on. Much useflil research has been done

on this subject, but no general answers

have emerged. And none may be possible

(at least in such simplistic form as "no

more similar than a 10 percent difference

in body weight on average"), given the ir-

reducible uniqueness of each species and

each group of orgarasms. Beede rules (if

such there be) will ahiiost surely not work

as fish rules, not to mention the vastly

more different world of bacteria rules.

But if we cannot generate quantitative

laws ot nature about numbers of species

in a single place, we can at least state some

general principles. And the rule behind

Jerusalem's Status Quo, whatever its

moral dubiety in the ethical systems of

Homo sapiens, provides a good beginning:

large numbers of species can be cranmred

into a common territory only if each can

Large numbers of
species can be
crammed into a

common territory

only ifeach can

commandeer some
room of its own.

commandeer some room of its own anci

not always stand in relentless competition

with a maximally similar form.

Two general strategies may be cited,

the second far more interesting than the

first, for acquiring the requisite "breath-

ing room"—a little bit of unique space

that no other species contests in exactly

the same way. In the first strategy—the

"Holy Sepulchre solution" if you wiU

—

two species perceive the surrounding en-

vironment in basically the same manner

and therefore must divide the territory to

keep out of each other's way. Division

may be strictly spatial, as in my fraternal

dispute about our single common room.

But organisms may also use nature's other

prime dimension and construct temporal

separations as well. The Status Quo di-

vides the space witliin the Church of the

Holy Sepulchre, but the agreement also

decrees when the unitary domain of

sound belongs to the masses, instruments,

and voices of various competing groups.

To inake an ugly analogy, based on

cruel social practices now thankfully

abancloned, but in force not long ago, I

encountered both spatial and temporal

modes of segregation when I began my
college studies in southwestern Ohio

during the late 1950s. The town movie

theater placed whites in the orchestra and

blacks in the balcony, while the local skat-

ing rinks and bowhng alleys maintained

different "white" and "Negro" nights.

(Student and community activism,

spurred by the nascent Civil Rights

movement, fought and vanquished these

cruelties during my watch. I remember

my own wholehearted and, in retrospect,

pretty inconsequential participation with

great pride.)

An instructive evolutionary example of

this first strategy can be found in a classi-

cal argument about modes of speciation,

or the origin of a new species by branch-

ing from an ancestral population. Such

branching can only occur if a group of

organisms can become isolated from the

parental population and begin to breed

only among themselves in a different en-

vironment that might favor the evolution

of new features by natural selection. (If

members of the separating group con-

tinue to interact and breed with individu-

als of the parental population, then favor-

able new features will be lost by dilution

and diffiasion, and the two groups wiU

probably reamalgamate, thus precluding

the origin of a new species by branching.)

The conventional theory for specia-

tion—called allopatric, and meaning "liv-

ing in another place"—holds that a popu-

lation can only gain the potential to form

a new species by becoming geographi-

cally isolated from the ancestral group, for

only strict spatial separation can guarantee

the necessary cutoff from contact with

members of the parental population.

Much research into the process of specia-

tion has focused on the modes of attain-

ing such geographic isolation—new is-

lands rising in the sea, continents

splitting, rivers changing their courses,

and so on.

A contrasting idea—called sympatric,

or "living in the same place"—holds that

new groups may speciate while continu-

ing to inhabit the same geographic do-



main as the parental population. The de-

tense of sympatric speciation faces a clas-

sic conundrum, and most research on the

subject has been dedicated to finding so-

lutions: if isolation from members of the

parental population is so crucial to the

formation ot a new species, how can a

new species arise within the geographic

range ot the parents?

This old issue in evolurionarv' theory

remains far from resolution, but we

should note, in the context of this essay,

that proposed mechanisms usually follow

the Holy Sepulchre principle of grantmg

the new group a room of its own within

the spatial boundaries of the parental

realm—and that such "internal isolation"

may be achieved by either the spatial or

the temporal route. The best-docu-

mented cases of the spatial strateg\' invoke

a process that goes by the technical name

of "host specificity," or the restricrion of a

popularion to a highly specific site within

a general area. For example, to cite an ac-

tual (although still controversial) case, thes

Ifisolation from
menibers ofthe

parental population is

crucial to the

formation ofnew
species, how can the

new species arise

w^ithin the geographic

range ofparents?

of the genus Rhaqolelis tend to inhabit

only one species of tree as an exclusive

site for breeding and feeding. Suppose

that some individuals within a species that

lives on apple trees experience a mutation

that leads them to favor hawthorns. A
new population, tied exclusively to

hawthorns, may soon arise and may

evolve into a separate species. The
hawthorn flies live within the same geo-
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graphic region as the apple flies, but

members of the two groups never inter-

breed because each recognizes only a por-

tion of the total area as a permissible

home—-just as the six sects of the Holy

Sepulchre never transgress into one an-

other's territory.

The same principle may work tempo-

rally as well. Suppose that two closely re-

lated species of frogs Hve and reproduce in

and around the same pond, but one spe-

cies uses the day-lengthening cues of

spring to initiate breeding, while the

other waits for the day-shortening signals

of fall. The two populations share the

same space and may even (metaphori-

cally) wave and wink at each other

throughout the year, but they can never

interbreed and can therefore remain sepa-

rate as species.

In the second, and philosophically far

more interesting, strategy for securing a

requisite room of one's own, species may

share the same region, but avoid the need

for a natural equivalent of the Status Quo,

because they do not perceive each other

at all, and therefore cannot interfere or

compete—blessedly benign ignorance

rather than artfully negotiated separation.

This fascinating form of imperception,

which can also be achieved by either spa-

tial or temporal routes, raises one of the

most illuminating issues of intellectual Ufe

and nature's construction: the theme of

scaling, or strikingly different ways of

viewing the world—with no single way

either universally "normal" or "better"

than any other—firom disparate vantage

points of an observer's size or life span.

To begin with a personal story, I share

my Harvard office with about a hundred

thousand trilobites, all fossils at least 250

million years old, and now housed in cab-

inets lining the perimeter of my space.

For the most part, we coexist in perfect

harmony. They care little for my eyebUnk

of a forty-year career, and I view them

with love and respect to be sure, but also

%.
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as impassive, immobile pieces of rock.

They cause me no trouble because I just

move the appropriate drawers to an adja-

cent room when a visiting paleontologist

needs to study a genus or two. But one

What we perceive

about other creatures

is often delimited by
our accustomed scale

of size or time.

An adult mayfly,

during its one day of
earthly life, might well

view tadpoles as

immutable species.

week, about ten years ago, two British

visitors wanted to look at all Ordovician

trilobites, an endeavor that required ex-

ploratory access to all drawers. I had ni)

choice but to abandon my office for sev-

eral days—a situation made worse by the

stereotypical politeness of my visitors, as

they apologized ahnost hourly: "Oh, I do

hope we're not disturbing you too much."

I wanted to reply: "You bloody well are,

but there's nothing I can do about it," but

I just shut up instead. I relaxed when I fi-

nally figured out the larger context. My
visitors, of course, had been purposely

sent by the trilobites to teach me the les-

son of scaUng: we will let you borrow this

office for a millimoment of our existence;

this situation troubles us not at all, but we

do need to remind you about the room's

true ownership once every decade or so,

just to keep you honest.

Species can also share an environment

without conflict when each experiences

life on such a different temporal scale that

no competitive interaction ever occurs. A

bacterial life cycle of halfan hour will pass

beneath my notice and understanding,

unless the population grows big enough



to poison or crowd out something of im-

portance to me. But how can a fruit fly

ever experience me as a growing, chang-

ing organism if I manifest such stabihty

throughout its fiiU life cycle of two weeks

or so? The pre-Dar\\dnian Scottish evolu-

tionist Robert Chambers devoted a strik-

mg metaphor to this point when he won-

dered if the adult mayfly, during its single

day of earthly Ufe, might mistake the ac-

tive metamorphosis of a tadpole into a

frog for proof of the immutability of spe-

cies, since no \isible change would occur

during the mayfly's entire lifetime. (And

so. Chambers argued by extension, we
might miss the truth of evolution if the

process unrolled so slowly that we could

never notice any changes during the en-

tire history of potential human observa-

tion.) Chambers wrote in 1844:

Suppose that an ephetneron [a mayfly],

hovering over a poolfor its one April day of

life, were capable of observing the fry of the

frog in the waters below. In its aged

afternoon, having seen no change upon

them for such a long time, it would be little

qualified to conceive that the external

branchiae Igills] of these creatures were to

decay, and be replaced by internal lungs,

thatfeet were to be developed, the tail

erased, and the animal then to become a

denizen of the land.

Since organisms span such a wide range

of size, from the invisible bacterium to the

giant blue whale (or to the fringus that

underlies a good part of Michigan—see

my essay ofJuly 1992), the spatial strategy

of coexistence by imperception achieves

special prominence in nature. This con-

cept can best be illustrated by an example

that has become something of a cliche (by

repetition for its appropriateness) in intel-

lectual life during the past decade.

To illustrate his concept of "fractals,"

mathematical curves that repeat an identi-

cal configuration at successively larger or

smaller scales ad infinitum, mathemati-

cian Benoit Mandelbrot asked a disarm-

ingly simple question with a wonderfully

subtle nonansvvcr: how long is the coast-

Natural Questions
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The Smithsonian Answer Book
CARL H. ERNST AND GEORGE R. ZUG
"Whatever the question, if it concerns
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—
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line of Maine? The inquiry sounds simple

but cannot be resolved without ambigu-

ity, for solutions depend upon the scale of

inquiry, and no scale can claim a preferred

status. (In this respect, the question recalls

the classic anecdote, also told about folks

"down East" in Maine, of a woman who

asks her neighbor, "How's your hus-

band?"—and receives the answer, "Com-

pared to what?")

If I'm holding an atlas with a page de-

voted to the full state of Maine, then I

may measure a coastline at the level of

resolution permitted by my source. But if

I use a map showing every headland in

Acadia National Park, then the equally

correct coast line becomes much longer.

And if I try to measure the distance

around every boulder in every cove of

Acadia, then the length becomes ever

greater (and increasingly less meaningful

as tides roU and boulders move). Maine

has no single correct coastline; any proper

answer depends upon the scale of inquiry.

Similarly for organisms. Humans rank

among the largest animals on earth, and

we view our space as one might see all of

Maine on a single page. A tiny organism

that lives in a world entirely circum-

scribed by a single boulder in a cove will

therefore be completely invisible at our

scale. But neither of us sees "the world"

any better or any more clearly. The atlas

defines my appropriate world, while the

boulder defines the space of the diatom

or rotifer (while the rotifer then builds the

complete universe of any bacterium

dwelling within).

We need no Status Quo to share a

common space with a baterium, for we

dwell in different worlds of a common
territory—that is, unless we interfere or

devise a way to intrude: the bacterium by

generating a population large enough to

incite our notice or cause us harm; Homo

sapiens by inventing a microscope to pen-

etrate the world of the invisible headland

on a oiie-page map of the earth.

Frankly, given our aesthetic propensi-

ties, it is often best that we do not per-

ceive these smaller v/orlds within our do-

main. About 40 percent of humans house

eyebrow mites, living beneath our notice

at the base of hair follicles above our eyes.

By ordinary human standards, and magni-

fied to human size, these mites are out-

standingly ugly and fearsome. I would just

as soon let them go their way in peace, so

long as they continue the favor of their

utter imperceptibOity. And do we really

want to know the details of ferocious bat-

tles between our antibodies and bacterial

invaders—a process already distasteful

enough to us in the macroscopic conse-

quence ofpus? (Don't get me wrong. As a

About 40 percent of
us host eyebrow

mites that five above
our eyes but beneath

our notice.

dedicated scientist, I do assert the cardinal

principle that we always want to know in-

tellectually, in order to understand the

world better and to protect ourselves. I

am just not sure that we should always

crave visceral perception of phenomena

that don't operate at our scale in any case.)

Finally, this theme of mutually invisible

hfe at widely differing scales has an im-

portant implication for the "culture wars"

that supposedly now envelop our univer-

sities and our intellectual discourse in

general (but that have, in my opinion,

been grossly oversimplified and exagger-

ated for their perceived newsworthiness).

One side of this false dichotomy features

the postmodern relativists who argue that

all culturally bound modes of perception

must be equally valid, and that no factual

truth therefore exists. The other side in-

cludes the benighted, old-fashioned real-

ists who insist that flies really have two

wings, and that Shakespeare really did

mean what he thought he was saying.

The principle of scaling provides a resolu-

tion for the false parts of this silly di-

chotomy. Facts are indeed facts and can-

not be denied by any rational being.

(Facts are often not at all easy to deter-

iTune or specify—but this is a different

matter for another time.) Facts, however,

may also be highly scale dependent—and

the perceptions of one world may have no

vaHdity or expression m the domain of

another. The one-page map of Maine

cannot recognize the separate boulders of

Acadia, but both are equally valid repre-

sentations of a factual coastUne.

Why should we privilege one scale

over another, especially when a fractal

world can express the same form at every

scale? To an eyebrow mite, is my hair fol-

licle any less of a universe than our entire

earth to the Lord of Hosts (who might be

a local god as tiny as a mite to the great

god of the whole universe—who then

means absolutely nothing to the mite on

my eyebrow)? And yet, each denizen of

each scale may perceive an appropriate

universe with impeccable, but local, fac-

tual accuracy.

We don't have to love or even know

about all creatures of other scales (al-

though we have ever so much to learn by

stretching our minds to encompass, how-

ever dimly and through our own dark

glasses, their equally valid universes). But

it is good and pleasant for brethren to

dwell together in unity—each with some

room of one's own.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history of science at Harvard Univer-

sity. He is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary

Curator in Invertebrates at the American Mu-

seum of Natural History.

Golf Course
1997. 40 X 32 X 4.25 inches. Envirotex,

digitized photograph, trash, oil paint,

Astroturf, golf ball, golf club, soil, cast

plastic human femur on wood.

New York artist Alexis Rockman

presents his idiosyncratic view of

nature montfily in Natural History.
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Thousand Mysteries
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Carl Akeley's East Africa

January 16-30, 1998

From $5,847

Arabian Treasures:

Yemen and Oman
February 24 - March 12, 1998

Estimated from $6,400

Ancient Maya of Mexico

April4-I3, 1998

Estimated from $3,450

China and the Yangtze River
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May6-15, 1998

Estimated from $4,975

Japan: Impressions of an

Ancient Land
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the Wild
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Discovery Tours
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This Land/New Brunswick, Canada

Gardens of Eden
By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Twenty million years ago, most of Florida was still under water,

but part of the panhandle west ofpresent-day Tallahassee

already protruded above sea level. As the whole of Florida

later emerged, the Apalachicola River cut through the

higher terrain, leaving a Hne of hundred-foot-tall bluffs to

che river s east. Because these uplands consisted of :

fme sand, rainwater percolated down to a more impervious

layer of sand and clay and drained into the Apalachicola

River through underground streams. In places, the sand

above these streams subsequently collapsed,

creating deep, straight-sided ravines with streams

of clear water at the bottom.
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These "steephead" ravines were cooler and more moist than

the surrounding uplands, inviting luxuriant plant growth.

During the last glaciation, which ended some twelve thousand

years ago, plants trom the Appalachian Mountains (and fi^om

farther north) migrated south as the sheets ot ice advanced and

the climate cooled. Many plants found a welcome refuge in the

steephead ravines, where they grew alongside palms and other

subtropical species. After the glaciers receded, the isolation of

some plants—hundreds and even thousands of miles from their

nearest relatives—led to the evolution of endemic species.

scattered wildflowers. Since most of these sandhills were clear-cut

by the St. Joe Paper Company before the land was acquired by

the Nature Conservancy, the conservancy is stiU in the process of

restoring some of the original flora.

The dark green forest at the rim of the steephead ravine is

composed of post oak, sand hickory, mockernut hickory, and

other plants that require less moisture than do those in the ravine

itself. Walking the rapidly descending trail, one enters a mixed

hardwood forest of conifers, broad-leaved evergreens, and

deciduous trees. This is what is known in the Florida panhandle

Rock CrCL'h imklc^ ihroii^h Torivya State Park

The bluffs and steephead ravines are located in a twenty-

mile stretch between the Florida towns of Chattahoochee and

Bristol, beyond which the Apalachicola River twists its way

through low-lying terrain until it empties into the Gulf of

Mexico. As early as 1935, the state of Florida set aside 1,063

acres of this habitat to create Torreya State Park, which

eventually expanded to include some 2,500 acres. The Nature

Conservancy, which began acquiring private land along the river

in 1982, protects another 6,000-plus acres in a set-aside known

as the Apalachicola Bluiis and Ravines Preserve.

The ravines are so steep—some with slopes greater than 45

degrees—that one naturalist described his descent into the

bottom of a steephead ravine as rather like climbing down a tree.

Both Torreya State Park and the Nature Conservancy have trails

that lead in and out of the steephead ravines.

My wife and 1 tried out both of the Nature Conservancy's

trails. The first was a rather rugged one that begins near the

conservancy's headquarters on the preserve; the second, which

was somewhat better developed, begins from a parking area off

State Route 12 on the Garden ofEden Road. Each starts out

tiTi-ough a dry sandhill habitat where longleaf pines dominate a

rather sparse cover of wire grass, broomsedge, yucca, and

as a hammock, or slope forest. The mix of trees near the top of

the slope is called a dry hammock; the lower half of the slope

hosts moist hammock. In some places, the bottom of the

steephead ravine is only wide enough to accommodate the

stream, but if the stream broadens into a flat, wet area, a third :'

category—the wet hammock—develops.

Of these habitats, the moist hammock has the greatest variety I

of vegetation and is notable for containing the rare and

endangered Florida yew and Florida torreya (also a type ofyew).

The Florida yew is a shrub or small tree that is found only in the

steephead ravines and (as a single colony) in a white cedar swamp

about eight miles south of Bristol. Florida torreya is found in the

wild in the steephead ravines, at one isolated place on the west

side of the Apalachicola River, and (in small populations) in

Decatur County, Georgia.

Under ideal conditions, Florida torreya trees reach heights of

fifty feet, but during the 1950s, this species began dying out,

owing, in part at least, to an as-yet-uncontroUed fungus. All the

Florida torreyas standing today grew from seed released more

than thirty years ago; at this time, no trees from this group are

mature enough to produce new seed (see "Chasing Ghosts,"

Natural History, December 1990). Researchers hope that



eventually there wtH be a breakthrough in reversing the decline

of the Florida torreya and that healthy individuals will again

thrive in the moist hammocks.

It pays to be alert while exploring the steephead ravines. As

we crossed a bridge over KeUey Branch on one of the Nature

Conservancy trails we heard the call of an aUigator a few yards

do^^nst^eam. Then, as we chmbed out ot the ravine up a very

steep slope, my wife's boot grazed the head of a four-foot-long

eastern diamondback ratdesnake. Because it was early on a cool

spring morning, the snake was probably sriU sluggish, but

Sandy uplands
surround the steephead

ra\dnes. They are dominated

by longleaf pine, but turkey

oak and various shrubby oaks

are also common. Deerberry, a

kind of blueberrs; usually

grows beneath the pines and

oaks, and the raNdne's sandy

soil also supports some patches

of small palmettos, prickly

pear cactuses, and Spanish

i bayonet (a type of yucca). A
prickly greenbrier vine sprawls

o\"er much of the vegetation.

Devils spurge, with its

inch-wide white flowers,

should be avoided; its stinging

hairs are very- irritating to

most people.

Dry hammock occupies

the upper slopes of the

steephead ravines and contains

many plants reminiscent of

northeastern forests. Red

maple, black gum. pignut

hickory, sand hickory, water

oak, and hop hornbeam are

cr>mmon. Smaller trees and

r-ubs include American

lutyberrv', wafer ash, horse

_'ar, and fringe tree. Typical

i)s are ebony spleenvvort,

' iiristmas fern, and southern

ipc fern. Most of the

idflowers bloom during the

inmer and autumn. Among
them are winged crownbeard.

Blue phio

I-loiithi yew

needless to say, we warmblooded intruders speedily moved away.

In 1971, a local resident wrote a book in which he asserted

that the steephead ravines are the original Garden ofEden and

that Adam and Eve are buried in the vicinity of Bristol. The

Nature Conservancy stUl calls the area the Garden ofEden. I can

testify that the serpent is definitely there.

Robert H. Mohleiibrock, professor emeritus ofpJaiit biology at Southern

lUiuois University, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

highlights of United States national forests and other parklands.

white crownbeard, blue-

stemmed goldenrod,

American bellflower, and

purple joe-pye-weed.

Moist hammock begins

about midway downslope of a

steephead ravine and

commonly continues nearly to

the base. The trees here are

often the same ones that grow

luxuriantly in Appalachian

mountain coves—evergreen

southern magnoha, American

hoUy, basswood, buckeye,

musclewood tree (blue beech),

American beech, witch hazel,

silverbeU, sweet gum,

sourwood, spruce pine, and

even mountain laurel.

In the midcanopy are

pawpaw, redbud, and

flowering dogwood, along

with star anise, a magnolia-

related tree with fragrant,

many-petaled red flowers that

are at their zenith in April.

This is also where the rare

Florida torreya and Florida

yew are most often found.

Shrubs include the red-

flowered Carolina allspice,

big-leaf snowbeil bush, flame

azalea, high-bush blueberry,

and spicebush. Scattered on

some of the steep slopes are

the large-flowered wild

camellia and the uncommon

needle palm.

Numerous wildflowers

bloom in the spring:

bloodroot, jack-in-the-pulpit,

green dragon, yellow trout lily,

yellow beUflower, wild ginger,

fairy wand (a lily in the genus

Chainaeliriuin), and lance-

leaved triUium. During the

summer, flowering in the

moist hammock tapers off

with rattlesnake plantain

orchid, Turk's-cap Hly, Indian

pink, partridgeberry, the rare

false hellebore, and a grass-

leaved member of the lily

family known as featherbells.

Wet hammock exists

where the stream that has

carved a ravine has spread out

into a marshy floodplain.

Shrubs such as buttonbush,

arrow-wood viburnum,

American storax, pink azalea,

and Virginia sweetspire are

able to tolerate periodic

standing water. Spider lily,

lizard's-tail, yellow St. John s-

wort, a couple of kinds of

violets, and several sedges and

rushes also flourish here, along

with sensitive tern.

For visitor information write:

The Nature Conservancy

Northwest Florida Program

P. O. Box .^93

Bristol, Florida 32321

(904) 643-2756

#
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Celestial Events

The Leonids Roar to Life
By Joe Rao

Leonid meteors streak through the Big Dipper.

The Leonid meteors produce spectacular outbursts when the

source of the showers, comet Tempel-Tuttle, nears Earth (about

every 33.3 years). The comet returns in February 1998; 108 days

earher. Earth will graze its orbit, making November prime time

to get out and look for the Leonids.

In 1833 the frequency of the meteors was estimated to be

"about half that of the flakes of snow in an average snowstorm,"

and in 1966 several thousand meteors per minute left observers

awestruck. The comet's orbit changes slightly when it passes the

Sun, so noteworthy displays may not arrive exactly on the thirty-

three-year schedule. For most of the last quarter century, the

Leonids have been mediocre, producing no more than eight to

ten "shooting stars" per hour. But in 1994 and 1995, the

showers showed signs of perking up, with rates approaching the

fifty per hour of the famous August Perseids. Last year's hourly

rates were only in the twenty-five to thirty range, but virtually

every meteor that streaked across the sky was a dazzler, and some

left vapor trails that persisted for many minutes.

This year's maximum probably will come before dawn on the

morning of the 17th. A waning gibbous Moon usually doesn't

provide the best conditions for watching a meteor display, but

the meteors should still be worth looking for. Leonids appear to

fan out from the "sickle" of Leo, which does not begin to rise

out of the northeast until after inidnight. They approach Earth

virtU3.Uy head-on, so they are swift, often bright, with white,

green, •ii;d blue predominating. Roughly two of every three

Leonids leave persistent vapor trails. But remember, meteor

activity is never guaranteed—no noteworthy activity occurred in

the early 1 930s, suggesting that there might be gaps in the

predicted Leonid activity.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the American Museum-Hayden Planetarium.

The Sky in November

ISSSnUis at its greatest

eastern elongation (distance

from the Sun) on the 28th.

Although it is well south of

the ecliptic, it may be visible

very low in the southwest just

after sunset.

IS at greatest

elongation east (47.1° ) on the

6th, standing about 20° above

the southwestern horizon at

sunset and setting about three

hours later. A crescent Moon
and Mars lie nearby on the

evenings of the 3d and 4th. On
the evening of the 17th, Venus

appears less than 0.3° from the

second-magnitude star Nunki,

the top star in the handle of the

"teapot" of Sagittarius.

mS is to the right ofVenus

in the first week of November.

It is difficult to see, however, as

it is low in the southwestern

evening twilight and sets two

hours after the Sun. A slender

crescent Moon will be in the

general vicinity of Mars on the

evening of the 3d.

liU^ is low in the south

just after sunset and sets about

five and a half hours later. As

darkness setdes on the evening

of the 7th, you'll notice Jupiter

about 4° to the south of the

first-quarter Moon.

Bliiiiia is well placed for

observers, lying near the

meridian in late evening and

setting about three hours

before sunrise. The south face

of its rings can be seen because

they are tilted toward Earth.

On the evening of the 1 1 th,

an occultation of Saturn by a

waxing gibbous Moon

—

occurring between

approximately 6;30 and 7:30

P.M., EST—will be visible for

areas to the south of a line

stretching roughly from Del

Rio, Texas, to Provincetown,

Massachusetts. Saturn will

seem to disappear along the

Moon's dark edge and

reappear along the Moon's

bright edge. Those in areas

outside the zone of the

occultation will see a near

miss, as Saturn passes just

above the Moon.

iiiaranmij is at first-quarter

phase on the 7th at 4:43 P.M.;

full Moon is on the 14th at

9:12 A.M.; last quarter is on the

21st at 6:58 p.m.; and new

Moon occurs on the 29th at

9:14 P.M. AH times are eastern

standard time.
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Romancing the Equations
The symbols flanking an equal sign can be profound, utilitarian,

beautifiil—or even funny.

By Neil de Grasse Tyson

The history ot discovery in the physical sciences forms a contin-

uous braid woven ot triumphs in theory and experiment. Occa-

sionally, a scientist is talented at both, but more likely, one's ex-

pertise is either as a theorist or an experimentalist. In the

astrophysical sciences, where laboratory tests of cosmic phe-

nomena are few, experimentalists are more accurately described

as "observers."

A fundamental difference between theorists and observers is

that it an observer's data have a history ot being flawed (through

inferior methodology or because nobody can reproduce the ob-

servations), future data published by that person are regarded as

suspect—especially if the results hint at a brand-new phenome-

non or overthrow well-tested ideas. Conversely, when armed

with pencil and paper and some equations, the theorist can be

wrong many times, as long as an interesting path is taken. Inter-

esting paths often contain keys to further discovery.

In pure math, an equation simply needs to have its left side

equal its right side, and the equation need not apply to the real

world. In the physical universe, however, equations connect

measured quantities, such as temperature, energy, velocity, and

force. Someone locked away in a closet can therefore derive all

kinds of mathematical theorems (if so inclined) but would be

unlikely to walk out as a leading theoretical physicist. Why? Na-

ture has unlimited power of veto on the ideas of the physicist,

while mathematics is accountable only to its own, self-contained

logic. Behold the primary reason why child prodigies exist

among mathematicians but not among physicists.

The mathematics of cosmic discovery is expressed in a lan-

guage of complicated-looking equations. But these equations

are nothing more than the mathematical representations of

ideas. What distinguishes theories rooted in equations from the-

ories rooted in armchair speculation is that the mathematical

image of your ideas forces those ideas—and the deductions

drawn from them—to be logically constructed. The most amaz-

ing thing about mathematics, which is a pure construct of the

human mind, is that it actually works as a tool to help us decode

the univers • There was no tablet in the sky that declared the

universe to be mathematically describable. We just figured out

that it could be. Without math, science would not exist as we

know it tod^y Note that abstract logic cannot possibly be nat-

ural to the humaii /^ind. If it were, then mathematics would be

everybody's easiest course in school and our species would not

have taken several millennia to figure out the scientific method.

If you fear equations, you are not alone. In the preface of his

book A Brief History of Time, Cambridge physicist Stephen

Hawking reflects on a comment from a publisher that for every

equation included in the book, the list of people who would

buy it would get cut in half. If the publisher's advice were taken

literally, the inclusion of just ten equations would reduce the

readership by a factor of one-half raised to the tenth power,

leaving just 1/1024 of the potential readers. A Brief History of

Time was not published equationless—it contains, for instance,

E = mc-. but it might have included many more. As we all know,

Hawking wrote what came to be one of the best-selling science

books of all time.

If the mere sight of equations upsets you, consider that they

are generally no more complicated than anything else you might

not understand on first sight. For e.xample, the following equa-

tion—known as a Maxwellian distribution of speeds and named

tor the famous Scottish physicist James Clerk Maxwell

(1831—79)—contains a healthy assortment of symbols:

m An
I \2nliTj

Ji'\

exp{-im'-/2kT)dv

Like many key equations that describe the universe, it is a dis-

tribution function, which is a slightly more sophisticated version

of the coloiful bar charts that are common in VSA Today. Such

equations are invaluable tools that organize information about

the universe. The Maxwellian distribution of velocities tells us

the fraction of all gas molecules that happen to be moving

within a designated range of speed. When applied to the mole-

cular activity in Earth's lower atmosphere, the equation can be

used to calculate the speed ot the largest number of air mole-

cules. It's about 1,400 feet per second. Quantities connected to

this speed (through other formulas, of course) include air pres-

sure, atmospheric viscosity, and the speed of sound.

To appreciate the fuU depth and soul of the equation requires

that you study some basic calculus and physics. But I submit to

you that this equation is no more cryptic than terminology

found in other disciplines. Take Pacliyccphalosaunis. Any eight-

year-old child knows it is a dinosaur with a dome-shaped head.

But understanding its designation as a genus requires some train-

ing far beyond the simple memorization of its name. An equally



cryptic term is oxymetazoline hydrochloride, which happens to

be the active ingredient in my twelve-hour nasal spray. It clears

my stufiv' nose. But I'll need to take a course in pharmacology to

understand how and why it works. And the following four lines

from Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, penned m Middle English, re-

quire no small amount of homework to decode and understand:

And siuale foweles niaken iiielodye

Jliat slepen al the nyght with open ye

(So prikelh hem nature in hir corages);

Tlianne longenfolk to goon on pilgrimages

So don't complain to me about the obscurity of my equa-

tions.

Some ot an equation's obscurity can, of course, be blamed on

the presence of unfamQiar symbols. These days, it's hard to fmd

an equation that does not use one or more squiggly letters from

a foreign alphabet. And alphabets don't come squigglier than

lower-case Greek. In sequence from alpha to omega we have: a

^
PySe^rjGlKXHV^OTipaTtKpxil/O). The most famous

among them is probably the letter 7t, or pi. Used as the symbol

to represent the exact ratio of a circle's circumference to its di-

ameter, pi makes cameo appearances in all kinds of equations

—

from the area of a circle to the shape of the universe. By the way,

you can always remember the formula for the area of a circle be-

cause, as the saying goes: pi are not round, pi are squared. In

other "words," A = n r-. At least half of the lower-case Greek

letters are in regular use by astrophysicists and represent selected

physical quantities.

We must remember that equations are not ideas unto them-

selves. They are just the symbols that represent ideas. This sub-

tle, but important, distinction enables Stephen Hawking to de-

duce the nature of the universe in spite of having a motor neu-

ron disease that prevents him from engaging in extensive manual

calculations.

As serious as equations can be, their world is not entirely hu-

morless. Ifyou are mathematically disinclined, yet you nonethe-

less want to make a splash at a party of engineers or physicists, I

promise that the following riddle will make them all bust open

with laughter:

Q; What do you get when you cross a rabbit with an elephant?

A: Rabbit elephant sine theta.

The above riddle is hilarious because there is a mathematical

operation called a "cross product," which takes two quantities,

each having a magnitude and a direction (such as two velocities

or two forces) and simultaneously multiplies their magnitudes

and the sine of theta (0), the angle between the directions in

which they point. The sine frinction is one of those things in

trigonometry that you were certain you would never see again

after high school. Mathematically, the cross product reads:

A X B = .4B sin{e)

In an admittedly absurd algebraic substitution, you set A =

rabbit and B = elephant, and you recover the structure of the

original riddle. Every physics and engineering student learns

early about cross products and other valuable ways to combine

physical quantities.

I first saw the following relation on a bathroom wall in my
high school:

I'
=/W"

The long and graceful S-shaped symbol was introduced by the

famous seventeenth-century German mathematician Gottfried

Leibniz to represent a sum. While not constructed to be a legit-

imate equation, the string of symbols I saw in the bathroom

does beg to be read as "sex = fun."

My vote for the most profound equations ever conceived

goes to a set that, as before, bears the name of James Clerk

Maxwell. Containing a complete description of electromagnetic

waves (that is, light). Maxwell's equations occupy the summit of

classical (pre-twentieth-century) physics. I reproduce them

below not because I expect you to calculate with them but be-

cause they are beautiful and reveal a remarkable asymmetry in

the universe.

V • E = 47ip

V • B =

VxB= 1^ +^J
c dt c
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The E stands for electric field, the B stands for magnetic field.

Formerly considered to be two separate notions, both electricity

and magnetism were conjoined in Maxwell's equations to repre-

sent a single physical entity known as electromagnetism. Notice

also the upside-down pyramid accompanied by a dot next to the

letter E in the first line. This particular equation describes the

behavior of an electric field around charged objects. The coun-

terpart equation for magnetic fields appears on line three. But

the equation equals zero.

Because of a little-understood fluke of nature, the universe

contains isolatable electrical charges (pluses and minuses) but no

isolatable magnetic charges. What this means is that north poles

of magnets always come attached to south poles. Don't believe

me? Go home and smash a magnet into smithereens. Each piece

wrU spontaneously become a north-south magnet, no matter

how small or large the fragment. In physics vernacular, the uni-

verse contains no monopoles (as captured in Maxwell's equa-

tions), which remains one of the great mysteries of the cosmos.

If you want to know more about Maxwell's equations, you

will need a background in vector calculus and electrodynamics,

which I will not introduce at this time.

Some equations are so ugly they are beautiful. The Laplacian

operator, named for the brilliant French mathematician Pierre

Simon de Laplace (1749-1827), when written in spherical co-

ordinates, \vould win any ugly-beauty pageant.

1 d'-

'-sm'-e d<p^

At my alma mater, the Bronx High School ot Science, the

number of mathematical functions on your pocket calculator

earned you more popularity credits than being a star athlete. My
friends and I would often spend our idle time lost in calcula-

tions. One friend, Franck Larece, fantasized about creating a set

ot mathematical relations that would one day be known as the

Larece Equations. I had already learned about Laplace and his

equally brilliant contemporary Joseph Louis de Lagrange

(1736-1813), so it was not a stretch for me to imagine the name

Larece among them.

Ifyour name becomes associated with a fertile equation, then

you become forever linked to pathways of discovery. Newton's

equations of gravity made it possible for a nineteenth-century

astronomer to inter the existence of a theretofore undiscovered

planet in the outer solar system whose gravity tugged on the

orbit ot Uranus. Sure enough, the planet Neptune was discov-

ered just about where it was predicted to be.

The oval orbit of Mercury had also been known to behave in

ways that did not strictly foOow the predictions of Newton's

laws. Mercury's closest approach to the Sun predictably shifts

over tinie through the combined tugs of all other sources of

gravity in the solar system. But once all known sources of grav-

: •

' were considered, the observed shift was more than could be

credited to Newton's laws. After the triumphant discovery of

Neptune, astronomers were armed and ready. The fellow who
had predicted the existence and location of Neptune in 1846,

LJrbain Jean Joseph Leverrier (181 1-77), took on the task. Wast-

ing no time, he proposed a brand-new planet, Vulcan (named

for the Roman god of tire), 'which orbited close to the Sun and

whose gravity tugged on Mercury with just enough force to ac-

count for the apparent deviations from Newton's laws. Never

mind that such a planet could have and should have been de-

tected during the countless total solar eclipses throughout

recorded history; Vulcan existed within Newton's equations of

gravity for seventy' years.

When Albert Einstein's general theory of relativity (the mod-

ern theory of gravity) was published in 1916, his equations

showed that in the vicinity of strong sources of gravity, the dis-

turbed fabric of space and time alters what one would expect

from Newton's laws alone. Sure enough, the observed devia-

tions in Mercury's closest approach to the Sun were fuUy ac-

counted for by Einstein's new theory.

In the case of Uranus, unexplained perturbations led to the

prediction and discovery of a new planet; in the case of Mer-

cury, the perturbations led to new laws of physics. Such are the

challenges that lie before the research scientist.

In the history of the physical sciences, when successful theo-

ries are supplanted by those that are more complete, the previ-

ous theories (and their attendant equations) don't all of a sudden

become inetfective. The genetic links remain in place. Einstein's

equations look exactly like Newton's equations if you plug in

slow speeds and weak gravity. And Newton's equations can be

used to derive Johannes Kepler's original laws of planetary mo-

tion, the first of their kind.

Using pencil and paper to solve for the unknown quantities

within an equation, you can achieve the same level ofnoble soU-

tude you can get when writing a letter by candlelight with a

quill pen. You become absorbed by the task, which, for com-

plex equations, can last many hours or even days. While en

route to the mathematical solution, you torsake food, personal

hygiene, and the measurement of time.

1 have found that my mental acuity peaks when calculating

what no one has calculated before. Ironically, it is during these

times that I would flunk the reality-check normally reserved for

mental patients and dazed boxers: What's your name? What day

is it? Who is the president of the United States? During intense

computational moments, I do not remember, I do not know,

and I do not care. I am at peace with my equations as I connect

to the cosmic engines that drive our universe.

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is the Frederick P. Rose Direc-

tor ofNew York City's Hayden Planetarimn and is a visiting research

scientist at Princeton University His Q& A book on the cosmos, Mer-

lin's Tour of the Universe, was recently released in paperback hy

Doiiblcday.
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Obsdure

The eyespots on the wmgs of this giant silkworm

moth startled the photographer as the palm-sized

insect, a close relative ofNorth America's

polyphemus moth, circled a bare bulb in his

rented room in a tiny Madagascar village. Using a

slow exposure coupled with a flash, Mitsuhiko

Imamon'captured the afterimage of the moth's

fluttering wings in red swirls under the bulb.

Many scientists have tried—and are still

trying—to discover why moths are so powerfully

drawn to light. That moths may use the Moon as

part of a navigational tool kit was first proposed in

the 1930s. A theory that artificial lights acted as

siren Moons, drawing the moths in, soon

followed. The simplicity and poetry of this idea

took hold, and the theory is still widely believed,

but other possibiHties continue to lure

entomologists.

Do lights upset moths' complex stellar and

magnetic navigation systems? Or do moths simply

turn in the direction of the eye that has the most

light falling on it? Are they responding directly to

the high-energy waves emitted by the Ught

source? Or are they trying to return to the night

but flying instead into what they see as the darkest

region of the sky—the area right next to the

briUiant bulb? No one theory has satisfied all

observers.

Eric Quinter, an entomologist with the

American Museum of Natural History, has

observed moths' flights around lights for thirty-

five years. He sayS the insects are covered with

sensory organs but that nobody knows "what the

heck these things are for," Quinter suspects that an

entire region; of insect communication lies waiting

to be discovered.-

—

Kenneth J. Macdonald

Photograph by Mitsuhiko Imamori;
Nature Production
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By Marguerite Hollou'oy

Friends: I am Mr. Boas who is speaking to

you. I am he whom you called

Heihsaqoahs [lie who says the right thing].

It is two winters since I have been

with you, hut I have thought ofyou often.

You were very kind to me when I was

with you, and I always think ofyour

kindness. I am thinking of it, that it is

difficult for you to show to the white man

in Victoria that you[r]feasts and your

potlatches are good, and I have tried to

show them that they are good. Myfriend,

George Hunt, will read this to you. He

will also read to you what I have told the

people in Victoria. I am trying to do the

right thing. I am trying to show them that

your ways are not bad ways.

Franz Uri Boas, the German immigrant

known as the "father of American an-

thropology," wrote this letter to the

Kwakiutl Indians of British Columbia in

April 1897. That year marked the begin-

ning of the Jesup North Pacific Expedi-

tion, one of the largest and most ambi-

tious anthropological field research efforts

of its time. Boas, who led the five-year

study, directed his assistants to gather as

many folk tales, costumes, artifacts, and

observations as they could. Convinced

that cultures on both sides of the Bering

Strait were facing extinction—as native

peoples succumbed to starvation, as well

as to diseases carried by fur traders and

missionaries—Boas urged an almost scat-

tershot approach: collect and record any-

thing and everything.

His directive also applied to the gather-

ing of such human remains as bones and

skulls. Like medical researchers and

anatomists going at least as far back as

Leonardo da Vinci, Boas saw no way

around digging up buried bones in order

to study human morphology—a practice

contemporary anthropologists find trou-

bling, to say the least. Boas wanted to use

anthropometric data—body measure-

ments such as head length and head

width—to show that the physical types of

the people in northeastern Asia resembled

The Paradoxica
ofFranz Boas

tuin~ Boas demonstrates a Kwakiutl dance pose, 189i.

the physical types in northwestern Amer-

ica. He hoped that the Jesup North Pa-

cific Expedition would demonstrate what

he had long hypothesized: that Asians had

crossed the ancient landmass of Beringia

to the New World before water had

closed this passage, leaving racially and

culturally related populations on each

side. (One popular theory of the late

nineteenth century, espoused by the

physical anthropologist Daniel G. Brin-

ton, held that Native Americans origi-

nated in America. Still others seriously

argued that they originated on the "lost

continent" ot Atlantis or were descen-

dants ot a lost tribe of Israel.)

Collecting the requisite physical data

—

including facial casts, photographic por-

traits, and particularly bones—was often

difficult and "unpleasant work," to use

Boas's own phrase. Yet the data on human

variation gathered on the Jesup Expedi-

tion and other trips led Boas to become

an influential spokesman for human bio-

logical umty during a period when maiT^

scientists believed in a rigid hierarchy o

separate races. Early in his collecting, he

determined that the skulls within ont

tribe varied so considerably that there wa:

little hope of establishing "fixed racia

characteristics." His later studies, whicl

demonstrated great physical difference:



egacy

[between first-generation European im-

migrants and their American children, re-

inforced Boas's conclusion that the "old

idea of absolute stability of human types

must . . . evidendy be given up, and with

it the belief of the hereditary superiority

of certain types over others."

This egaJitarianism, articulated in

191 1, is one of the characteristic compo-

nents of Franz Boas's legacy. It is a legacy

that remains strong today, despite occa-

sional scholarly attempts to rea.ssert rank-

ings of so-called races—almost always

with Caucasians at the top of the ladder.

Boas's deep respect for various cultures

(unusual for its time) and the wealth of

The "father ofAmerican

anthropology" conferred

mixed blessings on his clan.

information he amassed continue to exert

influence on anthropology and even on

the descendants of the peoples he studied.

The nature of the relationship between

anthropologists and their subjects and the

value of preserved artifacts—issues first

raised by Boas—continue to engage an-

thropologists today.

Boas is considered the father of anthro-

pology in the United States, in part be-

cause of his comprehensive approach to

the subject. Although such specializations

as ethnography (the study of cultures),

oral history, archeology. Linguistics, and

physical anthropology have grown ever

more separate. Boas conceived ofthem as

belonging to a unified discipline. On the

Jesup Expedition, as well as on subse-

quent forays, all of his students—eventu-

ally including such famous disciples as

Margaret Mead, Ruth Benedict, Edward

Sapir, and Alfred L. Kroeber—took pho-

tographs, recorded stories and songs (even

if they did not understand them), and

made Hnguistic notes.

Some critics have taken Boas to task for

collecting in a haphazard way during brief

visits, in contrast to the years of continu-

ous residence required of today's anthro-

pologists. Yet in gathering as many arti-

facts as possible—a practice now termed

"salvage anthropology"—^Boas created an

invaluable archive.

As Laurel Kendall, of the American

Museum of Natural Hi,stor)', notes, the

contemporary Yukaghir people in Siberia

have translated a Jesup Expedition mono-

graph (written by Franz Boas's Russian

colleague Waldemar Jochelson) to use in

reconnecting Yukaghir high-school stu-

dents with their ancient traditions. And

Sakha craftspeople, also in Siberia, are

using some of the garments in the Mu-
seum archives as models for reviving tra-

ditional designs that were lost during

decades of Soviet cultural repression.

Boas's prediction that many tribal lan-

guages would soon become extinct has

proved correct. Ninety percent of the

languages on the planet are fading from

memory, and the languages of the North

Pacific Ram have practically disappeared.

According to Michael E. Krauss, a Hn-

guist at the University of Alaska at Fair-

banks, most children of the region no

longer speak their native tongue. Krauss is

among the hnguists who lament that Boas

did not manage to preserve any of these

languages. The Jesup Expedition "did not

result in a single comprehensive dictio-

nary," he says. "On the other hand, Boas's

contributions to folklore and to under-

standing the art of the Northwest Coast

peoples were formidable."

Boas's definition of culture was radical

for his time, and it remains central to an-

thropologists today. Before Boas, many

people ranked cultures according to hier-

archical "developmental stages" in an in-

evitable evolution from the "lowly"

primitive to the "civilized" European or

American. Boas, in contrast, believed that

cultures reflected human responses to the

environment in which they lived, and he

did not value one over another.

It is impossible to determine a priori those

parts of our mental life that are common to

mankind as a whole and those due to the

culture in which we live. A knou'ledge of

the data oj ethnology enables us to attain

this insight. . . . Hie main object of

ethnological collections should be the

dissemination of thefact that civilization is

not something absolute, but that it is

relative, and that our ideas and conceptions

are true only sofar as our civilization goes.

A cultural relativist. Boas spoke out

against racism and cultural supremacy, be-

coming particularly vocal late in Ufe. "I

had a council with the Indians, who are

really suffering because of the stupid per-

secution of their customs by the govern-

ment. I can do nothing about it, but

promised to do my best in Ottawa. I am

not at all certain what I can do, because

the missionaries here are behind it all. It
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goes so far that the children in school are

not allowed to draw in the traditional

style of their people but according to pre-

scribed models," Boas complained to a

family member in 1930. Throughout

North America, Indians were under siege

because large numbers of PoHsh, Jewish,

Italian, and other immigrants were arriv-

ing in the United States, threatening the

country's self-image. These newcomers

were urged to abandon their old lan-

guages and cultures to become assimilated

Americans. "This had an enormous effect

on the American Indians," says Krauss.

Boas's approach to anthropology and to

poHtics appears to be an outgrowth of his

upbringing and education. Born in 1858

in Mmden, Westphalia, to a Jewish family

firmly steeped in the ideals of individual-

ism and social responsibility, Boas had a

strong interest in the philosophers of the

German Enlightenment and in Imnianuel

Kant, who described humans as essen-

tially divided between their biological (or

material) attributes and their spiritual di-

mension. Boas studied geography and

physics, and later apphed the methods of

quantitative analysis to anthropology. Yet

Boas also believed that the scientific

method was limited; it could not, tor in-

stance, reveal the origins of human be-

havior, because so much historical infor-

mation was unavailable and, even worse,

not quantifiable. According to the preem-

inent Boas scholar George W. Stocking,

Jr., of the University of Chicago, the ten-

sion between Boas's scientific, or analytic,

approach and his gradual perception that

histoi7 could not be framed by similar

laws underlies much of his anthropology.

Boas first encountered Bella Coola (or

Nuxalk) people at the Royal Ethno-

graphic Museum in Berlin. According to

Ira Jacknis, of the Phoebe Hearst Mu-

seum at the University of Cahforma at

Berkeley, Boas was fascinated by the

"flight ofimagination" captured in the art

of the Bella Coola, in contrast to the "se-

vere sobriety" of Eskimo art he had seen

during a trip to Baffin Land.

The distinction that Boas made be-

tween the two groups led to his Eskimo

Wedge Hypothesis, which he hoped to

prove with data from the Jesup North Pa-

cific Expedition. He argued that there

were many similarities in traditional

mythology, such as the Raven stories, be-

tween the Siberian tribes and the North-

west Coast tribes, and he beheved that a

pan-North Pacific culture must have ex-

isted before regional differences devel-

oped. According to WilliamW Fitzhugh,

of the Smithsonian Institution, Boas said

there was evidence that the Eskimos (now

known as Inuit) came into the area from

Franz Boas's fieldwork

among Northwest Coast

peoples continues to

influence anthropologists

—

and the descendants of

those he studied.

central Canada, splitting in half the once-

continuous culture of Siberia and the

Northwest Coast of North America.

In addition to showing that American

Indians came firom Asia, and that Paleo-

Siberians were closely related to North-

west Coast peoples, the expedition repre-

sented to Boas a means of shaping

anthropology into a holistic disciphne. "It

was a great opportunity for anthropology

to cut its teeth," notes Fitzhugh. Named

for the president of the American Mu-

seum of Natural History, Morris K. Jesup

(who provided most of the funds himself),

the expedition provided a great opportu-

nity to publicize the fledgling Museum.

In addition, some of the massive and

stunningly beautiful artifacts that Boas

collected formed the basis for the Mu-

seum's Northwest Coast Hall.They cre-

ated a sensation when they first went on

view in 1909, and millions of visitors have

since admired the carved houseposts

(popularly and mistakenly called "totem

poles") and the immense war canoe that

still dominates a lobby at the Museum.

Despite the interval of a century, some

debates from the Jesup era are stOl very

much alive. Fitzhugh points out that

scholars are strU arguing over the larger

picture ofAmerican Indian origins—how

many migrations, in which directions,

and when—as well as the dynamics of

cultural change across the Bering Strait.

This ongoing assessment of origins comes

largely from physical, or biological, an-

thropology—a field Boas once champi-

oned, then abandoned. One new line of

evidence comes from Boas's own data,

which he avoided analyzing. (Boas never

produced a final summary volume for the

Jesup Expedition, a failure that con-

tributed to an eventual falling out with

Jesup and his leaving the Museum for

Columbia University, where he founded

a department of anthropology that be-

came extremely influential.)

In 4984, Richard L. Jantz and Stephen

D. Ousley, of the University of Tennessee

at Knoxville, tracked down and analyzed

Boas's shelved anthropometric data,

which had been gathering dust in the

Museum's archives. These measurements

of some 18,000 American Indians and

Siberians, collected between 1890 and

1912, suggest a close genetic relationship

between the North Alaskan Eskimo, the

Siberian Koryak, and the Chukchi. "In

other words, Eskimos were not really an

intrusive wedge at all," explains Ousley.

Despite his early training in the physical

sciences (his doctoral dissertation was on

the color of seawater). Boas seemed quite

ready to ignore data that did not support

his theory.

But new biological evidence does sup-

port some of Boas's conclusions about

cultural relationships. By studying con

temporary Native American mitochon-

drial DNA (mtDNA)—genetic materia;

that is passed down only on the materna

side and that has a high rate of muta-

tion—biologists can track lineages anc

degrees of separation with a precision thai

is impossible by using bone and skul

measurements.

If, say, a certain genetic marker on thf

mtDNA has been preserved among twc

groups of people, they are probabb

closely related; if the markers are simila:

but divergent, then the two are probabh

less closely related. Although the worl



continues and there are disagreements

about dates, Theodore G. Schurr and

Douglas C. Wallace and their colleagues

at Emors- Universirs' have found genetic

affinities between the Siberian Eskimos

and the Chukchi on one side and the Na-

tive Americans on the other. On the basis

of such evidence, they now believe that

humans first came into the New World

benveen 35,000 to 28,000 years ago, and

that a second migration followed some

14,000 to 12,000 years ago.

In recent years, the gathering of blood

triation of objects. A few Salish artists, for

example, have traveled to New York City

to find their own grave figures and house-

posts. "Would those things have been de-

stroyed? Did these white people save

these things from the other white

people?" asks Thom. "Museums are hke a

lesser of two evils."

Thom suggests that Native American

communities should be involved in the

decisions and interpretations that anthro-

pologists make. Boas sometimes had na-

tive workers in the field with him, such as

Siberian, Eskimo, and Northwest Coast

peoples. "These treasures can now be

shared within a global community, and

the descendants of those who made them

will have immediate access to a well-doc-

umented and well-preserved record of

their heritage," says Laurel Kendall.

But a more controversial legacy of

Boasian anthropology—and of anthro-

pology in general—remains the struggle

to reach a balance between respect and

removal, between outsiders and insiders,

between preservation and change. All

The Jesup Expedition Centennial

To commemorate the centennial of the Morris K. Jesup North

Pacific Expedition—a landmark anthropological survey of

Siberian, Eskimo, and Northwest Coast Indian peoples—the

American Museum of Natural History will present an exhibi-

tion of historic photographs and artifacts, a fdm festival, and a

performing arts series featuring contemporary artists from the

North Pacific region.

The exhibition "Drawing Shadows to Stone: Photograph-

ing North Pacific Peoples, 1897—1902" wiU run from Novem-

ber 14, 1997, through March 1, 1998. (A companion volume

of the photographs, with the same title as the exhibition, has

been compiled by Laurel Kendall, Barbara Mathe, and

Thomas Ross Miller and will be pubhshed by the American

Museum and the University of Washington Press.)

The Centennial Celebration exhibition will contain pho-

tographs of North Pacific peoples, as well as an extraordinary

array of artifacts, including samples of clothing, tools, ritual

objects, masks, and wax cylinder recordings of traditional

songs and ceremonies. A sound station will combine pho-

tographs and transcriptions of original audio recordings; visi-

tors can also access expedition correspondence and archived

artifacts by computer; this material will also be available on the

Museum's Web site (httpt/www.amnh.org/Exhibition/Jesup).

A film festival on November 15 and 16 will show classic and

contemporary films about the region's indigenous peoples, and

a special lecture series begins November 24. Anthropologists

working in the North Pacific wiU gather for a five-day confer-

ence from November 3 to 17.

i

samples has become a flash point for con-

itroversy. Such genetic sampling seemed to

critics a perpetuation of a familiar dy-

namic; outsiders come in and exploit

"natives" for their own selfish purposes.

V'jv the last 150 years, notes Brian Thom,

an anthropologist with the Stolo Nation

in British Columbia, native communities

ha-.e not had the power to make decisions

'•^'iut what happens to their cultural arti-

—or even, in some cases, their very

id and bones.

-Nevertheless, salvage repositories-—and

P'.rhaps ultimately the biological infor-

rnition they contain—are important to

iv tribes. Because missionaries some-

•s burned artifacts, many museum
-ctions are unique time capsules. But

I

as different cultures fight for survival and

heek to maintain or restore their legal and

listorical identity, they also seek the repa-

George Hunt, who was part Thngit and

had been raised in a Kwakiutl commu-

nity. In such cases, Boas's interpretations

and cultural understanding were much

more accurate than when he undertook

the work alone. In his independent stud-

ies of the Salish, for instance. Boas blun-

dered into incorrect assumptions. "He

didn't like the Salish," notes Thom. "And

the community had litde control about

what he had to say."

Some portions of Boas's legacy, includ-

ing many objects collected by the Jesup

Expedition, are in the archives of the

American Museum of Natural History;

others, such as the collections of stories

and Kwakiuri texts, are housed in research

libraries. The Museum's anthropology

department has recendy undertaken the

massive project of digitally imaging its

vast collections of art and artifacts of

these conflicts were brewing in the pio-

neering ethnography of the paradoxical

Papa Franz.

It is not good that these stories are

forgotten. Friends, you are teUitig them

from month to eat, and when your old men

die they will beforgotten. It is good that

you should have a box in which your laws

and your stories are kept. Myfriend,

George Hunt, will show you a box in

which some of your stories will be kept. It

is a book that I haue written on what I saw

and heard when I was with you two years

ago. It is a good book, for in it are your

laws and your stories. Now they will not be

forgotten.

Marguerite Holloway, a New York freelance

journalist, specializes in environmental and

science reporting.
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November Events

The Margaret Mead Film & Video Festival

Life at La Bade Clinic in France, Every Little Thing

Thursday, November 6, to Wednesday, November 12

A rare screening of the newly restored

1958 film India, directed by the Italian

neorealist Roberto Rossellini, wiU open

the twenty-first Margaret Mead Film &
Video Festival. This lyrical work unfolds

in tour "chapters" and explores the deH- local communities. Among these are

cate balance in India between tradition

and technology, and between human be-

ings and nature.

Many of this year's features are grass-

roots efforts—made by, for, and about

Commander Marcos, on Mexico's Zap-

atista movement, and Inside Bedford-

Stuyuesaiit (1968), the first African

American television series.

A retrospective of Brazilian documen-

tary cinema will feature O Amor Natural,

about the erotic poetry of Carlos Drum-

mond de Andrade, and Portrait of a Serial

Kisser, about a man dedicated to kissing

as many people as possible.

Other festival highlights include Exil

Shanghai, accounts of European Jews

who fled to Shanghai in the 1930s; two

episodes from The Mind Traveller, Oliver

Sacks 's exploration of rare neurological

syndromes; Every Little Thing, a docu-

mentary of a French psychiatric clinic

where the institutional philosophy blurs

the distinction between patients and

stafli; and A Time to Woo, a look at a

Berber bride fair in Morocco and two

women's efforts to find partners.

This year the festival is providing re-

served seats. For a complete program

guide caU (212) 769-5305.

November 3, 17, 24
December 1 and 8
[n conjunction with the Museum's new

diamond exhibition, a series of Monday-

^^ening talks will explore the nature of

liamonds. The speakers will be exhibi-

tion curator George E. Harlow; Alfred

Levinson, of the University of Calgary's

Department of Geology and Geophysics;

rhomas Moses, of the Gemological Insti-

Ute of America; Martha McCrory, of the

Fashion Institute of Technology; and

anet Zapata, a historian and writer. Talks

vill begin at 7:00 p.m.

Sfovember 4
^Meave Leakey—zoologist, paleoanthro-

P'llogist, and head of paleontology at the

National Museums of Kenya—wiU dis-

cuss the search for the fossils of hominids

who Hved four million years ago. The talk

begins at 7:00 P.M.

November 10
As part of the "Frontiers in Astrophysics"

series, Wes Colley, of Harvard Univer-

sity's Smithsonian Center for Astro-

physics, will give a slide-illustrated talk

entided "Gravitational Lenses as Cosmo-

logical Telescopes" at 7:30 RM.

November 17
As part of the "Distinguished Authors in

Astronomy" lecture series, Lawrence M.

Krauss, a physicist at C^ase Western Re-

serve University and author of The Physics

of Star Trek, will talk about his new book,

Beyond Star Trek, at 7:30 P.M.

Blind ii'onien's orchestra, Cairo

November 18
Award-winning photojournalist Lori

(Jrinker will show slides of her work and

discuss her experiences in Egypt and else-
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where in the Middle East. This informal

question-and-answer session is part of a

series of talks by Natural History photogra-

phers. It begins at 7:00 P.M.

November 19
Drawing from material in her book Tlie

Natural History of Parmtiiig, science writer

Susan Allport will discuss the behavior of

animals with their young, from sea horses

to chimpanzees and humans. Her talk be-

gins at 7:00 P.M.

November 19

December 3, 10, and 17

Discussions and films about primate ecol-

ogy and adaptation will be presented in a

series of four talks beginning at 7:00 RM.

Speakers and topics will include Carel van

Schaik, of Duke University, on the great

apes; Jose M. C. Ayres, of Brazil's Museu

Paraense Emilio Goeldi, on the monkeys

of the Amazon; Charles H. Southwick, of

the University of Colorado, on macaques;

and Chfford J. JoUy ofNew York Univer-

sity, on baboons.

November 22

December 13
A film and lecture series about the cen-

tennial exhibition of thejesup Expedition

begins at 1 :00 RM. in the Kaufmann The-

ater; It wiU feature Sergei Kan, of Dart-

mouth College, on "The Expedition"

and Laurel Kendall, of the American Mu-

seum of Natural History, on "The Next

100 Years of the Jesup Collection."

November 24

December 1, 8, and 15

Also in conjunction with the centennial

exhibition of the Jesup Expedition, four

speakers will discuss current anthropolog-

ical and archeological research in the

North Pacific Rim. The talks begin at

7:00 RM.

November 25
Carol HerseUe Kiinsky, a professor of fine

arts at New York University and former

president of the Society of Architectural

Historians, will give a talk, beginning at

7:00 RM., about contemporary Native

American architecture.

Throughout November
The Museum will celebrate the diverse

cultural traditions of Native Americans in

weekend and evening performances,

talks, fdms, craft workshops, and lecture-

demonstrations. In conjunction with a

five-day conference of scholars working

in the Greater North Pacific Region

(November 13 through 17), there will be

demonstrations and talks by three genera-
j

tions of TUngit weavers. For a complete

schedule, call (212) 769-5315.

The Education Department offers pro-

grams outside the Museum that range

from studying the geology of New York

City to exploring the natural history of

Central Park. For more information

about walking tours, field trips, and

workshops, caU (212) 769-5315.

The Museum's IMAX theater is featur-

ing Cosmic Voyage, an exploration of the

universe's form and structure; Survival Is-

land, a film about the natural history of

South Georgia Island; and Wliales, an in-

vestigation of the feeding, breeding, navi-

gation, and sociahzation of cetaceans.

Double features will be shown only on,

Friday and Saturday evenings, at 6:00 and

7:30 P.M.

The American Museum of Natural His-

tory is located at Central Park West and

79th Street in New York City. For tickets

and information about events, call (212)

769-5200. Consult the Museum Web site

for additional information (http://www.

amnh.org). For hours and admission fees,

call (212) 769-5100.

A Diamond Jubilee

An exhibition, "The Nature of Diamonds," will be at the

American Museum of Natural History from November 1,

1997, through April 26, 1998. The Diamond Crown of Peter

the Great, the Tiffany diamond, and numerous gems from

many countries wiU be among the items on display, along with

a selection from four centuries of paintings of people adorned

in diamond jewelry. Many of these objects, on loan from pub-

lic and private collections around the world, are exhibited for

the first time in North America.

A hands-on model of a diamond's crystalline structure wiU

give visitors an opportunity to learn about this hardest of nat-

ural substances and literally to grasp its unusual physical prop-

erties. Other exhibition highlights include an underground di-

amond mine tunnel intersecting a "diamond pipe," which is

bemg specially constructed for the exhibition, and a large-

screen computer animation that illustrates how these diamond

pipes are formed and how diamonds are brought to Earth's

surface. At regular times during the run of the exhibition, cut-

ters from the diamond trade will explain and demonstrate the

techniques of faceting in a diamond lapidary workshop re-

created for the exhibition.

George E. Harlow, curator of

the Museum's Department of

Earth and Planetary Sciences,

edited and partly wrote Tlie Na-

ture of Diamonds, the book that

accompanies the exhibition and is

copubhshed by the American

Museum of Natural History and

Cambridge University Press.

Other contributors are leading

geologists, gemologists, physi-

cists, and cultural observers. The

exhibition is sponsored by the

Diamond Information Center on

behalf ofDe Beers.
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American Museum of Natural History

Young Naturalist Awards
A scholarship program for students in grades 7-12

to promote participation in science and communication

Calling all 7th-12th graders! 1^
The American Museum of Natural History Young Naturalist Awards program honors "*"*"

excellence in biology, earth science, astronomy, and cultural studies. The focus of

this year's program is biodiversity. Complete one of the projects listed below; please

include illustrations—drawings, photographs, graphs, etc.—^with your writing. "^
If you are selected to receive one of the twelve American Museum of Natural History

Young Naturahst Awards you will:

• receive a scholarship, redeemable upon your graduation from high school

• have your entry published in a special catalogue and on the Museum's World Wide Web site. Excerpts

from selected entries wOl be published in Natural History

• receive an invitation to attend an opening celebration for the Museum's new biodiversity exhibition

Young Naturalist Projects

1. In nature, everything is connected. Grab a

notebook and pencil and take a walk through a

natural area in your community. Find a rock

or log and turn it over What life forms do you see?

Look closely and record your observations.

How do you think these living things depend on

their environment?

2. Choose a species that most people would say is

gross, frightening, or a pest (such as a slug.

rattlesnake, or mosquito). If this species suddenly

disappeared, how would its ecosystem and humans

be affected?

3. Choose an object in your home or classroom.

This object originally came from, and will eventually

return to, the Earth. Trace the object back and

forward to its cormeetions to the Earth. What are

the environmental costs and benefits as people

make and use this object?

For complete information about the American Museum of Natural

History Young Naturalist Awards and an entry form that

must be submitted with your project, visit the Museum's World Wide

Web site (http://www.amnh.org.).

All entries must he postmarked no later than February 5, 1998.

The Amcrioan Museum of Natural IlisLory Young Naturalist Awards is a joint project of

the American Museum of Natural History and the Alhanee for Young Artists & Writers, Inc.

Pholofifaph by Joel Cfacraft
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A Different Caribbean
Darwin never visited the Caribbean, but as Jonathan Losos and Kevin de

Queiroz demonstrate in "Darwin's Lizards" (page 34), the West hidies—like the

Galapagos—are laboratories of natural selection. Scientists continue to make

discoveries m these islands, which are known to most Americans only as cruise

and vacation destinations. Last year, Ross MacPhee, curator and chairman of the

American Museum of Natural History's Department of Mammalogy, discovered

evidence of an extinct monkey in Cuba ("Digging Cuba," page 50). The joy of

discovery, however, is tempered by MacPhee's conclusion that "more mammal

species have been lost in the Caribbean during the last 500 years than anywhere

else in the world."

This month's map ("Coral Worlds," page 44) shows some of the Caribbean's

most distinctive, and most endangered, resources: mangrove swamps, coral reefs,

and turde-nesting beaches. The reefs—which not only provide tourist dollars but

also serve as feeding and breeding grounds for fishes, crustaceans, and turdes

—

are the subject of Barbie Bischof's "Cities Beneath the Sea" (page 40) and

"Reefs in Crisis" (page 46). The human population m the Caribbean, Bischof

points out, has quadrupled since 1960, and 75 percent of the people live within

six miles of the coasdme. Delegates from Caribbean and Latin American

countries addressed these concerns at a recent conference on the Caribbean that

I attended in Havana, Cuba.

While Cuba looms large m the political imagination, it is no less important as

a component of the Caribbean ecosystem. Cuba's land area is almost as large as

that of all the other Caribbean islands combined. Its 2,500-mile coastUne remains

relatively undeveloped. (While ten million tourists visit the Bahamas each year,

barely a million visit Cuba.) The future of that coasdme wiU play an important

part in the health of the entire Caribbean.

A beautiful, verdant land, Cuba is beset by severe political and economic

problems. To report on life on the island, we asked writer Tom Miller ("The

Season o( Las Pm-miidas," page 26) and photographer Ernesto Bazan to travel to

the province of Villa Clara. Their article takes us to a Caribbean that few

vacationers ever see.

—

Bmce Stutz
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An assistant professor in the Biology Department at

Greensboro College in North Carolina, Calhoun Bond

("Keeping Up With the Sponges") hopes that his

continuing studies of sponges may ultimately improve our

understanding of multicellular systems (such as the

circulatory system) in "higher" animals. Bond's sponge

fieldwork is not without its challenges. One of his favorite

places to collect freshwater sponges, for

example—a small lake near Chapel Hill—was

trampled by a herd of thirsty cows. Bond has

also been investigating reproductive metabolism

in sharks, a group that runs the gamut from

species that produce shelled eggs to those that

bear live young.

Author and lecturer Tom Miller ("The Season of Las Parmndas"), left, has traveled in the American

Southwest and Latin America for some thirty years. He finds the province of Villa Clara "more

revealing than Havana of Cuba's insoluble crises and hidden pleasures."

Miller's books include On the Border: Portraits ofAmerica's Southwestern

Frontier, The Panama Hat Trail, and Trading with the Enemy: A Yankee Travels

through Castro's Cuba. Photographer Ernesto Bazan, a native of Sicily now

based in New York City, has photographed life m Palermo and Brooklyn

and the plight of refugees in Asia and Central America. He first went to

Cuba in 1992. "Walking in the streets of Havana was like magic," he recalls,

"because I felt like 1 was traveling back in time, observing things that I saw

in my childhood but did not photograph." In 1996 he received a first prize at the World Press Photo

Competition for his work on Cuba's "special period" following the collapse of Soviet communism.

An episode of Leaue It to Beaver, in which the Beav acquires a baby alligator, led Jonathan B. LOSOS ("Darwin's Lizards") to talk his

mother into letting him have a pet caiman. That South American crocodihan, along with dinosaur lore, helped spark Losos's

interest in zoology. (Losos, below right, cautions others that wild caimans are now in short supply.) An associate professor at

Washington University in his hometown of Saint Louis, Missouri, Losos studies lizards locally

1 . '^^^^B >,.r^
«*' 1^1 ''^ ^^^' ''^ '" South Africa and the Caribbean. Coauthor Kevin de Queiroz has found anole

K- ^^^^^^ttH^*"^^ lizards to be an exemplary group for the study of systematics and evolutionary biology, his

primary pursuits. A zoologist and associate curator at the Department of Vertebrate Zoology

and in the Division of Amphibians and Reptiles at the Smithsonian Institution's National

Museum of Natural History, de Queiroz studies the evolution ofsand lizards, as well as anoles,

and "dabbles in fishes." His fieldwork has taken him across the United States and to the

Caribbean, Mexico, and Central America.

Chance—in the form of a summer job at an archeological dig in 1967—prompted

Ross IVIacPhee, a history major as an undergraduate, to switch gears and become a

biologist. In 1988, MacPhee ("Digging Cuba") came to the American Museum of

Natural History, where he is now a curator and chairman of the Department of

Mammalogy. Still very much the historian, he focuses on the biological impacts of

what he calls the "human diaspora," the spread of humans across the planet during

the last 40,000 years. Combining this with a fascination for islands and their faunas,

MacPhee has studied recent extinctions in Madagascar, Indonesia, the western

Mediterranean, and the West Indies. Currently, using modern methods of molecular

biology, he is following up a hunch that pathogens—rather than hunting or destruction ot habitat-

extinctions. Next year, his search for well-preserved tissues that might harbor evidence of microbes

Siberia, where he will look for the fi-ozen remains ofmammoths that died there thousands of years

-ha\'c played a

will take him

major role in

to eastern

Joe McDonald ("The Natural Moment") has photographed wildlife and nature for more than

iwenty-five years. When he was a college freshman. National Wildlife magazine published a double-

page spread of one of his photographs: since then, his work has appeared in every major natural

history magazine published in the United States. He is the author of five books, including The

Wildlife Photographer's Field Manual, Hie Complete Guide to Wildlife Photography, Designing the Wildlife

Photograph, and Photographing on Safari.
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This is San Xavler del Bac, just outside of Tucson.

They call it the "White Dove of the Desert!' I don't

kno^v \vhats more beautiful — the mission itself

or the captivating smiles of the little children I met.

For a free travel packet, call the Arizona Office of Tourism

at 1 800 925-6689. ! iHlt^H www.arlzonagulde.com
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To the

Editor
Altruistic Abuse?

While Colin Tudge's report of

the Darwinian perspective on

abusive stepparents ("Relative

Danger," September 1997) is

interesting, finding the answer

to the riddle of abuse may be

much simpler than trying to

trace the genetic basis of

altruism—particularly since

the vast majority of parents

with children remarry in a

psychologically "healthy"

fashion, and no abuse results.

May I submit the following

concept, based upon my own

experience with an abusive

stepparent?

A small proportion ofsingle

parents feel totally helpless and

perceive that the children are

"out ofcontrol." Such people

look for a new mate who wiU

restore order to the family

situation. Ironically, many abusive

stepparents may see themselves as

altruistic, making personal

sacrifices to bring control to a

"desperate" simation.

Social workers ought to be

able to predict that abuse is

more likely when a single

parent, fearful of the future,

chooses a new partner who

promises to establish order.

Katherine Hagerman

Santa Fe, NM

IVIodel IVIotlierliood

I enjoyed "Our Babies,

Ourselves" (October 1997)

and hope Meredith Small's

book wiU be out in time for

me to use it in my child

development class this spring.

In the coining issues of

Ice Corps
Exclusive coverage of one of the most important and

harrowing scientific expeditions of the decade. On a glacier

at 22,000 feet in the Peruvian Andes, Lonnie Thompson

and a team of scientists drill ice cores that will help decipher

the last 20,000 years of climate history and perhaps help

predict future episodes ofwarming and cooling.

Story by Mark Bowen

Photographs by George Steinmetz

The Genetic Battle ofthe Sexes

Do male genes and female genes fight for control of an

offspring's development?

The Bao Masters

IBM's Deep Blue might win at chess, but it would be

hard pressed to compete against the masters of the ancient

African game of bao.

But I seriously question your

using a photograph of a

woman who does not appear

to have given birth, unless it

was her first child and she was

in really superb physical

condition. Also, I find the lack

of eye- or face-to-face contact

to be very unlikely in a true

nursing situation.

Lois Hayweiser

University of Pittsburgh

Titusville, PA

^'vr«^4i'Mj£^«v^^^^rii£...'

The photograph of then

thirry-six-year-old Jeanine

Altongy nursing her first

child, Sam, was taken by her

husband, photojournalist

Eugene Richards. Richards

says the photo was one of a

sequence taken several years

ago on a hot summer

morning. Sam had already

finished a bout of nursing and

was going back for more.

—Editors

Thank you for "Our Babies,

Ourselves." My husband and I

have chosen what we think of

as a common sense, natural

approach to parenthood: Our

choices include home birth,

breast-feeding beyond infancy,

family bed (or co-sleeping),

responding immediately to the

baby's cries, and holding the

baby almost continuously

(with the aid of a baby sHng),

While our choices may seem

odd here, I'm glad to see that

in the worldwide view, we are

quite mainstream.

Karen Dooley

Stihvell, KS

Milk Myths

Nursing does not necessarily

"inhibit ovulation in the

mother," as stated by

Katherine A. Dettwyler

("When to Wean," October

1997). Studies in Boston and

Samoa have shown that well-

nourished mothers who

nursed on demand and

without supplementation

resumed their regular

menstrual cycles within three

months.

That nursing is a "natural

mecharusm of family

planning" is a dangerous

myth. The occurrence of

another pregnancy while

nursing reduces the amount of

milk for the older infant and

often results in a low birth

weight for the younger.

Rose E. Frisch

Harvard Centerfor

Population Studies

Cambridge, MA

Rockman Art

I am writing to congratulate

you on incorporating the

paintings of Alexis Rockman

into Natural History. I find

them refreshingly thought-

provokmg in an age when so

much of what we see and hear

IS clearly predictable.

Tliane Maynard

Cincinnati, OH

Inappropriate—or

Commendable?

I have to agree with those

who wrote to object to your



feature on children at risk

("Letters," October 1997).

The question is not whether

an article is well wTitten but

whether it belongs in

Natural History. I certainly

don't want to find eighteen

pages devoted to children,

or to society in general for

that matter.

Kerrie I'aughan

Ogden, UT

Ob\iously critics of "Children

at Risk" would prefer it ifyou

left the study of the human

species alone. It seems that

amthing attempring to expose

truth, regardless of its

unsavory nature, sets off a call

for the evaluation of the

Museum's mission statement.

Your attempt to place the

spotlight of scientific study on

issues of human social

dynamics is nothing short of

commendable.

Ron Roao

Brooklyn, NY

Unpalatable Truth

In his essay on social

Darwinism ("A Tale of Two

Worksites," October 1997),

Stephen Jay Gould cites three

different meanings of the term

and makes it clear he is out of

sympathy with all of them. It

is easy to agree with him on

the first two, for they

represent forms of political

philosophy now out of favor

with most of us. One of them

holds that the rapid

elimination of "unfit"

individuals fi-om society

through the operation of

natural selection will benefit

the society biologically;

therefore the state should do

nothing to relieve the

condition of the poor, who

are deemed toie, least fit.

The second form of social

Darwimsm holds that a

society's economic system

functions best when

individuals are allowed to

pursue their own private

interests and that the state

should thus adopt a strict

laissez-faire policy toward the

economy.

But there is a third

meaning of social Darwinism

that IS not .a matter of political

philosophy at all but a

scientific proposition. This is

the statement that only

through war was it possible for

village autonomy, once

universal, to be overcome, and

for successively larger poUtical

units—chiefdoms and states

—

to be estabHshed. This

proposition is true, as anyone

who has studied the earher

forms of political evolution (as

I have for forty years) can

readQy attest. Some may find

this an unpalatable

proposition, but in matters of

science, palatability is not the

test of truth.

Robert L. Carneiro

Department ofAnthropology

American Museum of

Natural History

Natural History's E-mail

address is nhmag@amnh.org

Femurs
6 Fossils

[Fa-La-La-La-La]

Put a dinosaur under the tree this Christmas. Inspired by the

renowned collection of dinosaurs at the American Museum of

Natural History, Jeff Moss presents Bone Poems, a brand-new

book of prehistoric whimsy and rhyme. In it the Sesame Street co-

creator and "children's poet laureate" (New York Newsday) rhapsodizes

over T. rex and celebrates Quetzalcoatlus, offers a ditty to Deinocheirus

and a ballad of the Brontosaunis. It's a joyous gift for every young

reader who loves dinosaurs and

delights in hvely wordplay.

TO ORDER: Call (212) 769-5150. fax (212) 769-5044,

or send check or money order for $14.95 each (add

S5.00 for Ihe fir.sl copy and S 1 .00 for each additional

copy for shipping and handling in the continental U.S.)

to the Museum Shop, American Museum of Natural

History, Central Park West at 79th Street, New York,

NY 10024. Museum members receive a 10% discount.

Also available wherever children's books arc sold.

Please visit the Museum Shop at:

htip://w ww.amnh.org/Museum-Shops

Workman Publishing

O l'//7 Workman Pu^)li^hing Company, (nc.
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Nurturing Youn
ByJean Craighead George

Review In the fall of 1990,

Stephanie Terry, a teacher

in inner-city Baltimore, discovered there

was no science curriculum for the first

grade. So she turned to children's

books—gathering them from libraries

and friends and buying them herself at

bookstores. She started with Barbara

Bash's Tree of Life: Tire World of the African

Baobab, Eric Carle's A House for Hermit

Crab, and Bianca Lavies's Backyard Hunter:

"I put books in their hands," Terry

said, "and the books lead them on and

on."

I have used Terry's theme—^books that

lead on—in choosing my favorite 1997

illustrated science titles for four- to ten-

year-olds.

In Saviour Pirotta's Turtle Bay, illus-

trated by Nilesh Mistry (Farrar, Straus and

Giroux, $15), Jiro-san, a "crazy old man"

who sweeps the beach free ofbroken glass

and rubbish, arouses the curiosity of two

Japanese children. Jiro-san becomes their

mentor, explaining about the arrival of

beach-nesting loggerhead turtles and un-

raveling the mysteries of their life cycle.

Mistry 's superb, dreairdike illustrations

may even prompt artistically inclined

children to experiment with painting.

The story of Aknik, an Inupiat boy,

leads the young reader into the world of

the Eskimo as it was before the arrival of

Europeans. In Kayuktuk: An Arctic Quest,

by Brian Heinz with illustrations by Jon

Van Zyle (Chronicle Books, SI 4.95),

Aknik travels from his camp by the

The Praying Mantis. "I knew books were a

way into the world of science for chil-

dren," she said.

For further inspiration, Terry brought

acorns, chrysalises, lizards, toads, bats,

frogs, and rabbits into the classroom. Each

morning she read one book to the chil-

dren, and they responded with a barrage

of questions. The questions led to more

books, which in turn prompted more

Questions—the very essence of science.

Above: From

Rattlesnake Dance, by

Jennifer Ounngs

Dewey. Right: From

Turtle Bay, by Saviour

Pirotta



NFaturalists
Bering Sea out onto the tundra and even-

tually to the foot of the mountains

—

meeting a coming-of-age challenge that

will keep young readers turning pages.

Van Zyle, an Alaskan artist, captures the

bleak beauty of the land and sea, and a

glossarv' provides the pronunciation and

definition of a few colorflil Inupiat words.

Hou' It Was with Dooms: A True Story

from Africa, text and illustrations by Xan

Hopcraft and Carol Cawthra Hopcraft

(Simon and Schuster, SI 9.95), is the bi-

ography ot a pet cheetah as told by Xan, a

twelve-year-old boy growing up in

Kenya. The combination of Xan's

sketches of wildhfe, his mother's pho-

tographs, and the hand-printed captions

and chapter headings gives the appealing

look of a family album.

In My Visit to the Zoo, author-artist

Aliki (HarperCoUins, $14.95), whose

many other sparkling nature books in-

clude My Visit to the Aquarium and My
Visit to the Dinosaurs, takes two children

almost Hterally by the hand on an infor-

mative tour of a zoological park. Fascinat-

ing tidbits of information turn up in the

text and are illustrated in mini-sidebars

and boxes. By this means, children may

pick up some basic taxonomy ("A gibbon

is an ape, because apes have no tail"), nat-

ural history ("Koalas are nocturnal"), and

environmental consciousness ("The con-

dor was saved from extinction"). The

book's major emphasis, hke that of most

zoos these days, is on conservation.

Rattlesnake Dance: True Tales, Mysteries,

and Rattlesnake Ceremonies, written and il-

lustrated by Jennifer Owings Dewey

f i<
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Above: From How It

Was with Dooms, by

Xau Hopcraft and

Carol Cawthra

Hopcraft

(Boyds Mills Press, $17.95), begins with

an account of being bitten by a prairie

rattlesnake, whicJi will hook children's in-

terest immediately, as will the description

of a battle between two male snakes. Just

as arresting are the illustrated fact boxes

on each page spread, explaining, for in-

stance, that ratriesnakes "swallow their

prey whole and have jaws that can expand

because they are double-hinged." A map

.showing the whereabouts of the seven-
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teen species of rattlesnakes in the United

States is included.

One glance at the photographs of siz-

zling bolts of electricity that illuminate

the pages of Seymour Simon's Lightning

(Morrow Junior Books, $16) will draw

children into wanting to know more.

What is hghtning? How is it generated?

Although some mysteries remain unex-

plained, Simon provides many informa-

tional nuggets, among them that "every

second of every day more than a hundred

lightning bolts strike the earth" and that

sprites, elves, and jets are newly discov-

ered kinds of lightning.

Carolyn Lesser's brief poems and Ted

Rand's double-paged images in Storm on

the Desert (Harcourt Brace, $15) capture

the primal forces of water and sun in an

arid southwestern landscape. As a thun-

,^^
^-4
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fiviii Lightning, by Seymour Simon

derstorm sweeps in, tarantulas, tortoises,

coyotes, and other desert creatures scurry

for shelter. In the storm's wake—when

rainbows arch across the sky and the sun

comes out—plants and animals enjoy the

momentary abundance of water.

Back to tlie Wild, by Dorothy Hinshaw

Patent with photographs by William

Mufioz (A Gulliver Green Book/Har-

court Brace, $18), recounts the successful

return of many animals to the wild, a

process fraught with risk, suspense, and

ultimately hope. She teUs the stories of

the golden lion tamarins in Brazil, and a

number of species of lemurs in Madagas-

car, as well as the red wolves in the Amer-

ican Southeast and the black-footed ferret

in the West. As of 1993, 16 of 126 rein-

troduction projects have resulted in self-

sustaining wild populations. "That

means," writes the author, that "at least

five hundred animals of each kind [are]

living wild and free."

Jean Craigiiead George wrote the 1973 Neu>-

hery Medal winner, Julie of the Wolves, and

more titan seventy other nature books for chil-

dren. Her latest, Julie's Wolf Pack and Arc-

tic Son, were published this year

From Storm on the Desert, by Carolyn Lesser



Kids Lo2 On
By Robert Aiidetson

nature.net With a one-and-a-

half-year-old son and

the prospect of an Internet connection in

ever\' classroom, I wondered how the

new medium might improve education.

What can the Internet do that a

school textbook can't? I started

bv looking tor children's science

and nature Web sites on Yahoo

(www.yahoo.com/Science

Education/K_2/) and on

the Science Learning Network

\\-v\-w. mos.org/sWsln.html), a

consortium of six science muse-

ums allied with local schools.

Education, of course, begins at

home, long before school starts.

One of the most enjoyable sites I

stumbled across was Xew Scientist

magazine's The Last Word (w\\-vv.

newscientist.com/last\vord/last

wonihtmj^, which lists hundreds of

science questions that a child can

use to stump you. Read through

this interesting compendium of

responses, provided by scientists.

and you'll be prepared to explam exacriy

why the sky is blue. This Ust includes

some more imaginative questions—ones

that only a child could ask—such as

"Why don't animals need glasses?" or

"Why don't penguins get frostbite on

their feet?"

Many sites have material that could un-

doubtedly be found in a book, but the

easy access to the vast quantity of educa-

tional material on the Internet is a

tremendous asset to any classroom or li-

brary. The Web page for the television

personality known as Bill Nye the Sci-

ence Guy (http://w\vw.nyelabs.kcts.org/),

based on his fast-paced, perhaps overly

entertaining science TV program for chil-

dren, has a different experiment to per-

form every day. It also has a list of links to

almost any topic.

Exploring Planets in the Classroom

(\\^v\v.soest.hawaii.edu/spacegrant/class_

acts) has a long Ust of science projects

about the solar system, while Neuro-

science for Kids (weber.u.Washington

.edu/~chudler/neurok.html) has a won-

derfiil section on learning and memors"

with simple experiments for the mind.

A few of the sites are also interactive.

Dragonfly (w^vw.muollio.edu/D^agonfly

/index.htmlx) has a variet\' ot simple, na-

7ii Iccirii about crihidl steps in our evoluticn Jroiii

single cells, check out http://nninv.trollart.com.

ture-related exercises. One I tried was

listed under Webs of Life, where I

designed an island that would be a par-

adise for spiders. Virtual Earthquake

(vflylab.calstatela.edu/edesktop/VirtApps

/VirtualEarthQuake/VQuakeIntro.html)

aUows high-school or college students to

calculate the epicenter and magnitude of

an imaginary quake by using seismograms

from three recording stations. For the

squeamish high-school biologist, Interac-

tive Frog Dissection (curry.edschool.

Virginia.EDU/go/frog/) makes lab work

more palatable. One last site that I highly

recommend is Monarch Watch (Monarch

Watch.org), which encourages students to

participate in efforts to track the beautiful

migrating monarch butterflies.

Robert Anderson is a science writer living in

Los Angeles.

Bookshelf

1997 Children's Books
Published by the

American Museum of

Natural History and

Workman Pubhshing

The Tyrannosanrus rex Book and

Diorama, by Christine Economos

($10.95; ages 6 and up)

The Vers- First Things to Know
About Bears, by Deborah Kovacs,

illustrated by Richard Cowdrey

($8.95; ages 4 to 7)

The Very First Things to Know
About Ants, by Patricia Grossman,

illustrated byJohn Dawson ($8.95;

ages 4 to 7)

While a Tree Was Growing, byJane

Bosveld, iUustrated by Daniel

O'Lcary ($14.95; ages 6 and up)

Bone Poems, byJeffMoss, illustrated

by Tom Leigh ($14.95; all ages)

What the Paleontologist Said When
She Uncovered the Biggest DiiiO?|iir

Bone She Had Ever Seen -•

^
'

i-.

The books mentioned in "Natural

Selections" are usually available from

the Museum Shop of the American

Museum of Natural History, (212)

769-5150.

««J^WWJP»l.
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The Paradox ofthe
Visibly Irrelevant

An odd principle of human psychology,

well known and exploited by the full

panoply of prevaricators, from charming

barkers like Barnum to evil demagogues

like Goebbels, holds that even the silliest

of lies can win credibility by constant rep-

etition. In current American parlance,

these proclamations ot "truth" by xerox-

ing—if sufficiently benign to do little

harm, yet embraced with all the force of a

dictum running "fi-om God's mouth to

your ear"—fall into the fascinating do-

main of "urban legends."

My favorite bit of nonsense in this cat-

egory hits me daily, and in very large

type, thanks to a current billboard cam-

paign by a company that will remain

nameless. The latest version proclaims:

"Scientists say we use 10 percent of our

brains. That's way too much." Just about

everyone regards the "truth" of this

proclamation as obvious and incontro-

vertible—although you might still start a

barroom fight over whether the correct

figure should be 10, 15, or 20 percent (I

have heard all three asserted with utter

confidence). But this particular legend is

even worse than false, for the statement is

truly meaningless and nonsensical. What

do we mean by "90 percent unused"?

What is all this superfluous tissue doing?

The claim, in any case, can have no

meaning until we develop an adequate

theory about how the brain works. We
don't even have a satisfactory account for

the neurological basis of memory and its

storage—surely the sine qua non for for-

mulating any sensible notion about un-

used percentages of brain matter! (I tliink

that the legend developed because we
rightly sense that we ought to be behav-

Species change

as we watch,

yet their long-

term evolution

remains

imperceptible.

By StephenJay Gould

ing with far more intelligence than we

seem wilhng to muster—and the pseudo-

quantification of the urban legend acts as

a falsely rigorous version of this legiti-

mate, but vague, feeling.)

In my field of evolutionary biology, the

most prominent urban legend—another

"truth" known by "everyone"—holds

that evolution may well be the way of the

world, but one has to accept the idea with

a dose of faith because the process occurs

far too slowly to yield any observable re-

sult in a human lifetime. Thus, we can

document evolution from the fossil

record and infer it from the taxonomic

relationships of living species, but we can-

not see evolution on human timescales

"in the wUd."

In fairness, we professionals must

shoulder some blame for this utterly false

impression about evolution's invisibility in

the here and now of everyday human life.

Darwin himself—although he knew and

emphasized many cases of substantial

change in human time (including the de-

velopment of breeds in his beloved pi-

geons)—tended to wax eloquent about

the inexorable and stately slowness of nat-

ural evolution. In a famous passage from

the Origin of Species, he even devised a

striking metaphor about clocks to under-

score the usual invisibility:

It may be said that natural selection is daily

and hourly scrutinizing, throughout the

world, every variation, even the slightest;

rejecting that tvhich is bad, preserving and

adding up all that is good; silently and

invisibly working. . . . We see nothing of

these slow changes in progress until the hand

of time has marked the long lapse of ages.

Nonetheless, the claim that evolution

must be too slow to see can only rank as

an urban legend—although not a com-

pletely harmless tale in this case, for our

creationist incubi can then use the fallacy

as an argument against evolution at any

scale, and many folks take them seriously

because they just "know" that evolution

can never be seen in the immediate here

and now. In fact, a precisely opposite situ-

ation prevails: biologists have docu-

mented a veritable glut of cases for rapid

and eminently measurable evolution on

timescales of years and decades.

However, this plethora of docu-

ments—while important for itself, and

surely valid as a general confirmation for

the proposition that organisms evolve

—

teaches us rather little about rates and pat-

terns of evolution at the geological scales

that build the history and taxonomic

structure of life. The situation is wonder-

fully ironic—a point that I have tried to
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You'll save up to 25% compared to what
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THE
RISE
OF

BIRDS
225 Million

Years of Evolution

SANKAR
CHATTERJEE

"The record of Mesozoic birds is still

extremely sketchy, but there have been

remarkable discoveries made since the

1980s. The Rise of Birds is a compre-

hensive history based on the latest

evidence. Its substance is in its

thorough, objective coverage of the

topic—its originality is including Protoavis

in the account."—Nicholas Hotton III,

Research Paleontologist Emeritus,

Smithsonian Institution

"Chatterjee argues that a controversial

fossil he discovered and named Protoavis.

or 'first bird,' is indeed the earliest

known bird, 75 million years older than

Archaeopteryx. He also presents his

theories of the ancestors of birds and

the origins of flight. . . . Chatterjee's

arguments are persuasive."

—

Libraryjournal

304 pages, 92 illustrations, $39.95 hardcover

SHAPES OF TIME
The Evolution of Growth

and Development

KENNETH ). MCNAMARA
A selection ofthe Natural Science Book Club

"A delightful, engaging overview showing

how tiny developmental changes

produce evolution.

Trilobites, Mickey

Mouse, evolutionary

progress, and the human

brain are but a few of the

topics covered in this

refreshingly lucid foray

into a sadly

neglected area

of evolutionary

study."—Michael

L McKinney

University of

Tennessee, f'^i^^^ McNamara
Knoxville \*^ shows how the

phenomenon known
as heterochrony has affected many
aspects of evolution, including the

mechanisms behind the selection of

different breeds of animals, differences

between sexes, and animal behavior

Heterochrony accounts for the "Peter

Pan syndrome," ;n which some species

look like their ancestors's children. It

explains why some birds can't fly and

why some dinosaurs were so big.

344 pages, 60 illustrations, $34.95 hardcover

THE JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY PRESS

1-800-537-5487 • www.press.jhu.edu
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capture in the title of this article. The

urban legend holds that evolution is too

slow to document in palpable human hfe-

times. The opposite truth has been af-

firmed by innumerable cases of measur-

able evolution at this minimal scale—but,

to be visible at all over so short a span,

evolution must be far too rapid (and tran-

sient) to serve as the basis for major trans-

formations in geological time. Hence, the

"paradox of the visibly irrelevant"—or, if

you can see it at aU, it's too fast to matter

in the long run.

Our best and most numerous cases

have been documented for the dominant

and most evolutionarily active organisms

on our planet—bacteria. In the most im-

pressive of recent examples, Richard E.

Lenski and Michael Travisano {Proceedings

of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 91,

1994) monitored evolutionary change for

10,000 generations in twelve laboratory

populations of the common human gut

bacterium, Escherichia coli. By placing all

twelve populations m identical environ-

ments, they could study evolution under

ideal experimental conditions of replica-

tion—a rarity for the complex and

unique events of evolutionary transfor-

mation in nature. In a fascinating set of

results, they found that each population

reacted and changed differently, even

within environments made as identical as

human observers know how to do. Yet,

Lenski and Travisano did observe some

important and repeated patterns within

the diversity. For example, each popula-

tion increased rapidly in average cell size

for the first 2,000 generations or so, but

then remained nearly stable for the last

5,000 generations.

But a cynic might still hold: Fine, I'll

grant you substantial observable evolution

in the frenzied little world of bacteria,

where enormous populations and new

generations every hour allow you to mon-

itor 10,000 episodes of natural selection in

a manageable time. But a sinular "experi-

ment" would consume thousands of years

for multicellular organisms that measure

generations in years or decades rather than

minutes or hours. So we may still hold

that evolution cannot be observed in the

big, fat, fijrry, sexually reproducing organ-

isms that serve as the prototype for "Ufe"

in ordinary human consciousness. (A re-

verse cynic would then reply that bacteria

truly dominate life and that vertebrates

represent only a late-coming side issue in

the fiill story of evolution, however falsely

promoted to centrality by our own

parochial focus. But we must leave tliis

deep issue to another time.)

I dedicate this essay to illustrating our

cynic's error. For obvious reasons, bacteria

may provide our best and most consistent

cases, but measurable (and substantial)

evolution has also, and often, been docu-

mented in vertebrates and other complex

The short-term

evolutionary rates of

guppies and Bahamian
lizards are vasdy too

rapid to represent life's

history over geologic

time.

multicellular organisms. The classic cases

have not exactly been hiding their light

under a bushel, so I do wonder why the

urban legend of evolution's invisibility

persists with such strength. Perhaps the

firmest and most elegant examples involve

a group of organisms named to commem-

orate our standard bearer himself—Dar-

win's finches of the Galapagos Islands,

where my colleagues Peter and Rosemary

Grant have spent many years document-

ing fine-scale evolution in such adaptively

important features as size and strength of

the brU (a key to the mechanics offeeding)

as rapid climatic changes force an alter-

ation of food preferences. This work

formed the basis forJonathan Weiner's ex-

cellent and best-selling book, Tlie Beak of

the Finch—so the story has certainly been

well and prominently reported in both the

technical and popular press.



Nonetheless, new cases of such short-

term evolution still maintain enormous

and surprising power to attract public at-

tention—for interesting and instructive,

but utterly invalid, reasons as I shall show.

Let us consider the three most prominent

examples pubhshed during the past year.

(One derives from my own research and

pubhcation, so at least I can't be accused

of sour grapes in the debunking that will

follow—although I trust that readers will

also grasp the highly positive twist that I

wOl ultimately impose upon my criti-

cisms.) The coincident geography of all

three cases formed no part of my inten-

tion for this essay. I did not even know
that the editor of Natural History had

planned a special issue on the Caribbean.

But aU three cases—Trinidadian fishes

and Bahamian snails and Uzards—happen

to fall within the spatial focus of this issue.

As I said, measurable, short-term evolu-

tion is not a rare phenomenon at all,

urban legends notwithstanding. I shall

briefly describe each case, then present

my two general critiques of their promi-

nent reporting by the popular press, and

finally explain why such cases teach us so

Little about evolution in the large, yet re-

main so important for themselves, and at

their own equally legitimate scale.

1. Guppies from Trinidad. In many
drainage systems on the island of

Trinidad, populations of guppies live in

downstream pools, where several species

of fish can feed upon them. "Some of

these species prey preferentially on large,

mature-size cla.sses of guppies." (I take all

quotes from the primary technical article

that inspired later press accounts, "Evalu-

ation of the Rate of Evolution in Natural

Populations of Guppies \Poccilia reticu-

lata];' by D. N. Keznick, F. H. Shaw,

F. H. Rodd, and R. G. Shaw, published

in Science, vol. 275, 1977.) Other popula-

tions of the same species live in "upstream

portions of each drainage," where most

"predators are excluded ... by rapids or

waterfalls, yielding low-predation com-

munities."

In studying both kinds of populations,

r<.eznick and colleagues found that "gup-
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pies from high-predation sites experience

significantly liigher mortality rates than

those from low-predation sites." They

then reared both kinds of guppies under

uniform conditions in the laboratory and

found that fishes from high-predation

sites in lower drainages matured earlier

and at a smaller size. "They also devote

more resources to each litter, produce

more, smaller offspring per litter, and pro-

duce litters more frequently than guppies

from low-predation locaUties."

This combination of observations from

nature and the laboratory yields two im-

portant inferences. First, the differences

make adaptive sense, for guppies sub-

jected to greater predation would fare

better if they could grow up fast and re-

produce both copiously and quickly be-

fore the potential boom falls—a piscine

equivalent of the old motto for electoral

politics in Boston: vote early and vote

often. On the other hand, guppies in little

danger of being eaten might do better to

bide their time and grow big and strong

before engaging their fellows in any re-

productive competition. Second, since

these differences persist when both kinds

of guppies are reared in identical labora-

tory environments, they must be based

upon evolved and inherited distinctions

between the populations.

In 1981, Reznick transferred some

guppies from high-predation downstream

pools into low-predation upstream waters

then devoid of guppies. These trans-

planted populations evolved rapidly to

adopt the reproductive strategy favored by

indigenous populations in neighboring

upstream environments: delayed sexual

maturity at a larger size, and longer lite.

Moreover, Reznick and colleagues made

the interesting observation that males

evolved considerably more rapidly in this

favored direction. In one experiment,

males reached their full extent of change

within four years, while females were still

evolving after eleven years. Since the lab-

oratory populations had shown higher

heritabUity for these traits in males than in

females, these results make good sense.

(Hentability is, roughly, the correlation

between traits in parent and offspring due

to genetic differences. The greater the

heritable basis of a trait, the faster it can

evolve by natural selection.)

This favorable set of circumstances

—

rapid evolution in a predictable and pre-

sumably adaptive direction based on traits

known to be highly heritable—provides a

"tight" case for well-documented (and

sensible) evolution at scales well within

the purview of human observation, a

mere decade in this case. The headline for

the news report of this paper in Science

magazine (March 28, 1997) read "Preda-

Reductionists assume

that documenting
evolution over a few

years should provide a

general model for

events at all scales and

times.

tor-free Guppies Take an Evolutionary

Leap Forward."

2. Lizards from the Exuma Cays, Bahama

Islands. During most of my career, my

fieldwork has centered on the biology

and paleontology of the land snail Cerion

in the Bahama Islands. During these trips,

I have often encountered fellow biologists

devoted to other creatures; we all, I trust,

feel a shared bond of coUegiality and

comradeship, hi one major program of

research, Tom Schoener (a biology pro-

fessor at the University of California,

Davis) has, with numerous students and

colleagues, been studying the biogeogra-

phy and evolution of the ubiquitous little

lizard Anolis (see "Darwin's Lizards," page

34)—for me just a fleeting shadow run-

ning across a snaU-studded ground, but

for them a focus of utmost fascination

(while my beloved snails must just blend

into their immobile background).

In 1977 and 1981, Schoener and col-

leagues transplanted populations of five to
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ten lizards ixom Staniel Cay in the Exuma

chain to fourteen small, neighboring is-

lands that housed no lizards. In 1991, they

found that the lizards had thrived (or at

least survived and bred) on most of these

islands, and they collected samples of

adult males from each island wdth an ade-

quate population. In addition, they gath-

ered a larger sample of males from areas

on Staniel Cay that had served as the

source tor original transplantations.

This study then benefits from general

principles learned by extensive research

on numerous Anolis species throughout

the Bahamas. In particular, relatively

longer limbs permit greater speed, a sub-

stantial advantage provided that preferred

perching places can accommodate long-

legged lizards. Trees and other "thick"

perching places therefore favor the evolu-

tion of long legs. Staniel Cay itself in-

cludes a predominant forest, and the local

Anolis tend to be long legged. But when

lizards must live on thin twigs in bushy

vegetation, the agility provided by shorter

legs (on such precarious perches) may

outweigh the advantages in speed that

longer legs would provide. Thus, lizards

Uving on narrow twigs tend to be shorter

legged. The small cays that received the

fourteen transported populations tend to

lack forest and to be covered with bushy

vegetation (and narrow twigs).

J. B. Losos, the principal author of the

new study, therefore based an obvious

prediction on these generalities. The

populations had been transferred from

forests with wide perches to bushy islands

covered with narrow twigs. "From the

kind of vegetation on the new islands,"

Losos stated, "we predicted that the

lizards would develop shorter hindlimbs."

The study, published in Nature, vol. 387,

1997, validates this expected result: a

' learly measurable change, in the pre-

dicted and adaptive direction, in less than

rwenty years.

This study lacks a crucial piece of doc-

umentation that the Trinidadian guppies

did provide—an absence immediately

noted by friendly critics and fully ac-

knowledged by the authors. Losos and
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colleagues have not studied the heritabil-

ity of leg length in Anolis sagrei and there-

fore cannot be certain that their results

record a genetic process of evolutionary

change. Perhaps leg length is develop-

mentally plastic, so that the same genes

yield longer legs if lizards grow up on

trees and shorter legs if they always cavort

in the bushes (just as the same genes can

lead to a thin or tat human being depend-

ing upon a personal history of nutrition

and exercise). In any case, however, a sen-

sible and apparently adaptive change m
average leg length has occurred within

twenty years on several islands, whatever

the cause of modification.

3. Snails from Great Inagiia, Bahaiua Is-

lands. Most of Great Inagua, the second

largest Bahamian island (Andros wins tirst

prize), houses a large and ribby Cerion

species named C. rubicundwn. But fossil

deposits of no great age lack this species

entirely and feature instead an extinct

form nained C. excelsior, the largest ot all

Cerion species. Several years ago, on a

mud flat in the southeastern corner of

Great Inagua, David Woodruff (of the

University of Cahfornia, San Diego) and

I collected a remarkable series of shells

that seemed to span (and quite smoothly)

the entire range of form from extinct C.

excelsior to modern C. ruhicuiiduni. More-

over, and in general, the more eroded and

"older looking" the shell, the closer it

seemed to lie to the anatomy of extinct

C. excelsior

This situation suggested a local evolu-

tionary transition by hybridization, as C.

nibiciindtmi, arriving on the island from an

outside source, interbred with indigenous

C. excelsior. Then, as C. excelsior declined

toward extinction while C. rubicnndum

thrived and increased, the average

anatomy of the population transformed

slowly and steadily in the direction of the

modern form. This hypothesis sounded

good and sensible, but we could devise no

way to test our idea—for all the shells had

been collected from a single mud flat

(analogous to a single bedding plane of a

geological stratum), and we could not de-

termine their relative ages. The pure C

excelsior shells "looked" older, but such

personal impressions (subject as they are

to a researcher's bias) count for less than

nothing in science. So we were stymied

and put the specimens in a drawer.

Several years later, I teamed up with

paleontologist and geochemist Glenn A.

Goodfriend, from the Carnegie Institu-

tion ofWashington. He had refined a dat-

ing technique based on changes in the

composition of amino acids in the shell

over time. By keying these amino acid

changes to radiocarbon dates for some of

the shells, we were able to estimate the

age of each shell. A plot ofshell age versus

position on an anatomical spectrum from

extinct C. excelsior to modern C. rnbicnn-

dimt produced a beautifril correlation be-

New cases of

short-tenn evolution

still maintain a

surprising powder

to make
front-page news.

tween age and anatomy: the younger the

specimen, the closer to the modern

anatomy.

This 10,000- to 20,000-year transition

by hybridization exceeds the Trinidad and

Exuma studies by three orders of magni-

tude in time (that is, 1,000-fold), but even

10,000 years represents a geological eye-

bHnk in the flillness of evolutionary time.

The transformation marks a full change

fi-om one species to another, not just a

small decrement of leg length or a change

in the timing of breeding within a single

species. (For details, see G. A. Goodfriend

and S. J. Gould, "Paleontology and

Chronology of Two Evolutionary Transi-

tions by Hybridization in the Bahamian

Land Snail Cerion," Science, vol. 274,

1996). Harvard University's press release

(with no input from me) carried the head-

line "Snails Caught in Act of Evolving."

A scanning of any year's technical liter-

ature in evolutionary biology would yield

numerous, well-documented cases ofsuch

measurable, small-scale evolutionary

change—thus disproving the urban legend

that evolution must always be too slow to

observe in the geological microsecond of

a human lifetime. These three studies, aU

notable for their documentation and for

their wrapping up of details, do not really

rank as "news" in the journalist's prime

sense of novelty or deep surprise. None-

theless, these three stories share another

interesting feature, sociological rather than

scientific this time: aU became subjects for

front-page stories in either the New York

Times or Boston Globe.

Now please don't get me wrong. I am

not one of those rarefied academics who

cringes at every journahstic story about

science for fear that the work reported

might thereby become tainted with pop-

ularity. And, in a purely "political" sense,

I certainly won't object if major newspa-

pers choose to feature any result of my

profession as a lead story—especially, if I

may be seLf-serving for a moment, when

one of the tales reports my own work!

Nonetheless, this degree of public atten-

tion for workaday results in my field

(however elegantly done) does fill me

with wry amusement—if only for the

general reason that most of us feel a tickle

in the funny bone when we note a gross

imbalance between pubhc notoriety and

the true novelty or importance of an

event, as when Hollywood spinmeisters

manage to depict their cHent's ninth mar-

riage as the earth's first example of true

love triumphant and permanent.

So thanks, fellas. I'm really glad you re-

ported some ordinary, but particularly

well done, studies of small-scale evolution

as front-page news. But I stiU feel com-

pelled to ask why these studies, rather

than one hundred others of equal care

and merit that appear in our literature

every month, caught your tancy and in-

spired such prime attention. When I

muse over this issue, I can only coine up

with two reasons—based on deep and m-

(Please turn to page 60)
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A microscope, a movie camera, and a laundry

marker reveal sponges on the move.

By Calhoun Bond

Few creatures appear more stationary

than a sponge. With no muscles, no

nerves, and a body generally designed for

low-flow filtration, a sponge seems so

passive, so immobile, that one might eas-

ily forget it is an animal at all.

Anchored to a solid surface, a sponge

feeds by filtering tiny particles from the

water, which enters through the many

pores that dot the animal's surface. Once

inside, water travels through a system of

internal canals, with specialized cells

straining out food particles along the way.

This canal system is supported by an in-

ternal skeleton made of spicules (bits of

sUica or calcium carbonate) embedded in

a tough protein known as spongin.

This simple design is appropriate for an

animal with stay-at-home habits, and

most textbooks describe sponges as com-

pletely sessile (permanently attached to

the surface they "sit" on). Over the years

that I have studied these animals, how-

ever, I have learned that the sedentary

sponge is not so stuck as it seems. In fact,

when the need arises, sponges can do

what many other coral-reef inhabitants

appear unable to do—get up and go.

My involvement with sponges began

whUe I was a graduate student at the Uni-

versity of North Carohna at Chapel HiU.

As a biologist embarking on studies ofan-

imal development and design, I was first

attracted to sponges by their reputation

for simplicity and by the similarity be-

tween their cells and structures and cer-

tain cells and tissues found in more com-

plex creatures. Also, in the laboratory,

sponges can be induced to form transpar-

ent sheets thin enough to fit an intact, liv-

ing animal under a microscope.

To gather specimens for my research, I

ventured into the streams and ponds near

Chapel Hill and collected small, freshwa-

ter sponges. Using time-lapse micro-

scopes belonging to my adviser, Albert

Harris, I began taking films of the

sponges and soon saw things that contra-

dicted the traditional view of sponges: the

little creatures were slowly crawhng across

the bottom of their containers.

Both Harris and I were curious about

whether other sponges could move about

like my Httle freshwater subjects. Seizing

the opportunity to spend time in warmer

waters than those of central North Car-

A close-up mew of a Callyspongia shows the aiiiiiid's delicately branched margin, right.

Cell movements at the margin help propel the sponge. Below: The author used a laundry pen

to track the progress ofsponges moving along the glass wall of an aquarium.
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olina, I headed toward the coast and ob-

tained various species of marine sponges

that range trom Bermuda to the Carib-

bean. To my dehght, these larger sponges

also moved—albeit slowly—when placed

in saltwater tanks.

Within one to four weeks after being

placed m the aquariums, the sponges

formed flattened protrusions. When these

protrusions—which became the leading

margins of the sponge—contacted a glass

wall, they began to move along the glass,

appearing to drag the rest of the animal

behind. (Sponges usually climbed up the

progress along the aquarium glass. On av-

erage, the sponges traveled about two

miUimeters a day. Of the five species I

measured, the champion speedster was

the attractive lavender sponge Halicloim

loosiviojfi, which began moving a few days

after capture and regularly clocked speeds

in excess of four millimeters a day. Hali-

clona also had the intriguing habit of leav-

ing behind large portions of its old skele-

ton as it moved.

Neither I nor Harris had ever seen or

heard of anything like these crawling

sponges before, but soon aftenvard, a col-

The champion speedster regularly moved
more than four millimeters a day.

Cell "I'ciiis" rransport bits of silica to the iimrgiiis of the marine sponge Haliclona

loosanofFi,_/ci/'/n!/i_!j new skeleton as the animal crawlsfoiward . (Loose silica is visible as 0.

1

millimeter needlelikefragments.)

walls, giving the impression that they

were trying to escape. More likely, the

part of the sponge closest to the top of the

tank was probably exposed to more water

flow and thus more nutrients. As a result,

this part of the sponge may have been

healthier and better able to puU the rest of

the animal along with it.)

Writing on the tank with a laundry

marker, I periodically traced the sponges'

league informed us of a 1949 paper that

also reported on sponge locomotion. The

author of this paper, Maurice Burton, was

a longtime keeper (curator) at the British

Museum in charge of the museum's large

sponge collection (among other inverte-

brates). Burton had caused a small sensa-

tion in the press in 1933 by reporting at a

meeting of the Zoological Society of

London that some ot the living sponges

under his care were slowly moving

around in their aquariums. His report in-

spired the British satirical magazine Punch

to pubhsh a letter about "Fluffy," a pet

sponge who allegedly migrated from his

owner's bathroom to a pari of water in the

garage. Burton was invited to publish his

results but demurred, thinking his find-

ings weren't conclusive enough. (Perhaps

he was also wary ofmore publicity.)

After World War II, Burton corrobo-

rated his aquarium findings with field

studies. He scoured thousands of square

feet along the rocky coast of southeast

England and observed thousands of

sponges in tidal pools and sea caves. His

1949 paper, published in the Proceedings of

the Zoological Society of London, contained

detailed observations of these sponges and

numerous sketches depicting how the an-

imals continually changed shape and

moved. Burton writes of the "awkward

and cramped positions" he endured while

sketching his subjects, but he makes no

mention of snorkel or scuba equipment. I

picture him scrambling around treacher-

ous, slippery rocks, just behind the reced-

ing tide, and sticking his head and body
,

into submerged holes in an effort to catch

sponges in the act of moving.

Burton's observations led him to con-

clude that sponges were "anything but

the frxed and static organisms they [were]

thought to be." Unfortunately, his find-

ings did not have much lasting impact.

Later field biologists explained sponge

movements and shape changes as the re-

sult of external disturbances or changes in

cell growth patterns (much like those

seen in plant movements), but not as a re-

sult of active locomotion. Yet here I was,

decades after Burton's discovery, watching

sponges move up an aquarium wall, and I

became determined to find out how they

did it.

Like most animal cells, sponge cells are

capable of a crawling locomotion similar

to that of the single-celled amoebas stud-

ied in introductory biology courses. I sus-

pected that the locomotion of sponges

was related to small-scale movements of

their component cells. To test this idea, I
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got several small sponges to crawl onto

shallow dishes or other portable surfaces

and then transferred the animals to the

microscope stage, where I examined their

flattened leading margins. The resultant

photographs and time-lapse films showed

that the surtace cells at the sponges' mar-

gin were actively crawling on the bottom

of the dish they were in. These marginal

cells formed numerous, stretched protru-

sions on the dish; some cells actually

broke free of the sponge and wandered

about by themselves (looking like httle

lost amoebas) for a while before reuniting

with the "mother ship." These leading-

edge cells exerted considerable traction,

wrinkling thin, transparent sheets of sili-

con rubber that we sometimes placed

under the crawHng sponges. This traction

appeared to propel the entire sponge for-

ward. To put it somewhat crudely, these

observations showed that a sponge crawls

as if it were a multicellular amoeba.

Later time-lapse observations also

showed extensive cell movement through-

out visible portions of the sponge's inte-

rior; these movements result in continual

rearrangement of the sponge's internal

anatomy. As the sponge changes shape,

new skeleton forms to support it. Spicules

are carried by amoeboid cells to areas

newly formed by the crawling leading

margin, and there the spicules are glued

together to form a new extension to the

skeleton. The sponge is also perpetually

remodeling its internal plumbing as its

canals fijse, branch, and elongate, all with-

out any apparent disruption of the animal's

filtration system. Other animals also un-

dergo cellular and anatomical rearrange-

ments, but only at certain times: for e.x-

ample, during embryonic and larval

development, wound healing, or the inva-

sion of cancer cells. Sponges may be

unique among animals in exhibiting a

,low, almost embryonic anatomical flexi-

bility for their entire lives.

This flexibility appears t(j give sponges

cveral survival advantages. Wounds

—

even gaping holes made by predators

—

heal rapidly in sponges, which, unlike

most animals, don't have to grow new ti.s-

To exert the traction necessary to turn cell movement into locomotion, a sponge must be

attached to something solid. The Callyspongia above has settled on a coral reef off Bonaire

in the Lesser Antilles

sue to fill a large wound. They simply

allow their cells to move into the wound

and close it. Their plasticity may also give

sponges an advantage in competing for

open space with more sessile encrusting

organisms, such as tunicates and bry-

ozoans. To occupy new space, a sponge

can simply rearrange its anatomy and

spread out, while most other encrusting

organisms (which tend to be colonial)

may have no choice but to wait until

they've grown new tissue or even new in-

dividuals.

Now that I've witnessed sponges on

the move, however, I will be very careful

before making any definitive statements

about these other, apparendy sessile ani-

mals. Perhaps a closer look will reveal that

some of them, too, are not quite the stay-

at-homes they are assumed to be. D
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111 Cuba's promue of Villa Clara,

many towns cckhrate December

"revels" witli flonls,'Jvrworks, and

friendly iicifihhorliood ronipclitioii.
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Rural Cubans

cope with the

"special period in

a tinie ofpeace."

Story by Tom Miller

Photographs by Ernesto Bazan

Eighty-three-year-old Francisca and her

fifty-five-year-old daughter, Modesta,

farm and get by, barely but consistently.

The modest patch of land they joindy

plant with beans and other crops hes just

downhill from the town of Viiias in

Cuba's central province of ViUa Clara.

Bordering the northern coast and cover-

ing more than 3,000 square miles, the

province has a population of close to

850,000 people, mostly of mixed Spanish

and African descent. Except for slight

hiUs that rise inland to the southeast, the

province consists of fertile flatland ideal

for sugarcane and cattle grazing. An ap-

pliance factory produces consumer neces-

sities such as pots and pans, while a uni-

versity in the provincial capital, Santa

Clara, draws high-school graduates from

the surrounding territory.

From inside her wooden shack, Fran-

cisca can see truckloads of cane passing

by, a reminder that despite Cuba's unique

pohtical identity, the country shares its

economic history with the rest of the

Caribbean. ViUa Clara annually yields

more than a half miUion tons of sugar-

cane, about 10 percent of the national

crop, whose export has traditionally been

the island's chief source of foreign cur-

rency. Even now, when tourism has be-

come the top money-earner, the sugar-

cane harvest can determine economic

prospects during what is euphemistically

called the special period in a time of

peace—the devastating hardships brought

about by the implosion of Soviet com-

munism and evaporation of its largesse.

A frayed electric wire with an empty

socket hangs from the ceiUng. "There are

few Hght bulbs in the countryside," Fran-

cisca explains. Her sewing machine is

host to spider webs. "To fix it, I need a

part that costs twenty pesos [almost $1]. I

offered the repairman a trade for beans,

but he refused."

The U.S. dollar, the possession of

which prior to mid- 1993 could (and

often did) land Cubans in jail, is no longer

the currency of choice; it is the currency

of necessity. Cubans get dollars by work-

ing in the tourist industry or for a multi-

national company, through petty crime,

by begging or playing the black market,

or from families overseas. Francisca, a

typical campesina, is no criminal or beg-

gar; she has no access to the black market

and no family abroad to help with cloth-

ing or money. Her meager crop is her

currency. "What can I say? I've always

been poor. I went through sLxth grade.

My husband was a vaqiiero. He worked on

horseback at a nearby farm. He died last

year; he was sitting right there." Francisca

indicates a wobbly wooden chair next to

the handmade table.

We walk the short distance up the road

to Modesta's home (a second daughter

lives in Havana). The younger woman is

spreading beans to dry on her front

porch. She says she divorced her husband

because he would come home drunk and

beat her. Her four children hve nearby,

and she sees her six grandchildren fre-

quently. Her handsome two-bedroom

home has a twenty-three-inch television,

a stereo, and a washing machine. It is

fJled with furniture made by a carpenter

son. "I paid for the house with a loan

from the state," she says. I admire a thin

quilt covering one bed; the design of

white and red crosses, interspersed with

touches of blue, somewhat resembles an

Amish motif. "Oh that? When I have free

time and extra cloth, I work on it."

The kitchen has a two-burner gas

stove, but gas has become an almost un-

obtainable luxury. So to prepare a cup of

coffee for me, Modesta takes me behind

the house to her "rustic kitchen"—an

open-air, thatched-roof affair equipped

with a wood stove. She fires up some kin-

dling, sets a pot of water to boil, and

grinds some home-grown coffee beans.

"It's true we have no gas," she remarks,

"but we do have a monthly allotment of

water. I get firewood with the help of an

old man who lives in town; we take his

cart into the nearby hills to collect it."

This occasional hunt for scrap wood is the

most that the mother and daughter do to

breach the law. "Here, have a cup of

country coffee." I compUment Modesta

on her coffee and resourcefulness. "We

have to be inventive to live," she says v/ith

a laugh. "We're Cubans."

My visit, in December 1996, comes in

a good season to take the pulse of ViUa

Clara and, by extension, the nation as a

whole. This is the month that residents

busily repair any damage incurred during

In the village ofDolores, below, the homeless

find temporary shelterfi)llowing Hurricane

Lili. Above right: Modesta and her mother,

Francisca, farmfi}r a living.
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the autumn hurricane season. The small,

early harvest to provide sugar for domes-

tic consumption—a sort of spring train-

ing before the real season starts for ex-

portable sugar—has just ended, and the

big harvest is just getting under way. And
December marks the season of las parmn-

das, or revels, the raucous fiestas that have

been celebrated m some ViUa Clara towns

for more than a century.

December also marks the anniversary

of the final, decisive battle of the 1956-59

revolution, when rebel troops under

Ernesto ("Che") Guevara derailed an ar-

mored train fiUed with government sol-

diers and won a pitched batde in Santa

Clara. The loss was a determining factor

in General Fulgencio Batista's decision to

flee the country. BuUet holes from that

In Havana and the west, Hurricane LilVs brutal, sustained

rains damaged housing already weakfrom disrepair.

firefight still pockmark the upper facade

of Santa Clara's main hotel, where I am
staying. (Guevara was killed thirty years

ago while ti-ying to foment a revolution

in Bolivia. In October 1997 his remains

were returned to Santa Clara and en-

tombed in the base of an immense statue

of him near the center of the town.)

About eighteen miles southeast of

Santa Clara, Francisca and Modesta's half-

acre plot IS stiU recovering from the on-

slaught of Hurricane Lili, which invaded

Cuba's mainland two months earlier.

"Malanga, beans, yuca, avocado, plantains,

papaya, everything we had, blown to

smithereens," says Modesta. "The televi-

sion weatherman told us that Lili was

gone, but she was right here that whole

weekend. We felt it, we lived it! Fortu-

nately, we didn't lose a lot." Lili had ad-

vanced along a shifting, unpredictable

course. Havana and the west got brutal,

sustained rains that severely damaged

housing already weak from disrepair, forc-

ing the temporary evacuation of 60,000

inhabitants. And Lili stirred up nasty

weather throughout tiie country's mid-

section, displacing some 190,000 more.
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The damage to sugar mills threatened to

aggravate an already sluggish economy.

One of the pueblos m Lili's path was

Calimete, a small sugar town in the

province of Matanzas. The hurricane

submerged cane roots for days. "The hur-

ricane created a fracas much as General

Maceo did!" says CaUmete schoolteacher

Alicia Albarran. The story goes that it was

here, during the protracted struggle for

independence from Spain, that General

Antonio Maceo lulled Spanish troops by

leaving in one direction, only to surprise

them by returning from another. Maceo,

"the bronze titan," proved the master mil-

itary strategist until his death in battle m
1896. In 1998, Cuba will commemorate

the centenary of its independence.

With Lih, ViUa Clara, which averages

fifty-two inches of ram annually, was hit

with nearly thirteen inches within a few

days. The hurricane damaged the

dwellings of many residents. People who

had nowhere to go were stashed in any

building that had space and a roof. In Do-

lores, a rural community a few miles in-

land from Caibarien (ViUa Clara's port

city), a vacant school dormitory was

pressed into service as an emergency shel-

ter for two dozen people. Many of them

had already been directly dependent on

the state because of previous personal

calamities. Upon my arrival, half of them

rush up to tell me their tales ofwoe. "I've

lived on the streets since my mother

died," says a barefoot mother who claims

to be nineteen but looks five years

younger. "I have no family to turn to."

She hoists up Antonio, her young son; I

notice that his body is spotted with dark

rashes and that his scrotum is grossly en-

larged. Another woman, holding her

daughter's hand, says, "We've been living

in the streets under portals. My daughter

is eight, but she's not in school. Where

would she go?" A small boy wanders over

to the gathering, and the woman whis-

pers loudly, "He's only four, but they've

already detected mental disabihties caused

by neglect."

They each want to describe their pre-

LiU circumstances. An unshaven man ap-

proaches, hand outstretched. "I'm Sebast-

ian. I've been living under corrugated tin

near the airport." A woman with un-

tended eye problems—but who has re-

cently undergone kidney surgery—says,

"I lived in one room made of palm

fronds." A relatively hefty man joins us:

"My shed was metal and wood. I fished

for a living, but the hurricane blew away

my home. Now I'm trimming growth by

the highway." The first woman, the one

who looks so young, turns to me. "They

should have put us up at Guanajay," she

mutters, referring to a prison near Ha-

vana. "That would be better than this."

Just as they offer to show me their dor-

mitory, the local political chief arrives and

asks what is going on. He forbids the res-

idents to speak with me. I tell him I am

not looking for scandal or misery, only a
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glimpse of how one Caribbean country

deals with devastation when a ruinous

storm blows through. This does not im-

press him, and he insists I see the state se-

curit\' flinctionary in Caibarien. (Only

yesterday, I spent much of the day at secu-

rit\- headquarters waiting for photogra-

pher Ernesto Bazan, whom authorities

had temporarily detained.) After a couple

of hours and a few phone calls, the

Caibarien official says I can continue my
work. On my return I am confronted by

another local poUtical figure, but this time

I am accompanied by a doctor who ex-

plains that state security has approved my
visit. "He's written about Cuba in a

friendly way. He's against the blockade."

Evidently, this is the litmus test for a for-

eign scribe; the administrator does an

about-face and leads me into the dormi-

tory. When substantial change visits

Cuba's political system, some will adapt

with relative ease, while others wiU find it

difficult to adjust. The doctor, I reflect,

win effortlessly fit into the former cate-

gory; the local politico into the latter.

The dormitory apparently serves as a

barracks for migrant laborers during the

sugarcane cutting season, when school is

not in session. The living quarters are

dirty but livable, with slatted windows, a

tile floor, corrugated-tin roof, and dou-

ble-decker bunks. The sets of bunks have

been haphazardly partitioned off with

cardboard dividers, allowing couples and

families some minimal privacy. The torn

and stained mattresses aren't much thicker

than the cardboard frames and wooden

crossbars they rest on, and the sheets—the

few that there are—are pretty filthy. Al-

and the adults a soft drink. When there's

no milk, we serve sugar water. Some

work in the potato fields near here, but

when school gets back in session, we'U

have to find new lodging for all of them.

We try to take care of them the best we

can. A doctor visits every so often. That

boy you saw? We had surgery performed

on his scrotum a couple of weeks ago."

The doctor who accompanies me, a

helpful fellow in his forties named Miguel

Martin, comments that a boy with a rash

on his arm has parasites—worms and in-

sects. "These people's problems are com-

pounded by extremely old mattresses in

awfully close sleeping quarters without

adequate ventilation."

Dr. Martin—known to everyone as

Mike (pronounced Mickey)—is an obste-

trician-gynecologist who rides the circuit

Tlte parrandas draw enthusiastic participation because the revels

are apoUtical, determinedlyfreefrom everyday economic burdens.

In Remedios, left, where the

pamndas festivities emerged in

the 1800s, an elaborate,

stationaryfloat stands in the

town center—one of two

structures built by rival

neighborhoods. Above:Juan

Martinez and hisfamily sit

doivn to lunch.

though the windows allow for a breeze, a

slight stench permeates the place, largely a

residue of cooking odors. Most of the

showers at the end of the hall are out of

service.

"We serve them viandas |a mix of tu-

bers], rice, potage, and arroz con Icchc |rice

with milkj," says the official. "We make

sure the kids get chocolate milk every day

in rural Villa Clara from his base in

Remedios, a nicely preserved colonial

village. He has written a number of small

books about preventive health care, some

geared for children, and he takes great

professional pride in ViUa Clara's infant

mortality rate—only 5.9 per thousand

births, among the lowest in the country,

which is also among the lowest in the

Americas. Family planning and prenatal

care remain high priorities, despite the

dearth of supplies and medicines in the

special period (advertisements promoting

condom use are broadcast on television

and radio, contraceptives are available,

and abortion is common).

In Palacio, a nearby pueblo whose

economy depends on sugar processing, I

meet Juan Bermudez, whose neighbors

are helping him rebuild a home wrecked

by Lili. Bermudez, fifty-eight years old, is

convinced he was saved from sure death

by a miracle. He was seated at the en-

trance to his home, preparing some food,

when the hurricane struck with full force.

The roof of palm fronds caved in, erupt-

ing into flames from the stove, and a sup-
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porting beam came crashing down, nar-

rowly missing him. Bermiidez reached

out for his gesso image of La Virgen de la

Caridad del Cobre, Cuba's patron saint.

Then another major gust arrived, only

this time it carried a torrential rainstorm,

dousing the flames. Bermudez emerged

from his house unscathed, clutching the

gesso image. He credits the saint with

preserving his life.

I suspect Juan Bermvidez will be among

the faithful when John Paul II visits this

province m January 1998. The pope will

find that the number of Cubans openly

identifying themselves as CathoHcs has

grown since 1991, when the Communist

Party allowed religions a higher profile.

The latest statistics reveal that 15 percent

of Cubans consider themselves atheists,

while an equal number identify with one

December marks the amnversary of Che Guevara's triumph in

thefinal decisive battle of the 1956-59 revohition.

specific religion. The vast majority, how-

ever, dine at a spiritual smorgasbord ofbe-

liefs. Among them are many who call

themselves Catholic but who identify

equally with Santeria, a religion that

blends Catholicism with the worship of

deities brought by slaves from Africa.

The special period has dampened but

not drowned Cuba's essential frivolities.

During the course of a weekend on Santa

Clara's main square, one could learn

about homemade wine from the Vinicul-

ture Club or about growing plants from

the Bonsai Cultivation Society. Residents

could dance at a late-night disco or watch

the National Ballet of Cuba perform Cin-

derella. In the countryside, people pass

their spare time playing dominoes, repair-

ing cars, even staging cockfights (betting

is banned, fighting roosters are not). And

in December, much of eastern Villa Clara

dehghts in the annual parmndas.

The parmndas emerged in Remedies in

the 1800s from a mixture of year-end re-

ligious celebrations, community revelry,

neighborhood rivalry, uncontrolled py-

rotechnics, and (through the quirkiness

of late-nmeteenth-century immigration)

Eastern European music. The festivities

quickly spread to many other small

towns. A pueblo divides itself roughly in

half each side with a geographic or his-

torical identity. Each half designs and

builds a float, often sixty feet high, to be

hauled to the central plaza. (In a few small

Tlie sugarcane harvest, above and

right, is a remitider that despite

Cuba's unique political identity, the

country shares a common economic

history with the rest of the

Caribbean. Top: Francisco exhibits

some oj her carvings.
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towns \\'ith vei^y narrow streets, such as

Remedies, they build monstrous station-

ary displays instead of tractor-puUed

floats.) The floats may reflect pop culture

(Snow White, outer-space tantasy), inter-

national icons (Simon Bolivar, George

Washington), and national themes

(Cuban tobacco, the successful literacy

program). In the center of town, the rev-

elers face off in an evening of dancing,

drinking, and pubHc-spirited indulgence.

I opt tor the parmndas in Caibarien be-

cause it's on the coast, and its neighbor-

hoods are clearly defined—and divided

—

by allegiance to crops or fish, land or sea.

On the appointed night, I watch the two

rival floats—laden with blinking lights

and waving, costumed residents—lead

neighborhood parades through streets

lined with stands selling food, knick-

knacks, and handicraft items of leather

and wood. Wandering through the easy-

going chaos, I feel as though I'm at a

lively county fair gone slightly haywire.

Fireworks cap the evening, first m deaf-

ening explosions, then more sporadically

through the night, flashes ofHght coupled

with the rat-tat-tat of cherry bombs.

The panandas draw enthusiastic partici-

pation because they are apoUtical, deter-

minedly free from the economic burdens

that weigh down the other 364 days of

the year. The celebration is a link be-

tween the villagers and their ancestors,

and is something proudly handed down

to the next generation. The neighbor-

hood rivalries peak before midnight,

when the floats confront each other, but

by dawn most celebrants have forgotten

which part of town they come from. D

Travel and Reading

Travel to Cuba by citizens of the United

States is regulated by the Treasury Depart-

ment's Ofllce of Foreign Assets Control.

Detailed information wOl be faxed to you

ifyou request it by calling (202) 622-0077.

Both Global Exchange in San Francisco,

(800) 497-1884, and the Center for Cuban

Studies in New York, (212) 242-0559, or-

ganize legal study trips to Cuba. Off the

beaten track, the province of Villa Clara is

reached from Havana by bus, train, or car.

Natural Cuba, by Alfonso SUva Lee (Pan-

gaea, 1996)

Trading until the Enemy: A Yankee Travels

Through Castro's Cuba, by Tom Miller

(Basic Books, 1996)

Tlie Reader's Companion to Cuba, edited by

Alan Ryan (Harcourt Brace, 1997)
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Like Galapagos finches, anoles of the Greater

Antilles have proved to be eminently adaptable,

By Jonathan B. Loses and Kevin de Queiroz

Facing page:A male

Graham's anole pauses

to sip hector, or perhaps

dew,from a blossom on

the island of Bermuda.

Native to Jamaica, this

lizard was introduced

into Bermuda in 1905.

The term "tropical biodiversity" is more likely to con-

jure up images ofAmazonian rain forests than Jamaican

beach resorts. Yet to study the causes of species rich-

ness, we travel to Negril, home to such vacation get-

aways as Sandals and Hedonism II. Like most denizens

of Negril, our subjects are sun lovers; their preferred

basking spots, however, are not beach towels but tree

trunks. Beautiful, scaly, and found just about anywhere

in Negril but on the beach itself, Jamaican anoles

(lizards of the genus Aiiolis) are a living test case for our

investigations nito the workings of evolution.

Even a leisurely stroU around Negril reveals an

abundance and diversity' ot lizards. At the bases ot trees

and wooden posts, two species perch head downward.

One, the Jamaican lined anole, prefers shadier spots,

whereas the brown anole basks on fence posts out in

the open. Four other species are found farther up in

the trees. The two most common run and jump from

branch to branch, using trunks and leaves as necessary.

They have slightly diiierent temperature preferences

but mainly differ in size and color, the beautiful blue

Graham's anole being twice the weight of the smaller

and paler opalescent anole. The king of the treetops,

and the giant among Negril's tree-dweUing anoles, is

the fifteen-inch-long "green guana," as the locals caU

it. This fearless, lime-colored lizard supplements its

diet of insects with small vertebrates, including other

anoles. The anole that is possibly the most numerous is

also the most rarely seen. A cautious demeanor and

camouflage markings make the Valencienne's anole

difficult to spot as it creeps along narrow branches and

twigs in search of hidden prey. This short-legged lizard

is not a sprinter or leaper; it eludes predators by avoid-

ing detection in the first place.

Each of these six species is adapted to its own eco-

logical niche, in particular to the surface on which it

lives and moves. The stubby legs of Valencienne's

anole, for example, may not give the animal speed but

are well suited for maintaining balance on narrow

twigs. In contrast, anoles that spend their lives closer to

the ground have extremely long hind limbs that pro-

vide great sprinting andjumping capabilities (as we de-

termined in the field, using a portable lizard racetrack

and long-jump pit). These lizards sit motionless for

long periods, their athletic prowess held in check as

they scan the ground surrounding their perch. When
an unwary insect wanders within range, the Uzards dart

out to capture a meal.

Anoles have also adapted to life in the trees by

evolving adhesive toe pads, like those of their cousins

the geckos. These pads, which are covered by millions

of microscopic, hairlike structures, allow lizards to

cling to the smooth and irregular surfaces of leaves and

narrow branches. Species that dwell high in the trees

have a greater need to maintain their grip; they gener-

ally have more well-developed toe pads than do species

that live closer to the ground.

This array of anoles constitutes a classic case of

adaptive radiation, a common phenomenon on islands

in which the first species to arrive, finding a realm of

untapped ecological niches, gives rise to a diversity of

descendant species, each adapted to use a different part

of the environment. The most famous case of adaptive

radiation is that of Darwin's finches, in the Galapagos

Islands, but there are many others, including Hawaiian

honeycreepers and East African Rift lake cichhds.

The adaptive radiation of Caribbean anoles, how-

ever, is exceptional in two regards. First, Caribbean

anoles have experienced not one but four adaptive ra-

diations, by diversifying independently on each island

of the Greater Antilles—Cuba, Jamaica, Puerto Rico,

and Hispaniola (which encompasses the countries of

Haiti and the Dominican Republic). Second, and

more surprisingly, these independent radiations have

Darwin's Lizards
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In the Greater Antilles, Anolis lizards tt)at adapted to corresponding niches look alike, although

they are not closely related. Below is a sampler of niche holders listed by species name and a

photo of one member of each category.

Tree crown

Large body, large toe pads

Cuba—Anolis equestris

Hispaniola—/4. ricordii

Jamaica—4. garmani

Puerto Rico—/(. cuvieri

Upper trunk/canopy

Large toe pads, can change color

Cuba—Anolis porcatus
Hispaniola—/A. chlorocyanus

Jamaica—/4. grafiami

Puerto Rico—/4. evermanni

Twig

Short body, slender legs and tail

Cuba—Anolis angusficeps

Hispaniola—/A. insolitus

Jamaica

—

A. valencienni

Puerto Rico—/4. occulfus

Midtrunk

Long forelimbs, vertically

flattened body

Cuba-Anolis loysiana

Hispaniola-/4, distichus

Jamaica—none found

Puerto Rico—none found

Lower trunk/ground

Stocky body, long hind limbs

Cuba—Anolis sagrei

Hispaniola—/I. cybotes

Jamaica—/I. linealopus

Puerto Rico—/I. gundlachi

Grass^ush

Slender body, very long tail

Cuba—Anolis alutaceus

Hispaniola—/I. olssoni

Jamaica—none found

Puerto Rico—/I. pulchellus

W-
» gundlachi

KM

produced remarkably similar sets of species on each is-

land (see table at left). For example, the slender, twig-

hugging Valencienne's anole lives on Jamaica, but each

of the other islands hosts a species extremely similar ni

build and coloration that uses the same habitats and be-

haves in much the same way. Each of the four islands

also has at least one long-legged species that perches

motionless near the ground usmg a sit-and-wait forag-

ing strategy to ambush prey; a shorter-limbed arboreal

species with large toe pads, which moves throughout

the trees and has the ability to change colors dramati-

cally (from green or blue to brown); and a large species

that lives high in the crown of trees. Although such

convergent evolution is a widespread phenomenon in

both the animal and plant kingdoms, convergence of

entire sets of adaptive radiations has rarely been docu-

mented—and never before in quadruplicate.

The outcomes of the independent radiations, how-

ever, have not been identical. Cuba and Hispaniola, but

not Jamaica and Puerto Rico, host a tree-trunk special-

ist with a flattened body, while Cuba alone has a large

anole that lives near streams, catches fish, and runs

across water to escape predators, much like the Central

American basilisk lizard. Similarly, m Hispaniola, a

small anole inhabits the leaf litter of mountainous rain

forests; the unusual structure of its vertebrae may be an

adaptation for hopping. AH four Greater AntiUean is-

lands have stream and rain forest habitats, so the exis-

tence of only a single stream specialist and a single leaf-

litter speciahst is a mystery. Further investigation may

eventually reveal why certain ecological niches are

adapted to repeatedly while others are not.

Given their diversity, one might predict that these

island anoles have been in the Caribbean for quite some

time, and indeed they have. Few anole fossils exist, but

a dozen amber-entombed specimens, all but one from

deposits in the Dominican Republic, are from fifteen to

twenty miUion years old. When we compared two of

these specimens with living Dominican species, we

found that the fossil Hzards were virtually identical to

the shorter-hmbed, color-changing tree Uzards on the

island today. Our studies could not reveal whether the

fossil anoles and extant Dominican lizards are close rel-

atives or distant relatives that have converged to look

ahke. But they do indicate that the evolutionary con-

vergence observed today in lizards throughout the

Greater Antilles is an ancient phenomenon.

Even without fossils, much can be inferred from

comparisons of living species. For example, all Jamaican

anoles, with the exception of the brown anole (a nat-

ural colonist that arrived from Cuba relatively recently,

perhaps a few thousand years ago), have a unique com-
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Welcome to the Sunshine State

Florida is one of the most biologically rich areas in North

America, but not all of its fauna is native. Today, the most

abundant anole in Florida is an emigre iiom Cuba. Common
and widely distributed in the Caribbean, the sLx-inch-long

browTi anole can be found perched on almost any tree trunk,

brush pile, or fence post in its range. In the 1960s, the brown

anole was generally restricted to Florida seaports, but it has

since flourished and spread northward. Its ascendancy, how-

ever, has come at a cost to the native green anole. (This lizard.

sometimes inisleadingly called the American chameleon, is

often sold in pet stores.) Although little data about the interac-

tions of the native and introduced species have been published,

any Florida old-timer will teU you the same thing: before the

bro^vn anole arrived, green anoles were a lot more common.

In all, seven anole species have been introduced into Florida.

They include representatives of all four Greater AntUlean radi-

ations and the largest of all 400 living anole species, the eight-

een-inch-lona; Cuban knight anole.

The Cuban brown anole,

o//osAnolissQgrei, /s

widespread in the

Caribbean and Florida.

Perched on a fence, this

lizard is peeling off a

thin layer of dead skin

and will later devour if

Anoles can shed their

skin every two or three

months.
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iche Neighbors
Ancles that share extremely close ecological quarters—part of

the same tree trunk, for example—need to minimize competi-

tion for food and perches. Fine-tuned physiological adapta-

tions help solve this problem. In Puerto Rico, both the crested

anole and Gundlach's anole perch low on tree trunks and for-

age on the ground. They can coexist because the crested anole

prefers sunny areas where it can bask and raise its body tem-

perature to 86° F, while Gundlach's anole is more often found

in deep forest shade and is comfortable at a body temperature

closer to 78° F. In transition zones, where the forest gives way

to open areas, the two species can share a tree trunk; one will

be active when the trunk is in the sun, the other when it is

cloaked in shade. Such coexistence is carried to the extreme in

western Cuba, where four species divide the base-of-the-tree

habitat by using areas differing slightly in temperature, humid-

ity, and illumination.

Another requisite for an anole with close neighbors is the

ability to recognize members of its own species, and thus avoid

wasting time in misdirected courtship or territorial displays.

(In most species, males defend their territories only against

other males of the same species.) Sharp eyesight and color vi-

sion are the keys to knowing who's who. A male, whether it is

wooing a female or defending its turf, displays by raising its

head and forequarters, bobbing its head up and down, and ex-^

tending a collapsible expanse of skin, called a dewlap, from its

throat. Each anole species has its own stereotyped pattern and.

frequency of head-bob movements. Video playback experi4|

ments show that anoles recognize their own species' display ca-

dence. The brightly colored and

often strikingly distinct dewlaps

also serve as species ID cards. For

example, the dewlaps of the

Cuban base-of-the-tree anoles are

unmistakable: one is white, an-

other is orange with yellow spots, a

third is red with a white rim, and

the fourth is yellow with big

splashes of red. Laboratory experi-

ments show that male anoles wUl

ignore males of their own species

that have had their dewlaps painted

a different color (with removable

lipstick) but will react aggressively

toward males of other species

whose dewlaps have been colored

to resemble their own.

A male Anolis sagrei (In the process of shedding its sidn) displays o distinctive dewlap.

bination of skeletal features, suggestmg that they de-

scended from a single ancestral species that originally

colonized the island. DNA studies support this conclu-

sion, showing that anole evolution proceeded essen-

tially independently on each island. Furthermore, with

one possible exception, the anoles that became special-

ized to use a particular habitat on one island are not

closely related to their ecological counterparts on the

other islands.

Despite decades ofwork by many researchers in the

Caribbean, new species of anoles are stiU encountered

evei'y year. The mountains of eastern Cuba, a particu-

larly rich source of new discoveries, are being investi-

gated by teams of biologists from the United States and

Cuba. At the same time, however, the destruction of

natural habitats is threatening the survival of some spe-

cies. The large Roosevelt's anole, from the islands east

of Puerto Rico, is already feared extinct, and several

other forest-dwelling species from Central America are

known to have inhabited areas that are now completely

deforested. One can only guess how many species have

perished along with the forests of Haiti, which now

occupy only 2 percent of their original area. While

some of the more common anoles thrive in human-al-

tered habitats, others are sensitive. Only by conserving

island forests can the natural laboratories of lizard evo-

lution be preserved for the enjoyment and the enlight-

enment of future venerations.
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The largest of all 400

members of the anole

fr/t)e,Anolisequestris,

the Cuban knight anole,

can reach a length of

eighteen inches. When

threatened, this giant

puffs up to appear even

larger, balls up its red

tongue in the front of its

mouth, and gapes

menacingiy.
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By Barbie Bischof

The Caribbean

Imagine animals—about the size of pencil erasers—so

efficient in their environment, so harmonious with the

plants liNong within their tissue, that they can fashion

some of the largest hard structures on Earth out of sea-

water and sunlight. Some of their creations, such as

Australia's Great Barrier Reef, stretch up to 1,250

miles in length. By placing tiny calcareous house upon

house, these litde builders maintain their position in

the \ven-lighted, shallow layer of ocean, pushing their

cities upward toward the sun as the sea floor sinks be-

neath them. Eniwetok AtoD, a supreme example ofan-

inial architecture in the South Pacific, is a circle of cal-

cium carbonate rock twenty-one miles wide,

twenty-sLx miles long, and five thousand feet thick.

These master builders are corals. Soft-bodied inver-

tebrates related to jellyfish, they filter tiny organisms

from the water and secrete hard, calcite shells around

themselves. Once a year, some corals reproduce by

broadcasting millions of sperm and eggs into the open

sea, while others brood their larvae to an advanced

stage and then release them. Coral colonies cover

about 232,000 square miles of the sea floor and pro-

duce between 100,000 and 500,000 tons of limestone

per square mile each year. Their constructions remain

unparalleled in size by the works of any living creatures

on Earth, including humans. Geologic processes have

folded some ancient reefs into mountains and buried

others, compressing the organic material into some of

our major oil deposits.

Reef-building corals have changed little since the

modern species evolved some 230 million years ago.

Distributed within the tissues of all reef-building

corals, and vital to their existence, are a group of sin-

gle-celled plants, or zooxantheUae, that convert sun-

light into energ)' for the corals. These algae are found

in concentrations of up to a half million cells per cubic

inch; about 8,500 of them would fit on the period at

the end of this sentence. The tiny plants impart the

rich hues of oranges, reds, purples, and yellows to

corals and apparently energize them to buUd their

limestone apartments at a speedy pace.

Keystone species of one of the planet's richest

ecosystems, corals foster a biodiversity that surpasses

even that of the rain forests. Reefs provide shelter,

food, and breeding grounds for an estimated 35,000 to

60,000 species worldwide, including almost a third of

the world's estimated 12,000 kinds of marine fishes.

They not only are home to many species but also con-

tain an uncommonly high number of phyla—creatures

as diverse as anemones, starfish, crabs, eels, sea slugs,

and sponges.

Life on the coral reef follows a predictable cycle of

day and night activities. As dawn breaks, oceangoing

predators such as hammerheads, gray reef sharks, and

barracuda patrol the reeflagoons and channels, looking

for a morning meal offish. Manta rays, mouths gaping

to strain out plankton carried by the tides, cruise along

the reef. HawksbOl turtles graze on sponges, bobbing

along the walls and crevices to avoid predators.

As the sun rises higher, the day grazers emerge

from their resting places. Brightly colored Caribbean

long-snout butterflyfish use their snouts to pluck out

soft coral animals from their homes, while parrotfish

employ their beaklike mouths to bite off algae growing

on the reef Spotted eagle rays glide along the walls and

nearby sand flats, stopping occasionally to forage for a

moUusk meal.

Within entangled coral branches, territorial damsel-

fish prune the algal gardens they so carefriUy maintain,

even removing any trespassing sea urchins. The urchins

A healthy reef in

Florida's Key Largo

Marine Sanctuary,

opposite page,

supports many kinds of

corals, fishes, and

invertebrates at a

depth of only ten feet

of water Brain corals,

staghorns, and other

species have clustered

around the site of an

old shipwrecl<, known

locally as Captain

Tom's Wreck.

State of the Ree

Cities Beneatli

the Sea
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Books to Read

Palaces Under the Sea:A

Guide to Understanding

the Coral Reef

Environment, by Joe

Strykowski and Rena M.

Bonem (StarThrower

Foundation, 1993)

Field Guide to Coral

Reefs: Caribbean and

Florida (Peterson Field

Guide Series), by Eugene

H.Kaplan and Susan L.

Kaplan (Hougfiton Mifflin

Co., 1988)

Coral Reef:A City That

Never Sleeps, by Mary M.

Cerullo and Jeffrey L.

Rotman (Cobblehill,

1996)

The Greenpeace Book of

Cora/ ffeefe, by Sue Wells

and Nick Hanna (Sterling

Publications, 1992)

A sea slug know/n as

the Spanish dancer, top

right, undulates through

the wafer. Classified as

a nudibranch, it lives

among coral reefs in

the Red Sea. At right, a

trumpetfish, related to

sea horses, hides

among yellow tube

sponges in a Caribbean

reef. Opposite page:

Schoolmaster

snappers, Caesar

grunts, and blue-striped

grunts congregate near

staghorn coral at

Pickles Reef in Key

Largo, Florida.

themselves meander along and among the corals, grazing

on the blue-green algae that rapidly accumulate. Puffer-

fish brave the urchins' spines to feast on their vulnerable

undersides. Should a passing predator nab a balloonfish

for a meal, the prey will quickly inflate to two or three

times its normal size, causing the hunter to spit it out.

Resembling elon-

gated plants, trumpet-

fish fool predators by

hovering vertically

just above the reef

while searching for a

suitable meal. Sea

horses wrap their tails

around sea fans or

grasses, where they

remain anchored,

waiting for small in-

vertebrates carried by

the currents.

As the sun sets,

the night shift be-

gins. Unfolding their

tentacles in a hy-

drauhc yawn, corals

begin to capture

passing plankton. An

octopus ventures

from its burrow in

search of a feast of

crab or clam, over-

turning rubble and

groping in crevices

with its sensitive

arms. In turn, gold-

entail moray eels

emerge from their

rocky dens to hunt

octopuses. Snappers,

porgies, and jacks

exit their nooks on

the reef to graze

nearby grass beds.

Spiny lobsters crawl

forth, foraging for

invertebrate prey.

Undulating along

the reefwall, a Span-

ish dancer—a type

of sea slug—grazes

on corals, sponges,

and anemones.

A reef is in some ways like a city, with various parts

functioning to help maintain the whole system.

Sponges act as water-treatment plants, circulating

water and removing suspended particles that can re-

duce light. Parrotfish keep the coral skeletons free of

suffocating algae, as did the long-spined Caribbean sea

urchin until a still-

unexplained die-off

of these creatures

started in Panama. In

the late 1970s, ram-

pant algae began to

dominate and de-

stroy many of the

Caribbean reefs, but

in the past ten years,

the sea urchin has

been making a

comeback.

Within the past

several years, new

species of fishes,

eels, octopuses, and

corals have been

found in reefs

around the world.

Several localities are

now known to con-

tain species whose

range is limited to a

single reef

But even as such

discoveries are being

made, scientists are

finding new threats

and dangers to these

intricate ecosystems,

prompting wide-

spread concern over

their fate.

In the Caribbean

the greatest problem

is the recent explo-

sive growth of the

human population.

The delicate balance

of coral reef com-

munities is being

upset as human ac-

tivities increasingly

affect the marine en-

vironment.
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Coral Worlds
A Natural History Guide to the Caribbean

TEXAS

^t Kemp's ridley

W^ Rancho Nuevo

FLORroA

Sea turtles, once common in tl^e Caribbean,

were overliunted and tt)eir eggs tofcen.

Witt) many nesting beacties now protected,

populations are slowly increasing.

Hawksbill

^Me

Biscayne

Everglades National Park VV

Hawksbill

MEXICO

. Cozumel

^ Sian Ka'an National

Park Biosphere Reserve

^ Hoi Chan

The Giant Blue Hole

BELIZE ,1^

Florida

Molasses Reef

CUBA

• Cayo Larto

Cabeseria d

Cayo Blanc

Jardines de la

Grand Cayman
Stingray City • ^

I
Orange Canyon

Halfmoon Wall-La Cheminee

In iNe waters off Bonaire a brain coral is

eroded by rapid wasting disease. The nature of

ttiis newest ttireat to Caribbean corals is still a

subject of controversy.

Hawksbill

Belize

GUATEMALA

EL
SALVADOR

HONDURAS

NICARAGUA

Jl^

if

^

^ ^

>

^ Tortuguera
Hawksbill 'W .

, , ,

7j^ Leatherback

> 'COSTA l^\^'?^^^^'^^'

RICA "^^

Source: World Conservation Monitoring Centre

Map design by Joyce Pendola

PANAMA
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Beach

t. ^.«,!- ^

Careless recreational diving and collecting can

damage tt)e coral colonies, possibly mal<ing

them more vulnerable to pathogens. The star

coral above has black-band disease.

Exuma Land
and Sea Park

^Antigua

Hawksbill

^
North, Middle, &

„,Vy East Caicos Islands

Coral Reefs, Mangroves, and

T\irtle-Nestlng Sites of the Caribbean

Coral reefs

<=> Threatened corals

"V. Mangroves

^ Loggerhead turtles

^ Other turtles (labeled on map)

1^ Marine protected areas

• Diving sites

An aerial view of a lagoon in Colombia shows

many dead mangrove trees and a thin ring

of living ones. Mangroves protect reefs from soil

runoff and shelter young fishes.

Montego Bay

"JAMAICX

Coralcs del Rosano
National Parkj

HAITI^ DOMINICAN'
REPUBLIC
Del Este National Park

Puerto Rico,

Isia Mona

Virgin Islands National

Park & Biosphere Reserve

^ J
V

'' ^ rj^
PUERTO A,
RICO V

Hawksbill

Saint Croix

Saba Marine Park

A
Saba ^

Leatherback
Grand Cul de Sac Marin

Green turtle

Guadeloupe VT

The Mushroom Forest Curasao Underwater Park

.J 1 Bonaire Marine Park

^v-
Curasao ^v

Uf^
Archipielago

Los Roc|ues

/ National Park

VliNEZUELA

COLOMBIA

^ The Hot
Water Spring

Martinique

Rocher du Diamant

1^

Buccoo Reef/Bon Accord

Lagoon Restricted Area VV

atherbr
-

'

Leatherback

1^

-^ Trinidad
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status Report

Reefs in Crisis

The tentacles of a

montti-old coral polyp

(shown at 72 times

actual size) reach out

to gather food

particles from the

water Millions of such

coral animals make up

the living surface of a

reef Various algae

known collectively as

zooxanthellae (visible

here as yellow dots)

live symbiotically

within coral tissue.

Humans have harmlessly harvested the rich wildlife on

coral reefs for thousands, perhaps hundreds of thou-

sands, of years. But in the late twentieth century,

human pressures—including a population explosion

and migration to coastal areas—have placed reefs at

risk. In the Caribbean basin, the population has

quadrupled since 1960, and 75 percent of the people

Hve withm six miles of the coastline. Natural events,

such as El Niiio, have also played a role in the decline

of reefs. And tourism has been both blessing and bane.

According to a report issued by the International

Coral Reef Initia-

tive, tourism ac-

counts for over 50

percent of the gross

national product of

several Caribbean

countries, providing

an economic incen-

tive for reef protec-

tion. But more visi-

tors means more

coral collecting and

more damage caused

by swimmers, divers,

and boat anchors.

Moreover, the clear-

ing of land to make

way for hotels and

homes has exponen-

tially increased the

rate of shoreline ero-

sion. Without the

natural filter provided by wetland vegetation, soil pours

into the sea, blocking the sunlight vital to corals and

choking the pores of sponges and other reef creatures.

On some reefs, nitrogen and phosphorus—runoff from

farm fertilizers—have overfed algae, creating a blanket

of vegetation that suffocates the coral and inhibits the

settlement of larval corals on the reef

Coastal waters are degraded off southern Florida,

Haiti, Cuba, the Dominican RepubUc, and Veracruz,

Mexico. Haiti's case is acute, because only one percent

of native coastal vegetation remains, and sewage treat-

ment plants have yet to be built. Contamination from

fossil fuels, industrial chemicals, and pesticides—as well

as domestic and animal waste—is also a problem

throughout the Caribbean.

Like other developing nations, some Caribbean

countries are forced to survive by overexploiting their

own resources for the global market. And coral reefs,

which occupy only

about 0.2 percent of

the world's oceans,

supply about 9 mil-

hon of the 80 million

tons offish harvested

worldwide each year.

Some of the harvest-

ing methods, such as

mechanical dredging

or large-scale poi-

soning, irreparably

damage the reefs.

And overfishing has

made the queen

conch, spiny lobster,

whelk, red snapper,

and Nassau grouper

commercially extinct

in many localities.

The once-abundant

jewfish, a grouper,

has virtually vanished firom the Caribbean. In Haiti,

larger reef fish and lobster populations are crashing be-

cause many of these animals are taken firom the sea be-

fore reaching reproductive maturity.

Commercially desirable fish and crustaceans aren't

the only casualties. Illegal sale of turdes is common in

the Dominican Republic, the Bahamas, and Mexico.

By Barbie Bischof
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Tourists' fancy for sou\'enirs such as shells, coral skele-

tons, and other curios has depleted black coral and

moUusks. Meanwhile, a growing aquarium trade has

overhar\'ested smaller, ornamental fishes.

The incidence of coral disease is also climbing (see

""Emerging Infections on the Reefs," page 48). And in

1997, El Nino was unexpectedly intense, producing

the \\-orst bleaching (expulsion of the colorful algae

that live \\ithin corals) seen in the last decade.

There is the potential for good news, however.

Sancmaries are beginning to change. Formerly de-

signed as just small, totally protected areas, they had lit-

tle impact on the health of reefi. Now the trend is to

di\-ide large areas into zones for distinct uses, such as

fishing, tourism, shipping, defense, collecting, scien-

tific research, and indigenous hunting and fishing.

Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary is among

those successfully adopting this approach. Many parks

throughout the Caribbean, however, don't have the

funding necessary for maintenance and enforcement.

While scientists have long recognized the impor-

tance of the land-water connection to reef health, im-

plementation of good land management techniques is

only beginning in many areas. Development within

parks such as the Sian Ka'an Biosphere reserve, in the

Yucatan Peninsula, is at least theoretically controlled.

In the United States, Florida nov^f requires barriers to

control sediment generated by construction projects.

In 1997—the International Year of the Reef—

a

public awareness campaign, conducted on a grass-roots

level, attempted to inspire local stewardship of reef

ecosystems. Within the last few years, various organi-

zations have begun to sponsor monitoring programs,

mapping expeditions, scientific research, and focused

conservation and management efforts.

Barbie Bischof is a Miami-based science writer. In preparing

this section, she considted with Robert Ginsburg, professor of

marine geology and geophysics at the Rosenstiel School of

Marine and Atmospheric Science, University ofMiami.

Blacl<-band disease

advances on a starlet

coral, destroying

healthy tissue and

exposing the

underlying skeleton. As

reefs are increasingly

subjected to stress—
whether by direct

damage from divers

and boats or by

pollutants and

sediment—diseases

may more easily

take hold.
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Emerging Infections on the Reefs
By Andrew W. Bruckner and Robin J. Bruckner

Overlying the immense skeletons that we know as corals is a

thin, fragile layer of tissue made up of living coral polyps and

their symbiotic algae. Like our skin, the "epidermis" of a reef

is easily abraded, and injuries are susceptible to infection. Coral

diseases have probably been around for as long as reefs have ex-

isted, but they have been recognized by scientists only in the

past twenty-five years. Over the last decade, they seem to have

intensified.

Black-band disease. The first scientific report of a coral

disease came out of Belize in 1973, when Arnfried Antonius,

of the University of Vienna, described an infection that

moved like a line of fire over a coral head, leaving behind

white, denuded skeleton. This dark band of filaments

—

primarily cyanobacteria, along with sulfur-oxidizing and

sulfur-reducing bacteria—is known as black-band disease.

Brain and star corals are most frequently affected. Curiously,

this disease can disappear for a year or more, then

mysteriously reinfect the same coral colony. Once it invades,

it tends to be chronic, slowly killing off corals year after year.

White-band disease, in 1982, William Gladfelter, of Fairleigh

Dickinson University's West Indies Laboratory, published a

startling report on a disease that was killing the elkhorn corals

in the waters around Saint Croix. The slow-acting affliction,

which destroyed up to 95 percent of the elkhorn coral at

Tague Bay and Buck Island Monument over a ten-year

period, causes coral tissues to peel off the skeleton, from base

to branch tips. Esther Peters and her colleagues at the U. S.

Environmental Protection Agency are investigating whether

an unusual rod-shaped bacterium is the primary agent. A
second form of the disease was discovered in the 1990s. The

two types are responsible for the loss of more than half of the

staghorn and elkhorn coral in the Caribbean and Florida

during the last two decades; they are still a threat.

Yellow-band disease, also known as yellow-blotch disease,

was first described by Craig Quirolo, ofReef Relief, in 1994.

The disease attacks boulder star coral—a major framework

builder in the Caribbean, where some colonies are hundreds

of years old. It may at first resemble bleaching, the syndrome

in which corals become pallid because they have lost their

symbiotic algae. Lesions start as narrow, light yellow bands or

r ic>\iud patches; then die section of pallid tissue slowly

lit ids outward, killing the coral, which becomes overgrown

v.'itii tilanientous algae. The cause has not yet been

determined, but bacterial pathogens are being investigated.

Patchy necrosis appears on elkhorn coral branches as one or

more irregular patches of denuded skeleton. The patches

spread outward as the tissue quickly dies, further exposing the

skeleton. We first observed patchy necrosis in 1994 on

elkhorn coral thickets off western Puerto Rico and have since

found the disease on nearby Mona Island.

White pox, identified in 1996 off the Florida Keys by James

Porter, of the University of Georgia, looks like a white rash,

or as though bleach has splattered on an otherwise healthy

stand. Porter noted that a vast quantity of the elkhorn coral

on several reefs had been destroyed. If white pox spreads

throughout the Florida Keys reef system at the rate he has

estimated, it may jeopardize the remaining elkhorn thickets.

White plague, a coral killer first recognized in 1977,

reappeared in 1995 in a more deadly form. On the Florida

Keys it has attacked elliptical star coral, a close relative of pillar

coral. White plague invades coral tissue at the base of the

formation; exposed patches, injuries, and depressions within

the colony may also serve as a point of entry. We identified an

outbreak of white plague, primarily affecting brain corals, in

Puerto Rico during 1996, less than a month after Hurricane

Hortense hit the area. Laurie Richardson, of Florida

International University; Garriet Smith, of the University of

South Carolina; and Kim Richie of the University of North

Carolina found white plague affecting eighteen reef-building

species in Florida and the Virgin Islands. The disease may be

bacterial m origin.

Rapid wasting disease, described in .1997 by James Cervmo

and Thomas Goreau, of the global Coral Reef Alliance, and

Kalli deMeyer, director of the Marine Park Bonaire, appears

to be destroying boulder star and brain corals, two major reef-

building species found in Bonaire, Curacao, Aruba, and

elsewhere in the Caribbean. Irregular white lesions appear on

the corals' upper surface, and as the disease advances, the top

layer of skeleton erodes, forming a distinct boundary between

tissue-stripped, damaged skeleton and normal tissue. While

some researchers attribute the lesions to a fungal pathogen,

we and other observers have linked them to repeated bites by

stophght parrotfish.

Andrew W. Bruckner is a doctoral candidate in the Department of

Marine Sciences at tlie University of Puerto Rico. Robin J.
Bruckner,

his wife, is his research partner Tliey have been examining the effects

of coral diseases ou reefs throughout tlie Caribbean since 1991.
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Story by Ross MacPhee Illustrations by Utako KikutanI

After severalfniitkss days spent at Cueva del Mono Fosil

looking for more monkey fossils, we decided to move

iipslope to Cueva Aha, where Grupo Borras hadfoinid a

few bones in the previons year We managed to ascend the

fiftyfoot cliffface by rope and ladder, finally reaching

Alta's narrow entrance by bellying across a sheer drop. . . .

Diwaldo, Efren, Osvaldo, and I spent the day moving

dirt out of the narrow chimney at the rear of the cave. Tlie

chimney is no more than a couple of feet wide and goes

straight up. Osvaldo was the only one of us small enough

to get inside. He encountered matrix and bones

immediately and started passing out bucket loadsfor

screening. Twenty minutes later a premolar, definitely

attributable to Paralouatta, appeared on the screen. Efren

immediately yelled down to Rivero, "iSe cncontro un

dietite de rnonol" and passed down the tooth in a bucket.

Rivero whooped, dug down into his pack, and sent up the

bottle of wine he had brought all the way from Havanaf^r

this very occasion.

Field notes, western Cuba, July 1990

Cuba is famous for many reasons, but certainly not for

its native mammals. Indeed, except for bats, an incred-

ibly rare insectivore {Solenodon cubanus), and a handful

of endemic rodents called hutias, there aren't any—not

now. A few thousand years ago, however, Cuba and

the other islands that constitute the Greater Antilles

(Hispaniola, Puerto Rico, and Jamaica) were home to

a number of mammals found nowhere else. In Cuba

they ranged in size from the island's behemoth, Mega-

locrms (a ground-livmg sloth, estmiated at 400 pounds,

distantly related to the hving two-toed sloth of South

America), to shrew-sized Nesophontes (some species of

which probably weighed less than an ounce). And

there were monkeys, as large as any living in the forests

of Brazil today, and rodents galore. Among the other

large vertebrates were enormous, flightless owls and

giant tortoises. Except for a few fragments, this part of

the fauna is aone.

Worldwide, much the same thing has happened in

recent millennia on virtually every island that had land

vertebrates. Madagascar's survivmg lemurs, for ex-

ample, are all squirts compared with gorilla-sized

Megaladapis, let alone the half-ton elephant birds that

roamed the island as recently as 500 years ago. And

who, coming to Crete or Cyprus nowadays, would

imagine that either of these islands supported hippos,

elephants, deer, and a host of other mammals several

thousand years ago? The dodo of Mauritius, a poster

child for conservation organizations, was only one of

some 2,000 distinct populations of birds that have dis-

appeared during the past 800 years. For the world's is-

lands, the biodiversity crisis has already come and

gone. Can we learn anything from their experience?

Knowing what's been lost requires knowing what

existed to begin with. Fortunately, the hard parts of

vertebrates are often preserved in favorable contexts

(such as caves), and this allows us to determine with

some precision how the veil of extinction has spread

over the planet in recent times. (The situation is very

different when we try to read the record of recent ex-

tinctions among arthropods. Because the bodies of

most kinds of insects are seldom preserved intact,

arthropod losses in the last 500 years—which scientists

claim may amount to thousands of species world-

wide—can only be indirectly and imperfectly esti-

mated.) But knowing who the players were does not

tell us anything about the acts of the play or the flow of

action. Retrieving the story of insular losses requires

cooperative eflibrts by researchers specializing in arche-

ology, paleontology, geology, paleoecology, and other

disciplines.

In the case of Cuba, the outhnes of its biological

tragedy are becoming clearer, although much remains

to be done. It is worth noting that some of the best and

most vigorous collecting in Cuba has been done not by

professional paleontologists or archeologists but by

clubs of avocational cavers. The one that I have worked

The Lesson of the Bones

Digging Cuba
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Cuba's half-dozen

species of sloths may

have become extinct

shortly after the arrival

ofAmerindians, about

7,000 years ago.

Depicted here are

Megalocnus rodens, the

largest species, and

Neocnus glirlformis,

which was probably

arboreal.



with the most, Grupo Pedro Borras of the Sociedad

Espeleologica de Cuba, has devoted itself to paleonto-

logical collecting in the limestone hiDs, or mogotes, of

Pinar del Rio Province in western Cuba. Among the

group's discoveries was the first decisive evidence that

Cuba once supported an endemic species of monkey

{Pamloiiatta paronai).

When humans first reached the shores of Cuba is

debatable, but they may have arrived as early as 7,000

years ago. Hispaniola was occupied at roughly the

same time, Puerto Rico and Jamaica somewhat later.

(Having no space to describe the several distinct cul-

tural groups known from the West hidian archeologi-

cal record, and with apologies to my archeologist col-

leagues, I will simply group aU island-dwelling Amer-

indians as Antillean hidians.) The earliest sites are

coastal, as are the vast majority of later ones. Eco-

nomically, it seems, Antillean hadians were almost

completely oriented toward the resources of the sea.

Remains of moUusks, crustaceans, and seabirds are

common in later sites. Although there are a number

of reports of associations between human artifacts and

the remains of large, extinct terrestrial mammals,

none of these survives critical scrutiny. The only

mammals that have been unequivocally found in such

an association are manatees, monk seals (now ex-

tinct), and a few rodent species. If the Antillean Indi-

ans ever knew of monkeys and sloths, this knowledge

seems to have been lost by the time the Spaniards ar-

rived at the end of the fifteenth century. The pio-

neering Spanish navigator snd chronicler Gonzalo

Fernandez de Oviedo (1478-1557), for example.
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took extensive notes on the kinds of animals known

to Hispaniolan Indians. None was described as being

large. Interestingly, two of the identifiable mammals

are a dog (the so-called barkless dog, or pcno iintdo,

which I regard as simply a breed of Ciiiiis familiaris, the

domestic dog) and the common guinea pig of South

America, Cavia porcelhis. Dogs are sometimes thought

to have been the only domesticated mammal the An-

tillean Indians possessed, but it is clear that rodents

were occasionally kept in some form of captivity. For

example, agoutis. South American rodents that look a

httle like guinea pigs on stilts, have been recovered

lirom Indian sites in several ot the Lesser Antilles. That

humans carried them onto the islands is the only rea-

sonable e.xplanation for their presence.

But the Antillean Indians do not appear to have

brought in any exotic vertebrates that might have di-

rectly caused widespread extinctions among native taxa.

So far as we can tell,

Antillean Indian cul-

tures were low impact,

environmentally speak-

ing: hunting (as op-

posed to fishing) seems

to have been an activity

of negligible impor-

tance, and forest clear-

ance was not practiced

on any important scale,

even by societies that

engaged in limited agri-

culture.

Yet extinctions oc-

curred when Antillean

Indians were the only

human residents of the

islands, as shown by "last occurrence" radiocarbon

dates for several taxa. At Cueva Perro, in the Barahona

area of north-central Puerto Rico, my co-worker

Donald A. McFarlane (Claremont Colleges) has recov-

ered remains of Elasinodontomys obliqinis, a rodent the

size of a large beaver, from a layer dated to approxi-

mately 5,400 B.I', (years before the present). In Hispan-

iola one or more sloth species survived until 3,000 to

4.000 ij.K, according to available radiocarbon dates. The

situation in Cuba is less certain, although Cuban scien-

tists using a nonradioisotopic technique have reported a

date of 3,740 ij.i'. for sloth bones recovered from Cueva

de la Masagna in Holguin Province. It therefore seems

indisputable that large mammals were still present when

Antillean Indians were first settling the northern

''ircater Antilles, but died out soon after. But what—if

Once home to sloths, monkeys, and

rodents galore, Cuba now has only

a handful of native land mammals,

JAMAICA

CARIBBEAN SEA

% NicmcuA

anything—did the Indians do to cause these losses?

The short answer is that we do not know. In my
opinion, we need to consider indirect impacts as the

Ukeliest causes. One that especially intrigues me is the

introduction ot e.xotic diseases. Isolation and special-

ization for island life carry hidden costs—costs that can

become unbearably high should conditions change. A
newcomer may bring in pathogens that island species

have never been exposed to; if the new hosts turn out

to be especially vulnerable to the pathogens, popula-

tions may collapse completely. The few exotics intro-

duced during Indian times—the dogs and the South

American rodents—could have acted as carriers. We
are currently investigating this possibility.

In any case, by the time Europeans began to oc-

cupy Cuba in earnest at the start of the sixteenth cen-

tury, the only native land mammals left (excluding bats)

were rodents and insectivores, none larger than four or

five pounds. As many as

a dozen species appear

on some recent lists of

living Cuban land

mammals, but I strongly

suspect that many ot

these taxa are synony-

mous. Regardless, only

six or seven species sur-

vive today. In Hispan-

iola, the story is similar

(eighteen species living

during Indian times,

two surviving at pre-

sent), but Puerto Rico

may have lost all of its

truly native species by

A.D. 1500. Jamaica had

three species in 1 500 (two rodents and—amazingly—

a

native monkey that may have survived as late as the

eighteenth century; see Natural History, April 1997).

One Jamaican rodent survives, a relative of the Cuban

hutias. If we include losses on other Caribbean islands,

the chilling conclusion is that roughly 80 percent of all

Antillean land mammals living when the Indians came

were gone by 1600 or so. Indeed, on a regional basis,

more mammal species have been lost in the Caribbean

during the last 500 years than anywhere else in the

world (fully 40 percent of all confirmed mammal ex-

tinctions at the species level since 1500).

So let us ask a question similar to the one left unan-

swered above: what—if anything—did humans do

after 1500 to prompt these losses?

In many West Indian paleontological sites, you can

ATLANTIC OCEAN

^ HISPANIOLA

'^^i ^~V_ PUERTO RICO

HAin ^OOMINICAN
REPUBUC

,^ ., , VENEZUELA

The number of native

land mammals in Cuba

and ottier West Indian

islands continued to

plummet after ttie arrival

of Europeans. The 1675

sea chart of waters

around Cuba and

Jamaica, opposite,

shows the north-at-

bottom orientation

sometimes used by

early hydrographers.

The map at left portrays

the islands according to

modern norms.
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More than a dozen

species of mammalian

insectivores once lived

in ttie West Indies.

Cuba's Solenodon

Gubanus and the closely

related Hispaniolan S,

paradoxus, depicted at

center of page, are the

sole survivors of this

group. Below: Black rats

(Rattus rattus) began to

Infest Cuba and other

parts of the West Indies

about 1500, traveling as

stowaways on European

vessels.

determine at a glance whether you are in pre- or post-

European times. The marker that permits this diagnosis

is the presence ofOld World rats: Rattus rattus, the black

rat, and Rattus norvegiais, the Norway rat. It is frequently

argued that, by outcompeting and preying on native

vertebrates and by destroying or altering inicrohabitats,

rats have caused scores of extinctions on islands world-

wide. Next to humans, they qualify as the most destruc-

tive of species. And it is probably true that, through such

direct impacts, they have tipped the scales toward exter-

mination for many species. Could there have been

other causes as well, such as a fresh batch of rat-borne

diseases that the vertebrates were iU equipped to with-

stand? Possibly, although

habitat destruction is

generally thought to

have been the para-

mount cause. Cuba, for

example, lost most of its

primary forests in the

early years of European

occupation. The loss

must have seriously af-

fected species distribu-

tion and viability.

Ifevery tragedy con-

tains a lesson for those

willing to learn it, what

lesson can be drawn

fi-om the decimation of

Rats eat just

disagreeable trait

f(

insular mammalian faunas like Cuba's? One of the clear-

est facts of natural history is that there is a connection

between the size of a given area and the number of spe-

cies that it can support. It follows from this that any se-

vere reduction in livable area will mean a reduction in

species richness. That this actually occurs has been doc-

umented in many places, and for this reason, scientists

have been particularly concerned that forest fragmenta-

tion in the tropics—caused by clear-cutting, monocul-

ture agriculture, urbanization, and so forth—^will result

in future waves of extinction because fragments cannot

sustain what an intact forest supports.

Forest fragments can be thought of as "virtual" is-

lands. The analogy is

fundamental and cru-

cial. Many of the prob-

lems of small size, isola-

tion, and Kmited re-

sources characteristic of

small islands also apply

to virtual islands. For

animals that cannot

adapt, the consequence

will ultimately be ex-

tinction. When next

you contemplate the

impending fate of the

worlds forests, remem-

ber the sad history of

the worlds islands. D

everyTning—a
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This Land/Grenada, ti mtilies

Isle of Spice
By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

The southernmost of the Lesser Antilles, Grenada is one of a string

ofvolcanic islands. The evidence of past volcanic activity includes a

mountainous interior—the highest peak is 2,757-foot Mount
Saint Catherine—as well as Saint George's Harbour, Lake Antoine,

and Grand Etang Lake, all ofwhich are water-filled craters.

Lying a mere ninety miles north ofVenezuela, the 120-

square-mile island was discovered by Columbus in

1498, on his third voyage to the New World. Its

Carib inhabitants fought off colonization for a

ntury and a half, but eventually Grenada (after

changing hands several times between Britain and

ifranee) wound up a British colony. Ideal for growing

ch crops as nutmeg, clove, cinnamon, cacao, ginger,

nd vanilla, it earned a reputation as the Isle of Spice.

^(Todays visitors can enjoy an aromatic tour of some of

tlie plantations and a nutmeg processing factory.)

.Along with several smaller islands considered part of

.her territory, Grenada was granted independence

in 1974.

Except for the most precipitous ridges, most

(jf the landscape was cleared in the past for

arriacou and, injoregrcund, Sandy .hlam, arc part of

"nada's national 'territory.

a MA M^i-r.* H*;
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agriculture. Nevertheless, a few pristine areas have been

preserved. Three are on the eastern side of the island. Levera

National Park, along the northeastern coast, features a saltwater

lagoon with an elegant white sand beach. The lagoon is sheltered

from the ocean by coral reefs and framed on both sides by

mangrove swamps. A dry woodland community occupies the

uplands behind the beach. Lake Antoine, a crater lake, is a short

distance south. A hikmg trail encircles it, leading through dry

scrub forest. And La Sagesse Bay, along the southeastern coast,

offers mangroves, coral reefs, and dry woodlands, as well as a

guest house and restaurant.

As early as 1897, the Grenadian govermnent set aside part of

the rain forest that covers the mountainous interior. The Grand

Etang Forest Reserve has grown to thirty-one square miles,

encompassing part of 2,373-foot Mount Qua Qua and 2,512-

foot Mount Fedon. The reserve is accessible by a highway that

crosses the island from Saint George's to Grenville. A visitors'

center is located near the 1,500-foot high point of the highway,

and several trails lead off' from there, including a short, self-

guiding nature trail that provides a taste of the rain forest. A
longer trail encircles Grand Etang Lake, and a more strenuous,

slippery one leads climbers through rain forest to montane

thicket and elfin woodland.

Robert H. Mohknbmck, professor emeritus ofplant biology at Southern

Illinois University, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

highlights of United States nationalforests and other parklands.

For visitor information write:

Grenada National Parks and Wildlife Unit

Forestry Department, Ministry of Agriculture and Tourism

Saint George's, Grenada, West Indies

(809) 440-2934
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Mangrove swamps Ion the

windward side of Grenada

occupy a narrow zone subject

to desiccating, salt-laden

winds. Four mangrove species

grow in Levera National

Park—red, black, white, and

button (only the last two are

closely related) . Red

mangrove is usually found in

Lobster claw

deeper water at the ocean's

edge. Its curved prop roots

arch out from near the base of

the plant and into the soil

beneath the salty water to

provide better anchorage.

Black mangrove and white

mangrove prefer shallower

water, while button mangrove

may even grow on the salty

shore out of the water.

Dry woodlands at one time

fiUed the low elevations

behind the mangrove zone all

along the eastern edge ot

Grenada. Most of this habitat

has now been converted

to agriculture or to towns

and villages, but dry woodland

can still be seen in Levera

National Park.

The dominant trees are

birch gum, beefwood, two

species of savonette, tantacayo,

and whitewood. Birch gum, a

member of the tropical bursera

family, exudes a balsamlike

resin, or gum. Beefwood is an

evergreen with fragrant white

flowers and fruits that start out

red but end up black at

maturity. The savonettes and

tantacayo belong to the

legume family; each produces

pods after flowering.

Whitewood has white or pale

rose, funnel-shaped flowers

about three inches long.

Because the soil is dry and

shallow, the trees are spaced

fairly far apart, allowing

sunlight to reach lower-

growing vegetation. Chief

shrubs are bead tree,

cornuche, torchwood,

inkberry, and Caribbean bark

tree. While nearly all the

dominant trees lack thorns,

these shrubs are often very

spiny, sometimes forming

nearly impenetrable thickets.

A tall, columnar cactus and a

large prickly pear provide a

desert look. Scattered over the

surface of the ground is

pinguin, a large member of

the pineapple family.

occupies

sheltered valleys above about

200 feet. Receiving as much

as 160 inches of rain each year,

it is fuU of tall trees draped

with epiphytes and mosses,

and numerous colonies of

ferns and wildflowers grow on

the forest floor. The

uppermost layer consists of

100- to 110-foot-tall trees

whose crowns usually touch,

allowing little sunhght to

penetrate. The most
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Grand Etang Lake, above, is a water-filled volcanic crater in Grenada's central highlands. Below: Shell ginger

prominent tree in this canopy

]^ gommier; others are

chataignier, penny piece, and

tapana. All have cylindrical

trunks that, when mature, are

bare ofbranches for the first

•ixrv' feet. A middle layer of

trees that range firom forty to

eighty feet tall includes white

deal, hois rouge, and locust

berry. A third layer, fifteen to

forty feet tall, is made up of

young specimens of penny

piece, as well as carinibo and

swizzlestick wood.

Philodendrons, anthuriums,

and other vines often grow up

and over these trees. Rainfall is

higher above the sheltered

valleys, but because of greater

exposure to the sun, the

vegetation is less luxuriant.

The transition to this upper

zone, sometimes referred to as

lower montane rain forest, is

imperceptible in Grenada,

although some additional tree

species appear.

Montane thicket,

extensive and often nearly

impenetrable growth of low-

growing plants, occupies

slopes facing the wind, where

conditions are drier than in

the rain forest. The shrubs.

some of which are prickly,

include a type of tropical

holly, marbri (a woody

euphorbia), and myrsine.

Elfin woodland
is a forest of

stunted, gnarled trees whose

branches are often intricately

intertwined. It is found on the

highest, most exposed, and

often nearly inaccessible ridges

of Mount Qua Qua and

Mount Fedon. The trees,

including matchwood,

mountain palm, and rusty

myrsine, are clothed with

trailing mosses and epiphytic

flowering plants. A hehconia,

a begonia, a peperomia,

several bromeliads, and even a

few orchids and ferns grow on

the ground.

la
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Celestial Events

The Dog Days of Winter
By Joe Rao

Our brightest star, Siriiis, dominates the winter skies.

To find the brightest star in the sky, look to Orion's faithful

hunting companion, the constellation Canis Major, or Great

Dog. Shining like a dazzling, blue-white jewel on the dog's "tag"

is Sirius, the Dog Star. At 8.7 light-years away (about 51 trillion

miles), Sirius is the fifth nearest star known. It is about twenty-

three times brighter than our Sun.

The arrival of Sirius in the night sky heralds the approach of

Christmas and conjures up visions of cold, sparkling nights and

snow-laden evergreen trees. On Thanksgiving, the star rises at

about 9:00 P.M.; by 7:00 p.m. Christmas Eve, it can be seen above

the southeastern horizon. On New Year's Eve, Sirius dominates

the southern skies, reaching its highest point above the horizon

at the stroke of midnight. It remains a fixture in the evening sky

into early May.

Sirius was also the revered Nile Star, or Star of Isis, of the

early Egyptians. When the star rose just before the Sun, the

Egyptians knew that the Nile would soon overflow its banks and

add to the fertility of their lands. Sirius rises with the Sun in June

and July, and the searing heat of summer was thought by some

to be the direct influence of the star; hence the term "dog days."

The Dog Star has a traveling companion: a dim white dwarf

star circhng around it. Suspected as early as 1834, but not

actually observed until 1862, Sirius B (some call it the Pup) has a

diameter about two and a half times that of Earth. The material

that makes up this star is packed so tightly that it is approximately

125,000 times denser than water. On Earth, a thimbleful of this

star would weigh about a ton.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the An

Ttie Sky in December and

January

BaHwIIWpasses rapidly through

inferior conjunction (between

Earth and the Sun) on

December 17. During the last

week of the month, early risers

might get a glimpse of Mercury,

very low in the southeast about

45 minutes before sunrise. On
New Year's morning. Mercury

wiU be positioned well off to

the left of the first-magnitude

star Antares, in the constellation

Scorpius. On January 6, the

planet is at its greatest

elongation west (23.1°) and will

rise in the southeast during

twilight. Thereafter, Mercury

moves to the lower left of

Antares, closer to the Sun and

deeper into the morning

twilight.

IB9 is visible in the

southwest sky for about three

hours after sunset during much

of December. On the 11th, it

reaches peak brilliance: an

astonishing magnitude of -4.

7

(so bright, you can try looking

for it on clear days before sunset).

The Moon visits Venus on the

evenings of the 3d, 30th, and

31st. In January, Venus plunges

back toward the southwestern

horizon early in the month; it

wiU disappear into the bright

evening twilight during the

second week ofJanuary,

arriving at inferior conjunction

on the 15th. A week later, it

wiU emerge low in the south-

east an hour before sunup. On

the 26th, Venus is well to the

left of a sliver ofMoon.

UUiil moves from Sagittarius

into Capricornus during

December and is difficult to see

low in the southwest evening

twilight. It sets about two and a

half hours after the Sun. On the

evenings of the 3d and 31st,

Mars win be poised below and

to the left of the Moon. Or use

dazzling Venus to lead you to

Mars on the evenings of the 21st

and 22d. In January, Mars sets

between two and two-and-a-

half hours after the Sun. On the

evening of the 20th, Mars will

pass a mere 0.2° (less than half

the apparent width of the

Moon) south ofJupiter, while

appearing only one-twentieth as

bright. On the evening of the

29th, Mars, a thin crescent

Moon, and Jupiter will form a

broad triangle low in the

southwestern sky.

in Capricornus, is low

in the south just after sunset and

sets about three to four hours

later during December. A
waxing crescent Moon sits well

off to Jupiter's right on the

evening of the 4th. During

January, Jupiter is still very

conspicuous in the southwest,

setting more than two hours

after sunset.

""Il™ is near the meridian h

the early evenings during

December and sets at about

2:00 A.M. Yet another

occultation, or "echpse," of

Museum-Hayden Planetarium.

i



Saturn by a waxing gibbous Moon
will occur on the morning of the 9th.

You'll see it ifyou Hve anywhere south

of a line running roughly from Astoria,

Oregon, to Duluth, Minnesota. The

event will occur within about half an

hour of local midnight for those in the

Pacific time zone (2:00 A.M. in the

Central time zone). Saturn disappears

first behind the Moon's dark Umb
(edge) and reappears from behind its

bright limb. In January, Saturn appears

in the south—southwest after sunset and

sets near midnight. On the evening of

the 4th, Saturn will appear far to the

left of the fat crescent Moon.

liiiinHTiiiM in December is at first

quarter on the 7th at 1:09 A.M. and is

full on the 13th at 9:37 P.M. Last

quarter is on the 21st at 4:43 P.M. New
Moon is on the 29th at 11:56 P.M. In

January', the Moon is at first quarter on

the 5th at 9:18 A.M. Full Moon is

on the 12th at 12:23 RM. Last quarter

1- on the 20th at 2:40 RM., and the

ijL'w Moon occurs on the 28th at 1:00

-..M. AH times given are in Eastern

Standard Time.

ii'JgtTllil arrives at perihelion, its

'mt nearest the Sun, at 4:00 rm.,

ST, on January 4, when it wiU be

; ,404,000 miles from the Sun.

The Geminid meteor shower IS at Its

i.i.Nimuni on the night of December

'-14. But this is also the night of the

II Moon; its brilliant light will wash

It manv of the meteors.

Winter solstice occurs on December

""I Jt 3:07 i'.;.i., EST; winter begins in

• Northern Hemisphere, summer in

; Southern.

II

Africa's Great
Rift Valley

Ethiopia to South Africa

By Private Plane

September 10 - 30, 1998

Some 25 million years ago, the ancient

continents ofAfrica and Eurasia collided,

shattering the placid stability of eastern

Africa's immense barren plain with a

tremendous aacJdng ofthe earth's crust,

forming the extraordinarily vast and

varied geological depression known as

the Great Rift Valley. Characterized by

many of the earth's most spectacular

natural features — the boundless grassy

plains of the Masai Mara, the magnificent

snow-capped peak ofMount Kilimanjaro,

the great caldera of the Ngorongoro

Crater, the vast Kalahari and the lush,

green oasis of die Okavango Delta—the

Great Rift Valley is a wonder to behold.

And tmly there can be no more thrilling

way to experience this dramatic 6,000

mile rift than by air. Designed to capture

the grandness ofAfrica, our joumey employs

a nostalgic DC-4 Skymaster to trace die

Great Rift Valley from Ethiopia to

Botswana, continuing on to South Africa.

Accompanied by Museum experts in

biodiversity, evolutionary history, and

anthropology, we will touch down and

explore many of Africa's most famous

wildlife reserves, paleontological sites,

fascinating peoples, and cultural centers.

Discovery Tours

American Museimi
Central Parle West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024

S(X)-462-8687 or 212-769-5700 Fax 212-769-5755

Call for a complete list of destinations.
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(Continued from page 18)

teresting fallacies well worth identifying

and discussing. In this sense, the miseleva-

tion of everyday good work to surprising

novelty may teach us something impor-

tant about pubUc attitudes toward evolu-

tion and toward science in general. We
may, I think, resolve each of the two fal-

lacies by contrasting the supposed mean-

ing of these studies, as reported in public

accounts, with the significance ot such

work as viewed by professionals in the

field.

1. Hie fallacy of the crucial experiment. In

high-school physics classes, we all learned

a heroically simplified version of scientific

progress based upon a model that does

work sometimes, but by no means al-

ways—the cxperinientnm crucis, or crucial

experiment. Newton or Einstein?

Ptolemy or Copernicus? Special creation

or Darwin? To find out, perform a single

decisive experiment with a clearly mea-

surable result full of power to decree yea

or nay. Throw the accused witch in the

pond; if she sinks, she was innocent

(however dead by drowning)

.

The decision to treat a hmited and par-

ticular case as front-page news must be

rooted in this fallacy. Reporters must

imagine that evolution can be proved by a

single crucial case, so that any of these

stories may provide decisive confirmation

ot Darwin's truth—a matter ot some im-

portance given the urban legend that evo-

lution, even if valid, must be invisible on

human timescales.

But two counter-arguments vitiate this

premise. First, as a scientific or intellectual

issue, we hardly need to "prove" evolu-

tion by discovering new and elegant cases

(the analog, perhaps, of the Marine

Corps's search for "a few good men"

—

read "people"). We do not, after all, ex-

pect to encounter a page-one story with

the headline "New Experiment Proves

Earth Goes Around Sun, Not 'Vice Versa.

Galileo Vindicated." The fact of evolu-

tion has been equally well documented

for more than a century.

Second, and more generally, single

"crucial" experiments rarely decide major

issues in science—especially in natural

history, in which nearly all theories re-

quire data about "relative frequencies" (or

percentage of occurrences), not pristine

single cases. Of course, for a person who
believes that evolution never occurs at all,

one good case can pack enormous punch,

but this basic issue was adequately re-

solved more than one hundred years ago.

Nearly evei"y interesting question in evo-

lutionary theory asks "how often" or

"how dominant in setting the pattern of

life"—not "does this phenomenon occur

at all?" For example, on the most impor-

tant issue of all—the role ofDarwin's own

favored mechanism of natural selection

—

single examples of selection's efficacy ad-

vance the argument very little. We already

know, by abundant documentation and

rigorous theorizing, that natural selection

can and does operate in nature. We need

to determine the relative strength of Dar-

win's mechanism among a set of alterna-

tive modes for evolutionary change—and

We have been

taught that evolution

is w^ondrously slow

and cumulative—
a penny a day toward

the domain ofBill

Gates.

single cases, however elegant, cannot es-

tablish a relative frequency.

Professionals also commit this common

error of confusing well-documented sin-

gle instances with statements about rela-

tive strength among plausible alternatives.

For example, we would hke to know how

oft:en small and isolated populations evolve

difierences as adaptive responses to local

environments (presumably by Darwin's

mechanism ot natural selection) and how

often such changes occur by the random

process known as "genetic drift"—a po-

tentially potent phenomenon in small
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populations (just as a small number ofcoin

flips can depart radically from fifty-fifty

for heads and tails, \vhile a million flips

\\ith an honest coin cannot stray too far

from this ideal).

Losos's study on lizard legs provides

one vote for selection (if the change turns

out to have a genetic basis) because leg

length altered in a predicted direction to-

^^'a^d better adaptation to local environ-

ments on new islands. But even such an

elegant case cannot prove the dominance

ot natural selection in general. Losos has

only shown the power of Darwin's proc-

ess in this particular example. Yet the re-

porter tor Science magazine made this dis-

tressingly common error in concluding:

"It it [change in leg length] is rooted in

the genes, then the study is strong evi-

dence that isolated populations diverge by

natural selection, not genetic drift as some

theorists have argued." Yes, strong evi-

dence for these hzards on that island dur-

mg those years—but not proof for the

general domination of selection over

drift. Single cases don't establish generaU-

ties, so long as alternative mechanisms re-

tain their theoretical plausibility.

2. Tlie paradox of the visibly irrelevant. As

a second reason for overstating the cen-

tralit\- of such cases in our general under-

standing of evolution, many commenta-

tors (and research scientists as well) ally

themselves too strongly with one of the

oldest (and often fallacious) traditions of

Western thought: reductionism, or the as-

sumption that laws and mechanics of the

smallest constituents must e.xplain objects

and events at all scales and times. Thus, if

we can render the behavior of a large

'

' >dy (an animal or a plant, for example)

a consequence of atoms and molecules

m motion, we feel that we have devel-

oped a "deeper," or "more basic," under-

standing than if our explanatory princi-

ples refer only to large objects themselves,

ind not to their constituent parts.

Kcductionists assume that document-

ing evolution at the smallest scale of a few

irs and generations should provide a

Lfcneral model of explanation for events at

.ill scales and times—so these cases should
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become a gold standard for the entire

field, hence their status as front-page

news. The authors of our two studies on

decadal evolution certainly nurture such a

hope. Reznick and colleagues end their

pubhcation on Trinidadian guppies by

writing; "It is part of a growing body of

evidence that the rate and patterns of

change attainable through natural selec-

tion are sufficient to account for the pat-

terns observed in the fossil record." Losos

and colleagues say much the same for

their lizards: "Macroevolution may just be

rmcroevolution writ large—and, conse-

quently, insight into the former may re-

sult from study of the latter."

We tend to become beguiled by such

warm and integrative feelings (for science

rightly seeks unity and generality of ex-

planation). But does integration by re-

duction of all scales to the rates and

mechanisms of the smallest really work

for evolution—and do we crave this style

of unification for science m any case? I

think not, and I also regard our best gen-

eral reason for skepticism as conclusive for

this subject—however rarely appreciated,

although staring us in the face.

These shortest-term studies are elegant

and important, but they cannot represent

the general mode for building patterns in

the history of life. The reason strikes most

people as deeply paradoxical, even

funny—but the argument truly cannot be

gainsaid. Evolutionary rates of a moment,

as measured for guppies and lizards, are

vastly too rapid to represent the general

modes of change that build life's history

through geological ages.

But how can I say such a thing? Isn't my

statement ridiculous a priori? How could

these tiny, minuscule changes—a little less

leg, a nunimally larger size—represent too

much of anything? Doesn't the very beauty

of these studies lie in their minimalism? We

have always been taught that evolution is

wondrously slow and cumulative—a grain

by grain process, a penny a day toward the

domain ofBill Gates. Doesn't each of these

studies document a grain? Haven't my col-

leagues and I found the "atom" of evolu-

tionary incrementation?
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We have discerned something impor-

tant, but we have discovered no general

atom. These measured changes over years

and decades are too fast by several orders

of magnitude to buUd the history of life

by simple cumulation. Reznick's guppy

rates range from 3,700 to 45,000 darwins

(a standard metric for evolution, ex-

pressed as change m units of standard de-

viation—a measure ot variation around

the mean value of a trait in a popula-

tion—per million years). By contrast,

rates for major trends in the fossil record

generally range from 0.1 to 1.0 darwins.

Reznick himself states that "the estimated

rates [for guppies] are . . . four to seven

orders of magnitude greater than those

observed in the fossU record" (that is, ten

thousand to ten million times faster!).

Moreover, and with complete general-

ity—the "paradox of the visibly irrele-

vant" in my title—we may say that any

change measurable at all over the few years

ofan ordinary scientific study must be oc-

curring far too rapidly to represent ordi-

nary rates of evolution m the fossil record.

The culprit of this paradox, as so often, is

the vastness oftime (a concept that we can

appreciate "in our heads" but seem quite

unable to get into the guts of our intu-

ition). The key principle, however iromc,

requires such a visceral understanding of

earthly time: if evolution is fast enough to

be discerned by our instruments in just a

few years—that is, substantial enough to

stand out as a genuine and directional ef-

fect above the random fluctuations of na-

ture's stable variation and our inevitable

errors of measurement—then such evolu-

tion is far too fast to serve as an atom of

steady incrementation in a paleontological

trend. Thus, if we can measure it at all (in

a few years), it is too powerful to be the

stuff of hfe's history.

If large-scale evolution proceeded by

stacking Trinidad guppy rates end to end,

any evolutionary trend would be com-

pleted in a geological moment, not over

the many million years actually observed.

"Our face from fish to man," to cite the

title of a famous old account of evolution

tor popular audiences, would run its

course within a single geological forma-

tion, not over more than 400 million

years, as our fossil record demonstrates.

Evolutionary theory must figure out

how to slow down these measured rates

of the moment, not how to stack them

up! Most Hneages are stable (nonchanging)

nearly all the time in the fossil record.

When lineages do change, the alteration

is usually "momentary" in a geological

sense (that is, confined to a single bedding

plane of a stratum) and usually leads to

the origin of a new species by branching.

Evolutionary rates during these moments

may match the observed speed of

Trinidadian guppies and Bahamian

lizards—for most bedding planes repre-

sent several thousand years. But no

change accumulates most of the time, and

we need to understand why. The sources

of stasis are as important for evolutionary

theory as the causes of change.

(To illustrate how poorly we grasp this

Most cases ofrapid

microevolution

represent the transient

and momentary blips

and fillips that "flesh

out" the rich history

oflineages in stasis.

central point of time's immensity, the re-

porter for Science magazine called me

when my Cerioii article, coauthored with

Glenn Goodfriend, appeared. He wanted

to write an accompanying news story

about how I had found an exception to

my own theory of punctuated equilib-

rium—an insensibly gradual change over

10,000 to 20,000 years. I told him that, al-

though exceptions abound, this case does

not He among them but actually represents

a strong confirmation of punctuated equi-

Hbrium. We found all 20,000 years' worth

of snails on a single mud flat—that is, on

what would become a single bedding

plane in the geological record. Our entire

transition occurred in a geological mo-

ment and represented a punctuation, not a

gradual sequence, of fossils. We were able

to "dissect" the punctuation in this un-

usual case—hence the value of our publi-

cation—^because we could determine ages

for the individual shells. The reporter, to

his credit, completely revised his origi-

nally intended theme and published an

excellent account.)

In conclusion, I suspect that most

cases, such as the Trinidadian guppies and

Bahamian Hzards, represent transient and

momentary blips and fiUips that "flesh

out" the rich history of lineages in stasis,

not the atoms of substantial and steadily

accumulated evolutionary trends. Stasis is

a dynamic phenomenon. Small local pop-

ulations and parts of lineages make short

and temporary forays of transient adapta-

tion but almost always die out or get re-

integrated into the general pool of the

species. (Losos himself regards the new is-

land populations of lizards as evolutionar-

ily transient in just this sense—for such

tiny and temporary colonies are almost al-

ways extirpated by hurricanes in the long

run. How, then, can such populations

represent atoms of a major evolutionary

trend? The news report in Science maga-

zine ends by stating: " 'But whether the

lizards continue to evolve depends largely

on the winds of fate,' says Losos. 'These

islets are periodically swept by hurricanes

that could whisk away every trace of ano-

lian evolution.'")

But transient blips and fiUips are no less

important than major trends in the total

"scheme of things." Both represent evolu-

tion operating at a standard and appropri-

ate measure for a particular scale and

time—Trinidadian blips for the smallest

and most local moment, faces from fish to

human for the largest and most global

frame. One scale doesn't translate into an-

other. No single scale is more important

than any other; none operates as a basic

model for all the others. Each has some-

thing precious and unique to teach us;

none is superior or primary. (Guppies and

lizards, in their exposition of momentary
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detail, give us insight, unobtainable at

broader scales, into the actual mechanics

of adaptation, natural selection, and ge-

netic change.)

The chief illustration ot last month's

essay—Mandelbrot's familiar argument

that the coast of Maine has no absolute

length, but depends upon the scale of

measurement—also epitomizes this

month's theme. When we study guppies

in a pond in Trinidad, we are measuring

the coastline by wrapping our string

around evei"y boulder on every headland

of Acadia National Park. When we trace

the increase in size of the human brain

from Lucy (about 4 million years ago) to

Lincoln, we are measurmg the coastline as

depicted on my page of Maine in Ham-

mond's Adas. Both scales are exactly right

for their appropriate problems. You

would be a fool to spend all summer mea-

suring the details in one cove of Acadia if

you just wanted to know the distance

trom Portland to Machiasport for your

weekend auto trip.

I find a particular intellectual beauty

in such fractal models, for they use hier-

archies of inclusion (the single cove em-

bedded within Acadia, embedded within

Maine) to deny hierarchies of worth,

importance, merit, or meaning. You

may ignore Maine while studying the

sand grain and be properly oblivious of

the grain while perusing the single-page

map of Maine.

But you can love and learn from both

scales at the same time. Evolution does

not lie patent in a clear pond on Trinidad

any more than the universe {pace Mr.

Blake) lies revealed in a grain of sand. But

how poor would be our understanding

—

how bland and restricted our sight—ifwe

could not learn to appreciate the rococo

details that fill our immediate field of vi-

sion, whOe forming geology's irrelevant

and invisible jigglings.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history of science at Harvard Univer-

sity. He is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary

Curator in hwertebrates at the American Mu-

seum of Natural History.
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Congo peppers, the fiery heart of

Caribbean cuisine, were transplanted

fi*oni the jungles ofAmazonia.

By Robb Walsh

We park on a dirt road in front of a cin-

der-block hut tucked into the jungle. The

farm workers, who are dumping freshly

harvested peppers out of big sacks, look

up and smile. I walk over and look into

the hut. Its floor is covered with shiny or-

ange and green orbs to a depth of about

three feet.

"There's my field up there," says Aaron

Henry, my Trinidadian guide, who is also

a part-time pepper farmer. All I can see as

I squint through the haze is a steep slope

covered with dark greenery. As we get

closer, I can make out shiny leaves on the

knee-high plants. The tropical sun is bru-

tal; the palm trees that surround the clear-

ing are dead still. I am dripping with

sweat and breathing hard as we cUmb the

hiU, but I assure myself it will be worth

the bother to see a whole field of the fa-

mous Congo peppers of Trinidad.

"Well, what do you think?" chortles

Henry as we stand in the middle of the field.

meaning "large and powerful." True to

the name, these are the biggest, fleshiest

Caribbean peppers I've ever seen. Their

color ranges from green to yellow to

bright red. They are about the size of

apricots, but instead of being oval or

round, they are wrinkled and curled into

strange shapes. I pick a few of the prettiest

specimens. One looks like a bright red

boxing glove; another resembles a yellow

shrunken head. Henry ofiers to take my
picture with a handful of them, so I

primp for the photo by taking off my
Panama and wiping the sweat from my
forehead with my hand.

Bad move. My forehead begins to burn

immediately. I try to smile for the photo,

but I'm in agony as the pepper burn be-

gins to spread across my face and into my
eyes. After a few minutes my hands begin

to tingle. Then they, too, begin to burn.

I have been cooking with chili peppers

for years and I know the pam that careless

handling can cause, but never before have

I gotten such an intense burn from pep-

Peppers Today
"Where are the peppers?" I ask.

Pulling back the foliage on a large bush,

Henry smiles at his little joke. Com-
pletely hidden under the leaves of every

bush are dozens of fat, npe congo pep-

pers. Any peppers that are exposed to

view are quickly eaten by the birds,

Henry says; only those hidden under the

leaves survive.

Congo peppers don't come from

Africa

—

con^o is a Trmidadian slang word

pers that weren't even cut open. Back at

the storage shed where we parked, I scrub

my face and hands with dish detergent

and swear my undying respect to Cap-

siniin chinensc.

C. cliiiiciise is one ot the five species of

domesticated Capsicum peppers. It was

given its odd name in 1776 by a Dutch-

man named Nikolaus von Jacquin. In his

Hortiis botmiiais vindobonensis, von Jacquin

noted, "I have taken the plant's name

from its homeland." Chinense is the

botanical term indicating a Chinese

provenance, but there is no clue as to why

von Jacquin thought the plant had origi-

nated in China. In fact, the peppers orig-

inated in the jungles of South America.

To this day, botanists are still trying to fig-

ure out what the Dutchman was thinking.

Botanists are also uncertain about

when C chinense peppers arrived in the

Caribbean islands from their Amazonian
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from a group of chemical compounds

called capsaicinoids. The two hottest

compounds in the group—capsaicin and

dihydrocapsaicin—together make up 80

to 90 percent of capsaicinoids found in

the C. chinense fruits. The Scoville

Organoleptic Test was devised by phar-

macologist Wilbur ScoviUe in 1912 to

measure human response to these com-

pounds. An extract of the pepper was put

m a diluted solution for taste tests. The

smaller the amount of pepper extract re-

quired to register some perception of

heat, the higher the pepper rated on the

Scoville scale. Nowadays, high-perform-

ance liquid chromotography has replaced

the human guinea pigs, but pepper heat is

stUl expressed in Scoville units. While the

heat of jalapefios usually ranges from

2,500 to 4,000 Scoville units, the typical

grocery store specimen of C. chinense

ranges firom 80,000 to 150,000.

Although they may be the hottest pep-

pers you'U ever encounter, the wonderful

apricot, peach, and citrus aromas that you

smell when you cut them open can

markedly improve your attitude toward

hot and spicy food. But what to call these

peppers is a confusing issue. The many

cultivars of the C. chinense species are all

mixed up. Certified seed sources are sel-

dom used in the Caribbean, and farmers

Sauce Tomaly
homeland, but they're sure humans were

involved in the transport, according to

I'lul Bosland, a horticulturist at New
I'jxico State University. The fruits of the

'. lid species are all small and are eaten by

birds, which then spread the seeds. But

flic domesticated peppers are too large to

1
• eaten whole by birds. "The big-fruited

cies had to be transported by humans

icrever we find them," says Bosland.

-ometimes birds will come and peck at

the bigger fruits, but they really don't dis-

seminate the seeds."

Most of the peppers that we cook with

in North America are of the C. animuni

species (which includes bell peppers). If

you're used to cooking with these milder

peppers, the first thing you'll learn about

C. chinense is to be careful. Pepper heat is

measured in Scoville units, and (',. chinense

peppers typically rate at the top of the

scale. The peppers get their pungency

will sometimes import seeds from other

islands. There is no reliable field guide

that can sort out the congo peppers of

Trinidad from the Scotch bonnets of Ja-

maica (named for a hatlike crown, which

is the typical shape), booney peppers of

Barbados, pinient hone of Haiti, or bcnda

man Jacques of Cuadeloupe. While there

are typical pod shapes associated with

these varieties, they can confound you by

looking very similar. They also may taste

h
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and smell almost alike to the uninitiated.

The most famous member of the C.

chineiise species is the lantern-shaped ha-

banero of Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula. In

the United States, all the varieties of C.

chineiisc are sometmies lumped together

under this name. I once saw "Jamaican

habaneros" for sale in my grocery store,

although the word habanera is never used

in Jamaica. Whatever their pod shape or

land of origin may be, the various culti-

vars of the C. chineiise species are at the

/ -^BiMTiinr- >^

Tons of hot sauce are shipped from

Dominica in large plastic drnnis.

fiery heart of Caribbean cuisine.

The workers caretuUy dump more

peppers inside Henrys hut, chasing the

few that roll around in the dirt. Henry

explains that these peppers are very valu-

able because they are the last of the year.

Few pepper farmers irrigate their fields,

so the peppers disappear from the markets

in the dry season.

"So, what do people do for peppers in

the dry season?" I ask Henry.

"Pepper sauce!" he says, looking at me
like I've lost my mind.

I never really thought of making pep-

per sauce as a way of preserving peppers,

but I am starting to reahze that pepper

sauce plays the same role here m the Car-

ibbean that dried peppers play in Mexico.

C. chinense peppers don't dry very well,

and even if they did, the humidity here

would make the process difficult. So as

the last peppers make it to the markets,

Caribbean cooks must make enough pep-

per sauce for the rest of the year.

Home cooks I met in Trinidad told me

they sometimes just mash the peppers

with a little vinegar and keep this pepper

mash on hand to add to whatever they're

cooking. Others blend the peppers with

herbs, spices, and sometimes fruits to

make table sauces. Some of these home-

made pepper sauces have become world

famous. Legend has it that the recipe for

Pickapeppa sauce, which contains toma-

toes, onions, cane vinegar, mangoes,

raisins, tamarinds, peppers, and spices,

was concocted by sixteen-year-old Nor-

man Nash in his mother's kitchen in rural

Jamaica in 1921. Pickapeppa is now ex-

ported to forty-one countries around the

world. Bottled hot sauces have become an

Tomaly
Here, as close as I can come, is a recipe for an early Caribbean hot sauce. Ifyou

hke to sop the green goop from the inside of a cooked crab shell (I usually eat it

on rye bread), you won't find this recipe all that unusual. Try it as a dip for boiled

crab claws.

Jnice and greenish liversfrom 6 boiled crabs

Jnice of 4 small Mexican or Key limes

1 habanera or Scotch bonnet pepper, stemmed, seeded, and minced (wear gloves while

handling the pepperl)

Combine all the ingredients in a bowl and allow the flavors to combine for a few

minutes. Serve the sauce with cooked crabs. Warning: This is a very hot sauce.

Carib Crab Salsa
Okay, so the green goop from the inside of crab shells isn't something you'd eat,

m much less serve to your friends. But you can get the same idea of Carib flavoring

' by using crab meat. This f(i;nrt/y-inspired crab sauce tastes a lot better with the ad-

dition of salt, onion, cilantro, and sweet pepper.

6 boiled crabs (or VA cnps Inmp crab meat)

Juice of 6 small Mexican or Key limes

i habanera or Scotch bonnet pepper, stenuned, seeded, and minced (again, wear gloves

while handling the pepper)

'A red anion, chapped

4 scallions, chopped

1 tablespoon cihvitro, chopped

A bell pepper, chapped

Salt to taste

If you're using whole crabs, remove all the meat fi-om the crab shells, saving as

much juice as possible.

Combine the crab meat with the remaining ingredients and chill the mixture.

Serve it as a salsa with chips, stuflid in a tomato, or over greens as a salad.

Use caution; This sauce is extremely hot!



export product for several other Carib-

bean islands.

The Caribbean pepper sauce tradition

goes all the way back to the Arawak and

Carib tribes who inhabited the region in

pre-Columbian times. French missionar-

ies who went to live among the Caribs

left us accounts of their customs, lan-

guage, and cooking. One early ethnolo-

gist was a missionary named Raymond

Breton. In 1647, the French priest wrote

a dispatch to his superiors that included a

priest who visited Dominica sometime

between 1694 and 1705, described tau-

mali as a crab stew, and pepper sauce as a

condiment eaten with it. "As for their

pepper sauce, it is gravy of boiled manioc

with lemon juice, in which they crush

such a great quantity of pepper that it is

impossible for anyone other than them-

selves to make use of it. I have said before

that this was their favourite and universal

sauce." The pepper sauce that Labat

tound impossible to eat sounds very simi-

A vendor sells her homemade hot pepper sauce in a market in

Port-oJ-Spain, Trinidad.

description of the archetypal Caribbean

hot sauce: "They make a certain sauce

that they consume with everything they

cat. They throw the bones of the fish they

have eaten in a pot with a handful ofpep-

per, some manioc juice, and some of the

Miost refined flour, mixing everything to-

- cher and soaking their bread and meat

therein. They call this a tomaly.

"

The "fish bones" described by Father

lireton may actually have been crab shells,

some later recipes for tomaly include

r.ib innards as a prime ingredient. In fact,

'lie English word tomalley, which dc-

' ribcs the greenish liver of a cooked lob-

'.r, is a variant of the Carib word.

Jean liaptiste Labat, another French

lar to sauces that are still the favorite and

universal taste of the Caribbean.

I don't know whether the Europeans'

tastes eventually changed and made them

more tolerant of the Arawaks' and Caribs'

pepper sauces, or if hunger intervened

when European crops failed and native

cooking was all they had to eat. Whatever

the reason, the settlers eventually adopted

these primal pepper sauces into the many

hybrid cuisines of the Caribbean. There

are no Arawaks and very few Caribs left

in the islands these days, but their pepper

.sauce tradition lives on.

Culinary adventurer Robh Walsh writes about

food for the Austin Chronicle.
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Give the perfect gift to

the Crossv^ord Lover
onyourUst! Brand new and

challenging
puzzles

all year long...

a crossword
lover's delight!

^nio

o

Every month we send 6

completely original puzzles

created exclusively for our

members by the world's most

talented constructors.

hidividually printed on

fine, hea\7 paper, each puzzle

is the same size and caliher as

those in the New York Times. ^
Within 48 hours, we'll X

have an elegant gift card on its V*
way to you, and we'll start your

new member widi die January

1998 puzzles.

Your satislaction is fully guaranteed.

CaUTOLL FREE (800)874-8100
and charge toMC or Visa ...just S35!

Dept 27201, PO Box 740, Deerfidd, IL 60015

"These are tlie

bestpuz^
• we've

c\'er

, come
across."

Eee Urrr...

click. ..click

wheeee!

SPEAK DOLPHi
rself to a stay in Bermuda's most

i resort, and make some playful

w'fmnds. In the beautiful 3-acre dolphin

habitat we've opened at the Southampton

Princess, you'll have the opportunity to

actually meet and play with the v/orld's

favorite marine mammals. Space is limited,

so sign up nov^ for one of the special Dolphin

Qufest packages. Who knows, you might

learn some rather interesting new words.

'lompbn j^

Thi? Soul of Bermuda.
The Heart of Your Vacation.
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Art

DINOSAUR OIL PAINTINGS. Finely detailed scien-

tifically correct reconstruction. Limited Edition

Repligraphs, Photographs, T-shirts, cards. Call 1-800-

970-1128 for brochure or visit http://www.

prehistory.com/

Autos

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,

Chevys, BMW's,. Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your

Area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-14212 for cur-

rent listings.

Books/Publications

AUTHORS WANTED: Successful, full service, sub-

sidy publisher can transform your manuscript into an

attractive, quality book - and promote it. Send your

completed work for a no-cost, no obligation assess-

ment, or request a free brochure. Rutledge Books,

Inc., 1-800-278-8533, Dept. NFiX, Box 315, Bethel, CT

06801

AUTHORS WANTED
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts of

all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, sctiolarly, |uve-

nile and religious works, etc. New autfiors welcomed

Send for free 32-page illustrated booklet W-82

Vantage Press, 516 W 34 St , New York, NY 10001

DO YOU HAVE A BOOK TO PUBLISH? Contact es-

tabHshed co-operative publisher with offices in USA

and Europe. Call Pentland Press, Inc. 1-800-948-2786.

Bargain Books
I
America's biggest selecUon. Save 30% on

|

current books, up to 80% on overstocks.

I
Nature. Wildlife. Travel. Biograpiiy,

|

1 History—over 60 subject areas. i

I Free Catalog: 1-800-677-3483
I
Hamilton 5521 Oak, Fails Village, CT 06031-5005

|

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED ALL TYPES. Publisher

with 75-year h-adition. Author's Guide to Subsidy

Publishing 1-800-695-9599.

NATURE AND EXPLORATION BOOKS: Old, new,

free catalog. Harrell books, PO. Box 425, Friday

Harbor, WA 98250

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 52 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation.

Rivercross PubUshing Inc., Dept. NH; 127 East 59th

Street, New York, NY 10022.

China, Crystal, Silver

WORLD'S LARGEST INVENTORY - discontinued &
active china, crystal, flatware, collectibles. All manu-

facturers - fine & casual china, crystal, sterling, silver-

plate, stainless. 4,000,000 pieces, 85,000 patterns. Buy

& sell. Call for free listings daily 8am-10pm ET.

1-800-REPLACE (1-800-737-5223). Replacements,

Ltd., PO. Box 26029, Dept. NL, Greensboro, NC
27420.

NEWAUTHORS
PUBLISH YOUR WORK

All subjects considered:

Fiction, BiograpfiY, Poetry, Religion, Childrens

AUTHORS WORLDWIDE INVITED
wrice, or send vour manuscript to:

MINERVA PRESS
2 OLD EROMPTCN POftP, lOWDON SJV7 3DQ, ENGLAND

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS ON GEOLOGY,

Archaeology, Natural History and related subjects,

V'X catalogs. The Hannum Company, Box 1505,

Arcimore, OK 73402-1505

R.ARE, OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS all fields Natural

iiisiory. Free catalog. Marcher Books, Dept. NH,

6204 N. Vennont, Oklahoma City, OK 73112.

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 each. Send

name, address: Calco Publishing (C-157), 22 North

Plains, Wallingford, CT 06492.

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL Options

employment! Send SASE to MWE0-4R, 4872 S.

Forest Hill, Evergreen, CO 80439 1(303)670-5996.

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your smaU

business. Grants/loans to $800,000.00. Free recorded

message: (707)449-8600. (LAI)

Merchandise/Gifts

Education

GROW GOURMET AND MEDICINAL.Mushrooms,

Oyster Shiitake, morels and much more. Seminars

on cultivation. Free brochure. CaU 800-780-9126.

Fungi Perfect!, EO. Box 7634-NHM, Olympia, WA
98507

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/Forestry/Ecology

Careers. Professional level home shidy for concerned

individuals. Exciting careers in the outdoors. Free lit-

erature. EC.D.L, Atlanta, Georgia. (800)362-7070

Dept. NNP124.

Employment Opportunities

DISCOVERY CHANNEL IMAGES Full Time

Position: Tape Logger. Candidate will be responsible

for identifying and cataloguing footage elements into

an on-site database and image retrieval system.

Cataloguer will be responsible for accurately identi-

fying specific animals, birds, reptiles and insects.

Candidate will also be responsible for and specialize

in logging and digitizing natural history footage.

Ability to work with Discover hnages Librarian to en-

sure accurate assigning of search elements and key-

words. Requirements: Prior experience in catalogu-

ing and digitizing natural history footage in a timely

manner with keyword accuracy. Background degree,

course work or experience in biology, zoology or nat-

ural history needed. Strong television/film back-

ground or production experience and knowledge of

video formats necessary. Ability to deal effectively

with new technology. IBM-PC computer skills in-

cluding Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Word re-

quired. Ability to perform multiple tasks and

maintain strong attention to detail.

This position will remain open until filled. Salary

commensurate with experience. Interested candi-

dates should send a cover letter and resume to Thea

Ragatz, Discovery Channel Images, Discover

Communications, 7700 Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda,

MD 20814, Fax: 301- 652-9198 or Email:

Thea_Ragatz@discovery.com

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

Environmental Careers
Environmental & natural resource vacancies from non-

profit, private, & government employers-Two issues

eacti montti list opportunities nationwide A 6 issue trial

subscnption is only $19 50 Subscribe todayl

The Job Seeker
Dept NH, Rt 2 Box 1 6, Warrens. Wl 54666

MAPLE LEAF BELL: Bright bronze bell, cast

4"hx4"d, 4 maple leaves. $115 ck/mo. The Bronze

BeUcaster, Box 237, Spring Green, WI 53588.

IF YOU BELIEVE IN EVOLUTION -» SHOW IT!mm
tmL

check to: darwin pob 298 mesilla, nm 8b046

autoplaoues, lapel pins, magnets s6.50 pp
TEE SHIRTS S16.95 PP XXL S17.95 PP CUPS $13.95 PP

OR 1 800 573-5021 AMEX MC VISA

SUPERB HOLIDAY GIFTS! Our internet site has

10,000 hard-to-find informational Videos and CD-

ROMS. 29 categories include academic subjects, (all

ages), family health, leisure, nature, personal growth,

travel, many other areas, http://www.simleam.com

Music

EXCITING WORLD MUSIC, bidia, Africa, Latin

America, Native American Music, and more. Our

new catalog of traditional and modem CDs and cas-

settes is yours for the asking. Write Music of the

World, PO. Box 3620, Chapel HiU, NC 27515 or caU

toll free 1-888-264-6689

Networking

OUTDOOR SINGLES, established quarterly newslet-

ter, $45/year, $15 ttial issue, free information, OSN-

NH, Box 769, Haines, Alaska 99827

SINGLE SCIENCE/NATURE ENTHUSIASTS are

meeting through Science Connection. Information

1-800-667-5179. On-line registration: www.

sciconect.com/.

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Navy Collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know your Binoculars" published in Audubon

Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Manion St.,

West Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518)731-2610.

Real Estate

GOV'T FORECLOSED homes from pennies on $1.

Delinquent Tax, Repo's. REO's. Your Area. Toll Free

(1)800-218-9000 Ext. H-14212 for current listings.

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or exist-

ing home. Over 100 different programs available.

Free recorded message: (707)448-3210. (8LA1)
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Rentals

HAWAIIAN RESORT PENTHOUSE - 5 Star Maui
condo: S299/dav, 2 Bths/Bdrms. Panoramic

Ocean 270° view/whales, rainbows. (718)745-0494.

Tours/Trips

ACA AIR COUiyERS SAVE UP TO 80% on
International Travel: Europe $235, Asia $370, South

America S176 roundtrip. Fly as onboard courier for

the "big name freight" companies. 1,000 roundtrip

flights weekly to Europe, Asia, Pacific Rim,

Central/South America. Free information kit call Air

Courier Association 1-800-822-0888.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dotes. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildUfe sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!
Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and

snorkel Darwin's Enchanted Isles. Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free brochures! Special Interest Tours: Call (800)525-

6772.

CHINA f^^r"™^
.\fTordable. escorted non-group touring to

all cities, Yangtze River, Silk Road. Tibet.

KK^UH Planned bv Fredric M. Kaplan.

Sir E^ author #1 selling China Guidebook.

%SSMf (8(H)) 613-0721

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,

Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia, Kilimanjaro climbs,

gorilla tracking, more. Also unique tours in Egypt,

Israel, Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs.

Himalayan Travel, (800)225-2380, 24 hours.

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES. Wildlife

safaris to East and Southern Africa. Also, India,

Burma, Vietnam, Around the World etc. Our 1 5th

year. Call Wanderiust Adventures at (800)572-1592.

BELI
Kalnforeit, Reel in liuim

l./pcrience the diversity

|NTFRN/ATKIN,\I '•'•''^''' ifadim is \Arunr fKAVii

EXPFrilTIONSI'^
800-633.4734

AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box

49, Ml. Tremper, NY 12357 1-800-724-1 221

.

East Africa -«^
Galapagos r,,-^

CosTA Rica Amazoiv/? §
Natural History& Photographic Adventures

lAAGEliS 1-300-653-0299

vwvw.voyagers.com

AMAZON & ANDES EXPLORATIONS. Scholar es-

corted, small group, educational adventures!

Rainforest Safaris & Riverboat Cruises! Cuzco &
Machu Picchu! CaU Explorations, Inc. (800)446-9660.

AMAZONU EXPEDinONS, The Amazon's leading

company for expedition travel, since 1981.

Individual attention. Regional references available.

(800) 262-9669.

Lowland rainforests, mystical

cloud forests, volcanoes, black

sand & coral beaches...

Experience the great vrildlife

reserves of Costa Rica with

the World Leader in Nature

Travel. Complete services for

Groups & Independent Travelers

/^^itiiWiavmLl

800-633-47
E-MAJL intlexp@aol.com • If/TERNET hop://www.ietravel.com/lnlej

AUSTRALL\/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS -

Nahire, Hiking, and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and

camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Aushalia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805)687-7282.

lLA§Ea.VA EXIPE©ll¥]©IFy§

EXPI.©R£ THE WERtD'S t^| || |j || ; | ;Hi || ||; |

tfATURAL WmulRS ^"""""^"" '^

Expert led expeditions to the world's

wildest places! FREE Brochure call

toll free: 1-888-610-2220

www.naturetroveier.cem

CANOE CANADA'S ARTCTIC - Wolves, Muskoxen,

Caribou, Moose, Grizzlies, Birds. Wildlife biologist

guide. Operating 24 years in Canada's Northwest

Territories. Brochure. Canoe Arctic Inc., Box 130C,

Fort Smith, N.W.T XOE OPO, Canada (867)872-2308.

Costa Rica 'Belize* Africa 'Galapaoos

NATUfiAt HlSTOBT

TRIPS WOBLDWIOE
SiHCe 1982

P.O. BOX 3656-CI5

SONOBA.CA 95370

EXPEDITIONS
f-iil/ii/ Your Dream!

ofAelveiilim-

800 351-5041

COPPliK CANYON, MEXICO, by train, Indian cul-

ture, colonial history, birding, spectacular views. S&S
Tours, (800)499-5685, email:ss@theriver,com

The Greatest Voyage
in Natural History
• Exceptional Wildlife _" _

* Expert Naturalists

" Private Facilities

• Superb Dining

* Air Conditioned

8 Days/$2298

i.\i»i:piri()vs!>

iKK 800-633-4734
£ MAIL amazon@retravel.com • INTERNET wv,w. ietravei.com

COSTA RICA, KENYA, Tanzania, Ecuador,

Galapagos, Italy, England, India, Ethiopia, Albania,

Indonesia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey,

South Africa, Vietnam, and many more. Small group

hoUdays to many covmtries. Suitable for all ages.

Call for full color brochure. Adventures Abroad
1-800-665-3998.

DISCOVER THE HEART AND MIND of hidia.

Journey with Dr. Martin and Carol Noval.

Tours/Treks. Brochure S00-486-6S25.

From Your Jungle to Theirs.

Unkjue TravelAdventuresfor Ages 50 and Up

IMMI
800-207-5454

EAST AND SOUTHERN AFRICA. Specializing in

custom designed safaris. Rewarding visits to

unusual permanent Camps/Lodges/Private

Ranches/Homestays. Air/Road Combinations. 30

years experience. References. Bill Dixson's Discover

Africa. Box 40662, Nairobi, Kenya. Fax (2542)223647.

Tel: (2542)339094. ASTA Member.

Indonesia
Distinctive Journeys to Asia, Africa,

the Americas, Europe, & Antarctica

GEOGRAPmC EXPEDITIONS™
(800) 777-8183

InnerAsia Travel Group cst«ioo64oi-io

FOR PARENTS AND GRANDPARENTS who love to

travel. Family Travel Forum's newsletter, customized

destination information, website, discounts and

more. The perfect gift. Free brochure. Call 1- 888-FT-

FORUM.

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands, Monthly departi.ires/16 passen-

ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, P.O. Box 1220, San Juan

Bautista, CA 95045 1-800-969-9014.

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, bdonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife,

overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112

Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901, 1-800-225-2380, 24

hours,
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ALASKA
truly unique

7 -17 day

small group

journeys
• River Advenlures •Combination Trips

•Sightseeing Tours •Wilderness Explorations

Dog Sledding Trips * Natural History/Cultural Tours

(800) 365-7057 P B<>\ m H<>iw. --IA' vmi^ www.alaska nei/-a

JOURNEY WITH WHALES along Baja California

aboard the Pacific Queen. Gray whales, elephant

seals, dolphins, coastal birds; island/lagoon explo-

ration; world class wildlife photography; superb nat-

uralists. Expeditions February-April: Contact Pacific

Sportfishing, Inc. 2098 Mendocino Blvd., San Diego,

CA 92107 (619)224-4965; Fax (619)224-4197;

eddiemcewen@earthlink.net

-t.1ILJMJ.ll J

Wildlife
www.SoutheaxtAsla.com

800 642 2742
formertf floWtr Adrentures

NATURE CONNECTIONS! Baja CaUfomia, Mexico,

natural history whale watching! February, 1997.

Oaxaca City Easter Week. Eco-travel since 1966. Call

Piet: 1-800-726-7231.

MILLENNI
Get on the list to receive our

forthcoming Millennium

Travel Planner. International

Expeditions has already

secured space in the most

desirable destinations

worldvride. Start

planning right now.

iEXPEDITIONSi'»:|

E-MAIL nature

800-633-4 734
etravel.com • INTERNET www, ietravel.com

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean

trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel.

1-800-225-2380.

CALAPACOS
Deluxeyachts <S master

naturalistguides. Weekly

departures, plus Andes & Amazon.

13%7-tT riT A1S.T"r* Authentic Worldwide Explorations
yyil-(l-'L*VlML» 1.800-345-4 453AOVeNTUReS www.wildland.com

SWISS ALPS "THE HIKERS PARADISE" 21st year.

Moderate optional length Day hiking. Free brochure

call 888-478-4004. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours or

visit us at, www.swisshildng.com

Nature & AdventureTravel

^ALASKA
bRwildland

ADVENTURES

For a Free Catalog

800-334-8730
wwwalaskawildland.com
PO Box 389 Girdwood, AK 99587>

WYOMING FOSSIL HUNTING VACATIONS.
Dinosaurs, mammals, hirtles, fish, insects & more.

Small groups. Professional guides. Western Paleo

Safaris. Toll free 1-888-875-2233, use PI.N. 7737 for

1998 info, www.westempaleo.com

Volunteering

GREENVOLUNTEERS Worldwide Guide to

Volimteering in Nature Conservation 100+ projects

$16.00, (800)525-9379 www.greenvol.com

Rates and Style Inforjviation

$4.20 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classi-

fied is $455 per inch. Advertisements must be pre-

paid. Rates are not structured for agency or cash dis-

counts. Ads are accepted at Natural History's

discretion. Send check or money order to: The

Market/Natural History Magazine, Central Park

West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024. Direct any

written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe at the above ad-

dress, or call 212-769- 5500. Please include your per-

sonal address and phone number, issue preferred,

and suggested category. Deadline-lst of the month,

two months prior to cover date.

Latacunga, Ecuador.

CIS

MMRlCAHKWStUB
Seliesla«3iiBi3»>

Checks With A Conscience are checks with

a diKerence:

• They're sponsored by the American Museum of

Natural History (AMNH)

• They're printed witti soy-based ink

• Over 1 2% of every new order is returned to AMNH

• They're made with recycled paper

• They're accepted at all U.S. financial institutions

AMERICAN Museum Of Natural History

ORDER FORM
Select your AMNH check style ond quantity:

200 Single Checks @ $1 6.00 (Qty ) (MH)

1 50 Ouplitote Checks @ SI 6.95 (Qty ) (MH)

Daytime telephone number

( )

Include oil 3 of the following with this form:

1

.

Reorder foim fiom present check supply

OR voided check indicoting c starting raimber

# for your new order

2. Deposit ticket from ttie same account

3. Poyment check mode poyoble to Message I Products

(Hote: orders recemi without payment will not be processei)

Check Order $_

Shipping/Hondling $_

Add'l Boxes (odd $1.75 per box) $

1.75

Isl Class S&H (add $1.75 per box) $_

SUB-TOTAl $_

Minnesota Residents only odd 6.5% $_

TOTAL ENCLOSED $_

To Older, moil order form

and check payable ro:

MessagelProducts"'

P.O. Box 64800

St. Paul, MN 55164-0

A9

Questions? 1-800-243-2565

INTERNET: http;//www.en»iiolink.oi9/pioducts/message

MessagelProducts
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Afirica: Explorations and Expeditions

Tliis exhibition looks at the exploration of

Africa through firsthand aaountsfound in the

Rare Book Collection and the archives of

Museum research expeditions. It opens in the

Lilmvy Gallery on December 5.

RfX^iBr^^^rTTTJ^^SS^SS'S^^^^.^^'SSK?"-:

Egyptian Revival

When Napoleon set out to conquer

Eg\'pt 200 years ago, he followed the ex-

ample of Alexander the Great and took

along some 150 scientists, artists, and

other scholars. The general intended not

only to impede British access to India but

also to promote scientific knowledge. Just

r .
1 1 months after landing his troops at Al-

exandria, he founded the Institute of

Egypt, in Cairo. While French soldiers

were fending off the Mamelukes (Egypt's

rulmg warrior clan), the mstitute's schol-

ars were collecting birds, sketching tem-

ples, and studymg the feasibility of cutting

a canal through the Suez isthmus.

Napoleon's mihtary feats have been in-

scribed in marble and in history books,

but the best testament to the efforts of the

civilian savants is the multivolume opus

they themselves created: the Description de

I'Egypte. This monumental project was no

less than a complete description of the

flora, fauna, topography, history, culture,

and archeology of aU of Egypt. It was the

first systematic scientific investigation of

any area in Africa.

By the time the British defeated

Napoleon's expeditionary forces in 1801,

the storerooms of the institute were fiUed

with plant and animal specimens, antiqui-

ties, and drav/ings of landscapes, mum-
mies, and other curiosities. Between 1809

and 1828, the massive Description de I'E-

gypte appeared in installments; the second

edition, which is on display in the Library

Gallery, filled ten foHo volumes (contain-

ing more than 3,000 illustrations) and

twenty-four volumes of memoirs and

monographs.

The Egypt the savants documented is

not what a visitor sees today, but the De-

scription de I'Egypte itself is like an intact

pharaonic tomb: Open it, and its con-

tents—drawings, maps, lists, catalogs, and

personal accounts—provide a detailed

and e.xpansive view of Egypt as it used to

be.

—

Lisa Stillnian

December/January Events

December 1

A slide-illustrated lecture, "Hubble Space

Telescope Observations ofMassive Galac-

tic Black Holes," will be presented by

Koland van der Marel, of the Space Tele-

scope Science lastitute. The talk, part of

the "Frontiers in A.strophysics" series, will

begin at 7:30 I'.M.

December 2
Alexander Graham Bell, who invented

the telephone, as well as the first metal

detector and respirator, will be the subject

of a talk by Edwin S. Grosvenor, Bell's

great-grandson and coauthor of a new

biography. The slide-illustrated lecture

will begin at 7:00 i'.M.

Decemiber 5 and 12
Thomas Ross Miller, the guest curator

of the exhibition celebrating the cen-

tennial of the Jesup Expedition, will

explain multimedia representations of

traditional native cultures, including

wax cylinder recordings documenting

North Pacific cultures, at 7:00 km. The
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following week at 7:00 P.M., guest curator

Barbara Mathe will discuss the pho-

tographs, paintings, and models brought

back to the Museum by the Jesup team.

December 6 and 7
The world of India today wiU be high-

lighted in programs celebrating fifty years

of the country's independence. The festi-

val runs fi-om 11:00 A.M. until 8:00 P.M.

on Saturday and from 11:00 A.M. to 5:00

PM. on Sunday. For a complete schedule,

call (212) 769-5315.

December 8
As part of the "Distinguished Authors m
Astronomy" series, Neil Comms, of the

University of Maine, will give a slide-

illustrated talk at 7:30 rm. entided "What

If the Moon Didn't Exist?"

acquisitions. Both programs, beginning at

1:00 PM., include short films and are free

with Museum admission.

December 18
Neil de Grasse Tyson—the Frederick P.

Rose Director of the Hayden Planetar-

ium, a visiting research scientist at Prince-

ton University, and a columnist for Nat-

ural History—will discuss some of the

most compelling questions about the uni-

verse in a tree talk bea;inning at 7:00 p.m.

December 8 and 15
North Pacific cultures wiU be the subject January O
of two talks: "Contemporary Village Life

in Siberia," by Igor Krupnik, of the

Smithsonian's Arctic Studies Center, and

"Shamans and Ethnic Identity," by Piers

Vitebsky, of the Scott Polar Research In-

stitute in Cambridge, England. The lec-

tures will begin at 7:00 PM.

December 28
From noon until 6:00 PM. on Sunday in January Z/
the Hall of Ocean Life, the Museum will

observe the African American holiday

Kwanzaa, customarily marked by week-

long feasting and the exchange of gifts.

Call (212) 769-5315 for information

about Kwanzaa festivities.

Point Hope, Alaska, will demonstrate
u

their traditions. For a complete schedule,

caU (212) 769-5315.

January 26 and 28
In conjunction with the opening of the

exhibition "Sacred Mountains of the

World," Edwin Bernbaum, a scholar of

comparative religion and mythology, will

give two lectures, each at 7:00 PM., on

the symbolism of mountains, including

the Hindu Himalayan pilgrimage site of

Badrinath.

Performers from the Music in Action

program at the Manhattan School of

Music will offer a concert, "Fleshing the

Bones: Music Awakening Prehistory," in-

spired by the theme of dinosaurs, in the

second-floor Rotunda at 7:00 p.m.

At 7:00 PM., Alfonso Silva Lee—a Cuban

biologist, author, photographer, and ex-

pert on the natural life of his native is-

land—will talk about some of the eighty-

two species of lizards found in Cuba's

diverse habitats.

December 9
In a slide-illustrated lecture beginning at

7:00 PM., prospector, explorer, and author

Henry E Kennedy will discuss diamond

and gemstone mining in Brazil.

December 10
Friends, biographers, and associates wOl

honor the late Sir Laurens van der Post,

advocate of the San people of the Kala-

hari Desert and author of more than

twenty-five books. The program begins

at 7:00 PM. and is free.

December 13

January 17
Museum anthropologist Laurel Kendall

will present "The Next 100 Years of the

Jesup Collection," and anthropologist

Paula Rubel, of Barnard College, will

discuss the expedition's collections and

January 9 and 10
In conjunction with the exhibition cele-

brating the centennial of the Jesup Expe-

dition, Tikigaq dancers and artisans trom

A western kiiiglit aiiolc, part of Cuba's abundaut lizardJauua.

January 26
For the "Frontiers in Astrophysics" series,

Elizabeth Lada, of the University of

Florida, will present a slide-illustrated talk

at 7:30 P.M. entided "Let There Be Light:

The Birth of Stars."

January 29
For the "Distinguished Authors in As-

tronomy" series, David Malin, of the

Anglo-Australian Observatory, will pre-

sent a slide-iUustrated talk at 7:30 RM. en-

titled "A Universe of

Color."

The American Mu-

seum of Natural His-

tory is located at Cen-

tral Park West and 79th

Street in New York

City. For tickets and in-

formation about events,

caU (212) 769-5200.

You may also consult

the Museum Web site

for more information

(www. amnh. org). For

hours and admission

fees, call (212) 769-

5100.



Reach out and touch some-
one. . .without wires or fees!
Motorola integrates microchip technologi/ into a palm-sized

two-way radio to create the ultimate communication device.

by Erin Kahn

Picture this. ..you're on a

camping trip with your

family. It's getting dark,

and the kids haven't returned

from "exploring." It's your first

time at this particular camp-
ground, and your imagination

is running wild as you wonder
u'hy they have been gone an

hour longer than promised.
What do you do? Alert the Park

Rangers? Split up and try to

find your children? No. ..you

simply turn on your Motorola

TalkAbout™ Radio, push a

button and tell the kids to

return to camp and get to bed.

These radios are the ultimate

in personal communication,
with literally hundreds of uses,

both practical and fun.

Two-way the right way.
Hand-held personal commu-
nication devices have been

around for a long time. Unfor-

tunately, the technology had

not advanced to the point that

they could be made small,

powerful and affordable. Some
models looked like they
belonged in an old war movie

and were roughly the size of a

shoe box. Others were smaller.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
E 14 UHF frequencies and

38 interference eliminator

codes ensure privacy

and clarity.

B Clear communication

up to two miles away.

20 hours of operation

on three AA batteries.

Rugged design built

to withstand abuse from

inclement weather, harsh

terrain, even l<ids!

but even with long, clumsy
antennas, they had poor sound

quality, inadequate static reduc-

tion and an extremely limited

operating range. Most afford-

able models were constructed of

brittle plastic and fake chrome.

They were sold in pairs, so once

you dropped one or broke its

antenna, the other one was use-

less. The only way to get clarity,

power and durability in person-

al communication was to use

expensive cellular phones, with

sky-high usage fees and limited

roverage in rural areas. This has

I changed due to a recent ruling

1 the Federal Communications

( ommission and technological

,ii.l\'ances in radio design.

Crystal-clear and conve-
nient. The FCC has designated

.1 new band of radio frequencies

specifically for family use, with

no licensing fees or usage
< hargcs. Motorola, the world's

leader in wireless two-way com-

munication, has integrated the

latest electronic technology into

a product that operates on thesi'

Family Radio Service (FRS)

bands. The radio can be tuned to

any one of 14 UHF frequencies

and 38 interference eliminator codes, so you can

pick any charmel you want, without experiencing

the annoying interference that you get from CB
radios. Unlike cellular phones, these radios are

not subject to air-time charges or limited satellite

coverage areas, and you can reach the other

party with the push of a button. The powerful

circuitry and unique antenna design enable

crystal-clear reception for a two-mile range.

Because you get to pick the transmission channel,

as many friends and family members as you
like can stay connected. The only limit is the

number of radios you have!

Compact and durable. The TalkAbout Radios

are designed to operate anytime, anywhere

—

from comfortable family outings to the most

extreme sporting activities. Whether you're camp-

ing, skiing, biking or simply shopping or attend-

ing a concert, clip a TalkAbout to your belt and

vou'll never be out of touch. The lightweight yet

rugged casing has undergone extensive testing

and stands up to any-

thing you, the environ-

ment or even your kids

can dish out. The con-

trols have been engi-

neered for the ultimate

in functionality and
ease-of-use, and the unit

will operate for up to 20

hours on three AA bat-

teries. Never before has

a communication device

featured this degree of

clarity, power, portability

and range. ..andit fits in

the palm of your hand.

Wireless freedom and
safety. Once you have

tried this remarkable
product, you'll wonder
how you ever lived

without one. You'll be

amazed as you discover

all the ways the Talk-

About Radio can enhance

your lifestyle. With the

power to communicate
without wires or monthly usage fees, you can

make many of your activities easier, safer and

more enjoyable than ever.

Risk-free. The technological advances that led

to these radios occurred only recently, so this

product might not yet be available in stores. The

Motorola TalkAbout Radios come with our risk-

free home trial. If you're not fully satisfied,

return your purchase within 90 days for a "No
Questions Asked" refund. They are also backed

by a one-year manufacturer's limited warranty.

FRS Two-Way Radio . $159.95 each $8 s&h

Buy two radios and save $20 $149.95 each

Buy three or more radios $139.95 each
"You must have at least two radios for operation.

Please mention promotional code 2813-12091

.

For fastest service, call toll-free 24 hours a day

800-992-2966

Ose the TalkAbout to

communicate between:

Q cars on a road trip

H boats on a lake

different seats

at a ball game

£3 ttie kitchen and

the playground

The only limit is your

imagination!

^^ ^^r ^0 ^c.„

^ comt:rad
indust:ries
2820 Waterford Lake Dr., Suite 102

Midlothian, Virginia 23113



A strong case*

Just in case.

A Rolex is not only handsome, it is extremely

rugged, and the key is its trademark Oyster

case sculpted from 18kt gold or stainless

steel. The case, combined with the

synthetic sapphire crystal and patented

Triplock winding crown, creates a virtually

impenetrable miniature vault which, for this

Submariner, is pressure-proof to 1,000

feet. Its legendary durability has made

it the standard of excellence among divers,

and is just one reason why this timepiece grows

even more impressive the deeper you delve into it.

t
Rolex Oyster Perpetual Submariner Date in 18kt gold and stainless steel with matching Oyster Fliplock bracelet. For the name and location "D /^T TJI "Vof an Official Rolex Jeweler near you, please call 1-800-36ROLEX. Rolex, «, Oyster Perpetual, Submariner, Oyster, Fliplock and Triplock are trademarks, Xl \J J_lHj 2\.










